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A} METHODICAL LIST OF THE SESSIONS BY GENERAL TOPICS
GENERAL TITLE

I GENERAL PURPOSES

RADIATION PROTECTION

so1 and soB

General aspects (part I and II)

so4c

Comparison with other hazards

SO?

Non ionizing radiation

S1J

New ICRP recommendation

SJO

.Health implications (WHO)

S29

Education and Public information

S22

Natural soure-es
and consumer
products

S19 and P5

Medical irradiation
(Part I and II)

S02 and S20

Environmental
levels, limitation
and control
(Part I and II)

S2J

Basic criteria for
the limitation of
releases (IAEA)

S05

Radioecology

PJb

Atmospheric dispersion and doses

P4cc

Fallout measurements

Direct

II

POPULATION
EXPOSURE

Environmental
effects

... ;

- 2 -

S10 and P2a

II I

WORKER 1 S

S11
S18
527 and P2c

EXPOSURE

IV

v

VI

BIOLOGY

DOSIMETRY

SPECIAL
TOPICS

Personnel monitoring
(Part I and II)
-

Occupational radiation protection : except fuel cycle plants and reactors - medical
uses

S25

Medical aspects of radiation
protection

S16

Collective doses (UN5CEAR)

506

Molecular and cellular radiobiology

524 and 528

Experimental radiobiology
(Part I and II)

509

Assessments of organe doses

S26 and P7

Internal contamination
(Part I and II)

514

Radi oprot ector s

517

Effects in man ; risk estimates

503

General aspects and techniques

PJa

P~ysical

S15

S.I. Units (ICRU)

aspects

P1

Instruments and techniques

P6

New techniques

P4a

Area and environmental monitoring
techniques

P4b

Neutron spectrometry

P2b

Shielding and containment

512

Wastes and decontamination

S21

Accidents

I

... /

- 3 B)

INDEX OF GENERAL TOPICS BY SESSIONS NUMBERS

GENERAL TOPIC

SESSION

Pl

v

P2a

III

P2b

VI

P2c

III

PJa

v

PJb

II

P~a
P~b

v
v

P~c

II

P5

II

P6

v

P7

IV

Dosimetry
Worker' s Exposure
Special Topics
Worker's Exposure
Dosimetry
Population Exposure
Dosimetry
Dosimetry
Population Exposure
Population Exposure
Dosimetry
Biology

... /

- 4 GENERAL TOPIC

SESSION

General Purposes

S01

I

S02

II

SOJ

v

Dosimetry

so4

I

General Purposes

S05

II

Population Exposure

Population Exposure

so6

IV

S07

I

General Purposes

Biology

soB

I

General Purposes
Biology

S09

IV

S10

III

Worker's Exposure

S11

III

Worker's Exposure

S12

VI

Special Topics

S13

I

S14

IV

General Purposes

S15

v

S16

III

S17

IV

S18

III

S19

II

Population Exposure

S20

II

Population Exposure

S21

VI

Special Topics

S22

II

Population Exposure

S23

II

Population Exposure

S24

IV

Biology

S25

III

S26

IV

S27

III

S28

IV

S29

I

General Purposes

SJO

I

General Purposes

Biology
Dosimetry
Worker's Exposure
Biology
Worker's Exposure

Worker's Exposure
Biology
Worker's Exposure
BiologY!

... /
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C) INDEX OF SESSIONS BY KEY-WORDS

ACCIDENT (radiation and nuclear)
ANIMAL biology

P7 -

AREA monitoring

P~a

S1~

-

S2~

S21
- S28

ASSESSMENT (organ dose)- S09
ATMOSPHERIC dispersion - P)b
BIOLOGY

- S06

BIOLOGY (animal) -

S1~

BIOLOGY (man)

P7 - S09 - S14 - S17 - S26

CARCINOGENESIS

S28

CELLULAR radiobiology

- S24 - S28

- S06

COLLECTIVE dose : UNSCEAR
COMPARISON of hazards

-

- S16
SO~

CONSUMER products irradiation- S22
CONTAINMENT

- P2b

CONTAMINATION (internal)

P7

- S26

CONTROL (medical) - S25
CRITERIA (risk) - S01 - SOB
DECONTAMINATION

- S12

DEPOSITION model - P7 - S26
DIFFUSION model

- P)b

DISPERSION (atmospheric)-PJb
DOSE (collective) : UNSCEAR -

S16

DOSE (organ) - P7

... ;

- 6 DOSE (organ) assessment

-

S09

DOSE (organ) from medical irradiation

-

DOSIMJ<;THY

- S15

-

Pl - P4a - P4b - Pb

DOSIMETRY general aspects

-

SO)

DOSIMETRY physical aspects

-

PJa

ECOLOGY

P5

- P4c - S02 - 005 - 520 - 522 -

EDUCATION - S29
EFFECT (radiation) in man
EMERGENCY plan

-

S17

-

SJO

S21

ENERGY production : WHO
ENVIRONMENT

-

P4c - S02 - S20 - S22

ENVIRONMENTAL monitoring

- P4a

EXPOSURE (collective)

-

EXPOSURE (medical)

- P5

S16

- S19

EXPOSURE (population) - P)b - P4c - P5 - S02 - S05 - S19 - S20
S22 - S2J
EXPOSURE (worker's)

- P2c - P2a - S10 - S11 - S16 - S18 - S25
S27

FALL OUT measurement

- P4c

GENERAL PURPOSES

- SOl - S04 - SO? - SOB - SlJ - S29 - SJO

HAZARDS (comp~rison of)- 204
HAZARDS (non radioactive)

- so4

HEALTH implication WHO

- SJO

HOSPITAL (occupational radiation protection in)
HYGIEN (industrial)

1

-

S11

- S25

I.A.E.A. recommendation (limitation of releases)

- S2J

I.C.R.P. norm - SlJ
HEALTH (occupational) S25

... /

- 7 I.C.R.P. recommendation

- S13

I.C.R.U. - S15
INCIDENT (radiation and nuclear) - S21
INDUSTRIAL (hygien) - S25
INFORMATION (public)- S29
INJURY (radiation)
INSTRUMENTATION

- S21

- P1 - P2a - P2b - P3a - P4a - P4b P6 - S03 - S10

INTERNAL contamination - P7 - S26
IONIZING (non) radiation
IRRADIATION (medical)

- S07

- P5 - S19

LABORATORY (occupational radiation protection in) - S11
LIMITATION of release : I.A.E.A. recommendation

- S23

MAN accidental contamination - S21
MAN accidental irradiation - 21
MAN biology

- P7 - S09 - S14 - S17 - S26

MAN (radiation effect in) - 517
MODEL (deposition) - P7 - 526
MEASUREMENT (fall out)

- P4c

MEASUREMENT (new techniques of) - P6
MEASUREMENT techniques - P1
MEASUREMENT techniques, general aspects - 503
MEDICAL aspects of radiation protection - 525
MEDICAL exposure - 519
MEDICAL irradiation - P5 - 519
MEDICAL use of radiation - P2c
METABOLISM - P7 - S26

... /

- 8 MINES (occupational radiation protection in)
MODEL (diffusion)

- PJb

MOLECULAR radiobiology
MONITORING

- S18

- S06

- P2a - PJa - Pqa - P6 - SlO

MONITORING (environmental) - Pqa
NATURAL source irradiation

- S22

NON IONIZING radiation

- SO?

NON RADIOACTIVE hazard

- SOq

NORM ( I. C. P. R • )

- S 13

NEUTRON spectrometry

- Pqb

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT (occupational radiation protection in) - S27
OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection in hospital

Sll

OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection in laboratory
OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection in mines

-

Sll

S18

OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection in nuc 1 ear power plant
OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection in processing plant

-

S27

S18

OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection in workroom

Sll

OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection

medical use

- P2c

OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection

miscellaneous - P2a - P2b P2c

ORGAN dose

- P7

ORGAN dose assessment

- S09

ORGAN dose from medical irradiation
PATIENT irradiation

- P5

- P5

PLANT (occupational radiation protection in nuclear power) - S27
PLANT (occupational radiation protection in processing)
POPULATION exposure

S18

- PJb - Pqc - P5 - S02 - S05 - S19 - S20 S22 - S23

OCCUPATIONAL health - S25

... /

- 9 PROCESSING PLANT (occupational radiation protection in) - S18
PRODUCTS (consumer) irradiation
PUBLIC information

- S29

RADIATION (non ionizing)

- S07

RADIOBIOLOGY (cellular)

- S06

RADIOBIOLOGY (experimental)
RADIOBIOLOGY (molecular)
RADIOECOLOGY

- S22

- S24 - S28

- S26

- P4c - S02 - S05 - S20 - S22

RADIOPROTECTOR

- S14

REACTOR (occupational radiation protection in)

- S27

RECOMMENDATION (I.A.E.A.) limitation of release
RECOMMENDATION (I.C.R.P.)
RELEASE

RELEASE (limitation of)

- PJb
: I.A.E.A. recommendation

RISK (biological) estimate
RISK criteria
SHIELDING

- S2J

- S17

- SOl - SOB

- P2b

S.I. UNITS

- S15

SPECTROMETRY (neutron)

- P4b

- S29

TRANSPORT accident
UNITS (S.I.)
U.N.S.C.E.A.R.
WASTES

- SlJ

- S02 - S20

RELEASE (atmospheric)

TRAINING

- S2J

- S21

- S15
- S16

- S12

... ;
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WHO

- 530

WORKER'S exposure

- P2a - P2c - 510 - 511 - 516 - 518 - 525
527

WORKROOM (occupational radiation protection in)

- 511

... ;

-
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D) INDEX OF PAPERS BY KEY-WORDS

Directions for use
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

General Purposes
Population Exposure (included environmental effects)
Worker's Exposure
Biology
Dosimetry
Special ropics (Shielding - Wastes - Accidents)

S

Oral Session

P

Poster Session

The number printed immediately after the index of
the session is the index n•

of the paper.

Please then look at the paper index (in any of the
four volumes) to find the volume and the page corresponding
to the paper shown on the list.
For example, you look at : "DOSE distribution II, S19 :"2q5". Thenumber II means that the subject is included
in a paper dealing with "population exposure", and

11

S19"

means that paper 2q5 is included in session S19 ; then you
look at the paper index : paper 2q5 is in volume 3, page 879 •

.. ./

- 12 ABDOMEN- IV, S09

208

ABSORBED dose

see DOSE
~22

ACCELERATORS,accident -III, P2a :

ACCELERATORS,Bremsstrahlung, X-rays- VI, P2b
P~b

ACCELERATOR5(electron linear) - V,
ACCELERATORS,shieldings- VI, P2b
V
P~b

216

: 270

006 - 216
~01

ACCIDEN'IS: see session S21
~22

ACCIDENTS(accelerator) -III, P2a :

ACCIDENTS,dispersion models- II, P3b : 061
ACCIDENTS (professional) - I,

SO~

: 330
35~

ACCIDENTS, atmospheric transfert evaluation - II, P3b
ACCIDENTS (X-rays, gamma-rays) - III, S10

332

ACTIVATION (neutron flux) of compact bone - V, P1
A.C.T,H., radiosensibility- IV,

S1~

:

233

23~

ACTINIDE (reirradiation of) - VI, S12 : 285
ACTINIUM - III, S18 : 339
ACUTE irradiation - IV, S24
III, S25

~33

- ~37 - 438

327

ADMINISTRATIVE control - I, SOB : 407
AEROSOLS - III, S18 :

12~

AEROSOLS, dose distribution - IV, P7 : 201
AEROSOLS, fast breeder reactor - IV, P7 : 062
AEROSOLS, lungs, animal - IV, P7

387

AEROSOLS, particle size- IV, P7

361

AEROSOLS, ventilation - III, S18

386

AIR monitoring - V, P4a : 174

... /

AIR sampler - VI, 512 : 28)
AIRBORNE, alpha particles - III, P2a : )85
AIRBORNE contamination - VI, 512

279

AIRBORNE,mining - III, 510 : 125 - 178
AIRBORNE radioactivity - II, PJb

061

ALBEDO dosimeter energy independant - V, P1 : 246
ALGAE (concentration factor in) - II, 502 : )88
ALGAE (plutonium) and crustacean - II, 502 : )89
ALPHA and gamma contamination - VI, 521 : 358
ALPHA mixed irradiation- IV, 524

-

ALPHA particles

III, P2a
510
S18
IV, 517
VI, S21

)85
125 - 178 - 252
)86 - 427
10)
288

-

IV, S28

)42

ALUMINIUM oxides

- v' P6

165

ALPHA toxicity

AMERICIUM 241

-

I I, P4c
S05
IV, S24

400

-

167

202
1)1
89

ANIMALS, biological models - IV, 506

010

ANIMALS, carbon 14- IV, S26 : 070
ANIMALS, chemical and radioactive toxicity - I, S04

489

ANIMALS, deposition model - IV, P7 : 201
ANIMALS, lung cancer - IV, S28 : )74
ANIMALS (extrapolation from) to man - IV, S28

084

ANIMALS, mineral water - II, S22 : 455
ANIMALS, platinium 195m- IV, P7 : 429

... /

ANIMALS, plutonium

-

II, P4c
IV, S26

I

-

ANIMALS, radon products

202
041

:

-

518

IV, S26 : 106

-

ANIMALS, zinc 65' cadmium 109
AREA dose

-

14

IV, P7 : 247

see DOSE

AREA monitoring - V, P4a
ARGON 41 : II, P3b
ASH (slag - fly)

171

- see also ENVIRONMENT

286
population exposure - V, P4a

224

ASSESSMENT (dose)in fatal irradiation - VI, S21

457

ASSESSMENT of organ doses
ATMOSPHERIC diffusion

see session S09

: see session P3b

ATMOSPHERIC pollution - I, S04 : 410

BACKGROUND radiation

BENEFIT (cost)

-

BENEFIT (risk)

-

BERYLLIUM oxide

-

II, 522
v, P4a
P4c

I' 501
II, P5

095
J6J

II, 519
S22

- v,

BETA gamma counting

351
128
049

-

227

- 192
-

446

490

472
055

P6 : 122

- v,

P4a : 446

BETA rays, absorbed dose distribution
BETA rays, calibration
BETA rays, dosimeter

-

-

- v' P1

:

v, P6

J40

-

III, P2a

422

350

BETA rays, ions forming - V, P3a : 357
BETA rays rate meter - V, P1 : 119

... /

- 15 BEZNAU - III, 527 : 148
BIOCHEMICAL

dosim~ter-

V, P6 : 413

BIOLOGICAL dosimetry- TIT, 525 : 303
BIOLOGICAL effects of non ionizing radiations - I, 507

521 - 523

BIOLOGY : see list of the general topics
BITUMEN fixation - VI, 512 : 241
BLOOD forming organs - IV, 517

380

BODY activity - II, 522 :017
BONE dose distribution - IV, 509

302

BONE marrow dose - II, P5 : 149
BONE (neutron flux activation of compact) - V, P1
BONE (plutonium 239) - IV, 526
BONNER spectrometer - V, P4b

233

518
270 - 401

BREM5TRAHLUNG - V, P2b : 216
BUILDING materials - II, 522
V, P4a

207 - 351 - 419
224

BURIAL costs - VI, 512 : 279
B.W.R. - III, S18 : 124

CADMIUM 109, animal - IV, P7 : 247
CALCIUM (D.T.P.A.) - III, S25 : 333
CALCIUM fluoride- V, P6

371

CALCIUM sulphate- V, P6

164 - 165 - 340 - 371 - 423

CALIBRATION (beta rays) - V, P1 : 350
CALIBRATION- V, S03
P4a

166
171

CALIBRATION, standards - V, P3a

032 - 058 - 156 - 334

... ;

- 16 CALIFORNIUM 152 - IV,

52~

089

CANCER - I I, 522 1: 109
IV, S06
309
517
096 - 103 - 155 - 228 528
3~2 - 3~3
CANCER (immunology and) - IV, S28 :
3~~-

CANCER (lung) - IV, 528
CANCER mortality - I,

SO~

1~

CARBON

1~,

-

37~

226

CANDU : tritium measurement - V,
CARBON

3~~

~67

- II, 520 : 281 -

P~a

17~

~~1

animal, metabolism - IV, 526

070

CARBONATES (poly) - V, P6 : 159
CARCINOGENS (chemical) - I,

SO~

226

CELLS- IV, S06 : 010- 309
CEMENTS (gypsum) - II, 522 : 059
CERAMIC filters -VI, 512 : 283
CEREAL contamination - II, 502

~26

CERENKOV effect - V, Pl : ~12
CERIUM, CESIUM, sediment absorption - II, 502

221·

CESIUM 137- II, 505 : 352
CHAMBER (ion)

see ION

CHELATION (plutonium) rate - III, 525 : 158
CHELATION, transuranium elements - III, 525
CHEMICAL carcinogens - I,

SO~

018

: 226

CHEMICAL hazards : see list of the general topics
CHEMICAL mutagenics - I,

SO~

050

CHEMICAL pollutants - I,

SO~

226

CHEMICAL (rem-equivalent for) toxicity - I,

SO~

016 - 050

... /

- 17 CHEMIOTOXIC effect equivalent - I, S04

25.1

CHILDREN- II, P5 : 250- 370
IV, S09 : 187- 219
CHROMOSOMES aberrations : dose assessment - III, S25

402 - '->35

CHROMOSOMES an.lysis (automatic) - V, P6 : 434
CHROMOSOMES,

low doses - IV, S14

239

CHRONIC irradiation- IV, S24 : 346
CLEARANCE - V, P7 : 447
COBALT 58, metabolism, man - IV, P7

447

COBALT 60, metabolism -IV, P7 : 447
COLLECTIVE dose
COMBINATION (dose)

see DOSE
: see DOSE

COMPACTION (waste) - VI, S12 : 279
COMPUTER, (gamma rays, luminescence) - III, S10
COMPUTER in survey instrument - V, P3a

337

068

COMPUTER (mini) for radiation protection data- V, P1
COMPUTERIZED axial tomography - II, P5

481

404

CONCENTRATIONSfactor - VI, S12 : 241
CONCENTRATIONSfactor in algae- II, S02 : 388
CONCENTRATIONS (maximum allowable) - I, S04

050

CONCENTRATIONS (threshold) - I, S04 : 489
CONTAMINATED wound- VI, S21

358

CONTAMINATION (alpha and gamma emitters) - VI, S21
CONTAMINATION (fission product)

-

358

VI, S21 : 289

CONTAMINATION by inhalation -VI, S21 : 359
CONTAMINATION (internal) IV, S09
v, P3a
VI, S21

063 - 219
462
288

... ;

- 18 CONTAMINATION (internal) personnel dosimeter - III, P2a : 432
CONTAMINATION (internal) whole-body dosimeter- III, P2a : 284
CONTAMINATION (milk) - 11, SU2
V, P4a

184
446

CONTAMINATION (natural) inside buildings - II, S22

207

CONTAMINATION, plant - III, St8 : 012 - 110
CONTAMINATION (population) - VI, S21 : 036
CONTAMINATION (prediction of), food chain - II, S02
CONTAMINATION (soil) - II, P4c

392 - 426

138 - 145

CONTAMINATION (surface) - V, P4a
VI, S12
CONTAMINATION (water) - V, P4a : 473
CONTROLS(administrative) - I, S08
V, S03

407
135

CONTROLS in industry - II, S22 : 055 - 059
CONVERSION factors - V, P4a : 192
CONVERSION relations - V, P4b : 355
CONVERTER DC to frequency - V, P1 : 381
COOLING time - VI - .S12 : 285
COOLING tower, environment
COSMIC protons
COST/benefit

-

-

-

II, S02

184

IV, S17 : 380

I' SOl
I I, P5

095 - 227 - 490
J6J

COUNTER (BFJ) - V, Pl

118

COUNTER (GM) - V, P4a

171

COUNTER (thermal neutron rem) - V, Pl
CRITICALITY dosimetry - V, Pl
V, SOJ

377

415
484

CRITICALITY, plant - III, St8 : 012

... /

- 19 CROPS- II, S05 - 391
CRYSTAL (spherical) - V, Pqa : 192
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY X-rays : protection - III, S11

DAMAGE (radiation) - I, SOl

072

428 - 451

DEATHES (worker) statistics - I, SOq : 330
DECOMMISSIONING - III, S18 : 339- 466
DECONTAMINATION factor - VI, S12

241

DECONTAMINATION gels and mixtures - VI, S12
DECONTAMINATION (internal) - IV, S2q

242

089

DECONTAMINATION (nuclear equipments) - III, S27 : 525
DECONTAMINATION (nuclear power plant) - III, S27 : 293
DECONTAMINATION process - VI, S12

242

DECONTAMINATION (skin) - III, S25

231

DEPOSITION models

: see sessions S26 and P7

DESIGN aspects , eyes protecting - VI, P2b

040

DESIGN aspects, glove box - VI, P2b : 526
DESIGN (radiological) aspects - I, SOB : 407
DETECTORS : see DOSIMETRY or DOSIMETER (V)
DIAGNOSTIC (medical) - IV, S09
II, S19
DIFFUSION (atmospheric)

071
210

and II, session P5, most
of the papers

see session P3b

DISEASES (professional) - I, S04 : 330
DISPERSION (atmospheric) : see session P3b
DISTRIBUTION (dose)

: see DOSE

D.N.A. chain-break - IV, S06 : 301
D.N.A. molecular action - IV, S14 : 383

... /

- 20 D.N.A. membrane - enzymatic system - IV, S14

236

D.N.A. replication - IV, S06 : 141
DOSE (absorbed)

-

I I, P3b
P5
III, S16
IV, S09
v, P3a

286
230
515
187 - 219 - 292 - 476
462

DOSE (absorbed), beta- V, P1 : 119
DOSE (absorbed)

from neutron - V, P4b

DOSE (absorbed), gamma- V, S03

214

356

DOSE (absorbed), luminescence - III, P2a

398

DOSE (absorbed), skin - III, P2c : 461
DOSE (area) - V, S03 : 291
DOSE assessment - II, S05 : 295 - 391
DOSE assessment in fatal irradiation -VI, S21

457

DOSE assessment (plutonium) - IV, S26 : 518
DOSE calculation models - II, P3b : 282 - 294
DOSE : chromosome aberrations- III, S25 : 435
DOSE (collective) - I, SOl
II, S20
P3b

095 - 305 - 408
151 - 179 - 280 - 281 - 287 - 441
479
403

DOSE (Gollective), UNSCEAR- III, S16 : 515
DOSE combination practic - I,

SOB

:

452

DOSE {combination) index- IV, S09 : 134
DOSE {deep) build up - V, Pl : 412
DOSE distribution - II, S19
IV, S09
S17
V, P4b

245
071 - 134 - 208 - 261 - 313
037
401

DOSE distribution (aerosols inhalation) - IV, P7

201

... ;

- 21 DOSE distribution (beta rays, absorbed) - III, P2a

422

DOSE distribution, bone - IV, S09 : 302
DOSE distribution (natural radioactivity) - IV, P7

029

DOSE distribution (neutrons) -VI, P2b : 216
DOSE effect relation - IV, S24

229

DOSE {emergency) limit - VI, S21 : 288
DOSE ( equivalent)

: chemical - I, S04

DOSE equivalent index- IV, S09
V, SO)

226

511
291 - 312

DOSE equivalent (neutrons) - V, Pl : )06
VI, P2b
172
DOSE equivalent, tritium - III, P2a
DOSE (fall out) in man - IV, P7

107

029

DOSE (individual) - I, SOl : 305
DOSE (low) - I, SOl
IV, S24

095 - 451
)46

DOSE (maximum permissible) - I, SOl

soB
DOSE measurement

-

II, P)b
III, S16
IV, S09
v, SO)
P)a

428 - 451 - 490
460 - 469

286
515
06)
102 - 291 - )84
087 - 114 - 156

DOSE measurement after hand irradiation - VI, S21
DOSE measurement ( 1 mrad)

- v'

213

P6 : 371

DOSE measurement : U.V. - I, S07 : 418
DOSE (natural and occupational) - I, SOl

305

DOSE of foetus - II, P5 : 248
DOSE (organ)

- II, P5 : 404
V, SO) : 220

... /

- 22 DOSE (organ), assessment : see session S09
DOSE (organ), assessment, accident- VI, S21
1~9

DOSE (organ), bone marrow- II, P5
DOSE (organ), gonads

-

- II,

DOSE (organ), ovaries
DOSE (organ), skin

II, P5

- II,

DOSE (organ), uterus

-

150

:

P5 :

311

-

209

-

- 370

250

2~~

P5 : 250

II, S19 :

~~~

DOSE (population) - II, S20 : 151 - 177 - 206 - 278 - 280 - 287
367 - ~09
DOSE quantity for standardization- V, SOJ
~DOSE

J8~

(radiological) - I , 501: 305

DOSE (radon inhalation) - IV, S26 : 106
DOSE rate - IV, S28 :

26~

DOSE rate (automate) : electrometer - V, P1
DOSE rate, equivalent - V,

P~a

381

: 192

DOSE rate (neutron) - V, P1 : 118
DOSE register, computer (personal) - III, 510
DOSE response- V, PJa
P6

OJ~

11~
~13

DOSE response, cellular·biology - IV, S06 : 010 DOSE (threshold) - I, S01 : 095 -

~28

-

- 309

~90

DOSIMETER (albedo) energy independant - V, P1
DOSIMETER (biochemical) - V, P6 :

1~2

2~6

~13

DOSIMETER (insulating foil) - V, P6 : 129 - 159
DOSIMETER (personnel), internal contaminatibn - III, P2a
DOSIMETER (glass (R.P.L.))- V, P6 : 338
DOSIMETER (reusable) - V, SOJ : 135

... ;

~32

- 23 DOSIMETRY : see Index of sessions
DOSIMETRY (biological) - III, S25 : 303
DOSIMETRY (criticality) - V, P1
S03

415
484

DOSIMETRY (individual administrative) - I, SOB : 099
DOSIMETRY, nuclear power plant - In, 527 : 293
DOSIMETRY (personnel) : gynecological applications - III, S11
D.T.P.A. - IV, S24 :. 089
D.T.P.A./calcium - III, S25 : 333
D.T.P.A./zinc - III, S25 : 333
D.T.P.A. removal efficiency - III, S25

260

DUST collector- VI, S12 : 283

ECOLOGICAL studies : see Index of sessions
EDUCATION : see List of the general topics I - session S29
EDUCATION and train.ing - II, P5 : 420
EFFICIENCY (calculation of) - V, P6

168

ELECTROMAGNETIC field : see FIELD
ELECTROMETER (automatic dose rate) - V, P1

381

ELECTRONS - IV, S09 : 253
ELECTRONS (exo) : see EXOELECTRONS
ELECTRONS (high energy) - II, P5 : 150
ELECTRONS linear accelerator - V, P4b

270

ELECTRONS (beta particles) - V, P3a : 357
EMERGENCY dose limit - VI, S21 : 288
EMERGENCY plan - VI, S21 : 364

... /

300

- 24 ENERGY production, health - I, SJO

519

E.N.D.I.P. - V, SOJ : 356
ENVIRONMENT : see List of the general topics II and
Index of sessions
ENVIRONMENT - VI, S12 : 28)
ENVIRONMENTAL contamination - II, S05 : 298
ENVIRONMENTAL monitoring

-

II, S05

48)
JJ4

v, PJa

-

II, S20

177

ENVIRONMENTAL radiation

- v, P6

164
220

ENVIRONMENTAL pathway

SOJ
ENVIRONMENT (aquatic)

-

II, S05

-

JJ8 - 371

131 - 295

ENVIRONMENT (fuel reprocessing plant) - II, S02 : )89
ENVIRONMENT (mathematical model) - II, S02 : 426
ENVIRONMENT, nuclear power plant - III, S27 : 148
ENVIRONMENT transfert, radionuclides - II, S02 : 392
ENZYMATIC system - iV, S14 : 222 - 2)6
EVAPORATION (liquids waste) -VI, S12 : 241
ERYTHROCYTES- IV, S24 : 4JJ
ESCHERICHIA coli - IV, S06 : 142
ETCHING- V, P6 : 159
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY - V, SO) : 379
EXCRETION (plutonium 239) - IV, P7 : )61
EXCRETION (protactinium 231 and products) - IV, P7

093

EXCRETION, radon daughters - III, S18 : 154
EXOELECTRON (T.S.E.E.) - V, P6 : 122 - 167
EXPOSURE (medical)

: see MEDICAL

EXPOSURE (occupational)

: see OCCUPATIONAL

... /

- 25 EXPOSURE (patient) - II, P5
S19
EXPOSURE (population)

~16

195 - 263 - 363 -

-

~~9

10~

: see POPULATION

EXTRAPOLATION from animal to man - IV, S28
EYES protecting -VI, P2b :

08~

0~0

FALL-OUT : see Index of sessions and session

P~c

FALL-OUT dose in man - IV, P7 : 029
FEATURES protective- I, SOB :
FERTILIZERS
FIELD

(phospha~e)

(elec~romagnetic)

~07

- II, S22 : 113 - 315
measurement - I, SO? : 025 -

30~

-

~85

52~

FIELD (mixed radiation)

: see MIXED

FILM dosimeter - III, S10 : J37 : see also List of the general
topics (V)
FILM (gamma rays) - III, P2c : 185
FILM, radiotoxicology, internal contamination - III, P2a
FILTERS (ceramic) - VI, S12 : 283
FILTERS bank -VI, S12 : 279
FILTRATION, iodine, testing

~

II, S20 : 366

FISSION product ground contamination - VI, S21
FOETUS - II, P5
S19
IV,S09

230 210
208

2~8

FOGGINESS effect, wastes - II, S02 :
FOOD chain - II,

289

P~c

085 - 202

S02
S05
S20
S22

~26

352
179 - 278
113 - ~11

18~

-

205

-

~55

-

276

... /

258

- 2.$ -

FUEL processing and reprocessing

see PLANT

FUEL ( fossi 1) power plants- I, SOlo : lo10

GAMMA (alpha and) emitters contamination
GAMMA (beta) counting
GAMMA dose

- v'

- v,

-

VI, S21

358

Ploa : lolo6

S03 : 356

GAMMA (low energy) detector
GAMMA RAYS, cellular biology
GAMMA RAYS, film

-

- v'

P3a : 116

- IV,

S06 : 235

III, P2c : 185

GAMMA RAYS, legal a·spects

- III,

S10 : 337

GAMMA RAYS, luminescence - III, S10 : 337
GAMMA RAYS measurement

GAMMA RAYS, mines

-

-

IV, so6
S09
v, P4a

III, S18

1lo2 - 309
253 - 292 - 313
128 - 171 - 192

022

GAMMA RAYS, X-rays, accident -III, S10 : 332
GAZEOUS discharges from nuclear power plants - I, SOlo : 410
GAZEOUS effluents - II, P3b : 060 - 100- 160 - 161 - 186 - 421
GASTROINTESTINAL syndrom - IV, S24 : lo38
GASTROINTESTINAL system, recovery - IV, S14 : 238
GENERAL purposes : see List of the general topics
GENERAL purposes (medical exposure) - II, S19 : 516
GENETIC effects, non ionizing radiation
GLASS (R.P.L.) dosimeter- V, P6

I, S07 : 182

338

GONADS dose - II, P5 : 150 - 209 - 250 - 370
GRAFT (intestinal) - IV, S24 : 438

... /

- 27 GROUND water contamination - II, 505
522

299
397

GROUND (fission product) contamination - VI, S21

289

G.5.F. - V, S03 : 356
GUNDREMMINGEN - III, 527

188

GYPSUM cements - II, 522

059

HAEMOPOIETIC system recovery- IV, 514 : 238
HAND (kilo-rad irradiation of a) - VI, 521
HEALTH, energy production
HIGH ENERGY electrons

-

-

I' 530

150
270

v ,N,b

-

519

II, P5 : 150

HIGH ENERGY X- rays - II, P5
HISTOPATHOLOGY

213

IV, S28 : 342

HORMONES, radiosensibility

-

IV, S14 : 234

HOSPITAL personal dosimetry - III, S11 : 300
HOUSEHOLD water - II, S22 : 397

I.A.E.A. - V, S03 : 484
I.A.E.A., recommendations for releases- II, S23

517

I.C.R.P. - IV, S09 : 253
I.C.R.P., new recommendations- I, S13
I .C.R.U., S. I. units - V, S15
IMMUNOLOGY - IV - S24
S28

513

514

437
344

TNCIDENT - II, S05 : 299

... ;

- 28 INCIDENT (nuclear weapon)

-

II, P4c

138

INCINERATOR (waste) - VI, S12 : 283
INDEX (dose), combination : see DOSE
INDUSTRIAL radiography - VI, S21

183

INDUSTRY (controls in) - II, S22

055

-

059

INDUSTRY (phosphate) - II, S22 : 109
INFORMATION : see List of the general topics (I)
session S29
INHALATION, monitoring - III, S10
S18
IV, P7
S17
S26
S28
VI, S21
INSTRUMENTATION

252
110 - 154
201 - 223 - 361
103
106
344
359

see Index of sessions

INTERCOMPARISON- V, S03 : 379- 484
INTERNAL contamination - II, S02
IV, S09
S26
VI, S2t

392
063 - 219
518
288

INTERNAL contamination, incident - V, P7

447

INTERNAL decontamination -IV, S24 : 089
INTERNATIONAL cooperation - II, S05 : 483
INTERNATIONAL coordinated research - V, S03

484

INTESTINAL transplantation- IV, S24 : 438
IODINE- II, S20
V, P4a

151'
446

IODINE 123 - IV, S09
IODINE 129

-

I I, S02
IV, S09

IODINE 130 to 135
IODINE 131

-

-

I I, S19
IV, S09

063
426
261
IV, S09 : 219
066
063

-

444

... /

- 29 -

IODINE behaviour in nuclear accident -VI, S21
IODINE releases - II, S02 :

372

18~

IODINE (ventilation, filtration), testing - II, S20
ION chamber

-

366

II, P5 : 209
v, P1 : 350
156 - 357
P3a
P~a
174.
220
S03

-

IRRADIATION (acute)

III, S25
IV, S24

327
433 - 437 - 438

IRRADIATION (dose assessment in fatal) - VI, S21

457

IRRADIATION (kilo-rad) of a hand - VI, S21 : 213
IRRADIATION, plant - III, S18 : 012
IRRADIATION (prenatal) - IV, S06 : 141
IRRIGATION - II, S05 : 391

KERMA- V, P4b : 355
KIDNEY - IV, S24 :

~00

K TRANSPORT, cellular biology - IV, S06

235

LABORATORY (mining) - III, S18 : 386
LABORATORY (mobile) for dosimetry - V, P4a

128

LAND (reclaimed)- II, S22 : 065 - 109
LASERS - I, S07
III, 811
IV, S09

130 - 182
108
476

LATENT period - IV, 806 : 141
LEGAL aspects - III, 810
VI, S21

337
024

... ;

- 30 LEUKAEMIA - IV, S06
S17

141
335 - 467

LICHENS (food chains) - Il, P4c - 085
LIFESPAN - IV,

S2~

229 - 346
343

S28

LIMITATION of releases : see Index of sessions
LIMITS (operative)

-

I I, S22 : 411

-

LINEAR hypothesis - I. SOl : 428
LITHIUM borate

-

v, P6

LITHIUM FLUORIDE LITHIUM sulphate

340

v. P6

- v.

451

P6

165

-

- 340

307

-

371

423

LIVER (plutonium 239) IV, S26

041

LONG LIFE radioisotopes - II, S05

193

LONG LIFE wastes- VI, S12: 512
LOW dose : see DOSE
LOW dose (chromosomes) - IV, S14 : 239
LOW energy gamma detector- V, P3a : 116
LOW energy photon - IV. S09 : 057
LOW LEVEL activity wastes - VI, S12 : 283
LOW LEVEL (skin effects) irradiation - III, S25 : 218
LUMINESCENCE, absorbed dose, operating - III, P2a : 398
LIIMINESCENCE,

(gamma rays) - III, S10

LUMINESCENCE (lyo-) dosimeter - V, P6
LU~tl

:'<ESCENCE (thermo) - I' S07
II. S19
S22
P5
v, SOJ
P3a
P4b
P6

418
245
351
044
135
334
270
105
340

337
176 - 413 - 414
- 444
- 083
- 220

-

370

- 163 - 164 - 168
- 371

-

307

... /

-

338

- 31 -

Ll:MINESCENCE, whole body dosimetry - III, S10

137

LUMINESCENT (thermo-) materials - V, P6 : 165
LUMINOUS paints LUNG cancer

~

II, S22
III, S11

055
255

IV, S28 : 343 - 344 - 374

LUNG cells targets - IV, S28 : 342
LUNG (plutonium), dose

predict~on-

LUNG, radon - IV, S26

106

LYMPHOCYTES - IV, S24

437

II, S02
IV, S09
S17
S24
P7
V, P3a

067
057
103
400
387
116

- 120
- 187
- 228
- 462

LYOLUMINESCENCE : see LUMINESCENCE
LYSOPHOSPHOLIPIDS - IV, S06 : 235

MAGNOX reactor - II. P3b : 286
MAMALIAN CELLS vitamine C- IV, S14 : 011
MAN (cobalt 58, metabolism) - IV, P7 : 447
MAN (fall out dose in) - IV, P7 : 029
MAN (natural radioactivity, metabolism) - IV, P7
MAN (plutonium 239), injection - IV, P7
MAN (standard)

093

191

- II, S05 : 391

MAN (tellurium isotopes), metabolism- IV, S26

318

MARINE pollution - II, P4c : 138 - 205
MARROW (bone)

do~e

- II, P5 : 149

MATERIALS (building) - II, S22
v, P4a

351 - 419
224

... ;

- 32 MATERIALS

(thermoluminesc~nt)

: see LUMINESCENT

MATHEMATICAL model : see MODEL
MAXIMUM allowable concentrations - I,
MEASUREMENT (dose)

SO~

050

: see DOSE

MEASUREMENT (electromagnetic field)
MEASUREMENT (gamma rays)

: see FIELD

: see GAMMA rays
27~

MEDICAL ASPECTS - III, P2c : 185 -

~61

-

MEDICAL exposure, general purposes- II, 519 : 516
see also EXPOSURE
MEDICAL treatment after acute irradiation - III, 525 : 327
~20

MEDICINE (nuclear) - II, P5

MEDIUM (saturated porous) - II, S05
52~

MEDULLARY restoration - IV,

:

193

~33

MEMBRANES (arteficial) - IV, S06 : 235
METABOLIC studies : see sessions S26 and P7
MICROPOCESSORS- V, P1
P6

320
105

MICROWAVES- I, SO? : 130- 182 MILK contamination - II, 502
V, P~a
MINERAL water, animals
MINING - I I I, 510
S18
IV, 517

125
15~

228

-

30~-

18~
~~6

~55

II, 522

-

523

178
~27

MINING - high-grade ore - III, 518 : 022
MINING, laboratory - III, S18 : 386
~liNING

: population exposure - II, 522

06')

P~a

~73

V,

mTOCIIONDRIAE - IV. S06 : 235
MITOTIC activity - IV,

52~

: 237

... /
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MIXED radiation fields - V, P6
SO)

423
291 - 356

MODELS (mathematical) shielding -VI, P2b : 216
MODELS (mathematical) - II, P)b
S02
S05
III, S10
IV, so6
S09
S17
P7

160
426
193
178
010
071
037
201

- 294 - 354 - 403

- 141
- 134 - 302
- 223 - 387

MOLECULAR'action (radioprotector- D,N,A,) - IV, S14
MONITORING

(personnel)

383

see session SO)

MONITORING (inhalation) - III, S10 : 252
MONITORING (environmental) - II, S05
V, PJa

483
334

MUTAGENr'CS (chemical) - I, S04 : 050

NATURAL dose - I, SOl

305

NATURAL radioactivity

see Index of sessions and session S22

NATURAL radioactivity, dose distribution - IV, P7 : 029 - 093
NATURAL radionuclides - V, P4a
224 - 473
P4c
049
NEUTRONS - IV. S09
476
S17
335 - 467
379
v' SO)
P1
118 - 233 - )06 - .377 - 415
087 - 114 - 357
P3a
P6
129 - 159 - 165 - 176 - 307
NEUTRONS, dose equivalent
NEUTRONS, energy response
NEUTRONS fluence

- v.

NEUTRONS (shielding)

P4b

-

-

VI, P2b

172

VI, P2b

216

214

VI, P2b

NEUTRONS spectrometry - V, P4b

00(,
21'• - 270

-

355

-

401

... /

-

3~

-

'ON IONIZING radiations : see session SO?
NORM : see Index of sessions
NRX - I I I • S2 7 : 175
NUCLEAR energy. health - I, S30 : 519
NUCLEAR equipements decontamination - III. S27
NUCLEAR medicine - II, P5 :

525

~20

see S20 and S27 and
II P3b
061 - 286
III, S18
12~ - ~66
V, P3a
068

NUCLEAR power plant

NUCLEAR power plant (releases from)

• II, S02
~63

NUCLEAR power plant. training - I. S29
P~c

NUCLEAR weapons - II.

: 085 - 138 - 205

OCCUPATIONAL dose : see DOSE
OCCUPATIONAL exposure - I, SO?
II, S19
S20
IV, S17
v, P7

025 - ~85
066
~79

228
~~7

'

OCCUPATIONAL exposure (medical aspects)

-

III, P2c

27~

OCCUPATIONAL exposure, regulation - III, S27 : 316
OCCUPATIONAL lealth : see Index of sessions (INDUSTRIAL hygien)
OCCUPATIONAL radiation protection : see list of the general topics
(WORKERS 1 exposure)
OPERATIONAL health physics - V, PJa

068

ORGAN dose : see DOSE
OSTEOSARCOMA- IV. S28 : 264
OVARIES dose- II. PS : 244

... /
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PAINTS (luminous) - II, S22
III. Sll

055
255

PARAMETERS (atmospheric diffusion) - II, PJb

061

PATIENT exposure : see EXPOSURE (patient)
PERSONAL dose : see DOSE
PERSONAL

dosime~er

see DOSIMETER

PERSONAL

dosime~ry

see Index of sessions

PERSONAL monitoring : see MONITORING and Index of sessions
PERSONNEL dose : see DOSE
PERSONNEL

dosime~ry

see Index of sessions

PERSONNEL

dosime~ry

gynecological applications - III, 511 : JOO

PERSONNEL exposure : see List of the general topics and EXPOSURE
PERSONNEL monitoring

see MONITORING and Index of sessions

PHANTOM- II, P5 : 044 - 150 - 230
S19: 245
IV. S09: 063 - 071- 208- 292 - 313- 476
PHANTOM exposure- V, P4b : 214
PHANTOM for low energy photon - IV, S09 : 057
PHANTOM (neutrons, energy response) - VI, P2b

216

PHARMACEUTICALS (radioactive) - II, S19 : 104
PHOTON - V, P6
SOJ

176 - 307 - 413
379

PHOSPHATES hazards - II, 522

- see also GAMMA

059 - 109 - 113 - 315 - 419

PIG- IV, S24 : 438
PLANT (alpha particles) - III, S10

252

PLANT (fossil-fuel power) - I, S04

410

PLANT (gazeous discharges from nuclear power) - I, 504
PLANT (nuclear power)

410

: see NUCLEAR power plant

0

0

o/
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PLANT (nuclear processing or reprocessing) - II, S02
S20
II I, 518

389
179 - 280
281
012

466
PLANT !processing) dosimeter - V, P1 : 306
PLATINIUM 195 m metabolism - IV, P7 : 429
PLUTONIUM- IV,

S09
S28

057
084 - 344

PLUTONIUM, accident - VI, S21
PLUTONIUM, actinides

359

nuclear power plant - II, S02

341

PLUTONIUM fall out : see Session P4c
PLUTONIUM fuel fabrication - III, 818

012 - 110

PLUTONIUM in algae and crustacean - II, 802

389

PLUTONIUM,lung- V. P3a : 462
PLUTONIUM, lung, dose prediction- II, 802 : 067- 120
PLUTONIUM metabolism : see sessions S26 and P7
PLUTONIUM processing area - l i i . 818

124

PLUTONIUM rates chelation- III, 825

158

PLUTONIUM, solid wastes - V, P1 : 393
PLUTONIUM (surface contamination) - II, 802

067

POLLUTION (marine) - II, P4c : 138 - 205
POLLUTION (atmospheric) - I, 804
POLLUTANTS (chemical) - I, 804

410
016 - 226

POPULATION contamination - II, P5 : 149
VI. 821: 036
POPULATION exposure : see List ~f the general topics and
I, 807
304
IV, 817: 335 - 467
POPI:LATION information - I. S29 : 086 - 42'3

... /

-

110

- 37 -

POTASSIUM - II, S22 : 017
POTENTIALIZATION effect - IV, S2q : q00
PRACTICE (dose combination) - I,

soB : q52

PREGNANT woman - IV, S09 : 208
PROFESSIONAL accidents - I, SOq : JJO
PROFESSIONAL diseases - I, S04 - ))0
PROTACTINIUM 2)1 and products, excretion - IV, P7- 09)
PROTONS (cosmic) - IV, S17 : )80
PSYCHOSOCIOLOGY- I, S29

425

PUBLIC information : see List of the general topics
P,W,R, decontamination - III, S27 : 525

QUALITY factors - V, Pqb

270

RADIATION (background) - V, Pqa : 128- 192
RADIATION fields (mixed) : see MIXED
RADIATION mon-ionizing) : see session S07
RADIATION (skyshine) - V, P2b

216

RADIATION waste- V, Pqa : 128
RADICALS (free) from chemical pollutants - I, SOq : 016
RADIOCHEMICAL procedures - II, P4c : 0q9 - 202 - VI: S12 : 241
RADIOFREQUENCY radiation - I, S07 : 025 - )Oq - 485 - 52) - 52q
RADIOGRAPHY (industrial) - VI, S21 : 18)
RADIONUCLIDE toxicity - IV, S28 : 084

... /

- JB RADIOPROTECTORS

see session Sl~ and
rv, so6 : 301

RADIOSENSIBILITY - A.C.T.H. - IV,
RADIUM - II , S22
III, S18
22~-

RADIUM

RADIUM 226 - IV, S28

23~

~55

017 - 113 339

IV, S28

Sl~

08~,- 26~
26~

RADIUM refining - II, S22 :

~11

RADIUM retention - IV, 509 : 302
RADON

-

I I, S22

059 - 109 - 397

III. S18

15~

IV, 509
528

187

P~a

22~

v,

37~

RADON 222 and daughters - II, S22
IV, S26

207
106

RADON daughters - V, Pl : 091- 162
RAMSAR site Iran - II, 522 :
R.B.E, - I, SO~
IV, 517

~67

52~

229

~55

~89

HEACTORS core (fast) - VI, 512 : 285
REACTORS: see NUCLEAR power plant
READER (automatic) - V, P6 : 105 - 16)- 307
RECOMMENDATIONS, I.A.E.A., releases- II, 523

517

RECOMMENDATIONS (new), I.C.R.P. - I , 513 : 513
RECONSTRUCTION of accidents - VI, 521 : 311
RF.COVERY - gastrointestinal system - haemopoietic syktem
IV, 51~ : 238
REGISTER (personal dose) computer - III. 510

OJ~

RF.GULATION - III. 527 : 316
REGULATION (X-rays) - I, SOB

030

... /
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REINDEER METABOLISM - II, P4c : 202
RELATIONS (public and

indus~rial)

- I, S29 : 086- 425

RELEASES : see Index of sessions and sessions S02 and S20,
see also WASTES
RELEASES, I.A.E.A. recommendations - II. S23

'517

RELEASES !waste) - VI. S12 : 512
RELIABILITY - V.

S03 : 382

REM-equivalent for chemical toxicity - I, S04

016 - 0'50

REM (thermal neutron) count.er - V 1 P1 : 377
REPAIR mecanism -

IV. S06 : 301

REPROCESSING plant : see PLANT
RESPONSE (energy) - V. P6 : 371- 413
RESTORATION- IV. S24 : 237- 433
RETENTION !mathematical model of)

~

RISK (non radioactive)

227
094 - 469

- I, SOl

soB
RISK ( acceptable)
RISK/benefit -

- I . SO 1

II. S19
S22

227

~

IV, P7 - 22)

408 - 490

472
055

RISK criteria -VI. S21 : 364
RISK (transport) -VI. S21 : 424
RUTHENIUM, sediment absorption - II, S02

221 - 388

SACCHARIDES - V. Ph : 176 - 414
SATl~ATED

porous medium - II. S05

SCI'IITTl,LATIO~

techniques - II I, P2a
IV, S09
V, P)a
P4a

193
432
057
032
192 - 224 - 254 - 446

... /

-

ItO
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INSIGNIFICANT LEVELS OF DOSE : A PRACTICAL SUGGESTION
FOR MAKING DECISIONS

G. A. M. Webb and A. S, McLean
National Radiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, United King<lom
1.

Il~~ODUCTION

All human activities entail some risk. Most uses of radiation or radioactivity will give rise to a distribution of doses and hence to a
distribut~on of risks,
At present it is assumed as a working hypothesis
that all doses may carry some risk and that the incremental risk is
directly proportional to the incremental dose, It is relevant however to
ask whether ·~here is a level of dose and risk which is insignificant from
the point of view of the recipient, If this were so then the further
question could be put whether these doses and risffiwhich are insignificant
from the viewpoint of the individual should be regarded as significant by
society acting on behalf of that individual. In particular should these
risks be regarded as so significant as to justify diverting resources·to
reduce them,
In this report the arguments for such insignificant levels of dose and
risk are developed; a system is proposed for ignoring them in calculating
collective doses for use in practical decision-making. ~e system involves
defining a "cut-off" level of annual dose or dose commitment below which
doses are not included in the calculation of collective dose from a "practice"
in such a way that no-one is exposed to doses, which have been ignored,
from too many practices. The term "practice" is used to mean an event or
series of events which may lead to radiation exposure of people. The
concept of a "cut-off" dose is not new and the authors would like to
acknowledge helpful discussions with many people in developing the practical
suggestions presented here.

2.

RISK

Most people have an intuitive feeling of what is meant by risk and take
decisions based on risk assessments very frequently. Some of these are
concerned with financial risk, such as decisions to invest in a venture,
back a horse etc,, others are concerned with health and welfare risks such
as decisions to smoke cigarettes or wear a car seat belt. A dictionary
definition of risk is "the chance of bad consequences"; it is also convenient to consider a risk rate which may be defined as "the probability of
unwanted conscq'.l.ences of an action or event within a specified period of
time," This is similar to the definitions used by Starr (1) and Rowe (2).
Since in t!-.e present context we are concerned with risks from radiation
and these are manifest as effects on health we will restrict ourselves
to considering risk in these. terms. Health effects vary greatly in severity
and are difficult to quantify simply; death is therefore the final effect
concerning which statistics tend to be readily available and using which
cowparisons between radiation and other risks can be made. It is useful
for co:npo.rison to e:A.--press risk relative to time rather than to the causal
cvont since different causes will be measured .in different ways. A year
is generally a convenient timescale for measuring the consequence of human
endea"ours so ouT basic defini t.ion of a continuous risk rate is: "The
=ual probabiJ.i ty of death,"
3

Individuals will often accept high risk rates in exchange for the benefits.
These annual risks commonly range as high as 1o-3 for certain occupations
or voluntary activities, including cigarette smoking, At lower levels of
risk are most occupations which are not normally regg.rded as "hazardous"
with an average annual risk ranging from 1o-4 to 10-;, (3). The annual
risk of death from natural causes (excluding accidents)for people in the
prime of life is also about 1o-3 and at no period in life does it drop
below 1o-4 (4). The risks from events over which people feel they have
little control (involuntary risks) tend in general to be lowP.r than the
risks from voluntary activities.
The concept of a level of risk which is not taken into account by the
individual when making decisions is the concept of a "negligible" level
of risk. It is suggested that the lowest level of annual risk which
people do take into account in decisions is probably in the region of
10-4 to 1o-5 and that at some point below this the risks cease to be
seriously considered and are therefore "negligible."
Quantitative levels for "negligible" risk have been suggested by several
authors. Ash et al. reporting on a recent meeting (5) conclude, particularly on the basis of medical examples, that an annual risk of about 1o-5
is somewhere near the level below which concern ceases. Chicken (6)
suggests that an annual risk of 10-6 is the level below which no action
to reduce a hazard is expected. Pechin (3) quotes estimates of activities
giving rise to a risk of 10-6 as smoking 1! cigarettes, drinking! bottle
of wine, travelling 50 miles by car or 250 miles by air, rock climbing
for 1! minutes, canoeing for 6 minutes, engaging in typical factory work
for 1-2 weeks or simply being a male aged 60 for 20 minutes.
We propose that an annual level of risk of 10- 6 is one which is not taken
into account by individuals in arriving at decisions as to their actions
and which is therefore "negligible" i.e. it can be neglected.
3.

FROM "RISK" TO "DOSE"

Since we are concerned with low levels of both dose and risk only late
effects of radiation need be considered, These effects are reviewed in
great detail from time to time but for the purposes of this paper a very
broad approach has been adopted.
The assessment of late somatic effects is based on a linear, no-threshold
model in which the probability of cancer death is considered to be directly
proportional to the total dose. Bearing in mind that linear extrapolation
from effects at high doses and dose rates might over-estimate possible
risks, at least for low LET radiation, an overall risk coefficient for
death due to induction of all cancers of 10-4 per man rad seems a reasonable
order-of-magnitude estimate of the uppermost level. In view of the latent
period between the receipt of the dose and the appearance of cancers in the
irradiated population a direct comparison of the risk of death from cancer
induced by radiation with the risk of death from natural hazards and most
other causes mentioned earlier will over-emphasize the relative hazard
from radiation.

In addition to the somatic risk from radiation, hereditary defects may
occur in the descendants of the irradiated population and will be superimposed on the normal incidence of serious hereditary defects. For our
broad approach we have assumed that if the risks of direct somatic effects
are· very low, then the risks of serious genetic effects will be even lower
and will not c~ our order-of-magnitude risk estimate.
4

On this basis an annual risk of death to the individual from cancer of 10will correspond to an annual dose of the order of 10 mrad or more. In
addition to the individual risk of death this dose will carry a lower risk
of future serious hereditary defects.
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In view of the many assumptions which are likely to lead to over-estimates
of the risk from radiation and the delayed effects of that radiation an
annual dose or dose commitment of 10 mrad may be regarded as even more
likely to be insignificant from the viewpoint of the individual. Because
of the way it has been derived this proposed value of 10 mrad applies
strictly to whole body irradiation. It would be correct when considering
individual organs to adopt different, higher values corresponding to the
same risk level. In view of the purpose for which an insignificant dose
has been defined, however, such refinement is not considered necessar7
and the insignificant annual dose or dose commitment of 10 mrad may be
taken to apply to the whole body or to specific organs.
4.

A COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED "INSIGNIFICANT" DOSE WITH ACCEPTED
VARIATIONS IN INDIVIDUAL DOSES

It is legitimate to compare the "insignificant" dose derived
variations in individual doses which are themselves regarded
consequence or simply ignored. Natural background radiation
useful comparison but certain aspects of medical irradiation
suitable.

above with
as of no
is the most
are also

Most of the dose to an individual in general is due to natural background
radiation of both cosmic and terrestrial origin. There is, and always
has been, a variation in natural background radiation dose between different
localities in the United Kingdom and throughout the world. The known
variation in local, naturally occurring radiation to which people in the
UK are exposed in the course of their ordinary every-day existence is such
that the resulting annual doses for different individuals may be anywhere
in the range 50 - 200 mrad. This almost certainly under-estimates the true
variation, but it is at least ten times the dose which we propose should
be regarded as "insignificant."
Although variations in the cosmic ray component of natural background are
small at ground level especially within the UK, the dose rate increases
rapidly with altitude. At the cruising height of conventional jet aircraft the cosmic ray dose is about 0.4 mrad h-1 so a dose of 10 mrad would
be received in roughly 25 hours flying.
A further indicator may be found in the recent guidelines on irradiation
of Human Subjects for Medical Research (7). Experiments in the lowest
category involve total body doses of the order of 10 mrad and are said
to give rise to no particular radiation protection or radio-biological
problems. The risk resulting from experiments in this category is described
as negligible, using similar arguments to those developed here.
5.

USE OF THE CONCEPT OF "INSIGNIFICANT DOSES" TO ASSIST IN DECISION
MAKING

The present guidelines on which decisions should be based are those
formulated by ICRP in Publication 9 (8) and elaborated in Publication 22 (9).
5.1

Individual dose limits

The existence of a l}mit does ~ot of itself give any indicatio~ ofdhow
far below the limit \if at all) the maximum or average doses snoul -oe
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maintained. More significantly it does not assist in the consideration
of how much effort should be expended to maintain doses at any lower level.
In our view the main usefulness of the dose limits and criteria derived
directly from them such as Derived Working Limits (DWL) is to provide a
means of assessing the significance of measured doses or other parameters.
This is particularly true of DWLs since in their most useful form they are
specific to a particular nuclear installation or environmental paramete£.
5.2

Collective dose and collective dose commitment

Because of the limitations noted above ICRP suggested the use of the
quantity "Collective dose" as a tool for use in cost-benefit analysis.
It is generally insufficiently realized that there are many assumptions
underlying the definition and use of the quantity collective dose. The
most fundamental is the assumption of direct proportionality between
dose and effect at all levels of dose. Other assumptions are that there
is no threshold below which doses are inconsequential, that dose rate is
unimportant and that damage repair does not occur. Given a full realization
of these assumptions the quantity can be useful in certain ways.
(1)
If the dose rates and dose distributions from two practices are similar
the collective doses can be used to compare the relative radiation detriments from the practices.
(2)
I f all the above assumptions can be granted and a figure agreed for
the monetary cost of collective dose then this can be used to assess the
cost-effectiveness of methods for reducing doses.

An extension of the idea of collective dose is that of collective dose
commitment, in which the future dose rate is integrated over time.

5.3

Imposition of limits on the integrals

Despite the underlying assumptions it is normally accepted that the lower
and upper limits for the integration of collective dose are zero and
infinity respectively. It is sometimes pointed out that there is a practical
upper limit in the region of the dose limit for very many situations but no
such qualification is normally attached to the lower limit despite the
suggestions by ICRP (9) that:
"The use of the concept of population dose in the process of decision
making should, therefore, be supplemented by consideration of the dose to
individuals. At low levels of individual dose, e.g. those small by
comparison with variations in local natural background, the risk to the
individual is so small that his health and welfare will not be significantly
changed by the presence or absence of the radiation dose." and
"In practice, however, at levels of individual dose that are small fractions
of the relevant dose limit, there will be no need to pursue the summation
beyond the point where it becomes clear that the further contribution to
the sum will not change the estimate of population dose by more than a
factor of 2 or 3."
We therefore propose to formalize the calculation of aollective dose for
the purpose of practical decision-making by means of a numerical lower
limit to the integrals both in space and time. This lower limit, i f
properly chosen, will serve several useful functions:
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(1)
It will codify an existing situation in which most collective doses
are calculated with some arbitrary limit which may be defined by the
distance from the source, the population of a country, the lower limit
of detectability of the measuring equipment used or the year 2000.

(2)
It will prevent effort being expended on the measurement, estimation
or calculation of doses which the individual would regard as of no consequence and help to focus attention on those doses which may me,tter.

(3)
It will make the estimation of harm from radiation more compatible
with estimates of harm from other causes. This should make comparisons
less heavily weighteQ against options involving radioactivity and also
promote the adoption of better standards for other causes of detriment
if those adopted for radiation seem reasonable and practicable. This
would be in line with the advice given by ICRP (10) that:
"The more cautious such a procedure (estimates of risks from radiation)
is, the more important it becomes to recognise that it may lead to an over
estimate of the radiation risks, which in turn could result in the choice
of more hazardous alte=atives to practices involving radiation exposure."
It is worth noting for example that the numerical value of the analogue of
the "collective dose commitment" with a lower limit of zero is infinity
for any non-degradable_ chemical pollutant.
For these reasons we propose that the definition of collective dose from
a given •practice" for the purposes of making decisions should be:

~

(J)

N(D) d>

DC
where De is the cut-off below which individual doses are not
included in the integration.
Similarly the definition of collective dose commitment should be

D N (D)dD dT

where Tc is the time at which the maximum annual individual dose
of the distribution falls below

nc.

6.

DEFINITION OF A "PRACTICE" AND OF A "CUT-OFF DOSE"

De we will need to define a
"practice" sufficiently broadly that doses which have not been included
in the integration do not, for any individual, exceed in total the level
of dose regarded by the individual as insignificant. Thus the definition
of a practice and the choice of a dose below which individual doses are
not included in the integration are interrelated. It is clear that however
a practice is defined a person will be likely to be exposed to a number of
practices so the cut-off dose adopted will be some small fraction of the
dose regarded as insignificant by the individual.
In order to arrive at a numerical value for
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Taking into account the various sources of irradiation of the public and
their associated level of dose we propose that a "practice" and a "cutoff dose" should be defined for the purpose of decision making such that
an average individual will be highly unlikely to receive in a year enough
doses from practices which have been ignored on his behalf that they would
in total exceed 10 mrad.
6.1

Formal Def.in.it.iout>

We propose that this could be achieved with the following framework of
definitions on the basis that no individual is likely to receive doses
approaching the cut-off level from more than, at most, a few tens of
practices.
Cut-off Dose, Pp:
The level of annual individual dose or dose commitment incurred during a year below which doses are not included in the
integration when calculating collective doses from a practice for the
purpose of decision making. This annual dose or dose commitment is
defined as 0.1 mrad. As was noted in section 3 the same numerical value
is taken to apply for whole body or organ doses.
Practice: Category A.
For devices or procedures which irradiate individuals
(consumer products, miscellaneous sources, medical uses of radiation,
occupational exposures) a practice is defined as
One year of utilization of the device or procedure.
Practice: Category B.
For procedures giving rise to environmental
contamination and doses to numbers of people (waste disposals, atmospheric
nuclear weapon tests) a further distinction is necessary on the basis of
radionuclide half-life.
B1
For radionuclides with half-lives less than 1 year a practice is
defined as:
One year of release of a radionuclide from a site or
a number of related sites.
B2
For radionuclides with half-lives greater than 1 year, since these
will accumulate in the environment and need to be considered over a longer
time span, taken as thirty years, a practice is defined as :Thirty years of release of a radionuclide from a site
or a number of related sites.
In the above definitions the term "related sites" means those which
can be expected to cause irradiation of the same people.

7.

INTERPRErATION OF THE DEFINITIONS

In principle the definitions under 6.1 should cover all situations. In
reality however for many situations they are not relevant. In this
section the broad methods of application of the definitions are examined.
7.1

Category A Practices

Medical uses of radiation - The definition means that each type of e~
ination which is normally carried out no more often than once a year on
each patient will be counted as a "practice." For those examinations or
8

treatments which require several exposures to radiation then the full
course will be the "practice."
Consumer Products
The implication of the proposal is that individual
annual doses or dose commitments less than 0 .• 1 mrad from any product need
not be considered in assessing the product. This will mean that product~
which give rise to doses less than the cut off will not need to be carefully assessed and justified against these doses but can be regarded as of
no radiological

conse~uence.

Occupational exposure
the use of this definition would have very little
effect on the assessment of the importance of occupational doses.

1.2

Category B1 Practices

The effect of this definition would be to codify the existing situation
in which short-lived radionuclides are ignored unless they are discharged
in sufficient quantities and in such circumstances as to give rise to doses
to members of a critical group which are a significant percentage of the
dose limit. The formal definition would quantify this by stating that
these radionuclides could be ignored unless there was an individual annual
dose from a radionuclide exceeding 0.1 mrad (0.02% of the current whole
body dose limit). If there were doses above this, it might be desirable
to assess the costs of reducing the discharges; otherwise the exercise
need not be carried out.

7.3

Category B2 Practices

Depending on the particular radionuclides involved and the circumstances
of the release, practices in this category may be considered to affect
local areas, regions or even the whole world.
If a radionuclide were released in circumstances such that doses were
only received by people living around the site then the release could be
considered as an isolated practice. In the case of releases from a number
of sites into a common environment, such as a river or sea, then the
releases from all the sites would need to be considered together. In some
very special circumstances, such as releases of noble gases to atmosphere,
then the releases from all the sites in
region must be considered
together. In the latter case, since the objective is decision-making, it
is not useful to extend the region outside of the control area so this is
defined as a coun£ry or group of countries.

a

Some of these radionuclides will have very long half-lives but it is not
possible to allow for their indefinite build-up in the environment, partly
because of uncertainties attending the duration of their productj m. It
seems therefore that the rational way to proceed is to make decisions for
the timescales for which equipment and plant will last (about three decades),
and then for subsequent future decisions to take into account the persistent
effects of past decisions. If this seems to be pre-empting the freedom of
action of future decision-makers we would point out that such pre-emption
is normal. An outstanding example is our deliberate use of limited energy
resources.

8.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a system for assessing the component of the collective
dose from different practices which is appropriate for use in decisionmaking based on the concept•that there exists a level of annual dose which
is insignificant to the individual. On the basis of an analysis of risks
9

from other causes and the normal variations in doses to which people attach
no importance we propose that this level of annual dose or dose commitment
incurred during a year is 10 mrad.
We have then defined a practice and a
for many practices in such a way that
a sufficient number of practices that
individually below the cut-off, could

cut-off dose of 0.1 mrad to allow
individuals will not be exposed to
the total of the annual doses, each
exceed 10 mrad.

The use of this system to calculate collective doses will codify and make
consistent existing decision-making criteria with relation to widely
disparate practices. It will have the effect of directing attention and
effort away from massive analyses of trivial doses back to those higher
doses which may indeed be of significance and which if possible should be
reduced.
One effect of using the system will be that the collective dose from certain
practices, which give rise to a dose distribution which includes no annual
doses in excess of 0.1 mrad, can be ignored completely for the purposes of
decision making. Another effect will be that when the collective dose from
a given practice includes annual doses above 0.1 mrad the magnitude of the
calculated collective dose increases very rapidly with small changes in the
practice. This introduces an effective non-linearity into the relation
ship between the calculated detriment and the size of the releases from the
practice and penalises those practices giving rise to annual doses in
excess of 0.1 mrad in comparison with practices giving rise to annual doses
of the order of or less than this value.
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THE LINEAR HYPOTHESIS OF RADIATION DAMAGE APPEARS TO BE
NON-CONSERVATIVE IN MANY CASES
Karl Z. Morgan
School of Nuclear Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332, USA
The purpose of this paper is to express a word of caution to those members
of the International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA) and to members
of the International Commission on Radiological Protection who seem to believe
our present levels of maximum permissible dose (MPD) for occupational workers
and dose limits (DL) for members of the public are unnecessarily low and
should be increased. At the same time, I would caution persons in the
United States who are advocating that present levels should be reduced by an
order of magnitude. Likewise, I wish to discourage some members of IRPA from
repeating their claim that the linear hypothesis, upon which we base our
present radiation protection standards, is overly conservative.
I believe present values of MPD are satisfactory, but only because in industry and in the vast majority of nuclear energy programs these values are
considered as upper limits so that on the average exposure to radiation of
workers does not exceed 10% of MPD. This practice has developed as a result
of the principle of ALARA (exposures As Low As Reasonably Achievable). Were
the day to come when occupational exposures are averaging 50 to 80% of the
MPD, I would be first to urge a reduction in present MPD. In this connection,
I deplore the fact that some nuclear power plants and fuel reprocessing plants
in the United States have ignored the principle of ALERA, have adopted the
practice of "burning out" employees by using "expendable" temporary employees,
and have exceeded 1000 man-rem/y at some of the power plants. It is unfortunate, also, that for the most part the medical profession ignores the principles of ALARA for patient exposures. I do not believe, however, that the
solution to these problems is to lower MPD and DL by an order of magnitude,
for then many health physicists would feel obligated to reduce exposures to
1% or less of our present values; this could deprive us some great benefits
that can be expected from proper use of ionizing radiation. For example, I
believe present average occupational exposure of 5 to 10% MPD = 250 to 500
mrem/y to total body does not present an unreasonable or unusual occupational
risk. We might expect this risk to be of the order of 500 X 10-3 X 10-4 c/rem
x 40 y = 6 chances of cancer from occupational exposure per 1000 radiation
workers. The long range genetic risk would be about the same magnitude as
somatic risks, and I consider this acceptable in comparison with risks in
safe occupations. However, I would consider a 6% cancer plus a 6% genetic
risk too high. I feel the same about not changing population DL so long as
present practice limits this on the average to less than 10%.
With the demise of the treshold hypothesis, the linear hypothesis has gained
acceptance as the basis for setting radiation protection standards and this
has led some health physicists to decry its use and make incorrect claims:
1) The linear hypothesis holds only in the high dose range, 2) There are no
human exposure data indicating radiation damage due to low doses (ionizing
or non-ionizing), and 3) The linear hypothesis is always overly conservative
in the low dose range.
Regarding claim number 1, just the opposite is true. In the high dose range
the linear hypothesis always breaks down because one cannot cause deaths in
over 100% of exposed population and a maximum effect is reached at some intermediate dose because at higher doses the animals do not survive long
enough to die of effects under study. It is true that for low LET radiation
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the linear hypothesis is often conservative for low doses administered to
animals because time is allowed for cell repair and cell replacement. However, studies of production of leukemia as a result of in uteral x-ray
exposurel,2, and exposure to young people3,4,5, as well as some studies on
old animals, suggest that very young and very old members of a population
are radiosensitive and the linear hypothesis, as applied to them, is nonconservative even for low LET radiation. Many evaluations of6,7,8,9,10,11
cancer production from high LET radiation of humans as a consequence of body
burdens of radium indicate that if there is departure from the linear hypothesis in the low dose range it is in the direction of more cancers produced
per rad at low doses than at high doses and that protractionl2 of time over
which dose from 224Ra is delivered to patients increases rather than
decreases the risk of cancer.
Regarding claim number 2, there are many publications reporting harmful effects of low exposures to both ionizingl,2,3,4 and non-ionizingl3,14 radiations, so I can only conclude those who repeatedly claim such data do not
exist must completely discount the validity of such studies. I do not agree
that findings of these studies can be ignored and believe the validity of
some of the findings is sufficiently substantiated that we must take seriously enforcement of the principle of ALARA.
It is easy to understand why there are adherents to claim 3, and why many
disciples of the old threshold hypothesis are reluctant to abandon belief
that if one does not exceed a threshold dose there is no risk of radiation
damage, or if the dose is kept below a threshold value, the rate of repair
can keep pace with the rate of damage produced. It is true in many cases,
and especially for low LET radiation, the rate of repair may keep up with
the rate of damage. In some cases also the average incubation period for
certain malignancies may be longer than expected remaining life. However,
we should not take too much comfort in such observations because each person
differs in response to radiation such that the only safe assumption is that
no dose can be so low that the probability of radiation damage is zero.
Generally accepted theories of damage lead to the conclusion that a given
type of radiation damage from a given type of exposure is simply a matter
of chance, By this we mean that of the millions of photons and alpha particles that loose energy in an organ of our body each day; there is always the
remote chance that one of these will damage a cell in such a way that it
survives, but only to reproduce itself in its perturbated form and that in
time there developes a clone of perturbated cells which is identified as a
malignancy. The fact that there is no "safe" level of radiation exposure is not
a unique type of risk--we all know, for example, there is never a trip in a
Paris taxi that is "safe."
Now that we have discarded the threshold hypothesis, let us summarize reasons
why in some cases use of the linear hypothesis to estimate risk at low doses
is not a conservative assumption as follows:
1.

2.
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Overkill at high doses. Most estimates of risk from radiation exposure are based on linear extrapolation of effects at high doses down
to zero dose. Often with such extrapolation insufficient account is
taken of overkill and that in no case can more than 100% of the
animals be killed by radiation. Sometimes one simply determines the
best least-squares line which will pass through the (0,0) point.
Some points used in determining the slope of this line may be on the
bend of the curve where the animals are injured by large doses of
radiation such that they do not survive long enough to die of the
effect under study.
Short follow-up period of human studies. Most studiesl5 of effects

3.

4.

5.

6.

of ionizing radiation on man extend over only a small fraction o.
his life span. If one determines the slope of curve of thyroid
carcinoma risk vs x-ray dose and the followup period is only 7
years; studies of population until all have died would increase the
slope of curve and risk estimate.
Fractional life span animal studies. Sometimes comparisons are made
between fetal damage during first trimester of a mouse and damage we
might expect during first trimester of a woma~ or a comparison is
made over life of animals having a life span of 20 years with expected
effects over life span of man. Since in many cases damage from radiation exposure may relate more closely to what happens in a given
number of years following exposure rather than what happens over a
certain fraction of the animals' life span, such extrapolations to
man can only lead to underestimates of risk.
Radiosensitivity differs among animal species. Many studies have
emphasized the risk of extrapolating data on effects of radiation
exposure from one animal to another or to man. Differences in
metabolism, turnover rate, GI tract uptake, skin perspiration, blood
circulation, mitotic index, etc., can have a marked effect on animal
response to a given dose of ionizing or non-ionizing radiation. An
examination of data leads me to conclude that more often than not
this kind of extrapolation to man results in an underestimation of
risks.
Heterogeneity of human population. The vast majority of studies of
effects of radiation exposure are carried out with imbred animals.
Radiation ecology programs must be extended to animals in the wild
if we are to simulate effects we expect from low doses to human populations. Studies of Brossl6 have indicated that risk of leukemia as
a consequence of in utero x-ray exposure increases by 5000% if the
child had diseases such as asthma, hives, eczema, allergy, pneumonia,
dysentary or rheumatic fever compared with the child without this exposure and history of such disease. In accessing population risk of
low levels of exposure we need to know dose response for young and
old, male and female, sick and well, fat and slim, the person of
average eating habits and the one with peculiar eating habits, etc.
When we have such data, our estimates of risk from low level exposure
will increase.
Cell sterilization. It is well established that as old age is approached, the percent of abnormal cells in the body increases; for
example, the percent of chromosomal aberrated cells -increases with
age of an animal. It is commonly believed that some types of malignancies develop as a result of a series of changes that take place
in the 46 chromosomes that comprise the nucleus of a normal somatic
cell in man. Sometimes certain of these changes may be the result
of genetic mutation conveyed from one's parents. Thus, we have a
scattering of cells and clones of cells which have one or more abnormalities, and may present a much larger cross-section for the
production of a malignancy than a normal cell. It may be that the
etiology of cancer is similar to throwing of a series of switches
such that cancer cannot develop unless all switches are thrown.
Children born in a family with one of "switches" thrown genetically
have a higher cancer risk than average children and persons who
have been exposed to higher levels of carcinogens have more high
cross-section cells that are likely targets for the origin of a malignancy. When studies are conducted on animals exposed to high
doses of radiation, cell sterilization may take place such that many
cells that are likely targets for development of a malignancy are
destroyed. Thus, such data points at high exposure levels would tend
to reduce the slope of the curve that is extrapolated to zero dose
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and may result in an underestimate of risk at low levels of exposure.
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CENTRALES NUCLEAIRES ET PREVENTION SANITAIRE
M. Delpla
E.D.F. 1, Avenue du General de Gaulle 92141 Clamart

1. INTRODUCTION
Pire supporter que sa mort, c'est, peut-IHre, Ia vie d'un enfant en remission
de leucemie: condamne; c'est peut-etre, aussi, qu'il soit grossierement different des ~1tres : "handicape". Selon une information largement diffusee, ces
pi res maux, et bien d'autres, pourraient etre causes par les centrales nucleaires
dans leur environnement. Qu'une telle information ait un impact terrifiant ne
saurait surprendre. En raison de Ia gravite de tels effets, des hygienistes ont
voulu prevoir quels pourraient etre -dans les pires hypotheses - les dommages
sanitaires provoques par de faibles doses sur une population nombreuse. Se voulant prudents, ils ont admis, pour chaque effet deletere, que le risque seraitproportionnel
Ia dose cumulee ; il en resulte que le dommage serait proportionnel
I a dose-population. Un tel dommage ,i nquietant, n I a ri en de reel • Nous allons
le voir sur quelques exemples, limites, faute de place,
Ia leucemie _et aux
cancers thyro l"di ens.
2. RESULTATS DE CALCULS PREVISIONNELS
Dans I' expose des resultats de I' enquge de I' A. E .C. ( 1971-1973) dans I' environnement de centrales nucleaires et chez les constructeurs, les auteurs donnent
des coefficients de conversion d'une dose collective en dommages previsibles
pour Ia por:,ulation americaine ; soit 26 pour Ia leucemie, 110 pour le cancer
thyrol"dien, et 75 pour les autres cancers, par million de personnes-rems.

a

a

a

a

Considerons une population de 200 millions de personnes, dont 1% travail lent
habi tuell ement avec des sources de rayonnements ionisants, et dont 10 %peuvent
etre considerees comme incluses dans le "groupe critique" d'une installation
industrielle nucleaire ; si ces personnes sont exposees depuis tres longtemps
aux limites de dose des normes de Ia CIRP (1966), les coefficients precedents
permettent de calculer le dommage previsionnel pour ce qui concerne le cancer
les resultats figurent dans le tableau I, ils donnent les nombres de cancers
qui seraient ajoutes annuellement. De tels nombres inquietent.
TABLEAU I
Dommage previsionnel pour I' irradiation au maximum des normes

Categorie
Travai I leurs
Gr. critiques
Ensemble
population

Dose
(rem/an)

Leucemie

Autres
cancers

c~b'fc:fer
thyro
e

5

170

650

820

0,5

260

1 100

750

5/30

870

3 600

2 500

3. OBSERVATIONS RELATIVES A LA LEUCl:::MII:::
Deux pub I ications sont fondamentales : celle de Court-Brown et Doll ( 1957)
sur un groupe de rhumatisants apres radiotherapie du rachis, et celle de Jablon
et Kato ( 1971) qui rapporte les observations faites de 1950
1970 sur les survivants d' Hiroshima et de Nagasaki (nous ne retiendrons que le groupe de Nagasaki parce qu' i I a re<;:u relativement peu de neutrons). Pour comparer les

a
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resultats de ces travaux differents nous avons, pour chaque classe de personnes,
evalue Ia dose moyenne dans I 'ensemble de Ia moelle osseuse (les cinq douziemes de Ia dose rachidienne des rhumatisants ; les deux tiers de Ia dose dans
I' air, a Nagasaki). Nous n 'avons retenu que I es classes ou cette dose ne
depasse pas 150 rems.Les observations cliniques conduisent a des resultats semblables (risque "ajoute" negatif a 50 rems) et s'eloignent sensiblement de I 'hypothese lineaire proposee par Court-Brown et Doll ( 1957) eux-memes,comme
hypothese de travai I •
TABLEAU II
!

I

Dose moelle (rems)
radioth:frapie •••••••••••
Nagasa t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

3

15

50
50

100

Risque ajoute (/10 6 personnes-ans)
radiotherapie ••••••••••••
Na-gasaki

0

-20

-50
-50

+ 8,0

................

hypothese I ineaire

)I(

)I(

+15
+ 50
+22;. + 75

150

+ 80
+ 100
+ 150

+150
+ 225

x Pour chaque classe, difference entre Ia valeur observee et le risque
spontane I trOUVe egal
50/106 personnes-anS p0Uf Chacun deS groupeS

a

)I(

x Suivant que le risque serait de 1 ou 1 ~5/10 6 personnes-ans-rems.

4. TUMEURS THYROIDIENNES APRES IRRADIATION DANS L'ENFANCE
Selon un rapport de I 'Academie des sciences americaine ( 1971), le risque de
cancer thyrol"dien serait augmente de 1,6
9,3 par million de personnes-ansrems ; mais de tell es val eurs reposent sur I' observation de personnes qui avai ent
toutes ete des enfants maladifs. Or on peut trouver aussi des personnes dont le
corps thyroi"de a ete i rradi e dans I 'enfance com me par hasard ; ell es parai ssent
mieux susceptibles que les autres de representer Ia population general e. Nous rapporterons quatre exempl es. Conti et coli • ( 1960) n 'ont trouve aucun cancer thyroi"dien sur 1 564 personnes drune vingtaine d'annees ; elles avaient re<;:u- preventivement, systematiquement - 150 rems sur le thymus peu apres leur naissance. La derniere publication de Conard sur les insulaires contamines accidentellement dans le Pacifique date de 1975. Pour ceux qui n'avaient pas 10 ans en
1954, Conard a releve : a Rongelap, 17 lesions thyrol"diennes sur 19 personnes ;
Utirik, sur 53 personnes, aucune lesion, meme pas de tumeur benigne. A
.
Rongelap, pour que leur contamination
un an ait ·provoque I 'atrophie de leur
corps thyrol"de, deux enfonts avaient sans doute re<;:u dans cet organe des dizaines
de milliers de rems ; sur cet not, tous ont re<;:u des doses considerables. A
Utirik, au contraire, eiles auraient atteint seulement une cinquantaine de rems.
Rail ison et coli. ( 1974), ont examine systematiquement 1 378 enfants ages
d'une quinzaine d'annees ; ils avaient, durant des annees, consomme du lait
contamine par les retombees des explosions nucleaires experimentales duNevada,
et, de ce fait, dO cumuler une centaine de rems dans leur corps thyrol"de ; avec
18 tumeurs '.:-en ignes, ce groupe ne presentait aucune difference avec deux groupes
temoins (on a trouve un cancer dans chacun de ceux-c i , et aucun dans I 'autre) •
Modan et coli. ( 1974) ont trouve douze cancers thyrol"diens sur 10 902 enfants
immigrants dont Ia teigne, a leur arrivee en Israel, avant 1960, avait ·fait I 'objetde

a

a

lfi

a

radiotherapie; le risque correspondent, de 1 100 par million de personnes,
excede de fa~on statistiquement significative Ia valeur de 200 trouvee dans chacun des deux groupes temoins. Selon des mesures sur fantome, le corps thyrol'de n 1 aurait cependant re~u que 6, 5 rems. Pour interpreter I eur observation,
les auteurs proposent trois explications : l'extr~me sensibilite du corps thyrol'de de 11 enfant a I' irradiation (generalement admise,une telle sensibilite
ne se retrouve dans aucune des trois observations precedentes) ; !'augmentation
du risque de cancerisatiam de cette glande par !'irradiation concotTdtante de
i 1 hypophyse; Ia negligence, durant Ia radiotherapie (precisons en effet qu'en
cas de collimation insuffisante du faisceau de rayons X sur les champs lateraux, ou de son mauvais centrage, le corps thyrol'de a pu recevoir de l'ordre
de 3 000 rems, et m@me bien davantage, au cours du trai tement ; notons aussi
que certains enfants, dont Ia proportion n'est pas precisee, ont subi ce traitement deux fois, et m@me trois, pour recidive).
5. DISCUSSION
L'hypothese d'une relation de proportionrialite entre le risque et Ia dose est generalement admise, et consideree comme prudente. Or son application previsionnelle a des populations nombreuses de personnes supposees irradiees durant
longtemps a des doses aussi faibles que les limites des normes de Ia CIRP
inquiete, non seulement pour ce qui concerne les effets somatiques (voir cidessus, § 2 \, mais aussi en matiere d' effets genetiques. Au contrai re, pour
des dOSeS qui ne SOnt I ni treS faibles I ni tres el evees I des ObServationS
cl iniques et des experimentations ont montre, du moins pour certains dommages,
des risques ajoutes negatifs. A partir de tels risques les calculs feraient prevoir
un allegement de Ia charge sanitaire. Pour comprendre cette contradiction, nous
opposerons deux interpretations des modes d'action des rayonnements ionisants,
I 'une statique, l'autre, dynamique. Selon Ia premiere, bien traduite par Ia
theorie des cibles, !'hypothese de proportionnalite du risque a Ia dose, lorsque
celle-ci est faible, devient une verite mathematique. Elle a ete confirmee par
I' interpretation statistique de dommages obtenus experimentalement par I' irradiation de mol~cules, ou de cellules,jusqu'a des valeurs tres faibles de Ia
dose. Pour les organismes complexes, elle concorde avec !'interpretation stochastique de risques d'effets somatiques tardifs, ou d'effets genetiques a Ia
F 1, mais seulement apres des doses elevees (des centaines de remsen peu
de temps). Considerons maintenant un tissu qui contient des cellules souches
(c 'est a dire un tissu vulnerable) et qui vi ent de recevoir en un temps tres
court une dose de rayonnements ionisants qui n'est, ni tres faible,ni tres elevee
tlisons quelques rems, ou quelques dizaines de rems); dans une premiere phase
ses cellules restaurent leurs lesions moleculaires, ou meurent ; par Ia suite, Ia
frequence des mitoses augmente afin de pourvoir au remplacement des cellules
mortes, ou demeurees par trop detectueuses.Entites dynamiques susceptibles de
reagir dans chacune de leurs parties, ou en bloc, l'@tre vivant, ses cellules, son
espece, constituent des ensembles coordonnes et genetiquement asservis a Ia
conservation de cette derniere. Chacune a son niveau, suivant ses possibilites,
restaure sans cesse les atteintes provoquees par des agents issus du milieu dans
lequel elle vit et qui lui est indispensable. Toute cause d'agression ajoutee dans
le milieu (en particulier des sources de rayonnements ionisants) en augmentant
les besoins, stimule les processus de restauration ; on peut penser que, du moins
dans certaines conditions, Ia stimulation depassant les besoins crees par l'agression ajoutee, contribue a ameliorer Ia restauration d'autres lesions, voire m@me
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stimuler d'autres processus biologiques. D'ou Ia possibilite d'addition de
risques negatifs.De tels phenomenes, inconcevables dans une interpretation
statique des effets d 'une irradiation, demeurent generalement inaperc;:us des
chercheurs; dans le cas contraire, ils les qualifient de "paradoxaux".
Nous avons rencontre des risques negatifs de leucemie (§ 3) ou de tumeurs thyroi"diennes(§ 4) sur des observations cliniques ; sans doute parce que les effectifs etaient insuffisants, ils ne different pas de zero de fac;:on statistiquement
significative. Des experimentateurs en ont bien mis en evidence, de fac;:on statistiquement significative ; nous rapporterons les resultats de deux travaux qui
portent, I' un sur Ia cancerogenese, I 'autre sur I a geneti que, parce qu' i Is ont
aussi le grand merite de permettre de montrer Ia dualite des risques ajoutes
par Ia stimulation due
I' irradiation (i I en est sans doute de meme pour toute
autre cause de stimulation) .Mewissen et Rust ( 1976), sur tous les lots de
souris qui avaient rec;:u de 18 a 141 rems, ont trouve que si le risque est negatif
pour le lymphosarcome, i I est posit if pour le reticulosarcome. Newcombe et
McGregor (1975), en fecondant des oeufs de truite par du sperme qui, prealablement, avait rec;:u 50 rems, ont trouve que si le risque est negatif pour Ia
diminution de fertilite du sperme et pour Ia mortalite embryonnaire, il est positif pour les malformations de Ia tete et des yeux.
6. CONCLUSION
L'interpretation statique du mode d'action des rayonnements ionisants a rendu
bien des services aux chercheurs, notamment avec sa theorie des cibles.
Cependant, l'hypoth9se de proportionalite du risque a Ia dose, qui en decoule
lorsque celle-ci est faible, risquerait, en particulier par des calculs previsionnels,en accentuant encore le malaise nucleaire, de paralyser· Ia recherche en
radiobiologie, de contrarier les progres de Ia radiologie, et de desorienter Ia
radioprotection. Pour ce qui concerne cette derniere, rappelons, par exemple,
que rienne permet de penser qu'une dose de 3 rems sur 3 mois consecutifs
puisse nuire
Ia sante de quiconque : elle parart bien etre prudemment
"admissible" pour tous.
•.
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THE RADIOLOGICAL QUALITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE UNITED STATES
Kurt L. Feldmann
Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Office of Radiation Programs (ORP) of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency has the responsibility for monitoring and assessing the impact on
public health and the environment of radiation from all sources in the
United States, both ionizing and nonionizing. Therefore, ORP has initiated
an annual program for radiological dose assessment to determine individual
and population doses nationwide. This assessment will be published each
year in the report Radiological Quality of the Environment (1). This
information will provide direction for federal radiation protection activities by the analysis of radiation trends, identification of radiation
problems, and support for establishing radiation guidance.
2.

DATA ACQUISITION

The most efficient way for EPA to assemble the broad data base required to
assess the radiation dose to the United States population is to fully use
available data reported by other Federal agencies, States and nuclear facilities. Dose data were compiled in the following radiation source categories: ambient environmental radiation, technologically enhanced natural
radiation, fallout, uranium fuel cycle, federal facilities, medical, occupational and industrial radiation, nonionizing radiation, and other
miscellaneous sources. These data were reviewed for adequacy and gaps were
found which indicate areas of concern for future dose assessments. At the
same time, areas were defined for which additional data collection is not
warranted with respect to the small dose contribution from that source.
A special effort was made to acquire real data supported by direct measurements. Where these data were not available, however, estimated doses
involving numerous assumptions were used. An attempt was made to compile
the latest data that could be found for each source, therefore the data
discussed in this paper represents the time period from the late 1960's
to 1975. All data extracted from the literature were assumed to be valid
and no attempt at confirmation of the data was made. The data and its
origins were discussed in great detail in the 1976 report (1).
3.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS I

The individual and population dose data resulting from the various categories of radiation sources are summdrized in Table 1. The information in
this table was divided according to whether the primary mode of exposure
was external or internal. Exposure to direct radi~tion from radionuclides
in the ground, water, buildings, and air around us, or from radiationproducing machines, such as x-ray equipment and nuclear accelerators is
considered external exposure. Exposures of this type usually result in
a radiation dose to the whole body of the person exposed. In contrast,
internal exposures occur when radioactive materials are inhaled, ingested,
or occasionally absorbed through the skin. Internal exposures often result
in a radiation dose to particular organs of the body, such as the lung,
gastrointestinal tract, or bones.
llJ

Table 1

S~ry

of dose data frotll all sources
Internal

External
Source

Ambient ionizing radiation
Cosmic radiation
Ionizing component"
Neutron component
Worldwide radioactivity
Tritium
Carbon-14
Krypton-85
Terrestrial radiation
Potass ium-40
Tritium
Carbon-14
Rubidiua-87
Urani~238 series
Thori~232 series

Individual
dose
(mrem/y)

Population
dose
(person-rem/y)

40.9-45
28-35-3
0.33-6.8

9. 7xlo6
9.7xl06
9_2xlo 6
4.9xlo5

Individual
dose
(mrem/y)

0.04
1.0

4.-;:o-4
30-95
17

Population
dose
(person-rem/y)

9.2x103

80
18-25

1:~~-3
1.0
0.6
2-3
2-7

13
25

2. 73xl0

Technologically enhanced natural radiation
Ore mining and milling
Uranium mill tailings
Phosphate mining and processing
Thorium mining and milling
Radon in potable water supplies
Radon in natural gas
Radon in liquified petroleum gas
Radon in mines
Radon daughter exposure in IUltural caves
Radon and geothermal energy production
Radioactivity in construction material

6

•140-14000

b2.5-70ooo

C54
0.9-4.0

2. 73xl06
30000

d~ 2

Fallout
Ur<lnium fuel cycle
Mining and milling
Fuel enrichment
Fuel fabrication
Power reactors
BIIR
PWR

Research reactors
transportation - Nuclear power industry
Radioisotopes
Reprocessing and spent fuel storage
Radioactive waste disposal
Federal Facilities
ERDA facilities
Department of Defense
Accelerators

2014

fo~l7
"'

155
mlOO
m<l70
n23

5~8

8

j13-320

k8xl0::; ~o

196

< 0.01

Jo.o4-4

0.42-65
0

0.2

Radiophat'1D&ceuticals-production and disposal
Medical radiation
X radiation
Radiopharmaceuticala

~1;52

j5: max
j<l max

0

e4. Sxlo- 2
84.8-8.0
i2xlo-3

14

0.083

•2o

Occupational and industrial radiation

BWR
PWR

All occupations

'['1230
rlOBO
8 0.80

Couauaer products
TV

"'6100

<o.o25-o.043

Tiaepiec.es

"'6100
Individual

~lure

(vll/.,.2)

Nouionizinl electromagnetic radiation
Broa.dcaet towers and airport radars
All source•
a
b
c
d
e
f

Lung dose
LUD.g-rem/y
Trac:hea-bronchial dose
SO year do .. coaaitment divided by 50
Averaae individual luna dose within 80 km
MaxiiiUII potential ezposure

~ ~~t:t=:!:~r:X:~~~r: ~~ ~~=

radius
1 Averaae individual luna doae within 80 1tm
j Fence 1 iDe bouodary dose
k Withi:n a radiue of 80 lea
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10
O.l-1
m
n
o
p
q
r
s

Estimated for the year 1973
For Nuclear Fuel Services
Based upon data from 5 institutions
Hillirad/y (genetically significant dose)
Estimated 1980 dose
Average occupational exposure per year
Average exposure for all occupations and
3, 7 radiation workers/1000 persons in United States
t 5 em from TV set; units of mR/h
- • No dose data available

It is evident from this table that there are radiation sources for which
data are either incomplete or not available. Also, it is worthwhile noting
that although population doses from the different source categories, in
general, can be added together to gain a perspective of overall impact, it
does not necessarily follow that individual doses can be added together
because an individual in one population group generally does not receive
the radiation dose common to another population group. For this reason,
totals arc shown in table l only for population doses in the various source
categories.
3. l.

Population Dose

It is apparent from this table that the external population dose from
ambient ionizing radiation greatly exceeds the external dose from each of
the other categories of radiation sources. This is especially true when
one considers that the indicated population dose of approximately 10
million person-rem per year is due almost entirely to cosmic radiation and
does not include the population dose attributable to terrestrial radiation.
It is estimated from the external individual dose column that the terrestrial radiation dose may be approximately equal to or greater than the
population dose due to cosmic radiation.
Internal sources of significant population dose for which we have data are
from (l) the use of radiopharmaceuticals for medical radiation purposes,
which is estimated to contribute approximately 3 million person-rem per
year to the. population dose, and (2) technologically enhanced natural radiation which also contributes approximately 3 million person-rem per year
to the population dose. Finally, it is of interest to note that all the
doses from all the other source categories for which data are available are
less than 0. l percent of the total population dose.
It is important to note that the population dose values mentioned here are
based upon the data available to us at this time. It is quite possible
that these values and thus, the relative contributions of population dose
from the source categories considered, could change in the future as more
information on this subject becomes available.
3.2

Individual Dose

The largest internal or external dose received by an individual was found
to be an internal dose derived from technologically enhanced natural radiation. Inhalation of radon daughter products from uranium mill tailings
resulted in a dose of 140 to 14,000 mrem per year to the tracheobronchial
surface tissue of the lung. The second largest individual dose is received
by individuals through their occupations. Approximately 1200 millirem of
whole body dose per year is normally received by maintenance personnel
working around a boiling water nuclear power reactor. Maintenance
personnel working around a pressurized water reactor received the next
largest individual dose. The fourth largest individual dose, approximately
320 millirem per year, would be received by ao individual at the boundary
of a federal facility. The next largest dose, about 120 millirem per year,
is an average value due to ambient ionizing radiation. The individual
doses from all other sources were less than half the dose due to ambient
ionizing radiation. As has been mentioned earlier, the relative contributions from each of the source categories are subject to revision as may
be required by _new data.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the population dose data acquired for this report, the
three major sources of radiation dose to the United States population are
cosmic radiation, the application of radiopharmaceuticals in medicine, and
the exposure to radon and radon daughters from the burning of natural gas.
The reason for these relatively high population dose values is dt·~ to the
large populations that are exposed to these sources.
On an individual basis, the sources of greatest dose are from the exposure
to technologically enhanced natural radiation, the occupational exposure
to boiling water and pressurized water nuclear power reactor maintenance
personnel and the dose an individual would receive at the boundary of a
federal facility. The factor that keeps the population dose low in the
Occupational and Industrial Operations category and the Federal Facilities
category is the relatively small number of people exposed to the sources
in these categories. The source responsible for high individual doses
in the category of Technologically Enhanced Natural Radiation is uranium
mill tailings that had been used in the construction of residences. It
is quite conceivable that, if data from other sources in this category
were available, additional high individual doses would be observed.
There are many gaps in the dose data in the table. For example, it is
generally accepted that the use of x rays in medicine contributes to a
large and significant population dose. However, the magnitude of this
population dose has still not been determined. For this reason, the
resulting observations and comments are necessarily restricted to a limited
data base. This indicates a need to greatly improve the data base for
future dose assessments.
5.

FUTURE EFFORTS

The radiological quality of the environment will be determined on an
annual basis. Future reports will update this effort and place more
emphasis on treatment or analysis of available data and trend evaluations.
An analysis of environmental concentrations of radionuclides may also be
considered in subsequent reports in addition to dose information.
REFERENCE
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PROGRESS IN BASIC PRINCIPLm OF LIMITATION
IN RADIATION PROTECTIONP.V .Ramzaev, S.I.Tarasov, M.N.Troitskaya, A.P.Ermolaeva
Institute o! Radiation Hygiene, Leningrad, USSR
Swmnary

For the purposes of dose limitation a new quantity of heal.th
is proposed !or a sum total. o! weighted socially signi:f:ioant
indices.
The objective of any limitation system in application to
potentially harmful. factors including ionizing radiation
should be to avoid their detrimental. effects completely and, i f
possible, to achieve ma:x:i.mum public and individual benefit.
The present systems of limitation basically differs in choice
of methods and in completeness of harm and benefit measurements.
The necessity of such measurements in any activity arises for
estimation:
a) of benefit (X) from the activity;
b) of harm from the limitation as a result of detrimental residual effect of the chosen limit (I1) and of harm from
the protection measures providing the limit (Y i) ·
c) of difference (Z 1) between benefit (X) and harm {y1 + Y2)
from the activiti at the chosen limit in comparison witli
similu- differences from other alternatives <.ZL2, Z 3 ••• ) •
Then may arise the necessity of comparison between benefit
from the achieved purpose (if it is not ultimate) and the one
from other purposes. Relation of the above terms, two of which
CY1 + Y2?.. are functions of the chosen limit, is reiterated in
ICRP pulUications and may be expressed by a formula o! limi tation:
X- (y1 + Y2);;. z2,3,4-...
(~)
The simplest limitation system that is based on threshold
principle end Widel.y used to chemical agents proceeds from a requirement Y1 • 0 ignoring all other terms of equation 1. The
limitation system known by its principle of "acceptable i':lsk"
is based on assumption Y1 • A, where "A'' is some value o! probable harm, e.g. in form of death-rate-from carcinogenesis comparable with death-rate in other activities.
As appears from equation 1 both systems do not meet the requirements of the ultimate aim of limitation because the benefit
and harm of the limits and systems themselves are not determined.
The main difficulties of both systems as well as o! ideal. solution of equation 1 lies in nearly infinite variety of incomparable quantities now used for harm and benefit measurements.
The relation between dose end effect is expressed in a single
quantity for dose and in the endless number of tests for effect.
There is not a general. quantity !or effect which could be acceptable to measurement of deleterious and beneficial. effects equal.ly. There are more than 1,ooo various biochemical. tests in form
of concentrations o! ferments and other substances in different
tissues. The number of tests for cells, organs and their sys23

tems increases. Moreover one can not estimate their quantitative importance for the sociall-;y significant va~ues. To our
mind a step to the so~ution of the above etemu pxooblem must be
made b-;y c~assification of all biologicu tests on the be.se of
their sociu significance and accessibilit-;y to estimation b-;y
every sensib~e person, who is the on~-;y owner of his ~e. As ultimateJene:ral index of both harm and benefit there ma-;y be the
main v ue for societ-;y and individua~, which is quantity of
heuth (Q.H) •
.
All biologicu tests should be divided into three categories:
I) sociuly significant and intelligible for every man of
sober mind indices as obligatory signs of health;
II) medicu tests which have significance and links with the
first indices and are determined as a result of special.
medical. examinations;
III) "pure" biological. tests, importance of which for assessment
of Q,H. is often not known even to the physicians themselves.
From time immemorial. all nations relate to socially si~i
cant indices of heuth the following four only: life-time (Lt),
inte~ of mentU and physical capacit-;y for work during lifetime (W) ~ integral of feelings (F) and reproduction of descendants (DJ. One can hardl-;y expand this list because all other
biologicu an&. medicu tests fxoom cate@Pries II and III are
under abso~ute oontro~ of the first one for purposes of limitation. llor e:x:amp~e, any diagnosed disease is considered as suoh
if it decreases one or more indices in category I. We do not
know illnesses wllioh do not meet the rule. Furthermore, the use
of some tests (morbidi t-;y test Jwi thout contxoo~ by the first category may even desori.ent limitation system end lead to doubtful
conc~usions.
In witness we give an e:x:amp~e of unreliab~e use of
cancerogenesis in the system of dose Umitation. In 4 groups
six generations ~ white ~gre~ mice (ma~e and female) were fed
with mixture of
Sr and ~7t,gs during all their Ufe. GI.'OllP I
consumed 1.5 X 10-12 Ci of 9 Sr and 25o.o X 10-12 Ci of 'l''t'Cs
daily per-mouse tbat delivered the absorbed doses of o.5 rad for
whole body and about o.a rad for endosteal. cells per year. The
groups II -III -n consumed the mixture 10-100-1 000 times more.
Group "O" was control. That represents a model of intake for a
known arctic food chain. As appears from Table I the animal.s 1
which had osteosarcomas ( 88% of all carcinomas) in u~ groups,
had for certain statistically and considerably (by l!Q%) longer
life-time as well.
As stated above we suggest a quantit-;y of health (Q,H) in the
capacity of the united index for measurement of benefit and harm,
representing a sum totu of indices from category I weighted
with each other. One of the conceivable version of such summing
and weighing is given in a formula of hea~th )expressed in years
of a full life):
· nu
0.'/ (Lt + W + ]' + D) •
(2)
~

.

4

'

Lt, W, F and D are expressed in percentage, consider:l.ng that
100% correspond to '/0 years of life-time, to integral. of average
capacity for work or of feelings for an untouched gwup 1 probability Cor fact) of giving birth to 2 heal.tby chi~dren. For living organism the estimations will have a pro gnostic nature or
must be expressed relatively to the average estimations of untouched group.
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The difficulties in determination of Q,H are comparable with
its importance. All its characteristics need very careful weighing. Some of them can be measured through the tests of category II. When relations between .dose and other "fruits" of activity on the one hand and the quantity of health on the other hand
are obtained1 one can solve the equation of dose limitation. In,
that case o~y it will be possible to turn a maximum permissible
level of harmful agent into a level wbich will guarantee maximum achievable health without use of its money equivalent.
Table 1.

Group,

NO

0
I
II
III
IY

Life-time of mice in six generations
with and without osteosarcomas

All mice in experiment
Amount,
pieces

455
690
592
529
5'70

Life-time,
days

:364 t. 15
?J?J'l !. 4'7
369!.
3'70 !. 22
353!. 24

v

Mice with osteosarcomas
Amount,
pieces

2
2"5
18

v

2"5

Life-time,
days

5'7'7 !.
400 t.
524!.
498!.
51'7 '!.

14
"5'7
~

26
25

25
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CRITERIA FOR RISK ACCEPTANCE:

A HEALTH PHYSICIST'S VIEW *

A. P. Hull
Safety & Environmental Protection Division
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York U.S.A. 11973
1.

INTRODUCTION

A controversy over the safety of nuclear energy has grown in the United
States since about 1970 and has now spread to near worldwide proportions.
This controversy has been fueled by a variety of issues. Initially in the
U.S. the most prominent issue concerned the degree of hazard of low level
radiation, in particular that associated with the nuclear fuel cycle. Since
then attention has shifted successively to the reliability of emergency core
cooling systems, the longevity of nuclear wastes, the possible misuse of
radioactivity by terrorists and the potential for diversion of nuclear power
produced plutonium to weapons fabrication. Underlying each of these issues
has been the implication that the employment of nuclear power will entail
an unacceptable risk to the public.
Seemingly, the public interest would be served by an agreement upon some
very elementary yardsticks for risk acceptance. In common with others
engag~d in occupational and public health protection activities, health
physicists must apply some operational criteria for the acceptability of
risk. Their essence are contained in the statement of the objectives and
purposes of the Health Physics Society. They are suggested as a useful
model for a general approach.
2.

CRITERIA FOR RISK ACCEPTANCE

The stated primary objective of the Health Physics Society is "the development of scientific knowledge and practical means for the protection of man
and his environment from the harmful effects of radiation, while encouraging
its optimum utilization for the benefit of mankind" (1). This statement
embodies or implies some very common sense criteria for risk acceptance.
1) All human activities, including the utilization of radiation, entail some
risk. 2) The development of "knowledge and means" facilitates the minimization of risk. 3) The acceptance of risk should be evaluated in the context
of offsetting benefits. It follows that no risk should be accepted for
which there is not an apparent benefit. 4) An agent or activity that
entails some risk should be utilized so that it offers an optimum benefit.
It follows that it should not be utilized if a lower risk agent or activity
offering the same benefit is available.
Given that each of us has an individual set of preferences and values, and
that none of us has a right to force our set on another, the ICRP's philosophy of keeping risks from radiation less than or equal to risks "regularly
accepted in everyday life" (2), seems the only available objective basis for
societal judgements about risk acceptance. Any other approach risks ideological strife, as documented by the quasi religious overtone of much of the
current argument about the acceptability of nuclear power (3). Thus a
pragmatic secular approach to risk acceptance involves three simple questions: 1) What are the benefits? 2) What are the risks? How do the risks
compare with those of alternatives? With regard to nuclear power, the

*Research supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration.
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benefits (electricity) are the same, regardless of fuel. So the principal
remaining issue is the comparative risks of the alternative cycles.
3.

RISK COMPARISONS

For a large scale employment of nuclear power by the year 2000, an associated average individual dose to the U.S. population of 0.0005 rem/yr has
been projected by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)(4). This is
compared to other significant radiation sources in Table 1. It is evident
that the "other environment" dose, principally from the nuclear fuel cycle,
is expected to remain small compared to natural and medical radiations,
and to be comparable to that from such miscellaneous sources as color television, luminous time pieces and air transportation (the _benefits of which
seem somewhat less than having an assured supply of electricity).

Radiation source

1960

1970

Year
1980

1990

2000

(mrem/yr)
Environmental
Natural
Fallout
Other*
Subtotal
Medical
Diagnostic
Pharmaceuticals
Subtotals
Occupational
Miscellaneous
Total
TABLE 1

130
5.5
0.08
135.6

130
4.0
0.06
134.1

130
4.6
0.09
134.7

130
4.7
0.22
134.9

130
5.0
0.47
135.5

72.3
0.3
72.6
0.8
1.9
211

72.3
2.0
74.3
0.8
2.7
212

72.3
13.9
86.2
0.8
2.2
224

72.3
14.2
86.5
0.9
1.2
224

72.3
15.6
87.9
0.9
1.1
225

Average Annual Radia~ion Doses in the United
States--1960 to 2000

*

Principally the nuclear fuel cycle.
**Adapted from A. W. Klement, et al. (4).
If not satisfied at this point that nuclear power is acceptable, one may
ask, "How do its risks compare with those posed by the alternatives?"
From the dose-effect estimates made by the National Academy of Sciences~ational Research Council Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation (BEIR)(5), an "extra" risk of fatal cancer of about 1/10,000,000
may be calculated for an individual exposed to 0.0005 rem/yr (from
nuclear power in the year 2000). The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(NRC) Reactor Safety Study (6) leads to a "most probable" risk (for low dose
rate radiation ) of 2/100,000,000, with a lower bound which does not exclude
zero. The integrated risk of immediate fatal effect to the average
individual in the U.S. from nuclear malfunctions, as given by the Reactor
Safety Study, is for the 100 postulated reactors, only about 5/1,000,000,000
per yr, so that it adds little to the above estimate.
The attention currently being devoted to risk reduction in the NRC Appendix I
regulations and EPA nuclear fuel cycle standard, seems out of proportion to
its contribution to the overall current or prospective exposure to the public.
Terrill has estimated that monies spent on improved x-ray equipment would
accomplish from 1000 to 6000 times as much exposure reduction as the same
amount spent on reactor waste treatment systems (7). Something needs reexamination when the driving forces in the debate about the merits of nuclear
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energy produce such a misallocation of resources to the reduction of already
trivial risks.
Several estimates of the health risks of the fossil fuel cycles have
appeared recently in the literature (8-10). From them it appears that the
associated average risk of premature fatal effect to individuals in the
U.S. public is in the order of 2/100,000/yr, or about 200 times the "upper
limit" nuclear risk. Additionally, there is epidemiological evidence in
which cancer rates are positively correlated with urbanization and more
pertinent to this consideration, with air pollution, much of which is
associated with fossil power effluents (11,12). There appears to be a
negative correlation with background radiation levels (13,14). From these
indications the utilization of nuclear power would provide a net benefit to
public health, and thus be not only "acceptable" but "desirable."
4.

CONCLUSION

While the currently available information is insufficient to establish
numerical risk estimates for nuclear wastes, terrorism or diversion, the
probable consequences do not appear as severe as suggested by some
critics (15-18). Finally, in deciding on the acceptability of risk from
nuclear power, one may ask "How do the national resources currently being
allocated to still further reducing the 1/10,000,000 or so yearly hypothetical prospective risk from nuclear power compare with those resources
being devoted to the overall prevention of premature death?" Some common
risks are shown in Table 2.
Cause
All causes
Diseases of heart
Malignant neoplasms
Cerebrovascular disease
Accident (total)
Motor vehicle
Falls
Drowning
Fire
Poisoning (solids and
liquids)
Suffocation
Firearms
Poisoning (gases)
Natural phenomenon
Electrocution
TABLE 2

Annual
Risk
8.96xlo-3
3.39xlo-3
1. 74xlo-3
9.18xlo-4
4.8lxlo-4
2.09xlo-4
7.20xlo-5
3.80xlo-5
3.00xlo-5
1.90xlo- 5
1. 50xlo-5
2.50xlo-5
1.60xlo-5
3.10xlo-6
2.50xlo-6

Cause
Influenza
Diabetes
Cirrhosis of liver
Arteriosclerosis
Mortality in early infancy
Suicide
Bronchitis
Homicide
Congenital abnormalities
Nephritis and nephrosis
Peptic ulcer

Annual
Risk
2. 70xlo-4
1.68xlo-4
1. Slxlo- 4
1.37xlo-4
1.28xlo-4
1.26xlo-4
1.19xlo-4
l.02xlo- 4
6.70xlo- 5
3.90xlo-5
3.20xlo-5

Annual Death Risk from Leading Causes, United States*

*From

Monthly Vital Statistics Report, Annual Summary for the United States,
1975, (HRA)-76-1120 24: 13 (6/30/76) except estimates of subcategory of
accident from U.S. National Safety Council, Accidents Facts, 1976 edition.

It seems obvious that we cannot solve every health problem simultaneously
both for lack of sufficient ~onies and sufficient knowledge. The determination of the priorities for their address and the determination of acceptable
risk from each seems a matter of public policy. In terms of its relative
risk, nuclear power appears to be more than "acceptable."
Beyond making these kind of comparisons, it may be suggested that the public
would benefit from some kind of consensus about negligible nonzero levels
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of probable risk which would be deemed generally acceptable. A reasonable
perspective in this regard, suggested by Starr (19) is a yearly risk of
1 x 10-6, the level of natural hazards (such as earthquakes, floods, hurri·
canes, and tornados). A similar "cut off," with regard to major accidents
and their consequences has recently been advocated by Farmer (20) on the
basis of existing social decisions (i.e. flood defenses) and the lack of
experience to justify a lower level. Following a satisfactory demonstratio
of its achievement, hopefully the nuclear argument could be terminated.
Society could then move on to the real issues affecting energy, population
and quality of life.
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UN EXEMPLE DE SURVEILLANCE EN MILIEU DE TRAVAIL:
LA DOSIMETRIE INDIVIDUELLE PAR LE SERVICE CENTRAL
DE PROTECTION CONTRE LES RAYONNEMENTS IONISANTS
par J.P. MORONI, A. RIAU et P. PELLERIN
Service Central de Protection centre les Rayonnements Ionisants
B.P. 35- 78110 LE VESINET
I . INTRODUCTION

La dosimetrie individuelle des travailleurs a permis d'atteindre les deux
objectifs suivants:
- mesurer le risque local pour le maintenir au dessous des limites
reglementaires,
- verifier que les dispositions prises aboutissent effectivement a une
reduction des doses et, par l'etude statistique, ameliorer constamment
la prevention des risques correspondants.
Il serait difficile a l'heure actuelle de trouver, pour les autres nuisances
industrielles, un systeme de surveillance techniquement et administrativement
aussi efficace.
La dosimetrie individuelle s'applique aussi bien a un cabinet medical qu'a une
centrale electronucleaire. C'est certainement dans les grands centres nucleaires que les consignes de radioprotection sont les plus elaborees et les mieux
respectees. A l'oppose, dans le secteur medical, l'industrie non nucleaire et
la recherche, la situation est tres variable, allant de !'organisation tres
correcte de la radioprotection, a 1 'absence to tale et meme. au refus de la
radioprotection.
2. REGLEMENTATION
La reglementation fran~aise repose sur la base des recommandations des organismes internationaux de radioprotection.
Le n" 12 de la CIPR concerne "Principes generaux de surveillance en radioprotection des travailleurs" [1]. De son cote, la Commission des Communautes
Europeennes a publie recemment des "Recommandations techniques pour la surveillance de !'exposition des individus a !'irradiation externe''[2]. En France, le
decret du 15 mars 1967 et ses arretes d'application [3,4] d'une part, le decret
du 28 avril 1975 pour ce qui concerne les travailleurs des centres nucleaires
d'autre part [5] precisent les obligations des employeurs et les modalites
d'application de la dosimetrie.
Ces textes confient au Service Central de Protection centre les Rayonnements
Ionisants {SCPRI) un role d'elaboration et de normalisation des methodes, tout
laboratoire effectuant des mesures de dosimetrie devant se preter "a toutes
operations d'intercomparaison que le SCPRI jugera utiles". De plus, le SCPRI
est destinataire de !'ensemble des resultats "en vue de permettre les integrations de dose indispensables". Ainsi, si le SCPRI distribue et traite actuellement dans ses propres laboratoires 55 000 dosimetres mensuels representant
environ 45 000 personnes surveillees, !'information qu'il recueille, et·sur
laquelle il fait porter les operations de cumul et de statistiques, repose sur
un total d'environ 70 000 personnes surveillees; il s'agit evidemment la d'une
experience exceptionnelle en matiere de surveillance des nuisances industrielles.

3. L'ORGANISATION DE LA DOSIMETRIE AU SCPRI
Le nombre de dosimetres distribues mensuellement par le SCPRI est passe de
6 200 en janvier 1967 a 55 000 en janvier 1977. La distribution de ces dosimetres a plus de 7 000 etablissements repartis sur !'ensemble du territoire
national, leur collecte et les indispensables liaisons avec les Medecins du
Travail concernes sont parmi les difficultes essentielles rencontrees dans la
gestion de ce reseau. Les resultats, consideres comme donnees a caractere
biologique couvertes par le secret medical, sont adresses au Medecin du Travail exclusivement, ainsi que l'exige la reglementation fran~aise [4].
La reglementation fran~aise impose, pour la surveillance individuelle des travailleurs, le dosimetre photographique [4]. L'utilisation de tout autre detecteur, tels que stylo-dosimetre ou dosimetre thermoluminescent ne peut done
etre pratiquee qu'en association avec la precedente. Le SCPRI a, comme objectif essentiel dans ses operations, la fiabilite: car, plus encore qu'une precision metrologique des mesures, c'est la necessite d'eviter toute erreur
d'appreciation de la dose ou sur l'identite du porteur qui doit etre l'objectif essentiel. Il est classique de considerer comme tres satisfaisante une
fiabilite impliquant moins d'une erreur sur 10 000 mesures; c'est d'ailleurs
cette derniere valeur qui est retenue par la Commission des Communautes Europeennes. Le SCPRI s'est fixe comme objectif de reduire le taux d'erreur a moins
de un pour 100 000 dosimetres, et, a l'heure actuelle cet objectif est largement atteint.
La precision metrologique des mesures n'est pas, par contre, une exigence
essentielle pour la dosimetrie individuelle. La CIPR recommande elle-meme que
les mesures, pour les doses inferieures ou de l'ordre des limites maximales
admissibles, soient evaluees avec une precision meilleure que -30 a +SO%. Aucun
systeme de dosimetrie de routine actuellement en service ou a l'etude ne permet
d'assurer une precision atteignant l'ordre de quelques pour cent (precision qui
serait d'ailleurs illusoire car la dose re~ue par le dosimetre, seule connue,
differe de la dose delivree aux differents organes de beaucoup plus de quelques
pour cent).
Le SCPRI a entrepris !'evaluation des differentes causes d'incertitude; pour
les doses inferieures aux limites maximales admissibles, !'incertitude globale
totale est de -21% et +31%. Pour les doses elevees, des verifications complementaires permettent d'abaisser !'incertitude globale a± 10%.
L'organisation poussee mise au point en quinze ans de gestion de la dosimetrie
individuelle a conduit a minimiser le cout de ce service, sans en alterer, bien
au contraire, la qualite. Pour 55 000 dosimetres mensuels la totalite des operations est assuree par une equipe de 13 personnes.
Le SCPRI a depuis plusieurs annees etudie les dosirnetres therrnolurninescentsaLD).
Ace jour, 10 000 dosirnetres de ce type sont utilises au SCPRI, soit en supplement de la dosimetrie photographique individuelle, soit pour des applications
particulieres (dosimetrie d'environnement notarnrnent). C'est done l'une des
plus grandes masses de TLD actuellement controles regulierement. Il resulte de
cette etude, de maniere certaine, que le dosirnetre therrnolurninescent est tres
loin d'egaler, pour la surveillance individuelle des travailleurs, le dosimetre
photographique et le SCPRI n'entend pas, en consequence, modifier dans un avenir previsible sa position quanta !'utilisation isolee de ce dernier.

La raison essentielle de cette preference est le nombre d'informations beaucoup
plus important fourni par le dosirnetre photographique. Outre que chaque TLD a
sa reponse propre qui doit avoir ete determine cas par cas avant usage, le
dosirnetre thermoluminescent ne donne que la seule dose. Au prix d'une complication importante et d'un prix de revient presque prohibitif, il peut fournir
egalement quelques indications sur la nature du rayonnement. Le dosirnetre photographique fournit de maniere simple, en plus de la dose, de precieuses indications sur: la qualit~ du rayonnement, l'homogeneite du faisceau, les traces
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possibles de contamination, !'orientation du faisceau et dans une certaine
limite, le mode d'irradiation (instantane ou en plusieurs fois .•• ). Toutes ces
indications sent d'une grande importance lors des enquetes qui suivent les
irradiations importantes. Elles deviennent indispensables lorsqu'on veut determiner les doses re~ues par operation pour ameliorer la radioprotection du peste
de travail et eventuellement modifier ou perfectionner les installations dans
ce but.
Car la surveillance des travailleurs par dosimetrie, en plus de !'irradiation
individuelle des personnes exposees, renseigne sur l'etat des installations, les
habitudes de travail, et previent souvent les situations nouvelles qui risquent
d'apparaitre. Le SCPRI a d'ailleurs realise dans de nombreux cas, grace a une
etude dosimetrique fractionnee de certaines operations (notamment dans les centrales nucleaires et en milieu medical [6]) une veritable etude de postes de
travail, et mis au point un type particulier de dosimetres photographiques
adaptes ace type de recherche, qui fera !'objet d'une prochaine publication.
De plus, le dosimetre photographique constitue un document definitif, precieux
en cas de recours, alors que la lecture detruit, en pratique, !'information du
dosimetre thermoluminescent, malgre toutes les tentatives faites pour pallier
cet inconvenient.
Enfin !'argument de prix de revient, parfois avance en faveur de la dosimetrie
isolee par thermoluminescence, ne resiste pas a !'analyse; bien au contraire,
le cout d'un TLD compose au moins de deux detecteurs non indefiniment reutilisable et sujet a un taux de pertes non negligeable dans le cas de la surveillance d'une population diversifiee, rendrait prohibitif le cout de cette surveillance.
Que l'on y prenne done garde: apres un engouement du a la nouveaute, un
desinteressement des fabricants de TLD pourrait bien se faire jour, d'autant
qu'il s'agit de techniques autrement plus complexes que celles qui conduisent
a !'obtention de surfaces sensibles, et qu'il n'existe pas !'equivalent du
gigantesque marche des films radiographiques pour servir de support a cette
fabrication.
4. RESULTATS STATISTIQUES
Depuis 1972, le SCPRI precede a l'etude statistique de !'ensemble des resultats
annuels; ces etudes sent communiquees a l'UNSCEAR [7]. La derniere etude, porte
sur les doses relevees durant l'annee 1975 sur 23 000 travailleurs (des criteres
statistiques tres stricts conduisent a eliminer une partie des donnees, notamment celles relatives aux personnes ayant eu un travail intermittent); la dose
moyenne dans ces conditions est de 130 millirads par an (bien entendu, l'on fait
abstraction des doses elevees pour lesquelles il a ete preuve qu'elles n'avaient
pas ete re~ues par le porteur lui-meme). Le tableau I montre la repartition des
doses moyennes annuelles par intervalle de doses, le tableau 2 la repartition
par type d'activite.
5. CONCLUSION
La dosimetrie photographique individuelle est une arme majeure au service de la
radioprotection, qui a atteint son but: reduire les doses re~ues par les travailleurs, malgre !'augmentation des utilisations des techniques radiologiques
et nucleaires. C'est ainsi qu'entre 1973 et 1975, la dose moyenne annuelle pour
l'ensemble des activites est passee de 160 a 130 millirads.
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Intervalle de dose (rad/an)
0
0,5
1,0
1,5

-

0,5
1,0
I ,5
5,0

>

5

Pourcentage de travailleurs ayant re~u
une dose comprise dans l'intervalle
93,6 %
3,8 %
1,6 %
0,9 %
0, I %

Tableau 1 - Repartition generale des doses annuelles

Activite pratiquee

MEDECINE
Radiodiagnostic
Radiotherapie ~t
medecine nucleaire
Art dentaire
INDUSTRIE ET RECHERCHE
Radiographie, gammagraphie, sources non
scellees, applications non medicales
TOTAL

Nombre de
personnes

Dose
collective
annuelle
(rad-honnne)

Dose
moyenne
annuelle
(rad)

14 085

972

0,14

3 771
2 661

754
106

0,20
0,04

2 704

187

0,07

23 221

3 019

0' 13

Tableau 2- Repartition des doses par type d'activite
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THE CENTRAL DOSE REGISTER FOR THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY IN SWEDEN
Carl-Olaf Widell
AB ATOMENERGI, Studsvik
S-611 01 Nykoping, Sweden
1.

INTRODUCTION

The central dose register for the nuclear industry in Sweden has been in
operation since 1974. Before 1974 the register contained only Studsvik
personnel. The system has today about 10 000 persons in the register.
2.

DATAHANDLING

The dose information is together with personal information stored in the
central computer at Studsvik, a CDC Cyber 172. All information to and from
the system is handled via terminals at the different nuclear sites. The
terminals are connected to the computer via ordinary telephone lines.

~

~

COMPUTE:.R.

The Studsvik Dos Registration System
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3.

DOSIMETRY SYSTEM

Most doses handled by the system are personnel body gamma doses, which are
recorded on TLD. Studsvik automatic TLD readers are used and the punched
tape from the reader feeds the data via the terminal straight into the
dose register.
Also hand and finger doses are recorded on TLD and read by the automatic
TLD reader.
Internal doses as recorded by the whole body monitor or urine analyses
are also handled by the dose register.
4.

PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION

In the dose register the dose information is stored under the person's
unique social security number. For personnel from other countries their
social security number is used together with the identification of the
country. (According to the two letter code given in ISO 3166 (1975)).
5.

CONTROL OF THE CALIBRATION OF THE TLD-SYSTEMS

A special routine is used for the supervision of the status of the TLDsystems.
Always when personnel doses are read calibration dosimeters are also read.
The results from the calibration dosimeters are also handled by the
computer. The computer compares the TLD reading with the nominal value and
calculates a calibration factor. This calibration factor is then compared
with previous factor. If the new factor deviates by more than 10 % a
signal is given to the operator and the automatic registration of doses is
stopped. If not the new calibration factor is used to figure out the doses.
This calibration control is a necessary safety procedure as recorded doses
are registered without any manual handling.
6.

AREA MONITORS

Area dosimeters are also handled by the system both from inside the site
and from the environment.
From personal doses the normal background is subtracted. This is not the
case for area dosimeters.
7.

OUTPUT FROM THE SYSTEM

From the dose register it is possible to get a lot of different types of
lists and statistics; for example
a.

Personal records which show the doses for months, quarter of the
year, year and life for body gamma, beta and neutron doses, hand
doses and internal doses.

b.

List for a department with all the doses of the month.

c.

List of doses received for a certain job.
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d.

List of doses received by contractor personnel.

e.

Summary of doses for the year.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

This central dose register, operated by decentral terminals and used
togethPr with decentral TLD readerG has many advantages:
a.

The register is as fast as possible up-dated.

b.

Data from the register can be obtained within seconds.

c.

Hot jobs can be supervised easily and without time delay due to
dose communications.

d.

It is very easy to handle individual records for a large number
of maintenance personnel moving from site to site. No radiological
pass is needed.
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THE SELECTION OF OCCUPANCY FACTORS
J.R.A. LAKEY
Royal Naval College
Greenwich, London, U.K.
l.

INTRODUCTION

The control of external radiation exposure requires the application of the
following three factors in both the design and the operation of the
radiation facility
a.

Distance - distance between the working position and the source
of radiation

b.

Shielding - a protective barrier between the working position
and the source

c.

Time - exposure time limits so that dose limits are not exceeded
when a worker occupies the working positions

This paper is concerned with the third factor - occupancy time - and
attempts to show how the design, operation and exposure assessment are
related to the selection of occupancy factors.
2.

THE OCCUPANCY FACTOR

The designer of the facility can calculate, from equation l, an exposure
rate limit for the working position to be protected (1,2)
LC

WUTmr/hr
i

where

i

•••••••

X.

exposure rate limit for the area i

L

exposure rate limit (local regulations) mr/week

~

C

= conservative

(l)

factor

use factor for area i, fraction of the time that radiation
is directed towards the area i
T.

occupancy factor - fraction of the time that the location is
occupied when irradiated

w

work load, hours per week that the facility is working

~

Local regulations may determine nearly all these quantities, for example,
in the U.K. the Factories Act regulations permit an 'approved scheme of
work' where it is not reasonably practicable to achieve 'adequate shielding'.
In this case Xi will exceed ~but limits will be set on Xi, Ui, Ti and W.
Factor C is usually selected by the designer to accommodate unavoidable
errors in his data and his design methods and is usually between 0.1 and
0.5.
If Ui and Ti are permitted to fall below 1.0 the choice must be made
with great care because it implies a separate work area and a deliberate
redistribution of radiation exposure between different workers. Furthermore
administrative controls must be effective and the operator must be aware of
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potential errors in his exposure assessment.
3.

INTERACTION BETWEEN DESIGNER AND OPERATOR

The designer is required to make decisions like those of a General who
plans large military movements and operations; the designer decides the
strategy of radiation exposure control whilst the operator of the facility
is concerned with the tactical deployment of the radiation workers when the
facility is operating. Like the General a designer is not aware of the
detailed movements which will take place and the actual conditions of the
planned operation may be very different from those assumed for the design.
In this paper two aspects where both strategy and tactics are involved are
discussed
(i)
(ii)

radiation rield gradient and the effect of errors in the
position of the worker
radiation field quality and the effect of errors in radiation
dosimetry

The use of separate work areas with different occupancy factors calls for
effective communication between designer and operator and the nature of the
information required is proposed.
4.

RADIATION FIELD GRADIENTS

In X-ray facilities where the radiation source is virtually a point there is
a high rate of variations of radiation intensity with distance from the
source. Radiation field gradients are typically 20% per metre along a
radius from the source and, since radiation workers are not static, there
are noticeable variations in exposure between the different workers (3) •
The designer may neglect the effect of worker movement by assuming that the
worker is exposed at the position of the highest exposure rate in the area.
This assumption is obviously unrealistic and a better model of the workers'
movements is required,
The designer can use a one dimensional model which
simply specifies the mean position of the worker and then computes for that
point. In two dimensions the model can be a plan on which the trajectory
of the worker is described; the predicted radiation field superimposed on
this plan can be integrated along the trajectory to give the exposure.
There is no significant advantage in going above 2 dimensions even for
nuclear reactor designs. In any situation more complicated than one point
source the computing task is formidable but the strategy produc~d is more
effective in making cost effective use of the resources specified by the
designer.
Tactics.
Where field gradients are high the operator may deploy his
workers so as to minimise the exposure. For example, let us assume a
working area 5 metres across with a point source 3 metres outside one wall.
Assuming radiation exposure obeys the inverse square law and considering
only the distance from the source the table below shows the effect of the
worker's position on his exposure.
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TABLE I
POSITION

MEAN EXPOSURE RATE

At wall nearest to Source

1.0

At wall far from Source

0.14

Average over Whole Room

0.41

Front Half Room only

0.64

Rear Half of Room only

0.19

The table shows that confining the workers to the rear half of the room
reduces exposure rates to half of those received when the whole room is
accessible. The exposure in this case is about 40% of the maximum.
5.

RADIATION FIELD QUALITY

The shield designer normally computes exposure rates without reference to
any instrumentation errors experienced by the operator. This factor could
be important in areas where both the intensity and quality of the radiation
field varies significantly (4) . In this case significant variations in
absorbed dose might be masked by false instrument readings. Large
discrepancies between predicted exposure rate and radiation survey measurements will provide further confusion. Designers should at least indicate
areas where potential errors of this type exist. The design predictions do
not normally consider the effect of the radiation worker on the radiation
field. For example over the range of gamma photon energies the survey
instrument readings may be changed by a factor of 2 by the shielding effect
of the body of the holder. The assessed value of the mean bone marrow dose
can be as much as a factor 7 below the exposure recorded at the film badge
position.
Tactics.
With potential errors of this magnitude the operator might find
that his attempts at eXposure control reduce to a lottery - the workers
absorbed dose might not correlate with exposure measurements. The operator
should study the design predictions before deciding on radiation survey
tactics and attempt spectrum measurements in regions where errors are li~ely
to affect his decisions.
6.

THE APPLICATION OF OCCUPANCY FACTORS

If the design can be based on occupancy factors there will be at least two
design exposure rate limits derived from values of UiTi in the relevant
areas. For example, assume that there are two areas A and B with values of
UT of 0.1 and 1.0. If C = 1 and W = 40 hours per week the design exposure
rate limits will be 0.25L and 0.025L respectively. An individual worker
confined to B would therefore receive the legal dose limit if he spends
40 hrs per week in B. Since A can be occupied for 0.1 x 40 = 4 hours this
individual could get L in A and in the remaining 36 hours a further 0.90L in
B making a total of 1.90L. This is not acceptable and can be avoided by
reducing the design exposure rate limits to 0.25L/1.9 and 0.025L/1.9. An
alternative is to have an inequality which can be stated 'the occupancy of A
cannot exceed 4 hours and must be reduced by 1/10 of the time spent in B.'
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The possibilities for inequalities increase as the control extends to more
areas and other constraints are added by limitation of cost, number of
workers, internal radiation dose. The designers model of the facility
becomes essential if the operator is to be given a warning on the
consequences of failure of administrative controls.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

The designers of radiation protection facilities must be made aware of their
strategic rOle in the task of controlling radiation exposure. The designer
should assist the operator by
1.

taking account of the actual movements of radiation workers and
predict exposure rates in all occupied spaces

2.

nominating areas with high field gradients

3.

nominating areas with abnormal radiation quality and indicating
possible instrument errors

The operators must recognise their tactical r6le and be ready to take
advantage of radiation field gradients, to be wary of changes in radiation
quality and to ensure that their natural caution does not cause exposures to
be unfairly distributed among workers.
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N° 252
SURVEILLANCE RADIOTOXICOLOGIQUE DU PERSONNEL DE L 1 USINE
DE SEPARATION DES ISOTOPES DE L'URANIUM DE PIERRELATTE =
METHODES ET RESULTATS

J. CHALABREYSSE
Institut de Protection et Securite Nucleaire - Departement de Protection
Laboratoire de Surveillance des Nuisances de l'Homme et de son Environnement
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique B.P. n" 38 - 2o/OO PlERRELATTE
Le procede de separation des isotopes de l'Uranium utilise en France a
PIERRELATTE, repose sur le principe de la diffusion gazeuse = passage d'un
compose gazeux, l'hexafluorure d'uranium, a travers une paroi poreuse. La vitesse de passage pour les molecules legeres d'235uF6 et de 234uF 6 etant plus
grande que pour 238uF 6 il s'ensuit un effet separatif.
En repetant cette operation un tres grand nombre ~e fois, on parvient a enrichir le flux gazeux en son isotope 235u et egalement 234u : on obtient ainsi
l'uranium enrichi.
I. COMPOSES D'URANIUM AUXQUELS SONT EXPOSES LES TRAVAILLEURS
Dans une usine de separation des isotopes d'uranium, telle que celle de
PIERRELATTE, on rencontre des composes de nature chimique et de compositions
isotopiques tres differentes, ce qui complique notablement la surveillance des
travailleurs. L'enrichissement de l'uranium en son isotope 235u s'accompagne
d'un enrichissement plus important en 234u. L'uranium naturel de depart dont
la composition en masse etait de 99,28% pour 1'238u, de 0,72% pour 1'235u et
de 0,0056% pour 1'234u s'enrichit done au fur et a mesure que le flux gazeux
progresse dans les etages de diffuseurs en 23Su et 234u. Il s'ensuit une variation relative de l'activite massique de melanges isotopiques de teneur croissante en 235u et 234u : l'activite correspondant a une masse donnee est d'autant
plus importante que le taux d'enrichissement est plus eleve, C'est ainsi que
lorsque l'enrichissement de l'uranium est superieur a 90% exprime en 235u,
l'activite alpha est environ 100 fois celle de l'uranium naturel mais plus de
96% de cette activite est due a 234u dont la proportion ponderale est d'environ 1 %.
D'un point de vue chimique, les principaux composes d'uranium rencontres dans
une usine telle que celle de PIERRELATTE sont l'hexafluorure et son produit de
decomposition l'oxyfluorure d'uranium, le nitrate et le carbonate d 1 uranyle,
les peruranates, le tetrafluorure et les oxydes d'uranium,
Les composes qui sont les plus susceptibles d'etre ingeres ou inhales sont
l'hexafluorure (sous forme de gaz), l'oxyfluorure (sous forme de poudre ou d'aerosol soluble), le tetrafluorure et les oxydes (sous forme de poudre ou d'aerosol insoluble).
2, METHODES DE SURVEILLANCE RADIOTOXICOLOGIQUE DU PERSONNEL
La surveillance radiotoxicologique du personnel de l'usine de PIERRELATTE met
en oeuvre differents precedes :
mesure de !'excretion de !'uranium dans les prelevements biologiques (urines,
selles) ;
evaluation de la contamination localisee au niveau de la poitrine.
2.1. Contr6le des excreta
La mesure de l'uranium present dans les echantillons biologiques s'effectue
selon deux precedes techniques
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. fluorim~trie selon la m~thode classique par fusion des sels d'uranyle avec
du fluorure de sodium et de carbonate de sodium.
Cette technique est utilis~e pour !'uranium naturel ou au stade faiblement
entichi (jusqu'a 5 a 8 %). La sensibilit~ de la m~thode pour les urines est
de 5 ?g/1 .
235
. comptage alpha pour 1 1 uranium enrichi 11 u., stade sup.Srieur a 5 a 8 % en
u.
En effet la m~thode fluorim~trique n'est plus sensible. Nous avons mis au
point a PIERRELATTE une m~thode originale dent le principe est le suivant
- s~paration pr~alable de l'uranium des autres compos~s ou ~l~ments g~nants pour
le comptage, par une r~sine ~changeuse d'ions, liquide, l'Amberlite LA 2 (N
Lauryl- N- Trialkyl m~thylamine). On utilise le complexe anionique U02Cl4-qui se forme lorsque l'ion uranyle est en milieu HCl 5 a 9 N, ce qui permet de
s~parer l'uranium des alcalins et alcalino terreux. Le proc~d~ mis au point a
PIERRELATTE ~vite l'habituelle et longue min~ralisation des urines, mettant en
jeu de grandes quantit~s d'acide difficilement utilisable en grande s~rie.
- mesure de la radioactivit~ alpha a l'aide d'appareils, passeurs automatiques
d'~chantillons(ionisation avec circulation argon-m~thane).
La sensibilit~ de la m~thode pour les urines est de 10 pCi pour un comptage de
50 minutes pour une prise d'essai de 100 ml. Pour connattre la composition isotopique de !'uranium trouv~ dans un pr~levement biologique, nous effectuons une
analyse spectrom~trique du rayonnement alpha ~mis par !'uranium. Au pr~alable,
nous s~parons !'uranium par passage sur r~sine liquide suivie d'une ~lectrod~
position. Par ce proc~d~ nous pouvons appr~cier l'enrichissement de !'uranium
trouv~ jusqu'a un taux de l'ordre de 40% en 23Su. Au-dela l'impr~cision est
trop grande.
2.2 Mesure de la

radioactivit~

au niveau de la poitrine

de la contamination en uranium localis~e au niveau de la poitrine
s'effectue a PIERRELATTE dans une chambre en plomb de faible activit~. La
cellule mesure 3 metres de longueur, 2 metres de hauteur et 1,50 m de largeur
avec une surlar.geur de 0,50 m au niveau de !'emplacement du d~tecteur. L' installation est op~rationnelle depuis 1969. Sa sensibilit~ est d'environ 0,5 a 0,8
Q.M.A.
L'~valuation

3. ORGANISATION DES CONTROLES RADIOTOXICOLOGIQUES
On effectue syst~matiquement des pr~levements d'urine sur les lieux m@mes du
travail des agents : selon une fr~quence d~finie en fonction du risque, nous
faisons ~tablir par l'ordinateur du Centre de PIERRELATTE une convocation pour
pr~levement d'urine par l'agent. On pratique des contr6les d'~quipe de travailleurs, c'est-a-dire que l'on convoque le personnel par roulement en d~signant
des individus dans des ~quipes diff~rentes. Cette attitude s'est r~v~l~e parfaitement justifi~e avec l'exp~rience. Un flacon pour le recueil des urines et mis
a la disposition de l'agent sur les lieux de son travail. L'individu doit fournir un volume d'urine d 1 environ 200 ml : il ne s'agit done pas du recueil de la
totalit~ des urines de 24 heures ; on precede ainsi par sondages sur l'ensemble
du personnel. A la date limite pr~cis~e sur la convocation, les flacons d'urine
sont ramass~s par des agents du laboratoire. On ne tient pas compte de l'horaire
de pr~levement des urines. On ne reconvoque pas les agents qui n'ont pas r~pondu
a leur convocation. Il s'agit d'un contr6le ou d'un sondage par zone de travail.
Les examens ne sent pas obligatoires. On considere qu'environ 30 a 35% des
agents ne r~pondent pas a leur convocation. Si l'examen syst~matique s'avere
positif on d~clenche un contr6le approfondi qui est ~quivalent a celui que l'on
effectue apres un incident,
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Dans le cas d'un incident, le plus souvent par inhalation, on effectue le
dosage de !'uranium dans l'echantillon d'urines recueillies immediatement
apres !'inhalation, les urines de 24 heures suivant !'inhalation, les selles
des 72 heures et eventuellement une mesure de la radioactivite localisee au
niveau de la poitrine.
4. RESULTATS
4.1 Surveillance systematique
D'emblee on peut dire qu'il n'a jamais ete mis en evidence de contamination
interne due a !'uranium, decelable par mesure de la radioactivite au niveau
du poumon.

On decele de temps en temps des urines dites positives au cours des examens
systematiques. Elles proviennent d'agents affectes a des pastes de travail
pour la recuperation et !'elaboration du metal uranium e.richi. Les valeurs
mesurees sont toujours inferieures aux limites maximales admissibles et ne
necessitent pas d'eviction de paste ou de mise au repos.
Il ne s'agit pas, en fait, d'une contamination chronique a bas niveau, mais
plutOt de petits incidents qui sont inaper~us, et que seuls les examens
d'urines permettent de mettre en evidence.
4.2 Surveillance apres incident
Un incident, que l'on peut qualifier d 1 historique, s'est produit en 1965 dans
l'usine pilate du Centre de PIERRELATTE. Cet incident n'a eu heureusement aucune consequence facheuse pour le personnel. Celui-ci etait alors en service
de jour, et bien qu'il n'y ait pas eu d'agents se[ieusement atteints, il a
ete decide, afin de parfaire nos connaissances dans le domaine de la protection, de contr6ler un nombre tres large de personnes. Cette methode avait eu
outre l'avantage d'eviter qu'il y eut par hasard un individu non contr6le et
susceptible a !'extreme limite d'avoir ete intoxique.
Le compose d'uranium etait l'hexafluorure d'uranium naturel.
115 personnes furent directement exposees
323 personnes etaient dans les parages de !'incident
396 personnes participerent a la decontamination des locaux ou du materiel.
Les nombreux contr6les operes sur ce nombre relativement eleve d'agents ont
permis l'etablissement de statistiques interessantes sur !'elimination de
!'uranium inhale par certaines personnes a des doses legeres.
Cet incident est rapporte en detail par ailleurs (1) (2)
5. CONCLUSION
En conclusion generale on peut dire :
. qu'une surveillance radiotoxicologique tres serree et tres severe est effectuee sur le complexe industriel de PIERRELATTE. Cette surveillance est adaptee
aux pastes de travail c'est-a-dire aux risques existant reellement pour le
travailleur ; la periodicite des contr6les est fonction du risque.
que cette surveillance bien codifiee et bien organisee est fort bien acceptee
du personnel qui collabore fort efficacement avec les equipes du laboratoire.

4/

Dans un complexe industriel tel que celui de PIERRELATTE, et, bientat, celui
du Tricastin, cette surveillance radiotoxicologique se complique du fatt de
l'existence de melanges de compositions isotopiques differentes et de nature
chimique variee .
. que la technologie et la conception des installations assurent une tres
bonne prevention : le C.E.A. a su comprendre et resoudre des problemes lies
a l'hygiene du travail, ce qui a permis le developpement de l'energie nucleaire, car, en definitive, pour toutes les questions d'hygiene, de securite,
de nuisances professionnelles il faut faire sien le vieil adage
"Mieux vaut
prevenir que guerir".
La surveillance radiotoxicologique, telle qu'elle est con~ue a PIERRELATTE,
et d'une fa~on generale au C.E.A., est un element des plus necessaires et
des plus fondamentalement utiles a cette prevention.
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DET:E:RMINATION OF THE RADON DAUGHTERS CONCENTRATION IN JAPANESE
URANIUM MINE ATMOSPHERE BY MEANS OF WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES
Hyuhei KUROSAWA
Scien.ce and Engineer-ing Laboratory Waseda University
17 Kikui-cho,Sliinjuku-l{u, Tokyo, JAPAN
l. INTRODUCTION
The accuracy of the determination of the individual radon daughters
concentration mainly depends on the selection of time period and its
interval in the Tsiv~glou and similar gross alpha counting methods.
To determine the concentration of the daughters, sev.eral selections
of the counting period and interval hava been proposed by some investigators, however, these selections are not always suited for determination of various existing rate of radon daughters particularly
under the condition of extreme low disequilibrium.
The proposed method employs an air sampler (flow rate of about 15
1/min ), a membrane type air filter (millipore DA : pore size 0.65 ym)
and a ZnS scintillation alpha counter. The specified collecting time
of 3,5 and 7 min. (selectable) provided for the radon daughter collection in the sampled air. After collecting,total alpha counts is
measured at the following six time periods and intervals ; 2 - 6, 7
- 11, 12 - 16, 17 - 21, 22 - 26 and 27 - 31 min. from end of collecting. The individual concentration of the daughters are calculated
by means of weighted least squares method using the above six conting
data and these errors are estimated based upo~ the statistical conceptions.
2. MEASURMENT OF RADON DAUGHTERS
2.1 Counting Efficiency
The entrisic detecting efficiency of a ZnS scintillation detector
for an alpha particle is 100 %, but the actual counting efficiency
depends on the discriminating level of a counting device, geometrical
arrangement between a detector and radiation source such as a filter
paper deposited radon daughters and distribution of the deposited radon
daughters along with the samping air flow. _The distribution function
~t) is estimated by means of the alpha energy analysis as follows :
~(t) = 10.2 exp(-0.875t) + 3.56 exp(-0.125t) • Where t is the depth
of deposited position from filter surface in mg/cm~ The actual counti~
efficiency is the product of the correction factor f4 due to the distribution above mentioned and the counting efficiency q which is determined by comparison with a standard alpha source measurment.
2.2 Back Ground Counts
The back ground counts Mal at the each counting period (No. i) is
estimated as follows:
6c.:( MaF + Mt~) ; MBL=(M.,rt-~ 2
l {
M
MBR~ M,.exp (- .>1 8q.( TIIF+ T1111+ 31) ) ; M8
'exp ( _ ~(;., + TBR+ 31 ) ) +Mg'J X
exp(-AeJT81'+Tn+3l) )
M~-c: Mlfexp(- .).,lfr(T,;+TIIIl-t3l) ) ;M,~ • ( i)xC l-A> (M" t!e~:(- )I..(T., +T.+3l) ~-

i=z

t
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~;8fllXp(- )..eJTIII' + 2 + 5 X ( 1 -1)))
1'1 8 , is a back ground count (counts/ 4 min,) at the TBFmin be for

Where

smpling end.
1': 8 Ris a back ground count ( counts/ 4 min.) at the T~min after
end of the No. 6 counting period.
l'iv; is a back ground count (counts/ 4 min.) at the No.i counting
period.
m1 is a gross alpha count (counts/ 4 min,) of collected radon
daughters at the No.1 counting period.
~~is the effective decay constant of the contaminated radon
daughters to the surface of ZnS scintillator;O,Ol925 min:
7c is the ..,~ctual counting efficiency of the ZnS scintillation
counter for Po alpha particle deposited in the filter.
2.3

Growth of Alpha Activity

The growth of the alpha activity of the individual radon daughters
under the constant collecting rat~ is calculated by following equations
(1)-(4) as the function of 'te,
(col~ecting nuclide)/(c_Qun~~.ji ..l'!uclide)
-~7$
-M'Cor
1
1
1
(' Po) I ('" Po) .: IM- J~-r J;._~· e;;p(- ~t) dt- CA • exp( -AI1C) ~e ' ~;
(IJ

~Po)/ (""Po):;;('""Bi) :
To iTs·\~,T.,~t,
( " )
1 ) d't C >..llcll exp - /\4t
_.,.

•

r.~'t+Te.(~->.AH~-.>1.4)

+

L
)
exp ( -!1ft

+

exp ( -

~

o'lC

t

)

l .. t

:X,)r
1-e-\47$ >( 1-e.\.1,.2 e'wt l-i.~,7'> c1-eA~"; e->.,1C< 1-e..\:Ts >c1-e-Atfir,
CA ·~~' t .\! (.M - .>... )( Ac.- A.) + X'6 (-\f -A6 )(.A,- <X;) + >1: (A,.-~~ )(A1 -~J
Ac"' o

fe""'

(..l\.4->o•)(h-..>..)

(/\.4 -AG)(.A.-

J
Cl)

l Pb)/ l Po)=(""'Bi) :
fs ·r, -1:ft"c t'!;o

I~~c.-Jd't(CsA.f~Xp(-A.,t) I
o J~.-'t.lJAc -As)

.,. -c.-.A,{.... x., C>oc-A•)

e·~7io( 1-e·..WTS) ( 1-e>.,~

exp(-Ac t) }dt
(.A,->oc)
e.>,w( l-e..\:"5) ( 1-e..\~

. +

>.~ <>w-Ad

<lr' ~)c~1etT.
( l-e-Ails)
ICc- ld't: ~. · exp( -Act )·dt"Cc.exp( -~'fe) .;__"""""_.:....

( Bi) I

(4)

Ts-'ttt"c
>lc
Where T5 : collecting period in min. (: 5 min.)
Te: elapsed time in min.(between end of sampling and start of
~th counting period= (2 - 5 x (1 - l)) )
T-: counting time in min.
(: 4 min.)
~ : decay constant of"1 Po in min-:
>v: decay constant of""Pb in min-!
~: decay constant of~B~ in min;
CA : collecting rates for • Po in the sampled air (dpm/min)
c,: collecting rates for ••4pb
in the sampled air (dpm/min)
Cc : collecting rates for "14Bi in the sampled air (dpm/min)
0

2.4

Weighted Least Squares

Assumin~ the respective net counts'as l'L, M., 11, l'lr, 1'1,-,and X1 the following
observation equations are obtained from equation(l)-(4)
(4.982 6587ot+ 0,216 927~,)CA+ 3.697 295?-C.-+15.944 969~C·=
(1,599 4457c + 0.449 5277, )C,. + 5.657 084 ~C.+ 13.372 731 fcC,= M..
(0.513 4261•+ 0.645 984?.)C..+ 6.990 633?cCe+ 11.215 446~C.; M, (.5)
(0,164 8up... o.788 983?. )C~+ 7.836 584?.c..... 9.406 174 ~c.= M.
(0,052 9051• + 0.882 413fc )CA + 8.306 648 ?cCII+ 7.888 773 ~c."' Mr
co.o16 9837... o.935 117~ >c.. .. 8.490 505
6.616 159
M'
Where~ is the actual counting efficiency_ of the counter for Po
alpha particle deposited in the filter.

M,}

r.c....
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e.c.. . . ..

The above equations (6) are indicated following the general expressions
(7)
Where : a~ • a.,.k +
a,·CA .j. b, c, + c, c, = M, l'l, a I,

?e

a,.c...

+ b, c, + c, c. =

M.:.l'{.

a I.:

a,.cA + b, c, + c, C, " M, I ?o • r.
The relative st~ndard dev~ation (SDj for each net counts (M,) is
SD;= ( m;. +Ms.:. r I ( m, -I-'···)
(8)
Where m~is the gross counts at i-th counti·ng period. (n•;.- M,,,. MJ
Since each expression of eq.(7) has different grade accuracy, it must
be multiplied by the weie;ht of~ ,V'"P'Z is a proportionate number of the
reciprocal value of standard deviation (SD 0 ),
Then the following weighted observation equations (9) are induced
a,.~c.+ b,.~Ce+ c,~c,=~I, ~

aJP. CA +

b;f'P;

c, + c,·f'Il; c. =n>:

a 1 ·~ c. . + b,·~ C, .j.

=m

I;

r9)

c,.fkc,
I,
Consenquentry the weighted normal equations (10) are obtained by least
squares theor,Y,
,
Z( P; at) Cd Z( P, aJ>.) e11 ~ t( P, a.c;.)C,"' Z ( P., ~
t (Po. a_b.) c. + f; ( P: b: ) ell -t t ( P, h.cJC."" t ( P, t.!J } (10)
t(p, ~) CA + t(P;. b,c) C8 + tCP: ct )(~ .C.(P. ~
The inverse matrix M'is defined against the matrix M as follows:
M=

h(P;a1)

Z(P:aJJJ

I t(P~a.~)

h(P;.b,c)

t(P;a.b)

i:(P,b;)

i(P:a.cJI

.U(P:h.c~) M'•
t(P,c~),

I D.,
D,
DJt

D,,.

D...
Du.

DIJ
D·•
DJa

I(

n)

Where,M x M'• E (E is a unit matrix. )
D,,. = ~, D,. "' D., and D.., ,. DJz•
Therefore the c... , C1 and c, is calculated by following equations ( 12)
c ... - D"Z(P.:.a.JJ + D,.Z(P.b;.1) .. n,&(P.c.L.)
}
C1 •

e" •

D,,l!( P, a.L.) + D••t.( P, bJJ + D,..i:( P;.

c;.IJ

( 12)

Dllt( P1 aJJ + D,,t ( P, b;.1) + D,,i( p, c,I;)
't'he concentrations of ... 'Po , •14 Pb and"'"i3i are indicated as
1
AA= CA/ V X 2,22 X 10~,
Aa= C1 / V X 2.22 ~ 10 ,
A,c C~/ V X 2,22 X
10~ where A,. , A1 and A,:concentration ot'Po ,.... Pb and' Bi C)o1Ci/c~tt 1 J
v
: sampling rate of the air in 1/ min
The standard deviations of collecting rates are estimated following
equations (13) under the conceptio~ of error propagation theory.
4C,.:, U1_P..(D11 a;. + D,.b, + D,.c. t·I!I }
A c, = IJ1. P,( Dua~ + D...,b, + D..,c, ):· It)"t
( 13)
AC~_. (~PJD.,ai. + D..,b;. + D,.c~ ) ·ItJi:
Since the weight (P, was different in each measurement, the weighted
normal equation (10) and others had to be prepared and solved by use
of a mini-electric computer in order to determine the radon daughters
concentration and these errors.
2.5 Simplification Method

As the above method is complicated in calculation without a minicomputer. Apart from the method, the following technique also employed
so that radon daughters concentration can be obtained by a simple
caluculation in the actual sampling spot.
Trasforming each one of the equations (5) the following equations are
induced
(5.199 59 C,d 3.697 29 C,+ 1.594 50 Cc)t •M,
}
(4.162 18 ~1' 20.484 3 Ce-t 33.994 4 Cc)t •Ma~ MJt M..• M~.., (14)
(1.887 42 C.+ 16.797 2 C1 + 14,504 9 Cc )t •M,.t M6 ii M,._"
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Where, ~ • ?c. •I?
The equations (15) are provided for solving the equations (14)
( 0.31)0 381
M,- 0.234 923 M~-# 0.220 373
,Mr) Xf. "' CA }
(-0.004 156 03 M,- 0.049 709 6M.,_j 0.121 070 l M;) Xj
Ce (15)
(-0,034 273 5 M, + 0.088 134 OM,_; 0.099 936 21M 5) X..! =- Cc
The statistic errors dCA, AC8 and ACe. of CA, C8 anJ Cc. are estimated
as follows :
i
I
( 0.090 2c-')
M,f 0.075 189
M.,..+ 0.048 564
M,._,) Xy =AC"}
( 0.000 017 3 M, + 0.002 471 0 M,_.+ 0.001 465 8 Mr.1 Xy =L1-Ca (16)
( 0.001175
M,+ 0.007 768
M,i'-+ 0,009 987
MN'tXf =AC,

=

~

t

3, RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT
The typical radon daughters concentrations (pCi/c~) at the working
places in the underground area and milling plant of the Ningyo-toge
mine calculated by the proporsal methods are shown in Table l and 2.
Underground area in Nakatsugo District
working face
working face
_Q_Oints working face
Nuclidepoint 2
point l
point 3
1
"'Po
<6. 53:!o. 48)no· (5.62:!0.46)Xl0t (8.40:!0.49)Xl6
1
1
,.,.Pb
(2.8l:!O.l3)Xl6 (2.25:!0.l2)Xl6 (2.4t!o.l3)Xl6'
~:easuring

!---

""Bi

(2.oo:!o.l5)Xl6' <1. n:!o.l5)no• ( l. 89:!0 .15) XlO-r

"'Po
,.Pb

( 6. 44:!0. 49 )XlO-r (6.o5!o.5o)x16 (8.28!o.50)Xl0r
1
1
(2.75!0.l4)Xl6 (2.42!0,l5)Xl6 (2.43!0.14)XlO'
( 2. 05!0,16 )X lO-W ( L85:!0.l7)Xl6' ( l. 93:!0.16 )Xl()g

~
Nuclide
""'Pb
~i

"""'PbPo
""Bi
TABLE

Milling Plant in Ningyotoge Mine
out door of
control room
working area
the plant

method

(4.7l:!0.89)Xl6' (8.o2±4.26)x1o"' ( 2 .43! 3.48) Xl 0"'
( 5.55!2 .18 )Xl<f• (3. 02!1.15) XlO'"' ( l. 21!0. 95 )XlO"' W.L.S.
11
(2.44±2.64)Xl0 (o.6o±l.33)Xl6,. ( l. 33!1.11) XlO"'
9
(4.55±0.86)Xl6 (5.68±4.4l)Xl0"' (l. 75:t3.68)XlO,.
(4.7l±2.27)Xl0,. <1. 90±1. 27) x1o'' (0.77±1.05)Xl6'"' s.c.M.
(3.o2±2.64)Xl6"' (l.65:1.45)Xl<r (l.84h.ll)Xl0,.

2 Results of Measurement of Radon Daughters Concentrations

in the Milling Plant of Ningyotoge Mine.
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s.C.l-'1.

1 Results of Measurement of Radon Daughters Concentrations
and These Errors in pCi/c~ and Comparisons Between the
Weighted Least Squares (W.L.S.) and the Simplified Calculation Method (S.C.~.)such as eq.(l5) and (16).

Measuring

,,Po

W.L.S.

1

"'Bi
TABLE

method
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1.

INTR(;WCTI(l-1

Monitx>ring programme in the Jaduguda uranium mine in India is tuned 1D the
estim.-tion of ratbn ooncmtrations in v.ork places. It is well .kno1011 that in
s:>me oountries, notably in the ~lnited States of .ttnerica ill'ld in Canada, the
practice is 1D estimate the raci:>n daughters in llbrking Level (\I'L) unit and
tr> <:>>.:pr0<s thE' rum'-llative inuiVi<l>lal axposure 1D these c:ontaminlll'lts in
.;orkinr Lsvel }/lonths (kL\1). This has been a convenient illld useful tx>ol in
the hands of the epidemiologists fur rorrelating the incidence of llDlg cancer
with exrosure of the lunGs 1D aloha radi«tion ( 1- 4 ),
But when it oomes
1D tr«nslating th€' exposure in ;,UltD lung d:>&e in radsno definite relation
has go far been fc,nnulat<'~ l 5-7),
In our mines in India, although we oontinue 1D use rad:>n monitx>r:l.ng as the
princip<cl me-thod of hazard cV«lUation, we have algo in addition carried out
sim•Jltaneous estimation of the i';L values on many occasions, More recently
s:>me «ttanpt has bew made at determining the percentage of rad:>n
daughter activity in the unattached state obtG.ining in mine air.

Using the direct scintillation method which is now well knov.n and widely
~<d:>pted, raoon oonccntration in the \1o0rk places in our mines
is measured
on a routine basis. The data thus oollected over the last lO years has been
summarised in '1'able 1.
R>r this purpose the raoon levels obtaining dUring
the same operation have boen averaged,
'Ibe main mining operations oonsidered
are • ori lling' , 'mucking ( slushing'' and all others oo llecti vely as • general' •

3.

F.r.U.'< r.t.UGHTEP<; IN MINE iJR

The ratbn <Jaucrhters concentrations have been measured on many occasions along
with raoon estimations.
The mean WL values cUring the different operations
are pre sen ted in 'jable 2

The met!X>d ad:>pt?d fur estimating the percentage of unattached rad:>n daughters
was the wire screen techniGU<' (8) with the romputati.onal modification
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SUgf[ested by MBRC:>P ('!),
'lhe sampling rate was 9,5 lpm thro•~gh a 59 mesh,lan
11refilter and glass fibre filter oornbination,
'lhe a>llection efficiency of
the prefilter for W1attachcd racon tia:.~ghters was calculated 1D be 64.7%.
::arlier S!"lC radi c attempts had y ieldeC: veJY wi cicly v;. JYing VOilUes for the una tt;;.chea fractions f 1 (for RaA), fb ( fu :r Ra3) and fc (for !laC) w1 th median
values at o:bout 6%, ~f. and llo respectively,
P.ecent measurements mwever,
:;ave a:msitlerablv higher figures, ,..11 the measurements rerx:>rted here were
carried out just inside the ad1t mouth .where onP. of the main exhaust fans
is located. 'burly r"aciin::;s tiun.ng<'ne I!Vrk shift over a r>eriodof tv.o
weeks were taken uncif;r operati<''lal (mine I!Vrking) and i·assive (on holidays
wheP the min in;; o. cratiuns were s•lspended) oondi tion s. Fb r oonvcnioTl ce we
have reported only the mean values of the to tal 'una ttacled fraction ft
in Fie. 1.

·,.e have t.cbpted a11 l\aCa value of 250 pCi/1 fc;r a 48 hour v.ork week in our mine
on the b•sis of the recomn:wdations of J,,E,.. ( lO), Table 1 shows that the
average r4cbn levels in our mines ha\'a bero mostly below this level. ~·J<:;rn
1'4l:>le 2 we cans"" that the l'iL v;lues als:> have been quite lowwhich is due
to the ::pod ventilation conditions and the oonsequent disNption of equilebrium between raron and its daughter~;,
Tile degree of disequilibrilBlt can be
;so:ut;od f:tcm the fact that the I.L 1D racbn roncentration ratio has all along
bP.en m:.~ch below the theoretical value of o.ol, V<:.JYing between 0,00072 in
1973 to C,OO:;t; in 1976, Based on the \1'1. values the mean C1ll11Ul0ltive exposure of drillers 1D racbn daughters <Uring the L st lO y'1ars has been
2. :D ±. 1,11 1>11•1/yt>ar and the oo rresponding !figures for the muckers ( shshing
cr<?v.) and remaining catc@J:JJY of v.ork<'rs haVF: been 3.21 ;t 1.35 1\U:;yc&r and
1.61 ;t.O.l7 lllNjyear respeci:ively,
'lhese figureE; a:>mpare well with the cu:rrent United :.tates stanuo.rd of 4 \,U.'/Year,
FJCm Fig, 1 it may be seen that the ft vaLles in the cXh:.ust air under passive
oonditions are higher and less VaJYing than under operational ronditions•
.,..s !J)on o.s the mining oper.,ticns oommence the values tend to devrease,
r~aching a EDmcv.hat steaey state in about b oours,
·lbe ft values reported
here arc neces;arily higher than thoss reported by other 1nvestig< 1Drs
elsewhere because these measurements have been carried out at a pJl.ace well
removed from actual v.o rk locations.

'ioe gr<ctefully acknowledge the oonstant enoouragement received f:rom
;,;r, l>.D. a:>rnan, Head, Health Peysics Division, Bhabha h1Dmic Research Centre
and our thanks are due 1D Mr. M,i., Batra, Managing &irec1D r, Uranium lbrporation of India Ltd,, Jaduguda :lbr all the facilities piLVided fur these
measurements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION DOSIMETRY WITH IONIZATION CHAMBERS
AND THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETERS
Wayne M. Lowder
Health and Safety Lahoratory
U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration
New York, New York 10014
1.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of environmental radiation fields are carried out with many
types of radiation detectors. Two applications of such measurements are
directed toward the assessment of absorbed dose to man from externallyincident environmental radiation. First, the absorbed doses to various
organs from the natural background radiation may be of direct interest on
their own merits or to provide perspective in evaluating dose from other
sources. This assessment requires an analysis of detector response in terms
of radiation field quantities that can be related to the desired doses.
Second, the assessment of organ doses from manmade sources may be desired,
which requires a knowledge of detector response to the natural background
radiation so that the response to the superimposed radiation may be
inferred. Because of its relevance to these applications, we will consider
here some of the general aspects of the dosimetric interpretation of radiation detector response to the natural background components. The methods
for calibrating two widely-used detectors, the ionization chamber and the
thermoluminescence dosimeter (TLD), in such radiation fields is discussed,
to exemplify both the problems of analyzing detector response and the
methods for arriving at reliable dose inferences. Such methods are
contrasted with the recommendations of the ICRU and the areas of applicability of each are indicated.
The subject matter of this paper will be limited to the determination of
absorbed dose rate or long-term dose to human organs at a particular
location in the environment. The determination of dose to real individuals
moving through the environment from a set of field measurements or from
dosimeters worn on the body is considered in reference (1).
Y'

2.

GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF DOSE ASSESSMENT

The general aspects of inferring dose to man from externally-incident
environmental radiation have been discussed in two recent papers (1,2).
The problem can be briefly described in the following manner. A radiation
field within a small spatial volume is completely defined by specifying
the flux density, ~i(E,O), as a function of energy and angle for each of the
i components (particle types). In the environment, we are usually interested
in the radiation field in air at some distance above the air-ground interface, often one met&r. If we then introduce a mass of material, our
"detector", into this volume and perhaps surround it with additional matter
of the same or different composition, this modifies the flux densities
within the volume, i.e., ~i~~i· Any response, Ri, of this detector to the
ith component can be related to these flux densities via a calibration
factor, ki, as follows:
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(la)

(lb)

Equation lb is more useful since it relates detector response to a quantity,
~i• Lhat is independent of the presence and the properties of the particular
detector.
Let us now consider two such detectors, our measuring instrument
and a human organ.
The ~Ri for the former can be a counting rate, an
electric current, or another type of signal, while the ~Ri of interest for
the latter is mean absorbed dose over the organ mass.
It is clear that the
relationship between these two sets of responses is both complicated and
dependent on a knowledge of each of the flux densities.
Our problem is to
find a method that will enable us to infer the ~Ri for the human organ when
we have determined the response of our measuring instrument to the incident
radiation.
In practice, we must usually do this without detailed knowledge
of either the ki or the Pi·
The key to the solution of this problem for natural environmental radiation
fields is the fact that the energy and angular distributions of the flux
densities of the important components, namely cosmic-ray muons and electrons
and terrestrial photons, have fairly constant shapes from place to place
(2). For example, Beck (3) has shown that the terrestrial photon energy
spectrum at one meter above the ground is not sensitive to the relative soil
concentrations of potassium, uranium, and thorium. As a consequence, the
responses, Ri, of any detector are approximately proportional to the amplitudes of the total flux densities (=
~i(E,O) dE dO). They may be
calibrated against these amplitudes or any other quantity proportional to
them, such as ionization rate or absorbed dose rate in air (since charged
particle equilibrium approximately holds in free air) or kerma or exposure
rate for photons.
For example, equation lb can be modified to

JJ

(2)
where the absorbed dose rate, Di, is

with qi being the collision stopping power for charged particles and the
product of the energy and the mass energy transfer coefficient for photons.
Although many environmental radiation measurements are reported in terms of
these quantities, this is but an intermediate step on the road to human dose
assessment.
The measurement defines the radiation field in the absence of
the human body, i.e., the irradiation conditions.
However, this is all the
information that is needed to calculate the absorbed dose to human organs in
the presence of the human body.
Such calculations have been performed and
reported by O'Brien and McLaughlin (4) and O'Brien and Sanna (5) for cosmicray particles and terrestrial photons, respectively.
These data can be used
to derive a calibration equation of the same form as equation (2) for each
organ dose rate, to an accuracy of the order of ± 10 percent.
In the following two sections, we illustrate this methodology of calibration
with two very different types of detector.

3.

IONIZATION CHAMBER CALIBRATION

Our standard ionization chambers for environmental radiation measurements
are 25-cm diameter steel spheres with walls of 2.6 g cm- 2 thickness containing 25 atm of argon. The walls absorb any external alpha and beta
radiation, and cosmic-ray neutrons lose very little energy in collisions
with the argon atoms. This discrimination is useful since the terrestrial
photons and cosmic-ray charged particles that produce most of the response
are also the main contributors to dose
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(2).

The calibration of these chambers has been discussed in detail by DeCampo
(6). The gamma-ray response per unit flux density, exposure rate, or
absorbed dose rate in free air is determined in the laboratory at various
photon energies, and these data are used to infer the response to a typical
spectrum of energies in the environment. The response to cosmic-ray charged
particles is more difficult to determine in the absence of standard fields
of known properties. lnitially, we inferred the cosmic-ray response as a
function of altitude by field measurements at various altitudes along with
simultaneous determinations of the exposure rate by means of a gamma-ray
spectrometer system (7). The inferred gamma response of the ion chamber was
then subtracted from the total to yield the desired response. At later
dates, we have performed theoretical analyses of the response to cosmic-ray
muons and electrons (6,8) using published particle energy spectra (2,9).
These yielded values for the response per unit flux density, ionization
rate, or absorbed dose rate in free air in close agreement with the inferred
experimental values when the sea-level ionization rate was taken to be 2.1
ion pairs cm- 3 s-1 (7).

~ ~·

The relation between the total instrument response to terrestrial photons
and cosmic-ray char7ed particles and quantities such as the absorbed dose
rates in free air (Di) from these two components of the total field can be
expressed as
R

where k and k are the calibration factors derived as described above for
the twoycompon~nts. As it stands, this equation is inadequate to define,
the field with a single measurement, R, since it contains two unknowns, Dy
and De· However, De is known as a function of pressure-altitude to an
accuracy of about± 5 percent (7,9). Thus, a determination of barometric
pressure at the time of measurement will permit the inference of De, and
equation 3 can then be used to infer Dy· These two parameters can be used
to obtain organ dose by applying the appropriate conversion factors from
references (4) and (5).
4.

TLD CALIBRATION

The procedure for calibrating thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLDs) in environmental radiation fields is similar to that for the ionization chambers,
but involves several different problems. Both the ionization chamber and
TLD responses are approximately proportional to absorbed dose in the
detector medium, but the stored energy in the TLD is gradually accumulated
over the time of exposure. Many of the special problems in the use of TLDs
in environmental applications have been discussed by Burke (10).
Our TLD packages for environmental radiation measurement consist of five
LiF (TLD-700) ribbon dosimeters (3.2 X 3.2 x0.9 mm) mounted in a lucite
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container providing at least 0.37 g cm- 2 thickness around the ribbons. This
thickness is sufficient to provide electronic equilibrium during calibration
and to shield against external alpha and beta radiation. The gamma calibration is accomplished in a 137 Cs beam in the laboratory and expressed in
thermoluminescent response (integrated counts) per unit exposure. Studies
of the response of such dosimeter packages as a function of photon energy
and angle indicate that this calibration is also applicable (to within a few
percent) to exposure in environmental photon fields.
The calibration of the response of these·dosimeters to cosmic radiation is a
more difficult undertaking. In late 1974, we exposed bare ribbon dosimeters
to an 8 GeV muon beam of the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. This experiment' (8) established that the thermoluminescent response per unit absorbed dose in the ribbon for such muons equals
that for 0.662 MeV photons, and that simple cavity theory using restricted
stopping powers yields a correct value for absorbed dose in the dosimeter.
This theory was then applied at other muon energies, and the results were
weighted according to the shape of the cosmic-ray muon spectrum. The net
result was a calculated response to these muons per unit absorbed dose in
air that is 15 percent lower than the analogous value for environmental
photons. We would expect that the response to high-energy electrons in the
cosmic radiation would be comparable to that for the muons. However, the
theoretical considerations here are more complex, and it appears that the
usual cavity theories do not yield accurate results (11). This point is of
some relevance to medical dosimetry.
The gamma and cosmic radiation calibration factors obtained as described
above are inserted into equation 3 to infer Dy, the mean absorbed dose rate
in air from terrestrial photons over the period of exposure. The quantity,
is determined from an es~imate of the mean barometric pressure over the
period of exposure. The interpretation of TLD response in terms of dose to
man is identical to the interpretation of ion chamber response, once Dy is
determined·. ·

De,

The validity of these calibration factors has been checked by comparing
four-week integrated exposure data at several field sites obtained with both
our TLDs and a continuously monitoring ionization chamber. The inferred
values for exposure or absorbed dose in free air from photons generally
agree to within 5 percent. Another comparison between the two detectors has
been made in a three-month exposure within the HASL whole body counter
shield, where the bulk of the field consists of cosmic-ray muons and associated collision electrons. The ratio of the response of the TLDs to the
absorbed dose in air inferred from the ionization chamber data agreed to
within the uncertainties of measurement with our theoretically-derived
cosmic ray calibration factor for the TLDs.
5.

DISCUSSION

The consistency checks on our detector response calibration factors discussed above are indicative of an accuracy in our direct interpretations in
terms of radiation field quantities of about± 5 percent (s.d.). Taking
account of the additional uncertainties in the analytical calculations of
human organ dose and of the idealizations of the human body that are
inherent in such calculations, we estimate the accuracy of the organ dose
estimates to be about± 10 percent (s.d.). It is indeed remarkable that
certain regularities in the characteristics of natural environmental
radiation fields permit the achievement of such a degree of accuracy in dose
assessment from a single measurement or limited set of measurements.
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The same considerations mentioned here for these two detectors also apply to
other detectors. Studies of the energy and angle dependences of detector
response to gamma radiation can usually be carried out in the laboratory,
and a calibration factor derived for typical environmental photon fields
(3). The evaluation of the cosmic ray response is more complicated.
However, the availability of considerable information on the composition,
differential flux densities, and ionization rates of the cosmic-ray components (2,9) does make possible a calculational approach to this problem when
che detector geomelry is r~latlvely simple.
The effectiveness of the general methodology of dose assessment discussed
here depends on the availability of information that is independent of the
particular measurement process. The generation of much of this information
for natural radiation fields has been carried out with this particular goal
in mind. The listed 'references provide guidance to the sources of such
information.
The application of this methodology in other radiation fields requires the
generation of similar types of information so that appropriate detector
calibrations can be derived. This is often the role of gamma spectrometry
in the measurement of photon fields. The field-quantity-to-organ-dose
conversion factors given by O'Brien and Sanna (5) are available for any
photon field. Analogous calculations are in progress for charged particles.
In recent years, the ICRU (12,13) has defined a quantity called absorbed
dose index at a point, which is "the maximum absorbed dose within a 30 em
diameter sphere centered at this point and consisting of material equivalent to soft tissue with a density of 1 g cm- 3 ". This quantity, and the
related dose equivalent index, is presumed "to meet the need for the
characterization of ambient radiation levels at any location for purposes
of radiation protection". Although the ICRU reports indicate both
explicitly and implicitly that the index quantities are appropriate for
radiation protection applications, these quantities might also be used
uncritically for the type of dose assessment discussed in this paper.
However, this approach involves measurement problems of a s~nificant nature
that have not yet been sufficiently studied, and yields only an upper-limit
dose estimate that may be quite different from the actual organ doses. In
the absence of any information on the ambient radiation field, the index
quantity approach may be the only one available. Since this is not the
case for natural environmental radiation, the approach to dose assessment
via the determination of field quantities yields more realistic and more
informative estimates. This is particularly important when the ultimate
purpose of dose assessment is the correlation of dose with biological
response.
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THE SURVEYING OF RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS
J. R. Harvey

Central Electricity Generating Board, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories,
Berkeley, Gloucestershire, UK.
ABSTRACT
A number of conceptual frameworks have been suggested for relating the
results of an environmental survey to personal dose. Environmental parameters such as exposure, MADE and dose index have been defined by international committees, others such as maximum permissible fluence and dose
ceiling have been suggested in the open literature. These approaches can
be shown to fall into two groups. In one group the survey parameters are
additive, accurately measurable, but not directly related to peak dose
equivalent in the body, whereas in the other they are neither measurable
not additive but are directly related to peak dose equivalent. The advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches are discussed and contrasted.
In application to a specific radiation environment it can be shown that one
type of approach can (and fre4uently does in practice) lead to significant
over-estimation of personal dose.
1.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE READINGS OF SURVEY METERS AND
PERSONAL DOSEMETERS

Instruments used to survey environments contaLnLng gamma, X and neutron radiation are based on the following principles:
The neutron instrument is required to register peak dose equivalent in
the body when radiation is unidirectional and monoenergetic. The reading
of a gamma or X-ray sensitive instrument also corresponds roughly to peak
dose in the body when the radiation is unidirectional since in this case
exposure or absorbed dose in air is closely related to peak dose in tissue.
The instrument designer generally strives to attain isotropic sensitivity for a variety of reasons including the unavoidable practical consideration that he cannot duplicate the mass of shielding in the human body
within a portable instrument. The shielding afforded by the operator's body
is only slight because an average body subtends only 1.5 steradians when the
instrument is held 30 em away and therefore blocks out only 12% of the radiation in an isotropic environment.
The personal dosemeter is also designed to record peak dose equivalent
in tissues adjacent to its location on the body. The device, however, when
located close to the body is far from isotropically sensitive because it is
heavily shielded from radiation incident for the rear hemisphere.
The personal dosemeter and the survey instrument will therefore only
give the same reading when the radiation is incident from one direction and
when the direction is normal to the part of the body on which the personal
dosemeter is located. In practice, radiation environments are far from
unidirectional and individuals rarely stationary! In many environments
associated with nuclear power, for example, the radiation incidence is more
nearly isotropic than unidirectional. In any event the basic philosophy of
radiation measurements should be able to take account of all possible
radiation environments ranging from unidirectional to isotropic.
The relationships between the readings of the "perfect" survey meter
and the "perfect" personal dosemeter for two notional isotropic radiation
environments are given in Table l.
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Response of "perfect
survey meter
/mrem hr- 1
1 MeV neutrons
660 keV photons

Reading of 'perfect"
personal dosemeter
/mrem hr- 1

100
100
- -

--

32
83
-

Total

200

us

so

10 keV neutrons
keV photons

100
100

29
55

Total

200

84

Data extracted from Table 1 (1) which is based on computer
calculations of dose in phantoms.
TABLE 1

Isotropic radiation environments

It can be seen that the readings differ by factors around two. In
environments chosen to maximise the difference, the factor can be as large
as six (1,2); again for isotropically incident radiation.
It is clear that the two devices measure completely different quantities. In the terminology of ICRU 25 (3), the survey meter measures a
"receptor free" quantity, the personal dosemeter a "receptor" quantity.
The "receptor" is, of course, the human body.
2,

THE ADVANTAGES OF USING COMPLEMENTARY QUANTITIES

There is a great deal to be gained by defining a system in which
different quantities are used for personal dosimetry and environmental
survey. If such an approach is not followed and it is assumed that both
types of detector measure the same quantity, then internal discrepancies
of factors as large as six are unavoidable. This will lead to misunderstandings and to a general lack of rigour, particularly in situations where
doses are required to be measured with high accuracy. It can lead, for
example, to unnecessary over-estimation of personal doses as frequently
happens at the present time when personal neutron dosimetry systems are
calibrated on the basis of survey meter readings taken in working environments where radiation is far from unidirectional.
Receptor free field quantities are not only accurately measurable but
are also additive, so that the value of such a quantity in a composite field
is equal to the sum of the quantities associated with the component fields.
All field quantities, such as electric and magnetic fields, exposur~ fluence,
etc., are additive and, in fact, the international standard on quantities,
units and symbols (4) requires that quantities should be additive (paragraph B2.1). Although no receptor field quantity can be additive, doses
measured at a specific depth at a given location on a phantom as measured by
personal dosemeters are additive.
Radiation quantities which have been described in the literature can
be divided into "receptor" and "receptor free" quantities as in Table 2.
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Receptor present
Dose Equivalent Indices
ICRU Reports 19 and 25
(5) • (3).

:

:

Receptor absent

!

Dose Equivalent Ceiling (1)
1975.

I Harvey,

MADE (MAximum Dose
Equivalent)
ICRU Report 20, (6)

Exposure

Dose equivalent at
specific depths in a
phantom, e.g.
CEC
1975. (7)
' 1974. (8)
White,

Maximum Permissible Fluence
Burl in and Wheatley, 1971
(9)

TABLE 2

I

Dose in air, free in air.

I
I

Possible Radiation Parameters

A discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the various parameters is outside the scope of this paper which merely attempts to make the
point that two complementary quantities are required for a self-consistent
and rational approach to the specification of radiation environments. Two
appropriately complementary quantities for example would be "dose equivalent ceiling" and an analagous, additive receptor quantity. Alternatively,
a receptor-free analogue of any given receptor quantity could easily be
specified.
The important point is that in many radiation environments, the
system of quantities should not be such as to encourage the use of field
parameters for estimating the dose rate in a person's body. The field
measurement should be used to define an upper limit on dose rate and hence
an exposure period during which a given dose cannot be exceeded. The dose
to specific parts of the body of the exposed individual can then be
assessed accurately by the use of personal dosemeters. Such a system of
quantities would therefore encourage precision and rigour in health physics
measurements and clearly identify the central role of the personal dosemeter and the complementary role of the survey instrument.
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PHYSICAL QUANTITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL AND AREA MONITORING, AND
THEIR ROLE IN RADIATION PROTECTION REGULATIONS
Siegfried R. Wagner
PhyRik8lisc-h-'l'echnische Bundesanstalt
Bundesallee 100, D-3300 Braunschweig
Federal Republic of Germany

1. THE CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
No doubt, the success of radiation protection prov~s~ons largely depends
on objective, reliable and sufficiently accurate measurements. Hence measurements of anticipatory and monitoring character have been performed
since the early days of radiology and have gained rapidly increasing importance with the advent of the nuclear age. But it was usually not so clear
what was measured, i. e. what physical quantity, the procedure of measurements being sufficiently well defined nevertheless. This very unique situation in an exact science like radiation physics manifested itself in the
curiosity that the Rontgen was a well defined and since 1928 also internationally adopted unit /1/; but not till 1962 the physical quantity it
belonged to was defined by ICRU /2/, namely exposure. This conceptual
vagueness persisted insofar as it remained a contested question, whether
exposure should be considered as (a) a dose quantity, i. e. a quantity
describing the result of the interaction of radiation with matter (air)
/3,4/, namely something like a specific ionisation; or (b) a radiation
field quantity /5/. The situation gained conceptual improvement by the
definition of the quantity absorbed dose in 1953 /6/, but simultanously,
the easy measurability was lost. As long as only photon and electron radiations were involved, the quantities absorbed dose and exposure provided a
sufficiently safe basis for judging radiation risks and radiation effects.
This was no longer the case with the increasing occurrence and appiication
of high LET-radiations and the potential hazards caused by radioactive intakes. To keep up with these complications without having to abandon a
uniform dose limit considered to be acceptable in radiation protection surveillance, the quantity dose equivalent was at last defined 1962 in its
present form /7/. According to ref. /8,9/ dose equivalent is a weighted
absorbed dose, weighted with dimensionless factors allowing for influences
of radiation quality (LET) (quality factor Q) and other reasons for modification (e.g. peculiarity of distribution of radioactive substances in the
body). These factors are the ratios of the absorbed doses of e.g. the high
LET radiation to the absorbed dose of low LET radiation, both absorbed
doses considered to be equivalent regarding their potential hazard in the
frame of administrative radiation protection regulations.
2. SPECIFICATIONS OF DOSE EQUIVALENT
But as with absorbed dose, dose equivalent is a general quantity which
needs further specification in order to have a unequivocal meaning. In
particular, this concerns the kind of matter in which it is to be determined, the geometry, and the structure of the irradiated object, and the
site in which it is to be determined within this object. It is in this
quantity that the permissible dose limits are given by ICRP /10/, i.e. in
terms of mean dose equivalents averaged over certain so-called critical
organs. However, this quantity cannot be determined in a routine radiation
protection programme and luckily, there is no need to do so, except in the
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rare cases of gross accidental overexposures where the possibility of
radiation injuries must be considered (cf. No. 91 of ref. /11/).
Notwithstanding, there is a gap between radiation protection regulations
and the practice of radiation protection surveillance. Official regulations
sometimes state maximum permissible dose equivalents without giving the
necessary specifications of Lh.io y_uantity. But as the numerical values of
these limiting dose equivalents can be traced back to the ICRP-Recommendations, they are average values in the relevant critical organs. In contrast, the results of radiation monitoring are often still stated.in terms
of exposure, at least in the frequent case of area or individual monitoring
for photon radiation, and compared to the dose equivalent limits using an
approximate conversion to some dose equivalent quantity. A different approach was used in area monitoring for neutrons. Instruments here are mostly calibrated to indicate maximum dose equivalent in a standardized phantom; or measured neutron fluences are converted to that quantity using the
results of calculations.
3. THE DOSE EQUIVALENT INDEX CONCEPT
Regarding conceptual clarity, the situation is really very unsatisfactory.
Taking into account that the need for an accurate determination of organ
doses does not arise in routine surveillance, considering furthermore the
complexity of such determinations and the practical impossibility to perform them on the base of the results obtained from a routine individual or
area monitoring programme, but aiming at a general dose limit as mentioned
above, there arises the need of defining a standardized quantity which is
of the kind of dose equivalent. On the one hand this should avoid some of
the geometrical and structural involvement of the human body, on the other
hand it should be more closely related to the results of radiation monitoring. The quantity dose equivalent index as introduced by ICRU /8,9,12/,
largely fulfils these requirements. The phantom is a sphere of 30 em diameter of given atomic composition and density. This phantom is sufficiently
anthropomorphic for radiation protection purposes, and there is no problem
of its orientation in the radiation field. It then would be reasonable to
state so called derived limits for external irradiation in radiation protection regulations in this quantity, which is applicable to all kinds of
radiation.
As the dose equivalent index is defined as the maximum dose equivalent in
the sphere mentioned above (the special case of mixed radiations of short
and long range is treated in ref. /12/) it does not lend itself easily to
measurement, but it has the advantage of being so clearly defined that
measuring devices can be constructed, which allow a det~rmination to a
sufficiently close and calculable approximation; and that suitable calibration procedures can be devised.
In order to do so, the relation between the dose equivalent index and the
quantities used until now, as exposure, absorbed dose in air, and particle
flux density, the units of which are realized and distributed by the
National Laboratories, must be investigated by calculation and experiment.
Of course, these relations will depend on incident radiation energy and
directional distribution. Calculations of this kind are being performed at
Neuherberg (Gesellschaft fur Strahlen- und Umweltforschung).
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4. DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE OBJECTIONS
A possible objection against the use of the concept of dose equivalent
index as advocated here, is that instruments would be bulky and hence not
suited for use in radiation fields with strong gradients. But there really
is no need for bulky instruments except perhaps for neutron radiation
where dose build up heavily depends on the size of the irradiated body, as
only the response of the instrument is required to be proportional to the
dose equivalent index, and its physical size is not required to be the
30 em diameter sphere. This means that the energy dependence of instruments and the calibration procedures must be devised expediently. Another
objection could be that the index quantities by definition always refer to
the center of the sphere and hence are not defined for smaller distances
than 15 em from the surface of a radiating object. Some transport regulations for radioactive sources prescribe however, that certain limits of
dose equivalent rates not be exceeded at shorter distances or even at the
surface of packages. But it would then be reasonable to change these regulations, as the center of a person probably cannot move closer to that
surface than the center of the sphere. It should be kept in mind however,
that the dose equivalent maximum within the sphere is usually not at great
depth, so much the more in very inhomogenous radiation fields. Therefore,
the detector of instruments designed for such situations must also be
small, so they can be moved to short distances from the radiating surface,
irrespective of the fact that the reading relates to the point of nearest
approach of the hypothetical 30 em sphere.
As for the introducing of the dose equivalent index concept as the basis
of area and eventually individual radiation monitoring, an international
discussion has just begun (e.g. in IEC Technical Committee 45 B). In the
Federal Republic of Germany, however, there is some realistic expectation
that it will be introduced in radiation protection practice quite soon via
a new German Standard (DIN).
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REALIZATION OF DOSE MEASUREMENT IN RADIATION PROTECTION
by Herbert Reich
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,
D-3300 Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany
SUMMARY The dose quantities (a) to be realized by primary standards
and (b) to be assessed by radiation protection instruments
are discussed. For photons up to one MeV the "exposure" will
retain its prominent position only with regard to primary
standards, for radiation protection field instruments the
ICRU-concept of "dose equivalent index" appears to be better
suited. It may be approximated by measuring dose equivalents
in two different depths. The design features of an instrument
are outlined.
1. INTRODUCTION

Each instrument intended to be used for quantitative measurements requires calibration, and for this purpose an exact assessment of the
quantity to be measured. Up to now it has been an unwritten rule that
the national laboratories, using primary standards, had to determine
the units of those quantities which had to be recorded by field instruments. Through the calibration chain the quantities remained unchanged.
Dosimetry was no exception to this rule for 50 years; the quantityexposure with its unit, the roentgen, played the dominant role. This has
now changed. The exposure does not meet the present demands on account
of the restricted energy region and the special reference medium air,
and in regard of its restriction to indirectly ionizing radiation. In
radiation protection it is necessary to distinguish between three types of dose quantities: 1) The g~fini1i2U-~B~1it~ designed to give a
relationship
to the quantity to be determined, the dose to the body
and its organs. The definition quantity needs not necessarily be easily measurable, but it shall be "safe" (without exaggeration), simple,
logical, unique and applicable to all kinds of radiation. 2) The
~~~n1ii~_f2[_2[i~~r~_§i~g~[g2 1 which shall be easily reproducible in
standard laboratories all over the world, in particular as regards
materials and geometrical parameters. 3) ~h~-~R~~~~l-R~R2§~-~Yin1~1z
for application to dosimeters in the field, which may contain further
simplifications and restrictions but fulfils certain requirements for
estimating the doses produced in exposed workers. As a consequence of
this differentiation, universally approved conversion factors have to
be determined in order to guarantee the international comparability
of measurements.
In the previous paper (Wagner) it was shown, that a g~tini1~2n-~Bin-

1!1l which satisfies practical requirements is the dose equivalent

index, HI, of the ICRU. The present paper discusses the two other
quantities and their realization for photon and electron radiation.
2. DOSE QUANTITIES FOR PRIMARY STANDARDS
There is no difference of opinion among specialists that for photons

up to about 1,3 MeV for primary standards the most expedient quantity at present is still the exposure X. The corresponding unit is determined by measurements in air under conditions of secondary electron equilibrium: at low energies using parallel plate chambers,
above 400 keV using small ionization chambers with air equivalent
walls, The exposure is defined by only a small number of geometrical
parameters and of material dependent data, Any other quantity referring to a phantom would require specification of the source-detector
distance, the depth in the phantom, the field size and the phantom
material.
The quantity exposure was considered so important by the GermanStandards Committee that it gave its pendant in terms of absorbed dose,
the quantity Ds = (W/e)X, the special name "Standard-Energiedosis".
(W/e, the mean energy for producing an ion pair in air divided by
the elementary charge, can be regarded constant independant of energy above 5 keV.) The need to introduce Ds was realized in connection
with the introduction of SI units in radiology.
For photon energies between 1 and 50 MeV, for a-rays and high energy
electrons primary standards of different kinds were developed, which
gave more direct access to the absorbed dose in a phantom than the
methods for determining the exposure. These are "ionization chambers
fulfilling the Bragg-Gray conditions", calorimeters and chemical dosimeters.
3. THE SPECIAL PURPOSE DOSE QUANTITIES FOR FIELD INSTRUMENTS
The dose equivalent index cannot be determined for all radiation types and energies by a single instrument, one needs to find a solution
which takes the demands of radiation protection into account. In the
publication no. 9 /1/, the ICRP recommends a maximum permissible dose
for the skin, which is six times higher than that for the whole body
or the bone marrow. Therefore several international bodies considered
it necessary and sufficient to measure the dose equivalents H1 and H2
at two different depths, which may be simulated by filters in front
of two detectors. Since the basal cells of the skin lie at a depth
(expressed as mass divided by area) of 5 to 10 mg cm-2, the filter
thickness of the first detector measuring H1 should have a value
within this range, according to recommendations of the CEC /2/. For
the second detector, which indicates the depth dose H2 , a filter
thickness of order 400 to 1000 mg cm-2 is recommended.
A study carried out by Jacobi, Kessel and Reich /3/ shows that the
interpretation of the results at these two depths covers all information which is necessary in routine radiation protection surveillance. One can assume that - except for rare cases which can be estimated
- the individual dose measured near the surface of the body is greater than the mean dose in the deeper lying organs. Hence, the individual dose H1 measured with low filtration (5 to 10 mg cm-2) can be
set equal to the skin dose; and that with strong filtration, H2 (400
to 1000 mg cm-2), can be taken as the so called whole body dose.
Different significance was given to the method of measuring H1 andH2
by the German Standards Committee on radiology. It interpreted the
two quantities as an approximation not for certain organ doses, but
for HI as the definition quantity and the base for establishing the
connection to organ doses, The idea is to support the development of
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Fi~ure 1. Radiation quality dependence of the ratios H1/HI,
H2/HI, and D6 (air)/HI for so called "normal radiation"
(cf. Wachsmann and Drexler, /4/)

an universal practice of calculation and calibration. Figure 1 gives
an impression of how the ratio of the different dose quantities to
the dose equivalent index HI depends on radiation quality. Here H1
and H are assumed to refer to the depths 7 mg cm-2 and 1000 mg cm-2
2
respectively in the ICRU-sphere, The incident radiation is assumedto
be uniform in a broad parallel beam. The curves represent an estimate
derived from data of the literature. By definition HI is always the
maximum, all ratios in fig,1 can only be less than 1, It can be seen,
that the su~face dose equivalent H1 gives a good approximation for
HI up to about 0.4 MV, whilst H2 delivers good results between 0,1
and 10 MV. The fall-off on the left of the H2/HI-curve reflects the
photon absorption in the thicker front layer at low energies. Indeed,
H1 and H2 cover practically all cases encountered in radiation protection. In most cases only one quantity- eventually one lying inbetween H1 and H2 - will suffice for routine surveillance,
The D /HI-curve related to the exposure shows a strong dip between
6
0,1 and 0,2 MV, which reflects the absence of back scattering in
free air compared with the surface dose equivalent H1 • This means:
exposure meters in free air (in a unidirectional radiation field.) undervalue the skin dose for persons in this location. If, on the other
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hand, the response of the instrument is directionally independent and the radiation is incident from many sides, then appreciable
overvaluation compared with HI may result. Both the under as well as
the overvaluation of the dose, compared with the definition quantity,
make the quantity Ds not very suitable for radiation protection purposes,
An inostrument which comes nearest to measuring .tii would have a thin
entrance window and thick side and back walls. In free air it would
have to be turned to find the maximum. It would indicate the skin
dose H1 and, with an additional filter, the depth dose H2• The response of this kind of instrument would not depend on whether it is
placed in free air or at the surface of a phantom. Personal dosimeters which are worn on the trunk may be thin walled to all sides and
be calibrated in terms of H1 at the surface of a phantom.
4, CONCLUDING REMARK
The dose equivalent index of the ICRU 1 approximated for photon and
electron radiation by the dose equivalents at two different depths
(5 to 10 mg cm-2 and 400 to 1000 mg cm-2) proves to be a suitable
concept for radiation protection purposes, It yields a better approximation to the quantities needed for assessing individual doses
than the exposure used hitherto, In normal practical cases the dose
values obtained can be expected to be higher than the mean dose to
deeper lying organs of a body (provided the measurement is correcth
but excessive overvaluation in multidirectional radiation fields is
avoided,
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A PROPOSAL TO I R P A FOR A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF THE S I - UNITS
IN RADIATION PROTECTION AND RADIOLOGY
H. Brunner
Secretary, Fachverband fUr Strahlenschutz
c/o Health Physics Division, EIR
CH-5303 Wuerenlingen,Switzerland

l.

INTRODUCTION

In order to be ready for the centennial of the International Metric Convention the decisions about the introduction of the SI units have been hurriedly pushed through by a small group of metrologists without sufficient consultation and participation of practicians and industry.
This is especially true and grave for the radiological units (Ci,R,rad,rem)
where neither IRPA nor medical societies o~ their members had a fair chance
to make comprehensive studies, proposals or statements in due time. Fortunately most countries which now try to introduce the recommendations into
national legislations have been forced to recognize and reconsider the problems of the radiological units.
IRPA and its Associate Societies are urged to take advantage of this new
situation and to act immediately in order to work out reasonable and practicable proposals.
2. THE PRESENT SITUATION
The bodies responsible for the SI units have very lately tried to correct
at least a few of the worst drawbacks of the original puristic proposal by
admitting the special names Gray for the unit of absorbed dose and Becquerel for the unit of activity. Countries which have tried to adopt the SI
system have either given the "old" radiological units a special status allowing their future use side by side with the new SI units or have been forced
by the arguments from health physicists, radiologists and industry to introduce a moratorium or provisional transition period of five to ten years in
waiting for further international development. Even in the most recent publications of national or international bodies and in technical or scientific publications eithe~ the old units are still used exclusively or at worst
side by side with the new ones; nobody dares to use the new units alone.
3. A SHORT REVIEW OF PROBLEMS AND ARGUMENTS
For practical application there is no obvious or recognizable need for other
than the old radiological units.
One ~ay not argue in the same way as for the change from non-metric anglosaxon units to the metric system. Contrarily to that case the SI units in
radiation protection cannot bring simplification of calculations or improved international standardization because we already have this with the old
units. All we have to expect are practical complications, errors, confusion
and additional calculations. There will be no simplification of calculation
by using SI units because already the old units are decimal ones while the
non-decimal time units for half life or duration of measurements or exposures will remain. Changed conversion factors and the loss of a familiarity
of long years with the orders of magnitude will bring further complications.
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The orders of magnitude of practicable units should provide simple figures
for the mostly used value~. This is even recognized in the SI system, e.g.
by admitting the bar = 10 Pa. Only in radiation protection we would be
forced to use extremely unhandy orders of magnitude. The average citizen
is able to understand prefixes between milli- and kilo-, technicians between micro- and Mega-, anything outside this range is even difficult for
scientists, and everybody will have to look up sur.h nAw ones RS atto-, Petaor Exa-.
Even in the SI system practical and proven "old" units have been preserved
in various fields, such as kWh, eV, atomic mass unit, sea mile, knot, carat,
tex, liter, are, minute, hours, decibel etc. Many of these units need much
more troublesome descriptions by SI units than Ci, R, rad or rem. Thus there
is no real argument against using old and new radiological units side by
side, and the prejudice has been set for other applications and units. Why
should radiation protection and radiology be discriminated compared with
navigation or jewellery ?
An additional reason not to hurry with a decision about units is the fact
that there are yet unsolved problems of radiological quantities such as a
replacement of exposure or a more generally applicable similar quantity, or
questions about dose equivalent and index quantities. These should bes~tled
before the units can be dealt with in a coordinated way.
A large part of the efforts for better training and information of workers
and of the public and for giving them at least an idea of the orders of magnitude of radiation exposures would be seriously impaired or even annihilated by switching to completely unfamiliar units and magnitudes. We will face
serious accusations of falsification or cheating if we express environmental
releases in Giga-Bq instead of mCi per year or reduce the dose values by a
factor of 100 through the use of the Gy. That this may have uncontrollable
political, psychological and economical effects in today 1 s unstable situation regarding nuclear power and waste disposal should be quite clear even
to scientists in the ivory tower.
Thus the whole question is nolongera purely scientific problem but has important practical and even political consequences. We must not forget that
in radiation applications and protection today more than 90% of the work is
done not by scientists but by technicians and workers with only limited radiation protection training.
Discussions at the Washington and Amsterdam IRPA congresses, at a NEA/ICRP
seminar, in the Fachverband fur Strahlenschutz and, as an excellent example,
the "Andersen fairy tale" by J.W.Poston in the October 76 issue of "Health
Physics" showed clearly the large opposition of the practical health physicists against a change (there is an even larger "silent majority"). In Switzerland the Federal Commission for Radiation Protection stated very clearly
and categorically that the old radiological units should be kept together
with the new SI units.
Can we really risk a radical change for the only sake of aesthetics and physical purism ?
Did any of the bodies recommending the SI units ever do a risk-benefit-cost
analysis ?
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4. SOME ELEMENTS OF A RISK-BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
We are urged by ICRP to do an analysis of the necessity and of the risks,
benefits and costs of any radiation exposure. If we want to remain credible,
it is compulsory that we do the same thing if we want to introduce new quantities or units in radiation protection. Space does not allow to present a
complete analysis, so nnly R few of the factors which would have to be analyzed in order to reach an acceptable decision shall be enumerated:
Risks:
- High probability of frequent and grave errors by many orders of magnitude
in radiation protection, radiology and radiotherapy with real risks for life
and health (this is a significant difference for radiological units compared
with many other units).
- Political, psychological and economical risks due to public reactions with
consequences for decisions on nuclear power and waste disposal. These risks
are so serious in the present situation that no scientists may forget about
these practical aspects in favour of purely scientific arguments.
Benefits, Needs:
- No real benefit for radiation protection or radiology has been shown.
- No real need for a change has ever been expressed by practicians.
~:

The proposed shorttransition times of five to ten years without sufficient
time for testing and introduction of new units would provoke a huge amount
of completely unnecessary costs such as:
- Scrapping and replacement or conversion of measuring instruments that still
work satisfactorily and could remain in service many more years; additional
costs for recalibration (even the standardizing laboratories would be flooded
by calibration requests and might be unable to handle those in due time).
- High costs for industry for design and production of new instruments within a very short time, resulting in unnecessarily high investments for exaggerated production capacities which would be used only a short time, and
consequently resulting in increased costs for the buyers without an additional benefit in terms of performance.
- Large expenditures in manyears and money for:
- training and instruction,
- recalculation of limits, working levels and similar complications,
- amendment and replacement of laws, regulations, codes, standards, recommendations, textbooks, forms, manuals, handbooks etc., without the
cheaper possibility to wait ·for other and sufficient reasons for a
replacement or amendment,
- costs of all errors and their consequences which will happen during many
years due to the forced introduction of unfamiliar units and unhandy
orders of magnitude.
Summing up the probable results of an analysis of the needs, risks, benefits
and costs we find:
- no real or urgent needs
- no real benefits
- plenty of real risks and hazards
- many complications for practical application
- unnecessary and very high costs at a very unfavorable time when funds
are short and urgently needed for much more important applications and
when manpower and training in radiation protection and radiology are
barely sufficient for the most urgent needs.
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- We are buying a "pig in a poke" by adopting a system which has not been
tested or evaluated at all in practice and which is obviously neither
desired nor accepted by the practicians.
Can we really take this responsibility as health physicists, scientists and
citizens ?
5. A PROPOSAl FOR A COMPROMISE AND FOR ACTIONS BY

RP A

In order to avoid an unfruitful polarization between supporters and opponents of the SI units, the only reasonable solution, at least for the decade to come, seems to be the coexistence of the old and new units. There is
no need to hurry with a final solution as ·the practicians are still happy
with the old units and the SI supporters may use the new ones if they dare.
What we need is sufficient time for a serious, objective and thorough study
of the real needs, problems and possible solutions, including compromises.
The yet open problems of certain radiological quantities must be solved
before we can attempt a final solution for the units. We must improve cooperation and should use the available time for sampling the opinions of all
concerned. Once suitable proposals have been found, sufficient time should
be allotted for a thorough evaluation and practical testing and for assuring the acceptance by a majority.
These are the reasons for a motion by the Fachverband fUr Strahlenschutz to
the General Assembly of IRPA. We believe that IRPA due to its structure and
wide range of members is the predestinated body for coordinating the efforts
towards a solution of this problem. We propose that :
1. IRPA takes action to reconsider and reevaluate the problem of the radiological units in connection with the SI system in order to work out an
optimal and practicable solution without undue risks and costs;
2. IRPA sets up a working group or committee for the management of this
problem;
3. This working group organizes an inquiry among the Associate Societies
and their members with the aim to get representative opinions and proposals on all questions and problems submitted by the working group;
4. The working group evaluates the answers of the Societies and worksout a
proposal for a representative statement by IRPA, proposes further actions
by IRPA, submits the above proposals to the Associate Societies and to
the Executive Council of IRPA in such time that a discussion can be held
and decisions can be taken at the 5th International Congress of IRPA and
at the corresponding General Assembly.
We do not urge you to decide now for or against the SI units. All we ask
for is cooperation, time and support in order to find a satisfactory, reasonable and practicable solution for this and for similar future problems.
We are seeking a solution which will not be introduced before it will be
ready for general acceptance, which will last for a sufficient period,
which we can support with good conscience and from which we will get a real
benefit for radiation protection without unnecessary and undue risks, costs
and complications.
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PROGRAJ.IJ'.!E D'IlJT&tCOMPARAISON DE OOSBIErRES DANS LA
COJ>!II!U11AUl'E EUROFEENNE E:N MATIERE DE RADIOPROTEX:TION
F. Bermann *),G. Busuoli **),H. Seguin***)

*)
**)
***)

Commissariat a l I Energie Atomique
Comitato !Jazionale per l'Energia Nucleare
Commission des Communautes Europeennes

Depuis 1964, la Direction Sante et Securite de la Commission des
Communaut es furopeennes procede, en liaison avec des inst i tut s et labo- .
ratoires specialises des 9 Etats membres
des intercomparaisons de dosimetres individuels. Ces intercomparaisons ont pour objectif d'ameliorer la
surveillance en matiere d'irradiation et de permettre d'effectuer les
controles sur une base commune; elles touchent done directement a un aspect
du controle physique, tel que regle dans la Directive du Conseil des
Communautes Europeennes, du ler juin 1976, fixant les normes de base revlsees relatives a la protect ion sani t aire de la population et des travailleurs contre les dangers resultant des rayonnements ionisants.
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Les travaux portent actuellement sur deux domaines :
l) Realisation de programmes d' intercomparaison
(Photons, neutrons, rayonnement Beta).
2) Realisation d'experiences specifiques.
l. REALISATION DE POOGRAJ<Il•IES D' DJTEttCOli\PAR.AISON
Dosimetres

a photons

Des dosimetres integrateurs ont ete irradies avec des photons dans
des conditions determinees et les resultats compares apres lecture.Tandis
que pour les premieres intercomparaisons on avait utilise presque exclusivement des dosimetres photographiques, on a, pour la derniere, utilise a part
egale des dosimetres a thermoluminescence et un certain nombre de verres
dosimetres. Pour cette derniere intercomparaison des rayons X ont ete utilises (tension de 60, llO, 200 et 300 kV) et l 'on s' est servi du rayonnement
Gamma d'uil8 source 60co. Deux dosimetres par participant ont ete irradies
par un melanee de rayons X et Gamma. 30 instituts de lecture ont presente
43 series de dosimetres, chaque serie etant composee de 24 dosimetres, dont
20 ont et e irradi es et 4 ont servi de temoins. Des exarnens ant eri eurs
avaient fait supvoser que les paquets envoyes par poste etaient passes aux
rayons X. Ceci n'a pas pu etre constate cette fois.

a
a

Les irradiations ont et e realisees dans quatre inst i tut s,
savoir
au Commissariat a l 'Energie Atomique (GEA) de Fontenay-aux-Roses,
la
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PI'B) de BraunschV~eig 1 au Rijksinstituut voor de Volksge~ondheid (RIV) cle Bilthoven et a la Gesellschaft
fi.ir ::ltrahlen- und Umweltforschung (GSF) de J.!unich. La concordance entre les
instituts ressort du Tab. 1. f. la lecture, la valeur mesuree a ete chaque
fois normalisee sur la valeur de consigne. L'ensemble des valeurs obtenues
est reproduit au 'rab. 2.
Dosimetres a neutrons
Une intercomparaison de dosimetres a neutrons (essentiellement des
films
emulsions nucleaires) a ete realisee en 1970 et 1971. Les dosimetres ont ete irradies au Bureau Central de l•lesures Nucleaires (BCNH) de
Geel avec des neutrons monoenergetiques de 0,5, 0,7 1 1,5, 4 1 5 et 13,6 MeV
et des neutrons d'une source .Am-Be. Les ecarts systematiques entre les laboratoires, constates lors cle la promierA intercomp~~~ison, avaient disparu,

a
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lors de la seconde. L 1 experience a montre egalement que les neutrons d 1 enePgie inferieure i:i 0 17 r.ieV ne peuvent pratiquement pas etre deceles et que
seules les valeurs de doses provenant des neutrons proches de l 1 energie utilisees pour l I etalormage etaient decelees. Les energies plus faibles sont
tres sous-estimees 1 tandis que les energies plus fortes sont sur-estimees.
Ge type d 1 intercomparaison ne permettant a l 1 epoque de realiser
letJ experiences ont ete suspenclues a£in d 1 attenclre la mJ.se
au point de nouveaux dosimetres, elles vont etre reprises en 1')77 par l2.
GSF de Munich. On attend une certaine amelioration par dosimetres a Albedo.
dLLCu.Il JH·ug<·too 1

Dosimet res

a

ra.yonnement Bet a

Une premiere intercomparaison de dosimetres Beta est en preparation; elle sera rea.lisee au courant de 1978.
2. EAEClJT ION D1 EXPERii1:NCES SP:EX: IFI1UZS
Journees d 1 experimentation

a

Bologne

En 1974 des dosimetres a thermoluminescence de differents laboratoires ont ete experimentes en commun au Comitate Nazionale per 1 1 Energia
Nucleare (Cl'lEN) de Bologne. L 1 objectif principal etait de verifier la reproductibilite et d 1 etudier l 1 enregistrement de doses inoonnues.
Presque taus les appareils de mesure a thermoluminescence se trouva..'1t sur le rnarche europeen etaient presents. Les dosirnetres ont ete irradies avec des rayons X et Gamma sous des conditions determinees. Pour tester la re£roductibilite, deux irradiations par jour ·avec le rayonnement
Gamma du 60co et des doses d 1 environ l mGy et 20 mGy ont ete executees pendant 5 jours. La reproductibilite trouvee ainsi etait tres bonne, les deviations maximales etaient .de .± 3 ·,;.
Pour evaluer des doses inconnues 1 les dg8imetres ont ete irradies
avec des rayons de 77 keV, 180 keV et 1 1 25 MeV ( Co). Les doses se trouvaient entre l mGy et 20 mGy. On constate pour les dosimetres etalonnes
avec le rayonnement du 60co pour 180 keV une sur-estimation de 20 %et pour
77 keV une sur-estimation de 30 %. La concordance entre les differents laboratoires se trouvait entre 2 et 4 %.
Journees d 1 experimentation

a

Fontenay-aux-Roses

Des experiences ont ete executees en 1975 avec des rayonnements de
photons monochromatiques de 10 keV a 300 keV et 8,5 MeV au Laboratoire Central des Industries ~lectriques et au Commissariat a l 1 Energie Atomique de
Fontenay-aux-Roses.
La dcsimetrie de reference etait celle du Bureau National de Metrologie fran9ais. Le debit de dose du faisceau de y de capture etait exprime
en "debit de dose absorbee maximal dans un fantome d-eau" me sure par la
methode du c./\. •
l) Dosimetrie de reference : Un certain nombre de participan~s ont irradie
des chambres d 1 ionisation servant d 1 et alons de transfert au 0 co et aux y
de capture de 8,5 J.!eV, avec les epaisseurs de paroi appropriees. Les resultats montrent une tres bonne concordance. Deviation maximale 0 1 5 %pour le
rayonnement 60 co 1 environ 4 )b pour le rayonnement de 9 MeV.
2) Irradiations ar les
du 60co : Taus les dosimetres ~films, verres,
thermoluminescents irradies dans les faisceaux de y du 0 co donnent des
resultats tres voisins de la dosimetrie de reference (figure 1) a condition
de ne prendre en compte que ceux dont l 1 epaisseur de la paroi est suffi-
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sante pour assurer l'equilibre electronique,
3) Irradiations aux X de faible energie 1 La figure 1 montre la grande dispersion des resultats pour la raie de fluorescence de 9 1 9 keV. Cette dispersion provient de l'inadaptation de certains dosimetres aux mesures des
faibles energies (z tres different de celui de l'air, epaisseur de paroi
trop fort e) ,
Pour un m~me type de dosimetre - par exemple FLi thermoluminescent
- les resultats des differents experimentateurs sont remarquablement comparables malgre les differences de conditionnement (epaisseur de paroi). L'experience a Bologne a montre le meme effet (voir fig. 2).

4) Irradiations aux V de 8,5 MeV : La fig. 1 montre la repartition des
dosimetres en deux categories qui se manifestant par deux pies de la
"courbe 9 MeV'' :
les dosimetres a faible z et faible paroi donnent des resultats
de l'ordre de la moitie de la dose absorbee maximale dans un fantome d'eau;
- les dosimetres de z eleva et a paroi epaisse (film sous ecren de
Pb 1 ou compteur Glt. a paroi d' acier) donnent des resultats voisins du double
de la dose maximale dans l'eau.
Ce type d'intercomparaison me~ simultanement en evidence l'accord
sur la dosimetrie de reference ( y du 0 co) et les difficultes rencontrees
pour faire de bonnes mesures tant au voisinage de 10 keV qu'a celui de 10
r.leV, Dans tousles cas l'influence des parois entourant l'element detecteur
est determinante et i l apparait bien qu'on ne peut couvrier toute cette
gamme d'energie avec un dosimetre unique, a mains qu'il ne soit compose de
plusieurs detecteurs sous des ecrans differents.
Les problemes d; la dosimetrie des rayons X de faible energie
etaient bien connus et plus ou mains bien resolus par les detecteurs thermoluminescents de Z faible ou par les films a ecrans multiples. De plus en
plus, les laboratoires de dosimetrie individuelle vont se trouver confrontes a des problemes de mesure dey de forte energie ( y de capture au
voisinage des reacteurs, rayonnement de freinage aupres des accelerateurs
medicaux), Il est done necessaire de pouvoir controler periodiquement les
performances des systemes de mesure dans toute l'etendue de ces gammes
d'energie.
Joun1ees d'experimentation

a Braunschweig

La Physikalisch-Technische Btmdesansta,lt procedera cette annee, en
collaboration avec 14 instituts nationaux des differents pays de la CE 1 a
l' etude des dosimetres a neutrons, lesquels seront irradies avec des neutrons de differentes energies (the:•mique 1 monoenergetique dans la gamme keV
jusqu'a 20 MeV, spectres de fission et spectres de sources radioactives).
La CCE exprime ses remerciements a tous les participants de la
fructueuse collaboration qui s' est instauree durant la mise en oeuvre et
l' execution du programme d' int ercomparaison europe en.
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l. INTROIXJCTION
Where fissile materials are being processed in quantities exceeding the
minimum critical amounts, a radiation risk to workers would arise from
the possibility of criticality excursions. Techniques and procedures for
preventing the occurence of such accidental excursions have reached very
high standards. This is very well reflected in the exceedingly small
number of criticality accidents which have been reported so far. 35 criticality accidents have been documented since 1944. Only one criticality
accident has been reported during the last 10 years, a period within which
the world's inventory of fissile materials has been substantially increasing. Despite this very laudable safety record it is generally agreed
that specially designed criticality dosimetry systems should continue to
be available to provide, in case of an accident, information on personal
neutron and gamma ray exposure within required accuracies at required
times for the guidance of the medical services in appropriate medical
treatment of more heavily exposed personnel and for reassuring personnel
who have only been slightly exposed.
2. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAMME
In February 1969 the IAEA convened a panel of dosimetry experts to review
the experience gained in assessing doses to persons exposed to nuclear
radiations in criticality accidents (1). Following the recommendations of
this panel the IAEA, subsequently, established an international co-ordi. nated research programme on nuclear accident dosimetry with the aim of
improving the performance of existing nuclear accident dosimetry systems
and elaborating standardized systems that would perform within criteria
laid down by this panel. The opinion of the experts was that an adequate
system should provide data to enable an initial determination of the
maximum absorbed dose in the body within 48 hours with an uncertainty of
less than 5o% of its neutron and gamma components separately, and, if
initial determination yields dose estimates greater than 0.25 Gy (25 rad)
to a significant portion of the body, to enable an estimate within four
days with an uncertainty of less than 25%.
A number of research contracts and research agreements, supporting theoretical studies as well as experimental work in the subject area, were
concluded with laboratories in 13 Member States (Bulgaria, Canada,
Czechoslovakia, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, India, Japan,
Poland, UK, USA, USSR, Yugoslavia).
Research Co-ordination meetings were organized in order to facilitate
exchange of ideas and to avoid undesirable duplication of work.
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3. INI'ERCOMPARISON STUDIES
In addition to the regular research co-ordination meetings, international
multilaboratory intercomparison experiments were organized for testing
and calibrating existing criticality dosimetry systems in different
neutron spectra under simulated accident conditions. Since 1970 four
intercomparison experiments were held, at Valduc (France) in 1970, at
Oak Ridge (USA) in 1971, at Vinca (Yugoslavia) in 1973 and at Harwell {UK)
in 1975. In addition to research groups from 13 Member States listed
earlier, experts from Italy and Denmark also participated in the experiments. Some information on these experiments is summarized in Table l.

Experimont:

YE:ar:

19!0

Location:

Valduo
(FrMce)

Facility:

c.R.A.c.
well moder,q,ted

tleutron Spectrum:

II

III

IV

1971

197)

1975

Vinca
(Yur,oalavia)

Harwell
(UK)

RB 2

Viper

O:lk Ri<lge
(U5A)

iiPHR

unmoderl\ted

heavy moderated

well mode:"'atcd ~th broad
peak from 1 keY to 1 Y.eV

N•;.r.1ber of di ff~;~rent
radiation fields
utili zed
Nur.:ber of critir:alit,y
6XC'UTSions:

Nu:nher of participating
research groups:

1)

17

19

17

Number of participating
Member States:

10

12

1)

12

TABLE l

!.A.EA International Intarcompllrieon Experiments on Nuole&.r Critical': ty
Accident Dosimetry during the period 1970 - 1975.

A great variety of dosimeters for personnel and area dosimetry were exposed
in these experiments to seven qualitatively different mixed neutrongamma radiation fields. In total ten criticality excursions of the order
of lol7 - 1ol8 fissions were provided for examining the response of the
dosimetry systems. The neutron- and gamma doses generated ranged from
0.1 Gy - 5 Gy (10 rad to 500 rad). Personnel dosimeters were exposed in
free air as well as mounted on phantoms. Orientational studies, taking
into account the direction of the incident radiation, were made. Sodium
activity measurements in phantom parts were also carried out.Participants
were requested to produce first data within 48 hours of each of the pulses.
Later final data had to be given including information on number of
activated atoms per 1olO atoms, on neutron fluence in defined energy
intervals and on neutron and gamma doses. Detailed information on the components of the dosimetry systems employed, the measurement and evaluation
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procedures used and the results obtained at the four intercomparison
studies is reported in Refs.(2,3,4,5,6}. The last intercomparison experiment at the Viper facility in the UK with its high intensity component in
the intermediate neutron energy region provided a most stringent test for
the dosimetry systems employed. There were no significant differences
between the mean results obtained by the participants within 48 hours of
the pulse and after full evaluation. However, a significant reduction in
the variation of the results between participants was observed, resulting
in a reduction of the final standard deviation. Variations in the final
mean were up to 20% for neutron dose and up to 25% for gamma dose for all
participants(5}. The results demonstrate that several systems are available
now in a number of laboratories throughout the world that perform within
the criteria laid down by the initiating panel in 1969.

4. RESULTS
The work carried out under this co-ordinated research programme by the
contractors in the 13 Member States is reported in about 100 papers
published in the open literature. These publications reflect the improvement of nuclear accident dosimetry systems since 1969. A number of
interesting general points emerged from the intercomparison studies. Only
two more important ones are addressed below:
i) The simpler the measuring system is, the more subsequent complex
analysis is required. Many of the nuclear accident dosimetry systems
that were developed over the last ten years are still evolving and
there is still a diversity of opinion on the optimum method. However,
in order to assist Member States and particularly developing countries
in adopting a criticality accident dosimetry system for the first time,
a comprehensive technical manual on nuclear accident dosimetry is being
prepared by the IAEA with the help of experts from among the participants
in this programme. The description of a minimal acceptable nuclear
accident dosimetry system will be part of this manual (7).
ii) In a criticality accident, dose estimates to the required accuraqy can
only be obtained with existing systems if a reasonable approximation to
the actual neutron spectrum involved is readily available. As an aid for
dose evaluations, a compendium of neutron leakage spectra has been
compiled, encompassing the most likely neutron spectra encountered in
criticality accidents. 64 different neutron spectra, presented in
tabulated form as well as graphically, are included in the compendium.
Together with each set of spectral information average cross sections
for a number of common detectors are also given to facilitate the
application of spectral data to dosimetry. It is planned to publish the
compendium under the IAEA Technical Reports Series in the near future{8).
In conclusion it can be said that the co-ordinated research programme provided a most efficient means for harmonizing multinational efforts and
solving scientific problems in the subject area. The great advantage of the
international intercomparison experiments for the participating experts was
not only the opportunity to compare a variety of individual methods under
simulated accident conditions but also the opportunity of access to facilities in different Member States providing unique radiation fields for
calibrating nuclear accident dosimetry systems.
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N" 356
ETAT ACTUEL DES METHODES DE MESURE DE LA DOSE GAMMA DANS LES CHAMPS MIXTES
N. Parmentier~

A. Ricourt*, V.D. Nguyen*, R. Medioni**, J.C. Perrier*

l. INTRODUCTION

Les intercomparaisons sur la dosimetrie neutronique faites dans le cadrede
l'ENDIP (European Neutron Dosimetry Intercomparison Project) au "TNO" et au
"GSF", en 1975, ont permis d'apres les resultats obtenus de .faire un choix
parmi les differents detecteurs utilises.
Si, a l'heure actuelle, l'utilisation d'une chambre d'ionisation en plast~
que &quivalent-tissus balayee par du gaz equivalent-tissus semble la seule
methode valable pour la mesure de la dose totale, le choix est moins evident pour la mesure de la dose gamma.
2.· ESTIMATION DES DOSES EN CHAMPS MIXTES - PRINCIPE (l)
D' a pres le nouveau rapport de l' I. C. R. U. "Neutron dosimetry for biology and
medicine" (sous presse), les doses neutron et gamma sont reliees ala reponse des differents detecteurs par les relations suivantes :

R'u
ouDN et DG sont les doses absorbees neutron et gamma en rad dans les tissu&
kT et k!J sont 1~ 8ensibilite de chaque dosimetre aux neutrons, relativement a la sensibilite aux gamma utilises pour l'etalonnage.
hT et hlJ sont la ~ensibil~te de ch~q~e. d~simetre aux p~o~o~s dans le
champ nnxtP relatlvement ala senslblllte aux gamma utlllses pour l'etalonnage avec l'hypothese couramment admise actuellement hT = hu = l.
Le parametre kT precedemment defini est donne par :
-

-

-1

kT = (W/WN) . S(m,g)c . S(m,g)N . (Kt/Km)c . (K/Km)N

-1

ou \," et WN sont 1' energie moyenne correspondant a la creation d' une paire
d'iogs pour les electrons et pour les particules lourdes chargees.
Le rapport Wc/WN est pris egal a 0,95 (recommandation I.C.,.u. ) . .
Kt/K est le rapport du kerma dans les tissus a celui du materiau du dosimetrW utilise. Il depend de l'energie des neutrons.
Compte tenu de ces hypotheses, les doses dans un champ mixte sont obtenues
par :

3. SENSIBILITE AUX NEUTRONS (k ) DES DOSIMETRES UTILISES a l'ENDIP
0

Le compteur G.M. utilise est construit en s'inspirant du modele de HURST (2)
en <'e ClUi C0'.1Cerne les ecrans (plomb - etain - lithium 6). La chambre
*
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a paroi

d'aluminium balayee par de l'argon est construite au laboratoire
(3). Le fluorure de lithium est enrichi a 0,9995 en isotope 7. Les films
sont des ~~ulsions Kodak type l exposes sous un emballage de plomb
(l,l gem ), selon la technique preconisee par D. BEWLEY (4).

Le tableau l resume les sensibilites aux neutrons de ces differents dosimetres.
Energie
neutrons
(MeV)

0,7

2,1

5,5

0,001

0,001

0,002

Al - Ar (l)

0,014

0,012

0,011

0,13

0,02

Al - Ar ( 3 )

0,017

0,017

0,029

0,127

0,017

15

Fission

o,oo4

0,001

Dosimetre
G.M. (l)
G.M. ( 2 )

0,012

Al - Ar ( 4 )

0,019

0,115

7FLi

(5)

0,011

0,021

0,047

0,16

0,021

7FLi

(6)

0,0105

0,014

0,039

0,25

0,053

0

0

0,006

0,008

0

0,0014

0,0015

0

0

0,007

G.M. ( 7 )
Film ( 7 )

(1) Goodman et Colvett 1974. (2) Lewis 1976. (3) Chemtob et Ricourt
calcul 1973. (4) Ricourt et Nguyen 1975. (5) Wingate et Tochliin
1965. (6) Portal 1975. (7) Medioni 1975 (reponsesrelatives G.M.
et films).

4. SENSIBILITE AUX

PH~TONS

(hU) DES DOSIMETRES UTILISES

a l'ENDIP

Nous nous sommes essentiellement attaches a determiner la sensibilite du
G.M. et de la chambre aluminium-argon utilises en etudiant sa reponse dans
des faisceaux monochromatiques de differentes energies. Pour le fluorure
de lithium, la courbe de sensibilite est donnee par G. PORTAL (5). La
figure ci-C'cntre resume tous ces resul tats.
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5. CALCUL

DES INCERTI'I'UDLS SUR DN et DG : CONTRIBUTION DE kU

Les equations suivantes permettent d'estimer ·1es incertitudes sur DN et DG:
LDN

DN

llR'T
R'T-R'u

llku
6~
+--- +--R'T-R'u
kT-kU
kT-kU
llR'u

+

Nous prendrons comme exemple les resultats que nous avons obtenus lors de
l'intercomparaison ENDIP, dans le cas ou le rapport DG/DN est de 0,032
(cas le plus defavorable pour l'estimation de DG) et ceux obtenus lors de
1 I intercomparaison INDI ( 6) pour un rapport DG/DN egal 0' 45.
Si l'on fait l'hypothese que l'on dispose d'un dosimetre gamma totalement
insensible aux neutrons (kU = 0) on peut determiner l'erreur commise sur
l'estimation des doses due aux autres parametres. Dans ce cas, l'erreur
maximale quelle que soit l'energie des neutrons est de~ 11% sur DG et de
~ 3,6 % sur DN"
D~ns le cas ou kU varie entre quelques pour cent
et 13 %, l'erreur commlse sur les doses peut atteindre ~ 44 %pour DG
dans le cas de9 neutrons de 15 MeV (cas le plus defavorable) mais l'erreur sur DN est de
:1:. 6 % seulement.

Dans le cas des neutrons de fission, ku est de l'ordre de quelques pour
cent et dans ce cas l'erreur sur DG est de~ 4 %, et sur DN de~ 4 %
egalement.
6. CONCLUSION
Dans le domaine de la radioprotection, pour les mesures dans l'air, le
compteur G.M. apparait comme un dosimetre gamma satisfaisant, permettant
de determiner les sensibilites kU d'autres dosimetres. Une reserve cependant doit etre faite : les gamma de fission ont un spectre qui s'etend
jusqu'a quelques MeV. Des travaux recents sembleraient montrer une sensibilite eJ evee hJ pour le G.M. aux hautes energies y : il sera done necessaire
de faire cette etude dans des faisceaux monochromatiques de 6 et 9 MeV.
Dans le domaine de la radiobiologie,et de la dosimetrie dans un fantome
faite dans le cas d'irradiation accidentelle, la sensibilite hu du G.M.
pose un certain nombre de problemes et la precision de la connaissance
des facteurs ku doit etre amelioree.
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STANDARDIZATION OF RADIATION PROTECTION MEASUREMENTS
IN MIXED FIELDS OF EXTENDED ENERGY RANGE
M. Htlfert and G.R. Stevenson
CERN, Geneva
1.

INTRODUCTION

In stray radiation fields encountered outside the main shield of a
multi-GeV proton accelerator the dose equivalent cannot be measured
direr+ly but has to be evaluated from a series of measurements taking
into '.J.ccount the different radiation components of an extended energy
range. Furthermore the correspondence in the case of such an external
irradiation in such a field between the dose equivalent values established by an area measurement (area dose), the dose equivalent accumulated on a personal monitoring device (personal dose) and the dose
equivalent possibly received by the person in the stray field (wholebody dose) has to be understood. Clear and simple relatione between
these three values exist only for defined irradiation situations which
coincide largely with calibration conditione: dose equivalent distributions are calculated for parallel broad beams and different types of
particles of various energie3 in anthropomorphic phantoms. Radiation
survey instruments are exposed to similar beams of known spectral composition and the detector response is made to match the calculated
values closely. Personnel dosimeters are irradiated on phantoms and
their reading is interpreted to coincide with the whole-body dose in
defined conditions.
This approach is the accepted procedure in the case of neutrons. For
photon irradiation the assessment of radiation risk is traditionally
made in terms of "exposure" which is transformed into tissue dose by
nearly energy independent conversion factors. Exposure will however,
in the case of an extended field of one-sided incident photons on a
bod~underestimate the dose equivalent at nearly all energies and for
many organ sites due to the influence of backscatter (1).
2.

APPROACHES TO STANDARDIZATION

A standardization of radiation protection measurements for all types of
radiation was proposed by ICRU in terms of dose equivalent index (2).
The maximum dose equivalent in a tissue equivalent sphere of 30 em
diameter either in the shell (shallow) or in the inner core (deep)
should be regarded to be the concept when dealing with whole-body exposures.
Another approach considers for radiation monitoring purposes the locations of critical organs in the body and arrives at defined and constant depths (3). Keeping the ICRU sphere as the standard phantom
the International E~ectrotechnical Commission (IEC) proposes a fixed
depth of 800 mg em- as relevant for dose equivalent meters measuring
"depth dose equivalent" for photon and beta irradiation (4).
In the case of neutrons, additivity and cumulativity of dose• equivalent can be assured by taking the average value which will result from
Monte Carlo calculations in a phantom over the first centimetre as the
relevant risk parameter (5).
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Relation between deep dose equivalent index H1 and depth
dose equivalent Hn as function of neutron energy. Measured
response function of moderator instrument HA and H1 (7,8).
Points at 14 and 500 MeV were measured for a rem ionization
chamber at CERN.
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PHOTONS

the depth dose equivalent Hn behind a fixed depth of
800 mg em- as representative for a whole body exposure, this quantity
is compared with tissue dose derived from exposure HE and the shallow
dose equivalent index Hr over an energy range from 10 keV to 10 MeV
(fig. 1). An estimation of Hn was based on results for an elliptical
phantom between 100 keV and 10 MeV. Not much difference is expected
~hen changing the phantom to the ICRU sphere (6). As around 100 keV
a good correspondence was found between calculations and reported
phantom measurements, the curves were extrapolated to lower energies.
It can be seen that tissue dose HE based on an exposure measurement
will underestimate Hn over a wide range of photon energies. Depth
dose equivalent Hn is however a good approximation to shallow dose
equivalent index Hr from 10 MeV down to 70 keV. For lower energies
the skin dose equivalent(not defined by ICRU)has to be considered in
specific situations to be the limiting quantity rather than Hr•
Considerin~

In some cases existing survey meters have to be modified only slightly
to assess depth dose equivalent. For comparison the energy response of
a widely used instrument (Babyline) equipped with aTE cap of 800 mgcm-2
and calibrated with photons from 137cs is given. As its reading HB
stays relatively flat and close to one from 20 keV to 1.2 MeV, it can
be considered as an excellent depth dose equivalent meter for photons.
4.

NEUTRONS

In the case of neutrons th·~ dose equivalent averaged over the first
centimetre is regarded to be the depth dose equivalent H
which
coincides over a wide range of energies with the shallow ~ose equivalent index HI (fig. 2). At energies above 10 MeV the deep dose equivalent index H1 will be higher by up to a factor of two for conditions
of monoenergetic parallel broad beams of neutrons which are however not
encountered in real situations, i.e., stray fields of an extended energy
range where the maximum of the dose equivalent is again in the first
centimetre of depth (5). Thus the concept of depth dose equivalent will
remain valid even at higher neutron energies.
The problem at energies above 10 MeV is rather of a practical nature
as conventional moderator instruments will considerably underestimate
the desired quantity. The response function of the Andersson and Braun
moderator as measured by two different authors (HA and H1 ) plotted
in fig. 2 will generally lead to a tolerable overestimation of Hn at
lower energies (7,8). The two points shown in the figure were measured
at CERN at 14 and 500 MeV for a rem ion chamber and show the serious
underestimation of such an assembly at higher energies. Thus moderator
instruments have to be backed up by other measurement techniques where
the activation of llc from l2c in a plastic scintillator in the case
of neutrons above 20 MeV is widely used. The cross-section for the
(n,2n) reaction is reasonably constant. As furthermore the depth dose
equivalent increases only slowly with energy, it should be possible to
use a single apparent fluence to dose equivalent conversion factor for
typical spectra encountered around high energy proton accelerators.
Pure neutron spe~tra will le~d to a depth dor~--equivalent conversion
factor from flux density of 5.5±1.0 cm- 2 s- mrem- 1 h (9). However,
in hard accelerator spe~tra, where the contribution to the activation
from other hadrons becomes important, a conversion factor of 9.2± 2.0
cm- 2 s- 1 mrem- 1 h was found (10).
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5.

MUONS

Around a high energy accelerator the muon component can at times
dominate the stray radiation field.
Muons behave like heavy electrons
but their bremsstrahlung energy loss only becomes important at energies greater than 100 GeV.
In real cases the energy spectrum of muons
extends up to several GeV and often up to 100 GeV, therefore the fract.j

on of mnnn8 that "'ould 8tnp in thP hnny

~E'!

-:E 100 MPV) ann YhnsP

Bragg peak could give rise to high~r than m1n1mum energy deposition is
unimportant in. assessing the radiation risk.
As for other components of the field the depth dose equivalent below
800 mg cm- 2' is a realistic approximation of the dose equivalent index
from muons and is properly estimated by using a chamber suitable for
evaluating photon dos~ equivalents.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The present ideas on the determination of dose equivalent in mixed
radiation fields of an extended energy range are not found to be in
contradiction with the concept of dose equivalent index.
In all real
situations the more practical approach of depth dose equivalent will
be a good approximation to relevant index quantities.
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COMPORTEMENT DE DOSIMETRES REUTILISABLES POUR LE CONTROLE
INDIVIDUEL DE RADIOPROTECTION

J.-F. Valley, P. Jan, G. Pache et P. Lerch
Institut de radiophysique appliquee, Service de la Sante
Publique, CH 1005 Lausanne et
Institut d'electrochimie et de radiochimie, Ecole Polytechnique federale, CH 1005 Lausanne

1. INTRODUCTION

La calibration de dosimetres non-reutilisables du type film photographique,
s'effectue par echantillonnage. A cet effet, un certain nombre de films de
chaque serie est irradie a une dose connue et subit la procedure normale de
developpement et de mesure.
Dans le cas du dosimetre reutilisable, la mesure de la reponse de chaque dosimetre est non seulement possible, mais en 'general necessaire car le precede
de fabrication ne garantit pas une reponse homogene par lot. De plus, un
centrale periodique de fonctionnement, motive par la possibilite de vieillissement ou de defectuosite intervenant en cours d'utilisation, doit egalement
etre prevu.
Ces problemes touchent non seulement l'aspect metrologique et la fiabilite du
controle, mais ont egalement une incidence economique, car le pare de dosimetres et son entretien representent un investissement eleve.
2. METHODES DE CALIBRATIOp ET DE CONTROLE

a

La methode de calibration, consistant
verifier que la reponse du dosimetre
est situee entre deux limites judicieusement choisies, a ete largement utilisee. Le test periodique de fonctionnement est alors effectue de la meme maniere. L'alternative que nous avons choisie et qui consiste a attribuer a
chaque dosimetre un facteur de calibration par element sensible, est devenue
pratiquement possible par l'emploi d'un ordinateur pour la gestion du centrale. Les avantages de cette technique sont les suivants :
- meilleure surveillance du comportement des dosimetres en cours d'utilisation
- possibilite d'etablir un rapport precis entre les doses enregistrees par
differents elements sensibles du dosimetre en vue de qualifier le rayonnement
- gestion optimalisee du pare de dosimetres par une elimination plus selective.
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3. PROCEDURES DE CALIBRATION ET DE CONTROLE
Le systeme de me sure utilise est 1 1 installation Harshaw 2271. Le dosimetre
comprend deux elements sensibles (cristaux thermoluminescents au LiF) et un
code d'identification.
A leur reception, l~s dosimetres, apres mise d z§ro, sent irradi§s a une
dose de 80 mrad de 0 co sur un carrousel. La lecture est effectuee 24 heures
apres !'irradiation. Le facteur de calibration est determine a partir de
cette reponse, corrigee pour tenir compte du fading apres 1 mois (voir
ref. (1) et fig. 1). Le bruit de fond est ensuite mesure pour s'assurer d'un
fonctionnement normal du dosimetre.
Dans les conditions normales d'utilisation, la dose reque est determinee a
partir des facteurs de calibration et selon un algorithme tenant compte de
la reponse en energie des dosimetres (voir ref. (2)).
La procedure de calibration est repetee annuellement et les dosimetres dent
l'ecart ala calibration initiale est superieur a 10 %sent elimines.
Outre les facteurs de calibration, la dose accumulee dans chaque element sensible du dosimetre et le nombre d'utilisation sent tenus a jour. L'ensemble
des informations est'gere par ordinateur;

4. RESULTATS
La repartition de la reponse des dosimetres est representee a la figure 2
pour la calibration initiale et les calibrations apres 1 et 2 ans d'utilisation. L'ecart standard est de 5.0 % et justifie la calibration individuelle
des elements sensibles dent le rapport des reponses est utilise dans l'algorithme de calcul (voir ref. (2)). Les repartitions apres 1 an et 2 ans d'utilisation restent centrees a 80 mrad et les ecarts standards ne se modifient
pas de maniere significative.
Afin de mieux cerner l'evolution individuelle des dosimetres, nous avons represente a la figure 3 les differences observees entre la calibration initiale et les 2 calibrations successives. L'ecart standard des repartitions qui
est de 2.0 % montre la grande reproductibilite des dosimetres et du systeme
de lecture.
L'evolution du lot de dosimetres est indiquee au tableau 1. Les dosimetres
elimines lors d 1 une calibration ont soit montre une reponse aberrante lors
de la calibration initiale, soit leur reponse aux calibrations consecutives
a varie de plus de 10 %. Si cette circonstance ne peut etre exclue, le nombre de dosimetres endommages ou perdus est cependant d'un ordre de grandeur
superieur.
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Nombre de dosimetres

Lot

mi~n~

3500

Dosimetres endommages

47

Dosimetres perdus

69

Dosimetres elimines lors
des calibrations

9

Tableau l, Evolution d'un lot de dosimetres

La repartition des dosimetres en fonction de la dose accumulee apres 2 ans
d'utilisation est donnee a la figure 4. Cette repartition est tres representative du domaine de controle, services medicaux, pour lequel les dosimetres
sont utilises. Aucune correlation entre la variation de la reponse et la dose
accumulee n'a pu etre etablie comme differents tests l'avaient laisse prevoir
(ref. (2)).

5. CONCLUSIONS
La methode consistant a effectuer une c~ibration individuelle de dosimetres
reutilisables pour le controle individuel de radioprotection nous apparait
optimale quant a !'exploitation des informations metrologiques et permet de
limiter, dans le domaine des applications medicales, le nombre d 1 elements
sensibles a deux par dosimetre.
L'incidence de cette methode sur l'aspect financier du controle est positive
car elle permet de gerer avec un minimum de pertes le stock de dosimetres.
Le controle annuel de fonctionnement assure d'autre part la fiabilite necessaire aux mesures individuelles,
REFERENCES
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ETUDES DOSIMETRIQUES ET SPECTROMETRIQUES
DE FAISCEAUX X DE FAIBLES ENERGIES (ENTRE 4 ET 25 keV)
J.L. CHARTIER+- A.BAZOGE++- C.ITI~++
+Departement de Protection, STEP/STID, Commissariat A l'Energie
Atomique, B.P. n°6, 92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses.France.
++Laboratoire Central des Industries Electriques,Fontenay-aux-Roses
France.

1. INTRODUCTION.
Dans des publications precedentes (1), (2), (3), nous avons montre !'interet de la fluorescence X pour certains problemes lies A la radioprotection
et nous avons decrit les moyens de realiser des faisceaux de rayonnements
monochromatiques ou le debit d'exposition peut atteindre plusieurs Roentgen/heure. Ces faisceaux, etalonnes en debit d'exposition constituent un
outil indispensable A l'etude et la determination de la courbe de reponse
en fonction de l'energie des doBimetres et debitmetres dans un domaine
energetique ou ils affichent generalement de fortes variations de sensibilite (au-dessous de 100 keV). Nous nous proposons :
a/ d'etendre la gamme energetique des faisceaux disponibles etalonnes vers
les basses energies (jusqu'A 5 keV).
b/ de realiser des faisceaux etalonnes de faibles debits d'exposition (jusqu'environ 1 mR/h), destines A l'etalonnage des bas calibres des debitmetres et l'etude des faibles doses.
2. FAISCEAUX DE RAYONNEMENT X DE FAIBLE ENERGIE - ETALONNAGE.
Alors que la technique de production de ces faisceaux ne pose aucun probleme particulier (cible de chrome pour 5,4 keV; cible de germanium pour
9,8 keV; cible de zirconium pour 15,7 keV) des difficultes apparaissent
lors de la mesure du debit d'exposition en raison de !'absorption importante du rayonnement dans tout materiau, meme de Z faible utilise dans la
construction du dispositif de mesure.
C'est pourquoi, tout en conservant le principe de la chambre MESH, dejA decrite dans (3), nous avons adapte ses caracteristiques aux nouvelles conditions de mesure.
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Les modifications ont porte principalement sur
a/ la diminution de la masse surfacique des electrodes, abaissee A une valeur comprise entre 3 et 5 mg/cm 2 .
b/ la diminution de la distance interelectrodes fixee A 6 mm dans le volume
de collection.
c/ la diminution de la distance diaphragme d'entree - plan de symetrie du
volume de collection A 25 mm.
Nous avons entrepris de determiner experimentalement le terme correctif du
A !'absorption du rayonnement mesure dans chaque electrode et dans l'air.
Puis en reunissant les reuultats obtenus dans chaque cas, nous en avons deduit le facteur de correction permettant de "remonter" A !'exposition au
niveau du plan de sortie du diaphragme de la chambre, A partir du courant
d'ionisation mesure. La courbe obtenue est representee sur la figure 2
(courbe 0.

1,1

-1,0
5
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10

-\5
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Il nous a semble souhaitable de confirmer cette courbe en testant la
chambre MESH que nous avons construite sur une installation de reference
equipee d'une chambre absolue a plaques paralleles, en l'occurence celle
du L.C.I.E., pour le rayonnement de faible energie (E < 30 keV). Pour les
differentes 11 qualites 11 de rayonnement que nous donnons plus loin, nos resultats experimentaux nous ont conduits a la courbe 2 figure 2. Compte
tenu de l'incertitudc affectant les mesures, un bon accord est observe

entre les 2 traces dans la zone energetique : 5 keV - 20 keV
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0,53 mm Al
0,14 mm Al
0,033 mm Al

Outre les avantages que !'experience des chambres MESH nous a permis d'observer (facilite d'utilisation en raison d'un grand volume de collection,
stabilite dans le temps, courbe de reponse independante de l'energie), ce
modele est caracterise par un faible courant de fuites : -:::- 5 .lo- 1 5A.
3. FAISCEAUX DE REFERENCE DE FAIBLE DEBIT D'EXPOSITION

(~

lmR/h)

La realisation de ces faisceaux est le resultat de 2 programmes complementaires d'experimentation.
1° - Il etait indispensable de conserver la distribution spectrale du rayonnement produit, definissant le 11 facteur de purete 11 F
F =

xfluorescence
xtotal

xtotal

=

xfluo + xdiffuse

Les differentes mesures nous ont amenes aux conclusions suivantes :
a/ conservation de la valeur de la haute tension appliquee au tube radiogene irradiant la cible a la valeur etablie dans (1).
2
b/ diminution de la surface de la cible a une valeur voisine de 0,5 cm ,
completee par une forte collimation du faisceau primaire.
c/ distance cible - plan d'irradiation portee a 1 metre.
2° - L'etalonnage en debit d'exposition du faisceau monochromatique de fluorescence ne peut se faire sans !'utilisation d'un detecteur complementaire
d'une sensibilite adaptee a l'intensite des nouveaux faisceaux. Ce detecteur
(Nal(Tl) ou Ge(Li)) utilise simultanement et en arriere de la chambre MESH
place dans le plan d'irradiation choisie, delivre une information proportionnelle au courant d'ionisation mesure. Cette information sert alors de
transfert pour la determination de !'exposition dans les conditions experimentales de faible debit definies au 1°.
Ces etudes experimentales ont ete mises en oeuvre pour l'ensemble des cibles
dont nous disposions et sur la totalite de la gamme energetique de la fluorescence X (au-dessous de 100 keV) on peut disposer de faisceaux de debits
d'exposition voisins de 1 mR/h.
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THE RELIABILITY USED IN HEALTH PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION
S.Muzdeka, D.Danilovic, s.Kostic
Institute of Nuclear Sciences "B.Kidric",
Belgrade, Yugoslavia
1. INTRODUCTION

As a part of ti1e development of instrumentation using transistors has been the expected improvement in the reliability.
Improvements in performance - in particular a considerable reduction in the number of setting up and in situ adjustments
and reduction in size have been worth-wile goals. In recent
years the demand and need for greater reliability assurance in
all-solid-state devices continues to grow. Electronic systems
continue to grow more complex and often a system failure may
have immediate and visible impact. Consumers are demanding better warranties at a time when service costs are rising rapidly.
Further, a dynamic solid state technology rapidly generates
new devices that offer even greater functional and reliable
potential.
2. RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE IN THE LOGISTICS
More recently, logistics (1) is being viewed as the composite
of all considerations necessary to assure the effective and
economical support of a system through its programmed life-cycle. It is an integral part of all aspects of system definition, designe, development, test and evaluation, production
and/or construction, and operational use. In other word, the
prime equipment and the element of logistic support must be
developed on an integrated basis to produce a cost-effective
product.
As an example, individual applicable costs are estimated for
each year, totaled, and are projected as a cost profile in
Fig.l (2). It is clear that the activities in the research
and development phase can highly decrease the costs for operation and maintenance.
Reliability is the probability that an equipment item will
operate in a satisfactory manner for a specified period of time when used under stated conditions (3), and is often expressed in term of MTBF (mean-time-between-failures). The reciprocal of MTBF is the failure rate (A), which is a significant
factor of corrective manitenance.
Examples of predicting reliability are given in Fig.2. There
is a comparative analysis of two types of radiation monitors
and two types of digital rate-meters (scaler-timer-h.voltage)
developed in the years 1970 and 1976.
The maintenance concept provides the basis for the establichment of supportability requirements in system/equipment design (4). The maintenance concept supplemented by the logistic
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support analysis, leads to the identification of maintenance
tasks, task frequency and times, personal quantities and skill
levels, test and support equipment, spare/repair parts, facilities and other resources.
Major level of maintenance can be.devided in three main groups
(Fig. 3):
- organizational maintenance at the operational site
or whenever the prime equipment is located;
- intermediate maintenance performed by mobile, and/or
fixed specialized organizations and installations;at
thi~ level an item may be repaired by the removal
and replaicement of major modules, assemblies or
parts;
- depot maintenance as the highest type of maintenance.
At each organizational level where corrective maintenance is
accomplished one must determine the type and quantity of spair
items to be provisioned and stocked. Also, it is necessary to
know how often provisioning should be accomplished. Spares required due to system/equipment failure are a function of part
reliability and are based on the Poisson distribution. In predicting spare parts quantities, one should consider the level
of protection desired (safety factor) •
In Fig.4 is given a list of spare/repair parts for the optimization (5) •
3. CONCLUSION
The future of electronics lies in the full development of microelectronics and optoelectronics. Microelectronic will broaden the use of microcomputers, at a reasonable low cost for
process control, for data collection, life test and for all
routine work. Low costs will a allow multiple redundancy and
raise reliability levels to "fit-and-forget", thus further increasing possible applications.
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Cost
a - Research & development
b - Investment
c -Operations & maintenance
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Fig.l. Cost Profile of System/Equipment Life-cycle
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A NEW INSTRUMENT FOR QUICK DETERMINATION
OF RADON AND RADON-DAUGHTER CONCENTRATIONS
IN AIR. CONCEPT, ANALYTICAL BASIS, CALIBRATION
CAVEATS, THE EMBODIMENT AND FIELD RESULTS.
J. D. Shreve, Jr.,

Robert W. Miller

CorpnrRrion

Kerr-Mc~PP

MDA Scientific)

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

James E. Cleveland

Tnc~

Kerr-McGee NuclPRT rnrpnration
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Background
That the sum of alpha (a) and beta (S) activities from radon daughters collected
on a filter is roughly proportional to working level (WL) was first noted by Hill
(1,2), just a few months after he had participated in the field trials of two
versions of the MIT Instant Working Level Meter (3,4) both of which proved undependable for in-mine determinations.(5)
Hill asked Shreve (1,2) to evaluate the idea independently. This led to prompt
confirmation; whereat, Hill modified existing instruments to try the concept as
Shreve engaged in analytical work to explore extentions he sensed were implicit
in the concept. Setting a goal of 4 minutes or less for a complete measurement
cycle, a 2-min sampling time was elected with an effective decay time of 1 min
(counting done from 30 sec to 1 1/2 min after sampling), 3.5 min in all.
Early Computations
The left side of Table 1 rep~oduces one early set of computations (6). The right
side is a parallel expectation were the same filter recounted at a decay time of
5 min, i.e., with a 30 sec. delay, instrument recycling gives a second WL value.
Remaining Activities (dpm) on Filter from 2-minute Sampling @ 2. 51/min and

Ingrowth Working

Decay Time • 5 min.

Decay Time • 1 min.

Total

Total Total (a+S)

Time

Level

Min

WL

RaA

RaB RaC(C'l

6

0.113

528

104

12

0.198

665

232

45

20

0.300

703

390

115

30

0.414 '

710

551

223

45

0.560

710

726

407

60

0.672

710

845

571

12

70

0.826

710

980

815

120

0.903

710 1044

958

Equil.

1.000

710 1096

1118

ale

a+e

WL'

RaA

RaB RaC(C'l

540/
116
710/
277
818/
505
933/
774
1117 I
1133
1281/
1416
1525/
1795
1668/
2002
1828/
2214

656

5805

212

128

987

4985

267

151

71

1323

4410

283

398

152

26

1707

4123

285

544

267

2250

4018

285

703

448

2697

4013

285

810

605

3320

4019

285

932

834

3670

4054

285

990

976

4042

4042

285 1037

1109

Total (a+a)

ale

a+e

WL

238/
154
338/
322
435/
550
552/
811
733/
1151
890/
1415
1119/
1766
1261/
1966
1294/
2246

392

3469

660

3333

985

3283

1363

3292

1884

3364

2305

3430

2885

3493

3227

3574

3540

3540

TABLE 1 IWLM Foundation Data. Radon-Daughter Collections
from Air with 100 pCi/1 of Radon as a function of age.
Age of Air Correction
In that 20 min of radon ingrowth was thought the most common situation in uranium
mines, a+S = 4400 dpm was chosen as the reference condition. For ingrowth times
less than 20 min filters would overcount; 'older air' would undercount.(6) Note,
too, in Table 1, the decrease in a/S with increasing air age. At once, a/6 was
recognized as an age of air correlate. Thus, errors inherent to the method can
be corrected as Figure 1 sets forth. Raw second WL observations, multiplied by
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Instrument Design Features
The ultimate embodiment of these ideas - the product of two, extensively tested
prototypes - employs opposed a and S detectors that adjoin a common slot into
which the air filter is placed for counting after the 2-min air sampling; it measures 2 3/4 x 8 1/2 x 10 1/2 in. and weighs 11 pounds. Detectors and slot are
within a steel shield to suppress y-induced signals. Background is measured during sampling and subtracted during filter counting. An outside pump with hose and
filter holder is required. The instrument, now marketed worldwide on a license
from Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation by MDA Scientific Inc., Park Ridge, Illinois,
USA, as Model 811 Instant Working Level Meter (7), is pictured in Figure 3.
About 40 WL determinations can be made by judicious instrument use on one full
battery charge. Where high grade ore is mined and y background exceeds lmR/hr, a
tungsten shield can be substituted for the steel.
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Figure 3 - IWLM in Use
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a. General Conditions - Striving
for maximal usefulness, the design
was directed toward having 1.00 WL
(4400 dpm) correspond to a+S = 1000
cpm. Fixing the decimal point propitiously caused the a and S displays (LED type) to read the WL

level each contributes. Their sum, is the WL.
in age of air correction and radon inference.

Their ratio and difference, serve

b. General Counting Problems - Alpha counting of filters always suffers from
absorption to some degree. Beta-active, short-lived radon-daughters emit y rays,
and alternately, internally convert potential y's to monoenergetic groups of
swift electrons, indistinquishable from the S emissions to the detector. Moreover, B scintillators normally give much less light per particle than does Zns
stimulated by a-particles. In addition, B scintillators are both gamma and alpha
sensitive.
c. Standard Sources-Size and Activity Discrepancies - Source size can be a real
concern in the close, small angle, detector-source geometry commonly employed in
filter counting (8,9,10,11). Calculations made for the IWLM are instructive (12).
IWLM detector apertures are flared nominally from 0.75 in. at 35° to raise the B
count without increasing y background. Efficiencies computed for sources with
different circular, active areas for the flared aperture and a straight-sided one
0.750 inches in diameter are given in Table 2. The ideal is a calibration source
identical in area and shape to the exposed part of the filter (0.75 in.). Uniform activity distribution is imperative. Finally, the active surfaces of source
and sample must be positioned identically with respect to the. detector.
Counting
Active
Efficiency
Spot
%
Diameter Straight Flared
mm (in.) Aperture Aperture
33.6
39.2
4 ( .15 7)
8 (.314)
32.6
38.5
12 ( .4 72) 30.7
37.0
16 (. 6 30) 28.0
35.0
19 (. 7 50) 25.6
32.5
Table 2 - Source-Size Effects

Filter Activity
Daughter ·at td = 1 min Count B Count Potential
Error
Ingrowth RaA
RaB
RaC Ratio Excess
Time
RaB
% of
In WL
a
B
B
(min)
dpm
dpm
dpm Rae Total s
%
104
+3.7
6
528
12 8.67 20.7
232
12
+5.7
665
45 5.16 19.4
115 3.39 18.1*
+7.6
20
703
390
223 2.47 16.7
+8.7
30
710
551
815
+9.5
571 1.48 14.3
60
710
+9.2
Equil. 710 1096 1118 0.98 12.2
Table 3 Age of A~r, S-Count Excess, and WL Errors

d. Standard Sources - Spectral Differences and Extra Emissions - Well made a
sources are crucial. The usual a long-lived emitters cannot match the 6.0 mev and
7.68 mev of RaA and RaC'. Further, filters undercount 3 to 10% due to particle
embedment; lower percentage applies to RaC', upper to RaA. Filter material and
air flow rate are obvious factors. The 2.51/min specified for the Model 811 lessens this effect. Yet, the larger dependence of the IWLM upon RaA a's, spells a
count defect of about 5 to 8%, less in dry mines than in damp mines.
The problems of S counting are many and elusive. Here again, S characteristics of
standard sources cannot duplicate those of RaB and RaC. Too, 90sr-90y is y-free
and has no conversion elections. And ratio of RaB to RaC varies as average age of
air changes. Nevertheless, with proper study of the several factors, the advantages of doing beta counting along with alpha counting outweigh the uncertainties.
e.

Correction Factors - Major S-counting problems and their solutions follow:
1. Beta backscatter from standard sources on metal discs raises S count 12
to 15% above normal. Solution: Use scatterless sources.
2. Supernumerary counts from conversion electron are estimated (13) to be
23% of RaB S activity but only 1.6% for RaC. Table 3 associates this effect with
age of air, corresponding a activity and potential WL error. Solution: Correct
to the 18.1% level starred, (air age 20 min.). Allow for 3% overcount from y rays
emitted by RaB and RaC. Overall, a 21% correction is indicated.
3. Some 10% of the B counts are missed by thinning the Pilot B from 0.125 to 0.020-in. to reduce y-response. Even energeticS's entering the scintillator
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at nearly normal incidence generate electrical pulses which fall below the signal
level discriminator. Comparing counts from a B source with Pilot B thicknesses
of 0.020, 0.063 and 0.125-in, permitted quantification of the effect. Fortunately, increasing amplifier gain and discriminator level keeps the effect about 9%.
4. The a-sensitivity of Pilot B is countered by absorption in the filter
and in the aluminum foil (.0008-in. thick) which covers the Pilot B a light-tight
barrier. Aluminized mylar (~lmg/cm 2 ) covers the ZnS.
f. Alpha-Beta Additivity- Final Calibration Scheme- From the introductory section it is clear that both a and B activity must be counted at a net efficiency
of 22.7%- l000cpm/4400dpm. Given that the a counting suffers 6% from self absorption in the filter; an a standard must count at 24.4% of its dpm rating.
When all extraneous B counting influences are melded into a single corrective
factor, a scatterless Sr-Y source with activity spread evenly in a l6mm diameter
circle should read 21.8% of its activity expressed in dpm. Actual, in-mine tests
of the IWLM indicate that B calibration as low as 20% is acceptable.
g. Comparative Field Tests
Some 6 to 14 instruments have been in daily use in
seven Kerr-McGee, underground mines in New Mexico for more than a year. Even so,
an independent evaluation was requested of the U. S. Mining Enforcement and Safety
Agency (MESA) and Bureau of Mines Research Center (Denver, Colorado) to find the
Model 811 IWLM satisfactory for all in-mine requirements for radon-daughter monitoring.
Table 4 summarizes the data collected from January 17 through 19, 1977 at the
Twilight Mine (Uravan, Colorado) by personnel from the MESA, the BuMines Research
Center, MDA Scientific, Inc. and Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation
Mine
Location
Closed Chamber
Air Cleaning Station
Haulageway

Tsivoglou
Ave. No.
One
Obs, of
Std.
WL Rdgs, Dev.
8
4.69
0.072
0.43
0.012
5
0.011
0.172 6

Model 811 IWLM
Ave. No.
One
Obs. of
Std.
WL Rdgs. Dev.
4.80 20
0.045
0.017
0.41 18
0.195 29
0.0038

Kusnetz
One
Ave. No.
Obs. of
Std.
WL Rdgs. Dev,
0.111
5.48 19
0.018
0.46 15
0.008
0.196 23

Table 4 - Cross-Comparison of WL Measurements by the Methods of
Tsivoglou, Kusnetz and the Model 811 IWLM. January 1977.
h. Conclusions - The Model 811 IWLM, calibrated in the fashion described,
can provide WL assessments at least equivalent to those from Kusnetz determinations in 3.5 min plus a confirmatory measurement in a total elapsed time
of 7.5 min including sampling. Approximation of y field intensity and radon
gas concentration are bonus data. It enables more thorough mine coverage,
quicker diagnosis and correction of ventilation problems, reduction of radiation exposure of miners and more efficient use of monitoring personnel.
No instrument of comparable characteristics is obtainable in the world today to
the knowledge of the authors. It is the product of an idea supported by the
harmony of analysis, engineering design and intensive testing.
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DIRECTE DE LA CONCENTRATION DE Ra A, Ra B et Ra C DANS UNE MINE D'URANIUM
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1. BUT
L'appareil decrit est un ensemble electronique micro-programme par
"hardware" qui permet la determination directe de la concentration en RaA'
RaB et Rae de l'air en picocurie par litre d'air (pCi/L)o
La methode (1 ) et (2) consiste a effectuer un comptage a apres prelevement
de l'air sur un filtre pendant trois temps de comptage differents separes
par des intervalles de temps differents. Le diagramme des temps est presente par la figure suivante :

30

0

f(mn)

t , t et t sont les 3 temps de comptage.
1
2
3
Compte tenu du bruit de fond de l'ensemble de detection, de l'efficacite
1
de la detection, de la vitesse d aspiration de l'air et de la duree de
prelevement de l'echantillon a analyser, on peut calculer directement la
concentration des 3 radionucleides a partir des equations suivantes

+ 0,07753 N21 _

2

CR A
a

(0,16894 N _
2 5

) •

d

CR B
a

( 0,00122 N _ - 0,02057 N _
+ 0,04909 N21 _ )
6 20
2 5
30

d

CR C
a

( - 0,02252 N _ + 0,03318 N _
2 5
6 20

0,082 N _
6 20

30

2

2

d

avec

CR

concentration du radionucleide i en pCi/L
a

i

N.

nombre d'impulsions pendant les minutes i

d

debit d 1 aspiration de l'air en L/mn

1.j

a
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Le but de
tique les
donnes et
ficient a

cet ensemble electronique est de resoudre d'une fa~on automatrois equations precedentes a partir des coefficients constants
de pouvoir, si on le desire, de changer la valeur de ces coefpartir d'un clavier de commande.

2. DESCRIPTION DE L'ENSEMBLE ELECTRONIQUE.
La detection des parti "nleA alpha. est. effect.uee d 'une fa~ on classique
l'aide d'un scintillateur associe a un photomultiplicateur.

a

Les impulsions de sortie sont amplifiees et mises en forme avant d 1 3tre
stockees dans trois echelles de comptage qui mettent en memoire les valeurs N _ , N _
et N _ •
2 5
21 30
6 20
Parallelement ces impulsions sont envoyees vers une autre echelle de
comptage de capacite 106. Cette derniere voit chaque decade balayee par
un circuit multiplexeur afin de transmettre son contenu dans la memoire
du circuit calculateur. Ce m3me circuit multiplexeur permet d'une part
de stocker en memoire les coefficients constants de chaque equation et
realise d'autre part le deroulement du programme de calcul.
Un circuit "horloge" interne permet de programmer les temps d 1 £rret et
de comptageo
La commande des circuits calculateurs est effectuee a l'aide de porte
bidirectionnelle de la famille "C-MOS" ce qui permet la mise en parallele de systemes differents sans 3tre g3nes par les impedances differentes.
Dans cet ensemble la division de chaque equation par le debit d 1 aspiration "d" est effectuee par le circuit multiplexeur. Cette valeur "d"
peut 3tre choisie par l'operateur a partir de roues codeuses du type
"contraves".
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ON THE JOSSIBILITY OF 'l'HE DOSE FORMATION STUDY BY
MEANS OF CE.RENKOV !U.DIATION
K.A.Trukhanov,V.N.Grebenev,V.N.Schlapak
The Institute of Medical-Biological Problems,Moscow
1•

II7TRODUCTION

For better insight into the processes of depth-dose distribution it is necessary to realize in detail the energy distributions of primary and secondary charged particles fluxes in
the irradiated matter. As a rule, these distributions are determined theoretically, e.g. by solving of Boltzman transport
equation or Monte-Carlo calculation. As regards the experimental data is hardly available since the existing methods
are only adequate in the case of heavy particles, have a limited range of validity and a low resolution. For this reason
it is hard to verify in detail the accuracy of the calculations and to obtain the independent information. It is suggested to obtain the energy distribution of particles on the
intensity and angular distribution of ~erenkov radiation
which is emitted from the small radiator inserted into the irradiated matter at the point of interest. It should be noted
that the well known methods in hi6h-encrgy physics based on
the use of ~erenkov radiation allow to deternine only the
average velocity of fast char6ed particles for the monodirectional beam (1,2).
2. DESClUI'l'ION OF

'.!:Hi~

i.:C:'rHOD

A fairly thin plane-parallel Cerenkov radiator d thick is assumed to be located in the irradiated matter. Its position
v;ill be characterized b¥ means of coordinate Z .cartesian
coordinate system x'y'z is introduced so that the plane xt'
is coincided with the front surface of the l'adiator and the
o'z.:axis is the normal to tl:at surface. The direction of
charged particles motj_on is given by polar and azimuthal an:;les 1rp and 41P an1. the sense of photon emission is given by
an;:;les tO'~~, and lflf. • 'l'he distribution of particles on the
front surface of radiator is assuned to be independent of coordinates x'y' and is given by function -f (l'=O ,~ ,~,lpp),
VJhere r; -is ·the velocity of the particles in units of speed
of light
•
'l'he number of photons emitted with frequency V in the intervul ~V per unit length traversed by a particle of charge i!*e
is given by (3)

:~ ~ 2ftc( i2

*

c~- v~ay.t)

( 1)

where~~- is the fine structure constant;
~ - is the absolute index of refraction.
'l'his expression assumes that the medium is non-despersive,
that is, the index of refraction is assumed to be constant
over the frequency interval AY of emitted light. Then the
number of photons emitted in the given direction within the
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boundaries of the radiator is determined b;y the expression:

~"""

1i

211

v.,.

0

0

~~R N(v.,c,'\Jv.,lfv.)" ~v c{dfd~[~-1/\12~~ J~i~-&pol1}p Jdlfpi(z'=o.~.'!Jp)~(~o-~~)
( 2)

wher·e )&""~- is IJhe ma.x.i..lllum veluL:.i..-Ly uf yo.L·-LiL:les; f.o~ co-!.e
is the angle of photon emission with respect to the
particle motion direction. The occurence of Dirac delta function reflects the fact that the particles enit the photons
only at the strictly definite angle
which is given by
expression:

e-

e'

( 3).
Equation (2) has been derived on the assumption that the variation of distribution function within the boundaries of
the radiator can be neglected.
For the calculation of dose distribution it is essential to
know the energy distribution at the points of interest.
Therefore we have confined ourselves to its obtaining, although the angular distribution of particles can be also
found from the angular distribution and the value of ~eren
kov flux. Integrating the expression (2) over all directions
of photon emission we obtain the integral relation, which
connects the total flux of ~erenkov radiation and the velocity distribution of particles

fo..,.,-

N(V1,t.)"

AS (1-1/n2S'2) ~(l'=o,~)cl~
"'"'

where
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0

0

(4)

A=211i' ~~ c(d ·, J(l'=o,~)'" Sd \fp j ~i~ 19p f(t=o, ~,-&P,lfp)dtrp
The expression (4) is the Volterra integral equation of first
kind, where N ( 11 , Z ) is the measured experimental value.
The solution to this equation is

(5)

where

n'== ~.

In the choice of the solution procedure it must be born in
mind that the equation (4) is not well posed as with the
most nuclear spectrometry problems.
The obtaining of the value N' ( V\ , 'Z ) resolves itself into
the variation of V\ (e.g., ba replacement of radiator) and
the shift of the radiator inside of irradiated matter. It
should be noted that the integral equation (4) and its so120

l uti on ( 5) are correct also in the case 1 · when the size of L'adiator is equal or Dreater than the lateral dimensions of irradiated region.
With the monodirectional particle beam of known direction of
motion, the simple relation is obtained from expression (2),
connecting the anGular distribution of Cerenkov radiation and
the velocit~ distribution of particles. If the normal to the
surface of Cerenkov.radiator is coincided with the direction
of particle motion, i.e.

5('~'=0,~,'t?p,l{lp)" ~(~)8("'11)8(1{)p)

then

-~ ) - "f (~n,'&R)I-1 A_ f:
)
l~- f~l'\ - A(~~ -~) dQil N\VI,t:.,~P..~fl..

f?J ( -

where.r ( 11 , '0-~) is a coefficient which takes into account the
dependence of Cerenkov radiation flux emerged from the radiator on the angle of incidence on the boundary between the radiator and medium, fR ... co~ '1)-R
3. THE FIELD OF APPLICATION

f(

As it was noted above, with the given function
l , ~ ) , the
dose formation process can be investigated in more detail.
With electron or positron radiatton (including secondary
particles) the production threshold of Cerenkov radiation is
reasonably low (e.g., for the medium with 'V\-\-2.;..2,4 it is
about 60-.;..50 KeV). This method allows for the energy distributions to be determined and the functional to be calculated
from them over a wide range of energy. In the case of heavy
charged particles these possibilities become somewhat fewer
due to the more complicated interpretation of the results
because of the secondary charged particle generation and the
more high production thresholds of Cerenkov radiation.
This method is especially convenient for the high energy and
intensive fluxes. This fact allows it to be used for the accelerator beam dosimetry, spectrometry and monitoring.
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A CURRENT-TO-FREQUENCY ELECTROMETER CONVERTER
M.v .sobajic
Institute of Nuclear Sciences "Boris
Beograd - Yugoslavia

Kidri~",

1. INTRODUCTION
The dose rate and dose measurements by using the ionization
chambers as radiation detectors request the use of electrometer circuits for low current measurements. The most of existing
solutions use electrometer operational amplifiers, high resistance resistors and electromechanical relays of high insulation (for change of the measuring ranges) • For the purpose of
automation of measurements the obtained de voltages can be converted to frequency using analog to digital convertes. Few years ago several types of circuits for immediate current to
frequency conversion were developed without using high resistance resistors (1-4) • The operating principle common for the
most of these circuits is that the voltage across an integrating capacitor is controlled by an electrometer amplifier, the
output of which triggers a comparator at a determined voltage
level. The comparator generates a reset pulse which removes a
fixed charge from the integrating capacitor and gives a signal to digital indicator. To remove the charge the following
switching elements can be used: electromechanical relays, diodes, bipolar transistors or field effect transistors. For the
conversion of extremely low currents the best results are obtained with the use of electromechanical relays. For the conversion of currents in the range of a few decades, higher than
lo-12A, the most suitable are bipolar transistors as switching
elements. The basic problem in these solutions is temperature
instability of bipolar transistors characteristics.
In this paper a new solution is proposed for low current to
frequency conversion. For the first time matched pair of encapsulated transistors have been used as switching elements.
Thanks to the use of two elements of the same characteristics
it has been achieved that the switching elements became practically insensitive to the temperature variation and remained
extremely low leakage current. A circuit for current to frequency conversion covering five decades, from 1o-12A to l0-7A,
has been realized.
2. CONVERTER CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
2.1. General description
Block diagram of the proposed converter, on which are given
only the elements essential for explanation of the circuit
operation, is shown in Fig.l. The integrating capacitor c1 is
connected in the negative feedback of operational amplifier A1 •
This capacitor is discharged by current IcH from ionization
chamber CH and is charged by collector current pulse of transistor Trl having constant amplitude Icl and constant duration
T1. The voltage waveforms at the output of the amplifiers A1
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and A are shown in Figs. 2.A. and 2.B., respectively. The cur2
rent waveforms, Icl' of the collector of transistor Trl is
shown in Fig.2.C. In the process of conversion there are two
different state:
State I: Switch s is off, the amplifier A output voltage
2
1
v 2 = v bl = 0, collector current I 1 = 0; In this
s~ate £ne current from ionization cfiarnber discharges integrating capacitor.
State !!:Switch s
is on, the amplifier A2 output voltage
1
v 2 = v bl = v b 2 , collector current I 1 = Vi/R.;
In thi~ statee~ntegrating capacitor i§ charged~by
collector current of transistor Trl"
If we observe the time interval in state I(Fig.2.A.) it can be
seen that current from the ionization chamber discharges the
integrating capacitor c 1 to the level determined by comparator
connected to the amplifier A • Then, one shot multivibrator
gives at its output the voltlge pulse of constant duration T 1 .
This pulse switches on s 1 and the circuit passes to state II.
In this state the integrating capacitor is charged with the
current pulse I
of the constant amplitude and duration
(Fig.2.C.). Aft~r completion of voltage pulse from one shot
multivibrator, the switch s 1 is off,the current pulse becomes
zero, and the circuit passes again to state I. Thus one cycle
of conversion is completed and the ather one started.
There is also a special circuit (not shown in Fig.l) which resets the integrator in the case of high input currents when
the current pulse Icl is not sufficient for resetting.
2.2. Switching elements operation
The dual matched transistors T
and T 2 and general purpose
analog switch s are used as s~ttchingrelements. Grounded ba1
se transistor T
is connected to the input circuit of elec1
trometer amplifter. Since the collector of this transistor is
virtually grounded the leakage current from base to collector
is extremely low. In the condition of constant temperature it
is possible to produce collector current pulses of constant
amplitude by applying voltage pulses of constant amplitude between the base and the emitter. In the condition of variable
temperature, to realize the current pulses of constant amplitude as the voltage base-emitter varies with temperature, the
amplitude of applied voltage pulses shoud vary accordingly. In
the proposed solution it is achieved by transistor Tr 2 which
is in the same case as transistor T , and therefore at approximately the same temperature. Tran§tstor T
with short col2
lected base and collector is connected in t5e negative feedback of A2 amplifier. The colector current of this transistor
is defined by floating voltage Vi and resistor R1 • If on the+
input of A amplifier the voltage V = 0, the collector cur2
rent Icl is approximately equal to fhe input current of A2 amplifier, Icl ~ Ii, since the base-emitter voltages of both
transistors are equal (5). In this way it is achieved that the
current pulse for integrating capacitor charging is defined by
voltage Vi and resistor Ri. The equality of currents Ii and Icl
practically do not depend on the variation of temperature since
125

= 6v b 2 /6T. This is used to achieve good temperature
stan lity of iw1tching elements. When the voltage V = I Rr =
= lveb 2 1, v 2 = vebl = 0 so that the collector curr~nt I~l = 0.
The general purpose analog switch s 1 is used as auxiliary switching element. When the switch S
is off, current I passes
from + voltage source through reslstor R1 , producing On the
resistor Rr voltage IrR = jveh 2 iso that v 2 = 0 and Icl = 0.
When the switch s 1 is on, the current Ir = 0 and v 2 = vebl" In
this case Icl = Ii.
6v~bl/6T

In this way, by using voltage pulses of constant duration from
one shot multivibrator circuit, it is possible to produce current pulses of constant duration and amplitude.
3. EXPERIMENTS
The following components were used: Electrometer amplifier, type 302 K, having templ~ture drift 150 ~v;oc and input leakage
current less than 10- A; Integrating capacitor C = 100 pF, po
lystyrene; dual matched transistors T 1 and T 2 , type AD818, ha
ving 6v /6T = 5 ~V/°C; Amplifier A2 ,reype ADS23, having temperature a¥ift 15 ~V/OC; Resistor R1 , stable wire wound resistor
1 Mohm; Floating voltage Vi adjuseable from 0.7 v to 1.3 v.
The current pulses amplitude was approximately 1 ~A and duration approximately 10 ~sec. The voltage pulses on integrating
capacitor c 1 approximately 100 mV. The adjustment of A2 amplifier output voltage on the precise value v 2 = 0, when switch s
is off is achieved by potentiometer R • The adjustment of con- 1
verter frequency is fchieved by adjustment of floating voltage
Vi. Sensitivity 10- 1 A/Hz is obtained. The measuring range achieVed from 1o-12A to l0-7A with the output frequency from 0.1 Hz
to 10,000 Hz. The measured linearity of the current to frequency conversion at the temperature 2soc was better than 2%. The
temperature circuit stability is examined by varying the temperature of awitching elements, T 1 and T 2 • In the temperature
range from 0 to sooc the error Qas lessr than 0.08%/oc.
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A NEW DESIGN OF BETA EXTRAPOLATION ION CHAMBER

1. D. Brown,
Department of Medical Physics -University of Aberdeen
Foresterhill, Aberdeen.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Although Haybittle (1) has shown that thin disc shaped ionization chambers
can, under certain circumstances, be used successfully for beta ray dosimetry an extrapolation ion chamber of the type first developed by Failla (2)
is generally regarded as the most satisfactory instrument for this type of
measurement.
Many such chambers with designs of varying sophistication
have been described in the literature (3-7).
Despite this the author
knows of no relatively simple commercially available extrapolation chambers
which can be used interchangeably with corresponding air equivalent wall
photon chambers on dosemeters designed for general use in medical research
centres or hospitals.
This has led to a situation where such establishments frequently have calibration problems, for example with beta ray
applicators used in radiotherapy or with personnel dosimeters used in
situations where beta doses are likely to be encountered.
In U.K. hospitals a commonly available instrument is the electrometer type
dosementer (8) and air equivalent wall ionization chamber (9) originally
developed for use during the study of patient doses associated with diagnostic radiological procedures which was carried out by a Committee under
Lord Adrian from 1957 onwards (10).
This paper reports the development
of a beta extrapolation ion chamber designed specifically for use as a
plug in alternative to the photon chamber in conjunction with the type 37
portable X-ray dosemeter referred to above.
The most widely used of the photon chambers supplied for this instrument
has a volume of 35 cc. and with this the dosementer has ranges giving full
scale readings for dose rates between 30 mrontgen/hour and 6 rontgen/hour,
as well as integrating ranges corresponding to full scale readings between
0.3 mrontgen and 100 rontgen.
2.

THE PURPOSE OF THE NEW EXTRAPOLATION ION CHAMBER

Ideally the radiation dose rate at the surface of an extended beta ray
source should be measured by determining the ionization in an accurately
known but infinitely thin layer of air adjacent to the surface.
An
extrapolation chamber approximates to this ideal by enabling measurements
to be made for a series of increasing thickness layers; from these a graph
of current against electrode separation can be constructed and extrapolated
back to zero thickness.
Although the presence of the front electrode
between the surface of the source and the sensitive volume of the ion
chamber cannot be avoided, the effect of this too can be eliminated by
taking readings for several front electrodes of different thickness and
again extrapolating back to obtain the reading which would correspond to an
infinitely thin electrode.
Finally if a depth dose curve for the source is
to be contructed thick front electrodes can be deliberately used to give
the value of the dose rate below a corresponding thickness of absorber.
The extrapolation chamber described in this paper has two particular
features:
(a) The inter-electrode separation or thickness of the air layer, is
adjusted automatically to any one of five fixed values by turning the
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central electrode to bring spring loaded locating pegs
setting on a step wedge cut into the back plate of the
This eliminates the need for the usual micrometer type
electrode position and greatly simplifies the eventual
the actual dose rate in the chamber.
It >i.lso ensures
remain parallel when varying the separation.

to the appropriate
chamber housing.
adjustment of the
determination of
that the electrodes

2
(u) 1ne area of che collecting electrode is J.5 cm (corresponding to a
radius of just over 1 em.)
This means that instead of the extrapolation
graph beinga plot of chamber current against electrode separation, it
can be based on the dose or dose rate reading obtained from the type 37
X-ray dosemeter.
The graph of dose rate against separation is extrapolated back to
zero and a dose rate reading for a separation of 0.1 .mm is obtained from
the extrapolated part of the curve.
Since the sensitive volume of the
chamber for this separation is 0.001 of that of the 35 cc. photon chamber
the instrument calibration should then be correct if millirontgen are
read as rontgen.
By use of these two special features very rapid measurements of beta dose

distributions can be made without recourse to the relatively lengthy
setting up procedure and detailed calculations associated with the use of
a conventional extrapolation chamber
3•

DESIGN OF THE NEW 9HAMBER

The principle features are shown on Fig.1.
The main parts are constructed
from I.C.I. "Perspex" plastic, and the front electrode is a sheet of I.C.I.
"Melinex 11 plastic coated with an evaporated layer of aluminium in a
When it is used with the type 37 electrometer
vacuum deposition plant.
the collecting electrode is connected to the electrometer input whilst the
surrounding guard ring is earthed.
The polarising voltage is applied to
the front electrode, but the-300 volts supplied by the electrometer is so
high that if applied directly to the chamber its operation is brought
into the proportional region.
FIGURE I

EXPLODED DIAGRAM OF EXTRAPOLATION ION CHAMBER
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This polarising supply is therefore reduced by a potential divider attached
to the baseplate of the chamber.
Sources of error in extrapolation chambers are commonly associated with the
following faults:
(1 )

Lack of tension of the front electrode, leading to uncertain cha_nber

gsometry., and t:,rpically to the electrode being drat·m into the chamber by

electrostatic forces.
(This is particularly troublesome if a series of
different thickness electrodes are being used in order to extrapolate down
to zero thickness).
(2) Lack of parallelism of the electrodes leading to a wedge shaped
collecting cavity.
(3) The effect of finite width and depth of the groove between the
collecting electrode and the guard ring

(4) Inadequate insulation resistance between these electrodes.
(5) Back scatter effects arising from the materials of which the chamber
is constructed.
With the chamber under consideration the dimensions have been chosen to be
large enough to ensure that its performance is not unduly affected by the
width and depth of the groove between the electrodes, but not large enough
for serious curvature to be inevitable with thin front electrodes. Furthermore the perspex used in its manufacture not only machines easily and
accurately thus minimising other geometrical errors, but also has a very
high resistivity 7o that the resistance from the collecting electrode to
1
earth exceeds 10
ohm.
The main source of error is therefore probably
associated with scattered beta radiation.
Perspex has an effective atomic
number of 6.24 and S rat.
(Ratio of electron mass stopping power to that
of air) of 1 .066.
Since the whole chamber has thick perspex walls and
base the collecting volume approximates to a Bragg-Gray cavity in near
tissue equivalent material and measured doses will correlate closely with
those to be expected in soft tissue.

4.

EVAIDATION OF THE CHAMBER PERFORMANCE.

Preliminary readings were obtained with the type 37 X-ray dosemeter
replaced by a Keithley type 602 electrometer.
This enabled the polarising
voltage to be reversed and results to be obtained with both positive and
negative ion currents.
The measured current is of course the algebraic
sum of the true ion current and the collected beta current - theoretically
when using extrapolation chambers measured positive and negative currents
should be averaged, but using the X-ray dosemeter only the negative ion
current can be measured.
Results showed that errors from this are small
so long as care is taken to ensure that the source housing is at the same
potential as the front electrode of the chamber, but any electrostatic
field between the source and the chamber can have an appreciable effect
on the observed dose distribution.
Next extrapolation readings were
obtained for various front electrode thicknesses down to 1 mg. per sq. em.
These plotted sufficiently regularly to confirm that when the front
electrode was properly tightened it did not develop enough curvature to
noticeably affect the chamber volume.
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Finally in order to demonstrate the suitability of the
chamber for practical measurements, a depth dose curve was
constructed for a Radiochemical
Ceulre 90sr - 90y 10 mCi
extended area source in capsule
type Xll2. The readings obtained
are shown on Figure 2 ·and
10
correlate well with results
obtained from another
extrapolation chamber of
different design.

Figure 2
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ABSORBED DOSE RATE METER FOR S-RAYS
K. Bingo
Division of Health Physics and Safety,
Tokai Research Establishment, JAERI
I.

INTRODUCTION

To measure the absorbed dose rate, convenient instruments such as ionization chamber and GM survey meters for y-rays do not exist for S-rays.
A major reason is that the absorbed dose rate per fluence rate varies not
only depending on the energy of S-rays but also the epidermal thickness of
tissue (that is, S-rays are rapidly attenuated in media and transmission
in a medium varies depending on the energy of S-rays).
In this paper, a method and an instrument for measuring directly the Sray absorbed dose rate independent of S-ray energy and corresponding to
the epidermal thickness of tissue in interest is investigated.
ll.

MEASURING METHOD AND SELECTION OF SCINTILLATOR THICKNESS

The conversion factors for electrons from 10-l to 2 x 10 4 MeV are given
in ICRP Report 21, but those for S-rays are not given (1). Dose distributions in air and in water due to point and infinite plane sources of 37 Sray emitters were calculated and tabulated by W.G. Cross (2), on the basis
of Spencer's calculation of electron transport equation (3). The relationship between absorbed dose rate per fluence rate and the maximum energy of S-ray, calculated from Cross's Tables, is shown in Fig. 1. The
parameters, 7 and 40 mg/cm2, in Fig.l are the epidermal thickness of body
skin and finger tips, respectively. The value of fluence rate is defined
on a surface of tissue.
The object of this paper is that the correlation between the counting
rate per fluence rate of instrument and the maximum energy is made equal
to the relationship between the absorbed dose rate per fluence rate and
the maximum energy shown in Fig. 1, by selecting the scintillator thickness and counting the specified pulses.
Fig. 2 shows the pulse height distributions of various S-ray emitters
measured by a rather thick plastic scintillator, e.g. 20 rnrn. If a relationship between the counting rate per fluence rate and S-ray maximum
energy could be made equal to the relationship between the absorbed dose
rate per fluence rate and S-ray maximum energy, a following proportional
relation is satisfied,
(1)
where, Dt(EmaxJ is the absorbed dose rate per fluence rate for S-rays
whose maximum energy is Emax MeV. The suffix, t, represents the epidermal
thickness of tissue in terms of mg/cm2. CtfEmaxJ is the counting rate per
fluence rate. The counting rate is obtained by counting pulses selected
with a single channel analyzer according to the epidermal thickness of
tissue. Kt is a proportional constant (conversion coefficient of counting
rate to dose rate). Then, the absorbed dose rate can be obtained by multiplying the counting rate by the constant Kt.
In the case of the pulse height distributions measured by a th!ck scintillator such as shown in Fig. 2, the proportional relation of equation
(1) could not be obtained extending wide range of energy. The reason is
that the number of low height pulses, such as those between 10 and 20
channels, due to high energy S-rays are too small, for the purpose.
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In order to increase a number of such pulses without varying other factors,
the thickness of scintillator should be made less than the range of high
energy B-rays. Pulse height distributions of 90y B-rays, measured by 1, 2,
3 and 5 mm thick plastic scintillators, are shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly
shown that the pulse height distribution of high energy B-rays varies
depending on the thickness of scintillator.
It was found that the suitable pulse height distribution for obtaining
the proportional relation given in equation (1) was obtained with a 2 mm
thick plastic scintillator.
Til.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Attempts were made to obtain the proportional relations given in equation (1), using 40¢ x 2 mmt plastic scintillator as a detector and S-ray
sourses such as 35s 45ca 60co 185w 137cs 204Tl 198Au 24Na 32p 90y
and 4 2K whose maxim~m ene;gies ~re fr~m 0.16l to 3.S MeV. 'The thickn~ss of
detector's optical shield is 1.7 mg/cm 2 .
Fig. 4 shows the pulse height distributions of 35s, 60co, 137cs, 204Tl
and 90y B-rays measured using the 2 mm thick plastic scintillator. The low
peak at 106 channel of 137cs S-rays is due to conversion electrons of 137Ba
and the peak lying from 60 to 70 channels of 90y S-rays is due to S-rays
passed through the scintillator.
The dose sensitivity, Sd t(Emaxl is defined as the ratio of counting
rate to absorbed dose rate ~nd is equal to a reciprocal of the conversion
coefficient, Kt. The dose sensitivit~ for body skin (t is 7
mg/cm ) was almost constant and
independent of S-ray energy, when
the pulses between 2 and 80 channels shown in Fig. 4 were counted.
The result is shown in Fig. 5.
The dose sensitivity, sa,7(Emaxl,
is 50 cps/(mrad/hr) and is constant within ± 15 % for S-rays
with maximum energy from 0.4 to
3.5 MeV, and the conversion coefficient, K7 , is 2 x lo-2
(mrad/hr)/cps (i.e. 100 cps is
corresponding to 2 mrad/hr).
The dose sensitivity for
fingers, sa, 40 (Emaxl, could be
made constant, by counting the
pulses between 26 and 86 channels, and is also shown in Fig, 5.
~
8
Sa 40 (Emaxl is 50 cps/(mrad/hr)
8
and is constant within ± 15 % for
B-rays with maximum energy from
:8 5
0.3 to 3.5 MeV. The conversion
~ 4
coefficient, K40 , is 2 x 10-2
<(
(mrad/hr)/cps, and is equal to K7 .
4
5 6
8 100
In order to measure the ab13- Ray Maximum Energy I MeV I
sorbed dose rate of S-rays in a
mixed radiation field of S-rays
Fig. 1 S-ray absorbed dose rate per
and y-rays, a 7 mm thick acrylic
fluence rate.
resin filter should be used at
Parameters in the figure are
the front of the optical shield
the epidermal thickness
of the scintillator. Then, the
difference between a level
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Pulse height distributions of 90y S-rays measured
by various thick plastic scintilltors.
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indicated by the dose rate meter in the absence of the filter and a level
indicated when the filter is used shows the absorbed dose rate of S-rays.
The detection limits of the absorbed dose rate for body skin and fingers are 1.7 x lo-2 mrad/hr and 9.4 x lo-3 mrad/hr, respectively.
lY.

CONCLUSION

Absorbed dose rate of body skin and fingers can be measured directly by
multiplying a counting rate by the conversion coefficient for S-rays with
maximum energy 0.4"'-'3.5 MeV and 0.3~3.5 MeV, respectively, using a single
detecter of the 2 mm thick plastic scintillator, and counting the pulses
selected by a single channel analyzer whose lower level of discrimination
and window width are set according to the epidermal thickness of the body
skin and fingers, respectively.
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ETUDE ET MISE AU POINT 0' UN REM-COMPTEUR A MDDERATEUR ALLEGE
Y. HERBAUT, P. BDRY, R. VIVIA
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble
Service de Protection et des Etudes d'Environnement
85 X - 38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX
1. BUT ET DERDULEMENT DE L'ETUDE
Nous voulons aboutir
allege, Ceci suppose :

a

la realisation d'un rem-compteur

a moderateur

-que la reponse du dispositif de detection, en fonction de l'energie des neutrons, varie identiquement a la courbe d'equivalent de dose
recommandee par la Commission Internationals de Protection Radiologique (1)
-que le poids et l'encombrement de la sonde soient le plus faible
possible, afin de permettre la construction d'un appareil portatif beaucoup plus leger que ceux qui ant ete con9us jusqu'alors,
Pour y parvenir, nous sommes partis des deux idees suivantes
- detecter les neutrons epithermiques presents au·centre d'un moderateur, plut6t que les neutrons thermiques habituellement mesures dans les
rem-compteurs classiques. Leur population, pour des neutrons incidents
d'energie donnee, doit en effet etre maximale pour des epaisseurs de
ralentisseur notablement inferieuros a celles qui permettent d'obtenir,
dans les memes conditions, le flux maximal de neutrons thermiques.
- Le detecteur ideal de neutrons epithermiques n'existant pas, on
peut s'en approcher en utilisant un detecteur de neutrons thermiques place
sous cadmium. Si la section efficace de ce detecteur, pour la reaction
consideree, est bien adaptee, seule une faible bande d'energie sera prise
en compte, correspondent a des neutrons en cours de ralentissement.
Cette etude a comports trois parties
- un calcul theorique preliminaire destine
initiales.

a

verifier les hypotheses

- la realisation d'un dispositif experimental qui permette de confirmer ce calcul et de fixer l'epaisseur de moderateur la mieux adaptee. Pour
ceci, nous avons choisi d'utiliser, comme partie sensible du detecteur, un
cristal d'iodure de lithium. Cet element est largement utilise dans la
technique multisphere.
- l'amelioration de la sensibilite du dispositif, en rempla9ant le
cristal par des compteurs proportionnels a 3He, par ailleurs plus stables
et facilitant la discrimination n-y.
Les resultats auxquels ant conduit les deux premi8res parties ant ete
rapportes dans (2) at (3). Ils peuvent etre resumes comme suit :
- le calcul theorique montre que la reponse d'un cristal d'iodure de
lithium nu, place au centre d'une sphere de 10 a 12 pouces de diametre,
suit corroctement la courbe de dose de la C.I.P,R. Pour une reponse identique, l'epaisseur de moderateur est ramenee a environ 8 pouces si le
cristal est recouvert de cadmium. Par contre, la sensibilite est divisee
par un facteur 10.
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- Les essais experimentaux faits a l'aide d'un scintillateur Ili
sous cadmium, ont confirme qu'une sphere de 8 pouces est la mieux adaptee
a nos besoins. Sa reponse suit convenablement la courbe de reference
(voi~ figure 1). En revanche, sa sensibilite est faible : 0,20 c/s pour
1 mrem/h. Il est necessaire de l'augmenter pour les besoins de la radioprotection (facteur 5 si possible),
- C'est ce que nous avons recherche au cours de la troisieme parLl8
de l'etude, Nous resumons ici les resultats .de nos essais avec les compteurs a Helium 3, Ils ont ete rapportes en detail par ailleurs (4).
2. PRINCIPE DE FONCTIONNEMENT OU DETECTEUR
~2_B§~~!i90_~!i~!~§~

La reaction mise en jeu lorsqu'un neutron interagit avec un noyau
d'helium est la suivante
+

~H

+

;H

+

764 keV

Proton et triton, n'etant pas dans un etat excite, perdent leur energie
dans le volume sensible du compteur, Ils donnent ainsi naissance a des
impulsions d'amplitude proportionnelle a l'energie totals dissipee par
la reaction. La section effioace de celle-ci varie comme suit : elle est
d'environ 5 000 barns a 0,025 eV et obeit a une loi en 1/v dans la gamme·
0,001 - 0,1 eV. A 1 keV, elle n'est plus que de 20 barns, pour devenir
faible (800 mbarnsl au-dela de 300 keV.
~2-f9~eYr§_~~~~!Y~
Le oompteur a helium 3 n'~st pas specifiquement un detecteur de
neutrons epithermiques, tel que souhaite pour realiser le rem-compteur.
On peut neanmoins lui faire remplir cet office en le pla9ant sous une
feuille de cadmium de 0,7 mm d'epaisseur. Ainsi, compte tenu des variations de section efficace de la reaction 3He (n, pl 3H, on peut considerer
que la tres grande majorite des neutrons detectes ont une energie comprise
entre 0,55 eV et quelques keV. Les impulsions resultantes sont done distribuees autour d'une valeur moyenne peu differentes de (k. 764) mV avec
une dispersion n'excedant theoriquement pas quelques pour cent.

Notons que les effets parasites (reaction de diffusion elastique,
effets de parois et d'extremites) qui sont habituellement genants pour
l'utilisation du compteur a helium 3 en spectrometrie, sont negligeables
pour son emploi en rem-compteur (4),
3, APPAREILLAGE UTILISE
Deux modeles de sondes ont particulierement ete etudies, chacune
d'un poids approximatif de 4 kg :
- l' une equipee d 'un compteur da type 0, 5 NH 1/1 KF (0, 7 cm3),
place sous cadmium au centre d'une sphere de polythene de 8 pouces de
diametre,

- l'autre equipee d'un compteur de 5 NH 2,5 K place au centre d'un
moderateur identique.
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L'ensemble de mesure est schematise par le diagramme ci-dessous :
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4. REPONSE EN FDNCTIDN DE L'ENERGIE DES NEUTRONS
a) sources de neutrons utilisees : le Van de Graaff de la Section
d'Etud~;-~t-d~-M~~u~~;-d~-N~ut~o~;-R~pides de Cadarache nous a permis de
couvrir
la gamme d'energie comprise entre 20 keV et 7 MeV, avec un pas
·tel qu'une vingtaine de points ont ete explores. Une mesure a 14,7 MeV
a ete faite a l'aide des neutrons generes par un accelerateur du C.E.N/
GRENOBLE. Une source de Pu-B~ etalonnee par le LMRI, nous a permis une
comparaison avec des neutrons monocinetiques de m§me energie que 1' 8nergie
moyenne du spectre qu'elle delivre,
gl_~~9~-~P§r~!~~r~

La sonde a etudier est places a une distance telle qu'elle permette
d'assimiler la source de neutrons a une source ponctuelle, et que le flux
de particules soit suffisant pour obtenir une statistique de mesure acceptable.
Pendant l'exposition N impulsions sont analysees par le rem-compteur.
Toutes celles qui ont une amplitude superieure au seuil de discrimination
sont denombrees par l'echelle de comptage.
I, la fluence neutronique au point d'exposition, est deduite de la
mesure qui est simultanement faits par un moniteur. Celui-ci est place
dans une direction tells que les neutrons qu'il detects aient la m§me
energie que ceux arrivant sur le compteur a etudier (symetrie dans le
plan par rapport ala source de neutrons), Une correction d'angle solids
permet de calculer la fluence au niveau du rem-compteur,
Les techniques utilisees pour la mesure de I (5) (6), permettent de
connaitre ce parametre avec une erreur ne depassant jamais 10 %, et dans
la plupart des cas voisine de 4 %.
Toutes corrections faites (rayonnement diffuse, attenuation par
l'air, contamination par des groupes de neutrons d'energies parasites),
l'efficacite du rem-compteur, E, se calcule en reliant N a 1.
9l_r~§~!!~!~-~~!§~~~
Ils sont traduits par les courbes de la figure 1. L'erreur totale
~/c, obtenue par une combinaison quadratique des erreurs partielles,
n'excede jamais 5 %.
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9l_§~~9~~-§~_9§~!E9!§_~Y9!§9~E§ : nous avons profits d'intercomparaisons de mesures de rayonnement, organisees par l'EDF autour du reacteur de la centrale de CHOOZ, pour tester notre rem-compteur dans un
contexte operationnel, a savoir :
- debits de dose allant de quelques mrem/h a plusieurs rem/h
- spectres complexes s'etendant de quelques eVa plusieurs MeV
- composante y importante.

Nous avons obtenu des resultats en bonne concordance avec ceux donnes
par d'autres techniques de detection (4).
5. CONCLUSIONS
La reponse du rem-compteur 8tudi8, en fonction de l'energie des neutrons, est satisfaisante. Entre 20 keV et 15 MeV, l'ecart avec la courbe
de dose CIPR, n'excede jamais un facteur 2, ce qui est convenable pour les
besoins de la radioprotection. Entre 0,5 eV, limite inferieure resultant de
la conception de l'appareil, et 20 keV, aucune mesure n'a 8t8 faite, faute
de sources de neutrons. Neanmoins, les bans resultats obtenus lors des intercomparaisons en centrale nucleaire, laissent penser que la reponse du
systems doit §tre corrects aux basses energies.
parsenplus

figure 1 - Sensibilite du rem-compteur en fonction de E(nl.
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INTRODUCTION

The monitoring of neutron dose e<Juivalent has been a problem over the whole
development period of nuclear energy.
In the past, actual exposure to
neutrons at a significant level has been restricted to areas where it has
been possible to use indirect monitoring technioues. These include the use
of the neutron to gamma-ray ratio or the measurement of a smnll part of the
spectrum as is done with nuclear emulsions ( 1) or t':le neutron albedo
technioue (2) 1\uclear fuel processing plants handling 'high burn-up' plutonium present problems due to fission neutrons from curium and plutonium
isotopes and other neutrons from (a,n) reactions. '!'he system discussed
here is designed to work in controlled ar~as where the neutron dose equivalent rate exceeds 0.5 mrem h-1.
For convenience the system may be divided into five major parts,
(i)
p~rsonnel dosimeters for record purposes over periods up to 1
month,
(ii)
pocket alarm neutron dosimeters to provide a warning when an
integrated <.lose eouivalent limit is reached and give the integrated dose
equivalent over periods up to 16 h,
(iii)
survey instrument" to checl< slow changes in the original conditions,
(iv)
installed instruments to warn of sudden changes in the dose eouivalent rete,
(v)
neutron spectrometry techniaues to measure the initial conditions
and to indicate the degree of compl!'!xity required for other parts of the
system.
This paper will give a brief description of the dosimeters proposed under
each of the main headings follm;ed by preliminary results of tests in a full
processing nlant and conclusions as to the use of the system.

2.

PERSONN~L

DOSIMETERS FOR RECORD PURPOSES

It is expected that the neutron spectrum in a processing nlant will be so
variable that the use of albedo systems alone will not be possible. This
was demonstrated in a processing pl flnt (section ?) where the correction
factor to the CbGB albedo dosimeter (2) varied from 6 to 35 over 9 locations
and the nuclear emulsion dosimeters ( 1) may underestimate the dose equivalent
by fin order of magnitude.
Th<> nrima'1 do:-imeter ( J) chosen for personnel monitoring is based upon the
r<·action,
J7Np ( n, fission). The fission fragments are detected with a
track recorder of polyccrbonate (makrofol type KG) of thickness 10 t.Lm and
area ""')00 mm2.
.'he polycarbonate track recorder is removed from the dosimeter nftPr exnosure, etched in hot J;OH solution (?.1 1\ at 60°C) for 60 min,
washed, dried, and counted in semi-automatic spark counter. The sensitivity
range for '• mq of nePtunium is from )0 mrem to 10 rem with extension (by
optical counting) up to 5 krem (500 rad) in the case of a nuclear accident.
fh" tlo>'ionetPr is worn on the front of a belt, the localised surface skin
<lose from thf' ~·J7Np is about 11 onrem in ItO h and the background from spontaneous fission in the nP.ptuniurn Hnd impurities is enuivalent to less than 50
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mrem a

-1

The neptunium dosimeter on the body gives an Pssentially dose
equivalent response over the energy range of neutrons from therm<.>l to 10 ~leY
(J) except for mono-energetic sources between 20 and 500 keY.
However for
all nractical neutron spectra considered the total dose e<]Uivalent rate c''n
be measured within overall Umits of:!: JO),',.

T•<o CEGil albedo dosimeters (2) 2re included in th<> present system to rdve a
compariBon of the dose e(juival ent betv;een the front and the back of the
wearer and to give some indication of the orientation and of the neutron
spectrum through the ratio of the albedo to neptunium dosimrtE'rs. ~·ther
more complex albedo dosimPters hnve been rejected because it has been sho,\n
th0t they do not provide additional unambiguous information (!±). The cc:GB
dosimeter has been further simplified by using a t'm temperature read-out of
a single chip of l'LiF to give both gamma-ray and neutron data(')).

The requirements for this dosimeter are an instrument to muasure neutron
dose equivalent at energies from thermal to 10 MeV with alarms at 20 and 100
mrem and a read-out facility at the end of a day.
The proposed dosimeter
(AE!U:: type 09J'•l is based on an earlier rrototype (6) with a reduction in
weight, size and sensitivity to electronic noise. The detector is a lo,.·pressure proportional counter with hydrogenous walls (for faBt neutron
detection > 10 keY) incorporating J)·; of nitrogen to provide a dose equivalent response to thermal and intermediate energy neutrons through the
14N(n,p) 14c reaction.
The ;o;HT, amplifier, discriminator and scalers are
based upon thick film circuits to reduce weight and power dissipation. The
Ag-~n batteries are rechargeable and can be used for up to 16 h on a single
charge.
The dosimeter weighs 590 g and is approximately 185 x 80 x JJ mm.
The neutron sensitivity of the dosimeter is 10 counts per mrem and the
accumulated counts are read out on a reader (AEHE type )?1,5).
The qammaray sensitivity is less than 5?£ of th<> neutron sensitivity in dose ertuivalent and the spurious count rate is less than ')0 counts in R h.
4.

SURVEY IN:c;THUM,;NTS

Regular surveys of a plant are necessary to locate slow changes in the dose
equivalent rate due to changes in the fuel cycle. The Anderson-Braun
principle (7) of thermalising neutrons in a large polythene moderator has
been used with a 3He thermal neutron detector developed by Leake (8) (AEKE
type 0075).
The existing design is being improved to provide a linuid
crystal display but with little reduction in weight below the present 7 kg.
Recent calibrations have confirmed the response above 50 keV except that
corrections are required for changed fluence-to-rem conversion factors (9)
of up to 60';b.
A calibration at 25 keV with an Sb-Be source ( 10) found that
the instrument over-reads by a factor of 4. 5 at this neutron energy but
this reduces to ~ 2.7 at around 1 keY.
A second instrument (Basson counter
(11)) with a smaller sphere of diameter 6).5 mm has also been developed to
detect beams and to provide qualitative neutron field measurement through
the ratio of the Anderson-Braun to Basson instruments. This ratio can also
be used to correct the CEGB albedo dosimeter.
5.

INl:>TALLlill INSTRUMt:NTS

Sudden changes in neutron dose ertuivalent rate can be divided into criticality excursions and other incidents (eg movement of fuel assembly outside
prescribed limits). Criticality excursions can normally be detected by
instruments measuring gamma-radiation but for the second clasR of incidents
where the levels are not such as to require evacuntion, neutron dosemeters
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are renuired particularly where the n/y ratio is large. Installed instruments similar to those discussed in section ~ can be used provided the
neccessary protection is provided (a) against false alarms and (b) against
failure to alarm.
6.

N1:.UTRON Si>ECTROMt..TRY IN THE PLANT

The degree of sophistication in the personal and other neutron instruments
is dependent upon (a) the neutron spectrum and (b) its variability between
working areas. The simplest form of spectrometry is based upon instruments
with a restricted energy range eg lOs proportional counter with and without
Cd for epithermal and thermal neutrons, a Basson counter (11) for intermediate energies a Uennis-Loosemore proportional counter (12) for neutrons
> 100 keV and the Anderson-Braun counter from thermal to 10 MeV. We have
developed the more sophisticated system based upon moderating spheres (13)
which provides a more detailed spectrum measurement for interpreting instruments. 1\e have also used a 3He proportional counter (in Cd) for fast neutron
spectrometry although its insensitivity at 1 mrem h-1 means that long
counting times are required. The 8 moderating spheres require about 2 h to
obtain sufficient data for analysis. Jt is essential to make measurements
with at least t~<o types of survey instrument at the same time as the
spectrum is measured so th~t later routine checks can be used to give
warning of changes in conditions.

7.

PRELIHINARY RESULT::; r'RUH T,;STS IN A PROCSSSING PLANT

All parts of the system were tested in a processing plant with the personnel
and pocket dosimeters mounted on water-filled phantoms placed at 9 locations
where the spectrum had been measured with the moderating spheres and survey
instruments. Exposures of up to 1 month were made with regular checks with
the survey instruments. A final repeat measurement of the neutron spectrum
was made including the use of the 3He spectrometer at some locations.
The comparison of the dosimeters is given in table 1.
TABLE 1

Loca
tion

A~B

(a)

(b)

1
2
3
~

5
6
7
8
9

Preliminary results for run 1

1
Measured dose eouivalent rate in mrem hCEGB Albedo
Basson I< at io• Neptunium
+
Front Back Front Back Corrected
(h)
(g)
(i)
(f)
(c)
(e)
(d)

0.35 0.0~7
0.98 0.11~
1.05 0.030
0.33 0.026
~2.5
2. 23
Oo~5 Oo076
0.55 o.o63
o.1.5 o.o63
0.70 0.090
•

7-~

8.6
35
12.7
19.1
5-9
8.7
7-1
7.8

0.37
1.02

o.n
0.37
36
o. 20
0.50
0.39
o.8~

- 0.035
0.037
- o.o81•
0
0
0.37 0.013 0.019
o.o1~

3-2 1.93
0.18 0.030
0.052
o. 20 0.027
0.070

-

.
~nderson-Braun (A-B)
Hat 10 =
Basson

0.57
0.~5

0.026
0.063
0.031

0.26
0.72
0
0.17

37
0.18
0.45
0.19
0.54

n/y
Ratio
F+B
(j)

(k)

o.o26
0.121
0
0.032
2.50
0.075
0.078
0.090
0.101

+CEGB front x Ratio

1.~

1.3
o. 2

o.B
7.0
1.7
3-3
1.~

3·5

( (g)x(d) )

By comparing columns (b) and (e) it can be seen that the neptunium dosimeter
is in reasonable agreement with the Anderson-Braun detector except for position 6, even though any neutron from the rear of the body ~<ill not be
measured by the nentunium. The agreement between columns (b) and (i) is less
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good th<•n thilt for the neptunium dosimeter, indicating thnt even at one location the corrected result for the CJ;GB albedo dosimeter is not always a
sufficiently precise measurc'ment of the dose e<'uivalent. However some of
the C;:.GB dosimeter results on the front and back of the phantom (column (j))
show good agreement with the Bas son Counter (column (c)). The final column
(k) indicotes the wide ranne in the ratio of neutron to gamma-ray dose
enuivalcnt from 0.2 to 7.0. Thus the preliminary conclusion is that the
neptunium dosimeter is the only suitable device for making measur<'mcnts in
such a situation.
ti.

CONCLUSION

If plant oper,tors are to be exposed to a significant dose of neutrons then
it is nece.ssnry to provide personnel and alnrm dosimeters giving a measurement of the dose equivalent in the sncctrum observed.
If the dose enuivalP.nt
from neutrons is less than 20\o of that from gamma-rays then control can be
baFed upon the garnrna-ray measurement.
If the neutron spectrum in a plant is
cnnstant but the n/y n•.tio varies then the c:::GB albedo dosimr>ter >dth a
correction factor is <!Uite ade~uate for nersonnel dosimetry. !lowever if the
variation is as observed in section 7 then the neptunium dosimeter is
renuired for th" control of pen•onnel exposures.
It is important to emphasiBe that although the ~J7Np is contained in a sealed unit should be kept
under strict ad1oinistrative control to avoid any loss of thE: dosimeters from
the plnnt.
In choosing the anr.ropriate dosimet<>rs the use of neutron
spectrometry nnd thr, vvrious Sl•rvey instruments is essential so that precise
dose ecali valent ass<-~ss:~Jcnt s can be made.
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AN ENERGY-INDEPENDENT ALBEDO-DOSIMETER FOR NEUTRONS
M. HEINZELMANN, G. OPLADEN, H. SCHOREN
Kernforschungsanlage Julich, Health Physics Division
D 517 Julich

1. INTRODUCTION
In personal dosimetry the dose equivalent of neutrons must be
evaluated independently of the neutron energy.
This is difficult. Most dosimeters are only useful for fast neutrons. Albedo dosimeters are sensitive also to thermal neutrons and those
of intermediate energy, but their ~ensitivity decreases rapidly for neutrons of higher energy (1). Yoshida and Dennis
were the first to propose an energy- independent personal neutron dosimeter (2). In their device neutrons of energies above
10 keV are detected by way of recoil protons, which are generated within the gas and the walls of the proportional counter.
Neutrons with energies below 10 keV are moderated within the
body of the bearer of the dosimeter and are reflected into the
dosimeter. They are detected by means of the 580 keV protons,
which are released by the 14N (n,p) 14c reaction within the
walls of the counting tube.
At Julich also an energy independent neutron dosimeter has
been developed. It is an albedo dosimeter like that of Yoshida
and Dennis with the difference that a 3He-counter is used instead of a device using recoil protons.
A neutron dosimeter should be called sufficiently energy independent, when the measured value of the dosimeter for no energy deviates by more than the factor 2 from the intended sensitivity.
2. EXPLICATION OF THE METHOD
The working principle of the dosimeter is developed from that
of the known Bonner detectors. These consist of a detector for
thermal neutrons enclosed in a polyethylene sphere. For certain
moderator diameters the reading of a Bonner counter is independent of energy for a large energy range. In figure 1 the
sensitivity of a detector with a 5" moderating sphere (3) is
compared with the dose equivalent ICRP response curve (4), both
as functions of the energy. Both cu~ves are reasonably parallel
in the energy range from 1 eV to 10 eV. These curves should
be parallel also for higher energies to get a truly energy independent dosimeter. Therefore either the sensitivity of the
detector must be increased for higher neutron energies or be
decreased for lower neutron energies. The latter is possible
by using a 3He-counting tube, as we do. The height of the pulse
generated within a 3He counter by a neutron is proportional to
the sum of the kinetic energy of the neutron and the reaction
energy of 770 keV, which is released by the 3He
(np) 3H reaction. A neutron of higher energy will generate a higher pulse
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than one of lower energy. When fast neutrons hit on the moderator, they will be partially slowed down. The 3He counter will
generate pulses both from fast and moderated .·1eutrons. The
pulses of the 3He-tube pass through an amplifier and a discriminator to a counter. The number of counts decreases if the discriminator thresshold is raised, and that so much faster, as
the energy of the impinqent neutron decreases (fig. 2). The
sensitivity for neutrons of higher energy is substantially less
decreased than for neutrons of lower energy. The measurements
shown in fig. 2 were done with a Cadmium-coated 3He-Counter,
this device was therefore not sensitive to thermal neutrons.
In a previous work we have shown that such a device with a
small moderator with a wall thickness of 2 11 measures the dose
rate equivalent of neutrons of 1.8 eV and for neutrons from
0.1 to 15 MeV indepently from energy (5). The sensitivity was
0.5 cpm/mrem/h, which is too small for dose rate measurements.
3. THE ENERGY-INDEPENDENT PERSONAL DOSIMETER
The working principle as described above may used for a personal dosimeter. As the body of the user of the dosimeter works
like a moderator, the proper dosimeter moderator may be deviced smaller. We have made experiments with a wall thickness
of 0.5 in. of the moderator. The very small 3He-counting tube
LMT 0.5 NH1/1K has a sensitive volume of a cylinder of 9 mm
diameter and 10 mm height. The tube is clad in Cadmium. The
measuring device is shown in fig. 3. It is only 95 mm long and
has a diameter of 38 mm. This device was irradiated on a thoraxphantom with neutrons of different (a,n)-or (y,n)-sources.
The sensitivity as a function of neutron energy is shown in
fig. 4. At 1. 8 eV a so called 11 negative source 11 proposed by
Mijnheer (6) was used. Fig. 4 shows that the wanted energy
independent response function is nearly achieved.
The sensitivity of the dosimeter is 1.4 pulses/mrem. The ysensitivity is very low, but increases with raising dose rate
from neutrons. At a dose rate of 300 mrem/h from neutrons and
5 R/h from 60co-y-rays the sensitivity for y-rays was only
0.5 % of that for neutrons. The background was less than lo-3
cpm.
The dosimeter needs a vary stable and reliable electronics. An
alteration of the discriminator threshold of 1 % changes the
sensitivity for reutrons of an Am-Be source by 6.6 %. An alteration of the detector voltage of 1 % changes the sensitivity
by 7.5 %.
The measurements as reported in fig. 4 were done with a conventional AEC-NIM electronics. A personal dosimeter should
be small and of low weight, therefore the construction of a
suitable electronics was begun. As a first step a high voltage
supply, amplifier, discriminator and counter has been built
within a box of 15 em x 8 em x 6 em. Later on this electronics
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must be reduced in size. This electronics deviced by us alters its detector voltage by less than 0. 3 % by an external
temperatur alteration of 10 oc. The amplification varies by
2 % at the same temperature alteration.
4. CONCLUSION
Our measurements show the possibility of an energy independent neutron dosimeter, which is extremly insensitive to yradiation. There are to be done more measurements at other
neutron energies and the electronics must be deviced smaller.
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A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING NEUTRON FLUXES AND NEUTRON DOSES
FROM THE ACTIVATION OF COMPACT BONE
P. Holmberg, Mervi Hyvonen and M. Tarvainen
Department of Medical Physics, University of Helsinki
Helsinki, Finland
Today 14 MeV neutron generators are widely used for industrial
and medical purposes. With the increasing use of these
neutron generators

fast -

:!- t is also of importance to develop a simple

method for estimating neutron doses in case
irradiation of personnel.

of

accidental

In the present report we outline a

method for estimating neutron doses by making use of the neutron
induced activity in tissue,
bone mineral hydroxyapatite
and phosphorus,

the

in particular compact bone. For the
ca

different

(oH) (Po )
contains calcium
10
4 6
2
isotopes of which are easily

activated in a 14 MeV neutron flux [1-4].
Using the well-known formula for neutron activation analysis
C1

A

W 4 No rnA E>
1
MA A

f

it is possible to deduce

f

y (1-e-Ati)(e-Ato- e-Atf)

~

14 , the neutron flux

( 1)

at the energy

14 MeV, if the mass rnA of element A is known and Nobs is measured.
In the present work 14.7 MeV neutrons were produced
neutron generator using the D,T -reaction. A rotating

in

a

target

assembly was used and the neutron production was approximately
10
10
n/s. Samples of compact bone were first irradiated in polystyrene containers,

before being transferred to nonactivated

containers. The gamma ray spectra which were then measuredwith
a 110 cm 3 coaxial Ge(Li) - semiconductor detector, were stored
in a PDP-9 computer. In this way it was possible to measure and
store four consecutive 4096 channel spectra, ready for analysis
by the VIPUNEN- program 15,6] on a Burroughs computer. For the
energy and intensity calibration

of the

detector set-up

standard sources were used in addition to
1 2
sources of 56 co and
5 Eu [1,7,8].
The present

in vitro

the

IAEA

well-known

activation measurements were carried

out using small samples of femur bones from cows. Themasses of
the bone samples were small, varying from

60 mg to 5 g.

The

irradiation times varied from 1 to 30 minutes, and the spectra
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were recorded after waiting times ranging from 1 minute to 24
hours, depending on the half-life of the activity to be determined,
Furthermore, the time taken to measure each spectrum varied from
5 minutes to 6 hours,

In Fig.

1 we show

a series

of spectra

recorded under different conditions, The spectra were analysed
and on the basis of peak-energies and half-life determinations
the gamma rays were assigned to their reactions, This is also
indicated in the figure.
The upper part of Fig, 1 shows a spectrum recorded 21 minutes
after exposure of compact bone to radiation,

The

irradiation

time was 10 minutes and the measuring time was 20 minutes,
this spectrum several activities due to the

In

neutron reactic>ns

on calcium are observed, the measuring conditions being favourable for the short-lived activities. Spectral peaks due mainly
44
44
to the
ca(n,p}
K reaction (T 1 = 22 min} are seen,
Even the
1
28
1779 keV gamma ray from the 3 PCn, a) Al reaction ( T 1 = 2. 24 min}
2

can still be detected. Furthermore, some longer lived activities
are observed, although

they come out more clearly in the next

spectrum.
The middle part of Fig.

shows a spectrum recorded 6 hours

after the irradiation of a sample of compact bone. The irradiation
time was 20 minutes and the measuring time was 10 hours. In this
42
42
spectrum the long-lived activities due to the
ca(n,p} K
24
42
42
24
(T 1 =12, 36 h), the
ca(n,p)
K (T 1 =22. 2 h) and the
Mg(n,p}
Na
2
2
48
47
(T 1 =15,0 h) reactions are clearly seen, Also the
Ca(n,2n}
Ca
2

(T 1 = 4.6 d) reaction is observed at the energy E
2

By comparison,

the lower part of Fig,

= 1297 keV.
'Y
1 gives a spectrum

recorded 1, 5 minutes after the irradiation of a bone marrow sample,
The irradiation time was 5 minutes,

the waiting time 1,5 minutes

and the measuring time was 5 minutes. The only activity clearly
seen is that due to the

31

P(n,~} 28 Al

reaction (E = 1779 keV}.
'Y
From these measurements we observe that the induced activities

in compact bone can be recorded immediately after irradiation
because of the presence of short-lived activities, mainly the
3 1 P(n,~) 28 Al .and 44 ca(n,p} 44 K reactions. As the waiting time
42
42
43
43
increases the
ca(n,p} K and
ca(n,p} K reactions are more
suitable for activity measurements. For still longer waiting
48
4
times the
ca(n,2n} 7ca reaction can be used,
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As can be seen from Fig,

1, there is a continuous change in

the spectral shape arising from the different half-lives of the
induced activities, As the isotopic composition of the hydroxyapatite is known,

the changes provide a method for estimating

both the irradiation time and the waiting time t

0

by spectral

analysis,
The neutron flux values ~

14

can now be obtained from eq,

and it is possible to deduce the neutron spectrum ~(E)

(1)

at

different sites in tissue, The corresponding dose equivalent
D,E, can then be calculated from the formula
D.E.

=

f

14 MeV
~(E) g(E) dE

0

where g(E) is a conversion factor which takes the neutron energy
loss mechanism into consideration, A method for ,the deduction
of doses is outlined by Prouza, Hefmanska and Rakovi~ [9].
Compact bone has been chosen as reference material for
neutron flux and dose estimates, because the several neutron
reactions which occur cover a wide range of half-lives, Thus,
depending on the irradiation procedure, different reactions
can be used for the evaluation of p

14

•
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RESPONSE OF A BF3 COUNTER WITH TWO PARAFFIN MODERATORS
FOR NEUTRON DOSE EQUIVALENT RATES
Masao Oshino, Hiroshi Ryufuku, Yoshikazu Yoshida and Hatsumi Tatsuta
Division of Health Physics and Safety
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
1. INTRODUCTION
For the measurement of dose equivalent rates of neutrons with energy
range of epithermal to fast, a method using a BF 3 proportional counter with
two kinds of paraffin moderator (two-moderator method)(l) has been employed
in the JAERI. Errors in the actual measurement by the two-moderator-method
are sum of the errors due to ambiguity of energy response of the detector
and the errors in the theoretical derivation of the relation between the dose
equivalent rate and count rates measured. In order to examine the accuracy
of the method for slowed down neutrons, response of this method was compared
with those of three types of rem counter.
2. TWO-MODERATOR METHOD
The two-moderator method utilizes two kinds of cylindrical paraffin
moderator placed in turn over a BF3 counter.
Generally, the spectrum of neutrons having slowed down component is
given as a linear combination of source spectrum and 1/E spectrum. Dose
equivalent rates due to a neutron spectrum represented as a linear combination
of two components are given as a linear combination of the count rates with
each moderator. Based on the fact described above, the dose response by
the two-moderator method is determined as
(1)

where H is dose equivalent rate and N1 and N2 the count rates in cpm of the
counter with moderator 1 and moderator 2 respectively, and K1 and K2 are
constants.
In the two-moderator method, a combination of two paraffin moderators
of 8.5 em and 4.5 em in thickness was chosen so that the detectors have
sufficient sensitivities for a wide energy range and have an appropriate
difference between their energy responses. The paraffin moderators used in the
experiment are shown in Fig. 1. The effective volume of the BF 3counter is
11. 7cm, and the pressure of BF 3 gas (lOB enriched to 96 per cent) is 200 mmHg.
Based on the energy responses of the counters with 8.5 em and 4.5 em thick
paraffin moderators (l) respectively and the ICRP response curve(2), K1and K2
were determined as 13.5 x lo-3 mrem/hr/cpm and -6.77 x lo-3 mrem/hr/cpm,
respectively,for the Am -Be source spectrum.
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Response obtained bythis method and those of three types of rem counter
to slowed down neutrons were measured using Am - Be neutron sources and
concrete walls which were arranged as shown in Fig. 2. The rem counters used
in the experiment were Andersson-Braun type, Bonner type and JAERI type (four
BF3 counters are placed in a cylindrical paraffin moderator)(3) rem counters.
The spectrum of neutrons incident to the detector consists of two
components (source spectrum and 1/E spectrum) as described in Section 2, and
the fraction of 1/E component varies with position of neutron sources.
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If one expresses the neutron spectrum ¢(E) by
(E)

(2)

¢

whEore cp 1 (E) is the Am - Be source spectrum and
2 (E) is the 1/E spectrum,
the total fluxes of which are normalized to be unity, and C1 and c 2 are
constants, 1 h<>n " fr11ctinn of 1/E component (f) is given by
f

(3)

For various arrangements of the neutron sources, count rates of the
detectors one by one were measured. In the two-moderator method dose
equivalent rate was obtained using Eq. (1). The dose equivalent rates by
the rem counters were obtained using the count rates neasured and the conversion factors (mrem/hr/cpm) for the Am - Be source spectrum.
4. RESULTS
Relative responses of the three types of rem counter to the present
method are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen from Fig. 3 that all the responses of
the three rem counters and of the detector of present method are consistent
within~ 40 per cent in fractions of 1/E component up to 0.7.
The dose equivalent rates obtained by present method agreed well with
the measured dose equivalent rates of the Andersson-Brann type and Bonner
type rem counters corrected for the dose equivalent rates based on the
reported energy responses(4),(5) and the ICRP response curve (2).
From the results it was concluded that the two-moderator method has
enough precision to measure the dose equivalent rates due to the slowed
down neutrons.
REFERENCES
1) H. Ryufuku; Japan. J. appl. Phys., 5, 903,910,(1966)
2) ICRP Publication 21, Data for Protection against Ionizing Radiation from
External Sources, Supplement to ICRP Publication 15, (1971)
3) H. Ryufuku; Application of the Multidetector Methods to Neutron Dosimetry,
JAERI-H-5875 (in Japanese), (1974)
4) I. 0. Andersson and J. Braun, Nucleonik, 6, 237, (1964)
5) D. E. Hankins; Los Alamos Report LAMS-2717, (1962)
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Relative responses of the rem counters to the two-moderator
method.
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Fast Neutron Dosimetry in Nuclear Criticality Accidents
Chong Chul Yook and Seung Gy RO*
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering, Hanyang University
*Korea Nuclear Fuel Development Institute
Seoul, Korea
1. Intoduction
The objective of this study is to examine the dosimetrical
characteristics(or parameters) of some threshold detectors, and
is then to suggest indium as a possible integral dosimeter for
measuring the fast neutron dose in nuclear criticality accidents
under the scattered-free condition. The interesting dosimetrical parameters are the fission neutron spectrum-averaged crosssections( (f) for the 11 5rn(n,n•), J2s(n,p) and 27Al(n,o() reactions as well as the neutron fluence-to-dose conversion factors
( d ). These parameters have been numerically calculated by
means of an electronic computer.
2. Calculation of Dosimetrical Parameters
The 6' values were obtained by integrating the product of the
differential cross-sections and the normalized f~ss~on neutron
spectrum, that is, two representative formulae,lJ,2J
1
M (E) _

''X.

and

-

o.6>>

12.><

(o. 66•] Ec_ -o.4-'l3/4

~m(E)=

r.

Y:

.2.0'73 · ( :

Em

.-m

-(o.'Jt+ E)

F t 0.667 Ec - o. 4-'1 3

Js· 1..(
,...,

1,'J22.fYz. )

o.66'7Ec:.- o.4'J3

·

)2.e,xp(-1.S"E/EMI)

------!...2)
-

in which subsc~tpts c and m stand for the Watt-Cranberg3), 4 )
and Maxwellian
forms, respectively. E is the neutron energy
in MeV and ~ the average fission neutron energy. The differential cross-section data for the thresQol~ reactions of interest were taken from a lot of articles.SJ-9)
The~ v,alues were numerically calculated for the various
values ofE in Eqs.(l) and(2) using an electronic computer
CYBER-73.
Practically the calculation was performed in the
~nterval from the thermal up to 20 MeV of neutron ~nergy.
The
E values were varied from that corresponding to thermal-induced
fission[l.98 MeV in Eq.(l) and 1.935 MeV in Eq.(2)] up to that
of 20 MeV neutron)ind~ced-fission[2.40 MeV in Eq.(l) and 2.335
MeV in Eq.(2)].10 ,11)
The d value was numerically calculated by weight·ing the
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1

---()

the differential dose to N(E).
The differential dose in terms
of Kerma and maximum dose was mainly extracted from reports.l2) ,lJ)
It should be noted that the autognmma dose from the lH(n, 'f' )~0
reaction in the human body was exempted from the calculation of
dbased on the maximum dose, since it can be easily obtained by
the conventional film dosimetry.

J.

Results and Discussion

In Figs. 1-J shown are the 0"- values as a function of theEvalues.
The subscripts I, s, and A denoted in~ refer to indium,
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sulphur and aluminum, respectively.
The 0'- values increase with
theE-values.
The Watt-Cranberg form gives the <1- values higher
than the MaX\vellian form for indium while f'or aluminum the former
gives the ~ values lower than the latter.
The interesting
result is that the
values for the J2s(n,p) reaction are nearly
independent of' the spectral functions, i.e., Eqs.(l) and {2),
This tendency is also demonstrated in Table 1.
In Table 2 summari.zed are the Cf for the neutron spectrum from
2J5u-f'ission induced by thermal and 20 MeV neutrons.
In the last
row included is the 0" ratio of' the thermal-to-20 MeV neutron
fissions.
For the 115In(n,n•) reaction, the ratio is relatively
small compared to the other reactions.
In fact, this ratio may
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be further decreased in actual circumstances ~f criticality
accidents.
Bondarenko et a1. 1 4 ) report that E value of fission
neutrons induced by fission neutron itself '·ms observed to be
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2.03 MeV,
leading to 1.067 of the cross-section rFtio for
both Eqs.(l) and (2). This may hint tlwt indium can yield
neutron fluence values being effectively independent of vir~in
neutron spectrum in criticality accidents where the fission
neutrons are completely free from contamination of the scatteredneutrons.
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Shown in Fig.4 are the d value as a function of the E values.
The d value is insensitive to spectral functions together with
the fissioning types. This is also listed in Table 4. This
fact makes indium applicable as an integral fast neutron dosimeter in criticality accidents.
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ANALYSE QUALITATIVE ET QUANTITATIVE DU PLUTONIUM
DANS LES FUTS DE DECHETS SOLIDES

J. ANNO et E. ESCARIEUX
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeres-le-Ch4tel (FRANCE)
- INTRODUCTION
Pour gerer les dechets radioactifs au Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeres-lenous utilisons une methode d'analyse qualitative et quantitative du
plutonium dans les fUts de dechets solides par spectrometrie gamma.
A pres avoir decrit le procede et !'instrumentation utilises, nous presentons les experiences realisees et les resultats acquis. Nous precisons les
performances atteintes et nous les comparons a celles obtenues par la mesure des neutrons de fission spontanee du 240Pu.
Ch~tel

2 -METHODE (1) (2) (3)
L'utilisation d'un systeme mecanique, permettant de placer le fUt'dansla
position voulue par rapport au detecteur, et d'une collimation appropriee
de ce dernier, permet !'analyse d'un fat en plusieurs parties. Un bon
compromis entre le temps de comptage et la precision obtenue conduit a
proccder par "comptage en deux positions". Outre !'identification des radioelements, la spectrometrie gamma permet !'identification isotopique
du plutonium.
L'evaluation quantitative du plutonium est faite en deux temps :
Le poids de plutonium correspondant au taux de comptage mesure est lu
sur une courbe d'etalonnage.
Le poids de plutonium present dans le fut se deduit de ce releve en lui
appliquant une correction tenant compte de la matrice du f(lt et du nombre de positions utilisees pour !'analyse.
Un abaque indique l'erreur statistique en fonction de la masse de Pu et du
temps de comptage.
3 - DISPOSITIF EXPERIMENTAL
Systeme mecanique : Le plateau permet d'amener le fut dans la position de
comptage voulue; il tourne ala vitesse de 7,5 tours par minute. Le mouvement d'elevation et de descente lui est communique par un verin actionne
par une centrale hydraulique.
.
Chaine de spectrometrie : Le detecteur est un GeLi de 90 cm3, 20 '7', d'efficacite relative et 2,3 keV de resolution sur le pic de 1,33 MeV du Cobalt
60. La chaine electronique comprend le preamplificateur, un amplificateur
ORTEC modele 472 et un codeur lntertechnique CT 103. L'analyse et le
traitement du signal sont faits par un PLURIMAT 20 Intertechnique et teletype. Nous utilisons en peripheriques un lecteur rapide I.E.R. , un perforateur rapide F ACIT et un traceur de courbe RA 102.
4 -ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE
4. 1 - Determination de la composition isotopique (4)
Le 240 Pu a des raies a 104 eta 160 keV generalement en interference
avec les raies des autres isotopes; sa quantite est fonction de la composition isotopique. Considerons dans un spectre deux raies d'energies proches; elles subissent pratiquement les memes absorption et autoabsortion
Le rapport de leurs intensites s't:crit :
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fi : teneur du Pu en isotope i
1
-t:i=
[E~

K'"
fi
IJ.-fj

fj : teneur du Pu en isotope j
Kij : constante connue pour une installation

J
A une composition isotopique donnee du plutonium d'origine determinee, ne
correspond qu'unl" valeur du rapport
la figure I montre la variation experimentale de ce rapport en foAl::tion de la teneur en 240 Pu.

-j4.- ;

4. 3 - Mesure du plutonium selon un comptage en deux positions :
Au taux de comptage mesure'l; de la raie a 375 keV correspond un poids
de Pu apparent, P0 , \u sur la courbe d'etalonnage, figure 2. L'etalonnage
a ete realise en pla<;:ant les sources a !'intersection de la normale au d~
tecteur (z = 0) et de l'axe du fat en rotation (r =0). Il faut done tenir
campti" du fait que les dechets occupent des positions quelconques dans
le flit. La figure 3 montre la variation du rapport'?; (r,z)/'t (r = 0, z=O)
a r 0, r I 5 em et r ~ 27 em. Successivement en faisant la somme
correspondante aux deux positions et pour nos conditions de mesure, la
valeur moyenne obtenue vaut Rp
0 ,85. Nous devons egal ement tenir
compte de !'absorption T de la raie a 375 keV dans la matrice de remplissage du fUt. Pour cela nous faisons !'hypothese que nous sommes en presence d'une matrice vinylique homogene. Une etude de nos dechets et une
verification experimentale du type de la figure 4, ont montre que notre
hypothese etait veriiiee pour 65 ')', de nos fats de dechets. Finalement le
poids de Plutonium present dans le fUt s'exprime par :
P=

p

o

. .!._
Rp

Tl

5 - PRECISION - PERFORMANCES

La masse de plutonium 239 dans un ffit dont le contenu est assimile a du
vinyle, peut etre exprimee par la relation approchee suivante :
avec '0: taux de comptage de la raie a 375 keV
k,"<
Coefficient de la courbe d'etalonnage assimilee
= km:<
Rendement global moyen
Rp
T
Transmission de la raie a 375 keV

az

Pour une rna trice vinylique homogene, les erreurs commises sont :
Erreur systematique: elle est de l'ordre de 18 '7o qui se repartissent
ainsi :
Incertitude sur la courbe d'etalonnage : : 10 '%
Incertitude sur la transmission T
.. ..Ql.=z%
T
Incertitude sur le rendement global moyen Rp
:ABE- 6%
Rp Erreur statistique :
.6m
1~
De !'expression de m, on tire : e= -ni- ~ VT'tm
Cette relation nous donne 1' incertitude statistique probable e en fonction
de la masse de Pu a mesurer pour un temps determine, figure 5. On en
deduit le temps de cbmptage pour une erreur statistique fixee, en fanetion de la rna 8 se limite a determiner.
Par exemple on peut detecter 32 mg de Pu dans un fat de 200 1. avec une
erreur totale de 30 <f, (18 % d'erreur systematique et 12 '7o d'erreur statistique) en 15 mn de comptage ou 3,2 g avec une erreur de 20 '7o (18 'f.·
d'erreur systematique et 2 % d'erreur statistique) en 5 mn de comptage.
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6 - C0Ml\1ENTAIRES SUR L'ANALYSE PAR SPECTROMETRIE GAMMA
La methode d'analyse par spectrometric gamma est insuffisante pour les
fO.ts a matrice lourde ou inhomog€ne (35 %de nos futs de dechets) du fait
de l'erreur commise sur la valeur de la transmission.
On peut alors avoir recours ala methode d'analyse par mesure des neutrons de fission spontanee (5) et (6). Selon (6) et dans les conditions
d' installation dec rite, une telie me sure per met de detecter 10 mg de plutonium 240, dans un fat de 100 1, en 1 mn de comptage avec une erreur
de 20 a 30 "l,,, Cette mesure neutron est done rapide mais la spectrometric
gamma demeure indispensable pour !'identification de la teneur isotopique
toujours neces sa ire.
La figure 6 illustre une comparaison experil"!'entale, effectuee sur un lot
de 10 fats de 100 1. entre les deux methodes. Elles donnent des resultats
generalement concordants pour les contenus en plutonium faibles et
moyens. Des ecarts notables existent pour les contenus eleves, de 20 a
50 g de Pu. L'ecart extreme est obtenu sur un filt a matrice lourde.
Les deux methodes s'averent remarquablement complementaires :
. La methode neutron bien adaptee pour matrice lourde et me sure du ~
. La methode gamma bien adaptee pour mag rice Iegere et me sure du ~
Les erreurs sont du meme ordre de grandeur. Plutot que concurrents les
deux methodes sont necessaires pour traiter !'ensemble des fats de dechets d'un centre nucleaire.
7 - CONCLUSION
La limite de detection de notre installation de controle des dechets par
spectrometric gamma est de 25 mg de plutonium 239 dans un f1lt de 200 l.
avec une probabilite correspondant a 3() .
On a interet a disposer d'un detecteur de gros volume afin de diminuer le
temps de comptage; ce dernier n'est pas trop prohibitif lorsqu'il est voisin de 10 mn compte tenu de ce qu'il faut par ailleurs de l'ordre de 45 mn
pour traiter un fat depuis sa position de pre-stockage jusqu'a son evacuation. Dans ces conditions et pour un amortissement du materiel calcule
sur 5 ans, le traitement d'un fut, analyse comprise, coilte environ
250 francs.
La methode d'analyse des dechets par spectrometric gamma est bien
adaptee ala mesure du,plutonium pour des fats a matrice legere et homogene. Elle est insuffisante et hasardeuse pour lee filts a matrice lourde
ou inhomogene; elle demeure indispensable a la determination isotopique
necessaire pour une analyse par mesure neutron a laquelle il faut alors
faire appel.
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TRAITEMENT DES DONNEES NUCLEAIRES APPLIQUE
A LA RADIOPROTECTION A L'AIDE D'UN
MINIORDINATEUR MULTI 20
C. LASSEUR - G. TROESCH - J. GAUDIAU
COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de rontenay-aux-Roses
Service de Protection contre les
Rayonnements
1. INTRODUCTION
L'exercice de la radioprotection aupres des installations nucleaires et de leur environnement repose toujours sur la bonne
connaissance et le suivi de grandeurs caracteristiques du niveau de radioactivite : dose et debits de dose absorbee, activites volumiques ou surfaciques, exposition subie ••• Qu'il
s'agisse de fonctionnement normal ou de situation evolutive,
ces grandeurs sont determinees a partir de mesures specifiques
et presentant un caractere repetitif. Il peut s'agir d'operations simples de mesure d'activite sur echantillon ou d'analyses
plus complexes pour la connaissance des radionucleides ou la
spectrometrie du champ de rayonnement. Mais !'exploitation des
mesures est souvent longue et fastidieuse. Le developpement et
!'utilisation de plus en plus repandus des moyens informatiques
permettent un traitement plus rapide des resultats de mesure ce
qui conduit a une radioprotection mieux adaptee et plus efficace.
En 1975, le Service de Protection contre les Rayonnements du
CEN.FAR s'est dote d'un systeme programme pour l'analyse en ligne des donnees nucleaires avec exploitation continue depuis
Janvier 1976. Nous allons decrire ce systeme et mettre en evidence ses avantages et ses inconvenients pour une utilisation
centralisee appliquee a la radioprotection.
L'emploi actuel porte sur :
- !'identification de radionucleides et les mesures d'activite par spectrometrie y (600 analyses par an)
- la dosimetrie en cas d'accident de criticite
- le controls de la contamination de l'air des installations
(450 prelevements sur filtres par jour)
2. PRESENTATION DU MINIORDINATEUR
L'ensemble informatique est bati autour d'un systeme de base
PLURIMAT 20 INTERTECHNIQUE. Le synoptique de la chaine est represente sur la planche donnee en annexe, ou figurent les caracteristiques essentielles de chaque element composite.
3. TRAITEMENT DE DONNEES NUCLEAIRES APPLIQUE A LA
RADIOPROTECTION
Les mesures effectuees pour la radioprotection sont de deux
types :
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- apres incident ou accident
- de routine
Dans le premier cas, le facteur "temps" joue un r8le essentiel
car des decisions sont a prendre rapidement, decisions qui sont
fonction des caracteristiques de !'accident : nature et intensite du champ de rayonnement et de !'exposition subie par le personnel ••. Ces caracteristiques sont determinees a partir de mesures dont !'exploitation doit etre aussi rapide que possible.
Dans le cas des mesures de routine, c 1 est le nombre de resultats
a traiter qui est le critere determinant pour le choix des types d'exploitation a utiliser. Dans les deux cas, l'emploi du
miniordinateur apporte une solution interessante pour la radioprotection.
3.1. Identification de radionucleides et mesure d'activite par
spectrometrie y (1)
Nous avons realise un dispositif de traitement automatique de
spectres. Le schema de principe est donne ci-apres '

lmprimante
Multiplexeur
YT 1BB

Unite de
dis que

I==~

Les impulsions electriques issues d'un semicteur du type GeLi sont
stockees dans un analyseur 4000 canaux SA 44, puis transferees sur
le MULTI 20 dont le programme de traitement PN05A/026C fourn~t
en sortie le nom des radionucleides identifies et leur activite.
En moyenne, le temps de traitement d'un spectre est de 30 s.
3.2. Dosimetrie en cas d'accident de criticite (2)
La dosimetrie en cas d'accident de criticite s'effectue a l'aide
de detecteurs de zones, type SNAC (spectrometre neutron a activation). Apres comptage des differents detecteurs, les resultats
de mesure, sous forme de bandes perforees, sont traites par miniordinateur. Les grandeurs de sortie sont les valeurs des fluences
de neutrons, de photons ainsi que les doses absorbees engendrees
par 1 'excursion de criticite. Le schema de principe de traitement
est le suivant :

Imprimante
Calculateur MULTI20
Unite de
dis que
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On peut estimer a 10 minutes le temps de traitement global pour
huit d~tecteurs SNAC, depuis la lecture de la bande jusqu'a la
sortie des r~sultats alors que la dur~e de !'exploitation manuelle correspondante est d'environ une demi-journ~e.
3.3. Controle de la contamination
lation ( 3)

atmosph~rique

d'instal-

Le controle de la contamination de !'air des installations est
effectu~ a partir des mesures d'activit~ d~pos~e sur des filtres. Les r~sultats de comptage de ces filtres sont exploites
par une cha1ne informatique. En sortie les resultats apparaissent sous forme de "liste" oO sont consign~s les ~quivalents en
nombre de CMA cr ~t ~ de la contamination atmospherique d~termi
nee aux diff~rents points de mesure. Actuellement 450 filtres
sont analys~s journellement dont les resultats sont gardes en
memoire pour le cumul des statistiques mensuelles.

Imprimante
Calculateur

Unite de
disque

4. CONCLUSION
En matiere de securite, il est seduisant pour l'autorit~ de d~ci
sion de pouvoir disposer de moyens permettant une exploitation
prioritaire, rapide et centralis~e des resultats de mesure. Les
outils informatiques et plus precis~ment !'utilisation de miniordinateur constituent une solution el~gante, bien adapt~e aux
problemes de la radioprotection.
Notre dispositif, en exploitation continu depuis 1976, donne
entiere satisfaction aussi bien dans le traitement des mesures
de routine que de celles apres accident. Etant donne les capacit~s
de traitement offertes et pour rentabiliser au maximum la cha1ne,
nous envisageons de !'adapter a la gestion des d~chets solides
radioactifs avant stockage d~finitif, la surveillance et le
controle du site et de l 1 environnement,
REFERENCES
(1) VABRE B. Analyse automatique de spectres. Compagnie G~nerale
de Micromatique (1975)
(2) SENTENAC J.P. Traitement automatique a !'aide d'un minior~inateur MULTI 20 des donn~es issues des dosimetres de
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(3) GAUDIAU J. Notice d'emploi du programme RA 15.
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LES MICROPROCESSEURS DANS LES APPAREILS DE RADIOPROTECTION
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1. INTERET DE DISPOSER D'UN TRAITEMENT ELABORE DE L'INFORMATION
Les capteurs de radioprotection envoient en permanence, et de fa~on
imprevisible, des impulsions electriques a l'ensemble de traitement. La
frequence (F) de ces impulsions est une fonction plus ou moins complexe de
la grandeur nucleaire (N) controlee (N represente le nombre de limite
maximale admissible L.M.A.).
La relation generale est F = fki (N) ou ki represente des parametres dependant du capteur et de la grandeur nucleaire controlee, soit :
- en irradiation
parametre de sensibilite : nombre d'impulsion par mRem
facteur de position capteur/travailleur
- en contamination
parametre de rendement detection-filtration
parametre de radiotoxicite
facteur de position capteur/travailleur
Le resultat qui interesse l'exploitant est :

N

= r\i

(F)

Dans la plupart des cas, cette fonction est, tres approximativement, une
relation de proportionnalite dont le coefficient depend de ki (irradiation,
contamination gaz et liquide). Dans le cas des capteurs aerosols a filtre
fixe ou l'activite est cumulee sur le filtre, la relation est, approximativement :
N = (ki) I:.F/I:.T
(c'est l'accroissement de frequence des impulsions capteur qui est significatif du niveau de contamination de l'air).
Les fonctions de proportionnalite sont relativement aisees a mettre en
oeuvre en technologie cablee (soit par division, soit par adaptation du
temps de mesure), alors que le traitement de la contamination en aerosols
est extremement lourd. Il devient aise en technologie programmee car alors
la complexite n'existe qu'au niveau du logiciel et non plus au niveau du
materiel.
Il apparait done que les appareils ayant la capacite de resoudre les
differents cas de la radioprotection sont necessairement programmes.
2. RAPPEL SUR LES INSTALLATIONS A CALCULATEURS
Les TCR utilisant un calculateur central (par exemple Batiment 120 - CEA
Centre de Saclay) permettent d'obtenir l'information elaboree, exprimee en
LMA, ainsi que le cumul des doses par poste de travail. Le fait de disposer
de cette information permet d 1 obtenir des signalisations plus representatives des niveaux de danger pour les personnes que dans le cas des TCR
traditionnels
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Dans les TCR a calculateur actuellement en service, le capteur est associe
a un coffret de signalisation pour former une balise. Les consignes de
signalisations sont issues du TCR. Nenamoins, pour certaines defaillances
du centralisateur, une signalisation de secours (signalisation reduite)
est automatiquement mise en service dans le coffret de signalisation.
Ainsi la fonction securite, bien que degradee en qualite, est assuree,
cependant que la fonction mesure est perdue pour l'ensemble des balises .

.

L'utilisation d'un microprocesseur par balise permet de pallier cet inconvenient tout en conservant l'integralite des resultats qui etaient elabores
par le calculateur pour la balise consideree.
3. ORGANISATION D'UNE BALISE A MICROPROCESSEUR (fig. 1)
L'electronique du capteur assure uniquement l'alimentation du detecteur et
la mise en forme de son signal. Le coffret de traitement-signalisation
(CTS) associe comprend :
- l'unite de traitement (microprocesseur) constituee de
l'horloge
l'unite logique et arithmetique
la memoire active (memoire RAM de travail)
la memoire programmable (memoire PROM contenant le programme de la
balise)
le controleur d'interruption
- les systemes "peripheriques"
le compteur d'impulsions
les organes de reglages des parametres (ki)et des seuils
le systeme de signalisation et de visualisation
la transmission asynchrone (liaison vers le centralisateur)
le systeme de test du coffret
le systeme de conversion analogique (sortie enregistreur)
- l'ensemble de ces circuits est organise autour de trois "bus" :
le bus adresse
le bus de donnees
le bus de controle
Les organes de reglage des parametres ki et des seuils sont constitues de
commutateurs.
La mesure est visualisee a l'aide d'afficheurs optoelectroniques a 7
segments, et elle est traduite analogiquement (sortie logarithmique).
Les organes de signalisations specifiques a chaque niveau d 1 alarme sont
montes sur laporte du coffret (signalisations lumineuses et sonores).
L'etat des alarmes est disponible sous forme de contact de relais.
Les balises actuellement existantes, balises electrons et photons, balise
neutrons, balise gaz, balise aerosols, sont realisees en montant dans le
coffret CTS le programme adapte a chaque capteur.
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4. FONCTIONNEMENT DE LA BALISE A MICROPROCESSEUR (fig. 1)
Le compteur
Son contenu
est utilise
valeurs des

d'entree du coffret CTS stocke les impulsions venant du capteur.
est lu toutes les secondes par l'unite de traitement (UT) et il
conformement au programme contenu dans les memoires PROM et aux
parametres.

L'UT calcule les debits de "dose" alnsl q_ue l'integrale de ce debit (cumul
de dose).
A la fin de chaq_ue cycle de mesure, le debit de "dose" est compare aux
valeurs des seuils et, s'il est superieur, la signalisation correspondante
est actionnee (des q_u'un seuil est depasse, le programme diminue automatiq_uement sa valeur ; on realise ainsi une hysteresis programmee). Les
signaux necessaires a la signalisation sont elaborees par des generateurs
programmes par l'UT. Apres comparaison du debit de dose aux differents
seuils, l'UT calcule son logarithme q_ui est ensuite transmis au systeme de
conversion analogiq_ue.
Une securite existante fait q_ue, Sl le
la nouvelle valeur sera atteinte d'une
des impulsions d'entree est superieure
inferieur a k/t : k est un coefficient
d' irradiation).

debit de 11 dose 11 decroit brutalement,
maniere hyperboliq_ue (si la periode
a un temps t, le debit de dose est
calcule a partir des ki : balise

Le resultat visualise a l'aide d 1 afficheurs optoelectroniq_ues est le debit
de dose et, sur demande manuelle, le cumul de dose est temporairement
affiche.
L'ensemble des valeurs (parametres, seuils, debit de dose, cumul de dose et
etat des alarmes) est automatiq_uement emis par l'intermediaire du systeme
de transmission asynchrone a chaq_ue changement d'etat des alarmes et sur
interrogation externe (la balise possede une adresse cablee).

5. AVANTAGES DES BALISES A MICROPROCESSEUR
Les avantages des balises a microprocesseur resident en ce q_u'elles realisent toutes les fonctions assurees par le calculateur dans un systeme centrslise, en particulier elles permettent de determiner en temps reel, les
debits de "dose" auxq_uels sont soumis les personnes a leur poste de travail.
Par ailleurs, l'utilisation d'un microprocesseur par balise elimine les
pannes de mode commun introduites par un calculateur uniq_ue. On obtient
ainsi une plus grande surete de fonctionnement de l'installation.
Enfin, il

exist~

d'autres avantages, soit

- amelioration de la fiabilite des balises par une plus grande integration
des fonctions (remplacement de toute fonction cablee par son eq_uivalente
programmee)
- facili te d 1 installation et de cablage car le cable "me sure" n 'existe
q_u 1 entre capteur et coffret et non plus entre balise et TCR. La liaison
avec le TCR s'effectue par une seule paire blindee
- affichage direct de la mesure en LMA, c'est-a-dire un nombre representant
soit des mRem/h, soit des ~Ci/m3
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- souplesse d'emploi, d'une part car le coffret associe au capteur pour
former une balise est banalise : la specificite de chaque balise est assuree par les memoires PROM qui contiennent le programme adapte a chaque
capteur (un jeu de PROM par capteur). D'autre part, les balises ainsi realisees conviennent a taus les types d'installations de radioprotection,
quelles que soient leurs tailles.

Coffret de traitement/signalisation
r---- ----------------------------------,
Unite de traitement

Memo ire
active
R.A.M.

Horloge

1

.....---------.I
Memo ire
programmable
PROM

Bus

I
I

I
I
L---------

Alimentation

Alimentation

FIG. 1
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N° 050

RADIATION AND CHEMICAL MUTAGENIC AGENTS:·
SHOULD WE HAVE A SINGLE EXPOSURE LIMIT?
M. S. S. Murthy
Division of Radiological Protection
Bhabha Atomic Research -tentre
Bombay-400 085, INDIA
1. PROLOGUE

We have been actively concerned with radiation hazard for over 50 years
by now. During this period, the standards for radiation exposure have
evolved through an unspecific amount such as 1 /1 OOth of the skin erythema
dose in 30 days (1925), to more specific values such as 0. 2 R/day in 1934,
to 300 mrem/week in 1954, to 5 rem/year in 1957. The exposure standards
have stayed at this level to date. On this evolutionary course an important
branching point occured in 1957 when the genetic effects of radiation were
taken into account and ICRP recommended exposure limits to individual
members of the pooulation and to the whole population as 0. 5 rem/year
and 5 rem/30 years respectively. The imnortant point to be emphasised
here is that these limits were established without regard for the influence
of other environmental factors which might be having similar effects .. The
carcinogenic effects of chemicals were known even before the discovery of
X-rays. As early as in 1940's Auerbach had demonstrated that chemicals
such as nitrogen mustard can cause mutations similar to X-rays. It is
only now being increasingly realised that man s environment contains, in
addition to radiation, a large number of chemical comnounds many of
which may be carcinogenic and mutagenic
The possibility thereforeexists
that human beings may simultaneously be exoosed to several mutagenic
c~emicals as well as to radiation.
Hence it has become necessary to
develop an integrated approach to the ryroblem of environmental mutagenic
hazards.
2.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMITTEE 17

The Council of the American Environmental Mutagen Society aopointed a
committee (called the "Committee 17 ") to review the current status of
environmental mutagenesis and to suggest regulatory princioles to control
human exposure to mutagenic agents. In reviewing the current status of
mutagenesis, the Committee (1) has appreciated the idea that the available
vast information of radiation mutagenesis should serve as a base to understand and control the mutagenic hazards of other agents. In line with
this thinking, the Committee has proposed a unit called "rem-equivalent
chemical" (REC) for purposes ofquanti tatingthe hazards from chemical
agents. REC is defined as "that dose or product of concentration
multiplied by the time which produces an amount of genetic damage equal
to that oroduced by 1 rem of chronic irradiation"- The Committee has
gone one step further to recommend
a single limit to the exoosure of all
man-made
mutagenic agents-including chemicals and radiation
In the
following paragraphs we will discuss some of the imolications of these
recommendations on the oractice of radiation safety.
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The Committee proposed that "the total mutagenic exposure from manmade chemicals as well as radiations (but still excluding medical
radiation), expressed, for instance, as the sum of the rems and RECs, be
limited to the same extent, namely to the equivalent of 5 rem per
generation". The Committee goes on further to state that "while our main
concern is necessarily with the average population, we recognise that
high risk sub populations also exist, encompassing, for instance, certain
industrial and agricultural workers. We therefore recommend
that the
maximum oermissible mutagenic exposure to individuals who are still
within the reproductive life-soan be limited to a tenfold excess over the
average maximum permissible exposure level". Presumably the "highrisk subpopulation" includes radiation workers. Since the limits
recommended are to include exposures from radiation and a variety of
chemicals, an apportionment has to be made for each tyoe of mutagen.
Hence, the Committee recommends "that no single mutag.enic agent should
be allowed to exceed 10 percent of the 5-REC budget allotted to all
mutagenic agents". Since chemical pollution is more ubiouitous than
radiation oollution, it can be assumed that all radiation workers land
public) who are exposed to radiation are also exposed to chemical
pollutants which are to be controlled
3.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE PRACTICE
OF RADIATION SAFETY

Let us project rec6mmendations of the Committee 17 on to the currently
practised radiation safety standards. The Committee recommends that
human exposure to all tyoes of mutagens be limited to 5 REC per generation (30 years).
This works out to be 0. 17 REC/year( 2 ). For radiation
workers the recommended level will be l. 7 REC /year, since a tenfold
increase over the population level is permitted. However, in a composite
environment, since only 10 percent of the 5 REC budget is allowed for
each type of mutagen, the suggested level of radiation would be 0. 017. and
0. 17 rem per year for the general population and radiation worker respectively. These values are summarised in Table l. Comparison with the
currently accepted ICRP recommendations shows that the radiation
exposure to general public and occupational worker be reduced by factors
of 10 and 30 respectively. It may be noted that WEINBERG and ADLER
also have suggested in aU. S. Congressional Testimony that the additional
human exposure to radiation be restricted to not more than the standard
deviation of the natural background radiation. This is about 20 mrem/year
(see ref. 3). If it is rational to say that occupational exposure must be
limited to 10 times this level (i.e. to 200 mrem/year), recommendations
of the Committee 17 are in agreement with the suggestion by WEINBERG
and ADLER.
Now let us take a critical look at the basis of the current radiation safety
standards and risk-estimates before considering the adequacy of these
standards in the presence of other environmental mutagens. We are
interested in the genetic and somatic risks from expoiD res of 5 rems
and 150 rems spread out over 30 years. The exposure pattern may vary
from chronic and continuous
to fractionated pu lsea of high intensity
or a combi.nation of both. Data available for risk estimation pertain to
doses of a few hundreds of rads or higher given over a short interval of
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time. These are extrapolated to low doses on the basis of a linear hypothesis in order to estimate the risk at low doses of interest in radiation
safety. The linear hypothesis, which has been favoured because of its
conservative nature, has come into severe criticism in recent years,
since it does not take into account two important factors. First, the
biological system has repair and selection capacity to guard against
somatic and genetic insults. It is kt10wn that doses delivered in small
fractions and protracted over a long interval of time are less effective
than equivalent single doses .g;iven over a short interval of time.. The
time- scale in the available data and the time- scale involved in the levels
of human exposure at the recommended protection standards differ by
several orders of magnitude. Hence, to expect proportionate amount of
effect at these doses and dose rates is to ignore the facts of repair and
.selection. Second, it is known in radiation biology that the latent period
in the induction of tumor by radiation is dependent upon dose. JONES
et al. (4) have shown that latent period varies as n-1 13 where D is the
dose. Similar inverse relationship between latent neriod and tumour
induction has been demonstrated by JACOBI (5) for internal exposures
also. Hence, to assume that tumors at low doses would occur with the
same latency as those at high doses is to ignore this biological observation
At exposure levels low to be tested experimentally, the tumour may occur
late in life, when its socio-economic impact is small· or may not appear
at all if the latent period is longer than the human life span. In this sense
there may even be a "practical threshold" for low level radiation effects.
Hence, the risk estimates based on linear hypothesis are known to be
conservative· perhaps too conservative.
There are evidences to show that this may be so. We will cite only a few
of the recent ones. One set of experimr ntal data which support the risk
at low doses is the epidemiological survey by STEWART et al of the
children who were exposed to diagnostic X-rays in ~(6). This
study showed that among these children the leukaemia risk was about
twice the control. Similar studies conducted subsequently supnorted this
view: the risk factor varying from 1. 3 to 1. 6(see ref. 7). However,
recently OPPENHEIM et al (7) have critically analysed these results and
found bias in all these studies. The mothers of these children were
x-rayed because of some medical indication. Therefore one may anticiryate
that the exposed mothers collectively had a higher incidence of medical
problems than unexposed mothers. Hence, it would not be surprising if
the in utero exposed children, as a group, were less healthy than the
control children solely on the basis of factors which led to the X-ray
diagnosis. OPPENHEIM et al (7) conducted a similar study in which such
bias due to selection was mininal. This study did not show any convincing
evidence for the increased risk of leukaemia in children exposed to
diagnostic X-rays in utero. MOLE (8) however has obserV-ed that twins
had been exposed t-;;-X-rays in~ 5. 5 times more often than singletons . Despite this high selection for X-ray examination, irradiated
twins showed no greater incidence of subsequent malignacies than singletons.
On the other hand there are reports which suggest
that low doses of
radiation may have some beneficial effects in the way of of stimulating
repair processes. This has been demonstrated in plants (9) and insects
(10). PLANEL et al (11) have demonstrated a stimula.t.ory effect on cell
multiplication in paramecia by natural background radiation and small
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60
doses of gamma rays from
Co. Even though these effects are observed
at doses high for human beings, it is possible that such effects can exist
at corresponding levels in human beings also. There are evidences ofthe
negative risk at low doses in human population. DELPLA (12) has pointed
out that analyses of the incidence of leukaemia among the Japanese atomic
bomb survivors indicate that the average risk at ctoses which are not too
high was negative and the effect may actually be beneficial. In a recent
epidemiological survey of U.S. population FRIGERIO and STOWE (13)
found a negative correlation for mortality rates from all causes, cancer
induction and congential malformation with the increasing natural background radiation. Further, even at the current radiation safety standards,
the estimated incidence of chromosome damage (14), birth defects (15)
and cancers (5) in the exposed population remain low. In addition to all
these considerations, when one looks at the actual radiation dose currently
received in practice, it is on the average only 1/lOth and l/40th of the
permissible levels for occupational workers and general population
respectively. It is further estimated that the average exposure from an
extensive world program of nuclear power production would add only a
few millirem per year throughout the oopulation (16). Thus, while the
frequency of harm such as cancer induction can be estimated for doses of
a few hundreds of rads, delivered over a short interval of time, such
estimates at doses one thousandth of these levels will be ouite uncertain
and can be inferred only on a hyoothetical basis. Even then such estimates
give the maximum injury which may be caused by radiation and thus
inherently contain a safety factor
4.

A FISH-EYE-VIEW OF THE ICEBERG

Now, let us briefly look at the chemical scene. Exposure of occupational
workers to chemical pollutants take place in industrial processings and
manufacturing and in the agricultural use of pesticides and herbicides.
Population exposure takes place via the industrial waste disposal, contamination of the processed consumer goods, drugs, pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics, feed preservatives and additives, burning of fuel and electrical
power generation programs. In fact it is estimated that nearly 4 million
chemical substances are used by man and many of these may be carcinogenic and mutagenic. Another 500-600 new chemicals are known to
enter market every year. Many of these are produced in thousands of
tons every year and are widely
distributed and used. High levels of
several chemical substances such as DDT, lead, mercury etc. have been
detected in human tissues. In several cases epidemiological evidences
have provided sufficient documentation to positively identify certain
industrial chemicals as carcinogens. For example occupational exPosure
to nickel is known to result in the cancer of lung and nasal cavity.
Similarly occupational exposure to vinyl chloride is associated with the
cancer of the liver while that of cadmium to result in prostrate and
respiratory cancers (17).
Unlike in radiation, there are no universally accepted limits for chemical
pollutants
In fact there are fundamental differences in the definitions of
the permissible levels. In USSR the maximum allowable concentrations
(MAC) of harmful substances in air of the working area is defined as
"those concentrations that in the case of daily exposure at work for 8
hours throughout the entire working life, will not cause any diseases or
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deviations from a nor mal state of health detectable by current methods
of investigations, either during the work itself or in the long term"
{18).
This may be compared with the definition of the threshold limit
value (TLV) adopted by the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists.
The TLV defines the conditions to which
"nearly all workers can be repeatedly exposed, day after day, without
adverse effect.
Because of the wide variation in individual
susceptibility a small percentage of workers may experience dis~
c:omfort from some substances at concentrations at or below the
threshold limit, a smaller percentage may be affected more seriously
by aggravation of a pre-existing condition or by development of
occupational disease".
While the definition of MAC is very similar
to that of the maximum permissible doses by the ICRP, the TLV
deliberately accepts unfavourable effects and even occupational diseases
in individual workers.
Because of these fundamental differences in
the approach to the problem of setting limits, there are wide
differences between the MAC values of the USSR and the TLV values.
For example while the TLV for trichloroethylene is 500 mg/m? the
MAC value is 10 mg/m~
The MAC value for vinyl chloride is
30 mg/• m 3' while the limit in Federal Republic of Germany is 260
mg/m~ The TLV of vinylchloride {U.S. A) has come down from 1300 mg
mg/m 3 to 130 mg/m 3 to as low as 1 ppm recently {17).
Similarly
there are considerable differences in the suggested limits for
chlorinated hydrocarbons and meta 1s
Some of these are shown in
Table 2.
Another interesting contrast between radiation and chemicals is the
differences between the suggested limits and the actual levels found in
work-areas.
The levels in work-areas are known to be most often
higher (some times orders of magnitude higher) than the suggested
permissible values.
Some of these are shown in Table 2.
This is in
contrast to radiation where the levels in work-areas, as a rule, are
always less than thf', recommended levels.
Further there are not many
estimates of risk to human population by exposure to chemical agents.
Whatever data available suggest that the situation is quite bad.
For
example an exposure to ethylene oxide at 5 ppm level for 40 hr /week
is estimated to be equivalent to a radiation dose of 4 rads (19). Since
50 ppm is the recommended permissible level in work-areas, this
turns out to be equivalent to a weekly radiation exposure to 40 rads.
The Committee 17 (1) has estimated that the current consumption of
NaN0 2 by human beings is equivalent to about 8 rem of radiation dose
per generation.
An estimate of the overall effect of all the chemical
pollutants, in terms of radiation dose can also be made.
It is known
that the "spontaneous" cancer death rate, farr most part of the world,
ranges between 1000 and 2000 per million per year.
It is also
suspected that 80-90 percent of these cases are attributable to
chemical pollution of the environment (20).
The BEIR committee has
estimated that the risk of cancer death in a population of l million
exposed to 1 rem of radiation dose per year is about 100-200/year.
Based on these data we can estimate the radiation equivalence of the
present level of chemical pollution for cancer induction.
Taking the
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extremes, this value ranges from 4 to 18 rems: POCHIN (16) has estimated
that industrial exposure to chemical agents may result in 10 to 30 cases of
cancer death per year in a population of 10, 000 workers. Although all
these estimates are fraught with uncertainties, they are striking enough to
provide a general perspective of the ·problem of chemical pollution. Compared
with the chemical pollution of the environment, radiation hazard is only a
tip of the iceberg.
5.

EPILOGUE

Very little is known about these environmental chemical mutagens. While
radiation hazard control has attained an advanced stage, ·control' of
chemical mutagens in the environment is still in its infancy. While a
disproportionately greater degree of effort and expenses are called for
to further reduce radiation levels, great reduction in the levels of chemical
mutagens can be achieved by applying elementary principles. Hence at
this stage of the art of environmental protection, the question to be asked
is "should we have a single exposure limit for both radiation and
chemicals and thus be further restrictive in the use of radiation?"· It
is the author's opinion that such an integrated approach may be required,
probably, only when the control of chemical mutagens has reached a stage
comparable to that of radiation. Until then it would be prudent to retain
the radiation safety standards at the current level. Meanwhile, however,
we may strictly adhere to the most basic of all the ICRP recommendations
that "all doses be kept as low as readily achievable, economic and social
considerations being taken into account "
Here we may add, in addition
to economic and social considerations, "environmental considerations" also.

Risk grou..,

TCRP
I radiation
only)

General
population

0. 17
rem/Y

5. 0
Occupational workers
rern/Y

Committee 17
All mutagenic
Radiation
agentslincludonly*
ing radiations
& chemicals)

o. 17

Ratio of radiation 1 evels
ICRP/Comm 17

0.017
rem/Y

10

REC/Y
1.7
REC/Y

0. 17
rem/Y

30

*Values imolicated.
TABLE 1: Comparison of the recommendations of the ICRP and
Committee 17.
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Chemical
compound

MAC
!Russian)

Trichloro
ethylene

lOmg/m

Vinyl
Chloride

30 mg/m

Benzo(a)pyrene

15 m~/
100m

TLV
(U.S. A.)
535 mg/m

3

Measured values in
work- areas
3

An American factory
1076-43,000 mg/m~
A Japanese factory
135-538 mg/m 3
Near ooerating room
personnel
3
.
1. 6 to 554 mg/m
3
Concentration in air in a oolyFDR-260mg/m
3
USA-1300mg/m merisation reactor prior to
3
(until Apry 174) ventillation- 7 800 mg I m .
During scrapping procedure
130mg/m.
(until May 74)
130-260 mg /m 3 .
In a PVC factorY
1 ppm ~since
May 7 )
100-800 mg/m 3 . with peaks
upto 87, 300 mg / m 3
VC content of PVC
200-400 mg /kg.
1-4 ng/m
of world.

3

in different cities

3
5 mg/m
3
3
0. 5 mg/m
Lindane
0. 05mg/m
3
3
Heptachlore 0. Olmg/m 0. 5 mg/m
3 15 mg/m 3
Malathion
0. 5mg/m

Mercury

0. 3mg/m

3

TABLE 2 : Comparison of the MAC (USSR) and TLV (USA) of some
chemical pollutants alongwith some measured levels in work-areas.
Chemical compound

Equivalent radiation dose

Ethylene Oxide 5 pom/40 hours

4 rem(l9)

NaN0 I current consumption rate)
2

8 rem/generation(!)

Overall effect of all chemical
pollutants for cancer incidence

4-18 rem/generation

Estimated cancer deaths in chemical industry

10-30/10. 000 workersl6)

Several cases of occupational cancer in chemical industries have -been
reported, while no increase in malignant diseases has been detected in
occupations involving radiation exposures with the exception of radium
dial painters and uranium mine workers.
TABLE 3 Some estimates of hazards of exposure to chemicals in terms
of "equivalent radiation doses"-
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE RISKS OF CANCER MORTALITY
FROM IONIZING RADIATIONS AND CHEMICAL POLLUTANTS

K.G.Vohra
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Bombay-400 085, India

1.

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative information on the risk of cancer mortality associated with
ionizing radiations and chemical pollutants is of great value in the
planning of major nuclear and chemical operations. Epidemiological and
laboratory studies provide sufficient basis for an attempt to bring out
such quantitative data for the purpose of planning. The data on cancer
mortality caused by ionizing radiations has been developed over the last
fifty years and can be used for similar risk estimates for chemicals.
No direct study on the late effects of carcinogenic chemicals has ever
been carried out.
As early as 1903 it was shown that X-rays can induce leukemia in mice (1).
During the following decade, evidence of increased incidence of cancer
among radiologists became available. By 1922 it was found that more than
100 early radiologists had died of occupationally produced cancers and
leukemia (2). This early experience was associated with very large exposures, and due to paucity of dose measurement techniques, no dose-effect
relationships could be established. During the last two decades data
on dose-effect relationships became available through animal experiments,
but this could not be used directly for human risk estimates, due to
very large doses used in such experiments and large differences in the
life span and tissue radiosensitivity of the species.
Extensive data on cancer mortality has been compiled based on the studies
carried out on the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, patients who
received large doses from X-rays used for the treatment of ankylosing
spondylitis , radium dial painters, the radiologists of early days who
used X-rays without precautions and patients treated with radioactive
iodine for hyperthyroid. Mortality data for the incidence of lung cancer
in uranium miners also became available during the last few decades. Several national and international bodies, notably the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) and the
Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations (BEIR Committee)
of USA have made extensive use ofthe above information to arrive at quantitative· risk estimates for ionizing radiations (3, 4), which will be summarised in this paper for comparison with the risks of chemical pollutants.
Induction of cancer by chemical pollutants has also been recognized for
a long time, for example, the incidence of scrotal cancer in chimney
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sweepers was first reported in 1775, which was later attributed to the
presence of the chemical carcinogen benzo(a)pyrene in the coal soot deposited in the chimneys (5). These workers were in the habit of taking off
their clothes during work, and prolonged contact with soot often produced
cancer of the scrotum. A large number of chemicals have since been
recognized as carcinogenic, mainly those belonging to the family of polycyclic hynrncarbons, heavy metals, asbestos, vinyl-~hlorine and a variety
of organic oxides. For quantitative information on cancer deaths from
chemicals, data is available for lung cancer mortality and the likely
causative agent benzo(a)pyrene for several industrial cities of the world.
Systematic information is not available for a large variety of other
chemical carcinogens for the quantitative assessment of dose-effect relationships.
The model proposed in this paper is based on the estimates of cancer
deaths per man-rem of radiation exposure and finding of rem-dose-equivalents (RDE) for benzo(a)pyrene which has been shown to correlate with
lung cancer mortality.
2.

CANCER INCIDENCE FOR CONTINUOUS PROTRACTED RADIATION EXPOSURES

On the basis of human data for the radiation exposures mentioned in the
previous section, the incidence_gf cancer death per man-rem has been
estimated to be around 200 x 10 • This estimate is based on the slopes
of dose-effect curves for the incidence of leukemia and other cancers in
the groups of individuals considered. The types of cancer studied include
those of the breast, lung, GI tract including stomach, bone and all other
sites. The incidence of mortality from all cancers, including leukemia
is estimated to be 6 per rem per year and the total cases of cancer per
year including the non fatal cases is estimated to be twice this number
(BEIR Committee, 1972). For continuous exposuEg of 1 rem per year for
30 years the mortality rate is, thus, 180 x 10 • This estimate has
been rounded off to 200 x 10-6 per man-rem for the equilibrium situation
reached after a large population has been continuously exposed to a
protracted dose for several years. These estimates are based on the
assumption of linear dose-effect relationships for low total doses for
which the incidence would be independent of the dose rate. In the dose
range actually involved in the human exposures considered, linearity may
be assumed on the basis of animal experiments, particularly those with
low LET radiations in the dose range of 100 rad. Therefore the above
risk estimates should be reasonably valid with the reservation that the
target tissue has fairly large radiosensitivity for the induction of
cancer. These risk estimates have been used as basis for quantitative
comparison with lung cancer mortality produced by benzo(a)pyrene.
3.

QUANTITATIVE DATA FOR CHEMICAL CARCINOGENESIS

The methods of regression analysis have been generally used for obtaining
quantitative data for mortality due to chemical pollutants (6, 7, 8). The
basic model may be written as
Xi "' Ao +AlP i + A2Qi + e
where Xi is the total cancer mortality rate in the city i, Pi is the mean
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concentration of pollutant P and Qi is the mean concentration of pollutant Q (or some factor Q) in city i. A1 and A are regression parameters
in the model and e is the unknown error term. 2The regression parameters
are estimated by minimising the quantity

L""" (X. - A

-'=i l
0
The coefficients A1 and A provide a direct measure of the contribution
2
of the pollutants fo the fotal risk~ The validity of the model can be
checked by 't' statistics and by 'R ' parameter as defined in reference
(~ .
In using the above model it is necessary to use a wide range of
the values of X and to ensure that the variables P, Q, etc. are not
correlated.' For quantitative estimates of the risk of lung cancer, epidemiological data on benzo(a)pyrene and lung cancer incidence has been
used in the above model by different authors. For example, Carnow and
Meier (8) used the above model for finding the relative contributions
of benzo(a)pyrene and cigarette smoking to the incidence of cancer in
a population with known lung cancer death rate. Th3y estimated 5%
increase in the incidence for an increase of 1 ng/m of benzo(a)pyrene,
which will be used here for quantitative comparison with radiation
risks. Regression analysis also provided an estimate of the contribution of cigarette smoking. For the estimated contribution of benzo(a)
pyrene, the lung cancer incidence wou~d be doubled if the pollutant
concentration is increased by 20 ng/m . Similar correlations can be
found for different chemical pollutants and the type of cancer they
cause if sufficient epidemiological data is available.

4.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE RISKS

We are now in a position to compare the risks of ionizing radiations
and chemicals. The total risk of all cancers induced by radiations
is 200 x 10-6 per man-rem, as explained earlier. If we take 25% of
the total cancers as lung cancers (close to the estimates of BEIR
Committee), the risk is 50 x 10-6 per man-rem for whole body exposure.
Cancer of the lung and respiratory tract has been showing a continuous
increase in most industrialised cities of the world, and at the current
rate, incidence of 500 x 10-6 may be taken as a representative world
mean. On the basis of 5% increase per ng/m3 of benzo(a)pyrene we get
25 additional cases per ng/m3. The aver~ge benzo(a)pyrene levels in the
urban areas are in the range of 1-4 ng/m , the higher value being more
prevalent, which would give a contribution of 100 x 10-6 to the lung
cancer mortality. So far no standards have been set for benzo(a)pyrene
in most countries.
The ICRP radiation dose standards for radionuclidesare set at levels
that would limit the whole body dose to 500 mrem/year. For t~~s dose
to the lung, the lung cancer mortality rate would be 100 x 10 , comparable with the estimated current mortality rate for benzo(a)pyrene in
the urban areas. This would imply that for even a single carcinogen
benz~ a)pyrene the current levels are comparable with the ICRP dose
limit for groups and individuals in the population.
Rem do~e equivalent (RDE) of benzo(a)pyrene may thus be written as
8 ng/m , corresponding to cancer mortality rate of 200 x lo-6. In
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this context it is important to note that recently "Committee-17" of
the Environmental Mutagens Society has suggested a unit called Rem
Equivalent Chemical (REG) for quantitative assessment of the genetic
effects of all environmental mutagens. Thus REG corresponds to the quantity of chemical substance which produces an amount of genetic damage
equal to that produced by one rem of chronic exposure to ionizing radiations
in the same test system. As an example, the equivalent lifetime dose for
the nitrites, which are mutagenic, could be as high as 8 REG (10). The
estimates of REG are generally based on laboratory experiments with
simple biological systems. The concept of RDE proposed here could be
developed on the basis of epidemiological studies. The proposed RDE concept
can be extensively used for different cancers and causative agents, particularly cancers of the breast, bone and GI tract, for which human data
on induction by radiations is available. This concept would be of great
value in the laying of standards for radiations and chemicals on equivalent risk basis.
Experimental evidence shows that the effects of chemical carcinogens are
often synergistic, involving two or more causative agents. For example,
benzo(a)pyrene in the presence of heavy metals is known to enhance the
effect considerably. Therefore, future studies should include data on
both, and regression analysis could then be carried out using a single
regression parameter for the product of two pollutants. Such analysis
would be valid if the individual pollutants show very little effect but
when both are present, the effect is enhanced considerably.
To sum up, this paper has highlighted the type of epidemiological data
for chemical pollutants and the data on radiation risk estimates from
human experience and animal experiments, which could be used for realistic
assessment of the risks of cancer mortality. There is an urgent need for
extensive surveys to predict the likely hazards to which the world population could be exposed in the absence of adequate control measures.
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OF RADIOACTIVE AND CHDICAL HARMFUL SUBST.ANCD:i
P.V .RamzaeV', A.A.ZasedateleV', V.M.KuprianoV"a,
N.I. MasbneV'a, K.V .Negrienko, L.F. Rodionova,
S.la. Su.kalskaya, V.M. Shubik
Institute o;f Radiation Hygiene, Leningrad, USSR
Summary

In experiments on mice, rats and water living beings it has
been established that the range between threshold and maximum
permissible concentrations for radionuclides is 100 times and
more as for chemicals.
Under present circumstances when there is almost equal possibility from economic point of view to produce energy by utilization of chemical or nuclear fuel, the problem of relatiV'e danger
of chemical and radioactive wastes for man and biosphere has key
significance. The separate available data and, in particular,
conclusions made by Jammet, Bellin et al /1/ allowed to suppose
that the relation of acute lethal intake (LI.5o/3o) to daily intake (DI) at the limits for population for.
chemioe.ls is
100-1000 times less than for radioactiV'e substances. The data.
from our review /2/ on relative danger of chemical substances
w1 th known LI.5o/3o for human organism on the one ·hand and of
radionuclides
on the other hand are shown in Table I.
Table I shows that the contempor817 limits on intake· for population in case of radionuclides. are }-6 orders more safe than in
case of chemicals according to the acute lethal inlil.ex.
The ratios of danger according to many other indices were examined by us in chronic experiments on mice and rats. During all
life the animals (5o pieces per one substance and each concentration) consumed drink water contaminated with separate radionuclides or chemicals from 1 to 106 of maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) for population; Among the investigated subs~oes there w~e i.'~dionuclides: 60co ( 1.-.2 X 1o-8), -9
6 n ( 1 {) X 10'.:K)Sr ( 1 3 X 10-10 ) 1}'7cs ( 1 5 X 10 ) ,
20 g (~,0 X 10 j 210pb ·{4,0 X 10-1\), 210po { 2,4 X 10- 11),
226:a,a (4 1 0 X 1o-11j and chemicals: methyl mero\U7 (0,0001~!. sublimate Co,oo5), nitrate lead (0,1)" strontium (2,Q), bery.LJ.l.um
Co,ooo2), hexametbylendiamin (0,01J, chloropllosR {o,o5). Their
MPC' s are put in brackets (for radionuclides in Ci and for chemicals in mg per l:i tre of water).
The so-called "threshold concentrations'' (TC) fo~ a given number of animals were determined w1 th respect to 14 indices (see
Table 2). The obtained results are given as common logarithms
for the ratios of TC to MPC.
The range between MPC and TC for radionuclides was found to be
average 100 times as much as for chemicals. The sensitiV'ity of
all tests used ma.y be considered identical. Only the "at,pical
cells" and "autoaller~ sbowed a little higher sensitiV'ity.
The lesser danger of radioactive contamination is particularly
evident for water living beings. This bas been sbown in our experiments when tbose beings were kept in aquariums contaminated
separately by the above radionuclides and chemicals.
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The approbated tests and common logarithms of the ratios between MPC and TC are presented in Table 3.
The concentrations of radionuclides 100,000 times higher than
MPC turned out to be ineffective for tlie most of water living
beings with the exception of tadpoles. The exception needs a repeated verification. As for chemicals it was enougb.t as a ru.le,
to keep the concentration on MPC-level or 10 times or MPC for
discovering their effects. Death-rate of Daphnia magna from
chloropboss increased even below concentration of 0.01 MPC.
Our data confirm the known conclusion that progress of nuclear energetics leading to decreasing of chemical contamination
of the. environment is one of the best prop}Q'lactio measure from
the eygienic point of view.
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Table I.

Comparative danger of chemical end.
radioactive substances after ingestion

Substance

I.

Chemicals:
Cyanide· of Na,K ••
Arsenic (As.?..)
Stibium
Insecticide DDT
1lercU17
(sublimate)

II. Rad1onuclides:
13'7cs

·3n
90-sr
2~a

Table 2.

DI

Ratio of
LI5o/3o to DI

0.12 g

o.2 mg

e:

o.~ mg

6.00 g

mg
0.2 mg

6.o x 10 2
1.2 X 1o 3
1.o x 4
3.o x 104

o.5o g

o.o~ mg

5.0 X 104

LI5o/30
of· single
intake

o.~2

o.~

1·00 g

210 DCi
?o Ci
70 DCi
35 DCi

1o

3. 3 X 10':'"9Ci G.4 X 10?
?.o x 1o.J7ci 1.0 x 8
2.G X 1o-~Ci 2.6 X 1o8
. -10
. 8
0.?9 X10
- · Ci 4.3 X 10
.

1o

Common logarithms for ratios of the
threshold concentration to DI8Ximum permissible concentration of radionuclides
and chemicals

Biological test
Life time
Function of nervous system
(threshold of sensitiVity)
Physical endurance ( ruxming)
Function of reproduction:
- menstrual cycle
.
- a bill ty for pregnancy
- number of new-bo~s
- survival of offsprings
Immunologic reactivity&
- nonspecific immunity
- autoallergy
Blood test
- erythrocytes
- leucocytes
- lymphocytes
- neutropbils
- atypical cells
Average

log of ratios
log of ratios
for radionuclides for chemicals
4.8

3.0

5.0

4.1

2o2
2.5

4.?
5.0
5.1
5.8

2.1
2.7
2.7

3.0

4.4

2.7
1.9

5.2
4.5
4.1
4.?
_3.7
4.6 t. o. 2

2.3
2.9
2.8

3.?

3.0

_2.5
2.6 i 0.1
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Table

~.

Estimation of danger to some water living
beings from radioactive and Chemical
substances

Biological test and
species
Death-rate of spawn
(Co.regonus peled Gemelin)
Larvae abnormalities
(Coregpnus peled Gemelin)
Acceleration of-hatching
(Coregonus peled Gamelin)
Death-rate of tadpoles
(Rana temporalae)
Death-rate of snails (Fissa)
Death-rate of (Daphnia magna)
Death-rate of infusorians
(Paramecium caudatum)
Inhibition of microflora

log of TbC/MPC
for radionuclides

log of TbC/MPC
for chemicals
(range)
2-0

;>

5

~- 0

>5

2-0

5 -

~

~

- 1

>5

2 - 1

>5

~

>5

4 - 1

(sapro~io)

>5

4 - 1

Inhibition of biochemical
consumption of oxygen

>5

4 - 1
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A RELATIVE RISK EETIMATION OF EXCESSIVE FREQUENCY
OF MALIGNANT TUMORS IN POPULATION DUE TO DISCHARGEl:l
INTO THE ATMOSPHERE FROM FOSSIL-FUEE AND NUCLEAR
POWER STATIONS
L.A. Ilyin, V.A. Knizhnikov, R.M. Barkhudarov
Institute of Biophysics, Ministry of Public Health
of the USSR, Moscow, D-182, Zbivopisnaya, 46
Tbe leading role in environmental pollution belongs to tbe
production 9f electrical and thermal energy.
Recently there appeared a number of papers dealing with a relative estimation of detriment to the environment and human
bealtb due to disvharges into tbe atmosphere from nuclear power stations (NPS) and power stations of traditional type using
fossil-fuel (FFPS) (1-6). Tbe estimation of detriment from
FFPS is usually performed in these papers basing on the most
important components of their discharges, i. e. fly asb, sulfur and nitrogen oxides. However, these papers do not allow
one to compare discharges from NPS and FFPS according to similar and clear parameters of detriment since the only currently
adopted possible effect of discharges into the atmosphere feom
NPS is potential risk of excessive frequency of cancer and genetic injury. In some papers and attempt bas been made to compare discharges from FFPS and NPS according to adequate parameters, i. e. the degree of radiation exposure of population
because discharges from FFPS contain natural radionuclides (26). These papers, however fail to consider the whole range of
natural radionuclides, and to calculate radiation risk. All
tbis makes comparison more difficult since discharges from
FFPS and NPS result in irradiation of different organs and
tissues wbicb in addition have various radiosensitivity.
In our paper we made

an(~ attempt to estimate radiation risk
due to all main natural radionuclides which are contained in
discharges from FFPS and to determine risk due to chemical
cancerogenic substances released from FFPS. Tbe study was made
on the base of the modern Kamensk-Dneprovsk state district power station (SDPS) whose power is 1.200 MW (e ) and wbicb operates on coal mined in the Donetz Basin. In addition we used
some data obtained at studying the environment around tbe Shatursk SDPS and the Kokhtla-Yarve FFPS. Radiation exposure of
population to gaseous-aerosol discharges of NPS is given from
the literary data on water-cooled power reactors (7). It has
been estimated that 1 g of fly asb from tbe Kamensk-Dneprovsk
SDPS avaragely contains (pCi): radium-226 - 5.0, radium-228 3.1, thorium-232- 5.0, potassium-40- 50, plumbum-210- 12.0,
polonium-210 - 12.0. The coal content of eadon-222 was from 0.3
to 2.0 pCi/g. The calculations were made with allowance for the
effect of daughter radionuclides and tbe accumulation of radionuclides in the environment as a result of the power stations
operating for the period of 20 years. Contamination of food
products was estimated on the base of air and soil routes of
intake. An estimation of radionuclide content in the human body
was made by the ratio between radionuclide intake and its con-
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tent in the given organ which is characteristic of the natural conditions. The accumulation factor of radium-228 is assumed two times less than that of radium-226. It was also assumed that when coal is being burned all radon which is contained in it was released to the atmosphere. Potassium-40 was
considered only as a source of external irradiation (due to
homeostatic mechanisms limiting natural potassium intake).
'l'ransfer of thorium-232 through the food chains was not considered because of its extremely low absorption from the gastrointestinal tract. At calculating doses to the surrounding
~opulatipn we assumed that all ash released from SDPS
(1.26"10/ tons per year) is deposited in the range of 18 km
from the station. Calculation of the risk of excessive deaths
due to radiation exposure was made on the base of the linear
"dose - effect" dependence (8).
The data on radiation exposure of the population in the USSR
living near NPS' are given in Table 1 •
._,

RADIATION· DOSE DUE TO RADIONUCI,IDE
Critical organ
137cs

The whole body
Bone tissue
Thyroid•
Bone marrow

0.004

90sr

0.29
0.02

1 31 I•• Inert radioactivi,,
gases••

2.2

~

0.36
0.29
2.2
0.02

• Dose to the infants younger than 1 year.
•• Dose at the border of the sanitar,y-protective zone.
TABLE 1

Mean Individual Radiation Doses
to Individuals From the Population
of the USSR due to the Actual
Radioactive Disch~ges From NPS in 1975
(mrem/year per 10-' MW (e)

The data on radiation exposure of the population living near
FFPS are given in Table 2.
The absorbed doses due to long-lived radionuclides given in
Tables 1 and 2 res~lt from the continuous 20-year-operation
period of power stations. Comparative data on the radiation
risk for the population living near power stations are given
in 'fable 3.
The data of Table 3 indicate that the radiation risk to the
population living near NPS (on condition of their normal operation) is about 30 times less than that to the population
living near FFPS. This ratio is also valid fo~ high-power
boiling reactors though their discharges of 1 -' 1 I are increas190

RADIATION DOSE DUE TO RADIONUCLIDE
Critical organ ----------------------------------~------226Ra 228Ra 210Pb 210p0 232Th 40g
Bone tissue
Bone marrow
Lungs
The whole body
TABLE 2

0.?4 0.0024
0.05 5.10"'"'
0.?1 0.1

19.3 93.0
1.9 13.1
1.44 0.88

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.53

113.8
14.5
41.4
0.53

Mean Individual :ladiation Doses
to t~e Population Living near FFPS_~
Operating on Cool (:mrem/year per 10" U.W (e)

CAUSE OF DEATH
Leucosis
Bone tumors
Lung tumors
Various types of tumors
due to whole body irradiation
Thyroid tumors•
All above causes

FFPS
4.4•1o-2

1.1•10-2
1.?•10-1
1.1•10;t.2

NFS
5.5•10-5
2.9•10-5

?.5•10~3
3·6•10-5
?.6•10-3

• With allowance for the dose distribution according
to age.
TABLE 3

The Risk of Increased Mortality
for the Population Living Iear NFS
and Coal FFPS :rrom Malignant Neoplasms
due to Irradiation (lethal cases
per 1Q5 po~ulation per year with the power
of 103 MW (e)

ed risk of lung cancer which may be caused in the vicinity of
FFPS by radionuclides penetratingg the lungs with ashes. The
dose to the lungs from fly ash is calculated on the assumption
that 100% of the particles reach (due to high dispersion) lung
alveoli. But the risk due to both the effect of radium-226,
plumbum-210 and polonium-~0 penetrating the body with food
products and the irradiation of the whole body by potassium-40
accumulating on the soil is also increased near FFFS. It is to
note that the absolute value of radiation risk (resulting from
discharges) to the population living near power stations is
not l~ge in both cases. In the case of the population group
of 100 persons living near FFPS it can be (theoretically) expected that about 15 additional death cases from cancer will
occur during life of one generation (with the mortality level
from spontaneous cancer during this time period being 1.5•103)
(10), while in the case of the same population living near NPS
not a single case of additional cancer is expected.
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The corresponding calculations made for FFPS operating on
black oil show that irradiation of bone tissue and bone marrow and lungs due to their discharges is 5 and '0 times less
per power unit respectively than the corresponding values due
to discharges from FFPS operating on coal.
It is known that not only radionuclides but also chemical substBnces contained in the discharges from FFPS may be cancerogenic. The most well known and active among the latter substances is 3,4-benzapyren (3,4-BP). We determined the content
of this substance in fly ash released from FFPS of several
types. Depending on the fuel type and the character of its
burning the content of BP in ash ranged from 0.14 )Ag/kg (Donetz.coal ash at the Kamensk-Dneprovsk SDPS)- 0.17}tg/kg
(peaty ash from the Shatursk SDPS) to 18'70 j'Ag/kg (shale ash
from the Kokhtla-Yarve FFPS). The greatest content of BP is
observed when the fuel burning is not complete which is the
case at less modern and low-powered FFPS. The estimated content of 3,4-BP (due to fly ash from FFPS) in the air of the
Kokhtla-Yarve city calculated on the assumption that the dust
content in the air of the city is at tae level of maximum-permissible dust concentration (0.15 mg/m~) and the pos~ible risk
of additional deaths from lung cancer determined from the study (11) are given below: concentration of 3,4-BP in the air
due to fly ash from FFPS - 0.028~g/m~; risk of increased morbidity corresponding to the 3,4-BP concentration of 0.1 ~g/m~
(cases per year) - 13 per 105 Qf population; risk due to 3,4BP content in the air - 3.6•10' of population; dose of lung
irradiation which induces the risk equal to the risk from 3,4BP in the discharges - 1 rem/year; actyal lung cancer rate at
Kokhtla-Yarve in 19'70 (10) - 34 per 10' of population. The data on the risk from 3,4-BP should be regarded as tentative ones because data characterizing the "dose - effect" dependence
of this substance are not available. These data are rather
conventional but they make it possible to estimate that the
risk due to 3 ,4-BP in discharges from FFPS is probably much
more significant than the summary risk from all types of irradiation to whtch the population is subjected due to contamination of the environment by radionuclides. If the burning of
coal is more complete as it is the case0 at modern FFPS the
risk from 3,4-BP will be negligible. However, it should be noted< that fly ash from coal FFPS contains iron oxides and oxides
of other metals. Our experiments on mice with inhalation route
of iron oxide intake (2.5 mg per mouse) showed that this substance could cause lung cancer in the majority of animals. Some
data on high cancerogenic activity of nickel are available.
Nickel as well as vanadium, silver, iron and other metals are
contained in large quantities in ash of FFPS operating on black
oil. In the ash of oil from different deposits there are from
2.5 to 36% of nickel and up to 74% of vanadium (12).
Conclusions
The risk of excessive deaths from malignant tumors in population living ne~ NPS is ~ractically negligible (n•1o-2 cases
per year per 1~ persons). This risk is about 30 times less
than the risk from radionuclides contained in discharges from
FFPS operating on coal.
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Discharges from FFPS operating on coal and black oil contain
metals and chemical cancerogenic substances causing additional risk which often significantly exceeds the risk from radioactive components of discharges.
•
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ESSAI EN VUE D 1 UNE ~ION GE:NERALE POUR L 1 E'ruDE DES EFFE'l'S

RESPECI'IFS DE L 1 EXPOSITION AUX RAYONNEMENI'S IONISANTS ETA DES
POLLUANI'S D I AtJI'RES TYPES

R. BITTEL

Carm:issariat a 1 1 Energie Atanique, Depart:.alent de
Protection, B.P. n° 6 - 92260 FDNI'ENAY-aux-IDSES

An awroach to a carparative quantitative study of the respective effects of
ionising radiations and a mnnber of chemical pollutants slJol..e:1 that chemical

pollutants often care into play by fonnation of free radicals, just as ionizing radiations do. The steps leading to the concept of a CCiliiOI1 unit of action and detr.inent are discussed.
1. INIIDDUCTION

L 1 une des difficultes pour une evaluation carparative des effets respectifs
d 1 une exposition aux rayonnercents ionisants,d 1 une part, et aux pollutions
chirniques,d 1 autre part, est de manquer d 1 unites ccmmmes d 1 action. Les premiers agissent sur la matiere par 1 1 energie qu 1 ils dEHivrent aux tissus, energie caracteristique de 1 1 emetteur, les effets restant fonction de la radiosensibilite des differents tissus. D1 autre part, les doses d 1 irradiation provenant
de plusieurs ematteurs sont considerees came additives. La situation est, en
apparen::e au !lOins, tout autre, en ce qui concerne les pollutions chimiques ;
dans ce cas, les I!Odalites d 1 atteinte des tissus paraissent variees ; en general, les effets ne sont pas additifs,car i l existe des synergies et des antagoniS!IES dont les rrecaniS!!Es sont souvent mal connus. Pourtant, 1 1 exanen critique des doctnnents scientifiques disponibles rrontre que beaucoup de CCilpOseS
chimiques deverses dans le milieu induisent la fonnation de radicaux libres,
came c 1 est le cas des radiations ionisantes (l).
L 1 objet de la presente ccmmmication est de contribuer a 1 1 elaboration d'une
conception generale pour evaluer oatparativenent, d'une part, les effets des
rayonnanents ionisants, d'autre part,ceux d'un certain nanbre de polluants
chimiques induisant des radicaux libres dans les milieux physiques et les rnilieux biologiques.
2.

FD~TION

DE RADICAUX LIBRES PAR DES POLLUANI'S CHIMIQUES

se limitera ici a donner quelques exenples particulierement inportants.
Parmi les polluants chimiques provoquant la fonnation de radicaux libres, il
faut citer les oxydants en premier lieu et, en particulier, l'oxygene. Il sanble paradoxal de considerer 1' oxygene came un polluant ; pourtant tel est bien
le cas pour les anaerobies stricts et, dans une I!Oindre rresure, pour les facultatifs. L 1 agent responsable de la toxicite est le radical superoxyde 02- ,produit dans diverses reactions enzyrnatiques oxydatives. Les organismes 51lfPC)rtant

On
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l 1 oxygene sont munis d 1 un systeme enzymatique de defense ; une superoxydedismutase et la catalase (2) . Par ailleurs, 1 1 oxygene singulet qui, en particulier,resulte de la decomposition de 1 1 eau oxygenee parait etre a 1 1 origine de toute activite bactericide ou fongicide (3) en formant des hydroper~oxydes des constituants nucleiques. L 1 ozone, consituant normal de 1 1 atnosphere,
est produit lors de narnbreuses activites humaines. C 1 est un constituant important des srrogs oxydants. Son action sur les nanbranes cellulaires, notamrent
au niveau du poumon,implique la formation de radicaux libres d 1 acides gras insatures (4). Le fluor et divers radicaux fluores, le nitrate de peroxyacetyle
et le radical peroxyacetyle provoquent egalerrrent la formation de radicaux
libres.
Parmi les oomposes a action teratogene, mutagene ou cancerogene, il faut citer
leS nitrOSarrUneS trOUveeS danS diverS produits aliJrentaireS (5) 1 deS epoxydeS
de carbures polycycliques, la dioxine fo:r:mE§e par 1 1 action de la chaleur sur un
defoliant tres utilise. (2, 4, 5 T) (6) , enfin des composes, telle 1 1 aflatoxine
produite par des micro-organiSires (7) .
3. DISCUSSION
La formation de radicaux libres n 1 est done pas le seul fait des rayonnements

ionisants, C 1 est aussi celui de 1 1 exposition a un grand nombre de polluants
chimiques, qui, malheureuserrent, sont parmi ceux qui sont les plus frequents.
Il est clair que, quel que soi t 1 1 agent physique et chimique inducteur, les
radicaux fo:r:mE§s sont les rremes. Les radicaux libres sernblent etre les m§diateurs communs a la base du detriJrent resultant de l 1 action de ces agents. Il
parait done logique, a partir de ces donnees, de s 1 orienter vers le concept
d 1 une unite carrnune d 1 action, un "equivalent rem" en quelque sorte, ce qui
pennettrait une evaluation quantitative et carparative des effets d 1 un grand
nanbre d 1 agents de natures differentes. Pratiquement, cette demarche necessite
la mesure des radicaux libres, done le recours a un appareillage specialise et
couteux. En ce qui concerne les organiSires du milieu, il peut paraitre plus
simple de recourir a 1 1 exarren des detriJrents macroscopiques ou microscopiques ,
voire biochimiques et genetiques, occasionnes par les differents agents de nuisance. La recherche d 1 organiSires tests particulierement sensibles aux divers
agents apparait alors comme tressouhaitable (8) .
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LA RADIOPROTECTION, UN EXEMPIE POUR L1 HYGIENE
INDUSTRIELIE NON NUCIEAIRE
J, CHAI.ABREYSSE

Institut de Protection et Securite Nucleaire
Departement de Protection - Laboratoire de
Surveillance des Nuisances de 1 1 Homme et de
son Environnement- Commissariat a l'Energie
Atomique B.P. 38 26700-PIERRELATTE
1 - EXPERIENCE ACQUISE
1.1. Radioprotection
Depuis 1962, j'exerce man activite professionnelle au Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (Centre de PIERRELATTE - DROME) ou je dirige un Laboratoire
dont la mission est d'effectuer les analyses et contr8les relatifs ala
Surveillance des travailleurs (Hematologie, Biologie, Toxicologie, Radiotoxicologie Medicales), eta la protection dans les installations et l'environnement (eaux, effluents, sols, animaux, vegetaux). Cette Surveillance
s'etend sur le Centre de PIERRELATT.E, COMURHEX, SFEC.
1.2 - Hygiene Industrielle
Par ailleurs, depuis 8 ans a present, dans le cadre des missions de Diversification du Commissariat a 1 1 Energie Atomique (Cooperation Industrielle
non Nucleaire et Programmes d'Interet General) nous mettons notre experience, nos moyens, notre potentiel au service des entreprises, des collectivites de travail etc ••• dans le domaine particulier de !'Hygiene Industrielle (=ensemble des problemes sanitaires que pose l'Homme autravail),
par l'intermediaire de notre filiale ECOPOL.
Le Laboratoire de PIERRELATTE est agree, a divers titres, par differents
Ministeres et organismes officiels (Ministeres de la Sante, du Travail,
de la Qualite de la Vie, Agence Financiere de Bassin Rh8ne-MediterraneeCorse). Nous intervenons dans les entreprises industrielles ala demande
de leurs Medecins du Travail, des Ingenieurs de Securite, des Directeurs
d'entreprises, ou des Medecins Inspecteurs Regionaux du Travail et de la
Main-d'Oeuvre. Nos interventions consistent a :
• evaluer le niveau d'exposition des travailleurs aux differentes nuisances professionnelles (physiques et chimiques de toute nature)
• etudier les pastes de travail
• proposer des solutions ou donner des conseils pour diminuer ou suppr1mer lea nuisances
• etudier la toxicite des produits manipules par les travailleurs
• reohercher de nouveaux precedes de fabrication, ou ameliorer ceux existant afin d 1 attenuer ou supprimer les nuisances •
• contr8ler les rejets d 1 effluents et la pollution de 1 1 environnement
industriel.
Notre experience, tout en etant relativement recente, s'etend a differentes branches d'industrie (matieres plastiques, chimie, metallurgie, electronique, mines etc •.• ) se preoccupe de toutes les nuisances physiques ou
chimiques (Mercure, Plomb, Chlorure de vinyle, Amiante, Cadmium, Hydrocarbures benzeniques, Solvants chlores, etc ••• ) et couvre sensiblement toute
la France.
A titre d'exemple nous pouvons citer les quelques interventions suivantes
parmi les plus caracteristiques :
• etude et definition des risques de saturnisme dans 13 entreprises de la
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Region Rh6ne-Alpes utilisant du.Stearate de Plomb •
• etude, definition des risques et recherche des produits toxiques dans
une Societe d 1 eau minerale fabriquant elle-~me sea bouteilles en matiere
plastique a partir du chlorure de vinyle •
• etude en continu des risques d 1 inhalation d 1 oxyde de carbone par le personnel des postea de peages d 1 autoroutes •
• etude dans 5 departements du Sud-Est des risques toxicologiques encourus
chez les tr·availleurs ag.ricoles manipulant des pesticides organophosphores
• etude des postea de travail dans une entreprise fabriquant des produits
refractaires (hydrocarbures aromatiques, phenols, isocyanates) •
• Definition des risques dGs au Mercure dans une industrie de materiels de
precision.
2 - COMPARAISON INDUSTRIE NUCIEAIRE ET INDUSTRIE CIASSIQUE
Dans ces conditions, nous pouvons apporter notre contribution a la comparaison d 1 une part des risques tels qu 1 ils existent dans la realite pour les
radiotoxiques et pour lea composes chimiques classiques et d 1 autre part a
la protection des nuisances professionnelles dans l'industrie nucleaire et
dans l'industrie conventionnelle.
2.1. Industrie Nucleaire
Si l'on considere l'industrie nucleaire, les risques existant et la protection qui s'exerce on peut affirmer lea faits suivants :
• les risgues theorigues lies ala manipulation, 1 1 utilisation, ou la production de composes radioactifs sont reels, particulierement graves et parfaitement connus •
• les effets et le metabolisme des radiotoxiques ont ete bien etudies, et
sont bien repertories •
• les normes d 1 exposition et de Surveillance des travailleurs sont bien definies et admises a 1 1 echelon international •
• la prevention et la protection s'exercent a tous lea niveaux depuis la
conception de 1 1 installation, et durant tout son fonctionnement •
• les accidents reels dans l'industrie nucleaire sont tres rares.
2.2. Industrie classique
Qu'observons-nous dans l'industrie conventionnelle ?
• les risques auxquels peuvent ~tre soumis les travailleurs sont theoriquement aussi redoutables que dans 1' industrie nucleaire (le benzene peut generer des leucemies, le chlorure de vinyle des angiosarcomes du foie,
les metaux lourds peuvent provoquer des nephrites etc ••• )
• la connaissance exacte des risques est imparfaite et evolue chaque jour ;
il suffit de citer le cas du chlorure de vinyle dont la toxicite s'est revelee dans son ampleur au cours de ces dernieres annees.
• le metabolisme des toxiques chimiques est partiellement connu tels ceux
du Mercure, des Pesticides, des Hydrocarbures etc ••• Lea relations entre
lea taux d 1 excretion urinaire ou fecale et les valeurs absorbees ou stockees dans l'organisme pour un compose chimique classique ne sont ni connues ni quantifiees •
• les normes professionnelles d 1 exposition aux toxiques chimiques n'existent pas en France ; on doit utiliser les valeurs proposees par les USA,
Il est vrai que la definition de ces normes pose de delicate problemes
que l'on ne rencontre pas pour lea radiotoxiques qui ont comme denominateur commun l 1 equivalent de dose maximal admissible alors que'l'on est
bien incapable actuellement de definir un equivalent d 1 effet chimiotoxique
maximal admissible,
• la Surveillance biologique et toxicologigue d 1 une exposition profession-
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nelle a des chimiotoxiques est empi:rique, et laissee a .!'appreciation individuelle de chaque medecin du Travail •
• au stade de la conception des installations,les risques lies aux procedes de fabrication ou aux produits toxiques manipules ne sont pas le plus
souvent pris en compte,
• les risques pour l'environnemen+. industriel sont, a 1 1 heure actuelle,
pris en consideration dans le domaine des effluents liquides par l 1 intermediaire des Agences Financieres de Bassin, mais la pOllution de l 1 air n'est
pas reglementee •
• les niveaux reels d'exposition des travailleurs aux nuisances professionnelles classiques (Bruit, temperature, pollution chimique) sont beaucoup
plus importants dans l 1 1ndustrie conventionnelle que dans l 1 1ndustrie nucleaire. C'est ainsi que nous mesurons dans les urines de travailleurs d'ateliers de decolletage de la Haute-Savoie des taux d'excretion d 1 acide trichloracetique qui atteignent 400 a 600 mg/litre_soit plus de 10 fois la limite
consideree comme maximale admissible ; en ce qui concerne le mercure, il nous
est arrive de mesurer des excretions atteignant en Surveillance Systematique,
200 a 300 microgrammes par litre dans des industries des Bouches du Rh6ne.
Les exemples poUPraient etre cites en tres grand nombre.

3 - LA RADIOPROTECTION OOIT SERVIR D'EXEMPLE
De cette comparaison on peut tirer les conclusions suivantes :
- l'energie nucleaire presente des risques incontestables pour les travailleurs, Pour nous qui avons !'experience depuis 15 ans de ce type d 1 1ndustrie,
nous pouvons affirmer que ces risques sont a 1 1 heure actuelle parfaitement
maitrises tant au niveau de la prevention que de la protection collective et
individuelle.Geci est fondamental car l'energie nucleaire n'aurait jamais
connu le developpement qu'elle connatt a present si ces risques n'avaient pas
ete maitrises.
- c'est en cela que l 1 industrie nucleaire doit etre un exemple pour 1 1 1ndustrie conventionnelle et la radioprotection servir de modele a !'Hygiene Industrielle non nucleaire : les methodes mises en oeuvre dans 1 1 1ndustrie nucleaire pour connattre les risques, les effets,le metabolisme des radiotoxiques,
definir les normes d'exposition professionnelle~ codifier les procedes, les
rythmes de Surveillance biologique et radiotoxioologiques doivent etre transposees a l'industrie conventionnelle afin d'ameliorer les conditions de
travail.
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN WORKER DEATHS IN MODERN INDUSTRIES AND IN
NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES
L. Failla
Chairman of SC/4 "Radioactive Sources" - UNICEN
c/o CNEN - 125 Viale Regina Margherita - 00198 Rome, Italy

1 • INTRODUCTION
Technological progress produces a certain number of humanvictims
through accidents or diseases. The consequences may be fatal, or
conditions of illness or disability (temporary or permanent),
involving both the present and the future generations. The
casualties may be directly connected with production, or linked
indirectly to the progress. They may be due substantially to:(1')
fortuitous and wholly unforeseeable, and therefore calculable
only a posteriori through statistical processes, (2) foreseeable
and therefore "preventable" by suitable technical measures and
prevention rules, (3) unforeseeable and not previously known,
but which become known on occurrence and therefore raise new
sets of problems, and (4) foreseeable, calculable and accepted
a priori.
With respect to known risks, man can take different attitudes:
(a) studying and applying the technical measures required to
reduce or eliminate them, regardless of the cost involved, (b)
discontiuing the activity or production if the cost exceeds the
benefit or if no measures to control them can be found, (c)
continuing production while at the same time continuing to seek
the necessary measures, and (d) evaluating and accepting the
risk up to a certain relation with cost.
This paper is concerned only with fatalities directly connected
with production, in both the conventional and nuclear fields.
Even with this limitation, however, it is very hard to obtain
international statistical data, which we can compare with a fair
degree of approximation, because of the great number of
variables involved.
After decades of work, the ILO, in the field of conventional
industry, has succeeded in furnishing comparable data, but
limited to industrial accidents (1). No solution has yet been
found, however, for the statistical problem of occupational
diseases and of the comparability of the consequences (deaths,
permanent and temporary disability) (2) (3).
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In the field of nuclear energy, instead, it has proved possible•
even though there are still differing opinions, to evaluate with
a fair degree of approximation the risk of fatal cancer to the
worker~ in relation to the absorbed doses of ionizing radiations. Based on these evaluations the values of the maximum
permissible doses have been set, accepting a risk after having
evaluated it. This is, in substance, the case envisaged in point
(d) above.
The present difficulty or even impossibility of making a
scientifically sound comparison between risks in nuclear
industry and in other sectors of production therefore appears
evident, even if fatalities alone are considered. It should also
be borne in mind that, while in conventional industries the
numerical data are recorded among occurred facts (a posteriori),
in nuclear industry foreseeable risks are calculated (a priori).
It is possible, however, to make certain considerations on the
basis of the data available in the literature.
2. CONVENTIONAL INDUSTRY
In the area of conventional industry, it has been possible to
work out an Italian figure for the period 1965-71 (4). It is an
average value of 0.11% deaths due to occupational diseases per
year.
As regards deaths due to accidents, developing the ILO data (1)
we obtain, on a world-wide level, in the decade 1965-74, the
following average percentage annual values for the various
industries: mining 0.11, manufacturing 0.019, construction
0.067, railroads 0.045,Average among the various industries:0.06~
Extrapolating the above mentioned Italian figure on a world-wide level, we find an annual average of fatal events (by
accidents and diseases) of 0.071%.
3 , NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
From a recent report by E.E. Pochin of AEN-OECD (1976) (5) and
from other sources we can extrapolate, based on the main sources
and assuming "linearity", the different values of the risk of
the number of fatal cancer cases resulting from the maximum
permissible dose (5 rem/yr) per 100 workers and per year: 0.02
(excluding thyroid cancers) (ICRP 8, 1965); 0.06 - 0.07 (UNSCEAR
Report, 1972); 0.05 - 0.16 (BEIR Report, 1972); 0.05 - 0.1 (5),
(6), i.e. within the range of 0.02% minimum to 0.16% maximum.
For the total of 40 working years the values range from 0.8% to
6.4%.
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As regards the doses received by workers as a result of nuclear
accidents, as no significant statistics are yet available,
efforts have been made to obtain some information by an
indirect process. In the first place, it should be borne in
mind that even in serious nuclear accidents a nuclear risk is
not necessarily present. A parameter must then be establishen
to detect the presence of this risk: it could be established
by exceeding of the maximum permissible dose (5 rem/yr) (8).
From a NRC Report (7) and a recent paper by Baker (8) it appears
that, on a total of 85,097 "monitored" workers, employed in the
nuclear sector in, the U.S. in 1974, 51,806 received unmeasurable
doses and 13,760 got doses of less than 0.10 rem and that as few
as 262 got more than 5 rem. These cases of overdose involve a
total of 1,808 rem, with a death risk ranging, according to the
various sources, from 0.08 • 10-3% and 0.68 • 1o-3%.
4. CONCLUSIONS
By way of information only, and therefore with all of the
appropriate reservations, extrapolating Italian data concerning
deaths by occupational diseases in the conventional industry
and U.S. data on doses to the workers in the nuclear industry
to the world situation, the following can be deduced:
Worker deaths in conventional industr:t: 1 12er :t:ear:
R

accident deaths 12er :t:ear
deaths per year from occupational diseases

= 0.5

Risk of death to workers in nuclear industr:t: 1 12er :t::ear:
R

risk of accident death
risk of death from occupational diseases

=4

. 10-3

The basic difference in trends is obviously due to the fact that
in the nuclear field the higher risk is contained in the range
of doses regarded as acceptable, given the number of workers who
may theoretically be exposed to hem. According to Baker (8) and
many others, instead, the doses actually received by workers are
much lower than those permissible and therefore these values can
definitely be lowered, similarly to what has already been done
in West Germany (9) and proposed in the u.s. (10).
For the methods of the evaluations, for the completion of
conclusions and for complete references of this paper, those
interested may wish to read its full text.
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AN EVALUATION OF 'RISK' J<'aml SURVIVAL AND HUTAGENESIS STUDIES
J C Asquith, P D Holt and J A B Gibson
Environmental and :•ledical Sciences Division, AERE IIan,.ell, UK.

I:NTIWDUCTI ON
The idea that a cnncer may be the end product of a series of independently occurring somatic mutations was first suggested by Nordling
(1) to explain the relationship between death-rate from all human
cnncers and the age at ,,.hich death occurred. Although the somatic
mutation theory of carcinogenesis has not been universally accepted,
it has been applied by different workers to spontaneous, radiation
induced and chemically induced tumours as well as those caused by a
combination of radiation and chemical insQlts. Different groups
have suggested different numbers of mutations are required for
carcinogenesis. These range from two (2,3) to twelve (4) independent mutations being requ~red in the same cell.
We have used the simplest of these suggestions, the two mutation
hypothesis, to generate a theoretical carcinogenesis curve from our
experimental data on the survival and mutation of Chinese hamster cells
exposed to single doses of 60Co gamma radiation. The application of
the data in this preliminary study to predict tumour induction in the
whole animal should enable us to determine those areas which require
further investigation.
2.

EXPERIHENTAL DATA

The survival and mutation experiments were carried out on a V79-4
subline of Chinese hamster fibroblasts. The mutagenesis system we
have used is the development of resistance to the purine analogue
6-thioguanine. This resistance is associated with the loss of activity
of the enzyme hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT).
Our cell line has a continuously bending survival curve following
gamma radiation, fitting the equation

S

=

2

e-(aD +~D)

(1)

'"here S is the fraction of cells surviving, D is the dose in rads and
the parameters are a= 1.25 x 10-3 rad-1 and ~ = 1.5 x 10-6 rad-2 for
unsynchronised cells. The induced mutation frequency curve for gamma
rays also has components dependent upon the dose and the dose squared:

(2)
where H is the probability oS mutation induction per cell and the
parameters are y = 2.9 x 10- rod- 1 , 5 = 3.45 x 10-11 rad-2
If these results are plotted as log survival versus induced mutation
frequency (HIF) the relationship is linear,
LnS
with

k

= -kM
= 2.3

X

10

_5

(3)
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Figure 1
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Theoretical carcinogenesis curve (equation 5)

3.

THEORETICAL CAltCINOGENESIS

The probability of two independent mutations occurring in the same
cell (P) is the product of the probabilities of either occurring.
If we assume that the two critical mutations leadin~ to carcinogenesis
have the same induction parameters, y and o, as the mutation studied,
this probability will be
P

= (yD

2 2

+ oD )

(4)

At the same time as causing mutations, the gamma radiation is also
killing both mutated and non-mutated cells as described in equation
(1). To obtain an estimate of risk of carcinogenesis, that is the
probability that a cell will receive both mutations and remain viable,
this survival factor must be included:
2
Risk = e-(~D + BD )(y 2 D2 + 2yoD 3 + o 2 D4 )
(5)
This equation is plotted in Figure 1 for doses 0.1 to 4000 rod. The
increase in risk is dependent on the square of the dose up to 500 rod,
after tihich the curve peaks at "'900 rod, then falls away rapidly.
Although the risk is shown as dependent upon D2, at low doses there is
probably a linear component, as there is a statistical probability
of both mutations occurring tdth one traversal of the nucleus. This
data is developed from experimental parameters obtained from Chinese
hamster cells and is only intended as an example of a risk in dose
curve.
One question \vhich this immediately raises is whether this equation is
directly applicable to human cells. Preliminary experiments with
primary human fibroblasts in our laboratory have not followed equation
1 but have sho'm a multi target plus single hit survival curve with
parameters n = 1. 5, D0 = 110 rads. As Thacker and Cox ( 5) have shotm
the same relationship between survivul und UIF for primary human
fibroblasts and Chinese hamster cells, as shotm in equation 3, one
would vnticipote some differences bett.een a theoretical 2-mutation carcinogenesis curve for human fibroblasts and Figure 1.
4.

COHPARISON WI'rH RADIATION CAitCINOGENESIS STUDIES

This ch<tnge in the shnpc of the carcinogenesis curve with the cells
used to obtain experimental d<tta makes comparisons difficult, as we
would predict that the curve would change, '"i th the survival curve
from species to species. This does appear to be the case with
rndiation carcinogenesis studies. Two reports dealing with skin
tumours in rodents serve to illustrate this. Hulse and Mole (2)
found thnt skin tumour incidence in CBA/II mice increased as the square
of the dose, with a peak at 4000 rads. Data of Burns and coworkers
(G) for rat skin tumours showed a peak at only 2000 rads. This data
could not be analysed to show whether the response depended upon the
s~uare or some other power of the dose.
A further complication of the situation is that within a given species
the radiosensitivities of different cell types can vary quite widely,
resultin~ in a series of carcinogenesis curves for different tissues.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical carcinogenesis curve based on experimentnl data derived
from Chinese hamster cells has been described. This curve shows a
typical peaked response, with the maximum at ..,goo rads.
\vhile it is probable that this curve is not directly applicable to
cells from another species, such as man, it is felt that this type
of approach may be useful in helping to forge a link between physical
and biological studies in radiological protection. For the future
we intend to extend this work in several directions. One application
is the calculation of risk around a [3-emitting particle in lung tissue.
We also wish to extend the analysis to high LET radiation induced
mutagenesis and other cell types, including primary human fibroblnsts.
While not intending to work iQ vivo it is important to obtain as much
data as possible to prove or disprove the hypothesis presented in
this paper.
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A STATISTICAL METHOD FOll_ DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN ALTE"{NATIVE
RADIO BIOLOGICAL MODELS
I. A. Kinsella and J. F. Malone
College of Technology,
Kevin Street, Dublin 8, Ireland.

1.

INTRODUCTION
Radio biological models are extensively used to aid understanding of
the development of radiation damage and as a method of extrapolation
of dose-effect curves to low dose regions. Different postulates give
rise to different models suchas thf target theory or DNA strand break
models (1, ~ so that it is desirable to have a single procedure for
estimating the various model parameters. This procedure should have
statistical justification and be applicable to a variety of models.
The technique due to Gilbert ( 3 ) has been applied only to the Puck
and Multitarget models while that due to Chadwick and Leenhouts ~)
is applicable only to the quadratic (aD + BD 2 ) type model. No attempt
has been made by the latter author~ to deal with the problem of variance
heterogeniety. The approach used here (Section 2) was to use the
11aximum Likelihood Method (M.L.M.) for all models in which the
observed effect, survival or mutation rate, is a function of dose.
An equivalent approach to the Multitarget model is given in (41
and the parameters of the Modified Multitarget are given in (SJ
The M.L.M. involves finding the parameter set which are most likely
with given experimental data. This approach provides a Goodness of
Fittest of the given model (Section 3) and a method of discriminating
between alternative models (Section 4). Since this paper illustrates
the techniques using a single data set no general conclusion is made as
to the applicability of any one model in given circumstances.

2.

PARAMETEll_ ESTIMATION
The numerical estimates of the parameters of five models, using M.L.M.,
are given in Table 1. The M.L.M. requires the specification of
probability density function (p.d.f.) for the experimental response
variable which is assumed Poisson for experiments where the number of
surviving cells or clones is measured. The individual models are incorporated into the Poisson p.d.f. by specifying a conditional Poisson
p.d.f. with parameter ~ c.p(D.) where~ is the zero dose survival and
c. is the cell concentration ~xposed to dose D .. The five survival
ciirves considered were
'"
Model
Hodel
Model
Model
Model

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

1 - (1 - exp(- D/Do))n
exp(-D/Dl) (1 - (1 - exp(-D/Do)))n
exp(--yD/Dl)(l - (1 - exp (- (1 - y) D/D 0) )n)
exp(--aD - SD 2 )
exp (-a pD - SpD 2 )

(
(
(
(
(

1
6
7
8
2

Each model was used to set up a Likelihood Function (L.F.) and the
numerical values of the parameters which maximize this function were
found by the Simplex Search Method ( 9 ) • The results in Table 1 are
from an experiment using Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells (Clone .A). The
survival criterion was clone forming ability and Table 2 gives the
observed and predicted viable clones at each dose for each model.
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~odel

)J

o. 77

1
2
3
4
5

0.75
0.76
0.58
0.47

TABLE 1

Dl

Do

n

196.6
294.6
203.7

543.7
130.8

1.4
1.7
1.5

B

a

y

p

0.09
2.3+
5.9+ 0.6

2.3*
2.1*

Parameter Estimates for Five Models
= 10- 3 + Scale Factor = 10- 6

* Scale factor

"'~ean

Dose (D)

3.

xi

1

2

3

4

78
58
45
65
46

78
61
51
54
38
54
73
93
79

75
62
52
55
39
53

77

58
57
56
66
49
63
81
84
54

so

65
99
67

TABLE

Predicted by Model

Actual

0
196
326
457
587
782
848
979
1110
2

Survival

62
52
54
38
52

72

71

89
73

89
74

(~i)
i

5

45
56
60
74
56
70
87
84
49

Actual and Predicted elone Survival

GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
The adequacy of representation of the data by each individual model
can be examined using a statistical test devised by Roberts and
Coote (10). Their test is an analysis of variance type test which
uses the F distribution of the test statistic F as the statistical
test criterion
x2
D.F.
M.S.
F
Deviation from Model

~ ni(xi- pi) 2/lli

Residual Variation
TABLE 3

X~/D.F.

d-k

= S1

4n .-d

Sz

• 11-

Goodness of Fit Test

i

d (doses}

1,2,
1,2,

j

S1/S2

ni (counts/ dose)

Here a. is the predicted mean response, and k is the number of
estimafed parameters in each model. The Deviation X2 reflects the
fundamental goodness of fit of the model and the Residual x 2
is affected by random variation. The calculated F value will be large
when the model is not an adequate fit to the data. Table 4 gives
the F values with their associated significance levels and for
comparison the mean absolute deviation ~Jx.- ~.J/d
1-

Model 1

Model 2

1-

Model 3

?-

Model 4

Model 5

2.1 (p>O. OS) 2. 2(p>O. OS) 3. 0 (p>O. OS} 4.8 (p<tJ·. OlL.l4. 3{p<O .001)
6.5
6.3
6.3
10.2
15.5
TABLE
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4

Results of F test

The data does not show statistically significant deviation from models
1, 2 or 3 which is reflected in low values of the mean absolute deviation
while the reverse holds for the remaining two models.
4.

COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS
Cox (ll) discusses the problem of discriminationg between alternative
p.d. f.'s which are postulated as model:; uf Jata. ~ie use the same approach
to get an "index" which can be used for comparisons between models, the
index being a function of the numerical value of the log L.F. when the
M.L.E. 's are substituted for the unknown parameters. When a model is a
good fit to the data the L.F. should be small as the data (x 1.. ) has a
high probability of being observed. We actually calculate a ''7
complementary quantity
~1: l-ICipk(D)
1.J

+

IL

X ••

ij

1J

log 11C 1~Pk (D)

which,for model k, is large when model k is a good fit. The values of
Ik are given in Table 5 and they reflect the conclusion which can be
tentatively drawn from Table 3.
Hodel 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

'lodel 5

5475.2

5476.2

5476.8

5456.8

5421.0

TABLE 5

Values of Ik for five models

The broad similarity of models 1, 2 and 3 is again reflected in the
similar values of Ik for these models while the fact that the other t>~o
models do not give a good fit to this data is shown up in the smaller
value of Ik for models 4 and 5. It should be borne in mind that this
"index" is used here in a qut~litative sense as no statistical
distribution is being postulated for it.
5.

CONCLUSIONS
The statistical methods discussed above are sufficiently robust to meet
the demands of a wide range of radio biological models. While the
discussion in Section 4 does not allow an absolute value of the
probability that one model is better than another be given, it represents
an initial step in placing models in order from the point of view of
goodness of fit. Further investigations are in progress to determine if
more quantitative criterion can be developed for this problem. As only
one set of data has been analysed here with reference to five models
further work will be necessary with varied data and a wider range of
models, before general conclusions on the suitability of one or other
model to a particular sort of biological material or radiation
type can be specified.
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THE ROLE OF BIOMEHBRANE LIPIDS IN THE HOLECULAR
MECHANISM OF ION TRANSPORT RADIATION DAMAGE
B.I.Medvedev, Yu.V.Evtodienko, L.S.Yaguzhinsky,
A.M.Kuzin
Inst: i t:ute of Biological Physics, Acad. Sci. USSR,
Pushchino, Moscow Region,l42292,USSR

Study of radiation-induced changes in the content and properties
of biomembranes and ion-transporting mechanisms is of great interest. The ion transport systems provide ionic homeostasis thus
controlling the mitotic cycle of the cells. These systems are
highly radiosensitive. In the recent years experimental studies
were also extended concerning damages in membrane permeability
and postradiation ionic transport in cell organelles, in particular in mitochondria. Recent studies showed that the ATP synthesis process underlying the energy provision of living systems is
directly related to ionic transmembrane movement. In this connection w~+studied the effect of ionizing radiation on ATP synthesis
and Ca
active transport coupled to efflux of hydrogen and potassium ions from mitochondria. The rate of ATP synthesis was
estimated from the decrease of hydrogen ion concentration in the
incubation medium. The values of potassium and hydrogen ionic
flows were estimated by ion-selective electrodes. One- and twodimensional thin-layer chromatography was used to obtain and to
analyze the lipid fractions. After addition of calcium ions to
mitochondrial suspension hydrogen ions are released due to the
action of the hydrogen-pump. After alternate addition of calcium
spontaneous equalization of the gradient ions takes place. Here
it is possible to measure the maximal value of calcium-hydrogen
exchange (calcium-capacity).
"Jhen adding calcium ions to mitochondria potassium ions are
released as well and we can measure the rate of this efflux. The
experimental conditions provided the concentration of endogeneous potassium in the mitochondrial matrix to b5 high (Io-IM) as
compared to that in the incubation medium (IO- M). Increase in
the rate of ATP synthesis (I.4-I.6 times), ca2+-capacity
(I.4-I.8 times), membrane potential (by 20-50 mv) and decrease
in K+-conductivity (2.5-3 times) in rat liver mitochondria was
established by a number of experiments three hours after f-irradiation at a dose of IOOO r. The process of oxidative phosphorylation was normalyzed 24 hours later, whereas damages of ca2+ accumulation and K+-conductlvity remain. The circunstance that
the experimental mitochondria can accumulate considerably greater
amounts of calcium may be essential for regulation of enzymatic
processes in the cell since calcium is an important regulatory
ion. Moreover in irradiated mitochondria the system providing
the potassium efflux from the matrix into the external medium
functions at a lower rate on moderate calcium load. A question
arises: what is responsible for the decrease of potassium permeability of mitochondrial membranes?
The transport of ions in mitochondria including potassium ions is
essentially determined by the properties of the hydrophobic lipid
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phase of biomembranes which involves the potassium-transporting
system. In this connection it was interesting to investigate
permeability of artificial phospholipid membranes (APM) formed
from lipids of inner and outer mitochondrial membranes from
control and irradiated animals 24 hours after irradiation. In a
potassium-free medium the resistance of APM from mitochondrial
lipids did not essentially differ for the control and experimental animals and were high. In the presence of potassium ions
(IOO mM KCl) the resistance of APM from lipids of the control
animals droped one hundred to five hundred times whereas that of
the experimental ,animals kept high.
This points to the fact that in the mitochondrial membrane lipids
from the control animals there is a potassium-transporting system
whose functioning is successfully reconstructed in artificial
membranes. These data enabled the conclusion that the change in
mitochondrial membrane permeability is due to substantial changes
in the lipids of mitochondrial membranes.
The thin-layer chromatographic analysis of phospholipid composition of the inner and outer mitochondrial membranes from the
control and irradiated animals showed a sharp decrease (or absolute absence) of the minor fraction of phospholipids. On the chromatogram this fraction is situated between diphosphatidylglycerol
(DPG) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PEA). Introduction of this
minor fraction to the APM-mixture of mitochondrial lipids from
irradiated animals brought about an increase in K+-permeability
of APM. Thus it was revealed that this fraction raised the potassium-permeability of APM (potassium-transporting fraction). Upon
formation of KCl gradient a membrane potential corresponding to
that calculated from the Nernst equation arises on APM. Here the
polarity of the potential is negative on the side of the more
concentrated solution, which indicates that potassium ions are
substantially more penetrating than the chlorine ions. Moreover
K+ ions produced the greatest decrease in electric resistance of
APM compared to other monovalent cations:

Two-dimensional thin-layer chromatographic separation of this
fraction and evaluation of the components by the method of APM
showed that the fraction consists of several individual compouns
with different capability to facilitate the transmembrane movement of potassium ions.
The analysis of the fraction for specific groups: glycol-, carbonyl-, phosphate-, free amino-, choline-, non-terminal N-H gave
the positive answer to the phosphate group only. These data as
well as the estimation of chromatographic behaviour of this fraction from one- and two-dimensional chromatograms enabled us to
conclude that the potassium transporting compounds are lysoforms
of polyglycerophospholipids. Chromatographically pure DPG was
subjected to mild basic hydrolysis and the hydrolysate was introduced to APM. The potassium permeability of such APM rised sharply.
Special studies of hydrolysis products of DPG and the components
of the minor fraction with chemical, instrumental (NMR) and chromatographic methods revealed that one of the endogeneous components of the minor potassium-transporting fraction is lysodiphosphatidylglycerol (LDPG) . Introduction of chromatographically pure

LD?G obtained from D?G by chemical modelling resulted in an increase of potassium permeability of APM by two or three orders.
The data obtained enable us to believe that lysodiphosphatidylglycerol is one of the endogeneous ionophores of mitochondrial
membranes,
Liver mitochondria are known to contain phospholipase A and this
enZ}~e attacks DPC, phosphatidylglycerol,phosphatidic acid and
other phospholipids. It is also known that·the process of forming of cholesterol esters in liver is coupled to that of lysephospholipids. Cholesterol has been shown to serve as an acceptor for splitted fatty acid molecules. The transfer of fatty
acids and acylation of cholesterol is provided also by an enzyme.
As irradiation causes inhibition of phospholipase activity, the
content of not only lysophospholipids and fatty acids but also
cholesterol esters may be expected to decrease. In fact, the
analysis supported that after irradiation the content of not only
lysopolyglycerophosphatides but also lysoforms of phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine decreases and the content of
fatty acids and cholesterol esters in neutral lipids reduces.
The obtained data point to that phospholipases are tightly related to formation of endogeneous ionophores in mitochondrial membranes.
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EFFECT OF GLUTATHIONE ON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS IRRADIATED IN VITRO
Roberto Badiello, George Gorin, Marcello Quintiliani, Giustina Simone and
Maurizio Tamba
Laboratorio di Fotochimica e Radiazioni di Alta Energia (C.N.R.),Bologna(Italy)
and Chemistry Department Oklahoma State University, Stillwater Oklahoma (U.S.A.)
One of the mechanisms suggested to explain the radioprotective ability of
thiol (RSH) either endogenous or hexogenous in living systems postulates the
repair of a transient damage to some critical biomolecule (T") by hydrogen
donation (1).
T + RSH - - TH + RS
This reaction is supposed to be in competition with that of molecular oxygen
at the same site, which, instead, leads to a permanent damage
T. + 0

--4

2

TO.

2

This hypothesis is supported by the observation that, while no oxygen effect
is detectable in radiation inactivation, in solution, of biological macromolecules such as DNA and enzymes, this effect appears when thiols are added
(2,3). An implication of this hypothesis would be that, in living cells,
endogenous sulphydrils, mostly consisting of glutathione, are involved in
the process of natural radioprotection.
The repair reaction by hydrogen donation has been demonstrated by Adams and
al (4,5) to occur between cysteamine and a number of simple organic compounds,
i.e. alcohols, glucose, sinthetic polymers, etc. using the pulse radiolysis
technique. No data were reported so far concerning complex biological molecules.
The present communication gives an account of experiments carried out to
investigate the mechanism of the radioprotective effect of glutathione in
model biological molecules taking into consideration the hypothesis outlined
above.
Our results on bacterial survival, on the inactivation of enzymes, such as
ribonuclease, yeast alcoholdeydrogenase and aldolase (6); and on structural
and chemical changes in DNA and DNA base components, gave further evidence
for the radioprotective effects of glutathione in all the systems. We also
confirmed that no oxygen effect could be observed in the inactivation of
the enzymes, using ribonuclease and yeast alcoholdehydrogenase. Moreover the
radiation induced loss of catalytic activity was reduced to the same extent
by reduced and oxidized glutathione. This is probably due to the fact that,
in dilute aqueous solution, the mechanism ot free radical scavenging plays
a predominant role.
However, since living matter can be considered as a fairly concentrated
solution, the mere radical scavenging mechanism cannot account for the
protective effect of relatively small concentrations of glutathione. In any
case, our steady state and pulse radiolysis experiments (7) on reduced (GSH)
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and oxidized glutathione (GSSG) have shown that both compounds react almost
with the same very fast rate with water primary radicals as shown in the
Table.

k (M

reaction
OH + GSH

-1

1.3

sec
X

-1

10

1.5x 10

10
10

1.7x 10
e

aq

cs·
OH
e

aq

cs·

+ GSH
+

6.1

cs

6.6

+ GSSG
+ GSSG

+

o

GSSG- +

9.9
5.0

X
X
X
X

10
10
10
10

1.6x 10

2

o

2

1.6x 10

10

9
8
9
9
9
8

)

pH
5.0
8.0
9.2
7.0
8.0
7.0
7.0
9.2
9.2

TABLE. Reactivity of radicals with reduced (GSH) and oxidized glutathione(GSSG)
In the table are also shown the rate constants for reaction of reduced and
oxidized glutathione with molecular oxygen. These data can be related to the
mechanism of gamma radiolysis of reduced glutathion in the presence of
oxygen showing a high value of G(-GSH), about 20, which gives evidence of the
existence of chain reactions (8). This finding could be of some importance
because glutathione, in addition to the competitive mechanism with oxygen
postulated above, could also act by reducing the local intracellular concentration of oxygen during irradiation.
Attempts to provide indications for the existence of the repair mechanism by
hydrogen donation in biological important molecules were carried out using
DNA and DNA base derivatives. Pulse radiolysis experiments of calf thymus
DNA in the presence of reduced glutathione have shown a slight influence of
glutathione on the decay kinetics of the DNA radical. Such kinetics become
significantly faster in the presence of glutathione. However we found considerable difficulties in studying such effects quantitatively. In fact the
experiments were limited by the difficulties in handling DNA solutions more
concentrated than 0.1% which imposed the necessity of using very low concentration of glutathione, in order to avoid that the scavenging effect of
glutathione would become predominant. Glutathione did not show any appreciable influence on the decay kinetics of the thimine radical.
Considering these results, one might observe that, in addition to bases, DNA
includes the phosphodiester backbone. As matter of fact, the present biological research indicates that much of the biological important damage, such
as single and double strand breaks, actually occurs at the level of the
sugar phosphate chain. It cannot be excluded, therefore, that the mechanism
of the damage repair by hydrogen donation, could occur at the level of lesions
int<'r<'sting this part of the macromolecules.
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THE CALCULATION OF LATENT PERIODS
A G Cr.aig
Dept of Pure & Applied Physics
University of Salford, Salford MS 4WT, UK
l

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a calculational model for latent periods corresponding to a biological model of cell progression towards malignancy via a
sequence of random step changes in genetic character arising from enhanced
faulty DNA synthesis or unbalanced cell division in the abnormal cell;
the later stages of cell progression yielding the clinically observed
phenomenon of tumor progression (1).
The model assumes that the initiating event, producing abnormal cells by
physical, chemical or biological processes, does not significantly
determine the latent period and support for this may be found in the time
course of malignancies arising from a variety of causes and the
apparently successful use of log-normal or logistic models" in continuous
insult problems (2,3).
2

THE MODEL

Assuming a hypothetical 1-D deviant character space, represented by x,
clinical observation of tumour progression suggests that the deviations
in cell character should occur via random discrete changes of x within
a continuum of x values. This contrasts with the more traditional
model of lst order transitions between discrete x states which does not
relate well to experiment.
At some time following the exposure of an assembly of cells to an
initiating process there should be a continuous distribution of cells
in the x space. The most useful interpretation of this distribution is,
after normalisation, to define n(x,t), the probability density function,
as the probability of a cell having the value x at time t. B::. analogy
with conventional derivations of Fick's law it is readily demonstrated
that the probability flux, j(x,t), is given by
j (x, t)

D(x,t)

d n(x,t)
dx

(1)

The Diffusion coefficient D(x,t) is regarded as a function of x & t
because its major factor, mitotic rate, is expected to vary both with
age and during tumour progression.
It is readily shown that n(x,t) is the solution of the generalised
diffusion equation
dn(x,t)
dt

d

d~

(D(x,t) dn(x,t))
dx

S(x,t) - A(x,t) n(x,t)

+

(2)

where s(x,t) represents the production of new cells and A(x,t) is
the probability of losing existing cells.
Defining malignant cells as those with x

>

xm then
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r ( t)

:j (x, t)

J

x=x

m

is the probability of a cell becoming malignant at time t,
Since the production and loss of cells is essentially in balance except
in the later stages of tumour growth r(t) is also the probability of
producing a malignant cell at time t from a cell initially transformed at
L = u and Lhe cumulative probability of having produced a malignant
cell from the original transformed cell is
pc (t)

I \ct)
0

dt

(3)

If k(D) is the probability of transforming a normal cell into the
abnormal state for dose D then the cumulative probability of having
produced a malignant cell in an organ with N target cells is
po(t)

Nk(D) pc(t)

(4)

and the corresponding probability of having produced a tumour is
pt ( t)

1- exp ( -p o ( t) )

(5)

which may reduce to
pt(t) x: po(t)
3

Nk(D) pc(t)

(6)

GENERAL DEDUCTIONS & COMMENTS

(i)

probability of tumour occurring depends upon the number of
target cells, N.
(ii)
radiation risk of tumours in various tissues should partially
correlate with spontaneous risk of tumours since N pc(t)
(eqn 4) should apply to both cases: eg data by Stewart (4)
following pre-natal x-irradiation.
(iii) Since the diffusion coefficient depends upon mitotic rate
there should be an age dependency of latent periods. This
is readily confirmed for leukaemia by comparing the
Stewart data with adult data,
(iv)
The solution of equation 2 may be written in terms of a
Green's Function which is the solution for an instantaneous
source (ie equation 2 with S(x,t) = o),
(v)
The Green's function may be obtained directly in practice
since it is well described by the latent period distribution function for the high instantaneous dose data
available.
(vi)
Extended exposure and continuous insult cases may be obtained
by direct time integrals over the Green's function with
appropriate magnitude functions, It is readily deduced that
the mean latent period correlates inversely with dose rate,
(vii) the mean latent period for the production of malignant cells is
independent of dose magnitude.
(viii) The mean latent period for tumours may inversely correlate
with dose magnitude if eqn. 5 needs to be used (3) but may
appear to be independent of dose if eqn. 6 may be used (5).

4

A SIMPLE MODEL

In view of the relatively minor differences in mitotic rate between
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normal and abnormal tissues the first simplification introduced was

&

D(x, t)

D(x) f(t)

/.(x,t)

/.(x) f(t)

where the function f(t) essentially describes the age effect, The age
correctiOn may now be readily introduced by using t' = ff(t)dL and
assuming that D & A are also independent of x the model yields
At' -0 ' 5 exp

n(x,t')

j""'

n(x, t 1 )dx

CL

(- t'

- At')

1

r (t')

Btrl.5 exp (- 2!
t'

where a

X

-At~

(7)

2
m

4D
The parameter 8 in equation 7 can readily be adjusted in numerical
work to obtain the correct magnitude of r(t'). Fits to thyroid data
(5) and leukaemia data (6) are shown in figs 1 & 2 respectively with
t' = t, For the thyroid data in fig 1 a crude age correction
factor based upon thyroid masses is also included,
5

VARIATION OF RISK WITH AGE IN OCCUPATIONAL SITUATION

It has been understood for some time that radiation doses received
late in life may carry less risk than those received earlier as natural
death may intervene before the malignancy occurs. Using the simple
model of the previous section as a convenient analytical form for the
real Green's functions the age variation of leukaemia ris..: relative
to age 25 is presented in fig 3 for different assumptions and conditions
Curves A & B in fig 3 show the effect of mortality upon the cancer risk
under the assumptions that the sensitivity to radiation induction of
tumours is constant with age, Curves C & D allows the sensitivity to
tumour induction to vary at the same rate with age as spontaneous
leukaemia. These curves indicate that should such an age variation
exist it would completely override any reduction in risk from competing
mortality processes,
(1)

Roe, F,J,C,, Ch 1 of "The Biology of Cancer" (Ambrose, E,J & Roe
F,J,C, Eds) Van Nostrand, London (1966)

(2)

Albert, R,E,, Altshuler, B. pp 233-253 "Radionuclide Carcinogenesis"
(Sanders, C,L,, et al,, Eds) USAEC (1973)

(3)

Goldman, M,, et al., pp 347-357 "Radionuclide Carcinogenesis"
(Sanders, C,L,, et al,, Eds) USAEC (1973)

(4)

Stewart, A,M, quoted in Ch 5 of "Irradiation of the Skeleton"
by Vaughan, J,M, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1973)

(5)

Beach, S,A,, Dolphin, G,W,

(6)

Fraumeni, J,F,, Jr, Miller, R.W., J, natn. Cancer Inst, 38 (1967) 593
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SYNERGISM BETWEEN GAMMA AND ULTRASONIC
IRRADIATION OF THE BACTERIUM E, COLI B
A G Craig and J M R Tyler
Dept of Pure & Applied Physics
University of Salford, Salford M5 4WT, UK
l

INTRODUCTION

Using simple and conventional culture techniques for the bacterium
E. Coli B synergism between independently lethal doses of ultrasonic
and cobalt-60 gamma irradiation is established by comparing the
surviving fraction for gamma irradiations for samples with and without
a preceding exposure to ultrasonics.
The results reported here are those of a pilot study where the main aim
of the work was to establish whether conditions could be found in
which synergism could be demonstrated, As a result of the necessary
flexibility of technique for such a project the experimental
procedures lack a number of refinements which will be introduced in
later work. While this lack of refinement may affect the sensitivity
of the tests to determine whether synergism exists as indicated in
the text such an effect can clearly not invalidate any positive
conclusions reached from these tests,
2

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Irradiation cultures were produced by 100: 1 dilution into 0.85%
(w/v) saline of a stationery phase culture, in 'Oxoid' nutrient
broth, of the bacterium E. Coli B, This procedure leaves traces of
the nutrient media in the samples which could be utilised by the
repair mechanism known to operate at room temperatures (1). To
avoid complications due to this repair mechanism samples were slowly
cooled to around 4°C prior to irradiation and maintained as close to
this temperature as possible at all stages of the experiment up to
final plating.
Sonication was achieved by lowering the sterilised probe of a
13 kHz ultrasonic cleaning unit into the sample, After a series of
trial experiments to investigate the effect of variation of sample
size and irradiation geometry upon the reproducibility of readings
and the heating effects of sonication the following conditions
were selected, The irradiation sample consisted of 80ml of culture
in a lOOml beaker which was accurately located at the centre of a
1 litre beaker of crushed ice to limit the heating effect, Despite
this precaution a limited temperature excursion did occur during
sonication but was limited to a rise of some l0°C after 30 mins
exposure and samples returned to the original temperature very
rapidly after sonication ceased,
The probe itself was immersed to a depth of 4mm in the culture; a
cathetometer being used to ensure accurate relocation, This emphasis
on standardised geometry during sonication ensured reasonable reproducability of dose under conditions where interface reflections were
important,
The ultrasonic dose rate was obtained by noting the initial rate of
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Gamma Exposure Times - (Mins)
19
9

Ultrasonics

2
SF

Exp.
(mins

SF

SF

SF

0,62
(O .48)

0.078
(-2.47)

0.0072
(-4.94)

0.54

0.34
(-0.67)

0,038
(-3.23)

0.0023
(-6 .07)

17

0.005

0.39
(-0.47)

0.052
(-2.90)

0.0022
(-6.12)

30

0.014

0,30
(-0.85)

0.021
(-3.82)

0.001
(-6.91)

1

0

4

Table 1. S~rviving Fractions for First Series of Experiments
(Numbers in brackets are logits used in 't' test).
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increase of temperature of the sample and hence computing the rate of
energy deposition as 64.5±1.3 W kg- .•
The gamma irradiation of the samples was achieved by exposure of the
80ml sample in a kilo Curie cobalt-60 facility at a dose rate of 1.95
krad min- as measured by the Fricke method. The sample was contained
in a boiling tube which was accurately located in a container of
crushed ice at a fixed point in the radiation field. The use of such
a large sample permitted small aliquots to be taken without serious
perturbation of the irradiation geometry and eliminated the possibility
of different samples experiencing different dose rates.
The large sample size clearly involves, however, a considerable variation
in dose rate across samples placed close to a large gamma source.
Measured plate counts thus yield the average response to a range of
doses but this is not important when comparing samples provided the dose
distribution function is the same for both. Although the normal
smoothing effect of such an averaging process may result in a reduction
of the sensitivity with which synergism can be detected this cannot
affect the validity of the conclusions reached below.
A standard time interval of 10 min was allowed between sonication and
the subsequent exposure to gamma irradiation. Aliquots taken before
and after sonication allow evaluation of the sonic surviving fraction.
Aliquots taken after the gamma irradiation allow evaluation of the
gamma surviving fraction.
Following appropriate dilution of the aliquots obtained, surface
plating on to prepared Petri dishes containing 1 0xoid" nutrient agar
and incubation for 24 hours at 37°C visible colonies were counted and
used to calculate the various surviving fractions.
3

RESULTS

From trial experiments ultrasonic exposures of 4, 17 and 30 mins were
selected to provide a reasonable spread of sonic surviving fractions.
These exposure times were used in presonication of samples in both
series of experiments.
3.1

First Series of Experiments

From trials gamma ray exposures of 2, 9 and 19 mins were selected.
For each combination of ultrasonic and gamma ray exposures the surviving
fraction following gamma irradiation was obtained for samples with and
without presonication. These surviving fractions are presented in
Table 1.
Since data in the form of proportions does not readily lend itself
to standard statistical procedures the surviving fractions were
converted into logits using
logit, Q (SF)

ln (SF I (1-SF))

The Student 't' test as applied to matched pair data was then used
to examine the difference in each pair of logits. Th& 1 t 1 value
of 8.04 obtained for the nine pairs, and hence eight degrees of freedom,
indicates quite clearly that the observed difference in logits, and
hence surviving fractions, is most unlikely to have occurred as a
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result of random error,
3.2

Second Series of Experiments

The differences in surviving fractions discussed in the previous section
possibly indicate a dependence upon the magnitude of the ultrasonic
and gamma ray exposures, For each value of presonication a gamma ray
survival curve over 3 decades was obtained for samples with and without
presonication,
Each survival curve Fas fitted by computer to the simple quadratic
formula
ln (SF) • -aD - BD

2

and the relative sensitivity, (R,S, = dose without sonication to
produce given survival divided by the dose with sonication to produce
the same survival), obtained for different levels of survival, fig l,
The curves in fig 1 indicate that the synergistic effect increases with
increasing ultrasonic dose. With increasing gamma ray doses for a
given presonication the synergistic effect decreases indicating that
shouldered survival curves become less shouldered,
4

CONCLUSION & COMMENT

Both series of experiments indicate quite clearly that the gamma ray
sensitivity increases following presonication, The question is whether
this is a genuine synergism or is a result of the heating effect
described by Clarke Hill (2) which may be used to explain a number of
results for a simultaneous non-lethal sonication and x-irradiation.
Although a temperature excursion did occur during sonication this was
eliminited before gamma irradiation commenced and it seems unlikely
that the biological 'memory' of such a small excursion could produce
such noticeable results, The author's believe, therefore, that these
results represent a genuine synergism,

(1)

Stapleton, G.E, et al,, J. Cell Comp. Physiol, 41 (1953) 345

(2)

Clarke, P.R, Hill, C,R
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Br, J. Radiol, 43 (1970) 97
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PLUTONIUM IN HUMAN LUNG IN THE HANFORD ENVIRONS
I. C. Nelson and V. W. Thomas, Jr.
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Richland, Washington USA
1.

INTRODUCTION

The release or potential for release of radioactive materials to the
environs of nuclear facilities has been receiving considerable attention in
the press and other news media. Frequently plutonium has been highlighted
as a most serious inhalation hazard.
Plutonium has been produced, fabricated, transported, and stored in various
forms at the Hanford complex for several decades and has been the subject
of substantial research as to its occurrence in the environs.
To assure that programs are adequate, it is necessary to demonstrate the
extent to which past and present practices have or have not limited public
exposure to plutonium. Both measurements of plutonium in tissue samples
from individuals potentially exposed and estimates of exposure based on
measured concentrations of plutonium in air as discussed in this paper provide a basis for such demonstration.
SOURCES OF PLUTONIUM IN AIR
Potential sources of 239 Pu in near-surface air in the Hanford environs have
included worldwide fallout from weapons testing and releases of contaminated
air from plutonium production facilities and research laboratories and possibly from resuspension of plutonium from along waste ditches, ponds, and
burial grounds located at the Hanford complex. The latter potential sources
of plutonium may have been of little significance since they would amount to
ground-level releases and were located about 32 km from inhabited areas.
Since May 1973, waste streams containing plutonium have been routed to tanks
for storage, thus eliminatin~ most of that potential for release of plutonium to the Hanford environs (1).
2.

The first thermonuclear device in the ~eapons testing program was detonated
in 1952; however, it was not until 1961-1962 that large amounts of trans~ranic elements were injected into the atmosphere.
An estimated 400 kCi
39,240pu were produced during weapons testing, of which about 325 kCi were
globally dispersed (2). (239Pu and 240pu are not distinguishable by alpha
spectrometry, and where 239pu is cited, the sum of the two nuclides is
meant.)
3.

HANFORD MEASUREMENTS

At Hanford routine measurement of concentrations of 239pu in near-surface air
began in late 1961 (4); since 1949, autopsy tissue samples have been radioanalyzed for plutonium. The point of•near-surface air measurement is within
the research laboratory area and about 32 km from the production facilities.
Figure 1 shows the measured values beginning in 1962 and expressed as annual
average concentrations of plutonium. Values of plutonium in air from 1952
through 1961 were inferred through comparison of 239pu and 137cs measurements at Hanford and l37cs measurements made at Chilton, England (5). Also
shown for comparison are concentrations of plutonium in air at New York,
N. Y., from 1964 forward and as inferred from 1954 through 1963 based on
measurements of 90sr deposited on ground and 90sr in near surface air (2).
2)5

Also shown are annual average concentrations of 239pu measured in near-surface air in the USSR for the years 1969 through 1971 (3).
Figure 1 indicates that most of the data agree closely. Except for the year
1964, the measurements of plutonium in surface air at Hanford and New York
are within a factor of two or less. The concentration of 239Pu at Hanford
was almost always less than that at New York. Although Hanford plutonium
facilities may have contributed to the total, the total concentration of
plutonium in air at Hanford appears indistinguishable from fallout-related
concentrations measured elsewhere in mid-latitudes in the northern hemisphere.
4.

THEORETICALLY ESTABLISHED CONCENTRATIONS OF PLUTONIUM IN LUNG

Expected concentrations of plutonium in lung were calculated using measured
concentrations in air, Standard Man parameters, and the ICRP Task Force
Lung Model (6,7). ClassY parameters were assumed since the oxide is the
expected form of plutonium in fallout. An activity median aerodynamic
diameter (AMAD) of 0.4 wm was assumed to characterize particulate fallout.(8)
Equations for determining the lung burden as a function of time were developed as follows: According to the model, two components remain in the lung,
one with a one-day half-time and one with a 500-day half-time. For present
purposes, the component with the long half-time predominates in determining
the quantity in the lung at a given time. The change in lung burden (referred to as the pulmonary region in the ICRP model), Op, with time may be
given by

where Ap is based on the 500-day half-life, fe = 0.6 the fraction of the
deposited quantity D5 removed with a 500-day half-time. D5 is about 0.35
for 0.4-wm AMAD aerosols. D1 is the quantity of the inhaled aerosol. Solution of the above equation yields
DlfeD5
' t
Op = _A_p_ ( 1 - e -/\p )
which gives the quantity of plutonium in the lung at the end of a period of
constant intake. Division of Op by the mass of the lung (1000 g) yields the
concentration of plutonium in lung.
Using this equation and the measured and inferred concentrations of plutonium
in surface air, the concentration in lung was calculated for individuals who
may have resided in the Hanford environs for 1 to 22 years. A breathing rate
of 20 m3/d and a constant level of plutonium in air over one year's time was
assumed. The calculated values are tabulated in Table 1. For a given year
the total lung burden at the end of the year was determined from the average
Pu concentration in air for that year using the above equation plus the total
at the end of the previous year decayed for one year with a 500-day half-life.
Although exposure begins at birth, adult breathing parameters were used in
the calculations.
~igure

2 presents these results graphically for 5-year intervals beginning
1953. As shown in the figure, concentrations of plutonium to be expected
1n lung over a 22-year period ranged from about 0.01 to a maximum of 1.1
fCi/g of lung. The average for the period was about 0.4 fCi/g lung. Regardless of the year of initial exposure, the estimated concentration at the end
~n
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TABLE 1.
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1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958
1953 0.06 0.10 0.28 0.40 0.50 0.66
1954
0.07 0.26 0.39 0.50 0.65
1955
0.22 0.38 0.48 0.64
0.23 0.40 0.60
1956
1957
0.26 0.51
0.35
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1959
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.05
1.00
0.90
0;69

Cumulative Concentrations in Lung At End of Period, fCi/g
1960
0.76
o. 76
0.75
o. 73
0.70
0.65
0.52
0.10

1961
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.58
0.57
0.53
0.45
0.20
0.14

1962
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.81
0.81
0.78
0.74
0.59
0.55
0.46

1963
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.81
0.81
0.80

o. 77
0.68
0.66
0.60
0.32

1964
0.75
0. 75
0."'
0.74
0.74
0.74
o. 72
0.66
0.65
0.62
0.45
0.24

1965
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.69
0.69
0.68
0.65
0.64
0.62
0.52
0.40
0.25

1966
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.49
0.49
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.39
0.32
0.22
0.08

1967
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.28
0.23
0.18
0.09
0.04

196R
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.20
0.17
0.12
0.09
0.06

1969
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.13
0.12
0.10
0.06

1970
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.07

1971
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.06

1972
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
o. 16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.08
0.04

1973
0.11
0.11
0.11
o. 11
0.11
0.11
o. 11
0.10
0.10
a. 10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.01

1974
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.04

of 1974 ranged from 0.04 to 0.1 fCi/g lung. The total Pu intake by inhalation over the 1953-1974 period is estimated to be 30 pCi. The average lung
burden for this period was estimated to be 0.4 pCi. Bennett estimated a
42.6 pCi cumulative intake using the data obtained at New York for the
period 1954-1975 (2). An average lung burden of 0.7 pCi was obtained from
the New York data.
5.

TISSUE ANALYSIS

Since 1949, tissue samples obtained at autopsy from residents (non-Hanford
workers) in the Hanford environs have been radioanalyzed for plutonium.
Figure 3 shows graphically the concentration of plutonium in lung of individuals sampled. One problem associated with these measurements has been
the lack of sensitivity commensurate with the very small quantities in the
lung. As a consequence, many sample results were reported only as less
than the detection limit; this limit has varied over the years and with
sample size. In Figure 3, the average (x) shown is the average assuming
each sample result in the set had been as much as the detection limit.
Although it too may have been a "less than'' value, the maximum reading of
the set is also indicated in the figure. The lower value measured in a set
of samples is indicated by the letter L.
In 1974, our laboratory converted from an autoradiography measurement technique, which had the advantage of rather good sensitivity but an overriding
disadvantage of uncertainty in radiochemical yield, to a process of alpha
spectrometry. Improved knowledge of chemical yield through use of 236pu
and 242pu tracers and alpha spectrometry yields more reliable data at a
slight loss in sensitivity at reasonable counting times.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

As shown in Figure 4, the measured and theoretical results compare closely.
In most cases, the average concentration of the set was within a factor of 5
of the theoretical estimate. The marked decrease in measured concentrations
of plutonium in lung from 1966 to 1970 coincided with an approximate tenfold increase in tissue sample size. That period was also one in which
fallout concentrations decreased. Caution should be used in developing conclusions from these results because many of the sample resu'ts during this
time and earlier were ''less thans'', and their true value may have been substantially less than that shown. The apparent increase in measured concentrations of plutonium in lung in the period 1971-1974 is not understood.
The new alpha spectrometry procedure was used on these samples, and some
systematic error in earlier work may be suggested. The possibility of a
small contribution from Hanford facilities cannot be absolutely ruled out.
The average concentration in lung over the period covered (assuming a "less
than" value to be at detection limit) was 0.5 fCi/g of lung, and the average of the maximum values noted was 0.8 fCi/g. For comparison, the theoretical average value where it is assumed that each year since 1954 an individual is autopsied was 0.4 fCi/g. If Hanford facilities have contributed
to the plutonium content of lungs in individuals residing in the environs,
that contribution would appear at most to be about that from worldwide fallout. But more likely the plutonium in lung derives almost totally from
fallout, and the Hanford contribution is negligible by comparison.
Regardless of source, a sustained lung burden of plutonium of 0.5 fCi/g of
lung would relate to a dose of 0.5 mrem/year. Over the 22-year period ending in 1974 a total dose to lung of 10 mrem was estimated from these data.
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Numerically, this is trivial compared to the approximately 1600-2000 mrem
(l) the individual would likely have received from naturally occurring
sources in the Hanford area during this same period.
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EVALUATION OF THE HAZARD TO RESIDENTS OF AREAS CONTAMitlATED WITH PLUTONIUM
Carl J. Johnson
Jefferson County Health Department and the University of Colorado School of Medicine
Lakewood, Colorado 80226
INTRODUCTION
PlUtonium oxide particles deposited on the ground surface by accidental spills or atmospheric fallout (Table i) are subject to resuspension by wind or other means. Particles
in the size range of 5 pm and smaller are considered to be of respirable size because
when inhaled they may be retained within the lung( 1). Most of the plutonium oxide
particles released offsite by nuclear installations are in this size range(2). This paper
describes a method of measuring the concentration of plutonium in the potentially respirable surface dust and discusses the potential health effects of exposure to such dust.
SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
In our study area (downwind from the Rocky Flats plant) sites for sampling were selected
following guide! ines proposed by the Atomic Energy Co:nmission(3). A composite sample
of the loose, surficial (about 0-0.5 em deep) soil material was collected with a clean
brush and a clean plastic container within an area of 4 m2 when the ground surface was
dry(4). Plutonium oxide particles likely exist in association with other soil particles as
micro-aggregates and, therefore, behave as such. Microaggregates of soil are dynamic
and are affected by freezing and thawing, wetting and drying, the kind and amount of
natural cementing a9ents present, and by other forces that tend to disrupt or reconstitute
them(5). These plutonium-oxide-microaggregate associations cannot be measured except by methods that tend to alter their natural state. In contrast, our procedure seeks
to maximize the dispersion of the microaggregates to expose the plutonium oxide particles and to eva Iuate the maximum potential hazard. Attention to the dispersion of
microaggregates will tend to alleviate the problem of the effect of microaggregation on
the precision of the data and will provide data that are comparable from season to
season or from site to site.
About 50 g of soil material that passed a 2-mm screen was treated by standard methods
with hydrogen peroxide to remove organic material. The sample was then washed and
filtered to remove soluble salts, and was mechanically dispersed with a 300 watt ultrasonic probe for 15 minutes. Sodium metaphosphate was added when necessary to facilitate dispersion of the particles.
Particles of respirable size were separated by size and density with a standard watersedimentation technique(6 ). The threshold settling velocity was computed from Stoke's
equation using an effective diameter of 5 pm and a density of 11 .36 g/cm3 (plutonium
oxide). The size fraction thus collected includes other mineral particles with equivalent settling velocities that have some combination of smaller density and larger diameter. The collected fraction was freeze-dried and analyzed for plutonium by radiochemical procedures(?, 8). Contamination of off site soils in the study area (an area
proposed for residential development) was found to be as great as 380 times the background value. We believe that the concentration of plutonium in the respirable fraction of surface dust, as defined here, is an index that can be more readily related to
the potential health hazard than other indices uti I ized for this purpose.
PARTICLE SIZE AND ACTIVITY
Relationships between particle size, volume, mass and radioactivity are shown in Table
2. A particle of plutonium oxide one ..,min diameter weighs about six millionths of a
microgram (..,g). This particle is very small but has an activity of 0.3 picocuries (pCi)
or about one disintegration every 1.5 minutes. A particle 5 pm in size has a mass of
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• 0007fJg. This particle is also of respirable size and will have an activity of about 41
pCi or some 90 disintegrations per minute (dpm}. One hundred of the 5 I-'m particles
together would weigh about 0.07..,g. Since plutonium has a biological activity 15 or
more times as great as radium, this many particles of plutonium oxide may be similar in
effect to 0.5 1-'g of radium, the smallest bone dose found associated with osteosarcoma
in radium dial painters(9). AI though plutonium may be present in contaminated areas
offsite in extremely smal! quantities, this may be sufficient to produce bone cancer and
other types of tumors.
ESTIMATES OF DOSAGE AND EFFECT
The reco:nmended dose I imit of plutonium 239 (occupational exposure} to lung is at
present 15 rem/year or 16,000 pCi. This maximum permissable annual dose (MPAD) is
equivalent to about 400 five pm particles, or a total mass of about 0.3 ..,g of plutonium
oxide. A single particle of plutonium oxide 40 t-~m in size has more than this much
activity and is within the range of atmospheric dust (0.3 to 100 I-'m}. A particle of this
size might not be retained in the respiratory tract, but could lodge in an abrasion or
other wound.
Meyers gives evidence to support a recommendation that a much more realistic I imit
than the present 15 rem MPAD for lung burden is the "maximum permissable pulmonary
lymph node burden" which is placed at 230 pCi (10). The maximum lung level that
could produce this is 67 pCi. Meyers points out that this is less than 0.5% of the currently accepted MPAD (occupational} of 15 rems for the lung. The inhalation andretention of two 5 I-'m particles annually would exceed this amou.1t. Morgan also demonstrates that the present limit for exposure to plutonium may be too high by a factor of
240 or more, in relation to potential effects on bone(11). Again, two of the 5 I'm particles would exceed this more conservative dose limit.
The relative risk of inhaling and retaining plutonium oxide particles in reference to the
amount of plutonium in the respirable dust is illustrated in Table 3. A single 4 I'm particle may produce about 50 dpm, equivalent to about 20 millirems. One such particle
in 25 grams of respirable dust will produce an average activity of 2 dpm/gram of dust.
If a person has inhaled and retained 12.5 grams of dust, he has a 500/o chance of inhaling that 4 t-~m particle of plutonium oxide. However, the particle may be in the
first bit of dust inhaled or in the last bit. The probability is one in 100, expressed in
the table as p=.01, that if he inhales only 1/4 gram, that he may inhale the 5 I-'m particle. Retention of two of these particles, or an equivalent larger number of smaller
particles, would exceed dose I imits proposed by Morgan and Meyers. It may be that
in the very first whiff of dust (25 milligrams} that he may inhale the particle. The
chances are about o:1e in one thousand that this could occur. In a total population of
100,000 or more who could be housed in a contaminated area such as that near the
Rocky Flats plant, these odds seem significant.
The effects on populations of exposure to low levels of radiation have be~n studied by
the Advisory Co:nmittee on the Biological Effects of Radiation of the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Research Council (12). The committee discusses the Federal Radiation Council's maximum permissable level of 5 rem over 30 years (170 mrem/
year}. This dosage, 170 mrem, is equivalent to about four of the five I'm plutonium
oxide particles, or to about 20 grams of respirable dust with 20 dpm/g of plutonium.
The committee thinks that this level would likely result in an increase of cancer deaths
by about 2"/o. In addition, they calculate that the effect of 170 mrem/year would
cause in the first generation an increased incidence of 0.05% of serious, dominant, or
x-linked diseases and defects per year. This is one birth in 2,000. However, after
several generations, these numbers would be five times larger, that is, there would be
one birth in 400 with defects and serious dominant, or x-linked diseases per year. In
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addition the committee states that when the congenital abnormalities and constitutional diseases which are partly genetic are added to this, the total incidence would be
one case per thousand births in the first generation, and about one case in 133 births
for succeeding generations. The committee also believes that between 5% and 50%
of ill health is proportional to the mutation rate. This much radiation per generation
could eventually lead to an increase of 5% in the ill health of the population.
Estimates of excess rates of cancer may also be calculated in the following manner,
again referring to on area with 20dpm/g of plutonium in respirable dust. This example
is a calculation of the increased rote of bone cancer in such a contaminated area.
106 person-rems(13). 1000 pCi(inhaled)(14). 2.2 dpm. 1 g = 3.4 g dust
10 excess bone
3. 2 rem (bone)
1 pC i 20 dpm 1 excess bone
cancer cases
cancer/106 persons
Offsite lands in our study area (downwind from the Rocky Flats plant) have levels far
in excess of this amount, and a development project five kilometers east of the plant
site has levels that approach 20 dpm/g in respirable dust. We see that about 3.4 grams
of such dust (32 pCi), inhaled and retained, may result in one excess bone cancer in a
population of one million people over a life span. Other effects from this dosage of
radiation may be calculated in a similar manner. Such effects would be multiplied for
each additional 3-4 grams of respirable dust inhaled*. Over a period of months or
years a person may inhale and retain 10 to 12 grams or more of resuspended dust (100
pCi) and may receive about 0.1 rem to the lung, 4-5 rem to the trachio-bronchial
lymph nodes, and 0.12 rem to the liver. The gonadal and fetal dose is difficult to
evaluate, but plutonium has been found in gonadal tissue and in the fetus. This amount
of exposure to one million people could result in about 160 excess deaths due to leukemia and a total increase in all neoplasms of perhaps 1 to 3 per cent over a period of
70 years(1 2 ). This may include from 6 to 1000 excess cases of bone cancer (this large
range is due to two points of view)(ll, 12). The incidence of all genetic diseases may
increase by 1.5% and ill health related to chromosome mutation by 10"/o, for all succeeding generations(12). Other factors, such as the ingrowth of Americium, use of
chelating agents in fertilizers, etc. may change the nature of the risk and actually increase the incidence of effects. Because plutonium is stored in the body to a considerable extent, a person living several years in such an area may inhale and retain
enough plutonium to produce these effects even though he may leave the area.
Effects are morel ikely to occur in the fetus, the child, and in persons with increased
susceptibility to neoplasms. There is evidence that smaller doses of radiation are more
harmful per rod than would be expected. Stewart and Neal and others have shown a
greater risk of leukemia R'g.)rad at low intrauterine exposures, 0.25-0.5 rod, than at
higher doses to the fetus\ 1 • One rem (equivalent to 25 51-'m particles) may cause an
80% increase in mortality from childhood cancers after fetal exposure, and a 0.9% increase in recognized "spontaneous" abortions(13).
CONCLUSION
Federal guidelines are being promulgated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
to guide the use, treatment, and rehabilitation of land contaminated with plutonium.
At the present time there are areas in the United States which have levels of contamination of 19 dpm/g in respirable dust which are presently being used or developed for
residential purposes(16). The importance of the establishment of a maximum allowable
level of contamination based on the concentration· of plutonium in the respirable dust
must be emphasized. This level may be appropriately set as low as 2 dpm/g, since
there is sufficient evidence to indicate probable health effects at the 20 dpm/g level
and possibly at levels below this figure.
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DIFFUSION DU PLUTONIUM EN MILIEU MARIN
ETUDE QUANTITATIVE EFFECTUEE SUR DES ESPECES MARINES
DU LITTORAL DE LA MANCHE
DE BREST (Pointe St Mathieu) A HONFLEUR *
A. FRAIZIER et J.C. GUARY
Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique
Laboratoire de Rod ioe co Iog ie Marine
B.P. 270 - 50107 CHERBOURG, France

1. INTRODUCTION
Nous avons, dans cette etude realisee en 1975-1976, mesure Ia radioactivite
due au plutonium chez diverses especes marines recueillies dans un secteur
situe de part et d'autre de l'usine de retraitement des combustibles irradies
de La Hague (Brest/Pointe St Mathieu - Honfleur) (Fig. 1).
Nos resultats sont susceptibles d'apporter des complements d'information sur
Ia d iff us ion du p Iuton i urn en mer, depu is un emissa ire de re jets d 'effluents
radioactifs : en effet, a ('exception de travaux concernant le comportement
du plutonium dans l'environnement marin proche de l'usine de retraitement
des combustibles irradies de Windscale (Grande-Bretagne), Ia plupart des
recherches font plutot etat du devenir du plutonium issu des retombees
atmospheriques, dans le milieu marin.

Figure 1. Position des stations de prelevement
des echantillons

2. MATERIEL ET METHODES
Les especes indicatrices suivantes ont ete selectionnees en fonction de leur
pouvoir d'accumulation du plutonium et de leur disponibilite (1) : un lichen

*

Le texte integral de cette communication sera publie sous forme de rapport
CEA : CEA-R-4822 (1977).
2-17

Lichi_:~~nJJma_~

(F.C. -.. 4290), deux algues: CorClll_in~_!icina_!~ (F.C.
"- 1175) et Fucus serratus (F .C. - 423), un spongiaire : Hymeniacidon
sanguinea (F. c---:--. 1495) et un crustace cirripede : Balanus baTanoTdes-(F . C • ,.._ 5 03) .
Les emplacements des sites de prelevement sont indiques Fig. 1, Ia station
d 'Ecalgrain a ete choisie en raison de sa proximite de l'emissaire de I 'usine
de retraitement des combustibles irradies de La Hague.
Le traitement des echantillons pour Ia mesure du plutonium fixe a ete effectue suivant des methodes precedemment decrites (2).
1

3. RESULTATS
On trouvera tableau 1 les radioactivites en plutonium (isotopes 238 - 239
et 240) des echantillons preleves dans les differentes stations. L 'evolution
des niveaux de radioactivite en fonction de Ia position des stations de prelevement le long du littoral est sensiblement identique pour L. pygmaea,
F. serratus, C. officina lis et H. san guinea ; par centre Ia teneur en plutonium deB. baTan;id"es-;nQntre;-parrapport aux precedentes, une variation
moindre dans I 'espace.
Esp•c:es

Stations de pr61•vement

~
1976
1975
3,5+
3,i+
9,5+
32,8';
37,4:£

Brest (Pointe St Mathieu)

R01coff
Perr01 Gufrec
St Quay Portrleux

Cap Frehel

Can cole
Granville

Urv111o
Cop ~ovy

Rhlllo
Grand camp
Luc ''" mer

Honfleur

officinall•l ~

43,1 1 5,4

73,7.:!: 9,2
333 +41 ,6
174,8!21 ,8

49,1+ 6,1
132,i+16,5
190,8:£23,8

123,7;!:15,4

76, 1! 9,5

H. sonauinea 11. ba anoldes

1975

0,4
0,4
1,2
4,1
4,7

23,5;!: 2,9

Plrou
Carteret

Slouvllle
Eca1gro1n (l.o Hogue)

c.

7 ,8+ 0,9
8,9:£ 1 '1

3, 1!C),3

5,6+0,7
4,2!0,5

3,9::0,4
40,1+5,0
69,4+ 8,6
80,a1o,o
27,4+3,4
29,1+ 3,6
20,1+2,5
5, ·~ 0,6

26,8+3,3
23, 4;!:2' 9

36,~,5

28,5!_3,5
19,2;!:2,4

9,2;!:1,1

7, 1.0,8
2,1~,2

8,5;!:1.0

8,4+1 ,o
4 +o,5
10,i+1,2
8 +I ,O
13,a1,7
17,5+2, 1
16,8!2, 1
5,9.0,7
5,2+0,6

•.rto,s

TAILEAU 1 - Roclloactlvlt6 du plutonium fix6 par les diff6rentes espllce1 (pCI/kg frals d•6chontlllon)

La radioactivite des especes marquant un maximum au niveau d'Ecalgrain, il
convenait de comparer les radioactivites des echantillons des diverses stations
a celles mesurees pour ce site particulier. Attribuant aces dernieres une
valeur arbitraire egale a 100 nous avons calcule, par rapport a celles-ci, et
pour cheque espece, une valeur relative correspondante exprimee en pourcenta ge. L 'ensemble des pou rcentages obtenus pour L. pygmaea, F. serratus,
C. officina lis et H, sanguinea (B. balanoides devant etre considere comme
~ncas partTZUiier)apermis I~ tra~do;;necourbe globale d'evolution de Ia
radioactivite en plutonium, de part et d'autre du point de rejet (Fig. 2).
4. DISCUSSION
Les observations selon lesquelles Ia radioactivite due au plutonium fixe par
les cinq especes choisies diminuait en fonction de Ia distance entre le point
1

.
Radioactivite specifique de l'espece (pC i/kg fro is)
F .C • (Facteur de concentratJon)-Radioactivite specifique de l'eau de mer (pCi/1) _
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de rejet de l'usine de La Hague et le point de prelevement vont dons le
sens de celles faites dans le secteur de Windscale. D'apres les donnees de
Mitchell (3) (4) (5), le facteur de reduction de Ia radioactivite de l'algue
Porphyra en fonction de Ia distance du point de rejet de l'usine de
Windscale, serait, pour un eloignement de 40 km, de l'ordre de 1,5 a
2,3 - valeurs comparables a celles que nous avons observees a des distances
analogues.
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Figure 2. Evolution relative de Ia radioactivite en plutonium des especes de
part et d 'autre de Ia zone de reference Ecalgrain.
- Courbe 1
pour !'ensemble des echantillons preleves en 1975
(a !'exception de B. balanoides)
- Courbe 2
pour L. pygmaea preleveenl976.
Le facteur de reduction pour les stations situees a 100 km est de 5 a 10 par
rapport a Ia zone proche de l'emissaire. A cette distance les niveaux de radioactivite due au plutonium etaient, dans Ia plupart des cas, encore superieurs a ceux attribuables aux retombees atmospheriques en milieu oceanique
et mesures chez diverses especes marines : 1,8 pCi/kg frois pour le spongiaire
Clathrio delicate (Cap Cod - Ocean Atlantique, 1970), 0,34 pCi/kg frais
pour l'algue rouge Chondrus crispus et 0,57- 1,36 pCi/kg frais pour l'algue
brune Ascophyllum nodosum (Plymouth Harbor - 0 cean Atlantique 1971) (6)'
0,58 - 0,76 pCi/kg frais pour l'algue brune Laminaria saccharine (ouest de
Point Lorna - Ocean Pacifique, 1973) (7), 5,4 pCi/kg frais pour l'algue
brune Fucus vesiculosus (Golfe de Finlande - Mer Baltique, 1974) (8). Au
dela de 150 km les niveaux de radioactivite des especes mesurees tendent
a se rapprocher de ces dern ieres va leurs.
I

II apparait que le plutonium present dans les effluents liquides de l'usine de
La Hague qui subissent une dilution tres importante a Ia sortie de l'emissaire
(1 o6-1 o7) (9) 1 peut Cependant etre detecte dans le milieU marin meme a
distance ; des constatations analogues ont ete faites pour les produits de
fission (10).
En ce qui concerne Ia dissymetrie dans !'evolution du taux de radioactivite
des especes de part et d'aulre de Ia zone de rejet (Fig.2), on peut admettre
que celle-ci est en rapport avec le sens general de deplacement de !'effluent
dans l'aire marine proche (nord - nord-ouest, puis nord-est) (11). Des mesures
effectuees in situ en fevrier-mars 1975 (12) ont montre une decroissance reguliere de ~eur en plutonium de l'eau de mer depuis une station situee
au nord du cap de La Hague jusqu 'a une station proche des cotes do noises
de Ia mer du Nord, cette teneur variant de 10,6 a 0,4.10-JpCi/kg. Les
auteurs considerent que ce phenomene est consecutif aux rejets de l'usine.
L 'examen de Ia figure 2 montre cependant que les niveaux de radioactivite
due au plutonium ne decroissent pas d 'une fac;on reguliere en fonction de Ia
distance pour Ia partie sud et ouest de Ia zone etudiee, ce qui pourrait correspondre a de moins bonnes conditions d'elimination du radionucleide liees
a l'hydrodynamique, aux conditions de sedimentation et a Ia topographie de
cette enclave du littoral. Ceci est a rapprocher des observations faites pour
les sediments en differents points du golfe normanna-breton (13).
Enfin, nous avons constate que Ia radioactivite en plutonium de B. balanoides
n 'evoluait pas, en fonction de Ia distance, suivant une loi identique a celle
des autres especes. II faut noter que ce crustace represente, parmi les orgonismes choisis, !'echelon phylogenetique le plus eleve : des meconismes biologiques plus evolues pourraient le rendre apte a operer une certoine discrimination entre les differentes formes physico-chimiques du plutonium, distribuees dOnS l'eSpOCe I a partir de l'emissaire •
5. CONCLUSION
Les resultats de nos mesures du plutonium en milieu marin montrent que l'inf I uen ce des re jets de l'us ine de La Hague peut se fa ire sentir a distance. II
est apparu que Ia distribution du rod ioe lement dans Ia zone con cernee s 'operait de part et d'autre de l'emissaire de rejet, toutefois sa diminution, en
fonction de l'e lo i gnement, presente en direction du sud e t de l'ouest (golfe
normanna-breton) une certaine discontinuite.
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MEASUREMENT OF ACTINIDES IN SAMPLES
FROM EFFLUENT AIR, PRIMARY COOLANT AND EFFLUENT WATER OF
NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
R. Winkler, H. Hotzl, G. Rosner
Gesellschaft flir Strahlen- und Umweltforschung mbH Mlinchen
Institut fHr Strahlenschutz
D-8042 Neuherberg, Federal Republic of Germany
1 . INTRODUCTION
As is well known, actinides have entered the human environment
as a consequence of nuclear weapon testing, accidental releases and effluent discharges from nuclear processing facilities
(1). Until now, little attention has been paid to the release
of actinides from nuclear power reactors under normal operating conditions. This is mainly due to the extremely low activity concentrations to be expected and to the well known difficulties arising in the analysis of alpha-particle-emitting
nuclides in samples with low specific activity.
In order to establish the contribution of actinides from reactor effluents to the radiation dose of the public living in
the vicinity of nuclear power stations, a study on levels of
transuranium nuclides in emissions of nuclear power reactors
in the FRG was started in 1975 in cooperation with the Bundesgesundheitsamt (Federal Health Office). Based on the experience in low-level alpha-particle spectrometry and on plutonium
fallout measurements since 1970, procedures for the analysis
of actinides in effluents have been worked out. On the one
hand, these procedures should have high sensitivities to observe releases as low as possible - in the case of airborne effluent from the stack a detection limit of 4·1o-14 Ci/m3 for alpha-particle emitting nuclides is required (2) - on the other
hand, the methods must be practicable for routine analysis. On
that account, methods requiring only simple and as few as possible chemical steps were preferred to complicated chemical
separation procedures.
2. PROCEDURES
Essentially, the fnllowing procedures of sample preparation for
direct alpha-particle spectrometry in large-area gridded ionization chambers were used: (a) low-temperature ashing of the
aerosol filter samples in "excited" oxygen, (b) coprecipitation of the alpha-particle-emitting nuclides from effluent water samples with iron hydroxide and subsequent low-temperature
ashing of the precipitate together with the filterpaper, and
(c) evaporation of the samples from the primary cycle on stainless steel dishes.
The principle of the ashing procedure used is the removal of
organic matter by excited oxygen at low temperatures. The treatment is accomplished in a chamber operating at a few mbar pressure of oxygen plasma, which is formed by coupling radio-frequency to the gas through electrodes properly situated remote
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from the samples to be treated (3). In most cases, samples are
obtained ready for direct alpha-particle spectrometry. Thus,
time-consuming additional chemical steps, incomplete recovery
and the need of tracers for yield determination are avoided.
More experimental details are given elsewhere (4).
2.1 Effluent Air
Aerosol filters of the normal installed stack monitoring systems of the nuclear power reactors were used. In routine operation filters were changed weekly by the reactor staff. Depending on the reactor station different sizes and materials of
the filters were used and other sampling conditions varied as
well. Air flow rate was about 200 to 1000 m3 per week. Mainly
three types of filters were used: (a) asbestos, (b) glass and
(c) cellulose fiber filters. Asbestos and glass fiber filters
of 50 mm diameter were put into aluminum dishes and organic
material of the deposited aerosols was removed in a low-temperature asher (Mod. 1003, Internat. Plasma Corp.). Cellulose filters of 100 mm diameter were cut in pieces before ashing. Organic material of the aerosol deposit, as well as the cellulose
was ashed and the hardly visible residue adhered well to the
aluminum dishes.
2.2 Effluent Water
Water samples from any water released from the discharge tank
are stored and mixed, proportionally to the volume released, to
give monthly samples. Sampling is done by the reactor operators. Up to 500 ml of the monthly samples is poured from the
plastic storage bottle into a beaker and 2 mg of iron(III)-carrier in 1 ml 2N hydrochloric acid is added. During stirring,
the solution is heated to nearly the boiling point and concentrated ammonium hydroxide solution is added dropwise until iron
hydroxide is precipitated completely. After 1 hr the precipitate is filtered onto a 6 em diameter filter (No.5891, Schleicher
und Schlill) on a BUchner funnel. Precipitate and filter are
transferred into an aluminum dish and dried. After ashing in
the low-temperature asher a finely dispersed brown residue remains on the aluminum surface.
2.3 Primary Coolant
In a plastic bottle, 1 liter is sampled weekly by the reactor
staff. Because of the low salt content, it is possible to obtain sources suitable for alpha-particle spectrometry by evaporation of 200 ml in portions in a stainless steel dish of 60 mm
diameter.
2.4 Measurement
Because of the advantages in measuring large samples with low
specific activity, gridded ionization chambers were used for
alpha-particle spectrometry. Sample dishes up to 200 mm diameter can be introduced in these chambers (Mod. NIK, GSF and Mod.
AIK 300, Mlinchener Apparatebau). Counting time was 80000 sec in
most cases and minimum detectable activity for e.g. Pu-239 is
0,03 pCi, based on three times the standard deviation of the
background.
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3. RESULTS
Effluent air filters continuously sampled or single samples
from 1973 to 1976 from five nuclear power plants, effluent water from all nuclear power reactors in the FRG from 1973 and
1974, and samples of primary coolant from one power plant from
1974 and 1975 were investigated.
In all samples from the primary coolant and in a number of effluent air samples all or some of the following actinides have
been identified: Pu-239/240, Pu-238 and/or Am-241, Cm-242 and
Cm-244. In some cases also uranium (U-234, U-238) was found.
The activity level of the waste water samples was in the order
of the detection limit of the procedure in most cases and these nuclides only in a few cases have been identified. In moderately fresh samples Cm-242 showed the highest activity level
of all observed nuclides.
Detection limits of the procedures depend on the sample volume,
but generally these limits were in the order of 0.1 fCi per m3
of effluent air and of 0.2 pCi per liter of effluent water, respectively. Spectrometric resolution normally was 40 to 200 keV
FWHM. The lines of Pu-239 and Pu-240 and of Pu-238 and Am-241
will not be resolved.
As an example, in Fig.1 the alpha-particle spectrum of aerosol
filter samples from the stack monitoring system of a boiling
water reactor is shown. In this spectrum all above mentioned
nuclides have been identified. In Fig.2 a typical alpha-partie~
le spectrum of the primary coolant from another reactor but also of the BWR-type is presented. Primary coolant is supposed to
be the main source of activity released from a reactor.
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The ranges of activity levels (lowest and highest values which
were ever determined during the investigations) found in the
different sample types and reactors (4) are summarized in Tab.1.
In the case of airborne effluent and liquid effluent samples
much values are close to the detection limits of the procedures.
Sample ACtlVlty 1n pCl
Cm-242
Pu-239/240 Pu-238/Arn-241

Sample Type
~--~

~~

Effluent Air
Effluent Water
Primary Coolant
Table 1:

r----

<0. 1 - 1 . 3 <0.07- 0.9
<0.1 - 2.9 <0.1 - 2.6
0.03-18.91 0.03-36.0

<0.04- 8.3
<0.1 - 4.6
0.03-96.2

Cm-244
<0.05-6.2
<0.1
0.03-6.0

Ranges of Single Actinide Activities in Samples of
Effluent Air, Effluent Water and Primary Coolant

It should be noted, however, that until sampling is examined in
detail to be representative, no emission rates should be calculated from the above given figures.
To give an idea of the sensitivity of the procedures in terms
of emission rates, with respect to a detection limit of 0.1
fCi/m3 of effluent air and of 0.2 pCi/1 of effluent water one
can calculate minimum detectable emission rates of 0.2;uCi/a
per actinide with airborne effluent (air flow rate 2·109 m3/a)
and of 2;uCi/a with liquid effluent (annual waste water volume
10~ m3 ). As a consequence of an emission rate of 1;uCi/a Pu-239
the annual activity intake by inhalation for a person living in
the vicinity of a power reactor has been estimated at about five orders of magnitudes lower than the maximum permissible annual intake given in the new German Radiation Protection Ordinance (5). In the case of intake by ingestion of drinking water
the corresponding factor is about 1o-9.
Investigations on the application of the above procedures for
environmental monitoring of actinides _are in progress.
The financial support of the Bundesminister des Innern is gratefully acknowledged.
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LE
RUTHENIUM
CAS PARTICULIER DU DEVENIR D'UN RADIONUCLEIDE
DANS LE MILIEU MARIN
P. GUEGUEN IAT - R. GANDON
Commissariat a I 'Energie Atomique
Loborotoire de Rodioecologie Morine
B.P. 270 - 50107 CHERBOURG, France
Le comportement du ruthenium 106 dans le milieu marin - objet de ce travail - a ete deja largement etudie par de nombreux auteurs. Nous revenons
sur cette question car !'apparition de nouvelles formes physico-chimiques dans
les effluents rejetes en mer,par l'usine de traitement de combustibles irradies
de La Hague,d'une part remet en question les methodes de dosage dons I 'eau
de mer et d'autre part amene a reviser certaines donnees en ce qui concerne
le devenir de ce radionucleide dans le milieu.
- Description sommaire des formes
I 'eau de mer

~co-chimiques

du ruthenium 106 dans

C 'est par l'intermediaire des usines de traitement de combustibles irradies que
le principa I radioisotope de fission du ruthenium, de nombre de masse 106, se
trouve introduit dans le milieu marin. Dans les effluents de ces usines le
ruthenium prend Ia forme de composes qu nitrosyl-ruthenium n'ayant pas d'equivalent sur le plan physico-chimique avec le radioruthenium 1 03Ru - 1 06Ru des
retombees et avec le ruthenium stable present dans I 'eau de mer. Les composes
du nitrosyl-ruthenium sent caracterises par !'existence d'un groupement RuNO
tres stable dans lequel le ruthenium possede Ia coordinence 6 ; selon Ia nature des ligands on distingue : les composes nitrate du type RuNO (N0 )
3
(0 H) (H 0) e t les composes nitro cora cterises par rapport aux precedenfs par
2
I 'exisltence d •5n ou p lusieurs groupements N 02.
Dans l'eau de mer il se produit un rearrangement de Ia structure des complexes
selon deux reactions concurrentes: hydrolyse et formation de derives chlores
solubles. II en resulte !'apparition de nombreuses formes que l'on peut regrouper en trois grandes categories : A B C.
- Forme A : elle groupe un ensemble de composes colloidaux, cationiques et
e ventue I Iemen t neutres ou me me an ion iques possedan t des proprietes d 'adsorption e levees.
- Forme B : ce sont des formes anioniques non adsorbables directement mais
reliees aux precedentes par des reactions d'equilibre. Les composes B seront
par consequent amenes a etre adsorbes, apres disparition de I 'eau de mer des
composes A, selon Ia constante de vitesse des reactions B ~ A.
- For me C : e lie represen te une forme an ion ique stable.
Pour expliquer le fractionnement et preciser les proprietes des formes A B C
il convient d'exominer les cowrbes des figures 1 et 2 qui .representent
respectivement Ia fixation de composes nitro sur du bioxyde de manganese et
celle de composes nitro et nitrate sur un meme sediment :
- Les formes A B C, Ia transformation B

----,., A, apparaissent figure 1
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- Les composes nitrato sont moins stables que les composes nitro ; par rapport
a ces derniers ils presentent un pourcentage superieur en forme A et inferieur
en forme C ainsi qu 'une vitesse de reaction B -<>A plus rap ide. Au sujet de
cette derniere les resultats reportes figure 2 montrent, pour l'exemple choisi,
qu'il faut attendre 200 jours pour les composes nitrato, plusieurs annees environ pour les composes nitro pour provoquer une transformation tote le de B ->A
a pres d isparition in itia le de A.
- Les proportions respectives des formes A B C dependent non seulement de Ia
nature de l'adsorbat mais egalement de !'adsorbent. Dans le cas des trois types
d 'adsorbent suivants : sediments grossiers et fins, bioxyde de manganese, et
pour un meme adsorbat, on peut proposer le schema suivant :
sediments gronion (0)
Sediments fins (B)

colloide~

~

cations

~>

compoHh ncutre1

'----y----l

<r--,oa.

anion 1

+---:Jo.

anion 2

anion 3 (C)

16diment grouier (A)
sediment fin (A)

bioxyde de manganese {A)

- Quelle que soit le pourcentage des formes A et B, lorsque A disparait de
Ia solution Ia quanti te de B red on nan t A dans un in terva lie de temps compris
entre t1 et t2 est proportionnelle a log (t2 - t1) et correspond a une loi
d'adsorptian tout a fait inhabituelle. Cette loi se traduit par des courbes de
fixation du ruthenium B sur Mn02 et sur sediments fins (fig. 1 et 2) lineaires
lorsque l'on adopte une representation graphique semi-logarithmique.
Ces conditions generales etant posees, il convient d 'examiner le cas des effluents de l'usine de La Hague, me lange de composes nitro e t n itrato du
nitrosyl-ruthenium mal connus. Par suite de modifications apportees dans le
traitement des combustibles a l'usine, d 'ameliorations dans les traitements avant
rejet, on peut estimer dans !'ensemble que Ia forme physico-chimique du ruthenium - entre les premiers rejets effectues en 1967 et ceux effectues actuellement- a evolue de composes nitrato vers des composes nitro. Les resultats de
fixation du ruthenium d'effluents 1967 et d'effluents actuels sur un meme sediment, reportes figure 3 et compares a ceux reportes figure 2 temoignent de
cette evolution.
C es resu Itats nous ont amenes d 'une part a reviser Ia technique classique de
dosage dans l'eau de mer par adsorption sur Mn02 car cette methode n'est
efficace que dans Ia mesure ou le 1 06Ru se trouve essentiellement sous forme
n itrato (A= 80 - 100 o/c>) et d 'autre part a com parer les facteurs de transfert des
formes A et B au niveau de certaines especes d'algues.
- Dosage du ruthenium dans l'eau de mer
Nous avons en operant par double precipitation sur Mn02 dose A et B separement
a) une premiere precipitation de 15 grammes de Mn02 sous forme colloidale
permet d'extraire les formes A presentes dans 1 000 litres d'eau de mer (volume raisonnable pour une bonne detection) en maintenant un temps de contact
precipite-solution de 24 heures.
b) sur l'eau deja epuisee en formes A par le traitement precedent une seconde.
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precipitation permet d 'adsorber les formes o en main tenant un temps de contact
d'un mois (voir figure 1).
c) Ia forme C non adsorbee par MnO 2 me me a pres le second tra ite men t a e te
decelee experimentalement a partir d'extraits recents d'effluents. II faut souligner que l'on ne sa it pas encore closer cette forme in situ.
L 'application de cette technique dans les eaux littorales du cap de La Hague
(zone de reference), a proximite de l'emissaire de rejets, a montre entre
septembre 1974 et juillet 1976 une evolution tres sensible dans les proprietes
physico-chimiques du ruthenium rejete :
Septembre 1974- Janvier 1975
forme A
Mai1975
:A
87,5o/o
B
12,5o/o
Juin 1975
A
70 o/o
B
30 o/o
Novembre 1975 : A
50 o/o
B
50 o/o
Fevrier 1976
:A
48 'Yo
B
52 'Yo
Juillet 1976
:A : 57 o/o
B
43 o/o
Les teneurs des eaux f i Itrees (0, 4 }-t) en forme A, exprimees en valeur moyenne (pCi/litre) cheque demi-mois, repartees figure 4 montrent que Ia valeur
maximale observee a ete de l'ordre de 25 pCi/litre en decembre 1974 (B non decelable).
.
h.1m1ques
.
·
d u 1 06 Ru
- Inc1.d ence d es parametres p h ys1co-c
sur Ies taux d e f.1xOt1an
par diverses especes d 'algues
L 'evolution constatee ci-dessus dans les proprietes du ruthenium 106 des
effluents est theoriq uemen t favorable pu isque ceux -c i comporten t des proportions croissantes en formes anioniques difficilement hydrolysables en principe
peu contaminantes (B). L'analyse des phenomenes observes in situ montre,
contrairement a !'hypothese precedente, generalement admise, que ces dernieres
formes rejetees peuvent etre directement fixees par certaines algues a des taux
superieurs aux formes cationiques et hydrolysees. Les evolutions des teneurs en
formes foci lement adsorbab les dans l'eau de mer (A) et ce lies du 1 06Ru dans
diverses especes d'algues relevees dans Ia zone de reference, pendant une periode d'observation de septembre 1974 a juin 1976, repartees figures4 et 5
ne presentent en effet pas de correlation pour Chondrus, Porphyra et surtout
Enteromorpha. Les facteurs de concentration les plus importants
(teneur en
1 06Ru dans l'espe ce/te neur A + B dans l'eau de mer) pour ces algues son t
observes dans le cas de foibles teneurs en A et une forte proportion en B
dans l'eau de mer.
CONCLUSION
Les modifications dans le traitement des combustibles irradies, !'amelioration
dans les techniques de decontamination des effluents de l'usine de La Hague
avant leur evacuation dans le milieu ont entralne un changement dans les
proprietes physico-chimiques du ruthenium. On constate en effet !'apparition
en proportion notable de formes stables anioniques peu hydrolysables et non
fixees par le bioxyde de manganese jusqu'ici employe pour Ia detection du
1 06Ru a partir de grands volumes d 'eau. La technique de dosage par double
precipitation sur bioxyde de manganese a permis d'ameliorer Ia detection et
d 'apporter de nouvelles informations sur Ia repartition in situ des differentes formes
physico-chimiques du ruthenium. Ainsi, il semble, contrairement aux hypotheses
jusqu'a present avancees, que certaines formes. anioniques seraient fixees sur
diverses especes d'algues directement sans hydrolyse prealable a des taux
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relotivement importants et supeneurs a ceux des formes cationiques et focilement hydrolysobles. Ces observations omenenr a reviser certaines donnees
acquises en ce qui concerne le tronsfert du ruthenium dons le milieu marin.
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DESORPTION OF RADIOACTNITY FROM THE NEARSHORE SEDIMENT
B. Patel, S. Patel, S. Pawar
Health Physics Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay 400 085
INTRODUCTION
The radioactive low level aqueous wastes originating from the fuel
reprocessing facility at Trombay are being discharged after monitoring
into the Bombay harbour (Fig. 1 ). The present paper in continuation of our
earlier publication (1), discusses the possible mechanism involved in the
sorption-desorption of ce'sium-137, cerium-144 and ruthenium-106 from
the sedimentary particles under environmental conditions.
DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTNITY IN THE BOMBAY HARBOUR SEDIMENT
In general, the concentration of cesium-137, cerium-144 and ruthenium-106 in the bed material was found dependant upon the ambient
concentrations, which in turn were similarly dependant upon the release.
The levels of radioactivity deposited were found to drop sharply with the
distance from the discharge point. Thus the sedimentary radioactivity
decreased by more than hundred times towards the mouth of the harbour,
about 15-20 kms away from the discharge point and was beyond detection
limit about 100 kms away,
During the present studies the absolute levels of all the three radionuclide s in the surface sediment from the T rombay clam bed (Fig. 1)
were found to drop significantly with time (1971-76)-after reaching apparent peak concentrations in 1971-as is evident from Fig, 2, which records the annual average concentration of the three nuclides. Similar drop,
ranging from 50 to 70% over a period of three years, in the sedimentary
radioactivity was also observed over the entire 240 km2 of the harbour
bed as seen from Fig. 1, which records the distribution pattern of cesium-137 in the bed material during 1971 and 1974. In the vertical profile
of the bed also similar drop in the cesium activity, amounting to about
48-57'1o, was evident (Fig, 3). It will be seen from the exponential decrease in the radioactivity (Fig. 2),
that the effective sedimentary
half life (T eco/ 2 ) for cesium-137
works out to about 1. 86 years,
which is significantly shorter
than its radiological half life (33
Fig. 1 :Bombay Harbour and environ showing the clam beds and
percent cesium 137 activity retained or de sorbed from the bed rna•
terial in March 1974, as compared
to that observed during March '71.
The full circle represents the observed concentration during 1971
and the shaded as the fraction retained during 1974 at various stations.
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years). On the other hand, the effec tive sedimentary half life of ruthenium106 and cerium-144 comes out as 0. 87
and 0. 59 years respectively, and are
practically the same as their radiological half life (1. 0 and 0. 78 year). This
clearly demonstrates the efficiency of
the environment in the removal of cesium-137 from the sediment. The observed minor differences in case of ruthenium and cerium after aliowing for
their radiological decay could be due
to the influx of fresh sediment rather
than due to those causes which deplete radiocesium in the sediment. Assuming the sedimentary half lives of
cerium and ruthenium to be meaningFig. 2:Annual average distribution ful and ruling out other parameters
, of cerium-144(e), ruthenium-106 for the observed decrease in the sedi(A), and cesium-137(V) in the
mentary radioactivity, one could easisediment from Trombay clam bed ly see that there is an influx of about
20% of fresh sediment. Allowing for
during 1971-76.
this sedimentary influx, especially during monsoon run-offs, and the natural decay of cesium-137, the observed effective half life of the radionuclide should have been about 26 years
instead of 1. 86 years, as has been observed (Fig. 2). It is tempting to suggest that the environment or some physico-bio-chemical properties of
one or more of its constituents is playing a significant role in bringing
down the levels of cesium activity
in the bed material, at a rate much faster than its natural decay.
MECHANISM OF SORPTIONDESORPTION
The observed drop in
radioactivity of the sediment
may well be due to biotic and
abiotic environmental parameters.
These include the removal of radioactivity by heterotrophic bacteria and/ or through the ingestion
Fig. 3 :Distribution of cesium-137
in vertical profile at a mid- st"ream
station off the discharge zone in
the Bombay harbour during March
1971 (e) and 1974{0).Assuming the
sedimentation rate of about 1 em/
year at the station, the profile for
the year 1971 has been plotted with
40L---;!::----:-!-:----:-::-::----:-':-:--~:-__J
its surface layer about 3 ems deep
with reference to the surface layer of 1971.
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by benthic communities.
The drop in activity to a certain extent,couldalso
have been accentuated by the influx of fresh material anp./or through the
tidal currents leading to churning of the mobile layer of the sediment,
which in turn may cause frictional detachment, and/or by the subsequent
movement of the bed material from the area of higher or lower concentrations to the region under study. Notwithstanding these mechanisms, the
desorption of some radionuclides (cobalt-60, zinc-65, cesium-137} from
the sedimentary particles have been observed under laboratory conditions,
with sufficient concentrations of radioactivity in the superincumbent sea
water. Thus about 10% of cesium-137 was desorbed from the sedimentboth original and one made free of organic matter- after 50 days of exposure and attaining peak sorption despite the presence of radioactivity in
the medium (2}.
The sorption mechanism of the radionuclides follow either isotopic
exchange reaction with kinetics comparable to a:n ion-exchange type reaction or isotopic exchange through precipitation and dis solution reactions
or a mixture of precipitation and ion-exchange read:ions with formation of
compounds. The sorption of cerium and ruthenium radionuclides is found
through precipitation and formation of compounds, whereas that of cesium
has been observed throughan ion-exchange type of reaction either with potassium or magnesium or sodium (3). The sorption-desorption of various
radionuclides also depend upon the crystal structure and the physico-chemical characteristics of the sedimentary particles and of the nuclides.
The Bombay harbour sediment has a large quantity of clay mineral, especially illite (32-34%), the major exchangeable ion of which is potassium.
It has high organic (3%} and iron-contents (7. 5%}, with a specific surface
of 187-188 m2/g and the base exchange capacity of 46-47 meq. /100 g.
These characteristics ai the sediment have been found to allow a ready
sorption of the cesium radionuclides, the half-uptake time to reach an apparent equilibrium state being only 0. 4 day (1, 3}. The rates of sorption
of cerium-144 and ruthenium-1 06 have been found relatively slow though
these nuclides have higher sorption distribution coefficient (104-105) than
has cesium-137 (103, 1}. Further the cesium sorption is found supressed
at higher salinity due to increased concentration of the exchangeable ions
(K+, Na+, Mg++}, which are known to reduce the binding sites of cesium
on the clay (4}. In the laboratory experiments, the desorption of cesium
isotopes was found dependant upon the salinity, Fig. 3. The maximum desorption ( 40%) occurred at normal harbour salinity (38 °/ 00 } and the
minimum at the lowest salinity (9. 5 0/ 00 } studied, after 10 days of mechanical shaking. Thus the cesium desorption was found directly proportional to the exchangeable co-ion concentration. The salinity dependance of
sorption-desorption of radiocesium further shows that with the influx of
fresh water during monsoon (June-September}, the retention of cesium by
the sediment is relatively better than during the rest of the year. These
observations incidentally explain our earlier findings that there was little
change in the sedimentary radioactivity during and after monsoon, when
the salinity was obsered to go as far down as about 4-8 I 00 in the harbour (1}.
The sediment on treatment with ammonium acetate pH 7. 0, ammonium acetate/acetic acid (1 :1) pH 5. 4 and 5'1o EDTA pH 7. 0, was found to
desorb about 15-15, 22-26 and 15-24'1• radiocesium respectively within

°
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about 24 hours. Thus fairly good amount of cesium was found more or less loosely bound
to the sedimentary particles in an exchangeable form. The desorption of cesium activity
''1----i...
observed during the present studies both under field and laboratory conditions could therefore, be explained in terms of its sorption
tac (•J•
" .tEA WATOr
mechanism working in the reverse direction
Fig. 4:Effect of salinity on and hence cesium-potassium sorption-desordesorption of cesium-134,
ption mechanism follows the law of mass ac137 in the sediment from
tion, applicable to the ion-exchange type of
Bombay harbour(e-137 Cs) equilibrium.
& Tarapur (o-137cs, A The failure to observe the desorption
134c s)after ten days of
of cerium and ruthenium radionuclides in the
shaking under laboratory
laboratory experiments may well be due to
condition.
their extremely low concentrations in the sediment samples from the environment (Fig. 1). The desorption of these
nuclides was not expected, since these are sorbed through complex reactions involving ion-exchange, precipitation and formation of compounds
(5 ), which are difficult to solubilize at sea water pH. However, both the nuclides could be complexed (22-77%)with EDTA (6). The cesium radioactivity, on the other hand, could be easily desorbed or exchanged through the
same ion-exchange mechanism working in either direction, when washed
with sea water free of radioactivity or with very little cesium activity at
sea water pH and at normal concentrations of exchangeable co-ions(K/Na
/Mg). The former situatron is expected when the sediment is transported
from the contaminated to non-contaminated zones along the coast and later when the radioactivity discharges are extremely low/stabilized.
In general, our field and laboratory observations on the desorption
- particularly of cesium - under depleted environmental conditions are
contrary to those observed by others through laboratory experiments alone. We find that cesium sorbed on the marine sediment is readily desorbed under favourable environmental conditions, including the transportation of the sediment from the discharge zone to non-contaminated areas.
This needs to be confirmed in other coastal environments, where fairly
long residence time for cesium radionuclides has been predicted. This
has recently become more imperative because of possible increased discharge of radioactive wastes in the coastal zones. The fact that the environment can decontaminate itself, as has been observed here, offers a possibility to revise the present levels of maximum permissible discharges
especially those in which radiocesium dominates.
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IMPACT DES ACTIVITES NUCLEAIRES SUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT
BILAN DES RECHERCHES SUR LES TRANSFERTS
DANS LE MILIEU NATUREL
par
P. BOVARD et A. GRAUBY
Service d'Etudes et Recherches sur l'Environnement

Compte tenu de la faiblesse des rejets radioactifs et des concentrations observes dans l'environnement, la radioecologie a
du orienter ses travaux sur les transferts des radionucleides
consideres comme les plus nocifs et ce au travers d'un nombre
de voies d'atteinte limite. Cette demarche a permis une etude
approfondie des mecanismes de transfert pouvant servir de base
a des etudes prospectives devenues indispensables avec le developpement accelere de l'Industrie Nucleaire.
Tousles types de rejets ont ete pris en compte, qu'il s'agisse
d'installations minieres (Ra), de centrales electronucleaires
(produits d'activation), ou d'usine de retraitement des combustibles irradies (P.F.-Pu) et ce dans les milieux les plus divers : mers, lacs, estuaires, rivieres.
La voie aquatique a ete consideree comme la plus interessante
et, pour tenir compte de la specificite de la situation fran~aise, un effort particulier a ete fait dans le domaine du
transfert par les eaux d'irrigation (Cs-Ra) et dans celui du
transfert par la chaine alimentaire marine (Cs, Ru et Pu).
Les resultats acquis par !'experimentation ou par !'observation
in situ font apparattre :
!'influence de la charge chimique non radioactive des
effluents,
Pour certains radioelements, !'influence de la forme physicochimique, celle-ci pouvant varier dans le temps et dans l'espace et conditionner la disponibilite du radionucleide,
le rOle des especes vivantes et leur selectivite,
le rOle des sediments et des sols et leurs capacites de fixation et de relarguage.
Pour pouvoir disposer avant la mise en exploitation d'une vue
prospective de !'evolution du milieu en fonction des rejets et
suivre cette evolution apres le demarrage, il etait utile de
disposer d'une methode adaptee qui tienne compte de l'extrfme
heterogeneite du milieu nature!.
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L'objectif de ces etudes previsionnelles est de
- determiner l partir des previsions de rejets, le devenir des
polluants dans le milieu et la chatne alimentaire,
- quantifier les concentrations previsibles, l moyen et l
terme,

long

- evaluer les consequences qui peuvent en decouler,
- formuler, en foncti~n des voies de transfert identifiees,
des suggestions pour une surveillance efficace et economique,
- prevoir les consequences des situations accidentelles dont la
probabilite ne peut ~tre negligee, et enfin,
- realiser, apres la mise en route des installations, un bilan
ecologique periodique.
La methode preconisee comporte trois phases successives
!'analyse de la situation, la simulation et la synthese ecologique.
La premiere phase vise essentiellement l analyser les constituants physiques, biologiques et sociaux de l'Environnement et
l les rapprocher des connaissances acquises en matiere de
transfert.
L'inventaire dresse a cette occasion doit comprendre, outre la
description de l'etat actuel de l'Environnement, un essai de
prospective en fonction des equipements futurs, notamment dans
le domaine agricole.
La premiere phase faisant toujours apparattre un certain nombre
de manque dans les connaissances, pour y remedier, des simulations sont r-alisees en laboratoire ou "in situ", c'est la seconde phase qui comprend aussi un "point zero" dont le rOle
doit ~tre egalement de faciliter les contenti~ux ulterieurs.
La troisieme phase ou synthese ecologique se fait en assemblant
les donnees de l'Inventaire, de la Simulation et les connaissances acquises par les recherches radioecologiques, ce qui permet de mieux comprendre les phenomenes complexes regissant la
dispersion et la concentration des polluants.
La conclusion de ce travail de synthese se traduit par la mise
en evidence des parametres et voies d'atteinte dominants qui
vont, soit engendrer le risque potentiel, soit limiter les possibilites de rejets de !'installation et orienter le contrOle
de l'environnement immediat et lointain du Site.
Les etudes previsionnelles ont d'abord ete effectuees a !'echelon local pour une installation ou un site. Depuis, elles se
sont elargies au cadre regional ou plutOt a celui des barrieres
ecologiques pour tenir compte des interactions des sites amont
et aval. Dans ce cas, il faut mettre en exergue les radioele-
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ments diffusibles ou transferables a longue distance. Le tritium et les iodes a vie longue par exemple, deviendront des
parametres principaux.
Il pourra se produire que des points d'accumulation privilegies
se constituent a des distances relativement elevees des installations du fait de la conjonction de plusieurs flux venant de
sources differentes.
A titre d'illustration, est presente le cas d'une installation
rejetant de l'Iode 129 dans l'environnement. A priori, la voie
de transfert preponderante paratt atre le lait.
Une analyse de la situation locale fait ressortir que, compte
tenu de la composition du rejet et de la longue vie de !'isotope, il fallait tenir compte de la voie racinaire et egalement du rOle de la technologie agricole.
La bibliographie n'ayant pas permis d'etablir un modele de la
distribution de l'Iode entre la voie foliaire et la voie racinaire, une simulation experimentale a ete realisee qui a permis de mettre en evidence, un comportement different de l'Iode
selon sa forme physico-chimique.
L'Iode se trouve dans le milieu sous trois formes principales :
lode gazeux, Iodures et Hydroxydes. L'Iode gazeux qui peut representer jusqu'a 35% de l'Iode total (en fonction des conditions locales), emprunte la voie foliaire alors que les Iodures et les Hydroxydes rejoignent le sol ou on les retrouve
sous formes d'Iodures organiques.
Au cours de la synthese finale, la confrontation des donnees
experimentales et des donnees economiques sur la collecte et
le traitement du lait, a permis de mettre en evidence une voie
de transfert inattendue: la riviere collectrice des eaux usees
de plusieurs laiteries dont l'estuaire relativement vaseux
est un lieu de predilection pour les coquillages consommes par
la population. A long terme, la surveillance de ces coquillages sera plus importante que celle du lait lui-m@me.
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ANALYSE ET PREVISIONS DES ECHANGES DE PRODUITS AGRICOLES
ENTRE DIFFERENTES REGIONS AFIN D'EVALUER LES CONTAMINATIONS
PAR LA CHAINE ALIMENTAIRE
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~ITRE,
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E. STEMMELEN

l'Energie Atomique

92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses ,
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I. INTRODUCTION DU PROBLEME
Le processus a explorer concerne les transferts de contamination lies aux
activites economiques et techniques situees entre producteurs et consommateurs de produits agricoles.Ces derr.iers,en effet,ne sont que tres partiellement utilises sur place et sont l'objet d'echanges interregionaux et de
transformations plus ou moins importantes au cours desquels la contamination des produits varie sensiblement.
Le territoire a etudier ayant ete decoupe en regions, on etudie les modifications que la contamination peut subir le long de la chaine alimentaire
et en outre on evalue l'importance relative de chaque contamination regionale ~u niveau de la recolte)dans la contamination du produit finalement
consomme, compte tenu des echanges et transformations subies.
Nous pla~ant dans le cadre d'une planification du programme nucleaire, nous
nous sommes egalement donne un objectif de type prospectif : prevoir les
echanges de produits et les transferts de contamination dans un avenir proche (5 ans).
On aboutit a une simulation du phenomene a l'aide d'un modele informatique
du type conversatidhnel (en langage A.P.L.) qui fournit a l'horizon voulu,
les contaminations finales dans les produits consommes, region par region,
ainsi que les doses potentielles par regions et par tranches d'age, sous
les hypotheses de contaminations initiales introduites par l'utilisateur
(I) (2).

2. DESCRIPTION DU PHENOMENE
Nous avons pris pour exemple le cas du ble tendre en France, dont la
ne alimentaire est decrite par le schema suivant :

cha~
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Chaque etape introduit une modification de la contamination et eventuellement de l'aspect physique du produit. Certains passages d'une etape i l'autre sont l'occasion d'echanges interregionaux, caracterises par des matrices d'echanges ; leur role est particulierement important dans la diffusion de la contamination et il importe, dans une optique previsionnelle,
de connaitre ces matrices i l'horizon souhaite.

3. ASPECT PREVISIONNEL
La-prevision des echanges de ble et de farine a ete effectue apres avoir
experimente deux types de modeles econometriques :
I) des modeles "empiriques" construits i partir d'une etude systematique
des divers coefficients pouvant caracteriser la structure d'une matrice

d'echanges (3). Extrapoles a l'horizon voulu, ces coefficients peuvent etre
"ajustes" a l'aide de la methode "R.A.S." aux productions et consommations
regionales dont la prevision est etudiee par ailleurs.
2) des modi"les "explicatifs" bases sur 1 'utilisation d 'un programme lineaire de transport et la construction d'un "cout generalise" d'echanges
introduisant les divers parametres physiques et economiques qui peuvent
intervenir.
4. LE CALCUL DES DOSES
Pour une contamination par un radionucleide donne -nous avons ici considere l'Iode 129- les concentrations calculees dans les produits consommes
permettent a l'aide de formules classiqu~ (4) de determiner les doses delivrees ; ces doses dependent egalement de coefficients exprimant les effets du radionucleide selon l'age du consommateur et les rations alimentaires (a l'horizon choisi). On evalue ainsi les risques auxquels pourraient
etre soumis les populations des differentes regions considerees.
On constate que les doses potentielles dependent plus encore des quantites
produites et echangees que des contaminations initiales. Nous avons par
exemple observe que les effets d'une concentration initiale forte dans la
Beauce (region de Chartres-Orleans) sont globalement plus importants (contamination sur l'ensemble du territoire fran~ais) que ceux d'une concentration enorme (30 fois plus elevee) dans la Normandie oil se situe l'Usine de
retraitement de La Hague (contamination elevee sur place et dans le Nord du
Bassin Parisien uniquement).
On observe par ailleurs que, qu'elles que soient les hypotheses de contamination, la Be-auce detient un role preponderant dans le phenomene, car elle transmet -par le biais des echanges- sa contamination initiale a de multiples regions.
5. CONCLUSION
Il ressort de cet etude que les echanges economiques jouent un role essentiel dans la diffusion de la contamination a travers la chaine alimentaire
du ble. De maniere generale, il ne faut done pas negliger cet aspect dans
l'evaluation des risques auxquels sont soumises les populations lorsqu'on
etudie, dans un but de radioprotection, les contaminations par la chaine
alimentaire.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF TIME DISTRIBUTION OF RELEASES
R. Schaeffer
Central Department for Safety in Nuclear Installations,
Ministry of Industry and Research
Paris, France
We compare (fig. 1) two extreme cases of time distribution of radionuclide
releases in a waterstream : a) protracted releases, keeping the water
volumic activity at a stable level c1 ; b) discontinuous re~eases of short
duration 9, repeated over equal time interv.als with a period P ; they are
shown by a succession of peaks of high water volumic activity level c •
2

Fig. 1 - Volumic activity vs time, according to the release pattern.
The incidences of the releases are different according to the long or short
half-lives of the radionuclides.
1.

RELEASES OF LONG HALF-LIVED RADIONUCLIDES

These radionuclides are progressively accumulated in food products grown
with rive~ water (or in man getting his drinking water from the river),
until the losses become important enough to balance the successive intakes.
In the case of protracted releases, this accumulation of radioactivity
(so-called "burden") is regular, whereas in the case of discontinuous releases it occurs according to a serrated curve oscillating around a mean
value (fig. 2).
q

Fig. 2 - Burden vs time, in case of discontinuous releases of long
half-lived radionuclides
The massic activityq, reached at equilibrium, can be expressed as follows
- in case of protracted releases :

q

f
=rc,

(a)

- in case of discontinuous releases
(b)

with, as mean value :
q

f

A.

(c)
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\1:1ere f is the fraction of the water volumic activity which is transferred
per time unit to the mass unit, and A is the effective elimination constant
(corresponding to an effective half-life T = 0,693/A). Some numerical values
of f and T (1) are quoted as examples in table 1.
As the absorbed doses are always proportionnal to the mean activities, the
comparison of both release patterns comes to compare the values of the expressions (a) and (c), consequently the values of c P and c 9.
1
2
Since the latter two values are in inverse ratio to respectively the mean
and the instantaneous river flow rate, one may conclude, with a view to
population protection, that the discontinuous releases shall be equivalent
to the protracted releases if they are effected when the flow rate is medium
and more favourable when the flow rate is above average.
As to the burden fluctuations, expressed by the inequalities (b), they cannot have serious consequences : their relative significance, indeed, decreases quickly with radioactivity accumulation (fig. 2) ; at equilibrium they
represent but a little fraction of the total burden (table 2).
f (d -l)
137
cs

T (d)

90Sr

137
cs

90Sr

fish (edible part)

0.06

0,015

400

potato (sandy soil)*

0,005

0,003

7000

3500

100

salad (chalky soil)*

0.0025

0.002

11000

5300

man drinking river water·.'d:

0.017

0,015

70

6400

*ecosystem soil + plant **values for the critical organ
TABLE 1 - Values of f and T

Protracted
releases
137
river water

fish (edible part)

3-day quaterly releases
in medium flow rate
137 Cs

cs

90 Sr

0.11

o.n

90 Sr

min.

aven.

max.

min.

0

-

3.20

0

aver.

-

3.20

max.

3.70

0.23

3.40

3. 70

4.00

0.16

0.23

0.31

potato

(sandy soil)

5.28

1.58

5.05

5.28

5.55

1.55

1.58

1.61

salad

(chalky soil)

4.42

1.63

4,40

4.42

4,44

1.61

1.63

1.65

0.18

14.60

o.n

0.18

0.27

14.55

14.60

14.65

man drinking river water

TABLE 2 - Massie activities (pCi/kg) at equilibrium per curie
yearly released (medium river flow rate : 300 m3/s)
2.

RELEASES OF SHORT HALF-LIVED RADIONUCLIDES

Disontinuous releases have the drawback of producing large fluctuations of
the burden, but the advantage of allowing radioactive decrease between
releases. The balance between these two processes should be made.
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2.1.

Large Fluctuations of the Burden

As the short half-life prevents the accumulation of radioactivity, burden
fluctuations keep their initial amplitude throughout all the successive
releases (fig. 3 and table 3).

Fig. 3 - Burden vs time, in case of discontinuous
releases of short half-lived radionuclides.

3-day quaterly releases
in medium flow rate

Protracted
releases
21.10

min.

aver.

ffi,'='IX.

0.06

21.10

150.0ll

TABLE 3 - Thyroid massic activities (pCi/kg) in an individual drinking
river water contaminated by 1 Ci iodine 131 yearly released
(medium river flow rate : 300 m3/s).

Thus, high dose rates and consequently an increase of the risk of occurence
of radiopathological effects may result. Indeed, the dose-effect relationship is generally represented by a family of sigmoids (fig. 4) nearer to
linearity as the exposure duration is shorter (2). If so, for an equal river
flow rate, as compared to protracted releases, discontinuous releases should
increase the radiopathological risk by a factor :
1+e

_)J_J

-e

_

~e

-e

_ 4 CP- e)

J

(d)

Figure 5 gives an example of the variation of this factor versus the annual
number of releases.

/,

/
/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

D

Fig. 4 - Dose-effect relationship
according to the exposure duration t.
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2.2.

Radioactive Decrease between Releases

Sudden releases make it possible to empty a tank quickly and consequently
to use its whole capacity in order to postpone the discharges as late as
possible. Then, the activity of a nuclide with a radioactive constant A,
is reduced by a factor :

P=
2.3.

~

[e+

1 -

(e)

Final Assessment

The balance between the two processes is expressed by the product ry x p·
In the example of figure 5, the optimum is located between 1 and 4 releases
per year.
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Fig. 5 - Values of 11, p and 11 x p (see text) vs the annual
number N of 3-day releases of iodine 131 in medium river flow rate,
for an individual drinking river water.
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HIGH-lEVEl RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAl IN THE DEEP OCEAN
H. W. Hill
Fisheries Laboratory, Lowes toft, Suffolk, UK

1.

INTRODTJC'T'TON

A programme has been initiated in the United Kingdom by the Fisheries Laboratory,
Lowestoft (MAFF) to study the dispersion of radioactivity in the deep ocean arising
from the possible dumping of high-level waste on the sea bed, in vitrified glass
form, which would permit slow leakage over a long time scale. The programme
consists of two parts, and is directed by a steering group set up by MAFF which
also includes representation from British Nuclear Fuels Ltd and the National
Radiological Protection Board. Shortly after its inception, representatives of the
Institute of Oceanographic Sciences (lOS) joined the group in an advisory capacity.
The first part of the programme consists of the development of a simple model
which overcomes many of the criticisms of the earlier model proposed by Webb and
Morley (1). The second part of the programme concerns the research cruises
planned to measure the advection and diffusion parameters in the deeper layers of
the ocean to ·provide realistic input data to the model and increase our fundamental
understanding of the marine environment into which the radioactive n~aterials may
be r·eleased.
2.

THE SHEPHERD MODEl

The Shepherd model (2) is concerned with the continuous release of radioactivity from
a point source on the bed of a circulating finite ocean, which for convenience has the
dimensions of the North Atlantic Ocean. The model includes horizontal and vertical
diffusion and horizontal advection but not vertical advection. Both Fickian (normal,
local diffusion where v2 = 2 K t) and Okubo-Pritchard (more applicable to oceanic
diffusion, including larger-scale eddies, where v2 = v2t2) representations of the
diffusion process have been examined since there is reason to believe that nonFickian diffusion is more appropriate in the oceans. It is found that there are differences in the concentrations arising from the use of the two types of diffusion but
these do not seriously affect the main conclusions, and in general Fickian diffusion
is used since this gives the higher concentrations and hence is the "safer'' formulation. Shepherd's model estimates the equilibrium concentrations and relates these
to the average concentration (S 0 ) which would arise from a continuous release,
maintained indefinitely, with complete and thorough mixing over the whole ocean.
Results have been calculated for surface concentrations at 10 equally spaced points
around the perimeter of the ocean and over depth profiles around the perimeter,
which in this study is taken as the edge of the continental shelf. Thus maximum and
minimum as well as mean concentrations can be calculated. Because diffusion and
advection parameters are not particularly well known for the deep ocean, a range of
values of these parameters has been used in the model in order to examine the
effects on the results of values outside those generally believed to be the most likely
estimates, although a range of vertical diffusion values only is shown in (2), this
clearly being the most critical parameter of those examined.
In so far as coastal surface concentrations are concerned, the conclusions are that
horizontal variations around the perimeter of the ocean are small, except for very
rapid vertical diffusion (16 years vertical mixing time), and even then they are likely
to be less than an order of magnitude different from the mean concentrations. Generally the concentrations are less, usually substantially less, than the well-mixed
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concentration (S 0 ), only slightly exceeding S0 in the case of very rapid vertical mixing and the shorter half-lives. For the most relevant cases, of mixing times of a
few hundred years and half-lives greater than 30 years, horizontal variations may
be taken as negligible and concentrations are normally between S 0 and S 0 /1 0 (Fickian)
and between S 0 and S0 /100 (Okubo-Pritchard). Certainly for half-lives of a few
thousand years the surface coastal concentrations do not vary significantly from S 0 .
Concentrations below the surface layer would also be generally less than the wellmixed average (S0 ) at mid -ocean depths, using reasonably realistic estimates of the
diffusion and advection parameters, and indeed it might be expected that above average concentrations would normally be found only within the bottom few hundred
metres of a 5000 m deep ocean. Overall it would appear that we might expect fairly
uniform concentration horizontally but that significant vertical stratification would
occur, especially for those isotopes with half -lives less than 30 years. However,
the bottom concentrations are unlikely to exceed S0 by more than a factor of 50 or
so, except for a small area very close to the release point; and for the more
interesting case of half-lives greater than 30 years and realistic vertical mixing
times of a few hundred years, this factor is unlikely to be greater than about 10.
Another important point to note is that although vertical advection is specifically
excluded from the model, the effects of upwelling from the ocean floor cannot result
in the surface layers of concentrations more than those which are expected on the
bottom, i.e. even continuous upwelling, lasting for periods of the order of a halflife, should only result in an increase of concentration in the surface layer of about
10, for that particular isotope, at almost all locations.
Thus it would appear that satisfactory estimates of the levels of activity which can
be safely deposited (in suitable packaging) on the sea floor can be made simply on
the basis of the long-term well-mixed average concentrations which would result,
allowing a small safety factor for possible persistent upwelling and the aboveaverage concentration in the bottom few hundred metres, remembering that the
shorter-lived isotopes, which have the highest bottom concentrations relative to S0
can be expected to decay considerably before significant leaking occurs from a welldesigned package containing vitrified waste.
It is appropriate at this stage to compare the specific surface concentrations estimated by Shepherd's model with those of Grimwood and Webb (3), who now propose a
slightly modified version of the Webb and Morley model to estimate the surface concentrations arising locally to the area of release in the short term coupled with a
long-term compartment model which becomes increasingly valid for times greater
than 100 years or so after release until it approaches (at the order of 1000 years)
the S0 levels of Shepherd's model, the levels to which all mixing-type models must
inevitably converge in the long term. In effect (in so far as the models are comparable) it can be shown that for half-lives between 30 and 3000 years, the surface
concentrations over the disposal site, as predicted by Webb and Morley, do not vary
by more than about one order of magnitude from the coastal surface concentrations
calculated by Shepherd using, in the Shepherd model, the "most likely" estimate of
vertical diffusion (10 cm2/s). However, the radiological safety assessment associated with the original Webb-Morley model used concentrations 50 times lower
than these to allow for dilution between the surface waters above the disposal area
and the nearest fishing grounds. It may be concluded that their assessment of the
maximum permissible rates of disposal should be reduced by between 10 and 50
times for half-lives less than 1000 years, and by substantially more for longerlived nuclides, if Shepherd's proposal is accepted, viz that disposal rates be based
on the long-term well-mixed average (S 0 ). Shepherd's proposal is also rather more
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conservative for the shorter half-lives than the results of Grimwood and Webb's
short-term model and is equivalent to the results of their long-term compartment
model for half-lives greater than 1000 years.
Some further development of models is planned but, even so, it should not be forgotten that these mixing-type models assume a slow continuous release, and that the
steady mixing mechanisms represented mathematically by the diffusion theory are
valid. They do not necessarily cater for instantaneous release of large amounts of
activity by whatever means, e. g. an accident during dumping, "burping" of radioactivity due to the build -up of heat below the sea bed around an "in the bed" disposal,
or subsequent concentration of activity in a specific hot spot by sediment or biota.
Thus there is a real need to further our understanding of the small-scale and mesoscale oceanographic processes in the deep ocean, and it is to this end that the second
part of the programme is, in part, directed although, clearly, one of the intentions
of producing better models it that they should provide guidance on the relative worth
of various oceanographic research programmes which might complement the modelling studies, either by indicating which were the critical oceanographic parameters
needed for input or where observations might best be made to validate model predictions. PriPlarily, Shepherd's work suggests that the more important parameters
may be vertical advection and diffusion but it is not clear at present how the former
could be measured directly, and the latter is obviously difficult - but technically
feasible, at least for small-scale diffusion. However, it is clear that there is also
an urgent requirement to better understand the horizontal advective and diffusive
processes in the deep ocean, and the equipment and expertise for the former, and
possibly for the latter, already exist.
3.

THE FIELD PROGRAMME

The steering group have concluded that the first priority should be the deployment of
about 6 to 8 long-term full depth current meter stations at various locations in the
north-east Atlantic selected for oceanographic reasons rather than as possible dis.posal sites. These stations would be maintained at 6-monthly intervals or so by a
suitable vessel which would recover and redeploy the moorings, and it is felt that a
minimum length of record of about 2 years is required at each site. In the general
locality of these stations it would be sensible to carry out neutrally buoyant float
experiments and make salinity-temperature-depth measurements to further our
understanding of the formation, and frequency of occurrence, of deep ocean eddies (4)
and study the velocity and density fields, particularly in and near the benthic boundary layer. It seems possible that small-scale diffusion experiments might also be
possible using a radio tracer at depths below the level to which such data presently
exist, viz about 1200 m.
Such a programme which might reasonably extend over 5 years at a cost of about
£1~ x 106 would not solve all the problems of the dynamics of the deep ocean, but it
is reasonable to think that we would then be in a better position to choose, more confidently, sensible locations for high-level waste dumping. Towards the end of the
5-year period we might also expect to be locating long-term current meters on
these sites and studying the spatial variability around them with complementary
shorter-term current meter arrays.
Fortunately there is a like interest, in so far as the long-term current meter stations are concerned, in SCOR WG 34 (the Working Group on Internal Dynamics of
the Ocean), with which the steering group has established contact, and indeed it
seems that profitable cooperation can be established here between MAFF, lOS, Kiel
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University, Centre Oceanologique de Bretagne and Laboratoire d 'Oceanographie
Physique, Paris, proposals already being well advanced, in the North -East Atlantic
Dynamics Study (NEADS), for the establishment of five such sites, which could be
supplemented by others when funds are available, and could be recovered and
redeployed by various research vessels operating within the group.
Financial support for the 5-year field programme, which it is hoped will involve
ex-tensive cooperation uelween MAFF and IOS, is not yet approved, but a start has
been made within existing budgets related in MAFF to a low-level waste dumping
project, and in lOS to the NEADS project, and has involved work in NovemberDecember 1976 by both RRS DISCOVERY (lOS) and RV CIROLANA (MAFF). During
this period a long-term full depth current meter mooring was laid at 46°05'N
17011 'W and three short-term bottom moorings were laid around this position within
the NEA dump area. A number of neutrally buoyant floats were tracked through the
area for periods up to 17 days. The current meter records have not been processed
at the time of writing, but the floats appear to indicate a cyclonic eddy system below
3300 m in the southern part of the area, the floats moving first towards the west,
then in a southerly, and later in an easterly direction with mean residual velocities
(over 17 days) of 2. 8-3.3 cm/s at 3300-3600 m, and 2. 2-2.7 cm/s (over 13 days)
near the bottom between 4200-4700 m. Towards the north of the experimental area
a float was tracked at an estimated depth of 3648 m at a mean velocity of 3. 4 cm/s
in a north-westerly direction, for just under 7 days and two floats released near the
centre of the experimental area at depths of 1000-1200 m, intended to be near the
core of the Mediterranean Water, moved relatively rapidly towards the west and
north-west at mean speeds of 8. 8 and 7. 7 cm/s for periods of 3 days 18 hours and
7 days 14 hours respectively. The mean residual current velocities indicated by
the floats varied by up to 50% in magnitude during the tracking period. Two short
hydrographic sections were made in the float tracking area in approximately northsouth and east-west directions. The geostrophic velocities calculated from these
hydrographic sections were reasonably consistent with the current field indicated by
the floats. A bottom sediment core was also taken during the cruise at 46°07'N
17°13'W. It is intended to use this core, and others to be taken on subsequent
cruises, to investigate the adsorption of plutonium on to deep sea sediments.
4.
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PERSPECTIVES POUR UlTE GESTION INTEGREB
DES DECH:RTS DE 1' IHDUSTRIE HUCJJ}~AIE8
J.l'. Olivier

Agence de

l'OCD~

pour l'Pnergie

Nucl~aire

1,
INTHODUCTION
JJa premiere Conf~rence Nucl~ai:re Europ~enne organis~e a.
Paris avait pour theme la "Haturit~ de l'Energie Nucl~aire".
Tous les aspects relatifs ~ la production d'~lectricit~
d'origine nucl~aire ~taient inscrits au programme, y compris
les questions li~es a la gestion des d~chets radioactifs.
Dans l'esprit des organisateurs, le theme de la maturite
choisi pour cette conference correspondait tres probablement
au fait que la contribution du nucleaire a la production
totale d'~lectricite des pays developpes etait devenue significative, voire meme indispensable desormais, compte tenu
de l' ~volution generale sur le plan des ressou~·ces et des
approvisionnements en energie. Les reacteurs nucl~aires
fonctionnent en effet de fagon relativeme~t satisfaisante
et leur nombre ne cesse de croitre, J,a puissance install~e
dans les pays de l' OCDJ~ sera de l' o:cdre de 150 GWe environ
en 1980, Cependant, en ce qui concerne la partie terminale
du cycle du combustible nucleaire, c 'est-".-dire le retraitement des combustibles irradies, le recyclage eventuel du
plutonium et la gestion des dechets radioactifs, il semble qu' il
soi t encore pr~mature de parler v~ri tablement de maturi te.
Tres peu de combustibles provenant de r~acteurs a eau
legere ont ete retraites a ce jour, et l'on ne dispose par
consequent que d'une experience relativement limitee pour
ce type de combustible a taux de combustion eleve, I,es
aspects essentiels de la gestion des dechets radioactifs
etant etroitement li~s a ces operations de retraitement,
la mise au point de politiques generales dans ce domaine
n'a pas encore veritablement pr~sent~ de caractere d'urgence
dans la plupart des pays, Toutefois, cette situation est
susceptible d'evoluer assez rapidement, notamment sous
!'influence du public, et il convient d'envisager des a
present quelles pourraient etre les perspectives d'une
gestion int~gree des dechets radioactifs dans le contexte
d'un cycle du combustible nucl~aire ayant atteint son
plein developpement industriel.

2,

LA GESTION

ACTU:f~LLB

DES DT<;CHCTS

Les travaux de recherche et de developpement qui ont et~
effectues depuis une trentaine d'annees ont permis d'accumuler des connaissances considerables en matiere de trai~ement et de stockage des divers types de dechets radioactifs. Le probleme des effluents gazeux et liquides qui
sont rejetes dans l'environnement a constitue l'une des
premieres priorites a cet egard et l'on peut considerer
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qu'il est a l'heure actuelle pratiquement resolu, dans la
mesure o~ les doses d'exposition qui en resultent pour le
public, restent a un niveau tres faible. Toutefois, il
conviendra, le moment venu, de limiter les rejets gazeux
effectues par les installations de retraitement des combustibles irradies. Le problcme des effluents ne sera e~ fait
pas traite dans cet expose oui sera consacre au nrobleme
des dechets qui ne sont pas-disperses dans l'envlronnement.
2.1.

Traitement, conditionnement et stockage des dechets

On peut affirmer desormais que les methodes mises au point
pour le traitement et le stockage des dechets radioactifs
permettent de realiser ces operations de fagon sure et
relativement economique pour la plupart des differents
types de dechets produits. C'est le cas notamment des
dechets produi;s par les reacteurs de puissance (quelques
centaines de m /an par reacteur) dont on realise, le conditionnement par incorporation dans du beton ou du bitume.
De nouvelles methodes sont egalement mises au point pour
l'incorporation de ces dechets dans des resines thermodurcissables ou des ciments impregnes de polymeres. Les
dechets ainsi conditionnes sont en general stockes sur le
site m~me des reacteurs avant leur evacuation.
En ce qui concerne les dechets provenant du retraitement
des combustibles irradies, la situation est plus complexe.
Les dechets produits varient considerablement tant par
leur niveau d'activite que par la forme sous laquelle ils
sont obtenus. Des techniques de conditionnement existent
pour la plupart de ces dechets, bien que certaines d'entre
elles, notamment la yitrification des dechets de haute
activite (quelques m5 pour la production annuelle d'un
reacteur a eau legere), n'aient pas encore ete experimentees a l'echelle industrielle. Taus ces dechets sont
stockes sur place de fagon sure dans l'attente d'une mise
au point de solutions appropriees pour leur evacuation,
ou d'un mode de conditionnement qui n'a pas encore fait
l'objet de recherches suffisantes, ce ~ui est le cas pour
les gaines de combustibles (Quelques m ) et les dechets
solides alpha (de quelques mY a quelques dizaines de m5
pour la production annuelle d'un reacteur a eau legere).
J"e condi tionnement et le stockage des dechets radioactifs
ont semble jusqu'a present etre regles le plus souvent
au niveau de chaque installation nucleaire plutat qu'au
niveau national, en l'absence de politiques integrees
qui tiendraient compte aussi des questions d'evacuation.
2.2.

Evacuation des dechets

Le traitement et le stockage sont certes une partie importante de la gestion des dechets, mais le veritable probleme reste neanmoins celui de leur evacuation. A ce sujet,
il convient de considerer deux grandes categories de dechetE
radioactifs : d'une part, ceux contamines essentiellement
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par des produits d'activation et de fission dont la periode
:'adioactive n'exc·,de pas quelques dizaines d'annees et dont
la contamination en emetteurs alpha est nulle ou pratiquement negligeable ; c'est le cas notamment des dechets produits par les reacteurs nucleaires. D'autre part, les
dechets contamines eventuellement par des produits d'activation st de fission mais surtout par du plutonium et
d'autres ~rnetteurs alpha de tr~s longue vie. De tels d~chets
sont representes par la plupart de ceux provenant des
installations de retraitement et de fabrication des combustibles au plutonium.
Pour la premiere categorie de dechets qui sont en general
d'activite faible ou moyenne, on dispose de deux methodes
d'evacuation qui sont relativement eprouvees et deja appliquees ~ une echelle importante. Il s'agit de l'enfouissement
dans le sol, pres de la surface ou en profondeur, et du
Tejet en mer. Dans le premier cas, il convient d'assurer
grace au conditionnement des dechets et aux caracteristiques hydro-geologiques du site d'enfouissement, un confinement de la radioactivite sur des periodes de quelques
centaines d'annees. Dans le deuxieme cas, la securite du
rejet en mer n'est pas fondee sur le confinement de ia
radioactivite mais plutot sur son relachement partiel et
progressif dans les masses d'eaux oceaniques qui assurent
ensuite une dispersion ct une dilution h des niveaux
negligeables.
Pour la seconde categorie de dechets, c'est-a-dire ceux
contamines par les emetteurs alpha, le probleme de l'evacuation et de l'elimination definitive est tout autre
'
puisque leur toxicite va persister dans le temps sur des
periodes qui peuvent s'etendre sur plusieurs centaines
de milliers d'annees. La mise au point de solutions a ce
probleme est de ce fait particulierement delicate et la
seule alternative possible a l'heure actuelle consiste a
les stocker.
3.

;~LilUNATION

D;';FINITIVE DF,S DT\CIISTS A VIE WNGUE

Le stockage des dechets a vie longue n'est evidemment qu'une
solution provisoire. La recherche de solutions definitives
se poursuit activement dans 'plusieurs directions dans le
but d'eviter de transmettre aux generations futures la
charge de la gestion de ces dechets et, en m~me temps, de
faire en sorte que les solutions que l'on adoptera ne
puissent avoir de consequences graves a long terme.
I.a solution la plus etudiee et la plus avancee consiste a
evacuer les dechets radioactifs dans des formations geologiques stables susceptibles, dans les conditions les plus
defavorables, de garantir un confinement des dechets sur
des periodes extremement longues. Cette possibilite fait
a l'heure actuelle l'objet de travaux de recherche importants dans la plupart des pays de l'OCDl\ et l'on espere
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qu'elle pourra ~tre appliquee a grande echelle vers la fin
du siecle. Divers types de formations geologiques presentent des caracterlstiques favorables et les programmes
en cours portent aussi bien sur les formations granitiques
ou argileuses que sur les formations salines dont on pensait, il y a quelques annees, qu'elles etaient les plus
appropriees. Outre des experiences in situ ayant pour but
de rassembler des donnees de base sur le milieu geologique
lui-m~me, les programmes de recherches accordent une place
de plus en plus grande aux etudes theoriques et aux modeles mathematiques pour evaluer l'importance des phenomenes eventuels de rupture du confinement geologique et
de la migration resultante de la radioactivite. De telles
etudes visant ~ demontrer la Securite Lt le bien-fonde
du concept d'evacuation en formations geologiques stables
font l'objet d'une cooperation tres etroite sur le plan
international.
Une autre methode d'evacuation qui suscite un inter~t de
plus en plus grand sur le plan international, consisterait
a placer les dechets radioactifs ~ vie longue sous le fond
de l'ocean ou ils seraient confines dans des couches de
sediments ou d'autres couches geologiques appropriees. Il
ne s'agirait pas, comme dans le cas des dechets de faible
et moyenne activite qui sont actuellement rejetes en mer,
de compter sur le potentiel de dispersion et de dilution
des masses d'eaux oceaniques, mais bien effectivement de
realiser un confinement aussi parfRit que possible de ces
dechets dans les formations sous-marines, en tirant narti
de leur stabilite .et de leur potentiel de retention ~es
ions radioactifs. La mise au point de la technol·gie
necessaire, de m~me que les etudes de securite, demanderont de toute evidence une periode assez longue avant
qu'il ne soit possible d'envisager une evacuation reelle
de dechets dans de telles conditions.
D'autres techniques plus sophistiquees sont egalement envisagees, telle que l'evacuation dans l'espace ou la transmutation des radio-nucleides a vie longue. Cette derniere
methode semble a priori la plus interessante mais elle
suppose la separation prealable et la concentration des
emetteurs alpha, ce qui souleve des problemes technologiques considerables et il n'est pas certain qu'une telle
operation s'avere finalement rentable sur le plan de la
securite aussi bien que sur le plan economique. De toute
fayon, des etudes se poursuivent egalement sur ces differentes possibilites.

La situation presente caracterisee par des mesures provisoires pour des categories de dechets les plus critiques
ne pourra pas se prolonger indefiniment compte tenu, d'une
nart, de l'accroissement considerable du volume des dechets
produits et, d'autre part, des pressions diverses qui visent
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~ la mise sur pied rapide de solutions au probl~me des d~
chets. Il conviendra done d 1 organiser la gestion future
des d~chets de fagon telle qu 1 elle soit s~re non seulement pour les g~n~rations actuelles, ce qui est d~j~ le
cas, mais aussi qu 1 elle n 1 hypoth~que pas l 1 avenir, tout en
restant relativement ~conomique. Des mesures devront done
<§tre prises tant au plan ::ational qu 1 international pour que
la geotiun deo Uec.:heLs soit, d'une part, iFteg:rec; au maximum dans le cadre des activit~s nucl~aires, c 1 est-''"-dire
qu 1 elle tienne compte de taus les imp~ratifs d 1 ordre sanitaire, technique et ~conomique qui p~sent sur l 1 industrie
nucl~aire ct' d 1 autre part' qu 1 elle soi t convercableme:tt
r~glement~e, notamment pour tenir compte des risques potentiels a tr~s long terme.

Sur le plan national, il conviendra de promouvoir des m~
thodes dB traitement compatibles avec les conditions de
stockage et d 1 ~vacuation envisag~es pour les d~chets. Il
conviendra en particulier de se pr~occuper en premier lieu
de l 1 ~vacuation des d~chets produits par les r~acteurs
et de choisir des methodes de traitement permettant d 1 obtenir des produi ts adapt~s soi t 2> l 1 enfouissement dans le
sol, soit au rejet en mer, Compte tenu de l 1 importance
des volumes de d~chets de faible et moyenne activit~ r~
sultant de l 1 exploitation des r~acteurs ainsi que des contraintes relativement modestes impos~es pour l 1 ~vacuation
de la plupart d 1 entre eux, chaque pays aura vraisemblablement int~r~t a rechercher une solution nationale. Il
semble en effet inutile, sauf pour le re jet en mer, d 1 er:visager une solution internationale pour ce type de d~chets.
Sur le plan international, le probleme 1e plus important
est lie au fait qu 1 un petit nombre de pays seulement proc;Jderont, pendant un certain temps tout au moins, au retraitement des combustibles irradi~s disponibles sur le
march~ international. '"n 1 1 absence de solution pour
1 1 ~vacuation des d~chets de haute activit~, ces pays se
r~servent pour l 1 instant la possibili t~ de J:etourner ces
d~chets aux pays d 1 origine des combustibles irradi~s. Une
telle politique serait susceptible d 1 entrainer une prolif~ration des transports et des sites de stockage et d 1 evacuation pour les d~chets de haute activit~, ce qu 1 il serait probablement souhaitable d 1 ~viter pour des raisons
de s~curit~. Un moyen d 1 y rem~dier pourrait <§tre de faire
appel i des solutions internationales pour l 1 ~vacuation
des d~chets de haute activit~ et des dechets alpha en
utilisant par exemple des formations geologiques particulierement appropri~es pour la cr~ation de sites internationaux. La situation relative au retraitement du combustible irradi~ et les doutes qui ont et~ ~mis r~cemment
quant au bien-fond~ de ce :r'etrai tement, ainsi que les
difficult~s politiques previsibles ne permettent pas
d 1 envisager toutefois un progrcs rapide dans ce domaine.
Il n'en reste pas mains que ces problemes devront <§tre
abord~s tet ou tard au niveau international de fagon
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qu'ils puissent ~tre r~gles da~s l'int~r~t de tous les
pays, qu'ils ooient ou no~ exploitants d 1 usines de retrait8'Tlent.

:Ges politiques oui devront d~couler d'une organisatioc:
plus int~g~~e de la gestion des d~chets ~adioactifs, se~ont fondees en premier lieu sur une d~finition plus pr~
cise des responsabilit6s des gouvernements ct de 1 1 industrie nucl~aire. D'une faQon g6n~~ale on consid~re que le
probl~me de la gestion i long terme des d~chets re peut
Stre T~gl~ sans les ga::::-anties les plus ~lev~es sur le plan
de la s~curi te, c 'est-~c-dire ,m pratiqur,, sans un controle
gouvernemental aussi efficace que possible. L'evacuation
des dechets ne pourra en particulier s'effectuer que sous
la Tesponsabilite directe des gouvernemerts qui s'assure~ont de la securit~ de ces op~rations, du maintien d'archives et d 1wle su'~"veilla]jce appropriee des sites d 'evacuation aussi longtemps qu'il ~~ra-necessaire. Il n'est
pas possible, sur des periodes de l'ordre de milliers et
\fortiori de centaines de milliers d 1 anne8s, d'envisager
le maintien d'un controle sous une forme q"J.elconque. Cependant, dans la mesure o~ un controle est souhaitable pendant une certaine periode, la seule alternative possible
est effectivcment qu'il soit cxerce par les gouvernements.
Dans de telles conditions, les responsabilites des firmes
industrielles (;xploi tant des installations nucleaires seraient limi tees ~t la gestion ~' court terme des dechets
radioactifs. !.es exploi tants des installations nucleaires
auraient essentiellement pour tAche de traiter les dechets,
de les stocker provisoirement, puis de les transporter
dans des delais appropries vers des sites d'evacuation
geres par les autorites gouvernementales. Ainsi, dans le
cas des dechets de haute activite, les exploitants des
installations de retraitement seraient responsables du
traitement et de la solidification des dechets ainsi que
de leur transport jusqu'aux sites d'evacuation, les autorites gouvernementales prenant ensuite la relcve pour
assurer la perennite et la securite du confinement dans
les formations geologiques choisies.
T~ coftt des operations d'evacuation des dechets radioactifs
qui n'intervient en gene'"al que longtemps apres la production, n'est pour 1 1 instant pas prevu dans les mecanismes
de financement des diverses operations liees ~ l'energie
nuc1eaire. I1es res sources necessaires aux activi tes de
recherche et de developpement ainsi qu'aux operations
d'evacuation des dechets de haute activite seront cependart considerables, mSme si 1' on s 'accorde i1 pe:nser que
le coftt de gestion des dechets ne depassera pas 1 ~ du
coftt total de production de l'~lectricit~ d'origine nucleaire. Il conviendra done vraisemblablement de prevoir
des mecanismes qui permettront d'assurer un financement
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appropri~ de la gestion ~ long terme des d~chets radioactifs, compte tenu notamment .du fait que les op~tations
d 1 ~vacuation pourront intervenir seulement une d~cennie
ou plus apr~s la production des d~chets. A ce sujet, il a
d~j~ ~t~ envisag~ de pr~lever une taxe ~ventuelle au niveau
de la production d ~lectricit~ en vertu du principe
"pollueur-payeur", cette taxe servant a alimenter un fonds
destin~ ?c financer les op~rations d 1 ~vacuation ult~rieure.
1

De telles dispositions d 1 ordre administratif at juridique
doivent ~videmment s 1 appuyer sur des consid~rations techniques et economiques valables, et il conviendra bien
entendu de poursuivre 1es travaux de recherche et de d~ve
loppement en cours dans le domaine de la gestion des d~chets
radioactifs. A ce sujet, les m~canismes envisag~s pour le
financement de la gestion des d~chets pourraient ~galement
~tre utilis~s pour le financement de ces travaux de recherche et de ~~veloppement. Le probl~me du d~classement
et du d~mantc~lement des installations :1ucl~aires pose !:
cet ~gard des probl~mes similaires,
Des accords internationaux semblent enfin in~luctables
notamment en ce oui concerne les d~chets r'adioactifs 2.
longue vie, et la mise au point ainsi que l'application
de solutions d 1 ~vacuation pour ces d~chets dans le cadre
de collaborations r~gionales. Il semble en tout ~tat de
cause que de tels accords :"e pourraient ~tre que le prolongement logiql).e de ceux d~ja existants ou 3. mettre sur
pied en ce qui cor:cerne l.e cycle du comb<)Stible ~~ucl~aire
dans son ensemble et en particulier l_es approvisionr.e;nents
en combustible.
6.

CONCWSIONS

Dans 1 1 ~volution actuelle de la situation relative aux d~
chets .c'adioactifs, on constate que les prob1;;mes "poli tiques"
prennent une importance de plus en plus grande par rapport
a la technologie et a la recherche qui ~taient jusqu'alors
au premier plan. U:ne telle ~volutio:r: est r~v~latrice de
l'importance que l 1 on attache au problcme de l 1 ~vacuatioc:
des d~chets radioactifs at traduit la volant~ des autorit~s de mettre sur pied un cadre administratif, juridique et financier qui permette d 'offrir un Qaxi:.llJ.m de
garanties pour l 1 avenir. Le problcme n 1 en reste pas :noins
celui de l 1 ~vacuation des d~chets at narticuli~rement cel~i
des d~chets contaQin~s par des ~metteurs alpha et c 1 est
dans ce domaine plutot que dans celui du traitement et du
stockage qu 1 il est n~cessaire de faire porter d~sormais
les efforts. Il existe d~ja une base solide permettant de
fonder des esnoirs raisonnables en ce aui concerne la
disponibilit~-de solutions appropri~es-et dont la s~curi t~ serai t suffisamment prouv~e dans un d~lai de guelqu.es
dizaines d 1 ann~es au maximum. Dans l 1 intervalle, l 1 indl<St::ie
nucl~aire disnose des mavens n~cessaires pour assurer une
gestion satisfaisaJlte des d~chets et les au tori t~s ne oanqueront probablement pas de mettre cette p~riode ~ profit
pour d~finir des poli tiques ~-1. long terme aussi bien sur le
plan r:ational que sur le plan international.
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A QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEAR INCINERATION OF ACTINIDE HASTE
G. A. Harte and R. H. Clarke
Central Electricity Generating Board, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories,
Berkeley, Gloucestershire, UK.
ABSTP_l,CT
The actinides neptunium, amer1c1u~ and curium, control the long-term
hazards of reprocessing wastes from almost all reactor types. A study has
been made of the effect on the hazard of removal of these isotopes from the
high level waste stream and of their reirradiation in the core (a) of a
notional light water reactor, LWR (b) of a notional liquid sodium cooled
fast breeder reactor, LMFBR.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is current practice in the United Kingdom to reprocess irradiated
reactor fuel to recover both plutonium and depleted uranium. The high-level
wastes from reprocessing consist of an acidic solution containing the
fission products, residual uranium and plutonium, and other actinides the
major components of which are neptunium, americium and curium. The fission
products form the most hazardous group of nuclides for the first few hundred
years, but the long term hazard is dominated by the actinides and in this
paper one means of reducing the long term hazard will be explored. The
hazard associated with an isotope will be defined as that volume of water
(m 3 ) required to dilute the isotope to its maximum permissible concentration
in water for ingestion by continuously occupationally exposed individuals
(1,2). Where a mixture of isotopes is considered the values of hazard for
each isotope will be added to give a figure which is a total measure of the
hazard regardless of pathways to man and assumed critical organs.
Because of the long periods needed for the decay of the actinides, it
has been suggested that they be removed from the shorter-lived-fission products and disposed of separately. Claiborne (3) suggested that the actinides be returned to the core of a reactor to undergo fission to shorterlived species. This is known as "incineration", and this process has been
the subject of this study.

2.

COOLING PROPERTIES OF WASTES

Figure 1 shows the long-term hazards of reprocessing wastes from an
LWR broken down into contributions from fission products, residual uranium
and plutonium, and Np, Am and Cm, in order to see whether the removal of the
latter from the waste will effect any worthwhile reduction in overall hazard.
The quantity of waste considered is that arising from the generation of one
GW(e)-year of electricity. In Table 1 the assumed operating conditions of
the LWR, and of the LMFBR also considered in this study, are given. It will
be seen from Figure 1 that the contribution of Np, Am and Cm to the waste
hazard (Curve 2), is larger after 300 years than that of any other component,
even if one per cent uranium and plutonium are sent to waste. If 99.9% U
and Pu were to be removed from LWR fuel in reprocessing and if, say, 99%
Np, Am and Cm were then separated from the waste and successfully incinerar
ted, a worthwhile hazard reduction of nearly two orders of magnitude could
be obtained at all cooling times.
Figure 2 shows the cooling properties of waste from a fast reactor
operating on fuel that is 80% uo (containing 0.4% 235u) and 20% Puo , the
2
2
plutonium having been derived from an advanced thermal reactor and stored
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four years before use. Np, Am and Cm now make an even larger contribution
to the waste hazards, (Curve 2), so that once again their removal and incineration provide an attractive means of reducing the long term hazard,
especially if at least 99.9% U and Pu have been removed in reprocessing
(Curve 4).
3.

INCINERATION STUDIES

Light water reactors are already in operation, whilst worldwide the
fast reactor programme is still in its initial stages. It would be extremely useful if Np, Am and Cm from the LWR could be incinerated by reirradiation in the same reactor, though it is of course to be expected that with
the more favourable fission-to-capture ratios obtainable in a fast flux
and with the higher flux densities obtainable, the LMFBR will provide the
more effective incinerator.
In Figure 3, Curve 1 shows the hazard associated with the Np, Am and
Cm produced by an LWR in generating 1 GW(e)-year of electricity. Curve 2
shows the hazard associated with the same mixture of actinides after 20
years in an LWR core at a flux of 3xl0 14 neutrons cm-2 s-1. The incineration was assumed to have been carried out in four five-year stages, five
years residence in the reactor being succeeded by a 200 day cooling period
during which it was assumed that the fuel elements containing the wastes
were stripped down and refabricated. It will be seen that scarcely any
long-term benefit is to be obtained from this 20-year incineration. Eight
such five-year· cycles would however reduce the long-term hazard associated
with the Np, Am and Cm below that of the long-lived fission products. The
LWR considered here produces nearly 20 kilograms of Np, Am and Cm per
GW(e)-year, the total charge of waste to the core of a lOOCN<I(e) LWR incinerating Np, Am and Cm would thus be about 0.75 tonne in equilibrium.
In Figure 4, Curve 1 once again shows the hazard associated with the
Np, Am and Cm from an LWR. Curves 2 and 3 show the hazard of these actinides after (a) a 20 year (4 x 5 year cycles) incineration in an LMFBR at a
flux 1016 neutrons cm- 2 s-1; (b) a 40 year (8 x 5 year cycles) incineration
in an UIR at flux 3 x 101 4 neutrons cm- 2 s-1. The figure unequivocally
demonstrates the superiority of the fast reactor as an incinerator, since
the shorter period in the LMFBR has achieved the larger hazard reduction.
Finally, Figure 5 shows· the effect of a 20 year L~WBR incineration on
the hazards of Np, Am and Cm produced in 1 GW(e)-year by an LMFBR. The 20
year incineration achieves quite a dramatic hazard reduction bringing the
hazard of the incinerated actinides down to those of the long-lived fission
products and even a 15 year irradiation achieves 2 orders of magnitude reduction. The LMFBR produces approximately 50 kilos of Np, Am and Cm per GW(e)year so that, assuming 20 year incinerations, the incinerating reactor would
contain approximately one tonne of actinide wastes at equilibrium.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

At cooling times beyond a few hundred years, the actinides Np, Am and
Cm are the most hazardous components of waste from LWR and from L~WBR fuel.
If 99.9% of uranium and plutonium has been removed in reprocessing, then the
hazard of the Np, Am and Cm would have to be reduced by approximately two
orders of magnitude to bring it to the level of the residual uranium and
plutonium and of the long-lived fission products. The hazard of the Np,
Am and Cm produced in the LWR can be reduced by this amount by a forty-year
irradiation in the LWR, at a flux of 3xl0 14 neutrons cm- 2 s-1. However, the
LMFBR is the better incinerator and a slightly greater reduction can be
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achieved by a 20-year irradiation in an LMFBR core at a flux of 10 16 neutrons cm-2 s-1. The hazards of the Np, Am and Cm produced in an LMFBR can
be reduced by nearly three orders of magnitude by a similar 20-year irradiation in the LMFBR core, and a 15-year irradiation will reduce the hazard to
the level of the residual 0.1% U and Pu assumed to be left in the wastes
after reprocessing. A description of the techniques used in obtaining the
results presented here has been given elsewhere(4).
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A RAD WASTE COMPACTION PROGRAM FOR A MEDICAL CENTER
Kenneth L. Miller, Lottie A. Varano, Barry H. Brosey
Milton S, Hershey Medical Center
Pennsylvania State University
500 University Drive
Hershey, Pennsylvania U.S.A. 17033
1. INTRODUCTION
In the early stages of our programs growth and development (1) our waste
handling problems were not of a major concern. We had approximately 65
radioisotope laboratories which were moderately active in conducting
biological research. The total number of drums of radioactive waste generated required one and sometimes two waste shipments per year to a nearby
radiuactive waste burial site. The closeness of the burial site permitted
us to rent a truck and act as private carriers on round trips that normally
took no more than a day. Waste burial costs of approximately 85¢/ft3 did
not put a major strain on our operating budgets.
Unfortunately, this unpressured operating situation was short-lived. Opening of the hospital and clinical section plus additions to the physical
plant and the biological research programs added tremendously to the
utilization of radioisotopes. We suddenly found ourselves with the need
to dispose of over 600 thirty gallon drums of radioactive waste per year.
To make matters worse, our nearby commercial burial site closed, forcing
us to ship to an alternate site several states away. Lack of adequate
storage space, increased costs of commercial shipping and an inflationary
spiraling, which quadrupled burial costs, forced us to initiate a waste
volume reduction program. As an alternativ~ to increasing environmental
contamination through increased incineration and disposal via the sanitary
sewer, we decided on a waste compaction program. Our compactor which is
shown in Figure 1, has been in operation for over a year and has proven to
be economical and effective. The various features of the compaction program will hence forth be discussed.
2.

COMPACTOR FACILITY

After reviewing numerous commercially available compactors, we chose the
Model 55A RAM FLAT Compactor manufactured by S & G Enterprises, Inc. of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The features we liked best about this compactor
included: (a) it is designed to meet OSHA requirements, (b) the drum is
totally enclosed during compaction by a 3/8" thick steel plate door, (c)
the unit generates up to 85000 pounds of compaction force with compaction
ratios up to 10:1, (d) the use of a modified compaction head permits compaction within a 55 gallon steel drum. Undesirable features included:
(a) the necessity of partially removing the drum from the compactor each
time more waste is added, (b) the need to add progressively smaller volumes
to the drums as they begin to fill, (c) the generation of airborne contamination through compaction. This latter problem necessitated the addition
of a filtration system to eliminate odors and airborne contamination.
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3.

TYPES OF COMPACTIBLE WASTE

The types of wastes ~hich we have found
suitable for compaction in this system
include most of the dry compactibles,
i.e. disposables gloves, absorbent
pads, paper, glassware, plastics,
syringes, and other dry materials.
Large objects which will not fit
in the drums and rigid objects
such as metals which could penetrate
or cause distortion of the drums or
damage to the compactor must be handled in an alternate manner.
4.

COMPACTION EFFECTIVENESS

Although the system can give compaction
ratios of up to 10:1, we have found
in actual practice that we are achieving average compactions of 4:1.
This dif~erence is due primarily to
the types of waste which we are compacting and the difficulties previously mentioned regarding adding
waste as the drum begins to fill.
The weight of a drum filled with
compacted laboratory waste ranges
between 300 and 500 pounds.
5.

FILTERING SYSTEM

Figure 1. \.Jaste Compactor and
Filter Bank in Compaction Room.

Compaction of radioactive waste in
this unit does lead to airborne
contamination and odors during
use because there is a small space between the compaction head and the inside
of the drum. In actual practice airborne concentrations were measured which
approached MPCa (2) when compacting wastes containing several millicuries of
total activity from isotopes of H3, c14, p32, and s35. In our situation
this airborne contamination and odor problem was worsened by a poorly ventilated waste storage room.
To solve this problem we decided to provide the compaction chamber with the
ventilating system which is shown in Figure 2. A hole was cut into the
compaction chamber and the chamber was exhausted through a filter bank
containing a throw-a-way type fiberglass roughing filter backed by a HEPA
filter and an activated charcoal filter. A 600 CFM blower provides sufficient air movement to exhaust the compaction ~hamber while maintaining
an air flow into the chamber which averages 1000 fpm. The exhaust air is
vented straight to the outside.
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Since adding the ventilating system, we have eliminated the odor problem
and the problem with airborne contamination outside the compaction chamber.
Subsequent measurements have shown the filter bank is successful in removing all radioactivity from the air which is exhausted to the outside.

ROUGIIING fiLTCR
HEPA FILTER
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
TO OUTSIDE
BLOWER
Figure 2.
6.

Compactor Ventilation System.

COST ANALYSIS

Prior to initiation of the compaction program, we were providing the laboratories with DOT approved fibre broad containers which were simply capped
and made ready for shipment when full. The average cost of each container
was $7.35. Since installation of the compactor, we have replaced these
containers with 17 gallon metal cans, with lids, which we were able to
purchase from Navy Surplus for 25¢ each. For an added nominal fee we were
able to have these cans painted lemon yellow and have radioactive material
warning labels attached. A plastic bag liner permits easy removal of the
waste each time the container is filled and eliminates the need for dumping.
This smaller size, also, makes it easier to load the waste into the larger
steel drums for compaction. Replacing the more expensive containers in the
labs resulted in an appreciable yearly savings even after the cost of the
55 gallon steel drums used for compaction was subtracted.
Predictions are that this savings on drums coupled with the savings on
burial and shipping costs will enable us to pay for our compaction program in less than two years. The total cost of the system including
ventilation system and installation was $10,670. A more far reaching
savings may ultimately be reached because disposal of our low level radioactive waste requires minimal space at the burial sites.
7.

CONCLUSION

Initiation of a waste compaction program has enabled us to keep pace with
an ever increasing volume of radioactive waste being generated by clinical
and research uses of radioisotopes at a new Medical Center. This program
has provided us with savings in waste disposal costs as well as space
required for waste handling and storage. The installation of a filtration
system has eliminated the odor and airborne contaminati?n problems which
were generated through the compaction process.
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EFFECTS FROM EFFLUENTS OF AN INCINERATOR FOR WASTE
OF LOW LEVEL ACTIVITY IN THE ENVIRONMENT
E.NAGEL
Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR), Wurenlingen
Switzerland
1. In the incinerator for radioactive waste of the Federal Institute for Reactor Research the contents of 2230 barrels of 200 1 have been burned
from September 1975 to March 1976 within two periods of about 8 weeks
each. The 44 tons of low level radioactive waste were of various origins (hospitals, industry, nuclear installations). The initial volume
coul~ be reduced to 45 barrels of 200 1. The following quantities of
radioactivity have been released from the 25m high stack of the installation:
st - Oct.25th 1975
b) Febr.2nd - March 20th 1976
a) Sept.l
3
10,2·10- 3
30,8·10S + y ( Ci)
4,2'10-5
8,2·10- 5
a
(Ci)
For each period the incinerator was started with new ceramic filters.
2. The incinerator is situated near the northern fence of the Federal Institute (EIR, Fig.l) on the bottom of a broad valley~ after this limit
till to the woods (250m) surrounding the site of the institute there are
cultivated fields with grass, clover and cereals. The first inhabited houses of the next villages are at a distance of about 1 km. The main wind
directions are N-NE, S-SW and W~ but during inversion situations and in
general when local low winds prevail, all directions may occur.
3. Calculations have been made years ago to estimate the dilution of the effluents at the critical points of the environment, where the plume would
reach the ground, but without taking in account the roughness of the
ground which is of importance at this place (forest in N and E, buildings
in S). All theoretical critical points were found to be situated too far
from the source (adiabatic lapse rate: 400m, inversions:lOOO - 8000m).Visual (and partly olfactory) observations of the plume have shown that these points in reality must be placed nearer to the source for instance at
maximal 200m from the stack during adiabatic lapse rate, i.e. within the
area of the institute (S/SW) or over the cultivated fields (N/NE).
In order to investigate the real effects of the incinerator in the environment, measures have been made during and after the incineration periods
using the instruments already installed in the environment of the EIR for
surveillance purposes (air sampler, collectors of sedimented dust). In addition samples of grass and barley have been taken and analysed.
4. The already installed net of dust collectors (c~vered with vaseline) has
been completed at the end of the second period by 2 units which were placed in 200m distance SSW and NNE of the stack ("critical" points 4 and 5
on the map). So it has been possible to survey the effects of the effluents in the immediate and general environment of the facility. The filter
of the air sampler has been analysed weekly, the vaseline of the collectors every two (or four) weeks.
Fig. 2 shows that in October 1975 the collected activity has also increa-
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sed significantly in a location situated at l,8 km distance from the stack.
This village where the measure was made, is situated on the critical path
of the winds from N/NE, which are frequent in the colder seasons and during inversions. The second location 2 km in the North has never been touched though it is also situated on a critical path, because in this countrr preeipitations occur practically always with winds from S-SW and W.
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On the filters of the air sampler an a-activity of about 0,001±50%pCi/m3
air was detected after each incineration period . After the first period
it was not possible to detect a sgnificant a-activity on the dust collectors, but a few pCi/m2 Pu-239 and Po-210 could be identified on a gras
sample collected in November 1975 at the location l (cf.map).During the
second period an experiment was started at the beginning of February to
invectigate the retention capacity of the installation with rPspect to
Pu-239. The analysis of the vaseline of the dust collectors at P l, P 3
and of snow samples did not give significant results (about 2 pCi nonidentifiable a-activity on each sample).
After the incineration periods of the winter 75/76 it was interesting to
know whether grass and barley growing in the neighbourhood of the installation had been influenced with regard to their activity content by the
deposited radionuclides
It is to be remembered that the main growth
period of vegetation takes place from April to June and that these crops
are havested in May (grass) and in June (barley).
The first grass samples were collected on April 30th at P l, P 4 and P 5.
The s-acti vi ty of all 3 samples is similar, i.e.
300 ± 20 pCi/g ash;
these values are practically the same as those found in summer 1975 at
the same location (280±15 pCi/g ash). The samples contained all three of
the radionuclides already identified in the air dust, i.e. Cs-l37,Cs-l34
and Co-60.
Four weeks later, grass samples collected at P l did not contain more than
130±30 (13) pCi/g ash which corresponds to a normal K-40-content, and none
of the radioisotopes found in the earlier samples could be identified.
Ripe barley collected near P l and P 5 at the end of June showed the following activity content:
p l

p 2

straw

s (tot) 320±30 pCi/g ash
280!90 pCi/g ash
K-40
( ~ 4 pCi/g ash)
Cs-137

340:!:30 pCi/g ash
280±90 pCi/g ash
( <=:::. 4 pCi/g ash)

grain

13 (tot) 190!30 pCi/g ash
16o!6o pCi/g ash
K-40
( ~ 4 pCi/g ash)
Cs-137

180±30 pCi/g ash
16o±6o pCi/g ash
4 pCi/g ash)

(=

Most of the radioactivity originates from K-40~ only traces of Cs-137
could be identified.
Neither ingrass nor in barley signlflcant quantities on Sr-90 or a-emitters
could be detected. It seems that most of the radionuclides deposited on
the ground from September 1975 till April 1976 have been washed or blown
off and have been "diluted" by the following rapid growth of vegetation.
5. In conclusion one can say that the effects due to the releases of the incinerator in the environment were very small. A first measurable contamination of the ground did not persist so that no biological cycles were involved. This result was obtained because incineration of waste did not
take place during a period of great biological activity.
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*Cf. map in Fig.l~ at P-1 there are 2 dust collectors (exposed during
2 resp. 4 weeks) and an air sampler.
One should remark the relatively high figure at P-1, collector b), of the
same period as named before (October) which seems to have been due to "hot"
particle(s)" of Ce-144, an isotope which has not been identified on the
other plates.
Obviously more dust and radioactivity have been deposited during the first
period than within the second during which also 3 times less activity was
expelled through the stack (cf.p.l).
The geographical distribution of the deposited activity seems to show that
fall-out (and rainout) scavenge the particles to the ground iJ the immediate neighbourhood of the stack. Only between March 5th - 19th, 1976 the
main deposition occured at a "critical" point 200m from the source (P 4).
Wind measurements on stack height have nGt been made during these periods;
but observations showed that no exceptional weather situations occured.
Significantly more activity was still deposited during 3 - 4 weeks following incineration. This release was due to dust and soot from the walls of
the stack and the incinerator. Later the activity felleverywhere under
100 pCi/m2 .
. The following radionuclides could be identified in the vaseline by y-spektrometry (Ge-Li-diode):

l~~ per~od: Ce-l44,Ss-l37, Cs-134, Co-60, Co-57, Rh/Ru-106
2

perlod: Rh/Ru-106, Co-57, Co-60, Cs-137, Ir-192, Co-58, Cs-134

During the same time the air sampler showed also an increasing activity in
the ai~before and 4 weeks after the perio&of incineration 0,001- 0,005
pCi/m3 air were counted. During and shortly after the first period the
figures climbed to 0,08 pCi/m3, in the second only to 0,02 pCi/m3.The radioisotopes on the filter were the same as those which have been identified on the dust collectors.
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I -

INTRODUCTION :

L'elimination des elements radioactifs fixes sur une surface polluee, fait
appel a differentes methodes mecaniques, physiques ou chimiques,engendrant
elles-memes des dechets solides, des effluents liquides et des nuisances
pour les operateurs.
Les methodes mecaniques ou abrasives modifient plus ou mains profondement
les surfaces traitees et ne sont, par consequent, pas adaptees a un
materiel de precision.
Les methodes physiques et chimiques, associees ou non, presentent,l'inconvenient de produire des volumes importants d'effluents radioactifs qui
devront etre concentres : c'est le cas des bains de trempage, des jets
sous pression, des bains de polissage, des bains de degraissage, etc ...
La manutention des pieces a decontaminer peut presenter pour le personnel,
des risques d'irradiation ou de contamination, ceci malgre l'utilisation
d'installations appropriees.
Certaines decontaminat~ns de locaux posent aussi de graves problemes de
securite d'approche.
Afin de reduire ces inconvenients et de diminuer les quantites de reactifs
mises en jeu, nous avons pense utiliser des melanges decontaminants en
milieu gelifie.
Ces composes-"support" seront, selon les circonstances
- polymerisables et elimines en dechets solides apres arrachage,
solubles dans l'eau et entrainables par un minimum deli uide de
- pateux, sechant facilement en donnant une poudre
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2 - DEFINITION D'UN MILIEU GEL
Un gel est une solution colloidale dont les phases sont difficiles a definir, en raison du poids moleculaire du colloide et de son etat d'indivision important en solution.
Il convient done d'introduire la notion de particule elementaire du colloide utilise et de la definir aussi rigoureusemPnt rpJP pn~~ihl P :
- par les composants entrant en jeu et les reactions qu'ils engendrent
dans les conditions de preparation,
-par la viscosite du.milieu cree et la quantite de produit accroche ala
surface,
- par le pH, la resistivite, la densite,
- par sa solubilite dans l'eau, sa compatibilite avec differentes solutions
decontaminantes,
- par sa duree de sechage.
2.2 - Types de gels actuellement definis et utilises en decontamination
Les composes macromoleculaires organiques d'origine animale ou vegetale
presentent un cadre d'utilisation assez rigide en raison de leurs durees
de conservation et de sechage qui sont difficiles a modifier.
Nous avons oriente nos recherches vers les composes macromoleculaires de
synthese plus stables et d'une plus grande souplesse d'utilisation. Les
resultats presentes portent sur trois gels organiques et un gel mineral.
2.2. 1 - Gels organiques : Selon leur utilisation finale on distingue deux
especes de gels organiques
a/- Les gels miscibles et entrainables a l'eau et d'une duree de sechage
tres longue, qui peut etre controlee par leur degre de polymerisation.
C'est le cas des gels glycerophtaliques et glycerophosphoriques.
b/ - Les gels non solubles, totalement polymerisables, conduisant a un
feuil arrachable ou a un enrobage assez solide et impermeable. C'est le
cas d'un gel glycoacetate de cellulose.
2.2.2 - Gels mineraux
de gels mineraux :

Selon leur preparation on distingue deux especes

a/ - Les gels modifies par des additifs organiques. Ils sont presque aussi
stables que les gels organiques mais possedent des durees de sechage plus
courtes. C'est le cas du silicate d'ethyle ou du silicoacetate d'ethyle.
b/ - Les gels non modifies mais prepares en laboratoire. Ils sont sensibles
aux variations de pH des milieux decontaminants, leur duree de sechage est
assez courte et ils peuvent etre aspires sous forme de poudre. C'est le
cas de l'alumine.
3 - UTILISATION ET MISE EN OEUVRE DES GELS EN DECONTAMINATION :
3.1 -Modes d'application

: Tous ces gels peuvent etre appliques par
projection au pistolet, par trempage et egouttage, au pinceau, dans des
conditions bien definies. Les modes d'application sont dictes par les
dimensions, les positions, les formes des surfaces a decontaminer. Ils
determinent la viscosite et !'adherence du melange a utiliser. Ces deux
parametres varient en fonction du degre de polymerisation du gel, de la
composition chimique, du pH et de la resistivite du milieu decontaminant.
Il semble qu'un minimum de viscosite de 150 poises soit necessaire a une
application par projection pour une pression d'injection variant de 1 a
3 kg/cm2.
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La repartition et les quantites accrochees sont, pour un meme melange,
fonction de la distance buse-piece et de la pression appliquee. Afin de
determiner la quantite et la composition de l'effluent forme on mesure la
quantite d'eau necessaire a !'elimination du produit depose.
Un cas particulier d'application est celui du gel a base d'acetate de cellulose. Ce gel a ete utilise au cours du demantelement de cellules contenant de l'americium-241 et du cesium-137 sous forme pulverulente. Repandu
dans les poubelles de sortie, il a permis d'eviter, a ce jour, toute
contamination atmospherique, en fixant les aerosols radioactifs sur et
dans le conteneur. Il ne presente pas d'inconvenient majeur pour le conditionnement de ces dechets dans les installations appropriees du Centre de
Sac lay.
3.2 - Des distillations fractionnees sont effectuees sur les melanges
gels/eau constituant les effluents a traiter.
Uncertain nombre d'essais en laboratoire ont montre que ces effluents
pouvaient etre traites sans risque dans un evaporateur et qu'un traitement
prealable n'etait pas necessaire.
4 - ETUDE DES FACTEURS DE DECONTAMINATION
Les essais effectues ont ete realises dans deux directions et compares
chaque fois avec des essais effectues en milieu liquide.
4. 1 - Degraissage ou predecontamination par application de detergents ou
de composes en milieu gelifie : Les resultats sont exprimes en pouvoir
degraissant RD : RD = 100 x( Po~ds de gra~sse e~lev~ )
Po1ds de gra1sse depose
Ils varient de 95 a 100 et sont comparables, pour les memes concentrations, aux resultats obtenus en milieu aqueux.
4.2 - Decontamination proprement dite : Cette operation est effectuee avec
des decontaminants appropries a certains redioelements. On determine le
pouvoir decontaminant P.D . . P.D. =
x Activite avant - Activite apres
100
Activite avant
Des resultats interessants ont ete obtenus avec des echantillons en acier
inoxydable NSM 22 S provenant d'installations en service durant plusieurs
annees. Les radioelements concernes sont le cobalt-60, le cesium-137 et des
petites quantites de plutonium-239. Ces resultats sont consignes dans le
tableau ci-apres.
5 - CONCLUSION
La methode des gels a ete appliquee, jusqu'a present, a des p1eces de
petites et moyennes d1mensions contaminees en utilisation. En plus de son
efficacite, les bilans montrent que cette methode est economique, taut en
ce qui concerne les reactifs, le prix de revient du gel que le cout de la
main d'oeuvre.
L'application de cette methode a fait l'objet d'une demande de brevet.
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Exemples de decontaminations de pieces d'acier inoxydable provenant du demontage d'installations

I

: Origine
de la
piece

LECI

N

du
milieu
Gel glycerophosphorique
84%

A T

u

R

E

s

du
du dcconta
contaminanl
minant

Acide chlorhydrique
Cesium 137 Chlorure
stanneux

Quantite en g/dmL
de solution
decontaminante
fixee sur la
surface

a traiter

1,5
I, 7 7
6

32,5
46,7
41

93
98
100

I ,20
1,30
I ,46

0,88
I ,02
I, 12

0 '77
0,99
I ,05

35,8
23,8
28,1

59
50
53

2,70
2' 17
2,62

2,13
I ,64
I, 75

I ,67
I ,47
I ,67

38,2
32,2
36,5

100

I ,30
I, 12
I ,24

I, 14
0,76
0,84

I ,0 I
0,67
0,81

22,3
40,2
23,9

0,027

0,015

43

0,023

0,012

49

0,511
0,433
0,328

LECI

Gel silicate
d'ethyle
847.

idem

idem

I ,3
I, 7
I ,9

'idem

idem

Cobalt 60

Cellule Gel glyccroCELIMENE phtalique 907.

idem

Cellule Gel
CELIMENE glycerophosphorique
Nota :

idem

100

ox inc:

I ,8

fluorurc
de sodium

2

idem

Apri;s 2 h
de eontact

1,77
2,16
7,66

idem

Gel glycoCellule acetate de
CELIMENE
cellulose 90%

Apres I h
de contact

% d'activiti
to tale
en levee

2,22
3,33 -'
10,2

idem

nqucuse

dCcontaminati.on

75
54
100

Gel glycerophtalique
847.

Solution

Activite apri;s

0,725
0,825
0,766

LECI

LECI

Activite avant
Quantite d'ea u decontamination
de rin~age en
ml/dm2 de sur
lJCi/dm 2
face traitee -

Se d6collc par
humidification
avant scchage
(3 h)

0,5

85

0,02

0,014

30

0,4

85

0,02

0,015

25

0,7

70

0,025

0,017

32

0,7

70

0,013

0,005

61

idem

Toutes ces pieces ont ete prealablement decontaminees dans un bain sulfonitrique pendant 1 heure,
la repetition de ce traitement n'entraine pas plus de 107. de l'activite rcstante.
-----
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ROLE ESSENTIEL DU LABORATOIRE DE RADIOCHIMIE
DANS LA CONDU ITE DES TRA ITEMENTS D 'EFFLUENTS RAD IOACTIFS LIQU IDES
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CENTRE D'ETUDFS NTJCLMTRES DE SACLAY (CEN-S).
SERVICE DE PROTECTION CONTRF LES RAYONNE~ffiNTS (SPR)
SECTION INTERVENTION, DF:CONTM.HNATION, STOCKAGE (S. IDS)
1 - INTRODUCTION
La ~rande variate des effluents liquides produits par le Centre d'Etudes
Nucleaires de Saclay, la dispersion des Unites productrices ainsi que les
severes restrictions de rejet dans l'environnement ont conduit a l'etude et
ala realisation d'une installation de traitement par evaporation. Les performances obtenues sont nettement superieures a celles du traitemcnt chimique precedemment utilise. Enfin, l'enrobage par le bitume est plus satisfaisant que l'enrobage par le baton pratique jusqu'alors. L'installation a
commence a fonctionner en 1975. Nous allons la decrire brievement et montrer ensuite le role primordial joue par le laboratoire qui lui est associ€.
2 - DESCRIPTION DE L' INSTALlATION DE TRAITEt\ffiKT
2.1. Unite de traitement par evaporation : Cette unite amene !'effluent de
faible activite (activite volumique inferieure a lo-1 Ci/m 3 ) d'une charge
en sels de ' g/1 environ a un concentrat titrant 250 a lOO g/1. Son debit
nominal est de 2m3/h. Elle comprend deux faisceaux d'evaporation, une colonne de distillation a quatre plateaux et des equipements de recuperation
de chaleur (prechauffage de l'effluent par le distillat et recuperation de
la chaleur latente de condensation de la vapeur grlce l une compression de
celle-ci).
2,2, Unite d'enrobage par le bitume des concentrats d'evaporation :Ala
fin d'une campagne d'evaporation, on transfere 2,5 m~ de concentrat dans
une cuve Speciale on l'on procede a un traitement d'insolubilisation. La
solution traitee est ensuite envoyee dans un evaporateur a couche mince(l)
ou elle est melangee a du bitumc chaud (1'0 °C). Par effet centrifuge, le
melange est pro jete sur une paroi chauffec a 2 'tO °C. Le concentrat perd
ainsi la quasi-totalite de son eau. L'enrobe bitumeux coule dans un fut metallique de 200 litres qui est ferme, apres refroidissement, par un couvercle serti, Le dechet solide obtenu est dirige vers le Centre National de
Stockage (La Hague).
3 - TRAITE,ffiNT DES EFFLUENTS - GENERALITES
3.1. Definitions
suivantes :

Le procede peut etre caracterise par les deux quantites

3.1.1, Facteur de decontamination (F.D.) : Pour un radionucleide donne, le
facteur de decontamination est :
. . .
Activite totale rejetee
. . •
F.D. = Act1v1te totale 1n1t1ale/
par le distillat

~.1.2. Facteur de concentration (F.c.)*: Le facteur de concentration du
procede est defini par le rapport :
F.C.

= volume

3.2. Objectifs a atteindre

d'effluent traite/Volume de dechet: uolides
conditionnes
Ils sont de deux ordres :

- Optimisation du facteur de decontamination, afin de diminuer le patentiel de pollution ~ rejeter
- stabilite du residu solide obtenu
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1 - ROLE DU lABORATOIRE DANS LE TRAITEMEN'f DES EFFLUENTS
~.1. Analyses et essais prealables a !'evaporation :Avant le transport par
camions-citernes, on procede a des mesures de debit de dose dans la cuve
de stockage (choix du vehicule : blindage), puis a des mesures de pH et
d'activites volumiques totales ~ et ~ (sur residu sec). Eventuellement, on
procede a une spectrometric y. Ces mesures permettent de grouper les effluents par categories (activite volumique et nature des radionucleides) en
vue d'un traitement rationnel.

Puis, le laboratoire determine les conditions de neutralisation de !'effluent a traiter (soude 12N ou acide nitrique liN) qui doit avoir un pH
voisin de 6,5.
Ensuite, on procede a un essai de distillation en vue d'observer la formation eventuelle de mousses et les variations de pH,
Enfin, on effectue des analyses chimiques et radiochimiques completes, pour
caracteriser !'effluent a traiter :

No2. N03, so1 I P04 I NH~, ca++, Fe, mesure de
la durete, mesures de radioactivites ~ et ~. spectrometric y, dosage du
tritium et du carbone 14 par scintillation liquide, enfin dosage du strontium 90 (2).

Recherche et dosage de Cl-,

1.2. Contr8les du procede :Au cours de !'evaporation, on preleve periodiquement des echantillons de distillat sur lesquels on procede a des analyses chimiques et radiochimiques pour contr8ler la qualite de !'effluent a
rejeter. En cas d'apparition d'activites anormales, des mesures sont prises immediatement (stockage du distillat en vue d'un deuxieme traitement,
traitement chimique de !'effluent primaire, arret de !'installation, etc .. )
Enfin, une analyse complete est effectuee sur la totalite du distillat qui
est propose au rejet. Le potential de pollution est exprime en C~~.m3.
4.3. Analyses et contr8les prealables a l'enrobage : Le concentrat obtenu
est amene a pH 8,5 puis, eventuellement, melange a des precipites de traitement chimique d'effluents de moyenne activite (activite volumique inferieure a 100 Ci/m 3 ). On procecte au traitement d'insolubilisation (sulfate
de baryum et ferrocyanure de nickel)· (3).
Avant d'entreprendre l'enrobage, on determine la composition chimique et
radiochimique du concentrat insolubilise, sa charge en sels et sa densite
(pour regler les debits de concentrat et de bitume dans l'enrobeur). Enfin,
pour s'assurer qu'il n'y a pas de risque d'inflammation ou d'explosion, on
procede a un assai de chauffage jusqu'a 400 °C d'un melange bitume-concentrat. Eventuellement, cet assai est complete par une analyse thermique differentielle (4).
4.4. Contr6le de l'enrobe : Sur divers prelevements d'enrobe, effectues au
cours d'une campagne, on procede a des mesures de teneur en eau, de densite
et de teneur en sels.
~.5. Analyses particulieres : Ces analyses ont pour but de verifier le bon
fonctionnement de !'installation. Elles portent essentiellement sur las tetes de distillation, sur las distillats provenant de l'enrobeur, systematiquement renvoyes en tete du procede, ainsi que sur le contr8le du bain acide utilise pour eliminer les incrustations calcaires, entre las campagnes
de distillation.

5 - RESULTATS ESSENTIELS

5.1. Facteur de decontamination : Le facteur de decontamination varia avec
les radionucleides presents dans les effluents. Las analyses effectuees
tout au long des operations permettent de suivre son evolution pour un cer-
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tain nombre de polluants regulierement rencontres sur le Centre de Saclay
(fiv,,l). On constate que ce facteur cro]t avec l'actjvite volumique initiale de !'effluent, elle-m~me sensiblement oroportionnelle ala concentration
ponrterale des composes. D'un radionucleirte a l'autre, on peut penser que les
differences constatees dependent pour une large part, de la forme chimique
sous laquelle ils se trouvent au moment de la distillation,
ce point de vue, ;1 est interessant de noter que le selenium 75 et le
1 ·, generalement presents suus forme de molecules organiques, condulsent a des facteurs de decontamination nettement inferieurs a ceux des
composes minfraux.
C!e

carbon~

On est ainsi conduit a parfaire l'epuration par des traitements specifiques,
i: differents stades du procede. Par exemple, en ce qui concerne le. selenium 75, SOilS forme de selenomethionine et divers composes organiques, on a
'lliS au point une methode d'oxydation par l'eau oxygenee, a pH 2 qui permet
d'ameliorer le facteur de decontamination. On peut egalement envisager une
enuration au niveau des distillats (osmose inverse).
5.2. Evolution de l'activite volumique du distillat : On trouvera figure 2,
deux ex~mples de courbes d'evolution de l'activite volumique c 1 du distillat. en fonction de la charge en sels q du concentrat. On constate que le
paljer observe depend relativement peu de l'activite volumique initiale, ce
qui explique l'allure des courhes de la figure 1.
Au debut de !'operation (tete de distillation), l'activite volumique est
voisine de celle de !'effluent primaire, mais decroit rapidement. En fin ·de
traitement, on constate une legere augmentation de c 1 , peut-etre due a un
entrainement mecanique, mais !'incidence de ce phenomene est faible sur le
distillat a rejeter.
5.~.

Caracteristiques de l'enrobe : L'ensemble des analyses effectuees sur
le concentrat permet d'etablir des fiches de caracteristiques de chaque fut
d'enrobe, fiches communiquees
l'organisme de stockage, Lorsque l'appareil
fonctionne correctement, la teneur en eau de l'enrobe est inferieure a 1%,
ce qui lui confere d'excellentes qualites vis-a-vis de la lixiviation (5).

a

S - CONCLUSIONS
Ala lumiere du bref expose qui vient d'~tre fait, il apparait que la mise
en oeuvre du procede et sa conduite dependent etroitement des analyses de
tous ordres effectuees par le laboratoire. Ceci est d'autant plus necessaire que les effluents d'un Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires sont varies et peuvent
poser des problemas specifiques. Le travail du laboratoire contribue tres
efficacement ala surete de !'exploitation, ala reduction du potential de
contamination rejete dans le milieu et a la qualite du dechet solide produit.
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E. Fsther
The Finsen L2.boratory, 'rhe Finsen Institute,

Strand boulevarden 49, 2100 Copenha[';en, Denr:Jark.
In the field of radiation ))I'Otection it is un.ique tl'at
the protection against the detri~ental effect of a given radiation has to be balanced ae;ainst an lmdoubtedly advants.e;e•Jus
effect from the same radiation. The rule 'as low as readily
achievable, economic and social considerations being taken into account' aquires a third dimension under these circumstances.
\Vhen you have to evaluate the effects of UV radiation
this is the case and the balance between benefit and detriment
has been of significant influence as long back as vJe can n01v
visualize the history of biological life.
The earth is placed in an UV field from the sun which emits
a continuous spectrum c;oinc; from the far UV to the visible l:L;ht.
'1'he biological effects of this spectrum, especi&lly from the
shortest ·wavelength are so severe that it is doubtful to what extend global life could be maintCJ.ined if there was not 'l very efficient shield between the sun and earth. It is •8ade up by the
atmosphere by scatter in dust and fog and smoc present but first
of all by the atmospheric layer of ozone 1-1hich absorbs the shortest wavelength to such an extend that no radiation at wavelength shorter than 288 nm reaches the earth.
A large part of the biological effects of UV depends on a
specific absorption in DNA at a maximu.'ll at 265 nm. 1'he resultine;
photochemical changes in the absorbing molecule: oxid::J.tion, interstrain linkae;e, Dimer formation etc. ·.vill oore or less influence cellular division and viability. In order to survive most
cells, bacterial to human have developed a set of repair mechc:nisms which react practically immediately to the irradiation and
which after a reasonable time, in c;eneral less than 24 hours have
brought the cell as close to norma:l as possible. It is however a
process which has an upper limit in'efficiency and which is furthermore error prone.
The acute effects of overexposure are the ><ell known sunburn on the skin and photokeratitis in the eye. '1'he dose relationship and the wavelength dependance is thoroughly studied and the
well defined maximal exposure levels that have been set up can
probably cover this field.
It is however the resultant late effects, somatic mutations
and carcinoe;enesis that are made possible by the repair process
which must be our preoccupation. Also cell death may be a result
of greatest significance among unicellular organisms.
For man the carcinogenic effects are of greatest importance. Due to the specific absorption in the skin it is only under
special circumstances that UV can produce tu~ors apart from here.
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It will be eviiant that it is impossible to obtain this goal
and at the same time avoid the detrimental effects under all cir8Ui:Jst::mces. There: is so:ne diff0rence in the evaluati.on of the rel:l ti ve .i:n~)urtanc-~: of tl1o se t-r.·:o :::;e ~<3 of' 8'7(~r... ts but -t:be re is so far
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the settinc; of a qu.'3-litative :<:>elationslcip difficult. I shall just
:nention the difference in pi:.;ment0.tion, the lovl UV exposure when
livinE, in l~re;e citte~ and biolosic~l factors such us the possibility of antibodies against f.inst. melanoma cells. The significance of clothinz is lar~e. The explanation for the increase in
:nalj ,:;nan t melanoma on the lec;s of l·lomen seen in Denmark could
for instance be the introduction of 3emitransparant nylon stockines resultinc in a ris8 startinc: some 10 - 15 years later.
The benefits are even more difficult to evaluate, but if
the relative hic:h rate of ricl:ets ar1ong Pakistani children in London can be taken as .et sic,n of insufficient UV irradiation this can
be an import.'J.nt public health problem. As far as I know only the
UJ:.B has drmm sorr:te concise conclusions by introduding lovl dose UV
irradiation at the \'lorkin~: places in the far north. Another exposure type can be seen in Denmark where since 1955 some 10,1, of the
population each year moves into the mediterranean sunshine for vacation. 'Ehis could be of influence for the increase in melanomas
on the trunk that have been observed here and in Norway. This mie;ration requires dosimetrical studies to study whether the carcinogenic action is in the first acute irradiation during the first
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24 hours or how much later irradiation after st2.rt of :yiementation will mean in order to give advice in relation to possible
protection.
I started this lecture mentioning the ozone layer over the
earth. 'r.here is at present a widespread uneasiness about the
fate of the ozone when it is disturbed by turbulence from superR~ni~ 8ircr~ft or destroyed by chemicala as the Fluorocarbons it~
s:yrays. Such effect would not only be of importance to man but
could easily influence the whole biosphere on ea.rth.
The sie;nificance and the fate of the UV field to which we
are exposed is of interest to us all.
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CURRENT VIEWS ON 11ECHANISNS O.b' INTERACTION OF !HCROWAVl; AND
RADIOFRE~.<UENCY RADIATION WITH LIVING SYSTh'ri!S
Przemys;taw Czerski
National Research Institute of Mother and Child
01-211 Warszawa. ul. Kasprzaka 17a, Poland
1. INTRODUCTION
The meehanisms of interaction of microwave /J:Ilvl/ and radiofr~wue
ncy /RF/ radiation with living systems are still a controversial
subject. The reason :for this controversy is that available and
generally accepted theoretical explanations are insufficient to
explain all empirical observations. The limited space does not
allow to present a- detailed discussion of experiL..ental data and
theoretical approaches and ·the Reader is referred to the literature quoted for pa~ticulars. It should be pointed out that an
excellent bibliography, containing over 3700 references, wa.s
prepared recently by Blaser /1/. 'hlO symposia /2, 3/ and arecent critical review /4/ may serve as additional sources of information. Problems of extreme low frequency /ELF/ radiation
effects were also subject of a symposium /5/.
To avoid misunderstandings the MW range is defined as electromagnetic radiation of 300 GHz to 300 !V!Hz frequency, Rr' as 300 J'liHz
to 0.1 MHz and the ELF as between 1 Hz and 100Hz.
2. DE.b'INI'.rlON AND A.NALYSIS OF MW-

AND

RF-

BIOBPi.i:,CTS

A functioning living system /cell component, cell, organ, plant,
animal/ is a highly complex, self-regulating system endowed with
ability to adapt to changes in the environment, and to compensate for stresses imposed by it. The equilibrum of such a system
is maintained by many interrelated feed-back mechanisms. Because
of that the observed biological reaction may be many steps removed from the imitial event. This is a particularly true for bioeffects induced by radiant energy. In view of that it is convenient to distinguish between primary interaction and bioeffects.
These may be immediate - arissing at the site of the I'rimary interaction - and may induce early secondary effects at remote sites. In some instances a certain period of time may elapse between the primary interaction and the appearance of detecable
bioeffects. In such a case these may be termed,delayed or late
effects. Elucidation of the chain of events leading to this or
that biological effect and the determination of its relationship
to the primary interaction necessitates on orderly step by step
analysis, These use of adequate models, physiological and pharmacological methods is a prerequisite for such an analysis /6/.
Adequate experimemtation aimed at distinguishing between direct
and secondary bioeffects may serve to explain apparent discrepancies between the theoretical explanations and empirical observations. On the other hand it may be used also for the exploration of basic biophysical and biochemical mechanism operative in
the maintenance of biological functions.
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3, THE PRIMARY IN'r:SHACTION
The mechanisms o:f radiant energy absorrtion and direct interference with biophysical, biochemical and bioelectrical phenomena
in the living system, examined by biophysical methods and con:-oidered in terms o:f biophysics may be defined as the primary interaction. This was considered for many yearn almost exclucively
in terms of the electromagnetic field theory, ,Js rlPVPl nped ;omd
presented in detail by Schwan /7, 8/. It seems uniJ.eccssary to
repeat all the arguments of this school of thought, as they are
widely knovm. The principal conclusion was that, at least in the
MW range, only conversion of the adsorbed electromagnetic energy
into kinetic energy of moleculeG is possible, In other words the
only mechanisms for the induction of IviW bioeffects are consequences of thermal _phenomena. These may of course change kinetics
of biochemical reactions in th:e living system, particularly kinetics of enzyme reactions, inducing various local and generalized
bioeffects,
The propagation and absorption of TI!Vf within the bioobjE:ct was
approximated on the basis or planar, or at the best spherical,
multilayred models and the blood circulation was considered as
anefficient system for distribution of the generated heat uniformly throughout the body /7, 8/. In consequence thermal HW
effects in animals were considered "volume heating", a point of
view unnacceptable at present. Guy and his associates /9, 10/
developed elegant thermographic models and demonstrated clearly
that the absorption of MW energy and the resulting temperature
increases lead to nonuniform deep body heating. In physiological terms this means that direct, and even more seconda11y, MvfBE
depend on the internal distribution of the absorbed energy dose
and local thermal stimulation of different organs. Local thermal
stimulation of the brain and/or of the spinal cord /9/ affects
many body functions and may be responsible for behavioral changes. As it was shown that at several MW frec,uencies energy absorption may be "focussed" around the center of the head /11/ and
thermal stimulation of the midbrain section and of the hypophysics is a praztical possibility during whole body exposures at
about 1 mW/cm incident power density of rabbits, cats, monkeys
and men. The sectory activity of the hypophysics, an cndocrjne
gland, regulates the activity of the remaining ones, such as
adrenals and the thyroid. These in turn regulate the metabolic
activity of many organs and tissues.
On the basis of simple energetic considerations it can be stated
that the above "thermal" approach is unsufficient to explain
several empirical observations:
1. differences in bioeffects induced by pulsed or continous microwaves of the same frequency and mean energy density,
2. frequency dependence of the induced bioeffects, which occurs
both in the MW and ELF range.
As concerns point i i t was demonstrated that different bioeff'ects,
both qualitative and quantitative, are induced in the nervous systems and the hematopoietic system of animals exposed to 3 000 fi!Hz·
radiation, dependent on the mode of generation pulsed or continuous- at same mean energy density /see 2 and 4/. Frequency dependence of effects on mitosis in bacterial and animal cells, as well
as on colicin synthesis in E. coli were demonstrated by USSR authors /12/. Adey and coworkers demonstrated a fre~uency dependence
of effects in the nervous system following exposure 147 MHz radiation, amplitude modulated at ELF frequencies between 8 and 20 Hz
~16

I see 3/.

'J:1lc: ..:ii>.. ct s uepend on the frequency of ampli tucle modulation. The:,' appear to be most pronounced at 10-12 Hz and dissapear
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explanation to account for th{s ph~nomena. "This consisted in da~~Joping a quantized electrochemical concept of the
greater neuronal membrane, comprising the neuronal phospholipid
sheet of the cell membrne and the constituents of the intercellular
spaces in brain tissue and serving as a physical substrate for
elec:tromgnetic field inte;'action with the nervous system. No explan~tion was offered for the frequency dependence of effects on mitosis and phage activation in bacteria /12ti.
It seems that 1uantum mechanical approaches may offer possibilities
of explanation of l'fJ\:f and RF primary li:nteraction with living systems.
The concepts 11ithc:rto presented /see 2, 3, ancl 4/ should be considered as preliminary, they need further theoretical exploration and
experimental verification.
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE ON IIEASURING THE ELECTRIC
COHPONENT OF THE EH FIELD IN THE GDR
EGGERT S.

S. GOLTZ a.

J. KUPFER

From the Central Institute of Industrial Medecine
of the German Democratic Republic
Director : OMR Prof.Dr. sc. med. H. G. Haublein
I 134 Berlin GDR
Noldnerstrasse 40 - 42

Comprehensive studies on the biological effect of high-frequency electromagnetic (El-1) fields (60kHz - 300 MHz) upon the organism have induced competent
institutions in the URSS,CSSR and the People's Republic of Poland in the sixties
as well as in the GDR as from 1977 to stipulate MPL at working places for the
electric and magnetic components of the electromagnetic field.
A near-field strength meter for measuring the EM radiation hazard at working
places demonstrated by the authors has been designed in the Central Institute
of Industrial Medicine of the German Democratic Republic. The battery-operated
device is equipped with 2 dipole probes for measuring the electric field component. Within frequency range I (f = 60 kHz - 30 MHz) the measuring range is
3- 2500 V/m, within frequency range II (f = 10- 350 MHz) it is I .5- 1250 V/m.
The scale of the indicating instrument has been calibrated in V/m.
The meter outlined above can be completed by adding a probe for measuring the
magnetic component of the electromagnetic field.
A method for calibrating this device, as well as some experience gained on its
application in practice are reported on.
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THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS FOR UV RADIATIONS
P. Bassi, G. Busuoli
CNEN, Laboratorio Fisica Sanitaria, Bologna, Italy
0. Rimondi
Istituto di FisirR, Universita di Bologna, Italy
ABSTRACT
Many radiological health agencies have stressed the necessity to develop
portable, and possibly inexpensive UV radiation dosimeters for field measurements of the health hazard. This paper deals with a dosimeter based on
the effect shown for the first time by the authors, i.e. the large enhancement of the intrinsic sensitivity to UV light of CaF :Dy (TLD-200) when
treated at high temperatures. This detector is sensitive only to 250 nm
wavelength; it can therefore be directly applied to the dosimetry of germicidal lamps. Similar sensitization techniques have been applied unsuccessfully to other TL materials. The intrinsic and transferred TL of the same
materials have been measured as a function of wavelength, with results that
seem to be useful for practical applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the usual TL detectors (LiF, CaF :Dy,etc) preirradi2
ated with gamma doses result sensitive to UV light (transferred TL). The
preirradiation must be repeated before every exposure to UV.
We have shown{l)that a particular heat treatment sensitizes permanently
CaF :Dy (TLD-200) to UV light. This characteristic makes it of practical
2
use as UV exposimeter. Under well controlled experimental conditions the
heat treatment has been standardized in order to obtain samples with reproducible responses. The sensitized TLD-200 is sensitive only to the wavelength
= 2537 A and therefore it is useful for the light emitted from
a germicidal lamp but not for other sources with unknown spectral composition. Hence we have experimented both the intrinsic and transferred response
of several TL detectors measuring their sensitivities to different wavelengths.

A

2. SENSITIZATION BY HEAT TREATMENT
CaF 2 :Dy (TLD-200) detectors are heated to 900°C within a tubular oven 150 mm
long and 20 mm in diameter. The detectors are kept on a platinum tray placed
at the center of the oven. A controlled air flow of 5 1/min circulates in
the cavity. The heating lasts 15 minutes and then the detectors are let to
cool in air at room temperature. In order to increase the sensitivity of
TLD-200 to UV light, this treatment (following the same procedure) can be
repeated up to a maximum of the order of 10 cycles (1). If the treatments
are continued the sensitivity attenuates instead of increasing. The maximum sens1t1v1ty we obtained is about 500 times greater than the one of non
sensitized TLD-200 detectors (2).
Following the outlined procedure we have also thermally treated LiF (TLD100), BeO {Thermalox 995), CaF :Mn (TLD-400) under very different experi2
mental conditions. The experimental results show that only TLD-200 can be
sensitized.
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3. RESPONSE VERSUS LIGHT WAVELENGTH
The TL detectors have been exposed to different wavelengths by using a high
pressure Hg lamp coupled to a quartz prism monocromator with a resolution
of the order of 10 nm. The irradiances at the different wavelengths have
been measured with a thermopile radiometer that has a flat response over
the whole range considered. The response of sensitized TLD-200 dosimeters
versus wavelength is shown in l<'ig.i. If we take into account the ret;ulution

power of the monochromator, the response curve (curve A) is practically a
line at 250 nm. In the same figure the composite action spectrum (curve B)
for erythema and keratitis as reported by ACGIH is shown (3). As it can be
seen, the sensitized TLD-200 is not a biological dosimeter for UV sources
with a continous spectral distribution. Fig.l shows also that TLD-200 is
insensitive to visible light. This is very important as in many practical
situations the measurements are made in the presence of visible light.
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Fig. 1 - Response versus wavelength of
sensitized CaF :Dy (curve A)
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and composite action spectrum
for keratitis and erythema as
proposed by ACGIH (curve B).
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The transferred TL of the four detectors considered (LiF, CaF :Dy, CaF :Mn
2
2
and BeO) has been checked preirradiating them to a Co-60 dose of 10 kR, by
partially annealing and exposing them to the same irradiance at different
wavelengths in the range 240-600 nl'l.The response curves are continuous;Fig.2
shows the results obtained with BeO(Thermalox 995) and CaF :Mn(TLD-400).
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Fig. 2 - Transferred TL versus wavelength for BeO
(Thermalox 995) and CaF :Mn (TLD-400).
2
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The BeO response has a bell-shaped behaviour similar to the composite action spectrum shown previously but shifted towards higher wavelengths.
Fig. 3 shows the responses in the cases of LiF (TLD-100) and ~aF :Dy_ (~LD2
200). This latter presents a maximum at about 400 nm,whi le LiF 1s sens1t1ve
only to the light in the UV range.

h·AVELENGTH

(NM)

Fig. 3 - Transferred TL versus wavelength for CaF :Dy(TLD-200).
2

4. REPRODUCIBILITY
The attention has been focused onto sensitized TLD-200. The following work
has been aimed at characterizing sensitized TLD-200 for:
a) the reproducibility of the sensitization procedures over different samples;
b) the reproducibility of the same detector exposed to the same uv irradiance.

The sensitization procedure has been checked with five detectors separately
and by accurately controlling the treatment conditions. After three sensitization steps of 15 min the different chips have been exposed to the same
and known UV irradiance. The responses of the 5 detectors are roughly similar, but for precise measurements, the individual sensitivity factor has
to be applied. Table 1, column 2, gives the sens1t1v1ty factors relative to
the response of the first detector taken as 1.

Sample
Number

Relative
Sensitivity

Number
of tests

Reproducibility

1

1.00

5

'<')"

;

;

2

l. 69

5

rO

3

l. 67

5

El

;

4

l. 03

5

6

;

5

0.71

5

~;)"'

+ 8%

-

+ 6%

-

+ 3%

-

;

+ 5%

-

+ 4%

-

TABLE 1 Sensitivity and reproducibility experimental data
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The reproducibility of the same detector over repeated exposures is given
in Table 1, for five successive irradiations. The reproducibility is in
the range + 3% to + 8%. The reproducibility has been improved with respect
to our previous experiments (4) by modifying the annealing procedure. The
read-out process (max temp. 400°C, reading time 20 sec) has been, in fact,
the only annealing applied, while the previous tests were performed by annealing the detector tor ~ min at 6U0°C. Due to this reiat:ively high Lemperature some influence on the detector sensitivity could be introduced.
Furthermore, as TLD-200 has a relatively strong short term fading, the over
all accuracy of the measurements can be improved, for example by reading
the detectors after a constant time is elapsed from the exposure.
5. IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENTS
The irradiances of the UV beams have been measured with a radiometer (HP
8330/8334 A) that uses a thermopile as a sensitive element and that presents
a flat response from UV to IR.
The calibration of the radiometer has been controlled with a NBS standard
lamp model ETl with a known irradiance at l meter (4).
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RADIATION LEAKAGE CONTROL OF A RADIOFREQUENCY INDUSTRIAL
SYSTEM
M. Grandolfo and C. Rang hi asci
Radiation Laboratory, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy

During recent years there has been an increased development and use
of equipments which can produce a number of types of non-ionizing electr~
magnetic radiation (NIR) which may be hazardous both to the user and to
the general public unless necessarypurecautions are taken (1).
The NIR devices find an ever increasing use in industry, engineering,
telecommunication, medicine, research, and in domestic life. This gave
rise to public concern about their possible health hazards and stimulated
large scale research programs (2). The Radiation Laboratory of "Istituto
Superiore di Sanita" (ISS) has current national responsabilities and acti':i_
ties concerning the protection of public health from ionizing radiation exp~
sures. The rapid proliferation of microwave and radiofrequency radiation
sources during the last years and the wide differences in the reported values for safe exposure limits, stimulated even the evaluation of the health
and occupational aspects of non ionizing radiation expe cially in relation to
their industrial and medical uses.
Although microwaves are recognized as the type of NIR which represents the largest risk, increasing evidence has been reported on many biologic effects of low-frequency radiation (3). However, much less inform~
tion are !"eported about situations involving this frequency range, although
it is widely used in many industrial applications.
This paper reports preliminary results on the E-intensity pattern existing in the vicinity of a typical radiofrequency sputtering system, a relatively low power apparatus working at a frequency of 13. 56 MHz and widely
used in the electronics and computer industries and for scientific research
purposes. An attempt is also made to compare these results, obtained in
a near-zone situation, with the proposed safe exposure limits in the frequency range.
To evaluate occupational exposures, radio-frequency leakage intensity measurements were made at eye level in zones near the industrial unit
where assisting personne! could receive an exposure in the normal course
of their duties. Radiation leakage intensity measurements were made with
the unit as close to normal operating conditions as was practical.
In the frequency band of interest, i.e. below 30 MHz, the potentially
hazardous environments are generally within the near-zone region, where
power density measurements cannot be made sensibly. To ensure that
personnel is not unduly subjected to RF radiation in the HF band, a maximum permissible limit for continuous exposure in terms of the electric
field intensity has been adopted. The reason for selecting electric intensity
as the basis of safety assessment is that human tissue has the electrical
characteristics of a lossy dielectric and is therefore particularly susceptible to the electric component qf the RF field (4).
All measurements have been performed with a Field-strength meter
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type HFH, produced by Rohde and Schwarz; the probes supplied with the
set have small dimensions permitting accurate leakage measurements on
transmitters or signal generators, near-zone field-strength measurements
and measurements of field distribution in space. All measurements were
made with an inductive probe, so insensitive to disturbances of the electric
field by persons or objects present in the vicinity. Field-strength values
were obtained in dB referred to l M V /m, with an error of± 4 dB.
We recall from basic physics (5) that in the region close to a periodically time varying electromagnetic source the Poynting vector will be co!!!.
plex and can be considered to indicate both real power flow and the reactive
power flow present in the vicinity of the source, being the m0dal structure
in this region not purely transverse (TEM) as in the far-field case.
Maxwell's equations show that when r is very much smaller than A.,
as is the case of our primary interest, the ( A. /r) 3 term dominates and
one properly refers to this region as the near-field region; in this zone an
instrument that responds to theE field will measure the resultant of the
vector addition of all field components, absorbing energy by a radiationless resonance energy transfer.
The results obtained along an axis perpendicular to the sputtering apparatus are shown in figure l, for the two usual working power levels of
400 and 600W. The R-3dependence is quitewellverifiedshowingveryclearly
a typical near- zone situation in which only electrostatic component is dominant.
We interpolated the experimental results be means of a Fortran IV minimization computer program, obtaining the dependence logE= 4, 4 74 - 3log R which
gives rise to the expected R- 3law E(V /m)=3. 584' ·l 0 4 /R 3(cm) for the 400 W
emission.
The angular E-strength distribution has been also obtained, showing
a pronounced peak at an angle of 135°, dependending on the particular apparatus geometry. In fig1o1re 2 the results obtained at a fixed distance of
l Oil em are shown; all the distances gave rise to similar patterns except
for the E-strength values.
Second harmonics generation was also taken into account; E components for a frequency of 21. 12 MHz were always present with values rang"
ing in the order of 50% of those present for the fundamental frequency.
In the last years many investigations have been conducted on the biological action of continously generated electromagnetic fields within the
frequency range of 10-300 MHz, and corcern has been aroused about the
safety of personnel in intense RF fields such as that close to transmitting
antennas operating in the frequency bands below 30 ~1Hz (3). Unfortunately
RF radiation standards are based on less biological data than microwave
standards and further research seems to be necessary. However some of
the radiation protection standards proposed in the USA cover also a part
of the RF range leading to a maximum permissible limit of 200 V /m which
is the electric intensity equivalents to a power density of 10 mW/cm2under
plane-wave (far field) conditions.
Specifically intended standards for RF radiation as defined by international agreements were introduced only in the USSR and Czechoslovakia and
proposed in Poland (6 ). The USSR standard determines for electric field
strengths in the range l 00 kHz - 30 MHz a safe exposure limit of 20 V /m,
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which is raised to 50 V /min the Czechoslovakian standards. Tne Polish
proposals are practically of the same order of magnitude as the USSR and
Czechoslovakian ones. The divergences between USA and East European
standards are, to a great degree, due to differences in basic philosophy,
differences which appear in industrial hygiene and basic scientific research.
The East European maximum permissible exposure are mainly Lased onasthcnia synQ.romes reported by workers in
the radiation field, while the USA standards
are based on the amount of exogenous
o 400W
•600W
heat which could be dissipated without
resulting rise in body temperature (1).
From the numerical results shownin
figure 1 and the maximum readings obtained following the field lines in the sp~
ce surrounding the radiation source one
1
10
can clearly conclude that it is now technically feasible to manifacture industrial RF sputtering systems, at least at r~
latively low power, with the proper mai!1:
tenance and inspection, that will approach
a leakage level no greater than 20 V /m
( che more stringent reported safety limit)
at a distance of lOcmfromany <1-ccessible
surface. Many precautions, however,
10
must be taken by preventing personnel
from coming into close proximity to the
device. In the case of sputtering systems
1 o·~1 ----J-~10~,--~~,0~---~~,~hi~R~Ic~m~J-the situation can actually occur when a
FIG 1
visual control is to be maintained during
the deposition of the sputtered films
through the existing viewports.
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NONIONIZING RADIATION EXPOSURE IN URBAN AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES
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Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

1 . INTRODUCTION
As part of a program to determine the need for environmental radiofrequency exposure standards, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
began measuring radio-frequency radiation levels in urban areas of the
United States in October 1975. Preliminary measurements indicate that
transmissions in the broadcast bands are the principal sources of environmental radio-frequency radiation (1). Measurements were made in urban
areas because sources are concentrated in and around regions of high population density (2,3). This paper describes the measurement system,
typical environmental radio-frequency data, and one method of estimating
population exposure.
2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The measurement system consists of seven antennas, listed in Table 1, a
scanning spectrum analyzer, and a minicomputer. The equipment is installed in a van equipped with gasoline powered electrical generators. Antennas are mounted sequentially on a pneumatically operated, telescoping
mast and elevated 6.4 meters above ground level. After a predetermined
number of scans through the desired frequency range, the data are corrected for antenna response and both the average root-mean-square values
of the electric field strength and the power density obtained by integration of the squared field strength values are computed. The calculated
values are displayed on the computer's cathode ray tube, copied onto thermally sensitive paper, and stored in the computer's memory. The measurement system, antenna calibration, and the analysis of system error are
described in detail in reference (4). Examples of typical spectra can
be found in references (4,5,6).
•
3. RESULTS
Measurements of environmental radio-frequency field strengths have been
made at 72 sites located in Atlanta, Boston, Miami, or Philadelphia. The
percent of sites having values equal to or less than a given total power
density in the frequency range from 54- to 900-MHz are plotted against the
logarithm of the power density on probability paper in Figure 1. Distributions for the land mobile bands, the low VHF-TV band, and the FM band
are also shown. The power density values from the 0-2 MHz band are not
included in this analysis and will be the subject of a later report.
The FM band contributes the most to environmental radio-frequency exposure between 54- and 900-MHz. Within this range of frequencies each of
the three TV bands contributes about equally. The land mobile bands make
an almost negligible contribution to the total power density and less
active bands would make even smaller contributions. The maximum power
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FREQUENCY
(MHz)

USE

ANTENNA

VLF Communications and AM
Standard Broadcast

Active Vertical Monopole

54-88

Low VHF Television Broadcast

Two Horizontal Orthogonal
Dipoles

88-108

FM Broadcast

Three Orthogonal Dipoles

150-162

VHF Land Mobile

Vertical Coaxial Dipole

174-216

High VHF Television Broadcast

Two Horizontal Orthogonal
Dipoles

450-470

UHF Land Mobile

Vertical Coaxial Dipole

470-806

UHF Television Broadcast

Horizontal Polarized
Directional Log Periodic

0-2

TABLE 1 Antennas Used For Environmental
Radio-Frequency Measurements
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density at any site summed over all bands was 2.5 ~W/cm 2 . Four sites or
about 6 percent fell in the range of 1 to 2.5 ~W/cm2 so that some of the
population is potentially exposed to values in excess of 1 ~W/cm2.
3.1 Population Exposure
An estimator of population exposure must combine information on the distribution of radio-frequency levels with the distribution of population to
provide numbers of people exposed at various levels. The population data
base which was used here has been described elsewhere (6), but briefly, it
consists of the population count for each of 250,000 census enumeration
districts (CEOs) in the U.S. along with the geographic coordinates of the
approximate population centroid for the CEO. The population of an area is
considered to be concentrated at a set of discrete points. The total
power density from all sources at each of these discrete points is determined and the population exposed at the various levels is summed.
The model for determining the radio-frequency fields is based on data
collected with the measurement system described above. The measured data
from each source were observed to generally fall on a parabola when
plotted as log (power density) versus log (distance). Furthermore, the
shape of this parabola was approximately the same for all sources, regardless of source parameters, differing from source to source primarily by an
additive constant. Therefore, an empirical expression for the field
strength, E, in dB above 1 ~V/m, as a function of log 0 (0 = distance in
miles), was chosen:
E = -10 (log 0)2 - 20 log D + C
where C is a source specific constant. To determine the field strength at
any point (e.g., at a CEO centroid) the three measurement sites nearest
the point of interest are determined, and from the measured data at these
three points, a value of the constant C for each source is determined.
Substitution of the distance from the source to the point into the expression for E yields the required field strength estimate for that source.
The individual source contributions can be appropriately summed to get the
total exposure.
This approach was applied to each CEO centroid in the four metropolitan
areas where measurements had been made. The population for each CEO was
assigned the exposure determined for its centroid location. This information was sorted according to exposure ranges, and the results are presented in Figure 2 which shows the fraction of the population in the four
metropolitan areas (total population = 8.3 million) exposed to various
levels. The median power density is 0.014 ~W/cm 2 . Less than one percent
of the population is exposed to values greater than 1 ~W/cm 2 .
This model for population exposure does not account for complications such
as daily movements of the population within an area, exposures at heights
greater than 6 meters where exposures can be higher due to non-uniform
antenna radiation patterns, for any attenuation effects of typical buildings, or for times when sources are not transmitting. The results are
simply the population residing in areas where an unobstructed measurement
6 meters above ground would result in the indicated values.
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INTRODUCTION

Biologic effects of non-ionizing radiations(NIR), mainly microwaves
and ultrasonics, has been the topic of two international meetings in
1974(1, 2) and several aspects at cellular and organism level were
covered which gave insight into the mechanism of action of NIR on
biological systems.
Whereas the lethal, mutagenic and carcinogenic
effects of UV, near UV and even visible light are known, mutagenic
action, if any, of microwave radiation is just not known.
Further,
mutation is brought about by a sub-lethal damage in the DNA molecule
of a cell which gets expressed as the cell progresses through its
duplication and this end point is independent of slight temperature
variations normally encountered in microwave absorption at low fields.
Thus, we have yet another method to' prove the existence or not of
athermal effects of microwaves.
Reversion to prototrophy of a diploid
mutant strain of yeast following exposure to a wide spectrum of EM
radiation (from cobalt-60 gamma rays to 2450 MHz microwaves) was
studied and results are presented.
2.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
2. l
Radiation Sources and Dosimetry
Irradiations in the UV (254 nm), near UV (313 nm, 365 nm) and the
visible region (480 nm) were carried out in an Aminco-Bowman spectrophotofluorimeter.
Energy fluxes incident on the quartz sample holder
were determined by actinometry with potassium ferrioxalate system at
254 nm and determining the relative intensities at other wavelengths by
the method of rhodamine B in propylal- glycol.
The flux values
obtained were 1. 9 (for 254 nm), 5. 8 (for 313 nm), 6. 6(for 365 nm)and
9. 7 for 480 nm, all in l0 8 erg/sq. em/min.
In order to determine the
absorbed energy by the cell suspensions, optical densities (l0 7 cells/ml
and 1 em path length) were measured using a Cary 14 Spectrophotometer,
Tt was 0. 23 at 254 nm and about 0. 16 at other wavelengths.
A neodymium (Nd) solid state pulsating Laser beam (1. 01 rm) was
obtained with a laboratory built set-up with filter and lens arranged
such that the beam spot at the irradiation plane was of 1, 2 em
diameter.
Pulse duration was 30 rs and the energy fluence, as
measured with a Hadron Model 102C Energy/power meter, was 3. 4
J /pulse.
For microwave irradiations, a laboratory built 0-200 W
equipment at 2450 MHz was used.
A 9. 4 em dia. hemispherical horn
antenna gave a close field level of 2W/sq. em at l. 7 em from the face
of the horn for 160 W power level. For low field irradiation, a
distance of 14, 3 em was used which gave 25 mW/sq. em at 60 W power
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level.
A Narda Model B86B3 Radiation Monitor together with a locally
hnilt instrument was used to measure these fields. For ionizing
,·ddiation, a cobalt-60 Gamma Cell with an exposure rate of 1. 8 kR/min.
was used.
2. 2

Yeast Culture and Sample Prepatation for Irradiation

A diploid yeast strain BZ34 which requires arginine for its growth was

used. Exposure to radiation can induce reversion to arginine- independence
by the process of intragenic recombination. These recombinants can be
detected by plating the irradiated cells on a medium lacking arginine.
Details of cultl1re growth and media are given elsewhere(3). Following
exposure, YEPD agar plates were used to determine surviving cells and
Arg-plates to detect radiation induced revertants. A suspension of 10 7
cells/rnl in sterile water was chosen for all irradiations with gamma, UV,
near UV and visible light irradiations. All irradiations were carried out
at room temperature (21 to 24°C) although cell suspensions were stored at
about 5 to 10° C until they are taken out for irradiation.

8
For laser beam irradiations, 2. 5 x 10 cells were collected on a 1 ern dia.
area of a rnillipore filter paper by filtering and this paper positioned
inside a plastic petri dish was
exposed to the horizontal beam. Samples
received energy pulses of 2. 4 J/pulse at two rates namely (i) at 5s intervals and (ii) at 60s intervals. Following exposure, the cells were resuspended in water, diluted appropriately and plated. For microwave
irradiations, 16 rnJ,bf l 0 7 cells /ml suspensions was taken in 5 em dia.
plastic petri dishes and positioned vertically below the horn. As the smalltipped therrnister probe( of a locally built Clinical Thermometer instrument)
could not be used to continuously monitor the temperature rise during
irradiation (due to interference by EM field), measurements were made
within seconds following the termination of exposure.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3. l
Gamma, UV, near UV and visible light radiations
Fig. 1 shows the pooled results of several experiments plotted as the
number of induced revertants per million survivors vs irradiation time.
No killing of cells was observed for 313, 365, and 480 nrn radiations for
the exposure range studied and the survival for UV(254 nrn) and gamma
ray exposures (6 min. & 6 krad) were 90 and 95% respectively. Actually
no increase in the reversion frequency was observed for 480 nm radiation
(60 min);the experimental points on the fig. were those of samples
suspended in 1o-3M of ethidium bromide (EB), a chemical which binds to
DNA and has an absorption maximum at orange region. Energy absorbed
scales are also shown in the fig. for these radiations computed using the
optical densities of cell suspensions and irradiated area (4 mm x 5 rnm,
and 2 ml sample). From the slopes of the lines in the figur~ intrinsic
efficiency of different radiations were calculated in absorbed energy,
erg/cell and given in Table 1. Yeast cell mass of 1. 4 x 10- 10 g was used
to get the value for absorbed gamma energy.
It can be seen that the reversion induction efficiency of UV radiation has
decreased by 5 orders of magnitude when compared to ionizing radiations
and further decreased by 2 to 3 orders while reaching the black radiation
(365 nm). Visible region is not mutagenic.
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3. 2.

Nd Infrared Laser Beam

Pooled results of two experiments are given in Table 2. For exposure to
short pulse intervals (5s), 50% of the cells were killed at 48J/sq. em
fluence. But no increase in the reversion frequency was observed. With
longer pulse intervals (60s), even killing was negligible for the highest
fluence given (l20J /sq. em) indicating large dependence of exposure rate
on lethal effect. Like the vi,ible light, this laser is also not mutagenic.
3. 3.

Microwave Radiation (2450 MHz)

Table 3 summarises the results of the microwave irradiations, exposed
both at close and far field positions (acute and chronic exposures). It can
be seen that even when the cell temperature is raised to 55°C at which only
37% of cells survived, there was no increase in the reversion frequency,
thus clearly demonstrating the non-mutagenic nature of microwaves.
Chronically exposed sample did not show even killing leading to the
conclusion that the thermal effects are responsible for the lethal effects
observed. Thus with sufficient energy densities of microwave fields, only
killing of cells is possible and no subtle damage can be caused to DNA to
-bring about a mutation. This conclusion was predicted by Cleary (4) on
theoretical grounds 4 years ago.
IMPLICATION OF THE RESULTS TO RADIATION PROTECTION
Present results indicated that mutagenic action of NIR exists from very low
wavelengths to visible light region up to about 450 nm, but quantitation of
this effect needs to be made with mammalian cells (either in vivo or in
vitro) to have any meaning for evaluating hazards to man. Induction of skin
tumors in hairless mice following exposure to 313 nm UV radiation (5) was
an investigation in the right direction. As regards wavelengths higher than
the visible region(infrared, lasers, radars and microwaves), present
results indicate that this region of NIR is not mutagenic and at best, as
observed by Webb (6), particularly with extremely high frequency microwwaves (80 to 140 GHz), alterations in the metabolic functions of mammalian
cells, such as the inhibition of protein or other macromolecular synthesis,
can be effected when exposed to weak fields. Thermal effects are only
possible in most cases. Thus, the final analysis leads the protection
standard setters for NIR, to leave the genetic apparatus of the single cell
with its attendant somatic and genetic mutations, but concentrate _on nondividing organized tissue complexes whose functions are mediated by
organelles other than chromosomes, for example membranes, and look
for functional and pathological changes follov<ing exposure.
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UV (254 nm)
Near UV {313 nm)
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TABLE 1. Intrinsic efficiency of different radiations (in absorbed energy,
erg/cell) to induce 100 revertants/106 survivors.

Pulse interval 5 s

Pulse intervals 60s

Exposure
J/ sq. em

"7o Sur.

Rev. /10 6

0
24
48

100
87
50

23
20
23

TABLE 2.

Exposure
J /sq. em

%Sur.

Rev.

100
94
97

0
48
120

I 10

s

8
9
8

Survival and reyersion frequency of yeast following exposure
to laser beam at two pulse rates.

lr radiation conditions

Acute

s

6

Irradiation time

Horn output 160W
Field 2W /cm 2
at 1. 7 em
Chronic Horn output 60 w
Field 25 mW/cm 2
at 14. 3 em

0
1 min.
0
120 min.

Terminal temp

c
c
22° c
24°
55°

no change

o/o Sur. Rev. /10 S
100
37

14. 0
14. 3

100

19. 0

100

19. 1

TABLE 3: Survival and Reversion frequency of yeast following exposure to
microwaves.
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CONTROL OF NON-IONIZING RADIATION EMITTING DEVICES IN CANADA
Michael H. Repacholi, S.K. Ghosh
D.A. Benwell and G.C. Dutt
Radiation Protection Bureau, Environmental Health Directorate
Health Protection Branch, Health and Welfare Canada
Ottawa, Canada KlA lCl
During the past ten (10) years there has been a tremendous increase in the
use of non-ionizing radiation (NIR) emitting devices. As such there has
been an increasing need for controls on these NIR devices to ensure that
they do not present a hazard to the users or the general public.
In Canada there is a fundamental division of responsibility in the health
field. The Federal Government under the Radiation Emitting Devices (RED)
Act draft regulations on design, construction and performance standards
for new devices that are sold or imported into Canada. The Food and Drugs
Act Medical Devices Regulations can also be used to draft performance
standards for medical radiation emitting devices. Most of the Provinces
of Canada have their own radiation safety acts that control the facility
and the use of the NIR devices once they have been sold. Use of NIR
devices in Federal establishments are controlled under the Canada Labour
Code and Treasury Board Standards.
The Radiation Protection Bureau has been given the responsibility of
determining potential hazards from NIR devices, proposing regulatory
action as necessary, carrying out research into bioeffects of these
radiations and developing radiation measurement techniques.
Control of NIR devices is divided up into three (3) general areas:
(i) microwaves, RF and electromagnetic fields
(ii) ultrasound and noise, and
(iii) lasers, ultraviolet and other electro-optical radiations.
In each of these areas, surveys of NIR emitting devices are made. If
potential hazards to device operators or risks to the general public are
found, it is determined whether regulations will significantly reduce
this potential hazard. If so, a detailed study of the design, construction and functioning of the device is carried out. With this information and other available standards and data from within and outside
Canada, a draft standard is proposed in the Canada Gazette Part I .
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Comments and criticisms are then solicited from manufacturers, users,
professional associations, national and international standards organizations and other interested persons. These comments are then taken
into account when drafting the final standard in the Canada Gazette
Part II. Meetings with professional associations, manufacturer's organizatio~s. technical experts and other Government Departments are held
before the final regulations are published. After an appropriate lead-in
time, all manufacturers must then construct their devices in accordance
with the standards specified in the regulations.
Regulations for microwave ovens have been in effect since October 1974
and the responsibility for compliance to this regulation also rests with
the Radiation Protection Bureau. To date over 130 models of microwave
ovens have been tested and at present all of the ovens sold in Canada
comply with the microwave leakage radiation requirements.
Extensive studies have been carried out on a number of other NIR devices,
including demonstration lasers and laser scanners. A survey in Ottawa
area schools indicated that some demonstration lasers were sufficiently
powerful to produce eye damage quicker than the "blink" reflex to
students who might inadvertently view the direct beam. Laser scanners
are now becoming accepted by the big supermarket chains in Canada and
our preliminary surveys indicated that potentially hazardous exposure to
laser light of large fractions of the general public could exist if these
devices were to proliferate without complying with appropriate safety
standards. The final form regulations on these two types of lasers is
expected to be published shortly.
Over sixty (60) NIR devices have been drawn up for possible regulatory
control, so priorities for studying the hazard of these devices are
assigned depending on the severity of their effect and the number of
people exposed. Higher priorities have been given to the following devices:
diathermy, diagnostic and industrial cleaning devices
diathermy, bloodwarmers, commercial communications
devices and active metal detectors
sun (health) lamps, dental polymerizers, mercury lamps
Ultraviolet
and industrial sterilizers
Draft regulations on the above devices are at various preliminary stages .

Ultrasound
Microwaves

.ns

In addition to drafting performance standards the Radiation Protection
Bureau has compiled a number of safety codes under the Canada Labour Code
and Treasury Board Standards. These safety codes 'basically outline how
to use the devices in a safe manner, and what installation precautions
are necessary to ensure that personnel exposures are kept within acceptable levels. Final form safety codes have been completed on:
(i)
open beam microwave devices
(ii)
closed cavity microwave devices
(iii) active metal detectors, and
( i v)
demonstration 1asers.
The safety code on active metal detectors was written in response to the
tremendous increase in air-highjacking and the need to detect weapons on
airline passengers. However there was the fear that passengers wearing
cardiac pacemakers could suffer adverse effects when passing through these
metal detectors. Setting up procedures to obtain the correct electric and
magnetic field strength for these devices was written into the safety code;
to minimize potential hazards to passengers wearing cardiac pacemakers.
General safety codes on open and closed microwave devices were developed
to provide safety information on the increasing number of devices using
microwave radiation. Radar control equipment at airports, communications
devices, diathermy, door openers and bloodwarmers are among the current
device applications of microwaves where these safety codes can be utilized.
Where possible, it has been the aim of the Radiation Protection Bureau to
provide a safety code on use and installation together with a design, construction and functioning regulation on the NIR device. In this way a
package of information covering all aspects of health and safety for the
device are presented.
Since the non-ionizing radiation field is relatively young, bioeffect
data pertinent to setting safe exposure levels is scarce. Part of the
problem stems from the fact that the measuring instrument technology has
not kept pace with demand. There is a great need for good portable survey
instruments, especially in the ultrasound field. Since there are very few
commercially available ultrasound measuring instruments, an ultrasound
float radiometer, a balance radiometer and hydrophones have been developed
at the Radiation Protection Bureau to assist in the surveys of ultrasound
di a.thermy and diagnosis devices.
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The Radiation Protection Bureau is presently involved in an ultrasound
intercomparison study between a number of laboratories around the world,
which hopefully will provide the basis for an internationally acceptable
standard.
Investigations made at the Radiation Protection Bureau of ultrasound or
microwave radiation on blood enzyme activity showed that no effect could
be found when the temperature was held constant (1), (2) and (3). Criteria
documents on the health effects of microwave radiation, noise and ultraviolet radiation are also being prepared. These documents are used as a
basis for determining permissible exposure levels.
For the present, control of NIR devices must continue using maximum
exposure levels determined from the best available data. Safety factors
to these exposure levels may be necessary depending on the quantity and
quality of data available. There is obviously a great need in the NIR
field for internationally accepted maximum exposure levels similar to
those produced for ionizing radiations by the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP). Perhaps a similar organization for
non-ionizing radiations should be formed to provide the same standard
setting leadership as the ICRP.
Reference
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF COMMITTED DOSE EQUIVALENTS TO WORKERS
EXPOSED TO TRITIUM IN THE LUMINISING INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Dr. J. Hipkin
National Radiological Protection Board,
Northern Centre, Leeds, England.
l.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

In the United Kingdom tritium has become almost the only radionuclide that
is used in luminising. Two distinct methods of lurninising are used, one
involving the use of tritium gas and the other involving the use of luminous paint containing an organic tritium compound.
All the major luminisers have voluntarily taken part in urine monitoring
programmes for their workers. The analyses have been carried out by the
National Radiological Protection Board, and estimates of committed dose
equivalents have been made from the results using previously published
assumptions (l).
Committed dose equivalents below a level derived from three tenths of a
maximum permissible dose equivalent have been reported as negligible in
line with the recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (2). It has been shown that where annual dose equivalents reported according to this scheme are equal to, or greater than two
rerns the error introduced by this system is likely to be no greater than a
few per cent (3). It was, therefore, decided to take annuai aggregates of
two rerns or more, without correcting for the number of negligible reports.
Where the annual dose equivalent aggregate was less than two rerns an entirely different method was used. It centred on finding a relationship
between the average of all the sample concentrations found for a particular person and the dose equivalent that that person should have been credited with. A relationship D = 0.085c describes the annual dose equivalent to the critical organs, D (rems) from a constant concentration c
(nanocuries per rnillilitre) in body water. The viability of using this
relationship to estimate annual dose equivalent was tested by using th~
data from people whose annual reported dose equivalents exceeded two rerns.
It was shown that the relationship gave a satisfactory fit.
2.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Only those persons for whom there was a reasonably good pattern of sampling throughout each of the years in question, have been included in the
analysis. Of these only three persons were credited with dose equivalents
in excess of five rerns. The dose equivalent data was grouped into the
following ten categories:
l)

Less than 0.025 rem

2)

0.025 rem to 0.05 rem

3)

0.05 rem to 0.1 rem

4)

O.l rem to 0.2 rem

5)

0.2 rem to 0.5 rem

6)

0.5 rem to l rem

?)
9)

l rem to 2 rem

8)

2 rem to

4 rem to 6.5 rem

10)

4

rem

above 6.5 rem
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The cumulative total, as a percentage of the total population, was computed for all dose equivalents less than, or equal to, the upper bound for
each category. These were plotted on probability paper against the log of
the upper bound dose equivalents. The plots are shown in the figures.
Because the distribution was seen to deviate from lognormality mean dose
equivalents were calculated from the source data rather than from the log·normal stati.stico.l values and both are reported in Table l.

Finally, for comparison, similar analyses were carried out for the rather
smaller number of tritivm users who work in the electronics industry.
Their work involves the filling of electronic devices with tritium gas.
Results are in table l.
Presented in table 2 are the collective dose equivalents for the various
groups of workers, calculated from the data in table l.

3.

DISCUSSION

Previous studies have concluded that dose equivalents based on film badge
results are distributed according to a lognormal distribution (4). This
study has shown that at least for low dose equivalents similar conclusions
can be made about exposure to tritium. In this case, however, a deviation
from lognormality has been detected. The upward trend in the lognormal
plot at high dose equivalents indicates that there is less population in
these categories than might be expected from a true lognormal distribution.
There is a possible explanation for this. In cases where the concentrations for a particular person are reported to be higher than normal it is
a typical response of the user to relieve that person of tritium work and
employ him/her on other duties. Concentrations of tritium seen in subsequent urine samples are often seen to fall as the biological half-life
would predict. It is easy to see why this form of dose management would
be more so for internal exposure than for external. The response to a
high urinary concentration may well be that the person has to be given
time to reduce his/her body burden, whereas an external exposure is more
likely to be considered to be a thing of the past. This is likely to result in a thinning out of populations in the higher dose categories.
Perhaps the most striking result that emerges from the analyses is that
different kinds of use of tritium carry quite different risks of exposure.
Gas luminisers clearly have a much greater risk of exposure than paint
luminisers who in turn have a greater risk than workers in the electronics
industry. There is a simple explanation for this. The annual turnover of
tritium in gas luminising is some thousands of curies per year, whereas in
the paint luminising industry it can only represent some tens of curies
per year. Electronic users probably only use a few curies in a year at
the most. The numbers of people employed are not vastly different between
the different kinds of use so the trend is not unexpected.
REFERENCES
(l) ..STRADLING, G. N. Design and Implementation of Biological Monitoring
Programmes for Tritium IN Assessment of Radioactive Contamination in
Man, Proceedings Symposium, Stockholm, November 1971. Vienna, IAEA
(1972).
(2) International Commission on Radiological Protection, General Principles of Monitoring for Radiation Protection of Workers (Adopted
May 24, 1968) Oxford, Pergamon Press, ICRP Publication 12 (1969).
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HIPKIN, J. An Assessment of the Accuracy of Reporting Committed Dose
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SPECHT, R. P., BRODSKY, A. Log-normal Distributions of Occupational
Exposure to Medical Personnel. Health Physics, pp 163-165, Volume 31
(Aug), Pergamon Press, (1976).

Worker
group

No.
of
people

Year

Median dose
equivalent
Crems)

Geometric
Standard
deviation

Mean dose
equivalent
(rems)

All
luminisers

136
146
129

1974
1975
1976

0.18
0.19
0.15

8.9
14.1
26.3

0.85
0.81
0.80

Paint
luminisers

88
97
88

1974
1975
1976

0.08
0.08
0.05

6.3
14.1
21.4

0.33
0.42
0.49

Gas
luminisers

48
49
41

1974
1975
1976

0.79
0.89
0.90

5
6.6
16.8

1.7
1.6
1.6

Electronics

83

1974-1976

0.02

4

0.05

TABLE l

Statistical values for the exposure of tritium luminising
workers in 1974, 1975 and 1976.

Worker
group

Year

Collective Dose
equivalent rems

All
luminisers

1974
1975
1976

102
115
106

Paint
luminisers

1974
1975
1976

29
41
43

Gas
luminisers

1974
1975
1976

82
78
66

Electronics

1974-1976

4

TABLE 2

Collective Dose Equivalents
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TRA:-ISPORT i,'Oll.l~ER RADIATIOCl EXPOSURES
HANDLING AIR SHIP:1EI\TS OF RADIOACTIVE HATERIALS

F. J. Bradley, Ph.D., A. Jones and R. Kelly
Radiolof,ical Hcal.th Unit
Division of Safety ann licalth
New York State Departnent of Labor
Ttvo h'orld Trade Center
Neu York, Netv York 1004 7

1.

I:ITRODUCTION

The transport of radioactive materials is a complex operation involvinp
many entities and rr:qui res for roany radi onucl ides sper,dy transit. There
is the consignor or shipper giving the packa~c to a frei~ht fnn1arder Hho
in turn gives it to an airline carrier t·.-ho transports th<' packa<>e in a
timely fashion. At the receiving end the airline carrier gives the packapc
to a freight fon<arder ,rho delivers the package to the ultir1ate. co,,signee.
There are variations of this flow ~1ith sone consi?nors, consi~.1ees and
airline carriers actin~: as their a<m freight fon1arders.
This study (1) tvas undertaken to ceterni.u; exposures to transpC'rt workers
handling packar;es containinr; radioactive material (ranc) at the Euffalo and
Rochester area airports.
Such 'lnrkers ar<' norn-ally til thout any pcrsonn"l
"'nnitorin:; devicrs. Their expnsure •;oulr' he incicental tc loadinl'• unlnac'in;::r and sorting fl.:lCk,'ly:es in carr:o :1rcas Rt1d processing the. nc~ccssary f1a;)er
t·:ork.

For thf! purposes of this study all air carrl,>rs anc' freir:ht fnn·arders
located at the Buffalo and Rochester area airpnrts were studied. A rreJ.gnt
,orwarder in the cktv York City Has included in studv he cause he 2i rl a =reat
deal of containerization of raT" nacl,ar;es for air trans:,crt. f.ach si tc ,.,as
checked by radiation survey r•cter for c,xtl!rnal radiation, snr,ars <>ere tal'e••
on raM nackar;cs and in car:~o areas t.ohere r.1r· pad:a~es 1:ere handled and
stnrcd to detect presenc.e of rcnovahle radioactive r•aterial COi1tal'Cination
and finally all individuals t:ho mi "~Jt lH' ,.,.,,oscd t0 ioni.zin" radiation <Jere
issuerl therJ"oluminesccnt n0simeter (TI.:J1 '""i.'e>S1 t\Jn types \·Jere avai ]ilbleone tvpe to he tmrn on the body tn rlet,,r:-i ,,,, the '"holco hon:' cos" i ssu,,c'
to all indivicu:1ls notentiallv exrosP.n aMI the other a rinr. harlgc to he
tvorn o,1 the finr.cr to detern-ine h:tnrl exposure for those persons han<!lin,packag~s.

survey
For the packa<"e a seven consecutive day surveillance period t<as useri at
each airport. At each location whole hody TLD (\{D) bad;~es tvere assir;ned
to all personnel involved in handlin1, and recording of packares including
supervisors, c:lispatchers and handlers. TLD ring badpes were assi~~ned to
handlers and other employees depending on duties. The normal badge wearing period Has 6 - 8 weeks.
3.

RESULTS

Durin3 the 7 day stuc:ly period at Iluffalo Airport 143 ram packages moved
throueh the airline cargo areas. Of these 12 (97-) ram packages tvere ·
exempt from labeling because they contained s101all quantities of radioactive
material. The re101aining labelerl ram packa;:;e were distributed as follows:
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57 (40%) packages Radioactive White I, 12 (9%) Radioactive Yellow II and
58 (41%) Radioactive Yellow III; the total observed TI handled during the
7 day period was 78.7 TI units while the labeled value was 111.9 TI units;
as~uming the 7 day study period was representative of most weeks in the
year, the values extrapolate on an annual basis to 5819 (label) and 4092
(observed) TI units.
At the Rochester Airport 25 ram packages were moved through airport during
the study period. These were distributed as follows:
15 (62%) Radioactive White I, 8 (33%) Radioactive Yellow II and 1 (4%)
Radioactive Yellow III; during study period only 3.3 (label) 2.4 (obs) TI
units were handled which extrapolates on an annual basis to 172 (label)
125 (obs) TI units, or only 3% of the value handled at Buffalo Airport.
At Buffalo Airport the predominant radionuclide based on TI was MoTc-99
with 37 (label), 25.1 (obs) TI units. The total activity handled was
190.0 Ci,contributed mainly by Ir-192, 164.0 Ci involving 2 separate
shipments of 1 sealed source each - 112 Ci and 52 Ci, and MoTc-99 - 19.0 Ci.
The corresponding TI units were Ir-192; 4 (label) 2.6 (obs) TI units;
the other radionuclides contributing large TI units were Na-24: 13.4
(label) 14.3 (obs) TI units; I-131: 17.7 (label) 9.58 (obs) TI units;
K-42: 12.8 (label) and 10.4 (obs). Na-24 and K-42 have half lives of 15
and 12 hours respectively and are produced at the University Reactor
in the Buffalo Area and consequently these radionuclides are handled at
Buffalo Airport with little decay. For Na-24 the TI (obs) was slightly
higher than the TI (label) and for K-42 the TI (obs) was slightly lower.
On the other hand for MoTc-99 the TI (obs) was only 68% of the TI (label)
indicating considerable decay. The total activity handled on an annual
basis at the Buffalo Airport and extrapolated from study period would be
almost 10,000 Ci contributing 5800 (label) 4100 (obs) TI units.
The New York City freight forwarder who was included in the survey received
ram packages from several radiopharmaceutical firms and forwarded them to
all parts of the United States. To expedite this transfer the firm assembled
groups of ram packages going to a given region into containers or overpacks.
Based on the one day observation during which TLD area and personnel badges
were distributed this firm handled 222 ram packages per week and 11,544
packages annually. The total TI handled per week would be 592 TI units
(label) and 30,800 TI units (label) annually.
Ram packages were found in this study with few exceptions to be shipped in
conformity with regulations. The major exception was a package with a
surface dose rate greater than 300 mrem/hr and where upon opening by the
shipper, it was found that the internal shield was left out. Packages and
cargo areas were all essentially free of surface contamination.
Of the 41 transport workers who worked for the airlines at Buffalo Airport
and who wore TLD badges for periods ranging from 6 to 8 weeks, two workers
would receive 0.60 and 1.55 rem per year based on doses received during
monitoring period. Nine would have received exposures between 0.25 to 0.5
rem/y based on monitoring period results. Out of 42 ring TLD badges issued
only 28 were returned. Of these, two showed positive results which would
indicate hand exposures of 0.24 and 6.01 rem/y. One individual who worked
for AS which is both an air cargo carrier and freight forwarder had the
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highest whole body and hand exposure 1.55 and 6.01 rem/y respectively.
The cargo personnel working for the freight forwarders returned 52 TLD
whole body badges, one worker would have received 0.67 rem/y based on
the results of the monitoring period. Two whole body badges indicated
that the wearers would have received 0.30 and 0.36 rem/y. Out of 67
ring badges issued 41 were returned and two indicated 0.31 and 0.42 rem/y
hand exposure.
At the Rochester Airport, out of the 19 whole body and ring badges issued
11 whole body and 9 ring badges were analyzed and none gave any exposure
above the minimum detectable.
At the New York City freight forwarder out of 17 whole badges issued 15
were returned from this firm and were worn for periods ranging from 31 to
63 working days. Of the 15 badges, 7 gave readings above minimum detectable and ranged from 0.24 to 1.69 rem/y. All but one badge was above the
0.5 rem/y. Of the transport workers who had positive whole body doses,
the 3 who returned ring badges, had exposures of 0.71, 1.03 and 1.11 rem/y.
The other 4 ring badges issued to workers with positive whole body dose
were lost. Out of a total of 16 ring badges distributed only 8 were
returned.
An estimate of the average population dose for the sample of workers who
were monitored at each location is given by the following equation:

(PD) avg.
received and

X

2:l

ni

250,

man-rem,
y

is sum of doses

is sum of the days the badges were worn.

Table I summarizes this calculation for each location.
4.

CONCLUSION

With the advent of sensitive TLD badges it is now possible to objectively
determine whether additional radiation precautions are needed in a given
operation.
Handling 5800 Tl units (label)/y, Buffalo Airport transport workers had
a population average dose value of 0.14 man-rem/y, within the 0.17
man-rem/y recommended. At 31,000 TI units (label)/y the sample definitely
exceeded the population value. At 170 TI units (label)/y the population
dose value was zero. One might draw the following conclusion: handling
between 100-1000 TI units (label)/y probably will result in average and
individual dose values within the recommended limits; between 1,000 to
10,000 TI units (label)/y, transport workers occasionally will exceed
the recommended individual value but sample average dose value will be
at or less than the recommended population dose limits; greater than
10,000 TI units (label)/y transport workers become radiation workers and
should be monitored and inspected accordingly.
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PERSONNEL MONITORING IN ISRAEL DURING 1975
M. Israeli, S. Malchi, Y. Feige, Y. Prulov, N. Rosental and A. Donagi
Soreq Nuclear Research Centre
Yavne, Israel
1.

INTRODUCTION

Radiation workers in Israel are monitored by the Radiation Safety Dept. of
SNRC, mainly by two means: (a) Exposures from external radiation sources
are assessed by the Israel Film Badge Service (IFBS), and (b) internal
exposures from ingested radionuclides are assessed by periodic urinalyses.
The IFBS supervises about 4000 radiation workers in the country. It does
not include the radiation workers of the Negev Nuclear Research Center,
which lately began its own personnel dosimetry service, based mainly on
TLD. Dental practitioners and technicians who take less than 50 X-ray
radiographs per day do not use radiation badges. Thus, most dentists and
technicians are excluded from the IFBS.
The urine of about 600 workers who handle unsealed radiation sources is
routinely checked for contamination. Urine samples are examined for traces
of tritium, lqc and other B-emitters, and several y-emitters. We generally
encourage large centers working with tritium and lqc to institute their own
routine urinalyses. So far only tritium and iodine contamination data are
converted into internal doses, and added to the permanent dose record of
the individual worker.
A shadow-shield whole body counter (WBC) is available for the rapid assessment of accidental contamination of workers by unsealed y-emitting radionuclides.
2.

THE ISRAEL FILM BADGE SERVICE (IFBS)

A single badge (Hanford type containing Kodak film type 2) is used for the
evaluation of X-, y-, thermal neutron and external beta radiations. The
set of 8 filters in the badge permits determination of the effective energy
of X-rays and discrimination between soft X-rays and external beta exposure.
Another badge, containing Kodak film type A, is used for the dosimetry of
fast neutrons. This method is based on proton recoil track counting.
The data presented here is derived from measurements of whole body exposures
to penetrating X- and y- radiations during 1975. Less than 200 workers
are monitored for fast neutrons. The few recorded exposures to fast
neutrons were insignificant compared to y exposures in this group, and thus
do not appear in the data.
Table 1 summarizes our results for the three main categories of radiation
workers. The mean radiation dose of the occupationally exposed subpopulation in Israel was about twice the natural background.
Table 2 compares the mean annual dose and the man·rad/year in these three
categories for the years 1969, 1972 and 1975 (1). Over the 6 years, the
mean annual dose increased in the medical field, and the total
man·rad/year value was doubled.
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A somewhat more interesting and meaningful way to examine our results is
presented in Table 3 where the doses are averaged only among those workers
who had at least one non-zero exposure during 1975. (As the IFBS is
voluntary, a number of workers may subscribe to the service unnecessarily,
while others who are receiving exposures may not be wearing film badges.)
Table 3 shows that the mean dose is twice as high '"hen \vOrkers with zero
exposures are excluded from the statistics. It is interesting to note•
that while only about 15% of the workers in the Industry and Agriculture
category receive any exposure, their mean exposure is relatively high.
3.

INTERNAL EXPOSURES

A tabulation of 1062 urine samples obtained from 593 radiation workers who
handle unsealed source is given in Table 4. 440 additional urine samples
obtained from people who do not work with radioactive material were also
analyzed and used as controls. These urinalyses revealed that internal
contaminations were on the whole negligible, with a few exceptions for
tritium and 125I.
Seven cases of tritium contamination occurred in 1975 during the production
of light devices using gaseous tritium. Each contamination resulted in an
exposure of about 400 to 600 mrads, derived by assuming that the ingestion
of 1 vCi 3H results in 170 mrad whole body exposure (2). There were about
10 additional cases where the internal exposure to 3H was between 0.1 and
25 mrads.
The production of l25I labelling kits for radioimmunoassay also involved
4 cases of relatively high intakes. The urine sample with the greatest
contamination contained Sxlo- 3 vCi/~ of 125I. Our subsequent investigations
revealed that the 125 I inhaled by these workers delivered 10 to 50 mrad/year
to their thyroid glands. 1 vCi 12 5I in the thyroid delivers a thyroid dose
of about 780 mrad/week (3).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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\Radiation '
Mean
No. of
No. of
dose
radiation [workers
%
of
facilities
1
rad
workers
:population

Category

0.105

727

0.024

0.086 'i'

1393

0.046

1860

Industry &
Agriculture

73

Research &
Education

84

TOTAL

360

i

'

0.030

i

3980

0.132

i
I

I

TABLE 1

Category

:

0.062

203

Medical

Ii

i 0.076

IFBS Results for 1975

1969

1972

197 5
i
.
Hean dose Man•rad/y Mean dose Man.rad/y ·Mean dose IMan.rad/y
rad
rad
'
rad
I
)

Medical

0.071

101

0.080

118

0.105

196

Industry &
Agriculture

0.076

18

0.046

19

0.086

63

Research &
Education

0.043

26

0.037

34

0.030

42

TOTAL

0.063

145

0.061

171

0.076

301

TABLE 2

i

Mean Occupational Exposure and Total Man·Rad/Year
for 1969, 1972 and 1975
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Mean exposure
of exposed workers
rad

Category

No. of workers
monitored

No. of
exposed workers

Medical

1860

806

0.243

Industry &
Agriculture

727

94

0.666

Research &
Education

1393

1023

0.041

TOTAL

3980

1923

0.156

TABLE 3

Category

Non-Zero Occupational Exposure for 1975

No. of
radiation
workers
examined

Radionuclides tested for in urine
3H

14c

32p

35

5

125I

131I

Other yemitters

Total

Medical

122

31

17

3

0

69

47

27

194

Industry &
Agriculture

154

89

51

2

0

58

0

27

227

Research &
Education

317

194 125

86

15

68

3

150

641

TOTAL

593

314 193

91

15

195

50

204

1062

TABLE 4

Urinalyses of Radiation workers for 1975

En mettant sous presse nous avons appris avec tristesse le deces de
M. Y. FEIGE. Cet eminent scientifique avait beaucoup contribue au developpement· de la Radioprotection.
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THE NORTH RHINE - WESTPHALIAN FACTORY INSPECTORATE'S INCORPORATION MONITORING MEASURES FOR THE ROUTINE CONTROL OF POTENTIALLY ENDANGERED RADIATION
WORKERS AND THE RESULTS OF THIS CONTROL COMPILED OVER THE PERIOD 1964-1976
H.R. Erlenbach
Central Office for Safety Engineering, Radiological Protection and Nuclear
E(tgineeritlg, Factory Inspectorate of the State of North Rhine - Hcstphalia,

Duesseldorf, Federal Republic of Germany
I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of the provision made by the Supreme Factory Inspection Authority
of North Rhine - Westphalia (NW) for the precautionary regular incorporation
monitoring of radiation workers who are considered to be potentially endangered
because of their handling unsealed radioactive substances beyond specified
radioactivity limits, three Incorporation Monitoring Centres (IMCs) for the obligatory incorporation surveillance of the radiation workers concerned are so
far available in NW. These three laboratories are:
The Duesseldorf IMC, which was established by the Factory Inspectorate of NW
in late 1963 in order to provide the public with an official IMC,
The Juelich IMC, which is the authorized incorporation control laboratory for
the Juelich Nuclear Research Establishment, but also free to monitor radiation
workers from elsewhere,
The Cologne IMC, which is officially authorized as well, but basically confines itself to monitoring persons affiliated to the Cologne university and
refrains from excretion radioassay.
The extent of the obligatory incorporation surveillance for radiation workers
is detailed in the ministerial order of July 24, 1968, promulgated in the
Ministerial Gazette of the State of NW (I). At the present time, these guidelines are being discussed and revised in a committee at Federal level.
2. THE DUESSELDORF INCORPORATION MONITORING CENTRE AND ITS FINDINGS
The single-detector chair technique of Human Whole-Body Counting (HBC) employed
at the Duesseldorf IMC and its performance is described elsewhere (2). The
Liquid Scintillation Counting (LSC) of urine samples and the Fluorometric Urine
Analysis for Uranium (FUU) are both standard methods. They need no further comment but the statement of the respective detection limits, which amount to less
than 4 nCi/1 for tritium and carbon-14 and 0.3 ug/l for uranium.
1
The Duesseldorf IMC's findings compiled over the period 1964-1976 are presented
in the following tables 1-4, which are self-explanatory.
3. CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE FINDINGS
3. I

3.2
3.3

In spite of the usually small activities involved, a general release from
incorporation control obligations for radiation workers in nuclear diagnostics is not justified considering their contribution to incorporation
statistics.
It is not the lowest detectable radiotoxicity range that shows the highest
frequency of incorporations, which is indicative of a "non-linear" intake
if working conditions admit of any uptakes of radioactive material at all.
The distribution of the recorded incorporation cases over the 34 detected
radionuclides and the preset radiotoxicity ranges, which has been obtained
from the surveillance of all the significant applications of unsealed
radioactive material in all walks of modern life apart from nuclear technological research and nuclear industry and which covers the majority of
radiation workers in the 17 million population of NW and a time span of
more than a decade, shows that there are only a few radionuclides constituting an appreciable incorporation hazard under normal conditions.
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MEASUREMENTS

RADIATION WORKERS
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1964-76
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TABLE 2
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Synoptic Presentation as to Radionuclide and Significance of all
the Incorporations Recorded During the 1964-76 Period Exclusive
of Tritium, Carbon-14, and Uranium Incorporations, Which are
Already Presented in TABLE 3
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UN APPAREIL PERSONNEL POUR LA DOSIMETRIE
DES DESCENDANTS DU RADON
Philippe DUPORT
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaires
Departement de Protection
Section Technique d 'Etudes de Pollution dans l 'Atmosphere et dans le s Mines
B .P. n ° 6, 922 60 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

1. INTRODUCTION
Une bonne connaissance du risque radioactif encouru par les mineurs d'uranium necessite l'emploi d'un appareil autonome, individuel, prelevant
continuellement les aerosols presents dans le chan tier, pendant toute la
duree du poste de travail, et cumulant son enregistrement pendant une periode
fixee (quinzaine, mois, etc.).
Pour cette dosimetrie, nous associons un detecteur ionographique, enregistrant
dans la matiere le passage d 'une particule lourde ionisante, a un appareil de
prelevement autonome, d 'une grande fiabilite.
Les premiers resultats concernant le prototype developpe ici ont ete pn§sentes
a Bucarest (1).
2. DESCRIPTION DE L'APPAREIL
2. 1. Principe de la detection
On utilise pour la detection des particules ex le film de nitrate de cellulose
LR 115 de Kodak Pathe. La couche sensible, rouge, epaisse de 13 flm, est
deposee sur un film de mylar incolore.
Le passage d'une particule ex dans le nitrate affecte la structure de la matiere
de telle sorte que, si l'energie de la particule incidente est bien choisie
(1 < E <.3 ,5 .MeV), une attaque chimique appropriee fait apparaftre des trous
reguliers dans le detecteur. Les traces dues a des a d'energie suffisamment
eloignees des limites n'apparaissent pas ala lecture.
Ces conditions sont realisees par un dispositif brevete (2) comprenant un
collimateur a deux canons, termines chacun par un ecran (figure 1).
Les parcours des ex dans l'air et les ecrans sont tels que les canons du
collimateur determinent sur le detecteur deux plages irradiees, l'un ne
detectant que le 218po, 1' autre le 214Bi.
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S<h6moclelatlt•cle.,..,.

FIG. 1'

Nous avons done un discriminateur d'€mergie qui permet au film detecteur
d'integrer, sur la periode choisie, la quantite de particules ex potentielles
contenue dans un volume d'air connu.
Le rendement de detection de l'appareil est 6,9.10

-4

2. 2. Principe de la me sure
On compte les traces qui traversent entierement la couche de nitrate de
cellulose. On peut denombrer les traces au microscopes optique, ou encore,
pour eviter ce procede fastidieux, evaluer la quantite de lumiere transmise
par ces taches en utilisant l'appareillage decrit par le schema de la figure 2.
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~~~~;
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Lecteurde films
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verre depoli
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FIG· 2

Compte tenu du rendement de detection et du debit de prelevement, on me sure
aisement une ambiance radioactive equivalente a 0, 05 WLM.

3. TECHNOLOGIE DE L'APPAREIL ·
Le dosimetre est constitue d'un corps cylindrique metallique contenant l'accu-:mulateur, le systeme de commutation charge-marche, le groupe moteurturbine.
L' autonomie de 1'ensemble, en service continu, est d 'environ 15 heures. La
turbine cree une depression suffisante pour assurer un debit d'environ
5 litres/h a travers une membrane filtrante Millipore RAWP.
Six de ces appareils sont portes en permanence par des mineurs des mines
d'uranium en France, depuis mai 1976, et 60 depuis fevrier 1977.
Ces essais en chantier ont pennis de constater que cet appareil est effectivement capable d'assurer la dosimetrie des descendants du radon dans les
mines d'uranium.

4. CONCLUSION
On a realise. un appareil autonome, de faible encombrement, de faible poids,
capable de mesurer separement la radioactivite des 218po et 214Bi presents
dans !'atmosphere des mines d'uranium. Sous reserve du renforcement des
paliers du moteur' la tenue electrique et mecanique de !'ensemble est satisfaisante. Le debit choisi permet une bonne lisibilite.
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N° 432

A PERSOHAL TRl Tl ill1 INTAKE JVIONITOR
S. Pszona, K. Gradowski
Radiation Protection Department
In~~titute of Nuclear Research, Swierk, Poland
1. INTRODUCTION
Tritium in the form of water vapour is the most widespread contaminant of air of nuclear power plants, neutr-on generators,
luminous paint industry, etc. Radiological hazard to persons
occupationally exposed to tritium oxide arises exlusively from
inte-rnal contamination. Assesment of the potential risk and absorbed dose from tritium oxide intake is usually based on biological monitoring i.e. on analysing of excreta samples for tritium content. The main difficulties encountered in the way· for
proper assesing the dose received by the critical organs following tritium oxide intake can be summarize as follows:
1. due to short biological lifetime of tritium in a body the
sampling period of biological excreta has to be also short,
14 days at least,
2. model of intake of tritium oxide has to be assumed which is
ussually far from the real condition of intake of tritium,
being the main source of uncertainties of dose determination,
3. routine biological monitoring needs close cooperation between
the staff responsible for radiation protection and exposed
persons at working area. This is the most difficult in practice.
Due to these facts a personal tritium intake monitor /PTTJV./ has
been developed /1/, which in principle can facilitate the problem of estimation of dose commitment due to tritium oxide intake.
2.

~ETHOD

AND DEVICE

For proper assesing of dose commitment for a person exposed to
tritium oxide the total amount of tritium which was intaken
during a given working time has to be estimated. It is well
known that biological monitoring is unable to give such information. The idea of personal tritium intake monitor /P'I'IM/ is
363
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Fig. 1. Left upper corner- schematic view of personal tritium
intake monitor, Response of personal tritium intake
monitor as a function of time for different mass m
of P2 o •
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based on absorption of tritium oxide as well as water vapour by

o • The rate of absorption of tri2 5
by an absorber should, over the period of using of

a chemical bed containing P
tium dA/dt

the device, be proportional to tritium oxide concentration in
air i.e.
dA
dt

k C/t/

/1 I

where: C/t/ - is concentration of tritium oxide j_n air at time t
k

- proportionality coefficient determined by a calibration.

At the same time the rate of intake of tritium oxide by a person is also proportional to concentration C/t/. It means that at
certain conditions the response of PTIM could follow the intake
of tritium by a person wearing such device and the following
relation exists:
A = KI

/2/

where: A- total activity of tritium collected by PTH'l
I- total intake by a person
K- proportionality coefficient
The needed response of P'l'IM was achieved by enclosing a chemical

o ; in a container having controled leak trough the capi2 5
lars as schematically shown on fig. 1. The response was checked

bed /P

in air in saturated water vapour condition at 20°C and shown on
fig. 1. As seen from fig. 1 depending on the mass of a chemical
bed the linearity of device can be well controlled. Tritium
oxide forms with P o phosphoric acids which when dissolved with
2 5
water and neutralized can be measured directly by liquid scintillation method with practically no quenching effects.

PTIM was calibrated in a box in which concentration of tritium
oxide in air was determined by an ionization chamber having
known volume. It was found that coefficient k in equation /1/ is
equal to 11 ;uCi/h/;uCi/cm 3 •
Evaluation of coefficient K in equation /2/ expressing the proportionality coefficient between tritium collected with PTIJI'J and
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total intake of tritium by a "standart man" can be done by assuming the 100% efficiency of tritium oxide penetration into body
fluid and that the same amount of tritium infiltrates trough
skin. This gives K equal 1,7 · 10 5 /see equation 2/.
4. COMPARISON WITH BIOLOGICAL .ti,ONITORING
In order to compare the results given with PTIM and biological
monitoring the selected number of workers in two laboratory were
chosen. Within six working days the urine samples were taken
every two days. It was found that results obtained with PTIM
were systematically higher by a factor 6 + 8, /2/ which were
atributed to very approximate calculation of coefficient K. In
fact there is lack of literatures dealing with the efficiency
of intake of tritium oxide into a body. Further intercomparison
is in progress. Sensitivity of PTIM was determined on the level
of 1 uci in the body when a typical liquid scintillation spec1
trometer was used for measuring tritium activity.
5. CONCLUSIONS
As it has been shown the personal tritium intake monitor, depending upon the amount of a chemical bed, can be used even for
a period of 3 month. Tritium oxide integrated by PTIM is measured directly with liquid scintillation counter using dioxan based scintillator. The sensitivity of PTIM expressed in total
tritium intake is 1 uci. PTIM is specially suitable for those
1
laboratories where large numter of workers have to be monitored
with rather low intake of tritium for a long period.
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Internal Report

On the distribution of the radiation doses from thick targets in
high energy electron accelerators.
A.

EspositoH,

F. Lucci\ M.

Pel I iccioniH

Nazional i di Frascati (H) INFN- Laboratori
(x) CNEN - Centro di Frascati - Italy

Italy

Any massive object on which a high energy beam targets,
wi I I constitue an important source of secondary radiations. The
knowledge of this radiation field, its nature and its angular distribution is of high interest for various health physics respects,
including shielding calculations and dose estimates for accidental
overexposures.
For the electron accelerators we must consider electron
or bremsstrahlung beams. In both cases an electromagnetic cascade
shower is produced in the target with the consequent photoproduction
of several particles, mainly neutrons and protons and, if it is ene~
getical ly possible, pions and
mesons. Anyhow the principal contrl
but ion to the radiation doses near the targets wi I I be always due to
the electromagnetic component and, to a lower extent, to the neutrons
one.

f

Now we remember two general properties of e.m. showerswhich
can be used in the radioprotection work and have been established
mainly by a critical comparison
of Monte Carlo calculations and
experimental results. First the
study of longitudinal develop• 1000 MeV
a 800 MeV
ment has permitted to establish
o 600 MeV
the model that the shower prop~
gates at great depths principal
ly by means of the most penetra
ting ¥-rays in the material.The second relevant property
concerns the radial escaping
curve, i.e. the fraction of the
incident energy escaping from a
infinitely long cylinder versus
its radius, which depends only
from the radius in Molier<' units,
irrespective of the absorber m~
terial and the particle energy
0
(see fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 - Radial escaping ,curve
for 1 GeV bremsstrahlung beams
on concrete.
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The two said circumstances often permit to roughly evalu~
te the doses near a target in the radial direction, In many other
cases it is however necessary to employ experimental data ( 1 -4),
In this condensed paper it is only possible to mention
our results on distribution of doses produced by a 1 GeV bremsstrah
lung beam striking W tar~ets of various thicknesses (see fig, 2 ). The data inc I ude background contamination, which yet has f,een found
to be unimportant except for the wide angle measurements with thin
targets.
The main characteristic of the experimental curves is the
strong dependence of their behavi~ on angle. In fact the smal I angle curves show a broad maximum and Hen oecrease with increasing
phantom depth, while the large angle ones are always decreasing.
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Fig. 2 -Dose distribution around W targets
striked by a 1 GeV brems
strahlung beam (the dat;
were measured inside a
polyethylene phantom ).
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This can be explained assuming th~the high energy particles contribution dominates in the forward direction, while the low energy
particles are predominant at large angles.
for

Of course, for a fixed depth, the dose decreases strongly
increasing angles.

For thick targets this angular anisotropy is less evident,
because the fraction of the shower absorbed in the target increases,
thus decreasing the dose at smal I angles. While the wide angle contribution, which is due mainly to the I imited transverse dimension
of the target (the same for alI thicknesses ), stays pratical ly con
stant.
Furthermore we point out that the doses at 60° and 120°
are consistent with the values Zomputed according to the said ~ene
1
ral properties (4.8.1o- 4 rad.m /GeV for theW targets),
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The data for zero depth are also shown in fig. 3, as fu!!_
ction of the target thickness expressed in radiation lengths. The
figure shows that the maximum dose normally corresponds to a thic
kness equal to the maximum shower development (about 3.36 r. I.), ;s
foreseen by the shower theory.
The previously exposed notions can be d~~l ied to the va
rious operational health physics problems (shielding design, estl
mates of accidental overexposures, work planning 1n areas without
shielding or with poor shielding or so on). Here we want examine
two examples.
As accidental exposures are concerned, let us suppose
that a man would stay few minuts near a part of the machine acting
I ike a thick target.
DEPTH 0
If the beam strikes the target
• "YJ'
,.,.
•60'
norma II y, it is of course easy to
employ the previously reported
E -.r''
data, if avai I able. As an example
we can consider a bremsstrahlung
beam hittingnormally a tungsten
target with an intensity of 1010
equivalent quanta per second. In
this case the dose that would be
absorbed by a man staying 2 minuts at a distance of 50 em from
the target can be eva I uated from
the figg. 2 and 3. Its value lies
between 1.5 rad and 95 rad depe!!_
ding from the angle.
TARGET THICKNESS
(rl)
'
The previous case has the pecu1 iarity of a very simple geometry with a point source which is
Fig. 3 - Doses at 0 depth meawe 11 1oca 1 i zed. Pract i ca I cases
sured at various angles·versus
are however often more complexe
the W target thickness.
with a distribution of the losses which cannot be "a priori" well understood and with small angles
of incidence.

. .
,~.

i

Another example of application of experimental data to a
practical problem is the evaluation of the doses near the storage
ring Adon~ due ~o a sudden loss.of the store~ beams. In t~is case,
the start1ng po1nt was an experiment by Jenk1ns et al. (.3
on the
angular distribution of radiation around some plates on which a 2
GeV electron beam was targetting at smal I angles. We considered the
two extreme cases of uniformly distributed losses and of a single
point loss.
The results are shown in fig. 4, versus the distance between the point of interest and the center of the ring. The top of
fig. 4 shows the doses calculated assuming that the source radiates
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Fig. 4 - Doses inside the Ad£
ne Ha II in the cases of un i for
mly distributed losses (dashed·
curves) or point losses (ful I
I ine curves), for various azl
muta I ang I es 'f' betw·een the
source and the point of interest.
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distance from the center(m)

isotropical ly for alI the angles greater than 20° (with the same strength measured at 20°), while the bottom refers to thereal
angular distribution of secondary radiations. AI I the dose values
have been normalized to loll electrons lost along the ring.
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SHIELDING OF FAST NEUTRONS FROM CYCLOTRON TARGETS
P.F. Sauermann, W. Friedrich, J. Knieper, K. Komnick and H. Printz
Nuclear Research Center JUlich, FRG
Institute of Chemistry, Health Physics Group
1. INTRODUCTION

A great number of compact cyclotrons for use in medicine, biology and physics
will be installed in the near future. Unfortunately, the shielding design for
these high yield machines is, however, more a question of skill than of
science. To help improve this situation the Experimental Shield Testing
Facility was established at the compact cyclotron CV-28 of the Nuclear Research Center JUlich. In this facility the attenuation of neutrons from
different cyclotron targets in concrete has been studied, using deuteron
beams on Be, C, Al, Fe, Cu, Ta and Pb. In this paper attenuation factors for
ordinary concrete are presented as a function of shield thickness.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SHIELD TESTING FACILITY
The. performance data of the compact cyclotron CV-28 are specified in (1).
Figure 1 shows the components of the Experimental Shield Testing Facility
(2). The main component is the movable part of shield enabling us to vary
the thickness of the concrete shield between zero and 160 em in steps of
about 10 em. The shield consis'ted of ordinary concrete slabs ranging in size
from 115 x 115 cm 2 to 155 x 155 cm 2 .
3. TARGETS
A multiple target system with seven target positions was used. Target materials and expected neutron yields are specified in the table. The multiple
target system is shown in figure 2. A detailed specification is given in (2).
4. MEASUREMENTS
The measurements of the dose equivalent rates of neutrons and y-radiation
were carried out, using a rem counter according to Andersson and Braun (6)
and an ionisation chamber VAJ-15 (7), respectively. The energy of deuterons
was 14 mev, the target current strength 13 ~a.
5. RESULTS
The results are summarized in figures 3 and 4. In figure 3 attenuation factors
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Figure 1: Experimental Shield Testinn
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Figure 2: Multiple Target System for Generation of Fast Neutrons
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Target

No

Material

Thickness
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Energy

Reference

mev
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3

c

4.0
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6.4·10 9

15
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2.9·10 9

15
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15

3

3
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3.2

4
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Figure 3: Attenuation factor
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(00 :

dose equivalent rate without shield; 6: dose equivalent rate behind
shield)
are plotted against shield thickness for neutrons (left family of curves) and
y-radiation (right family of curves). The numbers refer to the table. In
figure 4 attenuation factors for neutrons from the beryllium target (left
curve) are plotted against shield thickness as compared to former results of
a semiempirical investigation on compact cyclotron shielding by ordinary concrete ( 8).
Our results may be summarized as follows:
1. The shield thickness is determined by the shielding of fast neutrons
(figure 3).
2. The attenuation of neutrons produced by deuteron beams in cyclotron targets is nearly independent of the target material (figure 3). The required
shield thickness, therefore, only depends on the neutron yield obtained
by the different target materials (table). The "critical" target materials
are beryllium and carbon.
3. Attenuation factors we determined by semiempirical methods are "on the
safe side" (figure 4).
6. CONCLUSION
Ordinary concrete compact cyclotron shields computed on the basis of attenuation data evaluated by the above mentioned semiempirical method are oversized
by about 20%. The data presented in this paper will enable engineers and
physicists to compute such shields more precisely.
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SPECTPA AND DOSIMETRY OF NEUTRONS INTERACTING WITH CONCRETE SHIELDING
W.G. Cross and H. Ing
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ lJO, Canada
1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with two separate neutron shielding problems. The
first is the lack of agreement between measured and calculated values of the
attenuation for 14-MeV neutrons. The second is the discrepancy between
measured and calculated values of the fraction of dose-equivalent (D.E.)
delivered by "intermediate energy" neutrons around reactor or accelerator
shielding.
2.

ATTENUATION OF 14.7-MeV NEUTRONS IN CONCRETE

Despite the widespread use of 14-MeV neutron generators, there is still no
experimental concensus on the dose attenuation of concrete shielding for 14MeV neutrons. Both calculations and measurements show that, for thicknesses
> 40 em, attenuation is nearly exponential and thus has an attenuation length
A. However, calculated values of A are between 12 and 13 em (for "ordinary"
concrete of density 2.3 Mg/m 3 ) while measured values, taken respectively from
references 1 to 7, are 15.6, 19.7, 15.6, 17.5, 19.6, 15.1 and 15 to 23 em.
Thus there is not only disagreement among different experiments but all the
experimental values exceed the calculated ones. Variations in composition
are not large enough to account for these discrepancies, as will be shown
later.
We have used a modified version of the OSR Monte Carlo code and nuclear data
from the ENDF/B IV library to calculate the spectra and kerma of neutrons transmitted through concrete.
Further details are given in Ing and
Cross (8). The incident neutrons
were either in a broad beam normal to
the face of a block 100 em thick or
from an isotropic source distributed
10-2
uniformly on the surface, these being
limiting cases of incident angular
distributions in practice. Spectra
were calculated at various depths in
the block and also for neutrons
transmitted by slabs of various
thicknesses. Figure 1 shows examples
of spectra. The quantity plotted is
E ¢(E) where ¢(E) is the fluence/MeV
at energy E. The curves are displaced vertically by arbitrary
10-5
amounts.

10

2
i~E~TRO!l

ENERGY

eV

Figure 1. Calculated spectra at
various depths in a concrete block,
for normally-incident 14.7 MeV
neutrons.

The "standard" concrete composition
was, in percentage by weight, 0.61
H, 54 0, 34 Si, 5.3 Al and 6.5 Ca.
The hydrogen content corresponds to
about 6% water. The calculations
were repeated with (a) the fraction
of H doubled, (b) oxygen reduced to
35% by replacing it with the heavier
elements and (c) Ca and Al replaced
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by Si. Figure 2 shows the effects of these rather extreme changes.
attenuation lengths range from 12.0 to 14.1 em.

The

The calculated attenuation length for the "standard" composition, at depths
between 40 and 100 em, is 13.5 em. For comparison, other Monte Carlo and
discrete ordinates calculations, all on concrefe with about the same H content, give 12.1 (9), 12.0 (10) and 12.9 (11) em, where all lengths are for a
specific gravity of 2.3. In these calculations the compositions assumed
differed from ours in that much of the SiOz was replaced by CaC03 and we
estimate that this difference accounts for at least half the difference in
attenuation lengths obtained. Thus there are no significant discrepancies
among these calculated values. Figure 3 compares the calculated attenuation
in a large block, for normal (curve A) and isotropic (curve C) incidence and
the transmission through slabs of various thicknesses for normal incidence
(curve B). For all 3 curves the value of A is nearly the same.
We have also measured the dose attenuation of 14.7-MeV neutrons in a large
(2 x 2.4 x 1.4 m) assembly of concrete bricks, with the source 1.4 m from one
face of the assembly. Two experiments were done. In the first, a DennisLoosemore dosemeter (FN2/3) was placed at different depths in the assembly,
up to 100 em. In the second, 237 Np damage-track detectors were placed at
10 em depth intervals and all irradiated simultaneously. Spectra calculated
for each detector position, along with the known energy responses of the
dosemeter and track detector, were used for converting detector readings to
kermas. Differences from some previous measurements were (a) the correction
of detector readings for spectral variations, (b) the "infinite" lateral
dimensions of the block, (c) the geometry of the experiment was nearly the
same as that of the calculations and (d) the detectors were always well
shielded (by > 40 em concrete) from room-scattered neutrons.
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Figure 2. Effect of concrete composition on attenuation. Details are
given in the text.
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Figure 3. Comparison of measured
and calculated (curve A) attenuation
for 14.7-MeV neutrons incident normally on a large concrete block.
Curves B and C are described in the
text.

The measured variation of kerma is shown in Figure 3 by the points, while
curve A shows the calculated variation in a large block. Measured values for
the attenuation length were 12.9 ± 1 em for the counter measurement and 13.6
± 1 em for the Np detector measurement.
In contrast to previous measurements
these results are in agreement with the calculated values and imply that concrete shielding is more effective than would be deduced from earlier
measurements.
3.

THE DOSE-EQUIVALENT FRACTION FROM INTERMEDIATE ENERGY NEUTRONS

"Intermediate energy neutrons" are those between thermal energies and the
threshold of some fast neutron detector, typically around 10 5 eV as will be
assumed here. Dose equivalents from these neutrons are often determined by
subtracting the fast and thermal-neutron components, measured by appropriate
detectors, from the total D.E. measured by a "rem-meter". Such measurements
sometimes (12, 13) yield D.E. fractions from intermediate energy (I-E) neutrons in excess of 80%. In contrast, calculated spectra of neutrons transmitted through shielding have given much lower D.E. fractions. This discrepancy has been discussed by Heinzelmann (14). Here, we discuss the
enhancement of I-E neutrons by transmission and reflection of neutrons by
concrete and its effect on the fractional D.E.
Monte Carlo calculations, as described above, were used to obtain spectra of
neutrons that had penetrated various thicknesses of concrete, up to 100 em.
The spectra of incident neutrons included 2.8 and 14.7-MeV neutrons, unmoderated fission neutrons and neutrons from light and heavy water reactors. As
examples, the latter two spectra, and those produced by passing these neutrons through 60 em of concrete are shown in Figure 4. By calculating the
proportion of D.E. delivered by I-E neutrons in such spectra, the following
conclusions were reached:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the relative I-E fraction increases at depths up to 10 or 20 em but
at greater depths it decreases,
the I-E component of the incident beam has negligible effect on the
I-E component at depths of 60 em or more. AT 60 em, between 5 and
10% of the D.E. is delivered by I-E neutrons,
at depths greater than 100 em the penetration is dominated by
2.3-MeV neutrons (at the "window" of the oxygen cross section).
Results of 2.8-MeV neutrons through concrete indicate that the
proportion of I-E neutrons from a 2.3 MeV source would either
decrease further or remain constant up to depths of at least 180 em.

Thus the transmission of neutrons through concrete clearly cannot result in
a high D.E. fraction from I-E neutrons.
To study the effects of multiple reflection we calculated the spectrum of
reflected neutrons arising from normally-incident fission-spectrum neutrons.
The resulting neutrons were then assumed to be incident normally on a second
concrete surface and the scattered spectrum was again calculated. The process was repeated for a third scattering. The results are shown in Figure 5.
At each scattering the fraction of D.E. from I-E neutrons increases by about a
factor of 2, the value after three scatterings being 24%. When the thricescattered neutrons were transmitted by 30 em of concrete, the I-E fraction
of the D.E. decreased by a factor of 2.
Many reflections can thus, in principle, produce a high proportion of D.E.
from I.E. neutrons. However the increase can only occur if only reflected
neutrons can contribute to the D.E., e.g., at bends in a shielding maze.
Reflections back and forth from the walls of a shielded room do not give a
large fraction of I-E neutrons since most of the fluence in the room comes
from the original source. Reflections from the walls of a straight tunnel
were also found to increase the unscattered D.E. at the far end by only a
small fraction.
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While a high proportion of the D.E. from I-E neutrons is possible, the type
of scattering that occurs in most practical shielded areas makes this
unlikely. It seems more probably that the high values measured arise from
the uncertain energy response of rem-meters, especially in this energy
region.
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Figure 5. Spectra of fission neutrons multiply-scattered from concrete.
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ABOUT THE CALCULATION OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG OUTSIDE OF ACCELERATOR
BUILDINGS
D. Zappe, G. Hahn, V. Schuricht
Technical University Dresden, GDR
1. INTRODUCTION

In the last years in science and engineering the application
of accelerators obtained increasing importance because of the
growth of their capacity. In order to enlarge the capacity of
an existing accelerator it is often necessary to construct
shieldings around the original accelerator building. Whereas
the enlargement of the thickness of the surrounding walls is
not very difficult a special consideration must be given to
the shielding properties of the roof. In this connection the
radiation skyshine is of interest, because it is hardly possible also to enlarge the thickness of the roof. In this paper the calculation of bremsstrahlung skyshine outside of an
accelerator building is described.
2. THE MODEL OF RADIATION TRANSPORT
For the calculation it was assumed that, firstly, for a distance of 1 m from the target the energy and angular distribution
of the exposure rate of the arising bremsstrahlung is given
according to Fig. 1 and, secondly, that the radiation is totally absorbed in the surrounding walls and is not influenced by
the roof.
The geometry of the accelerator building shows Fig. 2. The
points for which the exposure rate due to bremsstrahlung skyshine must be calculated are marked by P 1 , P 2 , ••• with the
coordinatu (x 1 , x 2 , ••• ; y • h 2 ; z • 0).
Calculations were carried out by means of the Monte-Carlo method. Only such photons are taken into account which are emitted by the target in direction of the roof. The number NEe of
histories of these photons per energy and angular interval is
calculated ~cQording to
N~ -r~

.
,..., XE9(E,8)/E;11(E),

with ;11(E) as the linear energy transfer coefficient for air
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and ~ as the flux density per energy and angular interval.
Simultaneously for all points P1 , P 2 , ••• the differential
flux densi:y Yx• the total flux density ,and the total exposure rate X are calculated using well-known steps of MonteCarlo calculations. More details of the model used are given
in separate papers (3,4).
3. RESULTS
Some results of the Monte-Carlo calculations of breaastrahl~
exposure rate are shown in ~ig. 3. A comparison between MonteCarlo results and those bei calculation of the single scattered
radiation .is given in Fig. 4. Note that the Monte-Carlo metho~
is more favourable to obtain differential quantities of the
scatterd bremsstrahlung and to obtain results for larger distances between accelerator building and the point of interest.
The single-scattering method, on the contrary, represents a
relative simple procedure to get approximative values. Variations of the criteria of history termination show that the
cut-off energy should be much leas than 100 keV (in these calculations 25 keV). The results of such calculations allow the
determination of the maximua electron current of the accelera~
tor for which one can ensure radiation protection outside the
building.
This work was carried out in cooperation with the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna.
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DESCRIPTION OF A METHOD OF CONTROL FOR GLASS LENSES USED AS
A PROTECTION MEDIUM AGAINST RADIATION

J. V. Silva Alonso
P. Perez Torio
Centro de Higiene y Seguridad del Trabajo,
Avda. del Faro, 15, SANTANDER, Spain.
INTRODUCTION

1.

The need for protecting our sight against radiations has been
shown on many occasions. This need is particularly obvious in
the case of exposures to heat or light sources with a high intensity.
Glass protection lenses are submitted to the spectrophotometric
measurement obtained in the three spectral zones: infrared,
visible and ultraviolet. As it is not possible to obtain a
photometric measurement nor test photometrically a very opaque
sample, one must reduce the thickness of the material by destructive techniques, in order to obtain plates in which the
transmission factors are at least equal to 5% in the spectral
regions with maximum opacity. The values obtained by calculation can refer to any thickness of lense. In practice, these
plates can only be obtained by glass manufacturers, or from
highly specialized laboratories; the normal user would find it
impossible to obtain them. Because of this, the control of
glass protection lenses would be reduced to those with a high
transparency, which are precisely those of least interest from
a practical point of view.
In the present work, a method of measurement is described
which permits the determination of the optical density of a
glass lense, at each wavelength, by measuring successirely a
glass lense of a known opacity against others of increasing
opacities; in this way their protection capacity can be deduced.
To finalize and check the method, glass lenses normally used
for industrial protection were employed.
DEFINITIONS AND DESIGNATION

2.

The glass lenses are classified relating the percentage of vi
sible light transmitted and a number, N, denominated "degree....
of protection", using the expression:

1

or
log 1 + 1
J
'f
in which T is the average transmission in the visible band of
the spectrum expressed as a fraction of 1, and log 1/T is the
optical density, D, of the lense.
N

TABLE

1

700

650

600

550

500

450

400

1/0
116 092 070
2/0
12B 102 07B
(1+2)/0 244 194 14B
4/0
230
2BO
5/0
4/(1+2) 12B lOB oB4
4/2
240 ;;!00 154
262 204
5/2
5/(1+2) 202 172 134
6/2
270 22B lBB
5/4
076 067 053
6/4
032 032 039
102 092 090
7/4
B/4
174 154 140
-044 -036 -014
6/5
024 024 040
7/5
100 oBB 090
B/5
7/6
070 060 050
144 124 102
B/6
076 065 053
B/7

054
o64
llB
176
230
062
166
164
110
1B6
050
071
120
166
023
076
124
052
104
052

042
050
090
136
176
052
090
130
090
16B
040

032
044
076
122
152

032
044
076
126
156

042
05B
100
160
190
056
094
130

12B
170
042

122
152
050
092
126
044

050
070
120
196
210
OB2
12B
150
100
234
020
110
166
210
094
160
19B
062
106
060

Boo

nm

-

750

-

-

-

oBo

oBB

130
o4B
092
044

04B
oBo

110

04B
oBo

110

oBo

oBo

156
032

16B
030
090
134
16B
060
104
140
046
OB2

oBo

oBo
03B

03B

OB7

200
032
104
156
190
072
12B
170
056
100
046

TABLE 2

nm

Boo 750 700 650 6oo 550 500 450 4oo

1
2
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7

116 092 070 054
12B ~02 07B 064
230 176
36B 302 232 lBO
372 302 232 lBO
280 230
364 282 22B
446 366 282 22B
39B 330 266 250
269 247
266 253
320 296
470 394 322 300
320 306
3B8 322 304
468 390 316 302
319 299
542 456 372 346
452 372 352
542 454 368 354

B

8
8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

042
050
136
140
142
176
lBO
lBO
21B
216
218
264
26B
264
268
266
264
310
310
310

Optical density x 100·
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032
044
122
124
124
152
154
156
200
202
202
244
246
244
246
244
246
276

032
044
126
124
124
156
154
156
212
216
216
260
25B
260
258
25B
262
292
2BO 294
280 294

042
05B
160
152
156
190

lBB

1B7
25B
264
262
316
308
318
316
314
320
342
358
35B

050
070
196
19B
202
210
220
220
304
306
304
362
364
370
380
366
368
408
418
410

Steps to obtain
the absolute
value
(1/0)
( 2/0)
(4/0)
(4/2)+(2/0)
(4/1+2)+(1+2/0)
5/0
(5/2)+(2/0)
( 5/1+2 )+{ 1+2/0)
(6/2)+(2/0)
(6/4)+(4/0)
(6/5)+(5/0)
(7/4)+(4/0)
(7/4)+(4/2)+(2/0)
(7/5)+(5/0)
(7/5)+(5/2)+(2/0)
(7/6)+(6/2)+(2/0)
(7/6)+(6/4)+(4/0)
(8/4)+(4/2)+(2/0)
(8/5)+(5/2)+(2/0)
( B/6) + (6/-2) +( 2/0)

3.
3.1.

EXPERIMENTAL
Material:
The spectrophotometric measurements have been obtained
with a BECKMAN spectrophotometer, ACTA C III model,
adjusting the power to each wavelength in which the mea
surement was made, quick answer time, with the digitalcalibrated for three absorbancy units.
The lenses used, in increasing opacity, were supplied by
various commercial firms.

3.2.

Measurement technique used:
As the optical density is an additive magnitude, it is
possible to carry out the determination step by step. A
glass lense with a high opacity, whose photometric measurement cannot be made directly because of the aforementioned obstacles, can be made, nevertheless, with a
very simple device.
If one mounts the lense to be measured in the measuring beam, and one places another less
opaque lense in the beam of reference, the value
obtained will be the difference of their optical densities in that wavelength.
So, if one uses a lense of a known density and a series
of lenses with an increasing opacity, between the opacity of the known lense and that of the lense to be measured, the density of this lense can be measured,
applying the method of successive steps, according to
the secuence:

DB/A

=

Difference between the optical densities of the
A and B lenses.

The number of intermediate steps will depend on the
nature of the lense to be studied and on the glass family available.

3·3·

Experimental Results:
The optical density values obtained at different wavelengths for the families of lenses studied are shown in
Table 1. In each case, the lenses used for the determi
nation are indicated by two numbers separated by a line.
In the upper half the degree of protection of the lense
placed in the sample department (S) is shown, and in the
lower half, of the lense placed in the beam of reference
(R).
"/0" indicates that in the corresponding department no lense was placed.
In the following Table, number 2, the optical densities
for the different wavelengths have been resumed and
arranged; these were calculated by the technique of
successive steps. The step sequence followed is shown
in the third column.
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4.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED AND CONCLUSIONES:

4.1.

Following the method described in the preceding paragraphs, the optical density of any lense at any wavelength can be obtained, and therefore it is possible to
identify the characteristic absorption curve of the
lense to be studied by a non-destructive method.

4.2.

The results we obtained are independent of the intermediate lenses used, providing that the difference in the
optical density between the lenses placed in the sample
beam (S) and the reference beam (R) are maintained
below a certain value, which will be conditioned by the
characteristics of the spectrophotometer used.

4.).

The consistency in the results which were obtained indi
cates a high precision, since the small differences
observed in some cases are within experimental error.

4.4.

The application of the successive steps method which we
propose, permits the examination of a material which is
going to be used for protection in a certain industrial
operation to see if it complies with the minimum require
ments demanded by the different international standards7
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UN NOUVEAU SYSTtME DE FIXATION ET DE REMPLACEMENT POUR LES
BOITES

AGANTS

H. Fluhr, Bau - M. Ohlmeyer, PTA- E. Windblihl, ASS
Gesellschaft ftir Kernforschung, Postfach 3640,
D-7500 Karlsruhe
1. INTRODUCTION
Les bo!tes ~ants servent a manipuler et ~raiter des substances dangereuses moyennant des gants installes
l'exterieur
et passant par des ouvertures ~'interieur de la cage. Ces
substances peuvent avoir des proprietes toxiques, radioactives
et/ou pyrophores. Evidemment, le travail sans risque aux
boites
gants implique que tous les pieces et joints presentent
une excellente qualite, meme pour de longues periodes de service et de vie. Les points faibles sont notamment la position
de fixation des gants et des sacs en plastique ainsi que la
technique de remplacement necessaire ~l'operation.

a

a

Ces points faibles et les risques qui en resultent pour la
fixation et l'etancheite ainsi que pour la technique de
remplacement y associee ont ete reconnus tres t8t en technique
nucleaire en ce qui concerne les systemes de filtration de
l'air d'echappement. Ils pouvaient etre elimines par des
modifications constructives de la fixation et !'adaptation
de la technique de remplacement l: 1 , 2] • Il est montre dans cet
expose comment le systeme de fixation et de remplacement, qui
a fait ses preuves des milliers de fois, fut transmis aux
boites
gants [3, 41 .

a

2. SYSTEME ANTERIEUR DE FIXATION ET DE REMPLACEMENT
La diversite des methodes de fixation connues fait comprendre
l'observateur critique que nulle version garantit la
fixation sure et le joint etanche. Pendant la periode de
service souven~tres longue ce ne sont pas seulement les
elements d'obturation qui vieillissent mais egalement les
gants eux-memes, notamment aux plis tres auguises sur les
manchons souffrant le plus d'usure et pour cette raison les
gants doivent etre remplaces. Les elements d'obturation
faillissent frequemment au cours du remplacement et sont
completement detruits.

a

Ceci montre qu'il faut s'accommoder de risques de securite
considerables pour les phases de fonctionnement et de
changement. L'importance que les fabricants et les exploitants
attribuent
la securite se traduit egalement par la
realisation tres stable des joints entre les bo!tes a gants,
p. ex. en tuyaux inox. La stabilite de ces joints n'est
aucunement proportionne~ aux risques lies aux fixations
insuffisantes des gants utilisees dans le passe.

a

3. FONCTIONNEMENT DU NOUVEAU PROFIL DU COLLET
Le nouveau profil du collet tire de la technique de filtrage
remplit les exigences d'une fixation et obturation parfaites
et sures[C J,
Contrairement aux anciennes methodes d'obtenir l'etancheit~,
la forme du profil du collet a ete modifiee de sorte que le
serrage et l'etancheite necessaires du gant ne dependent plus
de la tension langitudinale de l'anneau d'etancheite,
accelerant l'usure, mais qu'ils agissent sur la section de
l'anneau d'etancheite lui-meme. L'anneau d'etancheite est
presse dans la rainure du collet de maniere a ce que la
tension de l'anneau agisse dans le sens rectangulaire par
rapport au profil du collet. Lorsqu'une force de traction
est appliquee sur le gant, celle-ci produit un effet d'arret
automatique sur l'anneau puisque cette force presse l'anneau
d'etancheite centre l'etranglement superieur du profil du
collet ce qui entraine une augmentation de la pression de
serrage. L'anneau d'etancheite ne souffre plus d'une usure
prematuree A cause de l'absence de la tension longitudinale.

rigure 1
Representation du fonctionnement du nouveau profil du collet
[5]. L'etancheite entre le profil 1) et le sac en plastique
respectivement le gant 2) est realisee par le serrage uniforme
du profil en caoutchouc 3) dans la rainure 4), independant
de la forme longitudinale du profil, entrainant l'etancheite
de la parois de la rainure par l'action de la tension
transversale "Q". La sollic;i.tation du gant dans la direction
de "X" deplace le profil en caoutchouc en direction "Y" et
augmente la force de serrage par blocage automatique.
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4. EMPLOI DU PROFIL DU COLLET POUR LA FIXATION ET L'OBTURATION
Avec la position couramment utilisee des rainures sur la
face exterieure du manchon les points d'usure decrits se
situant sur le front du manchon respectivement sur ses bards
determinant essentiellement la duree de vie des gants. Par
centre, la position de la rainure d'ecancheite ne joue plus
de role dans le cas du profil de rainure propose ici en ce
qui concerne la qualite de l'etancheite.
Ceci implique que les deux rainures d'etancheite sont disposees
sur la face interieure du manchon ce qui elimine parfaitement
les points d'usure susmentionnes. De plus, la surface de
contamination est reduite sur les manchons et se trouve
maintenant dans la zone du manchon ou, dans le cas eventuel
d'une fuite se produisant dans le gant, le courant d'air est
dirige vers l'interieur. Ainsi, la technique de remplacement
de gants respectivement de recipients en feuille.en plastique
peut etre considerablement amelioree. Une rainure supplementaire employee dans la version simple anterieure ne sert
qu'a la fixation des gants et n'a aucune importance pour le
remplacement et l'etancheite.
5. TECHNIQUE DE REMPLACEMENT AVEC LE NOUVEAU PROFIL
Avec les dispositions couramment employees jusqu'ici, il y
avait des difficultes, notamment au cours du changement des
gants, parceque les rainures etaient placees
la face
exterieure et que les gants manquaient de transparence. Avec
la nouvelle disposition les manipulations principales de
changement se font par le gant avoisine et peuvent ~tre
observees sans entraves. Les problemas a resoudre en sus qui
ressortissent du rayon petit du manchon et la faible
elasticite du materiel de gant sont elimines par des rainures
placees a la face interieure du manchon.

a

En outre, le sisque que courent les operateurs pendant le
changement est considerablement reduit par l'elimination
des bards, c.a.d. des points tres critiques.
La partie contaminee du manahon se limite a la face interieure
et, dans le cas de defauts, elle se trouve done clairement
dans le courant d'air dirige vers l'interieur.
La nouvelle conception presentee dans cet expose a ete
employee avec succes aupres de la GfK.
Resume:

a

En ce qui concerne les boites
gants la securite des
operateurs et de l'environnement depend essentiellement
de la qualite du joint pose entre le gant et la boite
gants. Ce joints doit etre etanche au gaz et doit avoir une
bonne resistance mecanique accompagnee d'une duree de vie
tres longue. De plus, les gants doivent etre remplaces de
maniere simple et non-dangereuse.

a
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Un systeme de fixation et de remplacement eprouve_depuis
longtemps en technologie de filtration fut transmis a la
technique des boites
gants. Des travaux de mise au point
et de modification ont permis de tenir compte des
conditions speciales s'appliquant aux boites
gants. Le
nouveau systeme de fixation et de remplacement prolonge
decisivement la duree de vie des gants tout en ameliorant
l'etancheite et la fixation, par le fait qu'il deplace les
zones critiques d'usure vers l'exterieur de !'obturation.
Les gants sont changes de facon plus sure et simple
!'aide
du nouveau systeme.

a

a

a
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DETERMINATION OF SKIN DOSE TO THE HANDS OF TECHNOLOGISTS
HANDLING SYRINGES CONTAINING RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

A MITABH TRIPATHI
Radiation Center, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331 USA

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the use of various radlonuclides in nuclear medicine
has increased significantly. Technetium-99m is most widely used for
gamma imaging of bra in, liver, thyroid and kidney. Most of1:en
technologists use 99 ~c radioactive solution in unshielded syringes for
diagnostic and therapeutic injections(l). It is important to know accurate
dose delivered to the hands of technologists, who handle 9 9mTc in
syringe, in order to confirm that exposure is within safe limits. The ring
and wrist monitors using films and thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) do
not adequately reflect true radiation burden to the hands (2).
Previous investigations of skin doses have been performed using TLD
or films (3, 4). The response of TLD or film has been determined in these
investigations by measuring the dosimeter's response to pure gamma
fluxes. However, in reality the dosimeters are in a mixed flux of photons
and particulates including secondary electrons. The darkening of the film
and the excitation of the TLD per unit dose is higher from electrons than
it is from photons. Therefore by analyzing the dosimeter's response with
pure gamma calibration curves may cause underestimation of actual
absorbed dose. Henson's (5) results confirm that the skin dose in contact
with unshielded syringes is higher than TLD or film measurements, even
when he makes no allowance for the dose arising from secondary electrons.
It is the purpose of this paper to evaluate the risk involved in
handling unshielded syringes containing 99 ~c, by providing the results
of the calculations which determine dose from photons and particulates as
a function of depth in the skin. Also, a estimate of possible hand dose
received by the technologists using unshielded syringes has been made
on a yearly basis.
METHOD OF CALCULATION
A Monte Carlo computer program(6) was developed to calculate d~se
rates at surface sites on syringes containing ggmTc. The ca leu lations
include dose due to characteristic x rays, gamma rays and beta particles,
including the secondary electrons generated in the syringe wa 11, and make
allowances for absorption in the source and syringe wall. In order to
simplify the calculations, the geometry of syringe-barrel was considered
as a right circular cylinder and water was taken as tissue-equivalent
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material. A photon cut off energy of 2 keV was introduced, assuning local
absorption of photons below 2 keV. The system defined in Monte Carlo
dose calculations consisted of the radioactive fluid, plastic syringe wall
and the skin-tissue surrounding the syringe. The disintegration of one
99 mTc atom and absorption of its energies was defined as a history. About
75,000 to 100,000 histories were obtained to get a good estimate of
absorbed dose. Due to staistical nature of the problem, errors were upto
:!:1 0 percent.
The calculations were performed for commercially available,
disposable type, one and five milliliter plastic syringes, filled with 1ml
and 5 ml radioactive fluid respectively. The inside radii of the syringes
were 2.3 mm and 6.4 mm respectively, and the wall thickness was 0.8mm.
The chosen sites in the skin varied from 10 micrometer to 10 centimeter
radially in the skin, over various locations on the active volume.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Results of the Monte Carlo dose calculations for 1 and 5 ml syringes
are given in Table 1. Doses at the surface of syringes are extremely high,
of the order of 10 5 mrad/mCi-minute, due to very large dose-contribution
from the secondary electrons. Doses due to the secondary electrons drop
off rapidly within 0. 02 mm away from the surface.
TABLE 1 . Rad ia 1 Dose Distribution for 1 ml and Sml Syringes
Distance from the
syringe-surface (em)
At the surface
0.02
0.04
0. 10
0.25
0.50
1.0
2. 0
3.0
4.5
6.0
8.0
10.0

Dose Rate (mrads/mCi-minute)
1

1 ml Syringe
6. 25
60.5
45.1
31.4
15.6
10.0
5.7
2.8
1.6
l. 25
0.57
0.36
0.15

X

10 5

1

5 ml Syringe
4. 2 X 10 5
22.0
15.3
9.7
7.0
5.3
3 .1
1.8
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.19
0.10

The axial dose, at various locations over the active volume, does
not vary significantly, however, it is peaked at the center of the active
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volume.
The plot of radia 1 dose rate is shown in Figure l. It is important to
note that the skin dose
to the active layer of
6
10
the skin, few hundred
I
~
J Dose due to secondary eiectrons
micrometers deep, is
only 20-30 mrad/mCi5
10
minute for five milliliter
c
LEGEND
syringes and 35-68
E
0
FOR I ml SYRINGE
mrad/mCi-minute for
.0. FOR 5 ml SYRINGE
10 4
one milliliter syringes.
(.)
E

The surface dose
to the active layer of
skin are compared with
the published results
in Table 2. The results
in publications vary
because of differences
in syringe dimensions,
types of syringes used,
and the amount and
activity of radioactive
fluid in the syringe .
As shown in Table 2,
the calculated results,
both Henson's and
the Monte Carlo, are
higher than the measured
dose.
TABLE 2.

....._

"0
0
~

10

3

E

w
I<(

10

2

0:::

w
(/)

0
0

10

1.0

0 · 1o

2
4
6
8
10
DISTANCE FROM SYRINGE- SURFACE (em)

fiGURE 1.

Plot of the Radial DoseDistribution

Comparision of Available Results

Source o f Data

Sur f ace Dose Rate

NIH film measurement
1 ml syringe
6 ml syringe
Husak, TLD measurement
6 ml syringe

Re f erence
(2)

14-20
15-25
(4)
9

Henson's ca lculatiorn
l ml syringe
5 ml syringe

25-55
15-20

(5)

Monte Carlo Calculations
1 ml syringe
5 ml syringe

35-68
20-30

(6)

1 dose rate in,rnrad/mCi-minute
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CONCLUSION
The calculated surface dose from a 99 mTc filled syringe to the
active skin layer is about 3-6 times higher than TLD and film
measurements. Thus, a technologist can receive 100-300 mrads/year
by performing 25 administrations per week of 10 mCi activity each,
when the average administration time is 0.1 minute. This dose is
1. 3-4 times higher than the permissible occupational hand dose
set by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
appropriate design and use of syringe shields are essential to avoid
the undesirable effect of excessive and unnecessary radiation exposure.
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PROBLEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS IN EVALUATION OF
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MEDICAL
SUPERVISION OF OCCUPATIONALLY EXPOSED PERSONS
D.Stojanovi6, D.Veljkovi6, B.Aleksi6 and Z.Djuki6
Medical Protection Laboratory of the Boris Kidri~
Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Vin~a-Belgrade,
Yugoslavia
1. INTRODUCTION
This report considers the possibilities of using the results
of medical supervision of physicians and other medical personnel occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation at appliance
of diagnostic X-Rays in period to ten years. Following the accepted criteria of the critical organs for total body irradiation /1/, our examination included the majority of these critical organs. The aim of the medical supervision was to define
the criteria for evaluation of radiation effects in conditions
of the occupational exposition and evaluation of magnitude of
risk.
2. METHODS
The control of working conditions and state of health of personnel occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation included
the radiation doses at x-ray apparatus, the doses at working
place of medical personnel measured on different parts of the
body, the doses in different medicine interventions, film-badge control with Kodak RM film on chest or hand and health control. All the supervision were carried out on 148 persons chronically exposed to diagnostic x-Rays of different intensites
and for various period of time. Observations were selected according to occupation, sex, character of exposition, film badges data of received doses and to the physiological radiosensitive systems. Health cheskup are included a general clinical
examination against systems/skin, eyes, cardiovascular, nervous
and endocrine system and other, biochemical analyses at larger
number of persons and haematologic control.
The haematologic examinations included quantitative changes of
total leucocyte counts, differential blood picture, incidence
of cytomorphologic changes in white cells of peripheral blood,
haemoglobine, haematocryte, time of coagulation and bleeding.
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3, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Examinations were carried out against the occupation and sex
is given in table 1.
Occupation

Female

Radiologists
Phtisiologists
Surgeons(orthopaedists, urologists)
Physicians
Stomatologists
Roentgen technicians
Medical persons

7
18
14

Supervised total:

47

TABLE 1

s e x
Hale

2

6

3

7

3

24

Total
8
10

10

27
15
20
44
24

101

148

- 15
13
26

Number of the supervised persons.

The observed changes, deviations and deseases of the supervised persons in dependance of working exposition is given in
table 2.
working exposure
(years)
N
1 6 1116 under

TABLE 2

5
10
15
20
20

50
31
34

16

1?

Skin
14
5
26
5
2

Haematologic changes
Morphologic
Numerical
5
8
19
6
4

5
8
5
3
1

Eyes
1
1
2
1

The observed changes of the supervised persons.

The most expressive changes of the skin, as well as the haematologic changes at supervised persons have been found, The most
apparent changes of the skin have been observed in the group
of ree~tgen technicians who were working more than ten years
and at radiologists. The changes of the skin include the following states: dry skin, cappilares teleangiestatic, superficial vessels, nail changes with brithleness, splitting and
longitudinal ridging, onychia and paronychia, reduction of hair follows, hyperkeratosis, greater sensitivity of the skin on
external irritant agents, separatelly on mechanical and thermal action, and residua of postradiodermatitis. In differential diagnosis a series of pathological states and deseases of
the skin should be taken into account, The states found at some smaller number of persons as residua from an earlier radiodermatitis show that anatomic location of changes relating on
dorsal and volar side of the hand, location on single fingers,
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explain that some changes occured when the measures of prevention were unadequate. At majority of the supervised persons,
the discribed changes were not brought to the brake of their
work. The classic type of the acute radiodermatitis has not
been described. The dependence on manner of work influences
on location of changes.
Analysis of the numerical values have shown that about 30% of
the examined persons expresses a deviation from the allowed
haematologic norms for work with ionizing radiation. These
deviations are reflected in higher values of total leucocytes,
arrised by increased number of neutrophiles, while the lymphocytosis of relative type and were reflected in the increasing
of per cent from 40 to 50. Limphopenia was rarely observed.
From morphologic changes have been observed the appearances
of young forms of leucocytes to promyelocytes, fragmentation
of nucleus and binuclear and bilobar lymphocytes.
Against order of iteration the appearances of some states and
deseases at all controlled persons occured as most registered
focuses: Pharyngitis chr., Caries, Bronchitis chr., Sinusitis
and other. Criteria for evaluation of some deseases are very
different in praxis.
For analysis of numerical and morphological variations could
be of some significance for differential diagnosis: national
haematologic standardization, influence of the race, exposition to the harmful agents as well as use of alcohol, smoking,
data about deseases in the past, periodical or permanent use
of some drugs,which can influence on haematologic reaction and
so one. The greatest significance is also to recognize the time of keeping of some haematologic changes. A separate regard
to the existence of the young cells in peripheral blood, when
corelated with anaemia and other changes, or as prestates in
corelation with other clinical and laboratory findings, requires indispensable evaluation of the risk of malignancy.
In occurance of cataract affected, the ionizing radiation was
considered as very important cofactor. These appearances are
most numerous on posterior pole of lens. For differentitation
of lenticular opacites of radiation origin in relation to congenital origin, the problem of progress is most important.
Low rules and regulations very often do not include evaluation
of capability for work with ionizing radiation at post infarctus
states, insufficiency of hearth, different states of insufficiency of endocrine system (hypoglycaemia and diabetes mellitus, hyperthyreosis), syndrome neurotic, depressive states and
other, what presents a special problem in routine medical supervision.

-WI

The use of radiation protection measures and regular medical
supervision present the most constructive prevention of harmful radiation effects, whot means that the majority of data
were in normal ,limits.
Of course, that on appearance of damages an early diagnosis
and appliance of all protection measures primary influences
the organization of radiation protection with technical and
medical supervision.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF PLUTONIUM-239 IN THE SKELETON OF THE MOUSE
D. Green, G.R. Howells, M.C. Thorne and J. Vennart
MRC Radiobiology Unit,
Harwell_, Didcot, Oxon. OX11 ORD, U.K.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that plutonium-239 is primarily deposited on the endosteal
surfaces of cortical and trabecular bone and that after depositicn it may
either be resorbed, entering the reticuloendothelial system and blood, or
buried under newly deposited bone mineral ( 1 ) . However, the kinetics of
these processes are not well understood. Such an understanding is of
considerable importance in the field of radiological protection, since a
knowledge of the detailed distribution of plutonium-239 in bone and its
variation with time is necessary for the calculation of dose rates to
those tissues thought to be at risk with respect to tumour induction (2),
namely osteoprogenitor cells close to the endosteal surfaces of mineral
bone and haematopoietic bone marrow (3).
In this paper we present some results from a detailed study of the distribution and retention of plutonium-239 in female CBA mice. This study
which will cover the period 1 day to 18 months post-injection, is not yet
complete and in this paper we present results only for animals killed at
24 hours post-injection. These results include radiochemical analyses of
various bones together with analyses of the distribution of plutonium-239
in the central lumbar vertebra, a caudal vertebra and the ilium of each
individual animal.

For the distribution studies we have used neutron induced autoradiography (4)
together with computer based methods of data reduction. These techniques,
which have been described in detail elsewhere (5), have allowed us to
locate plutonium-239 with respect to bone surfaces with an accuracy of
approximately ± 2~.
It must be emphasised that these studies are of particular interest not
only because of the information they should yield concerning the kinetics
of plutonium-239 translocation in the skeleton but also because they should
help with the interpretation of experiments on tumour induction performed
in our laboratory (6) and elsewhere.
2.

METHODS

-1

Twelve week old female CBA mice were injected intravenously with 50nCi kg
of plutonium-239-citrate at pH 4.5 and killed 24 hours later by
exsanguination under chloroform anaesthesia. The bones to be analysed were
then dissected out and, without prior decalcification processed through
increasing concentrations of acetone and water prior to impregnation and
embedding in resin. The embedded bone specimens were sectioned on a
heavy-duty Jung microtome. The 5~m sections thus produced were floated
off the knife, removed to a 60°C water bath to facilitate flattening and
then to a 0.75mm Lexan (polycarbonate plastic) slide. The section was
sandwiched between this Lexan slide and a second, similar, one. This
assembly was held together with spring clips and dried at 60°C.
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Lexan-bone preparations, prepared as described above, were sandwiched
together in small packs and irradiated in a nuclear reactor at a neutron
fluence of 1016 n cm-2. The cadmium ratio of the neutron spectrum was 24,
implying that more than 95% of the neutrons had energies of less than
0.5eV (7).
Following neutron irradiation the preparations were carefully separated
and etched in 28% NaOH at 60°C for 75 minutes. The etched slides were
then washed in tap water, rinsed in distilled water and air dried.
Neutron irradiation as described above induces two effects in the Lexanbone preparations:
a
b

plutonium-239 atoms in the section are fissioned by the neutrons
and some of the fission fragments enter the Lexan producing damage
tracks which can be etched out by NaOH
the neutrons interact with the mineral bone in the section to
produce an image of it in the Lexan. The mechanisms governing this
process are still obscure although (n, a) reactions may be implicated.

Examples of the high contrast bone images we arenowobtaining routinely
have been published elsewhere (5).
In order to obtain quantitative information from these bone and track

images it is necessary to reduce the data contained in them to a numerical
form. This we have done by analysing photographs of these images on
D-MAC tables at the Rutherford Laboratory, Oxfordshire. These tables,
normally used for the analysis of particle track photographs produced in
high energy physics experiments, display a magnified image of the photographic negative (rv50cm x 35 em). The co-ordinat~s of any point on this
image can be transferred to a magnetic tape by the movement of a cursor
to the point of interest followed by a foot-pedal initiated data transfer.
Additional information such as frame numbers and editing commands can be
entered onto the tape from an alphanumeric keyboard.
Using these tables the edges of the bone image were digitised at intervals
of about 1cm, corresponding to about 2~m on the original section. The
co-ordinates of the ends of the fission fragment tracks were also digitised.
It should be noted that no attempt was made to distinguish which end of a
track represented its point of entry into the Lexan and that in .the subsequent analysis both ends of each track were processed identically.
The magnetic tapes produced during digitisation were analysed on the IBM
370 computer at A.E.R.E. Harwell using programs developed by the authors.
The primary purpose of these programs was to compute the quantities shown
in figure 1, the perpendicular distances of track-ends from the bone image
edge(x, and x 2 ) and the angle of inclination of the tracks with respect
to that edge (~). Measurement of this angle of inclination was useful,
since tracks parallel to the bone image edge defined the perpendicular
distance of their originating plutonium-239 atom from that edge more
accurately than did tracks perpendicular to it. The greater significance
of tracks parallel to the bone image edge was taken account of in the
analysis by assigning a weight of cos 2~ to each track-end when determining
the distribution of track-ends about the bone image edge.
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3.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the distribution of weighted track-ends about the endosteal
surfaces of the central lumbar vertebra at 24 hours post-injection. This
distribution is centred close to the endosteal surface and the bulk of it
lies within t 15~ of that surface. However, this distribution is broader
than the plutonium-2)9 distribution which gave rise to it, because of Lhe
finite distance the fission fragments travel ln the seotion before entering
the Lexan and because of the finite distance they travel in the Lexan before
stopping. In order to correct for these effects a simple deconvolution
analysis has been used.
The distribution of plutonium-239 about the bone image edge is approximated
by 99 equally spaced planes, 1~m apart, parallel to the bone image edge and
perpendicular to the plane of sectioning. The plutonium-239 concentration
(pn) associated with the n'th of these planes is proportional to the
fraction of plutonium-239 between n-50.5 and n-49.5~m from the bone image
edge, negative distances lying within the bone image. Similarly, the
fraction of the weighted track end distribution between m-50.5 and m-49.5~m
from the bone image edge is defined as tm. The quantities Pn and tm are
related by;

t
where

(1)

m

a

is the fraction of the weighted track-end distribution arlslng

f~m Pn that lies between m-50.5 and m-49.5~m from the bone image

edge. Since the thickness of the specimen and the range of the
fission fragments in bone and Lexan are known, amn can be calculated
for all values of mand n by computer based monte-carlo procedures.
Eqn. 1 can be expressed more concisely as;

where

,...,

T =A P

--

/2:n

X

and~

are 99 component vectors (i.e. both m and n range between
Thus, from

p

n

(2)

1 and 99) and ,6_ is a 99 x 99 element square matrix.

Eqn. 2;

(3)
The matrix A is, therefore, determined using monte-carlo procedures,
inverted u;ing sub-routine MA21B from the Harwell Sub-routine Library
and multiplied by the observed track-end distribution to generate the
plutonium-239 distribution which gave rise to it.
Results of this deconvolution analysis are shown in figures 3 and 4 for
the3 bones analysed so far. In figure 3 the distribution of plutonium-239
about the endosteal surfaces of these bones is shown. In the ilium the
bulk of the plutonium-239 is very closely associated with the endosteal
surfaces, whereas in the lumbar and caudal vertebraethere appears to be
considerably more penetration of the plutonium-239 into the bone. This
latter result is in general agreerrent with qualitative autoradiographic
studies using plutonium-241 which show a rather broad distribution of
plutonium in rat and hamster bone at early times post-injection together
with significant uptake by osteogenic cells close to bone surfaces
(N. Priest, Int. J. Radiat. Biol., in the press).
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The narrowness of the plutonium-239 distribution about the endosteal surfaces
of the ilium may be correlated with the gross morphology of the bone. The
ilium contains a higher proportion of the cortical bone than do the lumbar
and caudal vertebrae and this type of bone may be more difficult for the
plutonium atoms to penetrate. Further analysis of the data so far obtained
is being undertaken in order to check this possibility.
In contrast, figure 4 shows that t,he pAriosteal distribution of plutonium-

239 is very similar in all three bones, suggesting that periosteal
deposition is not strongly influenced by the type of bone under consideration. However, although the microscopic distribution is very similar in
all three cases the concentration of track-ends associated with periosteal
edges (t 1 ) is much higher in the caudal vertebra than it is in the other
two bones (Table 1 ). Further, the concentration of track-ends associated
with endosteal edges (t ) is much lower in the caudal vertebra than it is
in the other two bones 2(Table 1). These remarks, applying to observed
bone image edges also apply, in three-dimensions, to the periosteal and
endosteal surfaces of the bones. The two effects described above may be
explained on the hypothesis that the blood supply to marrow is lower in
the caudal vertebra than in the other two bones and that the periosteal
blood supply is increased .
This hypothesis is plausible ,
since it has been established that in mouse femur gross plutonium-239
deposition in various parts of the bone is well correlated with total
blood flow in those regions (8).
In summary, a very satisfactory method has been developed for determining

the distribution of plutonium-239 about bone surfaces. Results obtained
so far indicate that plutonium is deposited primarily upon the endosteal
surfaces of mineral bone, but not in a thin layer, there being considerable
penetration of the mineral matrix probably via the lacunae even at 24 hours
post-injection. Further, it has been demonstrated that the distribution of
plutonium-239 about periosteal surfaces is, other than in absolute magnitude,
rather independent of the bone considered. This indicates that factors such
as blood supply are probably more important in governing the periosteal
deposition of plutonium than is the detailed local structure of the
periosteal surface.
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i

Bone
Lumbar (1 + 2)
Lumbar

i

(3)

Lumbar (4 + 5)
Ilium
Caudal (Proximal)
Caudal (Central)
Caudal (Distal)
TABLE 1

f

t1

t2

-

-

-

0.150:!: 0.007

188 +- ?4

1841 +- 59

c
+
113.6 +

-

-

-

+
0.138 - 0. Oo4

+

+

86.4 -

-

+

-

+
0.539 -

187 - 14

o. 012

+
333 - 68

-

824 - 34

+
238 - 28

-

9.0

119.4 -

+

37-4 -

5.3
1.8
1.6

-

+

58.2 - 13.2

I

Values describing the plutonium-239 distribution in various
bones of the female CBA mouse at 24 hours post-injection.
f

:

Fraction of total track ends associated with periosteal
edges.
Concentration of track-ends associated with periosteal
edges (track-ends/em).
Concentration of track-ends associated with endosteal
edges (track-ends/em)
Concentration of plutonium-239 in the whole bone
(%Injected activity/gash).
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Figure 1.

Quantities derived from the digitised data
by the analysis programs.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LIVER IN METABOLISH
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1.INTRODUCTION
The study of the metabolical properties of Plutonium-239
in the organism is of substantial interest because of its
great toxity.~he researchers note the great influence of
the chemical and physical condition of the radioisotope on
the character of its distribution in the organism and the
magnitude of the metabolical parameters.iie have found however rather scarce literature on the metabolism of Plutonium chloride.Information about the role of the liver its
barrier capabilities responsible to a certain extent for
the baclc transpo~ct of the raclionuclid.e from the blood
plasm to liver is also next to none.Of some interest is to
demonstrate what part of the radioisotope is stored in the
organ and. reaches the gut again through the gall.This is
important for the exact determination of the coefficient
of absorption of Plutonium-239.'1'0 demonstrate the barrier
function of the liver we propose an original metod. by inserting the radioisotope into vein por-tae .l·:e study as well
the physico-chemical condition of Plutonium-239 in the
organ.

The experiment was made on 90 sexually mature albino rats
with an average weight of 200-250 g. The raaiois.otope was
administrated once i'or all directly into vein jugularis
and vein portae as Puc1 in volume of 0,1 ml anu activity
3
o, 6pi .'J.he rats were killeu through haemorrhage after 3
hours,during the 1st,3ru ana 6th uays.The quantity of
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Plutonium-239 in t,,e organ was founu by the~ -rauiatioa of
theradionucliae. anu by X- and1J-raoiat~on of its sister
product .. mericius.'rhe fractivnill[; of the tissue proteins
was carrieu out by combineu

methouics by extraction anu

seuimentation.The rauiowetric analysis of the spesiwen was
waue with the aiu o:c· an~auapter • .1he contents of l"J~uto
nium-239 in the live animals was measureu by the "'- and
lJ-rauiation uf .. mericiuw on a s 1Jecial stand.
3.PRIVJ\.'l'1C

ilV~co'.l'JGATiliil

AND DISCUSSION

Our data concerning the contents of rlutonium-239 in the
liver in the early periuus after its auministration into
vein jugularis anu vein portae are presenteu on

'I:'H!,;

Q}'

CBS1;HV :,TIOl!

3 hours
first day
third day
sixth day

~able

V .JUGUU,HIS

V.POHTA~

46 8:!:.6 1
43,6::!:.5,3
37,4±4,5

+'7 6
54- 3 -,
60,1 ±7,2
52,2 ±6,2

32 ,l1±4, 2

43,5 ±6,u

1•

Contents ol J·lutonium-239 in the
rat liver in percentage of the
storing in the organism relateu
to the contents aurninistereu
into vjugularis anu v.portae
~he

figures shown at

~able

1 inuicate substantial aifferen-

ces iH the storage oi' the rauiunucliue i1, the liver after
introuuction in

v~.rious

parts of tne blood vessel syctem.

"he insertion of the isotope in the portal vein leaus to
its greater sortinG out with the excretion · • .1his is shown
on Table 2.
11.S

it is see!l freta ttte uata pre:o;entec.. after the way ol appli

cation the radioactivity of the excretlonltotal of 3 oays)
differs 2,5 tirnes.J articularly great difference in the radioactivity is observeu uuring the 1st uay.The portal introduction causes much more sorting out from the orLanism.J.t
can be seen that liver presents a particular barrier for
the rauionucliue.
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'We presume that the introduction of

the rauionuclicle into

the portal vein leads to its fast storage in the liver and
later through the gall ways the rlutonium-239 in greater
quantities enters the gut,than the bone tissue.
time o.fi observation

v. jurmlar is

first day
SBCChd day

v.portae
5,8± u,6
4,6± 0,4
1 :::;± u,02

1,6± 0,12
3,2± 5,4
o,s± u.o6

thiru day
total of 3 days

11 ,7± u,9

5,6± U,5
-

TABLE 1 Hadioactivity of the excretion
at various ways of insertion of
LU-239 into the blood vessel
system of a ratl%of the contents inserted;
The mechanism of storing the radioisotope in the organ is
partially explained by its physico-chemical condition in
the liver

tissue.~his

is shown on

protein fractio1
1st day

3.

time of observation
2nd day
jrd aay

ALBUNINS

18,9± 3 '1

EUGLOBULINS

''1

,o±

~able

16, 0±2, 1

1)

'1)±2' 7

2,5

18,u±2,0

17,0±2,9
:_

PS-"'UDOGLOBULINS ;34,o± 5,4
SC.LEROPROTEIDS h2,o± 2,3

36,0±4,6

34,0±4,0

12,o±1 ,4

14,0±1 ,9

SEDIMENT
Table 3

21,o±1 1
22 4~. :l. 9
of Yiutonlum-239 comblned
with the separate protein fraction
of' the liver\,% of the quantity stored

h:s o± 3.4

~uantlty

in the liver;
Plutonium-239 is bound in liver in complex compounus wilh
the tissue proteins mainly with the globulins.Thus the
mechanism of storing the rauionucliae in the liver can
also be explained.·rhe first day after

introducing the

isotope the albununs get 1:8 1J, the globulins get §5%,
ferritin,scleroproteius anu the seuiment -2u% of the total quantity rauionuclide store a in the organ·-- certain
reuistribution ofthe isotpe on the separate fractions of
thJ-organ can be observeu later,namely its reuuc-
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tion in the albumines and the globulins and its increase
in the residual protein.The effective period of semiextraction of Plutonium-239 from the liver is 9,7 days.The
periods of semiextraction of the isotope from the albumins,
globulins ana the sediment are as follows:5,1;. 8,1 and
20,3 days.Considering the fact that more than 50% of the
1)lu tonium-239 is combined with the globulins, whose period
of semiextraction is close to that of

raaionuclide from

the organ,we can admit that basically the dynamics of its
exchange is determined by this complex compound of its.The
data obtained show the mechanism of Plutonium-239 storage
in the liver and the causes of its back transport( a certain

part; in the gut through the gall.In this way a les-

ser part of the radionuclide will penetrate into the peripheral blood circulation than it has been presumed until
now .The coefficient of absorption of Plutcmium-239 by the
digestive tract determined by us when defining the barrier
functions of the liver differs by

2.2./o from the value

determinea by conventional methods.
4-.CONCLUSIONS
l.By portal introduction of Plutonuim-239 a certain part
of the radionuclide enters the gut by way of the gall and
avoids the peripheral blood circulation which demonstrates
the filter capacity of the liver.
2.~t'lutonium-239

in the liver combines with the tissue pro-

teins in the form of complex compouas mainly with the
globulins.
3.The dynamics of the exchange of Plut.onium-239 in the
liver can be explaned almost exclusively by the dynamics
of exchange of its complex compounds with the globulins.
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A STUDY OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE PRIMARY PARTICLES OF RADON DECAY PRODUCTS
M.C. Subba Ramu
Air Monitoring Section
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay-400085
1. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of risk due to breathing of air containing radon and its
decay products has been always a challenging problem to a radiation
protectionist. It is not known whether the inhalation risk based on the
deposition of the primary particles (fraction unattached to aerosols) aloae.
is sufficient. It has been shown that the unattached fraction varies considerably depending on the aerosol concentration (1). In this paper, the
behaviour of the primary particles and their attachment to aerosols are
studied and the risk due to deposition of the radon daughter aerosols in
the lung is calculated.
2. BEHAVIOUR OF PRIMARY PARTICLES

A diffusion sampler described elsewhere (2) is used to measure the unattached fraction of the radon decay products. The studies are carried out
in an aerosol free chamber, using highly filtered nitrogen as the medium of
dispersion. Figure I gives the variation of the percentage of unattached
fraction with time after filling radon in the chamber. In the figure, D is
the delay given after replacing the air in the chamber by aerosol-free
nitrogen. D has an effect in reducing the aerosol-forming species in
nitrogen. Very small aerosols formed due to natural background ionisation
are lost to the walls of the chamber due to rapid diffusion.
Depending on D and the concentration of radon introduced, aerosols are
formed in the chamber, which affect the behaviour of the primary particles.
The size of the aerosols formed changes with time so that the region of
deposition of these particles in the lung is different. It is thus very
difficult to define the primary particles and assess the risk on the basis
r the unattached fraction alone.
3. ATTACHMENT OF PRIMARY PARTICLES TO AEROSOLS

The attachment of the primary particles to the aerosols formed is studied
bw measuring their concentrations. The degree of attachment (St) is
proportional to the concentration of aerosols {Nt)• Thus we can write
P = St/Nt,

where P is the attachment parameter. P is directly proportional to the
diffusion coefficient of the primary particles and inversly to that of the
aerosols. Table 1 gives the variation of P with time for D = 1 and 6 days.
An increase in the size of the aerosols formed by nucleation {vapour phase)
and coagulation is likely to result in an increase in P. P decreases when
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the diffusion coefficient of the primary particles decreases. This
indicates that they grow in size due to nucleation. P for D = 6 days ~
less than forD = 1 day, showing that the size of the particles formed in

D = 6 days

D = 1 day
!ime (min)

p (cm3 )

Time (min)

P (cm3 )

20

7.1 X 10-4

20

1.4 X 10-4

50

9o2 X 10-4

50

1.7 X 10-4

100

6o9 X 10-4

100

2.6 X 10-4

150

6.1 X 10-4

150

3o6 X 10-4

200

5.4 X 10-4

200

4.5 X 10-4

250

5o6 X 10-4

250

4o9 X 10-4

300

6.1 X 10-4

300

5o5 X 10-4

TABLE 1 Variation of the Attachment Parameter P
with time after filling the chamber with
radon.
the former case is very much less than in the other.
Experiments using different concentrations of 0.3 and 0.5 pm dia. aerosols
(unit density spheres) have shown that the unattached fraction can be reduced to as low as 0.5% (Figure II). Then, on the basis of the present
criterion (ICRP), the effective dose to the lungs reduces by a factor of 16.
This is obviously controversial since it is not possible to reduce the
inhalation risk in an uranium mine by introducing appropriate concentrations
of aerosols. Depending on the chemical nature and solubility of the
aerosols, the dose to the lung would increase significantly, particularly
for o(-emi tters.
4. CALCULATION OF THE INHALATION DOSE
Calculation of the dose to the lung due to the presence of 3 x 104p~c/a3
of radon in air, in equilibrium with its decay products, has been made
using the weibel's anatomical model (3). The fractions of decay products
attached to aerosols of different sizes as found in a typical industrial
atmosphere are calculated using appropriate attachment coefficients. The
clearance of the deposited activity depending on the velocity of the
mucous is taken into account. The activity deposited in the region beyond
the segmental bronchi is assumed to decay completely in the lung. With
such a deposition model, the radiation dose works out to be 10 times the
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MPD of 15 rams per year.

5. COMMENTS
The studies reported here show that the inhalation of alpha emitting isotopes is highly hazardous. The dose due to the deposition of the insoluble
aerosols c~rryi~~ alp~~ emitters in tho lung is significantly high for
long residence times of the deposited particles.
The risk of carcinogenesis by alpha radiation does not depend on the linear
risk hypothesis and is actually under-estimated for high LET radiation.
Chromosomal structural changes due to alpha interactions is highly localised
so that the relative biological effectiveness increases aarkedly. This
poses an important question whether the A~D of 15 rems per year for inhalation risk evaluation is rather high.
The analysis carried out in the present study is also important for risk
estimation due to the presence of natural alpha emitters in air and
cigarette smoking (4).
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STUDY ON INTERNAL CONTAMINATION DUE TO TELLURIUM ISOTOPE
MIXTURE
I. Feher and A. Andrasi
Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary
l. INTRODUCTION

131 I is produced by use of the nuclear reactions
13aTe/n,1)/ 1J1Te t~ 111 1
and 1JOTe/n, c/ 131 Tem- 111 I.
On the irradiation of Te0 2 , other tellurium isotopes are also
formed by /n,r;/ reactions, such as 121 Te~ 121 Te, 123 Tem, 125 Tem,
127Tem, '2 7Te, 129Tem, 129 Te with half-lives ranging from 34 to
154 days, giving a total activity comparable to that of 131 I.
The tellurium isotope mixture is removed to the waste after
the separation of 11 11, however, some radiotellurium contamination may remain in the manipulator boxes and may result in internal contamination of the personnel engaged in the repair
of the equipment.
In the past few years we found internal tellurium contamination
in 10 cases on persons engaged in 131 1 production. The observed
tellurium retention and the maximum permissible body burden
/MPBB/, and maximum permissible concentration in air /MPCa/
calculated from the observed data are discussed in the present
report.
2.METHODS
The internal radiotellurium burden was determined from the 123 Tem
159 keV gamma radiation, as measured by the HY 2.1/IAEA code
number/ whole body counter in tilted chair geometry. The presence of 131 I could not be detected in the majority of cases
since the repair work was carried out after 100-300 da:ys cooling
times. The time of intake could be established to an accuracy
of 1-3 days. In a few cases the Te-contamination was detected
only due to the periodical whole body monitoring control, thus
the retention measurement started only 30-40 days after the
intake.
The fast clearance taking place in a few days following the
Te0 2 intake was observed on two volunteers E.I. and F.1. to
whom 0.6 mg and l. 7 mg of irradiated and cooled Te0 2 - 131 I
suspension were administered. 1111 indicated the dissolution of
the Te0 2 particles. The thyroid iodine uptake of the volunteers
was determined from a simultaneous 125 I measuremant.
The counting efficiency of the'whole body counter was determined by use of a homogeneous BOMAB phantom.
The total dose from tellurium isotope mixture in the whole ~
was calculated from the effective energy, obtained from the
directly measured beta and gamma doses, related to the 159 keV
gamma radiation from 123 Tem ( 1) •
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Fig. 1 shows the values of 123 Tem retention measured on
the persons contaminated during repair work as a function of
the time reckoned from the assumed date of intake. During the
observation time no further appreciable contamination of the
persons in question was likely to occur. A weighted least
square fit of the sum of two exponential functions gives for
the average effective half-lives
1
+
2
+
T•H
= 11 - 4 days and T•ff = 45 - 11 days.
The ratio of the coefficients of the two exponential canponenta
is 3:1 in the case of G.T. Globally the same value was obtained
for the other pe~sons, but their ratios cannot be given individually because of the short observation time.
3.2 For the fast clearance measured on the volunteers the
retention functions shown in Fig.2 were obtained. These give
T~ 11 = 0. 7 days and T~tt = 10 days average effective
half-lives.
The latter value agrees well with that found for the persons
contaminated during work. The coefficient ratio of the two
exponential components is approximately 3:l.For personal reasons the long-lived component could not be studied on the
volunteers.
The 131 I uptake by the thyroid was slower than the 125 I uptake
in the first few hours following the Te0 2 - 131 I intake. The two
values became equal after 10-15 hours indicating the complete
dissolution of Te0 2 in the gastro-intestinal tract. Our earlier
in vitro experiments on the Te0 2 - 131 I solubility and on its
uptake from the gastro-intestina.:J.. tract of rats ( 2) showed that the
rate of 131 I release from Te0 2 is proportional to the rate of
Te0 2 dissolution.
The smell, like that of garlic, characteristic of dimethyl
telluride, was observed in the breath of both volunteers.
It disappeared only when the tellurium dioxide content of the
body decreased to~ 0,25 mg, that is in 2 and 6 days in the
two cases.
4. DISCUSSION
The ICRP Publication 10 recommends the tellurium fractional
retention function
-0.693 t

0.693 t

R(t) = 0.5•e 05 + 0.5 e20
calculated from
carrierfree tellurium retention observed on animals.
The 123 Tem retention function evaluated for the 10 contaminated
persons and the fast clearance data observed on the volunteers
give
Tbo - 0 • 7 days , T'b = 12 ~4 days and T~ = 73 ~18 days
for the three biological half-lives characterizing the tellurium dioxide clearance if we accept the physical half-life of
123
Tem to be 117 days.
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The Te0 2 fractional retention function can be written approximately as
_0.693!
0.693 t
_0.693 t
R( t ) = 0.7 e o.7
+ 0.23 e-~
+ 0.07 e 1 3
Comparing the two retention functions in the case of the 15 mg
Te0 2 intake described by Reisert (3), it is found that on
the 279-th day after the intake when the characteristic garlic smell was observed to disappear, the ICRP retention function gives 0.4 pg, while on the basis of our recommendation
the value is 74 pg Te0 2 • If the biological variability is
taken into consideration, this latter value is reasonably
close to the 250 pg when the garlic smell was observed to
disappear in the case of the volunteers, while the ICRP calculations shows a value less by several orders of magnitude.
Our retention values are supported also by industrial toxicological observations ( 4 ) that the garlic smell is accompanied
at least by a tellurium clearance rate of a few pgs/day in the
urine and by the fact that no garlic smell was observed in the
breath of cases written in 3.1, when the carrier tellurium
amount was estimated to ~ 200 pg.
4.2 For the calculation of the internal radiation dose due to
the intake of tellurium isotope mixture, the time integrals
for unit 113 Tem activity
Q0 = 1, Q1 = 16 and Q2 = 65 /activity.days/ are obtained
for the three exponential components, respectively, from the
retention function proposed here.
By the assumption of homogeneous distribution an average dose
equivalent of 1.3 :!:o.5 mrem is obtained for the 10 contaminated workers from the effectiv energy vs.cooling time function.
This dose is negligible from the point of view of radiation
hazard.
4.3 The values of MPBB given in 123 Te'" activity measured by
whole body counter along with the tellurium quantities cor.re spending to the MPBB calculated with 1~he usual
assumption of
an irradiation for 140 hours with 10 cm 2 sec-1 neutron flux
are tabulated for different cooling times as follows
Cooling time /day/
MPBB
123 Tem /pCi/
Te /mg/
100
89
30
200
206
39
300
48
454
In our case the chemical toxicity exceeds the radiological
toxicity and above 10- 3 MPBB the garlic smell is already observed in the breath.
4.4 The MPOaof tellurium isotope mixture in air expressed in
123
Te"' activity and in quant:i_ty of tellurium with an exposure
for 40 hours/week, accepting the values T. 11 = 45 days, iz = l
and fa = 0.38 and calculated by use of the recommendation of
the ICRP Publication 2 is
-7
3
3
MPOa = 1.7 .10 Ci/m,or 500pg of tellurium/m.
3
The MPCh for inactive tellurium is 10 pg/m ( 5) , thus radiotox kity is negligible in comparison with chemical toxicity.
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THE METABOLISM AND DOSIMETRY OF CARBON-14 LAllELLED COMPOUNDS
F.E.H. Crawley
National Radiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, England
1.

ABSTRACT

The excretion and tissue retention of carbon-14 after the intravenous
injection of carbon-14 labelled potassium cyanide and methanol in the rat,
have been used to estimate the committed dose equivalent and maximum
permissible annual intakes (MPAI) in man. The dose to individual tissues
was more restrictive than to the whole body. The critical organ after an
intake of labelled cyanide was the stomach with a MPAI of 1.5 mCi. The
testes (MPAI 2.5 mCi) and the ovaries (MPAI 6.2 mCi) were the critical
organs for labelled methanol.
2.

INTRODUCTION

The number of compounds labelled at high specific activity with carbon-14
has increased greatly during the last decade. There are limited biological
data available from which to assess internal radiation dose and to identify
the critical tissue after an intake of these compounds. The ICRP (1)
consider two Models for deriving dose, one based on an intake of
bicarbonate and the other on acetate and glycine. Both Models assume
complete elimination of the carbon-14 in the breath and consider only
bone or whole body as critical tissues. They are not representative of
many of the carbon-14 labelled compounds now available.
This paper describes data obtained in th~ rat after the admi~istr~tion of
carbon-14 labelled potassium cyanide (K 14cN) and methanol (14cH 3oH). Both
these compounds are used frequently at high specific activity in the
synthesis of labelled organic compounds. Data on the excretion and tissue
retention of the carbon-14 have been used to estimate the committed dose
equivalent and, hence the MPAI of these two compounds in man on the
assumption that the data obtained in the rat are the same for man.

3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Both labelled compounds were supplied by The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham,
England and were administered to an inbred strain of rats aged 7-12 weeks.
The compounds were administered to groups of rats by intravenous (i.v.)
injection, pulmonary and gastric intubation and application to the intact
skin (2). However, as the distribution of the carbon-14 in tissues up to
one week was similar for all routes of administration data at longer time
intervals were 9btained after i.v. injection only. ThT activity administered
was 1-5 ~Ci kg- body weight of cyanide and 100 ~g kg- of methanol. These
amounts of material ensured that no toxic effects would be experienced by
the animals.
The rats were housed in glass metabolism cages for the separate collection
of urine, breath and faeces. Cumulative 24-hour samples of excreta were
collected and the carbon-14 determined by liquid scintillation counting (2).
All tissue samples were combusted to carbon dioxide which was trapped and
the activity determined as above (2). The channels ratio method of quench
correction was adopted and samples counted to within an accuracy of± 2%.
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%Injected

Activity
in Rats

Tissue
K14CN
Testes
Ovaries
Bone
Lung
Kidneys
Adrenals
Spleen
Heart
Brain
Liver
Fat
Muscle
GI tract
Stomach
Small Intestine
Large Intestine

A

I

Vo4

0.08
7.5
1.0
1.05
0.03
0.34
0.26
0.16
3·7
1.5
12.7
45.5

14cH OH
'3'
0.15
0.015
1.9
0.33
0.6
0.01
0.13
0.20
0.54
3·3
0.56
16.9
13.2

Whole Body

1
Dose (rem mCi- )
to Man
K14CN

14cH OH
'3'

2.4

2.0
0.8
0.5
0.07
0.25
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.06
0.3
0.08
0.4
0.7

0.16

0.18

1 •1
0.0
0.09
0.6
0.5
0.35
0.15
0.02
0.25
0.06
0.2
2.3
10.7
1.2
0.7

TABLE 2 Tissue DistribVtion of y~bon-14 at One Hour after i.v.
Injection of K CN and 4CH 0H in Rats and Committed
3 Man Derived from the
Dose Equivalent to Tissues 1n
Distribution Data in Rats

Tissue

K14cN

MPAI (mCi)
14CH OH
'3'

Testes

2.1

2.5

Ovaries

4.5

6.2

Stomach

1.5

Whol!! Body

31

28

TABLE 3 MPAI 1 s of Tissues in Man Derived from
the Distribution of Carbon~~4 in Rats
atter i.v. Injection of K1~N and
1
CHPH
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4.

RESULTS

4.1

Excretion of the Carbon-14

The values for the cumulative excretion of carbon-14 up to 60 days after
i.v. injection of cyanide and methanol are given in Table 1. Althovgh the
predominant route of elimination is the urine after injection of K14CN and
breath in the case of
CH 10H the total amount of activity eliminated is
similar. The fate of elimination of carbon-14 in the urine after administration of K14cN could be described by a }-component exponential function
(~'s, 0.4, 2.5 and 33 days) and in the breath and faeces by single
e~onentials (~'s, 1.5 and 2.1 days respectively). After an intake of
14cH 0H the rate of elimination of the carbon-14 could be represented by
3
for the urinary component (~'s, 0.6, 7.0 and 75 days), 3
3 exponentials
exponentials for the breath (~'s, 0.5, 3.5 and 22 days) and one exponential
for the faeces (~, 2.0 days).
% Injected Activity
14CH OH
K14cN
'1'
Urine

21

Breath

74
8

73

Faeces

15

3

Total

97

97

TABLE 1 % Cumulative Excretion of Carbon-14
up t9 6o Days ~fter i.v. Injection
of K 4CN and 1 CH 30H in Rats
These data were used to calculate the committed dose equivalent over 50
years to the whole body (taken as 70 kg (3)) according to the procedure
fo~~ated by the ICRP (1). The dose to the whole body after an infake
of K CN was 0.17 rem mci-1 and 0.19 rem mci-1 after an intake of 14CH 30H.
4.2

Tissue Distribution of the Carbon-14

There was a rapid uptake of carbon-14 in tissues with maximum levels
attained with one hour of administration for most tissues (Table 2). The
total activity incorporated by tissues at this tim4 was approximately 74%
of the administered activity after injection of K1 CN and 3896 after
injection of 1 4cHtOH. This difference is almost entirely due to the high
uptake of carbon- 4 by the gastrointestinal (GI) tract after injection of
Ki4cN. In both studies the loss of activity from all tissues shows a
similar trend, that is a rapid elimination during the first week with
half-lives of 1.5-3 days accounting for 75-9~~ of the activity originally
present. This is followed by a slower decline with half-lives ranging from
10-45 days in most tissues but up to 126 days in fat and muscle.
The committed dose equivalent to individual tissues (Table 2) was calculated
from the retention data according to the ICRP (1) using the tissue masses
quoted for Refefence Man (3). The tissue receiving the highest dose after
an intake of K14cN is the stomach. This dose is an order of magnitude
greater than that received by other regions of the GI tract and 4.5 times
high~r than the dose to the testes (next highest dose). After an intake
of 14CN 30H the testes receive the highest dose in males and the ovaries in
females.
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5.

DISCUSSION

1
The pattern of elimination of the carbon-14 incorporated into K 4cN differs
considerably from the glycine-acetate Model (1). This Model has been used
for comparison with labelled cyanide and methanol as the whole body is
considered to be the critical organ. If ~his Model is used to calculate
the whole bo~y dose after an intake of K14CN, and it is accepted that &~
and not 10~~ of the carbon-14 is eliminated in breath, a value of 0.06 rem
mci- 1 is obtained. This is a factor of 2.5 times lower than the dose
calculated from the experimental data frported here. The corresponding
dose to whole body after an intfke of 4CH30H, assuming 74% of the activity
in the breath, is 0.54 rem mci- ' that is 3 times higher than the dose
given in Table 2. These factors are greater than the factor of 2
recommended by the ICRP (4) for the overall uncertainty in calculating
the dose from external radiation.
For the purpose of the control of exposure of occupational workers it is
more appropriate to derive MPAI 1 s based on the annual dose limits recommended
by the ICRP (5), that is 5 rems to whole body and gonads and 15 rems to
organs such as the stomach. The MPAI's for the tissues receiving the
highest doses after an intake of K14cN and 14CH 3oH are compared with MPAI's
based on whole body dose in Table 3. These values show that after an
intake of K14cN the stomach is the critical organ with a MPAI ap~4oximately
20 times lower than that of the whole body. After an intake of
CH30H
either the testes or ovaries is the critical organ as the MPAI's for the
gonads are more restrictive than that for the whole body.
6,

CONCLUSIONS

1.

After an intake of a carbon-14 labelled compound both urine and breath
should be monitored for their carbon-14 content if the predominant
route of elimination is unknown.

2.

If the glycine-acetate model is used to calculate the dose to whole
body from the excretion data the uncertainty in the value obtained
may exceed 50%.

3.

The dose to individual tissues must be considered as the whole body
may not be critical organ,

4.

1
After an intake of K14cN, 4CH10H and carbon-14 labelled compounds
which behave similarly in the oody the MPAI is probably in the region
of 1-2 mCi.
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LE

DEVELOPPEME~T D'U~ PROGRAMME DE PROTECTIO~
DE L'ENVIRON~EME~T POUR LA POPULATIOh

BASE SUR DES CO.t-.CEPTS ET DES .t-.ORMES IhSPIRES
DE LA RADIOPROTECTIO~
Prof. P. RECHT
Directeur de la Direction "Sante et Securi te"
a la Commisaion des Communautea europeennea
Profeaaeur a l'Univeraite Libre de Bruxellea.
Depuia la Conference dea .t-.ationa-Uniea de Stockholm en 1972 sur la
protection de l'environnement, uncertain nombre de principes et de
methode& ont ete recommandea aux autorites nationales pour conduire ~ea
programmes de protection de 1' e.nvironnement. Plusieura de cea principes
aont directement inspire& de ceux qui aont appliques en protection radiologique; il n'est paa cans interet d'etablir un parallele entre ce qui a
ete con9u et applique en radioprotection pour la prevention du riaque radioactif a l'egard des populations et ce qui existe actuellement ou qui
est envisage vis-A-via dea riaques lies aux polluanta non radioactifa.
Il est generalement admis que l'organiaation de la protection
centre les risques lieu aux utiliaations pacifique& de l'ener~ie nucleaire
occupe une place privilegiee dana la politique de l'environnement, tant en
ce qui concerne les fondementa que les modalites pratiques. Sans vouloir
entrer dans le detail de la description dea recommandations et des reglementations en matiere de radioprotection, je voudrais essayer dans ce
rapport de presenter quelques notions dominantes d'une politique de radioprotection et d'examiner dana quelle meaure elles s'appliquent a une action de protection des populations et de l'environnement a l'egard d'autrea
pollutions et nuiaancea.
1. IMPORTAhCE DE LA

PREVE~TIO~

L'importance de la prevention apparait dans leu prem4eres recommandations de la Commission Internationale de Protection radiologique et
singulierement dea 1956, comme un element fondamental de !'organisation
de la radioprotection. L'objectif de la radioprotection est de prevenir
les effets aigus des irradiations, et de reduire a un niveau acceptable
leu effets tardifs, particulierement ceux que l'on est convenu actuellement de qualifier d'effets atochastiques. Pour parvenir a cet objectif,
!'intervention des pouvoirs publics a l'egard de toute activite impliquant un riaque d'irraaiation est consideree comme indispensable et doit
etre con9ue de maniere telle que les responsables de cette activite, tout
en collaborant a !'oeuvre commune de prevention et de protection, puiasent etre controlea par des or~anes ou des experts independants et qu'a
aucun moment l'exploitant ne soit juge et partie en ~e qui concerne la
ma.itrise et le controle du risque radioactif. Cette notion se retrouve
dans de nombreuses dispositions reglementaires nationales a l'e~ard des
installations susceptible& te presenter un risque de nuisance pour la
population ou le milieu; mais il faut reconnaitre que le risque ra.dioactif a ete traite de maniere specifique et que dans la plupart des p~s
des diapositions particulieres lui ont ete appliquee& et ont cree un
niveau de securite que beaucoup d'activites industriellea n'ont pas encore reussi a atteindre. En effet, aucune activite impliquant les
rayonnements ionisants ne peut etre mise en oeuvre sans que la conception
et le deroulement de !'operation n'aient ete etudies au prealable et
n'aient re9u !'accord d'autorites responsables aux differents niveaux
ou cette responsabilite doit s'exercer en fonction de !'importance du
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risque et de l'etendue tes irradiations qu'une telle activite peut entrainer.
Il faut reconnaitre, en ce qui concerne les autres types d'activites industrielles et dans le domaine de l'environnement, que la preoccupation de la prevention commence a etre prise en consideration de maniere
systematique, mais n'a pas encore atteint le degre d'achevement que l'on
peut reconnaitre a la radioprotection.
2. QUA1TIFICATI01 DU RISQUE
Toute politique de l'environnement devrait etre basee sur une evaluation aussi objective que possible du risque que presente pour l'homme
ou son milieu le developpement d'une activite reellement ou potentiellement polluante. C'est certainement dans ce domaine particulier que la
protection radiolo~ique a apporte les acquis les plus importants et les
plus originaux.
Le "critere", dans la definition qui lui a ete donnee aussi bien
ala Conference de Stockholm que dans le programme d'action des Communautes europeennes (Journal officiel n° C.ll2 du 20 decembre 1973), apparait
comme le trait d'union indispensable entre la science et la normalisation.
Les relations dose/effet, exprimees de maniere quantitative, sont des instruments qui doivent etre utilises chaque fois que les donnees scientifiques le permettent, afin d'etablir sans trop d'arbitraire, les normes ou
les limites qui conditionnent l'exercice d'une activite iiUsceptible d'etre
polluante.
En ce qui concerne lea rayonnements ionisants et principalement
la protection de la population, la relation dose/effet s'etablit non pas
entre une dose et un effet dommageable direct, mais entre une dose ou une
exposition et un risque de probabilite d'apparition d'un dommage dans une
population exposee a un niveau determine (detriment). Dans le cas present, on considere essentiellement les effets cancerogenes et les effets
hereditaires. Des hypotheses ont ete formulees sur lesquelles il y a un
consensus scientifique suffisamment large pour qu'elles puissent etre
admises; on accepte l'idee que toute irradiation si minime soit-elle
peut etre generatrice d'un risque et qu'il existe une proportionalite
entre la dose et le risque sans qu'il y ·ait de seuil. Il est important
de souligner que cette hypothese est conservatrice, qu'elle est formulee
uniquement parce qu'on ne peut ni prouver ni infirmer scientifiquement
!'absence de seuil, qu'elle permet de fixer la hauteur superieure du risque et qu'elle met a la disposition des autorites disposant du pouvoir
de decision, une reference qui leur permette de JUger de !'acceptation
eventuelle d'une aotivite nucleaire determinee. L'absence de seuil n'est
pas une doctrine, la linearite n'est pas un dogme, elle est un modele
adopte deliberement dans le cadre de la radioprotection pour evaluer un
risque hypothetique, potentiel, et qui peut dans certains cas etre considers comme egal a zero.
Une politique de l'environnement peut &'inspirer du·modele de
relation lineaire sans seuil pour les substances cancero~enes ou muta~e
nes, a condition que scient clairement indiquees les limites de !'application de !'hypothese, mais elle ne &'applique pas a beaucoup de polluants
non radioactifs pour lesquels il existe un seuil d'effet. Il importe
done a cet egard de qualifier le risque de maniere precise avant d'adopter des modeles permettant de le quantifier. Une consequence de l'adoption en radioprotection du concept de linearite sans seuil est la possibilite d'exprimer la relation dose/effet soit en ordre de grandeur de
risque, soit en valeur du detriment total pour une population determinee.
Des modeles de quantification se retrouvent dans les publications de la
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CIPR et dans certains documents publies par des autorites nationales, mais
le mauvais usage qui en a ete fait dans certains cas indique a quel point
une telle quantification peut etre dangereuse dans ses consequences psychologiques et sociales.
Une autre consequence de cette quantification, qui est contestable,
est la tentative de comparer des risques, comparaison a laquelle on a
precede a d~fferentes repr1ses pour tenter de demontrer que meme exprime
selon le modele choisi, le risque radioactif apparait comme un des plus
acceptables que peut supporter la societe. Je ne crois pas personnellement qu'une telle comparaison soit utile au developpement de l'ener~ie
nucleaire, ni d'ailleurs a la realisation de politiques de protection a
l'egard des risques non radioactifs. Le niveau d'acceptabilite est un
phenomene social complexe dans lequel la comparaison des detriments est
un element relatif et ou notamment le poids des traditions nationales, des
caracteristiques regionales est plus considerable qu'il n'apparait a
premiere vue. Des lors, de telles comparaisons ne peuvent etre etablies
qu'avec beaucoup de prudence, en ess~ant auparavant de definir de fa9on
comparable la nature et !'importance du risque ou du detriment, et en evitant de se lancer, car nous ne semmes pas prepares a le faire pour le
moment, dans des analyses cout/benefice ou l'on exprimerait le domm~e
physique ou la souffrance humaine en termes monetaires.
).

SURVEILL~CE

DE L'HOMME ET DU MILIEU

L'organisation de la surveillance de l'homme et du milieu exposes
au risque d'irradiation ou de contamination est egalement un element e~
sentiel de la protection et de la prevention a l~ard desquelle~ laradioprotection a apporte des elements operationnels d'une incontestable
utilite et qui peuvent etre consideres comme exemplaires pour le traitement d'autres problemes de pollution. Il y a d'abord la cooperation indispensable du contr3le physique et de la surveillance medicale des individus exposes, !'enregistrement des doses d'exposition et le centrale continu des conditions de travail, l'exigence d'une competence particuliere
qui doit etre acquise par~s responsables du controle, et le developpement continu par la recherche des moyens de dosimetrie individuelle et
collective.
Les modeles de contamination du milieu que la radioprotection a
mis au point sent bases sur les notions bien connues de radionucleides
critiques, de voies critiques de transfert a l'homme et de groupes critiques de la population. Ce type d'approche peut etre adopte a l'egard
d'autres nuisances industrielles, mais elle en est encore au debut de
son application. Il est incontestable qu'affines par leur application en
radioprotection, ces modeles deviennent des instruments utilea dans le
domaine de l'environnement en ~eneral pour tout ce qui concerne la fixation des limites d'exposition et de contamination liees au reJet dans
lea milieux atmospherique, hydrobiologique ou terrestre et concernant les
polluants metalliques ou organiques. Deux exemples sont particulierement
interessants a signaler : oeux du mercure et des pesticides.
Des a present, pour !'organisation de la surveillance auteur des installations qui reJettent des composes de soufre et des poussieres avec d'autres
polluants atmospheriques, les modeles de diffusion utilises en radioprotection ont ete adoptes et !'organisation pratique de la surveillance est
basee sur des concepts et des modalites analogues.

4.

~ECESSITE

ET SOCIAUX

DE

DU PUBLIC ET DES MILIEUX PROFESSIONNELS
PAR LA RADIOPROTECTION

L'INFORMATIO~

CO~CERNES

De meme qu 1 un travailleur destine a un travail SOUS r~onnements
ionisants doit etre informe pleinement des risques et des dispositions

~e aecurite, de mime !'information de la population apparait comme un element important dans la mise en oeuvre d'une politique de protection. Lea
evenements ont conduit la radioprotection a developper lea types d'information et !'experience acquise dans ce domaine peut etre particulierement
utile pour la presentation des risques lies a d'autres activitea industrielles polluant l'environnement ou interessant la aan~de l'homme.

5. RISQUES

D'ACCIDE~T

Ce que nous apprend la radioprotection dans ce domaine particulier
de !'exploitation des installations nucleaires peut etre presente comme
un modele pour la protection de l'environnement en ~eneral. Aucune activite industrielle ne fait l'objet d'autant de recherches de prevention de
!'accident que !'installation nucleaire. Il serait trop long d'en developper les points particuliers, mais ce rapport aurait ete incomplet s'il
n'avait pas si~nale que les recommandations internationales et les dispositions nationales adoptent vis-a-vis du risque d'accident une philosophie
orientee dans le sens de la prudence et basee sur la limitation du risque
a une probabilite aussi basse que possible.
6.

IMPORTA~CE

DE LA RECHERCHE
La recherche radiobiolo~ique qui s'est developpee specialement depuis 25 ana apporte d'une maniere continue des donnees qui sont susceptible&
d'entrainer la revision des normes fondamentales de radioprotection. Ce
support scientifique est indispensable pour mettre a jour, quand c'est necessaire, lea criteres et les limites d'exposition. Si dans le domaine de
l'environnement en ~eneral, l'utilite de la recherche est reconnue, elle
n'a pas encore atteint, mais le probleme est infiniment plus complexe, et
diversifie, le derre de precision qui caracterise lea recherches en radioprotection.
7. CO~CLUSIO~
Sur base de oes concepts et modalites pratiques, il est possible de
construire des pro~ammes de prevention et de protection centre les risques
non radioactifs de l'environnement, mais il ne faut passe dissimuler les
difficultes qui attendent ceux qui voudraient, sans· adaptation, calquer une
strategie de la prevention ou de la protection basee uniquement sur les concepts de la radioprotection. Ce n'est pas seulement le iT&nd nombre de polluants physiques, chimiques et biologiques qui sont en cause dans une politique de l'environnement, c'est aussi la variete des actions patholo~iques
qui doivent etre prises en consideration pour caracteriser le risque.
L'exemple du plomb est particulierement si~nificatif carle type de l'action
pathologique envLsagee se situe dans le domaine des signee sub-cliniques
qui n'est pas analogue au concept du detriment tel qu'il est admis en radioprotection. Un autre exemple, qui est celui des composes de soufre et
les poussieres, illustre d'autres difficultes qui apparaissent et qui sont
liees au choix du groupe critique, a la notion d'aggravation des symptomes
morbides pre-existants eta !'estimation quantitative de la probabilite
d'apparition d'effets consideres comma dommageables. heanmoins, quelles
que scient les variations et les modulations qui seront apportees a !'application des concepts de la radioprotection, la philosophie qui a ete acceptee
a l'e~ard des ralfonnements ionisants peut s'appliquer en tout ou en partie
a d'autres polluants de l'environnement; cette philosophie presente l'avant~e d'avoir permis la realisation d'une politique globale qui a ete utilisee avec aucces et qui a egalement fourni les bases d'une approche theorique et pratique complete pour la prevention et la maitrise d'un risque
industriel.
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THE U.S. NATIONAL VOLUNTARY CONCENSUS NUCLEAR
STANDARDS PROGRAM IN RADIATION PROTECTION (ANSI N-13)
McDonald E. Wrenn
Chairman, ANSI N-13 Committee
Department of Environmental Medicine
New York llniversity Medical Center
New York, New York
10016, U.S.A.

l.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the organization, composition, operation, and ongoing
standards program conducted by or under the U.S. voluntary concensus
organization (N-13) in the field of radiation protection.
2.

SCOPE, COMPOSITION AND ORGANIZATION OF ACTIVITIES

The American National Standards Institute has under its aegus a variety of
technical boards which supervise the development and adoption of technical
concensus standards in the United States. Standards in the nuclear field
fall under the N board and N-13 is the committee which is responsible for
the development and adoption of (U.S.) American National Concensus
Standards in the field of radiological protection. The scope indicated in
the charter of the N-13 Committee is:
"Standards for the protection of individuals and groups from
occupational or environmental exposure to radiation or radioactive materials either of general applicability or related
to specific classes of facilities."
The N-13 Committee works closely with several other N committees, including
N-42 (Nuclear Instruments), N-43 (Equipment for Nonmedical Radiation), N-44
(Equipment and Materials for Medical Radiation Applications), N-46 (Nuclear
Reactor Fuel Cycle), and N-48 (Radioactive Waste Management). Concensus on
several standards has been developed jointly with N-42, which is sponsored
by IEEE, and a joint N-13/42 working group exists.
The committee has a chairman, a secretary, and 30 members. Twenty-seven
members are organizations or societies and three are individual members.
The organizations or societies appoint experts to ~erve as their representatives in the development of concensus. Types of organizations represented
incl'.lde government regulatory and development agencies, professional
societies, insurance organizations, labor, industrial, trade, or professional organizations, and individual members appointed for their general
technical competence.
The function of the committee is to develop a
concensus on draft standards submitted to it. To do this, individual
members may circulate draft proposed standards for appropriate technical
review within their organizations or to others whose views would be
important to their organizations. A two-thirds vote of the committee is
required for adoption of an American concensus standard. The direction of
the committee is the function of the chairman. Administrative handling of
standards balloting and compliance with the regulations of the American
National Standards Institute are the responsibility of the secretary, who
represents the secretariat (the Health Physics Society). The secretariat
is the sponsoring organization of the committee and assumes responsibility
for it.
Special writing groups may be established for the purposes of developing
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standards. Administratively this is done in two separate ways. First,
technical societies may be asked to form committees and to write drafts
for submission to N-13 for adoption. The Health Physics Society Standard
Committee is quite active in this regard and has nine working groups
developing drafts of standards which will be sponsored for adoption. The
American Nuclear Society writes standards related to its particular field
of expertise not covered by the Health Physics Society Standard Group's
writing committees. Finally, special working groups may be established by
the Chairman of N-13 and these are appointed whenever it is necessary to
obtain special expertise, or a particularly able individual or group
exists, willing to develop the draft of a standard. The writing group may
consist of several to a dozen people. Attempts are made to provide a
rounded composition of the writing groups in terms of the organizations
represented, but the major point in their formation is technical expertise.
The relationship between the writing groups and the N-13 Committee is at
times a difficult one, because it is sometimes necessary for the N-13
Committee to return a draft to the writing committee without adoption if a
national concensus cannot be reached. Often the draft standard can be
revised to make it acceptable. There are many reasons why draft standards
are rejected and these include such things as technical narrowness (i.e.,
insufficiently broad to elicit general acceptance), temporal prematurity
(i.e., attempting to write standards in areas where a genuine concensus
does not exist), technical errors, lack of clarity, etc.
For the most part, the process of review of draft standards is extensive
and a standard may be returned many times to the writing committee before
it is acceptable. This engenders delays so that the process, aside from
being a thorough one, is a long and tedious one.
3.

STANDARDS IN FORCE AND IN PREPARATION

This not withstanding, Table 1 shows a list of 12 standards presently in
force. These cover a wide range including administrative practices in
radiation monitoring instrumentation, specification of standard source
terms for nuclear power plants for environmental dose design calculations,
guides for radiation protection in uranium mines, air sampling criteria,
and performance specifications for instrumentation.
Standards may be written into government regulation& or references, so
that they may, if so adopted, hold greater legal force than the voluntary
standard would assume by itself.
In addition to the standards already adopted, active work is underway on
about 20 standards in five different areas (see Table 2 for a complete
list).
In radiation protection instrumentation and its applications, work
is underway on several standards including performance specifications for
thermoluminescent dosimeter monitoring of occupational workers, several
in the field of environmental contamination, and several standards dealing
with contamination of equipment and facilities. A series of standards
dealing with environmental radiation surveillance from objectives to
techniques are underway, some specific for facilities, such as nuclear
power plants. Finally, a number of standards on internal dosimetry
techniques are being prepared primarily with respect to occupational
exposure and covering activation and fission products, tritium, uranium,
and plutonium.
As the standards being worked on are adopted, they may then be available
for international models. Conversely it is hoped that work in other
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countries on similar standards will be brought to our attention.
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TABLE

l

LIST OF N-13 STANDARDS CURRENTLY IN FORCE
ANSI NO.

TITLE

Nl3.l-l969*

Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in
Nuclear Facilities

Nl3.2-l969*

Guide to Administrative Practices in Radiation Monitoring

Nl3.3-l969*

Dosimetry for Criticality Accidents

Nl3.5-l972

Performance Specification for Direct Reading and Indirect
Reading Pocket Dosimeters for X and Gamma Radiation

Nl3.4-l97l**

Specification for Portable X and Gamma Radiation Survey
Instruments

Nl3.6-l966/72

Practice for Occupational Radiation Exposure Systems
(formerly N2.2, revised 1972)

Nl3.7-l973

Film Badge Performance Criteria

Nl3.8-l973

Radiation Protection in Uranium Mines Operation
(Revision of N7.l-l960)

Nl3.l0-l974**

Specification and Performance at On Site Instrumentation
for Continuous Monitoring Radioactivity in Effluents

N237 (1977)

Source Term Specifications (Light Water Reactors)

N319 (1976)

Performance Specification for Personnel Neutron Dosimeters

N545 (1975)

Performance Testing and Procedural Specifications for
Thermoluminescence Dosimetry (Environmental Applications)

Standards are available from: American National Standards Institute,
1430 Broadway, New York, New York
10018
U.S.A.

* Under Revision
** Jointly with N-42,

Secretariat IEEE.
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TABLE 2
LIST OF N-13 STANDARDS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Radiation Protection Instrumentation and Applications
N317

In Plant Pu Monitoring for Personnel Protection

N320

Performance Specifications for Reactor Emergency Monitoring
Instrumentation

N323

Radiation Protection Instrumentation Test and Calibration

N324

Thermoluminescent Dosimetry:
(Occupational)

N373

Occupational Radiation Protection in Fuel (Mixed Oxide) Fabrication Plants (Revision of N7.2-1963)

Standards for Performance

Radiation Contamination
N328

Control of Radioactive Surface Contamination on Materials, Equipment and Facilities to be Released for Uncontrolled use

N547

Standards for the Unrestricted Release of Radioactivity Contaminated Real Property

Administrative Practices
N330

Occupational Internal Radiation Exposure Evaluation and Records

Environmental Radiological surveillance
Nl3.9

Environmental Surveillance Around Nuclear Facilities

N221

Specific Environmental Monitoring Program to Assess Operational
Dose from LWRs Power Reactors

N331

Program for Environmental Monitoring of Nuclear Reactor
Installations

N332

Programs for Monitoring Reactor Fuel Reprocessing Plants

N333

Programs for Monitoring Reactor Fuel Fabrication Plants

N334

Programs for Monitoring Radioactive Waste Storage Facilities

N336

Methods for Inferring Environmental Doses

N338

Radiation Surveys of Mine and Mill Sites

N340

Monitoring Nuclear Facilities Upon Decommissioning

N651

Radiation Zoning for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants

N683

Facilities for Emergency Contamination Control at Plant Site

Internal Dosimetr::t Techni9.ues
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N341

Internal Dosimetry Techniques f-:>r uranium

N343

Internal Dosimetry Techniques for Fission and Activation Products

N548

Internal Dosimetry Techniques for Plutonium

N716

Criteria for Testing Personnel Dosimetry Performance
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RADIOLOGICAL DESIGN CRITERIA
J. M. Selby, B. V. Andersen

L. A. Carter and D. A. Waite
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Richland, Washington USA
The design of a structure, whether it is an office building or a nuclear
facility, is a systematic process which starts when the structure is scoped
by the operating group. This scope includes the purpose to be served by
the structure, the number of people to be housed, the space to be included
within a dollar limitation, and special equipment or facility requirements.
The professional architect or design engineer applies building codes,
standards and manuals of good practice, together with his artistic touch,
to provide a design that will be functional, legally acceptable and esthetically pleasing. The codes and guides for commercial structures have been
well established. These codes, standards and manuals of good practice are
continually upgraded to reflect advances in materials and practices used in
construction and new requirements in fire protection and safety.
The satisfactory application of the criteria by architects normally will
result in a facility which is acceptable to all affected parties. However,
this is not true with respect to nuclear facilities. Many nuclear facilities, when complete, are unsatisfactory from a radiation protection point
of view. Adequate physical protective 'features should be achieved in building construction so that supplemental administrative controls may be kept
simple and workable. Many nuclear facilities fall short of adequate protective features, thus, remedial and sometimes awkward administrative
procedures are required to safely conduct work. The alternative is the
costly retrofitting of the facility to meet the physical requirements.
A review of existing standards, handbooks, regulations and reports dealing
with radiation protection requirements for a nuclear facility reveal a
decided paucity in usable radiological design criteria which can be applied
by personnel engaged in the design of nuclear facilities.
There are several problems associated with the approach taken in criteria
which do exist. None of them cover the entire subject or facility completely from the standpoint of establishing "codes for design". The
regulations concerning the construction of reactors and plutonium facilities
in the area of structure and siting provide reasonable guidance, but when
it comes to radiation protection capabilities and systems there is little
guidance. Some of the existing criteria appear as "Standards" and to an
extent do provide general guidance to be followed. These, however, are in
narrow areas and do not cover all of the radiation protection requirements.
What is badly needed is a set of criteria or codes covering specific subjects rather than specific facilities. The following are suggested as
specific subjects to be considered: ·
a
b
c
d
e
f

Functional Requirements of the Facility
Siting and Access
Design Exposure Limits
Layout (People and Materials Flow)
Ventilation and Effluent Control
Radiation Protection Facilities and Systems
4.39

Identification of functional requirements of the facility should permit the
designer, based on kind, form, quantity of radioactive materials to be used
and the nature of operation planned, to determine the specific requirements
to be adopted from the other functional criteria provided for nuclear facilities. We have adopted three classes of working areas based on toxicity
classifications used by K. Z. Morgan, et al., on ''Relative Hazard of the
Various Isotopes" as modified by degree of dispersibility. In this scheme
1 nCi of high radiotoxicity and l ~Ci of medium radiotoxicity materials were
identified as a cutoff below which no special radiation protection requirements are placed on the facility design.
Siting and access criteria, in addition to satisfying regulatory requirements, should include consideration of the effect on surrounding buildings,
operations that are sensitive to radiation, and access to special facilities
such as railway spurs for the movement of heavy items and waste handling
facilities.
The methodology of designing adequate shielding has been well developed.
However, no consistent guidance has been provided for the resulting dose
rate or accumulated dose that will be permitted outside of the shield. We
take a very conservative position for design purpose since a facility is
usually stressed well beyond its original design. The following criteria
have been adopted for the design of new facilities:
Radiation Zones
Dose rates in excess of 0.5 rem/hr - access controlled
by shielding or locked physical barriers
Annual Exposure
Weekly Exposure

<0.5 rem (based on annual occupancy)
<10 mrem (if annual.occupancy not known)

Controlled Zones
Same annual or weekly exposure permitted but no dose
rate in excess of 2 mrem/hr
Uncontrolled Zones
Dose rate <0.2 mrem/hr
The control of people and materials flow is an extremely important item.
There is always conflict between safety, security, radiation protection
and operating requirements. One excellent approach to people and materials
flow is to have a central equipment, piping, waste handling corridor
bounded by labs on both sides. The people corridors bounding the labs for
easy access with offices are located between the corridors and the outside
of the building. This satisfies safety requirements for two exits from a
lab, permits easy access to utilities for the labs and allows radioactive
materials to be transferred without affecting the clean areas of the
facility.
Excellent criteria are provided for the filters used in nuclear facilities.
However, little guidance is provided on the overall requirements of the
ventilation and exhaust system and little or no agreement exists on the
number of stages required. (Recently the design for a facility included
seven stages of filtration as an example.) As a minimum, we are specifying one absolute filter for any facility designed for unsealed low or
medium radiotoxicity materials and two for a facility involving the use of
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unsealed high radiotoxicity material. At least one additional filter will
be required if the processes planned will disperse the materials involved.
We permit the recirculation of room air from Radiation Zones even in plutonium handling areas when two absolute filters are used in series with
an air monitor located between the first and second filter. The system
must change automatically to single pass if the air monitor indicates the
presence of radioactive contamination in Px~P~~ of 8 MPC hours_ More
attention is being given to systems carrying radioactive solutions. In one
set of requirements sytems containing "high-level" process solutions must
be doubly contained with primary system leak detection capability and a
means of checking the integrity of the secondary containment. Systems containing "intermediate and low-level" waste solutions should either be
doubly contained (preferably when direct buried) with provisions for
primary system leak detection and a means of checking the integrity of the
secondary containment, or be capable of a routine periodic check to assure
system integrity. Systems within buildings or facilities if singly contained,
must be accessible for periodic visual inspection.
One of the areas in which the greatest difficulties are encountered is in
the exclusion of adequate radiation protection facilities and systems. A
lab-office combination is now required for each facility containing Class A
(> l ~Ci of dispersible high radiotoxicity and > l mCi medium radiotoxicity
materials) orB work stations (>minimum cutoff-defined earlier) sufficient
to accommodate the following: Class A Work Station
Two monitors for the first 30 radiation workers
One additional monitor for each additional 30 radiation workers
Class B Work Station
Two monitors for the first 50 radiation workers
One additional monitor for each additional 50 radiation workers
General building systems are usually annunciated at one location .. We feel
it is important that building radiation protection systems such as air
monitors and area monitors should be annunciated in the Health Physics
iab-office.
Other criteria that should be covered in radiological design considerations
include:
Traffic Flow and Air Locks
Decontamination and Maintenance Facilities
Air Monitoring or Sampling System
Individual Laboratory Monitoring Equipment and Facilities
Dosimeter Storage Facilities
Posting Requirements
Personnel Decontamination Facilities
Breathing Air Supply System
Material Transfer Systems
Solid Waste Disposal System
We have attempted to scope specific subjects for which radiological design
criteria should be developed to assure that the design and construction of
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nuclear facilities are functional rather than requ1r1ng costly retrofitting
or administrative restrictions. The examples of specific criteria were
not presented as those that should be adopted. Rather they were presented
to show the degree to which arbitrary decisions should be made. We have
found that even if functional radiological design criteria are developed,
they are not a substitute health physics representation on the design team.
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THE GERr1AN RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS
Klaus Becker and Rudolf Neider
Nucle,::cr Standards Committee (NKe) of the
German Standards TnstitDte (DIN),
Unter den Eichen 87, D-~000 Berlin 45,
Federal Republic of Germany

The German Standards Institute (DIN Deutsches Institut fur
Normung, Berlin) is engaged in health physics standards development in several of its committees, primarily the
a. Nuclear Standards Committee (NKe), which deals mainly with
nuclear science and technology, the fuel cycle, and radiation protection technology,
b. Radiology Standards Committee (NAR), whose responsibilities
are traditionally the principles of radiation protection
and dosimetry, applied medical dosimetry, and medical
health physics,
c. German Electrotechnical Commission (DKE), which is concerned mostly with instrumentation standards, and
d. Material Testing Committee (FNM), which is responsible for
radiation protection in nonmedical radiography.
The current body of over one hundred standards and draft
standards was established to supplement the Federal German
radiation protection legislation, because voluntary standards
can deal in more detail with the specific practical problems.
The number of standards is steadily expanding due to the
vigorous efforts of about thirty working groups, consisting
of essentially all leading German experts of this field. Work
is supported by the industry, the German Standards Institute,
and the responsible Federal Ministry of Interior.
The following groups are represented in the standards-developing bodies:
~.

Licensing Authorities
2. Manufacturers
3. Utilities
4. Independent Technical Experts from Research Establishments,
Universities, etc.
The standards can be purchased from Beuth-Verlag GmbH, Burggrafenstr. 4-7, D-~000 Berlin 30. Some are also available in
English.
Some of the more important, and more relevant DIN radiation
protection standards can be classified as follows:

I. PRINCIPLES:
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN

6802 Terms and Definitions in Neutron
Dosimetry
6804 Use of Radioactive Materials in
11edicine
6814 Terms and Definitions in RRdiology
(r=, PnrtsJ
6843 ~andling.of Open Sources in Medicine
25400 Radiation Warning S·ymbols
44~20 Definitions in Radiatio~ Measurements
54115 Ose of Sealed Sources (6 Parts)

II. DOSIME'TRY AND INSrrRU!1ENTATION:
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN

6800
6802
6809
6816
6817
6818
44422
1!4425
44426

Radiologies] nosimetry (6 Parts)
Neutron Dosimetry (2 Parts)
Clinical Dosimetry (3 Parts)
Photographic Film Dosimetry
Ionisation Chambers for Clinical Use
Radiation Protection Dosimetry (5 Parts)
Dimensions of Detectors
Pocket Dosimeters and Char~ers
Radiation Detection Units (2 Parts)
~4427 Calibration Sources for Dose-rate Meters
1 ~4429
Voltage for Mains-Operated Detectors
44430 Dimensions of Scintillators
44480 Analogue Voltages and Digital Levels
for Detectors
DIN 44802 Testing of Amplifiers and Preamplifiers

III. SHIELDING:
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN

DIN
DIN

6813 X-Ray Shielding and Protection Equipment
6834 Radiation Protection Doors in Medical
Facilities (5 Parts)
6841 Lead Glas
6845 Testing of Shielding Materials
25407 Shielding; Lead Bricks etc. (4 Parts)
25413 Concrete Classification in Neutron Shielding
25420 Construction of Concrete Hot Cells
25427 Holes in Shielding Walls (2 Parts)

IV. TRANSPORT OF RADIONUCLIDES:

6850 Classification of Containers and Storage
Facilities in Medical Installations
DIN 25426 Sealed Sources (2 Parts)
DIN 54115 Transport of Sealed Sources used in
Industrial Radiography

DIN
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V. RADIONUCLIDE LABORATORIES:
DIN

6844 Design and Equipment of Nuclear
Medicine Facilities
DIN 25409 Remote Handling Devices (8 Parts)
DIN 25412 Glove Boxes (2 Parts)
DIN 25425 Design of Radionuclide Laboratories

VI. t10NITORING AHD DECONTAMINATION:
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN

25411
25415
25416
25423
44423
44801

Air Monitoring
Surface Decontaminatinr (2 Parts)
Treatment of Contaminated Water
Air Monitoring
Sample Containers
Contamination Detectors

VII. RADIOGRAPHIC ANil THERAPEUTIC EQUIPflENT':
DIN 6811
DIN 6812
DIN 6815
DIN 6846
DIN 6847
TIIN 54113

Production of Medical Radiographic Units
Installation of Radioc;raphic Units
Testing of Radiographic Units
Gamma Treatment Facilities
Medical Betatrons (3 Parts)
Technical Radiography Equipment (3 Parts)

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS:
DIN
DIN
DIN

6819 Patient Exposures in Radiography
6827 Recording of Radiotherapy Treatment (2 Parts)
6828 Mechanical Safety of Devices for Medical
Radiation Uses (2 Parts)
DIN 14800 Radiation Protection Box for Fire Brigades
DIN 25443 Radiation Protection for Ionisation Smoke
Detectors

Among the various projects for future standards actLvicies are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TLD Environmental and Personnel Monitoring
Quality Testing and Calibration of Radiation Detectors
Leakage Testing of Packages
Disposal of Contaminated Organic Materials
Safety and Security Requirements for Storage cf Radionuclides
6. Industrial Thickness Gauges
7. Personal Radioprotective Equipment
8. Personnel Neutron Monitoring

Further details concerning these activities can be found in
publications (e.g. K. Becker and R. Neider, Atomtechnik-Atomwirtschaft, 21, 311, 1976) or by contacting the NKe Secretariat.
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ExPERIENCEs WITH UsiNG A CoNCEPT oF ORGAN-DosE
COMBINATION AS A BASIS FOR PRACTICAL MEASURES
IN RADIATION PROTECTION
Ch. WERNLI
Federal Institute for Reactor Research (EIR), Wiirenlingen,
Switzerland

In our institute the routine individual monitoring consists mainly of measurements of the whole body- and skin doses. In some case, measurements of
finger doses and internal contamination are also carried out. For a long
time, only the whole body doses were presented as the exposures of the workers and used for statistical purposes. The other values were presented additionally without any correlation among them.
For the last three years our Department of Isotope Production was in steady
expansion. Accordingly, incorporations got more frequent, and hand doses
got higher and higher every year. This is the reason why whole body doses
alone lost their significance as a measure of radiation risks at different
working places.
We tried to find a concept which may enable us to determine the total radiation risk of a working place and thus may serve as a basis for practical
counter-measures. Since two years, we have used a concept which is a combination of our national law and the new tendencies of ICRP.
The concept of organ dose combination
We usually distinguish
1.
2.
3.
4.

4 kinds of exposures:

Whole body dose (external)
Skin dose
Hand dose
Incorporation

The values 1, 2 and 3 are measured by suitable dosimeters. As long as the values are below the limits, we interpret the dosimeter reading as a real organ dose.
The "whole body dose" is measured with a normal TLD-700 chips behind a material of 300 mg/cm2 tissue equivalent.
The "skin dose" is defined as the difference between a dose measured with
a thin (0,015") TLD-700 chips behind a material of about 20 mg/cm2 and the
total body dose described above.
The "hand dose" is measured with a normal TLD-700 chips behind a material
of about 20 mg/cm2 (as the fingerdosimeter is not worn during all the time when the personal dosimeter is worn, we don't subtract the total body
dose from it).
As long as an internal contamination doesn't exeed the limit given by the law
we use for every person the metabolism of Reference Man, i.e. the ratio between intake and dose commitment is constant for every person. For an internal contamination we don't calculate organdoses. We try to determine the
intake using the metabolism of Reference Man. Then the limit for internal contamination is the maximum permissible intake.

-1-n

The highest levels of internal contamination which occur in the Department
of Isotope Production result from I-125 and I-131. The uptake is m~asured
with a thyroid monitor. For calculating the intake from a measured uptake
we use the factor fa from ICRP 2.
To judge the risk of an exposure it is important to know the value of the exposure relative to the limit given by U1e law. Fur this we
a 11cw
value, called "Belastungsindex BI" (exposure index) in our institute. BI is
defined as the ratio between registered dose or intake and the corresponding
annual limit :
,:. ---'- - - - ..:J •• - - ..:J

~ll~LV~~ccu

whole body dose (rem)
5 rem
skin dose (rem)
30 rem
hand dose (rem)
75 rem
intake
maximum permissible annual intake

Biwhole body

Biincorporation

Although our law is based on the concpet of critical organ, and thus allows
different organs to approach the dose limit at the same time, we introduced
a stronger limitation in our concept. We define
l: BI.
J

Bitotal

where j denotes one of the four kinds of exposures.The law prescribes that
the annual Bij be kept below l. We attempt to do better and try to keep
Bitotal below 1 within a year and below 0,5 within a quarter of a year.
The idea is to accept the same level of riskfrom all types of external and
internal exposures or their combinations. The total risk for a worker, who
receives whole body, hand and internal exposures should be kept below the
same risk level as for another who only receives whole body exposures. Of
course this goal can only be achieved when ICRP has corrected the relations
between whole body and organ dose limits. However, this will not influence the
prinicples of our method.
Practical use of the concept (an example)
All the registered exposures of each worker are put together in one dose register.
Personendosen
Nr

NamE'

1975,

BI1C1lll

Abteilung:

Ganzkbrperdosis
mrE'm

BIG

060

o,o6

280

0,06

702
724
375
058
252
410

0,12

495
50
255
50 '
1'495
50
'
50
2'150

0,10

o,01
0,08
0,01

0,47
0,01

159

0,01

o6s I

1,02

I

~

IP

Hautdos•s

mrE'm
60

'

Bl"

I

!<

Handdosis

mrt>m

_Bl_E_.

lnkorporatlon
Nuk!1d

81

1
r-------·-C-

0,01

I-125 : 0,02

0,01

0,05
0,01

65

0,30

215

< 0,01

115

0,01

12 '870

<:

<

o,o1

1-125 : 0,03

0,17

0,01
I
I

0,01
0,43

1'300

o,o4

36'470 :

0,49

I-131 : 0,04
I-125 : 0,02

Fig.l: Part of the dose register 1975 of the Dept.of Isotope Production
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For a general view we use a histogramm of Bitotal'
Anl'lhl PtrSO!"li!'T'1

Jahr€'sdose>n

1975

J Abt

IP

'

:I

-4----l----j~-J-----I---jf-+----1--f-+---+-f--~-+-f---

OJ? 01

J 2

03

0.1.

CS

Fig.2: Histogramm of BI

0.5

C7 :::.B

total

:J 9

1

'1

'2

1.3

81 total

; 4

(Department of Isotope Production 1975)

The relative importance of the 4 kinds of exposures is presented in the
following diagramm.

7
I

=t

::1:::

1/

I 7

/

"'

"·'

I

.
.
..
.

If

01

.
.
0.02

0.06

0.08 0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

O.S 0.6

0.8

1.S

81

Fig.3: Relative importance of Bij (Department of Isotope Production 1975)
Since there are only 41 workers in the Department of Isotope Production the
statistic is very poor and it is not surprising that BI shows no log-normal
distribution. The collective dose for a single exposure is calculated
by adding the proper BI . For the presentation of these values ''e use the
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corrunon unit "manrem", i.e. we multiply BI by 5 rem. Thus, for the Department of Isotope Production we got for 1975
whole body dose
skin dose
hand dose
i

23
2
14
3

n~orporation

man rem
man rem
man rem
manrem

Discussion of the presented example
Fig. 3 and the distribution of the collective dose show that the main problems of the Department of Isotope Production are due to the whole body dose and the hand dose. Fig.3 shows that there are few workers with high hand
doses and that most workers got significant whole body doses. There are neither high skin doses nor important incorporations and only few workers received registered exposures of these two kinds.
We can see from Fig.2 that for two workers the Bitotal lies above l. Now our
aim is to keep all Bitotal below l. From fig.3 we learn that the best way
to reach that goal is to reduce the high hand doses. When we check the distribution of the different kinds of exposures of these two workers in the
dose register, we find that Bihand dose has really the highest value among
all the BI j ( fig.l shows the values for one of these two workers only).
However, for a general reduction of the exposure in the Department of Isotope Production the best way is to reduce the whole body dose.
A further reduction of internal contamination or skin dose will not result
in a significant 9hange of the total exposure, even if we do it with every
effort.
Our experience with the concept shows that it is a simple and useful method
to determine effective counter-measures for the practical radiation protection.
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PLANNING OF COMBINED EXTERNAL IRRADIATION AND
INTERNAL CONTAMINATION TO REDUCE DOSE IN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT OPERATIONS
H. WIJKER, N.V. KEMA, Arnhem,

ThP NPtherlands

In nuclear power plants many operations, especially during inspection, maintenance and repair, have to be carried out in cramped conditions for lack of space. Gradually the need is growing to omit, where acceptable, the hampering use of protective breathing apparatus. This may improve
the quality of work - which can have a safety aspect - and it speeds up the
work - which may reduce the dose from external irradiation. Though a dose
by internal contamination is added, in many cases a lower total dose can be
reached. This praxis however requires the introduction of a practical system of planning, controlling and accounting for internal contamination based
on the evaluation of the consequences of single organ doses. For lack of
time and space this paper is mainly restricted to the last aspect. ·
The combination of total body dose by external irradiation and
organ doses by internal contamination has to be based on the sum of the respective effects. In 1969 suggestions in this direction were made by an ICRP
task group ~~~ and more recently by Jacobi ~2~. They abandoned the critical organ concept rooted in the original 15 rem/year limit for the total
body (before 1956), later restricted to a maximum.of 5 rem/year for gonads
and blood forming organs and, consequently, for (homogeneous) total body irradiation. As far it regards somatic effects - the only effects discussed in this
paper - this concept is mainly based on cancer inductions observed in atomic
bomb survivors and ankylosing spondylitis patients, both groups being more vulnerable than radiological workers. This basis accounts, more or less, for
synergism.
In this paper the work of ICRP and Jacobi is modified and extended
a) by using the BEIR-1972-model ~3_7 of latent periods (2 years for leukaemia,
15 years for other cancers) and risk periods of 25 and 30 years, respectively, with constant absolute risks per rem per year per 106 persons (r) ;
b) by considering life expectancies which may reduce risk periods for doses
given at later ages
c) by introducing a worst-cases-system for the organ dose reduction factors
f 0 , which are used to derive an equivalent total-body-dose-equivalent~
from the organ dose D0 ( 6 0 = f 0 D0 , subscript o means organ). For this purpose the risk estimates derived from ~1_7, -~2:/, ~3_7 and from the 1972UNSCEAR ~4~ are compared.
Points a) and b) will be elucidated with an example based on risks r given by
BEIR, C3_7 p.l71. These values (see table I) are multiplied by 5, the number
of rems for the yearly maximum permissible total body dose MPD, nowadays accepted, and by the number of years at risk. These products give the lifetime risks R.
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Two cases are considered :
a) a single dose of 5 rem at a relatively low age so that the full risk periods
lay within the life expectancy (lifetime risk R5 , 1x).
b) yearly doses of 5 rem from 18 tilL 65 years of age. Lifetime risk R5,y·
Here a number of the risk periods are limited by death. The life expectancies of Dutch men and women were used.
The sum of the risks of the various organs,LR, is the total risk. The relative contribution per organ is indicated by f 0 = R /[ R. Results are given
in table 1. It can be seen that the risk R5,y for ~omen is 90 % higher than
for men. The risk of breast cancer accounts for 74 %, higher life expectancy
for the other 16 %. Therefore the MPD for women has to be taken about half
of that of men.
The risk figures of L 1_/, L-2_7 and L 4_/ have been worked out in
the same way as the figures of the BEIR-report. The UNSCEAR-figures of [-4],
p.441, table 22, column 8, were used. For each organ the relevant groups were
taken and their minimum and maximum were averaged. Jacobi and ICRP, /~1_7
p.ll2, worked with relative numbers, normalized on r = 1 for leukaemia, which
just happens to be the absolute risk for leukaemia per rem per year per 106
persons (BEIR). This simplifies a comparison as given in table 2. They also
considered curable cancers but introduced a relative severity factor s,expressing the differences in hurt of suffering and based on s = 1 for cancer death.
They used rough values s = 0.1 and s = 0.3 indicating resp.l order of magnitude lower and half an order lower ( 10 I /2 "="0.3)The starting points are given
in table 2. The totals of the various systems are reasonably in accordance,
the variations i_n the subdivisions over the organs are greater.
From these values coefficients f 0
worst factors chosen (table 3).

=

R0 s 0 /

~

R0 s 0 were derived and

The ma~imum values of the whole system are given in the last column.
It would be wise to change the value 0.44 for bone marrow into 1 because there
are strong indications that the linear dose-effect relation holds for leukaemia, whereas this relation is sigmoidal for most of the other cancers. This
underestimates the relative contribution of leukaemia. Starting from table 3,
a grouping as given in table .4 is sug§€sted. The MPD 0 follows from MPD 0 =
5/f 0 rem/year. The values suggested in table 4 show only small deviations.
The system obtained
the influence of single organ
of 5 rem to men considered as
"A= 5 (I + 0.4 + 2 x 0.2 + 5

in this way is non-consistent and overestimates
doses. A homogeneous total body dose-equivalent
the sum of single organ doses would yield :
x 0.07 + 12 x 0.02) = 12 rem.

The above system is one of the items necessary to calculate the
equivalent total body dose commitment per ~i inhaled nuclide as well as per
~Ci incorporated nuclide. The former is used for planning after measuring
air contamination and radiation fields, the latter is used for control based
on whole body counting. For the dose planning the equivalent total body dose
reserve ~R has to be known, on a year basis as well as on a quarterly basis.
To avoid unnecessary restrictions corrections have to be subtracted from
the used dose commitments. This requires graphs of the change with time of
the tail area in the dose rate vs time graph. Then the equivalent total body
dose reserve is A R = MPD - De - f i .6. i rem/year (or quarter). Here De is
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I

r

Organ ( tiss11e

y
bUrle llld.tTUW

(leukaemia)
lung
G.I.
bone
rest

i25

0. i 9

1.3
1.0
0.2
1.0

30
30
30
30

195
150
30
150

0.30
0.23
0.05
0.23

3.0

30

Table 1.

5300
4100
800
4100

--19600 1.00

-1.7
I

X 1/19600

0

4:1.

I:r

-4.5

4.7 4.6

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Rest 3
ICRP 1 organ
0.1 ~ pancreas
0.1 1 lymphnodes +
0.1
reticular )issue
I .6 1 10 organsX}
1each0.1

--1.4
1.9

Ir

I

!
I
I
I
I

960 14500

-1.9

--22500
1.16

Maximum
(worst)
factor
f

0

0.29
0.32
0.25
0.05
0.25

0.74

1'

I

X 1/19600 l

0

0

from BEIR-cancer death risks

Relative hurt of suffering

II

Rest 1
organ
G.I.

bone
rest 2

BEIR JAC01li ICRP
I
1.0
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.1
1.0
1.4
1.9

2:2.

-----------------------,-----------------------JACOBI
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5

0.32
0.25
0.05
0.25

5-

~

X 1/650

UNSCEAR BEIR JACOBI ICRP
1.0
I
1
1.4.
I
1. 5.
1 .3
0.9
1.2
2.2. 2.7
2.7

6300
4800
I 000
4800

960
960
960
960

Derivation of organ dose reduction factors f ;;::;A /D

organ
bone rLJ.a:::':::-ow
lung
rest 1

Rest 2
organ
kidneys
live:c
testis
rest 3

0.27
0.21
0.04
0.21

0.7
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Severe c3.ncers (cancer deaths).
factor s = 1

!

810
810
810
810

-1.00

--

I: R=650

y ; : ;: years at risk
r ; : ;: risk per year
per rem per 106
persons
R = lifeti;:;e risk
per 106 Fersons

f3jp.171.

f 0 =RtiR

25

.Er=4. 5

breast (women

R5,1x

1.0

---

together

Dose of 5 rem yearly from 18 till
65 years of age
Men
Women
y
y
f
f
R5,Y
R5,Y
0
0
1 u6u 53UU 0.2'1
1120 5600
0.29

Dose of 5 rem at
relative low age

ICRP
0.3
0.3
1.0

2.7

2.7

1l. Curable, s
organ
thyro:ld
skin
eyes
rest

in brackets
UNSCEAR JACOBI
ICRP
I
(0.3) I (0.3)
2.5
0.3(0.3) 0.1 (0.1)
1. (0.1)
0.5(0.1)

-1.6

x) oesophag'1J..S, salivary gland, gall bladder and bile ducts, train a~d !1ervous tissue,

bl.:::.dd.er, larynx, prostate, breast, connective tissue,eyes (cataract inst. cancer).

Table 2,

Risk on tumour induction peo:- :ce:n peo:- year per 106 men (r)
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the external irradiation dose and Ai a corrected dose commitment from
inhalation in the past year (quarter) ..
L-1~ ICRP, publ. 14,

Radiosensitivity and spatial distribution of dose

( 1969)
~2~ W.Jacobi, How shall we combine the doses to different body organs

Problems and ideas-, Int. Symp. on Rad. Prot., Aviemore June 1974
paper SR P.AV.43
L-3~ BEIR Adv. Comm., The effects on populations of exposure to low levels

of ionizing radiation, Nov. 1972
~4~ UNSCEAR, Ionizing radi~tion, Vol.II

Organ

UNSCEAR

bone marrow
lung
bone
kidney
liver
testis
pancreas
lymphnodes, etc
10 various organs (note of
table 2)
thyroid
skin
eyes
breast (w)
ovary
uterus

Q.,.ll.

0.40

BEIR

JACOBI

ICRP

Absolute
maximun

0.29
0.32

0.26
0.22
0.22
Q...Q1.
Q...Q1.
Q...Q1.

0.26
0.14
0.16
0.02
0.02
0.02
Q...Q1.
Q...Q1.

0.44~1

.Q..,.Q£

0.02
0.18
0.02
0.02
0.74
0.02
0.02

Q.l2.

0.02
0.02
0.02

0.18
0.28

Effects, 1972.

0.74

x)

0.40
0.25
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
o.o7

0.07
0.002
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

x) suggestion on base of differences in dose-effect relations (see text)
Table 3.

Maximum f 0

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 4.
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Organ(s)
bone
breast (women)
lung
bone, thyroid
kidney, liver, testis, pancreas,
lymphnodes and reticular tissue
skin, eyes, ovary, uterus and
other organs and tissues(note of
table 2)

fo

MPD o
Rem/year

1
0.7
0.4
0.2

5
7
12
30

0.07

70

0.02

200

Suggested values of f 0 and the connected KPD 0
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MODELE DE COMBINAISON DES DOSES ABSORBEES DANS L'ORGANISME
J.-F. Vall·ey et P. Lerch
Institut de radiophysi~ue appli~uee, Service de la Sante
Publique, CH 100:::; Lausanne et
Institut d'electrochimie et de radiochimie, Ecole polyfederale, CH 1005 Lausanne

techni~ue

1. INTRODUCTION

La procedure consistant a fixer des normes de radioprotection est malaisee,
car elle est la synthese d'un ensemble complexe de notions issues de contextes tres divers : physi~ue des radiations, biologie, radiobiologie et sociologie. De plus, les normes doivent satisfaire aux exigences suivantes :
- grandeurs physi~uement definies et mesurables
- grandeurs biologi~uement significatives
- grandeurs generalisables a toutes les radiations et
~ui en decoulent
- champ d'application defini
- expressions et calculs simples
- correlation simple
une notion de limite legale.

a tous

les

ris~ues

a

Dans la situation actuelle fixee par les recommandations de la CIPR (1), les
normes sont exprimees en dose e~uivalente~ produit de la dose absorbee, definie a partir de parametres physi~ues, et du facteur de ~ualite. Par l'intermediaire de cette derniere grandeur definie sur la base des caracteristi~ues microdosimetri~ues et radiobiologi~ues de la radiation, la generalisation des normes a tous les rayonnements est assuree.
Les normes fixent les doses maximales admissibles (DMA) pour chaque organe
sur la base de considerations radiobiologiques et afin de tenir compte du
risque global encouru par la personne irradiee. Soulignons ici que les norroes concernent l'individu. En effet, l'appreciation de l'irradiation d'une
population fait intervenir d'autres facteurs tels que l'incidence sociale
en fonction de l'age et du sexe de la personne irradiee.
Notons que dans ce schema la radiobiologie intervient a deux niveaux : definition des facteurs de ~ualite et definition des DMA. Ceci suppose une absence de correlation au niveau du ris~ue entre le type de radiation et l'organe
irradie.

a

Pour satisfaire au critere de simplicite et assurer la correlation
la notion de limite legale, on fait appel au concept de dose a l'organe criti~ue.
Si cette methode est satisfaisante dans le cas d'une source uni~ue d'irradiation, il n'en est plus de meme lors~ue l'on est en presence de diverses sources. Une methode de combinaison des doses est alors
definir et un critere
legal clair doit remplacer les ~uel~ues remar~ues trop particulieres consacrees
cette situation par la CIPR (1).

a

a

*

appelee ci-dessous dose
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Le but de ce travail est l'etude d'un modele de combinaison des doses obtenu
par extension des concepts actuellement en vigueur.
2. MODELE
Lorsqu 'un indi vidu est soumis a 1' action de differentes sources de radiation,
les sev.les grandeurs strictement additives et interessantes sont les doses
equivalentes aux differents organes. La dos~ Di a l'organe i est la somme sur
toutes les sources j des doses partielles Dr
D.

]_

D~

l:

(l)

]_

j

Afin de comparer les doses aux differents organes, on definit la dose reduite comme suit

D.

__
1_

d.

]_

(2)

DMA.]_

ou DMA. est la dose maximale admissible
]_

a.· l'organe

i.

Pour une source j donnee, la situation d'irradiation d'un individu peut etre
representee par la donnee des dj. En utilisant une notation ve.ctorielle et
en normant la dose a l'organe cfitique, on obtient
(dj ... a.,j.••• )-- dj ('j
u.,
].
c
]_
l

l, •••

6~ ••• )

( 3)

]_

ou dj est la dose a l'organe critique produite par la source j Les
alar~ des coefficients inferieurs a l.
.

6~

sont

].

On obtient pour une irradiation a plusieurs sources
-+

(4)

d

-+

La situation d'irradiation est entierement definie par le vecteur d. Nous proposons comme mesure du risque global encouru la valeur absolue du vecteur ~ :

"risque"

d

=~~i=l i']_

( 5)

Pour l'irradiation la plus heterogene, l'irradiation d'un seul organe, le risque correspond ala dose reduite a l'organe. La dose maximale admissible est
alors representee par un risque d = 1.
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Pour la situation homogene, irradiation de tous les organes a une meme dose
reduite d
' on obtient pour le risque
hom
d

<\om '

Vn

(6)

Le risque est ainsi ponder§ lorsque plusieurs organes sont irradi~s. Le facteur de ponderation est fonction du nombre d'organes consideres.
La representation geometrique du parametre d permet de mieux apprecier sa
signification, Dans 1 1 hypervolume an dimensions defini par les di l'ensemble des points satisfaisant a la condition que les doses maximales admissibles ne sont pas depassees definit un hypercube de cote l, L'ensemble des
points d=l definit une hypersphere inscrite dans 1 1 hypercu9e. L'ensemble des
irradiations produit par une source est represente par une droite. L'intersection de celle-ci avec l 1 hypersphere donne un "risque" d=l alors que 1 1 intersection avec l'hypercube correspond au fait qu'une au moins des doses est
egale au maximum admissible. La grandeur de la diagonale de l'hypercube donne
le facteur de ponderation attribue a une irradiation homogene des organes.
3. DISCUSSION
Le corps entier peut etre considere comme un organe et donner lieu a un vecteur de base dans 1~ representation vectorielle de la situation d'irradiation,
Cette solution, si elle peut paraitre simple, fausse cependant la'notion generale d 1 additivite des doses equivalentes aux organes. Dans le modele propose, l'irradiation du corps entier a une dose nee peut etre representee par
le vecteur :

(7)
ou le corps entier ne figure pas dans les organes i. Pour que le risque soit
egal ou superieur a 1 lorsque la dose au corps entier est egale a la dose
maximale admissible, il suffit que la DMA a un quelconque organe soit egale
a la DMA pour le corps entier. Cette derniere notion est alors implicitement
definie.
Le nombre d!organes n determine la ponderation apportee aux irradiations homogenes, Le lien entre ces deux grandeurs est evidemment artificiel, mais
cette circonstance ne nous apparait pas genante, le choix du nombre d'organes a considerer etant lui-meme quelque peu arbitraire.
La relation entre une source j d'irradiation et la situation d'irradiation
n'est plus donnee par la.notion de dose a l'organe critique, mais par la donnee du vecteur complet dJ Il existe une relation simple entre une grandeur
mesurable comme l'activite incorporee Aj d'un radioelement j et la situation
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+

d' irradiation d
+

d

+j

11.

].

ti

ou le vecteur
peut etre calcule une fois pour toutes et faire l'objet
d'une recommandation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Les avantages du modele propose peuvent se resumer comme suit :
- les parametres biologiques apparaissent
ni tion des QF et des DMA

a deux

niveaux uniquement

- la situation d'irradiation est donnee par la dose aux divers organes
- un parametre global, le "risque", permet de relier la situation d'irradiation aux limites maximales admissibles
- la ponderation du risque lors de l'irradiation de plusieurs organes est
interne au modele et peut etre fixee par le choix du nombre d 1 organes

consiaeres
- la situation d'irradiation est liee aux activites incorporees et aux irradiations externes par l'intermediaire de vecteurs qui peuvent faire l'objet d 1 une recommandation,
REFERENCE
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PIDIDN & ELEC'IOON INTERAGriON POOPERI'IEB OF ICRP REFERENCE MAN

D.R. White *, M. Fitzgerald* and D. Ingrrun+

*Radiation Physics Department, St. Bartholanew's Hospital, London.
+Department of Medicine, St. Bartholanew's Hospital Medical College,
wndon.

1. INrnOOUGriON

The latest report of the ICRP Task Group of Committee 2 on Reference
(1) contains a comprehensive tabulation of the concentrations of
51 elements in 81 organs, tissues and tissue components.
The document replaces an ~arlier report of Committee 2, published in 1959 (2),
which listed 44 elements found in 36 organs and tissues, but excluded
the important C, H, N, 0 concentrations.
The new document corrects
these omissions and also includes useful data on specific gravities,
organ masses and water/fat/protein contents for the systems considered.

Man

This paper describes certain important deficiencies discovered with
the new elemental compositions and outlines the mathematical procedures
adopted to calculate partial and total photon and electron interaction
data.
The results of an analysis of the photon data (3) are discussed, together with some preliminary results of the analysis of the
electron data.
2. TISSUE <nlroSITIONS

With the large quantities of data presented in the report it is, perhaps,
not surprising that ananalies exist.
By smming the masses of the
elements quoted for each tissue and comparing the sunmation to the total
mass given, it is apparent that twelve tissues have mass deficiencies in
excess of 2C1fo.
Consequently, the data for gall bladder, G. I. tract
(oesophagus), larynx, lymph nodes, pituitary, skeleton (bone), skeleton
(trabecular) , skin (epidermis) , skin (dermis) , thymus , trachea and urinary
bladde~ were rejected.
Generally the mass deficiencies are due to the
elements C, H, N or 0 being omitted, but for the skeletal materials
elenental calcium is not quoted.
Of the remaining 69 systans, 41 have mass errors in the range 0-2%.
Seven organs and tissues, included in the calculations, have mass errors
between 5% and 2C1fo.
3. CALCUlATION POOCEOORES.

Partial and total mass attenuation and energy absorption coefficients for
33 energies in the range 10 keV - 100 MeV were calculated (3) using the
elemental cross sections of Hubbell ( 4) and Storm and Israel ( 5).
Data
were derived using the conventional 'mixture' rule, by sunming over the
51 elements considered in the ICRP tabulation.
Had/roentgen conversion
factors were calculated using the elemental composition of air given by
I<lm (6).
In addition, photoelectric K, L1,L2, 1.(3 absorption edges (5)
for the 38 elements present with atomic numbers in excess of 30 were considered.
These elements, ranging from gallium (Z : 31) to uranium
(Z : 92) contribute data via absorption edges at energies above 10 keV.
Electron collision mass stopping powers were calculated for the same 33
energies from the fornulae presented by Berger and Seltzer (7) and Kim
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(8).
Radiation mass stopping powers were derived from elemental data
(7, 9) and the application of the 'mixture rule'.
The c.s.d.a.
ranges were calculated using a smoothing cubic-spline algorithm (10)
to fit the total mass stopping power data and using the Clenshaw-Curtis
(ll) method for the integration of the standard range relationships (7).
Mass angular scattering powers were derived from calculated elemental
data (12) and the use of the 'mixture rule'.
4. RESUI..IIS

4.1 Photons. Tabulations of photon interaction data were obtained for
all of the 69 accepted Reference Man tissues and organs.
Detailed
analyses of these tables have shown that the tissues and organs may be
divided into two classes, A and B.
CLASS A contained the 'high attenuation' systems and was arbitrarily
taken to include those with specific gravit~es
1.2 and/or mass
attenuation coefficients at 10 keV o.eoom /kg. This group included
total body, teeth and the skeletal materials.

>

>

CLASS B contained the 'low attenuation' systems with specific gravities
41.2 and/or mass attenuation coefficients at 10 keV <o.~jkg.
CLASS B tissues were divided into three sub-groups, B( I), B( II) and
B(III).

B(I) was arbitrarily taken to include those 'fat-like' tissues containing ) 75w/ o fat.
Adipose and yellow marrow were in this category.

<

B(II) contained tissues with
75w/ 0 fat and water contents.
pancreas, liver and heart were classified B(II).

Skin,

The 'water-like' tissues, B(III), were taken to be those with ) 75w/o
water.
Sane 39 systems, including blood (plasma), G. I. tract, spleen,
testes and thyroid were in this group.
CLASS A tissues showed a large spread in their attenuation and absorption
data.
For example, the low energy attenuation coefficients for teeth
(enamel) was nearly seven times that for total body.
Large differences
( ~ 30%) were also noted between the interaction data for skeleton
(cortical bone) and similar coefficients calculated (4) for the composition of compact bone given by ICRU (6).

Thirteen of the B(II) tissues were found to have interaction data within
9% of those for aorta, while 35 of the B(III) tissues were found to be
within 6% of the data for testes (3).
The only significant absorption edge was found for thyroid, when an
increase of 7% in the total interaction data was observed at 33.2 keV
due to the K-edge of iodine.
4.2 Electrons. Preliminary tabulations of stopping powers, angular
scattering powers and ranges have been produced for the accepted tissues
and analyses of the results initiated.
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For the complete set of tissues, the collision stopping powers were
found to increase by scma 60% fran the minimum values recorded for the
'high (photon) attenuation' tissues.
Radiation stopping powers and
angular scattering powers showed a corresponding increase of 4:0% and
90-l<XJ% respectively over the minimum values which were recorded for
the 'low (photon) attenuation' tissues.
The tissue groupings developed specifically for photons may be applied

successfully to the electron results, but the division of CLASS B
into sub-groups appears to be inappropriate for stopping p:>wers.
tissues in the three CLASS B sub-groups exhibited a ~variation
the mininrum values, while 54 were found to have data within 7% of
for nruscle (skeletal).

tissues
The 62
fran
those

For mass angular scattering powers the variations fran the mininrum
values recorded for CLASS A and CLASS B tissues were 50-60% and ~
respectively.
These results appear to indicate that all, or part, of
the ClASS B sub-groups should be retained for this process.
5. SUMMARY

The latest Reference Man document provides a useful set of elemental
concentrations for the calculation of both photon and electron interaction data.
All of the important interaction parameters have been
calculated for 69 organs, tissues and tissue canponents and an attempt
has been made to organise the results into rational groupings.
The
enhanced absorption properties of liver, spleen and thyroid rep:>rted
earlier by ram (13) were not observed, and significant differences in
the results for cortical bone canpared to earlier estimates were reoorded.
For routine Health Physics calculations the data for one or U\u
representative tissues within each group should give adequate results,
but more stringent research applications might necessitate the use of
data for specific tissues.
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A COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR ORGAN DOSES IN RADIOLOGY
Marvin Rosenstein, Ph.D.
Bureau of Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
Ro~kville, Maryland U.S.A.
1.

INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in the medical, radiological health and public sectors for data that can be used easily to make estimates of organ
doses that result from diagnostic radiology procedures within and among
medical facilities. At these facilities the choices of technical parameters for the conduct of x-ray examinations impact significantly on
patient dose.
Several efforts are underway to reduce these doses by advancing the technology of x-ray imaging, by regulating the performance of x-ray equipment,
by developing routine quality control programs for x-ray facilities and by
increasing the expertise an~ radiological health awareness of those who
order and perform x-ray examinations. To assess the impact of these various endeavors it is necessary to have some mechanism for estimating organ
doses as a function of the physical parameters of diagnostic exposure.
This paper describes a system for obtaining such dose estimates in which
the techniques have
general applicability and presents some of the initial applications.
2.

COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE

The underlying methodology is a Monte Carlo computer technique (l) which
simulates and records stochastically the energy deposition of x-ray photons
as they undergo physical interactions in a mathematically described heterogeneous anthropomorphic phantom. The physical processes treated in this
application of the Monte Carlo technique to diagnostic photon energies are
the photoelectric effect and Compton scattering, since the initial energies
of the photons under study are between 20 and 150 keV. In the Monte Carlo
technique the path of a photon is traced by simulating the successive interactions between the photon and the intervening matter. The energy deposited at each interaction site is calculated.
A mathematical formulation of the external human anatomy which approximates
the major anatomical components of the body is used as the phantom in which
the radiation transport simulation is conducted. The internal organs are
defined as subregions of the phantom. Each organ defined within the phantom is considered to be homogeneous in composition and density although
different compositions and densities are used for the skeletal region,
lungs, thyroid and the remainder of the phantom. This approach takes into
account the general size, shape, composition, location and density of actual organs. Phantoms used in conjunction with the Monte Carlo technique
have been specified for a reference adult patient (2) and various pediatric patients (3).
3. TISSUE-AIR RATIOS - REFERENCE ADULT PATIENT
In one application the Monte Carlo technique was used to create a data base
from which tissue-air ratios for a large variety of medical examinations
could be derived. To achieve this, a system of 4 em x 4 em grid elements
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was superimposed upon the x-z mid-plane of the phantom for the AP and PA
views and upon the y-z mid-plane for the lateral view as shown in figure l
(AP only shown). Figure l also shows the location of various anatomical
landmarks used to determine the position of x-ray fields. The anatomical
landmarks are situated to be consistent with the mathematical description
of the phantom.
~VERTEX

~NASION

----EXTERIOR
AUDITORY CANAL
STERNAL NOTCH

XIPHOID PROCESS

Figure l.

AP ABDOMEN FIELD
--.......__ BHLIAC

CREST

~OVARIES
~ ""----

Reference
Patient Grid
and Anatomical
Landmarks

PUBIC SYMPHYSIS

~TESTES
WEIGHT 70kQ
HEIGHT 174cm

Tissue-air ratios and their coefficients of variation have been tabulated
for collimated, normally-incident 4 em x 4 em monoenergetic photon beams
in the range 20- 100 keV (1). The beams are incident upon the grid elements in each of the AP, PA and lateral views. From such a data base, the
tissue-air ratios for each of the tabulated energies for an organ from a
specific field size and location can be constructed.
The steps required to estimate the dose to an organ for a specified x-ray
examination using the tissue-air ratios are:
~
a.

Identify the following x-ray examination

paramet~rs:

Projection, view
Location of center of x-ray field with respect to anatomical
landmarks
Width and height of x-ray field at image receptor
Source-to-image receptor distance
Beam quality (HVL) or peak kilovoltage and total filtration
Entrance exposure, free-in-air

4o6

b.

Convert the width and height of the x-ray field at the image
receptor to the width and height of the x-ray field at an organ
reference plane.

c.

Locate the center and perimeter of the x-ray field at the organ
reference plane on the 4 em x 4 em grid and sum the tissue-air
ratios for the appropriate grid elements to obtain the tissue-air
ratios for the x-r~ field at each tabulated x-ray energy.

d.

Develop a tissue-air ratio table for the projection as a function
of photon energy, select an appropriate x-ray spectrum based on
beam quality, and weight the tissue-air ratios by the fractional

photon exposure contributions accordingly.
e.

Convert the tissue-air ratio for the projection and HVL of interest to absorbed dose in the organ using the specific entrance
exposure and projection geometry.

While simple in concept, the manual ca~culation of arzy large quantity of
organ doses by this procedure is a i..eU.ious and time-consuming task, !lc
FORTRAN computer program which performs the above steps is currently available for use on both a large-scale computer and a laboratory mini-computer
(4).

4.

HANDBOOK OF ORGAN DOSES IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

From the tissue-air ratios and the computer program, a compilation has been
developed for selected organs (testes, ovaries, active bone marrow, thyroid and embryo/uterus)in a reference adult patient. The data are expressed as absorbed dose per unit entrance skin exposure free-in-air (w~ad/R).
The compilation permits absorbed doses to be estimated for a variety of
projections common in diagnostic radiology. To apply the data to a practical situation, one utilizes local measurements or estimates of beam
quality (HVL, mm Al) and entrance skin exposure (R, free-in-air). A Handbook is available to facilitate application of the data (5).
The projections included are:
Thoracic spine
Skull
Chest, Ribs
Cervical spine
Upper G. I.
Lumbar spine

Barium Swallow
Scapula, Shoulder
Hip
Humerus, Femur
Cholecystography
Urethrogram

Cystography
Full Spine (Chiropractic)
Abdominal (Retrograde pyelogram,
KUB, Barium enema, Lumbosacral
spine, IVP, Renal arteriogram
Pelvis, Lumbopelvic

However, the computer program discussed above would permit other projections, organs and exposure conditions to be evaluated.
An abbreviated sample of the tabulated organ doses (mrad/R) is given below

for a lumbar spine projection. Deviations from the listed nominal conditions for a projection are also treated in the full compilation.
LUMBAR SPINE
SID = 40"; FILM SIZE = FIELD SIZE = 14" X 17 11
ENTRANCE EXPOSURE (free-in-air) = l R
Beam Quality
Dose (mrad)
HVL (mm Al) __.,
4.0
2.0
3.0
Testes
AP
2
6
10
LAT
0.4
l
2
Ovaries
AP
238
139
336
LAT
27
58
96
Active Bone AP
21
46
81
Marrow
48
LAT
13
27
Embryo
(Uterus)
5.

AP

LAT

189
17

309
39

419
68

RECONSTRUCTION OF BREAST DOSES - PNEUMOTHORAX THERAPY

Another application of the methodology was to aid in obtaining estimates
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of cumulative breast dose and breast cancer risk for women exposed to repeated fluoroscopic chest examinations during air collapse therapy for pulmonary tuberculosis during the period 1930-1954. The anthropomorphic reference patient was modified to include the female breasts, and x-ray
spectra representing the beam qualities of interest were used as input
data.
Absorbed dose (rad)in the breast per 1 R entrance skin exposure free-inair was calculated for each breast for selected exposure situations. The
absorbed dose in the breast is the total energy deposited in the breast
volume divided by the total breast mass. These exposure situations took
into account the following factors derived from patient medical records
and physician interviews:
2
2
2
4

beam qualities
patient orientations (AP and PA)
breast sizes (adult and adolescent)
x-ray field sizes and locations

When these absorbed dose calculations were coupled with exposure measurements on representative fluoroscopes and -infornw.tion on procedures and
techniques derived from medical records and interviews, patient doses and
breast cancer risks as a function of cumulative breast dose rather than
number of examinations were derived. For example, it was estimated that a
single fluoroscopic examination would result on the average in an absorbed
dose to the breast of 1.5 rad, that the average cumulative breast dose to
an individual over her treatment period was approximately 150 rad, and
that the best estimate of breast cancer risk for the study population was
6.2 radiation induc~d breast cancer cases per million woman-year rad.
Each of the dose values stated above has a distribution associated with
it and the breast cancer risk estimate has derived confidence limits. The
study and results are described in detail elsewhere (6).
REFERENCES
(1)
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DISTRIBUTION OF DOSE WITHIN THE BODY FROM
A PHOTON EMITTER PRESENT IN AN ORGAN*
Walter s. Snyder,** Mary R. ·Ford, and Gordon G. Warner***
Health Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Pidge, TN 37830
ABSTRACT
The authors have developed a dosimetric system which provides estimates
of mean dose to organs from sources distributed uniformly in one or more
organs (ORNL-5000, 1974; MIRD Pamphlet No. 11). Although the sources of
photons are assumed to be distributed uniformly, it is not true that dose
from these photons is uniformly distributed. In particular, when a source
of photons is located in a particular organ, nearby tissues will be
irradiated at doses which decrease markedly with distance from the source.
The mean dose may give a poor approximation to the actual dose if the
tissues over which dose is averaged are extensive, for example, the remainder
of the body. In this paper, the authors have devised a set of "enveloping
organs"· for liver, lungs, etc., which give mean dose at distances from zero
to one centimeters from the source organ, from one to two centimeters, etc.
These can be used to yield estimates of the extent of inhomogeneity of the
dose distribution from a source of photons located in the source organ. The
authors are also exploring the inhomogeneity due to several such source
organs.
Assume a certain amount of activity of a radionuclide is distributed
in a source organ and produces an average absorbed dose D in the organ. If
the radionuclide emits photons the surrounding tissue also will be irradiated
to some extent. Published dose tables usually give only average doses
for an organ and this tends to obscure the dose from the nearby tissue
since these doses are averaged over a much greater mass of tissue. For
example, if a photon emitter is present in the liver, some of the tiss.ues
near the liver will get a fairly high dose but when this is averaged
over the other tissues of the body the average dose is small. Of course,
the same problem exists for beta rays and alpha particles, but the tissue
where the peak dose outside the source organ is reached would lie very close
to the source organ and be of a limited and somewhat uncertain mass. For
photons, however, the extent of tissue receiving substantially the maximum
level outside the source organ is much greater and those attempting to
estimate risk to these tissues may wish to have this information. In this
'paper we only consider the question for a photon emitter.
Many calculations of dose with the source uniformly distributed in a
single organ of the body have been estimated by Monte Carlo techniques which
allow for estimation of dose to neighboring organs and tissues and have
been reported in ORNL-5000 Parts 1 and 2 (Snyder et al. 1974,1975). The
doses received by these neighboring tissues are only reported on an average
basis for an organ. These calculations utilize an anthropomorphic phantom
of total mass ~70 kg, consisting of three tissue compositions, namely, bone
at a density of~ 1.5 g/cm3, lung tissue at a density of ~0.3 g/cm 3 , and
general soft tissues at a density of ~1 g/cm 3 . Each of these has an
appropriate average elemental composition (see ORNL-5000, Part 1). These
*Research sponsored by the Energy Research and Development Administration
under contract with Union Carbide Corporation.
**Consultant.
***Computer Sciences Division.
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estimates have been made for 12 photon energies ranging from 0.01 MeV
to 4 MeV.
In this paper we try to assess the extent of the maximum photon
dose outside the source organ and the mass of tissue receiving this larger
dose. The problem is complicated by the variety of shapes for the organs
(ellipsoidal, truncated ellipsoids, etc.), the various energies used (twelve
energies from 0.01-4 MeV), and the fact that some organs occur in pairs
(kidneys, lungs, etc). No complete solution can be offered at this time
but preliminary Monte Carlo calculations indicate the following general
trends:
(1) For source organs occurring in pairs but separated (kidneys,
ovaries, etc.) the maximum apart from the source organ seems to lie near the
organ rather than at intermediate positions and this seems to hold for all
energies tested;
(2) The mass of tissue irradiated outside the source organ varies
with energy, as would be expected, but the ratio of the peak dose to this
tissue to the average dose in the source tissue shows a remarkable
stability at energies of 100 keV and higher, decreasing only slightly as
energy increases. At low energies this ratio appears to increase regularly
from virtually zero to the maximum at 100 keV.
(3) Detailed tables of these doses will be published when the
Monte Carlo calculations are completed, but the influence of multiple source
organs on the position of the maximum requires further consideration.
For example, if liver is the source tissue and if one considers the
ratio of dose in a disc of thickness 1 em based on the surface of the liver
to the average dose received by the liver, this ratio increases from .07 at
10 keV to 0.74 at 100 keV and then slowly decreases to 0.63 at 4 MeV as
energy increases.
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MONTE CARLO SH1ULATED DOSE TO THE HUMAN BODY
DUE TO NEUTRONS EMITTED I~l LASER FUSION
AVIVA E. GILEAD!
KMS Fusion, Inc.
P. o. Box 1597
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
and
MARTIN 0. COHEN
Hathematical Applications Group, Inc.
3 Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, New York 10523
The objective of the present paper is to describe a method designed for evaluation of absorbed doses and dose equivalents
due to laser-fusion neutrons, to the whole body as well as to
selected organs thereof.
This method is very powerful and is
capable of handling neutron sources of arbitrary spectral composition and of arbitrary geometry.
Given a uniquely defined relative geometry of the human body
and the neutron source under consideration, the SAM-CE system
is used to solve the pertinent time, space and energy dependent transport equation.
SM1-CE is a Honte Carlo computer code
(1} written in FORTRAN and designed to solve the neutron and
gamma ray transport equations in complex three dimensional geometries. Collision density, energy deposition and dose are
treated in the SAM-CE system as flux functionals.
A special
feature of SA.l'.l-CE is its use of the "combinatorial geometry
technique" which affords the user geometric capabilities exceeding those available with other commonly used geometric packages.
All neutron and gamma ray cross section data, as well as gamma
ray production data, are derived from the ENDF libraries. Both
resolved and unresolved resonance parameters from ENDF neutron
data files are treated automatically and extremely precise and
detailed descriptions of cross section behavior is permitted.
Such treatment avoids the ambiguities usually associated with
multi-group codes, which use flux-averaged cross sections based
on assumed flux distributions which may or may not be appropriate.
In the present study, the geometry of the human body and ase~c
ted set of its organs was modeled according to a modified version of the heterogeneous phantom described in the MIRD No.5 pamphlet (2).
The modification consisted primarily of substituting the combinatorial geometry technique instead of the analytic expressions used in the original version.
The shape and
size of the organ, as described in MIRD-5 (2} remained uxrenged
except for the thyroid and the lower portion of the large intestine where the shape was slightly changed to make description by combinatorial geometry technique possible. A total of

-m

TABLE 1
DOSE EQUIVALENTS DUE TO IRRADIATION
BY 14.1 MeV NEUTRONS - BY ORGAN
ORGAN

AND TISSUE

DOSE EQUIVALENT
(10-ll rem per incident
source neutron)

Skin of Head
Skin of Torso
Skin of Leg
Skull
Spine
Ribs
Pelvis
Armbones
Leg bones
Soft Tissue in Head
Brain
Soft Tissue in Torso
Thyroid
Thymus
Lungs
Heart
Liver
Stomach
Adrenals
Kidneys
Spleen
Pancreas
Small Intestine
Large Intentine ascending colon
transverse
lower colon
Bladder
Testes
Soft Tissue in Leg
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.65
.65
.67
1. 00

.61
1. 01
1. 04
1. 29
1. 04

.61
.65
.70
1. 36

.86
.25
.86
.54
.82
.46
.55
.49
.67
.75
.76
.75
.95
.86
.66
.69

65 regions were considered in
this study using a total of 82
geometric bodies for the mock-up.
Number densities of the individual geometric regions, corresponding to the materials composition of the selected set of organs considered in this study were
computed using data on the elemental content of organs and tissues
of reference man published in
the "Report of the Task Group on
Reference Man",ICRP Publication
2 3 ( 3) pp. 2 9 0- 3 0 4 •

The Adult Human Phantom.

Figure 1
(quoted.from ref. 2)

In a sample computation, the results of which are given in Table
1, a monoenergetic (14.1MeV) neutronbeam incident frontally at a
direction parallel to the y axis
(see Figure 1) was considered and
dose equivalents (expressed in
rems per incident source neutron)
were computed, considering 3000
neutron histories, tracing approximately 87770 rays.

Gross results of these computations indicated that in the above
example approximately one-third of the incident neutron energy
is absorbed by the body, two-thirds of it is transmitted uncollided, and only a negligible fraction of the neutrons is slowing down past 10 KeV.
Neutrons produced in laser-fusion have a definite potential
for therapeutic use, primarily because of the unique space,
time and energy distribution characteristics of the source.
A distinct advantage of the Monte Carlo method consists of its
ability to handle almost any distribution in space, time, and
energy of the source. This property makes the method adaptable
for the development of dose tables for a wide variety of positioning and collimation characteristics, and space, time and
energy distribution pattern of the source.
In addition to evaluating dose, dose equivalent and dose rate
to the target organ from a suitably positioned and collimated
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source, which may be stationary or rotational, parallel data
are also obtained for non-target organs whose irradiation is
unavoidably associated with that of a certain target organ.
Dose tables containing such data could be put to immediate
"hands-on" use in neutron therapy.
Further computational studies in progress and in planning
include several of the above mentioned aspects as well as
the consideration of doses due to gamma rays produced by
neutron interaction with various nuclides in the human body.
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ABSTRACT
The radiological control of chronically exposed plutonium workers usually
involves the routine assessment of possible internal contamination. Deposits
of non-transportable plutonium in lungs can be measured with suitable
detectors but the severe attenuation of the low energy photons in the soft
tissues and bones of the thorax presents problems of calibration. A
realistic chest phantom has been designed to provide the required calibration
data. The techniques have been developed on a prototype phantom and will be
extended to produce a reference chest phantom which will be used in an interlaboratory comparison of methods of in vivo assessment of low energy photon
emitters.
1•

INTRODUCTION

Deposits of plutonium and other transuranic nuclides in human lungs can be
assessed by external measurements with suitable detectors, such as dualphosphor scintillation detectors or proportional counters. For most of
these nuclides the activity present can only be determined by measurement
of the associated low energy X-ray emissions. Plutonium-239, which is of
particular interest, emits uranium 1 X-rays of average energy 17 keV. These
low energy photons are severely attenuated in the soft tissues and bones of
the thorax, the half-value thicknesses being about 0.6 em for soft tissue
and about 0.04 em for bone. Thus the number of X-rays emerging from the
thorax per unit activity in the lungs is critically dependent upon the type
and thickness of the overlying tissues and it is difficult to derive the
activity within the chest from the observed response.
Techniques which are used to calibrate detector systems may involve the use
of either a phantom (1) or a cadaver (2), or the inhalation by volunteers of
a suitable short-lived nuclide which simulates the required X-ray spectrum
(3). Whichever technique is used, the calibration procedure must allow for
the wide range of response per unit activity observed from subjects of
different body builds. Most phantoms have been designed to represent a
"standard" man and calibration factors obtained from them require modification before they can be applied to subjects of a different size. Corrections
to the calibration factors are most reliably based on chest wall thickness.
This paper presents a report on progress made on the design and construction
of a realistic chest phanto~ with variable chest wall thickness.
2.

SPECIFICATION OF TEE CHEST PHANTOM

An ideal chest phantom should represent the upper thorax from the neck to
the base of the rib cage and should contain a thoracic cage, lungs, lymph
nodes, heart and liver. The thoracic cage should be representat~ve of an
average Caucasian male, with a chest circumference in the range 95 em to
100 em. It must be possible to vary the thickness of the chest wall from
1 em to 4 em. All the materials employed in the phantom should be "tissue
equivalent", that is they must have the same mass density and scatter or
absorb radiation in the same way as the tissues they represent. To provide
the correct scattering or absorption, the partial coefficients of mass
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attenuation and mass energy absorption, the electron mass stopping powers
and the angular scattering powers must all be very similar to those of the
tissue. In this particular application, which involves low energy photon
transmission, the mass attenuation coefficients and mass density are the
most important characteristics.
All the organs should be easily removable and it must be possible to
simulate different distributions of nuclides within the lungs, lymph nodes
and liver. In addition, if the phantom is to be used in inter-laboratory
calibration exercises, it must be reasonably robust.
3·

MATERIALS

3.1

Thoracic Cages

A thoracic cage from a European man, with a chest circumference of 96 em
measured at the nipple line, has been selected and prepared with the
assistance of H.M. Inspector of Anatomy and the Anatomy Department of
Charing Cross Hospital Medical School. This thoracic cage will be the
basis of a reference chest phantom. However, preliminary work on materials
and techniques has been performed on a smaller, commercially available rib
cage of Indo-Asian origin. The cartilage of the small rib cage has been
replaced by 0.2 em thick perspex, whereas the original cartilage is intact
in the larger rib cage. In the region viewed by the detectors, the relative
area of the anterior surface covered by the ribs and sternum is 44% for the
large rib cage but only 25% for the small rib cage. Published values of
the relative area covered by bone range from 40% to 50%, depending upon the
size and position of the detectors. Since there is negligible transmission
of 17 keV X-rays through the ribs and sternum, this difference in relative
areas will lead to almost a factor of two difference in the number of
photons per unit activity escaping from the anterior surface of the chest.
The small thoracic cage has been used only in a prototype phantom to
develop construction techniques. The realistic phantom, intended for the
inter-laboratory comparison, will contain the larger thoracic cage.
3.2

Lung and Muscle Substitutes

A survey of the many materials which are claimed to be "tissue equivalent"
has shown that only a few have photon attenuation coefficients within a few
per cent of those of the material being simulated over the energy range from
10 keV to 100 MeV (4). There are large discrepancies at low energies,
particularly for lung substitutes. At the low energies of interest, the
predominant interaction is photoelectric absorption, which is strongly
dependent upon the atomic numbers of the constituents. White (4) has
developed new techniques for the selection of tissue substitutes and has
described methods for the manufacture of many possible substitutes.
The lung substitute used for the prototype phantom was a polyurethane foam
loaded with aluminium oxide. The foam was cast in slabs under pressure to
produce the required density of 0.26 g cm-3. A muscle substitute, of
density 1.06 g cm-3, has been prepared from an epoxy resin material, (LN1
of reference 4).
Mass attenuation coefficients of the substitute materials were measured at
several energies within the range of interest in "narrow beam" geometry with
a Si(Li) detector (Table 1). Theoretical attenuation coefficients were
calculated from published elemental coefficients (5) for the substitute
materials and for lung and muscle tissues of the composition given by ICRP
(6). These values are included in Table 1. The measured coefficients for
the muscle substitute are in good agreement with the calculated values for
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muscle, within the limits of experimental uncertainty. However, an error
of 5% in the attenuation coefficient of the ~1scle substitute at 17 keV
could produce a 15% error in the calculated transmission through a chest
wall consisting of 2.5 em of muscle tissue. The chest wall actually
consists of a mixture of adipose and muscle tissues and it will be necessary
to produce substitutes which represent different proportions of these
constituents.
Muscle
Photon
Energy
keV

8.6
9.6
9.9
11 .o
17.4
30.8
58.8
68.2

Measured
values*

7.7
5.5
5.1
3.7
1.09
0.36
o. 21
0.19

.:t ,0.1
.± 0.1
.:t 0.1
.± 0.1
.± 0.04
.± 0.02
.± 0. 01
.:t 0.01

Calculated
values for
substitute

Calculated
values for
ICRP muscle

8.0
5.8
5.3
3.9
1.07
0.35
0.20
0.18

7.8
5.7
5.2
3·9
1.04
0.34
0.20
0.19

Ratio of
measured to
ICRP values

0.99
0.97
0.98
0.95
1.05
1.06
1.05
1. 00

.±
.±
.±
.±
.±
.±
.±
.±

0,01
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0,06
0.04
0.06

Lung
Photon
Energy
keV

8.6
17.4
30.8
58.8

Measured
values*

Calculated
values for
substitute

Calculated
values for
ICRP lung

7.1 .± 0.1
1.05 .± 0.05
0.33.:t0.01
0.18 .± 0. 01

8.8
1.10
0.34
0.19

8.2
1.05
o. 35
o. 21

Ratio of
measured to
ICRP values

0.87 .:t
1.00 .±
0.94 .:t
0.86.:!:

0.01
0.05
0.03
0.05

TABLE 1 Measured and calculated attenuation coefficients (cm 2 g- )
1

*The uncertainty quoted represents one standard deviation
There is reasonable agreement between the calculated values of attenuation
coefficient for the lung substitute and for lung tissue but the experimental
values only agreed satisfactorily at .17 keV. The composition of the lung
substitute is complex and only an approximate theoretical formula was
available so the discrepancy between calculated and measured coefficients
could be due to a difference between the actual chemical composition and
the theoretical formula available. Nonetheless, the agreement at 17 keV
suggested that this material was acceptable as a lung substitute for the
prototYPe phantom.

4.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROTOTYPE PHANTOM

The discs of lung substitute were cut to the shape of cross-sectional areas
of the lung and scaled to fit the small rib cage. The sections were then
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assembled to form phantom lungs. Standardised sources of the required
nuclides were deposited on small slivers of the lung substitute which could
then be inserted in any configuration within the phantom lungs to simulate
different distributions of activity.
Moulded chest walls of uniform thickness have been produced from the muscle
substitute to fit closely over the small rib cage.

5.

DISCUSSION

The prototype phantom described in this paper will be used to obtain
preliminary calibration data for the laboratory's dual-phosphor scintillation
detector system. This phantom does not provide calibration data appropriate
to the majority of U.K. plutonium workers because of the small size of the
rib cage. The materials and techniques which have been developed during the
construction of this prototype phantom will be applied to the production of
a realistic chest phantom containing the larger thoracic cage. It is
intended that this realistic phantom will be used in an inter-laboratory
comparison of methods for in vivo assessment of the transuranic nuclides.
Future developments will include construction of the other organs within the
rib cage, investigation of materials which represent soft tissues with
various proportions of adipose and muscle tissues and production of phantom
lungs which can be uniformly labelled with suitable nuclides.
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PREGNANT WOMAN MODEL FOR ABSORBED FRACTION CALCULATIONS
Roger J. Cloutier, Walter S. Snyder, and Evelyn E. Watson
Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U. S. A.
1•

INTRODUCTION

The most radiation-sensitive segment of our population is the developing fetus, especially durinq early orqanoqenesis when the mother is frequently unaware of the pregnancy. To evaluate the risk of exposure, health
physicists must have reliable estimates of the fetal dose from all sources
of radiation. One important source of fetal exposure is the exposure that
may occur from radioactive material within maternal tissues. These sources
are important because of the proximity of the fetus to the maternal organs.
This paper describes the models of Reference Woman that were developed
to describe each month of pregnancy. The models take into account the
growth of the fetus and uterine enlargement as well as the displacement of
the maternal abdominal organs. These models have been used to calculate
absorbed fractions for the fetus as a target and the gastrointestinal tract
as a source of radiation. Absorbed fractions for twelve photon energies
ranging from 10 keV to 4 MeV will· be published elsewhere because of space
limitations in these proceedings.
2.

PRESENT MODELS

The Snyder and Fisher model of Reference Man (1 ,2) is the most widely
used model for calculating absorbed fractions (3) when one organ is irradiating another. Although the model and its organs have the dimensions and
weights of Reference Man, Snyder and Fisher had the foresight to include a
nongravid uterus in the phantom's mathematical description. Until relatively recently, most calculations of fetal dose during early pregnancy
simply used the absorbed fraction values available for Reference Man. As a
first approximation, these results were useful but suffered because Reference Man is considerably larger than Reference Woman and because they apply
only to the nongravid uterus.
Several years ago the authors designed a Reference Woman phantom (4)
that has body dimensions and weights quite similar to the ICRP Reference
Woman (5). Basically the nongravid female phantom is a reduced version of
the Reference Man phantom. The pregnant phantom contains a uterus and fetus
represented by a cone that enlarges and changes angle as the pregnancy progresses. Nine versions of the female phantom were designed to represent the
nine months of pregnancy. Figure 1 shows the phantom for 3-, 6-, and 9months. The nongravid phantom was used to calculate specific absorbed fractions for the fetus during early pregnancy (6). The phantoms representing
the nine months of pregnancy were used to calculate absorbed fractions when
a dynamic bladder was the source organ (4). The models could not be used to
calculate the absorbed fractions to the fetus from other abdominal organs
during late pregnancy because of the displacement of these organs as the
fetus and uterus enlarge. The models described in this paper include the
necessary repositioning of the maternal abdominal organs and also a slightly
modified fetal-uterine model.
3.

FEMALE PHANTOM DESIGN

The female phantom has a mass of 58 kg and a height of 164 em. Dimensions of the female phantom are 0.94 times those of the 70-kg Reference Man
phantom, (58/70) 1/3 = 0.94. Except for a change in the angle of the uterus
and the shape of the cone's vertex, the fetal-uterine model is as previously
described (4). Models of the uterus beyond five months have a rounded
"vertex" so that each model more nearly resembles the uterine shape that results from the usual head downward position of the fetus during this period.
Using x, y, and z coordinates that have their origin at the base of the
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elliptical cylinder representing the phantom's trunk, Fig. 2, we can mathematically describe the position of the various organs during pregnancy.
a.

Three-month Pregnant Woman

In the model for the 3-month pregnant woman, the uterus is placed with
the lowest generator of the cone horizontal. The cone's vertex has x, y and
z coordinates of 0,-4.23,7.52. The mass of the uterus and its contents at 3
months is 0.8 kg, which would probably depress the bladder somewhat. At this
stage the uterus barely causes a bulge in the abdominal wall, Fig. 1. We
11eylect this small bulye, but o.Ju plac.e the point of th., uterus that is farthest in the direction of the negative y-axis at y = -9.2; that is, it is
covered only by the "skiri" of the phantom. No rounding of the vertex of the
cone is attempted at 3 months. When the uterus is positioned as described,
the equations for the hemisphere are x 2 + (y+3.2) 2 + (z-12.5457) 2 ~ 36
and -0.84(y-4.506) + 0.55(z-7.52) ~ 9.2.
(l)
The equations for the conical part are
0.841; 2 + (y-4.506) 2 + (z-7.52) 2 ~ -o.84(y-4.506) + 0.55(z-7.52) ~ 9.2.

(2)

When so positioned, the uterus does not intersect most of the maternal
abdominal organs, the exceptions being the bladder, small intestine, ovaries,
and ascending colon. The intersections with bladder, ovaries and ascending
colon are relatively minor and easily corrected by simple relocation of the
organs. Considerable modification of the equations describing the small
intestine were required to eliminate its intersection with the uterus. In
the nonpregnant model the small intestine is described by the following
equations:
x 2 + (y+2.572) 2 ~ (10.62) 2 ,
-4.5684 ~ y ~ 2.068,
(3a)
15.98; z ~ 25.38.
This volume also includes the transverse colon and portions of the ascending and descending colon, but these lie entirely outside the intersection with the uterus. Although in the plane x=O, Fig. 3a, the small intestine region intersects the uterus, the intersection decreases as lxl increases and finally vanishes for lxl>4.9199. To eliminate this intersection,
we devised a transformation which operates only on the intersecting regions,
shaded area in Fig. 3a. The intersecting portion for each x-plane from
x=-4.9199 to x=4.9199 is revolved 90° about a 1 ine parallel to the x-axis
through point K. Each vertical segment is then translated upward· until it
no longer intersects the uterus, Fig. 3b.
In the 3-month pregnant model, the equations for the small intestine
remain the same as those in Eq. 3a if x 2 + (y+3.2) 2 + (z-12.5457)2 >36.
If x 2 + (y+3.2) 2 + (z-12.5457) 2 ~ 36, the coordinates of the final image
point
(x', y', z') become:
(3b)
X I = X ,
y 1 = 1 J. 4 1,;,176_-__:z::.,,;---,'"""--:--:;-";;TT
z' = 17.1141 + y + 136x 2 - (y+3.2) 2 .
Because at 3 months the orientation of the fetus within the uterus is
unpredictable, an average absorbed fraction for the entire volume contained
with the uterine wall is calculated.
b.

Six-month Pregnant Woman

The uterus and fetus at 6 months is intermediate between the models at
3 and 9 months. Because of the considerably larger uterus, the equations
describing the abdominal organs required more modifications at 6 months than
at 3 months.
c.

Nine-month Pregnant Woman

The model for the uterus and its contents at 9 months has been slightly
changed from that shown in Fig. 1. We have rounded off the vertex of the
conical portion of the uterus because of the usual head downward position of
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the fetus. Moreover, the axis of the uterus is placed at a smaller angle.
When positioned as shown in Fig. 1, the top of the uterus is at about z=37.
The diaphragm is at about z=40, leaving 1 ittle space for the remaining abdominal organs. Because of the fixed location of the ribs, the trunk cannot expand outward above z=33. We therefore allowed the uterus to depress the
bladder by having the lowest generator of the conical portion pass through
the center of the bladder. The rounded portion of the lower end of the
cone (the cervix) is kept relatively fixed.
The stomach in the 9-month phantom is rotated so that its lower portion
1 ies along the upper surface of the uterus. The ascending colon and the
transverse colon are made somewhat triangular in cross-section since they
must fit into the space between the uterus and the skin. The left kidney is
raised 5 em and the right kidney 4 em, Fig. 4. The adrenals have been redesigned so they do not extend into the lung region. The ovaries are also
raised. We have relocated the small intestine into the available space
between the upper part of the uter~s and the spine.
4.

RESULTS

The absorbed fractions at 3 months are generally within a factor of two
of the absorbed fractions obtained earlier by reciprocity (6). At 6 months
the absorbed fractions are intermediate between those at 3 months and at 9
months of pregnancy. At 9 months, the absorbed fractions from a source
organ to the different portions of the uterus and its contents depend on
the source organ. For example, when the source organ is the contents of the
stomach, small intestine, or the upper large intestine, the absorbed fractions are greater for the upper portions of the uterus where the legs and
lower trunk of the fetus would normally be located. When the source organ
is the lower large intestine contents, the absorbed fractions for the lower
portion of the uterus would be greater. For photons of different energies
the detailed results would differ qualitatively. At lower energies the
uterus considerably attenuates the photons while at higher energies the
absorbed fractions are approximately the same for the various parts of the
fetus.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Model of Pregnant Woman

(a)
(b)

Fig. 2.

Model of Reference Woman

Model showing intersect ion of 3 mo. pregnant uterus and
small intestine.
Model of uterus and small intestine after transformation.
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Fig. 4.
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Left sagittal view of abdomen of 9 mo. pregnant woman model.
Dashed lines ou~line organ placement in nonpregnant model.
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THE CHOISE OF A BIOLOGICAL MODEL IN ASSESSING
INTERNAL DOSE EQUIVALENT
A. Parodo and N. Erre
lstituto di Fisica,
Universita di Sassari,
Itali a.

Assessing the dose equivalent resulting from a known uptake
of radioactive material is probably the most difficult feature of the whole radiation dosimetry. Besides duing direct
bioassays, as whole body or organ counting, it is usually
necessary to analyse excreta. This is because one can calculate the internal exposure from the amount of radioactive material in excreta and the excretion rate, by means of an appropriate biological model.
The kinetic behaviour of radionucl ides within the organism or
in an organ can be described by various models. This is true
particularly for the metabolic kinetics of bone-seekers radionuclides, for which different retention functions derived from
different models have been proposed.
One finds retention expressed either by an exponential equation, or by a power equation, or by an exponential and power
equation. Retention function expressed as I inear combination
of exponential terms are obtained by coherent compartmmntal
ana~tsis and allow a mathematical formal ism fairly wei I definite and easily adaptable to computer. Moreover, it is possible to use extant graphs and nomograms (I) which faci I itate
the calculations of internal exposure. Because of the complexity of the metabolic processes of the bone tissue, five or
six exponential terms may be required to fit experimental data. However, it is possible to use less parameters by expressing retention as power function or by a more complicated
function with exponential and power terms. Even so, the calculations of internal exposure become more complicated and time
consuming.
In the model developed by the Task Group of the Committee 2
of the ICRP (2) to explain the metabolism of alkaline earth
radionucl ides, retention is expressed by an exponential and
power equation. This model is very realistic and takes into
account the essential features of the biological processes
which take place in the tissues. Nevertheless, estimates of
internal dose equivalent in the organism or in an organ are
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difficult and time consuming.
Other authors have used multicompartmental models to explain
the metabolism of these nuclides: exponential retention are
reported, e.g., for calcium (3) and radium (4), injected intravenously in man. We ourselves (5) have developed a four
compartment model for rad~um metabolism, using virtually alI
of the existing dat~ as reanalysed by the Task Group of Committee 2 of the ICRP. The whole body retention is plotted in
fig. I, while fig. 2 shows the plasma retention per gram calcium. The v,alues of parameters of the retention equations
R =
knexp(-bnt)

L

are reported in table I. The model is very simple and fits
wei I the experimental data; calculation of internal exposure
is easy and rapid in any case, and it becomes immediate when
one makes ~se of the graphs or nomograms of ref. I.
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I. Radium retention in whole body. Data:OHarrison (6);
DSchlundt (7);DNorris (8);•Miller (9);toMays (10);
eMays (2);•Maletskos (II). Pratically all data available for adult man, as reanalysed by the Task Group
of the IC~P (2), are reported.

Internal exposure values for I, 50 and infinite years after
injection are reported in table 2, which compares ths values
obtained with three most recent models. It shows that our results are within 8% of those obtained by the Task Group of the
Committee 2 of ICRP, while the others obtained following the
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use of the five compartment model, reported in the ICRP Pub I ication lOA (4), are substancially different.
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Fig. 2. Radium retention per gram calcium in blood plasma.
Data: •Harrison (6); oMays (IO);e Mays (2); DMaletskos (I 1). Data are reported following reanalysis of
the Task Group of the Committee 2 of the ICRP.

n

b

k

n
Whole
body

I

I .300

0.730

2

0.112

0.177

3

0.0062

0.075

4

0.00015

0.018

Blood
2
2.8 I04
5.9 I05
I .4 I07
0.8 I0-

n

Exchangeable
bone
-0. 133
0. 136
4
5.7 I06
3.2 I0-

Deep
bone

Soft
tissue

-0.0133

0.847

-0.0058

0.046

0.0044

0.070

0.0163

0.0017

Table I. Perameters of the retention functions of the four
compartments model. Of course, only 8 of them are
indipendent. Whole body and plasma retention are
plotted in figures I and 2.
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The choise of the model appears therefore less important than
the determination of the appropriate value of the parameters.
However, the most interesting deduction derived from the comparison is that results obtained with a simple multicompartmental model are pratwcal ly the same obtained with the model
proposed by the Task Group ot the ICRP, which is, formally
at least, much more complex. On the other hand, the role of
the biological model in internal dosimetry must be referred
to the rei iabi I ity of the quantitative informations on the
kinetic behaviour of the radionucl ides in an organism only
in relation to the accuracy of the doses calculated. After
alI, from the point of view of the internal dosimetry, each
biophysical model is good when allows to obtain good estimates of dose with simple calculations.
Time
(Ys)

Whole
body

I

30.8
18.8
19.4

(0.0284)
0.0288
0.0290

I. 16
I. 19

50

183.3
119.0
126.5

(0.0298)
0.02!)6
0.0298

I. 19
I. 22

00

194.4
147.7
134.2

(0.0299)
0.0297
0.0298

I. 19
I .23

Blood

Surface
bone

Deep
bone

--

-7. 15
6.37

--

--

-97.5
102.5

-125. I
109.5

Soft
tissue

Model

--

1971 (4)
1973 (2)
1977 (5)

10.8
I I. 7

--

1971 (4)
1973 (2)
1977 (5)

--

1971 (4)
1973 (2)
1977 (5)

21 .2
22.7
21 .5
23.4

Internal exposure due to a single uptake of I ~Ci of
in pCi ·days for I, 50 and infinite years after injeThe values written between brackets are not reporRef. 4; they have been calculated by means of eq.:
RBlood= - 0 • 0299 (dRWhole-body/dt)
based on the postulate that number of radioactive atoms
excreted from the body per unit time is proportional to
the number in the plasma at that time.

Table 2.
226Ra
ction.
ted in
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MICE.ODOSIMETRY OF 12 9I IN THE HUMAN THYROID
Y. Feige
Soreq Nuclear Research Centre
Yavne, Israel
and
A.P. Kushelevsky
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

1.

INTRODUCTION

Iodine-129 is produced in nuclear fission with a yield of about 1%.
Because of its long half-life of 15.7 million years, 129 I is a potential
long-range health hazard in and around fuel reprocessing plants (1-3).
The effect of the non-unifonn distribution of l29I within the thyroid
gland on the dose reaching the cell nuclei will be examined.
2. PHYSICAL DATA FOR l29I
l2 9I transforms to the 39.5 keV excited state of 129xe by beta decay
(maximum energy 150 keV), which in turn decays to. its ground state mainly
by internal conversion, as shown in Table 1 (4). The average decay energy
of the entire process is 87.9 keV, of which 48.4 keV is associated with the
beta decay, 24.9 keV with the uncovered y and X-rays, and about 14.6 keV
per disintegration is carried by conversion and Auger electrons.
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3.

THE BIOLOGICAL HODEL OF THE THYROID

Essentially the same model of the thyroid assumed previously for
the microdosimetry of 125 I will be applied (5-7), taking into account the
recent lCRP data regarding the anatomy and physiology of the thyroid (8).
The main features of the model are:
(a) The thyroid is composed of closely packed spherical follicles. Each
follicle is approximated by two conce.ntric spheres. The inner sphere
contains a water equivalent colloid gell in which 90% of the iodine is
stored. The other 10% is distributed uniformly outside the colloid
fraction.
(b) The inner sphere is surrounded by a layer of closely packed cells,
whose outer surface defines the follicle boundary. The cell nuclei, which
consti.tute the radiosensitive target, lie about 31l from the colloid/cell
interface (Fig. 1).
(c) The normal adult thyroid, 50% of which is colloid, weighs 20g and
contains 12 mg iodine.
(d) The average diameter of the follicles depends on age, ranging from
60>-t in the newborn to about 300ll in the adult (_8). The size of the cells,
however, remains the same, lOll, regardless of age.
Our model is a rough approximation, as there is much variation in
follicle size, shape, and concentration of iodine from follicle to follicle
even in the same thyroid gland (9).

Fig. 1. Hodel of an adult thyroid follicle.

REVISED DOSIHETRY OF UNIFORM DISTRI:suTION OF 1 2 9I IN THE THYROID
Assuming 12 mg 12 9I of maximum specific activity (173 llCi/g) is
distributed uniformly in 20 g of thyroid tissue, it can readily be shown,
allowing for the partial escape of the photon component (10), that the
dose to the thyroid will be 129 rad/y• •
4.

•W.S.

Snyder et al. in: NM/MIRD, Pamph.ll, p.l81, 1975, give a value of
122 rad/y.
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Hence if 23 p.p.m. of the iodine in the thyroid is 129I the dose delivered to it will be 3 mrad/y. This concentration is about half that
derived by Soldat (1) and Palms (2) who assumed only 7 mg I per 20 g
thyroid.
5.

DOSIMETRY FOR NON-UNIFORM 129I DISTRIBUTION IN THE THYROID

The previous average dose calculation does not take into account
the fact that a significant portion of the energy released by 12 9I is
carried by low energy electrons with ranges smaller than the average
dimensions of the thyroid fo:_licle. Since 90% of the 1 2 9I is assumed
to be within the colloid, not all of the emitted energy can reach the
cell nuclei. Dose distribution calculations of the 129I localized in
the colloid were performed using methods and assumptions similar to
those applied previously to 125I (5-7,11). These calculations, also
include the contribution of dose from adjacent follicles in three dimensions, assuming maximal close packing. The calculations are described
in detail elsewhere (12). The average dose at the cell nucleus, 3~ from
1 ~Ci 129 I in the colloid fraction, as derived from our calculations is
given in Table 2.
Dose component
129 I 13 decay
13 dose from adjacent folli.cles
X and y component
Auger and conversion electrons

6.

29.8
7.0
7.0
2.3
46.1

Total dose
TABLE 2:

rad/y

Average dose to cell nucleus from
1 vCi 129 I in the colloid fraction
of the adult thyroid gland (12).

RESULTS AND CONCLUSLONS

According to our assumptions, the average dose to the cell nucleus
in the adult thyroid from 2 ~Ci 129 1, corresponding to its maximum possible specific activity (137 JJCi 129I/g I), is:

1.6 x 46.1 + 0,2 x 129 = 73,8 + 25,8 = 99,6 rad/y
This is 77% of the dose calculated without taking into account the microdistribution of iodine within the thyroid gland. Recent publications (9)
indicate that the nuclei of the cells may lie even further away from the
colloid-cell interface than postulated by our model. This will cause the
dose at the nuclei to be even lower. A rough estimate indicates that if
we double the nucleus-interface distance to 6 ~. the yearly dose to the
nucleus will be of only ~75 rad.
As in the case of 125I the assumption that 12 9I is uniformly
distributed in the thyroid gland results in an over-estimation of the
average dose to the cell nuclei.
In order to avoid exposures exceeding 3 m rad/y to the thyroid the
long-term concentration of 12 9I in the environment should remain below
23 p.p.m.
of stable iodine (127I).
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF ORGAN DOSES FROM EXPOSURE TO
Tc-99m, I-1.23 and I-131
Thomas Gronberg, Berti! Persson and Sven-Erik Strand
Radiation Physics Department
Lasarettet, S-221 85 LUND, Sweden
1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently the MIRD committee formulated a new quantity "S" defined as the
absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity. This quantity has been tabulated in MIRD PAMPHLET No 11 for various radionuclides and source-target configurations of a standard man (1). We have partly calculated the corresP"'''
..lues by an alternative method using direct attenuation and
buiLa-~p
equations for point sources and partly stud~ed experimentally the
quantity "S" for Tc-99m, I-123 and I-131.
The calc~lation aproach adopted offers the possibility both to examin the
dose-gradients in the target organs and to calculate the average "absorbed
dose per unit cumulated activity" as given by MIRD, and further to normalize a real case to correlate the standard situation from which the "MIRD"
values are evaluated.
2.

CALCULATIONS

We have chosen an alternative way of calculating the absorbed dose
target organs which is based on the expression (2):

in

D(r)

the

1•

This equation gives us the absorbed dose at a point from a point isotropic
source within an infinite homogeneous medium where B(ur) is based on
Bergers formula for calculation of the energy absorption build-up factor
(2).

The organ in question is divided into a number of small volume elements
which are approximated to points. The calculation proceeds until each volume element in the target organ has achieved a contribution from each volume element in the source organ. The absorbed dose can be written as

2.
Where n is the product of the number of volume elements in the
source organs.
3.

target

and

THE PHANTOM MODEL

The phantom model is in all important aspects in agreement with the mathematical description according to MIRD Pamphlet No 5. The soft-tissue is
simulated by perspex and water and the skeleton by aluminium.
The volume
of the skeleton is corrected so that the electron density is in agreement
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with that of the theoretical MIRD phantom.
Every organ (except the lungs) is constructed in one target version and one
source version.
The target organ version is divided into a number of
planes parallel to the xy-plane where the mathematical equation of the organ is fulfilled in each plane. The lungs are constructed of corkplates
with a density of 0.28 g/cm 3 •
All the source- and targ"t organs are fixed <:>n the Al-tube which simulates
the backbone.
4.

MEASUREMENT OF ABSORBED DOSE

The absorbed dose measurements were performed using
extruded
LiFTL-dosemeters packed in sealed thin plastic bags.
The dosemeters were placed in planes parallel to the xy-plane at various
depth z in the target organ of interest.
The experimental set up is then inserted into the waterfilled phantom body.
The radionuclide in question is injected into the sourceorgan and the dosemeters are exposed for timet. Then the phantom is emptied of water and
the dosemeters are evaluated.

5.

EVALUATION OF AVERAGE ABSORBED DOSE

Consider a mass element dm=P(z)*dz*density, where P(z) is the cross- sectional area of the plane parallel to the xy-plane at height z in the target
organ.
Then the average absorbed dose D(z) in the mass element dm can be expressed
as:

).len)

D(z)

=

~

k

-P- HzD

IT

).1~

-P-jliF

.lli.il
n

3.

Where R(i) represent the response from dosemeter i on the plane at level z,
k is the calibrationconstant (rad/scale reading) for the whole group of dosemeters and CE is the correctioncoefficient for the energy dependence of
the dosemeters. The weighted average absorbed dose for the whole organ is
calculated from equation 4 given below. This corresponds to the theoretical absorbed dose D(rk + rh) according to MIRD.

Where the sum is taken over all measured depths in the target organ.
The absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity (rad/Ci-h) is derived
the expression •
D(rk

+

rh)

5.

t

A

0

6.

f

from

e-Hdt

0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The variation of absorbed dose and absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity of the radionuclides Tc-99m, I-123 and I-131 have been determined both
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by experiments and calculations using bladder, liver and kidneys as source
organs and kidneys, liver, lungs and ovaries as target organs. The overall
uncertainty in the experimental determination of "S" was estimated to be
about 20 %or less.
6.1 Comparison of absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity
The theoretical values given by MIRD (SM) and our calculated (SC) and experimental (SE) values are thus compared for various configurations of
source and target organs. In table 1 the "S" value's for kidneys and ovaries with Tc-99m in the liver are given and in table 2 the "S" values for
liver, lungs and ovaries with the kidneys as source organs are given for
both I-123 and I-131. As can be seen from these tables both our calculated
and measured values are in good agreement with the values obtained by Monte
Carlo calculations by MIRD committee. Our method of calculation can also
be used for any radionuclide to normalize the "S"-values given by MIRD to
various body shapes which differ significantly from the standard situation.
This is achieved in the following way SN:SQ*(SM/SC) where SN is the normalized value and SQ is the calculated value for the case in question.
6.2 The variation of absorbed dose within the target organ
In order to get an idea of the significance of the variation in absorbed
dose within the target organ we have calculated the unweighted average absorbed dose D, and the range R between maximum and minimum values of absorbed dose and the ratio RID.
The results of these calculations are given in Table 3 for the liver and
the ovaries with the kidneys as source organs. It can be noted from this
table that D for I-123 is only about half of that for I-131. The relative
spread however is the same in the liver for the radionuclides considered
but within the ovaries it is slightly higher for I-123 than for I-131.

Sourceorgan: Liver
Tc-99m
Target organ
Kidney R
Kidney L
-

Kidneys AV
Ovary R
Ovary L
Ovaries AV

s ~~

sc

rad/Ci-h

rad/Ci-h

SE
rad/Ci-h

~

7.5

8.4±1.7

~

1.6

2. r±o.4

3.9

4.6

5.3±1 .0

~
~

0.83

o.n±o.1

0.45

0.35±0.07

0.45

0.64

0.54±0.1

TABLE 1 The absorbed dose per un1t cumulated act1v1ty
given by MIRD SM, calculated SC, and experimentally
measured SE for kidneys and ovaries with Tc-99m
in the liver
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-·
Sourceorgan:Kidneys
I-123

I-131

s ~1

SM
rad/Ci-h

sc

rad/Ci-h

SE
rad/Ci-h

Liver

5.1

5.4

6.0!1.2

11.0

Lungs

1.0

1.o!o.2

2.5

Ovaries

1.3

1.4!0.3

3.4

Targetorgan

/
].9

rad/Ci-h

sc

SE
rad/Ci-h

13

1.2!2.4

rad/Ci-h

v

3.1!0.6
4.2±0.8

3.7

Table 2 The absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity
partly given by MIRD SM partly calculated SC and
determined experimentally SE in the present work for liver
lungs and ovaries with I-123 and I-131 in the kidneys.

Sourceorgan:Kidneys
I-123
Statistical
arget organ measure

5

E

c

E

4.20±0.8

10.2

9.61± 1. 9

I rad I

17.7

17.9±4.0

41.6

40.0±8.0

R/D

4.58

4.26±1

4.37

4.16±2.5

i5
lradj

2.10

1.51±0.3

3. 91

4.50±0.9

lradl

2.00

1.40±0.3

2.33

2.50±0.6

R/D

0.95

0.93±0.5

0.60

0.56±0.3

R

Ovaries

c
3.86

I radl
Liver

I-131

R

TABLE 3 The average absorbed dose D and the range
R between th~ maximum and minimum value
or absorbed dose in liver and ovaries with I-123 and
I-131 in the kidneys (cumulated activity 1 Ci-h)
REFERENCES
(1) MIRD Pamphlet No 5
(2) MIRD Pamphlet No 2
(3) MIRD Pamphlet No 11
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DOSE CALCULATIONS FOR INFANTS AND YOUTHS DUE TO THE INHALATION OF RADON AND
ITS DECAY PRODUCTS IN THE NORMAL ENVIRONMENT
W. Hofmann, F. Steinhausler
Institute of Physics, University of Salzburg,
AkademiestraBe 26, 5020 Salzburg, Austria

I.

INTRODUCTION

222

Rn and its decay products in the atmosphere of normal working- and living
rooms contribute to parts of our respiratory tract the highest radiation
burden from all the natural radioactive environment (1, 2). The base of todays lung dose calculations are the physiological data of the ICRP-Reference
Man (3) and the deposition and retention models of the ICRP-Task Group on
Lung Dynamics (4). Both deal extensively with the problems associated with
the adult, but much less consideration is given to the physiological properties of the growing organism and none to the resulting radiation dose. The
aim of this paper was to determine the influence of age-dependent variables
on dose calculations.
2.

PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA

In gener~l few data are available on the change of physiological parameters
in dependence of age, except for the new data published by Hotter (5).
Furthermore the published data show large differences for one and the same
parameter. For our calculations we defined age dependent parameters, comprising geometrical dimensions of lung parts as well as respiratory standards.
Due to the lack of data, resp. for the interpolation of missing data from
published results the following assumption was made: the lung of a child
is the miniature version of the fully developed lung of an adult. Whenever
large differences were found in the literature for one and the same parameter, either a mean value was calculated or the single values were fitted
to a monotonously increasing function. In general the curves of most lung
parameters showed the same tendency: steep increase during the first 10 years
of life and continuing slowly into a saturation curve with the end value (age
30 years) represented by data for the Reference Man.
3.

DEPOSITION PROBABILITIES

Due to the different geometry of the respiratory tract of an adult as compared
to a child, there is also a change in the flow conditions and depositon
probabilities. For all calculations the Landahl-lung model was used, since
there were too many physiological age dependent data missing in order to
use the more detailed Weibel-lung model. For the calculations of the deposition probabilities in the various regions of the respiratory tract, the
Landahl method (6) was applied with minor alterations. The calculations
were based on the following reference atmosphere:
activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) of attached nuclides:
0.2 \lm
AMAD of unattached nuclides (8.5% of RaA, 1.0% of RaB, 0.6% of RaG):
0.001 )Im
The results of these calculations showed that - despite the large geometrical changes of the growing organism - both the absolute values (for a definec
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respiratory minute volume, RMV) and the distribution within the single regions diffe~ed only slightly from the values for an adult. In general the
functio~s for the deposition probability of the different nuclides show a
decline during the first few years, approximating a constant value later on.
In accordance to the assignment of the various regions to the ICRP-lung
model compartments, the calculated regional deposition probabilities were
summed up ov~r the compartments.
4.

RADIOACTIVITY INHALED

For the determination of the inhaled radioactivity, age dependent daily life
patterns were defined. With respect to the individual physical activity,
influencing the RMV to a large extent, these life patterns were divided
into periods of rest, light and heavy work. Furthermore the percentage of
time spent indoors and outdoors was considered, since the atmospheric nuclide
concentration within buildings is increased as compared to outdoors. In this
manner the annual inhaled radioactivity was calculated for different ages.
Fig. Ia, b represent these activity functions for 2 extreme cases showing
large differences of the annual inhaled activity. For children and youths no
differences in individual physical activities were assumed.
~
~
~

u

30

~

~
~

~

u

~

20

0.5
10

0

0

0

FIG. I a
Annual Inhaled Radioactivity due
to Rn under Favourable Conditions:
Rn concentration:
indoors: 0.1 pCi/1
RaA:RaB:RaC = 0.9:0.6:0.4
outdoors: 0.1 pCi/1
RaA:RaB:RaC = 0.9:0.5:0.4
Adult physical activity: light work
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FIG. I b
Annual Inhaled Radioactivity due
to Rn under Disadvantageous Conditions:
Rn concentration:
indoors: 2.0 pCi/1
RaA:RaB:RaC = 1:0.7:0.5
outdoors: 0.5 pCi/1
RaA:RaB:RaC = 1:0.6:0.5
Adult physical activity: heavy work

5,

AGE DEPENCENT DOSE CALCULATIONS

With the use of a hybrid computer the influence of age-dependent deposition
probabilities and activity functions were investigated for the steady-state
act1v1t1es in the single compartments, Since there are no data available
for the age dependence of the clearance process~s, a possible a~e dependence
was studied by varying single parameters. Experiments with animals and man
reveiled, that the half life of 0.5 days for the transport from pulmonary
compartment region to blood of the revised ICRP-clearance model (7) is far
too large and the true value is less or equal 30 mins (8, 9). Applying the
smaller value for the half life the activity within the pulmonary compartment is reduced approximately by a factor 2.
Considering the age dependence of the mass of the tracheobronchial (TB) and
Pulmonary compartment (P), the integral a-dose was calculated. Fig.2 a, b
represent the dose in dependence of age, for the TB- and P-compartment
using the activity functions as defined in Fig. I a.

4

3

2

0

0

0

10

20

FIG. 2 a

30 a

0

10

20

30 a

FIG. 2 b

Integral a-Dose (mrad/a) in Dependence of Age (a) for the
Tracheobronchial (TB)- and Pulmonary (F)-Compartment

For both compartments there is a significant maximum dose, which is received
at the age of about 6 years. It is approximately 2 - 3 times higher than the
corresponding dose of an adult. The calculations for the disadvantageous
conditions (see Fig. I b) reveiled that up to the age of about 16 years the
shape of the dose curves for TB- and P-compartment is similar as for the
favourable conditions, but with no further decrease with progressing age,
Again the maximum dose is reached at the age of 6 years, however, the values
are 313 mrad/a and 101 mrad/a for the TB- and P-compartment.
In all calculations we determined only the integral dose according to the
ICRP-compartment model. Within the tracheobronchial compartment, however,
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there is a very non-uniform a-dose distribution. From studies on adults it
is known that the highest dose is received by the basal cells of the segmental and subsegmental bronchi (10). In the case of children and youths the
different geometrical dimensions (e. g. thickness of mucus and cell layers)
and different physiological processes (e. g. ciliary-movement) have to be
taken into consideration. Further detailed calculations are in progress
concerning this problem.
In some special cases (e. g. in regions of Brazil and India) also the
atmospheric content of 220Rn and its decay products in the environment is
not neglegible. Calculations will be extended to this problem as well.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

From our results it can be seen that there is a pronounced age dependence
of the integral a-dose to the lung due to inhalation of Rn and its decay
products, A maximum dose is reached at the age of about 6 years. This dose
is up to a factor 3 higher than the corresponding dose value for an adult,
living under the same conditions.
Therefore lung dose calculations of a given population for radiation protection purposesshould rather consider age dependence than using a "reference
man" as a representative for the whole population.
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INF~UENCE

OF AGE AND MODE OF RADIOIODINE EXPOSURE
ON THYROIDAL RADIOLOGIC DOSE*

Steven A. Book
Radiobiology Laboratory, School of Veterinary Medicine
University of California, Davis, California 95616 USA
Isotopes of iodine released to the environment from nuclear power-related operations may easily enter the human body, either by inhalation of contaminated air
or by ingestion of contaminated foods, and ultimately deposit in the thyroid gland.
Inhalation is an important route of exposure for all radioiodines, in ~articular
those with ~hysical half-lives (Tp's) of less than one day, such as 13 I, 132 I,
133 I, and 1 5 I. Ingestion is a more significant route for those radioiodines
with longer Tp's. Iodine-131 (Tp = 8 days) passes from atmosphere to man by the
vegetation->- cow->- milk pathway. The longest-lived radioiodine, 12.9I (Tp = 16
million years), assumes an essentially permanent residence in the environment
upon its release, and may reach man by several dietary pathways (2,8).
The radioiodines are readily transported across biological membranes. Hence, the
thyroid glands of fetuses and children may be exposed to radioactivity as a result
of the ease with which these radionuclides cross the placenta and mammary gland,
respectively.
The thyroid is intimately involved in growth and development, and actively concentrates iodine as required for its hormonogenic processes. Since metabolism changes
with age, so, too, will the pattern of thyroidal radioiodine uptake and retention.
Similarly, respiration rates vary with age, and dietary requirements and habits
change, thus altering the potential for radioaodine assimilation from these routes.
As a result of age-related differences in both intake and metabolism of radioiodine,
radiologic doses to the thyroid glands of young and mature individuals from the
same environmental exposures will differ. This paper assesses the relationship
of age and thyroidal irradiation as a result of acute radioiodine exposures, with
the intent to identify the potentially more susceptible members of the population.
HETHODS
Data on iodine metabolism for humans or derived from animal studies have been
utilized to estimate thyroidal doses following acute exposure to 131I, 132I, and
133 I. Data on milk consumption and respiration (6) were utilized to provide
appropriate input values for ingested or inhaled radioiodine, respectively. Age
groups considered include fetuses in the 13th, 20th, and 32nd week of gestation,
infants, 5-, 10-, and 15-year-old children, and adults. Some of the parameters
used in this paper are presented in Table 1.
Thyroidal uptakes for 1 31 ! for adults and children 2-months-old and older were
assumed to be 30% (4,9). Fetuses were assumed to concentrate 0.7, 6.4, and 9
times the maternal concentration in the 13th, 20th and 32nd week of gestation,
respectively, based upon maximal values from animal and human data (3). Uptakes
for 132 I (Tp = 2.3 hours) and 133I (Tp = 20.8 hours) were calculated to reflect
their increased rate of decay. Uptakes used were 6% for 132.I .and 11% for 133I,
1vith values for fetuses altered by the same proportion~... a.s. ...f.o:r ...1.~1 I. Uptake of inhaled radioiodine was 77% of that from ingest~x;:;:=: .'. ·
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Biological half-lives (Tb's) of 100 days for adults (5), 50 days for 10- and 15year-olds, and 20 days in younger children (8) were assumed.
Fetuses were assumed
to have Tb's of one day at 13 weeks and 4 days at 20 weeks based upon human data (1).
Those in the 32nd week of gestation were assumed to have a longer Tb than younger
fetuses based upon unpublished studies in guinea pigs and were assigned a Tb of 13
days.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of dosimetric calculations are presented in Table 2. Calculated doses,
relative to those of adults, are presented in Fig. 1. One day's ingestion of milk
conta1n1ng 131I was calculated to result in differing radiologic doses to thyroid
glands of various members of the population, reflecting both differences in iodine
metabolism and variations in milk consumption. Under the assumed conditions, fetal
thyroid glands were calculated to receive approximately 0.1, 2.5 and 6 times the
dose of the thyroid of the adult male in the 13th, 20th and 32nd weeks of gestation,
respectively. Thyroids of infants were calculated to receive the highest relative
dose, approximately 30 times the adult dose for the 6-month-old. The higher dose
arises from increased milk consumption to a maximum of l liter/day at 6 months of
age. Thyroidal doses to 5-, 10- and 15-year-old children were determined to be
about 5, 3 and 2 times the adult dose, respectively.
Inhalation of radioiodine would also lead to age-related variations in thyroidal
dose. From inhaled 131I, 132I and 133I, the thyroid of the 13-week-old fetus would
receive less than the adult dose but up to 7 and 10 times that value at 20 and
32 weeks of age, respectively. Relative doses were higher for l3 2 I and 1 33I than
for 131I, since effective half-lives were similar for young and old alike with
l3 2 I and 133I but shorter for 131I in the young. Doses to the infant were up to 4
times the adult value; thyroidal doses declined with age to about 10% above the
adult-value at 15 years of age.
These calculations show that, from exposure to environmental radioiodines, there
may be considerable differences in the thyroidal dose among various members of
the population. Young infants appear to be the cohort which would receive the
greatest potential radiologic dose to the thyroid gland from ingested 131 I. Their
dose was calculated to be ~30 times the adult dose, or more than 5 ~mes that of
near-term fetuses. The near-term fetus on the other hand, receives the highest
relative thyroidal dose from inhaled radioiodines, up to 10 times the adult value.
The calculated dose to the fetal thyroid was also several times that of the infant.
These estimates of an increased relative radiologic dose to the thyroid glands
of developing young following assimilation of radioactive iodine do not address,
however, the possibility of a greater radiosensitivity of the immature thyroid
(10). Hence, the relative risk of biologic damage to the thyroid of the young
might be several-fold higher than the relative dose presented here, reflecting
more biologic effectiveness per rem in the young. Therefore, the 10-fold increase
in dose for the fetal gland for inhaled radioiodines and the 30-fold increase in
dose for the thyroid of the infant from those which are ingested, relative to
that calculated for adults, would appear to be appropriate lower limits.
In conclusion, dosimetric calculations for population exposures to the radioiodines
from nuclear fuel cycle activities should address both ingestion and inhalation
as routes of potential exposure. Such information would enable the potentially
more sensitive members of the population to be defined and the variety of radioiodines to be considered.
*Supported in part by the US Energy Research and Development Administration and
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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Table 1. Dose Estimation Parameters
Age

Thyroid Wt

Tb
(days)

Milk Consumption/Day
(liters)

20

100

0.3

0.02

17

(g)

Adult (male)
(female)*
Infant (6 mo)
(1 yr)

Child (5 yr)

Inhalation Rate
(m 3/min)

100

0.3

0.019

1.5

20

1.0

0.004

2

20

0.58

0. 0042

5

50

0.49

0.0065

(10 yr)

10

50

0.48

0.013

(15 yr)

15

100

0.44

0.0165

*Utilized for the calculation of fetal thyroidal doses.
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Table 2.

Doses to thyroid glands from one day's ingestion of milk
containing 1 vCi of 1 31 I/liter and from one minute's exposure
to air containing 1 vCi of 131 I, 132r or 133I per m3.
Ingestion (rem/day)
131I

Inhalation (mrem/min)
131I
132I
133I

Adult

0.48

25

0.17

2.3

Fetus (13 wk)
(20 wk)
(32 wk)

0.04
1.2
3.3

2
60
160

0.1
1.2
1.8

1.0
13.4
22

Infant (6 mo)
(1 yr)

15.7
6.8

50
40

0.6
0.4

6.1
4.7

Child (5 yr)
(1 0 yr)
(15 yr)

2.4
1.4
0.9

20
30
25

0.2
0.2
0.2

1.9
3.0
2.5

36
32

0

28

z

<(

-'

~ 24
6
0::
>~ 20

,_

0

w

"'
0

Ingested Radioiodines

16

0

w

>
;::: 12
<(

-'

w

0::

8

4
0

Fig. 1.
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-------AGE (YEARS)-------

Doses to thyroids of fetuses and children, relative to those of
adults, from ingested or inhaled radioiodine.
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LIFETIM!i: DOSE OF PERSONS WORKING IN RADIOGINAECOLOGICAL DEPARTME:NTS

L.Bozoky
National Oncological Institute, H-1525 Budapest 114 P.O.Box 21.
and

T.Predmerszky
Joliot-Ourie" National Research Institute for Radiobiology
and Radiohygiene, H-1775 Budapest-Budafok l.P.O.Box 101. Hungary

"Fr~d!ric

1.

INTRODUCTICN

Ever since 1936 when the National Oncological Institute opened its gates radiogynaecological treatments have been systematically carried on, meaning
severe radiation loading for persons working in the field. As a result of the
very favourable recovery, radium therapy continued in many institutions of
Hungary further on, we decided the determination of lifetime dose values of
persons who actually worked in this special field for 40 years by means of the
high amount of radioprotection measuring data, available. Since, in the course
of the past ten years, ICRP has, on several occasions significantly decreased the maximum permissible dose values and in this sense we developed ever
newer, more efficient radioprotective equipments, the lifetime doses were determined by summing partial values, evaluated for each period of time. Apart
from this, we examined how data of film-dosimeters carried on at cardiac regions, as well as integral dose values calculated on whole-body, demonstrate
the ever better efficiency of our radioprotective equipments in the various
periods.
2.

PHASES OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR RADIOPROTECTION

From the point of view of the radioprotective equipments development of the
radium operating theatre, three phases can be distinguished as follows:
1) From 1936 to 1947, the radioprotective armamentarium of a gynaecological
department consisted only of a wall-storage and a simple lead-shielded working
table with forceps and pincers.
2) From 1947 to 1957, after the preparation of the patient a 6 em thick,
railed lead-shield was pulled in between the sitting physician and patient
on one hand and a lead-wall with 12 em thickness was built in front of the
surgent 1 s assistent on the other, from which radium tubes were lifted out
only in the last moment (1).
3) From 1957 to 1976, there was built a 10 em thick, rolling lead-shield
between the assistent and patient, moreover, the lead-shielded working table
was developed by a surmounted, even head protecting lead-shield with a double
mirror-system, automatic washing apparatus, sterilizer and a railed, radioprotected delivery truck serving for the delivery of sterile tubes in the
operating theatre. Finally, a special lead-shielded truck was constructed for
radioprotected cerrying of radium tubes back from the sick ward.
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Fii!u:re 1. Le"d-sh.LJld pulJ_able in between the physician and
the patient, assistEm+. and the !)atient, lead-well,
:radium delivery truck I'Jld radium working table
3.

THl!: D1T:t;ill!INA'l'IUN OF LIFt'rn!B AND INTEGRAL OOS£S

The dose loading of workers performing duties in the fourth most severa radiation loading place of the gynaecological department was measured in the
three periods, several times by film-dosimeters placed on various parts of
the body.
3.1 Dosimeter-data on cardiac region
Since 6-9 pes of 10 mCi radium tubes were inserted a patient and the time of
insertion alternated from 1,5 to 10 min. according to cases, we calculated the
average values on 1 Ci radium and on an average insertion time.

I PERIOD
I

Physician
Surgeon's
Assistent
!carrier of
TABLE 1

I.
7,5B/year
assist. 21
"
n
31
natients 8

"

II.
1 B/year
5 "
28
•
8

"

III
1 B/year
4
•
o,6 "
8
•

Lifetime dose
1936-76 19'i7-97
102 R
40 R
160 R
350 R
600 R
25 R
300 R
300 R

Average annual doses and lifetime doses in four most exposed working
spheres

In Table 1 we demonstrate the R/year values referring to the three subsequent
periods calculated on the personal dosimeters data on cardiac region and lifetime dose values determined with respect to the past 40 years. As for physicians, two in the first period and three in the second and third period, resp.
effected insertion for 3 months in regular turns, thus values of the Table
indicate the physicians, In the other three working spheres personal turns
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were irregular, consequently values in the Table are calculated on the total,
annual 100 Ci radium, disregarding the number of persons who received it. In
the last column of the Table extrapolated values are figuring according to
the data of the third period which, according to the improved radioprotective conditions are significantly lower than the data relating to the past 40
years figuring in the previous column. The only exception here is the hospital attendant whose case the dose cannot ~e lowered but by means of a personal change only. There are JO persons altogether at the department working in
4 shifts. The distribution of 12 most exposed persons• annual dose-loading
in the course of 8 years, that is between 1967 and 1974, is demonstrated in
Table 2. From among 12 persons, there is a physician working for 40 years
and 2 physicians working for 29 years at the same working sphere. Lifetime
dose on these persons, as well as others working in other departments of the
Instimte for 40 years is indicated in Table 3.
mR/year
0,25
0,5
1
2
3
4

-

0,5
1
2
3
4
5

cases
35
22
21
10
4
4

TABLE 2 Average annual
dose-distribution at 12 most
loaded workers between 1967
and 1974
3.2

Department Work-time Lifetime
dose
Physic.l. Gynaecologic 40 years 102 R
n
Physic.2.
29 II
36
II
F'hysic.3,
29 II
32
Surg.assist.
140
30 "
"
II
i'hysic.4. Radiologic.
25
40
h
Physic.5.
38
40 "
80
Physicist 1. Physical
40 II
Physicist 2.
40 II
30
"
Profession

TABLE 3

Lifetime doses at eight most oldest
workers of the Institute

Comparison between cardiac region and integral doses

For the sake of efficiency establishment of recently developed radioprotective equipments we made some measuring during the working process of the same
persons (inserting 1 Ci radium), either at the cardiac region or at further
10 points of the body for the determination of the integral dose. Measurine- results and the integral dose vall1es ubtained under different working conditions
in three periods are figuring in Teble 4. Inte..,ral doses have b.oen calculated
partly according to the J.iayneord-formula, pe.rtly on other methods.

Physician
Surgeon's
Assistant
Carrier of

10
30
6
80

2,600
6,800
6,100
11 000

TABLE 4 Doses relating to inserting of 1 Ci radium and integral
doses in the three phases of the development of radioprotective equipments
On this manner (Fig.2) the effect of the lead-shield to be placed in front

of the physicial can be determined either on the cardiac region or in the
integral dose.
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Figure 2 Physicial protecting lead-shield with projecting
lines necessary for the calculation of integral
doses

4.

CONCLUSIONS

4.1 It can be stated that the gynaecological radioprotection equipment fitted
to Mutscheller-tolerance-dose valid 40 years ago can be developed further on,
even meeting the present maximum permissible dose values and requirement.
Equipments we developed are mounted in any national gynaecological radium
department.
4o2 In order to lower the workers' radiation loading to a significantly
less maximum permissible dose value, expressed by recent literature data as
very desirable, it is advisable to effect a regular turn in most of the exposed working spheres.
4.3 It was established that a physician in the third period is exposed to
ten-times less cardiac region dose than in the first period, nevertheless,
his integral dose becomes only three-times lower. In case of the assistent
the cardiac range dose becomes 50-times lower depending on the fact that
her dosimeter and most part of her body get into the shadow of the leadshield, however, her integral dose lowers to its half only, while, on the
other hand the integral dose lowering at the' surgeon's assistant is double
under five-times cardiac region dose lowering.
4.4 The same dose, therefore, shown by a dosimeter belonging to the same
person may involve integral doses of various orders of magnitude that
possible significantly influence the biological damage. For this reason,
we suggest that in some cases when personal dosimeter data approach the
maximum permissible values, e.g. reach the half of it, the evaluable integral dose value, when concluding things to be done that is at the real estimation of the effective damage, should be taken into consideration. It
is very probably that the idea of the integral dose is not the only proper
one for the judgement of the biological damage, however, the information
it renders is, by all means, moTe rich than that of given by the personal dosimeter. Their interdependence involves further, closer investigation.
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N° 072
A REVIEW OF TBE PROBLEMS OF SAFETY CONTROL IN X-RAY
DIFFRACTION AND SPECTROMETRY
G.S. Linsley
National Raiiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, England
1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of x-rays in diffraction and spectrometry is widely regarded as
being one of the most potentially hazardous operations carried out in the
laboratory. The reasons for this are clear; some aspects of work with the
equipment bring the user into close proximity with narrow but intense x-ray
beams such that brief exposures of a few seconds duration can cause serious
burns. Fortunately, the burns tend to be localised to the hands and the low
energy of the radiation usually limits the extent of the damage to the skin
tissues.
The study of the accidents which have occurred in work with such equipment
provides guidance on those aspects of the work where safety control needs
most emphasis. Several surveys have been conducted and reported in the
literature. They are summarised in Table 1 together with data extracted
from the records of investigations conducted by the National Radiological
Protection Board. These investigations were freely requested by the
establishment in which the equipment was being used and it is probable that
the Board has only been involved in a small fraction of the total number of
such a::cidents occu.rring in research and factory establishments. However,
this is a problem common to all surveys of incidents resulting from x-ray
diffraction and spectrometry equipment. The lo·::alised nature of the
biological damage which results from exposures of this type is often passed
off as being due to another cause, such as a thermal burn, or is simply
ignored. The film badge is of very limited use in identifying accidental
personal exposures since the narrow x-ray beams encountered will only be
detected if they impinge directly on the film.
Lindell
et al

Lubenau
et al

21

17

(1968)

Total number of
incidents reported

(1969)

Stern

(1970)
22

8 (71%)
7

~ (71%) 16 (7 3}6)

Incidents due to
equipment failure

5 (24%)

5 (29%)

Other causes
(some unknown)

1

Incidents due
to
human error

~ g~

6 (27%)

Jenkins
et al

NRPB
data

(1975)

}6

18

20f

(56%) 14f (71})6)

9f

7

(25%)

2f (11%)
2

Carelessness
Inadequate instruction
Some of the distinctions used here are not clear cut. The incident
may be the result of a combination of human error and equipment
inadequacy.
TABLE 1 Surveys of incidents in x-ray diffraction and spectrometry
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For comparison purposes the NRPB incident data has been reported in the same
way as the other surveys in the literature (Table 1). Hm•ever the 14
incidents reported under "human e=or" can be further subdivided as:
Accidental exposures as a result of equipment having
been modified (unknown to the user)

4

Inadequate instruction of user
Garelessness

7

Carelessness, partly due to inadequate safety devices

2

Despite the relatively small number of incidents included in each survey and
the in,iividual interpretations of the authors, the results are similar.
Between a half and three quarters of the reported accidents appear to have
their origins in human e=or, whether due to carelessness or to ignorance
on the part of the user. Many of those attributed to carelessness were
caused by persons inadvertently putting a hand or arm into a beam in the
course of a camera alignment operation or as a result of forgetting that
the x-ray set was energised or that a shutter was open. In these latter
cases the exposures would have been less likely if better safety devices
had been fitted, for ex~~ple, clear warning signals to indicate the status
of the x-ray tube ani the shuttBrs. However, some of the incidents
investigated by NRPB suggest that there can be a danger in providing too
many safety devices. In one incident, an experienced maintenance engin•3er
was exposed to a primary x-ray beam because he placed overmuch reliance on
the electrical interlocks in the system. Unknown to him, one of the
interlock devices had been overridden ·..;i th the result that a shutter was
open when he thought it was closed. In many cases if a suitable radiation
~onitoring instrument had been close at hand accidental exposures would
have been avoided.
2.

EQUIPMENT

The designs of commercially available equipment for uAe in x-ray diffraction
and spectrometry have improved considerably fro~ the safety standpoint in
the last t<venty years. The majority of modern x.-ray tube shields are fitted
with safety shutters designed to prevent an x-ray beam from being emitted
from the x-ray tube unless a camera is in position. The majority of
incidents in Table 1 which have been associated with equipment failure
have probably happened in work with old equipment fitted with few safety
devices. Nevertheless, the standard of safety of many modern x-ray
diffraction systems leaves much to be desired. Often it is left to the user
to provide warnin.J signals to indicate when x-rays are being generated and
whether shutters are open or closed. Some manufacturers offer the x-ray
warning light as an optional extra! The absence of clear warning .signals
has led to several accidental overexposures.
A desirable feature in x-ray diffraction equipment is for the x-ray beams to
be completely enclosed during normal use to prevent the possibility of hand
access. However, there are many commercially available cameras and
diffractometers in which hand access to the x-ray beam .during normal use
is possible, in particular, the simple and much used Laue camera. Full
implementation of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 in the United
Kingdom which places an obligation on manufacturers and their agents to
ensure that their products are safe, will prevent the sale of such equipment
The engineering of local enclosures for some of the larger camera types, for
example, four circle diffractometers and precession cameras, which will
still allow the user sufficient access for his experiments, has usually
been considered by the manufacturer and user to be too difficult and costly.
The equipment must therefore be housed in a separate room and the radiological protection of other staff is achieved by restricting access to the room.
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Recently, however, some completely enclosed four circle diffracto.neters have
become commercially available. The enclosure is in the form of a counterbalan,)ed hinged perspex coYer which can be lifted to allow considerable
freedom of access to the camera system.
).

TRAINING

Tilfl su~vey of incident causes in·iicates clearly that the majority of
reported accidents have been due to :ni:~ takes or ignora.:.'lce on the part of
the user. It io unrealistic to think that accidents resul tine; from huma.n
error can ~e eliminated altogether. However, they can be made less likely
by ensuring tJ.1at all persons coming into contact with the equipment are
aware of the potential hazards and are trained in safe '-nrking methods •.
Technicians a.'ld research workers who are new to work with x-ray diffraction
and spectrometry equipment should 1undergo training before being allowed to
work on it by themselves. The course of training should inolude instruotion
on tha hazards of ionising radiations and in particular those associated
with x-ray diffraction and spectrometry equipment. Safe working methods
with the equipment baing used in thfl establishment should be discussed and
each co;.lrse participant should become familiar with the use of a radiation
monitoring instrument and be aware of the importance of routine monitoring.
Trai~ing courses of this sort are provided in most large research establishments in the United Kingdom. However, attendance at such courses is usually
voluntary and. a large proportion of new users never attend a training
cm~:r.se.
Thfl approach taken by one of the Universities in the United
Kingdom has much to commend it. Students are not allo•t~ed to work on
systems which are not at all times fully enclos8d unless thfly have undergone a course of training. A Certificate of Competence is issued to the
experimenter on completing the course.

4.

ADMINISTRATIVE CON'I'ROL

Many accidental exposures of persons have occurred while maintenance is
being carried out on eq'.lipmemt o·~ dCU"ing sample or camera alignment in the
presence of an x-ray beam. On these o::casions safety interlo·~ks &"ld covers
may have been removed and momentary carelessness on the part of the user can
lead to an overexposure. The responsibility for safety in such situations
is very much in the hands of th8 user himself.
The risks to Nhich the experimenter or maintenance engineer is exposed can,
nevertheless, be minimised if the procedure to be adopted in a particular
alignment or maintenance operation is subject to the combined scrutiny of
the safety adviser and the user or his superviser. A scheme can be drawn
up which incorporates the safest methods consistent with experimental
practicability. For example, the safety adviser must be convinced by the
user that the al i.gnment operation requires the presence of x-rays and
cannot be achieved by optical mean3. In many si tuatio•ls it is possible
to devise enclosures with slits such that the alignment operation can be
coniucted •t~i thout direct access to the x-ray beam. If an x-ray method has
to be used th8 eq·.1ipment should be operated at the lo't~est kilovol tage
consistent with obtaining a satisfactory image or count rate, long handled
tools should be used and a radiation monitor k8pt close at hand. The
wearing of finger dosemeters should also be considered.
When such a method of work has been agreed between the user and the safety
adviser it should be formalised in writing and should i.ncludP the n".mes of
the persons authorised to carry o:J.t the operation.
The main objective in formalising the scheme is to impress upon the users
that it is to ~e taken seriously. The written scheme is also valuable as
a record and when it is posted near to the x-ray equipment it serves as a
reminder of the procedures which should be followed.
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5.

CONCLUSION

While it is important that impro7ement in the safety of equipment continues
the main emphasis should be on making the user aware of the hazard by
adequate training and in minimising the opportunities for human error by
appropriate administrative control over working methods.
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TWO INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING THE RELEASE OF TRITIUM
C. Bergman and E. Wesslen
National Institute of Radiation Protection
Fack,
S-104 01 STOCKHOLM
Sweden

A.

TRITIUM LEAKAGE FROM 3H(Sc) ELECTRON CAPTURE DETECTORS

1 . INTRODUCTION
In 1974 Varian AB introd~ced a new type of EC-detector containing tritium
on the Swedish market. Compared to the old type, the new detectors had
tritium bound to scandium instead of to titanium, they contained 1000 mCi
compared to 250 mCi and they were intended to be used at 325°C which is
100°C higher than the old type. The well-known fact that tritium release
increases rapidly at elevated temperat~re (1, 2) and the lack of independent measurements of the release from H(Sc) EC-detectors explained the
necessity for this investigation.
Similar measurements were made on a 3H(Sc) EC-detector containing 75 mCi
tritium sold by Packard Instrument AB.
2. MEASUREMENTS
New EC-detectors were borrowed from Varian AB and Packard Instrument AB
for measurements at the Institute and old detectors were measured at
various laboratories. During all measurements the EC-detectors were mounted
in gas-chromatographs and heated by their ordinary heating systems. T~is
makes the actual detector foil temperature approximately 25°C below the
indicated detector temperature. Pure nitrogen gas was used as carrier-gas
through the detector with a flow of 30-50 ml/minute. The nitrogen gas
pa~sing the EC-detector was mixed with air- 3 1 itres/minute- and used
as counting gas in a TRITON 1055B tritium monitor.
For the determination of the ratio between the tritium in the form of
HT and HTO a cold-trap, cooled to -80°C, was used to condense the HTO.
3. RESULTS
More than 95 % of the tritium released from the 3H(Sc) EC-detector was
in the form of HTO since it was condensed in the cold-trap when this
was inserted into the system.
In Fig. 1 the release of tritium from three Varian EC-detectors as a
function of temperature is illustrated. The detectors each contained
1000 mCi of tritium and they were heated at a rate of 2°C per minute.
The three curves represent the following detectors.
Curve 1:

A new detector that had not previously

Curve I 1:

A detector used at 300°C for one week, during which time
it was cleaned three times, and then stored at room
temperature for more than one year before this measurement.

been heated.

Curve II I: A new detector which, 5hree days before the measurement,
had been heated to 350 C for one hour.
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Points A and B show the release from two detectors which had been
used at 275vC for 3 months and at 300uC for 10 months respectively.
Curve I Fig. 2 shows the leakage from a new Packard detector which had
not been heated before and curve I I shows the same detector measured
two days 1ater. 1n the meantime the detector had been kept at 325°C
for 2 hours. The detector was heated at the same rate as above.
~r---------------------------------,
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Fig. 1. Release of tritium from three
Varian 3H(Sc) EC-detectors. 1, new
detector; II, stored one year after
heating; I I I. shortly after previous
heating. See text for further details.

Fig. 2. Release of tritium from a
Packard 5 H(Sc) EC-detector. I, new
detector; II, shortly after previous heating. See text for
further deta i Is.

4. COMMENTS
From the difference between the tritium release curve for a new
detector(or a detector stored for a long time) and the curve from a
detector that has been used at high temperature shortly before the
measurement it is evident that the tritium is in two different forms
on the foil. One form- tritium dissolved in the scanrlium latticepermits the tritium to escape easily from the foil ~ven at moderately
increased temperature, while the other form- scandium tritide- is
more stable with regard to increased temperature.
Even at room temper~ture the dissociation of tritide into tritium which
is dissolved in th~ scandium is notable. This is clearly demonstrated
by curve I I in Fig. 1 which shows the effect of 1 year at room temperature.
The release of tritium from the Varian and Packard 3H(Sc) EC-detectors
corsesponds roughly to the different activities of the detectors. At
325 C the leakage from the Varian detector is 0.1 % per day and for the
Packard detector 0.6 % per day.

(1)

HOWLEY, J.R., ROBBINS, C., BROWN, J. M., Jr. "Health Physics
Considerations in the use of Radioactive Foils for Gas Chromatography
Detectors", Health Phys. ~ (1970) 76

(2)

KARAMIAN, N.A. "Ventilation of Electron Capture Detectors",
Health Phys. ~ (1972) 257
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B.

RADIATION PROTECTION ASPECTS OF WORK WITH TRITIUM IN LUMINOUS FILM

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the handling of tritium in the form of small discs
of luminous film. The investigation was initiated when a Swedish factory
got a large order for dark-sights for Swedish army weapons. The aim of
our work was tosee how much the personnel exposure could be reduced by
readily achievable means of protection and to estimate the relative
importance of the different intake routes.
The luminous film used was obtained from W. Maier Komm. Ges., Germany.
It contained pigment quality MA 180 with a specific activity of 160 mCi
per gram pigment. It was bought in the form of punched discs of two
different sizes, one with a diameter of 3.8 mm containing 0.9 mCi tritium
and the other 2.3 mm diameter and 0.35 mCi tritium.
The tritium work was done by one man with a work capacity of 100 darksights per hour which meant the handling of 160 mCi tritium.
2. MEASUREMENTS
For high tritium concentrations the airborne tritium was measured with
a commercial tritium monitor (TRITON 1055B). For measuring lower tritium
concentrations the air was passed through silica gel from which the
absorbed water, which contained the tritium in the form of HTO, was
subsequently distilled and measured in a Beckman Betamate I I liquid
scintillation spectrometer.
Urine from the employee was measured with no previous distillation in
the same spectrometer. For calibration of the spectrometer the internal
standard method was used.
3. RESULTS
Fig. 1 presents the results from
the first measurements which were
made shortly after the start of the
work with tritium. The tritium
concentration in the urine was found
to be 6 11Ci/l.
Installation of a better ventilation
hood mounted directly above the
I
working area resulted in a mean
!"')
triti~m concentration of 0.5-1
20
40
11Gi/m in the breathing air.
Time (minutes)
Measurement with the TRITO~ showed
Fig. 1. Tritium concentration in
no value exceeding 2 11Ci/m . In the
the air during one hour of work
area for the hands the concent3ation
in a poorly ventilated working
varied between 3 and 150 11Ci/m with
area. The rapid increase in tria mean v3lue of approximately
tium concentration occurs when
35 11Ci/m .
luminous discs for immediate
The tritium intake, as represented
use are poured out from a closed
by the tritiumconcentration in the
box containing several thousand.
urine, is illustrated in Fig. 2
together with the work intensity.
All urine samples were taken on Monday mornings before the tritium work
was begun. Although the work intensity was higher towards the end of the
u
I
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first work period the tritium concentration showed a decreasing trend.
This is assumed to be because of increased care and skill of the employee.
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Fig. 2. Tritium concentration in urine and work in~nsity during
the same time. For the first 14 weeks the work was done with bare
hands and for the 7 last weeks thin plastic gloves were used.
Note the different scales for the two graphs.
In order to estimate the intake through the lungs in comparison to the
intake through the skin the employee used thin plastic gloves when the
work was recommenced after a two month break. Unfortunately, the man ran
out of gloves and worked for two days with bare hands during week 26 and
during week 27 he worked for a short time with another type of dark-sights
that contained more tritium.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The easiest way to reduce the tritium intake from work ~:ith luminous
material is to arrange a good ventilation of the working area. In this
way the reduction in the tritium intake corresponded to a reduction in the
urine activity from 6 to 1 ~Ci/1. By using gloves to prevent the intake
through the skin a further reduction to 0.5 ~Ci/1 was achieved. 50 % of
the intake was found to be through the skin and this is in good agreement
with thP results of Billaudelh and Kaltenhauser (1).
An average hand] ing of 3.4 Ci tritium per week in the form of luminous film
resulted iP an average urine activity of 0.5 ~Ci/1. Integrated over a long
period of time this gives a dose of 0.3 mrem/Ci. This can be compared to
the values given in Table 2 in Ref. 2 where the value from Moghissi et al.
is 19.1 mrem/Ci and those from Krejci vary between 1.3 and 21.7 mrem/Ci.
The lower dose found in our measurements reflects the fact that there is
lower tritium leakage from luminous film than from luminous paint with the
same activity.
(1) BILLAUDELLE, H., KALTENH~USER, A., Penetration of Tritium in the Skin
Resulting from the Utilization of Radioluminescent Paint~, Nucl. Sci.
Abstr. 30:2 {1974) 381 (Abstract No 3693).
(2) MOGHISS~.A., CARTER, M.W., Public Health Implications of Radioluminous Material, DHEW Publication {FDA) 76-8001, DHEW, Maryland, USA.
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HAZARDS ANALYSIS OF LASER FUSION TARGETS CONTAINING TRITIUM*
T. Jordan Powell
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P. 0. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550
1.

INTRODUCTION

For the past several years there has been an intense effort at the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory and elsewhere to prove the concept of laser fusion. At
Livermore, this effort has been twofold- the development of high-powered,
multiple-beam lasers and the construction of tiny tritium-deuterium targets
for these lasers.
Among the more advanced laser concepts is the SHIVA laser system which is
expected to be operational in July 1977, with an estimated energy output
of over 10 kilojoules per pulse delivered in less than one nanosecond. Like
Shiva, the multi-armed Hindu god of destruction and reproduction, this
system consists of 20 laser beams directed onto a single target in such a
way as to cause a spherically symmetric implosion of the target and, thus,
induce fusion in the tritium-deuterium fuel.
2.

LASER FUSION TARGET

The typical laser fusion target consists of a hollow glass sphere, called a
microballoon, with a diameter in the range of 20 to 150 micrometres and a
wall thickness of one to several micrometres. In order to load the fusion
fuel into the microballoon, it is heated to a temperature of several hundred
degrees Celsius in a high pressure tritium-deuterium atmosphere. Under
these conditions, the fuel will diffuse through the walls of the microballoon. When the temperature is reduced and the pressure removed, the
tritium-deuterium fuel will remain trapped within the microballoon. A
typical microballoon will contain up to several hundred microcuries of
tritium after filling.
3.

HAZARDS ANALYSIS

Hazards analysis indicates that intact microballoons present only a negligible
hazard. They are not respirable and, even if ingested, only a small fraction
of the tritium beta energy might penetrate through the wall of the microballoon. If a microballoon is broken, a small hazard will exist for a short
time because of the release of the contained tritium. However, even this
hazard is very small - 100 ~Ci of tritium inhaled or ingested as water will
deliver a dose of about 10 mrad, and there is at most a few hundred microcuries of tritium in a microballoon as hydrogen gas.
In order to complete the hazards analysis, it is necessary to determine the
hazard associated with the glass fragments from a broken microballoon. To
do this, the following questions need to be answered:
*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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a.
b.
c.

Are the glass fragments from a broken microballoon of the respirable
size that are retained deep in the pulmonary lung?
Do the glass fragments of a broken microballoon contain tritium?
Finally, if the fragments are respirable and do contain tritium,
how well is it contained? That is, what is the biological halflife in the lung of tritium contained in glass?

In order to demonstrate that the glass fragments from a broken microballoon
are respirable, a number of microballoons were intentionally broken on a
microscope slide. The resulting fragments ranged in size from nearly
complete microballoons to fragments only a few tenths of a micrometre in
their maximum dimension. The relative abundance of the small particles
that would be retained deep in the pulmonary lung depends somewhat on how
the microballoon is crushed. Thus, the particle size distribution cannot
be established except by survey of a work environment into which microballoons have been released and in which they have been broken.
The fact that the glass fragments from a broken microballoon contain tritium
is easy to demonstrate. A number of tritium-deuterium loaded microballoons
were crushed to release the tritium contained within the microballoons.
The remaining glass fragments contained tritium even after repeated washing
and heating to several hundred degrees Celsius. This tritium was released
only by dissolution of the glass in hydrofluoric acid or by melting. Thus,
the tritium appears to be bound into the chemical structure of the glass.
The concentration of tritium in the glass fragments was in the range of l/2
to 1 Ci of tritium per gram.of glass. Because of the small quantity of
glass in a microballoon, however, the total tritium bound into the glass is
on the order of 1 ~Ci per microballoon.
The experiments showing that the tritium was released from the glass only
by dissolution or melting suggest that the tritium will follow the glass
once it is deposited in the lung. To demonstrate that this is the case,
an experiment was conducted to determine the rate at which tritium, in
glass fragments from broken microballoons, was released into a simulated
lung fluid (normal saline). The release rate for the glass used in these
experiments corresponded to a biological half-life of over 200 days. For
other glasses, the release rate might be somewhat slower or faster depending on the solubility of the glass and how it binds tritium.
With these data, it seems appropriate to treat the glass fragments from
broken microballoons as particles that will behave as an ICRP Class Y
aerosol once deposited in the lung, that is, as dissolving slowly in the
pulmonary lung or being phagocytized to the pulmonary lymph nodes. With
this assumption, one can calculate the radiation dose that could result
from inhalation of tritiated glass fragments from microballoons used as
targets in laser fusion experiments. The results of these calculations are
shown in Table 1.
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Radiation Dose

Form

Amount

HTO

100 11Ci

Tritiated
glass

100 11Ci deposited
in pulmonary lung

NOTE:

0.01 rad

Organ
Whole Body

20 rad

Pulmonary
lung

45 rad

Pulmonary
lymph nodes

Calculation of the dose from tritiated glass is based on
the ICRP lung model, ClassY aerosol. Self-absorption
of beta energy in the glass fragments has been ignored.
Table l.

Radiation Doses From Inhaled Tritium

While a toxicity ratio (per 11Ci deposited in the lung) of several thousand
is indicated for tritium in glass versus tritium as HTO, the difference in
hazard between the two is not nearly so great. This is because of the
ability of the lung to reject deposition of particulate matter and the
fact that glass is not absorbed through the skin as is water. The relative
hazard is illustrated in Table 2 in terms of the maximum permissible concentration (MPC) in air of tritium as HTO and tritium in glass.

Form
HTO
Tritiated
glass
Table 2.

MPC (in air)

Critical Organ

2.9xl0 -6 11Ci/cc

Body tissue

-8

Pulmonary lung

4.5xl0

11Ci/cc

Maximum Permissible Concentration
of Tritium in Air

In this table it was assumed that the tritiated glass fragment behaved as
a l 11 Class Y aerosol (ICRP) and a quality factor (QF) of l was used for
tritium in both forms. On this basis, the relative hazards are such that
tritiated glass appears to be only about 70 times the hazard of tritium
as HTO.
4.

SUMMARY

The Livermore laser fusion target, as described in this paper, presents a
unique problem in radiation dosimetry in which tritium is encountered in
a form that may be more hazardous than tritium in its most common form
(water).
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The hazards of handling the intact microballoon or the gas from a broken
microballoon are negligible, unless very large quantities of tritium are
involved. The glass fragments of a broken microballoon contain tritium
in a form that is much more toxic than tritiated water - about 2000X
when compared on the basis of deposition in the lung. The relative hazard
of tritiated glass is about ?OX that of tritium in water. Because of this
greater hazard, the laser fusion target should be handled with greater
care than is tritium in its more common forms. Tritium in glass has a
hazard comparable to that of Pu-241, Pa-233 or Mo-99 in airborne insoluble
forms.
Care in handling, cleanliness in the laboratory, and isolation of the
material are required in handling laser fusion targets as those released
to the laboratory environment will be very difficult to detect. Once
deposited in the lungs, quantities of tritiated glass that could deliver
a substantial radiation dose will be impossible to detect.
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COMPARATIVE RESPONSES OF
THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SITUATIONS
George L• Tcombs
Ray D. Paris
Oregon State Health Division
1400 S. W. 5th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97201 USA

1.

INTRODUCTION

Ambient radiation measurements are of importance in defining natural background levels and for determining the extent and significance of additional
radioactivity introduced into the environment from man-made sources. Various types of radiation detection equipment and dosimeters have been applied
to the evaluation of ambient radiation levels. Recently, Thermoluminescent
Dosimeters (TLD's) using various phosphors have been effectively utilized
for these types of measurements (1), Although considerable information is
available in the literature on Thermoluminescent Dosimetry, data relating
to actual response characteristics of the various phosphors, specifically
to terrestrial and cosmic radiation, is not readily available.
2. METHODOLOGY
The evaluation of the. response characteristics and reliability of TLD's for
environmental measurements was performed by simultaneously exposing applicable phosphors to cosmic and various levels of terrestrial and man-made
radiation. The locations were selected to cover a variety of situations,
which included urban environments, the environs of a nuclear power installation, and a high mountain lake essentially free from terrestrial and manmade radioactivity. The same dosimeters used were included in the Second
International Cross Check conducted by the Health Safety Laboratory (HASL)
(2) to confirm the validity of the results obtained through this comparative study. Measurements were also undertaken with a Reuter-Stokes Pressurized Ionization Chamber and by using a 7.6 em by 7.6 em Sodium Iodide
scintillation detector coupled to a gamma spectrometer for comparative
purposes (3).
The applicable phosphors used in this comparative study were CaF 2:Dy,
CaF2:Mn and LiF-700; specifically CaF2:Dy and LiF-700 (3.2 x 3.2 x 0.9 mm)
chips and CaF2:Dy and CaF2:Mn bulb assemblies manufactured by the Harshaw
Chemical Company. Shielding consisting of a 0.9 mm copper capsule providing
an effective lower energy cut off at 40 KeV was used to normalize the lower
energy response of the CaF2:Dy chips, figure 1. The CaF2:Dy and CaF2:Mn
bulb assemblies use an outer tantalum shield and single phosphor chip and
heating element encapsulated in glass,in figure 2. The more linear response
characteristics of LiF-700 chips allowed encapsulation in unshielded plastic holders. A standard one meter distance was used to obtain the comparative response data in the terrestrial environment. The dosimeters themselves were contained in the arms of a plastic pipe stand as shown in
figure 4.
Calibrations of the dosimeter and radiation counting equipment was conducted under controlled conditions similar to the placement and corresponding to exposure levels received in the environment. A 1.0 mg radium
source certified by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards was used for this
purpose.
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Harshaw 2000 and 2000P systems were used for the processing of the chips
and bulbs. These systems consist of a thermoluminescent detector coupled
to an automatic integrating picoammeter. Prior to use, all chips were sE~
gregated and grouped according to their response characteristics. The five
chip per dosimeter capsule initial groupings were maintained throughout the
study for each location. Annealing of the chips and bulb assemblies
r 1:quired prior to all exposures followed the Harshaw recommendations (4).
-,. 08SERVATI0:6
This comparative response study confirmed the TLD phosphor CaF 7 :Dy as being
the most sensitive to the environmental radiation spectra as stated in the
literature (1). This material was observed to be ten times more sensitive
than CaF2:Mn and thirty times more sensitive than LiF-700 phosphors. This
high sensitivity is of importance in obtaining statistically significant
data using exposure periods as short as thirty days. The data among the
various phosphors exposed to various environmental situations as presented
in Table l showed excellent agreement and internal precision. The long
term environmental radiation data and exposures derived through the International Cross Check Study determined by using LiF-700 phosphors \~ere
approximately 15% lower when compared to other TLD materials used. Note
Table 3.
The use of CaF2:Dy and CaF2:Mn phospho~s was successfully applied to the
measurement of cosmic ray intensities 1n an environment essentially free of
terrestrial and man-made activity, the center of a large lake at an elevation of 968 meters as shown in figure 3. The dose rate determined at the
surface using CaF2:Dy bulb and chip dosimeters was 0.09 mR/day while
CaF2:Mn bulbs indicated a dose rate of 0.08 mR/day. These values compare
favorably with the exposure rate value for absolute cosmic ray intensities
of 0.11 mR/day at this elevation for latitude North 50 degrees as published
by Lowder and Beck {5).
Using the same types of TLD dosimeters, sealed in plastic pipe, additional
underwater measurements at 20 meter increments extending to the bottom of
this lake were undertaken to determine the phosphor responses to a harder
cosmic spectra. The decrease in the exposure rates observed with increasing depth is presented in graphical form in figure 5 and corresponds to
the attenuation of cosmic rays in water as detailed by Rossi (6). The dose
rates on the bottom, however, were higher resulting from the natural and
fallout origin radioactivity contained in the sediments. The intercomparison of the CaF2:Dy chip and bulb dosimeters over extended periods of six
months underwater showed the same overall trends. The chip dosimeters were
approximately 20% more sensitive to the cosmic spectrum than the equivalent
phosphor bulb assemblies as displayed in figure 6. The exposure rates
determined at appropriate sites using a pressurized ionization chamber and
gamma spectrometer compared favorably with quarterly data accumulated using
TLD dosimeters. This information presented in table 2 showed similar
trends among sampling locations.
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4. CONCLUSION
Thermoluminescent Dosimetry can be effectively used to monitor environmental exposure rates. Using applicable phosphors and procedures it was concluded that variations of less than 10 mR/year from established ambient
levels can be detected with statistical confidence when the normal seasonal
variations have been determined. Of the dosimeters evaluated the preferred choice for this purpose due to their high sensitivity, was CaF 2:Dy
chips although their handling, shielding and processing involved complex
procedures. The CaFz:Dy bulb dosimeters were comparable in response to
these chips for this type of monitoring. However, their easier handling
and processing procedures are somewhat compromised by the larger capital
investment in the dosimeters themselves.
Ambient radiation measurements using gamma spectrometers or pressurized
ionization chambers were observed to be comparable with accumulated exposure rate data obtained using TLD dosimetry when appropriate calibration
procedures are utilized. Additional ambient measurements of this type are
considered to be useful in confirming the validity of the TLD data being
uccumulated over extended periods.
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Cornparativf.' Responses of TLD's in Various
ln\'honmental Monitoring Situations

Table 1:

Results Expressed in mR/Oay

rnvironmental
Si ltt.tt ir>n

ur-1oo

CaFzoOy

CaF 2 :Oy

Chips

Ch1ps

Bu tbs

NuclcJr

0.16 + 0.01
0.16+0.01
0.14+0.01
0.18 + 0.01
0.19 ~ 0.01

racil ity

lligh t1ountain
l akP

0.09
0.03
0.02
0.01

(4 Dt·Pths 2Qn

i ncr;_.··,~nts)

Urbdn
Env i ronr:1ent

0.17 + 0.01
0.16 ~ 0.01

0.17
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.19

+ 0.003
+ 0.001
+ 0.001
~ 0.001

CaF 2 :Mn
Butbs

+
+
+
+

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
~ 0.01

0.15+0.01
0.15 + 0.01
0.16 + 0.01
0.16 + 0.01
0.17 ~ 0.01

0.09 + 0.003
0.08 + 0.002
0.06 + 0.002
0.05 ~ 0.002

0.08 + 0.003
0.06 + 0.002
0.04 + 0.001
0.04 ~ 0.001

0.20 + 0.01
0.18 ~ 0.01

Comparative Responses of TLD's to
Other Radiation Detection Equipment

Table 2:

Results Fxpressed in mP./Day
Tvoc of Detector
loc.:~t ion

CaF?:Dy
Ch1ps

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7 .6cm x 7 .6cm

Reuter-Stokes

Nai:Tl Crystal

Pressurized Ion Chambe

0.21
0.17
0.19
0.19
0.10
0.20
0.21
0.18

0.2l
0.14
0.18
0.15
0.07
0.16
0.19
0.14

0.19
0.16
0.18
0.17
0.10
0.18
0.18
0.17

Comparative Responses of TLO's in International Cross Check

Table 3:

Results Expressrd in Total mR
CaF1:Dy
Chipc;

field Fxposurc
lab

fxpos~tre

15.8 ~ 0.9
17.8 + 0.9

c:~~~~Y

LiF-700
Chips

14.8 ~ 1.5
15.7. 1.6

11.4 ~ 0.6

16.4

14.3 + 1.0

18.8 + 3.8

Mean of All
ParticiPants

!

3.8

Reference5
(1) Denham, D.H., Kathren R.L., Corley J.P., A CaFT:Dy Thermoluminescent
Dosimeter for Environmental Monitoring, Batte le Northwest Laboratory
Report #SA-4191, (1972).
(2) Burke, G.P., Gesell, T.F., Becker, K, Second International
son of Environmental Dosimeters Under Field and Laborator
(3) State of Oregon, Trojan Preoperational Study, Oregon State Health
Division, Portland, Oregon 97201, (1975).
(4) Harshaw Chemical Co: TLD Materials &Systems; TLD Materials, Summary,
Harshaw Division of Kewanee Oil Co.; Crystal and Electronic Products
Department, 6801 Cochran Road, Solon, Ohio 44139.
(5) Lowder, W.M. and Beck, H.L., Cosmic-Ray Ionization in the Lower
Atmosphere, J. Geophys. Res., 71: pp. 4661 - 4668, (1966).
(6) Rossi, Bruno B., Cosmic Rays, McGraw Hill Book Company, New York,
pp. 36-42 (1964).
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RECENT ADVANCES IN RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS FOR
NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS
William S. Johnson, Sr.
Eberline Instrument Corporation
Post Office Box 2108
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
U.S.A.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Present projections indicate that by 1990 a m1n1mum of 600 nuclear power plants
will be in operation in over 40 different countries. As a result, the health
physics' profession is confronted with a massive responsibility to control the
radiological consequences of these operations. Regulations have been adopted or
are being considered by the various governments to guide the health physicist.
It is apparent that the necessary radiological measurements will become increasingly complex, require improved sensitivity and accuracy, increase in frequency,
and demand more attention from the health physics staff. There must be an expanded scope assigned to health physics instrumentation in order that available
personnel will be able to cope with these new responsibilities. The discussion
at this poster session will describe the integration of available instrumentation into a sophisticated system which will fulfill this new role in a costeffective fashion.
2.

HEALTH PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS

Based on the actual regulations and anticipating current attitudes of regulatory
bodies in the United States, it is possible to summarize in general terms the
health physics requirements to receive major emphasis over the next decade.
Without a doubt one of these requirements will be the collection and documentation of data with more sensitive techniques and with improved error terms.
A second requirement will be the periodic determination of isotopic content of the
various radioactive effluents, streams and processes which lead to personnel exposures. These data combined with the measurement of concentration, occupancy
factors, internal retention patterns, significant environmental pathways and
meteorological parameters will be necessary to provide estimates of dose. In the
final analysis it will be these dosage calculations which control regulatory compliance rather than any of the individual elements in the equations.
All operations will be conducted in conformance with the philosophy of maintaining
personal dosage history as-low-as-reasonably-achievable (ALARA). In the U.S.
ALARA has been quantified in terms of its allowable environmental impact from
light water reactors. However, there are many improvements to be realized in the
application of ALARA to the occupational environment. A comprehensive basis for
achieving ALARA will be a natural evolution from the evaluation of the data
generated by fulfilling the two requirements above.
Obviously the health physicist must be given the tools in the form of authority,
personnel and equipment to discharge his responsibilities. It should be evident
that one of these essential tools will be the management and reporting of data in
an intelligent manner readily assimulated into the decision-making process.
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3.

HEALTH PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Having established this background of operational and regulatory considerations
impacting on the health physicist in a nuclear power plant, it is necessary that
his supporting instrumentation be designed within the same parameters. The first
recommendation is that a systems approach be adopted. Each source of data should
be evaluated not as an isolated bit of information but rather in terms of itR
importance to overall operational significance. The author prefers to start
with the concept of a Health Physics Operations Center controlling the flow and
evaluation of data into and out of the Center. This concept is based on the
utilization of microcomputer technology as the most cost-effective technique to
meet reliably the health physics requirements of an expanding nuclear power
economy.
Microcomputers or microprocessors are available in varying degrees of capacity
and intelligence -- often classified from "dumb" to "smart"! Fortunately most
radiation measurements already exist in the digital mode so as to be compatible
with the data collection, manipulation and storage features of a microprocessor.
Digital counting is inherently more sensitive and statistically accurate, both
necessary ingredients in future systems. A data base may be maintained at the
individual detector as well as transmitted conveniently to the Main Control Room
and/or Health Physics Operations Center. High resolution gamma spectrometry and
other laboratory analyses may be interconnected to provide for the routine updating of isotopic content from collected samples. At these information centers
there will be a merging of peripheral data, e.g., meteorology, in order that
higher level dosage calculations may be computed. The historical file of personnel dose can also be kept current and available for immediate recall.
Probably the most convenient form of data presentation will be on a CRT terminal,
again with its own microprocessor intelligence. These presentations may be
tabular, graphic or multi-color graphic. Historical information should be retained in a format identical to reporting requirements in order to facilitate report preparation essentially instantaneously and at the prescribed frequency. It
is the conviction of instrument designers that system limitations are only the
imagination of the health physicist and not in his demands on hardware/software.
Other features to be retained in system development are flexibility and expandability. Significantly, about 80% of the personnel radiation dose from the
power reactor program is received during plant shutdown. This fact implies a
physical redistribution of radiation monitors between operational and non-operational periods consistent with the shift of radiological problems within the
areas of a reactor facility. It is feasible to incorporate these features into
a microprocessor-based system without significant cost because of the capacity
and distribution built-in to interconnecting cables.
As one envisions the advantages of a fully computer-based system it is only
natural to apply these advantages to the evaluation of radiological conditions
caused by a variety of emergency situations. At the present time it is questionable whether this application will be permitted under all conditions. The testing of microcomputers throughout the entire cycle of radiation, aging and seismic
environments has not been completed in order to qualify the entire system during
the post-LOCA. This is considered to be a temporary situation which will be
corrected as time and effort are devoted to a solution. In the interim less
sophisticated techniques, previously tested and qualified, are available for
those few radiation monitoring channels critical to a LOCA response.
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4.

SYSTEM COSTS

There is a general rule for estimating purposes in the United States that installation costs of an analog radiation monitoring system equal the cost of the hardware. Most of this cost of installation is associated with the engineering,
procurement, routing, isolation, interconnection and checkout of system cabling.
Sinre it does represent a significant cost factor, reduction in cable requirements offers a fruitful area for cost savings. Digital, microprocessor-based
systems are interconnected in a drop-loop, i.e., a single loop of cable from the
Main Control Room to the monitoring stations and terminating at the most distant
detector. This loop may be duplicated for redundancy and isolation. An analog
system requires individual cabling between the Main Control Room and each
monitoring station. Ideally, a drop-loop has the capacity for 192 channels but
to preserve system flexibility and expandability perhaps only 50% are committed
in a given design configuration. To add a monitoring station(s) or to re-configure existing stations it is only necessary to tie into the drop-loop, and not
to re-wire between the station and the Main Control Room. Costs are reduced
between 75% and 85% when compared with the cabling requirements of an analog system. However, the hardware/software costs of a microprocessor-based system
exceed similar analog hardware costs so that total installed system cost savings
amount to approximately 25% in favor of microprocessor-based systems.
'
Because data gathering, management and reporting are automatically processed,
personnel devoted to these functions are either eliminated or assigned to other
health physics' duties. Estimates vary as to the magnitude of this workload
but it is on the order of a savings of two man-years per year per nuclear power
plant.
It is more difficult to quantify the importance of the improved operator interface with the available data in an intelligent format. The ability to make a
proper decision without undue delay is certainly enhanced. If this decision
avoids a single shutdown unnecessarily or damage to expensive equipment, it will
return system cost.
5.

CONCLUSION

Faced with extraordinary growth in nuclear power, the health physicist is being
confronted with expanded responsibilities to control these radiological consequences. It represents, however, an opportunity for the profession to discharge
its responsibilities in a manner which will reflect favorably on the environmental and public acceptance of nuclear power. A Health Physics Operations
Center, fed by the data generated from a microprocessor-based radiation
monitoring system, is recommended as a vital contributor to this objective while
realizing significant savings in costs and personnel.
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THE NEW AUSTRIAN DOSIMETRY STANDARD LABORATORY
K.E. Duftschmid
Austrian Atomic Energy Research Organization Ltd.
Institute for Health Physics
Research Center Seibersdorf, Austria

1. INTRQDUCTIDN
Due to the enormeous increase in the medical and industrial use of ionizing radiation, the accurate measurement of radiation doses has gained
vital importance for radiotherapy and radiobiology and, with somewhat
lesser accuracy. for radiation protection. Resulting from this development a dosimetry standard laboratory has recently been established at the
Research Center Seibersdorf as a cooperative project between the "Austrian
Atomic Energy Research Organization Ltd." and the "Austrian Federal Bureau
of Standards". The task of this laboratory combines a national standard
for radiation dosimetry with a routine calibration center for therapy and
protection dosimeters.
2. LAYOUT OF THE LABORATORY
The design concept is based on the requirement to combine therapy level
dosimetry (i.e. exposure rates ranging from 10 R/h to 100 kR/h) with protection level (10 ~R/h to 1 kR/hl as well as primary standards and routine
calibration work within one building with minimum possible interference.
This is in contrast to the situation of most of the dosimetry laboratories
where protection- and therapy level work is usually separated and primary
standard laboratories dont provide routine calibration. The economic advantage of this combination at least for a small country, however, lies in
the fact that the same experienced personal and common equipment can be
shared between the different duties. With a maximum degree of automation
such operation can still cope with a considerable workload.
The building consists basically of a large, unshielded hall (20 x 8 ml for
protection level work and a heavily shielded concrete bunker (8 x 4 m, wall
thickness 70 - 150 em) for therapy level dosimetry. Both rooms are operated from a common measuring and control room. The protection level hall is
a light wood construction with wood/glasswool walls providing sufficient
thermal insulation with neglegible scattering. The radiation beams penetrate throughout the length axis of the hall into the open air. The environment of the building is partly protected by an earth wall. In addition the
site is completely fenced-in and operated as temporary radiation area.
This concept provides optimum physical measurement conditions at relatively low costs of construction.
3. RADIATION SOURCES AND FACILITIES
The laboratory (see enclosed diagram) is presently equipped for photonand beta dosimetry. Later extention for basic neutron work is planned. For
protection level dosimetry the beams of a 420 kVcp X-ray machine (PHILIPS
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MG 420) and a specially designed reference source system are used. Both
beams penetrate the center line of the hall with the X-ray beam 50 em
above the nuclide beams. Therefore the same automatic positioning system
for the standards and detectors to be calibrated can be used. This system
consists of a rigid cart running on tracks with a three-dimensional digital positioning system operated from the control room. Accuracy of positioning is better than 0,01 %.
The X-ray machine uses a meta~ceramic tube with Beryllium-window and has
been modified to operate from 30 kVcp to 420 kVcp and from 10 ~A to 15 mA.
An automatic filter tray for selection of 12 filters including a pneumatic shutter is attached.
The reference source system provides selection of six nuclide sources
(60co and 137cs from 1 mCi to 30 Ci). When not used, the sources are
stored underground in a shielded container within a well of 1,5 m depth.
Finally a soft X-ray tube (MACHLETT OEG-60) with 1,5 mm Beryllium-window
mounted on a calibration bench is available for the range of 5 to 60 kVcp
X-rays.
60
The therapy level bunker contains a 5 kCi
co teletherapy head (PICKER
CB/MBOJ and a 250 kVcp therapy X-ray machine (SIEMENS Stabilipan). This
unit also powers the soft X-ray tube. As in the protection level hall
both beams are directed in the same axis one above the other and use a
common manual cart/track system.
For routine batch calibration of personal dosimeters etc. in circular
geometry a pneumatic exposure system with selection of four radionuclide
sources [BOca and 137cs from 1 mCi to 6 Ci) is available. The source storage container is underground in the same well as that of the reference
source system.
For alignment of detectors and collimators a laser-levelling instrument
with automatic levelling mechanism is mounted on the end of each track.
4. DOSIMETRIC EQUIPMENT
Primary exposure standards include three Free-air Parallel-Plate Chambers
of different size covering the X-ray range of 5 kV to 500 kV and a graphite cavity chamber of known volume (cylindrical 1 cm3J for gamma radiation.
In addition a series of air-equivalent secondary standard ionization
chambers from 1 em to 14 em diameter are used. For beta radiation a commercial extrapolation chamber (PYCHLAU) and a set of calibrated beta sources are applied. The measurement of the ionization current is carried out
with digital current integrators (OMH NP-2000) with variable measurement
capacity. The addition of a calorimeter is planned in future. The electronic control and safety system has been specially designet for automatic
measurement programs and computer data handling using microprocessor circuitry.
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DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF MAJOR BODY MONITORING FACILITIES
Ao Knight, F.A. Fry, P.D.J. Whetmath and M.C. 0 1 Riorda.n
National Radiological Protection Board, Harwell,
Didcot, Oxon, United Kingdom
ABSTRACT
A description is given of major body-monitoring facilities recently
installed in a new laboratory complex. They include a whole-body monitor,
a low-energy photon monitor and associated electronic and data-processing
equipment.
Careful selection procedures for the laboratory construction materials
ensure low background. The effect of the main steel shield is documented
in terms of Background Index together with the effect of the gradual
addition of graded lining.
Details are provided of the control system for the whole-body monitor,
including live time scan regulation and the reduction of end effects. The
low-energy photon monitor, an array of dual phosphor detectors intended
mainly for determining transuranic nuclides in lungs, is also described
along with the pulse-shape analysis technique for background reduction.
Difficulties such as subject background and tissue attenuation with
incorporated nuclides that emit low-energy photons are discussed.

An account is provided of the control data-processing system which uses
CAMAC and a small computer and to which several other spectrometric
detectors are input.
Performance data of the equipment are briefly described.
1•

INTRODUCTION

The body-monitoring facilities described in this paper were installed
recently in the new headquarters building of the National Radiolo~ical
Protection Board (NRPB) at Harwell. They replace the facilities \1) in
the NRPB's former laboratories at Sutton where body monitoring was carried
out by the Radiological Protection Service and by NRPB for nearly 20 years.
2.

RADIATION BACKGROUND

The building materials used in the relevant part of the new building were

specially selected for low radioact~vity. Flint lime bricks made from
Thames Valley aggregate are used. 4~, 226Ra and 232Th levels in these
bricks, which are also quite dense, are very much lower than the levels
in al temative materials such as clay bricks or lightweight aggregate
blocks (2).
The equipment is installed in a room constructed mainly from aged naval
steel. The internal dimensions of the room are 4.8 m x 2.2 m x 2.0 m high.
The steel is 15.2 em thick except for the base which is 20.3 em thick. The
inside of the room is lined with 1 em of aged lead and 0.2 em of steel
which successively absorb scattered and characteristic radiation. During
and after construction, the Background Index (defined as the counts per
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minute per cm3 of Nai (Tl) crystal over the energy range 0.1 - 2 MeV) was
measured. The following results are for a 1).2 em diameter x 10.2 em thick
Nai (Tl) crystal, although some of the measurements were made with a
smaller crystal and a volume correction applied (3). Background Index
values were 0.39 for the bare steel room, 0.29 for the room lined with
lead, 0.31 for the room lined with lead and steel and 0.34 for the
completed room with equipment. Although the inner steel resulted in an
increase in Background Index as defined above the background decreased by
approximately the same relative amount in the low energy region of interest
below 0.1 MeV.
App~oximate

radon daughter levels inside the steel room are 0.1 pCi/1 RaA
(21 opo), 0.01 pCi/1 RaB (214Pb) and 0.002 pCi/1 RaC (21 4Bi). A filtered
recirculating air system is used which provides 10 changes of air per hour
and a make-up of up to 15% of fresh air. A constant temperature of 21°C is
maintained in the steel room.
3.

WHOLE-BODY MONITOR

The whole-body monitor is a scanning-bed type in which the bed moves on
rails through a fixed steel ring of effective diameter 1 m. Six detectors,
each consisting of a 12.7 em diameter x 10.2 em thick Nai (Tl) c~stal and
EMI 953gB photomultiplier tube, are mounted at 0°, 45°, 135°, 180 , 225°
and 315 around the ring from the vertical. Each detector can be moved
radially so that its face is between 10 and 35 em from the mid-line through
the centre of the ring. Each detector can also be angled up to ± 10° from
the radial direction. All detectors can be fitted with easily detachable
2.5 em thick aged-lead side shieldS• Profile scanning is possible by
fitting the crystals at 0° and 180 with a further 2.5 em thick side shield
and also a 5 em thick front shield with a single slit into which shaped
slugs may be inserted.
The bed is driven by a drive shaft from a stepping motor. At present a
linear scan is used. Scanning time can be varied, but is normally set at
30 minutes real time. There are two possible sources of error with this
arrangement: lost counts due to a possible high dead time and nonuniformity of response. Dead time can be high due to the activity of the
source under consideration, or because of simultaneous high count rate
inputs to the data processing system described below, or because of other
operations using this system. It is therefore desirable to control the
speed of scan in live rather than real time.
The advantage of using a scanning system is that it is possible to obtain
a response with reduced dependence on the distribution of the radioactivity
within the body (4). With a constant scanning speed, however, end-effect
errors occur. For example, the response to a point source falls to
approximately 60% of its maximum value when the source is placed 90 em from
the centre of the bed. This can be corrected by varying the speed of scan
during the scan to compensate for the reduced response.
A system for controlling the speed of scan in live time and for varying the
speed is described below.
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4.

LOW ENERGY PHOTON MONITOR

For the detection of low energy (10- 100 keV) photon emitters in the body,
for example plutonium in lung, dual phosphors similar in principle to
those first used by Laurer and Eisenbud (5) are used. The system uses
four commercially available dual phosphor detectors 127 mm in diameter,
eauh with a 0. 2 mm beryllium window and consisting of a 1. 5 mm thick
Nai (Tl) crystal optically coupled to a 51 mm thick Csi (Tl) crystal.
This array of detectors is suspended from the ceiling of the steel room.
A number of adjustments are provided so that detectors can be positioned
closely above the body of the person being measured. The outputs of the
4 detectors are normally coupled in pairs, one pair viewing the upper areas
of the lung, the other the lower areas.
Use is made of the difference in scintillation decay time of the 2
scintillators (250 ns for Nai (Tl) and 1000 ns for Csi (Tl)) to obtain a
lower background in the energy region of interest by means of pulse shape
analysis. Low-energy photons are totally absorbed in the thin crystal.
Most higher energy unwanted photons penetrate the thin crystal, losing some
energy in the process, and then interact with the Csi (Tl) crystal. The
signal due to the low energy radiation will thus have the characteristic
decay of Nai (Tl), and the signal due to extraneous high energy radiation
will have a decay time which is mainly characteristic of Csi (Tl).
In brief, the pulse shape analysis system operates as follows. The photomultiplier signal is processed by a delay line shaping amplifier the output
of which is fed into an ORTEC 458 pulse shape analyser. This is set to
generate a logic pulse when a photon interaction has occurred only in the
Nai (Tl) crystal. This logic pulse then opens a linear gate to allow
analysis by the data processing equipment. Typical backgrounds with no
subject in position range from 1.5 to 3 counts per minute for each of the
various detectors in the energy region 12 - 25 keV.

For in vivo measurements, the background wil~ vary from subject to subject
depending upon body build and the amount of '1c or of any other radionuclide in the body. A library of background spectra is being cp~iled
using unexposed persons of different body build whose 137 Cs and 40}{
contents are also being measured.
Analysis of results is further complicated by the absorption of low-energy
photons within the body: for example, the half-value thickness in tissue
for photons from 239Pu is only 0.6 em. A chest phanton with a large rib
cage and variable wall thicknesses of tissue-equivalent material is being
developed for calibration purposes and is the subject of another paper at
this Congress (6).
5.

DATA PROCESSING AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Signals from either the whole-body detectors or the low-energy photon
detectors are fed to a CAMAC interface system under the control of a
PDP 11/05 digital computer. The CAMAC system is provided with 8 separate
analogue inputs which are routed via an 8 input mixer unit. An analogue
signal from the mixer unit is fed to an analogue to digital converter (ADC)
which has a resolution of 1024 channels and a 16 MHz clock rate. The mixer
unit not only provides a single analogue output but also provides routing
signals which are fed on to the CAMAC data highway in order that each
analogue signal can be stored in a different part of the computer store.
The PDP 11/05 computer has a 16k word store which is shortly to be increased
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to 24k, and is under the control of an operator through a teletype writer
console. Further data storage and programming facilities are being
provided by means of a dual flexible disc unit. Output and input facilities
to and from paper tape are provided.
The movement of the scanning bed is to be controlled via CAMAC as discussed
above. The speed of the stepping motor and hence of the bed will be
controlled through the CAMAC data highway by means of a suitable programme
stored in the computer. This will enable a single scan to be made at a
constant speed (linear scan) or to be divided into a maximum of 16
different speeds (from zero up to 60 em per minute) to accomplish the
necessary velocity profile for end effect correction. Use will be made of
the 1 MHz CAMAC clock to provide a basic oscillator to drive the stepping
motor. Dead time correction will be accomplished by means of the "BUSY"
signal from the ADC which will be used to halt the bed drive temporarily
while the ADC is processing a photon event.
6.

PERroRMANCE DATA

Installation of the facilities described in this paper commenced in 1975;
purchasing and commissioning of some parts of the data processing and
control system are still taking place. Some preliminary performance data
may however be of interest.
The low energy photon monitor has been installed for only a short time, and
so far, most measurements on subjects have been to provide background
spectra. Some measurements are also being p~rformed on NRPB staff occupationally exposed to aerosols containing 2J~Pu and 241Am, but because of
the early stage of development of the calibration phantom (6) it is not yet
possible to quote a value for the minimum detectable activity (MDA).
The whole-body monitor, which was operational first, has been used for the
assessment of body radioactivity in persons accidentally expo~~d to several
radioactive materials including radium, thorium, uranium and oy. NRPB
staff have been measured to provide calibration data for the low-energy
photon monitor and to measure 137cs levels. Typical MDAs, defined as twice
the standard deviation of the background count over the background, for a
30 minute scan are 0.6 nCi of 137cs for a uniform distribution in the body
and 1 nCi of retained 228Th for a uniform distribution in bone.
REFERENCES

(1) UK 3.2 and UK 3.3.
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OOME CRI'IEHI:A FDR EVALUATION OF PERFORWICE OF
WIDLE OODY OOUNTING SYSTEMS
A. Nagara"lnaJll, M.M. OJ.pta, s.c. Mehta, G.c. !bola,
B.s. Rawa.t and K.K. Kapoor

!nstifute of Nuclear Medicine & Allied Sciences,
Dalhi-110007, INDIA
1.

INTroiJJCTION

Criteria for a whole body counter are high sensi ti vi ty and independence
of detector response with respect to both source location and body
build. One of the methods of assessment is to evaluate the following
two parameters { 1): (i) the average response R as a point source is
moved over a length of about 170 em {heiiht of adult), and {ii) the
non-unifo:rmi~ factor f 1 = (Rm,..,. -Rm;,..)/R, where 1\na.x and Rm;..., are the
maxiDilDI and IDJ.ninum responses wen The activity is concentra=&id at a
point within the length of the source. 'lhe intervening nedium is
usually taken as air. 'lbe objective is to maxi.mi.se R consistent with
a speci:N.ed degree of non-uniforml.ty of response {say, r 1 less than
ro%). In place of f 1, one could also use f 2 , the coefficient of
variation of the individUal responses R (standard deviation of R's
divided by R) •
2.

MATEHI:ALS AND METIDI6

'lhtee mdifications have been introduced in the present smey. 'lhe
first conSists in re,Elacing R, the average sensitivity, by a weighted
average sensitivity Rw• for the following reason. Whether it be
clinical appHcations (e.g. body potassium, ircn and vi taPlin B12
retention) or mnitoring for intexna.l contamination (critical organs
mainly GI tract, bone, total body, kidneys, liver, lung) the majority
of radionuclides have either a more or less uniform whole body distribution or are concentrated in organs located in the central regions of
the body. In the case of whole body distribution, about 80% of the
body mass is si iuated in the trunk, abdomen and thighs. Hence in all
these situations, the central regions contain the bulk of the activity.
(.An exception is radioiodine in thyroid).
To take this factor inm account, each segment of the line s:>urce
representing the body has been weighted by a factor proJl2rtional to the
mass of the body in thAt s~t. 'lhe weighted average 1\, is likely
to be a better paralll8ter than R.

Three cases have been considered, viz. 1'70, 150 and 100 em of line
source length, L, corresponding respectively to adult, adolescent and
3-year old child. Table 1 depicts the lengths and percentage masses
of the six segments, based on the well-known IUsh phantom for the adult
and modified from the adolescent and child phantom data of Hayes and
Brucer (2). The masses of the arms are added to those of the thorax
and abdomen.
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1\le next modification is to calculate a weighted non-uniformity factDr
f 1w or f2w for the same reasons given earlier. 1\le third modification
is to consider the line source as sandwiched at the centre of a tissue
equivalent medium of appropriate tlti.ckness 2t (20, 16 and 12 em for
adult, adolescent and ch:lld respectively), to take into account effects
of tissue absorption and body build.

'lhe subject was takEtJ. to lie flat on a stretcher bed and conputations
were made for a single detector (to lmderstand the pattern of variation)
and 4-detector seillp (the geometry used in our Instiillte), using IEM-~
COII!>UWr for a variety of siillations. Values Of 'R, f1, f2 as well as
the corresponding weigh"bld paraJileters were calculated for a range of
source-detector distances lh (15-50 em), 6 values of gallllla ray energies
(50-800 keV and also including no attenuation) and various detector
configurations. Exponential attenuation was asSUII2d (corresponding to
photopeak counting).

3· !!:SJLTS
3 .1. Single-detector
Fig 1 depicts Rand~ for the case of no attenuation for the adult for
a source-detector distance of 25 em as the detector is moved laterally
from the head to the foot. It is seen that as against the obvious
symnetric response for R, R w has a maxi.lllll!l when the dewctor is about
15 em to the head side of the centre, in agree100nt witll the obsertatians of Miller (3) for a patient administered 42K. Further, the
maxillllm value of
is about 35% higher than that of max:illlll!l 'R. This
reduces to about 22% for a height of 45 em, where one aporoaches llbre
closely the arc geometry. The r
values are found to be IIIUch lower
1
(about one-third) than the corres~nding r, values. AJ3 u increases, r
values also increase.

1\.

3.2. Four-detectors
The detectors were taken in wo pairs, the members of each pair being
situated symmetrically wi 'lh respect to the centre of the line source.

Rmax•

By normalising R with respect to a standard value
it has beEn
possible to make broad generalisations for each type of detector
positioning regarding average detector response which are reasonably
independent of !h, p., L or t. 'lhe standard Rrnax is taken as the value
of the response (for given %• Jl, L, t) whEn all four detectors are
over the centre of the line source ( Georetry A in figll.re 2). It i~ also
found that Rmax (p.) for anY u !!!SY be foun~ from the corresponding Rmax(o)
for air, using the expression Rmax (Jl) = Rmax (o) e:xp (-p.terf), where
terr is nearly indepmdmt of Jl and varies slowly with lh• Fbr example,
teff for adult (t = 10 em) is about 12.8 ::m. ~th regard to r, ro;d f2
such quantitative generalisations are not posSI.ble. or course f ~s
better for large q,_, sma.ll u or L.
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O:lnsidering R and f together, geometries A, B giving high sensitivity have
poor f characteristics. Even for C, f is on the high side; only f varies
here slowly w:i. th Ih and does not rise precipi t6usly at low Ih. Geometry
D with a sensitivity of 76% is extrerely satisfactory from the point of
view of f. The optinum posi t:ioning would the~ fore be arotmd this
geolll6trical configur~.tion, with slight mdifications inproving the
performance with respect to either or boil! R and f (such as pushing the
end cryst01ls 5-10 em towv.rds the centre or lowering Ih for the end
detectors abQut 5 em wii.h respect to the central one),
One may generalise that whenever there is a substantial difference between
such a configurat:ion will have poor f values. For configuration
D, there is very li ttJ.e variation betweEn Rand
irrespective of Jh, L
or u.

R and i\r

Rw

----------··-·----,--------·--,.-·---------Adult
Adolescent
Cllild
1

Body

Region

1

, Length-,
em 1

1

%of total t length' % of total.' LErlgth·-,--%-o_f_to_tal_
mass

1

em

'

mass

1

em

mass

I

Head

s.o

15

15

Neck

2.6

10

5

41.8

35

25

26.0

ro

Thorax

22.5

15

nti.ghs

40

13.5

15

Legs

40

8.2

25
100

TABLE 1

1o1

100

100

Lengths and l-hsses of lli.fferent O:lnpartments
for .AdUlt, AdolescEnt and Oti.ld Phantom
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STUDIES ON!!! mQ CALIBRATION OF A PLUTONIUM LUNG H:lNITOR

s.

Somasundaram, R.c. Sharma, P. Kotrappa, T.x. Ha.ridasan,
Smt. T. Surendran, S.P. Garg, D.P, llhanti and NoSo Pimpale
Health Physics Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
:Bomb~ 400 085, India
ABSTRACT

A phoswich assembly comprising a 20 em x 3 mm Nai(Tl) prilllll.l7
detector and 20 em x 5 om Csi(Tl) seoondar,y detector has been installed in the large steel room at BARC, Trom~ for moni tor.i.ng of
chest burdens of plutonium and other transursnic elements. A special
pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) ciroui t along with a multiplexer
enables simultaneous and independent recording of pulses due to intel'actions of low and high-energy photons with the Nai (Tl) and Csi (Tl)
l~ers respectively of the detector.
The background of the primary
detector in the 12 - 25 KeV energy band has been reduced by an order
of magnitude at a loss in counting efficiency of 12-14%• To derive
the counting efficiency for chest burdens of Pu-239, an in vivo calibration procedure is adopted. For this purpose, heal th;y voi'iinteers inhale
'mock-Pu 1 aerosol consisting of polydisperse (AMlD 1 ~m, og • 1.8)
polystyrene particles labelled with a mixture of C~51 and Pd-103. Cr-51
serves as a marker for the precise estimation of Pd-103 contents from
which the calibration factor appropriate for chest burdens of Pu-239 is
derived. The counting efficiencies for a subject-detector geometr,y and
subject posture selected for routine monitoring are presented and discussed. The effects on the counting efficiency due to mode of breathing
(nose/mouth), resulting in changes in deposition of the inhaled aerosol,
are also investigated,
Phoswich Detector §ystem
.A.t Tromb~ a 20 em dia phoawich detector (Quartz et Silice type
Scintiflex 203YBE3) has been installed inside a large steel room (20 om
mild steel with no graded-Z lining) for monitoring lung depositions of
insoluble Pu dust. Fig.1 shows the schematic diaeram of the electronics
system used for the detector. This system is essentially same as the
one described by us in an earlier publication(1); however, a few
additional options have been introduced to achieve further reduction of
background in the low energy bands. In addition, to facilitate the
simultaneous and independent record;ing of informil.tion about low-energy
and J:>.igh-enere;y gamma interactions on a single 400 channel pulse-height
analyzer, we have incorporated a two input multiplexer which aids in
selecting either haLt of analyzer's aemory depending upon the origin
of signal pulse (Fig.1 ) •
By pulse shape discrimination (PSD) alone we were able to reduce the
background in (12-25 KeV) energy band to 10 cpm, i.e. by a factor of more
than 5 in comparison to a thin Nai(Tl) detector; the loss in genuine
signal was 1 0-12;·£. With the PSD operating, the background in low
energies (<. 25 KaV) was still higher than expected. Cosmic r~ inter-
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actions showing saturatt>rl pulses were observed to cause electronic
artifacts in the form of bleed off monopolar pulses occurring after
a lae of about 100 ,usee or so, whose rise-times were similar to those
of Nai(Tl) ptllses. Electronic elimi.na.tion of such pulses, not rejected
by rise-time discrimination, was carried out by options B & E shown
in Fig·.1. Option E is essentially an overload rejection and inhibits
the output of spect:rometrJ pulses for about 300 .usee, the roor,.;,nt a.n.r
sat,1rated pulse is detected, Option B serves to limit the energy bani
desired. Though the combined effect of these measures was a reduction
in the background (12-25 KeV energy band) by more than 1 cpm, the shape
of the low energy pulse-height spectrum appeared to show sene unrejected
components,
Experimental evidence indicated that the PSD perhaps did not reject
sore noise pulses, having rise-times similar to those of Nai{Tl) pulses.
We have not yet been able to identify the source of such noise pulses
but their presence has been established beyond dm;bt since when, in
addition to all other options the output of the last dynode of phototube
is operated in coincidence with that of the amie, the low energy backLJ'Otmd (12-25 KeV) is reduced by a factor of almost 2 (Option C in Fi~.1 ),
~his results in further signal loss; however, when the time window for
Nai(Tl) in the PSD channel is widened to compensate for signal loss, the
overall reduction in background observed is similar.
Finally, another option D has been incorporated to substantiate PSD
criterion by inserting Csi (Tl) output in anticoincidence to the spectrometry sienal, Thus the phoswich detector at Tromba,y has been in operation
with the measures of PSD, overload rejection ani energy band restriction,
last dynode coincidence and PSD substantiation. The overall loss of the
gemrine signal for low-level counting has been adjusted to 12-14~:; PSD
alone accounts for ey;. The resultant background in (12-25 KeV) region is
4-5 cpm; almost an order of magnitude less than expected from a thin
Iiai (Tl) per se. The shape of the background spectrum does not seem to
inrlicRte the anomaly observed earli8r as is clear from Fig.2 which also
shows the effects of incorporated options.
In Vivo Calibration
The inadequacy of in vitro ce.li brat ion meth<Jl 11 fox; e.ssessment of low
enerty x-rey emitters in luncs is vrell recoenised. ~ 1 • 2 J While so roo effort
is hein.:; made to improve chest phe.ntorns to make them more realistic' we
believe th:tt simul•ilion of rarlioactive aerosol distrlbtltion within the
lun.:; and that of human posture wculd still r!'l!lRin as uncertain factors,
al thou._:}, t}:e extent of uncertainty ma;y be kno•1.•n, We prefer in vivo
c'.llibration of the system, involvint; inhalation of 'mock-Pu 1 by hum.sm
voltmteers. The mock-Pu used in the present studies is polydisperse polyst;trene aerosol (AMAD "'1 ,O )llll; erg= 2o0) labelled with B-1-103 (20.2 KeV)
and'Cr-51 (323 KeV), ~e ~echnique of aerosol generation and ~~alation
hy human vol unt<!ere are same as tho.se descrl bed by us earlier,\ 1, Three
more volunteers inhaled due.l (Pd-Cr) le.belled aerosols by nose. In order
to ascertain the effects of the mode of breathing, two volunteers inhaled
by mouth aerosols labelled with Cr-51 only. Normal breathing patterns
were me.intair,ed as far as possible. The maximum amounts of each of these
radionuclides deposited in lunt,·s and subjected to long-term elimination
were less than 1 .uCi in most cases.
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Measurements E: Results
The measurement 1je<;hniques were essentia1ly the sarr.,: as these described b;y us earlier.\ 1 ) From chest contents of Gr-:; 1, measured by Cs (':'1)
seconde.ry detector of phoswich and Cr-51/Pd-1 03 ratios, estima.tcs of Pd-1 03
lung contents were obtained, The countinb efficiencies E(count per
photon emitted by Pd-1 03 in lungs) were calculated from the observed
counting rates from subjects in (11-30 KeY) energy band coverine; the 20 KeV
photo peak. Since our earlier datal 1) had been adjusted to B;{ si.:;nal loss
as a result of phoswich operation, the present data have also been aojusted
to the sane loss. For mouth breathers who inhaled aerosol lahell ed. with
Cr-51 only, supine and prone measurements on the chest were carried ", t for
more than 30 days. In addition, ultrasonic measurements of chest wall
thickness (CWT) were carried out for 60 Indian subjects in arms by side
posture and the data fitted by a lee.st square straightline ,!l-1(1 a function of
W (Kg)/H (em) ratio which yielded the ret:ression equation,',})
CWT (em) = 0,812 + 3·75 (:7/H);

t:r=

0,19 em

This equation was used to get CWTs of the subjects in earlier exp'3rimer,ts.
The results from t~e pregent series are similar to those obtained in
our first experiment. (1) Fig.3 shows the correlations of countir.g
efficiencies for Pd-103 and Pu-239 in lunes with ~.~of the subject in
arms by side posture, the single phoswich bein.:; placed centrally over the
chest, As was exre cted, better correlation was obtained with C'.'l'f than with
chest circumference, The rethod of converting Ftl-1 03 countil)S", efficiency
to that for l'u-239 in lungs is the sane as reported earlier.\ 1 / Fig.3 shO';Is
also the variations of the corresponding limits of detection for Pu-239 in
llliigs with CWT, These results which predict 0,76 and 0,62 em as ha1f-value
thickness of tissue for Pd-103 and U:L x-rays respectively are given for the
counting geometry used at Trombay for routine monitoring of chest bUL·dens
of Pu, The results have been normalised to the sane ratio of counts in
Cr-51 photopeak from front to back.
The results from the two mouth breathers indicate similar biological
half-lives for clearance from lungs as in the case of nose breathers. It
appears that in general the pattern of activity deposition in lungs is
similar, as is ind icatea. by the ratio of Cr-51 photo peak from front and
back in the case of nose and mouth breathers.
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APPLICATION OF IMAGE DETECTOR TO EXTERNAL COUNTING OF LOW
ENERGY y-EMITTERS IN LUNGS
T. Shirotani and M. Fujita
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the interpretation of the results of" in vivo " counting of Pu-239,U-235
or some low energy y-emitters in the lungs, the variation of geometrical
efficiency due to the difference of activity distribution within the lungs
should be taken into account, because the distribution may not always take
the same pattern, for example, homogeneous as assumed normally, after an
inhalation incident.
In order to make corrections for the variation of the geometry, we have developed a new type lung monitor capable of estimaing roughly the pattern of
activity distribution in the lungs, by introducing the idea of scintillation
camera proposed by Anger (1). For low level contamination of the order of
the maximum permissible lung burdens, the lung monitor can not display
finely the image of activity distribution, but can give rough distribution
from the comparision of the counting rates within each area of image devided
into halves or quarters.
This paper describes the detector system and the prelininary calibration of
the detector
2.

DETECTOR AND ELECTRONICS

The designed detector consists of a 23.7 em diameter by 1.2 em thick Nai(Tl)
crystal with a Be window and a hexagonal array of seven 3 inch diameter
photomultiplier tubes (EMI 9708R) coupled optically with a Lucite light pipe
of 3 em thick. The size of the crystal was determined in consideration of
the background counts in a shielding room and the thermal noise from the
photomultiplier tubes for the detection of the LX-rays of Pu in the lungs.
The block-diagram of electronics is shown in Fig. 1. The energy selector (
attenuator) in the first stage was designed in particular for the purpose of
health physics. The energy range covered by the selector is from 50 to 450
keV. The distribution of activity of Pu in the lungs is estimated by detecting the 60 keV y-rays from Am-241 contained in the Pu. The oscilloscope
is usually used as a Z-pulse monitor, and also used for the adjustments of
the position and the linearity of the image on the screen, rather than
displaying a visual image of activity distribution within the lungs of an
exposed subject.
3.

PRELIMINARY CALIBRATION

The experiments for calibration were done in a shielding room. The detector
was centrally positioned 1 em from the chest of a supine phantom, with the
edge of the detector window above the clavicle. The phantom used in the
calibration was the Average-Woman Rando Phantom without breast.
Table 1 shows the fundamental characteristics of the detector in the ordinary use as a lung monitor. The minimum detectable amounts, defined as 3
standard deviations of background counts, in the Table were obtained for a
subject with an effective tissue thickness of 3.1 em over the lungs. The
details are given in Ref. (2).
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3.1.

Image Resolution

The overall image resolution, defined as a distance at which two point
sources can be barely distinguished, is about 2.3 em, when a multichannel
collimator (hole diameter: 5 mm, hole length: 2.5 em, number of holes: 1000)
is employed and the source (Am-241) to detector distance is 5 em.
3.2.

Estimation of Activity Distribution

Figure 2 shows the variation of the relative counting efficiency due to the
difference of the source distribution in the lungs. The curves in the Figure
show that the decrease of the efficiency in the localized distributions such
as @ and (J) is so large that the decrease can not be neglected.
The estimation of activity distribution in the lungs was made by means of
11
1/2 or 1/4 image divide counting, method 11 as illustrated in Fig. 3. We
obtained the 1/2 and 1/4 image divide counting ratios for many different
source distributions, using the phantom with Am-241 or 20 % enriched U sources
in the lungs. Table 2 gives only the results for four distribution patterns,
(j),@ ,
and @ . The figures in parentheses are the values obtained
with a multichannel collimator which has large square holes (hole size: 2 em
x 2 em, hole length: 2.5 em, number of holes: 100) designed in particular for
the image divide counting method. By using the collimator, the counting
efficiency decreases to about 0.15 under the condition of homogeneous distribution. Comparing the data in the Table, obtained with or without the collimator, we find that it is nossible to estimate the distribution of activity,
without the collimator, to the extent that we can judge whether correction
of the counting efficiency is necessary or not.
In the case of low level contamination, the distribution is estimated from
the 1/2 image divide counting ratio. In a localized distribution where the
counting efficiency decreases more than 30 %, i.e, the observed 1/2 counting
ratio becomes less than 0.4, the calibration factor obtained from homogeneous
distribution should be modified suitably. The minimum activity required for
the determination of the distribution, defined as 3 standard deviations of
background counts in' the contaminated area of the lungs, is 0.11 nCi for the
Am, and is 210 llg for the U at the distribution(D . For tne distribution (f) ,
these values become 0.16 nCi and 290 ]Jg, respectively.

G5 ,

4.

CONCLUSION

By using the" image divide counting method ", we can detl)rmine the rough
distribution of low energy y-emitters in the lungs of an exposed subject,
and can decide whether the correction for the calibration factor is necessary or not. This method is proved to be practical and useful! from the
results of actual measurements of persons exposed to Hg-197.
By the method, we can also estimate the variation of the distribution with
time, and the influence of activity transferred to the liver on the lung
counting.
REFERENCES
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Electronics of Scinti-Camera Type Lung Monitor

Source

Background
(cpm)

Iron room
Normal
( "''
subject·<

Counting efficiency
Minimum
detectable
amount

uC2)

Am

Energy range (keV)

L

rotation,

y

u - band
(12-26)

Am - band

93.6

127.0

282.0

151.0

106.0

215.0

420.0

256.0

0.69
cpm/nCi

71.3
cpm/nCi

62.5
cpm/mgU

39.4
cpm/mgU

0

( 45-75)

Th - band
(53-120)

U - band
(151-210)

60 min.

6.4 nCi

0.08 nCi

161 ]JgU

100 min.

4.9 nCi

0.06 nCi

123 llgU

(l) Contained 97.3% Pu-239, (2) 20% enriched U-235
(3) K 120 g, Cs-137 = 2nCi
Table l

Fundamental Characteristics of the Lung Monitor
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Image Divide Counting
Method
n 1 , n 2 , n , and n : net counting
3
4
rates in each divided area

pattern

1/2 image divide counting ratio
=(nl+ n2)/(nl+ n2),(n3+ n4)/(
Fig. 2 Relative Counting Efficiencies
in Different Source Distributions

nl+ n2),
1/4 image divide counting ratio
= nl/nl' n2/nl, n3/nl' n4/nl

Source

1/4
0.48
I
(0.35) (I)
0.30 0.15 0.31
(0 10)(0.03) 0.12)

I
( I)

0.98
I
(0.97) ( I )

I
0.83
I
_(_I_)_ ( 0.82) ( I)

I
I
0.63
_(I_)_ :=="!-'-'-"-- _(_I)_ :=="!-'~

0.88 0 90 0.94 0.43
0.34 0.42 0.24
(0.87) (0.84) 0.87) (0.22) (0.15) <P.I8) (0.04) (O.Cl2liKOC,3)1

Table 2
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1/2 and 1/4 Image Divide Counting Ratios Obtained
with or without Collimator
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ENERGY DEPENDENCE MEASUREMENTS OF REMMETERS AND ALBEDO NEUTRON DOSIMETERS
AT NEUTRON ENERGIES OF THERMAL AND BETWEEN 2 keV and 5.67 MeV*
Dale E. Hankins
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550
1. INTRODUCTION
Standard neutron fields for calibrating and developing neutron instruments
and dosimeters have been established through a joint effort of ERDA's Division
of Operational Safety (DOS) and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), Center
for Radiation Research. This program provides monoenergetic neutron beams in
the intermediate-energy range, thermal neutron beams, monoenergetic fast neutrons, and standard neutron fields.
The intermediate-energy neutron beams are from the NBS reactor, and have
predominant energies at 2.0, 25 and 144 keV. The beams are obtained by using
a combination of resonant scatterers and filters. They are of high intensity,
have low backgrounds of other energy neutrons and gamma rays, and are well
calibrated and stable. The 2-keV beam is of particular interest since it provides a calibration point which is about one decade in energy lower than has
been available previously. We also made measurements at neutron energies between 30 keV and 5.67 MeV, obtained from the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
cyclograph accelerator.
2. PROCEDURE
The instruments used were the 9-in.-sphere Portable Neutron Rem Counter (1,2)
Model PNR-4 manufactured by Eberline Instrument Corporation, Santa Fe, NM, and
the Andersson-Braun (A-B) type Remmeter (3) built to LLL specifications. Data
were obtained from the A-B remmeter exposed with the side and the end toward
the source. The albedo neutron dosimeters were the Hankins-type (4) which have
cadmium completely surrounding the TLDs. Additional results were obtained by
placing TLDs on the bottom of the albedo dosimeter (between the dosimeter and
the phantom) to simulate the simpler type albedo dosimeter.
The thermal and intermediate-energy neutron beams from the NBS reactor are
small (~4.3 to 8.9 em diam) requiring that the instruments or phantoms be
placed on a scanning table. This table moves at a constant speed horizontally
and in steps vertically. The table can be programmed to scan the area desired.
The cyclograph results were obtained by supporting the instruments or phantoms
on tripods in a low-scatter target room.
The pulse outputs of the instruments were obtained from the scaler or phone
jacks and fed to a portable scaler Model PS-1 manufactured by Eberline Instrument Corporation. The albedo neutron dosimeters were placed on a chest manikin
filled with water. Dose rates and fluences were determined using distances
measured from the center of the source to the geometric center of the instruments or to the face of the phantom.
3. DISCUSSION OF DOSE-EQUIVALENT CONVERSION FACTORS
The conversion factors from fluence to dose equivalent is given in NCRP
Report No. 38 for specific neutron energies (5). For energies other than those
given, it is recommended that "linear interpolation between neighboring
energies" given in the report be used. The accuracy of this procedure, which
gives a peculiar shape to the dose-equivalent curve when plotted on semilog
or log paper, was questioned. However, calculations by Poston and Jones (6),
using the same computer program that was used to calculate the values given
in NCRP-38, indicate that for neutron energies of 2, 25 and 144 keV, the procedure gives values very close to the calculated conversion factors. All
results in this study requiring dose equivalent were evaluated using the linear
interpolation procedure (at 2, 25 and 144 keV, these are 272.9, 241 and
42.9 cm-2 s-1 respectively).
*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration, under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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4. RESULTS
The results obtained in this study are given in Table 1. Figure 1 shows
the relative response as a function of neutron energy of the 9-in. sphere and
the A-B remmeter respectively. The calculated response of each instrument is
also plotted, and these agree well with measured points except at energies
below about 100 keV where the calculated responses are lower. The doseequivalent curve is shown (see preceding paragraph) to illustrate the relationship between the desired and the actual response of the instruments.
Figure 2 shows the response curve for the 9-in. sphere and A-B remmeter
which were drawn by using the results obtained in this study, and the measured

9-in. sphere

Dose rate
Calc. Obs.

Counts
(n/cm 2 /s)

3-in. sphere

Counts
(n/cm2/s)

Ratio
9/3

Albedo neutron
dosimeters

Andersson-Braun rermneter

Dose rate
Calc. Obs.

Side
Ratio
End/side

Counts
(n/cm2/s)

End
Dose rate
Counts
Calc. Obs. (n/cm2/s)

Hankins
type

10.25

31.8

Under
Cd

Cyclograph
30 keV

0.63

3.61

7.58

37.1

0.204

0.63

1.92

0. 73

14.9

0.44

0.988

10.9

49.7 keV

0.318

1.88

9.85

43.3

0.228

0.318

1.11

0.76

22.7

0.322

0.852

17.26

70 keV

1. 70

7, 29

10. 74

44.7

0.239

1.63

4.36

0.73

24.82

1.64

3.20

18.06

5.57

18.8

100 keV

5.82

9.85

11.59

43.6

0.265

5.82

6. 72

o. 75

29.3

5. 32

4.61

21.9

1.99

6 .o

146

2.04

3. 70

13.03

38.0

0.343

200

14.09

3.6

2.28

3.96

33.4

0.422

2.21

2.97

0.74

42.66

2.22

2.20

31.5

1.16

300

3.07

4.53

15.68

30.0

0.522

3.16

4.08

0,69

53.90

3.08

2.92

39.5

0.885

350

2.99

4.30

18.06

28.8

0.628

2.99

3.70

0.74

60.98

2.99

2. 72

44.9

0.701

6.46

6.54

400

5.45

18.22

29.8

0.612

6.34

0.78

58.5

4.10

45.3

500

61.84

47 .o

22.47

23.3

0.966 48.4

35.61

0.73

80.6

53.5

28.92

59.2

580

21.1

16.5

22.34

20.1

0.900 17.4

12.8

0.73

82.6

17.5

9.4

59.9

5.45

0.251

0.949

0.135

0.383

70G

10.5

8.17

24.12

22.3

1.08

10.6

9.07

0.92

103.8

10.6

8.34

95.7

BOO

11.9

8. 80

24.66

20.1

1.23

11.9

10.09

0.89

110.2

11.9

8.97

98.0

1 MeV

45.0

32.5

30.31

17.9

1. 70

43.5

36.0

0.74

128.9

51.7

31.7

1.2 MeV

16.4

12.76

30.05

16.3

1.85

16.3

14.47

0.88

133.0

16.3

12.65

116.9

1.476

41.0

31.9

30.81

1).2

2.32

33.7

29.8

0.80

137.5

39.5

27.8

109

0.0900

2.0

37.8

29.2

31.77

12.8

2.48

38.2

35.0

0.78

139.6

39.1

28.0

109

0.104

3.053

17.3

12.9

30.29

13.0

3.27

17.2

14.6

0.79

135.2

17.7

11.9

107

0.0788

5.666

46.7

28.1

29.88

4.59

56.0

38.2

0.89

132.8

!6.8

32.6

111

0.0384

6.51

4.52

~
Thermal

4.21

3.41

2 keV

2.05

25 keV

0.369

144 keV

95.5

38.8

3.31
11.3
2.58

66.6

1.11

3.40

1.22

0.36

6.23

46.7

0.133

2.06

5.47

0.61

11.9

2.05

3.33

9.00

42.1

0.214

0.369

1.47

0.68

19.9

0.369

1.00

32.6

0.381 39.0

0.68

32.6

12.4

TABLE 1

0. 765

1.45

44.7

1.61

3.40

38.9

0.440

30.4

0.580
7.23
13.5

22.2

0.281

37.0

17.7

48.7

11.5

35.7

1.48

Results Obtained with the Instruments and
Dosimeters at the Various Neutron Energies
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Fig. 1. Observed and calculated responses: (a) a 9-in.-sphere remmeter; (b)
an A-B remmeter exposed with the side of the instrument toward the source.
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response of the 8- and 12-in. spheres.? The irregular shape of the curve
above 2 MeV is caused by the cross-section resonances of carbon.
Figure 3 shows the relative response of the two remmeters when compared to
the calculated dose equivalent. The apparent underresponse between 400 keV
and 6 MeV is probably caused by an error in our calibration procedure. The
overresponse of the 9-in. sphere rises to a maximum of about a factor of 7 at
25 keV compared to a factor of ~4 for the A-B remmeter. Below 10 keV the overresponse becomes less, and at thermal the 9-in. sphere response is correct,
but the A-B remmeter is low by a factor of 3.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of the 9-in.-sphere remmeter and the 3-in., 10-mil,
Cd-covered sphere. The ratio of the 9- to 3-in. spheres is used to determine
the calibration factor for albedo neutron dosimeters (4-8). This ratio can
also be used to determine the average neutron energy, but care should be used
in applying average energies since they can be misleading. Figure 5 shows the
results obtained with albedo neutron dosimeters. A curve is shown for the
response of the Hankins-type albedo neutron dosimeters and for TLDs taped to
the bottom of this dosimeter. The two curves are similar, indicating that
changing the TLD location does not cause a change in the energy dependence of
the dosimeter. The calculated values are from Alsmiller and Barish (9), and
were made for the Hankins dosimeter. Very good agreement is found between
experimental and observed results.
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Fig. 2. Energy response curves based on results observed in this study, and
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remmeter, and (b) an A-B remmeter .
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5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The use of the NBS facilities has allowed us to extend the measured response of remmeters and albedo neutron dosimeters about 1 decade lower in
energy than has been possible previously. The NBS and cyclograph exposures
were made with greatly differing experimental procedures, but the results
plotted in Figs .. 1 and 5 at overlapping energies show good agreement. This
gives us confidence in the accuracy of both experimental procedures.
The results given in Fig. 5 indicate that the 9-in. sphere would give a
higher over-response to spectra containing a large component of intermediate
energy neutrons. A recent study (10) comparing the readings of these two
instruments indicates that no detectable difference was found except at the
LPTR reactor where the 9-in.-sphere readings were higher than the A-B remmeter
readings.
The directional response of the A-B remmeter is given in Table 1. The
reading of the instrument when exposed to the end is consistently lower than
the side reading and at thermal neutron energies, the end reading is low by a
factor of ~8. This low response to thermal neutrons and the directional
response to both thermal and fast neutrons encouraged us to redesign the A-B
remmeter. This work has recently been completed (10).
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Introciuction.
Convention.'ll los.im2try sys terns b·; seci on en rgy parameters such as
absorbed lose a· 1 LET become inv8.lid for heavy char gel particles \e. g.
H, C, N and G ions) at energies ne'<r arn below the ilragg peak because
(i) rhe LET is no' single valued anl consequently ~here is ambi,~i ty
in the dose-response reJa,tionship, 9.nd (ii) there are competing t:, pes of
energy absoriCtion process w'lich may 3Ct with different degrees of
effectiveness.
I'his has important pract ic'l.l conse;uen ces in the
los.im~try of intermediate energy neutrons anl of he"lvy particles ne8.r tf:e
end of their range.
In the following discussion target theory (1) is re-explored and
molifie·ci in the li,o·ht of modern kno'Jledge.
rhe choice of paraneters
for convention8.l losimetry systems is considered and an alternative
ap?rOC~Ch which r u1 i lead tc· a new universal system of dosimetry is
sug~ested.
Fer illustrative purposes comment is confined to the
simple special case of single target, sin~l~ hi+ theory but it should
be borne ir mimi ":h'!t the ide"!s arG e sily extended to more complex
situations.
Basic rarget i'heory.
Good correspondence with the general shape of dose-respo~se curves
is obt ined by assuming the stochastic nature of radiation interactions
and that Foi2son statistics apply.
Thus the survival probability P,
for single hit inactivation is Eiven by
pl

e-vC -----------(1)

where 'v' is the geometric volume of the sensitive site and C is the
concentration of hits per unit volume.
When the absorbed en2rgy, D,
is chosen as a parameter then the energy action coefficient u must be
introduced to convert dose to concentration.
rhis necessitates the
'hit' be re-defined as t'-e mean amount of energy required to produce
the response.
The energy action coefficient is thus a measure of the
efficiency of tre utilisation of energy or the reciprocal of the mean
energy per inactivation.
Equation (l) is rewritten as
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u is rarely written explicitly because it is usually ta en
(e···roneously) as a constant of ;•roport ion ali ty.
If the natural lol';'arithm of the sucvival probahility is plotted
against absorbed dose, D, a strai~ht line of gradient -vu is obtained.
rypical results for various radiations in ribonuclease (2) show that tbe
~radient (and hence u) decreases with incre8oing LET Juc to (i) cncr5J
wastage by saturation but this is cm nteracted to some extent by (ii)
more efficient s'atial use of energy by the 1-rays and (iii) possible
increased efficiency associated with the chemical action of the physic'l.l
interaction products.
As an alternative to using v, u, anJ D as parameters one rnay use
the effect cross-section o,H and the radiation fluence cp.
For tnck
segment experiments ~ = D/L and
oH

v.u.L

----------(3)

Originally ii; was t .ought that as 1 incre1sed, 'H would tend toHards
a€> the geometric cross-section but experiment sbowed that Ofi may be many
t1mes the geometric cross-section due, at least in pad, to the spatial
listribution of the 1-rays associated wi+.h high LET radiatLns.
Here,
the spatial effect is included within the det1iled formulation of u.
Energy absorption processes for slow ions.
Experimental data (3) for proton ani heavier ion in ctivation of
enzymes indicates that elastic scatter interations are for 2qual energy
deposition much more efficient at producing damage than 'l.re simple
ionising collisions.
Hence, allow'l.nce ought to be ,nade for the arti tion
of energy into protons associated wcth each type of energy absol:'ption
process.
A modified target model ha been rroposed (It) which takes into
account the follo~Jing important factors : direct primary, seconlary
and subsequent interactions; the (inJi yect) chemic'l.l action of the
slowed down products; the spatial distribution of the secondary particles
rel.:c·sed in the iirect in +eractions; event or en rgy w9 stage dutc to
saturation (overkill) in the targets; different damge efficiency for
di ferent types of interaction process.
Modified Target Model (single target, single hit).
Let iNp be th~ mean number (m) of interactions produced in a
1 Np is limit>"d to a maximum of unity to allow for
primary target.
saturation by use of the Poisson probability P(m).
Let n be the
number of secondary targets inactivated by a 'Seconlary particle assumed
to have the mean •:nergy of the secondary particle spectrum.
If the
target has a geometric cross-section Oa then the total hit cross-section
"
for a radiation of type i is

io R,p'IE) + ioH ,s (E) + CC
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---------(4)

where the primary contribution

the secondary contribution

(ej

and

sk

i

i

aH

(E)

a

"H ,s (E)

J

,P

g

. P1 (m)

g

i N .n
p

are respectively the mean chemical action efficiencies for

the primary j and seconlary k particles),
Better appreciation of the significance of the formula may be
obtained by examining a simplified version appropriate to low LET
radiation.
Simplified Cross-Section. (d«.>-)
If the mean free path ~ between interactions is very much greater
than the mean chord length d through the target i.e. valid,for fast
charged particles of low LET then Ej ~ ~k = E and P (m) ~ 1 Np. then
1

a • iN (l + n)(l + E)
g
p

-------(5)

or in alternative form using the target volume v and macroscopic cross.
i
sect10n E P

v.i6 .(l + n)(l +E) ----------(6)
p

Dosimetry parameters.
l) The absolute value of the hinmolecular (biological) effectiveness
in a fluence ~i of radiation ~eiis given by the damage parameter
(l + E),v,C

-----------(7)

· · l surv1'val pro b a b'l't
·Th. us th e or1g1na
1 1 y e -vC b ecomes e -(l + E).v.C.
Note that the RBE is given simply by the ratio of the effect crosssections.
2) ·rhe additive parameter (cf dose equivalent, H) for different
radiations i is iaH.~i·
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3) The radiation quality is defined by the parameters
(l + £)(1 + n).il: and v.
Note that the biological and physical
parameters are notpseparable because of the existence of n and possibly

£.

4) The energy action coefficient u can be expressed in terms of the
fundamental interactions by
u

(l

£)(1

+

+

n).il:p

--------------(8)

1

Fig. l shows the reciprocal of u for H, He and N ions incident on
ribonuclease where it will be seen that u is not constant.
This energy
region is of practical relevance to in~ermediate energy neutron closimetry.

5) For sinele hit action the survival probability should be written as

------------------(9)
where D is the partition of the tot~l ahsorbecl dose expended in process
type r 5r as
ioH• <!'i . where i .ienotes the raJia tion typ2
e - £;_,
l
Examination of el[uation (7) suggests that if values of £ can be deduced
for differ.,nt ~arget groups e.g. enzymes, viruses, cells etc. +;'len
,measurement of the concentration of events (e.g. free electrons, free H
atoms, etc.) combined with a knowledge of the geometric volume of the
target may p<"rmi t construction of a new S''Stem of dosi!lktry without n.'ed
for the energy parameters required in thL more conventional anproach
(cf equations 8 and 9).
The experimentc
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Mean en•orgy per inactivation of a ribonuclease molecule for
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DONNEES RECENTES SUR LES VALEURS DEW,
ENERGIE MOYENNE CORRESPONDANT A LA CREATION D'UNE PAIRE D'IONS
B. Lavigne%, M. Chemtob%, J. Chary*, J.P. No€n**

l. INTRODUCTION
Des recherches experiment ales recentes se sont appliquees a l' etude· des
variations dew (enerbie correspondant ala creation d'une paire d'ions)
ave~ l'energie et la masse de la particule chargee incidente. Les valeurs
de W augmentent lorsque la vitesse initiale des particules incidentes est
inferieure ala vitesse de l'electron dans la premiere orbite de BOHR de
l'atome d'hydrogene (Vo = e 2 /~). Cette augmentation a ete attribuee, en
partie, a la contribution dans la perte d'energie des processus de diffusion elastique et des processus de capture electronique. Aux energies
incidentes plus elevees, ces processus deviennent negligeables, compares
aux phenomenes d'ionisation et d'excitation, et les valeurs deW varient
peu avec l'energie de la particule incidente.
La plupart des informations experjmentales disponibles ont ete obtenues
dans les gaz argon, methane, acetylene et ethylene dans un domaine d'energie superieure a l MeV. La variation deW et la quantite d'energie deposee
par des processus autres que l'ionisation et l'excitation dans les materiaux equivalents aux tissus presentent un interet particulier dans la
dosimetrie des neutrons, ainsi que dans l'interpretation des effets biologiques des particule~ secondaires (H, C, N, 0) creees dans les tissus.
Ce travail donne des informations sur l'ionisation du gaz equivalent-tissus (CH4 : 64,4 %, C0 2 : 32,4%, N2 : 3,2%) par les ions_H,C,N,O et He+
d'energie comprise entre 25 et 500 keV. Des valeurs deW ant ete egalement
mesurees pour des particules alpha d'une source d'americium (E = 5,4'7 MeV)
dans differents gaz et sont comparees aux valeurs deja existan%es dans la
litterature.
2. METHODE EXPERIMENTALE
L'appareillage experimental et la methode sont similaires a ceux utilises
par LOWRY et MILLER (1) et plus recemment par BORING, PHIPPS et WOOD (2)i
Le faisceau d'ions incident est issu d'un accelerateur SAMES de 600 kV dont
la tension d'acceleration a ete initialement etalonnee a partir de la resonance a 334 keV de la reaction 19F(p,ay)o16. Les ions sont analyses par
deflection electromagnetique. La valeur du champ magnetique est mesureepar
une sonde a effet Hall. Sa valeur a ete trouvee a +0, 5 % proportionnelle a
la racine carree de l'energie et a la masse de l'ion considere.
Les ions penetrent dans la chambre par un diaphragme forme de deux collimateurs - le premier est constitue d'un trou de 0,1 row. de diametre perce dans
du rubis, - le second est un trou de 0,16 mm de diametre perce dansle meme
materiau. Il permet de reduire la quantite d'ions diffuses dans la chambre.
Une pompe a diffusion, munie d'un piege a azote liquide, maintient a l'entree de la chambre une pression approximative de l0-5 torr. La chambrepeut
operer dans ces conditions a des pressions inferieures a 20 torr.
!1:
!1:!1:

Departement de Protection- Service de Protection Sani taire
Commissariat a l' Energie Atomique - BP n° 6 92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES
Departement des Etudes Mecaniques et Thermiques - Laboratoire des Transferts Thermiques & Mecaniques des Fluides- Commissariat a l'Energie
Atomique - BP n° 2 91190 GIF SUR YVETTE.
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La ~uantite d'ions diffuses a l'interieur de la chambre a ete systemati~uement evaluee par la mesure du spectre energetiQUe des particules incidentes. La perte d'ionisation dans le diaphragme a ete egalement examinee
en faisant varier la pression a l'interieur de la chambre. Pour des pressions envisagees de 1 a 15 torr, l'ionisation mesuree a ete trouvee identi~ue aux incertitudes experimentales pres. Il a ete conclu ~ue la perte
d'ionisation dans le diaphragme pouvait etre negligee.
La chambre elle-meme comprend :
- une electrode interne en acier inoxydable de 3 mm de diametre, 940 mm de
longueur, terminee a son extremite par une sphere de 6 mm de diametre ;
- une electrode externe constituee d'un cylindre en acier de 220 mm de
diametre interne et d'une longueur totale de 1,029 m. Le volume est rempli
soit avec du gaz argon, soit avec du gaz T.E. ;
- une enveloppe,maintenue au potentiel zero et isolee de l'electrode externe par des bagues isolantes en teflon. C'est un cylindre de 250 mm de diametre interne et d'une longueur totale de 1,093 m.
Lachambre opere alternativement,-en chambre d'ionisation pour mesurer le
courant d'ionisation,- en compteur proportionnel pour determiner le nombre
de particules incidentes. Une alternance de ces modes de fonctionnement
est necessaire pour reduire les effets sur les mesures des fluctuations de
l'intensite du faisceau primaire.
3. CARACTERISTIQUES DE LA CHAMBRE D'IONISATION
Lesions positifs produits dans la chambre sont collectes sur l'electrode
interne, polarisee negativement. Le courant collecte est appli~ue a un amplificateur de charge dont la sortie est connectee sur un convertisseur
tension-freQuence (10 V/10 kHz). La resistance de reaction de cet amplificateur (R = 5.1011 It) a ete mesuree avec precision ( + 0,5%)par un generateur de courant. La constante de temps appliQuee est-- de 1, 5 s.
Les signaux du convertisseur sont comptes pendant une periode de 10 s sur
une echelle de comptage. Le nombre d'ionisations N creees dans le volume
gazeux est alors deduit du nombre de coups enregistres par la relation :
10-3 -'1..
4
N = Q/e = -e- R = 1,25 X 10 X Q
ou
Q est la charge collectee exprimee en coulombs,
la constante lo-3 est exprimee en V.s par unite de coup
R est la resistance exprimee en ohms
Q est le nombre de coups enregistres sur l'echelle pendant 10 s
e est la charge de l'electron exprimee en coulombs.
La courbe caracteristiQue de fonctionnement de la chambre (courant en fonction de la tension appliQuee) a ete tracee a une pression de 10 torr pour
le gaz argon. Elle est presentee dans la reference (3) : le courant d'ionisation atteint sa valeur de saturation pour une tension comprise entre 0
et + 600 V. Lors~u'une polarite negative est appli~uee, la multiplication
electroni~ue a lieu au-dela d'une tension de - 300 v.
4. CARACTERISTIQUES DU COMPTEUR PROPORTIONNEL
Les impulsions recueillies sur l'electrode interne, polarisee positivement,
sont appli~uees a l'entree d'un preamplificateur de charge (ORTEC 109 PC).
La sortie du preamplificateur est connectee sur un amplificateur lineaire
(ORTEC 452) QUi met en forme les impulsions. Celles-ci entrent soit dans un
selecteur d'amplitudes (ORTEC 420 A), permettant d'eliminer le bruit de
fond, puis sur une echelle de comptage, soit sur un analyseur d'amplitudes.
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Avec un gain affiche de 100 et des constantes de temps de differentiation
et d'integration de 2 ~s, la resolution electronique de la chaine, mesuree
sur l'analyseur a partir d'un generateur d'impulsions, est de l'ordre de
6%. Les distributions d'amplitudes obtenues sont proches d'une courbe de
Gauss; leur largeur ami-hauteur varie de 8 % a 36 % suivant la masse et
l'energie dP l'ion accelere. Si p est le nombre de particules qui e~rent
dans la chambre durant une periode de lC s, l'energie totale perdue~ est
donnee (en eV) par
(0 v- p.E.lO 3
ou E est l'energie de la particule incidente en keV.

5. CALCUL DU

W

La valeur deW (en eV) pour l'ion consider€ est calculee par la relation
suivante :
W=~ 8.10- 2 X l?. X E
q

N

6. RESULTATS
Le tableau l donne les yaleurs de W obtenues dans differents gaz lorsque
les particules a sont issues d·une source d'americium. Ces valeurs s'accordent avec celles des auteurs mentionnes. Les valeurs de W relatives au gaz
T.E., pour les differentes particules (H, C, N, 0, He) sont portees dans
le tableau 2. Peu de donnees ant ete publiees dans la litterature, seulement deux valeurs Eeuvent etre comparees. Pour des ions H de 48 keV, la
reference 4 donne W = 30,40 eV et pour des ions 0+ de 49 keV, W = 52,2 eV.
Ces donnees s'accordent a 1,5 %pres a nos valeurs relatives a 50 keV.

W (eV)
ce travail

Gaz
Ar

26,25~

N2

35, 73~ 0,3

C0

2

Gaz T.E.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

0,16

35,23~0,21

W (eV)
autres auteurs
26,4 ~ 0,3 (a)
36,3 ~ 0,4 (a)
36,38 ~ 0,07 (b)
34,3 ~ 0,3 (a)
34,4 ~ 0,1 (c)

31,44 2 0,25

w

31,3 (d)

BORTNER et HURST (1954)
BAY, NEWMAN (1961)
WHYTE (1963)
BOOZ et coll. (1972)

TABLEAU l

Comparaison des valeurs de W pour
des ions He++(E
5,47 MeV)
a

=
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Energie de
1' ion
incident
(keV)

H+

25

29,13 .:.0,52

33,55_:!:1,15

50
100

3o,e2.:. o,68

33,34 _:!:1,0

42,43_:!:0,86

29,65_:!:0,54

33,132:_0,96
35,63.:_0,81

40,58.:. 0, 72

43,68 _:!:1,25 51,45.:!: 0,95
42,72 _:~:0,66 48,69.:!: 0, 77
42,05 .:_0,66 46,60 2:_0,93

33,59 _:!:1,0

39, 71.:_1,07

40,212:_1,06 44,36 2:_1,06

33,93.:_0,97

39,71.:_0,75

40,29.:!: o, 72 43,77 2:_0,88

35,092:_0,96

39,15.:!: 0,69

40,49 .:_1,15 42,592:_ 0, 76

150
200
300

w

64,4

29,70.:!: 0,94
31,82.:!: 0,95
32,132:_0,6

500
TABLEAU 2

(eV) - Gaz T.E.
3:? 2 4 % co 2 , 3,:?
c+

%CH!J,
He

+

40,35 _:!:0,90

%N2)
N+

0+

+
+ + + +
Valeurs de W pour H , He , C , N , u dans le gaz T.E.
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THE ENVIRONMENT OF A NUCLEAR FACILITY IN A TYPICAL
MIDDLE-EUROPEAN SITE
E. NAGEL
Federal Institute for
Reactor Research
CH-5303 Wurenlingen

F. CHAKRABORTY
Nuclear Safety
Division
CH-5303 WUrenlingen

1. In the trajectories of the main wind directions at critical locations
(e.g villages) in the environment of the nuclear facility in Wurenlingen (EIR) the y-radiation level has been continously measured with very
sensitive G.-M.detectors.
During a whole year (Dec.l975 - Nov.l976) the results have also been registrated graphically on appropriate recorders, thus allowing to determine simultaneously the local dose rates and their variatiuns which is
not possiqle with the also existing TLD (CaF2:Dy) surveillance system.
The network has been completed if necessary with a high pressure ionisation chamber (RSS-111) . It will be also possible to calculate the dispersion factors of the plume emitted by the heavy water reactor of the
EIR which releases about 14-16 mCi Ar-41/sec into the atmosphere through
a stack of 70m height.
The detectors have been installed at 1,7 to 5 km from the Ar-41 source,
so it was possible to consider the dispersion of the plume almost during weather conditions with adiabatic lapse rate when the plumereaches
the ground not too far from the stack.
In this paper only a few aspects have been considered such as to compare
some results of these measurements with figures calculated with a computer program in order to test their validity in this region where relatively broad valleys alternate with hills of mean altitude (200-300 m
above ground) as they are typical for all actual sites of nuclear plants
in Switzerland and for many of them in Central Europe.
The investigations were restricted to short-term emmissions (i.e. 1 hour)
during atmospheric conditions of adiabatic lapse rate. More detailed results and long term diffusion calculations will be reported when the measures of the whole period will have been considered.
2. For a long term diffusion calculation such as annual dose calculations
from the atmospheric emissions of radionuclides from a nuclear power plant
the good agreement between measurement and calculation has been reported
by J.A. Martin Jr. (ANS 20th Annual Meeting, 1974). The purpose of this
experiment was to verify the short-term diffusion model through the measurement of y-dose rates from the Ar-41 emissions.
The computer code AIREM is used to calculate the atmospheric dispersion
and diffusion. AIREM is based on sector averaged diffusion equation for
long-term average calculations.
The same code is used here f.or a short-term diffusion calculation considering the dispersion. of the plume in a single 22,5° sector. The cloudy569
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dose rates were calculated using a model that considers the finite extent of the cloud, all decay y-energies and dose buildup
factors (computer code EGAD).
The ratios of the calculated to the measured dose rates at various points
are shown in the following table
Table 1
Ratios of calculated to measured dose rates ( \l rem/hour) in the environment of EIR for short-term emissions and during adiabatic lapse
rate.
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For calculations the diffusion factor has been adapted to the effective
height of release depending on prevailing wind velocities. The roughness
of the ground has not been taken into account.
The figures in table 1 show that all calculated dose rates are higher than
the measured ones. But the figures are not homogeneous.
If compared with the map of Fig.l it is obvious that the best results (within a-factor 2 - 4) would be obtained at locations situated in a quasi flat
country as it is the case for point R in SSW and point B in N. Increasing
factors(till a factor of 10) were calculated at locations where the plume
rose in front of hills of 150 - 200m elevation e.g. Point V (NE-winds) W
(WNW-winds), D (SSW-winds) or crossed a small valley (T, WSW-winds) those
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ground it only partly reached. Such plumes are known to overflow ridges quite directly during weather conditions of adiabatic lapse rate
as those chosen for these calculations.
3. Due to the differences between the calculated and measured dose rates
as shown in table 1, the short term diffusion factors to be used in
the code should be reduced accordinely~
For heights of release from 80 to 100 m as considered in this paper and
for conditions as existing in the Points B (2 km) and R (4 km) values
ranging between 2·10-7 and 5·lo-7 sec/m3 could be considered as reasonable.

4. A first approach shows a good agreement between the use of the model
and the measurements (within a factor 2 - 4 in appropriate cases) and
promises that the code AIREM can be used also for short-term diffusion
calculations.
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RADIOACTIVE PLIDolES
G. D. Kaiser
liKJI};A Safety and Reliability Directorate,
Lane, Culcheth, Warrington, UK.

~ligshaw

1.

INTRODUCTION

THE IMPORTANCE OF PLUNE RISE
Gaseous effluent released from a nuclear reactor ffialf rise for several
reasons. (i) It may be hot- the Rasmussen Report (1} shows that, in
the category of accident designated PWR1 1 the rate of release of heat can
be as high as 200 ~IW. (ii) The plume will be self-heating, that is 1 ot -,
f3- and~ -rays emitted by radioactive material will heat it. (iii) The
plume malf have a high water content - this is plausible if LWR's are being
considered- and, as it rises, condensation of water vapour may release
latent heat. (iv) At first, the plume malf have a high velocity in any
direction - imagine, for example, that it emerges from a small hole in
a pressurized container. Any or all of these effects could cause the
plume to rise and, if a convincing study of the safety of a reactor system
is to be made, it is necessary to examine the effect that the rise has on
the airborne concentration of effluent at various distances downwind.
2.

THE CALCUL.·.TION OF PLUli.E RISE

There are a great number of plume rise models (2). The one used in this
paper is that of Gifford (3) which has been incorporated into the Safety
and Reliability Directorate computer program TIRION (4) the purpose of
which is to examine the consequences of releasing radioactive material to
the atmosphere. Gifford's model, however, has been modified to take
account of the WalfS in which plume rise can be terminated, see Sect. 4•
).

GROIDm

LFN'~L

CONCENTRATIONS UNDERNE:ATH A RISING PLID>lE

For the profile of pollutant concentration across a plume, many authors
assume a ~op-hat' distribution, that is, a uniform concentration from the
centre out to a well defined radius, at which there is a sharp cut-off.
Others assume a Gaussian profile, as is the case with TIRION. The implication of this is that ground level concentrations under a r~s1ng plume
are very small.
That this is plausible is very clear from a demonstration witnessed by the
author(5). Salt water was allowed to fall into a tank of less dense tap
water through a vertical tube that was simultaneously moving horizontally.
This experiment simulates the release of buoyant gas into moving air. As
the salt water plume fell downwards it remained a clearly visible and distinct e;ntity, so much so that wisps of salt water that momentarily attempted to escape from the plume were drawn back in again at once. It was
thus demonstrDted that, during the early development of the plume, ambient
fluid was entrained by the action of plume generated turbulence and that
the material of the plume itself was E£1 drawn into the surrounding fluid.
It is this aspect of plume rise that is important from the point of view

of reactor safety studies. So long as the plume continues to rise 1 airborne concentre1tions of radioactive m:..terie.l at ground level beneath it
can l·e as,mmed to be small. The conse<:JUence is that inhaled doses and
contamination of the ground byot- or15-emitters are also small.
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Since the calcul:ttion of 1~round level airborne concentrations is all
importcmt in re:;rtor safety studies, it is necessilry to identify the
';ays in vrhich plume rise can be terminated so thett the action of mechanical
or convective e1.tmospheric turbulence can brinr. radioactive material back
do~~ to the ground.

4.1

Stable ··leather Conditions

If there is a temperc,ture inversion in the ettmosphere, the difference in
tem;,er:cture between the plume (which is :1.ssumed to expand adiabatically)
and its surroundinr;s decreases as rise occurs until there is no resultant
upward force on it. This is used :1s a criterion for determining the
final heie;ht of ri"e although strictly there may be 'overshoot' followed
hy 'fall-back' to a final heieht of rise, or even a number of damped
oscillations. These are ignored for the sake of simplicity. If the
plume ir< vigorously self-heating, however, the above decay of buoyancy
may be more th:m compensated for: the rise will continue indefinitely.

4.2

Overhead Inversions

Even when the conditions nectr the ground correspond to neutral or unstable
conditions, the ·-ttmospheric boundary layer is usu:1lly capped by an
inversion at a hei.o;ht of a few hundred metres into which the plume may rise
and so be brought to a halt. it conservative assumption for deetling with
this problem is to terminate plume rise when the upper edge of the plume
reaches the inversion.

4.3

The Action of Turbulence

Hhen there is no inversion to bring plume rise to a halt, the plume may
cease to behave as the distinct entity described in Sect. 3 when the
'vigour' of atmospheric and plume ,"eneretted turbulence becomes comparable.
The height at which this occurs ma,y be calculated by equating the turbulence
dissipation rates, for which Brigr,s gives expressions (2), within and outside the plume. Briggs argues th2.t, once the 'vigour' of atmospheric turbulence equals that within the plume, rapid 'breakup' will occur and the
rise should be assumed to have terminated.

4o4

Meander

In convective conditions, the mixing layer consists of upward thermals
carrying heated air from the ground and of compensating downdrafts. This
accounts for the plume 'looping' or meandering phenomenon. If the typical
upward and downward convective velocities exceed the expected rate of rise
of the plume it can be assumed that breakup will occur.

4.5

Lift-off

There. is the possibility that a plume emitted into a reactor building wake
will not lift off the ground. (6) Briggs has given a speculative prescription for determining whether such a plume will rise or not.

5•

GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS AFTER TERMINATION OF PLUI<JE RISE

This is simply calculated. Assume that the plume behaves as a continuous
area source centred on the height of rise at termination. The radius of
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this source is calculated from the standard plume rise formulae described
in Sect, 2. The radially ~ymmetric concentration profile across the
source may be 'top-hat' or, for ease of computation, Gaussian with the
radius defining the 10% concentr:.:tion contour - this is ho~; TIRION works.
Concentration profiles further downwind are calculated Joy using a conventional Gaussian dispersion model. Similarly, if plume rise is prevented
by the buildin~ wake effect, the downwind concentration profiles c~l be
calculated by assuming that the plume trapped in the wake forms another
area source which should be fed into the atmospheric dispersion model.

6,

Ri~SULTS

OF CALCULATIONS PI•;RJ;'ORI>L!:U USING TIRION

It can be seen from the foregoing that the treatment of plume rise, even
when simplified as described, depends upon a large ~umber of parameters.
A thorough analysis of all these effects is beyond the scope of a short
paper such as this, It has been decided to concentrate on the following
examples of how the above mechanisms affect ground level concentrations:
a total of 1 Ci of a very long lived fission product is emitted over a
period of some thirty minutes in company with heat at a rate of 1OU MW.
The reactor building w2ke is assumed to be 50 m high by 100 m wide :md to
persist for five building heights downwind, The deposition velocity is
assumed to be 0,003 m/s.
6.1

Class D1 Windspeed 6 m/s

Results for this weather condition are given on Fig, 1(a). ,, non-buoyant
plume released from a point source gives concentrations described by curve
(1 1 2 1 3) while emission into the buildin€' wake gives curve (2 1 3,4). Uninterrupted plume rise from a po1nt source at ground level gives curve (1 1 2 1
5) while if plume rise is terminated (in this case by contact with an
inversion lid 1000 m above ground level) curve (1 1 2 1 6) results. Uninterrupted plume rise after emission into the building wake is described by curve
(2,4 1 5). Lift-off occurs with plenty to spare but if the rate at which
heat were emitted from the plume were only 1-10 lileg~'Hatts 1 Briggs' prescription (6) sug{iests that lift-off might not occur. Curve (2 1 4 1 6) shaHs what
happens when the plume rise is terminated, in this case also by conttwt
with the inversion lid. The lesson to be learned from this is as follQ\;s,
Plume rise, even when self heating is neglected, can be important 1vhen
heat is released at a high but plausible rate ( 1); however, use of the
naive plume rise model, curve (1 1 2 1 5) can give misleading results, Both
the initial mixing with the building wake and subsec;:uent termination of
plume rise are very important since both mechanisms (mixing with the wake
and the breakup effect)act so as to increase the concentrations calcu:!.:ded
by using the unlimited plume rise model; this is ch:~acteristic of all
of the mechanisms that act so as to inhibit or terminate plume rise,
6.2

Class F, u

=2

m/s : atmospheric inversion

As before, curves (1 1 2 1 3) and (2 1 3 1 4) of Fig. (1b) show what happens to a
non-buoyant plume without and with a wake effect respectively. Plume rise
from a point source, curve (1 1 2 1 6) or from the building wake, curve (2 1 4 1 6~
with subsequent termination of rise by decay of buoyancy confirm the statements already made that plume rise effects cannot be neglected. In addition,
curve (1 1 2 1 6) shows that calculated airborne concentrations at large distances can actually be higher with plume rise than without. This is
because, with a buoyant plume, there is much less depletion of airborne
activity
by deposition than for the non-buoyant release.
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7.

CONCLUSIOH

The effect of plume rise, together with mechanisms for plume rise termination, cannot be neglected if the release of radioactive effluent to the
atmosphere is accompanied b,y much heat.
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INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE DOSES DUE TO 41 Ar BASED ON
MEASURED DISCHARGE RATES FROM CEGB REACTORS
R. H. Clarke and R. Wilson
Central Electricity Generating Board, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories,
Berkeley, Gloucestershire, U.K.
ABSTRACT
Shield cooling air from early Magnox Reactors contains quantities of
4 1Ar, a short-lived y-emitter whose elevated release gives a finite exposure
at the site boundaries. A series of experimental measurements has established the discharge rates"of 41 Ar from the early CEGB reactors and the
results have been used to estimate individual and collective doses around
each site.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the early CEGB Magnox Reactors, which utilise steel pressure
vessels, shield cooling air passes between the outside of the pressure
vessel and the biological shield before being discharged to atmosphere. The
stable isotope 40 Ar in that air becomes activated by neutron capture and the
4 1Ar formed has a half-life of 1.83 hours and emits a 1.293MeV y-ray in
99.2% of its decays. Because of the long mean free path of y-rays in air,
there are low, but not insignificant, dose rates at the site boundary.
Measurements of 41 Ar discharge rates are not made routinely although one or
two estimates have been given (1). In this paper, results are presented
from experimental determinations of these discharge rates together with
estimates of individual and collective dose distributions for each site.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Air samples were drawn from the shield cooling circuit at each station
into a cylindrical vessel 200mm in diameter and 300mm high. The samples were
normally taken at the base of the discharge stack and after the filters to
ensure thorough mixing of air from different regions of the shield. After
sufficient time to allow complete flushing of the vessel, it was sealed and
removed for counting at a convenient location 2 - 8km from, and upwind of,
the station to ensure the contribution of the station and the 41 Ar plume to
the gamma background was negligible.
The detector consisted of a 75mm x 75mm Nai (Tl) crystal and the
vessel located onto the detector head to ensure reproducibility. The system
had been previously calibrated to relate activity density in the vessel to
count rate in the 1.293MeV 41Ar photopeak. Pulses from the detector were
analysed by a multichannel analyser in 200 channels, each of width lOkeV.
Natural gamma background was accounted for by accumulating spectra with and
without shield cooling air in the vessel and subtracting the background
spectrum from the former.
The counts in the photopeak were summed, corrected for decay and the
peak totals were related by the calibration factor to the activity density
of 41Ar at the time of collection. The discharge rate of 41 Ar was determined
from the measured activity density and the shield cooling air volume flow
rate. Table 1 gives the discharge rates at six stations.
The main source of error in the measurements is the uncertainty in
the volume flow rate which may be in error by up to 10%. The statistical
error in the count rate determinations was normally better than 1%. The
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error in the calibration of the system was estimated to be

~

5%.

The calibration was carried out using a l~Ci 22Na point source. 22Na
with a photon of energy 1.285MeV was used in preference to 41 Ar because of
its longer half-life and easier handling. The counts in th~ photopeak were
determined when the source was drawn vertically through the vessel at
constant speed, at various radii. The count rate for a uniformly distributed
source was then evaluated using numerical integration. Finally, a correction
was made for the 8keV difference between the 2 2Na and 4 1Ar photon energies.
3.

INDIVIDUAL DOSES AT THE SITE BOUNDARY

The computer code WEERIE (2) was used to calculate the 41 Ar cloud-y
exposure as a function of distance from the release point. The accuracy of
the cloud-y integration has been checked (3) against measured 41 Ar exposure
rates measured around the early air-cooled graphite moderated reactors BEPO,
Windscale and EL2. For the present work, the annual exposures were evaluated
per unit release rate of 4 1Ar at each site, assuming the mean frequency of
occurence of the 7 Pasquill weather categories and associated windspeeds
for a representative area up to about lOOkm from each site, which were taken
from Meteorological Office Data (4) and are summarised in Table 2. Also
shown in Table 2 are the average frequencies of weather categories given by
Bryant (5) for the whole of the U.K. and those derived from Smith (4).
Assuming a 30m effective stack height, the cloud-y exposures at a
site boundary 100, 200 or 400m for a discharge rate of lmCi.s- 1 are shown
in Table 3 for a uniform distribution of wind directions and taking Bryant's
(5) or Smith's (4) average U.K. continuous release meteorological data.
Clearly, Smith's data leads to significantly lower doses, partly due to the
use of higher mean windspeeds.
UNSCEAR (6) in its review of radioactivity in the environment,
calculated the exposure due to 4 1Ar discharges at CEGB Magnox Reactors as
2.53mR.y- 1 by using a continuous release dilution factor of 2.5 x 10- 7 and
the semi-infinite cloud model. In Figure 1 the annual exposure per unit
release rate of 41 Ar for a variety of stack heights using the semi-infinite
cloud model is compared with WEERIE cloud-y integrations. The total inadequacy of the semi-infinite cloud model at short downwind distances is
clear.
4.

COLLECTIVE DOSE ESTIMATES

Methods of assessing Collective Doses for airborne effluents have
been developed based upon integration spatial distribution of Dose over real
population density matrices derived from census data (7). For the area
around each site a representative table of wind direction frequencies was
used to weight the WEERIE cloud-y exposures. Since the WEERIE exposures are
for whole body without any allowance for time spent indoors where there is
a significant amount of shielding from the plume, an occupancy and screening
factor was evaluated using the data of Healy (8). These data give screening
factors of approximately 0.5 for downstairs in a brick house and 0.65 for
upstairs. Assuming 33% of time spent upstairs, SO% downstairs and 17%
effectively unshielded, an overall screening factor of 0.63 was used.
Combining these results with those from Table 1, the estimated collective
doses from CEGB Magnox Reactors as a function of distance are given in
Figure 2.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

Measured discharge rates of 41 Ar from CEGB Magnox sites are within
the range of 0.5 to 4.8mCi.s- 1 • The calculated individual doses at the
site boundaries are in the range 10 to l20mR.yr- 1 , which is significantly
higher than that predicted by UNSCEAR. The associated collective doses
havP hPPn PStimatPn ann ranee from less th~n 20 to )1 m~n-r~d.yr-l,
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Taiwan ResearchReactor (TRR) is a Canada NRX type ractor, air is used
for cooling the reactor structural material such as graphite reflector,
thermal shield etc ••
active

The small amount of

40 Ar in air is activated to radio-

41 Ar, and is releas~d to atmosphere through a 50 meter height stack.

During the reactor was in

40 MW full power operation, by experiment 41 Ar

released rate was found to be 3332 curies per day

(1).

This value is much

larger than that of the same type reactor in India (650 Ci/day) (2).

The

gaseous radioactive effluents from the TRR analysised by Ge(Li) detector
was found that the major component was
little.

41 Ar, the other radionuclide was very

The environmental radiation doses obtained by thermoluminescent

dosimeters (TLD's) and environmental monitoring system are contributed by

41 Ar and natural background only. Us~ng environmental radiation doses data,
41 Ar released rate was determined to be 3332 Ci/day (3). The discussion is
41 Ar.
limited to nuclide of particular importand to the TRR, namely
2. CALCULATION AND MEASUREMENT

A computer code

(4)

is used for the calculation of doses to the general

population due to atmospheric emissions of radionuclides.

A standard

sector-averaged gaussian-diffusion equation is solved repeatedly for aach
radionuclide, wind sector, stability class ahd downwind distance.

Radionu-

clide contributions to doses up to four critical organs are summed and
printed by sector and downwind distance.

Population doses (person-rem) are
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also calculated.

Ground deposition, cloud depletion, and first daughter

product ingrowth are considered in the calculations.

In-plant holdup time

and in-plant radionuclide decontamination factors may be provided as input
data if desired.

Radionuclide dose contributions are calculated for up to

four "ri ti ""] organs.

Thte

"od"'

is doste modtel i ndteptendtent.

Two general classes of dose calculations are treated explicitly.

These

are: doses that are directly proportional to the ground level air concentration

of radionuclides, and whole body doses due to gamma rays emitted by

nuclides in the overhead cloud (cloud gamma doses).

Doses from inhalation, external beta, and transpiration dose modes are
directly proportional to ground level radionuclide concentrations.

For

'

these dose modes "dose conversion factors" (DCF's) are used to relate dose
data to concentrations.

DCF's are derived from appropriate model(S).

Clcud gamma doses are calculated using dose tables obtained from a model
that considers the finite extent of the cloud in the vertical direction.

For the calculation of whole body doses due to gamma rays emanating from
radionuclides in the overhead airborne clcud (cloud gamma doses), we
utilizedose integrals obtained from a model that considers the finite
extent of the cJ r"rcl,

Gamma doses are calculated using a sector-average diffusion model based on
a crosswind integrated gaussian plume constrained between the ground and an
inversion lid.

A slightly modified and corrected version of Cooper's EGAD

code (6) was used to produce a table of dose integrals appropriate to the
effective stack height and lid height (Hlid) for the facility.

The table of

dose integrals is interpolated for specific gamma energies and vertical dispersion coefficients.

Meterological data were analysed by Hsia's method

(7).

Environmental radi-

ation doses around the TRR are measured by thermoluminescent dosimeter and

•

environmental monitoring system.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculated and mesured environmental radiation doses for each season
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were in fairly good agreement within 27%, poovided 1) the reactor locates at
open area, 2) there must be detailed reactor operation record and 3) hourly
meterological data.

The annual environmental radiation doses around the

TRR are shown in Figure 1,
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Figure 1. Annual environmental radiation doses around
the TRR from May 1975 to Apr. 1~76
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A COMPUTER CODE FOR CALCULATING THE ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT OF
RADIOACTIVE POLLUTANTS UNDER INHOMOGENEOUS AND INSTATIONARY
CONDITIONS
Wlineke, C.-D., II. Schultz, E. Voelz
Arbeitsgruppe fUr Technischen Strahlenschutz
der Technischen Universitat Hannover
CallinstraBe IS, 3 Hannover, F.R. of Germany
I.

INTRODUCTION

For calculations of atmospheric dispersion of radioactive
emissions from the nuclear industry under instationary and
inhomogeneous conditions, numerical computer codes using the
particle-in-cell method are developed by several groups for
example by LLL (I) and 3S (2), and our group (3). This method
simulates the pollutant dispersion in the atmosphere by the
transport of Lagrangian particles in an Eulerian grid mesh and
in a given wind field.
These programs can be successfully applied even when the turbulent and advection wind fields are varying so strong in time
and space during the dispersion of the radioactive pollutant
~loud, that calculations with the Gaussian plume model will
fail. These particle diffusion programs have the advantage to
eliminate the fictitious diffusion inherent in conventional
finite-difference techniques in the case of inhomogeneous wind
fields. Individual and multiple, instantaneous and continuous
sources can be applied.
Besides these codes can handle rainout and washout, wet and dry
deposition and surface roughness variable in space. Introducing
a particle weight the codes are capable of considering the
radioactive decay and potential chemical effects of the
pollutant.

2. PARTICLE-IN-CELL METHOD
In these programs the Lagrangian particles are moved in the
Eulerian grid according to a given time step and to a velocity
linearly interpolated from the velocities at the eight cell
corners to the position of the particle. The velocities at the
cell corners are composed of the advection velocities ~ given
from the wind field and by a net-diffusion velocity ~ calculated by a difference-scheme of the pollutant concentration c.
In a turbulent field a concentration gradient grad c causes a
net-current density 1 in the opposite direction:

J

K grad c = -K·

Vc

with the diffusion coefficient K.
Then a net-diffusion velocity can be defined:

...w
So this model

solves

-t

l

c

=

-K

~ grad c =
c

K Vc
c

the nonlinear transport diffusion equation

...

+ u·

Vc = V(K·

Vc)

5X5

Under the assumption of incompressibility of the mass-consistent advection wind field the term u· vc can be replaced by
v(c-~) and with a so-called pseudovelocity ~ = ~ + ~we can
rewrite the equation:

0c
~
0t + vc(u

K
c

c)

0

That corresponds to a compressible pollutant ~as, which can be
simulated by an adequate distribution of pollutant particles.
3.

PROGRAM XPIC

Based on the mentioned mathematical scheme we have developed
the program XPIC, the flow-chart of which is shown 1n fig. I.
For practical use the code has been developed in two versions:
one for handling single clouds over wide ranges with an expanding Eulerian grid, and the other for multiple sources in a
limited area with a very large number of fixed cells.
Version A:
In the code version A the grid system follows the cloud path
with cells stepwise expanding. Whenever the cloud border would
begin to leave the grid system, the cell dimensions are enlarged in correspondence with changed time steps as mentioned
later. Because of the limited memory capacity of our computer
(CDC CYBER 73/76), at the moment the version A can handle
about 26 000 particles in a grid system up to 10 000 cells.
Fig. 2 shows the vertical concentration profile at distance
3 km from the source in the free atmosphere or with earth
surface. In each case the dispersion is calculated by the
Gaussian plume model or by XPIC. The difference of the concentration values in the lowest cell is probably caused by the
different reflection mechanism of XPIC and the Gaussian model.
Version B:
For some problems as above-mentioned, the grid system of
version A is too small. Because of the restricted memory capacity of our computer, we performed the calculations by
tracking the particles group-wise and by handling the grid
system in sections. Until now total grid systems of up to
100 000 cells can be handled by this way in version B, but the
number of cells can be increased greatly by a not too difficult
programming. In each version any desired number of particles
can be transported, if the necessary computer time is available.
If there 1s no initial concentration distribution given by
measurement or calculation, in both versions (single or multiple source) a cloud of Gaussian distributed particles may
be injected at the beginning of each time step. The initial
growth of the clouds is calculated by the common Gaussian
plume model, until the curvature of the cloud can be reproduced by the PIC-method according to the desired accuracy.
To warrant a faultless dispersion of a pollutant cloud across
the border of the grid system in the version B, special boundary conditions have to be observed, e.g. by linear extrapolating the diffusion velocities at the free-air boundaries
of the grid system.

For evaluating the correct concentration on the earth surface,
we had to introduce a special handling of the particles in the
lowest layer of cells. Two different techniques, for assigning
diffusion velocity to the particles in this layer seemed to be
applicable:
a) linear interpolation according to the vertical position of
the particle between the diffusion velocity value zero at the
surface and the value on the upper border of the lowest cell
layer calculated by the normal difference scheme,
b) statistically sampling between both values and assigning the
diffusion velocity to the particle positions.
The case a) seems to agree with linear decrease of eddies
whereas case b) seems to simulate a constant eddy spectrum 1n
this layer. An option is installed for total reflection or a
certain surface adsorption rate, e.g. by a Russian Roulette
for killing the particles. Concerning the calculation of the
diffusion coefficients used in this code, it is referred to
Voelz at al., paper 161.
The concentration time integral at a reference point is got by
adding all concentration values weighted by the time step
during the time of interest. Assuming that a single cloud is
unchanged during the passage along the reference point, it is
possible in the code version A to calculate the concentration
time integral by adding up all concentrations along the trajectory across this point.

4. ACCURACY
To avoid inaccuracies by using a difference scheme certain
rules must be observed for proportioning the cell dimensions
of the Eulerian grid system and the time intervall at the
Lagrange step.
First the cell dimensions must be adjusted appropriately to the
curvature of the Gaussian distribution at the beginning of the
calculation. Tqerefore the diffusion velocities which are calculated by the difference scheme are compared with those of
the differential solution by the Gaussian plume model. Therelative deviation B is given by
de
dx.
l

Under the assumption,
cells are given by
c
follows a

that

the mean concentration values

in the

=

with a

tha

x./l.x./20~
l
l
l

Besides, normally the timestep has to be adjusted to the cell
dimensions and must satisfy the following inequation:
fl.t

< f

fl.xi/(vi)max

where f is a constant in the range between 0 and
and (v.)
1
is the i-component of the maximum pseudo-velocity. ~ithmax
out advection velocity, the pseudo-velocity is equal to the
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diffusion velocity w, with (wi)max ;
advection in XPIC therefore follows:
5.

2 Ki/6xi in XPIC. Without
6t : f.6xr/2Ki.

CONCLUSION

In the meantime the code was also used for investigations concerning different vertical distributions of the diffusion coefficient and the wind speed as prepared by Voelz et al.paper 161.
Further problems have to be solved concerning the evaluation of
the wind field from meteorological data, the effect of surface
structure, the optimization of the calculation process and the
improvement of handling very large grid systems.
These investigations are sponsored by the Ministry of the Interior of the F.R. of Germany.
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METEOROLOGICAL DIFFUSION MODELS FOR A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR INSTATIONARY AND INHOMOGENEOUS DISPERSION OF RADIOACTIVE PULLUTANTS.
E. Voelz, H. Schultz, C.-D
Wlineke
Arbeitsgruppe flir Technischen Strahlenschutz
der Technischen UniversitHt Hannover
CallinstraBe 15, 3 Hannover, F.R. of Germany
1.

INTRODUCTION

At present the dispersion of a plume in the atmosphere is almost only described by the Gaussian plume diffusion model. For
this purpose over the cloud width averaged values are used for
the determining parameters; that are the wind direction, the
wind speed and the standard deviations o. of the plume model
respectively the constants Ki of the turEulent diffusion. But
it is well-known that the wind speed increases with height and
that the constants Ki somehow change with height, too. This
height-dependence is not explicitly taken into account in the
Gaussian plume model. Instead of this the diffusion calculations are performed with standard deviations, which are fitted
to the spreading cloud by measurements of the ground level concentrations. In this way only one mean value is specific for
the whole cloud at a fixed distance of the source. But, if
there is a substantial change of the determining parameters
within the cloud, this model does not reflect the spreading
exactly.
If instationary or inhomogeneous effects are to be considered,
as for example, the influence of the height-dependent determining parameters or their variations with time, a numerical
solution has to be used, as is done here in the so-called
"particle-in-cell method". Therein the space is divided into
single cells, to which the determining parameters can be locally fitted.Between these cells the diffusion is evaluated by
numerical difference schemes. In contrast to the Gaussian model
the particle-in-cell method uses only averaged or interpolated
values for the concentration and for the determining parameters
within each cell. This method is described in report No. 160
by C.-D. Wlineke et al.
2.

STATISTICAL THEORY

By means of the statistical theory, a turbulent diffusion
coefficient Ki averaged over the total range of the cloud can
be calculated for each direction i with the standard deviations
Oi,e.g. from the system of Pasquill (1962)
( 1)

K.

~

=

0. 5

u

.

do~/dt
~

Calculations using adequately interpolated Ki in the particlein-cell method give nearly the same results as the Gaussian
model with the Oi, see paper No. 160. The concentrations and
their time integrals at ground level that are proportional to
the external cloud-Beta-dose, are a little bit greater due to
a different simulation of the reflection at the surface.
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If a height-dependent wind speed in the power-law form is introduced in the particle-in-cell method, the calculations yield
in lower concentrations in the cloud center. On the other hand,
this leads to a spread over a longer distance, so that the concentration time integrals at the surface stay nearly unchanged
and give the same values, as are computed with a constant wind
speed in the Gaussian model. This is to be exspected, because
the applied standard deviations are derived, in such a way
that
they include the effects of the vertical wind profile.
This calculation, repeated with an additional height-dependent
wind direction shear, yields in a lower concentration time integral, which is due to an additional cloud extension in the
crosswind direction. The wind shear causes the concentration
time integral to decrease in the direction of the cloud center line and to increase in the twisted direction of the surface wind. In fig. 1 and 2 the concentration time integrals
downwind under the cloud center line and crosswind at a source
distance of 3000 m are shown for a 100 m high point source
emission with both a height-dependent wind speed and an additional wind direction shear.
3.

HEIGHT-DEPENDENT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

Also the height-dependence of the vertical turbulent diffusion
coefficients Kz = Kz(z) can be simulated in the particle-incell method. It can be derived theoretically from various physical theories, for example:
A. By means of the mixing length hypothesis, Blackadar(1962) deduces a relationship between the height-dependent turbulent
diffusion coefficients K 2 (z), the mixing length l(z) and the
profile of the wind speed u(z). For this case, u(z) must be
measured and l(z) must be detected by supplementary parameters. Primarily the method is derived for neutral diffusion conditions; but it can be formally transmitted to other
cases by varying l(z) according to the atmospheric stability,
as has been done by Wippermann (1973).

I

( 2)

Wind speed
Mixing length
Blackadar ( 1962)
Wippermann (1973)

du/dzl

u(z 0

(z/z 0 )
)
z/(1.0 + K
0,00027
Ug/f
l(]J)

K
~

0 28
'
z/1 00 )

with 1 00 the mixing length in the free atmosphere; ug geostrophic wind speed; f the Coriolis parameter; K the von
Karman constant; and ]J a special stability parameter presented by Wippermann (1973).
B.

Wippermann ( 1 9 7 3) calculates local K 2 (z)-values by solving
numerically the Navier-Stokes equations.
y

- u ) + d [K
dZ
z
yg

idz (u x

- u )l
xg

0

-f(ux

- u ) + d [K
xg
dZ
z

d
dZ(uy

- u )l
yg

0.

f(u
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These equations are solved with a complete set of the
meteorological and determining parameters. The resulting
Kz(z)-values are shown in diagrams. The calculations are
first published only for neutral diffusion. A transmission
to other diffusion types seems to be possible
C.

For a simplification, we have solved the Navier-Stokes
equations with simplified assumptions on the wind speed and
the wind shear.
Wind speed
Angle of the wind
a

g

1S

~ u 2 (z)[cos 2 a(z)
shear

a

g

the wind shear at height D of

+

sin~o(z)]

z/D
the mixing layer.

But no horizontal Kx- or Ky-values can be taken from all these
models. For a first investigation, Kx and Ky are assumed to be
decoupled of K 2 , and therefore the corresponding diffusion
coefficients Kx(x) and Ky(x) for the statistical theory are
used. The resulting coefficients Kz(z) are shown in fig
3.
The corresponding concentration time integrals are calculated
with the particle-in-cell method and are shown in fig. 4. The
turbulent diffusion coefficients presented by Blackadar (1962)
and by Wippermann (1973) lead to concentration time integrals
lower than those calculated in the Gaussian model under corresponding conditions. These are caused by the lower Kz(z)-values,
compared to the normalized values given by the statistical
theory, as can be seen in fig. 3. This is in contrast to
measurements made in Jlilich und Karlsruhe. On the other hand,
the approach with the simplified assumptions for the NavierStokes equations leads to higher maxima of the concentration
time integral
being closer to the source. This 1s in acccordance with the comparably higher Kz(z)-values.
4.

CONCLUSION

For the future further investigations from the computational
and meteorological point of view are intended, especially with
respect to the nonneutral diffusion conditions. If these problems are solved and if the necessary input data are available,
the particle-in-cell method seems to be of advantage
These investigations are sponsored by the Ministry of
terior of the F.R. of Germany.
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A COMPOSITE DOSE CALCULATION MODEL
FOR LOCAL, REGIONAL AND GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION
Christina Gyllander, Anders Sandstromx), Olle Karlberg, Ronny Bergman,
Ulf Widemo, AB AtomPnArgi, Studsvik, S-611 01 Nykoping, Sweden.

The investigations were commissioned by Swedish authorities, and the
aim of the project has been to establish relationships between release
rate and resulting dose, both as regards individuals and populations.
To meet this demand further development has been requested to devise
models for the computation of regional and global doses.
In this paper a composite model including local, regional and global
scale dispersions is presented. This model permits the calculation of
individual and collective dose.
The generalized Gaussian plume formula has been used to study a local
zone 0-50 km from the release point. (1) (2).
The regional model which is applied to distances from 50 km out to
2000 km is based on a statistical approach that uses geostrophic trajectories in two levels to determine the horizontal dispersion (3). A special program has been written to evaluate the vertical dispersion, consideration being given to the dispersion and deposition of daughter products.
A compartment model is introduced to determine on a global basis the
collective dose commitment from long-lived nuclides. (4) (5).
This composite model is capable of computing the external and internal
doses delivered by clouds as well as the radiation contribution from
the ground, The dose program can be linked to a data file which describes the population distribution in a net of spherical triangles of
different orders. (6). This yields the collective dose to selected
populations.
The accuracy of these models has been checked by comparing the results
obtained using two models within boundary areas. These comparisons are
of the local model as opposed to the regional model in the interval
20-50 km and the regional model as opposed to the global model in a
zone 30-60°N. These tests showed that there is good agreement between
results obtained with different models in the boundary areas. Furthermore, the global model has been checked against observed global values
of Cl4, the natural production of which has been fairly well determined.

x)

Present address:

Statskontoret, Fack, S-100 26, Stockholm, Sweden
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Basically, the analysis is performed for a unit release of 1 Ci per year
of each of 26 nuclides of particular interest to the normal operation of
a nuclear power plant. The distribution of the collective dose at local,
regional and global levels is presented for different nuclides. The individual dose at 1 km as well as the total collective dose commitment has
furthermore been computed for a BWR system with three alternative off-gas
systems and for a PWR system.
The model has been adapted to compute the dose impact on the population
from a large number of nuclear power plants. It is accordingly possible
to determine the contribution made by a particular nuclear power program
to the total population dose.
In order to illustrate the procedure the following examples are presented:
Diagram 1

Individual dose (Rem/yr) caused by the release of 1 Ci of Xel35
per year from each of the Forsmark and Barseback sites, located
in the middle and the south of Sweden respectively.

Table 1

Collective dose commitment (Manrem/MW yr) for a BWR reactor at
Barseback with recombiner, 1odine and aerosol filters.
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Table 1.

COLLECTIVE DOSE COMMITMENT. (Han rem/MW eyr)
BHR with rec:ombinator, iodine and particle filters

II

Release values computed, core failure 0.1 %
Release values observed, core failure unkr.ovm

~·~~~~~~

Ci/MWeyr

I
Kr 83m
85m
87
88
89
Xe

I

7.9E-02
2.0E+OO
3.3E-Ol
2.0E+OO
2,0E+OO

Local
0-50 km

I
I l.SE-08

1.2E-04
5.3E-05
1. 4E-03
.';.SE-05

131m
133m
133
135m
135
137
138
139

1.3E-01
2.6E+OO
6.6E+Ol
6.6E-01
1. 3E+Ol
3.3E+OO
1. 3E+OO
1.3E+OO

2. 8E-CJ7
5.0E-05
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PARAMETRIC STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION
ON THE SHORT AND LONG-TERM EXPOSURE ESTIMATION
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PARfu~TERS

S. Chakraborty
Nuclear Safety Division
C:H-530' Wurenlingen I Siiitzerland

1. INTRODUCTION
In the atmospheric diffusion calculations the diffusion parameters play an
important role which has been stressed by different authors. Thus the
Pasquill's values for the diffusion parameters are not universal and have
been compared ( 1, 2) iiith values obtained from the tracer experiments carried
out in Julich, West Germany.
It iias found that due to the surface roughness, there is a shift of the maxima of diffusion factors toiiards the source and their values are usually higher than the Pasquill's values. Hoiiever, in the practical field of interest,
e
the emission of radioactive noble gases from routine operation of nuclear poiier plant or from an accidental release, it is the calculation of cloud
gamma doses iihich is of ultimate interest.

:g.

In this report the calculation of cloud gamma doses is carried out iiith different diffusion parameters ln order to study their sensitivity.
The computer code AIREM (3) ls applied separately for annual and accidental
dose calculations iihich involve respectively longterm and shortterm disperSlon.

2. CALCULATION OF CLOUD

G~~

DOSES

The AIREt·l code used for the calculation of cloud gamma doses is based on sector averaged Gaussian diffusion equation compatible iiith wind rose data. This
code is primarily written for average annual dose calculations. The code can,
hoiiever, also be used for calculation of doses from the release of radioactive
materials over a shorttime duration. This is verified through the comparison
of measured and calculated values iihich is also reported in another paper to
this conference (4).
A release of 100 Ci of Argon-41 at a height of 100m is here assumed. A finite extent of the cloud is considered because of large gamma energies of
Argon-41. This finite cloud model is provided by the computer code EGAD (3).
The different vertical diffusion parameters are the experimental values of
Pasquill, Brookhaven Laboratory and Julich (at 50 m and 100m height).
The annual average dose calculation is on the basis of the Wurenlingen meteorological statistics. The annual doses from one major wind sector (SSW) are
plotted in Fig. 2. As may be seen, the differences on the doses occur only
at larger distances for different diffusion parameters and are insignificant
for the purpose of this estimation.
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For the shorttime ( 1 h) release the wind veloC'it.y of 2 m/s is considered. The
results of the calculations using rli fferent diffusion parameters for the different diffusion categories are displayed in Fig. 1.
In case of the diffusion category B there ls almost no difference in doses
for the Julich (50 m and 100m) and Brookhaven sets of parameters.
Pronollilced differences are seen for the catee;ory C. This is -l_;nderstood from
the shortterm diffusion factors for this catee;ory shown in Fig. 3. The curve
from the Julich (50 m) parameters is quite different from those with ottHcrs
for the category D.
The diffusion parameters have a little infL1ence on t!1e close for the category E. For the category F the curves for the Pasquill and Broukl;a·ve'1 "arameters are overlapping and show only a little di fferenre wi til other parar:~eters.
Up to a distance of 5 krn the maximum dose differ·ence when :Ising the diffcY'cCit
diffusion parameters is found to be a factor of l. However, this lies witLin
the range of the <mcertainty of the diffusion model (5) and consideration of
different diffusion parameter sets is relatively unimportant to cloud gcurJTI3
dose calculations.
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ON THE USE OF TRAJECTORY MODELS FOR EVALUATION OF 'rHE DISPERSION
OF AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY IN NUCLEAR

POW~R

PLANT ACCIDENT SITUATIONS

Goran G. Nordlund
Finnish Meteorological Institute

P.O. Box 503, Helsinki Finland
1.

INTRODUCTION

Commonly, there are diagrams constructed in advance for calculating the dispersion of radioactive matter in an accident situation.

Wind and stability

values observed from some point (e.g. tower) near the plant, are used as
meteorological input data.

These values are then assumed to be valid for

the dispersion up to several hundred kilometers from the plant.

However, in

most cases the orography and synoptic situation influence the dispersion so
that this definitely cannot be described by data from a single observation
point alone.

The dispersion calculation should therefore be based on analy@s

of the wind and stability conditions over the whole dispersion area.

To be

of use in an accident situation, the method must be fast and simple to apply
even on relatively small computers or calculators.

The following describesthe

method developed at the Finnish Meteorological Institute for use as a complement to the diagram safety system.

2.

CALCULATION OF THE DISPERSION TRAJECTORIES

Regular synoptic wind observations in the area surrounding the plant
used for calculating the dispersion trajectories.

are

The wind analysis for each

point requi;red is performed by the relatively sophisticated "optimum interpolation" method introduced in meteorology by L.Gandin (1). The use of this
method near the ground and in mesoscale has been discussed earlier (2).

3.

ESTIMATION OF THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL EXTENSION OF THE
RADIOACTIVE CLOUD

For calculating the horizontal spread perpendicular to the trajectory,
values are used, as is usual in gaussian plume models.

u y
In order to get enough

broad risk zones, the uncertainity of the trajectory computation should be
added to the

uy-estimate of the horizontal spread.
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The vertical spread is simulated according to a K-teori approach:

(IC)

(C - -(' K
(
it - (z z cz

'

where C is concentration and Kz the vertical eddy diffusion cuelfic.ienL.

For the determination of the important K -values the planetary boundary
2

layer (0-1000 m) is divided into three layers: a

~round

layer (0-1 m) in

which the vertical spread only depends or the deposition velocity vd, a

Sill-

face layer (1-100 m) where K grows with increasing hece;ht according to
2

and a transition laver
in which Kz Lc conste1nt to the inversion.
v

For

the stability characteristics u. and L (see e.g. (3)) values are given in
advance for different synoptic situations.
4.

-~;c;

THE RELEASE INFORMATIO\

IfE O!JTPU'r

The above described dispersio& calculation method does not include any procedures for estimating the amount and type of release.
should be obtained in

This information

another way, as accurately as possible. The initial

release height and the plume rise should also be estimated separately.
rhe trajectory is plotted on a map and for the distances 2n (n= 1,2, •• ,8)km
values for the horizontal extension of the radioactive cloud and the ground
~evel

axial concentration C are tabulated.
0

Further rough estimates of the

corresponding time integrated fl and F submersion doses and the inhalation
dose will be included in the output.
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ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSAL OF RADIOACTIVE L'OLLUTANTS OVER LONG DIS'I'A..l\ICES
AND THE CZ\LCi.JLATION OF COLLECTIVE DOSE
H.M.

ApSimon a11J. A.J.H.

GuUda.rU

Nuclear Power Section, Mechanical Engineering Department
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, S.W.7. 2BX
Factors affecting the converc;c·nce of collective dose with distance are
important, as they will influ~nce the range of the integration.
For shortlived nuclides the region of convergence wil~ be limited by decay, whereas
for long-lived nuclides such as 85Kr global circulation over many years
may have to be considered. For nuclides with half lives of a few hours to
a few days, or for other nuclides which deposit or wash out, it may be
necessary to model dilution to considerable distances.
1.

ROLE OF VERTICAL DISPERSION IN CONVENTIONAL NOul',LLING

Traditional methods' of estimating collective dose from a continuous atmospheric release involve Gaussian plume models.
For a series of direction
sectors the average atmospheric concentration is calc"lated as a function
of distance by summing concentrations over v.eather categories such as the
Pasquill A-F series according to their frequency.
For each category the
plume may be multiply-reflected between ground and an inversion at a typical
height, and nuclide dependent depletion and decay may ·ue allowed for.
Assuming for simplicity an isotropic

wind rose and a. unlform poJ;ulation,

collective dose is proportional to the integral over distance of
~(r)=2Tir

t

xi (r)fi

where f is the frequency of ca'::egory l and x. (r) the corresponl!ing atmospheric ~oncentratlon.
Figure 1, for unit rel~ase rate, shO\vs the dominance
of stable conditions for a long-lived non-deposi tir,g nuclide.
Frequencies
f. were taken from Bryant (1) and inversion heights are as in WASH-1400 (2:
with a 37m release height.
2.

VERTICAL DISPERSION IN THE MESOS MODEL

However it is not correct to assume that conditions at the source continue
unchanged indefinitely, for due to diurnal changes in insolation, the
dominance of stable conditions becomes increasingly implausible beyond
approximately 20km.
Weather conditions also vary with changes in wind
strength and underlying terrain.
The computer program MESOS (3) treats releases of a few hours duratioh by
following in detail the history of a series of discrete puffs of material
anO Pstjrn1t·ing +-hPj rver-tical r1ispersion in a more y-pa_li~-l::_i.c ,.., a.y, ta.J.::i.Eg
into account temporal and spatial changes in the atmosphere and the underlying surface along the puff tracks. Each puff is rei'resented by a vertic·cd
rectangular column moving with a mean wind estimated locally at t.C,e time oc
passage. The atmosphere is considered as a turbulent boundary layer of
variable depth, well mixed by mechanical and convective processes,
surmounted by stable layers (see Figure 2).
Initially, material diffuses
upwards from the bottom of a column at a rate depending on current local
conditions until limited by mixing layer depth. Subsequent vertical mix1ng
depends on changes in this depth; when it increases due, say, to insolation,
material is diluted; if the mixing layer becomes shallower say, at night,
some material is isolated in stable layers above and is not depleted
1

by dry deposition at the ground. Depletion by decay, deposition and washout
are included in MESOS and the model of Carson (4) and Smith (5) is used
to calculate mixing layer depths.
In Figures 3(a) and (b), vertical dispersion according to the Gaussian plume
model and to the MESOS time dependent model are compared assuming that winds
and underlying ::;urf<J.cc rcm.:1in constant. Ci per metre thick layer ¥lithin ;:::.
puff, near the ground, are shown after various travel times and distances
for a hypothetical
1 Ci release.
In case (a) a long lived non-depositing
nuclide (eg 85Kr) is released in category F conditions, with an inversion
at 100 metres, soon after dusk in midsummer. During the night the two
models differ, but not significantly, due to the simplified initial treatment in the moving columnar puff model, (ignoring reflection terms). At
dawn, insolation and convective mixing break up the stability of'the atmosphere, dramatically depleting activity in the lowest layers.
In case (b), 1 Ci of 131I is released at midday in unstable category A
conditions in Spring with an assumed deposition velocity of .003 m.s-1.
Both models predict rapid vertical dispersion but in the time dependent MESOS
model conditions become more stable towards dusk, giving less dispersion.
During the night, activity in the upper layers is isolated from the lower
layers which are depleted more rapidly by dry deposition. At dawn activity
at low levels increases with fumigation. The evolutionary model thus leads
to a fluctuating pattern of activity in the lowest few metres in these
circumstances.
3.

LATERAL DISPERSION IN MESOS

Lateral divergence between puff tracks due to divergence of winds on a synoptic scale gradually dominates lateral dispersion as travel times increase.
In MESOS, while some lateral spreading of columnar puffs in included for
small scale dispersive mixing, successive puffs are tracked with effective
winds computed from geostrophic winds, using maps of surface pressures over
the map area for successive 6 hour intervals.
Figure 4 shows the tracks
of 2 hypothetical puffs released 6 hours apart and tracked in this way,
although in general MESOS tracks puffs released at hourly intervals through
the release period.
From time integrated atmospheric concentrations for
overhead passage along the tracked puff paths and by interpolation, MESOS
builds up, at a regular grid of points, integrated atmospheric concentrations
corresponding to a release of a few hours duration.
Figure 5 shows how
integrated concentrations at grid points may be combined with population
data and dose factors to yield a collective dose distribution; inhalation
dose to the thyroid for a hypothetical 1 Ci release of 131I is shown.
These methods may be applied to releases of different nuclides under a wide
range of weather conditions and at different times of day for specimen sites,
to give a better understanding of the dispersion of material and convergence
of population dose.
REFERENCES
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Ul'JZ I·E':"HOD2 D1 EVALUATION DES TRANSFERTS ATMOSPHERIQUES
A GRANDES DIST~~CES (100- 1000 km)
J. Le Grand, A. Despres
Departement de Protection - Service de Protection Sanitaire
COMM1::30lARlAT A L 1 ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
B.P. 6 - 92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES (FmL~CE)

1. INTRODUCTION
Le 'out de ce travail est d I etablir un modele de transfert atmospherique ,permettant l'C:valuation de la concentration, sur l 1 ensemble du territoire fran<;ais, qui resulte de rejets d 1 effluents gazeux d 1 une installation nucleaire.
2. DESCRIPTION DE LA METHODE
1 - Les donnees meteorologiques
L 1 Office National de la Meteorologie nous fourni t le champs des vi tesses du vent moyen entre les isobares 850mbar et 1000 mbar, chaque jour a 0 h.
et
12 h., en 400 points extraits de la grille de previsions meteorologiqu$.
Cette grille, de pas constant, est tracee sur les cartes en projection
stereographique utilisees par l 1 0.N.M. Elle est definie de la fa<;on sui-

a

va:J.t:.e

Le pole est un point de la grille,
Un des axes est parallele au meridien 10° E,
La distance entre 2 points voisins est de 190,5 km sur le 60eme
parallele.
La partie de cette grille que nous utilisons est approximativement
li1ritee par les meridiens 20° Wet 20° E, et par les paralleles 30° N et
65° N.
Nous disposons d 1 autre part de la direction et de l 1 intensite du vent
au point de rejet.
2 - La methode proprement dite
Le programme de calcul se deroule en deux temps
. Determination de l 1 axe de la trajectoire .
. Calcul de la diffusion.
2-1 ~e1e!IDin~tio£ ~e_l~a~e_d~ la_t~aie£t£i~e
Hypotheses fondamentales :
Le rejet est continu ; son debit est constant .
. Les conditions meteorologiques (vi tesse et direction du vent) restent constantes pendant 12 h.
Systeme de coordonnees utilise:
. L 1 origine des temps est la date du debut du rejet .
. Les abscisses et ordonnees des points sont reperees par rapport a la
grille de l 1 0.N.M.
Le trace d 1 une trajectoire se fait de la fac;on suivante :
Soit ~r, yr) les coordonnees du point de rejet. L 1 emission commence
au temps t 0 = 0. Les composantes du vent a la cheminee selon les 2 axes de
reference sont alors Ur et Vr (en m.s-1).
Si cette situation est supposee constante pendant 6 h, 1 1 axe du panache est arrive, au temps t 0 + 6 au point de coordonnees:
Ur
Xr + 6

x1

m

yr + 6

Vr
liT

m est un facteur qui tient compte de la deformation des distances dans le systeme de projection utilise ; il depend de la lattitude.
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Le calcul de X1 et de Y1 se fait d'heure en heure, afin de tenir
compte des variations de m.
Considerons maintenant que le champs des vents fourni par l'O.N.M. a
la date to+ 12 s'applique de to+ 6 a to+ 18, et calculons les composantffi
du vent en (x 1 , Y1) par interpolation entre les points de la grille. Nous
definissons ainsi un vecteur de vent au point (X1, Y ), qui nous amene au
1
point (X~, Y?) ala date t~ + 18. Le calcul se poursuit jusqu'a ce que la
trajectoire sorte de la grille.
2-2 Calcul de la diffusion
~)-P~i~cip~s-g~n~r~~

Si le debit est constant et la diffusion longitudinale negligeable,
la concentration au sol peut :•exprimer par _ ~

x

1
e "2" oy

[ 1]
11
0
0
Dans cette expresslon
Y
z
_
3
x (X, Y, t) est la concentration au sol (Ci.m ),
X et Y sont les coordonnees du point ou on calcule la concentration.
test le temps mis par le polluant pour atteindre le point (X, Y),
exprime en secondes.
y est la distance du point (X, Y) a l'axe du panache (m).
u est la vitesse moyenne du vent (m.s-1),
q est le debit du rejet (Ci.s-1).
Oy et Oz sont les ecarts-types de la distribution de la quantite q
par rapport a sa localisation moyenne (m).
Ils s'expriment par les relations suivantes :
(X, Y,. t) -

oy

u

=(AY tJ'Y

oz=~

t etant le temps de transfert, en SeCDndes
~ est le param~t~e de dif~usio~ horiz~ntale
~ est le coeff:c:ent de d:ffus:on horl~ontale
K"z est le coefflclent de dlffuslon vertlcale
Quand la diffusion verticale atteint la couche limite planetaire, si-

a l'altitude

L, on suppose que la concentration peut s'exprimer par:
2

X (X, Y, t)

------'"---- e-

L

u

~
y

b) Trace du panache
Le panache est trace de 12 h. en 12 h., en meme temps que l'axe de la
trajectoire. Il est limite a 3oy, et calcule analytiquement.
c) Definition de la grille sur laquelle sont calculees les concentrations ; termes correctifs
Les concentrations sont calculees pour les points situees a l'interieur du panache, et dont les coordonnees, exprimees dans le systeme de la
grille meteorologique, figurent dans les donnees du programme de calcul.
Dans le cas ou le polluant est un element radioactif, la concentration ainsi calculee est modifiee par un terme de decroissance et de filiation.
De plus l'appauvrissement du nuage par depot sec est introduit sous
la forme mathematique suivante :
e -2Vd

_Li__
~z

[2 ]

1
Dans cette expression, Vd est la vitesse de deposition, en m.sd) Concentration integree sur le temps que dure le rejet :
X· (X, Y, t) est la concentration en un point de coordonnees (X, Y).
L~s situations meteorologiques sont supposees constantes durant 12 h.
La concentration integree au point de coordonnees (X, Y), enCi.h.m- 3
s' exprime done par :
60~

n

C (X, Y)

l:
Xi (X, Y, t) . 12
i =1
ou n est le nombre de trajectoires tracees durant le temps du rejet.

3 - Discussion de la methode ; limites de validite
Les principales reserves que l'on peut porter sur la methode utilisee
concernent les points suivants :
. Le raccordement tlets 2 :systemes de donnees meteorologiques utilises :

on
on
de
au

applique les donnees meteorologiques du point de rejet pendant 6 h., puis
utilise les valeurs moyennes du vent fournies par l'O.N.M. Or l'ecart-type
la distribution n'atteint 1000 m (valeur limite qui lui a ete fixee) qu'
bout d'une vingtaine d'heures .
. On suppose que la hauteur de la couche d'inversion est constante,et
fixee a 1000 m.
. Il n'a pas ete tenu compte des variations du relief.

4 - Exemple d'application
La mise au point du code de calcul a ete faite en situant le rejet a
Saclay. Les donnees meteorologiques sent celles fournies par le pylone du
C.E.A., a 110m d'altitude.
Les donnees meteorologiques fournies par 1 'O.N.M. couvrent la periode
du 12 au 17 decembre 1975, periode de temps stable de vent d'Est.
Les donnees suivantes sont utilisees
4
Ay = 0,135 , ~ = 1,13 pour t < 9,7.10 s.
[1]
~ = 0,463,
= 1 pour t > 9,7.10 4 s. _ 1
[2]
z = 5 m2.s-1 , Vg = 5.1o-3 m s
L = 1000 m
Les figures ci-dessous donnent, a titre d'illustration, 6 trajectoires numerotees dans l'ordre chronologique.
La seconde carte fournit les courbes d'isoconcentration qui decoulent
de l'ensemble des rejets, entre le 12 et le 15 decembre 1975, le debit du
rejet ala cheminee etant arbitrairement fixe a 1 Ci.s-1.
Dans la realisation de ce travail, 1' appui et les conseils de Monsieur
DOURY (C.E.A. DSN) et, de Monsieur MONET (C.E.A. SPR Saclay) ont ete tres
utiles.
REFERENCES
[1] A. DOURY, R. GERARD, M. PICOL "Abaques d'Evaluation Directe des Transferts Atmospheriques d'Effluents Gazeux" CEA Rapport DSN n° 84 janvier
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[2] J.L. HEFFTER, A.D. TAYLOR "A Regional - Continental Scale Transport,
Diffusion, and Deposition Model" Environmental Research Laboratories
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RELATIONSHIPS EXISTING BETWEEN TRITIUM RELEASES FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES
AND THE CONTAMINATION OF AIR, WATER AND PLANTS
L.A. Konig, M. Winter and W. Tachlinski
Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe
Health Physics Division
I. INTRODUCTION

Several thousands curies of tritium are released every year from the
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center via the effluent air and water (1, 2).
Therefore, it is obvious to investigate thoroughly the consequences of these
releases. The liquid scintillation technique was chosen as the method of
measurement. It offers the advantage that a great number of samples can be
measured at relatively low expenditure. However, within the range of background concentrations, the accuracy of measurements is not very high, which
is a drawback of this method. Nevertheless, it is adequate in this range to
fulfill the main objective of these measurements, namely monitoring of the
environmental radioactivity with a view to radiation protection.
2. TRITIUM EMISSIONS FROM THE KARLSRUHE NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER
Tritium is released to the atmosphere mainly via several exhaust stacks and
it is almost exclusively in the form of tritiated water vapor. Different
forms of tritium released have not yet been detected and are estimated to be
insignificant. In the effluent water tritium from all sources in the Nuclear
Research Center is discharged via the sewage treatment plant (3). Passing a
2.9 km long sewer, the liquid effluents reach the 'Altrhein', a former
branch of the river Rhine and then they flow, mixed with surface water, over
a distance of 23.6 km to be discharged into the river. Table I shows the
tritium releases for the years 1975 and 1976 and the different emitters of
the Nuclear Research Center as well as the heights of sources above the
ground. In case that direct measurement is impossible, tritiated water vapor
released to the atmosphere is measured by means of the liquid scintillation
measurement technique on continuously condensed humidity samples of exhaust
air (4).
3. MEASUREMENT PROGRAMS AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
To be able to record contaminations of the environment caused by discharges,
it was necessary to determine the present background due to fallout. A comprehensive measurement program serves this purpose, which covers essentially
the region of the Upper Rhine Valley between Kehl and Mannheim. Details of
this long-term program were reported recently in two publications (2, 5).
Diffusion of the tritiated water vapor released into the atmosphere can be
calculated with a satisfactory accuracy. To determine the site specific
parameters to be employed in the diffusion calculation (6, 7), diffusion
experiments were carried out at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center in
which HTO and, subsequently, inactive chemical compounds had been used as
the tracers (8-11). The most significant results of p_revious diffusion experiments has been that at a 100 m emission height the concentration maxima
get considerably shifted toward the source as a result of surface roughness
and that they are higher in amount than calculated with the help of the
dispersion parameters used so far (6, 7).
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To the extent of manpower availability, special measu~ement programs were
performed the main results of which will be reported here. One example will
be treateJ in more detail. The positions of the main tritium emitters and
of sampling locations for the two programs described here are indicated in
Fig. I.

Height of
Emitter

FR 2 (44 MWth, D,Omoderated)

MZFR (200 MWth,
DzO-moderated)

Emission
in m

Tritium Release
in Ci
1975
1976

99

285

170

99. 5

765

703

1000*

1000*

WAK (Reprocessing
Plant. 40 t/a
throughput)
4
3x 10 MWd/t)

60

70

467

213

Decontamination
plant for liquid
wastes

19

53

73

'\..2**
2821

"\..3**
4024

Several minor
emitters

Table l

~

7FE~
., '

2

· BASINS

FERAB (incineration
facility for solid
radioactive wastes)

Sewage treatment
plant
a) evaporations
b) liquid effluents

M~F~

'WEST'

SCALE
0

0

'\.,jQ

5

250

500m

20

Tritium releases by the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Research Center in 1975 and 1976.
*authorized value
**estimate based on average evaporation rate
2
of I mm/d for an 800 m uncovered surface

Fig.

1

Site plan indicating the
main tritium emitters of
the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Research Center .l and
the sampling locations
covered by the initial
program 0 and the followon program c:::::!), respectively.
~ ~ direction of ground
- water flow

3. I Initial Program Covering Seven Sampling Locations at the Periphery of
the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center
Within a measurement program limited in time the tritium concentration in
the tissue water of plant samples was determined at seven sampling locations
and at two of them also in the humidity of the air. The results have been
summarized in Table 2. For the sake of clarity, only maximum and minimum
values are indicated. Some of the individual values agree very well for
samples of different types of plant taken at one sampling location, but
partly they also show deviations by 30 - SO % from each other. In very rare
cases the ratios of concentration values are greater than the factor 2.
According to expectations, the sampling location 1 yielde~ the lowest results because relative to the main emitters it lies outside the main wind
directions. By contrast, clearly higher values were found at the sampling
locations 3 to 6 whose positions relative to the emitters are in one of the
two main wind directions. Last but not least, the highest values were
measured at the sampling location 7 in the vicinity of the final basins of
the sewage treatment plant.
!>I 4

3.2 Follow-on Program Covering Three Selected Sampling Locations
In another program limited in time
the tritium concentrations were
measured simultaneously at three
sampling locations of pine (pinus
sylvestris) and spruce (picea
abies) needles, hornbeam (carpinus
betulus) leaves, the humidity of
the air, precipitations and of the
ground water, if applicable. The
samples were taken on working days
only.

Sampling
Location

Reference
Location

Sampl in5
Location
'West'

Sampling
Location
'Northeast'

Air
Humidity
pCi/ml

0. 3

2.3

0.6

I .6

0.1

3. 5

0. 7

foliage

I7

0. 8

foliage

10

0. 8

grass

5.3

o. 8

foliage

7. 8

0. 7

air humidity

7. 9

0. 6

to 1 i ,1ge

3. 2

1.0

grass

21

1.9

foliage

29

I. 5

Results of simultaneous measurements of
tritium concentration at seven selected
sampling locations ( 18 samples each).
The values were measured in the period
from August I to September 21, 1975.

Ground
Water
pCi/ml

25±2

Maximum

h.2±0.4
(2.8±0.3)*

3.5±0.3

Minimum

0.41±0.21
(0.2±0.2)*

0.2±0.2

Maximum

2. 9

2

nCi/m /d

455±13
48.8±0.5
(47.4±1.5)*

0.07±0.02

124±4

0.59±0.17
< 0. 15

5 76± 16

Minimum

2.7±0.2
(4. 1±0. 3)*

1.5±0.2

Maximum

37.5±1.3
(5.4±0.5)*

4.5±0.3

Minimum

background
0.5±0.2
0. 40±0. 17 0.12±0.05
(0.6±0.2)*
expected

0.56±0.10 37.6±2.2

2 7±2

minimum

foliage

Precipitations
pCi /ml

pCi/ml

maximum

grass

foliage

Table 2

Location

Tritium Concentration

air humidity

One sampling location lies in a
region in which the ground water
is contaminated (12). It is termed
here sampling location 'West'. In
the same region, also the humidity
of the air is contaminated by the
evaporation of chemical effluent
water. The second location, termed
'North-east,' lies in the northeastern part of the Karlsruhe
Nuclear Research Center in the
main wind direction relative to the
tritium releasing FR 2 and MZFR
reactors. At this point a back-

Sampling

Sampled
Material

not
measured,

Needles
pCi/ml
pice a
pinus
abies
sylvest.

3.0±0. 3

2.8±0.3

1.0±0.2 0. 84±0. 20

61. 5± I. 9 45.2±1.4

Foliage
pCi/ml

carpinus

1.6±0.2*

o. 88±0. 17*

70+2*

2.5±0.3

15.2±0.6*

9.7±0.5 12.6+0.6

4.9:+-0.J*

2.4±0.2

2.3±0.?*

13. 1±0.6

2.0±0.2

-------~----~------~----~----~------L-----L-----~----_J
Table 3

Results of simultaneous measurements of tritium concentration in air humidity, precipitations, ground water, foliage as well as in needles at selected samp]ing location<>.
The values were measured in the periods from March 3 to April 8, 1976 and fn"'m May 3
to May 26, 1976. The air humidity samples the measured values of which are given in
parentheses, are taken at 15 m height above ground. The values marked by an asterisk
refpr nnly to May 1976.

(J])

ground level of tritium concentration has to be expected in the ground water.
The third location, termed 'Reference', was so selected that it is exposed
but rarely to the wind coming from the tritium emitters. Besides, it is
opposed to the direction of ground water flow relative to the Nuclear Research
Center.
The results of measurements have been compiled in Table 3. Again only the
maximum and minimum values of tritium concentrations are indicated. In qualitative terms, the results correspond to that in Table 2.
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Representation of the variation with time of the tritium concentration in spruces,
pines, air humidity and precipitations, measured at the samp 1 ing location 'West 1
(see Fig. I).

Fig. 2 shows the results obtained at the sampling location 'West' for the
period from March I to April 7, 1976. The highest tritium concentrations
were found at this sampling location. The results unambiguously show that
the precipitation is not the main cause of tritium contamination of the
needles. Since around the sampling location 'West' the ground water had been
contaminated by about 400 pCi/ml of tritium within the period of reporting,
both this contamination and that of the humidity of the air must be considered as causes of pine and spruce needle contamination. However, the rapid
variations with time observed for the tritium contamination in tissue water,
which correspond to that of the humidity of the air, indicate that the humidity of the air is one of the reasons of contamination.
Since the roots of pines extend to much lower depths than that of spruces,
the contamination of the ground water should become apparent in differing
tritium contaminations of the two types of needles. As a matter of fact, the
expected differences can be observed. Due to the close vicinity of the final
basins, where the tritium bearing effluent waters evaporate at ground level,
the branches of spruces growing near the ground level (sampling height about
2 m) are exposed to higher tritium concentrations of the humidity of the air
than the branches of pines beginning to grow at an about 12 m higher level.
The fact that the higher tritium concentrations were generally found in pine
needles also makes visible the influence of ground water contamination. However, the results measured in early April 1976 (see Fig. 2) likewise show
that the contamination of spruces can be higher than that of pines in case
of very high air humidity concentration near the ground level.
Fig. 3 shows the measured values for the sampling location 'North-east'
applicable to the same time interval. As a result of tritium emissions from
the exhaust stacks, the tritium concentrations of the humidity of the air
are sometimes considerably enhanced, to which both types of needles are
equally exposed. The ground water not contaminated at this place seems to
dilute in this example the tritium concentration in pine needles.
At the so-called 'Reference' location neither the ground water is contaminated nor does a comparably high contamination of the air humidity prevail. For
this reason, differing contaminations of pine and spruce needles have not to
be expected here which is confirmed by Fig. 4. The observations made at the
'Reference' location do not allow a conclusion to be drawn relative to the
path via which the needles measured had been contaminated.
The time plot of variations of the tritium concentration in tissue water
allows to make conclusions with respect to the time constant and the halflife, respectively, which determines this plot. Both for pine needles and
for spruce needles time constants and half-lives, respectively, of 4 + 2 d
are found for the increase and reduction of the tritium concentration~ The
time sequence of measurement points and the experimental conditions were not
sufficient to make a more accurate statement. In case of soil contamination
by precipitation a slower reduction with time can be expected whereas rapid
changes can be associated with the humidity of the air.
Besides the relationship existing between the tritium contaminations of the
humidity of the air and of plants the relationship between the tritium emissions and the tritium contamination of the humidity of the air is also of
some interest. In Fig. 5 the product of tritium emission rate and of the frequency of exposure to tritium from the individual emitters has been represented for the three sampling locations. The frequency is that at which the wind
reaches the sampling location when it blows from an emitter. Since one day has
been chosen as the unit of time, no high expectations should be made with respect to such a representation. Moreover, the diffusion category has not been
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' NORTH· EAST'

19.6

- • SPRUCE
•--• PINE

····-···- NOT

~EASURED

~ARCH

Fig. 3

1976

APRIL

Representation of the variation with time of the tr1t1urn concentration in spruces,
pines, air humidity and precipitations, measured at the sampling location 'Northeast' (see Fig. I).

'REFERENCE'

MARCH

Fig. 4

618

1976

APRIL

Representation of the variation with time of the tr1t1um concentration in spruces,
pines, air humidity and precipitations, measured at the 'Reference' sampling
location (see Fig. 1).

taken into account in this representation, which has a considerable influence
on the concentration prevailing on the soil. Comparison of Fig. 5 with Figs.2
to 4 shows that some peak values visible in Fig. 5 are matched by peak values
found in the representations of the humidity of the air.

2.-----------------------------------------------------------------,
'REFERENCE'

'NORTH EAST'
Ci/d

10

'WEST'
Ci/d

MZFR

FR2

n
i!
. I
I

I
12

14

MARCH

Fig. 5

i

APRIL

Products formed of the tritium emission rate (A) of the main emitters of the
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center and of the frequency (H) of those 10 minutes
intervals on a day in which exposure of the sampling location under consideration
was possible on account of the wind direction.

Also the days are of interest on which the sampling locations are not exposed at all to tritium from the emitters and yet tritium has been found in
the humidity of the air. This has to be explained partly by contamination
of the vegetation and the soil both of which release tritium by transpiration also on such days. The fact that a peak value of tritium concentration
was observed in needles at the sampling location 'North-east' on March 26,
1976, without a corresponding peak value detected in the humidity of the
air, is probably due to the fact that a peak value of tritium concentration
in the air humidity was missed.
The difficulties in the evaluation of measured values are still increased
by the dependency on height of the wind direction. Experience gathered at
the site has shown that the wind direction can change substantially with
the height and that eddies caused by buildings and vegetation essentially
influence the diffusion of pollutants in the atmospheric layer near the
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ground. So, the tritium concentration in the humidity of the air can be dependent on the height.
It can be concluded from results available so far that the tritium concentration of plants is largely determined by the tritium content of the
humidity of the air. It has to be clarified by which path the tritium is
taken up by the plants.
All tritium measurements reported here have been carried out in accordance
with the Research Agreement No. 1302/CF concluded with the IAEA, Vienna.
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A CASE OF TRITIUM CONTAMINATION OF GROUND WATER
M. Winter, L.A. Konig and H. SchUler
Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe
Health Physics Division
At the end of August 1975 a conspicious depression of the soil led to the
detection of a leak in the piping system of the sewage treatment plant on
the site of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center (see Fig. 1). At the point
where a plastic pipe penetrated into a concrete control pit a leakage was
found about 3 m deep in the ground by which low level effluent water from
laboratories, after having passed a decontamination facility, escaped into
the soil, possibly over several weeks. The point of leakage lay between the
storage basin of the sewage treatment plant and the so-called 'cyclator'
(see Fig. I) in which precipitations take place. After separation of the
sewage sludge the clarified waste water reaches the final buffer basins and,
eventually, the 'Altrhein,' a former branch of the river Rhine. The esca-
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Fig. I
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METERS

Site plan of the sewage treatment plant of the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Research Center.
(]L
Point of leakage,
Locations of ground water drillings
and index numbers.
:
Ground water flow direction.
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ping water was exlusively effluent water which had previously undergone a
routine control of radioactivity. The total activity concentration of this
effluent water (except for tritium) must not exceed the value of 1x10- 4 Ci/m 3
according to the rules relating to the use of water applicable to the
Karlsru~e Nuclear Research Center; the monthly average of tritium concentrations must not lead to surpassing of the maximum permissible concentration of
3x10- 2 Ci/m 3 of effluent waters discharged into the main canal (1). On account
of r~sulls ui preceding regular control measurements an average tritium concentration of 0.7xi0- 2 Ci/m 3 (corresponding to 23% of the maximum permissible
concentration for tritium) had to be expected in addition to an insignificant
total activity concentration (except for tritium) of about 2x10- 7 Ci/m 3 • The
point of leakage was immediately repaired after it had been uncovered.
The control authorities were informed about the incident. They requested that
several ground water drillings were made on the premises of the sewage treatment plant (see Fig. I) to be able to control the extent and diffusion of
tritium contamination of the ground water.
According to geohydrological investigations performed in I963 the ground water
in the area of the Nuclear Research Center flows from south-east to northwest. The ground water level lies in about 4.7 m depth. Only th~ observation
wells IO, I4 and g lie directly in the direction of ground water flow relative
to the detected leakage point, namely at radial distances of 35 m, IOO m and
I25 m. It should further be taken into account in this context that within
the zone of the sewage treatment plant the established ground water flow
direction had probably been changed locally in an unknown way due to the construction of buildings and on account of disturbances of the original strata
of the soil caused by such construction work. The observation well marked x
and located outside the Nuclear Research Center lies on the borderline of a
wood and was set up as late as 8 months after.the leakage had been detected,
under a radioecological measurement program reported elsewhere at this meeting
(2).
The variation with time of the tritium concentration of the ground water has
been regularly observed since the setup of the seven observation wells and
the .sampling frequencies varied from several times a week to once a month.
The results of these measurements have been represented graphically on a
logarithmic scale (!) in Fig. 2 for the period from September 1975 to late
December I976. Investigations have shown a strong dependency of tritium concentration measured values on the pumping time preceding sampling. To get
comparable results of measurements the ground water was raised for IO minutes
every time and subsequently discarded before samples were taken, which roughly
corresponded to the time of occurrence of maximum concentration values.
Except for the well I2 immediately preceding the final basins and the well g
located farest to the north but almost exactly in the ground water flow
direction relative to the leakage point, the tritium concentrations of wells
exhibited a falling tendency from the beginning of investigations until the
middle of 1976. However, it can be noticed that the tritium concentration of
the well IO is the only to decrease uniformly until the end of I976. This
allows the conclusion to be drawn that the well 10, after the leakage had been
eliminated, shows an almost undisturbed decrease of tr1t1um concentration in
the ground water. Subsequently, the tritium concentration decreased until the
middle of February I976 first at a rate of about 40 nCi/l·day and then at a
rate of only 0.3 nCi/l·day.
By contrast, the development of tritium concentration observed for the wells
II, I2, 13 and x, presents a much less uniform picture as from about May 1976
compared with the well 10. Also, the concentration values of the ground water
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collected from the wells first named were practically always clearly higher
in amount than the values measured at the well 10. In late 1976 the tritium
concentrations at the wells 12, 13 and x exceeded by about the factor 3.5
the values measured at the well 10. The concentration at the well II was even
higher by the factor 21.
This finding hardly allows another conclusion than that one or several untight or porous points in the system of the sewage treatment plant constitute
permanent sources with small leakage rates from which little amounts of
tritium are fed into the ground water again and again with the low level waste
water, which superimpose on the reduction of contamination caused by the
leakage in August 1975. This leakiness should be found in the 'cyclator' or
in its feed pipes. This assumption allows a qualitative explanation of both
the nearly constant rise in concentration observed at the wells II, x, 13 and
14 in early August 1976, taking into account the location of wells relative
to each other, and the absence of an impact on the welt 10.
The development of the tritium concentration of the ground water from the
well 12 does not fit into this picture and is difficult to explain. Considering the location of the leakage point and of the 'cyclator' as well as the
direction of ground water flow, the assumption is suggested that an influence
on the well 12 might also be exerted by the nearby final basins.
To allow a comparison with the concentration values reported here, Fig. 2
also shows the tritium concentrations of the uncontaminated ground water,
which were almost exclusively inferior to the detection limit of 0.2 nCi/1
(well 18, about 1.2 km south-east of the sewage treatment plant of the
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center).
Fig. 3 shows for the same period as Fig. 2 the average weekly values of
tritium concentrations of chemical effluent water collected in the final
basins. However, since the throughput of effluent waters through the different stages of the sewage treatment plant is high (varying between 100 and
250m 3 /h), it can be assumed that the tritium concentrations in the entire
system of the sewage treatment plant differ but insignificantly at any moment.
The plot of concentrations represented in Fig. 3 for the waste water treated
does not provide a detailed explanation of the development of ground water
contamination in the different wells since data are not available on a great
number of influencing parameters. However, the tritium concentrations entered
in Fig. 2 were lower by about the factor 100 in December 1976 than the corresponding average concentrations of the final basins (Fig.3).
Assuming that the maxima of plots represented in Fig. 2 for the well 10
(September 30, 1975), the well 14 (November 30, 1975) a~d the well g
(January 25, 1976) represent the last direct influences of leakage, an average ground water flow velocity of some I m/day can be calculated, considering the different distances. The nearest drinking water station located
approximately in the ground water flow direction is about 2.5 km away from
the Nuclear Research Center. Even if it were situated in the very direction
of ground water flow, it would take more than 6 years before a tritium contamination of the ground water from the Nuclear Research Center could produce
any effect. A measurable impact is not to be expected because of the dilution
taking place during ground water transport. Besides, the tritium concentration
values reach only 50 % at the maximum of the limit value of the annual concentration mean, even in the area of the sewage treatment plant. This limit value
is based on the ingestion limits stipulated in the Radiation Protection Ordinance of the Federal Republic of Germany, which will come into effect on
April I, 1977.
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Development of tritium
chemical effluent water
in the final basins of the sewage treatment plant.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dans le cadre du programme de recherches sur le comportement du tritium
dans l'environnement, coordonne par l'AIEA, des etudes experimentales sur
le transfert du tritium de l'eau d'irrigation a diverses especes vegetales
cultivees, notarnment aux parties comestibles, sont en cours. Les parcelles
d'essais sont exploitees par des Centres de Recherche agronomique specialises et le CEN de Cadarache en ce qui concerne la region mediterraneenne
et par le CEN de Mol en region de climat tempere humide. En outre des experiences relatives au transfert du tritium du fourrage aux aoimaux de
ferme sont egalement en cours.
Le but de la presente communication est de fournir une estimation des facteurs de dose associes a l'ingestion d'aliments provenant de vegetaux cultives ayant re~u un depot unique d'eau tritiee ayant une teneur standard
de 1 nCi 3 H/l.
2. ORGANISATION DES EXPERIENCES ET RESULTATS
2.1. Experimentation en region de climat temper€ humide.
Un champ d'essais, situe sur les terrains de la ferme experimentale du
departement de Radiobiologie du CEN a Mol, a ete divise en 3 blocs de
7 parcelles (6 x 6m 2 ) chacun, parcelles destinees aux cultures suivantes:
herbage mixte, ray-grass, pomme de terre, pois, orge, carotte et betterave sucriere. Les pratiques agricoles courantes de plantation, fumurft et
entretien ont ete appliquees. Un volume de 100 1 d'eau tritiee a ete depose en une fois, a un moment determine de la croissance, sur chacune des
parcelles de 36m 2 a l'aide d'un pulverisateur a moteur, l'activite ainsi
deposee a ete de I mCi/m 2 • Des echantillons representatifs d'organes de
vegetaux et de sols ont ete preleves a differents intervalles de temps,
apres l'application d'eau tritiee, les teneurs en tritium de l'eau et de
la matiere organique des echantillons ont ete mesurees.
En outre des experiences de transfert du tritium des vegetaux servant
d'aliment a des animaux de ferme ont aussi ete realisees; c'est ainsi
que trois pores ont consomme des tubercules de pommes de terre tritiees
par depot unique et trois vaches ont pature, en ete, une prairie ayant
re~u un depot unique d'eau tritiee. A l'abattage, des echantillons d'organes des pores ont ete preleves et analyses; le lait de vache a ete recolte et les teneurs en tritium de ses divers constituants ont ete determinees( 1) (2).
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2.2.

Experimentatio~

en region de climat type mediterraneen

Les experiences en conditions naturelles ont ete realisees respectivement
dans la plantation d'orangers du Centre de Recherche Agronomique INRAIFAC a San Giuliano (Corse), dans le vignoble du Centre de Recherche Agronomique INRA du Languedoc et dans une plantation experimentale d'olivier
du CTGREF, en Provence. La methode experimentale appliquee dans les trois
cas est la su.i.vaul" : deux arbres
sont choisis : le premier comme reference, le second comme sujet de contamination. L'eau tritiee contenue dans
un reservoir a ete repartie a l'aide de deux pulverisateurs rotatifs localises au sommet de l'arbre , le taux de pulverisation etant de 7,5 mm/h.
et la quantite deposee correspondait a environ I l/m 2 • Des echantillons de
bois, feuillage et fruits ont ete recoltes en vue de la determination des
teneurs en 3 H dans l'eau des tissus et dans la matiere seche; des echantilions de sol ont ete prelevesa differences profondeurs.
2.3. Resultats
Les niveaux de contamination des parties vegetales comestibles sont indiques dans le tableau !. Quant aux produits d'animaux ayant consomme certains
vegetaux trities, les niveaux de contamination calcules sont respectivement:
a) 1,05 pCi 3 H/kg de muscle et de foie de pores ayant ingere pendant 3 semaines I k~ de tubercules de pommes de terre tritiees par un depot unique
de 2,8 1/m d'une solution a I nCi 3 H/l; b) 0,27 pCi/kg de lait produit par
une vache paturant une prairie contaminee par un depot unique de 0,25 l/m 2
d'une solution a I nCi 3 H/l,
Teneurs

Plante
Espece
A)

Re~ion

Pomrne de
terre
Po is
Orge
Carotte
Betterave
B)

Re~ion

pCi 3H/ml eau pCi 3 H/g rna- pCi 3 H/kg ali-

organe
ou constituant dans tis sus

tiere sec he ment frais

temperee humide
tubercule
grain
grain
racine.
sucre

6,4.10

-3

-4
4, 7.10
-4
8,7.10_4
1,2.10

3, 7.10

-3

-4
7,0.10_3
2,9.10_4
8,6.10 -3
1,16.10

5,7
0,62
2,60
0,20
1.16

mediterraneenne

Vigne
Olivier

vin
huile

Or anger

fruit

1,5.10
0,7

-2

0,27

TABLEAU 1 Niveaux de contamination, au moment de la recolte de
la partie comestible de vegetaux ayant re~u une solution contenant 1 nCi 3 H/l a raison de 2,8 l/m 2 pour les
vegetaux de la region temperee humide et de 1 l/m 2
pour les vegetaux de la region mediterraneenne.
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3. EVALUATION DE LA DOSE DELIVREE A UN INDIVIDU DE LA
MANT LES PRODUITS VEGETAUX ET ANIMAUX TRITIES,

~O~ULATION

CONSOM-

Les valeurs de l'activite ingeree ainsi que celles du facteur de dose relatif ala voie de transfert consideree, c'est-a-dire une depot unique
d'eau d'irrigation, sont mentionnees dans le tableau 2.
Aliment

Activit€ annuelle
ingeree (pCi 3 H)

Dose

~Jrem/an

Facteur de
dose
..
lnrcm/an/uc'."/ml

A) D'origine vegetale
Tubercule
(p.de terre)
Po is
Cereale
(grain)
Carotte
Sucre
Vin
huile d'olive
Orange
(chair)

1,2.10

5,7

-3

2,6

1,2.10 ......
5 ,4.10'

0,2
I, 2
I ,5. 10-2
0,7
0,3

4,0.10°
-,
2,5.10_6
3,1 .10_4
I, 5 .10_
6,2.10 5

-- o, 6

1,2
1,2.10- 1
5,4.10- 1

B) D'origine animale
Muscle et foie
(pore)
Lait de vache

2, I. 10

1,0
2, 7.10

-1

5,6. 10

-,
-s

-z

5,6.10

TABLEAU 2 Estimation de la dose delivree a un individu de la
population ingerant I kg d'aliment/an.
:::teneur de l'eau d'irrigation (depot unique)
4. CONCLUSION
Ces resultats permettent d'evaluer le niveau de contamination de produits
alimentaires a la suite d'un dep6t unique d'eau tritiee. Ce cas represente
egalement la situation resultant d'une emission accidentelle dans l'atmosphere.
Le dep6t sur la vegetation~ la suite soit d'irrigations successives, soit
d'emissions atmospheriques repetees, est aussi tres important a considerer
d~ point de vue de la contamination des produits alimentaires. Des essais sont
en cours dans ce sens dans le cadre d'un contrat avec la Commission des
Communautes Europeennes.
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INTERNATIONALLY CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH IN RADIOECOLOGY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
G.J. Koteles
Division of Nuclear Safety and Environmental Protection
International Atomic Energy Ag~noy A-1010 Vienna, Austria
1.

INTRODUCTION

The projected growth of nuclear power in many Member States of the IAEA
presents several questions of radiological protection which can best be
resolved through international co-operation. In fulfillment of its
statutory obligations the Agency tries to help in the development of soundly
based radiation protection programmes relevant to the specific needs and
circumstances of countries and regions. One approach is to co-ordinate
investigations in individual Member States aimed at reliable assessment of
radiation burden to the population from natural and man-made sources. The
Agency's assistance, in addition to modest financial support of individual
research groups, consists mainly of organizing meetings where the investigators and other experts can discuss research methods and evaluate and
compare their data. In this Walf any undesirable overlapping of work can
be avoided.
The basic principles of such co-ordinated research programmes are that
a) the participation of a Member State is optional, b) the joint investigations must be based only on already existing relevant national programmes, c) the programme malf possibly lead to technical, scientific or
even legal agreements in which the recommendations of an international
expert group will be reflected and incorporated into national regulations.
The present paper outlines briefly the main objectives and the WalfS of
solving the problems in two current co-ordinated programmes "Studies on
the Problems of Radioecology of the Danube River" and "Environmental
Monitoring for Radiological Safety in South East Asia, the Far East and
the Pacific".
2.

THE DANUBE PROGRAMME

The protection of the water-related environment and the water quality is
of common interest for the 8 states bordering the Danube, all of which are
members of the IAEA. The main objectives of the programme are to investig~e
the radiological safety for the specific conditions of the Danube river, to
harmonize measuring methods, and to evaluate the relationship between the
possible releases of radioactive material into the catchment area and the
radiation doses to the environment, the ecosystem and the human population
both during normal operation of the existing or projected nuclear power
stations and in cases of emergency (1). Figure 1 shows the Danube catchment area with the existing nuclear power stations and those projected for
the next 6 years (1,2).
Joint investigations to date indicate that waste water from nuclear power
stations of approximately 10,000 MWe capacity will enter the river. The
distribution, however, of waste releases will be uneven, i.e. 60% and 75%
respectively, will be released into the upper third and half of the river
length. Taking into consideration international experience with BWR and
PWR reactors (3), it can be foreseen that excluding H-3 95% of the total
cumulative release value will enter the river in its upper third.
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Some other findings of the programme are also of interest.
- Current measurements of the Danube water in various countries show
0.16- 0.43 Bq/1 (4.4- 11.5 pCi/1) t~tal beta activity (without K-40),
0.01 - 0.05 Bq/1 (0.27 - 1.38 pCi/1) Sr-90, 0.002 - 0.05 Bq/1
(0.05 - 1.46 pCi/1) Cs-137 and 11 - 33 Bqjl (300 - 790 pCi/1) H-3.
Determination of the various radionuclides contributing to the gross
radioactivity are now in progress.
Rough estimates show that the cumulative concentration of mixed radionuclides forecast for the lower watercourse - even if absorbtion by the
sediment is not taken into consideration - will be only 10 - 12% of the
Maximum Permissible Concentration for members of the Public (MPCP of
iny mixture of radionuclides excluding Ra-226 and Ra-228 in drinking
water is l0-7Ci/m3). The cumulative concentration of H-3 will be app~x
imately 4 orders of magnitude lower than its MPCP value (3 x lo-3ci/mj).
These MPCP limits are defined in ref. 3.
Concentration factors in various organisms have been determined, e.g.
those for Co are in the range of 4000 - 12000 for algae, 1000 - 2000 for
plants, 30 - 30go f~r fishes. Extreme CF values for Co-60 however, in
the order of 10 were measured in plankton. Great variations of the
CF values in biota or in sediments are expected at various sectors of the
river due to the differences of the flora and fauna whose composition
is influenced by the hydroelectric stations. For example, there are
clear indications that the construction of the Djerdap dam in Yugoslavia
resulted in a more intensive accumulation of the radionuclides in the
head-pond region than previously (1).
- A detailed bibliography of the relevant literature between 1957 and 1975
has been produced (4).
The future plans are based upon the recommendations of the programme
advisory group (1) and m~ be modified on the basis of the results as they
are obtained. Systematic measurements are now in progress for specific
radionuclides in various inorganic and organic components of the river and
its environment, and critical population groups and food-chains are being
identified. A thorough intercomparison of the measured values will hopefully help an international monitoring network in the mutual interest of
the riparian countries.
3.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAMME IN ASIA

The Environmental monitoring serves as a verification system to demonstrate
that controls on the releases of radioactive substances to the environment
under normal conditions are functioning as intended and it also provides
information on accidental release. One of the IAEA's important tasks is to
give guidance on this subject to those Member States who are preparing
nuclear power programmes (5). The aim of the South-East Asia programme is
to promote investigations directed toward the identification of critical
radionuclides and their transfer mechanisms through the characteristic
local food-chains of the region. In addition, an assessment of the natural
background radiation will also permit the evaluation of the radiation dose
received by the local population. The work in which 7 countries (Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Pakistan, Philippines and Thailand) are participating, is planned as a preparation for the growth of
nuclear power generation in the region. The participation of the Federal
Republic of Germany in this programme on the basis of a research agreement
has made available to the other participants from South East Asia, the
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Far East and the Pacific regions, wider experience in the planning and
technical implementation of environmental monitoring programmes for nuclear
facilities.
This international collaboration, besides providing a good forum for the
exchange of experience in methodology and organizational questions, has
already revealed some interesting features and data.
Despite various levels of laboratory facilities and measuring methods
comparable data could be obtained from several laboratories for total
beta and gamma, Sr-90 and Cs-137 radioactivity measurements. 52 types
of local food materials (vegetables, cereals, fruits, fish, meat) were
analysed. Differences of radioactivity concentration in various
varieties of certain items were identified (e.g. spinach and rice with
a factor of 2 - 3 in gross beta and Cs-137 activity). Differences in
gross beta and Cs-137 activities in rice samples were correlated with
the different ash content in different varieties.
Food consumption data were collected. After analyses and comparison of
various food i terns the c'ri tical pathwa,y to man for radionuclides proved
to be cereals and sea-food in India for fishermen and farmers as
critical groups near already existing nuclear centres as well as for the
Philippine population.
Where all necessary data were already available, the assessment of radiation dose from the incorporated radioisotopes through the food-chain
indicated a yearly contribution of a few millirems to the annual total
dose from the present level of radioactivity in a nuclear facilityfree area.
Further high background areas of natural external irradiation were identified in Bangladesh beach and Indonesian volcanic areas with maximum
values of l.l4mC/kgjyr and O.l3mC/kg/yr (4400mR/yr and 500mR/yr) 1
respectively.
4.

CONCLUSION

Future plans include the intercomparison of measured values in the region,
~tended analysis of critical pathwa,ys and critical groups. These two
examples point out the value of having such programmes coordinated by an
international organization. The investigators are enabled to meet
periodically to discuss the planning and implementation of the programmes,
unintentional duplication of work is avoided, and more efficient use
of resources can be assured. The provision of a discussion forum is
not only valuable as a research-associated activity but also has significance in training and education. Many developing countries benefit too
from the financial support, particularly for purchasing the proper
equipment and materials. Finally, one of the most important characteristics of such collaboration is that a much wider international expertise
from outside the region can be made available to the regional laboratories
through the Agency's technical assistance programme. We believe that such
co-ordinated programmes help to solve not only certain technical and
scientific problems of environmental protection but also some national
organizational and administrative problems of concern for multinational
or regional cooperation.
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1 • INTRODUCTION

Cette publication se propose d'exposer les resultats d'~~ essai de generalisation de modele de transfert du strontium 90 dans le lait propose par R.
COULON [1] dans le cadre d'une etude locale a un ensemble de' regions productrices tout en etendant son application au cesium 137.
2. IIIATERIELS ET l'!ETHODES

Afin d'~bteni: une bonne rep~e~entativite dan~ 1; temp~ et,da~s l'esp~ce,
chs.que echcntlllcm mensuel reg1onal est const1 tue de c1nq a d1x sous-echantillons dont le volume tient compte de 1' importance de la production laitiere
que chacun d'eux represente et qui sont constitues a partir d'une collection
de prelevements journaliers de lait de grand melange .
La generalisation du modele a consist€ a calculer des facteurs de transfert
regionamc qui minimisent les e~arts entre les valeurs observees et les valeurs calculees. Pour certaines regions lorsque le suivi de l'evolution a
corrmencf posterieurement 8. l'annee 1965, il n'a pas ete }'"JOSSibl·e de determiner le facteur de transfert relatif a la contamination directe par suite
d'une trap grande imprecision.
Pour le cesium 137, il a fallu utiliser cow~e valeurs observees les moyennes trirnestrielles afin d'obtenir une solution gcncrale acceptable (pour les
valeurs mensuelles les modeles presentent une trop grande inertie).
Enfin, pour-les deux radioelements, les periodes de stabulatjon qui correspondent a une dis-cribut ion de four rage stocke, ant ete ecartees com:~e 'laletrs
observees •.
3. RESULTATS
L' expression generale du modele est la s.ui vante :

c.l

p

Pd E

R

i - 1

p

e

->.(( i-1 )-p)+

n

contamination indirecte
avec :
Ci ccnt:::u~ina-cion du lai t

11

Pr 1 E

cxpriJl~ en

i - n'

'

- m'

i

i

-

contamination
directe
pCi/ gCa pour le

m"

R
m

contamination
semi directe

90 Sr et en r-<.:i/1 pour le

137Cs pour le mois (i) ou le trimestre (i)
R represente le depot humide en mCi/km2
A la constante de t.err.ps d' elimination des radioelements dc~ns le sol exprimee

en mois- 1 ou trimestre-i et rapportee

a l'anr.ee ·au }ableau

n°
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a

Pd, Pr 1 et Pr2 les facteurs de transfert relatifs
la contamination indirecte (sol),directe (plantes) et semi directe (base des tiges) exprimes en
~C'i/;:_-;-::·~ ~:..:.. ;--:5_/l ~---:.:;:~-·~~-~~ :_--:_:_~ :::·-:.i/l-::.:2

pour 90 sr
pour 137cs

n'

n'

0

m'

7

m'

m"

m" = 2

Le tableau n° 1 donne les expressions numeriques de A, Pr 1 , Pr 2 et Pd ainsi
que le facteur de transfert global P
avec les periodes d'observation et
23
!'expression du sigma.

4. DISCUSSION
La justification de !'adoption d'un modele de contamination a des conditions
locales est illustree par le tableau n° 2 qui donne, a titre d'exemple, la
nature et les carac~eristiques de la production fourragere de trois regions.
On peut noter les differences tres significatives qui existent d'une region
a !'autre entre les productions sur sol en place (prarr~s permanentes) et
les productions sur sol travaille (prairies artificielles).
Les figures 1, 2 et 3 pour le cesium 137, 4, 5 et 6 pour le strontium 90,
donnent les valeurs observees (traits pointilles) et les valeurs calculees
(traits pleins) pour les memes regions. On.constate que le modele est mains
satisfaisant pour le cesium 137 dont !'evolution des valeurs observees est
beaucoup.plus heurtee que pour le strontium 90. Comme il fallait s'y attendre, la contamination indirecte en pourcentage est plus importante pour le
strontium 90 (partie noire de la representation graphique attribuee au terme Pd) avec comme corollaire des pourcentages plus eleves pour le cesium 1~
pour ce qui _incombe a Pr 1 (partie hachuree) et Pr2 (partie non hachuree).
Dans une prochaine publication 1 'utilisation du modele sera testee sur le
plan previsionnel (72
76) avec un essai d'interpretation du sens des variations de A,Pd,Pr1 et Pr2 en fonction des facteurs pedologiques et agrono~i
ques.

a

5. CONCLUSION
Bien que la modelisation proposee pour le cesium 137 soit mains satisfaisan~
que celle
strontium 90, la proposition d'un modele trimestriel .(137cs) et
mensuel (9°sr) semble plus operationnelle pour rescudre certains problemes
d'environnement que des modeles annuels. Le fait d'adapter un modele a des
conditions locales qui peuvent etre tres contrastees parait devoir etre une
methode qui devrait etre generalisee
tout processus de contamination.

du

a
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THE PREDICTION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF LONG-LIVED
RADIONUCLIDES THROUGH A SATURATED SANDY LAYER
M.Fukui and K.Katsurayama
Res. Reactor Inst. of Kyoto Univ.,
Kumatori-cho Sennan-gun Osaka-fu, Japan (T"590-04)
1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomena of diffusion and dispersion of ions or molecules through
porous media are found not only in engineering fields such as the process of
ion exchange and filtration, but in natural hydro-system. Recently the pollution of subsurface water or lake and sea water due to industrial wastes has
been duscussed, and in the nuclear industry, there is a small, but a finite
risk that long-lived radionuclides are released from their facilities and
pollute the environment. So, it is important to predict the rate and range
of movement of radionuclides in the ground or in the sediment.
This study was conducted to evaluate the mobility of many long-lived radionuclides through and in a sandy layer. In the study of diffusion phenomena
in a sandy sediment, a new mathematical model with non-steady boundary condition was used, where one can easily obtain the values describing the mobility of radionuclides. In the study of miscible displacement, numerical analysis was attempted to demonstrate the applicability of theoretical model,
which is the diffusion type equation coupled with nonlinear reaction models.
2. THEORETICAL
2.1. The Diffusion Phenomena in a Saturated Sandy Sediment
Eq.(l) is obtained by assuming that the rate of transfer of diffusing substance is proportional to the concentration gradient and the amount of diffusing substance in a porous element is conserved,

~ = ~_fgz- (l-p)y <lQ - ;\.C
dt

p

dz

p

<lt

(1-p)y;\.Q
p

( l )

where C and Q are the concentration in liquid and solid phase, p is the
porosity, Y is the soil density, De is the effective diffusion coeficient,
and A is the decay constant.
Assuming that the long-lived radionuclides are sorbed quickly once it is
brought by diffusion into a soil and using the Henry isotherm,
Q = K1C
( 2)
where K1 is the equilibrium coefficient.
By substituting Eq.(3) into Eqs.(2) and (1), the diffusion equation (l) is
reduced into the standard form as Eq.(4),
C = w.exp(-;\.t)
<lw/<lt = a·~/<lz 2
defining : a = De/[p+(l-p)yK]

(3 )

(4)
(5)

where a is the apparent diffusion coefficient.
Assume that at time t=O the initial concentration in a soil is zero, and
for all time t>O, the lower boundary concentration is zero when the length
of the column is considered to tend to infinity. We assume furthermore that
the amount of radionuclides which diffuses from the surface water into the
soil for time t, is equal to that which decreases from the reservior only,
we obtain
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t
aw
( 6)
H[C 0 - v(t)] =- f De·-~-1 dt
o
oz ~=o
where Co is the initial concentration in the reservior and v(t) is at time
t, and His the depth of the surface water. Hence the solution of Eq.(l)
subject to Eq.(6) and the boundary condition as described above is

c
Co

De·z
D~·t
).. 1 ---~- 1 z
De/t 1
ex:p(a:H + a.:!fT- t1 "'"'"'2lat+ !!Tal

I rr
\I

Eq.(7) can be written as follows by substituting the demensionless depth~
and time n when the radionuclides are long-lived (A =0 ),
~ = De·z/aH
n =/tTa·De/H
C/Co= ex:p(~+n 2 )·erfc(~/2n + n)

( 8)
( 9)

(10)

2.2. The Models of Sorption and Transportation
The general mathematical equation that describes the material balance for
diffus~ng substance during the miscible displacement through the saturated
soil is written as

ac

<ic
- - + (1-p)yaQ
p
at = D. a;? at

y.K.

(ll)

ax

where x is the distance along the direction of flow, D is the dispersion
coefficient, V is the average pore volocity and other nomenclatures are mentioned previously, In this studies, the following sorption model was mainly
chosen to evaluate the behavior of diffusing substances:
(a) Nth-order reaction type
(b) Lapidus and Amundson's type

aQ/at
aQ/at
(c) Hiester and Vermuelen's type aQ/at
1
(d) Lindstrom s type
aQ/at
defining : f1 = l - q/2 , f 2 = q/2 ,
k4= k4·exp(- liGo+ aq)
RT

kj_CN
kz(J12C - Q)
k3[C(Qo- Q) - K3Q(Co- C)]
k4f1 C - Ksfz Q
Ks= k

(12)
(13)

(14)
(15)

( 6GQ+ (1-q)a')
s·exp RT

where k1, kz, k3, k4 and ks are the adsorption or desorption rate constants,
Kz and K3 are the equilibrium constants, f 1 and f 2 are the sticking and desorption probability, ~Go and ~'>Go are the free energies of activation required for adsorption and desorption, a'is the energy stress constant, q is
the fraction sorbed ( 0 < q < l) and R is the gas constant.
Eqs.(2) and (13) have been often used
to examine the sorption model, but the
exact solutions for Eqs.(l2),(14) and
(15) which are coupled with Eq.(ll)
are not obtained analytically, owing
to the nonlinearity. We attempted to
solve these coupled nonlinear equations
by using the finite difference method
with the quasilinearization technique,
where the difference expressions of
modified Crank and Nicolson were used.
The procedures of analytical method
are not described here owing to its
Fig.l Schematic Diagram of the
occupying the majority of this paper.
Diffusion Experimental Set Up
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3. EXPERIMENTAL
3.1. The Diffusion Experiment
Equipment ----- The apparatus for this study consists of a packed bed as
shown in Fig.l. To minimize penetration of the bulk convective flow into a
soil, the surface water was circulated airtightly by tube pump, which could
regulated the velocity and prevent the change of pH, inssead of using the
stirrer.
Soil -----All experiments were carried out on Toyoura fine quartz sand.
The mechanical analysis of this soil was :
sand - - - 99 % and silt - - - 1 %
The cation exchange capacity was about 0.5 meq/100 g.
Diffusin~ substances -----The radionuclides used were 5 ~n, 85Sr, 6 °Co,
11
6
106
95
95
137
Cd,
Zn,
Ru,
zr,
Nb,
Cs and 144 Ce etc .. These were mixed with
1 mN CaClz solution and pH was adjusted to 4 and 7 respectively. The diffusion experiments were conducted under the chemical concentration of stable
isotopes ranging 10 3 to 10-; ]Jeq/ml.
Diffusion experimental procedure----- At first, the solution which contains
diffusing substances is fed from the reservior (100 or 200 ml) by tube pump,
then the 5 ml solution in it was sometimes sampled and the concentration
change was measured by 4K FHA with 58.5 cc Ge(Li) detector. After a run of
the diffusion experiment, the equipment was disjointed carefully and the
packed material was taken as the rubber packing was sliced off. Then the
sorption distributions in a sandy layer were measured.
3.2. Miscible Displacemental Experiment
Soil ----- The same packing of Toyoura fine quartz sand as mentioned above
was used. The soil was air dried and then passed through a 2.0 mm sieve.
The soil of 100 g was carefully packed into lucite columns filled with 1 mN
CaClz to an approximate bulk density of 1.46 g/cm 3 , where one pore volume
(lc) was 26.4 ml.
Diffusing substances ----- The radionuclides used for the miscible displace35
ment were
S(SO~-), 32 P(PO~-), 36 Cl(Cl-), 131 I(I-) and the same as described
in 3.1..
Equipment----- The column of 2.0 em I.D.(Internal dia.) and 22 em long was
vertically oriented where it had a 200-mesh stainless steel screen to hold
the soil at their base, the inlet pipe and drainage pipe under the base to
allow the inflow solution to be changed
quickly. The packed soil is initially
treated with 1 mN CaClz introduced to the
~ 09
bottom inlet by a constant volume tube
pump, where the solution flows upwards.
08When a pr,edetermined amount of a tracer
slug and succesively that of 1 mN CaClz
were added to the columns, the flow was
terminated and the saturated soil samples
were extracted from the outlet as sectioned to 2 em intervals along the soil
columns. The samples were air dried and
the distribution of Y-emitters sorbed on
soil were analyzed by using 4K FHA with
Ge(Li) detector. The behaviors of the
radioactive anions was mainly examined by
obtaining the breakthrough curves where
Fig.2 Theoretical Curves of the
the radioactivities were measured by
Concentration in Interusing a liquid scintillation technique.
stitial Water at Depth
0

10[---
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4. RESULTS AND DISCCUTION
4.1. The Apparent Diffusion Coefficients
Fig.2 shows the concentration history computed for various depth ~. The
apparent diffusion coefficients are obtained from the theoretical curve
of ~~0 and the ol;lserved concentration of surface water. The values of
apparent diffusion coefficient were approximately obtained for Toyoura
fine quartz sand as follows,
(3- 4) x 10' cm 2 /sec for Sr,
(1- 2) x 1QI cm 2 /sec for Mn, and
(3- 8) x l~ cm 2 /sec for Cd, Co and Zn.
The validity of this model with non-steady boundary condition, which could
determine this coefficient easily, was examined by observing the sorption
distribution in the sandy layer.
4.2. Miscible Displacement
The sorption of inorganic anions to Toyoura fine quartz sand was examined by
using the miscible displacement technique, where the traceris introduced
rectangularly to the soil column and succesively leached with l mN CaCl2
solution or deionized water. The adsorption of Cl
on the soil was weak but
SO~- and PO~- were adsorbed extremely. The breakthrough curve of SO~- for
Ca-saturated sand was similar to that of cations, though SO~- was leached
with deionized water. This means that the sorption phenomenon is based not
on ion exchange but a chemical reaction on the solid phase. The adsorbed ion
of POJ- on the soil was not leached with l mN CaCl2 solution and distilled
water. This irreversible phenomenon stems from that the insoluble ion pairs
are formed in soil solution and these colloidal particles or precipitates
are retained mainly by its filtering action. Iodine in solution consists of
two soluble forms, one is non-reactive to the soil and another being sorbed
tightly. Thus, the behaviors of radioactive anions are affected by various
types of reactions, though they were not based on the ion exchange.
In this paper, we do not refer to the exact results of the finite defference
approximation as to the sorption models coupled with the tranportation model.
Under acid condition (<pH4), the divalent cations adsorbed are readily leached by the acid dissociation action, where the composition would shift as
they move downward, and it is difficult to
predict their movement. At heigher levels of

the pH (4 to 7), the divalent cations as
85
Sr, 54 Mn and 6 °Co behave only as exchangeable cations and their concentration in soil
water would be described by one of the sorption model of Eqs.(2), (4) and (5).
The behaviors of radionuclides depend on not
only pH but also their concentration. Paticulaly, the Cs moves faster, as the concentration of the slug increases.
Fig. 3 shows the breakthrough curves when
four kinds of Cs concentration slugs of 10 T
are introduced into the column, and successively leached with l mN CaCl2 of 25 T.
In this figure, the predictions were carried
out by using the coupled models of Eqs.(ll),
(14) and Langmuir type equation.
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STUDIES ON RADIOECOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION PROCESSES IN THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS
-UPTAKE AND RETENTION OF Am-241 BY FISHY. Nishiwaki*
Atomic Energy Research Institute, Kinki University, Higashi-Osaka City,
O""k", JR.pR.n
* At present at the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria
Y. Kimura andY. Honda
Department of Nuclear Reactor Engineering, Faculty of Science and Technology, Kinki University, Higashi-Osaka City, Osaka, Japan
'1. Sakanoue and A. Kobayashi
Radiochemical Laboratory, Faculty of Science, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa
City, Ishikawa, Japan
1. INTRODUCTION
~!uch

attention has been paid for the environmental contamination with
transuranics, especially plutonium having long half-lives and high radiotoxicity, from nuclear installations or weapon testing. On the other hand,
recently, the environmental concern for americium ·has increased from the
radiological protection point of view (1). However, only limited knowledge
has been obtained on the behavior of americium in the aquatic environments
(2-6). To elucidate radioecological concentration processes of americium by
aquatic organisms, the uptake and retention of Am-241 by fingerlings of
rainbow trout were investigated under laboratory conditions using natural
river water with aeration. The results were compared with those of some
other radionuclides such as Co-60, Ru-106, I-131, Cs-137 and Ce-144, in relation to their physical states.
2.

~TERIALS

&~D

METHODS

2.1. Radionuclides
Am-241 in Am(N0 ) , Co-60 in CoC1 , I-131 in Nai, Cs-137 in CsCl, Ce-144 in
3 3
2
CeC1 , Ru-106 in chloro and RuNO complexes of RuNO-nitro, -nitrate and
3
-binuclear which were prepared according to the method described by Fletcher
et al. (7) and were used in the present experiments.
2.2. Fish and their rearing method
The fingerlings of rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri irideus, were about 5
months old after hatching. The average body length and weight of the fish
were 5 em and 1 g, respectively. The fish were reared with aeration in
plastic vessels which held 20 liters of a river water of pH 7.2 contaminated
with each radionuclide at the radioactive concentration of about 1-10 ~Ci/1.
The temperature of rearing water was kept at 12+1° C. The fish were transfered to the vessels in a group of about 200 fish when the radioactive concentration of the rearing water reached at an approximate constant level.
During retention·experiments, the rearing water was frequently changed for
the fresh one without radioactivity to prevent a buildup of contaminants.
Throughout the experimental periods, the fish were reared without specific
feeding.
2.3. Fractionation of radionuclide in rearing water
To elucidate physical states of radionuclides in rearing waters, the fractionation experiments of the radionuclides were carried out by filtrating
5 ml of rearing water with :1illipore HAWP filters(0.45 ~m of pore size).
641

The filters which retained Am-241 were also observed by the alpha-track
autoradiography using cellulose nitrate film detectors.
2. 4. ',feasurement of radioactivity
The individual fresh sample made up in triplicate was measured for its
radioactivity by using automatic gamma counting system equipped with well
type Nal(Tl) detector(Auto-well). The Am-241 concentration in samples was
also measured by using low energy photon spectrometer(LEPS). Furthermore,
the alpha-track autotadiograms were taken with frozen sections of fish.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Fractionation of Am-241 in rearing water
The changes of Am-241 concentration in rearing water are shown in Fig. 1
with the alpha-track autoradiograms of filters retaining Am-241.
The results obtained by both Auto-well and LEPS counting showed quite similar trend with each other. The radioactivity of Am-241 retained on filters
increased with time after transfer of fish into the water and reached to
an apparent equilibrium state in about 5 days. The fractionation of the
radionuclides in rearing \·Jaters showed that at apparent equilibrium states,
about 90% of Am-2~1 were retained on the filters in the same way as Ce-144,
while only about 20% was retained for RuNO-nitrato and less than 10% for
the other radionuclides. These results indicate that more than 50% of
Am--241 or Ce-144 and some of Ru-106 in"fresh water are of particulate form,
while most of Co-60, I-131 and Cs-137 are of quite soluble form as previ-ously reported (8). Am-241 should behave in a similar way to the lanthanide
elements in the marine environment in many respects (4). In the present
studies, Am-241 also behaved in a similar way to cerium in the fresh water
environment. As can be seen from the plate in Fig.l, the alpha-track autoradiograms of the filters retaining Am-241 showed homogeneous tr.acks before
transfer of fish into the water, while aggregations observed after transfer
of fish seemed to indicate adsorption of Am-241 on suspended matter.
Murray and Fukai (9) reported that most of Am(Ill) in the filtered Var River
water of pH 8.1 was in particle form and the particle formation of Am(III)
in both river water and sea water seemed to be influenced much more than
that of Pu(IV) by the occurrence of unfiltered substances.
3.2. Uptake and retention of Am-241 by fish
The uptake and accumulation of Am-241 in the whole-body of fingerlings are
shown in Fig. 2 with those by their tissues of viscera and gills.
The curves were dra1on on the basis of assumed exponential model (10). The
pattern of whole-body uptake of Am-241 was similar to that of Ce-144 and
radioactivities in the fish reached apparent equilibrium ~n about 10 days,
whereas only several days were required for the other radionuclides (~1).
Table 1 summarizes the rate of uptake(u) and the turnover rate(S) calculated
from the uptake curves on the basis of exponential model (10) .
The concentration factors are also listed in this table, though the concentration factor of Am-241 for lake trout in the Lake Michigan was not explicitly reported by Wahlgren et al. (5). As can be seen in this table, the
estimated concentration factors from the ratio u/S are quite similar to
those observed.
It is noticeable that the highest uptake of Am-241 were found in the viscera
including digestive tracts and was followed by that in gills.
The alpha-track autoradiograms of frozen section of fish also demonstrated
the occurrences of aggregated Am-241 in the digestive tracts.

These results suggest that the fish swallowed suspended matters, on which
Am-241 was adsorbed. On the other hand, the highest uptakes among various
tissues were found in viscera for Ru-106, Ce-144 and Co-60, in gills for
I-131 and in muscle for Cs-137 (11-12).
The retention patterns of Am-241 by whole-body, viscera and gills are shown
in Fig. 3.
The whole-body retention of Am-241 was about 30% in 10 days and thereafter
gradually decreased. The eliminat:ion of Am-241 from Lhte Ll,;sues was highest
in gills. Comparing the retention in 20 days, only about 9% of whole-body
was found for gills, whereas about 63% for viscera including digestive
tracts. This higher retention of Am-241 in viscera was similar to the previously reported value for Ce-144 (11).
REFERENCES
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BIOACCUMULATION, DISTRIBUTION, AND DOSE OF 241Am, 24 4Cm, AND
23Bpu IN DEVELOPING FISH EMBRYOS*

J. E. Till and M. L. Frank
Environmental Sciences Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA, 37830
1.

INTRODUCTION

Limited experimental data are available to evaluate potential radiological
impacts and environmental behavior of transuranium elements released to
aquatic ecosystems. Releases of relatively large quantities of these
radionuclides to both fresh-water and marine ecosystems are not uncommon
(1). The purpose of this study was to develop a methodology for assessing
the dose from 24 1Am, 244 Cm, and 23 BPu to the developing fish embryo, an
aquatic life stage often considered to be highly sensitive to the effects of
ionizing radiation {2).
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The embryo of the carp, Cyprinus carpio, was employed as a test organism
(3). Immediately after fertilization the eggs were put into a glove box and
incubated in water containing either 24 1Am(III)-, 244 Cm(III)-, or 23 BPu(IV)citrate at an activity concentration of 10- 3 ~Ci/ml. This concentration was
selected because it was assumed that it would not impair the normal development of the embryo (4). The citrate complex was selected since this chemical
form remains in solution at neutral pH and likely results in maximum uptake
by the egg.
Hatching of carp eggs occurs 72 hours after fertilization at 24°C. Eggs are
approximately 2 mm in diameter and are surrounded by a chorion that is 18-~
thick. Since the range of alpha particles emitted by these radionuclides in
water is approximately 45-~. it is evident that when estimating the absorbed
dose to the embryo, the amount of each radionuclide penetrating the chorion
must be determined.
2.1

Bioaccumulation of 241Am, 244 Cm, and 23Bpu by Fish Eggs

In order to quantify bioaccumulation in the egg, groups of 20 eggs were
removed from the test solution at intervals during embryonic development.
The egg chorion and contents were separated and analyzed for radioactivity.
Using the results of these radioactivity analyses, concentration factors
(~Ci/ml in contents of the egg per ~Ci/ml in the test solution) were calculated as a function of time after fertilization (Fig. 1). In Fig. 1, the
concentration factors are represented by a least-squares fit of the parabolic
function o(t) = 1<~, where "o(t)" is the concentration"factor at time "t"
after fertilization, and "I<" is a constant. Values of I< for 241Am, 244Cm,
and 238 Pu were 3.0, 4.8, and 0.44, respectively. At hatching, concentration
factors were approximately 40 for 244 Cm, 25 for 241Am, and 3 for 23Bpu,
however, concentration factors were lowest during early cleavage, when the
embryo is known to be sensitive to ionizing radiation (5). Figure 1 indicates
that 241 Am and 244Cm are more readily accumulated by the contents of the egg
than plutonium. The similarity in uptake of 24 1Am(III) and 244Cm(III) was
likely due to their common states of oxidation in contrast to Z3Bpu(IV), the
most stable of the plutonium complex ions.
*Research sponsored by the Energy Research and Development Administration
under contract with Union Carbide Corporation.
Environmental Sciences Division Publication Number 1004.
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2.2 Distribution of 2"1Am, 24"Cm, and
238 Pu in the Egg
Distributions of 24 1Am, 2""Cm, and
23Bpu inside the developing egg were
determined by preparing autoradiographs
of 16-v thick egg sections. Each radionuclide penetrated the chorion, although the distribution of 24 1Am and
244 Cm was noticeably different from
that of 23BPu. During early development, before organogenesis, 2"1Am and
244Cm were uniformly distributed in the
egg; however, as organs began to form,
these radionuclides concentrated at
specific sites, such as the optic cup
and the spinal cord. A heavy accumulation of plutonium was found on the
chorion; however, plutonium that penetrated the chorion was uniformly distributed during the entire embryonic
period.
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Fig. l. Uptake of 24 1Am-, 244 Cm-,
and Z38Pu-Citrate by Carp Eggs

2.3 Calculation of the Dose
The dose rate to the embryo in rad/hour was estimated using the following
expression:
Eq. (l)
g-rad
2.13 = a normalizing constant (vCi-hour)(MeV/dis)
E = effective absorbed energy (MeV/dis),
a
c = concentration (vCi/ml) of alpha radioactivity in the
test solution,
o(t) = concentration factor (dimensionless) for the egg contents at timet (Fig. 1), and
t = time after the eggs were placed into the test solution.
Da

where

2.13

Ea

C o(t) rad/hour

The -use of Eq. (l) assumes that radioactivity is uniformly distributed in
the egg. Therefore, dose rates from 2"1Am and 244 Cm are only approximate
and may be higher at some locations in the e~~· Total doses in rads to carp
eggs can be estimated for 241 Am, 244 Cm, and 8Pu for a unit concentration
of activity by substituting the appropriate expression for the concentration
factor, and integrating Eq. (l) over the 72-hour period of embryogenesis.
These dose conversion factors would, however, be a~plicable only to carp
embryos. If identical uptake and distribution of 41Am, 2""Cm, and 238pu
are assumed for eggs of other species of fish with similar embryological
characteristics, then dose conversion factors could be calculated for those
species by integrating the dose rate expression over the period of embryogenesis. It is also assumed that no significant differences exist in uptake
and distribution between freshwater and marine species of eggs (1). Dose
conversion factors for eggs of carp, fathead minno~s (PimephaZes ~romeZas),
and ~laice (PZeuronetes pZatessa) developing in 10 6 vCi/ml of 24 Am, 244Cm,
and 38pu are listed in Table l.
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Type of
Eggs

Length of
Dose Conversion Factor (rads/10
244cm
Embryogenesis ---:141Am
(hr)
(Reference)
2.4

X

1o-2

2.1

X

10-z

8.6

X

10-2

7.5x10- 3

X

10- 1

3.5

X

10- 1

3.1 x 10- 2

( 3)

Fathead Minnow

168
(6)

5.0

Plaice

432

2.1

(Pleur>oneates
plates sa)

(7)

(Pimephales
pr>omelas)

Table 1.

3Bpu

l.4x 1o- 2

Carp (Cypr>inus
aar>pio)

72

~ ~Ci/ml)

X

10- 3

Dose Conversion Factors for Fish Eg~s Exposed to
10- 6 ~Ci/ml of Z41Am(III)-, 2 44Cm(III)-, and
23BPu(IV)-Citrate

3.0 APPLICATION OF THE DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
To illustrate the use of the data in Table 1, the dose conversion factors
for plutonium were applied to calculate doses to fish eggs that have similar
embryological development times as carp (72 hours), fathead minnows (168
hours), and plaice (432 hours), at several locations where plutonium concentrations have been measured (Table 2). This procedure assumes that plutonium is in solution, therefore this assessment is probably conservative
because of the low solubility of americium, curium, and plutonium in natural
waters (1). According to reviews published by the IAEA (8) and Blaylock and
Trabalka (9), these doses are several orders of magnitude less than the
doses at which biological effects are expected to occur. In a similar
manner, doses could also be estimated for fish eggs exposed to americium and
curium if measured concentrations of these actinides in natural waters are
known. Hetherington et al. (1) reported that the highest ratio of americium
to plutonium discharged to the ocean from Windscale was 2.56 (in 1974) and
that significantly smaller quantities of curium than americium or plutonium

Location

Plutonium Activity
Concentration

Length of

[~Ci/ml]

18

(Reference)
Windscale

1

White Oak Lake

9

Eniwetok, lagoon

4

X

10- 9

(l)
X lQ-11

10- 11

[hr]
432

72

Dose [rads]
2.1

X

10- 6

7.5

X

10- 6

3.1 x 1o-s

1.9

X

10- 7

6.7

X

10-7

2.8

8.4

X

10- 8

3.0

X

10-7

l.2x l 0-6

2.1 x 1o- 9

7.5

X

10-9

3.1

( 10)
X

Embr~ogenesis

X

10- 6

(11)

Lake Michigan

Table 2.

l0-12
( 12)

X

X

10- 8

Estimated Doses to Fish Embryos Exposed to Plutonium
in Natural Waters
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were released. Therefore, doses to eggs in the Windscale area from americium
and curium would also be insignificant relative to the dose at which biological effects would be expected to occur.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
Despite the assumptions made in this study regarding differences in species,
salt water vs fresh water, and concentration of z41 Am and z44 Cm in specific
organs, it is concluded that doses to eggs exposed to concentrations of
americium, curium, and plutonium found in natural ecosystems probably would
not be significant. Further research on the radiobiological effects of
24 1Am, 244Cm, and 2 3Bpu to developing fish eggs would be useful, particularly
for 241Am and 244Cm because these radionuclides concentrated at specific
embryonic organs and therefore may be more harmful than plutonium at low
concentrations.
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EFFORTS DE RADIOPROTECTION DU PERSONNEL
POUR UN PROGRAMME ELECTRO-NUCLEAIRE
P. Bailet * , P. Jeanson ** , M. Bureau *** , C. Reyx ***
Electricite de France

Depuis 19~6 en France, la distribution, le transport et la production
d 1 energie electrique pour sa majeure partie, ant ete confies a une
entreprise nationalisee : Electricite de France. Notre Etablissement
exploitait a ce titre, au 1er Janvier 1977, un pare de centrales
thermiques de 23 000 MWe dont 2 500 MWe de centrales nucleaires.
Depuis 1973, le programme d'equipement nucleaire a ete accelere.
C 1 est ainsi que 35 reacteurs, d 1 une puissance Voisine de 1 000 MWe,
sont en cours de demarrage, en construction au engages, et qu'en 1985
la production d 1 energie nucleaire pourrait representer environ 70%
de la consommation fran9aise d'energie electrique.
Par ailleurs, en raison de laplace qu 1 il occupe dans l 1 industrie
fran9aise, de !'importance et la complexite de ses installations,
de sa situation particuliere d 1 entreprise nationalisee, E.D.Fo a ete
amene tres t8t a jouer un r8le de pionnier en matiere de prevention.
Prevention d'abord vis-a-vis du risque electrique en general et recemment, lors des travaux sous tension ; prevention aussi vis-A-vis
de taus les autres risques qu 1 on rencontre dans l'exploitat~on des
reseaux, !'exploitation des centrales thermiques et hydrauliques, la
construction des ouvrages de production.
Le developpement important de son programme nucleaire devait amener
E.D.F., depuis quelques annees, a faire porter ses efforts sur la
radioprotection et a y mettre en oeuvre les methodes qui avaient fait
leurs preuves dans les autres domaines de la prevention.
Les regles fondamentales sur lesquelles repose la prevention des accidents sont les suivantes :
- prise en compte des risques au moment de la conception des installations,
- integration complete de la securite tant dans les
vail que dans la definition du r8le de chacun,

11

gestes 11 du tra-

- preparation du travail, qui doit aboutir a l 1 elaboration de modes
operatoires et d'instructions de travail,
- formation du personnel adaptee aux taches qui incombent a chaque
personne.

*
**
***

Service Prevention et Securite
Service de la Production Thermique
Service Etudes et Projets Thermiques et Nucleaires
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Dans les lignes qui suivent, nous allons nous appliquer a illustrer
l'application de ces principes au domaine de la radioprotection, au
travers des principales actions entreprises par E.D.F. au stade de la
conception et de l'exploitation des centrales nucleaires. Nous presenterons ainsi l'etat actuel de nos reflexions et de nos travaux
dans les domaines suivants
-

choix des

dispositiort~

:

curi~Lr·ucLiv~s

li~es

~

la

~adloprotection,

- etude de decontamination des circuits primaires des reacteurs PWR,
-preparation du travail et dosimetrie d'intervention,
- organisation du travailo
Enfin, la formation du personnel fera 1 1 objet d'une communication
sp8ciale pr8sent8e

a

la session du Congres consacr8e

a

ces problemes.

1 - DISPOSITIONS CONSTRUCTIVES LIEES A LA RADIOPROTECTION
Les dispositionR constructives visant a reduire l'irradiation dupersonnel d 1 exploitation et d'entretien sont de deux ordres
- soit l'adoption de geometries telles que l'irradiation du personnel
soit la plus faible possible,
- soit l'utilisation d'outillages speciaux permettant d 1 intervenir
distance sur les equipements lors des operations d 1 entretien.

a

1.1. - Sur le premier point, nous retiendrons quelques exemples ou la
disposition des ouvrages permet de reduire l'irradiation du personnel.
- Pour Fessenheim * et Bugey ** , le pont tournant du b~timent reacteur
prend appui sur une jupe circulaire, en avant de 1 1 enceinte de confinement, creant ainsi un espace annulaire de 3 m de large, a la pe~i;
pherie du batiment et sur toute sa hauteur. A partir de Tricastin
cette jupe est supprimee au-dessus du plancher de service, le pont
tournant prenant alors appui sur des consoles solidaires de 1 1 enceinteo Cette disposition libere une place importante sur le plancher de
service, place tres utile pour realiser des chantiers d'intervention
sur des materiels demontes (pompes primaires) ou pour stocker des
outillages speciaux (machine a serrer les goujons de cuve). La plus
grande facilite pour le travail et la reduction du nombre de manutention qui en resultent permettent de reduire les temps de sejour
dans les zones d'irradiation.

- Dans le batiment combustible, nous avons pu trouver des ameliorations par rapport aux premieres installations de Tihange, Fessenheim
et Bugey. Il est desormais prevu, sur chaque tranche a partir de
Tricastin, une aire de preparation du conteneur pour evacuation du
combustible irradie et une aire de lavage ; les doses integrees par
le personnel aupres du conteneur sont ainsi reduites.

*
**
***
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2 tranches 900 MWe, PWR
4 tranches 900 MWe, PWR
4 tranches 900 MWe, PWR

-

-

mises en service 1977
mises en service 1977-1978
mises en service 1979-1980, tete de

file d 1 un programme de 24 tranches
900 MWe reparties en 8 centrales.

- Dans le hatiment des auxiliaires nucl8aires, les interventions sur
les filtres et demineraliseurs peuvent conduire a de fortes irradiations. Disposes dans des cellules independantes, alignees et delimit8es par des murs en beton arme de forte 8paisseur, ces reservoirs
sont accessibles en partie haute par des bouchons biologiques. Toutes
les tuyauteries de liaison et vannes d'isolement sont disposees vers
le bas. A Tihange, Fessenheim et Bugey, tuyauteries et vannes sont
regroup~es dans un couloir centr·al, eitLI-e les files de r~servoirs.
Les commandes de vannes sont remont8es dans un deuxieme couloir surplombant le premier. En fonctionnement normal, l'operateur devant
isoler un reservoir n'est en vue directe d'aucun materiel. Mais lors
de l'entretien des vannes, il doit acc8der au couloir inf8rieur oU
il est alors en contact direct avec les tuyauteries en service des- *
servant les autres reservoirs. A Tricastin et pour le palier W 1 JOO,
les vannes ne sont plus disposees dans le m@me couloir que les tuyauteries de liaison. Toutes les vannes sont regroup8es dans un couloir
affecte,

-Pour l'amenagement des pompes de charge, il a-ete adopte le m@me
principe consistant a separer les fonctions.
-En vue d 1 adopter les meilleurs amenagements d'equipement et de leur
protection biologique, nous avons engage, dans le cadre du programme
des tranches de 900 MWe, differentes maquettes, notamment celle du
batiment des auxiliaires nucleaires (echelle 1/20) representant non
seulement le gros oeuvre et les principaux equipements, mais encore
les tuyauteries de tout diametre, chemins de cables, gaines de ventilation, etco
1.2. -En matiere d 1 outillages speciaux permettant d'intervenir au
maximum a distance sur des equipements radioactifs, de nombreuses
etudes sont menees conjointement par le constructeur de la chaudiere
nucleaire (Framatome) et E.D.F. Nous mentionnerons a titre d'exemple:
- etude de machines a serrer et desserrer les goujons de cuve de reacteur, machine fonctionnant en eau ctemineralisee et non en huile.
Cette technique doit eviter, en cas de rupture du circuit permettant l 1 elongation simultanee des goujons (1 500 bar), tout nettoyage en zone active,
- manipulateur pour presentation des sondes a courants de Foucault
dans les tubes de generateurs de vapeur. Ce manipulateur, con~u et
mis au point par Framatome, chemine seul, pas a pas, en sous-face
de la plaque tubulaire,
- obturation des tubes de generateurs de vapeur par bouchon explosif,
operation conduite de l 1 exterieur de la botte a eau, avec recuperation des dechets d'explosion.
En compl8ment a ces etudes et realisations, E.D.F. a mis en oeuvre
differentes maquettes a l 1 echelle 1, permettant non seulement d 1 entratner les equipes a operer en position, mais encore de tester differents appareillages

maquettes d'un fond de generateur de vapeur, cote primaire et cote
secondaire,
- maquette d 1 une pompe primaire pour essais d'entretien sur les etancheite d'arbre.
• 4 tranches de 1 300 MWe, PWR (4 boucles) sont deja engagees en plus
des 30 tranches de 900 MWe en construction ou engagees.
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2 - ETUDE DE DECONTAMINATION DES CIRCUITS PRIMAIRES DES REACTEURS PWR
2.1. - Description de contamination
Les resultats d 1 exploitation des reacteurs PWR permettent de tirer
les conclusions suivantes :

a) l'activite des parois du circuit ·primaire situees hors du reacteur provient principalement des produits de corrosion. Au cours
du fonctionnement, ces produits de corrosion sont sans cesse relaches par les parois, actives dans le coeur, puis redeposes sur
les parois des boucles
b) l'activite des produits de corrosion constitue la principale source d'exposition du personnel au cours des arr~ts. Environ 80%
de la dose totale est integree pendant les periodes de rechargement et d 1 entretien ;
c) pendant les premiers cycles de fonctionnement, le cobalt 58, produit d'activation de nickel contenu dans les alliages inoxydables,
est predominant. Par la suite, c 1 est le cobalt 60, produit d'activation du cobalt contenu a l 1 etat d 1 impurete dans ces alliages,
qui devient predominant, car sa periode radioactive est la plus
longue (5,26 ans)
d)

l'~puration des produits de corrosion par le circuit du controle
volumetrique et chimique est faible.

2.2. - Prevention de la contamination
Divers moyens de reduire la contamination du circuit primaire sont
etudi8s.
a) Une connaissance plus approfondie des mecanismes de formation et
d 1 activation des depots s 1 impose, pour ~tre capable d 1 agir en
cours de fonctionnement. C 1 est pourquoi E.D.F. participe au developpement du code de calcul 11 Pactole 11 (1) par le Commissariat a
l'Energie Atomique (C.E.A.l• Ce code est ajuste en fonction des
mesures d 1 activite superficielle effectuees sur plusieurs reacteurs europeens de conception Westinghouse. Il confirme !'augmentation continue des debits de dose et le role predominant du cobalt 60 apres quelques annees de fonctionnement. Il attribue un
role important aux oxydes formes dans le circuit de contrBle volumetrique et chimique.
b) Le relachement des produits de corrosion par les differents materiaux et leur redeposition font l'objet de plusieurs programmes
d 1 essai dans les laboratoires d 1 E.D.F. et du C.E.A.
Le relachement d 1 oxydes par les stellites sera etudie, en comparaison avec celui des inconels et des aciers inoxydables, a 1 1 aide
de la boucle 11 Beco11 prochainement mise en service par E.d.f. Si, en
depit de leur faible surface dans le circuit primaire, le relachement des stellites etait important, leur remplacement par d'autres
materiaux pourrait etre envisage.
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c) La reduction de la teneur en cobalt des materiaux a fait !'objet
de discussions avec le constructeur
-

inconel

- inoxydable

la limite de 0,1% pour le cobalt peut ~tre reduite
0,05 % sans majoration de prix pour la matiere
elaboree a Imphy (moyenne actuelle : O,OJ %),

a

la limite de 0,2 % pour le cobalt peut ~tre remplacee soit par,une limite de 0,1 %, soit par une
moyenne ponderee egale a o,o8 % sous deux conditions : accepter une majorntion de prix et limiter
le tonnage demande.

Les t8les constitutives des enveloppes des structures internes sont
present specifiees a mains de 0,12% de cobalt.

a

d) Le refroidissement de 1 1 eau primaire et 1 1 addition d'acide borique
s 1 accompagnent d'une remise en solution partielle des oxydes. Au
cours des deux derniers arr~ts de Chooz* pour rechargement, une
boucle du reacteur a ete isolee, et l'eau contenue dans cette boucle a ete recirculee et epuree sur un circuit derive comportant un
filtre a precouche. Les resultats ont ete jusqu 1 ici decevants, le
facteur de decontamination etant peu superieur a 1.
e) La decontamination par des solutions chimiques (procede AP-Citrox)
constitue, a l'heure actuelle, le seul procede efficace. Il est rarement pratique en raison de ses inconvenients : prix eleve, duree,

difficultes de mise en oeuvre, effluents volumineux et tres actifs,
risques de corrosion. Il peut cependant ~tre impose par un incident, rendant indispensable une reparation du circuit primaire.
E.d.fo etudie avec la Societe Turco les materiels a utiliser, les
conditions d 1 execution d'une decontamination chimique des boites
a eau ou d 1 une portion de tuyauteries primaires, et les repercussions sur la conception des centrales PWR.
f) Enfin, l'epuration continue des produits de corrosion, en cours de
fonctionnement, constitue une voie de recherche a plus long terme.
Les debits a mettre en oeuvre seraient, selon les estimations actuelles, une fraction non negligeable (quelques %) du debit principal. Il en resulterait, par consequent, une extension importante
du circuit primaire et des consequences complexes sur la conception et la sarete des reacteurs. Une decision d'application devrait
etre fondee d'une part sur une connaissance plus precise des mecanismes de transport des dep8ts, et d'autre part sur des resultats
d'exploitation demontrant l'efficacite de systemes de filtration.
J - PREPARATION DU TRAVAIL ET DOSIMETRIE INDIVIDUELLE D 1 INTERVENTION
].1. - Preparation du travail

a) La preparation du travail est un des elements essentiels au niveau
de !'exploitation, pour la reduction des doses subies par le personnel.

* Centrale franco-beige, JOO MWe, PWR
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c•est en effet le principal element de la diminution du temps d 1 intervention : cette etape preliminaire permet, avant 1 1 execution du travail, de reflechir aux problemes qui vont se presenter aux operateurs
et de trouver les solutions appropriees en evitant ainsi toute perte
de temps sur le chantier.
D•autre part, la preparation du travail diminue les risques pour les
agents, car ces risques sont evalues a 1 1 avance et les precautions
prises avant !'intervention.
Enfin, la bonne organisation de chaque chantier entratne une bonne organisation generale qui se repercute favorablement sur les doses de
!'ensemble du personnel.
b) La preparation du travail comporte deux etapes :
- la premiere se situe pendant la construction de la centrale ; chaque operation d 1 entretien systematique est analysee en elaborant
une "gamme-type" : cette gamme comporte, pour chaque intervention,
la nature et la chronologie des operations a effectuer, la nature
de l'outillage nece·ssaire, les precautions a prendre, !'estimation
du temps necessaire a la realisation et la dose correspondante. Les
"gammes-type" permettant une recherche systematique de !'amelioration des conditions d 1 entretien : c 1 est ainsi que 1 1 on est souvent
amene a prevoir des moyens de manutention supplementaires, des ensembles facilement interchangeables, des outillages speciaux, des
facilites .d 1 acces, des dispositifs de collecte des vidanges des materiels actifs a entretenir, eventuellement des protections mobiles,
etc. Les moyens d 1 action pour la reduction des debits de dose sur
le lieu du travail sont souvent limites ; par contre, il est possible d 1 agir efficacement sur la reduction du temps d 1 intervention
notons au passage que cette notion de preparation reagit en feed
back sur la conception et la construction de 1 1 ouvrage ;
- la seconde etape se situe au niveau de chacune des interventions
pour lesquelles le personnel doit connattre parfaitement le contenu
de la "gamme-type" correspondante ; 1 1 outillage et les pieces de rechange eventuelles doivent ~tre prepares a 1 1 avance. Enfin, pour les
grosses operations deja evoquees precedemment (generateur de vapeur,
pompe primaire)' les maquettes a 1 1 ec·helle 1 permettent un gain de
temps appreciable pour 1 1 entratnement du personnel et la mise au
point des techniques d 1 entretien.
).2. - Dosimetrie individuelle d 1 intervention

La dosimetrie officielle reglementaire (mensuelle) par film photographique* est insuffisante pendant la periode d 1 arr~t annuel au cours
de laquelle sont effectues de nombreux travaux dans le b~timent reacteur. 11 est necessaire de la completer par une dosimetrie journaliere
qui permet de connattre au jour le jour les doses individuelles des
agents. Cette dosimetrie est indispensable pour garantir le respect
des doses maximales admissibles ; elle peut ~tre utilisee, d'autre
part, au niveau de la distribution du travail pour mieux repartir les
doses entre les agents d'une m~me specialite. Elle permet enfin, en
regroupant les doses prises pour une m~me intervention, de connattre
la repartition des doses selon les interventions. Cette connaissance

* seule methode
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regleme~taire

en France

des doses collectives par operation est essentielle pour deceler
celles sur lesquelles un effort particulier doit etre entrepris pour
la reduction des doses.
4 - ORGANISATION DU TRAVAIL
Les regles d 1 organisation decoulant de l 1 integration complete de la
securite en vigueur dans tous les services d 1 Eod.f. se retrouvent
pour la radioprotection dans les centrales nucleaires.
-Premiere regie : pour travailler en zone contr8lee, un agent doit
etre "habilite". Par ce terme, on entend :
qu 1 il doit avoir re9u une formation appropriee, adaptee aux risques
et aux niveaux de responsabilite correspondant a son travail et a
sa fonction,
que ~a competence a effectuer son travail ait ete reconnue par le
Chef de centrale. Cette reconnaissance se traduit par la delivrance
d 1 un titre d 1 habilitation.
Il existe plusieurs niveaux d 1 habilitation de radioprotection correspondant aux differents niveaux des t£ches.
- Deuxieme regie
les travaux effectues en zone contr8lee doivent
etre executes sous la direction effective d 1 un Chef de travaux responsable des mesures de radioprotection sur le chantiero Un niveau
d 1 habilitation et done un niveau de formation appropriee correspondent a cette fonctiono
Troisieme regie : pour pouvoir entreprendre les travaux en zone
contr8lee, le Chef de travaux doit avoir re9u une "attestation de
consignation" des materiels, delivree par le Chef de quart, et un
"ordre de travaux" etabli par le responsable de la preparation de
!'intervention, qui en precise les modalites d'execution.
Enfin, une section securite-radioprotection dans chaque centrale nucleaire conseille et contr8le les differents services et organise la
formation du personnel. Dans le cas de travaux presentant des risques
importants d 1 irradiation (travaux en "zone rouge"), elle participe a
la preparation du travail et a la redaction de l'"ordre de travaux".
Ces differentes regles d 1 organisation font l'objet d'un "Garnet de
Radioprotection" remis individuellement a toute personne travaillant
en zone contr8Iee.
5 - CONCLUSION
En conclusion, le but de notre expose etait de monter comment essayer
de resoudre un probleme vaste de radioprotection.
La solution ne peut se trouver dans un seul axe d 1 action, mais elle
demande la conjonction de plusieurs categories de personnes :
- des techniciens avertis des problemes de nucleaire et ouverts
la radioprotection, pou~ la conception et la construction,

a
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-des praticiens de !'exploitation et de 1 1 entretien des centrales,
pour degager et mettre en exergue les vrais problemes de radioprotection et, par la suite, faire vivre le systeme,
- des specialistes des rayonnements ionisants, pour apporter en permanence, a la construction et dans la vie de la centrale, les informations necessaires,

- des animateurs ou des specialistes de la prevention, pour veiller
a ce que les structures necessaires existent et que les mesures
soient coordonnees.
Ceci est ce que, en France,

a

E.D.F., on est en train de realisero

Il y a toutefois encore un valet necessaire
tion
les hommes.

a

une bonne radioprotec-

Ils doivent ~tre formes techniquement au probleme, mais aussi ils
doivent ~tre sensibilises a cette tache, et motives.
C 1 est aussi une a·ction que nous menons.

Comme terme de ceci, nous pensons que la coherence de ces actions
doit nous perme~tre d 1 assurer le programme 8lectro-nucleaire fran9ais
dans les conditions requises de securite.
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REGULATORY PRACTICE FOR THE PROTECTION OF
RADIATION WORKERS IN U.S. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
W. E. Kreger
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555
Occupational radiation exposure (ORE) in U.S. nuclear power plants in manrem per year per reactor unitl, has been steadily rising since 1969. In
contrast the number of individual exposures exceeding regulatory limits 2 has
not ,changed significantly in the same period, 1 in spite of a large increase
in the number of individuals in the total work force.Table 1 summarizes this
information. Activated corrosion products have been identified as the main
rad~tion source and routine and special maintenance as the main activities
contributing to OREs.
The U.s. Nuclear Regulatory ·commission (NRC) carries out activities in four
of its offices that include consideration of the radiation protection design
and operational programs for light water reactors (LWRs). A major goal of
the radiation protection regulatory program is to assure that ORE will be as
low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA), in order to reduce the risk that is
assumed to be proportional to the dose. Assuring exposures that are ALARA
means taking into account the state of technology and the economics (costs)
of improvements (in design and procedures) in relation to t'he benefits to
the health and safety of the facility personnel.
In the NRC, the Office of Standards Development activities include development of regulations, criteria, guides, standards, and codes to protect
employees of licensees and the public from the effects of NRC licensed activities. In the area of radiation protection, this office has just issued
revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 8.8,3 a comprehensive manual of good design
and operating practices in radiation protection. It is organized into
objectives for radiation exposure management as follows:
(1) Program for
maintaining station personnel radiation exposure ALARA; (2) Facility and
equipment design features; (3) Radiation protection program; (4) Radiation
protection facilities, instrumentation and equipment. Detailed descriptions
of many items of benefit in exposure control and reduction are provided.
The categories were derived by considering the magnitude and causes of the
radiation fields in the plant, the time needed for personnel to·perform
functions in radiation fields, the frequency with which functions need to be
performed, and methods by which each of these parameters can be changed in a
manner that reduces dose. The guide is useful to architect-engineer firms,
nuclear system vendors, utility company management and radiation protection
personnel and others.
The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation develops and administers regulations, policies and procedures governing the licensing of reactor plants (as
well as other facilities), including reviewing and evaluating the safety
aspects of reactor sites. The radiation protection program review based on
information required to be submitted 4 by an applicant for a construction
permit (CP) and later on for an operating license (OL), is performed by the
NRC staff to determine whether the standards of ref. 2 are likely to be met.
Before the CP is issued, the staff must be assured that individual exposures
can be kept below the Part 20 limits and total occupational exposures will
be ALARA. Before an OL is issued the staff makes the same kind of decision
regarding the plant as built and the planned operating procedures and radiation protection equipment and facilities. Detailed descriptions of the
applicant~ radiation protection design and operational policy and philosophy, of the anticipated plant radiation sources, of the plant radiation
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TABLE 1
United States
Light Water Reactors
Number of Units
in Operation
for the Year
Year

--

Number of
Overexposures
to External
Radiation*

Yearly
Average
man-rem/unit

Average
Plant
Age (yrs)

Average
Exposure
per (rem)
Individual

178

6.13

1.06

141

365

5.11

0.98

305

Average Number of
Personnel Receiving
Measurable Exposure
Per Plant

1969

7

1970

10

---

1971

13

2

294

t;.lo

0.96

302

1972

18

16

364

4.80

1.20

344

1973

26

19

534

4.32

0.91

584

1974

32

43

427

4.54

0.83

515

1975

44

14

457

4.30

0.79

578

*Relative to lD CFR Part 20 limits.

protection design features, of the assessed ORE exposure to the plant work
f;rce and of the proposed health physics program and equipment and facilities
are required for the staff's review. The input is reviewed against the
acceptance criteria of the Standard Review Plan.s Acceptance criteria
include specified regulatory guides and standards such as references 2 & 3,
or industry developed ANS or ANSI standards. Applicants may use the specified acceptance criteria or submit alternatives which are as good or better
for reducing ORE.
After licensing, the Office of Inspection and Enforcement becomes involved
in the specific plants. This office develops and administers programs and
policies for inspection and investigation of activities of facility
licensees to determine compliance with license provisions and NRC rules,
regulations and orders. The licensees radiation protection program is
thereby continually inspected during the lifetime of the plant, to assure
that the standards discussed above are met, and that changes in operation
or facility features carried out by the licensees result in equal or better
assurance that radiation exposure limits can be met and that ORE will be
ALARA. Coordination and collaboration between the Offices discussed above
assures that a uniform standard of radiation protection is achieved from
conceptual stages of the nuclear power plant thru to decommissioning.
The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research plans, recommends and implements
the programs of research which the Commission deems necessary for the performance of its licensing and related regulatory functions, including
research on effects of routine operation of reactors on occupational health
and on the environment. In the radiation protection area, several research
projects have been requested to support our license review effort and
related regulatory functions. In one of these, the research contractor is
measuring at several operating plants the inplant radiation sources that
contribute to significant radiation exposures to the plant work force.
This work is to determine whether the design stage radiation protection
activity is using realistic source terms for both shielding design and for
deciding the locations where particular emphasis must be placed on special
radiation protection practice such as remote operation, etc. A second project is a study to determine the amount of occupational dose reduction that
can be achieved by implementation of the most important of the design and
operational methods described in ref. 3. This data should enable the staff
to concentrate its review and inspection and enforcement activities on
those items that are most important for achieving exposure reductions. A
third NRC project will evaluate a particular calculational methqd for
determining neutron streaming into containment areas for PWR's. The
evaluation will give the staff a better methodology for design stage evaluation of neutron or activation product dose to operational and maintenance
personnel in containment.
Among the non-government groups that support research in the nuclear power
area, the Atomic Industrial Forum's National Environmental Studies Project
(NESP) currently has two radiation protection projects of interest to the
regulatory staff. The first is "Demonstration of An Occupational Radiation
Exposure Data Base", whereby a computerized personnel exposure record
keeping system is being developed. It would result in greater detail of
data so that the specific activities, locations, durations and types of
personnel associated with significant exposure would be identified so that
measures for exposure reduction could be instituted. The second NESP project of interest is called "Quantification of ALARA for Occupational Radiation Exposure". It would establish costs associated with ORE to provide a
better basis for the cost-benefit analysis on whether a particular ORE is
hlARA.
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The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has just initiated a multifaceted program on "Radiation Control at Nuclear Power Plants", by reduction
of activated corrosion products as the major source for ORE in nuclear power
plants. It will look at reduction of corrosion sources, of material to be
activated (particularly Co 60 precursors), at purification, at decontamination and at chemical or operational control of corrosion. The regulatory
staff has also explored these subjects with nuclear steam supply system
vendors and utilities.
There have been industry developed innovations in radiation protection
designs and procedures in areas where large exposures have occurred. These
include: a remotely operated rapid refueling development that has the
potential for reducing refueling exposure by a factor of four; a remotely
operated steam generator tube eddy current tester for reducing exposure in
the high radiation areas in a steam generator; remote systems for removal of
highly radioactive filters; and many others. Proven techniques have been
incorporated in ref. 3 and have been identified in the licensing review process as desirable or necessary features of the design.
OREs at nuclear power plants designed to the new guidance and operated
under that guidance should be reduced, and even further reductions should
be achieved when results of the above mentioned research activities become
available.
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10 YEARS OPERATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICS AT THE BEZNAU NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
T. Samuel
Nordostschweizerische Kraftwerke AG
Baden - Switzerland

The two PWR of 350 MWe each have accumulated together more than 10 years
of operation - in fact almost 12 years at the present time - and have produced about 30 billions kWh electrical energy. The accumulated experience
has been very important. The scope of this paper is to highlight some aspects of the operational health physics problems.
Health Physics is concerned with doses: doses to the personnel and doses to
the environment. These two angles will be evoked and some consequences will
be shown.
DOSES TO PERSONNEL
Fig 1 gives the evolution of the yearly accumulated doses in both plants
(Beznau I has begun operation in mid 1969, Beznau II two years later).
Initially, fairly high doses have been accumulated. This was due to an ini-.
tial fuel loading with a high failure rate (approx. 1 %), a corrosion problem of the vessel head, and the steam generator problem.
The steam generator problem is still a cause of concern. The work associated
with the necessary inspections has not been substantially reduced, but we
have learned to live with it, developing new and better techniques. As an
example, the dose per inspected steam generator tube has declined by more
than a factor 5 in the last three years, being now about 3 mrem per inspected tube.
Needless to say that legal dose limits have never been exceeded, but careful
planning of high dose-jobs is mandatory.
However, a special aspect is worth its consideration. Incorporation of radioactive nuclides is a source of dose and extremely severe measures have
always been taken, including large safety factors. The accumulated experience has shown, however, that such a working philosophy, i.e. weighting more
the dose commitment due to incorporation than the dose by external radiation, has several inconveniencies. The protective measures (mask, clothing)
slow the work, thereby increasing the working time in a radiation field, decrease the efficiency of the worker (the sight is limited, the movements are
hindered) and impose a very strong load on his physical strength (heat,
breath, etc.). The net result can be- and very often is- an increase of
the total absorbed dose coupled with physical exhaustion with a job less
well done because the worker is tired, irritable, and even aggressive.
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One possible answer to these problems - and the answer we use - is to take
only the necessary protection against incorporation, and to control frequently the workers with a whole body counter of a simple type in order to
detect if incorporati6n had taken place. This has not been the case since
this instrument was installed three years ago. Actually, we use a screening
monitor giving a yes/no answer; eventually necessary fine measurements
beeing the task of a well installed facility. We believe that dose commitments by incorporation in a nuclear power plant are a lesser problem than
doses by external radiations: it has to be remembered that, by appropriate
treatment, an incorporation can be reduced; a received external dose cannot.
The accumulated experience shows that, in a PWR, the incorporation problem
is easy to solve, and that the overconservatism of the first years can be
somewhat reduced.
Fig 2 shows the doses accumulated during the year. It can be clearly seen
that the major part of the doses is accumulated during the two refueling
and revision periods (June and August). The small November peak is due to a
shut down and repair, of steam generator tubes. One of the main health physics problems is obvious: the work load is very unevenly distributed:
during the shut down of Beznau I in 1976, for example, 4400 controlled entries in the containment building were registered. It is difficult, therefore, to have enough good health physics personnel for this intensive work
period, and then to occupy them meaningfully during the rest of the year.
An obvious conclusion, also, is that self control should be the rule, and
surveillance the exception, this beeing reserved for very special jobs or
for new or temporary personnel. A good health physics training is given
therefore to all employees, and everybody is permanently motivated to enforce health physics and safety measures.
DOSES TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Fig 3 gives the amount of nuclides, excluding Tritium, released to the Aare
river. The initial difficulties with the fuel, and also some operational
difficulties, have led to releases in 1971 up to about 70 %of the allowed
limits. Experience and improvements have reduced the amount of radioactivity
released.
The lower releases of Beznau II are due to the fact that some services
(laundry, decontamination) common do both plants are located in Beznau I.
It has been calculated by our Regulating Authorities that the release of
both Beznau plants has caused a hypothetical dose to the population of
0.08 mrem/year in 1975. On the other side, waste treatment, necessary for
the reduction of the released activity, is responsible for a part of the
dose accumulated by the personnel. This personnel accumulates therefore additional doses of some hundred mrem per year, its general exposition is already much higher than that of the general public.
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We must take into consideration this very fundamental, but unfortunately
much neglected problem. The trend to always more stringent- release specifications has to be payed not in money - which should be of minor importance but in manrem for the p~rsonnel - not to speak of the increased risks due
to concentration, transport and storage of radioactive waste.
Fig 4 shows aume apecial aspects of the release problem. The type of nuclides released, and the amount, changes during the year. The release of a
typical fission product, Cs-137, is rather equally distributed during the
year. The activation product Co-58, on the other side, is solubilised during the shut down period, and the rate of release increases during this
period. The waste treatment system must take these facts in account.
CONCLUSION
If it has been repeatedly and convincingly shown that the health physics
problems can be solved in a nuclear power plant in complete observance of
the ICRP rules, there is an aspect of the present situation which worries
the author. The presently observable trend forces the health physicist to
a more bureaucratic attitude: the number of rules, guides, requirements increases daily, the variety of forms, papers, statistics requested seems to
be in inverse proportion to the accumulated manrem. The author has the privilege to work in a country where the bureaucratic growth has up to now
been moderate, but considering the world at large, it seems that, according
to Darwin, the survival of the fittest will lead to favorise the bureaucratic instead of the innovative mind, and this will without doubt lead to a
deterioration of the professional level of the health physicist. It can
only be hoped that reason will win.
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ANALYSES OF OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION EXPOSURE RECEIVED AT
GUNDREMMINGEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION, AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
ON THE DESIGN OF CURRENT AND FUTURE POWER PLANTS

By N. Eickelpasch, Kernkraftwerk RWE-Bayernwerk GmbH, 8871 Gundremmingen
K.W. Pfeiffer, Kraftwerk Union AG, Postfach 700649, 6ooO Frankfurt 70
H. Peter, Kraftwerk Union AG, Postfach 700649, 6000 Frankfurt 70

In 1976, the 250 MW Gundremmingen nuclear power station (KRB) completed its
first decade of operation with an average time availability factor of 76 %.
Experience showed that about 75 % of the yearly occupational radiation
exposure is applicated during outage time.
The accumulated activity build-up due to corrosion products in the primary
system, the condition of the plant and the methods of radiation work management determine the occupational exposure. These three parameters are
presented in fig. 1. In my opinion the plotted trends are of general
character. The main parameters to be influenced are the intensity of the
radiation field and the exposure time.
A necessary and effective tool of managing the occupational doses is the
job related exposure accounting. This is the key for an optimal radiation
work preparation and for an effective on-line radiation exposure
surveillance as well.
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5. 7

RADIATION DoSES OF REPEATING MAINTENANCE JOBS

Tab. 1 shows for some typical jobs that it was possible to reduce the
applicated doses in most cases in spite of the increasing radiation fields
(see fig. 1). This was realised by extensive efforts for accounting,
documentation and evaluation of the radiation exposures.
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By feeding the time-dependet dose build-up (fig. 2) into a computer an
effective job related dose survey procedure can be established. Alarm setpoints can be programmed.
During the extended 1976 outage (replacement of the feedwater sparger)
nearly 90 % of the total radiation exposure could be traced annually with
an accuracy of about 10 mrem. It is shown that up to 40 % of the total
exposure originates not from primary work but from associating jobs, e.g.
work area preparation and testing efforts. Especially in this field a
remarkable reduction in the occupational dose rate can be achieved.
An approved technique and a higher degree of automation for control will
be required in the near future.
Evaluation of the KRB radiation protection history could serve as a basis
for a reasonable and effective improvement in the radiation protection at
future nuclear power plants. In addition to strict radiation work management, reduction in radiation exposure could be achieved be minimizing
the radiation levels in those areas where maintenance work has to be
carried out periodically. Though it is possible to influence, by avoiding
dear legs and introducing, special operation procedures, the deposition
of radioactive corrosion products in certain parts of the systems, in the
areas of which maintenance and repair work has to be performed, it can not
be expected, that such deposition can be completely prevented in the near
future.
There,~ore, an alternative approach te reduce the overall radiation exposure
of the personal is being made by modifying the design, arrangement and
auxiliary systems and facilities of nuclear systems and their components.

System und component design:
-Elimination of the external recirculation system of BWR's by the
introduction of axial-flow pumps, recirculating the reactor coolant within
the pressure vessel.
- The reactor coolant pumps of the PWR could be so improved that about 60 %
of the working time during routine maintenance could be saved.
- Development of quickly opening manholes for steam generators to reduce
the exposure time during inspection or repair.
- Design of a thermal insulation which can be removed much faster than the
type of insulation used at present.
- Elimination of dead legs, piping systems and at components.
Component arrangement:
- Physical separation of radioactive and non-radioactive systems.
- Physical separation of nuclear com~ents from each other as well as from
the associated actuators, controls and instruments.
- Improved accessibility to reduce the exposure time.
Auxiliary systems:
Provision of leak detection, gland leakoff and filtered air recirculation
systems, in order to keep the airborn radioactive contamination low.
- Remote control of red-waste handling procedures.
- Provisions and space for providing temporary shielding.
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HAZARDS AND PROTECTION FROM TRITIUM PRODUCED
IN AN EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR LOOP
R.V. Osborne
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ lJO, Canada
1 ..

INTRODUCTION

The neutron flux reaching fuel bundles in an experimental loop of the NRX
reactor at CRNL is being controlled by introducing 3He into a stainless steel
coil in the annular space around the fuel. The pressure of 3 He (and hence
the mass of helium in the neutron flux) is varied from 100 kPa to 1 MPa by a
metal bellows which, with other out-of-core control components, is in a ventilated glove box (Figure 1). The expanded volume of the 3 He system is 15
litres. The (n,p) reaction on 3He produces both 1H and 3H (or T), the latter
at 1.4 mCi/s (120 Ci/d or 50 MBq/s) when the reactor power and helium pressure are both maximum. Because hydrogen affects the flux control characteristics the gases are cycled over hot copper oxide (GuO) to catalytically
oxidize the hydrogen so that it may be removed from the 3 He by collection on
a Linde molecular sieve.
Operators are therefore protected from the tritium by the integrity of the
components containing the helium, by retaining the tritium oxide (HTO) on
molecular sieve in the helium system, and by enclosing the accessible parts
of the system in a ventilated glove box kept at a pressure several hPa below
ambient. Also, as shown on Figure 1, the ambient and effluent air is monitored for tritium and the 3 He in the system is monitored in the lines leading
to and from the GuO/molecular sieve units. The air monitors and the differential pressure (~P) monitor have alarms.
2.

ANALYSIS

The steps considered in estimating the distribution of tritium in the 3He
system are illustrated in Figure 2 and the steps oy which tritium might
reach an operator are illustrated in Figure 3. The dose from tritium was
calculated for each pathway through the steps in Figures 2 and 3 (46 in all)
for operating times from one day to one year. Six operational or system
faults were considered in the analysis:
-

-

3
He containment fails;
the physical barriers of the glove box fail;
the pressure differential of the glove box is lost;
oxidized tritium is not collected on molecular sieve;
HTO pervades the complete system before being collected;
tritium is not oxidized.

Since the last three faults are mutually exclusive, the maximum number of
simultaneous faults was four.
Assumed in calculating the doses were the following:
- contact between the operating and contaminated glove box air or component was long enough for the exposure to be determined by the
ventilation rate of the glove box. (The analysis therefore included
both acute and chronic releases.)
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- All unbound gas, vapour, and water in the system goes into the glove
box air.
- The operator took no heed of warnings of a release, a procedural error,
or a system failure.
3.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Figure 4 summarizes the doses for an operating time (at maximum production
rate of tritium) of ten days. The doses are plotted according to the number
of operational or system faults that would have to occur for the particular
pathways to be possible.
If the ventilation also fails, the ordinate scale in Figure 4 becomes
approximately "rems per minute" except for a few pathways that involve
handling contaminated objects.
Thirteen of the doses are less than 1 mrem and involve more than one fault.
These pathways are not considered in detail here. The other pathways are
related as shown by the letters in Figure 4.
In Groups A, B,
estimated doses
of each pair is
of HT. Further

and C the tritium is released as HTO. Within each group the
are in pairs for a given number of faults. The higher value
for oxidation of HT over CuO; the lower is for auto-oxidation
details are as follows:

Group A: HTO is not collected on sieve and is released into the glove box
air. Intake of the tritium is by inhalation (which requires 4 faults), by
permeation through the unprotected skin (3 faults), and by permeation
through gloves (2 faults).
Group B: HTO has pervaded the entire system before the daily collection on
sieve. Intake is by contacting contaminated components by bare hands (3
faults) and by gloved hands (2 faults).
Group C: The same sorbed layer of HTO is released to the glove box air from
all the inner surfaces. Intake of tritium is by inhalation (4 faults), by
permeation through unprotected hands (3 faults), and b~ permeation through
glove hands (2 faults).
In groups D, E, and F the tritium is distributed within the
Details are as follows:

3

He system as HT.

Group D: Elemental tritium is sorbed on the walls of the system during
normal operation and intake occurs by inhalation of desorbed HTO (3 faults),
by contacting contaminated surfaces with unprotected hands (2 faults), by
permeation of desorbed HTO through bare hands (2 faults), by contacting contaminated surfaces with gloved hands (1 fault), and by permeation of desorbed
HTO through gloves (1 fault).
Group E: No HTO has been formed in the 10 days; the intake pathways are then
similar to those in Group D.
Group F: HT is inhaled. The higher dose results if no oxidation has occurred
in the ten days; the lower dose results if the release occurs just prior to
the normal daily oxidation and collection.
The results for one fault require only the opening
operation that may be part of a maintenance task.
have already been noted (Group D). The two doses,
through gloves after the daily build-up of tritium
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of the 3He system - an
The highest two doses
'G' are for intake of HT
has been released before

oxidation (the higher dose) or the tritium sorbed on the walls is released.
The other doses ('H') are all for the intake of HTO through gloves; by contact
with RIO-contaminated parts, or by release of HTO to air with 3 He or from
surfaces.
4.

DISCUSSION

Obviously all the pathways are not mutually exclusive and an exposure may be
a mixture of paths. The intent of this analysis was to evaluate the
individual paths andassesswhether the proposed protection was sufficient
to make each exposure pathway sufficiently unlikely. Figure 4 indicates
that, generally, the higher doses only occur if several faults have occurred.
Quantitative estimates of probabilities for failures etc. were not attempted.
Alarm levels on the effluent and ambient air monitors may be set to trip on
releases of tritium that would result in a dose of only 1 mrem and 100
~rem/min respectively for any intake pathway.
Hence for all pathways that
involved dispersing tritium into the air, the stack monitor and the room
monitor would alarm within seconds of releases assumed in the analysis illustrated here.
Detailed discussion of all the dose calculations, the pathways and their
likelihoods will be published elsewhere. Briefly, the analysis indicates
that signals from the in-line monitors, abnormalities in the operating characteristic of the loop, operating procedures and the other protective devices
and monitors provided sufficient protection.
Permissible doses would only be exceeded if several protective devices fail,
normal procedures are not followed and monitor alarms- are ignored.

Figure 1. 3He power cycling
system showing components
pertinent to the tritium
hazard analysis.
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Figure 2. Distribution of tritium
in the 3 He system. The broad
arrows indicate the sources of
tritium if the system is opened.
HT refers to elemental tritium;
HTO to tritiated water.

Figure 3. Exposure to tritium
released from the 3 He system.
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Figure 4. Doses from tritium
released from the 3He system.
The doses are plotted against the
number of faults that would have
to occur for each particular dose
to occur. The lettered groups are
sets of doses that occur by related pathways as discussed in the
text.
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CONTRIBUTION INDUSTRIELLE A LA REDUCTION DES
IRRADIATIONS DU PERSONNEL D'INSTALLATIDNS,
NUCLEAIRES PAR DECONTAMINATION CHIMIQUE.
EXEMPLES ET RESULTATS DBTENUS
J. Lecerf (2)
0. Soumillion (1)
J.P. Rombaux (2)
(1)
(2)

Turco Products Belgium SA Ninove, Belgique
E.N.I., S.A., Aartselaar, Belgique

L'augmentation importante, au cours de ces dernieres annees,
tant du nombre de centrales nucleaires que de leur capacite
unitaire et de leur duree de vie, a entrain§ inevitablement un
accroissement des niveaux d'exposition du personnel aux radiations.
La presse nucleaire specialisee (1) a mis d'ailleurs
recemment l'accent sur cette augmentation sensible de meme que
la U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (2) qui a etabli notamment une recapitulation des expositions encourues par le personnel d'exploitation de 1969 a 1975.
La sous-estimation actuelle des necessites d'entretien ainsi
que les difficultes en cours de reparation et d'entretien resultant de l'augmentation d'activite des equipements ont, par
ailleurs, §t§ considerablement mises en evidence au cours de
la derniere Conference Internationals sur l'Energie Nucleaire
Mondiale, organisee par l'ANS et l'ENS en Novembre 1976 a
Washington, qui en avait tres logiquement conclu que des methodes de decontamination plus efficaces devraient pouvoir etre
developpees (3).
Les methodes de decontamination les plus couramment utilisees
actuellement sont a caractere soit mecanique ou hydraulique,
soit chimique.
Bien que les methodes de decontamination mecanique aient, dans certains cas, leur utilite parmi
les equipements ou ateliers de decontamination de centrales, la quasi totalite des resultats obtenus par CBS methodes (qu'il s'agisse
de projection par robots haute pression ou de micro grenailla-'
gel ont et§ loin, a notre connaissance, d'etre convaincants et
n'ont generalement pas pu conuuire a des facteurs de decontamination superieurs a· 2 pour des equipements contamines a chaud.
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Par contre, les methodes de decontamination chimique
tout en
offrant toutes les garanties necessaires en matiere de corrosion, ont conduit jusqu'a present, lorsqu'il etait fait appel
a des procedures et des decontaminants fiables adequats, a des
facteurs de decontamination s'etendant selon la nature, la difficulte et les conditions d'intervention, de generalement minimum 20 a 250 avec certaines valeurs ayant meme depasse 1.000.
De tels resultats ant notamment ete obtenus en Europe, lors de
decontaminations chimiques effectuees a la Centrale SENA de
Chooz [apres les incidents de 1958), a la centrale BR3 ·de Mol,
a la centrale SGHWR de Winfrith pour ne citer que les principales et non classifiees, ainsi qu'a de nombreuses centrales nucleaires americaines et notamment a Hanford [4) ou des decontaminations par voie chimique ont ete realisees sans consequence mesurable de corrosion a 4 reprises sur les generateurs de
vapeur. et 8 reprises sur l'ensemble du circuit primaire du reacteur "NPR" de 4800 MWth.
La decontamination de la pompe primaire n° 3, effectuee en janvier 1977 par l'Association Turco-ENI dans l'enceinte du batiment reacteur de Tihange1[PWR de 870 MWe), constitue un autr~
example recent et particulierement demonstratif de reduction
possible des irradiations du personnel par decontamination chimique.
Cette pompe primaire, du type a fuite contr6lee, presentait depuis quelques mois une leg8re fuite necessitant la
rectification d'un plan de joint, planifiee pour le premier arret de reacteur, ~ers la fin de l'annee 1976.
Les previsions
les plus optimistes, faites avant toute possibilite de mesure
au niveau des parties de l'hydraulique de la pompe en contact
avec l'eau du circuit primaire, faisaient craindre, comme cela
fut verifie par apr8s, des debits de dose de 5 a 10 Rem/heure,
De tels debits auraient complique a outrance et fort probablement empeche les travaux de rectification du plan de joint,
En fonction des difficultes attendues, l'option de decontaminer
chimiquement les parties radioactives de l'hydraulique fut retenue.
L'installation des equipements necessaires a cette decontamination fut grandement facilitee grace a l'existence d'un atelier
de decontamination proche du batiment reacteur.
Les solutions
chimiqUBS necessairBS furent preparees danS leS CUVBS de }'atelier et envoyees, via une tuyauterie fixe, dans une cuve blindee, placee a l'interieur du batiment du reacteur et equipee de
chauffage, d'un systeme d'agitation et de transducteurs a ultrasons tres puissants.
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La decontamination chimique consists, dans une prem1ere etape,
faire passer les elements chimiques de la couche d'oxydes a
un etat de valence superieure a l'aide de produits decontaminants alcalins inhibes, puis a dissoudre apr~s rin~age, dans
une seconde phase (acide), la couche d'oxydes, toute redeposition etant exclue par le choix de la formulation du produit
utilise.

a

Les operations qui ne prirent que quelques heures, sans qu'aucune des personnes ayant participe aux operations n'ait 8t8
exposee a plus de 25 mR/j. de dose cumulee, permirent de faire
baisser les debits de dose aux valeurs (mesurees par SEMD et
FRAMATDMEJ que l'on peut lire au tableau 1.
Les travaux de
rectification du plan
de joint furent ensuite effectues, durant 3 semaines, sans aucune difficult§ ni de personnel ni
d'equipement.
Il est indeniable que la decontamination chimique contribuera
particuli~rement a l'avenir,
non seulement a freiner mais meme a reduire progressivement les expositions du personnel
amene a travailler et a sejourner aupr~s d'equipements contamines et que les resultats obtenus par ce type d'interventions
sont nettement plus positifs que les simples limitations ou
restrictions des expositions aux rayonnements.
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ICRU ACTIVITIES
H. 0. Wyckoff
7910 Woodmont Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20014
I appreciate very much the invitation from your Congress President to
present a short summary of recent ICRU activities. I was asked to emphasize
the current situation regarding the International System of Units so that
this could be discussed in some detail following this paper. In addition,
I would like to present briefly a short summary of three reports that the
ICRU has just published.
The International System of Units
While the name "International System of Units" (SI) was selected in
1960, the components of this measurement system had been in the process of
development for many years and there are indications that some modifications
are still to come.
In order to provide a proper background for understanding the import
of this system, it is well to review the hierarchy that was set up by the
"Treaty of the Metre" in 1875. Under this Treaty, there are two
organizations - the General Conference of Weights and Measures and the
International Committee for Weights and Measures - and one laboratory, the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures(l).
The General Conference of Weights and Measures is composed of delegates
from the states who are signatories of the Metre convention. As of
January 1, 1975, there were forty-three such states. This Conference meets
at least every six years.
The International Committee for Weights and Measures is composed of
eminent scientists from eighteen different countries. They are selected by
the General Conference and serve in a personal capacity - that is, th~y are
not representatives of their governments. However, many of these scientists
are senior members of their national standardizing laboratory. This
committee supervises the operation of the International Bureau of Weights
and Measures, prepares material for consideration by the General Conference
and is responsible for implementing the Conference's decisions. The
International Committee meets at least every two years and its president,
vice president, and secretary serve as an executive committee to examine
current business, to keep the International Committee informed, and to
prepare for meetings of its parent body. To assist the International
Committee, there are several consultative committees of which one is the
Consultative Committee for Units. Table 1 shows the inter-relationships
between these organizations.
During its 1948 meeting, the General Conference instructed the
International Committee: "to study the establishment of a complete set of
rules for units of measurement"; "to find out for this purpose, by official
inquiry, the opinion prevailing in scientific, technical, educational
circles in all countries" and "to make recommendations on the establishment
of a practical system of units of measurement suitable for adoption by all
signatories to the Metre Convention". Before considering the system that
was developed following this instruction, it may be useful to review
briefly a few concepts and the rationale for the development of the system.
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Even prior to the "Treaty of the Metre" the concept of "physical
quantities" was fairly well developed and the interrelationships between
quantities had begun to be expressed by mathematical equations. A physical
quantity is an entity used for the precise description of a phenomenon.
Each physical quantity can be expressed as a product of a pure number and
a unit.
In developing a system of units one could, of course, decide upon a
special name for the unit of each quantity. This was not done because
there are known mathematical relationships between a number of the
quantities. Thus, the tendency has been to limit the number of units and
use the mathematical relationships between the quantities to derive the
units for other quantities. For example, an area is given by the product
of two lengths. Thus, if the unit for length is specified, an area has
the unit of the unit of length squared. This may be expressed
mathematically as:
[area]

[length] [length]
[k 1 (unit of length)] [k 2 (unit of length)]
k 1 k 2 (unit of length)2

where k 1 and k 2 are pure numbers. Similar.ly, if a unit ~or
length and one for time are specified, the unit for velocity is the
quotient of the specified units. This may be expressed mathematically as:
[velocity]

[length]/[time]
[cl (unit of length)]/[c 2 (unit of time)]
cl

cz

unit of length
unit of time

where c and c 2 are pure numbers. It was found that the
specification of units Ior length, mass and time were adequate for
quantities employed in mechanics. Many of you remember the centimetergram-second (CGS) system which resulted. Difficulties arose when the CGS
system was applied to electrical and magnetic quantities by means of the
equations relating them to the mechanical quantities. The unit of
electrical charge (abcoulomb) derived from electromagnetics is then equal
to the velocity of light times the unit of charge (statcoulomb) derived from
electrostatics.
1 abcoulomb

=

c statcoulomb

where c = velocity of light. In addition, the expression
of electrical quantities by units of the mechanical quantities, resulted
in a fractional exponent for some of the mechanical quantities. For
example:
[charge in electrostatic system] =
[dielectric constant]~[mass]~[length] 3 1 2 [time]-l
Specification of another unit for the electrical area ("electric current"
in amperes) solved these difficulties.
For the description of thermal phenomena, another unit based on the
thermodynamic temperature is required. The concept of "temperature" and
its unit kelvin resulted.
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While the mass is acceptable for mechanical phenomena, in chemistry the
number of molecules is much more useful. For this reason, the concept of
"amount of substance" and its unit, mole, resulted.
To include a measure of light as viewed by the eye, another quantity
"luminous intensity" and its unit, candela, has been provided. It is
essentially the energy of light per unit area weighted by the response of
the "average" eye according to <J,n agreed upon relative luminous efficiency.
The weighting is different for photopic and scotopic vision.
The resulting seven base units of the International System of Units,
along with their symbols and quantities, are listed in Table 2. These,
together with two supplementary units - radian (symbol rad) for plane
angle and steradian (symbol sr) for solid angle - provide the reference set
of units from which the other units in the International System of Units
may be derived. A few of these derived units have special names. For
example, the SI unit for periodic freq·.1ency is reciprocal second. The
special name for reciprocal second for use with this quantity is hertz.
There are a few units that do not fit into the International System of
Units but that have been approved for use with the SI. These include some
for which no time limitation of usage is specified. Some of these, such as
minute and hour of time, are permitted because of long continued common
usage and others are included because their magnitude depends upon
experimental determinations - such as electron volt. There were a few
units - as of 1972 - that were accepted for use with the International
System of Units for a limited time. These included the curie, roentgen
and rad whose SI units are reciprocal second, coulomb per kilogram and
joule per kilogram, respectively. The "limited time" was not specified in
the document on this subject prepared in 1972 by the International Bureau
of Weights and Measures with the assistance of the Consultative Committee
on Units, and containing the resolutions and recommendations of the
General Conference of Weights and Measures. However, several countries
immediately started to consider changing their laws to eliminate the units
that were recommended for limited time usage.
Recognizing that senior personnel in the major national standardizing
laboratories had agreed to the recommendations included in the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures document, and remembering
that the calibration of our ionizing radiation measuring devices ultimately
depend upon calibration by such national laboratories, it appeared obvious
to the ICRU that curie, roentgen and rad would soon become ruled out.
As it appeared that many persons in the field of ionizing radiation
were not fully cognizant of this trend, the ICRU attempted to alert these
scientists to the possible action by soliciting their comments (2,3).
From these comments it appeared that a number of persons wished to retain
the historical names for the units. In view of the actions that already
had been taken, this didn't seem to be a viable position. An even larger
group opted for a change to the International System of Units, if special
names could be chosen for them and if the change-over to the new names was
not too precipitous.
On the basis of these replies, the ICRU developed arguments for
special names for reciprocal second and joule per kilogram. These were
forwarded to the General Conference of Weights and Measures through the
Consultative Committee on Units and the International Committee on Weights
and Measures. On the basis of these recommendations, the General Conference
of Weights and Measures approved the special name gray for joule per kilogram and the special name becquerel for reciprocal second (4).
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At the time that the initial submission was made to the Consultative
Committee on Units, no decision had been made by the ICRU and the ICRP on
the unit for dose equivalent. Since that time there have been discussions
within each of the Commissions and within the ICRP/ICRU liaison committee.
Sievert was selected as the special name of the SI unit (joule per kilogram)
for dose equivalent. This name (symbol Sv) is to be used in ICRP Reports.
The official approval of this name must await its consideration by the
Consqltative Committee on Units, the International Committee of Weights and
Measures and finally by the General Conference of Weights and Measures.
Before leaving the topic of the International System of Units, it
should be said that there are a number of points still under dis~ussion.
For example, some thought is being given to either eliminating or placing
in a special category the quantities and their units that contain weighting
factors - particularly biological ones. This discussion will then include
consideration of luminous intensity with its unit, candela, and dose
equivalent with its unit, sievert. It is still too early ·to predict the
outco~e of these discussions.
One should also say that if the International System of Units finally
comes into universal use, and it may be found that the "units to be used
with the International System" are no longer needed, then the statement of
the unit will be redundant if one indicates the pertinent quantity. QQe
could then say, for example:
"The absorbed dose is

4.51 x 10-3"

and one would understand
"The absorbed dose is 4.51 mJ/kg (or 4.51 mGy)". I f this happens and many feel that it will - the special names for units will no longer be
needed. There may be special pressures for such a development because many
persons working in this area have argued against the proliferation of
specially named units.
Current ICRU Reports
In the past few months, the ICRU has published its Reports 24, 25, and
26 (6,7,8) on "Determination of Absorbed Dose in a Patient Irradiated by
Beams of X or Gamma Rays in Radiation Therapy Procedures", "Conceptual Basis
for the Determination of Dose Equivalent" and "Neutron Dosimetry for Biology
and Medicine".
Report 24 is the second in a series of primers on the subject of
therapeutic dosimetry- the first, ICRU Report 23 (9), dealt with the
absorbed dose in a phantom from a single beam of x and gamma rays.
Report 24 outlines methods for taking into account (a) multiple ports of
entry of the radiation, (b) inhomogeneities in the body, and (c) the body's
contours. It also deals with the accuracy desired in therapy. In addition,
there is a glossary and an extended series of references for more detailed
information.
Report 25 summarizes the relationships between the various quantities
of interest in radiation protection and expands on the concepts associated
with the "index quantities" recommended in ICRU Report 19 (5). The use of
such concepts permits the specification of an absorbed dose index field or
a dose equivalent index field for external sources (in the same way as is
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now done for exposure free in air) without the lengthy presentation of the
geometry that would otherwise be required. It does this by specifying a
phantom size, requiring it to be spherical so that orientation is
unimportant and specifying that the "index" be the maximum value of the
quantity in that phantom. The 30 em diameter selected for the phantom size
approximates that of the trunk of an adult.
ICRU Report 26 deals primarily with neutron dosimetry hut because
gamma rays are always present in most applications, the document includes
some treatment of their measurement also. The various methods are
discussed and compared. The document includes some didactic treatment
of the quantities given very succinctly in ICRU Report 19 (5). In
addition, the document includes material on neutron sources, beam
monitoring, and deals briefly with special problems that arise in neutron
dosimetry for therapy and radiobiology. It also includes a series of
appendices on fundamental data of interest for this topic and a short
discussion of ionization chamber construction.
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Convention of the Metre
1875

I
General Conference on
Weights an~Measures

I
~~-

j

International Committee

I
International Bureau
of
Weights and Measures

Table 1
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_--.--for
--~ts
and Measures

Organs of the Metre Convention

Table

2

SI Base Units
Quantity
name

Unit
name

~

length

metre

m

mass

kilogram

kg

time

second

s

electric current

ampere

A

thermodynamic
temperature

kelvin

K

amount of substance

mole

mol

luminous intensity

candela

cd
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COLLECTIVE DOSES FROM PRACTICES INVOLVING RADIATION EXPOSURES
D. Beninson
Secretary of UNSCEAR
l.

INTRODUCTION

Radiation doses are determined or estimat<ed in two main types of radiation
protection assessments: a) individual-related assessments, where individual
dose data are taken to indicate the level of risk incurred by exposed individuals; and b) source-related assessments, aiming at the evaluat ic'n of the
total consequences of given radiation sources, and which take account therefore of all exposures caused by the sourcPs. This paper rPviews a num"er of
sources and practices which involve radiation exposures, with the aim of providing source-related assessments. This review is based on the assessments
carried out by UNSCEAR (l).
2.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Practices involving radiation sources give rise to a distribution of dos<"s in
the exposf'd population. No singlE" quantity can represent adequatPly the distribution for all risk assessment purposes. A useful quantity for sourcP-related assessments is the collective dose. 'I'he collective dose :in a population,
S, is defined as the weighted product of dose and nuniher of :i ndi vi duals of
the exposed population. The collective dose is therefore given by the expression

s

j D ND(D) dD

Jo

where ND(D) is the population spectrum in dose, ND(D)dD being the numher of
individuals of the exposPd population receiving a dose in a specifiPd organ
or tissue due to the source, in the range D to D + dD. The collectivP dnsP
is an extensive quantity that can apply to one person, to a populatinn group
or to the whole world population. It is exprPssed in man rad (or manGy), nr
in man rem, as appropriate.
In some cases, the exposure of the population is delivered over considerable
time after the originating event. In order to have a mPasur<e of the total
exposure of the population, caused by tr!e source,cthe colh-ctiv~ dose commit.ment is used. The collective dose comm1tment, Sk' due to a g1vPn event,
decision or finite practice k is defined as the infinite time-int.Pgral of
the Collective dose rate, Sk(t), caused by that event, de~iRion or finite
practice

s~

[

sk(t) dt
0

where the collective dose rate is the weighted product of dose rate due to
the source and number of individuals in the exposed population
Sk(t)

[

Dk ND (Dk)dDk
0

k

The calculation of collective dose co~mitment from source k requires that
all individuals receiving a dose from the source are included in the population under consideration. As the integral remains unchanged if the population is made arbitrarily larger than the actual exposed group by adding unexposed persons, it is convenient to specify the population as the world
population. This specification is not necessary when the exposed group is
small and well defined in a way that every exposed person could be accounted
for.
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The collective dose commitment from a s~urce is particularly useful for two
purposes. On one hand it can be used in relative detriment assessments, on
the assumption that the risk of deleterious effects is proportional to dose,
while their severity is independent of the frequency of expression. On the
other hand, it can be used to assess future exposures from continued practices.
A continued practice causing radiation exposure can be considered as a sequence of events, each delivering exposures over times which may PXCRPd thP
duration of the event. The collective dose commitment is usually proportional to the size of the originating event. For example, if the event under
consideration is the release of a radionuclide to the environment, the collective dose commitment is proportional to the activity released, provided
all other influencing factors remain constant.
It is therefore possible to
define a collective dose commitment per unit practice, as for example in the
case of nuclear power it is possible to define a col:Cective dose commitment
per MW(e)y of electric energy generated.
It can be shown that in the case of a continued practice the resulting average (per caput) dose rate will increase and eventually reach a steady state.
In the simplified case of a constant population, the steady state per caput
dose rate, D ,
is given by
00

R
N

i'5

=

si

where R is the practice rate, namely the number of units of practice per
unit time, N is the population size and
is the collective dose commitment per unit practice.
In many cases it is possible to make rough projections of the practice rate per caput, R/N, such as, for example, the nuclear
installed capacity per person, and it is then possible to predict the maximum
per caput dose rate that will be experienced in the future.

si

For exposures delivered over a very long time, as in the case of exposures
due to the release of carbon-14, it would not be realistic to assume a continued practice for such long times as required by the per caput dose rate
to approach steady state.
It can be shown that, in these cases, the maximum
per caput dose rate to be experienced in the future is approximated by

1lmax ""

R

N

si

si,

where
called the incomplete collective dose commitment, is the timeintegral of the collective dose rate caused by one unit of practice, S1 (t),
over a period T equal to the estimated duration of the continued practice

si

JT

sl(t)dt

0

The incomplete dose commitment per unit practice clearly does not relate to
the detriment per unit practice but only to a part of it.
It is however useful to predict the maximum per caput dose rate due to a continuing but finite
practice.
3.

SOURCES OF

HU~1AN

RADIATION EXPOSURES

Source-related assessments are particularly useful in cases where human decisions affect the resulting exposures, since collective dose commitments could
be attached to such decisions, and could be taken to represent a measure of
the consequential detriment. The natural radiation sources are in a special
category because only part of the exposure to these sources can be influenced
by human decisions. While there are ''technologically enhanced exposures to
natural sources'', such as, for example, in high altitude flights or in the use
of construction materials with hif'h radium content, there is a background of
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exposure from natural sources from whicb these ~xamples may be seen as mor~
or less arti +'icial devi>:<tions. '!'his "unmodifiPd" background varies with
altitude and geographical locatinn. and is a useful rceference level of radiation exposure.
3.1.

"Unmodified" exposur,o to natural sources

The various na·tural radiation sourl.'t't> .i!lcl uUt"

.-:;1:! 1:3-J'rluZ

::--uurcc-::- :::.

w ..:u

et::-

L:l)Slul,-·

rays and radioactive substancPS in the ground and in usual building material?,
and internal sources in the form of naturally occurring radioactive substances
in the human body, particularly potassi um-40. The cont. ribution of natural
sources to the per caput dose in areas c.f normal radiation background is summarized in Table l.

J ining

Red
bone

cells

marrow

Pone
Gonads

, Lung

External irradiation
Cosmic rays

28

28

28

28

Terrestrial radiation

32

32

32

32

15

lT

15

27

Internal irradiation
Pot.assium-40

I

4o

Radon-222 (with claughters)

0.2

Otber nuclides

2

6.5

78

124*)

Total

0.3

0.3

9.1

4

85

92

TABLE l

A substantial fraction ( 37 per cent) of this dose is caused
by alpha radiation which 1:s expected to have a hi pher b1:o logical.
effectiveness than the beta and gamma radiations, which cause
more than .90 per cent of the dose 1:n the other tissues. An annual
dose of the order of 300 mrad is received by the epithelial cPlls
of the tracheo-bronch1:al tree.
*)

Much higher external doses are received by population grnups living at high
altitudes or in regions of high natural act.i vi ty. Some population grcups. are
also exnosed to elevated internal doses, for example peoplP living in houses
of low ventilation rate in th,o colder climates, using radon-ri.cb waters, or
consuming from particular food cbains.
The annual collective dose to the wo:r-ld population from natural snur~PS is
8
about 3 10 man rad for most of tbe body tissues, and about 50 per cent higher
for the lung. Tbese values are useful in rPlative detriment assessm~nts, because collective dose commitments due to given practices can be exprPssed as
equivalE>nt durations of exposure to natural sources, e.g. durations which
would cause the same collective dose commitment as the practices.
3. 2.

Terhnologically enhanced exposures to natural sources

9 passenger hours are spent travelling by air each year.
Under average solar conditions the annw1l cnllert i ve dose contributed by

A total of about 10

hl)5

air travel is about 3 10 5 man rad. High radiation levels at high altitudes
during solar flares are infrequent events which will not add significantly
to the collective dose to the world population, but make it necessary to
equip supersonic aircraft with monitoring devices to allow for prompt remedial actions. The collective dose commitment from one year of air travel
is equivalent to about 9 hours of unmodified exposure of the world population
to natural sources.
Very large quantities of phosphate rock are mined, some of the material being
converted to fertilizers and some disposed as waste. As phosphate deposits
contain usually high concentrations of the uranium-238 decay series, both
practices may lead to exposure of the public. In addition, one by-product
is chemical gypsum which may be used as a building material. The colle~tive
dose commitment from phosphate fertilizers is small, of the order of 10
man
rad per tonne of rock. If all the phosphogypsum from the marketable ore were
used in the building industry, however, the resulting collective dose commitment would be a few man rad per tonne of ore, equivalent to about 0. 3 seconds
of natural background per tonne of ore.
Another example of technologically enhanced exposures to natural sources is the
use of special building materials, either of natural origin or made from products of industrial processes. The dose rates in air from gamma radiation in
buildings of such materials may be 2 to 20 times higher than the average normal dose rate from terrestrial radiation. The radon levels will also be considerably enhanced for a given ventilation rate.
~.3.

Medical uses of radiation

The exposures of the patients during medicBl proredures are of pBrtic-ulBr
interest sinc-e they contribute the highest man-mBde per caput doses in population, are given with high instBntaneous dose-rates and cause the highest
individual organ doses, except in accidents. The individual doses t0 the
patients must be decided by the medical doctors on the basis of the need for
a diagnosis or treatment. The patient's dose in various organs and tissues,
therefore, may vary from entirely insignificant doses up to high doses which
cause local tissue damage near treatment areas.
The collective doses from medical irradiations are theqofore composed of a
large variety of individual doses. However, the largest contributions to the
collective doses come from types of exposures which involve large numbers of
individuals, as is the case in some diagnostic x-ray examinations. In these
cases the per caput doses to the organ of interest have been found to be roughly
similar in magnitude, in many technologically developed countries being in the
order of 100 mrad per year. This means_that the annual collective dose from
medical practices is of the order of 10;, man rad per million of population.
It is estimated that the occupational exposure of ;rrkers in the medical field
gives an annual collective dose in the order of 10 man rad per million of population. This occupational contribution is insignificant. compared to that
from the irradiation of patients. The annual global collegtive dose from medical procedures may be estimated to be of the order of 10 man rad, equivalent
to about 120 days of natural radiation background.
3.4.

Nuclear explosions

Not including the contribution from rarbon-14, the per caput global dose commitment from all nurlear explosions carried out before 1976 range from about
100 mrad in the gonads to about 200 mrad in bone-~ining cells. In the northern
temperate zone the values are about 50 per cent higher while in the southern
temperate zone they are about 50 per cent lower than these estimates. External
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exposures, mostly from caesium-137 and short-lived nuclides, contribute about
70 mrad to the global dose commitment for all tissues. Internal exposures are
dominated by contributions from caesium-137 and from strontium-90 in the skeleton. The contribution from carbon-14 is about 120 mrad for the gonads and
lung and 350 mrad for the bone lining cells and the red bone marrow.

TheAco~~ective ~o~e :~~itme~t. :rom nuc~:a~. test :xpl~~ions. v~;i;~ fr~m
to o

l..Uv

4 10

8

man raa ln 011 I e.:rent. Llssues, 1 t 1.ne caroon-...L4 eura.rluuw.Luu lS n.ot

included. Since the carbon-14 doses will be delivered over many thousand
years, it is interesting to assess the incomplete collective dose commitment
from this nuclide. If the duration of atmospheric nuclear testing is taken
to be abou7 30 yefjrs, the incomplete collective dose commitment is estimated
to be 4 10. to 10 man rad, adding a small contribution to the collective dose
commitment from the other nuclides. The total collective dose commitment in
different tissues from nuclear explosions is equivalent to about 18 to 27
months of exposure of those tissues to the corresponding natural radiation
levels.
~.).

Nuclear power production

The use of nuclear reactors for the production of electric power is now an
established technology. The total installed nuclear generating capacity in
1976 was about 80 GW( e) from 187 power reactors operating in nineteen co 1mtries. The projected capacity by the year 2000 is about 2000 GW(e).
The nuclear fuel cycle involves a series of steps, comprising the processes
of mining and milling of uranium, conversion to fuel material (in most cases
including enrichment in the isotope uranium-235), fabrication of fuel elements,
utilization of the fuel in nuclear reactors, storage of the spent fuel, reprocessing of this fuel in cases where the fuel cycle is closed, transportation
of materials between the various installations, and the ultimate disposal of
radioactive waste. Almost all the radioactive material associated with the
nuclear industry is present in the reactors and in spent fuel or in wellcontained fractions separated from the fuel during the reprocessing operations. However, at each step of the fuel cycle, releases of small quanti ties
of radioactive material into the environment occur.
The total collective dose to the world population may be assessed by estimating the contribution from four components, namely the occupationally exposed
group, the local population in the vicinity of installations of the fuel cycle,
the regional population and the world population. The last three eomponents
are the result of environmental releases of radioactive materials. Most of
the radionuclides released are only of local or regional concern, because
their half-lives are short compared to the time required for dispersion to
greater distances. Some radionuclides, on the other hand, having longer halflives or being more rapidly dispersed, can become globally distributed.
A special problem arises in tlle case of a few radionuclides which hav very
0
long half-lives. The most important examples are uranium-238 (4.5 10- y) and
iodine-129 ( l. 6 107 y). The exposure periods of many million years make the
collective dose commitments high. For example, uranium from the mining and
milling industries and the related production of radon will cause collective
dose commitments of the order·of 100 man rad per MW(e)y in the lung, the bonelining cells and the red bone marrow. Uranium from the fuel fabrication industry may contribute about ten times as much. Iodine-129, if' released from
reprocessing plants, would contribute about 2000 man rad in the thyroid per
MW(e)y. However, the exposure periods are so long that the meaning of' these
commitments is unclear. In fact, to accumulate a collective dose of only
1 man rad per MW(e)y from these nuclides a period between 10 4 and 10 6 years
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would be necessary. The exposure from these nuclides is not discussed in the
following considerations.
Carbon-14 presents similar problems.
The collective dose commitment from carbon-14 released from light water reactors and related processing plants is
estimated to be about 5 man rad per MW(e)y in soft tissues and 14 man rad per
MW(e)y in bone lining cells and red bone marrow.
One half of this coll«ctive
dose will be delivered within 5700 years. Because it takes some time for carbon-14 to become dispersed in the oceans, as much as one fifth of the collective dose will be delivered within 500 years.
If it is assumed that the nuclear industry can operate at the rate occurring in year 2006 for some 500 years,
the incomplete collective dose commitments are therefore about l man rad per
MW(e)y in soft tissues and 3 man rad per MW(e)y in bone marrow and bone lining
cells.
The collective dose copunitments in different tissues are summarized in Table 2.
The values for gonads are in the lower range, while those for the thyroid and
lUng are the highest.

Step in cycle
Reprocessing
Research and
development
Reprocessing
Reactor operation
Mining, milling and
fuel fabrication
Reactor operation
Reprocessing
Whole industr;z

si
[man rad/MW(e)y]
l . l - 3.3
1.4
l. 25
l.O
0.2 - 0.3
0.25 - 0.35
0.2 - 0.8

Type of exposure
global
occupational
occupational
occupational
occupational
local and regional
local and regional

5.4 - 8.4

In the summation for the whole industry the occupational cont,ributions dominate. Because of the age distributions of those occupationally exposed and
of the public, only about 30 per cent of the lower va] ue of the range for the
whole industry would be of genetic significance.
The estimated collective dose corr~itment for the whole industry per MW(e)y
generated is equivalent to about 0.56 seconds of exposure to the natural radiation background. One year of operation at the 1976 installed capacity
gives a collective dose commitment equivalent to about l/2 day of natural
irradiation, while one year of operation at the projected capacity for the
year 2000 would be equivalent to about 12 days. This forecasts into the future are quite uncertain, because they depend on both technology and regulations which may vary substantially.
3.6.

Consumer products emitting radiation

A variety of consumer products contain radionuclides which have been deliberately incorporated to satisfy a specific purpose.
Main examples are radioluminous products, some electronic devices, antistatic devices, gas and aerosol detectors, ceramics and glassware containing uranium and thorium.
In addition, some electronic products, such as television sets, may emit x rays.

Until the 1960 1 s radiwn-226 was the most common nuclide in radiolwninescent
paint and therefore also in watches and alarm clocks. At present tritium is
used for the same purpose. The wearer of an average radium activated wrist
watch receives a gonad dose of a few mrad per year. A person wearing a tritiwn activated wrist watch may receive from tri ti urn leakage a whole body dose
of 0.1 to 0.2 mrad per year. The present use of radioluminescent paint in
the watch industry may cause a collective dose to the world population of the
order of 105 tc 106 man rad in a year, equivalent to 2. 5 to 25 hours 0f <'?X[l0sure to the natural radiation background. Too little is known about the number of products that are actually on the market in various countries and the
amount of activity involved. It is difficult to assess, therefore, the average dose due to these products. However, there is a gradual improvement of
control, and it seems likely that, t,he annual collective dose to the gogacts
from the use of radiation-emitting consumer products is less than 4 10 man rad
at present, corresponding to some 100 hours of natural irradiatinn.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The possibility that radioactive particles or highly focalized accumulations of radioactivity deposited in the respiratory tract are more
hazardous than uniform irradiation of the lungs has been speculated upon
for more than 30 years (1). Although research on inhaled radionuclides
has not provided evidence that particulate or other focal sources of
radiation are inordinately more hazardous than uniform radiation
exposures, strong concern has been expressed that the risk of lung cancer
from particles of alpha-emitting radionuclides in the lungs may have been
underestimated. This concern has been reflected in reports seeking a
reduction in the occupational and environmental exposure standards for
plutonium (2-6). In response to this concern, numerous reports on various
aspects of the hot particle issue have been prepared by scientists in the
U.S. and abroad representing government agencies, professional societies,
research laboratories, and standard setting bodies (7-16). I 1<1ill briefly
summarize the arguments that I believe are most relevant to the question
of whether plutonium particles in the lung are a greater health risk than
more uniformly distributed radioactivity.
The stimulus for the most recent dialogue on the topic of particulate
alpha-radiation sources was a petition by the Natural Resources Defense
Council to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Atomic Energy
Commission for a reduction in the permissible lung burdens for plutoniumcontaining particles in the lung (2). The 1974 petition first asked for a
115,000-fold reduction in the current radiation standards. This was
later changed to a 1000 to 2000-fold reduction (17). This request was
based on the argument that focal tissue damage produced in the lungs by
particles containing a minimum of 0.07 pCi (later increased to 0.6 pCi)
of alpha-emitting radionuclides will lead to cancer and that the risk of
cancer is 1 in 2000. This figure was derived from the petition authors'
premise that a threshold response exists and that the probability of
cancer induction is 1 in 2000 when a critical mass of tissue is
irradiated at a dose of at least 1000 rem per year by a particle deposited
in respiratory tissue. In support of this the authors cited published
studies on tumors in irradiated rat skin, a report on a noncancerous
lesion in the palm of a machinist's hand in which a particle of plutonium
metal had been deposited, and reports of noncancerous lesions in lungs of
rats and hamsters given plutonium microspheres intravenously.
Edward Martell, a radiochemist on the staff of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research, added his voice to the argument about plutonium
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hazards. However, while the NRDC emphasis was on relatively high alpha
activity particles, Martell considered low alpha activity particles to
be effective carcinogens. His ar~ument was based on speculation that
the very low levels of 210 Pb and 10 Po observed in particles of
cigarette smoke is "the likely cause of cancer" in cigarette smokers
(6).

recently John Gofman, Professor EmHitus of Medica 1 Physic:; at
the University of California at Berkeley, entered the plutonium argument with claims that fallout plutonium is already causing lung cancer
in people throughout the world. Gofman's estimates of lung cancer
induction by plutonium are based not so much on the "hot particle"
theories as on a "hot spot" concept. He claims, without providing
evidence, that inhalation of plutonium particles results in areas of
high radiation dose to the bronchial epithelium, the tissue where most
human lung cancers originate. Gofman maintains that this is
especially significant in smokers because of assumed long-term
retention of plutonium particles in regions of impaired clearance (4).
~lore

The hot particle reports have been examined and rejected by the
majority of scientists in the field and by scientific bodies such as
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Energy Research and Development
Administration, National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement,
National Radiological Protection Board and the Medical Research Council
of Britain. The conclusions of these reports were summarized recently
by Richmond (16). Finally, the National Academy of Sciences released
a report in October 1976 that represents the consensus of a committee
of radiation biologists with extensive research experience in areas
relevant to the "hot particle" issue (14). I will draw largely from the
NAS report in summarizing the issue's current status.
2.

FATE OF INHALED PARTICLES

A few facts about the behavior of inhaled insoluble alpha-emitting
particles are helpful in examining the hot particle issue. The site of
deposition in the respiratory tract depends upon the size and velocity of
the inhaled particles. The largest particles, which are deposited in the
nasal pharynx, will be cleared to the external environment and swallowed
within a few hours. Somewhat smaller particles, deposited in the trachea
and bronchi, are removed with a half time of about three days to the
gastrointestinal tract. The smallest particles, deposited in the pulmonary
regions of the lungs, are cleared with a half time of 300-1000 days by
either dissolution, transport to the regional lymph nodes, or transport
by mucus and ciliary action to the gastrointestinal tract. Plutonium
particles retained in the lungs are almost always found in the-peripheral
regions near bronchioles, in lymphatic vessels beneath the pleural
surface, and sometimes in scar tissue.
While cigarette smoking causes temporary slowing of mucus flow and
ciliary action along major bronchi, there is no evidence of long term
retention of particles on the bronchial epithelium or of impaired
clearance of particles from the pulmonary region of the lung. This
contradicts Dr. Gofman's belief that cigarette smokers are at greater
risk from inhaled plutonium particles than non-smokers because of long
retention of highly radioactive particles on the bronchial epitheliL•m.
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3.

EFFECTS OF ALPHA RADIATION ON CELLS

Knowledge of the interaction of alpha radiation with living cells is
still incomplete. Most of our information is from studies of cell
mortality rather than studies of cell transformation. Results of these
studies suggest that traversal of the cell nucleus by an alpha particle
will usually cause sufficient irreparable damage to interfere with
reproduction of that cell line. (Chromosome aberrations can often be
found in cells irradiated with alpha particles, but these cells are
usually considered to be reproductively dead.) On the other hand, a
single traversal of the cytoplasm will not generally disrupt the cell's
ability to survive and reproduce. However, when only a portion of the
energy from an alpha particle is absorbed by a cell nucleus, the cell may
retain its reproductive capability but pass on to its progeny any genetic
alterations that occur. Some of these events may have a role in cancer
induction.
Cancer induction may also be associated with extensive cell killing. Cells
killed by alpha irradiation are generally replaced by proliferation of
adjacent cells as part of the repair process. In areas of low radioactivity,
in the presence of a single or a few plutonium particles, the repair
processes are usually in tune and the tissue appears normal, a common observation in animals that have inhaled plutonium particles. In areas of very
high radioactivity, such as an accumulation of plutonium particles, repair
processes are less apt to be in balance.
If the radiation dose is large,
sufficient numbers of dead cells may accumulate to form necrotic lesions.
Overcompensation of proliferating adjacent cells can result in production of
scar tissue and a change in the shape of the tissue structure, as seen in
animals that have inhaled plutonium particles. The radioactive particles
which started the process may be trapped in this region of rapid cell growth
or pushed aside and possibly cleared from the lungs. The associated blood
vessels may also be disrupted, either as a direct result of irradiation or as
a result of the overcompensating repair processes. Abnormal cells can occur
amid these processes--again a direct result of the irradiation or a result
of abnormal growth conditions such as an impaired blood supply. The progeny
of these abnormal cells may have tumor cell characteristics. If such cells
are not selected out during subsequent cell divisions, tumor development can
follow. Studies of inhaled radionuclides in animals indicate that only a
very small fraction of necrotic lesions lead to cancer, but at this time we
cannot predict whether a given lesion will or will not develop into a tumor.
Current knowledge of the interaction of alpha radiation with living cells is
consistent with the observation of lung cancer in experimental animals which
have inhaled plutonium. The possibility of cancer being induced by single
particles cannot be excluded; however, the probability that cancer will be
induced by a given particle will depend upon whether the amount of plutonium
in the particle is sufficient to kill some adjacent cells, or sufficient to
impart just enough energy to cause changes leading to cell transformation
and eventually cancer. These probabilities were examined theoretically in
reports by Mayneord and Clarke (18) and by the NCRP (11) with the conclusion
that the risk of cancer may be greater for particles of a certain plutonium
content than for others--namely the particle which would result in single
alpha traversals through the maximum number of cancer sensitive cells or
regions within cells. Attempts to determine this critical plutonium particle
will be fruitless without better information about the movement of particles
throughout the lung and about the dynamics of lung cells. However, as the
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NCRP report (ll) points out, the risk would be no greater, and in most cases
less, than if the plutonium were distributed uniformly throughout the lungs.
4.

DATA FROM EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS

Data from animal experiments can be used in several ways to examine the
validity of the concept that particulate alpha radiation sources in lungs are
exceptionally potent inducers of cancer. One way is to r.ompnre the frequency
of lung cancer in animals after inhalation of plutonium and other alpha
emitters with estimates of the lung cancer risk in humans exposed to other
sources of radiation. A second approach is to test the cancer risk per
particle of l in 2000 predicted by Tamplin and Cochran using estimates of
numbers of Pu particles in the lungs of experimental animals that developed
cancer. Finally, results are available from an extensive experiment in
which known numbers of particles of different specific activities were
deposited in the lungs of hamsters.
Sufficient experiments have been completed with inhaled alpha emitters in
experimental animals to permit derivation of risk coefficients. Comparison
of these risk coefficients with those obtained for other sources of radiation
and other tissues and with risk coefficients from human exposures to radiation should provide an indication of whether the cancer risk associated with
inhaled alpha-emitting particles is appreciably greater than that posed by
other radiation sources.
Table l gives risk coefficients from several sources for human cancer induced
by high LET radiation, e.g., alpha radiation such as from plutonium. Since
there are no reported cases of plutonium-induced cancer in human beings,
these risk coefficients were derived from other types of radiation, largely
low LET radiation. Thorne and Vennart's (19) estimates (Table l) were
derived from human exposures to various kinds of radiations as reported in
the BEIR and UNSCEAR reports and are applied to high LET radiation by assuming a quality factor of 20. Mays' estimates (20) were derived from 226 Ra
and thorotrest data on humans, the BEIR report, and beagle dog experiments
and were applied specifically to plutonium. The risk coefficients for rats
were calculated by applying a linear model to pooled data from all experiments
of inhaled transuranics reported in the literature (21). The beagle value is
an estimate derived from a single high dose experiment in which nearly all
dogs developed lung cancer over a period ranging from about 3-ll years after
inhalation of 239 Pu0 2 •
tiAN

EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS

Thorne J.__Y~nar·Uill ~ ~
400
250
200

Lung

200

200

100

Ske 1eton

100

46

200

Thyroid

1000

Breast

1000

Liver

Leukemia

Beaq1es
o~ 600 (21)

-~~-

800, 1600* (21)

5200

600

*For relatively soluble and insoluble transuranics, respectively

TABLE l
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Risk Coefficients for Induction of Cancer
Radiation (cases/10 6 /rad)

by

Hinh LET

The risk coefficients for inhaled plutonium (and other transuranics) in
experimental animals range from 600 to 1600/10 6 /rad. Some of the rats
were exposed to relatively soluble transuranfcs. The radiation dose was
more widely distributed in the lungs of these animals than in the lungs of
the animals given insoluble particles, which may account for the factor of
two difference in risk between these two groups. However, it can be assumed
with some confidence that the transuranic elements accumulated to some extent
in the lungs in all animals, whether they inhaled insoluble or relatively
soluble transuranics, so that most of the radiation dose was distributed in
"hot spots".
Since none of these risk coefficients can be considered precise, only gross
comparisons are possible. Also, human sensitivity to radiation-induced lung
cancer may vary from that of experimental animals. For example it has been
shown that mice and dogs are far more sensitive to radiation-induced osteosarcoma than humans (20). The risk estimates for several kinds of cancer in
human beings and the values for transuranics in animals overlap. However, the
estimated risk coefficients for lung cancer in humans tend to be somewhat less
than half those obtained for experimental animals. The difference between the
lung cancer risk in humans, which was obtained mostly from relatively uniform
radiation exposure, and the risks observed for experimental animals, which
were exposed mostly to particulate alpha radiation sources, is probably no
greater than 10. This seems rather insignificant in view of uncertainties in
the quality factor for alpha radiation, possible differences in susceptibility to tumor development between experimental animals and humans and the
quality of the risk coefficient data being compared.
The National Academy of Sciences report used the results of a study of 40 beagle
dogs given single inhalation exposures to 239 Pu0 2 aerosols to assess the possibility of a hot particle effect of the kind envisioned by Tamplin and Cochran
(14). Nearly all of the dogs in the study developed lung cancer which may have
been due to either or both of two types of radiation exposures: l) generalized
alpha irradiation of the lungs from 239 Pu0 2 particles and 2) alpha irradiation
from descrete plutonium particles (a hot particle effect).
Whether any hot particle effect contributed to lung cancer mortality in the
dogs, as Tamplin and Cochran predict, can be judged by comparing the number of
lung cancer deaths observed with the number expected on the basis of Cochran
and Tamplin's risk factor (l/2000 per hot particle). The results of such an
analysis indicate that if there is a hot particle effect, the cancer risk per
particle is lower by at least several orders of magnitude than Cochran and
Tamplin estimated. The analysis also shows that all of the lung cancer deaths
in the plutonium dogs are readily attributable to the absorbed lung dose from
the alpha radiation. In other words, the beagle experiment indicates that any
hot particle effect is overshadowed by the effect of the generalized alpha
irradiation the dogs experienced (14).
As shown in Table 2, the average dog that died of lung cancer is estimated
to have had deposited in the pulmonary lung regions approximately l .3 million
0.07 pCi particles and 200 thousand 0.6 pCi particles. These numbers are
calculated on the basis of the measured particle size distributions of the
aerosols the dogs inhaled (14).
On the basis of Cochran and Tamplin's assumed risk constant of l/2000 per hot
particle, the average dog would have developed during a ll-l/2 year life span
650 lethal lung cancers, if they were produced by the 1.3 million 0.07 pCi
particles. In the dogs that had lung cancer at the time of death it is not
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Estimated Number of Hot Particles Deposited in the Pulmonary Regions of the Battelle Group of 15 Beagles
That Died Between 0 and 3600 Days of Lung Cancer. [Calculated on the assumption of (1) a log normal
frequency distribution with respect to particle size before inhalatio~ of _the aeros~l; and (2) a constant
deposition frequency in the pulmonary regions; that is, any ~art1_cle IS equally hkely to reach the
pulmonary regions regardless of 1ts s1ze.]

Type of Aeroool
A

CMDb

= 0.5/Jm

OJ C = 2.]

0

=0.25/.lm

8 = 2.1

Weighted
Me.ins

10

Number of Dogs Exposed That
Died of Lung Cancer
Mean Initial lung Burden (ILB),J.!(i

CMD

1.07

1.10'

1.01

Estimated Number of Type 1
Hot Particles (~ 0.07 pCi)

4.1

X

105

1.8

X

10'

1.3x101'

Estimated Number of Type 2
Hot Particles (;;a. 0.6 pCi)

1.4

X

105

2.1

X

10 5

1.9

X

1QS

afor one of the dogs exposed to aerosol "B'' the initial lung burden has not been determined. Therefore,
the initial lung burdens and particle number estimates are based upon 10 instead of 11 dogs; the omitted
dog died with a lung cancer as cause of death 3537 days after exposure to the aerosol.
be MD= Count Median Diameter
cog = Geometric Standard Deviation
NOTE: When allowance is made for differential pulmonary deposition (see figure A.ll·2), the number!>
of Type 1 and Type 2 particles deposited in the deep lungs are likely to have been higher than those
shown in this table.

TABLE 2 Estimates of "Hot Particles" in Beagle Dogs (14)
known how many primary death-causing lung cancers were present. t~ulticentric
tumors occurred in most dogs, attributable either to metastasis from one primary cancer (metastases of lung tumors to regional lymph nodes were frequent)
or to the occurrence of multiple primary cancers. Since primary tumors are
expected to arise as rare independent events and therefore in accordance with
the Poisson distribution, the mean number of lung cancers can be indirectly
inferred from the observed cancer death rate. Using Life Table methods it was
calculated that the average do~ had 1.9, rather than 650 or 100, primary
death-causing lung cancers (14).
Thus the beagle data indicate that if there was a hot particle effect and if
that effect was responsible for all of the lung cancer deaths in the animals,
the associated lung cancer risk still would be only one chance per 670,000
per 0.07 pCi particle, or one chance per 100,000 per 0.6 pCi particle compared
with Cochran and Tamplin's one chance per 2000 particles (14).
VJhether the observed 1ung cancer marta 1ity in the plutonium dogs can be accounted for solely on the basis of the dose received from the generalized alpha
radiation can be assessed by referring to the lung cancer risk coefficients in
Table 1. The risk calculated for inhaled Pu in beagle dogs agrees well with
the risk observed in rats exposed to relatively soluble alpha-emitting transuranics in which the number of hot particles would be nearly absent or minimal.
Further, it does not differ greatly from estimates of the cancer risks derived
from human exposures to, largely, low LET radiations. The conclusion is that
lung cancer mortality in the dogs appears to be adequately accounted for by
the conventional method of averaging the absorbed alpha dose over the entire
lung. Therefore it was concluded in the National Academy of Sciences report
that if there is a hot particle effect the lung cancer risk per particle has
not only been greatly overestimated but, more importantly, such a risk is
small by comparison with the lung cancer risk attributable to the generalized
alpha radiation (14).
At Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory an experiment was designed specifically
to test the hot particle concept. Syrian golden hamsters were given intravenous injections of known quantities of microspheres containing plutonium
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or the beta emitter, 147 Pm, of varying specific activity. The microspheres
dispersed widely in the pulmonary capillaries, where they lodged. Preliminary results from this experiment (Table 3) were published in the NAS report
(14). The tumor incidence observed in hamsters in which the lungs received
relatively diffuse alpha irradiation exposures was 10-30% while the tumor
incidence in hamsters given 238 Pu microspheres which irradiated less than 3%
of the lung mass was only 1%. This was interpreted as conclusive evidence
that highly localized alpha irradiation uf the lungs is less effective in
causing lung tumors than more diffuse alpha irradiation.
Specific
Activity

Number

(pCi/sphere)

of
Spheres

Lung
Burden
(,.G)

Approxim,ate

Dose"'

Tumcws
Anim•ls

Incidence

a.ub

(%t S.D.)

Animals

Incidence
('ro!S.O.)

"DIFFUSE" EXPOSURES (gre•ter th•n 25% of lung mass exposed)
Intratracheal sol , " 0 Po
N.A.c
lntre~venous

2

N.A

0.12d

1-2 krad total

14/47

30 ± 8

12/47

24 + 7

o_-,4

13 krad/yr

171163

10 t 3

85/163e

32! 5

22.0

28 krad/yr

12/54

22

1~/54

30! 7

: 1 ~Pu

spheres,

70,000

Intravenous spherE>~. wpm

450

50,000

t_

6

LOCALIZED EXPOSURES (less thiln l% of lung m,us exposed)
Intravenous spheres. H6Pu

60
60
13

6,000
2,000
2,000
6,000

0.36
012
0 OJ
0 02

30
10
2
2

krad/yr
krad/yr
krad/yr
krad/yr

2/146
0172
0170

1 t 1
0! 1
0! 1

0/154

3/148

0! 0.5

0/72
0/70
9/154

2+
0t
Ot
6t

1.4 t 0.8

1/220

0.5!. 0.5

1
1
1
2

CONTROLS
31220

aTotill energy/total lung mas~.
bBronchiolar adenomatoid les1on, regardless of whether graded

dMaintained by weekly .nstillations for 7 weeks.
elow grade BAL 1 to 2+.

1+, 2+, 3+.

cN.A. = not applicable.
•in th1s table the tumor 1nc1dence observed 1n hamster~ 1n wh~eh the lungs rece1ved relatively diffuse alpha irradtation
exposures IS compared wtth the tumor 1nodence 1n hamsters g1ven nepu microspheres whiCh irradiated less than 3% of the
lung mass. A 10-30'!1, tumor modence is observed in the hamsters which received relatively diffuse radiation exposure,
compared ~ith only 1'!1, 1n the group of hamsters that rece1ved ll&Pu m1crospheres. No tumors were found in three other
groups. Th1s IS taken by the los Alamos staff as conclusive evidence that highly localized alpha irradiation of the lungs
IS less effective m causmg lung tumors than more d1ffuse alpha irradiation. The same conclusions can be drawn frorr.
the mcidences of bronchiolar adenomatoid les1ons. It should be noted that the lJ&Pu microspheres in all four groups
qualify as "hot particles" according to Tamplin and Cochran's definitions, in that all were above 0.07 and 0.6 pCi/particle.

Table 3 Summary of Lung Tumor Incidence (LASL Data on Syrian
Hamsters (14) (Provided to the NAS Committee by Dr. E. C.
Anderson, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory)
5.

HUMAN EXPOSURES TO PLUTONIUM

Although the exact number of persons occupationally exposed to plutonium is
unknown, an estimate of several thousands worldwide would not be an exaggeration. It is also reasonable to believe that only a small percentage of
these received detectable body burdens. Only a relatively few exposure cases
are well documented; probably those with the highest body burdens are in this
group. No cases of cancer have been attributed to these plutonium exposures;
nevertheless, the few documented exposure cases have been used both to support
and to discredit the hot particle concept.
The first of these human exposures involved the surgical removal of a 5 nCi
particle of plutonium from the palm of a man's hand about four years after it
was embedded. The histological changes were described by the authors of the
published report as having "a similarity to known pre-cancerous epidermal
cytologic changes" (22). tamplin and Cochran (2) pointed out the similarity
of the description of this lesion to published descriptions of lesions in the
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lungs of hamsters at Los Alamos containing plutonium microspheres and made
inferences about the induction of lung cancer by inhaled plutonium particles.
As shown in Table 3,- only 2 lung tumors occurred in hamsters given plutonium
particles which met Tamplin-Cochran's definitions of hot particles (greater
than 0.07 or 0.6 pCi/particle). The frequency of these tumors was the same
as in the controls. The tumors were a different cell type than the bronchioloalveolar carcinomas seen in dogs and rats after inhalation of plutonium particles. Thus, the relevance of the lesion observed in the man's hand containing 5 nCi plutonium to the induction of lung cancer by inhaled plutonium is
not established.
A second human exposure incident involved the inhalation of plutonium by 25
workers at Los Alamos in 1944 and 1945. The lung burdens of all of these
workers were in the range of the permissible lung burden of 16 nCi. The fact
that none of these workers have shown any health consequences which can be
attributed to the plutonium during the subsequent 30-plus years has been
employed in arguments against the hot particle theory (7). This has been
countered by claims that such negative results in a population of only 25
people prove nothing. Probably the most thorough evaluation of this point
was published by Cave and Freedman (23). Using published values for the
plutonium lung burdens of the Los Alamos workers and testing various assumptions about the particle size distributions of the plutonium aerosols inhaled,
the authors conclude that the Tamplin-Cochran risk per particle is probably
over estimated by a factor of 10 3 to 10 4 •
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Currently knowledge about the behavior of inhaled plutonium particles in the
lungs and the interaction of alpha irradiation with cells is inadequate either
to completely support or deny the "hot particle" theory of the induction of
lung cancer. However, animal experiments and limited experience with human
plutonium contamination cases indicate that the lung cancer risk associated
with inhaled plutonium particles will be greatly overestimated if based on
hot particle concepts. Thus, there is no compelling evidence to support changing the current practice of averaging the radiation dose to the lungs from
inhaled plutonium to a practice based on numbers of particles, size of particles
or distribution of particles in the lungs.
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Introduction
This paper describes one particular lung cancer case which was brought
before the National Swedish Social Insurance Board as a possible case of
industrial injury due to exposure to radon. The man(A J) concerned worked
in mines during the period 1917-1944 and he was found to be suffering from
lung cancer in 1961 when he was 69 years of age. A J had been a moderate
smoker for the previous 20 years, he had healed lung tuberculosis and
confirmed silicosis in stage 1. The two mines in ~~hich he worked have been
out of use for many years and they have not been accessible for measurement
of radon concentrations. The problems were to estimate the most probable
exposure to radon daughters and to judge its significance for the cancer
which appeared almost 20 years after A J stopped working in mines.
Estimation of the radon daughter exposure
A J had worked as a driller in two mines, in Leckomberga (Mine L) 1917-1941
and in Sorvik (Mine S) 1941-1944, altogether 27 years. From 1944 to 1954 he
worked above ground in a machinery control room. Mine L was closed in the
1950s and Mine S around 1960. Since radon measurements in Swedish mines
were commenced first at the end of the 1960s there are no measurements from
Mines Land S to support the estimation of exposures. The estimation must
therefore be made by combining data on geology, ventilation and other appropriate information about the mines found in the records,or related in interviews, with the experience from measured mines.
The reasons for the high radon levels formerly found in many Swedish mines
have been presented elsewhere (1,2). The main reasons are ventilation
via abandoned areas and rock waste, radon-rich water and radioactive minerals.
Non-porous rock exhales less radon than porous rock. The presence of such
radium-rich minerals as thuchol ite and pitchblende often leads to high radon
levels. Pegmatite is often more radioactive than other minerals and may sometimes be a cause of high radon levels.
Near the two mines there are many mines which are still in use or which have
recently been closed. In 1970 the radon daughter levels in these adjacent
mines were in the range 0.3-3 WL with an average of about 1 WL. Few Swedish
mines had levels exceeding 3 WL.
The geology of Mine L was very similar to that of Blotberget, an adjacent
mine with a radon daughter concentration of 1-3 WL. Pegmatite was frequent,
the silica content was relatively high. The mine was characterized as rather
dry. The method of mining left open spaces in the mine. Down to a depth of
about 30m these spaces were filled with waste crushed rock.The total depth
was about 400 m. The ventilation air was extracted via the central shaft but
it not certain whether the intake air passed through the waste rock spaces.
Mine S was .130 m deep. The method of mining left open spaces as in Mine L.
Mine S was a water-rich mine and it is most probable that this water con711

tained high radon levels (more than 1 nCi/1). lt has not been possible to
determine the details of the method of ventilation but it is probable that
it resembled that in Mine L. The rock wai probably somewhat porous.
From the above data and from knowledge of the causes of radon daughter
levels in Swedish mines it has been possible to arrive at 1-3 WL as a
reasonably trustworthy range for the levels in Mines L and S and 2 WL
has been found to be the most 1 ikely value. The estimated exposure was
therefore about 600 WLM with a probable range of 300-900 WLM.
Possible promoting agents in lung tumor induction by radon
The presence of radon and consequently of its decay products in the air is
probably of decisive significance for the high frequency of bronchial carcinoma observed among the miners in certain mines. This conclusion does not
exclude the possibility that other factors may make a substantial contribution.
ln the normal bronchi, inhaled particles are deposited on the mucous membrane on top of the cilia and transported upwards to the pharynx. Cigarette
smoking, chronic bronchitis, pneumoconiosis etc. can destroy this mechanism
as wel 1 as the pseudostratified epithelium lining the bronchi and thus
initiate a ~ompensatory proliferation of the basal eel ls (3). Such effects
increase the dose to the basal cells from the radon daughters and promote
the induction of bronchial tumors. Results from animal experiments have
elucidated this connection. When rats,mice and dogs have been ~Kposed to
radon and its daughters it has proved difficult or impossible to produce
bronchial tumors except when this treatment has been preceded by the inhalation of irritants, e.g. quartz dust (4,5,6,7).
Several observations indicate that the induction of bronchial tumors in man
after long-term inhalation of radon daughters is dependent on the damage to
the walls of the respiratory tract in the same way as has been found in the
case of animals. Saccomanno et al. (8,9) and Lundin et al. (10) have found
that bronchial carcinomas are much more frequent among uranium miners who
smoke cigarettes than among those who do not smoke. It should be pointed
out that the irritants need not necessarily be carcinogenic themselves.Sil icosis is not considered to be a carcinogen but the damage to the bronchial
epithelium from inhaled quartz dust does increase the carcinogenic risk
from the radon daughters.
Theoccurrenceof other pulmonary diseases may also make miners more susceptible to the carcinogenic effects of radon daughter inhalation. Patients
who have suffered from pulmonary tuberculosis are reported to be 5 (men) or
10 (women) times more susceptible to lung cancer than others (11). In addition, healed tuberculosis damage may also imply an increased risk of
bronchial tumor induction by radon daughter inhalation, for instance if
it contributes to an accumulation of the inhaled radionucl ides.
Anamnesis
An X-ray examination in 1944 revealed an apparently healed pulmonary tuberculosis close to the upper part of the right hilus. Ten vears later, pulmonary changes could be discerned by X-ray. They were diagnosed as silicosis 1
(Johannesburg). In 1957 the changes in the right lung were marked with granular and streaky condensations connected with the hilus. Furthermore, signs
of bronchiectasis and atelectasis were found in the upper part of the right
lobe. A further development of the pulmonary changes, particularly the condensed parts around and from the right pulmonary hilus occasioned an examination of the supraclavicular lymph nodes in 1961. This examination revealed metastases from a pulmonary carcinoma of "oatcell" type and pneumoconiosis (possibly silicosis).
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In summary. 1917: commencement of mining. 1941: commencement of cigarette
smoking TlO/day), 1944: X-ray examination (diagnosis: healed pulmonary tuberculosis in the right hilus region) and termination of mining.1954: X-ray
examination (diagnosis: silicosis 1). 1961: Daniels biopsy. Diagnosis:carcinoma (oatcell) with metastases. 1962: A J died.
In this case, there are 4 factors which might have been of significance to
the tumor inrluction: (a) Inhalation of radon daughters, (b) pulmonary tuberculosis, (c) cigarette ~moking, (d) pneumoconiosis (silicosis).
The late appearance of the mitigated form of silicosis can hardly be considered an essential contribution factor to the tumor induction. A similar
remark can be made with regard to the cigarette smoking. Cigarettes indubitably imply a risk of lung cancer, but the late commencement and the moderate s~oking habits of AJ should constitute a lower risk than a 1 ifelong
and extensive use of tobacco.
The healed tuberculosis cannot, however, be ruled out as an etiologic facto~
especially since the X-rays indicate that the tumor arose in the area where
the healed tuberculosis was first seen in 1944. As shown in Table !,tuberculosis may imply a risk of lung cancer which is about 5 times higher than the
normal frequency for men of 45-64 years of age. According to our calculation
A J received a radon daughter exposure of about 600 WLM. This exposure would
imply a risk of lung cancer that is about 5 times higher than the normal frequency for men of 30-70 years of age and somewhat less than 2 times higher
than that for 65-70 year-old men. These figures may be somewhat high in the
case of A J in view of his moderate smoking habits. The carcinoma found in
A J was of "oatcell" type which is a histological type not uncommon among
miners (and cigarette smokers) .Its relative frequency seems to be between 30
and 50 % and this has a tendency to increase with increasing radiation dose.
TABLE 1. SOME ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE INDUCTION OF PULMONARY CARCINOMA
Etiolo9ical factor

Country

A9e, years

Rate per year x)
Rate
Mean rate
eer 100.000

Ref.

Non-smoker

USA

50 - 70

3.4

Mean values for the
male population

USA

50 - 70

44,5

10 cigarettes/day

USA

50 - 70

51.4

20-40 cigarettes/say USA
40 cigarettes/day USA
Mean va 1ues for the
male population
Sweden

50 - 70
50 - 70

143.9

3.2

12

217.3

4.9

12

30 - 70

35.0

13

Sweden

45 - 65

45.6

13
13

-

II

-

II

-

0.079

12
12

1.2

12

Sweden

50

70

70.6

Sweden

65 - 70

124.5

Tuberculosis

Israel

45 - 65

159

5.2

11

Heavy smokers
600 WLM radon

Israel

45 - 65

131

4.3

USA

26 - 60+

189

5.4

11
14

700 WLM radon

Sweden

30 - 65

200

7.8

-.II

-

13

x) The upper 5 values from USA are death rates, the others incidence rates.
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Conclusion
The radon daughter exposure is estimated to have been about 600 WLM. ln the
absence of synergistic effects, this exposure would not be high enough to
make it stand out as the most probable cause of the lung cancer. However, in
view of the tuberculosis history of this particular person it is not unreasonable to assume that the tumorgenic risk from the radon daughters was enhanced and that as a result the radon daughter exposure in this case played
a significant role in the development of the cancer.
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AN ANALYSIS OF LEUKEI'HA DATA FROM STUDIES OF ATOMIC-BOMB SURVIVORS
BASED ON ESTIMATES OF ABSORBED DOSE TO ACTIVE BONE MARROW*
G. D. Kerr; T. D. Jones, J. H. L. Hwang~ F. L. Miller; and J. A. Auxier+
Health Pnysics Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
United States of America
ABSTRACT: Leukemia data from studies of atomic-bomb survivors have been
investigated using new calculations of absorbed dose to active bone marrow of a Japanese adult for radiation fields similar to those experienced
by the survivors. These investigations provide important new refinements
in the estimation of leukemic risk factors for ne~trons. The lifetime
risk of leukemia for neutrons is estimated to be of the order of 600
cases per million person-rads of high LET-absorbed dose to active marrow,
and the lifetime risk for gamma rays is estimated to be of the order of
30 cases per million person-rads of low LET-absorbed dose at low dose
levels.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Estimates of radiation dose, denoted as T65D, are available for
79,113 atomic-bomb survivors included in the important Life Span
Studies [1,2] of the Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), formerly the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission (ABCC). Although the locations reported by survivors and shielding provided by structures or
terrain were taken into account in the T65D estimation of dose, these
estimates predict only a survivor's radiation exposure in terms of tissue kerma in air [3] and neglect, therefore, the self-shielding of internal organs by the survivor's body [4].
Self-shielding factors for active bone marrow have been calculated
recently at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and these calculations have shown that absorbed doses to active marrow of survivors
vary markedly from the T65D estimates [5]. For an adult Japanese survivor [6], the ratio of the low LET-absorbed dose in active marrow to
tissue kerma in air from gamma rays has been calculated to be 0.56,
while the self-shielding factors or ratios of high LET-absorbed dose
from neutron recoil particles and low LET-absorbed dose from neutron
capture gammas to tissue kerma in air from neutrons have been calculated to be 0.28 and 0.067, respectively.
2.

DOSE-RESPONSE OF LEUKEMIC INCIDENCE

Incidence rates in cases/10 6 person-years based on 1950-72 data
of mortality from leukemia are shown in Table 1 for Hiroshima and
Nagasaki survivors with T65D estimates in the ranges 0-9, 10-49,
50-99, 100-199, 200-399, and 400-599 rads. A further breakdown in

*
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Table 1 of data on the 200+ rad grouping of survivors in the Seventh Life
Span Study Report [2] was provided through the courtesy of I. M. Moriyama
and H. Kato of the RERF. Estimation of absorbed dose to active marrow
from the mean T65D values in Table 1 of tissue kerma for gamma rays, Ky,
and neutrons, Kn, is illustrated for the 100-199 rad group in Hiroshima.
For a survivor in this T65D group, the mean value of the high LET-absorbed
dose from neutrons, Do, is 0.28 Kn = 0.28 (30.1 rads) = 8.4 rads, and the
mean value or one low LET-absorbed dose from gamma rays, Dy, is 0. 56 Ky +
0.067 Kn = 0.56 (108.5 rads) + 0.067 (30.1 rads) = 62.8 rads. In comparison, Dy and Dn are 80.9 and 0.4 rads, respectively, for Nagasaki survivors
with T65D estimates of 100-199 rads. Radiation exposures in Nagasaki were
almost exclusively due to gamma rays, while both neutrons and gamma rays
contributed significantly to radiation exposures in Hiroshima.
The BEIR Committee of the National Academy of Sciences - National
Research Council [7] has reviewed the Life Span Studies and suggested that
incidence rates of the 0-9 rad groupings of survivors be used as controls.
These were used to obtain excess incidence rates, Ye, in the higher T65D
exposure groups in each of the two cities, and Ye values for the two cities were fitted simultaneously by the method of least squares to each of
the following dose-response functions:

y

e

A D + B Dy
1 n
1
AD + B D + C D2
2 y
2 n
2 y

(1)
( 2)

(3)
A D + c D~.
3 n
3
Coefficients giving the best fit of Ye to the Dy and Dn values for each
exposure group, and standard deviations of these coefficients, are: A1
16 ± 6, B1 = 3.6 ± 0.5; A2 = 20 ± 4, B2 = 0.26 ± 0.89, C2 = 0.015 ± 0.004;
and A1 = 20 ± 3, C3 = 0.016 ± 0.002. Units of the A's and B's are cases/
yr/106 pers9n-rads, and the C's have units of cases/yr/10 6 person-rads 2 of
absorbed dose to active bone marrow. Equation l, which predicted a constant RBE of about 5 for neutrons, gave the poorest fit, and Equation 3,
which predicted an RBE of about 40 Dn-!, gave the best fit to the data.
~~ore important, however, is the result that the neutron risk factor
is nearly independent of the assumptions regarding the gamma-ray dose
response and is within the range of 16 to 20 cases/yr/10 6 person-rads of
high LET-absorbed dose to active marrow from neutrons. Vfhile the results
suggest a curvilinear dose response to the low LET-absorbed dose from
gamma rays, it is impossible to obtain an accurate estimate of the gammaray risk factor at low doses by fitting dose-response functions to the
data. This is illustrated by the large uncertainty in the coefficient,
B2 , of the linear dose term for gamma rays in Equation 2.
3. PERSON-REM ESTINATES OF RISK

Fitting of dose-response functions to data on exposed groups of individuals is not required in the person-rem computations of risk by the BEIR
Committee. Instead, the excess incidence rate of an observed effect is
simply divided by dose equivalent to the critical organ averaged over all
individuals in the exposed group. Dose equivalents for atomic-bomb survivors used in the BEIR Report are based, however, on mean T65D values of
tissue kerma in air, rather than mean absoroed doses to critial organs-testes and ovaries for genetic effects, active bone marrow for leukemia,
etc. Person-rem estimates of leukemic risk derived in the BEIR Report
(Table a-7, p. 117) from data on adult survivors aged 10 or older at the
time of exposure in 1945 were revised by the relationship:
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Risk

=

Y /W
e

Y

+ RBE · Dn).

(4)

These revisions are given in Table 2. Groupings of adult survivors with
T65D estimates of 0-9 rads were used to obtain the excess incidence rates
in the 10+ rad groupings of adult survivors, and the mean values of tissue
kerma in air for these 10+ rad grou~ings of adult survivors were used to
calculate the mean absorbed doses to active marrow.

An RBE of 20 to 30 brings the person-rem estimates of risk from data
on survivors in the two cities into reasonable agreement, and predicts
risk factors of the order of 18 to 27 cases/yr/10 6 person-rads of high
LET-absorbed dose from neutrons and 0.86 to 1.2 cases/yr/10 6 person-rads
of low LET-absorbed dose. from gamma rays. Although the revised BEIR estimates of risk in Table 2 are from the 1950-70 data of mortality from leukemia in the Sixth Life Span Study Report (1] by-S. Jablon and H. Kato,
the results are essentially the same as those obtained from 1950-72 data
on adult survivors in the Seventh Life Span Study Report (2]. Theresults in Table 2 also do not differ significantly from those obtained
using data on survivors of all ages at the time of exposure in 1945.
This does not imply that very young survivors are not more radiosensitive
than adult survivors, but simply implies that the small number of very
young survivors does not have a significant influence on the overall data
of mortality from leukemia. The revised values of leukemic risk in cases/
yr/10 6 person-rads of absorbed dose to active marrow of 0.86 to 1.2 for
gamma rays from data on atomic-bomb survivors are in good agreement with
the values of 0.88 to 1.3 derived by the BEIR Committee from data on
x-ray-treated spondylitis and menorrhagia patients.
4.

DISCUSSION

A recent review of leukemia and related disorders in survivors by
M. Ichimaru and T. Ishimaru [8] presents evidence that the leukemic latency period is dependent, to some extent, upon the age at time of exposure. Leukemia in groups aged less than 15 and 15-29 at the time of
exposure peaked in the early period 1950-54 and declined rapidly to normal. In groups aged 30-44 and 45 or more, leukemia peaked later and remained above normal in recent years. The 1950-72 mortality data does not
represent, therefore, the total risk to survivors in the older age groups.
Some of the total risk to younger age groups of survivors in the period
1945-50 also is not included in the 1950-72 data. For these reasons, it
was assumed that the risk factors for the period ·1950-72 were representative of the average annual risk over a slightly longer 30-year period
starting in 1945. This period plus the mean age of about 35 years for
survivors in 1945 is nearly equal to the normal lifetime expectancy.
Lifetime risks of leukemia ranging from 500 to 800 cases/10 6 personrads of high LET-absorbed dose from neutrons were predicted by our doseresponse and person-rem analyses of the leukemia data on the atomic-bomb
survivors. The best estimate of the lifetime risk for neutrons from
these analyses appears to be 600 cases/10 6 person-rads based on a 30-year
average annual risk of the order of 20 cases/yr/10 6 person-rads of high
LET-absorbed dose to active marrow, and the best estimate of the lifetime
risk for gamma rays at low dose levels appears to be 30 cases/10 6 personrads of low LET-absorbed dose to active marrow. This lifetime risk for
gamma rays is based on a 30-year average annual risk of the order of one
case/yr/10 6 person-rads of low LET-absorbed dose obtained in our personrem analyses of the leukemia data on the atomic-bomb survivors.
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CANCER RISK ESTIMATES AND NEUTRON RBE BASED ON HUMAN EXPOSURESt
John W. Baum
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York U.S.A. 11973
1.

INTRODUCTION

It was recognized in both the UNSCEAR (1) and BEIR (2) Committee reports
that risk estimates deduced from the Japanese data should eventually be made
using absorbed dose in organs of interest rather than tissue kerma in free
air (kerma for short in the following); however, the detailed calculations
of appropriate doses had not been completed at the time of issue of those reports. Recent reports (3-5) of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory group provide data on absorbed doses for various phantoms and organs of interest.
Auxier, et al. (4) pointed out the implications of these data for risk estimates. More recently, Rossi (7), Kerr and Jones (8) and Beebe, et al.(9)
have employed the newer dose data to deduce risk estimates and RBE values.
The purpose of the present work is to provide a further analysis which
stresses (a) the importance of careful selection of an appropriate control
group, (b) the importance of making lifetime risk estimates for total malignancies, and (c) the uncertainties involved in these estimates.
2.

DOSE ESTIMATES AND UNCERTAINTIES·

Based on the data of Jones (5) and Jones, et al. (3) it is estimated that
the dose to bone marrow is approximately 55% of the kerma value for gamma
and about 25% of the kerma value for the fission neutron exposures. It is
further assumed that bone marrow doses are an adequate measure of mean dose
to organs of importance in the analysis of total malignancies.
These estimates apply for neutrons with 2.5 MeV effective energy, incident
semi-isotropically on the ICRP adult reference man. Estimated mean bone
marrow doses due to neutrons may be 20% lower if effective neutron energy is
1 MeV rather than 2.5 MeV. However, neutron doses may be 75% higher if irradiation is more nearly 1/2 semi-isotropic and 1/2 bilateral. Also, dose
to kerma ratios are probably somewhat higher for typical Japanese persons
than for ICRP standard man due to their somewhat smaller size.
For gamma rays, the uncertainty in gamma energy is less important, however,
bilateral vs. isotropic exposure has an effect very similar to that for neutrons. Thus, the risk factors deduced below are uncertain by at least 40%
due to uncertainties in exposure conditions and dosimetry. The dose to organs
of interest may also differ from mean bone marrow dose by a comparable factor.
3.

EPIDEMIOLGIC DATA AND UNCERTAINTIES

Listed on Table 1 are rr] exposure groups with exposure ranges expressed in
kerma, based on 1965 estimates of kerma for a small mass of tissue in air;
[2] and [3] the related mean kerma and mean bone marrow doses due to gamma
and neutrons (based on above assumptions); [4] and [5] the observed and expected cases of leukemia and other malignancies; [6] a calculated value of
total person-rem for each exposure group; and [7] and [8] estimated values
of expected excess leukemia and malignancy deaths for the period 1950-72.
Kerma values are taken from the report by Jablon and Kato (10). The products
(persons x rem) were obtained using number of persons in each group (10) and
applying a quality factor of 10 to the neutron component of dose.
Observed
and expected cases are based on 1967 Japanese mortality rates taken from the
report of Moriyama and Kate (6).
t Work done at Brookhaven National Laboratory under contract with the U.S.
Energy Research and Development Ad~inistration.
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A comparison of the ratios of expected excess cases to uncertainty leads to
the important conclusion that 1-9 kerma groups in both cities and the 10-49
kerma Nagasaki group have "signal to noise" ratios which are too small to be
of value in deducing induction rate constants. The 50-99 rad (kerma) Nagasaki group is also weak, but not as seriously. From the relatively large
(±19%) differences in the observed/expected ratios for the not in the city
early entry (NIC-EE), not in the city late entry (NIC-LE), 0, and 0-9 kerma
groups, il is ~lear lhal ~onlrol group fluctuations can introduce large uncertainties into the final results. Unfortunately, similarly large uncertainties are introduced by the use of n~tional rates as controls since total malignancy rates typically vary by ±20% from region to region within a given
country. For these reasons I have estimated risk coefficients using a variety of control groups and various time periods in order to demonstrate the
magnitudes of the differences which result.
4.

RISK ESTIMATES FOR GAMMA EFFECTS

Gamma induction rates were deduced for the Nagasaki data shown on Table 1.
The data must be examined carefully to appreciate the small size of the observed effects and the relatively great effect the lowest exposure group,
0-9 kerma, has on the data interpretation. If 1967 national rates are used
as controls, the 0-9 kerma group shows a significant increase in leukemia
over the expected number of cases (11 vs. 6.3). On the other hand, if one
uses the 0-9 kerma group as controls, there is no apparent increase over expected until exposures of 100-199 kerma (doses of about 80 rad) were received.
The function which best fits these data depends strongly on which control
group is employed. If a "power function is fitted to the data, it can have
exponents less than or greater than one depending on the choice of control
group. This illustrates the lack of confidence one must have in fitting equations to this data. Similar problems apply to total malignancy data for Nagasaki.
"
Since too few cases have been observed to make a very meaningful analysis of
the shape of the dose eff~ct curve, the data have been summed in terms of
total person-rads and total excess cases of leukemia using various groups as
controls. This procedure has some justifications for purposes of risk estimate in that exposed populations are also likely to receive a range of doses.
Thus, the deduced risk estimates tend to reflect average effects on populations receiving acute doses from about 1 to 200 rad to bone marrow. The effects of low dose rates may be much less, however, apparent effects detected
in the 1-9 kerma group do not support this expectation.
Results of these analyses are summarized in Table 2. Leukemia risks of .3 to
.45 deaths per 104 person-rads are indicated for the periods 1950-72. Also
listed in Table 2 are values which are predicted as lifetime risks. These
values are 1.75 times the value observed between 1950-72 for leukemia since
only 1/4 of the exposed population had died to date and the remaining population is s'till showing signs of elevated leukemia rates, however at about 1/4
the rate observed during the first ten years of observation (1950-60).
Results for total malignancies less leukemia yielded gamma risk estimates
which varied from not significant (1 sigma level) to 1.8 deaths per lo4 person-rad bone marrow dose based on observations from 1950-72. Since only 1/4
the exposed population has died, and since total cancer rates are not decreasing with time, it is estimated that total lifetime risks may be four times the
above values. The most likely values for lifetime gamma risk coefficients are
thought to be 0.67 leukemia deaths, 0.92 other malignancy deaths or a total of
1.6 malignancy deaths per 104 person-rad based on the 0-49 kerma Nagasaki
groups as controls. The leukemia estimate is about 2.2 times the BEIR Committee estimate and the total malignancy estimate about 0.9 times (2). However, since estimated induction rates are about four times higher if national
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rates were used as controls, a large uncertainty must be associated with
these values.
5,

RISK ESTIMATES FOR NEUTRON EFFECTS

Hiroshima data employed in this analysis (6) are shown in Table 1 and have
considerably better statistical significance than the Nagasaki data. The
neutron dose-effect relation for total m~lignancies less leukemia obtained
from the Hiroshima data follows a doseO. function if national rates are employed as controls or an approximately linear function if the zero rad group
is employed as controls.
Deduced neutron risk coefficients listed in column 4 of Table 2 were derived
after correcting the observed excess deaths by an amount determined from the
total person~rad gamma dose and the corresponding gamma risk coefficient
listed in column 3 of Table 2. RBE values listed in column 5 were obtained
from the ratios of neutron to gamma risk coefficients. Values for lifetime
risks were obtained as before by multiplying the observed excess to date by
1.75 for leukemia and by four for total malignancies. Total risk per rad for
gamma and neutron doses were then obtained by summing the values for leukemia
and total malignancies less leukemia. Final lifetime risk values thus obtained for neutron exposures are 7.9 leukemia and 96 other malignancy deaths
per lo4 person-rad based on national rates as controls, or 6.3 leukemia and
24 other malignancy deaths based on low dose control rates. These values
yield an overall RBE of 9 to 10 for leukemias, 20 to 26 for other malignancies or 19 for all malignancies combined.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The principal uncertainties in the above analysis are a factor of about four
attributable to effects which may yet occur in the surviving population and
a factor of about four due to uncertainties associated with selection of a
suitable control group. Uncertainties in relevant doses are probably less
than a factor of two.
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4
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Table 2.
Years

~
50-64
50-64
50-72
50-72
50-72
Lifetime
Lifetime

National Rate

0-9
National Rate

0-9
0-49 (Nagasaki)
{ 0-9
(Hiroshima)
National Rate

{g:~9

~~~~~:~~!!)

SUJ]llllS.ry of Risk Estimates.

Gamma Induc1:d
Deaths per 10 rad

Neutron Induced
Deaths per lo4 rad

0,35
0.31
0.45
0,30

4.1
2.7
4.5
4.5

0,38

3.6

0,78

7.9

0,67

6.3

9.5

5.D
3.3
4.D
24
6.3
<Db
<Db

6.0
25b
3.3
2D
26b
Db
Db

REE
12
9

1D
15

9.5
1D

MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS LESS LEUKEMIA
65-69
65-69
65-72
50-72
50-72
50-65
50-72
50-72
Lifetime

0-9

g~~3b

National Rates
National Rates

1.2
1.2

0-9

o.z4b

National Rates

1.4
1.8

0
0

{g~9

~~:~~:~~~~)

National Rates
0-49
(Nagasaki)
Lifetime
{ 0-9
(Hiroshima)
ALL MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS
Lifetime

0.23

5.9

26

4.8

96

2D

0.92

24

26

104

19

3D

19

National Rates
5.6
0-49
(Nagasaki)
1.6
{ 0-9
Lifetime
(Hiroshima)
a. Numbers refer t.o exposure group, Kermas in lOO's of ergs/gm,
b, Lacks statistical significance,
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HEAD AND NECK TUMORS AND IMPAIRED MENTAL
FUNCTION FOLLOWING SCALP IRRADIATION
B.· Modan, E. Ron, A. Werner
Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer
Tel Aviv University Medical School &
I. Yaar
Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel
This is an updated report on a long-term follow-up of delayed radiation
effects among persons treated by x-ray for scalp ringworm. The study
population consists of 27,084 Israelis: 10,842 cases who received x-ray
treatment between 1948-1960 (1-15 years old at the time of treatment) and
two control groups (non-irradiated, and not infected with ringworm). One
group is comprised of 10,842 individuals matched to the cases on sex, age
and ethnic background (Population Controls) while the second control group
is made up of 5,400 siblings of the cases, matched on age only (Sibling
Controls). The original records show that the standard Adamson-Kienbock (1)
procedure was used throughout Israel. The scalp was divided into five fields
and each field was exposed to 350-400 Ron one out of five consecutive days.
The four fields not to be treated on that day plus the face and neck were
shielded with lead rubber.
Retrospective studies demonstrated that the average dose to the brain was 140
rads and to the thyroid 6-9 rads per course of treatment (2) . These results
are almost identical to those obtained in a similar study in New York City
and by an independent physicist at the Bureau of Radiologic Health, USPHS in
Rockville, Maryland (3,4).
In a previous report (5), a significant excess of head and neck tumors, found
among the irradiated cases was detailed (Table 1). Of particular interest
was the six-fold increase of thyroid neoplasms. This was unexpected, in view
of the low dose reaching that organ.
TUMOR
SITE

IRRADIATED
CASES
Rate/
No.
1000

POPULATION
CONTROLS
Rate/
No.
1000

HEAD & NECK

SIBLING
CONTROLS
Rate/
No.
1000

-

THYROID

12

1.1

2

0.~

1

0.2

PAROTID

4

0.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

BRAIN

8

0.7

1

0.1

1

0.2

3

0.3

3

0.3

0

0.0

22

2.0

15

1.4

9

1.7

~

OTHER
SYSTEMS
TABLE 1

Number and Rate of Malignant Tumors Among
Cases and Controls by Major Category

Because of the surprisingly large excess of thyroid and parotid gland tumors,
and the ensuing controversy concerning these data, it was decided to repeat
and expand the dosimetric studies of the thyroid. The trials were conducted
on two of the original x-ray machines. Attempts were made to reconstruct
actual treatment conditions by measuring the absorbed dose under different
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head positioning, shielding and filtration. The dose to the thyroid ranged
from 4.3 rad to 9.9 rad for doses of 350 R per field which confirmed our
earlier experiments.

HVL mm Al

THYROID DOSE/350 R
Lower Limit
Upper Limit

1.1

4.3

8.4

1.5

5.2

9.9

TABLE 2

Summary of the Results
of Repeated Measurements
of Radiation Doses Absorbed
by the Thyroid

Adjusting for the relative proportion of children receiving the different
beam qualities and excluding the two patients who were irradiated twice, the
risk estimate of excess thyroid cancer is between 4.8cases/106 and 11.1/106,
The finding of 6 excess benign adenomas in the irradiated population of the
N.Y. Tinea study (6,7) led us to extend our investigation to include benign
neoplasms. To evaluate benign tumors (as well as malignant tumors before
the establishment of the Israel Cancer Registry in 1960), we had to check
the records of all hospitals in Israel. By examining pathology records,
operating room logs, discharge summaries, diagnostic indices and Surgery,
ENT and Oncology records, it was possible to obtain the names of all persons
in Israel with a thyroid neoplasm diagnosed between 1950-1974. These names
were then compared to our study population lists and all patients found on
the lists were then classified as case, sibling or population control.
Preliminary data show a statistically si~tificant excess of thyroid
malignancies and a non significant increase in adenomas. Table 3 gives a
breakdown by diagnosis of these findings.

DIAGNOSIS

IRRADIATED
CASES
(10 842)

Carcinoma
Goiter

I Cyst
I
I

I TOTAL

I
TABLE 3*

POPULATION
CONTROLS
(10 842)

19

4

2

5

1

1

11

6

5

2

1

0

37

12

8

Thyroid Disease Among Cases and
Controls by Diagnostic Category.

*These are the data as of January 20, 1977.
given at the Congress itself.
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SIBLING
CONTROLS
(5 400)

Final information will be

Further studies were done in order to evaluate delayed effects of brain
function, as evidenced by intelligence and educational levels. Though these
results are still being analyzed, there is an indication of negative effects.
As an objective measure of brain activity, computerized EEGs were performed
on a small sample of the study population. The EEGs were performed, blind,
by two experienced technicians and the data analyzed, again blind, by a
senior neurologist. At this point, an increase in S wave activity has been
found in the male cases. Sub-analyses are still being performed.
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SURVEY OF CASE REPORI'S OF RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER
Y.Yoshizawa and T.Kusama
Department of Radiological Health
Faculty of Medicine,University of 'lbkyo,Japan
A careful and wide survey of the cases reported as radiation-induced
cancer in sane chief organs (the breast, the uterus, the pharynx and
larynx, the colon, and the oone) was carried out (1-5).
The number of the cases which were found by this search was 130 in the
pharynx and larynx, 548 in the uterus, 10 in the breast, 80 in the colon,
and 256 in the oone.
M::Jst of these cases had received radiation for
the purpose of treatment of non-malignant disease of the organ in
question or malignant tt.mor of another organ, except a case due to
occupational radiation exposure (6).
The criteria adopted for the diagnosis of radiation-induced cancer were
as follows:
a. There must have been certain evidence of the non-r:alignant of the
initial condition.
b. Irradiation must have been given and the cancer that subsequently
developed must have arisen in the area included within the
radiotherapeutic beam.
c. A relatively long latent period must have elapsed after irradiation
before the clinical appearance of the cancer.
d. All cancer must have been proved histologically.
The al::oved mentioned criteria are based on the prequisites which Cahan
et al. (7) adopted for radiation oone sarcana.
Cases of radiation-induced cancer caused by external exposure were cmsen
as the subjects to this study.
Cases of internal exposure, however,
·did not becane the subjects, because of the difficulty in detailed
estimation of absorbed radiation dose.
Reliable information on the
risk-evaluation of external exposure must be very useful for internal
exposure.
The distril:ution and the average of the latent period between the beginning
of exposure and the detection of tumor are presented in Table 1.
A tendency of long latent period is worth noting fran the standpoint of
radiation protection and safety.

Table 2 shows histological findings of the cases found by this search.
The case received the lowest irradiation dose was carefully surveyed and
estimated the dose.
It was impossible to estimate the irradiation dose
to the cases in the time when the concept and the measurment of radiation
dose were not yet established.
Table 3 represents data about the cases
of the lowest dose of each organ.
The lowest irradiation dose is
different fran "threshold dose" in the words of radiation biology,
nevertheless the data must be useful information in the field of radiation
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safety.
Methods of research on human radiation-induced cancer are divided into ~
following:
(1) epidemiological survey
(2) search for clinical case reports.
The results of the second type of research, to which this study telongs,
give little numerical information about the dose-effect relation of
radiation carcinogenesis, rut are practical value to the judganent in the
causal dependence of radiation in a clinical case.
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Latent Period (Years)
Organ
Pharynx and
Larynx
Uterus
1--------

---~-

Breast

~n-------e

Minimum

-

8

-

15

27.3

1

-

40

10.1

10

-

44

22.7

1

-

31

13.6

2

-

42

11.7

Maximum

Average

----

r--------------~-

--h----------

--

Table 1. Latent Period of Radiation-Induced Cancer

Organ

Histopathological Finding

Pharynx and
Larynx

Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Uterus

Carcinoma (80%), Sarcoma (12%)
Mixed Mesodermal Tumor (8%)

Breast

Duct Cell Carcinoma and
Adenocarcinoma

Colon

Adenocarcinoma

Bone

Osteosarcoma (60%), Fibrosarcoma (25%)
Chondrosarcoma (7% l , Others (8%)

* Cases of anal cancer were squamous cell carcinoma
Table 2. Histopathological Finding of RadiationInduced Cancer
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Organ
Pharynx and
Larynx

Latent Period
(Years)

Dose

Author

5

4000 R

Maier(B)

3

1400-bg&~*

8

looo-14aO**
Wolfe (10)
ra s

uterus

Breast
Colon
Bone

Stacy(9)

26

1470 rads

5

460 r_ads

Rubin (12)

No Description

***
BOOrads

Arlen (13)

No Description

****
lBOOrads

Arlen (13)

Mareel(ll)

*

The case irradiated by intra-uterine radium.
The case irradiated by X-ray therapy.
The case irradiated for the treatment of bone
disease.
**** The case irradiated for treatment of
extra-skeletal disease.
**
***

Table 3.
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Data on Lowest Irradiation Dose in Case
Reports of Radiation-Induced Cancer
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THE EVALUATION OF THE HIGH-ENERGY B1.0TON
RADIATION EFFECTS ON THE HU11AN BLOOD-FORliTNG ORGAl'TS (BFO)
.VITH SELF-SHIELDING TAKE1'T INTO ACCOUNT
L.N.Smirenny,V.M.Petrov,A.V.Khortsev
Solar cosmic rays ~rotons and radiation belts protons with the
energies of more than 30 MeV are of the greatest hazard for
the spaceship crew. These sourses of cosmic radiation form the
irregular distribution of the depth doses in the body, The
depth doses distribution depends on the spectrum of the protons. 'rhe best description of the spectra :.:1ow is g;iven in the
form of

N(P) =M

e-P/Po

(1)

where Po is a characteristic rigidity (MV). Accordin::; to the
estimate the dose at the depth of 5 em of tissue is less as
compared with the skin dose in the factor of 4-14 for the solar events with ~ of 195 MV and 80 I!fV respectively. 'l'hese
depth dose distributions should be taken into consideration
while estimating the irradiation doses on various human orga~s.
The most difficult thing is to estimate the radiation effect
on the blood-forming organs (BFO) as they are in various places of a human body, BFO have the highest radiosensitivity.
One of the widely spread. d.eseases is a BFO-form of the radiation sickness. So the BFO irradiation is the most important factor in the estimation of radiation hazard for a man.
The affection value of the BFO is determined by the irradiation dose, In case of dogs (3) this dependence is shown in fi::;.
1. To estimate the radiation hazard under the above-mentioned
conditions it is necessary to establish the physical index
describing the EFO affection in the best way.
According to the modern data an inaffected part of the BFO can
help to reconstruct the functioning of the BFO system. Having
assumed. that the radiation affection doesn't depend on the position of the BFO cells and is determined only by their quantity, it is possible to estimate the BFO affection value wit;h
the help of an average number of the dead cells per unit of
volume (5):
I =
lit'

fti(J)i)A

""'

'"'f

(2)

where 1); - is tho close in the elementary volumeil V, and n
- is the number of these volumes, finding place in the total
BFO volume,
Let's assume that the affection value of the human BFO is similar to the one shown in fig,1. Then this dependence can be
described with the help of the linear functionf (.lJ)=I(]) in
the range of up to 200 rads with an error of less than 20?~.
Based on this law we may rewrite equation (2):
n

L =.!!.,::_
vt=f J)i11 ~-

( 3)
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100
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of dead
BFO cells

~;

20
100
200
300
Absorbed dose,rad

Fig.1

The dependence between the BFO affection
and an irradiation dose for dogs
Thus, the irradiation effect may be characterized in this
dose range with the help of the average dose for the total
BFO •
.1 n 1\ d u
])8FO = v ~ .Ui Vi
i"f

( 4)

Let's note that the dose range is of the greatest interest
as it includes the doses used at the reglumentation of the
cosmonauts' irradiation (1).
'rhe strongest hazard for the cosmonauts takes place when they
work in the space suits or in the orbit~l moduls with the
shield thickness of less than 1-2 g.cm- • In ·this case one
can assume that the radiation is isotropic. BFO doses were
carried out for these conditions. It was assumed that the
estimations of protons spectra have characteristic rigidity
in the range of 80-195 }!V.
Using the so called "straightahead model" (6) we may write
the average dose on the BFO in the following way:

lJp~n
oru

n

m

1
=.;;;y
£ A 't.•l
It-~
t•f

JJ(ni)IJ Wij

(5)

where
is a solid angle in whi9~ the tissue thickness,
shielding the elementary volume il V is hi .
If w~f)'ns~der the valJ.le of~ V to be constant then in this
case IV ~s equal to 'lh •
Assuming that the tissue thickness accounted into consideration differs in the values in proportion to ~h , we may rewrite equation 5 in the following way:
1 "'
n

J)uo ==~-,;;
n

£ ])(lz)j; d£4i

(6)

The value of~~~~Awy· is an equivalent solid an8le, corresponding to the tissue thickness of ..ti . In these terms the
equation (6) may be rewritten:
I
m
•
])8FD
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=~7/'n t.fi J}(hiJA<4·

(7)

'fhus, for evaluating BFO doses it is necessary to find the
dependence between
and the tissue thickness.
For this purpose the shielding of 330 points in which BFO were
placed, was calculated with the help of method (6). The dependence of6GU* (hi) mean with respect to the whole body is
shown in fic.2
0,4 n
0,3
Equivalent
solid angle 0, 2

o,

lq

1

~

~ ,__

1

L

~~

0
1)

20

30

40

50

Tissue thickness
Fig.2 The dependence between the equivalent
solid angle and the tissue thickness
The analysis of th2se data shows that the tissue thickness of
less than 10 g•cm- is of the major importance while evaluating the averabe dose on the BFO.
The solid ansle corresponding to these values of the shielding
thickness is more than>5a/o of the total solid angle.
In this·case the average BFO dose is formed by the primary radiation.
The evaluation of the dose part formed by the secondary radiation gives the value of 10-15)'; from the total dose.
BFO doses calculated in this way in case of solar cosmic rays,
are given in the following table
Sh1eld1ng:
thickness:
r;.cm -2

Po MV

BFO,rad
0

0,5

~z ef,cm
: BFO,rad

;zef,cm

2,0

:n
: BFO,rad
~ 2 ef,cm

80

100

120

195

41

45

47

52

4,5
29
5,0
20
5,5

5,0
34

5,5
21
6,5

7,0

5,5
38

44

6,5
24

7,5
33

7,5

The dose values DBFO and the effective BFO shielding
in case of the solar cosmic rays with
Po =80-195 MV and,% =109 cm-2

8,5

Zej
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The values of the effective B.B'O shielding were evaluated on
the basis of the attenuation ~· rve~ of the dose, when
Po =802'195 MV and the shielding thickness is 0;0,5 and
2 g•cm- •
eff values are given with the accuracy ± 0,3 em.
The above-mentioned data show that the effective BFO shielding depends on the characteristic rigidity of spectrum.
Thus, radiation hazard evalu~tions may be incorrect
as they
are based on dose values only at the depth of 5 em of tissue.
This approach to radiation hazard evaluation may be made more
accurate in case of obtaining new data concerning the dependence between the BFO affection and an irradiation dose for
a man.
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EXEMPLES THEORIQUES ET EXPERIMENTAUX D1 EFFETS NON MONOTONES

J. DELFORGE
Commissariat a l 1 Energie Atomique
Centre d 1 Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay
Departement de Biologie (GEERSM)

1. INTRODUCTION
En 1919, P. Davey publia un article intitule "Prolongation of life of Tribolium confusum apparently due to small doses of X-Rays" (1). La prudence qui
caracterise cet article soulignee par le "apparently" du titre, est une reaction naturelle dev&nt la nouveaute et 1 1 irrationnalite apparente du resultat.
Durant encore de nombreuses annees, lorsqu 1 un experimentateur observait un
effet analogue, il 1 1 attribuait a un artefact, ou ne le publiait que tres
timidement. Or, le developpement recent des etudes effectuees aux faibles
debits de dose a permis de confirmer l 1 apparition de nombreux phenomenes
inattendus, souvent regroupes sous le terme de "phenomenes paradoxaux" car
apparemment contradictoires avec les theories en vigueur sur les effets des
rayonnements, elaborees pour la plupart pour des debits de dose importants.
Cependant, le caractere paradoxal n 1 etant bien entendu qu 1 une apparence, il
nous a semble preferable de regrouper ces phenomenes sous le terme "d 1 effets
non monotones", qui decrit mieux leur originalite.
Apres avoir defini de maniere precise au§ II, quelques exemples importants d 1
effets non monotones, nous indiquerons pour chacun d 1 eux les principaux resultats connus et les consequences possibles de ceux-ci sur les problemes de
radioprotection. Sans chercher, bien entendu, a donner une explication precise
de 1 1 apparition de ces phenomenes, nous montrerons au § III qu 1 ils peuvent
s 1 interpreter a partir d 1 hypotheses tres simples. Nous soulignerons enfin,dans
le dernier paragraphe, que leur apparition est un nouvel argument tres important en faveur de l 1 abandon de la dose comme variable principale de reference,
celle-ci devant etre remplacee par la variable "temps" et le parametre "debit
de dose" comme le preconise P. Delattre (2,3).
2. EXEMPLES EXPER IMENTAUX TI'EFFETS NON MONOTONES
Les phenomenes rencontres aux faibles debits de doses sont tres var1es. Nous
en decrirons ici trois exemples typiques, selon les grandeurs retenues comme
variables et parametres de reference.
a) Effets non monotones en fonction du debit de dose, a dose constante
Il a ete Observe dans de nOmbreUSeS etudeS experimentaleS que 1 I effet de 1 I irradiation pour une dose donnee augmente avec le debit de dose utilise pour administrer cette dose. On explique generalement cet effet de debit de dose par
1 1 existence de phenomenes spontanes de restauration qui ont d 1 autant plus d 1 influence sur 1 1 effet observe que le temps d 1 irradiation est important, c 1 est-adire que le debit de dose est faible.
Cependant, plusieurs experiences recentes (4,7 )effectuees a des debits de dose
faibles ont montre que, pour une dose donnee, la courbe donnant 1 1 effet en fonc-
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tion du debit de dose utilise, est non monotone, c'est-a-dire presente un
minimum (figure 1 ) •
Une augmentation du debit de dose conduit
done soit a une augmentation, soit a
une diminution de l'effet, suivant la
valeur du debit de dose.
Ces resultats peuvent done etre en
contradiction avec l'hypothese souvent
admise, selon laquelle les mesures effectuees a des debits de dose importants
donnent une majoration des effets observables pour cette meme dose, mais
delivree a des debits de dose plus faibles.

Debit de dose

0
Figure 1

Certains des resultats experimentaux (5,7) ont seulement permis
Remarque
de mettre en evidence la decroissance initiale de l'effet avec l'augmentation du debit de dose. Bien qu'il soit probable que, dans la plupart des
cas, la courbe passe par un minimum et
devient croissante a partir d'un certain
Effet a dose conslante
debit de dose, on ne peut pas exclure
a priori l'eventualite d'une courbe
constamment decroissante (figure 2).
Un tel phenomene peut, comme nous le
verrons au § III , se rencontrer dans
des modeles theoriques tres simples.

0

Figure 2

b) Effets non monotones dans les experiences de fractionnement de dose
Les experiences de fractionnement de dose ont generalement pour but de
mettre en evidence des phenomenes de restauration. Le fait de n'envisager
que ce type de phenomenes spontanes a conduit les experimentateurs, en
accord avec de nombreux resultats experimentaux, a considerer que l'effet
ne peut qu'etre diminue par un fractionnement de dose et par l'augmentation du temps T separant les irradiations successives. Cependant, cette
affirmation a ete contredite par plusieurs resultats experimentaux recents
(8,10) ou l'on a observe un effet non monotone en fonction du temps T
(figure 3). Dans ce cas, une irradiation fractionnee avec un intervalle de
temps suffisamment faible entre irradiations successives conduit a une augmentation de l'effet par rapport a une
irradiation continue, alors qu'un temps T
suffisamment eleve conduit par contre
a une diminution de l'effet. L'existence d'un tel phenomene est un nouvel
argument montrant que la dose cumulee
n'est pas en general un critere suffisant,
et qu'il est necessaire de considerer
la distribution chronologique de
T
0
.
l'irradiation.
Flgure 3

f

irradiation continue (r=O)
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c) Effet non monotone en fonction du debit de dose
constante.

a duree

d'irradiation

L'etude de la variation de l'effet en fonction du debit de dose, d'une
irradiation effectuee pendant un temps T donne, est surtout liee au probleme d'environnement : quelles seraient les consequences d'une augmentation de l'intensite de l'irradiation ambiante ? Les experiences effectuees pour repondre a cette question sont contradictoires. Si beaucoup
d'experieuees ruontrent l'augmentation attendue de l'effet ~vee le debit de
dose, d'autres effectuees a tres faible·
debit de dose montrent par centre
ion
l'existence de phenomenes non monotones
(11,15) (cf. d'autres references dans
(16)). Dans un premier temps, l'augmentation du debit de dose (et done de la
dose cumulee) cqnduit paradoxalement a
une diminution de l'effet. Dans la
plupart des cas, les auteurs montrent
Debit de d ~e
egalement que la courbe presente un
0
minimum puis devient croissante avec
Figure 4
le debit de dose (figure 4).
3. POSSIBILITES D'INTERPRETATION DES PHENOMENES NON MONOTONES
Loin d'etre rarissimes, les effets non monotones peuvent en realite se
rencontrer dans de nombreux systemes simples. Les trois ensembles que nous
allons donner n'ont bien entendu pas la pretention d'expliquer l'apparition
de ces phenomenes mais de montrer que leur interpretation theorique ne
necessite pas, comme on pourrait le croire, l'introduction de phenomenes
elementaires complexes et difficilement explicables.
- Exemple 1 : Des effets non monotones en fonction du debit de dose, a dose
constante, peuvent se rencontrer lorsque l'effet global observe est la somme
de plusieurs effets elementaires restaurables (par exemple dans les courbes
de survie ou la mort peut etre due a plusieurs causes differentes).
- Exemple 2 : L'introduction dans le systeme d'une cinetique propre, non
limitee aux seuls phenomenes de restauration (par exemple l'introduction
d'un phenomene de multiplication du a un cycle cellulaire), conduit souvent
a des effets non monotones en fonction du debit de dose, soit a duree d'irradiation constante, soit a dose constante, soit quelquefois aux deux a la fois
(cf. exemple dans (17)).
- Exemple 3 : L'introduction dans le systeme d'un phenomene de reserve (pool)
conduit souvent a de nombreux effets inattendus. Par exemple, un modele tres
simple decrit dans (18) conduit simultanement
un seuil sur la courbe doseeffet, a un effet monotone decroissant en fonction du debit de dose a dose
constante (semblable a celui de la figure 2),et a un effet non monotone dans
les experiences de fractionnement de dose (semblable
celui de la figure 3).

a

a

4. VERS UNE ETUDE DE LA CINETIQUE DES EFFETS DES RAYONNEMENTS
Il est evident que ce qui peut surprendre le plus dans l'etude des phenomenes
non monotones, c'est que la dose ne joue plus le role privilegie de variable
de reference qu'on lui attribue generalement en radioprotection. Certes, les
radiobiologistes et les specialistes de la radioprotection ont depuislongtem~
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reconnu, par exemple, que le debit de dose joue un certain role dans la
reponse de nombreux systemes. Mais ils ont estime qu'il suffirait de considerer le debit de dose comme un simple facteur correctif, done non inclus
dans le corps conceptuel de la theo~ie, ce qui est evidemment insuffisant
pour donner a celle-ci un caractere previsionnel suffisant.
Il y a plusieurs annees que P. Delattre, a partir d'une etude theorique sur
les systemes de transformation, a souliJZne la necf'ssit.;<:; d'abandonner la
notion de dose au profit de la variable-temps et du parametre debit de dose
(2,3). Cet auteur considere que le moment est venu de passer de la "dosimetrie
des effets des rayonnements" ala "cinetique des effets des rayonnements", en
particulier pour tout ce qui concerne les effets des faibles intensites. En
effet, il est certain que dans ce domaine ou les reactions spontanees des
organismes irradies sont en competition directe et immediate avec les processus
elementaires provoques par le rayonnement, la seule dose absorbee ne peut pas,
dans la plupart des cas, permettre de rendre compte de la totalite des effets
observes.
On peut esperer que les phenomenes non monotones, aujourd'hui de mieux en
mieux connus, inciteront finalement les specialistes de la Dosimetrie a faire
evoluer leur discipline vers les etudes de cinetique fine seules capables de
rendre compte de la complexite des effets observes.
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I. PRESENTATION DU PROBLEME
1.1. Delimitation du probleme

L'analyse des facteurs conditionnant l'exposition des mineurs fait apparaitre trois sortes de risques lies a la radioactivite et s'ajoutant aux dangers inherents au travail minier (fig. I) :
- l'irradiation externe,
la contamination interne par les poussieres dites a vie longue,
- la contamination interne par le radon et ses descendants.
C'est parce qu'il represente environ les deux tiers du risque radiologique
total, qu'il peut faire l'objet de mesures efficaces et qu'il possede une
specificite permettant de le traiter separement, que nous nous semmes interesses en priorite au risque presente par _le radon et ses descendants.

Concentration en produits
de filiation du radon dans

FIGURE I

oncentrat1on en
poussieres de
minerais dans
l'air i hale

Elements qui interviennent dans la definition de l'exposition
individuelle aux risques.
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1.2. Indicateurs de risque
L'evaluation du risque occasionne par le radon se fait actuellement en pratique a l'aide de l'indicateur suivant : la concentration de radon (exprimee en Ci/1). On la mesure avec une precision raisonnable sur des echantillons d'air preleves sur place. Toutefois, la plupart des epidemiologistes
s'accordent desormais a considerer qu'un indicateur fonde sur la mesure de
l'energie a liberee dans l'atmosphere de la mine possede une meilleure valeur predictive quanta l'apparition du cancer du poumon. Mais la mesure de
l'energie a se revele ala fois tres difficile et tres imprecise ; la modelisation constitue un moyen interessant dans une telle situation pour suppleer a l'insuffisance des donnees experimentales (fig. 2).

Modele physique
Mesure d'une
situation initiale d'aerage

Donnees
de base
du reseau
Parametres
elatifs au
cas etudie
onnees sur
es sources
de radon

Donnees sur
l'activite
des
chan tiers

Donnees sur
l'activite
des
travailleurs

Choix d'une
methode
'agregation

d'optimisation
Modele d'allocation de ressources

Figure 2 - Organigramme fonctionnel du modele
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1.3. Les modes d'agregation et les strategies
L'experience montre que l'"aerage" est la variable d'action essentielle dans
la lutte centre le radon. L' optimisation de 1 "'aerage" peut se faire en fonction de differents criteres.
L'utilisation de l'un ou de l'autre des indicateurs ne donne pas, a priori,
les memes resultats. D'autre part, suivanr la formule d'agregaliun de• duses individuelles retenue, les resultats de !'optimisation peuvent etre differents. Plusieurs politiques sent possibles sous la contrainte de la dose
maximale admissible et independamment des considerations ayant trait aux
relations dose-effet, par exemple
diminution des ecarts entre les risques individuels,
diminution du risque maximum,
diminution du risque moyen.

1.4. Importance des relations dose-effet
Dans !'ignorance ou nous nous trouvons des relations dose-effet aux faibles
doses, il est clair que toute hypothese sur ces relations entraine des consequences sur le choix des politiques de protection. Par exemple, si l'on
fait !'hypothese de !'existence d'un seuil, on est amene a preferer une politique de protection telle que la valeur maximum de la distribution de doses reste inferieure a cette limite ; d'autres hypotheses auraient d'autres
consequences sur les choix.
II. LES RESULTATS PROPRES A LA MINE ETUDIEE
2.1. Comparaison des deux indicateurs de risque
Essentiellement, trois resultats se degagent.

2.1.1. Une plus grande sensibilite de l'indicateur'energie cr' (Ea) : lavariation relative de l'energie a est toujours superieure ala variation relative de la concentration de radon (Rn) sur une branche. Le rapport de la
concentration de radon a l'energie a : Ea s'accroit done lorsque l'on se
rappro~he du jour (fig. 3)
Rn
2.1.2. L'age moyen du radon, de l'ordre de 20 minutes, montre que l'on est
plus proche de l'equilibre 1/4 que 1/2, hypothese prudente admise dans l'ensemble des mines fran~aises. (~
2.1.3. Les allures generales des histogrammes (figure N° 4) sent identiques
pour les deux indicateurs. L'hypothese d'equilibre 1/4 pour !'estimation
des doses en energie a a partir de la concentration de radon se revele plus
proche de !'estimation directe en energie a par le modele que !'hypothese
1/2.

2.1. Comparaison entre differents moyens de protection
On a realise sur le modele une serie limitee d"'experimentations" fondees
uniquement sur le deplacement des ventilateurs et !'implantation des barrages appropries.
(~) Ces resultats ne sont valables en toute rigueur que pour la mine etudiee
et ne peuvent done etre generalises.
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2.2.1. L'allure bimodale des histogrammes qui se retrouve d'une distribution a l'autre semble s'expliquer par !'existence de deux ensembles de pastes de travail contamines a des niveaux differents, associes a !'hypothese
pessimiste d'une certaine permanence de la main-d'oeuvre aces postes.
fa~on

2.2.2. Aucune des solutions envisagees n'ameliore de
solution de reference.

determinante la

2.2.3. La comparaison des moyens de protection est possible des que l'on a
adopt€ une fa~on d'agreger les distributions de doses. On trouve ici que
les classements des solutions envisagees restent sensiblement les memes
quel que soit l'indicateur de risque ou le critere d'agregation : on est
dans tous les cas conduit au meme choix de la solution optimum, mais il n'y
a pas de raison de penser que ce resultat se generalise a tous les types de
mine envisageables.
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3

4

Niveau .de puissance
dt>s ventilatt>urs

III. PRISE EN CONSIDERATION DES RELATIONS DOSE-EFFET
En toute rigueur, si l'on considere que le veritable indicateur de risque
individuel en matiere de radioprotection doit etre fonde sur la mesure d'une
dose cumulee, on est conduit a integrer le critere precedent, qui correspond a !'exposition instantanee du travailleur (c'est-a-dire en fait a un
debit de dose), sur la duree T de cette expos1t1on eta formuler des hypotheses sur les relations qui permettent de passer aux effets associes a
ces doses.
Le probleme de !'optimisation de la radioprotection pourra alors s'exprimer
comme la minimisation sur un ensemble de politiques admissibles, d'un critere (au mains) agregeant la distribution des effets (c'est-a-dire des risques individuels). Les politiques a prendre en compte sont celles qui respectent les contraintes techniques et socio-economiques du moment.
Les questions d'ordre methodologique qui se posent ace niveau sont liees
a !'influence sur le resultat du procede d'agregation d'une part, de la forme de la relation dose-effet d'autre part : par exemple, a quelles conditions
peut-on raisonner, dans un calcul d'optimisation de la radioprotection, aussi bien sur les doses que sur les effets? Par ailleurs, comment prendre en
compte au niveau des resultats de !'optimisation les larges incertitudes
qui demeurent malgre les nombreuses recherches biomedicales concernant les
effets des rayonnements aux faibles doses ? Il s'agit en particulier de
!'existence d'un seuil en-de~a duquel une exposition serait sans effet sur
l'organisme.
Quelques proprietes simples des resultats de !'optimisation selon le critere d'agregation et la loi dose-effet se demontrent facilement :
i) les resultats sont les memes qu'on raisonne au niveau des effets ou des
doses, si le critere utilise consiste a minimiser le risque sur l'individu
le plus expose.
ii) il y a egalement equivalence -ceci quel que soit le critere- lorsque
la relation dose-effet est lineaire (sans seuil). C'est cette propriete
-signalee au paragraphe IS de la C.I.P.R. 22- qui permet en fait de raisonner le plus souvent sur les doses dans un calcul d'optimisation (cf. ici
§ II, Resultats).
iii) des que la relation dose-effet n'est plus lineaire, on peut avoir des
distributions de doses pour lesquelles un critere donne induit un ordre de
preference different de celui obtenu lorsqu'on passe a l'effet.
Ces proprietes sont illustrees sur le diagramme suivant (figureS) propre
a Une etuae COUt-efficacite • lei, a titre d I exemple, .On a priS COIDIDe COUt
de la protection le cout entraine par une augmentation de la puissance des
ventilateurs :
-trois relations dose-effet compatibles avec les resultats experimentaux :
deux relations sans seuil representant l'enveloppe des hypotheses les plus
couramment admises et une relation avec seuil a SO NO-M.
-trois criteres d' agregation (cf. ci-dess_us pour les doses) :
.la moyenne,
.le maximum,
.l'ecart maximum.
L'utilisation de ces relations a necessite par ailleurs une nouvelle hypothese : on a construit un echantillon de doses cumulees (pendant 25 ans) en
supposant la repartition des doses marginales (debits de doses) calculees
par le modele constante dans le temps. Il est certain qu'il y ala surestimation du risque puisqu'il n'est pas tenu compte des phenomenes de compensation.
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La combinaison de criteres
cas possibles.

a

laquelle on arrive est assez complexe

neuf

Le cout de protection est expr1me 1c1, a titre d'exemple, en terme de niveau de puissance des ventilateurs pour un circuit d'"aerage" suppose fixe
a son optinum. On obtient ainsi un ensemble de courbes (figure 5) dont la
variabilite s'explique par la diversite des hypotheses envisageables. Les
deux courbes extremes delimitent une aire a l'interieur de laquelle tout
choix d'investissement se revele raisonnable et trouve une justification
dans le cadre des contraintes socio-economiques propres au probleme etudie.
Si on songe par ailleurs aux difficultes qui entravent !'evaluation complete et pertinente du detriment (~). on voit avec quelle prudence il faudrait
aborder les methodes d'optimisation de la protection qui auraient pour ambition !'evaluation monetaire complete des couts et des avantages.

~)

Cf. des travaux entrepris par ailleurs sur cette question specifique :

-G. BRESSON, F. FAGNANI, G. MORLAT -Methodes cout-avantages dans le domaine de la radioprotection (aspects methodologiques).
In : Population dose evaluation and standards for man and his environment,
Portoroz, May 20-24. Vienne, AIEA, 1974, p. 195-216.
-E. LEVY, G. DUMENIL, M. BUNGENER, F. FAGNANI - Evaluer le cout de la maladie, Dunod, Paris, 1976.
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L'AERAGE ET LES CARACTERISTIQUES DE L'ATMOSPHERE
D'UNE MINE D'URANIUM LABORATOIRE
Ph. DUPORT, G. MADELAINE, P. ZETTWOOG
Commissariat

a

l'Energie Atomique

Departement ue Proleclion
Section Technique d'Etudes de Pollution
dans l'Atmosphere et dans les Mines
A. RENOUX, J.Y. BARZIC
Fa~ulte

des Sciences

U.E.R. Sciences de Brest

1. INTRODUCTION

a

Dans la mine d I uranium laboratoire du Comrllissariat
1' Energie
Atomique, on evalue l'influence des differents parametres d'aerage
sur la concentration et le debit du radon.
Cette mine etant hors exploitation, on determine les spectres
granulometriques des aerosols radioactifs et non radioactifs, la
fraction de radioactivite existant sous forme ultrafine (fraction
libre) et la proportion du 218po (RaA) fixe sur les particules
ionisees.
2. INFLUENCE DE L'AERAGE SUR LA RADIOACTIVITE DE L'AIR EN MINE
L'aerage de la mine laboratoire etant entierement controle, on
mesure l'influer.ce de la pression par rapport
l'atmosphere, sur
le debit du radon.

a

Nos resultats, illustres, (fig. 1),. montrent que la surpression
diminue le debit du radon de maniere notable. Ce fait peut
etre etendu
tout quartier d'une mine exploitee.

a
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3. SPECTRE DES AEROSOLS DANS LES MINES D'URANIUM
Par deux methodes differentes (1) (2), on determine la repartition granulometrique des aerosols dans les mines d'uranium. La
fig. 2 represente les spectres granulometriques des noyaux de
condensation radioactifs et non radioactifs dans la mine laboratoire hors activite (1).
Les courbes de la fig. 3 representent les pourcentages cumules
de la radioactivite a en fonction du rayon des particules, ceci
pour differentes operations d'exploitation et pour l'aerosol de
la mine laboratoire.
- - SPECTRE DES NO\'AUX
6

DE CO/'/C[NTRATION

z

PART/CULtS RADIOACT!VES

i- __
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REPARTITION CUMULEE DE LA RADIOACTIVITE o<
SUR LES AEROSOLS DES MINES D'URANIUM

FIG.3

FIG.2

4. FRACTION LIBRE
Nous mesurons les fractions libres 218 Po- RaA (f), 214 Pb- RaE
(fs) et 214si- Rae (fc) presentes dar.s l'air de ~a mine laboratoire, en utilisant differentes techniques faisant appel a la
diffusion des aerosols (3).
Nous definissons la fraction libre fi du Ra (i) de la fagon
suivante :
C'est le rapport de la concentration des particules ultrafines
porteuses de Ra (i)
la concentration totale des aerosols
porteurs de Ra \i).

a

Nos resultats moyens sont les suivants
fA= 0,30, fB = 0,16, fc = 0,15.
On a selectionne pour les mesures er. chantier, l'appareil de
prelevement a grille de tamis metallique decrit par THOMAS et
HINCHLIFFE (4) en raison de sa facilite d'emploi et de la
quantite importante de particules qu'il retient et que l'on peut
done mesurer avec le minimum d'erreurs statistiques.
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On verifie (1) que les theories classiques de la physique des
aerosols permettent d'expliquer nos resultats experimentaux.
On deduit de nos mesures que !'aerosol radioactif se repartit
de la faqon suivante : une premiere partie plus ou moins importante, dependant de la concentration en particules, reste sous
forme de fraction libre (r <10-7 'em) une seconde se fixe sur les
particules de rayon inferieur
2.lo-5 em. Il est a remarquer
que, en chantiers, et ceci est important en radioprotection, il
n'y a pratiquement pas de radioactivite fixee sur de grosses
particules (r< 1 J.Lm).

a

5. CHARGE El-ECTRIQUE DES AEROSOLS PORTEURS DE 214 Po
Dans les conditions de la mine laboratoire hors activite, on a
mesure la fraction d'aerosols charges electriquement porteurs
de 214Po. On utilise pour cela un ensemble de capteurs de Zeleny
selon une methode mise au.point par RENOUX (5).
Au cours d'une premiere serie d'experiences, on demontre que
!'ensemble de !'aerosol radioactif charge electriquement, represente environ 30% du total de !'ensemble de !'aerosol radioactif.
Dans ces memes experiences, on observe, apres captation complete
des i0ns 214po, !'apparition d'une ionisation des particules
primitivement neutres par effet couronne (1).
En analysant la radioactivite collectee par !'electrode centrale
des tubes de Zeleny selon la methode decrite par THOMAS (6), on
obtier..t la repartition cumulee des ions 214po en fonction de leur
mobilite electrique (Fig. 4). On confirme la double distribution
des particules radioactives : il n'y a pas d'ions dont la mobilite
soit comprise entre B.lo-1 cm2s-l et 2.lo-3 cm2s-l.
Dans ce cas egalement, on a applique avec succes les equations
de BRICARD et BILLARD (7) (8) et verifie theoriquement les resultats experimentaux concernant la fraction libre de 214po chargee
ou neutre (1).

ions positifs
ions negatifs

L._,,-----,-=--~.-,---...~Kl<m?~
to·l
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-

~~

FIG.4
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214
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DE LA MOB/UTE LIMiTE DU TUBE DE ZELENY
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6. CONCLUSION
Dans la mine d'uraniurn laboratoire du CEA, on evalue quantitativement 1' influence de la difference de ".pression entre la mine
et l'atmosphere sur le degagement en radon.
Une etude experimentale et theorique basee sur la physique des
aerosols et l'electricite atmospherique a permis de mieux conna1tre
l'aerosol des mines d'uraniurn hors activite et dans les chantiers.
Les fractions libres des descendants
vie courte en radon ont
ete determinees, une methode de mesure a ete selectionnee pour
etre appliquee aux chantiers exploites.

a

On a verifie la validite de differents modeles theoriques concernant la formation des noyaux de condensation radioactifs, la
concentration des particules ultrafines radioactives et les ions
radioactifs porteurs de 214po (RaA).
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EXTERNAL GAMMA-RADIATION AND OPERATOR PROTECTION
IN THE MINING AND TREATMENT OF HIGH-GRADE URANIUM ORE
G.J. Wenk
The Australian Mineral Development Laboratories
Flemingcon Street, Frewville, South Au8tralia 5063
1.

INTRODUCTION

Amdel has investigated aspects of radiation protection in the mining and
processing of uranium ore from a high-grade deposit in the Northern Territory, Australia, in order to assist in the formulation of the design specifications for plant and equipment.
To achieve radiological safety, there is a need to examine what happens to
the uranium and its daughter products during each phase of the operations.
At most uranium mines and treatment plants, attention is mainly directed to
radon and its daughter products since control of gamma exposure is not
generally a problem with maximum dose-rates in working areas being about
1 mrem/h or less.
However, with the high-grade ores it is also necessary
to pay attention to the external gamma-radiation levels, and so calculations
and measurements of gamma dose-rates for high-grade uranium ore and its
associated products have been considered for radiation,protection planning.
2.

GAMMA DOSE-RATE CALCULATIONS

For external doses around the mine and plant near active units (i.e. tanks,
stockpiles, mills etc.), only gamma-radiation usually needs to be considered
and the inverse square range law approximation is not valid.
The dose-rate
resulting from different configurations of sources can be quite complex, and
the fall-off of dose-rate with range, r, no longer follows a simple law.
The calculations of the radiation flux due to a distributed source, i.e. a
linear, surface, or volume source, as a function of distance, makes use of
the fundamental principle that any distributed source can be treated as a
summation of point sources (e.g. Ref. (1)).
Because of the great variation that exists in the pa.rameters involved, it
was decided to set up mathematical models based on the following concepts.
a.

b.

c.
d.

The configuration is taken to be as close as possible to the real
situation.
When the dose-rates can only be calculated with difficulty, the mine or plant source is represented by a source of
different shape, so that the approximate configuration provides an
easier means of calculating the dose-rates.
For example, a plane
disc can be used for plane surfaces; a truncated right-circular cone
can be used for points on the axis of a cylinder.
Material is generally assumed to be mixed homogeneously within the
source. An exception is any settling tank, where a definite settled
part is assumed to be beneath clear water or solution.
Within this
stipulated source the active material is taken to be evenly distributed.
Self-absorption of the source is determined by the absorption coefficients selected for each gamma energy and by the material distribution.
The equilibrium of uranium and daughter products is assumed to be
secular.
This may often.be correct, but it can vary from one part
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e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

3.

of the orebody to another, and can change at each stage of processing.
Where uranium has been extracted to leave radium, we are assuming
radium to be in secular equilibrium with its daughter products.
The gamma-ray energy has been divided into two groups based on the
spectrum given in Ref. (2).
This gives an equivalent of 1.5 photons
at 0.5 MeV and 0.75 photons at 1.55 MeV for each U-238 disintegration.
In one example considered, the gamma-ray spectrum treated as one mean
energy gives a total dose-rate 7.5% lower, but dividing the spectrum
into three or four energy groups makes no significant difference
(less than 0.8%).
Shielding is assumed to be present.
Generally, 6 mm steel walls have
been taken for the tanks, which could have a transmission of about 90%
(i.e. 60% for the uncollided flux, but multiplied by a factor of 1.5
to allow for build-up).
Results given in Ref. (3) for 'shallow and
medium' shielding have been used.
The field posibions have been chosen in the horizontal plane of maximum surface dose-rate.
This ensures that the calculations are on
the conservative side for safety considerations. There may be higher
surface dose-rates at surfaces above or directly underneath some
sources (e.g. maintenance access-ways under settling tanks) and these
are looked at separately.
Range laws of the gamma radiation flux are determined and vaiy (as
expected) from:
¢ a r 0 very close to a source, to: ¢ a r- distant
from a source.
Approximations are used to simplify these calculations, e.g. by using equivalent plane discs for plane surfaces, or
interpolation in families of plots for curved cylindrical surfaces.
Gamma-radiation flux is converted to exposure rates (measured in
roentgens, R, per hour) in air at NTP.
In this case, a whole body
exposure of 1R can be assumed to give a body dose (absorbed) of 1 rad,
or dose equivalent of 1 rem.
COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATED AND MEASURED DOSE-RATES

Gamma dose-rate measurements were made at Amdel (with ratemeters accurate to
±10%, or ±0.1 mrem/h at low values) during pilot plant tests on 8.5% U30s
ore.
These are shown below, together with dose-rates (in brackets)
calculated according to the above criteria.
Measured (mrem/li)
Side
1 m away
surface
horizontal

Condition

Ore (in 44-gall. drum)
Leaching, initial (in 40-gail. tank)
Leaching, after 10 hrs
Partly washed, settled
Fully washed, settled
Fully washed, stirred
Pregnant liquor (in beaker)

II

18
(14)
8.0 (7.6)
2.5
7.0
8.5 (6.5)
7.5
0.05

II
II
II

0.9 (0. 7)

Equivalent
plant
condition

-

Ore
Slurry feed

-

Leaching tank

-

0.6
0.6
0.6

CCD tank

-

-

Preg. liquor

Estimates of the gamma dose-rates on large areas of ore have
been calculated assuming an infin te slab of ore, selected values being as
follows:
Grade of U30s (% by wt)
Dose-rate (mrem/h)
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30
73

10
26

2.5
6.7

1
2.7

0.5
1.34

0.1
0.27

Geologists working on a high-grade orebody confirm that these are good approximations to their measurements (Ref. (4)), and accept that the calculated values provide a satisfactory basis for predicting exposures.
4.

EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL SITUATIONS

Potential exposures have been considered in several situations of mining and
Lieatment operations (e.g., around stockpiles, in crushing and grinding
areas, and near pipes and conveyor belts). Examples of some other situations are presented here. The worst conditions likely to occur as specified in the preliminary mining and metallurgical designs were considered.
4.1

Open-Cut Mine and Tailings Disposal Areas

Gamma dose-rates at an open-cut mine have been calculated assuming infinite
slabs of ore, values being as presented above. Simple allowances can be
made for different geometrical arrangements, such as a 30% U30e face on a
10% u3oa floor giving respective contributions of 36.5 and 26 mrem/h and a
total of 62.5 mrem/h along the intersection.
From the calculated values, it can be estimated that a large slab of 0.94%
U30e ore would give a surface dose-rate of 2.5 mrem/h and an operator working on it for 40 hours/week would receive a whole body dose of 5 rem/year.
Using such data, mine and stockpile operator schedules can be planned, and
special shielding provided on equipment, in order to fulfil radiation protection requirements.
We can treat the tailings in a similar way, but we consider them to be on
average the original grade of U30e with the U30e removed while retaining all
the radium originally present. For example, a 2.5% U30a grade ore will give
tailings with a dose-rate of 7.2 mrem/h on the surface; this can be reduced
to a negligible level through a soil embankment one metre thick.
Examination of some Australian uranium tailings dams, several years after
operations stopped, has shown classification of the tailings. Some slimes
gave dose-rates up to 7 times the average amount in some areas.
4.2

Cab of an Ore-Truck

We have considered the case of a rear-dump truck carrying 30% U30e ore in
the tray filled only to the top of the sides, and standing on 10% U30e ore.
Using actual experimental gamma-radiation transmission measurements for the
truck in question, estimates were made of radiation contributions the driver
would receive from different directions.
A summary of the situation shows that with no extra shielding, the total
dose-rate would be 29.5 mrem/h. With special shielding of 5 em steel behind
and 3 em steel below the cab, this is reduced to 6.8 mrem/h. It would be
appropriate to make dose-rate measurements on a truck on site with ore of
known grade before the truck is finally modified.
4.3

Vicinity of Leaching and CCD Plant

We have considered the tanks specified below as cylindrical sources, and
assumed an average ore grade of 2.5% U30e. Gamma dose-rates calculated in
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the horizontal plane of maximum radiation, and for end-on positions are
summarised.
Dose-rates (mrem/h)
At the Side
3 m Above Under
On
surface away ! cover metal
tank
Neutral Slurry Tank
(6m OD, 4m depth of 60% solids slurry)
Leaching Tank, no extraction
(4m OD, 3.75m depth of 60% solids slurry)
CCD Tank, last tank, lowest absorption
(11m OD, equivalent to 0.7m depth of 50% solids
below a 2.3m depth of solution)
Tailings Neutraliser Tank
(3m OD, 2.75m depth of 50% solids)

3.6

0.9

5.7

3.2

0.6

5.0

3.6

1.4

0

2.3

0.3

3.6

5,7
.i

!
I

Summation of the surface dose-rates will show if some groupings of tanks are
unsuitable. For example, in the space between two CCD tanks close together,
the dose-rate can be approximately 7 mrem/h, and it may be undesirable to
increase this with another active tank nearby.
4.4

Dose-Rate Contours around Plant Layout

With any grouping of active units, the radiation field can be determined
from the surface dose-rate of each unit, its range law, and position. A
computer program has been used to give contour plans of the integral doserate around plant layouts in order to improve the layout for radiation protection requirements. For example, contours for a sepcified arrangement of
such plant units, covering an area of 87 m x 48 m, was plotted. The positions of the tanks were spread out, covering 126 m x 68 m, so that pathways
with dose-rates below 2.5 mrem/h could be made between every pair of units.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

High-grade uranium ores pose particular problems with external gammaradiation not encountered with low-grade ores. Relatively simple calculation procedures have been established and shown to estimate the gamma doserates in the mining and processing of such ore to a sufficient accuracy for
planning protective measures.
The potential exposures can be examined while designs are being formulated.
Equipment can be specified, procedures adopted, and plant layout improved
to give acceptable radiation protection to operators in advance of final
design and construction.
6.
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2 IOPb AND 2 I 0 Po URINE CONCENTRATION IN SUBJECTS
WORKING IN RADON SPA
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"DISP-CNEN-C.P. 2400-00IOO ROMA (ITALY)
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Radon decay products were considered as the main contributors to the
radiation lung exposure of subjects exposed to abnormal levels of Radon
and daughter products in the atmosphere. In case of uranium miners many
efforts have been made to correlate this exposure with the Pb-Po2IO
concentration in bone, blood and urine of the exposed people (I-I2). The
high exposure, due to Radon and daughter products, found in some italian
radon spa suggests a research program designed to assess the Pb-Po2IO
levels and their metabolism in some exposed subjects.
Furthermore, the differences in some environmental factors (as dust content,
humidity, AMAD etc) between mines and spa can give important differences in
both the metabolic behaviour of Radon daughters and the resulting radiation
doses.
2. METHODS
Some radon spa have been selected in the Ischia island {Naples, Italy)
according to different levels of exposure and few workers of each radon
spa have been followed up. The urine samples of each subject have been
collected for a period of 2 days in may, july and october I976. The yearly
working period for radon spa is approximately of 6-7 months, from april
to october.
The Radon and daughters have been measured in the spa atmosphere by means of
the techniques described in ref. I3 and the corresponding exposures in
Working Level Months(WLM) have been evaluated. The analytical procedure
employed to determine Pb-2IO and Po-2IO has been described previously (I4-IS).
The samples were wet ashed in nitric acid and sulfuric acid and a
coprecipitation of Polonium is obtained with manganese dioxide. The Po-2IO
plated on silver disc is measured by means of solid state detector alpha
spectrometry; the Pb-2IO was calculated from the Po-2IO ingrowth in the sample
by repeating the Po-2IO analysis 3-5 months after the initial analysis. The
Po-2IO values were corrected for decay and ingrowth from Pb-2IO to obtain
the concentration at the sampling time. The chemical yield of any chemical
analysis is tested by using the Po-208 as an internal standard. The Pb-Po2IO
mean value{referred to urine samples) in the blank is o.o45 pCi/1; the
Po-2IO concentration in urine for non exposed italian subjects is in the
range 0.25 - 0.60 pCi/1 (IS).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In table I are reported the Pb-Po2IO urinary concentrations for 6 subjects
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TABLE I
2 IOPb- 2 I 0 p urinary concentration (pCi/1)± 2~for some of the spa
0
workers sampled.
Subject
No

.
2IOP o
Un.nary

july

may
I
2
3
4

4.3±0.2
4. I±Q. 6
2.I..O.I
2.2±Q.I
1.2±0. I
0.89±0. I4

s
6

2IO
Urinary
Pb

Concentration

july

may

S.S±0.3
I. 9±Q.3
I.6±Q.2
2. I±Q.2
1.0±0.2
1.8+0.2

Concentration

I. 6±1.0
0.0..0.4
0.76..0.36

4.6± 0.8
I. 7± o.s
I. 7± o.s
2.2± o.s
I.S± 0.4
I.2± 0.3

TABLE 2
210

2IO

PbPo skeletal burdens, WLM exposure, working period and skeletal dose
for some of the spa workers sampled.
Subject
No

I
2
3
4

s
6
0

Skeletal

Burden(nCi)

2IOp 0

210 Pb

30
2S

40
33
I4. 7
20
9.3
9.3

II

IS
7
7

Unclear working hystory
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Exposure
(WLM)

Working
period
(yrs)

Dose to
Skeleton
(rem/y)

348

26

200
I2
3.7
270

IS
2S
32
20

40
34
IS
20
9.S
9.S

among the IS spa workers.sampled. The data referred to the october sampling
and to the other subjects will be reported during the oral presentation. An
analysis of all the available data seems to indicate a quite constant Po-2IO excretion, almost indipendent upon the recent exposure, and a Pb-2IO
excretion increasing as a function of recent exposure. Such a result could
indicate a fast rlP~r~nrP for thP Ph-2IO (formed by the inhaled Radon
daughters) lung content, due to the recent exposure, and a Po-2IO excretion
practically attributable to the skeletal burden only.
This hypothesis is in good agreement with the physical characteristics of
the aerosol typical of radon spa (very low AMAD, high humidity, absence of
dust).
As a consequence the metabolic pathway of Pb-Po2IO in spa workers seems to
be completely different from the one obtained in Uranium miners, where a
significant part of the Po-2IO excretion is caused by the slow clearance of
the activity contained in the lung,thus permitting the decay of Pb-210 to
Po-2IO and the Po-2IO accumulation in the lung.
Assuming a Po/Pb ratio in human .bone equal to 0.75, obtained from experimental data on miners (9), and a long-live component biological half-time for
Pb-2IO in human bone of 5000 days (I6), the biological half-time for the
Po-2IO skeletal burden has been calculated and resulted to be of about 400
days. The daily Po-2IO total excretion for each subject hasbeen obtained
from the Po-2IO urinary concentration (table I) on the basis of the daily
urinary excretion (I7) and of a IO% fractional Po-2IO urinary excretion
(I8-I9}.Thus, the Po-2IO skeletal burden for each subject, estimated by
using the daily total excretion and the biological half-time, are reported
on table 2; the Pb-2IOskeletal burdens(table 2) are calculated on a Po/Pb
ratio equal to 0.75 (9), as reported before. In table 2 are also given the
exposures in WLM, evaluated on the basis of both the measurements performed
in the spa atmosphere during working periods and the working history of the
subjects. A significant correlation (r=0.77) has been found between WLM and
urinary Po-2IO excretion in all subjects. The doses to the skeleton
(table 2) have been estimated according to the hypothesis and the formula
given by Blanchard (9), and using a skeleton wheight of 5000 g (I7) and the
skeletal Po-2IO burdens reported in table 2.
The lung dose was not evaluated, owing to the uncertanties regarding the
relationship between exposure and dose also in the case of Uranium miners.
The average annual exposure can be obtained on the basis of both the WLM
and the working period given in table 2.
The skeletal doses (table 2), and the average annual lung exposure are
exceeding in some cases those recommended by ICRP for an occupationally
exposed population (20), thus showing the importance of the exposure due to
the radoti spa.
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CONFORMITE' DES CHOIX DE PROJET AVEC LE OBJECTIFS DE PROTECTION RADIOLOGIQUE POUR UNE USINE DE FABRICATION DE COMBUSTIBLES A PLUTONIUM.
A. Cardinale - P. Ottati : Agip Nucleare - Milan - Italie
1.

Classification des conditions d •accident

Le projet d'une installation nucleaire doit forcement se baser sur des criteres de securite qui protegent soit le travailleurs soit la population residant aux alentours contre les risques indus venant des radiations produites
par !'installation en condition d'operations normales et en cas d'accident.
Suivant les methodologies actuelles, sou:rtout dans le cas des reacteurs nucleaires, qui sont les installations ayant la plus grande diffusion, on fixe
des criteres globaux d' acceptabilite (1) (2), associant la frequence des accidents possibles aux valeurs maximales de rejet de materiel radioactif, de
sorte que le risque global venant de !'installation, c'est-a-dire le terme
f.R. (f. =frequence; R.=Rejet), soit limite a une valeur determinee, qui re
1
pr€"se nt~ le risque acleptable pour !'installation. Evidemment, puisqu'il n' est ni possible ni p:tPatique de calculer la frequence de chaque accident
prevu, on utilise une classification des conditions accidentales par categQ.
ries qui rassemblent les accidents en. bandes de frequence assez larges.
En ce qui concerne une usine de fabrication d'elements combustibles a oxydes I?-ixtes U -Pu, une des classifications possibles est la suivante(3):
- Categorie 1 - Conditions d'operations normales et transitoires d'operations: -:E11e- coffi:Prenci tout es Ies -conditions C.ie- fonctioiillement- n.c;r:ffiaie_s_
de-l'usine, p. ex. deplacement du materiel, frittage, recuperation des dechets, replacement des filtres et des gants etc.
- Categorie 2 - Accidents avec frequence moderee: Elle comprend les accidentsqui-peuvent-se-produire-pendantle-fonctionnement de l'usine, 1a ~r~
quence globale etant de quelques-uns par an(l-10). Les accidents peuvent
provoquer un rejet du Pu a l'interieur de la zone controlee mais il n'y a
aucun rejet de Pu au dehors. Une action de protection peut se rendre nece§_
saire, mais l'usine ne doit pas etre arretee.
- Categorie 3 - Accidents ayant una basse probabilite: Elle comprend les
accident_s_ qui ont -ia.- probabilit~ globale de- se-produir-e seleument quelquefois pendant la vie de l'installation(lo- 1-10- 2 evenements globaux/ an). Ces
accidents peuvent provoquer l'arret de 1•usine pour remise en etat de travail.
- Categorie 4 - Accidents limites: Elle comprend des accidents non previsibles !naiSqui -doivent-itre-pris en consideration puisque leur consequences
pourraient causer des rejets considerables des r12~teriel radioactit La probabilite globale de ces accidents est d' environ 10 evenements/ an. Comme
desormais on accepte normalement des accidents ayant une probabilite
sensiblement inferieure a 1o-6 evenements/an sont a considerer "incroyables" et on ne les prend done _pas en consideration, en ce qui concerne la
definitions du critere global d'acceptabilite, Dans les paragraphes suivants,
nous nous limitons a considerer seulement les implications venant de la
classification dans des categories accidentales pour la protection radiologique des personnes qui travaillent a l'interieur de l'usine.
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2.

Objectifs de protection radiologique proposes pour l' interieur d 'une usine plutonium.

On considere que !'absorption de doses de la part des travailleurs soit principalement due a inhalatim de Pu, a la suite de la contamination de la zone
de travail. Suivant la classification donnee au paragraph 1, on considere,
pour la protection des travailleurs, les categories 1 et 2 qui se rapportert,
respectivement, aux conditions d'operations normales et transitoires d'operations et aux accidents ayant une fre'quence moderee. Le critere fondamental propose est donne par la limitation, dans la phase de projet de l'usine, de la contamination de l'air, a l 1interieur de la zo~e controlee, a 1/3
de la CMA pour les travailleurs(2. 10- 12 Ci/m3) pour les deux categories
1 et 2. Sur la base de !'experience de fabrication de combustibles U-Pu, il
est raisonnble de supposer que des contaminations anormales de l'air pui~
sent se verifier chaque annee a deux differents niveaux(10CMA e 100CMA),
tandis que le niveau normal ne depasse pas 0, 1CMA(4). Si l'on considere
2000 h de travail par an, il est possible d 1 etablir le nombre d'heures par
an pendant les queUes les dites contaminations peuvent se verifier. En effet il resulte: x . 0,1 CMA+x . 10 CMA+x .100 CMA~2000. 1/3 CMA
1
2
avec la condition accessoire: x . 0, 1 ~ x ~10 ~ x . 100.
3
Il est possible de proposer le objectifs suivants:
•
conditions d'operations normales x =1978 h/an a 0,1 CMA
.
1
C a t egone 1
.
d 'operatlons
,
.
trans!.t o1res
x = 20 h/ an a, 1 0 cMA·
2
Categorie 2 - Accidents de frequence moderee
x =
2 h/ an a 100 CMA
3
Ces valeurs pourront etre utilises pour la definition, au cours de la phase
de projet, de certains caracteristique du systeme de ventilation, du confinement primaire et du systeme de contr6le de la contamination de l'air.

t

3.

2

Repercussions des objectifs de protection radiologique sur les systemes
de ventilation et de contr6le de la contamination atmospherique.

Pour analyser les implications des objectifs de protection radiologique consideres, il faut examiner un cas concret. On considere, a l'interieur d'une usine de fabrication de combustibles a Pu, une cellule "chaude", isolee,
en ce qui concerne la ventilation, par rapport aux autres c~llules. La repartition homo gene dans 1' espace de la contamination correspond a un cas
ideal assez bien realise lorsque la source d'emission est de grande dimeg
sion ou le renouvellement de l'air est suffisant. On admet que le bouches
d 'introduction de l'air et celles d 'aspiration soient disposees de fac;:on que
la totalite du volume soit ventilee. Au cas ou un evenement imprevue causerait une augmentation de la concentration de Pu dans l 1air de la c~llule
pour manque de confinement, si !'emission peut etre arretee par des oper~
tions simples qu'on puisse considerer de routine, il serait possible de schi
matiser la variation de la contamination selon le temps (5):
C=~ {1-e-Rt)
O.<t~T ou C=concentration dans l'air(Ci/m3)
RV
a=emission (Ci/h)
C= ~ e-R(t-T)
T<t<eoo
V=volume de la cellule (m 3 )
RV
R=renouvellement de 1' air par heure
t=temps ecoule depuis le debut de l'emi~
sion
et T=temps necessaire pour detecter la cog
tamination et pour arreter l'emission
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d'ou l'on abtient:

s~t = ~ r;+_l_

_1_J

e -RTRvL
R
R
Si l'on considere que ces types d'ev€mements peuvent se verifier plusieurs
fois a~ co~rs d'une annee il en resulte une contamination annuelle, donnee
par tiai [-1- (T+_2_ e-RT__1_)1, qui est egale, pour chacune des deux
RV
R
R 'j
cla~~es d'evenements anomaux qu'on il considere au pan•gr8ph prer.edent,
a: 4. 10- 10 (Crh/m~an). A l'interieur de la meme classe il est raisonnable
de penser que la var}ftion de la concentration avec le temps suit a peu pres
la meme loi, done ~a.=n!l . On peu, done, optimiser les caracteristiques
des systemes de venhl~tion et de contr6le de la contamination, tout en tenant fixe la valeur de la contamination annuelle de l'air dans la cellule. Ta
qu'un example on peut considerer une cellule ayant un volume de 1000 m 3 .
Sans entrer dans le detail du probleme du contr6le de la contamination du
Pu dans l'air, on suppose qu'on puisse choisir parmi trois differents systemes dont la sensibilite soit, respectivement, de 5, 10 et 20 CMA x h.
On peut considerer que le temps Test dua l'addition d'un temps T nece.§_
saire pour la detection et d'un temps T. necessaire pour arreter ~emis
1
sion. On suppose que le temps T. soit re meme pour tous les evenements
et, dans le cas qu'on etudie, il e~~ considere egal a 0,4 h, temps necessai_
re, selon une estimation prudente, pour le replacement d'un gant. On peut
done considerer la serie de valeurs T suivante:
o

Categorie 1

Categorie 2

1:'- ~cC9_fi

"T;;;o~5

__ _

-:h-- (pour 5 CMA x h)
T =1,4h
(pour 10 CMA x h)
T2=o,5h
1
T =2,4h
T =0,6h
(pour 20 CMA x h)
1
2
En ce qui concerne la ventilation, il est raisonable de choisir entre les v~
leurs R suivantes: 5, 10 et 15 Renouv/h. Le nombre d'evenements accidentaux correspondant a chaque cas peut etre defini, selon ur~ estimation pr.£
dente, en supposant que la duree totale de l'evenement soit T+:7',ou 8-est
le temps dans lequel la concentration de Pu redescend ala valeur cfe fond
(0, 1 CMA) entre 10o/o; Pour les deux categories on a respectivement:
R ~"' =4, 5
R ~ =6, 8
2
En table 1 on illustre les valeurs de n et n et de
et
qui correspon2
dent aux differentes valeurs du nombr~ de rEmouvell~ment7heure et de sensibilite de detection considerees.

1

a

'

SEmil:ili t e re
d!tection
5 CMAxh
10 CMAxh
20 CMAxh

n,
11
9

6

R =
a,
0,25
0,18
0,14

5
n"

!["

1

3,2
3,2
4,8

1

1

I

n1 J

R = 10
n'2_
!i.1

151 0,3i
11 0,28
7
0,24

l

2
2
2

a

R = 15
11:'2

5
5
4

n,
17
12

7

-a:,
0,42
0,38
0,36

n~

2
2
2

~

7
7
5,6

Table 1: Nombre de pannes par an et valeurs moyennes d'emission de Pu
------ (pCi/h) pour les deux classes considerees.
Sans baiS~Er l'assurance concernant la contamination annuelle de l'air de la
cellule, on peut done optimiser le choix du nombre de renouvellements/he_l:!
re et du systeme de contr6le de la contamination dans l'air. Un nombre de
rcnouvellements/heure plus bas comporte l'exigence d•assilrer un nombre
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plus bas de pannes et par consequent un meilleur confinement primaire
(bo1tes a gants). On obtient le meme resultat si la sensibilite du systeme
de contr6le est infe:rieure. Les valeurs de la table 1 p_euvent, done, etre
utilisees pour etablir les niveaux de qualite de certains composants de l'usine.
4.

Evaluation du niveau de gualite du systeme de ventilation des bo! tes a
gants.

Pour effectuer cette evaluation il est necessaire de fixer certains choix du
projet, a partir des hypotheses du paragraphe precedent. De plus, il est
necessaire de fixer le nombre des boites a gants qui sont a l'interieur de
la cellule. On assume d'avoir effectue les choix suivants:
R= 10 Renou/h
sensibilite de detection =10 CMA x h
d'ou : n = 11,
=0,28pCi/h
n = 2
= 5pCi/h
.
1
2
1
De plus on assume que la cellule comprenne boites a gants, ayant un volume de N10 m 3 chacune. Les boites a-gants ont un taux de fuite de
3 .
. 10- 3 volumes/ heure (6) et la concentration d •aerosols a l'interieur est
3
de 10- g/m3 particules dans le domaine respirable, ce qui represente 1o/o
de la valeur de saturation (7). L'arret du systeme de ventilation des boites
a gants peut provoquer la surpression et l'emission de radioactivite dans
la cellule. Suivant les hypothese donnees, l'emission de Pu sera egale a
3. 10- 5g/h . Si le plutonium est Pu-239 a
2pCi/h.
Une panne de ce type est comprise dans la categorie 2, pour laquelle on
peut accepter 2 pannes par an au maximum, avec une emission moyenne
de 5 pCi/h. Puisque dans la cellule on a 4 boites a gants il faut garantir
qu'un accident de surpression ne se verifie qu'une seule fois par an pour
chaque boite.

a

a

.f
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DIX ANS D'EXPERIENCE DANS LA FABRICATION
DES ELEMENTS COMBUSTIBLES AU PLUTONIUM
H. BAILLY, M.GANIVET, H.GUILLET, G. MAGAUD, J.R. PAJOT, J.L. VIALARD.
Commissariat a l'Enerqie Atomique
Cadarache

1. INTRODUCTION
Le fonctionnement des reacteurs a Neutrons Rapides de la Filiere
Rapsodie, Phenix et ulterieurement Super-Phenix; necessite la mise en oeuvre de quantites importantes de plutonium pour
la fabrication des elements combustibles.

Fran~aise,

Les elements combustibles de ces reacteurs se presentent sous
forme d 1 assemblages composes essentiellement d'un faisceau de
tubes en acier, remplis d'un empilement de pastilles frittees
en oxyde mixte d'uranium et de plutonium. Leur fabrication est
realisee dans les installations du CEA, a Cadarache, a l'inte-'
rieur du Complexe de Fabrication des Elements Combustibles au
Plutonium, qui comprend un atelier de fabrication et un laboratoire d'analyses et de retraitement de dechets.
Depuis plus de 10 ans, cette installation a traite la presque
totalite du plutonium civil fran~ais, soit environ 4 t de plutonium. Son fonctionnement est assure par environ 140 agents du
CEA.
La mise en oeuvre progressive de quantites de plus en plus importantes de plutonium a pu etre realisee grace a l'ev~lution des
equipements et des precedes, tout en poursuivant une amelioration
constante de la securite et de la protection des operateurs.
Les risques d'origine nucleaire auxquels sont soumis les operateurs
pendant la transformation du plutonium en elements combustibles
sont essentiellement
le risque de contamination, le risque d'irradiation et le risque d'accident de criticite.
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2. RESULTATS D'EXPLOITATION DU COMPLEXE DE FABRICATION
Les resultats d'exploitation sont donnes ci-apres, pour la contamination et pour l'irradiation.

2.1 Incidents de contamination
Le confinement du plutonium est realise classiquement par l'utilisation des boites ii gants que l'on appellera "BAG" dans la suite
du texte. La BAG est une enceinte etanche, maintenue en depression
par rapport a l'atmosphere, munie de gants par l'intermediaire
desquels s'effectue le travail. Un incident de contamination correspond a une rupture locale de l'etancheite avec dispersion d'aerosols d 1 oxyde de plutonium dans le local de travail. Un tel incident survient le plus frequemment au niveau du gant, barriere la
plus fragile, tres sollicitee au cours du travail.
La contamination qui resulte de cet incident atteint l'operateur
au niveau de ses vetements de protection au au niveau cutane et
peut atteindre essentiellement les poumons par la voie respiratoire. La frequence et la gravite de ce type d'incident sont des
elements d'appreciation importants p"our le fonctionnement d'un
atelier de fabrication. Le tableau 1 indique l'evolution de la
frequence de ces incidents pour l'ensemble du Complexe de Fabrication pour la periode 1966-1975.

TABLEAU N°
EVOLUTION DE LA FREQUENCE DES INCIDENTS DE CONTAMINATION

66
Frequence rapportee
un individu

a

Meme frequence rapportee
a 100 kg de Pu traites

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

1,25

p,42 1,24 1,00 1,01 1,64 1,92 1 '18 0,97 0,53

2,08

0,89 0,52 0,50 1,48 0,53 0,49 0,30 o, 14 0,08

2.2 Incidents de contamination ayant entraine une contamination
interne
Les incidents de contamination ayant entraine une contamination
interne significative ont ete assez rares jusque vers 1971. Dans
les cinq dernieres anrtees ils se situent au niveau de 2 % environ
du total des incidents de contamination.
La dose d'irradiation annuelle correspondante est en moyenne pour
les 4 dernieres annees de l'ordre de 10 % de la limite annuelle
internationale autorisee, avec un point maximal situe a 27 % de
cette limite, comme indique dans le tableau n° 2.
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TABLEAU N° 2
EVOLUTION DE LA DOSE D'IRRADIATION INTERNE INDUITE AU NIVEAU DU
POUMON, RAPPORTEE A LA LIMITE ANNUELLE INTERNATIONALE AUTORISEE
(15 000 mrem)
-

Annees

72

13

74

75

3

5

10

10

Dose movenne -oar individu concerne(%)
Dose autorisee

10

5

7

6

Dose maximale recue
Dose autorisee

20

13

26

27

Pourcentage d!iudividus conccrnCs

(%)

On peut constater que depuis 1971, annee a partir de laquelle
ont ete realisees des productions a caractere industriel, portant
sur des quantites annuelles de Pu superieures a 300 kg, la frequence rapportee a 100 kg traites a ete divisee par un facteur 5. Pendant cette meme periode le nombre d'incidents n'a pas augmente de
maniere significative alors que la production etait multipliee par
4 et les incidents ayant entraine une contamination interne restent
dans des limites tres faibles.
2.3 Irradiation
Le risque d'irradiation est du essentiellement aux rayonnements X
et Y des isotopes du plutonium, de l'americium et aux produits de
fission a l'etat de traces et, en presence de masses de Pu importantes, aux neutrons de fission spontanee ou resultant de reactions
(a,n). La surveillance permanente de l'irradiation subie par le
personnel est assuree par le port constant a la poitrine, aux
poignets et aux doigts, pendant la duree du travail en zone contr6le~ de films dosimetres ou de detecteurs adaptes au type de
rayonnement preponderant.
Ces films donnent la dose re~ue mensuellement par l'operateur.
Le tableau n° 3 indique l 1 evolution de la dose re~ue, en valeur
absolue et rapportee a 100 kg de plutonium traites pour les cinq
dernieres annees, les valeurs anterieures etant trop faibles pour
etre representatives.
TABLEAU N° 3
EVOLUTION DE L'IRRADIATION EXTERNE RAPPORTEE A LA LIMITE ANNUELLE AUTORISEE POUR L'ENSEMBLE DU CORPS (5000 mrem) ET POUR 100 KG
DE Pu TRAITES
Annees
iDose moyen~e,par agent(%)
;Dose autor1see
~ose en (h x rem) pour

100 kg de Pu traites

71

72

73

74

75

13

14

9

10

8

30

27

17

10

(j
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La dose moyenne par agent a diminue· en valeur absolue. d'environ
50% et,rapportee l 100 kg de Pu traites, elle est divisee par 4.
Les valeurs maximales constatees n'ont jamais depasse 80 % de la
dose limite annuelle autorisee.
3. ACTIONS D'AMELIORATION DES CONDITIONS DE TRAVAIL
Les resultats indiques ci-avant ont pu etre atteints grace aux
ameliorations apportees aux conditions de travail et ~ un~ formation continue du personnel. Les points essentiels sur lesquels
s'est developpee l'action d 1 &melioration peuven~ etre indiques
ci-apr~s.

3.1 Diminution de la frequence des incidents

- Amenagement rationnel des lignes de fabrication, avec
generalisa~ion de transferts sans rupture de charge entre
les differentes BAG ou lignes de fabrication.
- Limitation du nombre de points d'entree des produits
de depart et de sortie des dechets.
- Utilisation de gants de BAG bien adaptes a chaque poste
de travail, ayant une bonne tenue au veillissement sous
irradiation, accompagnee d'un programme de changement
de gants.
- Mecanisation des operations en BAG, lorsque cela est
possible.
-

Maintien d'une proprete interieure rigoureuse et even-

tuellement confinement secondaire des produits
rieur de la BAG.

a

l'inte-

3.2 Amelioration de la surveillance de.la contamination atmospherique
L'exposition de l'operateur a une contamination atmospherique est
d'autant plus limitee qu'il peut reagir rapidement et correctement.
Aussi, afin de se premunir centre un defaut d'etancheite non immediatement detectable par l'operateur, un equipement de surveillance
et d'alarme a-t-il ete mis en service dans les locaux soumis l un
tel risque. La multiplication des points de prel~vements, le choix
judicieux des emplacemenm aupr~s des postes de travail, permettent
d'obtenir une surveillance suffisante des zones de travail.
Cependant, la mise en oeuvre de plutonium issus des reacteurnLWR,
qui autorisent un fort taux de combustion, entra1nant une augmentation importante de l'activite des isotopes du plutonium, Pu 238,
Pu 240, Pu 241, nous incite a poursuivre l'effort d'amelioration
en ce domaine et l rechercher, outre une surveillance constante de
l'ambiance, une certaine diminution du temps de sejour de l'operateur dans le local de travail, par des moyens divers tels par
exemple, la conduite a distance des appareils.

3.3 Diminution des doses d'irradiation
La limitation des doses re~ues est obtenue par la mise en place
sur les panneaux des BAG de protections biologiques, ~crans en
feuilles de plomb ou panneaux de poly~thyl~ne. Ces am~nagements
limitent le niveau de l'irradiation locale et ambiante.
Par ailleur5, toutes les am6liorations m~n~ionn~es plus haut
ont
~videmment une influence sur la dose re~ue par l'op~rateur : provret~ des BAG, changements de gants fr~quents, m~canisation ou
automatisation, regroupement des masses de mati~res fissiles dans
des stockages en ligne prot~ges.

4. CRITICITE
Au dela des risques indiques ci-avant, se situe le risque d'accident de criticite qui conduirait a des irradiations tr~s importantes des operateurs plac~s a proximit~.
La surete vis-a-vis de ce type d'accident repose sur des etudes
prealables, conduites au niveau de la conception et du dessin des
equipements en prenant en compte toutes les conditions accidentelles
envisageables. Apr~s autorisation de mise en service, d~livree par
les Commissions competentes, la securite de l'exploitation repose
essentiellement sur la qualite du personnel, sa connaissance detaillee et approfondie des r~gles et consignes de criticite et sur son
sens des responsabilites. En effet, bien qu'un syst~me informatique
centralise tienne a jour l'etat permanent des stocks de mati~res
fissiles par paste de travail, et puisse aider l'operateur dans le
choix de ses decisions, chaque transfert de mati~res fissiles est
place sous la responsabilite directe de l'op~rateur qui l'execute.
Un tel syst~me, pratique et ameliore depuis plus de 10 ans, couvre
en annees normales, environ 20 000 transferts de mati~res fissiles
sans que l'on ait constate d'erreur notable.
L'ensemble des r~sultats acquis de~uis plus de 10 ans au cours
du fonctionnement de cet atelier industriel, nous a aide dans
la conception d'un atelier de capacite plus importante destine
a la fabrication des assemblages combustibles de Super-Ph~nix,
en adoptant comme un des principaux objectifs une nouvelle diminution des risques encourus par le personnel. Tout permet de
penser que ce but sera atteint.
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PARTICLE SIZE AND SOLUBILITY CI!ARACTERISTICS OF AEROSOLS
IN Pu PROCESSING AREAS AND IN BWR TYPE POWER REACTORS
P. Kotrappa, I.S. Bhat, V.D. Vashi,
C. Suryanarayanan, and S. Chandramouli
Health Physics Division
Rhabha Atomic Research Centre
Bombay 400 085, INDIA.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of airborne radioactivity in the working environment is important in assessing the inhalation hazards to an occupational worker. For
meaningful evaluation of such hazards one has to know not oriJ.y the concentration of radiormclides in air, but also the particle size distribution and the
solubility characteristics. Present.work gives these characteristics for
airborne radionuclides found in the working environment of a Pu processing
area and a BWR type power reactor.
2.

PLUTONIUM PROCESSING AREAS

2. 1 Particle size Distribution
ICRP task group on lung dynamics (1) states that aerodynamic particle size
distribution characterised by activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD)
has to be known for predicting the deposition of inhaled material in various
compartments of the respiratory tract. It has been shown that a two stage
HASL cyclone sampler can be used (2, 3) for measurement of the aerosol
parameter, AMAD. The method consists of taking two samples. The first
one is taken on a filter paper following a half inch cyclone at a flow rate of
9 lit I min and the second one is taken on a filter paper at the same flow
rate. A theoretical curve is used to calculate the value of AMAD.
As the cyclone method has an advantage of providing both the concentration of
airborne Pu and the AMAD of Pu aerosol, measurements were instituted on a
routine basis in an industrial scale Pu reconversion laboratory attached to a
fuel reprocessing plant. The laboratory provides a variety of operations
giving rise to airborne Pu. Over a period of two years (1973-1975), a total of
173 samples showing significant Pu activity were analysed. Results are
shown in Table 1 .
Mean
AMAD
yum)

Range of
concentra~ion

{p!Jci/m )

Mean
concentration

~Jilci/m 3 )

No. of
samples

Comments

-------------------------------------------------------------------Normal
0.1 to 1.0
o. 90
18

4.4
6.8
6.8
7. 3
6.9
8.3
9.8

1. 0 to 2. 0
2.0 to 5.0
5. 0 to 10.0
10.0 to 20.0
20.0to100.0
100 to 1500

1,64
3,31
7,26
13.37
43,45
543.00

18
53
44
14
16
10

Normal
Special
Special
Special
Maintenance
Maintenance

--------------------------------------------------------------------771

TABLE 1 Activity Median Aerodynamic Diameter (AMAD) and the
Concentration of Airborne Pu in the Working Environment of
Pu Reconversion Laboratory.
Samples commented as 'normal' were those collected during normal
operations. Those commented as 'special' were taken during operations
such as glove changing, minor decontaminations, ventilation failurl"$ etc.
Those commented as 'maintenance' covered major operations such as
repairing of glove box equipments, major decontamination etc,
Results indicate that AMAD values tend to increase with increasing concentrations. In the range of concentrations (2 to 20 pft1ci/m3) most
likely to encounter, AMAD values tend to be about 7 p.m. This is quite
large compared to 1. 5 p.m tacitly assumed in the derivation of currently
used MPC levels (2). For such aerosols MPC can be upgraded by a factor
of about 2. 5. The range of values reported in this work generally agree
with the other workers (2).
2. 2 Solubility Characteristics of Pu Aerosols.
Because of the close correspondence (4) between in-vitro dissolution of
aerosols in lung serum simulant to in-vivo dissolution in the lower respiratory tract, in-vitro solubility studies assume significance. Such
studies have several distinct uses - (a) in case of accidental exposures,
treatment of the person depends upon this property, (b) in case ofltn.own
low level exposures, it is useful in calculating the nn'aterial and dose
commitments, (c) to decide upon whether to use MPC values for soluble
or insoluble Pu.
The procedure adopted is somewhat similar to the static method reported
earlier (4) Air sample collected on a glass fibre filter paper was sandwiched between the two clean glass fibre papers and the entire sand-wich
was mounted in a perspex holder. The holder along with the sample was
immersed in 70 ml of the serum simulant contained in a 100 ml beaker.
At regular intervals, the simulant was replaced by fresh solution. The
solution removed was subjected to chemical separation and Pu estimation.
The amount of Pu activity per unit volume of the simulant solution :r-emoved
at each interval was estimated. Finally, the fraction of original activity
eluted per day was calculated. Counting of samples was done for a duration sufficient to provide a coefficient of variation of less than 5o/o. Studies
were conducted at room temPeratures (25 · C to 30 ·C).

!

I·

Figure 1. Solubi:lity of: Pu
aerosols in lung serum
simulant. A and B are for
Pu~ aerosols collected from a
glove box. C, D,E, F and G are
for aerosols. collecte d from
the working environment.
o·ooOt 0r--=
:-;:-----:=---:::---:-:,~-,=
10:-------,40
10
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00
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Figure 1 gives the results. Following conclusions can be reached: a) Air
samples collected from a glove box handling Pu02 show 1he least solubility
(b) Air samples collected from working areas indicate a long term solubility
rates between 0. 03 and 0. 05 percent per day. Such solubility rates correspond to solubility half lives of about 1700 days and 1000 days respectively.
Solubility half life is defined as the number of days needed to dissolve 50%
of the material at a particular solubility rate. These half lives are somewhat
larger than the range of half life (500 to 1000 days) quoted for the lung
elimination half life for insoluble Pu aerosols. (c) All the samples indicate
higher solubility rates in the beginning and decrease to a steady low value
after 100 days.
3.

BWR TYPE POWER STATION AT TARAPUR

Studies relating to the measurement of aerodynamic particle size distributions of aerosols found in different working areas of Tarapur Atomic Power
Plant have been reported earlier (5). Present studies relate to the measurement of soluble fractions of various radio-isotopes in lung serum simulant.
Particulate air samples wllected on glass fibre filter paper were left in
li:ontact with the lung serum simulant maintained at a temperature of 3 7' C.
After allowing a contact period of about six hours, the undissolved and
dissolved activities were estimated by gamma spectrometry (for 60 Co,
134 + 137 Cs and 140 Ba) and by chemical separation <~.nd counting (for
90 Sr and 141 + 144 Ce). The results were analysed to arrive at the percent
activity dissolved in the lung serum simulant for various isotopes. The
undissolved fraction appeared to dissolve very slowly and such long term
solubility rates will be studied later. Table 2 gives the results.
Percentage of radionuclide extracted from air
filters by lung serum simulant
Sampling location

134 + 137cs

89+90Sr

141+144ce

140Ba

54.30

79.80

0.64

37.7

77.6

0,50

32.2

98,3

100.0

6,34

83.9

1-Set
3,30
ing Operation
gallery.
2. Radwaste Build2.8
ing Conveyor area
3. Reactor Building 40.2
2 00' Elevation
11-Set
4, Reactor Building 3.7
Dry well 125 •
Elevation
5. Reactor Building 90,4
top 200 • Elevation

1. Radwaste Build-

74.0

73.30

Not analysed

97.8

94.9

Not analysed

6.60

TABLE 2 Solubility of Particulate Air Activity in Lung Serum Simulant.
Air Samples collected in the working Atmospheres of BWR Power
Reactor at Tarapur.
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Following conclusions can be reached from the present study. (a) The
soluble fractions can be different for the same isotope for air samples
collected at different locations (b) The 60 Co in reactor building top is
much more soluble compared to locations 1 and 2. (c) The 134 + 137 Cs,
usually considered as a soluble alkali element is soluble upto 50o/o only,
for airborne activity found in locations 1 and 2. (d) The 140 Ba, though
P.xpected to behave similar to 90 Sr, is seen to have much lower solubilities
(e) such solubility data help in understanding the fast clearance phase of
lung de posited radionuclides in the occupational workers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
227
1.1. L'
Ac 8tait obtenu par irradiation dans un flux thermique de 3 a
4.1o14 n.cm-2.s-1 pendant 2 cycles de 21 jours dans le reacteur a
haut flux BR2. Les problemas de radioprotection lors de !'exploitation 8taient lies a la manipulation de quantites importantes d'emetteurs alpha de tres haute toxicit8. Chaque cycle de traitement consistait dans la separation d'environ 70 Ci 226Ra, 40 Ci 227Ac et 100
Ci 2 28Th et dans le conditionnement de deux capsules de 40 a 70 Ci de
226Ra pour l'irradiation (1,2). Les operations de conditionnement et
de separation pour la production d'227Ac 8taient effectuees dans deux
boites alpha-stanches (a1 et a 2 J, leur volume 8tait respectivement de
7 et 5 m3. Chaque boite 8tait installee dans une des deux chambres,
qui conS;oitiLJaient l' ensemble de la cellule blindee 1000 Ci-MeV. Les
boites 8taient reliees entre-elles par un soufflet rigide a travers
un mur de blindage, qui separait les deux chambres. L'atmosphere des
boites 8tait purifies en radon (220Rn, 2 22 Rnl par adsorption sur des
trappes a charbon actif et refroidies a l'azote liquids. La cellule
blindee elle-meme 8tait munie d'un systems de ventilation pourvu de
filtres absolus.
1.2. £'exploitation des installations de production se repartissait sur
trois periodes :
la premiere de 1969 a 1971 lors de la production de 300 Cid'227Ac
et 750 Ci de 228Th
une seconde de 1971 a 1972 avec une revision complete des installations. Une fuite importante (100 l.h-1.m3 par rapport a
1 l.h-1.m-3J exigeant des reparations. Les ameliorations apport8es a l'installat~on diminuaient le rejet par la cheminee de2.1o-5
Ci.s-1 a 2.10-6 Ci.s-1
- une troisieme de 1973 a 1974 d'exploitation avec production de 620
Ci d'227Ac, 1700 Ci de 228Th et recyclage de 925 Ci de 226Ra.
2. ASPECTS GENERAUX DU DEMANTELEMENT DE L'INSTALLATION
2.1. Principes g8n8raux
La solution admise sur le plan de s8curit8 8tait la transformation de la cellule blindee dans une zone de travail alpha, permettant l'intervention en
scaphandre. Dans cette zone 8taient executes le demontage prealable, la reduction des t6les par decoupage au chalumeau plasma et le conditionnement final par enrobage des dechets dans du beton dans des fOts de 400 1.
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Avant tout demontage, lorsque !'installation possedait encore ses protections et son equipement complet il avait ete procede aux travaux d'evacuation du petit materiel, de la decontamination de l'interieur des boites
(facteur de reduction moyen 10) et aux controles de la contamination residuelle et du taux de rayonnement.
2.2. Methodes et organisation du travail
2.2.1. Oecoupage par chalumeau plasma
Le decoupage de la tole des boites a l'aide d'un chalumeau plasma etait
retenu ; en effet la vitesse importante de decoupe permettait de diminuer
le temps d'exposition des scaphandriers.
La fumee provenant de'la torche exigeait un changement du regime de ventilation (de'24 renouvellements par heure a 88). La fumes, formes de particules dont 88% avaient un diametre moyen ponderable inferieur a 1,5 ~m.
necessitait une protection des filtres absolus par un prefiltre amovible.
Des incendies limites, dus a l'inflammation de la paraffine, employee pour
l'isolation des conducteurs electriques a l'interieur des boites, etaient
eteints au moyen d'extincteurs portatifs a neige carbonique.
2.2.2. Equipement et securite des scaphandriers
Les techniques employees et une planification des operations avaient permis
de reduire au maximum l'exposition externe et interne des scaphandriers.
2.2.2.1. Les techniques employees :
- Le scaphandre utilise etait compose d'une combinaison de vinyls autoextinguible d'une seule plece et non recuperable. Il etait aliments en
air comprime et filtre.
- Lors de l'emploi de la torche plasma un poncho en amiante ou en coton
incombustible protegeait le scaphandre.
- L'exposition externe etait determines par dosimetrie (OTL, film, stylos
dosimetresl. Chaque scaphandrier etait muni de deux ensembles de dosimetres, l'un a l'interieur et l'autre a l'exterieur du scaphandre. La
regle generals consistait a limiter la dose corporelle inferieure a 2000
mrem.
- L'exposition interne etait controlee par une mesure du mucus nasal apres
chaque intervention. Lors d'un depassement du niveau d'investigation
(1000 dpm en a), des prelevements biologiques etaient effectues. Chaque
scaphandrier subit une mesure de la contamination au niveau des poumons.
- La teneur en radon de !'atmosphere des differentes parties de !'installation etait controlee par un systems de moniteurs (1).
2.2.2.2. La planification :
- La duree de chaque tache etait de l'ordre de 10 a 20 minutes en fonction
du taux de rayonnement. Chaque entree de scaphandriers etait precedes
d'une instruction a l'aide de photos detaillees.
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Chaque tache etait executee pour des raisons de securite par deux personnes.
Les travaux etaient guides de l'exterieur par un operateur qui
suivait le travail en cours a travers une baie vitree. Cet operateur
etait en liaison permanente par interphone avec les scaphandriers.
3. CONCLUSIOf~S

Aucun incident n'etait note durant le demantelement des deux boites alpha.
La duree des operations etait respectivement 150 h pour a 1 et 120 h pour
a2.

Doses en
mrem
inferieures a

Cumulatif en %
cx1

cx2

Analyse
mucus nasal
inferieure a

Cumulatif en %
a1

cx2
57

500

22

19

10 dpm

34

1000

46

44

20 dpm

55

74

1500

71

77

50 dpm

73

85

2000

99.8

100

100 dpm

84

91

500 dpm

94

98

1000 dpm

3

1

10.000

1280

185

104

Dose
moyenne
mrem
Dose
maximum

1080

1060
maximum
dpm

2100

1960

Dose totale en
hommesrem

61

45

Nombre de
personnes

56

TABLEAU 1

42

nombre total d'analyses

Doses corporelles et contamination du personnel
d'intervention.

Le tableau 1 indique la distribution des doses corporelles re9ues par le
personnel qui avait travaille dans des champs de rayonnement variant entre 0.3 et 3 R.h- 1 , avec un maximum de 100 R.h-1.
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Seulement 3 et 1 % des analyses du mucus nasal etaient superieurs a 1000
dpm. Aucune contamination interne n'etait decelee ni par les analyses des
prelevements biologiques ni par la mesure de la contamination au niveau
des poumons.
Nous retenons particulierement la souplesse obtenue par l'emploi de la
torche plasma lors du demantelement de ces installations contaminees par
des radio-elements tres radiotoxiques sous un champ de rayonnement important.
REFERENCES
(11 J.P. DEWORM, G. FIEUW "Problemes de radioprotection poses lors de la
production de quantites importantes d'227Ac."
VIe Congres international de la Societe Fran9aise de radioprotection
Bordeaux 27-30 mars 1972 p. 195
(2) L.H. BAETSLE, A.C. DEMILDT, D. HUYS, A. DRDISSART, J. ROOSE
Gram scale production of 227Ac from irradiated radium.
Deuxieme symposium international sur l'energie d'origine radio-isotopique DCDE Madrid 29/5 - 1/6/1972. Compte rendu p. 95.
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LE DECLASSEMENT DES INSTALLATIONS NUCLEAIRES
par : A. CREGUT
M. JACQUEMIN

- C.E.A./IPSN
- C.E.A./IPSN

I. NIVEAUX DE DECLASSEMENT

Il est entendu que le declassement implique l'arret definitif de l'installation et change la situation juridique.
Le combustible, ou la matiere radioac.tive traitee, ainsi que les dechets
produits en exploitation courante ont ete au prealable enleves par les
moyens habituels de l'installation.
On distingue trois stades de declassement, caracterises chacun par deux
parametres a) l'etat physique de l'installation; b) la surveillance necessaire.
Niveau I : fermeture sous surveillance
a) l'installation est decontaminee, mais n'est pas modifiee ; l'atmosphere reste conditionnee par une ventilation appropriee.
b) l'acces dans le batiment est limite et controle ; une surveillance
de la radioactivite a l'interieur eta l'exterieur est assuree, des
inspections periodiques sont effectuees pour verifier la bonne conservation de l'installation; l'etancheite du confinement est controlee periodiquement.
Niveau 2 : liberation partielle et conditionnelle de l'emplacement
a) le confinement primaire est ramene au volume minimal et son etancheite
est renforcee par des moyens mecaniques. La protection biologique est
prolongee pour entourer entierement la premiere barriere, toutes les
parties demontables sont enlevees et peuvent etre stockees a l'intsrieur du confinement primaire. Le batiment etanche et sa ventilation
peuvent etre modifies en vue d'une autre utilisation.
b) la surveillance se reduit a des controles localises et espaces, et a
des inspections externes du confinement. L'installation reste sur un
site nucleaire ; sa nouvelle utilisation est soumise aux regles d'acces et de travail en vigueur sur le site.
Niveau 3 : liberation totale et inconditionnelle
a) tous les materiaux dont l'activite residuelle depasse les limites
admissibles pour un libre usage sont enleves.
b) aucune surveillance n'est plus exercee. L'emplacement peut ne plus
etre site nucleaire.
Le choix du niveau de declassement peut etre determine par des considerations economiques, par les exigences des autorites, par la pression du
public, par le besoin de recuperer totalement l'emplacement ou de le ceder
a un tiers pour un usage non nucleaire.
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Il n'est pas obligatoire, pour arriver au niveau 3, de passer successivement par les deux premiers. Mais, notamment dans le cas des reacteurs,
il sera en fait utile de passer par le niveau I et d'y rester un temps
suffisant pour permettre la decroissance de l'activite residuelle et
faciliter ainsi le passage au niveau 3.

2. LE DECLASSEMENT ET SA MTSF. F.N OF.lJVRF.

F.QIJIPEMENTS ET TECHNIQUES

CONCERNES.

Lorsque le niveau choisi pour le declassement d'une insta!'lation conduit
a son demontage et a son demantelement, les travaux a realiser ne sont pas
fondamentalement differents de ceux qui couvrent les operations d'entretien ou d'intervention. Toutefois, les difficultes sont accrues par la
presence :
- de pieces tres lourdes a decontaminer, demonter, decouper et manutentionner en actif (4 a 600 tonnes pour une cuve de PWR par exemple).
- de tres grandes quantites de materiaux actifs et contamines a conditionner, transporter et stocker (3 a 5000 tonnes de graphite, 100
a 1500 tonnes d'acier de structure, 2000 a 18000 m3 de beton).
-de quantites importantes d'effluents

a

traiter et

a

evacuer.

Les operations prennent alors un caractere industriel dont le rendement,
la surete et la securite reposent sur l'existence d'equipements specialises et la maitrise de techniques appropriees.
Les methodes et techniques connues et les equipements specialises necessaires peuvent se classer comme suit :
2. I. Decontamination
- par jets d'eau haute pression et faible debit.
- par procedes chimiques.
- par meulage, rabotage et sablage.
2.2. Decoupage

-a

l'arc.

- au plasma.

-a

l'explosif par charge creuse.

- au marteau piqueur.

- a

la perforatrice.

- a la lance thermique.
- mecanique (scie, cisaille et verin).
- au laser.
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2.3. Demontage a distance
- par telemanipulateur.
- par teleoperateur.
2.4. Manutention a distance
- par eng ins tele.commandes.
2.5. Conditionnement pour transport et stockage
- traitement de fixation, de contamination.
-reduction de volume (compactage par presse, compacteur etc .•. ).
- conditionnement des materiaux (resine, bitume, beton etc •.. ).
2.6. Transport
- par hotte de manutention.
- par chateau de transport.
- par vehicule specialise.
2.7. Traitement des effluents et dechets
- par les

procede~

deja connus.

- par des procedes particuliers pour certains materiaux (brulage
du graphite, epuration du sodium etc .•• ).
2.8. Stockage particulier
- beton active par exemple.
2.9. Protection
- cabine blindee "deplac;able".
- bouclier biologique standard "deplac;able".
- installation transportable telle que sas personnel.
- cabine de decontamination, etc •••
3. EXPERIENCE EN FRANCE
Le nombre des installations mises a l'arret definitif en France est
relativement restreint. Toutefois, la diversite des unites concernees et
les etudes et travaux qui ont ete realises a l'occasion de ces arrets ont
apporte une contribution significative a la connaissance des problemes lies
au declassement et ont souligne quelques unes des difficultes a surmonter.
Les installations qui ont ete traitees sont :
- pour les reacteurs de puissance
GI et EdF I de la filiere UNGG.
-pour les reacteurs d'experimentation
Pegase, Peggy et Minerve du type piscine
Zoe, EL2 du type D20
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- pour les usines
le pilate d'extraction du plutonium du Centre de Fontenay-aux-Roses.
l'extraction d'uranium du Centre du Bouchet.
- pour les cellules
Attila
(unite pilate de retraitement du combustible par voie seche).
Elan II B (unite de fabrication de sources de strontium).
La situation de ces installations en prenant comme base de reference les
niveaux de declassement tels que definis par l'Agence Internationale de
l'Energie Atomique est ace jour la suivante
au niveau I
au niveau 2
au niveau 3

Gl, EdF I, Pegase (I), Attila (I), et Elan II B (1).
EL2.
Peggy, Minerve (en cours de reinstallation sur le Centre
de Cadarache).
l'usine pilate d'extraction du plutonium de Fontenay-auxRoses.
l'usine d'extraction d'uranium du Bouchet.

En fonction des installations considerees, on peut d'ores et deja tirer
les enseignements suivants :
- pour les r~acteurs de puissance
la possibilite du demantelement total existe malgre les difficultes liees
a la tres grande quantite de materiaux actifs et contamines qui sent mis
en oeuvre. Il semble toutefois necessaire d'ameliorer les equipements de
decoupage et manutention aussi bien pour les aciers de fortes epaisseurs
que pour les betons de protection biologique.
Il faut en outre s'attacher a reduire les quantites de dechets en developpant des precedes tels que l'incineration du graphite pour les reacteurs de la filiere UNGG.
- pour les usines et cellules, deux problemes delicats sent a souligner :
la recuperation des emetteurs alpha au cours des decontaminations et le
stockage des dechets produits.
On peut noter la solution originale du retour a la mine d'origine d'une
tres grande quantite des dechets de tres faible activite provenant de
l'usine du Bouchet.
Il faut aussi evoquer les etudes de principe sur la faisabilite du
declassement aux divers niveaux d'un PWR de 1200 MWe qui ont permis
d'estimer le cout probable de chacune de ces solutions.

(I) On etudie actuellement les possibilites de reconversion de ces ins-

tallations.
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MEASUREMENT of ENVIRO~~KTAL Y-RADIATION and
ESTIMATION of DOSE EQUIVALENT RATE
I.Urabe, T.Tsujimoto, K.Yamasaki, T.Yoshimoto, K.Okamoto, and
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University
Kumatori-Cho, Sennan-Gun, Osaka, Japan

K.~tsurayama

N.Itakura, Y.Nakashima
Faculty of Engineering, Nagoya University
Furo-Cho, Chikusa-Ku, Nagoya, Japane
l. INTRODFCTIOK

From the view point of health physics, it is the important problems to
determinH the Y-radiation energy spectra and to estimate the absorbed doses
in organs. Though many investigations on the terrestrial Y-radiation and on
the absorbed dose in several organs ha.ve been made, only a little have been
reported on the dose equivalent rate caused terrestrial Y-radiation, and
almost of these researches have been obtained being calculated numerically.
To estimate dose equivalent rates in human organs placed in natural
environment, true energy spectra of the radiation with energy up to 3 MeV
at the place of int,erest must be evaluated. In the various unfolding
techniques of pulse-height distributions obtained Nai(Tl) scintillation
detector, true energy spectra of Y-radiation could be estimated by the
iterative technique using the response matrix. The present paper includes a
evaluation of true photon energy spectra due to environmental Y-radiation,
and an estimation of dose equivalent rates in testes, ovaries, and bone
marrow in some radiation fields after Jones' results.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Measurements
Pulse-height distributions were mea.sured in some environments by using a
sc ir.tillat,i on spectrometer with 3"+spheri cal Nai (Tl) crystal encapsuled in
almirum >'ith 0.8 mm thick. Measurements were carried out in the field and
in the laboratory at Research Reactor Institute of Kyoto University. The
detector was placed at one meter from the ground surface in the field, or
from the floor in the labora.tory whose wall was made of concrete. A pulseheight analyzer recorded pulses due to Y-radiation of the energy range
between 0 and 3 MeV, which covered the entire range of the terrestrial Yradiation.
Pulse-height distributions observed using a Nai(Tl) scintillation spectrometer do not genera~.ly show the true photon energy spectra incident on a
detector, because of complex interactions in a Nai(Tl) detector even for
mono-energetic photons. To obtain the true energy spectra, pulse-height
diE"t.ributions must be unfolded by using the response function or the
rE>sponse matrix of the whole measuring system. The pulse-height distributions were divided into 34 histograms, whose energy division was chosen
as 0.02 ME>V obtained between 0 and 0.1 MeV and as 0.1 MeV above 0.1 MeV.
The 34 x 34 response matrix of the system was used to unfold observed pulseheight distributions into the true energy spectra by using iterative
technique, Exposure rates can be evaluated on the basis of the true photon
energy spectra.,
2.2. Dose Equivalent Rate
After the exposure rates causE>d by environmental Y-radiation were obtained,
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absorbed dose in each organ have been determiLed by using the relation
bet,ceen absort.ed dos" in each organ evaluated with the aid of a real ist.ic
phantom and that. in air (exposure) at. the point of int.eresto
Some experiments and calculations have been made to determine the relation
bet.we&n absorbed dose rates and exposure rateso Experimental mea.surement.s
of organ absorbed dose rates have been reported by Jones, who used a human
phantom consisting of t.issuelike materials and boneso Had/roentgen
conversion factors were reported in h1s study for ll photon energies rangjng
up to 1 o 25 MeV. His measiJrements, however, were not involved the evergy
above 1 o25 MeV o Therefor'", Jones' results wen· extraporat.E'd up to 3 MPV,
t.akiLg intc consideration of otter studies, in order to include the entire
energy ra.nge of envircnmental photons,

After the determina-tion of the relation bet•·een absorbed dose rates in
testes, ovaries, and bone man· ow and exposllre rates for wide energy rangP,
absort.ed dose rates were obtained for eacl: organ of human body of interest..
The procedllre includes the determination of absorbed doses for eacl-. energy
wid-th in the spectra obtained in the enYircnments using rad/roentgen
conversion factors as abov,.e mentioned, and summir1g up

thf~.SE

absorbed C.oses

obtained .. Since qua.lity fa.ct.cr (QF) for electrons origir.a.ting from photon
irradiation i~ chosen as one, a dose equivalent can be referred to an
absorbed dose rate derived here.
3. RESCI.TS and

DJ

SCUSSIC!J

3.1. Observed Prlse-heigbt Distributions and True Ptotcn Spectra
Typical pulse-beight. distributions observed in the field and in the laboratory were .,shown in Fig. l. As is evid(mt fror-1 th" figure, clear differnce
was found between the two. The peak at about. 0.66 MeV in the field was
considered due to cesium137, one of the fallout
nuclideso On"the other
K)IOIO l.itlv.(KUR) 1976.4
hand, the result obtained
field
• 1oboratory
in the laboratory showed
a li-ttle weak intensiiy
f
below Oo2 MeV. Pulsei
height distributions
~
obtain"d in the field a.nd
i
in the laboratory were
analyzed with the aid. of
response matrixo The
results were sho-w·n in Fig,.
I0'2, AR ca11 l•e seen from the
figure, the true spectra
lifo~----,1~00~--~~~----~~~----~~~----~~~
consist of components due
Channel Number
to primary Y-ra.diation a.nd
scatter~d ones fron both
na-tera.l occuring and
Fig. 1. ObsPrved Pdse-height. Distributions
fall out ra.di cnnc !ides o
o

.

3.2. Exposure Ra-tes and Dose Equivalent Rates
Expt•sure rates due to the environmental '\'-radiation were obtainPd on the
basis of the true spectra. These n•sul ts werE' shovrn in Fig, 3. Exposure
ra.tt·s obtain"d in the field and in the laboratry were 5.5 ancl 4,5 [lR/h,
n•spectivelyo One of mair, causes of th" above difference seems to be due to
absorption or scattering of the t.errPstrial '\'-radiation by the building.
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Gew•ra.l ly speaking, there werE· much photcns ar1 s1r:g from potassium--40
contained in the concrete floor and wall in the laborat0ry than in the
field covered witb lawn. But the rPsults ohtain"d here were contra.ry to
thiE expecta.tion. Thic seems t.o be o<lir.g to pota~sic.11 amounted 'artificially
to grow the lawn. Another cause was due to shielding of Y-radiaticn arisir.g
from the fallout radionuclides. ExposurE· rate due· to cesium-137 was roughly
estimatc·d ''ii.h the ai<I of these rt>sults obtaill<'C bPl'f·, and found tc be 0.10.2 r.tR/h.
Dose equiva] e:nt, ra.tt·s in testE·S, ovaries, and bone rr,arrc:w

the exposvr•• ra t.es as a ftcnction of photon
energy were shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.
Dose equivalent rai.es in each organ
obtained in the field were 4.0, 3.5,
4 3, and in the laboratory 3.4, 3.0,
3.7 r.trem/h, respectively. And the ratio of
rem/roentgen in each organ could be determir.ed to be 0.73, 0.64, 0.78, and 0.74,
0.65, 0.80, respectively. The ratios of
rPm/roentgen at various field did not
change remarkably in spite of the difference.
appeared in the spectra. In many studies
on human expo sun>, a few have mentioned
absorbed dose in human organs in relation
to environmental Y-radiation. Investigations
on absorbed doses in relation to environmental Y-radiati.on field hav€ been made by
Bennet, and O'brien. Bennet have estimated
absor'bed doses after obtainir.g the depth-·
dose di~tributions around the body
resulting from the uniform distributions
of uranium-238 series, thorium-232 series,
potassium-40, and the plane and exponential
distributions of cesium-137 in the soil,
Bennet's results were different
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slightly from the results obtained in the pr<>sent study for the ratios
rem/roentgen. Main sources of the differences might be in way of evaluation
of Y-ray field and in extraporation of rad/roentgen conversion factor
above 1.25 MPV. The calculation obtained with the aid of )-dimensional
Monte Carlo code ha~e rPported by O'brien. The dose to each of 34 organs
and groups of organs irradiated i•otropieally with mono-energetic photons
from Oo02 MeV to 10 MeV were calculatedo O'brien's results were lower than
those of Jones, Bennet, and the present study, Further studies will be
necessary for di•cus5ion on the differedce in the conversion factors.
To estimate the gonadal dose, the rad/roentgen conversion factor was
recomended by the UNSCEAR as Oo6o However, the present results show
slightly higher compared with thato
CONCI.l'S I ON
Energy spectra caused by Y-radiation were obtained in the natural
environments and in the laboratory.
Dos8 equivalent rates in testes, ovad_es, and bone marrow were estimated
in the field and in the laboratory, rPspectively.
Though the con~ersion factors obta.ined here werP slightly larger compared
with that of UNSCEAR, unique conversion fa.ctor rerh/r·oentgen in each organ
may be used to obtain thP dose equivalent rates in testes, ovaries, and
bon•• marrcv. after measurerrents of absorbed dose in air.
REFFERENCEH
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IN SITU MEASUREMENTS WITH A Ge(Li)-SPECTROMETER
AROUND A NUCLEAR POWER STATION.
R.R. Finck, K. Liden and R.B.R. Persson
Department of Radiation Physics, University of Lund,
Lund, Sweden

1.

INTRODUCTION

The development of large Ge(Li)-detectors with high energy resolution has
not only made it possible to measure small amounts of artificial radionuclides in the natural radiation background but also offered a possibility
to record very low exposure levels. Already in 1972 we started to build
a mobile laboratory for Ge(Li)-spectrometry measurements in the field.
This equipment was devoted to studies of the influence of nuclear power
plants on the radiation field in their environment (1).
Barseb~ck
Nuclear Power Station is situated about 17 km from Lund. This is a convenient distance for regular excursions from our Institute at the University.
A network of measuring points was set up before the first reactor
was started and the background levels were studied very carefully. After
reactor startup in 1975 measurements have been performed at various distances from the reactor and at various occasions.
2.

EQUIPMENT

Fig 1 shows the closed end coaxially drifted Ge(Li)-detector mounted on a
tripod.
The detector is set vertically beneath the cryostat in order to
minimise shielding of the primary radiation field from ground deposited
radionuclides.
The preamplifier power is derived from NiCd-batteries
with 8 h capacity. They are, however, normally charged from the generator. High voltage for the detector bias is obtained from an incapsulated
battery package. As soon as the pulse height distribution is recorded in
the analyzer core memory a preliminary evaluation is performed. Normally
the data is transferred to paper tape for computer analysis at the laboratory in Lund. It is thus possible to calculate th~ amount of radionuclides deposited on ground in Bq/m 2 (nCi/m2 i and also to calculate the
exposure contribution from each radionuclide in ~R/h or absorbed dose
rate in air ~Gy/s (~ad/h).
3.

MEASUREMENTS

The background radiation field in the vicinity of Barseb~ck Nuclear Power
Plant was studied in 1974 when the plant was under construction. The reactor was started in Janury, 1975. No significant influence from the reactor operations was observed in measurements of ground activity concentrations carried out since the startup. Table 1 shows the results from
measurements on a grass-covered area bordering the reactor fence line.
The activity concentration of I-131 has been less than 7 Bq/m 2 (0.2
2
nCi/m ) until October, 1976.
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Fig 1.
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earth

System diagram of field Ge(Li) gamma spectrometric equipment.
Year of
measurement

Activity concentration,
40
232
238
Th
K
u
+

+

+

Bq/kg
137
Cs
+

14 - 1

17 - 1

555 - 7

5.9 - 0.4

1975

14 - 1

17 - 1

5.9 - 0.4

1976

13 - 2

14 - 2

551 - 7
+
518 - 15

1974

+
+

+
+

+

+
+

5.2 - 0.7

TABLE 1 Activity concentrations in soil under a grasscovered area just outside the fence line of Barseback
Nuclear Power Plant. The activity concentrations,
including overall uncertainty limits, are given in Bq/kg
(1 Bq = 0.027 nCi).
3.1 Fall-out Measurements
In measurements performed during the period October, 22
November, 2
1976 fresh fission products were recorded at places in the vicinity of
Barseback, Lund and Ljungbyhed (42 km north of Lund). The variation in
surface area concentration of these fission products at the three places
was very small. We therefore believe that they are originating from a
Chinese nuclear explosion in the atmosphere of September, 26 1976. Fig 2
shows a pulse height distribution recorded in situ 1 m above ground at
Barseback. Peaks in count rate due to natural radionuclides are indicated at the top of the figure and at the bottom are shown the fission products.
Table 2 gives the area concentration of the main fission products recorded.
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In ~ pulse height distribution recorded at Barseback on
28 October 1976 with the Ge(Li) detector 1 m above ground.
Counting time = 6 h.

Bq/m

2

+

nCi/m 2
+

Ce-141

140 - 20

I-131

41 - 7

1,1 - 0,2

130 - 15

3,5 - 0,4

La-140

+
+

+

3,7 - 0,5
+
+

+

Ru-103

44 - 7

1,2 - 0,2

Zr-95

96 - 20

2,6 - 0,5

Nb-95

48 - 10

+
+

+
+

1 '3 - 0,3
TABLE 2 Surface activity concentrations in
Barseback 29 October 1976.
3.2 Radiation Field Measurements
Due to our carefully performed background studies before reactor startup
we have been able to record an additional photon fluence near the power
plant. A significant increase was detected in the 511 keV peak at 250 m
from the reactor which was proportional to the power output of the generator. Further measurements revealed that this is due to N-16 (TI/2 = 7.2
s) and C-15 (Tt/2 = 2.45 s) which are produced in the reactor water by
the (n,p) and (n,a) reactions on 0-16 and 0-18 respectively.
Scattered
radiation from the high energy gamma rays of 5 - 7 MeV, produced in the
decay of these radionuclides contributes significantly to the environmental radiation in the neighbourhood of a power station (2).
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3.3 Heasurements of Xe-133 Release
We have also recorded a test release of Xe-133 from the Barseb~ck II reactor.
The detector was placed at ground level in the direction of wind
200m from the base of the 110m release stack. A total activity of 260
GBq (7 Ci) was released through the stack during a time interval of 4.5
min. The detector recorded the full energy absorption peak at 81 keV and
a large continuum of scatteced cadiatiun below Lhis energy. From the
measurements it was possible to"estimate the minimum detectable release
rate for Xe-133.
The mLnLmum detectable release rates for Xe-133 at 110 m and wind speed
of 6 m/s (lofting plume) are estimated to be about 30 MBq/s (0.8 mCi/s)
assuming a continous release for a period of 1 hour and 10 MBq/s (0.3
mCi/s) during 6 hours release time. These values, however, depend directly on wind speed and are also sensitive to the .shape and movement of
the plume. The minimum detectable activity rates correspond to exposure
rates at the detector of 0.05 ~R/h and 0.02 ~R/h respectively.
At this short distance from the release stack the geometry of the plume
normally is quite simple and the distance to the ground is approximately
equal to the stack height. At greater distances from the stack the shape
and height of the plume depend very much on weather conditions and thus
complicate the calculations of plume activity concentration. But a possibility exists to estimate an approximate effective distance to the
plume from the ratio of count rate obtained in the full energy peak from
primary photons to the count rate in the low energy continuum obtained
from air-scattered photons. Normally, however, estimation of exposure
rate at ground level is of the main interest. The direct calculation of
exposure rates is done from measurements of primary and scattered radiation at the detector. This can be made more accurate than the activity
calculations of the plume since no knowledge of source-detector distance
is necessary in converting the pulse height distribution to exposure
rate.
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MEASUREMENTS OF NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY AND EMANATION POWER OF
COAL-FUELED POWER PLANT WASTES USED IN BUILDING INDUSTRY
Jerzy Pensko and Zofia Stpiczynska
Institute of Nuclear Research,05-400 Swierk-Otwock,Poland
1. INTRODUCTION
Fly-ash and slag, the waste products of fossil-fueled power plants, are valuable raw materials for making concrete and sintered
fine aggregate which are used for house constructing& Such materials among other trace elements contain uranium and thorium with
their daughter products, as well as potassium-40 which are main
radioactive components of these wastes. Therefore, the radioactivity control of fly-ash and slag should make the main point of
utilizing these wastes in building,industry. Such control is necessary for the estimation and control of future population exposure level. In addition to cosmic-rays there are two main sources of human radiation exposure indoors: gamma-ray external
whole body irradiation originating from the walls and lung tissues exposure by alpha-rays emitted by radon daughters pr~sent
in the inhaled air. Thus, for proper estimation of this kind of
radiation hazard to the population two kinds of information are
required: the knowledge of the concentration of main natural gamma-ray emitters in coal-fueled power plant wastes and the values
of the radon emanation power from fly-ash and slag samples.
2. METHODS
Natural radionuclides present in coal fuel are in radioactive
equillibrium but during the combustion of coal and flotation processes of wastes some radionuclides can be eliminated from the
ash or slag thus causing some disturbances in equillibrium conditions. It is however no~ difficult to prove that the practical
radioactive equillibrium within radionuclides from 226 Ra to 210Pb
and from 228Th to 208 Tl respectively is established approx. 1 month after the formation of coal-fueled power. plant wastes. As the
contribution of all precursors of 226 Ra and 228Th in the indoor
gamma radiation field and whole body dose is negligible the main
attention was paid to 214 Bi and 208Tl which emit high energy gamma radiation of 1.764 MeV and 2.614 MeV, respectively. These radionuclides also determine the concentrations of 226 Ra and 228Th
in the samples investigated and are easily measured with a 3-chan793

nel scintillation gamma-ray spectrometer.
For calibration of the spectrometer 3 kinds of standard sources
were prepared: 4°K standard was made using KCl pure p.a. the activity of which was estimated from literatire data(11 214 Bi standard was prepared using the uranium ore in which the concentration of u o in equillibrium with daughters was estimated to be
3 3
0.471~0.002 % and 208Tl standard was made using the Th0 pure p.
3
a. in which the 208Tl activity was experimentally estimated to be
+
4 uci_g- 1 • The standard sources were spread uniformly
0.09 67-0.000
1
in Si0 2 pure p.a., the volume of which was 2000 cm3. The same volume of all samples was kept, during the measurements. The concentrations /in pCi g- 1; of 4°K, 214 Bi and 208Tl in the samples under
investigation were determined using the following equations:
where NK,NBi'NTl are the counting rates estimated for 4°K,
214 Bi and 208Tl gamma-ray to/1/ tal absorption peaks /1o- 3 cps/,
mp is the mass of sample /g/,
mw is the mass of standard / g/
a is an experimentally determined factor for the correction of the self-absorption effect / a=2.7 10-6 g-1 -+ 2. 6 ~;
~ •
The numerical coefficients in equations /1/ represent the calibration factors and are expressed in 103 pCi/cps. The sensitivity of
the method was determined to be
AK = 1.7 pCi g- 1 ~ 23%
These values were obtained for
1
ABi= 0.5 pCi g- + 17%
/2/ the sample and background measuring times equal to 5 10 4 s.
ATl= 0.09pCi g- 1 + 12 %
In coal-fueled power plant wastes 222 Rn is present in the form of
a noble gas which could migrate through these porous media to the
atmosphere. For the estimation of the emanation coefficient, which
is defined as the ratio of migrating 222 Rn to the 226 Ra c~ntent
in the sample, the material investigated was placed in an air-tight glass container 22 em in diameter and 6000 cm3 in volume.
Radon ·diffusing from the sample into the air inside the container
become uniformly distributed in the air volume through the gap in
the doubly ground glass plate which divided the cpntainer in two
parts. The application of_ a doubly ground glass plate made it possible to separate air-radon from the sample-radon while transfering the air sample into the measuring chamber by vacuum technic.
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The emanation coefficients were estimated for thick samples the
optimal thickness of which was found to be approx. 9 em. This
was assesed by estimating the diffusion factor which for the po~6
2 -1
.
wer plant fly-ashes amounted to 8.5 10
em s • The e~t1mated
diffusion factor proved to be very small compared for example
with the soil for which it was found to be approx.5 10- 2 cm2 s- 1 (~.
All fly-ash and slag samples were dried at 105°C before placing
inside the container and air-radon samples were measured after
4 days. Radon was measured in an electro~tatically operated cylindrical steel chamber /3000 cm3/ in which alpha-ray scintillations were counted by a photomultiplier and typical electronic
equipment(3). The sensitivity of our new radon measuring system
was 50 pCi m-3 and this figure could be lowered if necessary
being about two orders of magnitude greater than that for typical measurements. The calibration factor estimated by means of
a standard radium solution was found to be 1.8 10- 2 cps/pCi.
3. RESULTS
The application of the above methods permitted the determination
of radiological parameters of coal-fueled power plant wastes. All
ash samples were taken from each funnel of electro-filters 6 times daily during the optimal load of an electric generator. Slag
samples were taken similarly from the slag tank. The radioactivity was estimated separately for averaged samples taken from
each of 3 areas of fl~ash fall. The measurement results of sporadically taken samples from 10 big coal-fueled power plants are
shown in Table 1. Table 2 presents condensed results obtained for
one big coal-fueled power plant from which 108 waste samples were
taken systematically during the whole year 1976. In the table the
results of air absorbed dose rate computations for various geometrical conditions of irradiation were also included.
The distribution of natural radionuclide concentrations in fly-ash and slag samples taken from 10 big coal~fueled power plants
under investigation shows that the radioactive properties of these wastes depend mainly on the class of the coal burned /Tab.1/
and on the combustion processes. Very small fluctuations in the
radioactivity concentrations in the wastes originated from the
same power plant investigated during the whole year /Tab.2/ confirmed this conclusion.The emanation power of fly-ash and slag
samples is very low and nearly identical for both materials. The
emanation coefficient does not exceed in this case 1.6 %. From
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Table 2 it can be seen that the highest contribution in the in226
doors gamma-ray field have short-lived decay products of
Ra.
Radionuclide

Concentration, pCi/g

40K

12.4 - 20.6
1. 7
3.9
0.32 - 0.70

::r:
214Bi
U)
<l!
I

>-t
~1

J:z..

(.')

<l!

~
U)

208Tl
222Rn
40K
214Bi
208Tl
222Rn

Range

-

10.6 - 18.2
1.0
3.6
0.34 - 0.57

-

Emanation Coeffitient,%
Range

Mean

Mean

16.9
2.6
0.58
0.20- 1.16

0.54

0.24- 1.53

0.70

13.3
1 .8
0.46

Table 1. Radiological features of grate wastes produced by selected coal-fueled big power plant.
Radionuclide

Concentration, pCi/g
Range

Mean

40K
::r: 214Bi
~
I
208Tl

10.4 - 48.0
1. 9 - 16.5
0. 5 - 2.9

22.'i
6,4
1.1

All
40K
214Bi
208Tl

6.1 - 60.2
0. 5 - 12.4
0.2 - 4.0

17.3
4.3
1 .2

~
(.')

j
U)

All

Air dose-rate / ?urad/h/
at f~eomet :y
_3lt_
21(
41f
3.6
5.4
7.2
10.1
1 5.1
20.2
2.8
4.2
5.6
24.7
16.5
33.0
2.8
6.9
3.3
13.0

4.2
10.4
'i.O
19.6

5.6
13.8
6.0
26.0

-

Table 2. Radiological features of grate wastes produced by 10
different big coal-fueled power plants and calculated
air absorbed dose-rate for various geometry of irradiation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Tritium is an interesting and important radionuclide due to its characteristics, production and distribution, uses, and behavior, especially its biological behavior. It represents the radioactive species of hydrogen and is
given the special designation, tritium, along with its sister nuclides, protiUJJ• and deuteriUJn. ThE> decay of tritiUill is by emission of a beta particle
with a maximum energy of 18 keV and an average energy of 5.7 keV. These features, along with its relatively long half-life of 12.3 years, are important
in the detection, measurements, and effects of this radionuclide.
Tritium is produced by several reactions in nature and is one of several
radionuclides which are not only naturally occurring but are produced in
abundance by man. It results from ternary fission and several other important processes of the present and projected nuclear industry. Several reviews contain relevant information on production and behavior of tritium
including an excellent report by <Tacobs (1) and the books by Evans (2) and
Moghissi and Carter (3).
2.

TRITIUM MONITORING

Systematic programs for monitoring of tritium have been in existence for
several decades. The original efforts were directed towards the measurement
and distribution of naturally occurring tritium and the understanding of its
environmental behavior. tfuen it was later produced and used widely in research activities, emphasis shifted to the health physics aspects related
to its production and applications. Nuclear weapons tests resulted in the
large production of tritium and its introduction into the environment. This
is especially true for those thermonuclear tests which were conducted in
the atmosphere. The monitoring program of the IAEA ( 4) has covered environmental tritium for several years, notably to measure trititm in precipitation.
~!oni to ring ~rograns

in and around the nuclear power reactors and other faci 1ities are required by the U. s. regulatory agencies such as Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Envirorul!ental Protection Agency. An example of a thorough tritium monitoring program is given by Krieger, et al., (5) and an
example of monitoring for tritium in various chemical forms in a luminous
dial painting operation has been presented by Moghissi, ~· (6).

The bioassay for tritium deternination usually involves analysis for this
radionuclide in urine samples. Schieferdecker (7) has reviewed the radiobioassay program conducted by a large nuclear research center.
3.

COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

There are a number of important considerations which must be evaluated in
establishing practicable and effective monitoring requirements for tritium.
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One major requirement is the availability of adequate procedures for collection and analysis of tritium samples, The adequacy refers to the sensitivity
and economics of the procedures.
On-line monitoring procedures are usually impractical unless other radionuclides are not present and the fluctuation of background radiation is small
as compared to the radiation resulting from expected levels of tritium. In
this case both ionization chambers and internal proportional counters are
useful. The latter detection devices can tolerate comparatively more interferences than the former because of their pulse height discrimination capability. An excellent review of this subject and others related to tritium
measurement methodology was prepared by NCRP (8).
Because trititoo can appear in the environment in various chemical forms, the
collection, the analysis and the hazard evaluation must take this peculiarity
of tritium into account. For the purposes of collection and analysis we shall
group tritiun1 compounds into water, elemental hydrogen and the remaining compounds, which are usually organic.
Collection of water from air is carried out on a routine basis either by passing through a bubbler containing water or by freezing (8), Occasionally rechargeable adsorbers such as molecular sieves are also used. If low-level
tritium measurements are required bubblers should not be used because a dilution by a factor of 10-100 reduces the sensitivity accordingly.
Collection of hydrogen from air is almost exclusively done by the Ostlund
method (9) which consists of the addition of hydrogen carrier and its oxidation and collection on a palladium catalyst deposited on an adsorber.
Collection of other compounds from air depends 1~on the nature of the compounds
and the requirements of the monitoring program. For example, particulates can
be collected on a filter, whereas methane can be oxidized and collected as water
(8), The collection of water and biota for tritium analysis does not pose
any special problem except a complete isolation to avoid readily occurring
moisture exchange with the atmosphere. Host routinely used analytical techniques for tritium require the conversion of the tritiated compound to pure
water. Purification of water or urine can be done by distillation or azeotropic distillation. Thjs latter technique is also useful for separation
of water from biota (10), It consists of addition of benzene to be followed
by refluxing of the mixture, Subsequent to the removal of water (and benzene) the remaining organic fraction can be oxidized (8) and the resulting
water processed.
The analysis of water for tritiun1 is usually carried out by liquid scintillation counting. Dioxane based mixtures are only of historical importance
or may be useful in specific cases, The development of emulsions has increased the sensitivity of liquid scintillation counting and has decreased
the cost of analysis. Due to the expense of the instrument it should be
recognized that the mixture of water and scintillation liquid must be optimized in terms of the product of efficiency and water content to accomodate
economic requirements of the measurement. For example, an optimized liquid
scintillation system should be capable of incorporating 10 ml of water in a
25 ml vial (10: 15) resulting in an efficiency of 22-25% with a background of
6-8 counts per minute. The optimum for urine is about 8:17 with a slightly reduced efficiency. The background for raw urine is variable and constitutes
the major reason for sensitivities for urine which are inferior by a factor
of 10 as compared to water,
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4.

FREQUENCY OF MONITORING

Until recently rules of thumb have been used to establish requirements for
the frequency of r.wni toring. ICRP (10) recornr.tends monitoring frequencies
related to the half-life of the radionuclide such as to permit an average
dose estimate extended over a year. ICPP also reco~ends monitoring of the
exposure via the critical pathway. To accomodate these requirements one
needs to know the critical pathway and the approximate turnover rate of the
medium which is being rnoni tore d. For example, tritium bioassay, if done
quarterly, has very little chance of estimating the annual tritium dose becattse the biological half-life of tritium js 10 days. It can be readily
demonstra tell that the accuracy of the estir~ation of the average concentration
of tritj~ in any rnedit~ is related to its effective turnover rate in that
medium. The effective turnover rate is defined as the combination of the
decay half-life of 12.3 years and the turnover rate of tritium in that mediUIT. It is thus evident that either a continuous sampling is necessary or
a knowledge of the turnover rate of tritium is required before an adequate
1:1onitoring progra1:1 can be established.
S.

DOSII-!ETRY

Tritium exposures are compared to standards for soluble material incorporated into the body and for ir.unersion. The soluble material may be inhaled,
ingested, or obtained through skin absorption. A route of much lesser significance may be the introduction of organic forms of tritium from industrial
sources and minor sources produced in the environment. Conversely a route
of considerable significance is the ingestion of tritiated food stuff grown
in a contaminated environment (11).
The exposures to humans from tritium taken into the body are dependent upon
the time integrated energy deposited per unit weight of tissue. Therefore,
we 2re interested in the form, intake, distribution, and residency pattern
for all the body's tritium. Although precjse equations have been developed
which adequately describe tritium kinetics in the human body (12), because
the input parameters for these data are unknown a dosintetry based on dynanic
values may be associated with large errors.
Whereas the occupational e>..-posure to tritiated water can be adequately
described by an exponential function, such a function can not be used to
estimate the radiation dose from tritiated compounds or the dose resulting
from environmental release of tritium, although the released tritium may
have been tritiated water. The reason lies in the conversion of tritiated
water to tritiated organic compounds which follow different effective turnover rates than tritiated water. A dosimetry based on the turnover rate
of tritiated water under these conditions may lead to a considerable underestimation of the dose. Because it can be assumed that under static equilibrium conditions no preference is given to any one of the hydrogen isotopes,
a continuous sampling system can be used to estimate the average tritium
concentration over an extended period such as one year and thus concentration
(C) can be applied to calculate the dose (II) using the following equation
which is based on static equilibrium conditions:
H (mrem/year)

= 0.1

Q (qut>.lity factor) • C (I'Ci/1)

There has been some confusion in the terninology of various tritiated cornpounds. For example, the terms "loose water tritium" and "bound water tritium" have been used to describe aqueous and non-aqueous tritium, respecti vdy, although the latter contains no water (13). In addition to tritiated
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water there are several other for!'ls of tritium. Tritium atoms association
with organic and inorganic compounds should be appropriately termed organically and inorganically bound tritium. In both cases, certain hydrogen atoms
are exchangeable and thus these atoms exchange with hydrogen <;~toms of water.
Because of the complexity of the subject i t would be impractical to dj stinguish among these forms of tritium for the purpose of dosimetry. It is,
however, it:lf'ortant to use tel·ms which are consistent with the scientific
terminology in Jesc:ribing the categories of tritium which occur tn environmental and biological samples. We suggest the use of two categories, narr€ ly,
aqueous and non-aqueous,
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Effective and practical techniques for the collection, preparation, ancl measurement of tritiur.I in environmental and biological systems are available
for use. These methods are relatively simple to use and produce information
and data which can be used in comprehensive tritium monitoring prograns.
Continuous samplers for collection of tritium from air or streams shCJtdd be
used whenever practicable. The sampling frequency for discrete sarnples
should be about the san:e as the effective turnover rate of tri tiUit in the
medium which is being sar.tpled. Obviously, if the expected dose is sv•all,
less frequent sampling is adequate. A dosimetry based on tritium dynamics
requires analysis of non-aqueous forms of tritium.
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A FIVE CHANNEL AREA MONITOR FOR GAMMA RAYS
A.R. Jones
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ lJO, Canada
1.

INTRODUCTION

An area monitor should permit dose rate estimates both by someone occupying
an area and by a supervisor remote from it.
Since dose-rates generally vary over a wide range in the same area, an area
monitor should be furnished with detectors at different places to avoid
larger uncertainties-in the dose rate estimate. If people can occupy the
area while there is a danger of abnormal dose rates, there should be meters
and alarms at the detector locations.
The response of the area monitor should be fast enough to alert those in the
monitored area before they are significantly exposed. At the same time, the
statistical precision must be adequate for estimating dose rates, bearing in
mind other sources of error.
For reliable operation, the monitor must have reliable power supplies,
preferably operable for limited periods without line power. To test operation of all parts of the monitor a convenient method of exposing the detectors to radiation is needed.
These considerations shaped the design of the monitor whose description
follows.
2.

DESCRIPTION

12V LEAD ACID
--~ATTERY

0- IV

ALARM ! IDYl

ANALOG
OUTPUT

q SIMILAR

CHANNELS

• A

I mRAO/HR- 10 RAO/HR
10 mRAO/HR- 100 RAO/HR
REMOTE UNIT
#I! A OR B 1•

Figure 1.

Schematic of the Monitor

Figure 1 is a schematic of the monitor and Figure 2 is a photograph of the
different units which make up the monitor.
--·;: ·l·z-;;,;~
.... r.._,•f .I ..~
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The units shown above the dotted line in F~:;~'t':r .are---rack mou~, in the
plug-in modules illustrated in Figure 2. {::;~"?>
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Figure 2.

The Components of the Monitor

The two identical power supplies supply both + and -10 V, regulated, to the
other units and keep a 12 V standby battery (Gel type lead acid) charged.
Either power supply can fail in the short or open circuit modes without
affecting operation. Line power can fail for up to 8 hours while the standby battery supplies energy even if all the five channels are in the 'alarm'
condition.
The alarm unit:
- monitors the two power supplies and indicates when one of them has
failed or if line power has failed.
- emits an audible alarm when any of the channels alarm. Five LED
lamps are used to show which channel (or channels) is alarming. The
alarm signals are reset from a switch on this unit.
contains a switch for exposing the remote unit to the beta source in
in its calibration unit.
The central units receive the pulses fr@m the remote units (containing a GM
counter) and provide an analog signal proportional to the logarithm of the
mean pulse repetition rate over a range of four decades. In the low range
version the range is 1 mrad/h - 10 rad/h and in the higher range one 10
mrad/h - 100 rad/h. (The unit of dose engraved on the meter scale is 1 rad
~ 0.01 gray).
A five channel area monitor can be composed of low or high
range channels or a mixture of both. The two versions have the same circuits but the meter scales are differently engraved. For safety, the
low and high range channels have different connectors to prevent connecting
a low range remote unit to a high range local unit or vice versa.
The analog output signals are provided by a logarithmic count rate circuit.
The smoothing time constant (T) is controlled so that it is inversely proportional to the dose rate (D)
T~~~E_

D

(1)

n

where n is the average repetition rate of the pulses from the detector which
is proportional to the dose rate. The statistical fluctuation of a counting
rate circuit is given by the relation (1)
Standard Deviation

100 %

(2)

I2Tn
100 %

(3)

l2b
which is independent of the dose rate. The importance of the varying time
constant is that it allows the use of a single GM counter as a detector over
a wide range without loss of statistical precision. It does mean very slow
response at low dose rates but at higher dose rates the response is acceler-
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ated so that people working near the detectors are not significantly exposed
during the response period.
The analog output from the central units is available to drive external
recorders, alarm circuits or a computer. It also drives a meter in the central unit and one in the remote unit. A variable alarm level can be set to
trip at any point on scale. The alarm output (a 10 volt signal) is connected
to the alarm unit and to the remote unit where a red lamp is energized.
The remote units contain GM counters (ITT type 3G70 or 3GSOO) which have the
maximum sensitivity for their range consi~tent with low counting losses (10%
at full scale). Each unit has a high voltage supply for the Geiger counter
to avoid the need for high voltage cable connections and to insulate each
channel against the effects of failure in another. The output pulse from the
GM counter cathode after amplification to 12 V is transmitted to the central
units which have a threshold between 3 and 7 V which is safely below the GM
counter pulse while providing good immunity to noise.
The low and high range units only differ in the GM counter used.
The calibration units contain a 3.7 MBq 90 Sr/ 90 Y source mounted in a wheel
which is normally positioned to shield the GM counter (and any personnel
working on the monitor) from the beta rays emitted. The wheel can be rotated
on a remote command from the alarm unit to expose the GM counter to the
source. Between the detector and source there is an aluminum wedge whose
position can be adjusted to obtain a desired output from the monitor.
3.

PERFORMANCE

Figure 3 shows the energy dependence of each GM counter. It was measured in
counts/Roentgen and energy dependent factors were used to convert the exposure to dose. The factors have been previously derived from measurements
made with a realistic phantom (2). It can be seen that above 0.1 MeV the
sensitivity of the filtered counters is approximately constant.
ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE GM COUNTERS
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Energy Dependence of the GM Counters

The temperature dependences of the central and remote units were tested
separately because it is likely that the remote units could be exposed to a
wider temperature range. No change in res~onse was observed in the central
or remote units over the range -30° to +50 C. To avoid temperature dependence in this range the logarithmic element in the central unit is thermostatically controlled. Exposure of both units to relative humidity in excess
of 90% produced no change in response either.
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Linearity of both high and low ranges was checked over the scale range. In
addition the analog output is also proportional to the logarithm of the dose
rate for one decade below the bottom of scale.
Both high and low range units were subjected to continuous exposure at
10,000 R/h and in both cases an off-scale indication was maintained.
The statistical precision of the monitor was tested by exposing the remote
unit at various rates and sampling the output in a random manner while each
rate was held constant. The results are shown below.
Standard Deviation in %
Indicated Dose Rate Calculated s.d. Measured s.d.
2.2 mrad/h
15
13.4
34
13.4
9
410
10.1
7
3.2 rad/h
4
3.9
The standard deviation was calculated using equation (3) with an additional
fixed time constant of 0.2 s. The fixed time constant provides some additional precision at high dose rates without adding any appreciable delay
(in comparison with human reaction time).
The response time is not defined by a simple tim'' constant because it is
changing during the transient from one dose rate to another (3). The table
below shows the response time to 80% of the final reading for instantaneous
changes from one dose rate to another. Also given is the dose absorbed during the response period.
Transient
From
To
(mrad/h)
10
1
100
1
1 1000
1 10000

Time to reach
80% of final
reading (Seconds)
32
4.3
0.32-1
0.32-1

Dose absorbed
during response
(mrad)
0.09
0.11
0.09-0.28
0.9-2.8

These measurements were made with the low range unit. The response times
are similar for the high range unit but the absorbed doses are ten times
higher. It can be seen that the response is very slow at the lower end of
the scale but the dose absorbed while the monitor is responding is trivial.
4.
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A TRANSPORTABLE MONITOR FOR TRITIA'l'ED WATER VAPOUR
R.V. Osborne and A.S. Coveart
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ lJO, canada
1.

INTRODUCTION

Measuring tritiated water vapour (HTO) at CANDU nuclear power stations and
around exper~mental heavy water reactors is complicated by the presence of
gamma radiation and noble gas radionuclides - both fission and activation
products. The monitor described in this paper has been designed to complement portable and fixed monitors (1), (2), (3), by providing a compromise
between transportability and reduced response to radioactive noble gases.
Other features in the monitor desired by users are: the ability to measure
down to 0.1 maximum permissible concentrations (0.1 (MPC)a, 1 ]JCi/m 3 or 37
kBq/m 3 ), battery operation for at least 30 minutes, a response rapid enough
for "sniffing" HTO leaks, robust construction suitable for the industrial
conditions of a power station, 'and ease of operation - i.e., few controls
or adjustments. Additionally, the monitor uses, where possible, components
and sub-assemblies from other monitors to simplify both design and maintenance.
2.

DESIGN OF TRITIUM DETECTOR

The currents from four 1.3 litre ionization chambers are combined to give a
signal proportional to the concentration of tritiated water vapour (HTO) in
sampled air as shown at the top of Figure 1. Ionization chamber #1, through
which part of the sampled air passes, responds to HTO activity plus noble gas
activity plus local gamma radiation. Water vapour is removed from the other
part of the sampled air (as described below) and this air passes through
ionization chamber #2, identical in geometry to #1, which therefore responds
to the noble gas activity plus local gamma radiation. Sealed ionization
chambers #3 and #4, concentric with #1 and #2 respectively respond only to
the local gamma fields. The sizes of chambers #1 and #2 are adjusted so that
the currents from them resulting from noble gas activity are equal. The
sizes of the chambers #3 and #4 are adjusted so that their currents resulting
from gamma radiation are equal to those from #1 and #2 respectively. By
polarizing the chambers as shown in Figure 1, the net current from the combination is equal to that caused by only the HTO in #1. Four chambers are
needed rather than two for this double cancellation because a concentric
arrangement is required for satisfactory cancellation of the signal from
gamma radiation but identical dimensions and geometry are required for satisfactory cancellation of the signal from what may be a varying mixture of
noble gas radionuclides.
Desiccants have been used for many years to obtain HTO-free signals for
subtraction purposes but the capacity of the desiccant has limited the
sampling time (see, for example, reference 4).
A continuous stream of dried sample air is obtained for this monitor as shown
in the lower part of Figure 1. The sample air stream, after passing through
the glass fibre air filter (and, if needed, a charcoal-loaded filter for
iodine) and ion trap, divides in two parts: one going through pump Pl to the
sampling chamber #1, the other going through one of the molecular sieve
columns which are part of a commercially-available drier for compressed gases
(5). When the solenoid valves Vl and V2 are open in the "a" direction (see
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Figure 1) then the wet air passes through column Cl to air pump P2 and on to
the ionization chamber #2. The vacuum pump (P3) is connected to column C2
so that dried air from Cl flows through the check valve V4 and the flowlimiting orifice R2 thereby purging water from the sieve in C2. After 30 s,
the solenoid valves Vl and V2 switch to the other direction ("b"), the
sampled air is dried by the column C2 and some of the dried air is used to
purge column Cl. The valves continue to alternate in this manner. The continuous drying capability is maintained be~ause the volume of air purging the
column is greater than the volume that is dried since the pressure of the
purging air is lower than that of the air when it is dried. Purging to a
vacuum pump rather than compressing the sampled air as was originally proposed (6) to attain the pressure change is mechanically simpler. The orifices Rl, R2 and the vacuum pump P3 have been selected so that a purging flow
between 4 1/min and 20 1/min ensures that the dew point of a dried air flow
of 5 1/min is not greater than -40°C. If the sampled air is nearly saturated
with water vapour (i.e., the dew point is~ 20°C) then with an output dew
point of -40°C over 99% of the water vapour is removed. However if the
sampled air is fairly dry (e.g., has a dew point of -20°C, which is 5% relative humidity at 20°C) then the purge flow and pressure have to be more critically controlled to attain a dew point closer to -70°C, the minimum attainable with the particular orifices and vacuum pump used. Flow meters Fl and
F2, valves V5 and V6, and pressure gauge Gl are provided so that the operating conditions can be monitored and adjusted. The silica gel capsule in the
dry air line indicates a gross failure of the drying system. Such indication
is important since the method is not fail-safe against drying failure. With
chamber flows of 5 1/min the response time constant is ~ 20 s.
When line-power fails, the vacuum pump is inoperative but air continues to be
pumped to the ionization chambers. Valves Vl and V2 are de-energized and
open both sieve columns to the sample air. Drying therefore continues up to
the capacity of the sieve.
The gamma cancelling ability of this arrangement of ionization chambers has
been detailed elsewhere; cancellation of 98% of the signal is practical (1).
A similar cancellation is attainable for the gaseous radionuclides. Hence a
gamma field of 1 mR/h (~ 70 pC/(kg•s)) causes a response equal to that from
0.2 (MPC)a of HTO. The net response to 100 WCi/m 3 (3.7 MBq/m 3 ) of a noble
gas is equivalent to 0.4 - 2.0 (MPC)a of HTO depending upon the particular
nuclide. This response is greater than that attained by the installed monitor noted in the introduction (3) which allows monitoring of HTO in the presence of noble gases concentrations two orders above the tritium but is
adequate for many applications. For instance this continuous drying method
has been successfully operated for two years at one of the CANDU nuclear
power stations.
3.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN

Two output signals are derived from the net ionization current; a sevendecade loga'rithmic signal which is supplied to a chart recorder with scale
0.1 - 10 6 (MPC)a and to a remote readout connector, and a digital signal
which is supplied to a display with 0.01 (MPC)a as the least significant
digit. Updating of the digital display may be at predetermined intervals,
6, 60 and 300 s, or at any one of these depending upon the magnitude of the
ionization current. An alarm high level may be dialled in digitally for any
concentration within the operating range and is tripped digitally. A low
alarm level is tripped if zero digital signal is sensed in any updating
period. All the supply voltages are derived from a 12 V rechargeable battery; normally the battery floats on the line-powered supply but if the line
is removed then the battery is capable of supplying the monitor for several
hours. All derived supplies, and the purge and ionization chamber pressures
are monitored by a fault detection circuit which drives an audible alarm.
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Any detected fault is identified on a display panel and the trace on the
recorder is also modulated to indicate when the fault occurred. The only
controls accessible to the casual user are display and alarm test pushbuttons and a display reset push-button.
The amplifiers are sufficiently stable that only infrequent (~ss than
weekly) adjustment of the amplifier zero is required even when measuring
concentratiuuo uf the order of 0.1 (MPC)a with other radiations absent.
Since the electronic time constants are only a few seconds the overall
response time constant is determined by the sampling time constant.
The complete rnonitor'weighs 150 kg, mainly owing to the weight of the pumps,
drier, battery, and carriage which is mounted on 20 ern diameter wheels for
easy transport over uneven floors.
5.
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TRITIUM CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT
-A SIMPLE AND SATISFACTORY METHOD
G. D. Whitlock
Hughes Whitlock Ltd., Wells House.
Pixifields Estate, Cradley, Malvern, England.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Tritium surface contamination is difficult to measure because of the very low energy
of its pure beta emission (18.6 KeV Max.). Inpractical terms this means that one
has to be able to detect particles with a range of 1. 5 mm in air and 2 f'l in a material
of unit density. Furthermore, the tritium may be in the form of a thin film or a
thick film, containing fluorescent, chemiluminescent, or volatile components. To
be satisfactory for radiological protection purposes the measuring instrument
should be able to detect all forms. The Whitlock Tritium meter described in this
paper has this capability. It also has the ability to measure other more energetic
betas, electron capture, X -rays and soft garrtma rays.
2.

DEFINITIONS

2.1A Thin Source is presumed to be a molecular layer of Tritium contamination
evenly distributed over a perfectly smooth surface. 2. 2 A Thick Source is
similarly distributed and uniformly active but 8f or greater in thickness.
2.1

A Thin Source

A Thin Source in a vacuum produces a spectrum of emission/energy as shown in
Fig. 1

18·& l<cV
In air the max. range of the max. energy {18.6 KeV) beta is approximately 4 mm.
Taki7f geometry into account, where the mean angle of emission is in the region
of 30 to the surface, then the mean range of the max. energy betas is approx.
1. 5 mm. These factors apply to all energies of beta particles emitted and the
result is a very degraded spectrum as in Fig. 2(A). This shows the spectrum
in air of beta particles emitted from a surface.
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2. 2

Thick Sources

Thick Sources present an even further degraded spectrum because of self absorbtion.
Though the max. range of the max. energy betas is 8~ in a material of unit density
the main range of max. energy particles is only 2~ . The spectrum of betas
originating from Bt~ below the surface is overlapped by the spectra of betas from
other'layers" of activity closer to the air interface. The resulting spectrum of betas
in air approximates to Fig. 2(B). In both cases the feature to note is the very small
number of betas with a range .> 1. 0 mm.
3.

PRACTICAL CONSEQUENCES

3.1
The sensitive area of the radiation detector has to be very close to the source (
almost irrespective of the activity present.

<

1 mm)

3.2
3
Surface scratches .:> 2JI in depth are potentially infinitely thick sources of H contamination and require the detector to be even closer to the source.
3.3
A distance variation of as little as 0. 025 mm (1 thou. inch) can significantly affect the
measurement.
4.

THE INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATION

A Whitlock Tritium meter (WTM) is capable of measuring Tritium surface contamination
with a sensitivity of 10-~ Ci/cm• integrated over 100 em-a in a measuring time of
10 seconds. It consists of a thin large area (100 cm.t) windowless plastic scintillator
viewed by two 30 mm dia. photomultipliers in coincidence. Associated discriminators
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amplifiers, digital display, timer and H. V. supply are powered by re-chargeable
batteries. The whole area of the detector is maintained at a distance of 0. 5 mm -:::
0. 025 mm from the surface being measured by a disposable rubber molding. This
molding also forms a sealing ring to exclude light, when a partial vacuum of half an
atmosphere is developed in the measuring area, by manual operation of the single
action vacuum pump incorporated in the body of the instrument.
5.

THE INSTRUMENT IN USE

The instrument in use is placed on a smooth metal plaque provided as an accessory.
The vacuum pump handle is released and a vacuum is established which keeps the
instrument firmly in position. Under the measuring conditions now established,
where the area, pressure and all important distance are kept constant, the instrument
is switched on and several 10 second measurements are taken initially, to determine
the background for the area, within reasonable statistics. Depressing the pump lever
releases the vacuum, resets the scaler and allows the instrument to be positioned on
the surface to be measured. Release of the pump lever provides a vacuum and starts
a one or 10 second measurement of contamination. As each measurement is of 100 em ,
large areas of laboratory working surfaces can be surveyed very rapidly. It has been
shown that to obtain meaningful measurements with any detector the distance factor
must be kept within very close tolerances. If this requirement cannot be met, say on
floor or door handle surfaces, direct surface measurements cannot be made without
the risk of a false negative. In these circumstances another accessory enables the
instrument to measure wipes or smears.
6.

SMEARS

Smears consisting of 50 mm dia. filter papers or aluminium discs are wiped over the
contaminated surface, placed active side uppermost in a 1 mm deep recess provided
and measured with the instrument. Assuming 10% of the contamination has been removed
by the smear some compensation can be made by smearing ten times the normal wipe
area or increasing the measurement time to 100 sees. When measuring smears the
safest presumption is that the activity is being presented in a thick source form,
particularly if a liquid spill has been wiped. It is intere~ting to measure both aides of
the filter paper after wiping liquid contamination as it is often found that a small amount
of activity can be detected on the side which has not been in contact with the wiped surface.
This can give some indication of the total absorbed activity.
7.

COMPARISON WITH LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTING

7. 1

Instrumentally

Instrumentally the electronics are very similar apart from compactness and battery
operation of the Tritium meter (WTM) and the 3 channel capability of the liquid
Scintillation Counter (LSC). The major difference is apparent when one can take a
representative sample of surface contamination to the LSC to obtain the advantage of the
47T geometry and the elimination of air absorbtion. This advantage is partially counterbalanced by chemical interference (quenching) of the scintillation process and a small
possibility of self abaorbtion. The WTM measures smears on site and information is
immediately available for decisions.

8!1

7. 2

Fluorescent Compounds

Fluorescent Compounds do not affect the WTM because the photomultipliers only receive
light photons "piped" to them by total internal reflection. Furthermore both photomultipliers have to detect a photon within the pre-set coincidence time for an event to be
recorded. Fluoresrence of sufficient intensity to introduce photons through minor
imperfections in the plastic scintillator surface in significant numbers would be visible
to the naked eye. In LSC the fluorescence is inserted in the optical system. From
then on it is the same in both instruments and the number of false events detected
depends upon the timing of the coincidence circuits.
7. 3

Chemiluminescence

Chemiluminescence is generated when certain chemicals are introduced into the liquid
scintillation "cocktail" and false positives can be obtained from chemical "whiteness"
in paper smear material; This situation is not possible with the WTM.
7. 4

Thin and Thick Source Identification

Only the WT.M is capable of measuring contamination directly on surfaces but it is
interesting to note that in Fig. 2 the spectrum of energies eminating from a thick
source is displaced to the left of that obtained from a thin source. This is similar
to the spectral shift caused by different levels of quenching in an LSC. The degree of
quenching can be measured by channels ratio techniques. The WTM can be fitted with
pushbutton selected channels and the ratio of two successive measurements in "infinity"
and "window" modes of counting would show whether a thick or thin source was being
measured.
7. 5

The Presence of Volatile Tritium

The presence of volatile Tritium or outgassing from the surface is indicated by the WTM
by gross variability of count on successive measurements of the same surface area,
During measurement the WTM produces a vacuum of ! atoms. in the measuring
"chamber" and if under these circumstances the surface contamination changes to
gaseous activity the geometry and air absorbtion characteristics drastically change.
This phenomena is sometimes exhibited when meas~ring wet smears and if successive
measurements are carefully recorded it may be possible to determine diffusion
characteristics or quantify the vo1atile fractio~. The LSC cannot give these indications.
7. 6

Smears vs. Direct Measurements

The shortcoming of smears measured by either LSC or WTM is related to the nature of
the surface being wiped. If the surface is covered with a large number of small
scratches a large proportion of the activity could be deposited at the bottom of each
miniature valley.
B.

CONCLUSION

The Whitlock Tritium Me~r provides a simple and satisfactory answer to the complex
problem of measuring Tritium surface contamination for radiological protection
purposes.
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MONITEUR POUR LA DETECTION EN CONTINU
DU TRITIUM DANS LES EFFLUENTS LIQUIDES
S. DESCOURS, P. GUERIN, A. HADDAD
Service de Protection et des Etudes d 'Environnement
Centre d'Etudes Nucl<~aires de Grenoble
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
85 X 38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX (FRANCE)
1. INTRODUCTION
Dans un but de radioprotection, un systeme de detection du tritium a ete
etudie pour pouvoir suivre en continu la concentration en tritium dans les
effluents liquides. Ce systeme peut etre mis en oeuvre ala sortie d'une
canalisation de rejet d 'eau susceptible de contenir du tritium et par exemple, SUr Un eCOUlement d I egout.
Le principe adopte est celui ae la detection de scintillations sur des spherules de scintillateur plastique autour desquelles passe, apres filtration,
le liquide a mesurer. Ces scintillations sont vues par deux photomultiplicateurs dont le circuit electronique comporte deux voies de mesure pour la
differentiation entre tritium et autres emetteurs ex, J3' y.

2. DESCRIPTION DU MONITEUR
La figure 1 montre le schema de principe du moniteur, schema qui fait
ressortir les elements suivants :
- les scintillations prenant naissance au sein de la cellule sont vues simultanement par les deux photomultiplicateurs couples a un circuit electronique de coi"ncidence
- 1 'ensemble -cellule et photomultiplicateur- est confine dans un blindage
de plomb
- le circuit hydraulique de l'effluent comporte un systeme de filtration et
un debitmetre
-par un jeu de vannes, on peut faire circuler de l'eau propre a travers
la cellule pour decontaminatio"h.

2. 1. Caracteristigues de la cellule
A l'interieur du blindage de plomb (5 em) est amenage un espace pour recevoir un panier parallelipipedique en plexiglas contenant les spherules de
scintillateur plastique : ces spherules de diametre compris entre 0, 6 et
0, 8 mm sont du type NE 102 A de Nuclear Entreprise commercialisees
par NUMELEC-FRANCE. Ce panier rempli de spherules sur une epaisseur de 30 mm environ est dispose en regard de deux ouvertures circulaires munies de plaques de plexiglas face aux phot'omultiplicateurs (type
EMI 9635 QB).
.
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Schema de pl'incipe du moniteur

Rejet

2. 2. Circuit electronique
Le circuit electronique adopte est celui utilise couramment en scintillation
liquide avec un systeme de co'incidence et deux amplificateurs independants:
ceci definit deux voies de mesures distinctes appelees "tritium" et "ex, f3, y"
permettant de discriminer le tritium des autres contaminants par reglage
ues Seuils et des gains.
2. 3. Circuit hydrauligue
Il est prevu sur le circuit hydraulique un systeme de filtration pour eviter
tout depOt de particules dans la cellule : deux filtres de type cartouche
FILTRO (pores de 150 pm et 5 pm) ont montre, en fonctionnement normal
continu sur un circuit d'ecoulement d'egout, que pendant une periode d'au
moins 7 jours, aucun colmatage n'etait sensible avec un debit moyen de
0, 75 1. mn-1. Pour des cas tres particuliers de liquides tres charges ou
colores, il est prevu d'ajouter un systeme de decolmatage automatique ou
de distillation en continu. Pour pouvoir eventuellement rincer la cellule
pour decontamination, un jeu de vannes permet de faire circuler de l'eau
propre dans la cellule.
3. RESULTATS DE FONCTIONNEMENT
Avec de l'eau propre et en l'absence de tritium, le bruit de fond du moniteur est de 8 imp. mn-1 dans la voie "tritium" et 18 imp. mn-1 dans la voie
"ex, f3, y ". Pour une eau contaminee a 3. 1 o-3 Ci. m -3 en tritium (1 CMA
Population), l'on obtient 30 imp. mn- 1 dans la voie "tritium". Le seuil d'alarme pouvant etre fixe au double du bruit de fond, sera done sensiblement
de 1/4 CMAp. Avec de l'eau contaminee a raison de lo-5 Ci. m3 en 144ce,
les resultats obtenus sont les suivants : 38 imp. mn-1 dans la voie "tritium" et 300 imp.mn-1 dans la voie "ex, f3, y". Suivant la contamination
en tritium mesuree, le circuit de rin<;age avec de l'eau propre permet une
decontamination plus ou moins rapide de la cellule : environ 4 mn pour une
mesure de 1 CMAp et 20 mn pour 10 CMAp.
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INSTRUMENTAL METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF 131 I IN MILK
G. K. Riel, D. F. Covell, H. I. Cordova and D. L. Love
Naval Surface Weapons Center
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
SUMMARY
A prototype detector for radioiodine in milk has been tested using aqueous
solutions o~ l3 1 I. Extrapolation of the test results indicate that a detector
with a 0.25 liter sample volume can measure l3li in milk to 0.5 picocuries pe~
liter, with no 'chemical processing of the sample. Beta gamma coincidence
counting keeps the background low. In this experiment we evaluated the counting efficie~y, the accidental coincidence rate, and the cosmic ray coincidence background.
l.

INTRODUCTION

This instrumental method is intended to replace radiochemical procedures for
the analysis of l31I in milk. To compete with these procedures (l) (2), we must
identify the l3li by its radiation instead of its chemical properties, reject
other sources of radiation and achieve an efficiency for radioiodine so that a
sensitivity of 0.5 pCil- 1 is achieved. We use beta gamma coincidence counting
to achieve these goals. All l3li beta decays are accompanied by a suitable
gamma photon, and 81% are in coincidence with the 364 KeV gamma (3).
2.

DETECTOR

The short range of beta particles in milk makes efficient detection difficult.
To overcome this difficulty, we use 167 rods of Pilot "B" plastic scintillator
0.25 em diameter by 9 em long, Fig. l. These rods were mounted in a cup which
held the sample. They were viewed at one end by a phototube. The volume of
the cup, about 130 cc, was approximately equally divided between rods and
sample. The cup, beta detector, and sample assembly was inserted into the
5.1 em diameter x 7.6 em deep well of~ 12.7 diameter x 12.7 em high Nai(71)
gamma scintillation detector.
3.

COUNTING SYSTEM

We assembled the beta gamma coincidence counting system from standard nuclear
instrument modules. Important parameters were the beta and gamma energy
windows, the coincidence (time) window, and the beta signal delay. The beta
detector has a faster rising signal than the gamma detector. Therefore, we
delayed the beta signal to maximize the coincidence rate, Fig. 2. To obtain
maximum counting efficiency we had to set the energy windows to include some
low energy noise. Thus,
the gamma detector
counted about 1.5 counts
for eac~ l3 1 I decay, and the beta detector
counted about 2 counts for each
decay. We were able to lower the threshold to a gamma rate of 14 and a beta
rate of 70 counts per l3li decay before any increase in the coincidence rate
was seen. Setting the gamma window on the main peak gave an order of magnitude reduction in the single event rate at a cost of a factor of three in
the coincidence rate. The same window on the beta channel cut the coincidence rate to 7% of the rate with the normal threshold. The coincidence
(resolving time) window was normally 55 nsec. At 35 nsec and less, coincidence events were lost. Upper level discriminator signals from beta and
gamma channels were cointed in coincidence to measure the cosmic ray event
rate. Fir;ure 3 shows the cosmic ray event rate as a function of energy.
Extrapolating this rate to the l31I window yields 15 cpm (MeV)-1, or 9 cpm
in the 600 KeV window.
4.

RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the coincidence rate as a function of time. The disintigration
rate of l31I is plotted as a solid line. Coincidence counting efficiency,
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the ratio of the counts to the disintigrations, is 10%.
5. EXTRAPOLATION TO FULL SIZE DETECTOR
Our goal for the measurement of 131 I in milk is a lower limit of detection
(LLD) of 0.5 pCil-1. Pasternack and Harley (4)[For further discussion see
Bowman and Swindle (5)] define LLD as:
2
LLD::ey(k+k)(C
+C) 1 /
(1)
a
13
B+S
B
where:
Y converts units of Cs to units of LLD
ka

1.645

(5% chance of false detection)

kl3

1.287

(90% confidence of true detection)

CB+S is the count during the measurement
CB

is the background count, measured for the same time

= 0.5

LLD

pCi/1

y is defined by the detector volume (V), counting time (T) and detection
effeciency (E):

= (pCi/DPM)(VTE)-l = (0.22

y

=

C

s

(LLD)

VT)-l

(2)

0.11 VT

y

( 3)

Therefore:
CB/T

s 1.41

X

2
lo- 3v T - 5.5

X

lo- 2v

(4)

Solving (4) with various values of VT yields Table I.
TABLE I
Parameters of detector to"measure 131 I in milk at 0.5 pCil-l
Active
Volume
liters
0.25
0.25
0. 25
0.50
0.50
0.50
6.

Counting
Time
Minutes
1600
1300
720
1440
800
360

Background
Rate
CPM
0.13
0.10
0.05
0.48
0.25
0.10

DISCUSSION

Realization of the detector described in Table I rests on three conditions:
(l) Maintain 13 efficiency •
(2) Maintain the same gamma efficiency while increasing the well volume to
accomodate the larger detector.
(3) Keep the coincidence background rate to that specified by the detector
volume and counting time.
Let us assess the chances of meeting these requirements.
(1) Our experience with scintillator rods indicates that light may be collected
satisfactorily up to a length to diameter ratio of 100. To stay
within this, we limit the length of the rods to 20 em, while keeping the
diameter the same (0.25 em) as in the prototype.
(2) The Nal(Tl) well detector for gamma needs a well volume of 0.5 liter to
accomodate an active volume of 0.25 liter. We obtain most of this by
increased length. The diameter increased only 11% over the prototype.
This represents only a !~% loss of 13ilr photons (6).
Kl8

(3) Lieshout, et al (7) discuss sources of background in large Nai(Tl) detectors. These may be separated into internal, various gamma and cosmic
rays. Detection by the beta detector of a source internal to the gamma
detector is very unlikely, and the internal background of the beta detector is very low. Penetration of both detectors by a gamma photon
is unlikely, and the beta detector's efficiency for gamma is low. Thus,
the principal coincidence background will be cosmic rays,
May and Marinelli (8) discuss the components of the-cosmic ray background
and their effect on the background of a low level scintillation detector.
The ionizing component is readily detected in an anticoincidence guard.
This is the major component, and in this laboratory we have achieved over
90% reduction in cosmic ray background with such a guard (9). The neutral
component while penetrating the guard is unlikely to cause a coincidence
count. However, a neutron may be captured in a plastic rod. The beta detector would detect such an event, and the resulting 2.2 MeV gamma photon
has a high probability of being detected by the gamma detector. The upper
energy cutoff, set at about 0.8 MeY for 13lr will reject most of the neutron
capture gamma photons.
Thus to control background we have the techniques of coincidence, anticoincidence and energy resolutions. With these we expect to achieve a
cosmic background event rate close to 0.1 CPM.
7.

CONCLUSION

131
r in milk inOur tests with a prototype B-Y coincidence detector for
dicate that a lower limit of detection of 0.5 pCil-1 is feasible. Replacing
present chemical techniques with this instrumental method has significant
economic advantages. The speed of (his detector in measuring higher 13lr
concentrations would be valuable in an emergency situation.
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SOME REGULARITIES OF FORMA'l'ION 01<' TilE NEUTRON SPECTRA
OUTSIDE THE SHIELDING OF PROTON ACCELERATORS
Alejnikov V.E., Gerd~ V.P., Komotchkov M.M.
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

Neutron energy spectra are known to be the basis for
obtaining the most of~radiation quantities of neutron fields.
The authors (1-4) have been the fir8t to systematize neutron
spectra outside the shielding of high energy accelerators. To
our mind it needs further development. On the one hand, the
improvement of measurement methods and spectra unfolding and,
on the other hand, increasing information on spectra for various shielding configurations, its composition and the upper
limit of the neutron energy range made it necessary to continue such development. In this case one can provide some regularities in spectra formation. Both aspects of the problem are
considered here.
An essential feature in the neutron spectrum obtaining is
spectra unfolding, i.e. solving the system of integral equations of the following form (3,4)
EmQ,r.

f

Ki (E)ff> (E) dl£ = Ni

(I)

Emin

where f1> (E) is differential flux density (spectrum) of neutrons (n·cm-~ c MeV); N. is the counting rate of the detector
~
with the i-th moderator (ppc); K1 (E) is the response function
of the i-th detector as a function of neutron energy E (p·cm~
n- 1 ); Emin' Emax are energy interval, where neutron spectra
are obtained. In our calculations we assumed Emin=10-8 MeV
and Emax=10 E0 , where E0 is the upper limit of the neutron
energy range. Such a choice of Emax is convenient for using
the
priori information on the existence of the neutron
spectra limit E0 (see below).
Six detectors have been used (i=1+6). Five of them com-

a

posed a Bonner spectrometer with such response functions as
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in (4), where we used the statistical regularization method
(5-7) to unfold the neutron spectra. The sixth one was a carbon detector, it registered neutrons in accordance with the reaction 12 c(n,2n) 11 c, its cross-section is assumed to be constant at energies E ~ 20 MeV and equal zero at E <. 20 MeV. Thus
at i=6 the measured quantity in eq.(I) is the neutron flux ~ 0
at the energy of E > 20 MeV. Note that the application of the
data obtained by a carbon detector in the form of integral equation (I) is more consistent than that applied in the method
of ref.(4), where the spectra parametrization in the high energy range E > 20 MeV was used. Besjdes we considered the upper
limit of the neutron energy range E0 now in the framework of
the sta:,istical regularization method. The proper spectrum limitation can be given in the form of the integral equation
Emca.

f

<;ll

(E) dE =

0(

\ll 0

(II)

Eo
which together with eq.(I) was used to unfold the spectrum by
the statistical regularizaLion method. In equation (II) 0( is
a sufficiently small value.
Fig.1 shows the neutron energy distributions outside the
uniform shielding of high enert,--y proton accelerators. For visual evidence the spectra were normali?.ed to the maximum value
of the function E ~(E) in the high energy neutron range. The
analysis of measurement results and calculations of neutron
energy distributions outside the uniform shielding of decelerators reveal that for majority of neutron spectra <;ll(E) the
function E <l> (E) has maximum in the high energy range. Maximum
of the most "hard" spectra is localized nearby-100 MeV. The
maximum localization of the function E ~(E) outside the uniform side shielding of accelerators depends weakly on the
maximal proton energy and depends mainly on the shieldingsource geometry.
Holes and slits in the shielding are responsible for considerable increasing the part of low energy neutrons in the
spectrum due to the scattering radiation passing through these
openings. Fig.2 shows neutron spectra outside the shielding of
accelerators with openings. The analysis of these "soft"
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spectra does not allow to make any particular conclusions about
regularities in their formation due to large errors of.unfolding, but all "soft" spectra are of the same behaviour.
For the further analysis of spectra formation outside the
shielding of accelerators it is necessary to reduce the uncertanty of the unfold spectrum. lt can be achieved in two ways.
The first is to increase the measurement information, i.e. to
use additional detectors. The second way is to investigate and
consequently take into account new a priori information about
the form of the unfolding spectra.
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NEUTRON SPECTRA FROM A SAGITTAIRE MEDICAL ACCELERATOR*
0
G. R. Holeman#, K. W. Price#, L. F. Friedman+, and R. Nath
#-Health Physics Division, Yale University, New Haven, Conn., 06520, U.S.A.
+-Health Physics, Yale-New Haven Hospital, New Haven, Conn. 06504, U.S.A.
a-Department, Therapeutic Radiology, Yale University, School of Medicine,
New Haven, Conn.,06510, U.S.A.
INTRODUCTION
The THERAC 40/Sagittaire is an electron linear accelerator designed for
radiotherapy purposes and delivers electrons between 7 and 32 MeV and 25 MeV
x-rays. Dosimetry of the mixed photon-neutron field is of interest both from
the patient dose and the occupational shielding design considerations. One
of the outstanding P!oblems in neutron measurements has been the unavailability of reliable neutron energy spectra at various locations in the vicinity
of the treatment area. This results in uncertainties in assigning appropriate quality factcrs. Previous studies of the neutron fields from accelerators of this type (1,2) have used silicon diodes which require large exposures and thus are time consuming. In these referenced studies, conversion
of neutron fluxes to absorbed doses were calculated utilizing a conversion
factor based on a Cf-252 neutron spectrum. In addition, a quality factor of
10 was assumed. The technique used in this work may be applied at significantly lower photon doses with adequate sensitivity for neutrons outside of the
treatment field. A neutron energy spectrum is obtained and individual maximum dose conversion factors and appropriate quality factors are applied to
each energy group and summed, yielding a total neutron dose equivalent.
METHODS
A Bonner Spectrometer (3) was used as the method of measuring photoneutrons in this work. It consisted of the bare detector, a 0.03 in. thick
cadmium cap, and six polyethylene moderating spheres (2,3,5,8,10 and 12 in.
in diameter). The detector consisted of a ~t of four lithium flouride thermoluminescent dosimeter chips, two Harshaw TLD-600 (6LiF,~ 95.6% 6Li) and two
Harshaw TLD-700 ( 7 LiF,~ 99.99% 7Li). The chips measured l/8xl/8x0.035 in ..
The TLD-700 and TLD-600 are both sensitive to photons, while the TLD-600 is
many times more sensitive to thermal neutrons than is the TLD-700. Thus, the
photon contribution to the TLD-600 may be subtracted, leaving only a thermal
neutron response. A set of four TLD chips is placed at the center of each
sphere and measures thermal neutrons produced as a result of mod~ration of
the incident neutron spectrum.
The method of determining the neutron spectrum from this type of spectrometer by an iterative technique has been discussed elsewhere by O'Brien
(4). The response matrix which relates the incident neutron energy in a given
detector-sphere geometry to thermal neutrons at the sphere center, was based
on calculations (5,6,7). In order to compute absorbed dose and dose equivalent from a neutron flux measurement, the maximum dose and dose equivalent
conversion factors utilized were those of the Health and Safety Laboratory
(6,7). This spectrometer has been thoroughly evaluated at the Yale Health
Physics Division (8) using known test spectra and was found to be a reliable
low resolution spectrometer system.
The thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD-600 and TLD-700) were calibrated
for photon response using 0.662 MeV photons (Cs-137) and 6 MV x-rays. The
TLD were also calibrated for thermal neutron response using a calibrated
plutonium beryllium (PuBe) neutron source. It was observed that the maximum
deviation of the neutron sensitivities of all the chips may vary as much as
7% from the mean for the TLD-700 and 10.7% for the TLD-600. Gamma sensitivities for the TLD-700 varied as much as 23%, and 25% for the TLD-600. The
percent standard deviations of the aggregate neutron sensitivities were 3.0%
* This work supported in part by NCI Grant No. CA-16359.
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for the TLD-700 and 4.7% for the TLD-600. Gamma sensitivities had standard
deviations of as much as 13.2% for the TLD-700 and 13.8% for the TLD-600.
Therefore, each chip was individually calibrated for neutron and photon
sensitivity to correct for this variation. The neutron spectrum from PuBe
is well known, with an average neutron ener&Y. of 4.1 MeV (9). Each individual chip was numbered and placed at the center of each sphere, used bare,
and covered with cadmium. Each detector assembly was exposed to the PuBe
~uu<ce, and a calibration of the system was made.
This calibration was performed by forcing the iteration technique to yield a total number of neutrons
equal to the known source output. The resultant neutron energy spectrum had
a peak at 3.9 MeV, very near to the published average of 4.1 Mev (9).
MEASUREMENTS
All measurements were made with the Sagittaire operating in the 25 MV
photon mode. Neutron fluxes were measured for the standard field size of
lOxlO em at several distances from the beam axis. It was found that the
measured neutron spectra were the same with or without a phantom in the
beam. Therefore, a phantom was not placed in the beam for measurements of
neutron spectra and dose rates in the treatment room. Neutron spectra measurements were made inside and outside the shielding door of the treatment
room. In addition, measurements were made at various perpendicular distances from the beam axis at the height of the isocenter. The data for the
neutron spectrum just inside the shielding doorwereaccumulated for 2997
photon rads with the beam directed into the floor. The data for the neutron
spectra outside the door were based on integrated patient photon doses of
85,479 and 26,770 rads. Figure 1 is a comparison of a spectrum measured
inside the shielding door and two separate measurements of spectra outside
the door. Although the neutron spectra measurements suffer from poor energy
resolution, it is apparent that neutron intensities and doses are reduced
in passing through the door, and the neutron spectrum "hardens" to various
degrees. The two measured spectra outside the door have the same general
shape but are quantitatively different. This variability results from the
fact that for these measurements, the spectrometer was exposed to the neutron
field over a week when the accelerator was being operated under normal conditions.
Since the gantry angle, field size and other irradiation parameters vary dramatically, it is not surprising that the measured spectra
are slightly different in two separate runs.
Measurements inside the treatment room were taken at perpendicular
distances of 0.5, 1,2 and 4.8 meters from the beam axis. The resulting
neutron spectra obtained are shown in Figure 2. The integrated fast neutron
flux varies with the inverse square law when the distance from the target is
used rather than the distance from the beam axis. This would indicate that
the major source of photoneutrons is the target and collimator assembly.
Slow fluxes do not vary significantly with the distance from the beam axis
and contribute only a small fraction to the total neutron dose equivalent
throughout the treatment room.
DISCUSSION
Each neutron spectrum measured was converted to absorbed dose rate and
dose equivalent rate by utilizing maximum values of fluence to dose conversion factors (7) and the appropriate quality factor at each energy interval
of the spectr~ The resultant total absorbed dose rates (rad/min) at various locations within and outside the treatment room are given in Table I.
As would be expected, the neutron doses decrease as one moves away from the
beam axis. The total neutron dose equivalent outside the shielding door
varied from 1.04xl0- 7 rem/min to 1.39xl0-a rem/min of beam "on" time. In
all measurements the neutron doses were a small fraction of the photon on
axis treatment dose rate of 400 rad/min ••

Table I also presents the neutron dose rates for slow (<0.1 KeV), fast
(>0.1 KeV), and total. The slow neutron dose rate is uniform throughout
the room. The fast neutron dose rate follows the inverse square law when
compared to distance from the target.
Previous studies (9) indicate a calculated quality factor of 7.5 for
PuBe neutrons. Using PuBe neutrons and TLD as the detector in the Bonner
Spectrometer, a quality factor of 7.3 was inferred from measureme~ts at a
source to detector distance of 50 em .. This good agreement between PuBe
neutron quality factors provided confidence in determination of average quality factors for the accelerator produced neutrons. Table I presents the
quality factors as they vary with distance from the Sagittaire target. At
4.8 meters the quality factor and dose rates are high due to the influence
of backscatter from the 'wall.
Wilenzick et al (1) have measured the fast neutron absorbed dose with
silicon diodes, The results are plotted as the ratio of neutron rad/min
to central axis photon rad/min versus distance from the beam axis. In
another series of measurements, silicon diodes were placed at various distances from the beam axis and neutron rad doses determined (2). Plotted
in Figure 3 are the results of both of the above mentioned references,
along with the dose determinations of the present work.
The ratios of the
neutron absorbed dose to the central axis photon absorbed dose are plotted
versus the perpendicular distance from the beam axis. Values outside of
the direct beam vary from the other published data. This is most likely
due to the dose conversion factors used in converting from neutron fluence
to dose. In using Cf-252 as a dose calibration source, an average neutron
energy of 2.35 MeV exists (10). In the present work, individual maximum
dose conversion factors were applied to each energy group of the unfolded
neutron spectra. In all cases the neutron spectra peaked at less than 1 MeV
neutron energy. This would yield a somewhat lower value of the total neutron
doses, especially as the distance from the beam axis is increased. However,
it was felt that agreement was good in light of the poor resolution of the
spectrometer system.
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MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS OF NEUTRON SPECTRA
FOR IRRADIATION OF A PHANTOM
V.E. Aleinikov, V.P. Bamblevsky, M.M. Komochkov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR
B. Dorschel, K. Prokert, v. Schuricht, G. Streubel
Technical University Dresden, GDR
1. INTRODUCTION
For the interpretation of neutron detector readings in order
to determine the absorbed dose in the human body it is necessary to know the spectral distribution of the neutron fluence.
The various reactions of the neutrons with the nuclei in the
body change the incident spectrum. Therefore, the possibilty
of an exact neutron dosimetry depends on the determination of
tne neutron spectrum in the body or in a phantom.
2. RESULTS OF E1PERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF NEUTRON SPECTRA
Investigations were carried out for the following spectra:
- spectrum of the incident neutrons,
- spectrum at the surface of a water phantom (elliptical cross
section with axis of 24 and 36 em, respectively, and a
height of 60 em), and
- spectra in this phantom at depths of 4 and 12 em, respectively.
The phantom was irradiated in the neutron beam (radius 20 em)
of the fast impulse reactor IBR-30 (1) of the JINR Dubna at the
10m base in channel 6 (power 15 kW, impulse frequency 5Hz,
moderator 40 mm H20). The beam vertically struck the centre of
the phantom parallel to the small axis.
The spectra deterainations based on the activation method(2).
For neutron energies E ?0,7 MeV all spectra were determined by
an iteration method (3,4) using activation rates of threshold
detectors. The spectrum of the incident fast neutrons also was
calculated from these values by unfolding with the aid of the
statistical regularization method (5). Results are given in
J'ig. 1. The spectra of intermediate neutrons (1, 46 eV < E <
10 4 eV) resu.l t from the flux dens'i ties measured at different
resonance energies using a set of 11 resonance detectors (In,
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Dy, A~, Sm, W, La, Mn, Cu, Y, Na, Cl). The spectrum of thermal
neutrons (E<0,2 eV) was determined from the activation rates
of A~ detectors. In the range between the three groups (fast,
intermediate and thermal) the spectra must be interpolated.
The spectru~ of the incident neutrons also was determined by
the method of statistical regularization using activation rates of In detectors which were irradiated in five polyethylene
moderator spheres with diameters between 2 and 12 1/2 inches

.

(6).

The complete spectrum of the incident beam measured with different methods is demonstrated in Fig. 2. For comparison also
a spectrum is given measured by the time-of-flight method (1).
Fig. 3 gives spectra at the surface of the phantom and inside
the phantom. One can see the influence of the phantom on the
neutron flux density and the energy distribution. As the res~lt of scattering processes the part of thermal neutrons has
strongly increased. A re-increasing of the fast neutron fraction is remarkable in the depth of 12 em.

3. RESULTS OF THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF NEUTRON SPECTRA
Theoretical investigations of neutron fields at the s~rface
and inside the described phantom were performed on the base of
a three-dimensional Monte-Carlo code assuming a similar incident neutron spectr~m. The calc~lations show that with increasing depth in the phantom the fraction of thermal neutrons increases and for intermediate and fast neutrons the fraction of
the low energy part decreases.
If the energy distribution of the intermediate neutrons is described by an 1/E•-spectrum, the parameter~ decreases with increasing depth in the phantom (Fig. 4). In the range of fast
neutrons the mean energy I remarkably increases for depths ~p
to 14 am and then slightly decreases (Fig. 4). This effect can
base on the increasing infl~ence of fast neutron reactions on
the field composition in depths above 14 em.
A comparison between the calc~lated and meas~red spectr~m of
reflected neutrons is given in Fig. 3 which shows a good
agreemen.t of both curves.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The experimental and theoretical investigations have been
shown that the spectrQM of the incident neutrons and the spectra at the surface or in several depths of the phantom are
very different, because the various interactions of the neutrons depend in a different aanner on the neutron energy.
Therefore, only the. knowledge of the neutron spectrum parmi ts
to calculate the fluence and the absorbed dose from a detector
reading. It is then possible to determine the absorbed dose
for interesting depths in a phantom or in the human body.
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SPECTROMETRIE NEUTRONIQUE PAR SCINTILLATION LIQUIDE :
PROBLEMES POSES PAR L'INTERPRETATION DU SPECTRE EXPERIMENTAL
V.D. Nguyen%, M. Chemtob%, J.J. Broersix%, B. Hogeweg%%'
B. Lavigne%, R. Soulie
l. INTRODUCTION
Le processus physique predominant dans la detection des neutrons par un
scintillateur organique est la diffusion elastique des neutrons sur les
protons. Cette diffusion donne naissance a un spectre continu de protons
de recul qui, a leur tour, delivrent par scintillation une distribution
d'impulsions lumineuses accessible experimentalement. La connaissance de
la fonction de reponse en energie du scintillateur permet de convertir
cette distribution des impulsions en spectre energetique des protons de
recul, et d'en deduire ensuite le spectre neutronique incident .
. La reponse en energie du scintillateur aux protons de recul n'est pas
lineaire ; par centre, elle est lineaire pour les electrons issus de la
diffusion Compton produite dans le scintillateur par les rayonnements
gamma. Cette derniere reponse lineaire rend possible l'etalonnage en en~
gie de l'analyseur, a l'aide de sources gamma connues.
Ainsi, pour deduire le spectre des protons de recul, a partir de la distribution des impulsions, il faut etablir au prealable la relation entre
les energies de protons et des electrons donnant des impulsions lumineuses egales.
Cette etude n'aborde pas les problemes poses par la seconde diffusion des
neutrons sur les noyaux d'hydrogene, par les effets de paroi, et par la
production des noyaux lourds de recul. Elle considere seulement l'incidence de la relation qui permet de calculer l'energie du proton a partir
de l'energie de l'electron sur la determination du spectre neutronique
et sur le calcul du kerma a partir de ce spectre.
2. TECHNIQUE DE MESURE
La technique de mesure utilisee est celle, devenue classique, de la discrimination des formes des impulsions delivrees par un scintillateur
organique NE 213 suivant le type des particules incidentes (1). La duree
qui separe le debut et la fin de l'impulsion est convertie en signal
analogique. La distribution de ces signaux est repartie en deux groupes,
correspondant respectivement aux impulsions produites par les neutrons
et par les gamma. L'utilisation d'un seuil permet d'isoler le groupe
neutron, et la mise en coincidence entre les signaux de la voie "temps"
avec les signaux lineaires sortant de la onzieme dynode du photomultiplicateur donne une discrimination correcte neutron - gamma.
La gamme d'energie des neutrons exploree par cette technique avec un
scintillateur cylindrique NE 213 de 5 x 5 em s'etend de 0,5 MeV a 18 MeV
environ.
% Departement de Protection - Service de Protection Sanitaire Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique - BP n° 6 - 92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES
(France)
xx R E P - Institutes of the Organisation for Health Research Radiobiological Institute - 151 Lange Kleiweg RIJSWIJK Z.H. (Pays-Bas)
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3. METHODE DE TRAITEMENT
Les distributions experimentales des impulsions ainsi obte~ues representent les impulsions lumineuses provenant des protons de recul et des particules alpha produites par les reactions l2c(n,a)9Be et l2c(n, n')3 a.
Cette presente etude neglige les perturbations provenant des alpha.

3.1. Conversion du spe2tre des impulsions en spectre protonique
La distribution des impulsions est convertie en distribution energetique
des protons, en utilisant la relation entre l'energie d'un electron et
celle d'un proton donnant des impulsions lumineuses egales. Cette relation est ajustee analytiquement sous deux formes differentes.
- Forme exponentielle couramment utilisee
dont les valeurs de a et de

6 sent egales

neutrons d'environ 5 MeV
neutrons d'environ 15 MeV

a= 0,1459
a= O,ll62

- Forme polynomiale :
de 0

a 14

E

e

MeV

-3

0

e

6 = 1,666
6 = 1,603

E (A3 E 2 + A2 Ep + A ) + Ao
1
p
p

A = /,186.10
3
. -2
A ·= 1,642.10
2
A
0,188
1
A

E

a

o

de 4

a 18

A3

0

A2

0

Al

0,6722

Ao

l,2ll5

MeV

Le raccordement entre ces deux parties doit etre fait de telle
la derivee soit constamment continue.

fa~on

que

3.2. Lissage et derivation du spectre protonique
Cette etape consiste en un traitement classique de donnees.
3.3

Conversion en spectre neutronique

La fonction derivee du spectre protonique est convertie en
nique par la fonction de conversion de TOMS (2), (3), (4).
tient compte de l'efficacite de detection des neutrons, de
des effets de paroi et de la double diffusion des neutrons
d'hydrogene.

spectre neutroCette fonction
la correction
sur les noyaux

4. RESULTATS
Les mesures ont ete faites dans des faisceaux collimates de neutrons monoenergetiques de 5,3 MeV et 14,8 MeV. Pour chacune de ces energies, le
scintillateur est place dans l'air en espace libre, et ensuite dans l'eau
a des profondeurs de 10 em et de 20 em.
La methode de traitement est identique pour tous les spectres sauf pour
la conversion de l'energie electron en energie proton (Figure 1). Dans
le tableau l, les resultats de la colonne (E) sont obtenus par la rela-
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tion exponentielle
miale.

et ceux de la colonne (P) par la relation polyno-

Figurent egalement dans ce tableau, les nombres de protons calcules
sur les spectres protaniques pendant la duree des mesures, les fluences
neutroniques et les doses kerma (5) calculees sur les spectres neutroniques. Les nombres totaux de protons sont identiques pour les deux modes
de conversion (E) ou (F), ce qui est evident puisqu'ils ont et€ obtenus
a partir des memes distributions d'impulsions ; seules leurs repartitions
energetiques different. La repercussion de ces differences est constatee
dans les valeurs des fluences neutroniques et des doses kerma. Elle est
d'autant plus importante que la gamme d'energie consideree est plus etendue; l'ecart en terme de dose (kerma) est ·superieure a 20 %pour les neutrons de 14,8 MeV, alors qu'il reste inferieur a 5% pour les neutrons
de 5,3 MeV.
5. CONCLUSION
Il semblerait done plus interessant d'adopter la methode d'ajustement
polynomiaJ de la relation de conversion d'energie electron en energie proton. Elle evite non seulement la distorsion sur les spectres obtenus,
mais aussi elle rend plus simple l'exploitation des donnees.
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Point
de
me sure

Nombre de
protons
(lo6)
(E)
(P)

--

Fluence
neutronique
(106 n.cm2)
(P)
(E)

Faisceau collimate
dans l'air

4,62

Ecart en %
sur kerma

Kerma
(l0- 3 rad)
(E)
(E)
5,3 MeV

4,63

1,46

1,52

6,70

6,97

1,20

5,49

5,48

0,45

2,11

2,03

- 3,9

I

0,1

10 em d'eau

3,84

3,85

1,21

20 em d'eau

1,55

1,57

0,47

5,53

Faisceau collimate 14,8 MeV
15,84
5,53 2,98 2,44 19,98

26,2

dans l'air

4

lOcm d'eau

7,50

7,51

3,56

3,10

23,56

19,66

19,8

20 em d'eau

7,43

7,43

3,50

3,03

22,87

18,95

20,7

TABLEAU 1 - Resultats compares des deux methodes
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COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF
PLU10NIUM INVENTORIES IN SOILS AND MARINE SEDIMENTS
Asker Aarkrog
Research Establishment Rise
DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark
1. INTRODUCTION
rapid growth in the worldwide use of nuclear energy and concern for the
safety of man and his environment have led in recent years to increasing
interest in the long-lived transuranium nuclides. Plutonium is of special
importance in.this context because, compared to other transuranics, it is
already created in substantial amounts in present reactors, and in breeder
reactors it will occur in.large quantities. Plutonium is already present in
the environment. The global inventory from worldwide fallout has thus been
estimated at (325 + 36) kCi 239; 2 40Pu (1); and Windscale has discharged
~he

approx. 10 kCi int: the Irish Sea (2). Minor amounts of 23 9• 240 Pu have been
released to local environments as a result of the nuclear-weapon incidents
at Palomares in Spain and at Thule in Greenland.
The present study estimates the plutonium inventories at Thule from the B-52
accident in 1968 and in Danish soils an~ sediments from nuclear weapons
testing. A further aim of the study was to compare the vertical distributions
of 239• 240 Pu and l37cs in soils and sediments.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The Thule samples consisted of 3 em thick core samples collected by a 135 mm
diameter coring tube (Model HAPS) out to a distance of 16 km from the point
of impact where the B-52 plane crashed (3). The HAPS was also used to collect
sediment samples from inner Danish waters. The soil samples were collected
down to a depth of 50 em from locations distributed throughout Denmark (4).
All common types of Danish soil were represented. Uncultivated as well as
cultivated soils were collected from each location. The uncultivated samples
were analyzed in depth sections of 0-10 em, 10-20 em, 20-30 em and 30-50 em,
and the cultivated in 0-20 em (the ploughing layer), 20-30 em and 30-50 em
sections.
The radiochemical plutonium analysis followed the classical procedure (5)
adapted to 10 ~ aliquots of dried material. Cesium-137 was measured by
Ge(Li)-Y-spectroscopy.
3· RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
240
The vertical distribution in soils as well as in sediments of 23 9•
Pu and
7
l3 cs was with good approximation described by exponential regression lines.
Similar observations have been made for the contamination of sediments in
the Irish Sea (2) and of a single sample of sandy loam soil from the USA
(6). The exponential distribution facilitated the estimates·of the total
integrated activity amounts in the soil and sediment columns as:

AJ~kxdx

~ (x: sample depth)

0
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3.1. Estimate of the plutonium inventory at Thule
The horizontal distribution of the Pu-activity at Thule followed an exponential expression:
(R: distance in km from point of impact)
rrctking land area into consideration, the inventory in the marine sediments

at Thule was estimated at 25-30 Ci 23 9• 240 Pu. Table l shows that the halfdepth of the activity was constant c- 2 em) out to a distance of 10 km from
the point of impact, whereafter it increased and approached the half-depth
in fallout-contaminated sediments (- 5 em). As the contamination at Thule is
the result of a single release of plutonium and not, as is the case for fallout Pu, of several releases distributed over decades, it was expected that
the half-depths would differ as observed.
Regression equation
Distance in
Number
Integrated mean depoof
si tion (d ~ C><>Cm)
km from point
-1 locations
mCi 239,24oPu km -2 em
of impact
mCi 239,24oPu km-2
16 - 17

9 - 11
2
0

-

4
1

-o.2
o.5 e

d

2

2.5

e-o.3 d

2

3o

12

e-o.3 d

6

4o

2lo

e-o.3 d

3

7oo

9

239,24o
TABLE l. The ver~lcal dlstrlbutlon of
Pu ln marlne sedlments
collect~d in 1974 at Thule, Greenland (d is the depth of the
sample in em). Each location was represented on average by 5
sample sections, the maximum sampling depth being 15 em.
3.2. Plutonium and 137cs in Danish sediments and soils
Danish marine sediments contained the same amount of Pu as the uncultivated
soils (Table 2). From the measurements of 90sr deposition in Denmark (4),
240
and from the observed ratio between 23 9•
Pu and 90sr in nuclear weapons
debris (1), the accumulated mean level in Denmark was estimated at 1.3 mCi
239• 240Pu km- 2 , which is compatible with the actual observations. Cultivated
soils apparently contained less 239• 240 Pu than this level. Some plutonium may
thus have been removed from the arable land during the cultivation Of the
soil. This was unexpected as 9°sr and l37cs were only little depleted in cultivated soils (4). Further studies are, however, necessary before any firm
conclusions may be drawn. It appeared that the penetration of plutonium was
greater than that of l37Cs in sediments as well as in soils. This agrees with
the observations of other authors (2), (6). The half-depths of Pu and l37cs
were apparently less in sediments than in soil samples. This may be an artifact, because the HAPS corer used for the sediments only works in soft materials, where the penetration depth of the radionuclides may be less as a consequence of a higher ion exchange capacity than that, e.g., of sandy soils.
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!

iluclide

Sample
type

Marine
239,24oPu
Sediments
from inner
l37cs
Danish waters
Uncultivated
Danish
Soils

239,24oPu

Cultivated

239,24oPu

~anish

Regression equation
-l
mCi km -2 em

Soils

2.4

e

o.l3 e

l37cs

e

ll

1.3

8

-o.l8 d

13

-o.lo d
8
-o.l2 d

I

1.3
92

I

d
o.o7 e-o.o9
-o.ll d
lo
e

l37cs

Integrated mean
deposition
(d ... cP) mCi km -2

e-o.l5 d

o.2

I

Number
og
locations

o.8
lo

"91

240
Pu and l3 7 cs in marine sediTABLE 2. The vertical distribution of 23 9 •
ments and soils collected in 1975 in Denmark (4). The sediment
samples consisted on average of 4 depth sections, the maximum
sampling depth being 21 em. The samples of uncultivated and
cultivated soils consisted of 4 and 3 depth sections respectively,
the total sampling depth being 5o em (d is the depth of the sample
in em).
3·3· An anomalous vertical activity distribution
One of the soil samples collected from uncultivated soils in Denmark showed
an unexpected distribution of the activity (Table 3). In contrast to the
other samples, the radionuclide levels in this sample did not decrease with
increasing sampling depth. More than half of the activity in the soil column
was in fact found from 30-50 em, and some activity may have penetrated even
deeper than 50 em. It was remarkable that the Pu/Cs and Pu/Sr ratios did not
vary with sampling depth. Thus, even under anomalous circumstances, plutonium

Unit
-2
mCi 239,24oPu km
mCi l37cs km-2
2
mCi 90 sr km-

o-lo
em

lo-2o
em

2o-3o
em

o.8l

o.75

o.9o

3o

32

44

3o-5o
em

o-5o
em

2.64

5.1

118

223

22

43

5·7

6.4

8.5

239,24oPu;l37 Cs

o.o27

o.o23

o.o2o

o.o22

o.o23

239, 24oPu/9oSr

o.l4

o.l2

o.ll

o.l2

o.l2

-.~-

TABLE 3. The vertical distribution of 2 39, 240 Pu, l37Cs and
9os .
.
r 1n an anomalous sample of Danish uncultivated
soil collected in Jutland in 1975 (4).
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may be closely related to the 137 Cs as well as to the 90Sr activity levels.
The sample was taken from a meadow in a stream valley with run-off from
·
. ·
·
·des. Th.J.s may exp1 aJ.n
· why th e 239• 240 Pu an d 137 cs 1 ev els
neJ.ghbourJ.ng
hJ.llsJ.
were 2-3 times higher than expected. Had the entire soil column acted as
other Danish soils, we would have seen a decreasing Pu/Sr ratio with in.
.
137
239' 240
creasing sampling depth. The relatJ.vely hJ.gh
Cs and
Pu concentratJ.ons at this .location may be due to a se.lective mobJ..lJ.zation or these
nuclides, perhaps influenced by the high organic matter content in the environment. Further studies of this location may clarify the situation.
4. CONCLUSION
The Pu levels in marine sediments and soil decreased exponentially with increasing sampling depth. The half-depth of the Pu deposit in sediments from
a single release was approx. 2 em. Plutonium from ·fallout showed a half-depth
of approx. 5 em in marine sediments and of 7 em in soils. Sediments contained
the same integrated Pu levels as untouched soil~ and the levels agreed with
2
the total deposit of plutonium, i.e. 1.3 mCi km • The Pu/Cs ratio was nearly constant down through the sample column, perhaps with a slight tendency
to an increase with sample depth. In fallout-contaminated sediments the
mean Pu/Cs ratio was approx. 0.09, in uncultivated soils 0.015, and in cultivated soils 0.01.
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Pu-241 AND Am-241 IN THE ENVIRON}lliNT
E. Holnr: and R.B.R. Persson::::
::International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity, IAEA,
Musee Oceanographique, Monaco
::::Radiation Ph~sics Departme!)t, Lasarettet, 221 85 Lund, Sweden
I.

INTRODUCTION

The global inventory of plutonium isotopes indicates that the highest
activity is represented by Pu-241 of which about 6000 kCi have been
released by the atmospheric nuclear weapons tests as world-wide fallout
(1,2). Another 2000 kCi of Pu-241 might be locally deposited near the
test sites (3). Pu-241 is a rather short-lived beta emitting radionuclide which decays with a half-life of about 13 years to Am-241 which
is long-lived (half~life 458 years) and is an alpha-emitter. Thus, due
to the decay of fallout Pu-241 the activity of Am-241 in the environment
will increase with time and reach the same activity-level as Pu-239
(2000 kCi) in about 70 years. A small amount of Am-241 is, however,
present in the fabricated weapons but in the fallout it is mainly
derived from the decay of Pu-241. In the effluent from nuclear reprocessing plants the Pu-241/Pu-239+240 activity ratio as well as the Am-241/Pu239+240 activity ratio can be much higher than that in fall-out from
nuclear explosions. Some observations also indicate that americium
from reprocessing plants might be more easily available to biota than that
originating from nuclear weapons tests (4). In the thermonuclear test
explosion 'Ivy Mike' November 1952, the Pu-241/Pu-239+240 activity ratio
•~as reported to be as high as 28 (5).
2.

SAMPLING ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENTS

Samples of lichen (Cladonia alpestris). have been collected since 1961
from the Lake Rogen district in central Sweden (62.3 N, 12.4 E). A
standardized technique using a frame over an area of 0.25 m2 was employed.
The samples had previously been analyzed for Pu-238 and Pu-239+240 (6).
We have also analyzed one sediment sample collected in July 1975 from the
Irish Sea, and one sediment sample collected during 1970 from the Bikini
Atoll (Bravo Crater). These sediment samples had been analyzed previously
for Pu-239+240 and Am-241 (4) and now about one year later also have been
analyzed for Pu-241. The analysis of Pu-241 is performed by separating
the Am-241 which is derived from the previously electroplated Pu-241. The
Am-241 has been analyzed in the samples by ion-exchange separation in a
nitric-acid/methanol medium (7). All samples were electroplated and
counted with surface barrier detectors connected to a multi-channel
analyzer and the activities of Pu-241 and Am-241 were corrected to the
date of collection. The radiochemical yield of the radiochemical
separations was monitored by addition of Pu-236 for Pu-isotopes and Am-243
or Cm-244 for Am-isotopes.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The activities of Pu-241 and Am-241 lichen corrected to the date of
collection during 1961-1975 are given in Fig. I together with the Pu-239+
240 values determined previously (6). The activity concentrations of all
plutonium isotopes in lichen show maxima for the period 1963-1966 of
845

about 4000 pCi per kg dry weight for Pu-241 and 300 pCi per kg dry weight
for Pu-239+240. These maxima are caused by the larger nuclear weapons
tests during 1961-1962.
238•240Pu, 241Pu anq 241Am content
pCi·kg-1

5000

1000
500

100
50

Yur

Fig. I
The temporal variation of the activity-concentrations of
Pu-241, Pu-239+240 and Am-241 in lichens collected in central Sweden.
Because most ~241 is mainly formed in situ by the decay of Pu-241 it
does not show a corresponding maximum:- The maximum activity concentration
of Am-241 appears much later (1968-1970) and is then about 35 pCi/kg dry
weight. The activity ratios Pu-241/pu-239+240, ~241/Pu-239+240 and
~241/Pu-241 in lichen are presented in Fig. 2.
The Pu-241/Pu-239+240
activity-ratio decreases from about 14 in 1964 to about 7 in 1975 which is
mainly due to the physical decay of Pu-241. The ~241/Pu-239+240 activity
ratio shows a quite irregular pattern during the period 1961-1963 which
is probably due to the presence of ~241 in the fallout during this
period. After 1967 this ratio increased to a more stable value of about
0.17 in the lichen carpet. The ~241/Pu-241 activity ratio in lichen
rises smoothly to a value of about 0.023 in 1970 but then decreased
slightly. This might be an indication that Am-241 .is more easily
accessible in the lichen plant than Pu-241.
The biological mean residence time for plutonium in the lichen carpet was
estimated previously as 6 + 0.5 years by using a simple compartment model
for the area contained in the lichen carpet (I). The deposition-rate of
Air241 was estimated by using the ~241/pu-241 activity-ratio of surface
air and the Pu-241 deposition curve derived previously (1,5). For ~241,
however, one also has to take the in situ build up into consideration and
the biological mean residence time~or-aiDericium in the lichen was
estimated as 3 ! I years.
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The activity levels and activity-ratios for sediments, lichen and global
fallout are summarized in Table I.

Environmental
sample

Pu-239+240

Pu-241
Pu-239+240

Am-241
Pu-239+240

1.0!0· 1::

7 .0+1.0

0.24:!;0.02

0.034

Reindeer Lichen

0. 12:!;0.03::::

8.0+1 .0

0.16:!;0.02

0.02

Bikini sediment

83 ! 3;c::

8.2!0.5

0.58:!;0.02

0.077

110 ! 4::::

22:!;2

2.0:!;0. I

0.09

Global fallout

Windscale sediment

(l:)

nCi/m2

(l:l:)

Am-241
Pu-241

nCi per kg dry weight

Table I. The activity content and various activity ratios of
Pu-239+240, Pu-241 and Am-241 in various types of environmental
samples. (Activity corrected to Oct. 1975).
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By analyzing profiles of lichen carpet and soil layers the accumulated
area content of Am-241 was determined to be 210 ! 20 pCi/m2 in 1972;
the corresponding value for Pu-241 was 7800 ! 900 pCi/m2.
The results of present investigationiindicate Fhat Am-241 was present
in the environment from nuclear weapons tests prior to 1960, though the
U.S. and U.S.S.R. tests series in 1961-1962 comprise the major input.
In 1975 about 15-20% of the Am-241 in the lichen carpet originated from
direct fallout and 80-85% are derived by in situ build up from Pu-241.
Activity ratios of 241 Pu and 241 Am

241Pu;~·240Pu

10

t-y+J-t-+-~~

5

0.5

0.1
0.05 'f-r-r--r-r--r-rT--r--...-r-r--r-r-....-r-r--r--...-r-r-l!
1958 58 80 82 84 68 88 70 72 74 78
Yaar

Fig. 2
The temporal variation of the activity-ratios Pu-241/Pu-239+
240, Am-241/Pu-241 and Am-241/Pu-239+240 in lichen carpets.
Results of the analysis of the Windscale sediments give an activity ratio
for Pu-241/Pu-239+240 of 22 ! .2, in good agreement with the activity
ratio in the effluent which is reported to be about 10-100 (8). The
corresponding ratio for the IAEA intercalibration samples AG-I-1 (seaweed)
and SW-I-2 (seawater) which are collected in the same area as the sediment
sample is about 30 (9). For the Bikini sediment samples a lower value
of the Pu-241/Pu-239+240 activity ratio was found. In 1976 this was
8.2 ! 0.5, and, corrected for physical decay to 1954 it became 25. This
is slightly less than the value 3 which has been observed in coral
sections from the same place (10).
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ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING FOR SOME
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
J. Sedlet and N. W. Golchert
Occupational Health and Safety Division
Argonne National Laboratory Argonne, IL 60439, U.S.A.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of contemporary environmental levels of transuranium elements is
necessary as baseline information if the future impact of nuclear fuel
plants and power reactors is to be evaluated. The chemical behavior of
these elements at low concentrations in the environment is also important
in hazard prediction. This paper describes methods used by our group for
the analysis of environmental materials for several transuranium elements
and summarizes the results for the past several years. In some cases comparison with natural uranium and thorium was useful, and their concentrations were also determined. The detailed data are given in a series of
annual reports (1).
2.

RADIOCHEMICAL PROCEDURES

Measurements were made by alpha-particle spectrometry, except for some
uranium fluorometric analyses, with the use of radiotracers to determine
the chemical recovery by isotope dilution. Where ~ossible, isotopic alpha
emitters were used as tracers. Exceptions were: 2 4Th for thorium isotopes;
239Np or 236pu for 237Np; and 243Am for Cf and Cm isotopes. 243 Am was used
for Am, Cf, and Cm since these actinides were separated together under conditions where they behave quantitatively the same. Although 239 Np was
initially used as a tracer for 2 37Np, it was found that Np could be separated with Pu so that both elements could be determined by alpha spectrometry
with 236pu tracer without separating them from each other.
Water was analyzed by coprecipitating the transuranium elements and Th with
CaF2 after reduction with sodium bisulfite. The CaF 2 was dissolved in 8N
HN03-saturated Al(N03)3 solution, and the solution passed through a Dowex-1
ion exchange column to adsorb Th, Pu, and Np. The Th was eluted with concentrated HCl, and the Pu and Np either eluted together with dilute HCl-HF
solution, or the Pu eluted by reduction with NH 4 I solution and then the Np
with dilute HCl-HF. The initial column effluent and washings were evaporated
nearly to dryness, the acidity adjusted to pH 2 with NH 40H, and the trivalent
actinides extracted into a solution of Aliquat 336 in xylene and re-extracted
into dilute acid.
Soil, air particulates, veget~tion, and bottom sediment were leached by
treatment with hot mineral acids, including HF. The insoluble material was
filtered, ashed, and the acid treatment repeated. The solution was made 8M
in HN03 and the separation described above performed with one change. Prior
to the extraction step, the evaporated Al(N0 3 ) 3 solution was made lON in
NH4N03 and the U extracted into ethyl acetate. The trivalent actinides were
then extracted with Aliquat 336.
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The separated elements were electrodeposited onto Ag or Pt disks from NH 4ClHC1-H2C204 solution (pH-2) and counted with an alpha spectrometer that
used a surface barrier silicon diode detector. Beta counting was used to
measure the yield when 239Np and 234Th were used as tracers.
3.

RESULTS

Concentrations of several nuclides in air from the same location (near ANL)
are shown in Table 1. The values are averages of monthly samples; the uncertainties are the standard errors of the mean, and are a measure of the
range in the monthly concentrations.
239,240pu

Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
Table 1

27
13
32
18
6.1

23Bpu
2.2
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.6

± 5
± 3
± 7

± 4
± 0.8

± 0.4
± 0.3
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.2

~32Th

u (nat)

15
14
15
16

88
74
77
65

± 2

± 2
± 1
± 1

±
±
±
±

10
7
6
5

Average Pu, Th, and U Concentrations in Air (aCi/m 3 )

The concentrations of all nuclides varied appreciably from month to month.
Variations in the 239,240pu concentrations reflected changes in fallout from
nuclear tests; each year a maximum was observed in the spring and a minimum
in the fall. Concentrations of Th and U also showed large monthly variations, about a factor of 10, but in a less orderly fashion. Their average
annual concentrations have been quite constant, as would be expected for
naturally-occurring materials. The solids content of air varied by about a
factor of four, with a minimum in December or January and a maximum in July.
The amount of Pu in air from resuspension of surface material is of interest
in assessing the long-term inhalation hazard. To obtain the resuspension
factor [conc/m 3 (air)/conc/m 2 (surface)] from the data, the air concentration
must be corrected for the fallout contribution. If this contribution is
not known, it is reasonable that factors calculated for Th and U would more
accurately represent Pu resuspension than values calculated from Pu concentrations alone. In Table 2, the "corrected" factor for Pu is calculated
with the assumption that the resuspended Pu in the airborne solids has the
same concentration as the top 5 em of soil. On this basis, about 2% of the
airborne Pu was due to resuspended soil. The factors obtained for Th, U,
and "corrected" Pu are in reasonable agreement with each other, and with
reported factors of ro-9 to ro--10 for aged depositions (2).
Air Concentration
(aCi/m3)

Nuclide
232Th
Uranium (nat)
2 39 • 240 Pu (corrected)
239,240pe (total)

.

Table 2
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14
74
0.70
32

Soil Concentration
(nCi/m 2 )
180
780
1.2
1.2

Resuspension Factors for Th, U, Pu (1974)

Factor (m- 1 )
o.8
1.0
5.8
2.7

x lo- 10
x ro-1°
x ro-1°
x ro-s

Plutonium in soil and grass is shown in Table 3. The results, averages of
8 to 30 samples each year, are similar to those obtained by others at similar northern latitudes. In terms of deposition, grass contained about 10 4
less Pu than soil from the same locations. The sampling and sample treatment methods do not permit the calculation of meaningful uptake factors
since the soil was sampled down to 30 em (50-90% of the Pu was in the first
5 em), the grass was washed with water and oven-dried before analysis, and
perhaps not all the surface Pu was remuveJ.

Year

Soil (nCi/m2 )
230 ,240pu
238pu

1972
1973
1974
1975

1.8
2.5
1.9
2.2
Table 3

±
±
±
±

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.3

0.21
0.20
0.13
0.17

±
±
±
±

Grass (pCi/m 2 )
239,240pu
238pu

0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.32
0.13
0.25
0.13

±
±
±
±

0.15
0.04
0.08
0.05

0.02 ± 0.01
< 0.01

Plutonium Content of Soil and Grass

The surface deposition of Pu for the past several years averaged about
1 pCi/m 2 /month, but shows pronounced spring peaks which correlate with atmospheric nuclear detonations. The annual depositions ranged between 4 and
25 pCi/m 2 from 1973 to 1976. The total deposition for these four years was
only about 2.5% of the total soil inventory.
Table 4 gives average concentrations of several transuranics in surface
water during 1975 near Argonne National Laboratory. Waste water, after
treatment and analysis, is discharged into Sawmill Creek, which flows into
the Des Plaines River, which in turn empties into the Illinois River. Very
small but measurable amounts were found in Sawmill Creek, but these concentrations were not detectable as to origin in the larger streams. The Pu
concentrations in the Des Plaines and Illinois Rivers (0.5 ± 0.3 fCi/1) are
the same as found in other bodies of water in the area, including Lake
Michigan, and may represent the solubility of fallout Pu in natural water
systems.
Nuclide

Sawmill Creek

237Np
23Bpu
239,240pu
241Am
242cm;252cf
244cmf249cf

*Average
Table 4

42 ± 12
< 2.6 (*)
9.4 ± 1.3
4.3 ± 0.7
< 1.2 (*)
4.5 ± 0.8

Des Plaines River

< 0.5
< 0.5

0.7 ± 0.2
< 0.5
< 0.5
< 0.5

Illinois River

< 0.5
< 0.5

0.3 ± 0.1

of many samples, some containing less than the detection limit.
Transuranium Nuclides in Surface Water (fCi/1), 1975

Environmental concentrations of a few transuranics are adequate to study
some of their properties. For example, information on the solubility of Np
and Pu in Sawmill Creek water is given in Table 5. These samples were acidified to 0.1~ HN03 and filtered through cellulose paper immediately after
collection. The results show that much of the Pu can be readily filtered,
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and therefore much of the Pu actually released into waste water may be removed in treatment. The results are consistent with the known solubilities
of the most stable oxidation states of these two elements. The total Pu
release cannot be judged on the basis of water concentration alone, and Np,
at the same release level, may be more important dosimetrically than Pu because of its greater solubility in aquatic systems.

Residue

Water

Below
Below
Below
Below
Below
Above

6.7
3.3
185
149
183

1.1
0.8
9
7
± 8
<1

Water
5.8
2.0
5.5
2.9
9.4

1.2 ± 0.4
<1
1.6 ± 0.6
<1
3.8 ± 0.9
<1

±
±
±
±

> 90

Percent (avg)

*Above

239,240pu

237Np

Location*

± 1.1
± 0.7

± 1.0
± 0.7
± 1.3

< 0.5

< 10

Residue
10.9
2.4
21.5
3.0
19.3
0.6

1.2
0.5
2.2
0.7
2.1
± 0.5
±
±
±
±
±

64

36

and below the waste water outfall.

Table 5 Distribution of Np and Pu between Water and Residue (fCi/ 1)
The distribution of Pu and U between bottom sediment and the overlying water
are compared in Table 6. The U concentrations are in their natural ranges.
Pu is evidently easier to detect in the sediment than in water. Since sediment can accumulate Pu over a period of time, it is a very sen.sitive indicator of aquatic contamination, and can be useful in covering time periods
during which no water samples were collected.

u (nat)
Location

Water

Sawmill Creek
Des Plaines River
Illinois River
Table 6

1700
1400
llOO

Sediment
1400
1500
3500

239,240pu
Water Sediment
9
0.7
0.2

19
25
1.0

238pu
Water
Sediment

<2
<2
<2

<

0.7
1.3
0.1

u and Pu in Water (fCi/1) and Bottom Sediment (fCi/ g)

Plankton in this case is not a useful indicator of Pu contamination, as
shown by the data in Table Z. No difference between locations was detected,
and the Pu is attributed to fallout only.

u (nat)

Location
Above Outfall
Below Outfall
Below Outfall
Table 7

390 ± 40
310 ± 30
620 ± 40

239,240pu
24 ± 1
13 ± 1
16 ± 1

238pu

< 0.1
0.8 ± 0.7
0.2 ± 0.2

u and Pu in Sawmill Creek Plankton (aCi/ g)
REFERENCES
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FALL-OUT PLUTONIUM IN AUSTRIAN SOIL SAMPLES
K. Irlweck, F. Steger
Austrian Atomic Energy Research Organization Ltd.
Research Center Seibersdorf, Austria

1. INTRODUCTION
239
The total amount of
Pu produced in nuclear tests until 1974 was estimated to about 320 kCi (1). This activity has been released into the atmosphere and distributed with global fall-out accompanied by small amounts
of 2 3 8Pu in the ratio of 0,02 to 0,04 (2). Additionally a quantity of
17 kCi 23Bpu was injected into the stratosphere from a satellite (SNAP 8Al
which burnt up re-entering the atmosphere using this radionuclide as a
power source. Extensive investigations about 2~ ,238pu concentrations in
surface air showed that the main part of 2 3 8Pu activity is found on the
southern hemisphere (3). For geographic latitudes at 45°N a fall-out deposition of ~2 mCi 239Pu/km2 was reported (1). Profile studies (4- 6)
demonstrated that under environmental conditions at least 80 % of Pu remained insoluble and was fixed in a layer down to a depth of 10 em.
The aim of our work was to perform a survey on fall-out concentrations in
Austrian soil samples under specific conditions of a mountain region with
areas strongly differing in altitude and in the amount of
mean annual
rainfall.
Furthermore the analytical procedure used for radiochemical determination
of plutonium should be tested which various soil samples.
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The soil samples were collected from an area of 10 x 10 em to a depth of
5 to 10 em. Air dried aliquotes of 50 g were sieved to remove large stones
and were spiked with a small quantity of 236pu to check the Pu recovery
for each analysis. The samples were heated in a muffle furnace at 450°C
to destroy organic materials and then leached with 200 ml half concentrated
nitric acid boiling for 3 hours. NaN0 2 was added to get Pu in tetravalent
state (7). After cooling the suspenion was centrifuged and the separated
liquor extracted with 25% tridodecylamine in xylene. The organic phase
was washed with 10 N hydrochloric acid to remove thorium completely.
Plutonium was stripped together with uranium from the amine phase with
a dilute hydrochloric/hydrofluoric acid mixture. After repeated evaporations to dryness a nearly white residue was obtained. Plutonium was taken
up in slightly acidic ammonium chloride solution for electrodeposition on
stainless steel disks (B). Alphaspectrometric measurements were carried out
with a silicon surface barrier detector. With a counting time of 40.000 sec
the detection limit for the a-counter (i.e. 4 times statistical error of
the background measurements) was about 15 fCi (9). Measurements of chemical
blanks, however, showed that in practice a detection limit of only about
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50 fCi/sample could be reached. Therefore with 50 g samples and a mean
recovery for Pu of 32,6 ± 15,9 % (arithmetic mean from 20 analysis
with added 236pu) 239pu concentrations of 3 fCi/g soil could be determined.
3. RESULTS

Typical Pu concontrations in AustriQn soil samples were presented in
Table 1:
239

sample
no.
19
31
22
21
11
6
9
4
5
7

17
2

1
3
8

13
16
14
15

TABLE
Pu concentrations in Austrian soil samples

location

heigth
above sea level
(ml

annual
rainfall
(mml

fCi

239

14 ± 2*)
15 ± 2
9 ± 2
6 ± 1
14 :!: 2

Seibersdorf
Reisenberg
Wolkersdorf
Zwettl
Otirfl
KremsmUnster
Aspang
PUrgg

200
200
200
600
250
400
1000
800

600
600
600
600
700
800
800
800

Bad Aussee
Pertisau
Ehrwald
Almsee
Cldsee
Hinterstoder

700
1200
750
750
750

1000
1250
1250
1500
2000
2000

-

1250
1500
1500
2000
2500
2500

26
13
58
20
100
70

1700
1500
1700
2200
1900

1250
1500
1500
1500
2000

-

1500
2000
2000
2000
2500

45
183
107
142
161

Gerlosstein
Schwarzensee
Gsiesertal
Stallersattel
Haidacher Alm

1 ODD

-

Pu/g

700
700
700
700
800
900
900
900

8
7

±

6

±

±

4

± 5
:!: 7

±4
+ 3
12

±

:!: 8
± 5

± 22
:!: 7
:!: 13
:!: 10

X) statistical error of a-counting for 239 Pu and 236pu

These values differ from 6 to 183 fCi 2 39 Pu/g soil, depending on the location from where the samples were taken. These results correlated with
the total amount of annual rainfall and with heigth above the sea level
can be distinguished in three categories. The estimated 239pu deposition
was found to be:
region I:

region II:
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(altitude <. 1000 m, annual rainfall 600 - 900 mm)
· plane areas in eastern part of Austria with low rainfall:
1,2 ± 0,2 mCi/kL
(altitude < 1200 m, annual rainfall 1250 - 1500 mml
mountain region ~ith high rainfall:
5,1 ± 1,5 mCi/km

region III:

(altitude 1500 - 2500 m, annual rainfall 1250 - 2500 mml
alpine regions with extremely high rainfall:
15,3 ± 2,9 mCi/km2

The recorded a-spectrum of some samples with high 23 9 Pu concentrations
additionally showed 23Bpu in the ratio of 0,03 ± 0,01 which is typical
for fall-out deposition.

A~

d

Ly~ical

example the a-spectrum of soil

sample no.14 is presented in Figure 1.
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PLUTONIUM IN BALTIC SEDIMENTS
Kristiina Simola, T. Jaakkola and J. K. Miettinen
Department of Radiochemistry, University of Helsinki, Finland
A. Voipio and L. Niemisto
Institute of Marine Research, Helsinki, Finland
Marine sediments accumulate the bulk of plutonium produced by neclear tests.
The nuclear power industry will form an additional source of plutonium. It
is important to determine the present "background" levels of plutonium in
sediments and to compare the accumulation rate in the Baltic with that in
other areas of the world.
In the Baltic Sea the younger Post-Glacial sediment's. covering the glacial
deposits are unevenly- distributed (l). This makes it difficult to obtain
samples representing the whole of the Baltic Sea, and our results based on
only a few cores have to be considered preliminary.
Plutonium was determined on ~our sediment cores collected from the Baltic
Sea in 1974 and 1975 by the Institute of Marine Research, Helsinki, the
Institute of Radiation Protection, Helsinki and Tvarminne Zoological Station,
University of Helsinki. The sampling sites are indicated in Fig. l. Two of
the samples were from oxygenated coastal sediment with benthic life (I,
Tvarminne, 26m ueep and II, Hastholmfjarden, ll m deep). The two other cores

Fig. l. Locations of sediment samples analysed for plutonium:
I Gulf of Finland, Zoological Station, University of Helsinki
(59°50'N; 23°l5'E)
II Gulf of Finland, Hastholmsfjarden (60°22'N; 26°22'E)
III Baltic Sea, Faro (58°00'N; l9°54'E)
IV Baltic Sea, Teili (59°25'N; 2l 0 39'E)
R57

were collected from deep ba~ in the Baltic (III, Faro, 183 m deep and IV,
Teili, 164m deep) where the bottoms were anoxic, with no benthic life, and
where the rate of sedimentation is rather high. The samples were taken with
a gravity corer which consists of a plexiglass tube surrounded by a stainless
steel body and the sediment cores were split into transverse sections of
0.8, 1.0 or 2.0 em thick with a special sectioning apparatus (2).
Plutonium was separated from samp~es using anion exchange technlque and
electrodeposited onto platinum disc for determination of a-activity (3,4).
The accuracy of method was tested by making 12 parallel det~rminations on a
h~mogenized surface sediment sample. The mean value was 186-14 pCi/kg dry wt
(-lo).
The Pu-239,240 content of the sediment cores is presented in Fig. 2 as
pCi/kg dry wt in the different core sections. The highest plutonium concen-.
trations are found near the surface, at depths of 0-8 em. In all cores the
plutonium concentration decreases sharply at a depth of about 6-8 em, but
differences are evident between the profiles.
In profiles I and II (Tvarminne and Hastholmsfjarden) a rather broad maximum
can be seen. The concentrations are about 170 pCi/kg dry wt down to the
depth of 6-8 em. In 1970 the concentration of Pb-210 c
Fo-210 was determined on a sediment core from Tvarminne area (Storfjarden). The concentrations
were found to be fairly uniform in the uppermost 5 em of the sediment. This
was attributed to bioturbation and to the effect of wave action on the
sediment surface during strong winds. In core IV (Teili) a rather sharp
maximum can be seen between 2 and 6 em (370 pCi/kg dry wt). The rate of
sedimentation has recently been determined on a Teili core by the Pb-210/
Po-210 technique (6). On the basis of these datings, the 1963 sediment layer
was found at the depth of 44 mm from the 1974 sediment surface. This is in
good agreement with our present results, which indicate that the maximum
plutonium concentration was at that depth.
Both Faro and Teili (samples III and IV) are separate basins, where the
sedimentation is also dependent on horizontal transport of material from
areas with non-deposition or erosion. Tvarminne and Hastholmsfjarden
represent areas where the sediments show considerable terrestial influence.
Table 1 shows activities per uni~ area. The integrated values in the four
cores ranged from 1.2-3.3 mCi/km . These values can be regarded as the
cumulative fallout of plutonium.
Maximal deposition rate of pluton~um from fallout was measured in 1963. In
New York it was 0.6 mCi Pu-239/km (7). The cumulative deposit of Pu-239,240
2
in New York city in 19!3 was 2.6 mCi/~m (7). The va5ues r~corded fro~ soil
col*ected 1970-71 was l~ northern ~atltudes at 40-50 N 2.2-0.5, 50-60 N
1.3-0.2 and 60-70°N 1.6-1.0 mCi/km (8).
The value measured b~ Noshkin in the sediments of Buzzard's Bay (41°N,
70°W) was 2.3 mCi/km (9) and the values Koide et al. from the sediments of
Santa Barbara and Soledad ba~ins to which crustal materials are carried by
wind were 4.5 and 5.0 mCi/km , resp. (10). On the whole, our results (Table
1) are in good agreement with the cumulative deposit in New York city and
Noshkin's value from Buzzard's Bay sediment.
When the possible hazards to human health are considered, attention should
be paid to pathways by which plutonium can pass. First, sediment dredged
from the bottom can be inhaled as windborne dust. Second, the gastrointestinal pathway may become significant if man consumes bottom animals
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as his staple food. However, this seems unlikely in the Baltic Sea area.
Anyhow, plutonium food-chains seem to lead to reduction of the concentration,
when passing from lower to higher trophic levels (11).
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'
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0- 2
2- 4
4- 6
6- 8
8-10
10-12
12-14
14-16
16-18
18-20
!The integrated
values

ii
I

239 • 240 Pu concentrations (fCi/cm2 )
Tvii.rminne
II Loviisa
III Faro
44:!:2
94:!:4
92:!:4
86:!:4
+
15-1

3,3 mCi/km

47!'l
'+
59+3
72-5
20:!:2
18:!:2
25:!:2
+
7+0.3
5-1

2

2.5 mCi/km2

1 R!1
23:!:2
35:!:2
29:!:3
10:!:1

2
1.2 mCi/km

IV Teili
+
11+1
67+4
88+5
35+3
7+1
15+2
1+0.5
11-3
0+
1-0.4
2
2.4 mCi/k1
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PLUTONIUM AND AMERICIUM IN THE FOODCHAIN LICHEN-REINDEER-MAN
T. Jaakkola, M. Hakanen, Harja Keinonen, Helena Mussalo and J.K. Miettinen
Department of Radiochemistry, University of Helsinki,, Finland
The atmocpheric nuclear t.Pst.s have produced a worldwide fallout of transuranium elements. In addition to plutonium measurable concentrations o1'
a:nericicll!l are tc be found in terrestrial and aquatic environments. Results
of the investigations on transfer of plutonium along the foodchain lichenreindeer-man have been published earlier (1,2).
In the present study the metabolism of plutonium in reindeer was investigated
by analyzing plutonium in liver, bone and lung collected during 1963-1976.
To determine the distribution of plutonium in reindeer all ~ssues of four
animals of different ages were analyzed. To estimate the uptake of plutonium
from the gastrointestinal tract in reindeer, the tissue samples of elk were
also analyzed. Elk which is of the same genus as reindeer does not feed on
lichen but mainiy on deciduous plants, buds, young twigs and leaves of trees
and bushes. The composition of its feed corresponds fairly well to that of
reindeer during the summer time.
Studies on behaviour of americium along the foodchain lichen-reindeer-man
were started by determining the Am-241 concentrations in lichen and reindeer
liver. The Am-241 results were compared with those of Pu-239,240.
The plutonium contents of the southern Finns whose diet does not contain
reindeer tissues were determined by analyzing autopsy tissue sarr,ples (liver,
lung and bone). The southern Finns form a control group to the Lapps consuming plenty of reindeer tissues. Plutonium analyses of the placenta, blood
and tooth samples of the Lapps are performed presently.
For separation of plutonium and americium the samples were dried and wetashed by HNO -HCl. Pu-242 and Am-243 were used as trarexs for yield determination. Pltitonium was isolated by anion-exchange and electrodeposited on
a platinum disc from a dilute HNO -solution. For separation of americium
the anion- and cation-exchange te2hniques combined with HDEHP extraction or
BiPOY-coprecipitation were used (3). Americium was electrodeposited from a
NH 4Cl-oxalic acid solution. Alphaspectra of Pu _and Am were determined using
a surface barrier semiconductor-detector and a 256-channel pulse-height
analyzer.
Haximal concentrations of Pu-239 ,240 and Am-241 in lichen ( sp. Cladonia)
220-240 and 40 pCi/kg dry wt. resp., were found in 1964 (Fig. ·1). Comparison
to Pu-239,240 concentrations in surface air, determined in the United Kingdom
by Carr1bray et al. ( 4), indl.cates a short residence time for these radionuclides in lichen. The maximal concentration of plutonium in air as well as
in grass and birch leaves (100 pCi/kg dry wt,) occurred in 1963 ~Fi&. 1).
Am-241 is a daughter nuclide of Pu-241 which decays with a half-life of
14.9 a to Am-241. In fresh fallout the Pu-241/Pu-239,240 activity ratio was
abou~ 15 in 1963 (5). ~ccording to this st¥dy this ratio in lichen was
12.0-2.3 in 1963, 10.9-1.8 in 1965 and 7.7-3.7 in 1974. In 1963 the Pu-241
concentration in lichen was 2400 pCi/kg dry wt. The activity ratio Am-241/
Pu-239,240 in lichen increases by time. It was about 0.15 in 1965 and 0.25
in 1973. This increase is probably mainly due to the Am-241 produced by
decay of Pu-241 in the lichen and does not indicate a higher retention of
americium by lichen compared with that of plutonium. It has been estimated
that the activity ratio Am-241/Pu-239,240 of integrated fallout on the
earth's surface will be at its maximum, 0.42, about the year 2040 (6).
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The highest Pu-239,240 concentration measured in reindeer was 56 pCi/kg
fresh wt. It was found in the liver of a 12-15 year old reindeer slaughtered
in 1973 (Table 1). In general, the plutonium content of liver is higher in
old animals which have lived during the period of high plutonium content in
lichen. In some cases, however, the high concentrations are likely due to
exceptionally high contribution of lichen to the diet of reindeer (Table 1).
The major part of plutonium in reindeer occurs in liver. Skeleton contains
usually 20-30% of the body burden. Only 1-10%
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.---·--------------.,..--·- -------

Sampling
ear

---.--···--·····--·--···------------l
r ·-·· ............
Age
I
pCi/kg fresh wt
,
·
min-max) l

-·---

No of
animals

1963-64
1965-66
1967-68
1971-72
1973
1973
1974
1975
1976
1976

i

3.5- 5
1.5- 4
2 - 8
2 - 4
G
3
12 -15
3 -13
3 - 8
1.5- 3
4 - 6

5
5
33
6
3
1
6
10
6
2

3.5-31.3)
1.6-18.6)

lI

I

2.4- 5. 5) l
? 4) !
1.6- -·
,I

2.1

55.6
3.1
2.8
1.2
29.9

( 0.6- 7 .1) 1
( 0.4- 8.2)
( 0.7- 2.4)

(28.3-31.4)

Table l. Pu-239,240 ~n reindeer liver in Finnish Lapland during
1963-1976. Standard deviation of the radioassay (one o)
~s indicated.
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DITRIBUT!Otl OF
~~ LtOpU ~tJ REIIWEERi AGE
SLAUGHTERED It: NOV[]WER L/LJ

13,5

YEARS,

In 1964-1966, the plutonium concentration in the lung of reindeer was only
slightly higher than in that of elk. Instead, the plutonium concentration in
the liver of reindeer was 10-50 times, and in bone 5-20 times higher than in
those of elk apparently due to the greater dietary uptake of plutonium by
reindeer. Assuming that reindeer feeds about 600 kg of lichen (dry wt.)
during eight winter months the total dietary intake in its life-time was
estim~teu.
The ratio of the sum of plutonium_~n reindeer liver and bone of
reindeer to the total dietary intake was 5xl0 . This gives a rough estimate
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I

--·--

Year

·-··-

-·-

--~ ·····~-

Animal
age
sex
years

1974
1975

13.5
8

d'
Q

.Ly(6

2

d'

1976
1976
1976

3
4
6

9

Q
Q

~

p

-~

•

pCi/kg fresh wt
241Am
+

1.2:;0.1
1. 3:;0.2
0.5:;0.1
0.3:;0.1
4.3:;0.1
5.4-0.2

239,240Pu
+

7-1:;0.2
8.2:;0.6
2.4:;0.1
1.3:;0.1
28.3:;1.2
31.4-1.3

i

241 Am;239 ,240Pu

l

+

0.16:;0.02
0.17:;0.02
0.20:;0.04
0.22:;0.09
0.15:;0.01
0.17-0.01

Table 2. Am-241 and Pu-239 ,240 in reindeer liver in Finnish Lapland
during 1974-1976. Standard deviation of the radioassay
(one cr) lS indicated.
for the absorption of plutonium from the diet. The value for the uptake of
the gastrointestinal tract in man, given by the ICRP is
3xl0
to 10
(7).

plut~gium fr~g

The concentrations of Am-241 in reindeer liver a¥e given in Table 2. The
ratio Am-241/Pu-239,240 was quite constant, 0.18-0.03 (mean value of 6
animals). This is slightly lower than the values 0.22-0.25 reported for
intergrated fallout in soil in 1973 (6).
In 1975 the dietary Pu-239,240 intake of the Lapps was 10 pCi for men and
16 pCi for women. Based on the Am-241 concentrations in reindeer it was
estimated that the corresponding values for Am-241 intake were 2 pCi/year
and 1 pCi/year for men and women, resp.
The mean values of Pu-239,240 content in liver, bone and lung of southern
Finns (13 subjects) were 0.52, 0.20 and 0.03, resp. Assuming that all
plutonium is in these tissues, the body burden of Pu-239,240 varied from
0.44 to 1.02 pCi being 0.75 on the average. The radiation dose due to the
a-radiation of Pu is for the southern Finns 0.3, 0.2 and 0.02 mrem/year for
liver, bone and lung, resp.
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PLUTONIUM CONTENTS IN THE COASTAL ENVIRONMENT OF JAPAN
A. Yamato, M. Kinoshita andY. Kurokawa
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp.
Tokai works, Tokai, Ibaraki-Ken, 319-11 Japan
1. INTRODUCTION
The Japan islands are situated in a band with much fallout (2) from 25°N
to 45°N in Northwest Pacific Ocean and it is important to investigate
environmental radioactivity.
In many radioactive nuclides in the environment, most of them were introduced by atmospheric nuclear tests, recently
plutonium has become to be paid much attention as a toxic tramsuranic
alpha-emitter (3), and Sr-90 is also one of the most important beta emitters, and is widely distributed in the environment.
Few reports were
published about contents of plutonium in the environment and fallout
amounts in Japan. (1)
The objects of this study are to survey amounts of
Pu-239 and Sr-90 in the Japan islands and to establish characteristic distribution·and relations between them in miscellaneous environmental
samples.
2. METHOD AND MATERIALS
Sample collection and preparation.
Soil: Soil samples were collected by pushing a 8cm~xl0cm depth cylinderical sampler into the ground, in Ibaraki prefecture, then dried at ll0°C,
and sifted out larger grain than 2mm.
Vegitation
Some vegitables and pasture grass were collected and
removed the root, then ashed in a furnace at 550°C.
Sediment : Sediment samples were collected using dredges around Japan
islands, especially many samples from off-shore of Ibaraki pref..
They
were treated in the same way with soil.
Fish and seaweeds : These samples were collected in the area of offshore of Ibaraki pref..
Treatment of them were same with vegitations.
Determination of Pu-239,240 (6); Plutonium seawater and spiked Pu-236
was coprecipitated with Fe(OH) 3 , then the precipitation was collected and
disolved with 8N nitric acid.
Other samples with Pu-236 spike were
boiled with nitric acid to leach the plutonium, filterd off the residue
then adjusted the concentration of nitric acid to 8N.
Plutonium was
purified through anion exchanger, with the acidity of 8N HN0 3 , lON HClO.lN HI sequentially, then electrodeposited on a stainless steel disc
and determined by means of alpha-spectrometry with Si-SSD connected to
a pulse height analyzer.
Determination of Sr-90;
Strontium-90 was leached from samples by boiling with nitric acid then
precipitated from the leachant with oxalic acid.
Strontium fraction was
purified through many precipitation steps.
The purified strontium
solution was kept for two weeks to grow Y-90, then Y-90 was separated and
the beta activity was measured.
An aliquot of stable strontium was added
to all samples prior to the analysis, and the recovery was measured by
~omic absorptiometry.
Recovery of yttrium carrier was also measured.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The contents of Pu-239,240 and Sr-90 in the samples collected on land are
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listed in TABLE-1.

Pu-239,240 (fCi/kg-fresh)*
sample

average
(range)

Soil
(

Pasture
grass
Spinach

18.5
2-49

samples
21
)

204

6

ratio to
soil
-

Cabbege

93
18-160 )
)

Chinese
10.3
cabbege (0.2-33

)

samples

495

29

38
( 20-60

3

0.005

9

0.0005

-

3.7

5

0.077

0.54

3

0.055

0.34

2

0.014

0.13

6

0.032

0.06

)

(

7.1
5-9

)

(

16
6-33

)

0.0006

Pu/Sr
ratio to ratio
soil
(%)

)

27
( 25-29

2

9.5
6-13

(

average
(range)

( 76-1450)

O.Oll

( 43-193 )

I(

Sr-90 (pCi/kg-fresh)

TABLE 1

Plutonium-239,240 and Strontium-90 contents in environmental
samples.
*; Unit of Pu-239,240 in soil is pCi/Kg-dry.

The range of Pu-239,240 contents is wide as from 1.4 to 49 pCi/Kg-dry, the
reason of this wide range may concern with the composition of the soil
which is mixeture of sandy part, red clay part and others.
A typical
profile of Pu-239,240 and Sr-90 in these soil is shown in FIG. 1.
About
75% of Pu-239,240 is maintained in top 10 em layer of the soil, and less
amounts of Pu-239,240 is immigrated
1.0
into deeper layers.
On the other
hand, only about 50% of Sr-90 is
20
kept in top lOcm layer and residual
1---part of Sr-90 is incorporated into
till
deeper layers.
•ri
till Both Pu-239,240 and Sr-90 in plants
---0
0,
•ri
are also determined.
Rather high0
0.5 ---0,
er contents of Pu-239,240 is gained
0
10
in such leafy plants as pasture
-"'"
0
(\j.
0\
grass and spinach, as a trend, on
0\
I
----..,
(Y")
H
the contrary lower values are found
',--'>(\j
(!)
I
'L_ ----1
in cabbage and chinese-cabbage.
~
The parcentage of Pu-239,240 concentration in plants to that in soil
0
0
is calculated to be higher values
40
0
20
of 5-llxl0-3 in such leafy plants
depth (em)
and lower values of 5-6xl0- 4 in
cabbaged ones.
The parcentages of
FIG. 1 Typical profile of
Sr-90 are rather constant values in
Pu-239,240 and Sr-90 in soil.
the range of l-8xlo-2.

"'

The reason of the difference of these values could explain as follows.
Strontium is assimilated into plants with calcium which is abundant in
environment and one of the indispensable elements for plants, on the
contrary plutonium may be not essential element for them, moreover strontium is easily soluble in water, but plutonium is not.
Therefore, the
important pass of the contamination by fallout Pu-239,240 to plants is
deposition or adsorption onto the leaves of plants than other passes such
as absorption of Pu-2l9.240 from soil.
The rati~s o~ Pu-239,240 to Sr-90 in plants are ranged from 0.06 to 0.54%.
Plutonium-239,240 and Sr-90 in marine environment are also investigated,
and the results are set in TABLE 2.

Pu-239,240 (fCi/Kg-fresh)
sample

I
Sea water

samples
seawater

samples

ratio tc Pu/Sr
(%)
seawate

6

-

0.27
(o.l6-o.4n

31

-

0.23

15.8
9-31

8

25

0.56
(0.3-1.1 )

8

2.1

2.8

11

50

0.69
(0.2-1.8 )

11

2.6

4.4

4

180

3.1
(2.2-4.6 )

4

11

3.5

5

370

2.1
(1.4-2.8 )

5

7-9

11

55

17

)

30.7
( 15-86

Wakame

)

110
( 21-194 )

Hijiki

contents
average
(range)

0.62
(0.3-1.2 )

Flounder
(flesh)
Anchovy
(whole)

ratio to

contents
average
(range)

Sr-90 (pCi/Kg-fresh)

228
(120-330 )

Sediment*
(

15.6*
4-64

93
)

2.5Xl0 4

4.5*
(0.4-13

340

)

TABLE 2 Plutonium-239,240 and Strontium-90 in marine samples.
*; Sediment is analyzed in dry base, and the unit is pCi/Kg-dry for
both Pu-239,240 and Sr-90.
Sea weeds indicated higher contents of Pu-239,240 than fish.
Concentration factors for Pu-239,240 and Sr-90 of these samples were shown in the
fourth and seventh columns of TABLE 2.
One of the most important
reservers of Pu-239,240 in the marine environment is sediment and the
concentration ratio to seawater is attained to the highest value of
2.5x10 4 , this value can be compared with Kd value reported by Pillai et
al (4), and parcentage to Sr-90 was 340 indicated largest value.
The
reason why Pu-239,240 is concentrated in sediment is that if the chemical
form of the fallout Pu-239,240 is insoluble particles of Pu 2 0 3 and have
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about 10 A diameter (5), the sinking velosity in seawater could be caluculated by Storks' equation to be about 2000 m/yr.
Therefore most of
plutonium is settled on the bottom especially such shallow water area
within very short time after it is introduced into marine environment.
The contents of Pu-239 in sediment collected around Japan islands are
shown in FIG. 2.

Pu-239,240 (pCi/Kg)
1
2
3
4
5
6
I
8
9
10
11
12

KUSHIRO
5
ISHIKARI 14-41
IBARAKI
3-60
TOKYO
6-81
KANAGAWA 11,14
FUKUI
8-130
HIROSHIMA
11
EHIME
9
SAGA
56
NAGASAKI 23,81
NAHA
4-49
NAKAGUSUKU 15-60

Pacific
ocean

200Km
--+----30°

FIG. 2

~

Plutonium-239,240 and Sr-90 in shallow
water sediment around Japan.
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MEDICAL EXPOSURE : GROWTH WITH RESTRAINTS
R. E. Ellis

B.Sc. Ph.D.

Department of Medical Physics,
University of Leeds,
England

INTRODUCTION
The demand for examinations and investigations involving the use of X-rays
and radioactive isotopes is increasing both in the technolo.gically developed
countries as well as those countries where medical facilities are limited to
the major population centres. The annual growth in the latter countries
reflects the demand for improved medical care and is controlled mainly by
the rate of providing new X-ray and isotope equipment. Such growth is to
be encouraged; yet in all countries there is an awareness that medical
e.xposure to radiation needs controlling and if possible reducing so that the
incipient risks are minimised as the benefits of modern health care accrue.
This review of published and unpublished information presents the trends in
demand for medical exposure and places priority to some of the areas in
which restraints should be applied to control the growth of the population
exposure and indicates the order of the risks and the benefit.
X-RAY FACILITIES AND GROWTH RATE
In technologically developed countries the number of X-ray facilities may be
about one unit per several thousand of the population. For example, a W.H.O.
report ( l ) gives one per thousand in the U.S.A. and in the U.K. there are
1148 departments of radiology with an average of about 7 X-ray units pe·r
department (excluding dental units) which is l X-ray Unit per seven thousand
population.
By contrast the W.H.O. reports for Eastern Mediteranean countries
one X-ray unit per 72,000 and in Burma there is one unit per 143,000 of the
population. Therefore there is a range of about 100 to one in facilities
and this is reflected in the film consumption of 2.46 films per person/year
in the U.S.A. to 0.063 films per person year in the Eastern Mediteranean
countries, (a factor of about 40 to one). The effect of the variation
of the frequencies of examination in various countries may be seen from the
results. of recent surveys of the population genetically significant dose
and mean marrow dose estimates which are shown, in increasing frequency order
per thousand of the population, in Tables l and 2. Even so particular
practises, for example mass screening of the stomach in the Japan studies,
may introduce particularly high exposures; in a similar way greater emphasis
in some countries on the need to reduce the doses during examinations may
lead to lower population doses (e.g. Japanese 1969 and 1974 studies), or at
least to less than a proportionate increase when the frequency of examination increases (See Tables 1 and 2).
The annual rate of growth of radiological examinations in the early 1960's
has been shown to be about 2 - 6% in the technologically developed countries,
however, recent information ( 2 ) for the late 1960's and early 1970's would
indicate that for many countries this annual rate of growth has increased to
between 5 and 15% (Table 3). The rate in Japan would appear to have slowed
down even though some important examinations from a dose viewpoint have
continued to increase considerably, e.g., the frequency/lOGO of barium
enema examinations has risen from 19 to 86 to 108 in the years 1959, 69 and
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74 respectively so also have abdomen, lumbar and sacral spine and dental
examinations.
The increase in radiology goes with an increase in many aspects of medical
care as is seen in Figure l based on tests carried out in the, National
Health Service of the U.K. Radiology and Pathology would appear to have
increased at the same rate in the U.K.
RADIOISOTOPE FACILITIES AND GROWTH RATE
An even greater growth rate is occuring in the use of radioactive isotopes
in clinical medicine for diagnostic purposes.
In contrast to the X-ray
situation the annual frequency of examination in most countries is only
about 10 investigations per thousand (Table 4).
However, the rate of growth
in some technically developed countries is such that a doubling of the
number of investigations is occuring every two to three years i.e. an
annual rate of growth of 26 - 41%. More information is required to get a
world wide view. An illustration of the way in which the growth of a
specialty is linked with the installation of new equipment is given in
Figure 2. The number of imaging procedures in the U.K. increased as the
number of scanners and y-cameras were installed.
The conclusion from these data is that considerable growth is occuring in
both X-ray and radioisotope investigations both in technologically advanced
as well as in developing countries, therefore appropriate restraints must
be applied in both the conduct of the examinations as well as in the dose
per examination so that the population doses are kept to the minimum.
WHAT ARE THE BEST AVAILABLE RESTRAINTS?
Education is the key to.all the possible restraints and the three groups
that need educating in different ways are:-

1.

1)

the clinicians who originate the requests for the examination.

2)

the general public who are the patients and their relatives.

3)

the medical, scientific and technical staff who undertake the
investigations and examinations.

The Clinicians

The three questions that need to be asked are; is the examination necessary?
is there an alternative test not involving radiation and finally has the
examination been conducted recently elsewhere?
The control of those requests that are ordered as a routine by junior
doctors or as a medico-legal safeguard is difficult but all senior
radiologists agree that there are clinically avoidable examinations. The
answer would appear to be that radiologists should persuade their colleagues
to introduce a system of reviewing the practice of their junior staff and
teaching about this problem in the medical curriculum. Ultrasound scanning
is one of the important alternative tests available and its use particularly
in obstetrics should reduce the number of X-ray examinations undertaken
during pregnancy to investigate the foetus.
In a U.K. survey in 1973 (3) the percentage of deliveries X-rayed was 22.7%,
however, in 1976 a survey in Yorkshire with a population of 3.5 million
showed only 8% were X-rayed.
In this region during the period 1972-76 sixteen
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ultrasonic B scan apparatus were installed each of which is capable of
supporting the work involving about 3,500 pregnancies.
It is vital that
a more extensive use of ultrasonic scanning is made to replace X-ray
investigations of the mother and foetus.
In the Yorkshire Survey it is
also interesting to note that in Obstetric Abdomen X-ray examinations only
one in eight patients have 2 films all others only one and in Pelvimetry
examination only one in three have 2 films.
This is a marked reduction
to the practice in 1957 when one in three had 2 films for Obstetric
Abdomen and everyone (on average) had two films in Pelvimetry.
The transfer of films from one hospital to another does not appear to be an
easy system to introduce in the U.K.
It would be interesting to know whether
this is easier in a country with more private practice in radiology.
2.

The Public

The public need to be
to irradiate an early
attention on the need
likely to be pregnant

conversant with the principle that it is undesirable
embryo or foetus.
The 10 day rule has focussed
to ask the question as to whether the patient is
or not.

Examinations are still being carried out when the first indications of
pregnancy are seen on the films or are reported too late by the patient (4).
In the Yorkshire Survey 88% of the hospitals were working the 10 day rule
for women in the 15 to 50 year age groups who were reporting for X-ray
examinations. The introduction of this system into radioisotope departments
is however less advanced. The half life of the isotopes does however make
it of less significance but for some short lived radiopharmaceuticals and
for all therapy using radioisotopes the question of pregnancy is important
(5).
3,

The Radiologist and his staff

The radiological staff need to study and implement, in the following priority
order, ways of:a)

Reducing the number of films taken per examination, including
retakes.

b)

Reducing the dose given to each film by using the fastest screen
film combination that is appropriate.

c)

Reducing the dose given in each fluoroscopic screening session by
using minimum exposure periods and well maintained image intensifiers.

d)

Reducing the field size.

e)

Reducing the gonad dose by using gonad shields.

a)

Reducing the number of films

The best method of reducing the dose is to cancel the examination altogether
but usually the radiologist must, as has been shown in the section on the
clinician, consider the possibility of reducing the number of films per
examination by a careful assessment of the needs of the examination and the
way that alternative methods of investigation, such as ultrasound or isotope
investigation, may be substituted. The introduction of CT scanning of the
head has enabled in many centres a reduction to 20-40% of the numbers of

carotid angiograms, ventriculograms and brain isotope scans.
A recent British Institute of Radiology Survey (3) has drawn attention to
the fact that one patient in seven who undergoes X-ray examination has at
least one film spoilt and retaken.
The principal cause is an exposure
fault which accounts for about two thirds of the spoilt films and one fifth
due to positioning faults.
Many of the exposure faults were with films
taken with portable radiographic equipment and this raises the question of
the desirability of providing automatic exposure control in new X-ray
apparatus which has estimated to add 17-20% of the cost of the total installations. More complex automatically programmed equipment designed to eliminate most operator errors, as distinct from incorrectly positio~ing of the
patient, would add 27-30% of the cost of the complete installation. The
saving in the genetically significant dose would be about 5% if all retakes
were eliminated.
b)

Reducing the dose per film

The introduction of rare earth intensifier screens is yet another step in
the production of faster screen film combinations which allows the examinations to be conducted with about half the radiation doses.
The Yorkshire
Survey in mid 1976 shows however that only very few of these rare earth
screens have been purchased in the U.K. Out of 40 departments, 23 had no
rare earth screens, 8 between 1 and 5%, 5 between 5 and 10%. 3 between 10
and 15% and only 1 department had 25% of their total cassettes converted.
The principal cause of this slowness to take advantage of this considerable
reduction in dose is the estimated cost of £110 per pair of screens.
Larger departments may have 50 to 100 cassettes and the B.I.R. estimated
that the cost would be £1.5 million over the whole of the U.K.
Some 90 per
cent of the genetically significant dose from diagnostic radiology in the
U.K. is estimated to be from radiography so that a total of 12 mrad for a
population of 55 million might be reduced to 6 mrad, a net saving of 330,000
man rad each year.
As the National Radiological Protection Board have
indicated this is a cost of about £4.5 per man rad.
A similar calculation
based on the fact that about 60% of the per caput mean bone marrow dose is
from radiography (excluding photofluorography) shows that the mean marrow
dose could be reduced by 7.5 mrad - a net saving of 410,000 man rad i.e.
a cost of less than £4 per man rad. These costs per man rad reduced are
low compared with the calculations of the cost to reduce the dose to
occupationally exposed workers of betwen $10- 250 (6).
c)

Reducing the dose in fluoroscopy

The image intensifier was heralded as the means of reducing dose to the
patient during fluorscopic examinations by a factor of 10 but as radiologists
took advantage of being able to conduct their examinations under normal
lighting conditions the average X-ray tube current reverted to the 2-3 rnA
that was used previously before image intensifiers were available.
Subsequently with television display and automatic brightness controls some
radiologists and their electronic maintenance staff have ignored the need
to keep the radiation dose rate down and X-ray tube currents have tended to
increase. This trend has been well demonstrated by Gustafs~on (7) who reports
that in barium enema examinations the energy imported has increased by a
factor of two between 1960 and 1974.
It is necessary to reverse this trend.
The other problem is that as the intensifier tubes age their efficiency
decreases and X-ray tube currents up to 6 rnA may be required to get
sufficiently bright images. The aim should be to replace these intensifiers
as soon as the mean X-ray tube current during an examination exceeds 2-3 rnA.
The new techniques of pulsed fluoroscopy with electronic retention of the
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visual image should be a means of decreasing these doses by a factor of
five.
An illustration of the high doses delivered in cardiac catheterisation and
the way that these correlate with the exposure in mA x sec is shown in
Figure 3.
d)

Reducing the field size

The risk of inducing deleterious effects is obviously a function of the
fraction of the body irradiated and therefore the need to reduce beam size
to the minimum needs to be encouraged. The surveys in the U.S.A. have
shown that the beam area in terms of the film area have reduced from 1.9 to
1.2 in the years 1964 to 1970,
e)

Reducing the gonad dose

The greatest reduction in gonad dose occurs when the gonads are shielded
from the direct radiation beam.
However, shields cannot often be used in
examinations of the pelvis in women. The overall reduction in the genetically significant dose by the use of gonad shields has been estimated to be
about 20% and therefore their use should be encouraged.
THE STAFF IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE
The need to use the minimum activity per investigation consistent with
satisfactory informat~on needs emphasising. Most investigations can be
undertaken within the Category II of the W.H.O. recommendations (8) i.e.
An organ dose of 0.25 - 2.5 rad or a whole body dose of less than 500 mrad.
One of the exceptions is the use of 131 I for thyroid uptake tests. Now
that 'in-vitro' T3 and T4 tests are available to assess thyroid function the
practice of measuring 131 I uptake should be discontinued. This would result
in a reduction by one third of the gonad doses received by the public from
the diagnostic use of radioisotopes.
BENEFITS AND RISKS
The justification of the use of X-rays and radioactive isotopes in clinical
tests is in the benefit that obviously occurs when it is the direct means
leading to the diagnosis or a measure of the progress of a clinical
condition. What is more open to question is the requirement for those
examinations which are complementary to others not involving radiation.
It
is therefore necessary to attempt to quantify the benefits as well as the
potential risks.
The benefits of public mass surveys have been reported e.g. in the U.K. 1958
chest survey of 4.3 million people the following cases were diagnosed:
17,569 pulmonary tuberculosis, 3,503 lung cancers, 10,161 cardiac abnormalities and 3,741 pneumonicosis.
In a similar survey in Japan in 1968 covering
40 million people some 44,500 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis were
diagnosed.
Based on available data on risks at high doses this irradiation
was estimated to cause 46 leukaemias and 7 lung cancers (9).
Kitabatake
(10) has also studied the mass surveys for cancer of the stomach in Japan
during 1973 involving 2.2 million people in which 2,423 gastric cancers
were identified, of whom 1042 were expected to survive more than 5 years.
The risks from radiation induced cancers in these people was estimated as
30 leukaemias and 15 abdominal cancers over the next 25 years - an overall
risk of 20 per million compared with about 1 in a thousand of gastic cancer.
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The tissues of the body particularly. at risk are the ovaries and testes from
a genetic viewpoint and the bone marrow, thyroid, breast and lung from a
somatic risk.
The radiological tests contributing 60-95% of the doses to
these organs and tissues are examinations involving the abdomen pelvis and
hips for the gonads; barium meals and enemas and examinations of the chest
and spine for the bone marrow; head, dorsal spine and chest for the thyroid;
chest and urography for the breast; and chest and dorsal spine for the lungs.
(Based on the report by Bengtsson (11)).
To assess the risk from low doses, 1 to 10 rad, it is necessary to use the
data derived from high dose (100-2000 rad) data summarised by UNSCEAR (12).
This unavoidably leads to unknown errors.
By expressing the dose received
by each irradiated group by the collective dose to a particular tissue at
risk i.e. the sum of the products of dose x number of people exposed, it is
possible to illustrate the known risks in terms of the number of excess
leukaemias and cancers detected for the various collective doses to known
groups.
This is shown in Figure 4 and it represents the total of our
knowledge of long term risks from medically irradiated groups.
There is a considerable spread of values but nevertheless they can be used
to estimate the range of deleterious effects. For example, if the per
caput bone marrow dose is 50 mrad in a population of 60 million the annual
collective dose to the bone marrow would be 3 million man rad The risk in
terms of excess cases of cancer would be estimated to be in the range 10-100
i.e. a risk of 1 in a million.
Obviously groups can only be used to study exact values of risk if they are
of sufficient size and followed long enough and Table 5 gives the values
deduced by Goss (13) of the size of groups necessary to obtain a 95%
probability of the increased risk being identified with a 5% significance.
A number of such groups need particular study especially those involving
children and where repeated studies may be undertaken e.g. children with
orthopaedic handicaps, foetal irradiations, patients with chronic kidney
or intestinal disorders.
It is only by constant rigorous care that the radiation dose to the public
from medical radiology will be minimised and in this way the risks remain
small compared with the benefits.
1) Gomez Crespo G et al Proc 3rd IRPA Washington 1973 1133-1138 USAEC
CONF 730907 P2.
2) Puijlaert CBAJ in Symposium Otaniemi Aug.l972, Thieme-Verlag
Stuttgart 1974.
3) Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution 6th Report Sept '76
207-211 HMSO Cmnd 6618
4) Neumeister K. SAAS der DDR Report SAAS 203. 1976
5) Ellis et al. Brit. J. Radiol. 1977 (in press)
6) I.C.R.P. Publication 22 Pergamon Press Oxford 1973
7) Gustafsson M IRPA Congress Amsterdam 1975
8) WHO Report WHO/RHL/73.1 Geneva 1972 Abstracted in B.I.R. Bulletin
Vol.l, 2,4-6 1975.
9) Kitabatake T et al Radiology 109, 37-40, 1973
10) Kitabatake T et al Strahlentherapie 146 (3) 352-358, 1973
11) Bengtsson G et al Swedish Institute of Radiation Protection SSI 1976-013,
1976
12) United Nations Scientific Committee on Effects of Atomic Radiation 1972
II

13) Goss S
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1975

Year

Exam/10

72

India

35

72

Taiwan

53

3

GSD
mrad

Year

l.l

Exam/10

3

m.m.d.
mrad

57

U.K.

375

32

3-4

64

U.S.A.

498

83

72

Iraq

150

52

70

U.S.A.

559

103

73

Puerto Rico

542

46

74

Sweden

650

9(1

70

Romania

560

28.5

60

Netherlands

680

30

70

U.S.A.

669

20

69

Japan

641

189

74

Japan

1099

l7 .8

74

Japan

729

127

72

Netherlands

1186

28

7l

Switzerland

1350

42.9

74

FGR Hamburg

1530

41

Table 2
nnual Frequency of X-ray Examination
and population mean marrow dose

Table l
Annual Frequency of X-ray Examination
and G.S.D.

Netherlands

%/y

Period

8~

1960-70

Year
73

1972

Exam/10
+
2.0

U.K.

73-74 Denmark

9.6

Sweden

6-8

Sweden

2+

1955-74

73

G.D.R.

Sweden

6x

1955-69

74

G.D.R.

9.9

Sweden

20x

1969-74

68

Sweden

6.0

U.S.A.

7

1972

74

Sweden

ll. 4

France

10

1967

74

FRG (Berlin)

13.9

Germany

10

1968

75

32.3

Belgium

15

FRG (Berlin)
+
Imaging only

U.K.

5*

1965-70
1960-71

Japan

10

1959-69

Japan

3

1969-74

+
X

*

Excluding dental exams.
Dental exams. only.
Units of practice not exams.

Table 3
Annual Rate of increase in
Radiological e~aminations

3

8.0

Table 4
Annual Frequency
of Radioisotope investigations

Cancers
Leukaemia

Collective Dose
man rad
Children
Adults
310,000
100,000

Thyroid+

700,000

Breastx

420,000
4M

Lung
Others

310,000

12M

+incidence xfemale
Table 5
Size of collective dose to detect risk
(95% probability at 5% level)
Follow up Children lOy Adults 20y.
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Fig.l
X-ray and pathology tests
of patient attendance in
the National Health Service
(from Medicine and
Society, Office of Health
Economics (1972))
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MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATION DOSES IN DIAGNOSTIC
APPLICATIONS OF TC-99m
H.Frischauf, K.Kletter, R.Nowotny.
1st Dept.of Medicine, University of Vienna and Inst.f.Radiumforschung
u.Kernphysik, Vienna, Austria.
I . INTRODUCTION.

The radiation burden induced by incorporation of radioactive substances was
hitherto determined mainly by calculation /1/. Such an approach is based on
certain assumptions regarding geometrical and kinetic data of the organs
under investigation. In particular a simplified approximation for the size
and shape of the organs /2/ and their relative positions must be adopted.
Furthermore a conception must be formed for the kinetics of the radionuclide
or the label~d compound, i.e. distribution and localisation, metabolic turnover and excretion. It is evident that these simplifying and generalizing
assumptions may cause gross errors in the evaluated dose.
Thus it is difficult to judge on the influence of geometrical variations
particularly in children /4/ since dose is calculated on the basis of a
"standard man". With respect to kinetic pararr.eters normal and pathological
changes of metabolism and excretion can produce large deviations in dose
from the estimate /5/. As it seems desirable to limit the number of assumptions in the determination of radiation exposure we tried to devise a method
for an individual tr:easurement. He used TLD as dosimeters for their small
size , high sensitivity, mechanical stability and tissue equivalency.
Technetium-99m was chosen as radionuclide for this study because of its
numerous diagnostic applications and a simple decay scheme.
2.HETHODS.
Th.e dosimeters were lithium fluoride (TLD-100, Harshm•) chips (1/4" x 1/4" x
x 0,035") and rods (I rr.m ¢ x 6 r=) .They were calibrated in a standardized
geometry with Tc-99m the activity of which was determined in a dosecalibrator to ± 5%. A Remcal- Nuclear phantom from Alderson was taken for
standardization measurements.~Dose measurements were made on patients who
were refered for scintigraphy of the liver (10 cases) and the thyroid (7
cases). Uptake and distributron of act~v~ty in the organs investigated
were determined ty a Pho-Gamma-III camera and a linear scanner.
The phantom was filled with water. Activity was administered to only one of
the following volumes: liver, spleen, thyroid and trunk. A variable thickness of adipose tissue was simulated by several layers of vaseline. Surface
dose was measured with chips while rods were inserted into the various
volumes. Dosimeters at the surface were arrangerl in a grid around the body
thus covering the organs of interest. This grid was composed of squares with
4 em length each for liver and spl!.'en, 2 em for the thyroid resp. Besides
dosimeters were located on the phantom and on patients in a variable
distance from the organ under investigation to evaluate the contribution to
dose from other parts of the body. The position of the dosimeters in
relation to the organs was established by markers in the scintigram.
Scir.tigraphy of liver and spleen was performed by application of 4-8 mCi
Tc-99m-sulfur colloid, of the thyroid by 2-3 mCi Tc-99m pertechnetate.
Dosimeters on the patient were positioned according to percussion findings,
In some cases also the scans taken some minutes after application of the
radioisotope were refered to. Dosimeters were fixed in the described pattern
around liver and spleen or thyroid. Positions distant to the organs were the
acromion for the trurk and the thigh. In thyroid studies additional dosimetem
were placed over heart, stomach, kidneys and groins. Time period of
measurement was 6-24 h.
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3. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS.
For the evaluation of the patient dose we correlated the values of dosimeters in the same position relative to the organ on the patients and on
the phantom. In the calculation it was assumed that in scintigraphy of liver
arospleen the organ dose is induced by three components: activity in the
liver, activity in spleen and a nearly homogeneous distributed acitivity in
the rest of the body. Results of T.easurement on the phantom indicated that
accumulation in spleen and trunk is of little influence on dose values in
positions close to the liver. Thus liver dose was determined first from
these data. Next the dose values from the acromion area were corrected for
contribution from liver activity and an estirr.ate for the trunk dose was
found in this way. Finally the splenic dose was calculated after
correction for activity in liver and trunk.
With pertechnetate total body dose was evaluted from data of precordial
region and acromion. Then the surface dose at the thyroid was corrected
:or trunk dose contribution and the thyroid dose due to accumulation in the
thyroid itself could be determined. Total dose to the thyroid results from
this 'plus the total body dose. Cor.tributions from salivary glands and
stomach need not be cor.sidered separately.
This regime yielded the follm;ing results: the liver dose in the phantom
amounts to 0,21 rd/mCi, splenic dose to 1,0 rd/mCi and thyroid dose to
5,0 rd/mCi. These data do not take into account the decrease of the dose
near the boundary of the organs and/or body surface. Since dimensions of
the liver are larger than absorption half thickness for Tc-99m the
resulting error for the total liver dose is small. Homogeneous distribution
of acitivity in the trunk produces dose contributions in the different
organs from 0,025 to 0,035 rd/mCi, average surface dose on the trunk was
fount to be 0,010 rd/mCi. Dose contribution to the spleen by the liver
activity was 0,015 rd/mCi, vice versa 0,010 ~d/mCi.
(The volumes of the phantom organs were measured to:liver 1650 ml, spleen
130 ml, thyroid 23 ml and trunk (including head) 24 1.)
The data given in table 1 and 2show a greater decrease of surface doses with
increasing thickness of vaseline for positions near the centre of the organ
rather than near the contours according IDa greater relative change in mean
organ depth. Comparison of count rates obtained from the phantom and from
patients \lith the gar.una camera demonstrates ir..perfections in the anatomic
imitation. In particular the liver is positioned rather superficially in the
phantom. As a consequence all liver
data were corrected for a covering
layer of 2 em tissue. Additional corrections were applied due to individual
size and weight of the patient.
Table 1
Table 2
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
13 IS -17 19 1 3
1
20 29 29 26 23 20 17 10 6 9
2
17 96 252 104 17 6
1(2) 18 28 26 23 20 20 16 2(2) 78 174 87
1 (4) 17 27 25 23 17 28 17 2(4) 74 157 78
3
26 64 69 57 36 30 23 22 8 13
3
39 104 47o 218 18 10
3(2) 26 51 57 49 29 27 21 3 (2) 78 339 165
3(4) L3 37 43 37 27 25 20 3(4) 70 224 148
5
17 30 37 35 24 19 15 10 6 10
4
17 61 139 131 10 7
5(2) 16 29 35 33 23 20 23 4 (2) 52 113 113
5(4) 16 26 30 29 21 17 14 4(4) 48 96 87
Integral dose at surface of phantom
Integral dose at surface of
(mrd/mCi).Activity in the liver.
phantom (mrd/mCi)Activity in
Figures in brackets indicate the
the spleen. For details see
thickness of simulated fat in em.
table 1.
The arrangement of dosimeter corresponds to a grid of squares (length 4cm).
For the positions of dosimeter cf.fig. 1. Each second row and column is given.
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Table 3

D .
(rd/mCi)
D 1
(rd/mCi)
1
Pat.
mg~~red
calc. ffi~a~~Ped
I o, 14(0, I2-0, I6) o, II 0,08(0,05-0, I2)
2 O,IS(O,I5-0,22) O,I6 0,07(0,04-0,IO)
3 O,I5
O,I3
4 O, 17 (U, 14-U,2U) 0,15 o, II (0,06-0, I5)
5 O, 16(0, I4-0, IS) 0, II O,OS(0,05-0, I3)
6 0,27(0, I6-0,35) 0,20 0,24(0, IS-0,3o)
7 0,09(0,08-0, IO) 0,09 0,04(0,02-0,06)
S 0, II (0,09-0, 13) 0, I4
9 O,I5(0,13-0,IS) O,II O,I7(0,I4-0,2I)
Io O,I9(0,I5-0,21) O,I5 O,I5(0,IO-O,I9)
Average dose i~ rd/mCi (range in brackets)
liver and spleen after i.v. apPlication of
sulfur colloid. For details see text.

calc.

o,os
0,09

g§

0, II

o,os
0,20
0,05
0,20
0, I7

~c

Table 4
Pat. 'D
Ii
th(rd/mCi)
tb(rd/mCi)
I 0, 15(0, II-0, IS)
0,025
2 0, 14(0, 13-0, I6)
0,020
2+ 0,04(0,03-0,06)
0,022
3 0, 15(0, 13-0, 16)
0,020
3+ 0,07(0,06-0,09)
0,020
4 O,OS(0,06-0,0ll) 0,023
5 O, II (0,09-0, 13)
0,027
0,020
6 0,39(0,35-0,4I)
7+ 0,07(0,05-0,09)
0,025
Average dose (rd/mCi) to thyroid (th).
and total body (t.b.) after i.v.
application of 99mTc-pertechnetate.
(+) Patients 1;hose thyroid was blocked.
Fig. 1: Position of dosimeters on the phantom.
Above: leftside view. Bottom: front view.
Table 3 and 4 give dose values for the patients which were calculated from
their surface doses. Conventionally calculated dose values for liver and
spleen were obtained by an estimate for accumulation in these organs via
count rates fro~ the ganma camera according to /I/. The data for specific
absorption. given by /2/ for a heterogeneous phantom were used.
For the patient no.3 in table 3 only a few dosimeters were evaluable because
of positioning difficulties. Patient no.S was splenectomized (no value for
the spleen is given). In patient no.6 the extremely slim constitution ~y be
responsible for the high dose which has not been corrected for. Calculated
up~:~ in this case was found to be higher than 100% of applied activity.
The increased scatter in the spleen data may be caused by the easy displacement of this organ within the abdominal cavity.
Table 4 gives dose values for the thyroid and total body after application
of pertechnetate. For two patients (no.2 and 3) the measurements were
repeated after blocking the thyroid. The radiation doses were significantly
lower, similarly as in a patient who was exa!l'ined under thyroid suppression
only. Case 6 who exhibited a noticable. high dose burden suffered from
definite hyperthyroidism.
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4.DISCt:SSION.
The direct determination of radiation dose in patients after the
administration of radioactivesubstances has to our knowledge been rarely
accomplished. To some'extent this eight be caused by the fact that
uncertainties introduced by geometrical factors are hardly reduced. In these
preliminary studies we used a r.ccre r<Oalistic phar.tor.c instead of the
"standard man" geometry. \,:e have chosen siople diagnostic procedures
concerning the tracer kinetics to verify the usefulr.ess of this approach.
The data obtained show good agreement l<ith the values reported in literature.
Water as a phantom material is a fairly good general substitute for
tissue except for bone and lung. Ground cork 1'as chosen as an equivalent
for lung tissue. The phantom provides no facilities for the simulation of
bone.
The most important contribution to errors is introduced by the geometrical
conditions whe~eas errors resultir.g froo dosimetry have little effect on
the accuracy of measureoents. Variation in the de{1th of the organs was
corrected for while size and shape were not considered. Additional
studies will hopefully allow a further correction for these sources of
error.
An exact description of tracer kine~ics in the application of this method
is not necessary. It is sufficient to know about the approximate
distribution of tracer material to estimate the contribution to the
surface dose from various organs.The essential interest of this method is
based on the fact
that one has not to rely or. any kind of kinetic
model or data. Therefore it can be expected that this method will yield
n~re reliable data in cases of cooplex tracer kinettcs and will provide a
measurement of radiation exposure in individual patients.
Literature.
Ia) Loevinger R, H.Bermann: J.Kucl.Hed.(HIRD) Suppl. I, 9(1968)
!b) Ellet W.H.,G.L.Brownell, A.R.Reddy~ Phys.Med.Biol:J3,219 (1968)
2) Snyder W.S., H.L.Fisher, jr, ~lary R.Ford, G.G.Warneri" J.Nucl.Med.(MIRD)
Suppl,3, 7 (1969)
3) Smith E.H.: Radioactive Phannaceuticals 6, 649 (1966)
4) Kereiakes R.A. et al: Ileal th Physics 11-;-9"99 (1965)
5) Smith E.H.: Nuclear Med.~ 231 (1965_)_
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Radiation Protection Aspects of 131-J Treatment
P.C. van der Pol, radiotherapist
Leyenburg Hospital, Dept. of Radiotherapy and Nucl. Med.
Leyweg 275 1 The Hague-2033 1 Netherlands.
1.

INTRODUCTION.

Therapy of the thyroid gland with 131-J for hyperfunction, ablation and
cancer is a very common procedure since 1942. Blahd et al. (1) mentioned
that between 1942 and 1970 already 300.000 patients had been treated with
131-J. In the Netherlands the yearly number of 131-J-doses is about 900.
The usual dose is + 10 mCi 1 given orally.
The ICRP provides calculations and recommandations for the normal adult.
For the standard man the weight of the thyroid gland is 20 grams, the uptake of iodine 3o% and the effective halrlife of 131-J is 7·5 days.
Recommendations and regulations with regard to the treatment of diseases
of the thyroid gland with 131-J are not uniform over the world.
Particularly there is no unanimous opinion over how long a patient, after
a certain-dose of 131-J, is to be kept in the controlled area of the
dedicated ward in a hospital. In America a patient with the given dose of
30 mCi 131-J or less is sent home and not hospitalized. At the end of
1976 the Government of Western Germany published a new regulation:
depending on the given dose and the situation at home patients are dismissed from the hospital at the level of 2 mCi 1 measured at the neck.
Under special contlitions and instructions patients can be sent home with
a remaining dose of 2- 8 mCi.
At this moment there are in the Netherlands no rules or regulations to
cope with this situation •
But, even when one has chosen a standard remaining dose in the neck of
the patient, it will always be necessary to perform measurements on the
individual patient to see when this standard for dismissal from the hospital is reached or is expected to be reached within certain limits. For
the latter procedure it is necessary to get from the individual patient
several measurements after oral dose of 131-J and to construct on semilog
paper a line that crosses at a certain point the chosen level for dismissal. With this line the T~ffective can be found.
2.

EFFECTIVE HALF LIFE TIME.

This is the combination of the physical desintegration of the 131-J isotope and the biologic metabolism and excretion of the element. The ~ff.
under diagnostic circumstances is extensively studied (T~ffD). This in
contradiction with the T-j,eff. under therapeutic conditions (~ffT'). In
fact, there are very few publications with data on T~ffT, and usually the
period,wherein measuririg of the remaining dose in the neck of the patients
were done, was short (5- 10 days). From computed data of Creutzig et al.
(2) it is clear that already over a period of 7 days after respectively
diagnostic and therapeutic oral dose of 131-J the T~ffT is half a day
longer than T~ffD 1 whilst also the uptake under therapy is hcigher than
during diagnostic period. The publication of Joyet et al. (3) gives
information over Tt biol. Hamilton and Werner (4) took measurements over
a period of 4 weeks. Their mean dose was 4 mCi (2- 7 mCi) and they
studied in 4 groups the effects of concommDtant antithyroid drugs.
A good knowledge of T~ffT is necessary with regard to radiation protection in the controlled area of the hospital as well as to the period
after dismissal of the patient in his own surroundings.
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With a long T~ffT the patient is a gamma source and the excretion of
the 131-J is low. Is the T~ffT short, then the excretion and the contamination risks become important.
At the same time the hospital ward as well as the patient are involved.
They want to know the expected hospitalisation time after certain oral
therapeutic dose 131-J.
Before one can give an answer to this question one has to agree on what
will be the acceptable value ot· the remaining aotivi ty in the thyroid
gland of the patient at the moment of dismissal.
A long period in the hospital is expensive and may lead to greater radiation risks for the nurses, whereas a patient with high rest thyroid values
is put back in the community as a gamma source and potential beta contamination source.
From the point of view of radiation protection the latter situation forms
the basis for limitations in the determination of the moment of dismissal.
To reach this point the help of a mathematical model is needed.
3 • MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
The yearly permitted exposure for a radiological worker is 5 Rem. For the
population at large this exposure is one tenth, e.g. 0 1 5 Rem a year. This
gives a permitted continuous exposure per day of 0.5 : 365 = 1.37 mRem.
In this model 1 Rem is stated 1 R. In the literature a point source of
1 mCi 131-J gives an exposure varying from 0 1 22- 0 1 265 mR per hour at one
meter. The tissue half value layer for the gamma radiation of 131-J is
6, 2 om (5). It is recognised that the thyroid is not a point source 1 but
the overlaying tissue is very thin.
If a remaining dose of 2 mCi in the neck of the patient is taken as standard before dismissal then this dose will give an exposure of 12 mR per
hour at one meter. During a night of 8 hours the partner reoieves 4 mR.
Analysis of the data of Buchan and Brindle (5) gives an exposure of 1 mR
per 2 mCi for every member of the family during the day. The partner is
per 24 hours exposed to 4 + 1 = 5 mR. When different circumstances as
single and double beds are taken into account, an exposure of 4 mR per
24 hours is reasonable. With a T~ffT of 7 days and dismissal at 2 mCi the
partner reoieves:
4 mR on the 1st day, the 2nd day 3,5 mR, the 3rd day 3 1 2 mR, the 4th day
3 mR 1 the 5th day 2 1 75 mR, the 6th day 2,5 mR and the 7th day 2 mR.
The sum of the 1st week is 21 mR (5o%), 2nd week is 10,5 mR(25%), 3rd
week 5 1 25 mR( 12 1 5%) and the 4th week 2 1 625 mR( 6, 25%).
The sum of the 1st and 2nd week is 31 1 5 mR(75%); the sum of the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd week is 36 1 75 mR(87,5%). The sum of 4 weeks is 39,38 mR(93,75%).
The exposure that is allowed to
is in: 1 week
7 X 1,37 mR
2 weeks
14 X 1 1 37 mR
3 weeks
21 X 1 1 37 mR
4 weeks
28 x 1,37 mR

the partner as member of the population
mR
2,19 times
9,59 mR - reoieved 21
19,18 mR - reoieved 31,5 mR
1,64 times
28,77 mR - reoieved 36,75 mR
1,38 times
38,36 mR - reoieved 39,38 mR
1,03 times

The average is 1,54 times permitted exposure over a period of 4 weeks.
The other family members stay well below this exposure. From the data of
Buchan and Brindle one can see however that the mean age of the girls
at home is 14,3 years and of the boys 17,5 years; in fact younger than
18 years. Based upon this reasoning a remaining dose of 2 mCi 131-J in
the thyroid of the patient becomes standard for dismissal from the controlled area of the hospital. In the special wards the patients are
almost self supporting, and with special instructions the nurse exposure
is kept well below permitted levels.
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4.

MEANS OF ME:ASURING •

The detector used is a PW 4119 with a 7 1 5 em cristal diameter. The collimator is 22 1 5 em long and the opening at the end is 10,5 em. The patient sits at 100 em distance from the cristal. Counting time for background and patient is 5 minutes each. Corrections for dead time are made.
Calibration with a standard-source is done.

5 . PATIENT DATA.
On the patients in the group non-malignant thyroid diseases sent for
131-J treatment, as consequently as possible measurements of the remaining dose in the neck were done at 1 1 2 and 3 weeks after oral dose.
Given doses of 131-J vary between 5 and 30 mCi. The severity of the
disease of the individual patient was not considered and the investigations were done to get useful information for radiation protection.
Of the 104 patients treated, 97 had useful data. The dose-groups of
5 1 6 1 8 1 10 1 12 1 15 1 16 1 20 1 25 and 30 mCi consisted of 3 or more patients each.
For the doses of 7 1 5 1 18 and 24 mCi there was one patient only. The total
number of measurements was 335 1 with a mean number of 3 1 45 per patient.
From the data of every individual patient a linear plot was fitted on
semilog paper. The fitted line was extrapolated to time = 0. The value
found on the y-axis is called effective dose and also noted in percentage
of oral dose. The time constant and T~ffT were calculated. The crosspoint of the fitted line with the 2 mCi level was noted.
6.

COMPUTATION OF DATA.

The data in every dose-group were collected and a new mean curve was
fitted for that dose. On the 2 mCi level there was a spread of dismissal
times and on they-axis a spread in effective dose. The data of both factors were fed into the computer and standard deviation as well as 70 1 80,
90 and 95% borders were calculated. With regard to radiation protection
the latter was the most interesting, because the aim was to find the
safest dismissal time.
The dismissal times and their limits on the x-axis were piotted on semilog
paper against dose-groups (y-axis) and it was possible to make a new fit
with these data. The result is a graph that shows the relationship
between every dose and mean safe dismissal time.

7 • DISCUSSION •
It is clear that discussion is possible on the point of setting the dismissal dose on 2 mCi. So calculations were made for the levels between
1 1 5 and 5 mCi. At the 4 mCi dismissal level the exposure to family members other than the partner plays a role.
From the point of radiation protection one must see a patient with a high
T~ffT as a long standing gamma radiation source and a patient with a
short T~ffT as a limited gamma radiation source but a high risk for contamination because of rapid excretion of the 131-J. It is to be kept in
mind that during the time between excretion and contamination the TiPhys
is 8 days. It is also clear that under different household circumstances
and good instructions to the patient the dose of dismissal can be adapted.
8.

CONCLUSIONS •

Measurements of gamma radiation at the neck of patients treated with 131-J
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for benign thyroid diseases were done with the purpose to come to rational planning in the special rooms for treatments with open sources in the
hospital. This planning has proved to be useful for accepting new patients
for treatment ·and to inform these patients about the expected duration of
hospitalisation after oral dose 131-J. Dismissal of the individual patient
is accomplished on the data for his own curve. It seems necessary to come
to calculate the risk of
contamination at home for patients with a
short T~ffT.
9·

TABLE.

For the 2 mCi level is found: average time
oral dose 5 mCi
3 1 2 days
6 mCi
4 1 8 days
7 mCi
6.1 2 days
8 mCi
7 1 4 days
9 mCi
8,5 days
10 mCi
9 1 5 days
12 mCi
11 1 1 days
14 mCi
12 1 5 days
16 mCi
13 1 7 days
18 mCi
14,8 days
20 mCi
15,8 days
22 mCi
16 1 6 days
25 mCi
17,8 days
30 mCi
19 1 5 days

7C!f. safe
5 1 4 days 7 1 0 days8,5 days 9 1 7 days 10 1 8 days 11 1 8 days13 1 5 days 14 1 9 days 16 1 2 days 17 1 2 days 18,2 days 19,1 days 20 1 3 days 22 1 0 days -

9C!f. safe
6,4
811
916
10 1 8
12 1 0
13 1 0
14,9
16 1 2
17,5
18 1 6
19 1 6
20,6
21 1 8
23 1 5

days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days
days
da;ys
days
days
days
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MESURE PAR THERMOLUMINESCENCE DE LA DOSE
GAMMA DELIVREE A L'UTERUS IN VIVO
DANS UNE THERAPEUTIQUE A L'IODE 131 DE
LA MALADIE DE BASEDOW
B.

PHILIPPON et J.

~KltRE

Centre de Medecine Nucleaire, Service du Pr BERGER
Hopital Cardiologique, 59, Bd Pinel, 690D3 LYON
Service des Isotopes,Hopital de Bellevue,42000 St ETIENNE
I.

INTRODUCTION

Jusqu'a la recente publication de J.S.ROBERTSON et C.A.GORMAN
(1], une incertitude regne.sur l'ordre de grandeur des doses
delivrees aux ovaires dans les therapeutiques par l'iode 131
de la maladie de Basedow ; on peut citer les valeurs extremes
de 0.05 rad/mCi administrees (2] et 4 rad/mCi (3] administrees.
La determination directs est impossible. Nous avons pense
qu'une mesure de la dose gamma, possible par les dosimetres
thermoluminescents, serait une approximation valable de cette
meme dose delivree aux ovaires, ces organes entretenant avec
les organes sources de l'irradiation des relations anatomiques
semblables. La simplicite de la therapeutique a l'iode 131 tend
a la faire etendre aux malades en age de procreer. Des Basadowiennes typiques, avant la therapeutique, ant done ete sollicitees en vue de l'introduction in utero, a titre experimental
et volontaire, de sterilets porteurs de dosimetres au fluorure
de lithium et au sulfate de calcium/dysprosium.
2.

PATIENTS ET METHODES

Les 10 malades etudiees constituent une serie relativement
homogene de basedowiennes, la table 1 resume leurs parametres
thyroidiens utiles dans la dosimetrie :
-

+

- pourcentage Tf de fixation (M = 75,9 % - B,6)
- constants d'excretion rsnale des iodures r , calculee clas1
siquement suivant r
= r
. (1- Tfl I Tf. (4], ou r
represents
1
2
2
la constants de captation thyroidlenne des iodures.
- constants r 3 de sortie thyroidienne des hormones
(~3 = 0.21

%I

hrl.

Toutes ces valeurs sont determinees sur les courbes de fixation
des malades. Les dos~s imposees a la thyroids sont calculees
par la formule de MARINELLI (B) et sont identiques (BODO rads).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

Tf %

71

B3

B6

B4

66

BO

B7

66

67

%/h

19

34

9

16

47

20

16

25

B

Malade

r

1

r2%/h

0. 1 2 0.14 0.41
Table 1

0. 1 B 0.44 0 .13 0.20 0 .17 0 .19

10

+-

M-cr

70 75.9
t B6
2B 22~12
21
018~~·
0 .11

parametres thyroidiens des malades etudiees.
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Les dosimetres utilises sont des micro-rods de 1 x 6 mm de
FLi et de Ca S0 4 : Oy (MR LiF6 et MR Ca S0 4 : Oy - TELEDYNE
ISOTOPES), mesures par un lecteur 7 300.8 de meme marque.
La r8p8titivit8 des mesures est de * 6 % pour les MR LiF 6
et t 8 % pour les MR Ca S04 : Dy. Leur etalonnage est effectue par irradiation sous une source §talon de 137 Cs modele
LMRI EGDB.3 d6livrant 1 R.hr-1 ~ 1 m~ La r~ponse moyRnnR Ast
convertie en rads dans les tissus mous (5]. Les dosimetres
sont fixes a l'interieur d'un tube souple scelle de polystyrene d'epaisseur 0,6 mm, lui-meme fixe sur un sterilet en
cuivre, et l'ensemble introduit in utero avant l'administration de la dose therapeutique. Ils sont retires un mois plus
tard.
La formula de LOEVINGER montre que le pourcentage de dose
beta transmis a travers cette epaisseur est inferieur a 9 %
(pour la transition de 0,606 MeV de l'I 131). Compte tenu
egalement de la diminution de reponse des dosimetres aux
electrons de basse energie (6) et de la localisation des dosimetres in utero, on a estime pouvoir negliger cette contribution : la dose mesuree est assimilee a la dose gamma seule.
Des mesures sur un fantBme corporal conforms aux recommendations du MIRD (7) ont 8t8 realisees a cet effet : 20 dosimetres implantes dans des localisations anatomiques differentes
ont 8t8 irradies dans le fantBme en milieu equivalent-tissus
par 100 mCi d'I 131 repartis, soit dans la thyroids, soit
dans le corps entier. On a ainsi determine experimentalement
les doses gamma absorbees par unite d'activite cumulee cs J.
1
3.

RESULTATS

La table 2 montre les resultats des mesures de s
sur fantO1
me
2

1

3

Organs
source (r)

thyroids

corps entier

corps entier

Organs
cible (v J

ova ire

ova ire

thyroids

s1 rad/]lCi.hr
mesuree (FLil
s1 calculee
( 8)
+ y

s

s1 calculee
y seult

(8)
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+
( 8. 6 - 0.4)10- 8 (3.7:0.3)10- 6

( 4.

j)

10- 8

8
( 4. 1 ) 10-

(2.8:0.2)10- 6

U1l10- 6

6
( 9. 7) 10-

6
( 5. 2) 10-

6
(3.9) 10-

Table 2 : Valeurs experimentales des doses absorbees
unite d'activite cumulee dans le cas de l'iode 131.
(suivant s 1 ~ D Cv--r).mv/Ar ~ l:l'lilllil (8).

s1

par

Dans la mesure 1, la distance thyroide-ovaire est prise egale
a 44 em dans le fantome, contre 57 em dans les calculs du
MIRD (8) (7). La fraction abserbee y mesuree est done plus
8levee. Pour les mesures 2 et 3, les valeurs experimentales
sont respectivement 72 et 71 % de ia valeur gamma calculee.
Les resultats de la table 3 representent la dose gamma mesuree delivree a l'uterus. La dose moyenne mesuree est de 0,15
rad/mCi administre,
Malade

1

D.57

O.D9

0.21

Dose y
calculee
0 .1 8

2

3. 1 9

0.22

0.07

0.18

0.15

4. 7

1 . 53

0.33

0.30

0.24

4

5.5

1 . 18

0. 21

0. 1 8

0 .12

3. 94

0.93

0.24

0.30

0.29

1 . 71

0. 14

0.20

0 .17

6

11 . 9

7

3.07

0.39

0. 1 3

0 .1 7

0. 1 3

8

3. 8 7

0.63

0. 1 6

0.25

0.23

9

4.2

0.38

0.09

0.22

0 .1 5

10

3. 6

0. 28

0.08

0.23

0. 21

5.05

0. 1 5

0.22

0. 1 9

2.63

0.08

0.05

0.05

M
-

6. 5

Dose S+y
calculee ( 1 )

3
5

+

Activit!!
Dosey Dose y
administree mesuree mesuree
mCi
rad/mCi
rads

Table 3 : Doses gamma mesurees in utero par les MRLiF6
comparees aux calculs de ROBERTSON et GORMAN (1).
On compare ces resultats avec les doses Sety de la reference
(1). La moyenne des valeurs mesurees vaut 0,70 fois (+0.34)
la moyenne des valeurs calculees. Il existe une correlation
significative entre nos mesures et les calculs (r ~0.67 p < 0.05). On a egalement compare les valeurs obtenues simultanement suivant le Ca S04 :Dy et le FLi, sur 7 malades seulement. La moyenne des 7 mesures par le CaS04 : D est de
0.27 + D.10 rad/mCi pour 0.14 + 0.06 pour les memes mesures
par le FLi, soit un rapport moyen (CaS04/F.LiJ de 1.96 + D.46.
Le coefficient de correlation entre 1es 2 types de mesures
vaut 0.8 (p < D.DSJ.
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DISCUSSION
L'ecart entre CaS04 : Dy et FLi s'explique par la surestimation
de la dose mesuree due a la non-linearite de la reponse du
premier aux energies inferieures a 100 KeV. Dans ce cas seul,
le FLi est utilisable en pratique.
En ne considerant que les mesures effectuees avec le FLi, nous
avons pu comparer les resultats aux calculs de (1).
Les discordances observees s'expliquent aisement car le schema
compartimental adopte pour le calcul ne peut pas refleter avec
exactitude la multiplicite des parametres biologiques qui
interviennent. Ceci justifie d'ailleurs une tentative de
determination experimentale de la dose gamma.
Les resultats obtenus presentent une dispersion relativement
faible. On peut leur accorder une certaine confiance. Les
valeurs d'irradiation gonadique dues a l'utilisation therapeutique de l'iode 131 chez les jeunes femmes ne constituent
done pas un obstacle a cette indication.
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EVALUATION OF RADIATION DOSES .FROM RADIOACTIVE DRUGS
Jerome A. Halperin and G. Richard Grove
U. S. Food and Drug Administration
5600 Fishers Lane
Kockville, Maryland 20857
I.

Regulation of Drugs in the United States.

The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act enacted by the U. S. Congress in 1938 established a requirement that new drugs (drugs not generally recognized as safe)
be demonstrated to be safe and require an approved New Drug Application (NDA)
before they can be shipped in interstate commerce (marketed). In 1962, the
Act was· amended to require that new drugs be demonstrated to be both safe
and effective before a New Drug Application would be approved for marketing.
Effectiveness must be demonstrated through adequate and well-controlled
investigations, including clinical investigations, conducted by experts
qualified to conduct such studies. The 1962 Amendments created a legal
instrument called the Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New
Drug, commonly referred to as the IND, in order that the drug could be
shipped in interstate commerce for the purpose of conducting the required
investigations. The IND has another important purpose--it establishes
requirements for protection of human subjects in clinical research from
unreasonable and unnecessary risk.
Between 1963 and 1975, radioactive drugs were exempted by FDA from the new
drug requirements, i.e., requirements for INDs and NDAs, and were subject
to regulations by the U. S, Atomic Energy Commission, now the U. S, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The exemption was partially terminated in 1971 and
was fully terminated in July 1975. All radioactive drugs are now subject
to requirements for INDs and NDAs with the exception of (1) certain radioactive drugs for research uses which are generally recognized as safe and
effective and which may be used only within prescribed limits of radiation
and pharmacological doses and under the purview of Radioactive Drug Research
Committees and (2) sealed sources used in brachytherapy and teletherapy which
are subject to the Medical Devices Amendments of 1976. These latter
categories are outside the scope of this paper.
II.

Evaluation of Diagnostic Radioactive Drugs.

There are three major considerations which characterize evaluation of
diagnostic radiopharmaceutical drug products (RDP):
1. A RDP usually does not elicit a pharmacologic response, hence evaluation
of its safety is primarily related to adequate estimation of the radiation
absorbed dose rather than the pharmacologic toxicity.
2. It is considered to be effective lf its use results in information
leading to a decision as to the presence or absence of disease or abnormality.
3. Its diagnostic value is a function of its biodistribution and the
character of its emitted radiation. The nature and extent of change of
such distribution by the disease or abnormality is of utmost importance.
Thus, investigation should demonstrate both the normal and pathologically
altered biodistribution and how the altered distribution is determined
in patients.

A.

Preclinical Studies.

Prior to introduction of the radioactive drug into humans, sufficient
evidence from preclinical studies conducted in animals must be available
to establish reasonable safety, The preclinical studies generally should
include biodistribution, pharmacology, toxicology and radiation dosimetry.
It is recognized that only trace chemical quantities of radionuclides are
used in most radiopharmaceutical procedures and that for Diagnostic RDPs
the absolute amount of the radioactive element is generally well below the
levels known to elicit a physiologic or pharmacologic response. Thus, the
chemical toxicity of other components of the RDP may be of greater importance
than the toxicity of the radionuclide itself. In general, the following
preclinical studies are required:
Acute toxicity testing in two animal species to determine the LD 50 of the
stable form of the RDP.
Subacute (2-3 weeks) testing in two species, one rodent and one non-rodent,
at several dose levels providing adequate margins of safety relative to
the equivalent maximum clinical dose.
Chronic toxicity, carcinogenicity, ophthalmic toxicity and reproductionteratology studies are not generally required for investigation of diagnostic
RDPs, however, any or all can be a requirement for any specific radioactive
drug, depending upon its chemical constituents, dose, and intended use.
The preclinical studies are required to determine the biodistribution, translocation, and the route and extent of excretion of the RDP. Such information is essential for meaningful dosimetry calculations. Generally, the
concentration of the RDP is measured at selected time intervals in all major
organs and tissues so that the organ/tissue receiving the highest dose can
be identified. Frequently, the organ/tissue receiving the highest dose
is not the or§an/tissue of primary interest to be imaged, e.g., in bone
imaging with 9rorc labeled phosphate compounds, the bladder receives a
considerably higher dose than the skeleton.
The system of radiation absorbed dose calculations that is used extensively
is the one set forth by the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) Committee
of the Society of Nuclear Medicine. Sponsors of INDs or NDAs are required
to submit complete dosimetry information including the equations used with
numerical substitutions for all calculations. The calculations must be
based upon the highest dose of the radionuclide to be administered and must
document all assumptions concerning biodistribution and effective
half-lives. Calculations must be shown for the target organ, organ receiving
highest absorbed dose, whole body, lens of eye, gonads, active blood-forming
organs, and any other organs which may receive significant absorbed doses,
e.g., gastrointestinal tract, kidneys, etc. Further, calculations must
be shown for trace radiocontaminants including radioactive daughter products.
B.

Clinical Studies.

Clinical studies in humans may proceed when the required preclinical studies
have been completed. Initial clinical studies (Phase I) are designed to
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demonstrate normal biodistribution, organs receiving maximum concentration
of the RDP, biological half-life, routes of excretion, and optimum imaging
or sampling tissue. Phase I studies are normally carried out in a small
number of normal or diseased patients; the number of normal subjects should
be limited to that number necessary to obtain normal biodistribution and
metabolic data. Usually children and pregnan·t or lactating females are
excluded although these categories may be studied if it is anticipated that
the RDP may be used in these groups.
In determining the optimal dose range for diagnostic RDPs, the radiation
absorbed dose should be kept as low as practicable. An adequate number of
usable particles or photons should be available to ensure statistically
meaningful images or counting results with the instrumentation likely to be
employed clinically. Imaging time per view (or sample counting time) must
be kept within reasonable limits to prevent image degradation due to patient
motion.
,While limitations on maximum radiation absorbed doses do not exist, a
general working guideline is that if the expected radiation absorbed doses
to the whole body and critical organs do not greatly exceed the occupational
maximum permissable doses (5 Rem-whole body, 15 Rem-thyroid) and if the
sponsor has shown that the proposed doses are not excessive, the studies may
be allowed to proceed. In rare instances, such as in the case of 131I-19iodocholesterol for adrenal gland scanning, which in females can result in
significant doses to the ovaries, the benefit from such a diagnostic
procedure must clearly outweigh the potential risk from the radiation
exposure and the sponsor of the proposed study must clearly justify the
potential superiority of the proposed procedure over existing diagnostic
modalities.
Clinical studies in Phases II and III are designed to establish the efficacy
of the RDP in controlled clinical trials and its clinical safety in both controlled and ongoing trials. Normals are not used in these phases. Effectiveness is demonstrated by the ability of the RDP to image or otherwise show
the presence of disease or abnormality by comparison with radiographic
findings, other nuclear medicine procedures or similar RDPs or other'
clinical procedures.
Radiation dosimetry calculations for Phases II and III studies must include
the complete information as described under preclinical studies above, but
be based on the human experience obtained in the Phase I clinical trials.
III.

Evaluation of Therapeutic Radioactive Drugs.

A therapeutic radioactive drug product is intended to produce a therapeutic
effect through deposition of energy from ionizing radiations in a specific
organ or tissue.
A.

Preclinical Studies.

Preclinical studies of therapeutic RDPs must consider the possible differences
in biodistribution of the product between diagnostic (trace quantities) and
therapeutic doses of the chemical constituent and must consider the possible
pharmacological toxicity of the drug moiety. Evaluation of the radiation
toxicity should include the study of two animal species over a sufficient
dosage range to allow determination of radiation effects. Long-term
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follow-up study may be necessary to properly evaluate radiation effects.
B.

Clinical Studies.

Phase I clinical studies are designed to obtain human biodistribution data
utilizing trace quantities of the therapeutic RDP and are normally conducted
in normal volunteers and then in patients with the disease for which the
drug is intended to determine any diffPrPn~Ps in biodistribution. Such
studies, intended to permit projection of absorbed radiation doses to
intended target organs/tissues, critical organs, and other organs expected
to receive significant doses, include blood clearance rates, excretion, and
organ distribution studies. Evaluation of bone marrow distribution may be
particularly important as the radiation dose to the marrow may be the
limiting toxicity.
A reasonable starting dose may be the lowest dose expected to produce a
therapeutic response. It may be increased until a dose which produces the
desired therapeutic toxicity without inducing disabling toxicity is found.
Phases II and III studies must have clearly defined therapeutic end-points
by which effectiveness can be evaluated. Compilation of data relating to
safety of the RDP continues, with particular reference to radiation
toxicity to the organs of primary interest and critical organs, especially
bone marrow and gonads.
IV.

Labeling.

Official (approved by FDA) labeling of both diagnostic and therapeutic
radioactive drug products includes complete directions to the physician for
proper use of the product. Such labeling includes a recommended amount
(pharmaceutical dose expressed in pCi or mCi of activity of the radionuclide component of the RDP) or range for those diagnostic or therapeutic
procedures for which the RDP has been shown to be safe and effective.
As with non-radioactive drugs, FDA continues to follow the experience in use
of the drug after marketing. If circumstances show that doses originally
.approved should be changed (increased or decreased) as a result of clinical
experience or the introduction of more sophisticated measuring instrumentation, the official labeling may be modified. Similarly, if newer RDPs are
introduced which show improvement over existing RDPs in terms of greater
diagnostic or therapeutic effectiveness at the same radiation absorbed dose,
or equal effectiveness at lesser doses, FDA may initiate action to withdraw
approval of the older RDP, or certain indications for than RDP, on the basis
of relative safety.
V.

Conclusion.

Radiation absorbed doses from radioactive drug products are thoroughly and
carefully evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration in the determination
of the safety and effectiveness of the product for its intended uses prior
to approval for marketing.
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RISK ESTIMATION OF RADIATION EXPOSURE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
K. Neumeister,

s.

Wasser

Staa~liches Amt fUr Atomsicherheit und Strahlenschutz
der DDR und Kinderklinik der Karl-Marx-Universitat Leipzig,
DDR

The biomedical effects of radiation exposure (occupational,
by measures in X-ray diagnosis, nuclear medicine or radiotherapy) to low doses in early pregnancy have been the subject
of numerous scientific investigations. There are not any uniform ideas as yet on necessary conclusions. In particular
discussion is focused on the dose range between 1.5 and 10 R
with respect to inducing malformations, functional disorders,
carcinomas, increased morbidity rate and genetic damages.
For the GDR, an advisory centre for problems of interruption
or non-interruption of pregnancy after radiation exposure in
early pregnancy has been established, headed by the author,
by the Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection Board of the
GDR, Berlin. Of its work, 56 medical opinions shall be analysed. Out of these, 37 cases relate to the period from 1970
to 1975, before the establishment of this advisory centre.
For the medical opinion a detailed anamnesis as to occupation,
family and individual case of the married couple was compiled.
Special attention was paid to questions about hereditary diseases, malformations in the family, and about noxae which
could also induce foetal damage. The dates of conception and
foetal radiation exposure were determined as exactly as possible. Finally the foetal dose was calculated or measured by
means of a phantom. The results are as follows: In 15 cases
(examinations after the 6th week) pregnancy should have been
suspected. In almost all cases, the indications for X-ray
examination had been made carefully. Possibilities for gonad
protection, however, were not always made use of. The individual determination of the foetal dose showed that highly
different exposures result from the technique applied in
radiograprzy or fluoroscopy and from individual body size
(Table 1). In 5 cases pregnancy was interrupted (Table 2).
In 2 cases out of these, the interruption was performed on
application of patients for fear of radiation damage, despite
proper information (foetal dose 0.1 - 1 R). In J cases the
application was made by ourselves (foetal dose 10.2 - 20 R).
In 1 case a pathological-anatomical examination of the foetus
was possible. The finding was an underdeveloped foetus without any indications of external or internal malformations
(foetal dose in the 16th week = growth period: 10.2 R).
Within a programme of postnatal medical care, 19 children of
the cases in Table 1 and at an age of between 10 months and
7 years 1 month could so far be subjected to a single-time
thorougr1 check-up. The findings deviating from normal ones
are listed in Table 3. The results are as follows: The process of pregnancies was normal. There were all indications
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of full development at the time of birth. Deviations from
date of birth were within the range of reference. Physical
and mental development of all children was normal within the
period of investigation. There were no chronic disturbances
of health. The haemogram was within normal values. There were
no differences between these children and their brothers and
sisters. In 37 per cent of cases there was a reduced weight
aL birth compared with reference values. ln the carporadiogram, 37 per cent of children showed a bone development at
the lower limit of reference. In 74 per cent of cases there
was an increased proneness to infections. 21 per cent of
children had malformations (4/19). These findings could be
observed also at foetal doses around 1 R in the 1st to 6th
week (Table 3). The small number of cases investigated so far
makes it seem too early to comment on the question whether
these effects are induced by radiation. Nevertheless, the
effects observed have - mostly, however, in casuistic communications after higher doses - been described as radiationinduced in literature. For the time being, we wish to make
these reservations also in assessing the malformations found.
In 3 cases (talipes calcaneus and valgus) the time of irradiation (3rd - 7th week) would be suited to induce such a malformation, but the very small doses should be noted (0.5 1 R). In the 4th case (myelomeningocele lumbosacralis), however, there was an exposure to 5 R, but the time (2nd week)
does not correspond to the differentiation of organs. All
malformations found could be surgically corrected.
From the present findings, we may draw the following conclusions:
1) The considerable individual differences of foetal doses in
comparable X-ray examinations (Table 1) call for an exact
calculation of foetal exposure in each individual case.
The establishment of an advisory centre in the GDR has
proved a success.
2) The findings so far made (Table 2) support our recommendation to advise an interruption at foetal exposures of
more than 10 R.
3) It is intended to subject all children, if possible, after
radiation exposure in utero, to regular examinations over
several years to obtain further information (cp. Table 3)
on whether it is necessary to change the assumed value of
10 R. (Problems of carcinoma induction, morbidity increase
a.o.)
4) The rule of X-raying women's abdomina only in the first
week after menstruation should be observed more than before.
5) In the physicians' training in radiation protection in
the GDR, special semin~rs on problems of radiation exposure in pregnancy have been introduced to improve prophylactic work.
The programme is being continued throughout the GDR.
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Tab. l
Type of radiation exposure

Number of
ex ami nations 1 )

Thorax
7
Lumbar spine
9
6
Pelvis
Tract of stomach and
intestine
13
Colon contrastive agent
1
Cholecystogram
1.3
I.v. pyelogram
9
Pelvis-leg arteriogram
1
Leg venogram
2
Aortogram
1
Hysterosalpingogram 131
3
hippuIsotope n1~hrogram (J
rate 7 Hg 7 neohydrine)
1
Telecobalt therapy in case of
lymphogranulomatosis
1
Occupational exposure (X-ray
diagnostics)
3

Foetal doso
0.1 - 0.2 R
0.2 - 1.2 R
0.2 - 0.5 R
0.1 - 18
2.5
0.2 - 6
8
1
1
1
3.5
1.2 - 8.6
1

R (t)
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

7 R (?)
20

R

1 R

1 > in various cases there were combinations of several
X-ray examinations
Tab. l

Findings in children after radiation exposure in utero

Foetal
exposure

n Decreased
Caporadioweight/size gram:
at birth1) lower limit
of reference

1 R
2 R

3 R
5 R
7 R

13
2
2
1
1

total 19

malform~ions

4 (0.31)
1 (0.50)
1 (0.50)

4 (0.31)
2 (1.0)

3 (0.23)

1

1

1

7 (0.37)

7 (0.37)

4 (0.21)

Increased
proneness
to infection
10 (0.77)
1 (0.50)
1 (0.50)
1
1

14 (0.74)

1 ) ~ 3,000 g I< 49 om I birth date ± 10 d around the date calculated
Decrease by Y • 300 g (100 - 600 g)
Shortening" Y "'
2 em
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00

'.0

00

Tab. 2
Name

H. P.

1ledical opinions on radiation exposure in early pregnancy
Age
Anamnesis
Female Male

27

Foetal
Date

Radiation exposure
Type
Dose

Interruption

2nd

i.v.
pyelogram

5 R

no

1 R

no

33

without
without
findings
without
findings

4th-6th cholec~oweek
gram
8th
X-ray of
week
stomach

J.L.

27

29

J.H.

19

18

c.u.

22

28

without
findings

6th
week

right ankle
joint
0.1 R

J. ','/.

16

24

without
findings

16th
week

thorax,
10.2 R
cholecystogram i.v.

Special
features

myelomeningocele
lumbosacralis
talipes
calcaneus

-

no examination

-

no examination

-::~es

sm<:.ll, slender woman

yes

unfavourable
screening
conditions

male foetus:
230g, 20.5cm,
no internal
and external
malformations
(6th monthJ=
underdeveloped
foetus
embryotomy I
no examination

1 R

-::~es

(application of
12atientl

p-::~elogram

K.L.

32

36

without
findings

7th
week

tl.ll.

21

23

without
findings

1th
week

cholec:ysto- 18 R
gram, X-ra:;
of stomnch
20 R
telecobalt
ther'lpy at
l:ymphogranulomatosis

Pathologicalanatomical
findings/
age of foetus
at this time

yes

-

no examination
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RISK-BENEFIT DISCREPANCIES IN RADIODIAGNOSTIC MEDICINE
ALBERT HALM, F.I.R.
Prince of Wales Hospital
SYDNEY. 2031. AUSTRALIA

1. INTRODUCTION
Ionizing radiation is of immense benefit to mankind, but as a consumer commodity it is often overused and abused in a variety of "justifiable" ways.
In the technically advanced countries, like Australia,the maximum annual
rate of increasein the number of x-ray examinations may exceed the I.C.R.P.
estimates of 15 per cent. I feel that the International Radiation Protection
Association should be concerned with these genetic levels which are likely.
to double the radiobiological effects in human populations. In terms of the
risk-benefit valuations, x-ray investigations of clinical significance are
invariably justifiable, but the expanding non-productive procedures must not
be condoned. You may also find it paradoxical that most modern x-ray apparatus is now capable of enormous reductions in exposures without loss of clinical detail and yet, the genetic doses of the population are increasing.
In this presentation I hope to emphasize: (a) that radiation used in medicine is the only man-made source to which the population of the world is deliberately exposed at this point 'in time;
(b) that the biological risks from
present levels of irradiation are not commensurate with the diagnostic benefits achieved;
(c) that it is not in the best interest of Radiation Protection to m1n1m1ze or underestimate the harmful biological effects from low-dose radiation.
2. RADIATION RISKS AND DIAGNOSTIC BENEFITS

Fig. 1. In justified radiographic investigations the
diagnostic benefits far outweigh the radiation risks ..

It would be presumtuous of me to dwell
on the potential risks from low level
radiation; the subject has been well researched and adequately documented by
experts. However, I do not agree with
the statement that there is no direct
evidence of known harmful biological
effects to individual human beings or
to population groups, at low doses and
low dose rates of radiations (IRPA-1975).
On the other hand,it must be reiterated
that the diagnostic gains derived from
legitimate exposures to radiation are
so enormous as to make medical practice
without radiology unthinkable.

According to the I.C.R.P. (Public.15/16): "Any deliberate exposure to radiation, should be justified by the benefits expected to result from the procedures necessitating the exposure". The implied assumption is that medical
practitioners generally,are trained to differentiate between or recognise
the value of specific diagnostic x-ray investigations. Unfortunate!~ medical
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curricula in many countries are limited in this respect. However, no restrictions are placed on inexperienced junior medical officers to prevent ill
considered requests for high exposure examinations in our public hospitals.
The tendency towards frequent repeat and progress examinations on young,
long term patients is hardly justifiable practice. We also endanger futnre
generations by indiscriminately exposing young female patients to radiation
without proper regard to their menstrual cycle. The responsibility is firmly on the clinician, the radiologist and the radiographer respectively, but
females in early pregnancy are inadvertently irradiated in ever-increasing
numbers. The most reprehensible aspect is that many of the investigations
are often non-urgent, elective studies which can be delayed to a more appropriate time of the cycle.
The I.C.R.P. standards of radiation protection are determined on the prudent
assumption that there is NO threshold level of safety and the biological effects increase linearly with the accumulated dose. However, some of our radiologists contend strongly that there IS a threshold dose below which no
biological effects occur - and they ten~to ignore the potential cumulative
dose. To my knowledge few of our radiologists make an effort to monitor fluoroscopic sessions nor are radiographic exposures recorded routinely for individual dose assessments. Under these circumstances few of us are in a position to state dogmatically that the radiobiological risks are insignificant and the derived diagnostic benefits worthwhile.
3. THE MPD AND ITS POTENTIAL EFFECTS
It is now universally recognised that all radiation at whatever level is
deleterious and the risk of injury is proportional to dose. However in the
early years, after the discovery of x-rays, the lethal effects of radiation
were not appreciated and operators suffered the latent consequences.
Fig.2 shows the remains of
the hands which belonged
to James N. Young, an Australian pioneer in diagnostic radiography.
Subsequently, the I.C.R.P.
set Maximum Permissible
Doses for both radiation
workers and individuals in
the population. However,
over the years the MPD was
diminished dramatical1y1
Slides Nos. 3 & 4r it is
still doubtful if present
dose levels provide the
safety margin being sought.
In any event, the MPD is
based on the average biological response of the poFIG. 2: The ravages of lethal X-radiation preserved for posterity.
pulation to a mean value
of radiation. It is not a dose which takes into consideration radiosensitive
individuals within the population. These people are at risk everytime they
submit to diagnostic radiation, even if the exposures do not exceed the MPD
for the population.It is imperative that we devise a system whereby patients
in the high-risk category can be identified prior to complex radiography.
The clinician would then be in a position to balance effectively the diagnostic benefits and the radiation risks involved. The MPD is not a criterion
of safety as some of us tend to interpret it.
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4. TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES AND PATIENT DOSE
In most of the developed countries the medical profession has unimpeded accessibility of, and recourse to highly sophisticated x-ray equipment, which
is invariably designed to economize on radiation. Perhaps the most characteristic of the new equipment is the caesium-iodide image intensifier with
a complex optic system coupled to television monitors. This apparatus is capaule of a dose reduction of 90 per cent as compared to conventional fluorography, and it also yields unprecedented dynamic detail. It is therefore not
surprising that the image intensifier is used so extensively and for such
protracted screening sessions. For sheer simplicity, but more essentially
for economic reasons many radiologists throughout the world use fluoroscopy
where lower dose radiography would suffice. There is also an increasing tendency on the part of clinicians to request a series of complex, high dose
investigations and arrive at a potential diagnosis by the process of elimination. Dr. J. McClenahan, U.S.A., charges that many doctors order "veritable panoramas of x-ray views as a tangible manifestation of their concern
for the patient" (1). He also urges
radiologists to "take courage and tell
their medical colleagues that in certain circumstances they are morally
obligated not to perform examinations"
(1). It is the immense variety and
tecnical scope of modern equipment in
x-ray departments which gives radioloDIAGNOSTIC
gy an "aura of infallibility that has
BENEFITS
ABUSE
so much led to overuse" (1). Various
recent innovations provide effective
Fig. 3. Panoramic radiography c,an be more concollimation of the primary beam and
tributive to radiation abuse than diagnostic benefits.
gonad protection, but these are not
used routinely or competently by the radiographers. A U.S.A. survey in 1970
found thatgonad shields were used in only 18 of a sample of 992 male abdominal examinations (1). This may not be a general reflection of neglect to
protect patients in .our care, but I feel that all disciplines can exert more
effort and influence to improve the situation. One fact has emerged, technical perfection_ is powerless to diminish the patient's dose without our collective concern.
5. PROFESSIONAL JARGON AND STATISTICAL DATA
There seems to exist an inherent reluctance among sections of radiation workers to acknowledge the harmful effects of low level radiation in man. Yet,
it has been proven that lethal effects occur in experimental animals, but
the evidence is inadmissible in relation to humans. I fail to comprehend why
we accept biological, biochemical and behavioural hypotheses based on animal
work and practice unreasonable caution where the findings of x-rays are concerned. Many physicists readily declare that "all radiation at whatever level is deleterious to health" and they affirm just as readily that "there is
no direct evidence of known harmful effects to humans from low dose irradiation". This is surely an unnecessary contradiction and hardly conducive to
effective radiation protection. Would it not be more reasonable to state,
"there is no direct evidence that harmful effects do not occur from low dose
irradiation",seeing that all radiation is deleterious to health?

\ <,.?
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protection is the voluminous statistical information being publ~shed on_the
"surface dose, skin dose, bone marrow dose, gonadal dose, genet1cally slgnificant dose, population dose, cumulative dose, etc.,etc.". The do:e calculations for even the simplest examination of a specific area are lrreconcilably different. As a radiographer I am frequently intensely embarrassed
that I cannot provide reliable information on dosages and yet,I persist in
exposing patients to radiation. Knowledgeable patients are becomi~g concern.ed about the harmful effects of radiation and medical and paramcd1cal personnel often ignore enquiries or ridicule individuals who question the necessity for radiography.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This communication is based on a limited survey conducted among my senior
colleagues in major teaching hospitals in Australia and selected centres in
New Zealand, England and Germany. To all who participated I express my sincere appreciation. It should be stressed that none of the participants were
aware that some of the material will be used in this presentation.
It bears reiteration that a 30-40 per cent reduction in the population dose
from medical radiation can be achieved without detracting from existing diagnostic standards. This means that the price for the quality of our radiology
in terms of biological hazards,is too excessive. This is a message that can
be relayed from this Congress to medical schools and biology classes in high
schools throughout the developed countries. Our doctors and patients must develop a greater awareness of the radiation risks from frequent and repetitive examinations. Risk-benefit assessments should certainly be routine practice prior to any deliberate exposure to radiation. At present radiation
protection and control is rather lax in Australia,and there is a need to instill in radiology and radiography students an enthusiastic awareness of
their responsibilities. The Radiation Safety Officers,who are invariably
physicists,also bear a responsibility for the fact that conscious efforts
are not being made in x-ray departments to enforce many of the principles
contributive to dose reduction. Thought should be given to augment the MPD
so that radiosensitive individuals are given more security and protection.
It appears obvious that the accessibility to sophisticated apparatus is likely to increase the population dose from diagnostic radiation and the level
is already exceeding that from background sources. This means that radiological exposures are now doubling the biological effects experienced hitherto
from natural radiation. The problem of the professional jargon and information used and disseminated by the Association should be resolved. Its pronouncements should be clear and purposeful even to my level of intellect.
In conclusion I feel it is important to be concerned with possible radiation
hazards of massive proportions at some distant point in time, but low dose
radiation is presenting a problem now and it demands our attention.
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THE PROBLEMS OF RADIATION SAFETY OF POPULATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION RELATIVE TO OPERATION OF
NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS
D. I. Gusev, N. G. Gusev, A. D. Turkin
Institute of Biophysics of the Ministry of Public Health
of the USSR, Moscow
V. D. Turovsky
Ministry of Public Health of the USSR, Moscow,
Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics
The report presents an estimation of the e~fect of gaseousaerosol discharges and liquid effluents from nuclear power
stations (NPS) on the radiation situation in the environment.
Evaluation and prediction of the population radiation doses
are given. Hygienic and ecological aspects of radioactive
waste disposal from NPS and discharge of thermal waters into
the cooling ponds are considered.
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0
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NPS

Type,
power MW(e)

Radionuclide
IRG
131 1

Novo-Voronezhsk
NPS

Kola

NPS

WWR-440x2

WWR-440x2

90sr
137cs
144ce
60Co
IRG
131
1
137cs
11Om
Ag

Actual releases,
1973

1974

Ci I year

Ci./lvlW (e). year

1975

1973

1974

2140
0.026
1.0(-4)
0.044
6.0(-4)
9.0(-4)

2056
0.023
1.0(-4)
0.092
1.7(-3)
1.9(-4)

24785
0.010
3.0(-4)
0.153
5.8(-3)
4.3(-3)

3.83
1. 2( -4) *
3.0(-5)
6.3(-6)
1.1(-6)
1.6(-6)

3. 2'8
9.4(-6)
5.3(-5)
5.1(-6)
2.7(-6)
3.0(-7)

300

1530
1.0(-3)
1.2(-5)

1. 3

3.4

0
0

1050
0
0

0

0

1.3(-3)

1975
43.4
4.5(-5)
2.6(-5)
1.0(-5)
7.5(-6)

0
0

0
0

5. 1
3.6(-6)
4.0(-8)

0

0

4.3(-6)

* 1.2(-4) means 1.2.10-4
-----

--------~-

TABLE 1

-------

--------·------

Gaseous-aerosol releases from Novo-Voronezhsk
and Kola NPS (1)

--

-

Provision of radiation safety of the population and protection of the environment from radioactive contamination make
up an essential part of the _programme on nuclear energy development in the USSR. Theer problems are being solveQ by many
various research specialists and pra~tical workers of ~inist~
ry of Public Health and Ministry of Energetics and Electrification.
The main directions in this field are: improvement in the
disign of nuclear reactors with the aim of reducing rel~~BP.A
of radioactive substances into the atmosphere and cooling
ponds; siting NPS at places with favorable natural conditions
contributing to reduction of radiation exposure of the population and the environment; regulation of radiation safety
standards and sanitary requirements to environmental protection compulsory in designing, building and operating nuclear
power stations; improvement of the methods of handling and
burial of liquid and solid radioactive wastes providing fulfilment of hygienic and ecological requirements to radiation
protection of soil and surface and ground waters; regular dosimetric control of the environment near NPS. In addition wide scientific studies on radionuclide transfer through the
environmental media and agueous and terres~l biological
chains are performed and the models of dispersion of gaseousaerosol discharges and liquid discharges from NPS are specified in ord~r to improve sanitaryregulations, to determine
the size of a sanitary-protective zone around NPS, to estimate and predict population radiation doses with due account
for future development of nuclear energy. The hygienic and
ecological evaluation of thermal discharges from NPS into the
water at various regions of the country are made and economical use of thermal waters from NPS is investigated.
As it is follows from the experience gained at operating NPS
the greatest risk to the population and the environment comes
from gaseous-aerosol discharges. The latter contain radionuclides mostly of world-wide distribution with large half-life
such as carbon-14, krypton-85, strontium-90, iodine-129, cesium-134 and -137, plutonium-238 and -241, americium-241 and
some others. Radionuclides with half-lives of several months
and some tens of days belong to the group of mostly regional
distribution. In the discharges from NPS radionuclides of
this group include the majority of kryptons and xenons,
iodine-132 and -136, strontium-89, zirconium-95, niobium-95,
ruthenium-103 and -106, argentum-110m, neptunium-239 and a
group of activated products of corrosion: chrome-51, manganese-54, ferrum-59 and cobalt-59 and -60. The group of radionuclides of mostly local distribution includes essentially
iodine-131 and relatively short-lived components of the discharges.
Depending on the reactor type and the condition of its active
core the summary quantities of the radiactive discharges and
the ratio of individual radionuclides in them can essentially
vary. Table 1 lists actual and normalized aerosol releases
from two NPS with aerial water-cooled and water-moderated reactors-440 (WWR-440) for 1973-1975.
Such insignificant releases from NPS provide complete radiation safety of the population and prevent the environment
from contamination. Even if the site of Novo-VoroneWskNPS
incorporates other two non-serial reactors whose releases
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are more significant than those from WWR-440 contamination of
the air and aerosol fallout on the soil at this region do not
differ from the corresponding values of the control region.
This can be illustrated by Table 2:

141+144ce
137cs
90sr
95zr+95Nb
103+106Rn

Concentration in the
air, 10-1? Ci/1

Fallout,
mCi/1an 2 .year

Radionuclide

2.5 km

4-6

50
16
2.0
0.85
7.5
4.1

53
16
1.5
0.77

s.o
3.7

kml5o 1an
70
28
2.4
1• 1
12.0
4.7

0.5 Ian
19.3
7.2
0.47
0.54
3.7
2.16

41an

50 1an

19.3
6.2
0.43
0.42
).5
1.94

18.0
5.6
o.3J
0.34
2.8
1.92

Distance from the stack: 0.5 1an - the site, 4 Ian - the dwelling place, 50 1an - the control point - the city of Voro- -~
nezh.
TABLE 2

Density of aerosol fallout and their average
annual concentrations in the air near N-V
NPS ( 1974)

It is seen from Table 2, that around the N-V NPS both aerosol
concentrations in the near-surface air and density of radionuclide fallout (within the neasurement error) do not differ
from the world-wide ~allout levels. At control region of the
city fallout density and the concentrations are even somewhat exceed the similar values obseved near NPS. It is explained by the precipitation effect of radionuclides on the usual industrial aerosols. The calculated doses to individuals
from the population living near NPS do not exceed 2 mrem~r.
Near the Kola NPS concentrations of radionuclide mixture (nearly altogether due to world-wide fallout) do not exceed: in
the air- 4.10-17 Ci/1, in the grass- 1.1.10-9 Ci/kg of wet
weight, in the pine-needle- 0.9.10-9 Ci/kg of dry weight.The
annual radiation doses to the population from discharges of
the Kola NPS do not exceed 1 mrem/year.
In the programme of atomic energy development in the USSR
much attention is given to the building of large NPS with
high-power uranium-graphite reactors (in Russian they are
called RBMK-1 000). The Leningrad NPS with two reactors of
this type and the Kursk NPS have been put into operation,
preoperational work at the Chernobylsk NPS has been nearly
completed. The experience gained at operation of the Leningrad NPS shows that discharges from RBMK-1 000 are within the
established MPD (maximum permissible discharges). E. g. in
1974 the summary annual discharge was: of radioactive noble
gases - 63 000 Ci, of iodine-131 - 4.8 Ci, of B9sr + 90sr 0.14 Ci and of the sum of other long-lived aerosols- 3.3 Ci.
The average annual concentration in the air the boundary of
the sanitary-protective zone (3 Ian from the stack) was: for
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-radioactive aerosols- 4.1.10- 17 Ci/1; for strontium-900.03.10-17 Ci/1 and for cesium-137 - 0.15.10-17 Ci/1. Fallout
density of strontium-90 and cesium-137 on the soil at the site of the Leningrad NPS was 2.6 and 0.59 mCi/km2 respectively,
and in the range of 3-10 km from the site - 1.60 and 0.59
mCi/km2.year respectively. At the control region (40 km from
the site) these values were 1.45 and 0.59 mCi/km2.year respectively.
These data make it possible to conclude that the radiation
situation at the inhabited regions near NPS operating in the
USSR is quite safe. The gaseous-aerosol discharges from the
Soviet NPS do not exceed the normal values of discharges from
NPS with reactors of the same type (though the utilization
factor of nuclear reactors for electricity production at NPS
in the USSR is higher that at foreign NPS).
·
The experience gained at operating NPS allowed the authors
(1) to make predicted evaluations of radiation exposure of
the population in the USSR to gaseous-aerosol discharges of
all NPS, which will be put into operation to 1980. The calculation was made for full nominal reactor power of WWR with
650 MW (e) and RBMK with 10 500 MW (e) (the averaged utilization factor k = 0.75).
The physical bases of the model for calculating individual
a population doses and calculation equations are given in
details in (1). These calculations consider external -irradiation from the cloud, radiation exposure from radionuclides
deposited on the soil and internal irradiation from inhaled
and digested radionuclides. The calculation results are given
in Table 3.

Critical
organ
The whole
body
Bones
Thyroid (infants younger than
1 year)
Lungs
Gastrointestinal
tract
TABLE 3

D,

DP' man-rem/year

mrem/year

WWR

RBMK

WWR

RBMK

The su:n

2.9

3. 1

287

1096

1383

4.0

3· 1

520

902

1422

8.6

141

447

1.7.104

1.7.104

0.003

6.10-5

0.16

0.005

0.16

2.5

0.036

227

10

237

Predictive evaluations of individual (D) and
population (Dp) doses from gaseous-aerosol
d'ischarges of NPS in the USSR in 1980

Individual doses are determined for the population living at
the distance of 1.5 km from NPS.Radiation doses for the whole
body will be as small as about 3 mrem/year even in these conditions. The main contribution to radiation exposure wi~ co909

me from radionuclides of iodine-131 (digestive intake) and of
cesium and strontium. Population doses obtained in these calculations make it possible to estimate the risk of late radiation effects on the population as a result of the use of
atomic energy in comparison to unfavourable effects from contamination of the environment due to burning the organic fuel
at thermal power stations. These estimations are given by the
Soviet a thors in ref. (2, 3).
Recently in the USSR much work has been done on developing
radiation safety criteria for NPS on the base of collective
radiation doses to the population at various distances from
NPS. Considering future siting NPS and nuclear thermal stations near large cities and in the densely populated regions
the permissible collective doses will be probably taken as
important hygienic criterion for restricting irradiation of
large population groups (when individual doses are within the
established limits). This criterion is also necessary for
evaluating the social cost of the detriment caused by radiation accidents.
Development of hygienic requirements and criteria for handling all liquid and solid radioactive wastes produced at NPS
is directed at preventing contamination of surface water,
ground water soil as well as flora and fauna. In the USSR
we use the method of handling all liquid radioactive wastes
directly at the site of NPS by evaporating and ion exchange.
The wastes in concentrated form are stored in specially designed capacities surrounded by wells for controlling ground water radioactivity. According to the existing plans radioactive wastes of intermediate levels of activity will be
solidified by bitumizing and stored in special burial
grounds. For this purpose salt content of the wastes, physical and chemical behaviour of radionuclides and the rate of
their leaching from bitumized blocks into the water of vario-.
us kinds were carefully studied.
In the USSR with the view of protecting the environment from
radioactive contamination the lower limit of radionuclide
concentration in water and solutions classified as "radioactive wastes" has been established (5). All wastes with radionuclide concentration exceeding the permissible concentration
(PC) in water specified by "The radiation safety standards
(NRB-76)" are considered as liquid radioactive wastes. In
this case PC is permissible concentration for the drinking
water consumed by population. This requirement of the State
Sanitary Surveillance provides protection of the cooling reservoir from contamination by radionuclides since discharge
of low-active effluents into them is permitted only if the
wastes are not classified as radioactive. The principles and
criteria used for controlling sea-and fresh water cooling
reservoirs at the site of NPS are given in details in ref.
(7, 8).

In contrast to some other countries in the USSR it is not
allowed to utilize water which cools turbine condensers at
NPS for diluting radioactive wastes to lower their radionuclide concentration at the place of discharge. This practice
is basedon the statement that unfavourable influence on the
flora and fauna of the water reservoir used for discharge of
radioactive wastes, on its bottom and littoral is finally determined by the summary radioactivity of discharged radionuc910

lides rather than by their concentration in the discharged
water alonr. 'l'his statement was derived from estimates of the
collective radiation doses to the population consuming fish
and other industrial products obtained from contaminated waters.
In conclusion it should be noted that the point of vuew
of radiation safety the thermal component of radioactive wastes discharged from NPS into the colling ponds is of much importance. A great deal of special studies on this problem has
been performed on fish and bottom unvertebrates in both
aquariums and directly in natural conditions with additions
of radionuclides into the water (8, 9). It has been established that increase of the water temperature by 5-8° C which
occurs near those places
where thermal water is discharged
from NPS results in the increase of accumulation rate practically of all radionuclides and some chenical elements in the
tissues of hydrobionts. It was also observed that non-equilibrium accumulation coefficients of cesium-137, cobalt-60,
ferrum-59, chrome-51, sntimony-125, phosphorus-32, zinc-65,
iodine-131 are increased in fish nuscles by 2-5 times. In experiment the accumulation coefficient of mercury-203 trichloride in fish was 15 times more at water temperature +25° C
than at +17° C. And it was 5 times more at +17 ° C than at
+3° C. It may result, however, not only from the increase of
radionuclide accudulation rate but also from the change of
physical and chemical condition of radionuclides under the
influence of heat.
A three-fold safety factor with allowance for the heating effect on radionuclide accumulation coefficients in industrial
hydrobionts is introduced in the USSR for determining permissible radionuclide contamination levels in the water of
cooling ponds. Aquota of the radiation dose wich makes up 5%
of permissible radiation dose to the critical organ in individuals is allotted for the cooling reservoirs.
These strict requirements to the protection of cooling ponds
at NPS are brought about by unlimited economical utilization
of their water. Amature and industrial fishing is allowed in
them, those are fish-farms at some of them, then water is
used for irrigation, etc.
( 1) EYPhA3HH A.YI.
1971.
(2)

(3)

(4)
( 5)

( 6)

~
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays in nuclear power plants of modern design the emission
rates can, with justifiable expenditure, be kept sufficiently
low. Tab. 1 shows the emission rates to the atmosphere exoected
in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant with a I ight water
reactor in the Federa I Repub I i c of Germany and the resu It i ng
radiation exposure in the maximum of the concentration. The
emission rates from nuclear power plants are kept low essentially
by leak-proof fuel -elements. In reprocessing plants this barrier
has to be destroyed, so the only way to keep the emissions low is
by retention faci I ities.
2.

RADIATION EXPOSURE IN THE VICINITY OF REPROCESSING PLANTS

Tab. 2 shows the release rates of a reprocessing plant for 4 different cases with different retention factors. Case 1 corresponds
to values for plants built till this date (1), while case 2 shows
the release rates which at the moment are being discussed with reference to the first large reprocessing plant in the Federal Repub I i c of Germany ( 2 l. Cases 3 and 4 show va I ues for an even higher
retention than in case 2. The doses resulting from the releases
as shown in Tab. 2 are summarized for a! I four cases in tabs. 3
and 4. While in case 1 the limits given by the German Radiation
Protection Decree from Oct. 1976 ( 3 l for the tot a I body ( 30 mrem/ a l
and for the thyroid, (90 mrem/al are almost reached or even exceeded respectively, the values given in case 2 are wei I within
the I imits. Cases 3 and 4 mean another step towards the demand of
the radiation protection decree, to keep the doses as low as teasib I e.
3.

COLLECTIVE DOSES DUE TO EMISSIONS FROM REPROCESSING PLANTS

The dose I imits existing up to now take care of the I imitation of
individual doses. Nowadays attempts are made to evaluate the effects of the emissions on large population groups by collective
doses. The collective doses caused by the emissions specified in
case 2 are summarzed in tab. 5 for different nuclides and affected areas <regional and global), The high contribution of C 14 to
the tot a I body dose and of Kr 85 to the skin dose. is espec i a I I y
noticeable. The collective doses are, as seen in fig. 2, essentially influenced by the period of intergration.
In order to introduce the collective doses as another criterion tor
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the I imitation of radioactive emissions, it is necessary to make
an evaluation of the resulting detriment. Acco~ding to a principle used in many areas of environmental protection in the
Federal Republic of Gerrrany, all subsequent detriments have to be
paid for by the person or institution that causes them. It is
therefore necessary to relate a monetary value to the radiation
detriment in order to have a basis for comparison with the expendilu.-e fu.- lil" ,.,l.,nliun fdciiities, (4). Rough estimations for
that are given in (5) and (6). According to these estimations a
reduction of the emissions from case 1 to case 3 as shown in
Tab. 2 seems to be suitable.
4.

FUTURE RADIATION EXPOSURE DUE TO GLOBALLY DISTRIBUTED
RADIONUCLIDES

Due to the worldwide extension of nuclear energy and a consequently increasing emission, an increase of the doses from globally distributed radionuclides is caused. Figs. 3. 4 and 5 (7)
show the expected doses from some globally distributed radionuclides. The doses due to C 14 and,Kr 85, if they are notretained, wi I I hardly be accepted by the population. The release
of C 14 is mainly due to the reprocessing of high temperature
reactor fuel-elements (8).
5.

SUMMARY

The demand for retention of radionucl ides in reprocessing plants
exceeding the assumptions made in case 1 may now be concluded
either from the individual- or from the collective doses. \•'ith
regard to radiation protection it would seem sensible to retain
90% of H 3, 80% of C 14,90% of Kr 85, and 99,5% of Iodine in
reprocessing plants, while the emission rate of the aerosoles
shou I d be I ess than 3 .1o-8. In the Federa I Repub I i c of Germany
the first steps have now been taken with the I imitation of the
Kr 85 emission from a single plant to 106 Ci/a (2).
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IMPLICATIONS OF COLLECTIVE DOSE EVALUATION TO LIMITING REACTOR RELEASES
R. H. Clarke
Central Electricity Generating Board, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories,
Berkeley, Gloucestershire, UK.
ABSTRACT
The currently accepted criterion of a given annual dose at the site
boundary is used to set atmospheric release levels from a notional reactor
and the associated collective doses are compared for this reactor at sites
with differing real population distributions. It is concluded that while
the dose to the most exposed individual must be at an acceptable level, the
reactor design should have an operational radioactive release rate set also
by taking account of the collective dose over a limited dose or distance
range.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Although the ICRP has suggested dose limits both for the most exposed
individual members of the public and for the population as a whole (1,2),
up to the present time the criteria for the release of radioactive effluents
from nuclear installations have been set almost entirely by considerations
of the potential doses received by the most highly exposed individuals.
These individuals are taken to be at the point of closest approach to, or
distance of maximum effluent concentration from, a nuclear site. ICRP has
now suggested (3) the use of new concepts in support of im "as low as readily achievable" recommendation. These new concepts involve the estimation
of the total detriment to the population which at present, because of the
assumption of a linear dose-response relationship, is proportional to the
collective dose.
In this paper the currently accepted criterion of a given dose at the
boundary has been used to determine annual atmospheric release levels
from a notional reactor design. The resulting collective doses are compared
between existing UK nuclear sites which have differing population distributions, and as a function of the reactor design variables, stack height and
distance to the site boundary.
s~te

2.

METHODS OF CALCULATION

The notional reactor used for these calculations was assumed to be
operat1ng with defective fuel cladding so that noble gases are continuously
discharged to atmosphere through a stack following a delay period of several
hours during which radioactive decay is assumed to occur. The annual whole
body cloud-y doses which result as a function of distance from the reactor
were computed using the WEERIE code (4). The mean frequencies of occurrence
of the various Pasquill atmospheric stability categories were taken, together with data for the mean windspeeds around typical CEGB coastal sites, from
Meteorological Office data (5).
Having obtained the spatial distribution of individual doses, in order
to estimate collective doses, a population density distribution is required
for each site under consideration. The population distribution over the
whole of the UK has been established in matrix form for collective dose calculations based upon the 1971 UK Census data which is available in geocodcd
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format for wards and civil parishes. For this work a population density
matrix has been set up with a spatial resolution of 1.5 km, which is adequate for collective dose calculations. In Fig. 1 the population density
matrix has been used to give the cumulative population as a function of
distance from the five representative existing CEGB nuclear sites chosen
for this study.
3.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF COLLECTIVE DOSES

In Fig. 2 the annual whole body collective dose is given as a function
of distance from each of the five sites considered. At each site the notional reactor is assumed to be discharging noble gases continuously from a
50 m stack and the collective doses are presented per unit of exposure (mrad)
received by the most exposed individual at the site boundary, which is taken
to be 400 m from the stack. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the collective dose
characteristics of current UK nuclear sites vary considerably, both in the
absolute values of total collective dose and in the rate of accumulation of
collective dose. At the Hartlepool site, the collective dose within 10 km
is half of the total accumulated over the whole country while at Wylfa half
the total collective dose is accumulated beyond 100 km from the site. In
general the lower collective doses are from the more remote sites and the
collective doses do tend to finite limits partly because of radioactive
decay of the noble gases. However other calculations have shown that similar results can be obtained for long-lived activity and in such cases the
more remote sites accumulate a larger contribution to collective dose from
distances beyond 100 km.
In Fig. 3 the total collective doses of Fig. 2 are presented as a
function of the individual doses received, arranged in ascending order of
contribution to the total collective dose. At Hartlepool, the largest contribution to collective dose comes from a population group receiving doses
up to 10% of the dose received at the site boundary, whereas at Dungeness
. the majority of the collective dose is integrated over individuals receiving
doses of less than 0.02% of the site boundary dose. Thus it is seen that
not only are the collective doses very different between sites for the ·same
release, but the number of individuals exposed to a given dose rate varies
more widely. In Figs. 4 and 5 annual collective dose profiles are produced
for Hartlepool and Dungeness which demonstrate the different spatial distribution of contributions to collective dose; the surfaces are normalised
so that they each have the same vertical height for the population cell
receiving the highest collective dose and the scaling factor is 8.3 times
greater for the Dungeness surface than that for Hartlepool.
Finally in Fig. 6, the results of collective dose calculations are
presented as a function of the height of release and distance to the site
boundary when the release rate is set so as to keep the dose constant at the
site boundary. This demonstrates the major defect in the concept of limiting reactor releases solelyon consideration of the dose received by the
critical group, in that the collective dose can vary by two orders of magnitude for different sites, stack heights or site boundary distances and these
collective doses may be accumulated at dose rates which are not insignificant compared with that received by the most exposed individual.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

For the same reactor release, but at sites with differing population
distributions, it has been shown that there are significant differences both
in the collective doses and in the number of individuals receiving doses in
any given dose range. If the criterion for setting reactor releases is the
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dose received by the most exposed individual, then the designer has freedom
to increase both stack height and distance to the site boundary, in order
to meet the criterion. This can increase both the collective dose and the
number of individuals exposed to doses lower than, but near, the dose limit.
While it is accepted that the most exposed individual must not be subjected
to undue risk, a collective dose assessment for a given site is a useful
indication of its radiological impact. If a collective dose limit were to
be incorporated into safety criteria, iL would appear that ,;iles with la..:ge
close-in populations would have more restrictive release limits than sites
with low population densities over wide areas.
5.
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CONCEPTS FOR THE CALCULATION OF RADIATION EXPOSURE IN THE
ENVIRONMENT OF NUCLEAR PLANTS FOR PLANNING AND SURVEILLANCE PURPOSES
H.D. Brenk, K.J. Vogt
Julido Nuclear Research Centre, Central Department for
Health Physics
and
K. Brussermann, G. Schwarz
Chair for Reactor Technology of the RWTH Aachen
(Aachen Institute of Technology)

l. INTRODUCTION
In connection with the release of radioactive substances from nuclear
plants, the following requirements· are to be met in respect of the assessment of radiation exposure of persons in the environment of the plant:
- For the purpose of planning and licencing of nuclear plants, the release
rates of radioactive substances are to be limited to such a degree that
the dose limit values specified in radiation protection regulations are
not exceeded on any site. In doing so, account must be taken of pre-exposure and migration of radionuclides in the environment. This requirement
involves the calculation of environmental maximum annual doses (EMAD) for
individuals.
During the operation of nuclear plants it is necessary to calculate the
radiation exposure resulting from the annual releases measured for the
year of reference. This application requires the calculation of environmental dose commitments (EDC) on the basis of annual releases for persons
living in the vicinity of the plant.
- In connection with the long-term prediction of the environmental impact
caused by the entire nuclear industry, problems will also arise in conjunction with the local and regional development of the nuclear power industry.
2. CALCULATION OF RADIATION EXPOSURE USING THE EXAMPLE OF INGESTION
2.1 Description of the Transfer of Nuclides in Food Chains by Means of
Multi-Compartment Models
The calculation of the ingestion dose involved in the consumption of contamr
inated terrestrial food is based on the compartment model shown· in fig. 1.
Sources /comp. 7/ of the environmental contamination under consideration
are fallout and washout in connection with releases of waste air or sprinkler .irrigation in connection with the discharge of activity into bodies of
water. This may result in a radiation exposure of man by the transfer of
nuclides into the food chain.
This transfer is divided into two main pathways. The first one begins with
the direct deposition on soil vegetation /1/ and reaches man either directly via vegetables etc. or indirectly via animal products such as milk, meat,
etc. /2/. The other pathway essentially involves the transfer from the
ground surface /4/ into the soil /5/ and from there through the uptake by
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Fig. 1
Radiation exposure model by ingestion of radioactively contaminated food
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Fig. 3
Sr 90 activity in the
bone due to ingestion
of contaminated food
as a function of exposure time for a contamination period of
12 months (The biological half-life of
4
Sr in bone is 1.8~10
days)
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roots into plants /1/, from where the nuclides may likewise get into the
food chain. Since part of the radionuclides involved (e.g. Sr 90, Cs 137)
stay in the upper soil layer /5/ for rather long periods of time, there
will be an accumulation in this layer, leading to a long-term contamination of the food chain, which may be effective far beyond the lifetime of
individual installations.
For describing the activity transfer in the environment according to fig.l,
the first approxim.J..tibn is based on a system of linPnr differential equa-

tions of first order (l), (2).
The solution of this system of equations is illustrated in fig. 2 and 3,
where the time-dependent activity courses of Sr 90 in the kidneys and the
bone due t? ingestion via various kinds of food pathways are plotted, assuming constant deposition on the upper soil layer and on vegetation for
a period of twelve months.
The basic difference between fig. 2 and fig. 3 is the different residence
time of Sr 90 in the organ affected. Due to the rapid remaval in the kidneys, the activity inventory chiefly follows the contamination by direct
deposition. It is superimposed by the activity supply through the roots.
As a rule, the curves reach their maximum at the end of the contamination
period.
The activity course in the bone gives a quite different picture. Due to the
long biological half-life of Sr 90 in the bone, the organ activity for all
food pathways follows the environmental contamination with considerably
greater delay. None of the maximum values is reached before the end of the
deposition period.
The activity inventory then remains almost constant because the removal
from the organ takes place at an extremely slow rate.
2.2 Caculation of Doses
2.2.1 Correlation between Dose Commitment and Maximum Annual Dose
The individual organ doses can be calculated with the aid of the time-dependent activity courses in the organs affected.
Investigations have shown that the identity of the dose commitment and the
maximum annual dose, as stated by LINDELL (3), is also applicable in the
present case of ingestion of radionuclides with due regard to possible
accumulation effects in the soil. Consequently, this identity does not only
apply to the transfer of nuclides in the human organism (resulting in internal doses), but is also applicable when including nuclide migration in
the environment on the assumption that the transfer of nuclides is independent of the level of activity and that all effects of second order are
negligible. This means: EMAD = EDC. In all other respects, the conditions
according to (3) are applicable.
2.2.2 Dose Conversion Factors
As explained in more detail in another ~ontext (l), (2), it is of advantage
for practical application to define the ingestion dose in the following
form

D = g • N · S · Q
g
N

ingestion dose conversion factor in rem/Ci
2
ingestion utilization factor in m

S

sedimentation factor, e.g. fallout factor in m-

Q

annual amount of release in Ci

2
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The individual factors can be calculated according to (1) and (2), where
the values in question are already listed for a number of nuclides, organs
and types of food pathways.
The ingestion dose conversion factor (g) in rem per orally ingested amount
of activity in Ci exclusively describes the transfer and distribution in
the human organism, whereas the ingestion utilization factor (N) represents
a measure for the transfer of nuclides in the biosphere from contaminated
soil up to the oral activity ingestion with food. For illustration purposes, this factor may be interpreted as the effective area, which is the
origin of the volume of activity ingested with food and is essentially dependent on the transfer data of the respective food pathway.
Furthermore, the two factors g and N also depend on the age of the person
exposed, on the duration of exposure or utilization and on the release
time of the installation. The product S · Q specifies the annual mean of
surface contamination in Ci/m' .
3. CONCLUSIONS
OWing to the identity of environmental dose commitment (EDC) and environmental maximum annual dose (EMAD), both problems (licensing of new installations or routine inspection of a plant already in operation) can be handled according to the same computer model for calculating radiation exposure, i.e. it is of no consequence whether the concept of maximum annual
dose or the concept of dose commitment is applied. The values specified in
(1) and (2) have been determined for the calculation of environmental dose
commitment.
Prediction calculations to determine the radiation exposure of individual
persons caused by the entire nuclear industry must be based on maximum annual doses.
On the assumption of a certain status of expansion in nuclear industry
being frozen during the prediction period for the time of average human
life expectancy, i t will be possible to calculate a person's radiation exposure at the end of his life using the maximum annual dose. This offers
a criterion for ass~ssingwhetheror not the momentary status of nuclear
industry will still be acceptable for individual persons at the end of
their lives.
For practical calculation purposes this means: Even in this case, the calculation of dose commitments may be based on dose conversion factors in
the same way as in connection with the two problems discussed before.
The doses calculated in this manner are sufficiently conservative.
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Estimated radiological effects of the normal discharge of radioactivity from nuclear power plants in The Netherlands with a
total capacity of 3500 MWe
G. van der Lugt, H. Wijker, N.V. KEMA, Arnhem, The Netherlands
1. lntroduction
In the last few years there has been much discussion in The
Netherlands about the installation of three nuclear power
stations which, together with tbe two existing plants, would
total up capacity to 3500 MWe.
To get an impression of the risk involved for the population
from such a program the SEP (Co-operative Electricity Generating Companies) was asked by the government to make·a risk
analysis of the entire fuel cycle. This risk analysis was
completed in 1975 (1) .
Part of the analysis consisted in an estimation of the radiological effects due to the normal discharge of radioactivity
from the .power plants.
Calculations were carried out for the two existing plants (a
54 MWe BWR and a 470 MWe PWR) and for 1000 MWe PWR's and BWR's
on four additional potential sites. These siLes were chosen
in such a way that consideration of other possible sites in
the country should give no divergent information.
In this paper the underlying principles and some of the results
of this partial risk analysis are given. Details and full
argumentations are given in (1).
2. Discharges
Most of the discharge figures used in the calculations are
taken equal to the existing or expected license discharge
limits. The isotopic compositions are taken in a conservative
manner from experiences with the existing plants. The figures
for the 1000 MWe plants to be built are given in table 1.
3. Exposure of the population
The exposure of the population has been calculated, taking
into account several forms of exposure given in table 2. The
doses for a site in the centre of the country are given as an
example. For comparison of the doses of different organs the
ratios of the acceptable limits for the public can be used.
If compared with the whole body dose, the lung dose has to be
divided by 3, the skin dose by 6 and the thyroid dose by 3 for
children and by 6 for adults; taking into account the population and dose distributions, the average factor appears to be
4. The risk appears to be determined by the whole body dose.
The dispersion of gaseous effluents has been calculated with
the model MIKRO, which uses the gaussian plume model, variation
of wind speed with height, maximum mixing heights, plume rise,
rainout, radioactive decay during transport.
925

Some remarks can be made about the different forms of exposure:
to l) Individual and population doses are calculated, using the
yearly meteorological parameters of the meteorological
station nearest to the site under consideration. The real
population density (1971-1974) is used, counted in 192
regions formed by 16 radii and 12 circles up to a distance
of 100 km. For the external y-radiation a shielding factor
l/3 is used. 'l'he beta radiation of the effluents gives
a skin dose.
to 2) The particulates are assumed to be insoluble and lung
doses are calculated using the 1959 ICRP-2 model.
to 3) Contamination of the ground is calculated by assuming no
removal other than by radioactive decay.
to 5) The population dose from milk consumption is estimated
using the real distribution of grassland around the sites.
The contamination of the grass is calculated as a function
of distance and direction, taking into account a removal
half life of 12 days. The given dose is caused by the
direct consumption (average delay about 4 days) of the
milk (about 20% of the total production) .
to 6) The dose caused by contaminated vegetables and fruit
appeared to be negligible.
to 7) Considering the fact that part of the water used as
drinking water comes from outside the country (Rhine),
the dose via the drinking vlater pathway is estimated in
the same way as stated under 8.
to 8) The population dose caused by the HTO discharge via the
ventilation stack is estimated very conservatively by
assuming that all HTO discharged is washed out with the
rainwater abov3 the country and that every inhabitant
takes up 0.4 m /year of this contaminated water via the
food.
to 9) The site taken as an example is one of the few sites
where part of the cooling water reaches drinking water
basins.
to 10) The dispersion of radionuclides in rivers, coastal parts
and estuaries of the North Sea is calculated and the
specific activity of the fish is determined using concentration factors from literature. Using the amounts of
this fish consumed in the country an estimation is made
of the total population dose.
to 11) The Flevo ·site is situated on the Ysselmeer and the fish
caught in this lake is processed in the food for porkers
and hens. Therefore the dose caused by eating the resulting meat and eggs is estimated using very conservative
pathway parameters.
Remark: The discharge of C-14, about 10 Ci/a per 1000 MWe~has
not been included in the ta:bles. The aspect of C-14 contamination by food consumption is in consideration, the collective
dose for the Dutch population is estimated to be a few manrem/
year.
4. Conclusions
From the results of the calculations for the different sites it
could be concluded that the collective whole body dose received
by the Dutch population as a result of the normal discharges
from nuclear power plants with a total capacity of 3500 MWe is
less than 70 manrem per year (the doses caused by the indivi-
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dual plants vary from 3 t9 30 manrem). The natural background
delivers 1 500 000 manrem/year to the Dutch population.
Using the conservative linear dose·-effect relation and the risk
figures of the BEIR-report (1972), which neglects possible
repair effects at low dose rates, the risk of 70 manrem/year
can be estimated to be in the order of one case of leukaemia
i11 SOO years and one death caused by some other type of cancer
in 80 years, whereas the "natural" incidence of these diseases
in our country is 1000 and 25 000 to 50 000 per year respectively. Based on a mutation doubling dose of 100 rem, recently
suggested as a reasonable approximation, the number of genetic
deficiencies will be 1 per 3000 years in the first generation
(equilibrium value 1 per 300 years, natural incidence 19 000 per
year) . This means that even in our densely populated country the
normal effluents from the power plants cause a completely negligible (if any) risk for the population.
The dose to the workers inside the plant is expected to be much
higher, maybe as high as about 2000 manrem per year for the
five plants, which means a 30 times as high risk to a smaller
group of persons, so that any possible repair by the immune
system will sort out less effect than in the case of population
exposure. Therefore much attention is paid to dose reduction
during maintenance operations in the power plants. The fact that
reduction of the discharge of radioactivity from the plant can
increase the dose inside the plant may more than counterbalance
the reduction of radiation effect to the public.
References
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N.V. Samenwerkende Elektricitetis-produktiebedrijven
(summary in English available)
Table 1 Discharges via the ventilation stack for a 1000 MWe
plant (Ci/a)
2
3
noble gases 1 ) I-131 other halogens ) particulates ) tritium
20 000

0. 5

2.0

4
10 or 100 )

0.2

1) 10% Kr-85; 75% Xe-139; 15% Xe-135
2) 90% I-133; 10% I-135
3) 9% Mo-99; 5% Co-58; 20% cr-51; 20% Mn-54
5% Sb-124; 20% Co-60; 20% Fe-59; 1% Cs-137
4) 100 Ci/a for a PWR, 10 Ci/a for a BWR
Liquid effluents from a 1000 MWe plant
All nuclides l)

H-3

(except H-3)

5 Ci/a
100 Ci/a BWR
1000 Ci/a PWR

1) 7% Mn-54; 20% Co-58; 20% Co-60; 10% Sr-89; 0.5% Sr-90; 10%
I-131; 10% Cs-134; 15% cs-137; 5% Ba-140+La-140; 2.5% rest
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COLLECTIVE POPULATION RADIATION EXPOSURE FROM WASTE
DISPOSAL FROM A FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT
D. F. Jefferies and N. T. Mitchell
Fisheries Radiobiological Laboratory, Lowes toft, Suffolk, UK
J. A. Hetherington
Scottish Development Department, Edinburgh
1.

INTRODUCTION

The most important pathways to public radiation exposure from controlled discharges of liquid radioactive waste from the nuclear power programme in the UK
are due to fuel reprocessing operations. In this respect, the predominant radionuclides which go to make up the effluent released from British Nuclear Fuels Ltd,
Windscale into the Irish Sea under joint authorization of the Department of the
Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food are caesium-137
and -134. In the marine environment caesium behaves in an essentially conservative fashion and though some associates with sediment, most stays in the water and
disperses from the area of discharge off the Cumbrian coast as this water moves
through the Irish Sea and mixes with further distant waters, mainly those around
the mainland of Scotland.
These waters support important fisheries and the consumption of fish thus provides
one of the critical pathways for Windscale discharges. Because of the extent of the
area through which radiocaesium of Windscale origin can be detected, the size of
the fish stocks and the large population consuming them, consideration of this pathway should not be restricted to the dose to the critical group of most highly exposed
people. II). these circumstances, where large populations are exposed to low doses
the ICRP recommends that the control procedure should take into account the integrated collective dose as well as the dose to the critical group. Assessment of
collective dose is essential not only in relation to the control of the genetically
effective dose but also because it forms an essential component of the optimization
procedure required to meet the principle of keeping doses as low as reasonably
achievable (1, 2) .
2.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOCAESIUM IN BRITISH ISLES
COASTAL WATERS AND NEARBY

Radiocaesium nuclides form part of the low-level radioactive liquid waste which is
discharged from Windscale into the north-east Irish Sea. After discharge the
caesium mixes with the sea water which is transported through the Irish Sea in a
northerly direction so that most of the radioactivity is eventually removed via the
North Channel. A small amount is carried southwards, as has been shown by surveys from this laboratory during which caesium at higher than fallout levels and
attributable to Windscale has been detected in the Celtic Sea and the Bristol Channel.
Once out beyond the North Channel the water begins to mix with the north:-east
Atlantic water. However, surveys for caesium have shown that the rate of mixing
is slow, with most of the water from the Irish Sea moving in a well defined path
northward along the west coast of Scotland and into the North Sea (3). The hydrography of the North Sea is complex; caesium entering from the north-west is found
at varying concentrations throughout much of it and can still be detected in the water
flowing out into the Norwegian Sea. Details of concentration are reported elsewhere (3, 4). On the present evidence dilution factors in the Irish Sea relative to the
immediate vicinity of the release point are about 20 to 30 to the North Channel and
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10 to 20 to Anglesey. Between the North Channel and Cape Wrath there is a dilution
of about 5 to 10 and a further small dilution between there and the northern North
Sea. However, due to variations in the rate of release of radiocaesium from Windscale and to short-term variation in the pattern of water movement, these factors
are likely to change especially at the greater distances from Windscale. The times
of transit between the points referred to are long, for example about 0. 5-1 year
from the Cumbrian coast to the North Channel and a similar time scale to Cape
Wrath. These times are comparable to the radioactive half life of caesium-134 and
the concentrations of this radionuclide at distance are therefore being reduced significantly by radioactive decay.
3.

THE CALCULATION OF COLLECTIVE DOSE

The formal definition of collective dose rate is
S

=

\:

H NH (H) d H

where NH(H) is the population spectrum in dose rate and NH(H) dH the number of
individuals receiving a dose in the range H to H + dH. A more directly applicable
formulation is given by the summation
S

=

I:. H. N.
J

J

J

where Hj is the ~caput dose rate in population group j of size Nj. When applied
to internal irradiation from the consumption of fish containing radioactivity
H = k Wj Cj, where Wj is the mean consumption rate of population j and Cj the mean
concentration in their intake of fish. The constant of proportionality, k, relates the
rate of intake of each radionuclide to dose and may be obtained from ICRP II (5).
Wj may be replaced by Qj /Nj where Qj is the total catch of fish consumed by population Nj and the above equation reduces to

s

= I;k Q.

J

c ..
J

The collective dose for any given population may be computed therefore by using the
statistics on fish landings compiled by ICES (6) together with the measurements of
radioactivity in fish samples. For the present purposes data on fish landings have
been corrected to take account of the non-edible fraction such as bone and viscera.
This probably leads to an overestimate of the amounts consumed because no allowance has been made for other wastage. On the other hand, no allowance has been
made for the contribution to the human diet from the more tenuous routes which
begin with "industrial fish" stocks whi-::h are used to produce fish meal and provide
feedstock for cattle, pigs and poultry, etc.
In view of the size of the area over which caesium from Windscale is detectable the
calculation of collective dose might at first sight seem to require the measurement
of radiocaesium in a large number of samples of fish. Whilst in practice the fish
stocks are surveyed as comprehensively as possible with special attention to those
responsible for most of the dose, it is possible to make reasonable estimates of the
concentration in fish from a knowledge of the concentrations of radiocaesium in
water and the concentration factors for the nuclide between fish and water. This
approach has been used to supplement the direct measurements on fish and especially to take account of the contributions from fish stocks which are difficult of
access such as some of the landings made by other countries.
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4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Western European shelf waters in which Windscale-derived radiocaesium can
be detected have been fished by a number of European countries in addition to the
UK, notably the Republic of Ireland, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark,
West Germany, Norway and the USSR. The more distant waters around Scotland,
the North and Norwegian Seas are also fished by a number of different countries.
Collective doses from radiocaesium in 1974 and 1975 have been calculated separately for the UK and for other Western European nations, notably those listed above.
The results are shown in Table 1. Most of the dose is due to caesium -137 but
account has also been taken Df the contribution of caesium -134. Also shown is the
average ~capita dose rate for the countries concerned and these have been related to the population dose limit adopted by the UK (7) for the control of radiation
exposure from waste disposal operations. This limit was set on mainly genetic
considerations at 1 rem per person in 30 years, that is equivalent to 33 m rem per
person per year, and is used rather than any current ICRP limit. The only relevant advice from the Commission is a higher overall limit of 5 rem per generation
but this is not specific to waste disposal.
Mean
Population
(and size)

Collective dose rate,
man rem/yr

1974
UK
(5. 5

X

107)

Other
W European
nations
(1. 4 X 10 8)
TABLE 1

~

caput dose

m rem/person/
yr

%of UK max.

1975

1974

1975

1974

1975

4. 8

X

10 3

8.3x10 3

0.09

0.15

0.24

0.45

3.8

X

10 3

5. 7

10 3

0.03

0.04

0.08

0.12

X

Collective dose rates of Windscale radiocaesium discharges through
the fish consumption pathway, 1974-75

The difference in collective doses between 1974 and 1975 is mainly due to an
increase in the discharge rate of radiocaesium from Windscale during 1974. Due to
the time it takes for caesium to reach the more distant water masses and the time
lag in it working its way through the food chain to the fish eaten by man, little effect
of this increased discharge was seen in 1974. The full effect of the higher rate of
discharge in the distant waters such as the North and Norwegian Seas has even yet
to be seen. However, because the contributio.n to total collective dose from these
areas is small, the total collective dose may not increase even when the higher rate
of discharge does eventually reflect in these more distant waters. By that time it is
expected that measures which have been taken to reduce discharges will be taking
effect with the result that the rate of fall in the contribution to total dose from the
Irish Sea stocks will be greater than the rate of increase of that from the more
distant areas.
In addition to providing the means of quantifying the genetically effective dose from
this discharge of radiocaesium and of demonstrating compliance with national policy
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objectives on average population dose, assessment of the integrated population dose
is needed in order to demonstrate that the philosophy of keeping doses "as low as is
reasonably achievable" is being honoured. An essential piece of information when
coming to a scientifically based decision concerning the reduction of d~scharges is
how far reduction is cost-effective and therefore justified on radiological/economic
grounds; furthermore, it provides a logical basis for choice of the best means of
achieving any desired reduction. Decisions to reduce the rate of discharge are
bound to cost money; they are likely also to result in higher doses being received·
by the people who will operate the effluent treatment equipment and handle the
caesium reconcentrated from the effluent. Before embarking on a programme to ·
reduce discharges it should be ascertained that the costs of so doing (includlngthose
associated with the integrated dose to the operators) are not out of proportion to the
savings in the detrimental cost associated with not discharging the waste.
The detrimental cost of discharging may be calculated by assuming a linear relationship between dose and effect as recommended by ICRP. This permits an estimate
to be made of the total damage in terms of radiation -induced deaths attributable to
the discharge in the exposed population. The total damage may be translated into
financial terms by considering how much it is deemed that society is prepared to
pay in order to avoid death. This last figure is no,t an easy one to arrive at,
involving as it does the quantification of pain, suffering and life itself but is necessary to provide a sound scientific/economic basis for a waste mangement policy.
Shepherd and Hetherington (2) have discussed the question of the cost appropriate to
the prevention of one man rem of exposure to the general public and deduced a figitre
of £50 per man rem. When applied to the discharge of radiocaesium from Windscale
during 1975, {or example, when the total collective dose was about 1. 4 x 104 man rem
the total detrimental cost was approaching £1 M. This figure provides a context in
which the cost of methods of effluent treatment and caesium extraction facilities may
be viewed. Any treatment process whose discounted capital plus annual running
costs significantly exceed this amount would be difficult to justify economically
whereas any measure costing significantly less would merit further investigation to
see how its costs compared with the detrimental cost savings from its use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Les effluents radioactifs des centrales nucleaires d'Electricite de France
font l'objet d'un controle a la source. On va decrire les methodes appliquees sur les huit tranches actuellement en service et qui seront utilisees
sur les quinze tranches en cours de construction.
Des mesures dan5 1' environnanent sont exercees simul tanement par 1' Exploitant
nucleaire et le Service Central de Protection des Rayonnanents Ionisants
(S.C.P.R.I.) du Ministere de la Sante. Le calcul de la dose supportee par le
public est presente en soulignant le caractere volontairanent majorant de
cette evaluation.
2. CONTROLE DES EFFWENTS
Les methodes appliquees pour les effluents gazeux et liquides sont legerement
differentes, les premiers etant rejetes en continu avec l'air de ventilation,
les seconds transitant par'un reservoir de controle avant rejet.
2.1. Effluents gazeux
Les effluents gazeux sont constitues essentiellanent par l'air de ventilation
qui est contamine par les fuites des circuits actifs. Les vidanges de reservoirs de gaz actifs dans les PWR ou du circuit primaire dans les reacteurs
graphite-gaz ne contribuent que pour une faible part aux rejets, en raison de
la reduction d'activite apportee par la decroissance radioactive.
Tous les effluents gazeux transitent par des cheminees, en nombre le plus
reduit possible, ou l'on s'attache a avoir un debit relativement constant. 11
etiste cependant quelques cas de cheminees affectees aux rejets de gaz carbonique ou le debit est intermittent. Chaque chaninee est equipee (Figure 1) de
prises isocinetiques reparties selon un diametre de 1a cheminee. L'air preleve
passe simul tanement a travers une chambre compensee qui donne une mesure
continue (3 globale des gaz filtres (etalon de reference : 85 Kr), et un
ensemble de deux filtres, un filtre papier retenant les aerosols et un piege
charbon fixant les produits volatils. Le charbon est un charbon de oouille
impregne a l'iodure de potassium, de 3 em d'epaisseur, traverse par l'air a
une vitesse inferieure a 0,5 m/s ; on s'est assure que son efficacite etait
meilleure que 90 % pour les formes penetrantes de 1' iode et une utilisation
continue d'une sanaine. Un compteur CM place au-dessus des filtres donne une
indication de l'activite deposee sur les filtres et une alarme en cas d'evolution importante au-dessus du niveau d'equilibre obtenu avec les descendants
solides des gaz rares a vie courte qui sont pieges par le filtre. 11 faut
noter que le piege charbon retient egalement temporairement les gaz rares. Le
filtre et le piege sont changes chaque sanaine et mesures en laboratoire.

Pr1ses

Filtre papier

lsoc1n8bques

Piege

charbon

CHEMINEE

Figure 1
Controle des effluents gazeux
2.2. Effluents liquides

Tous les effluents liquides actifs ou susceptibles de contamination sont
collectes apres traitement dans des reservoirs de controle. Lorsqu'un reservoir est plein, on procede a l'homogeneisation du contenu par brassage, puis
au prelevement d'un echantillon qui est mesure au laboratoire.
Lorsque l'on dispose du resultat de cette mesure, le reservoir peut etre
vidange au debit approprie pour que, compte tenu du debit du cours d'eau au
moment du rejet, l'activite volumique dans le cours d'eau apres dilution
supposee parfaite de !'effluent ne depasse pas la valeur fixee par l'autorisation de rejet.
2 .3. Mesure

Les echantillons preleves sont analyses au laboratoire de la centrale :
- le filtre aerosols en~global (etalon 90 Sr + Y), eventuellement en spectrometrie 0 ,
- le piege charbon en spectrometrie o,
- 1' eau des reservoirs en/3 global, eventuellement en spectrometrie
0 avec
mesure specifique du 90 Sr, et en tritium.
Chaque trimestre, un echantillon de chaque type (filtre, piege, eau) est
adresse au Departement de Radioprotection d'Electricite de France pour analyse contradictoire et controle de la qualite des mesures faites par la centrale. De plus, chaque mois, un echantillon est adresse au S.C.P.R.I. qui
exerce un controle independant de celui de l'exploitant nucleaire.
Chaque mois, la centrale etablit un etat des rejets d'effluents gazeux et
liquides qui est adresse au Departement de Radioprotection et au S.C.P.R.I.
Les resultats des rejets des annees 1971
1 et 2.

'4

a 1976

sont reportes aux tableaux

TABLEAU 1 - Rejets gazeux des centrales nucleaires

GR
-~-----

~---

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

--

~-

I

APV

--~=

4,2
12
2,8
2,1
6,0
4,9

BUGEY

ST.LAURENT

QUNON

Centrales

~

~-

I

~-

~

GR
·=----.<'-~·

18
610
42
18
31
20

~

"-

I

_,_-~

-"-

APV
~

I

-=~- ~~~-"'"'-

=

47
140
37
20
17
13

3,4
3,9
5,0
4,3
3,5
2,9

GR
=

-~~~=

I

~~

CHOOZ

APV

I

GR

I APV

-=--=='---" -==-==-=---- - - -

0,8
3,1
4,5
5,3
3,1

0,7
9,6
21
24
9

6,6
31
20

--~

n.m.
24
160
12
410
47

1' 5
2,7
4,9

TABLEAU 2 - Rejets liquides des Centrales nucleaires

CHI NON

Centrales

,/3
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

I

BUGEY

ST.LAURENT
3H

2
3
3,3
0,4
0,7

n.m.

.0,6

I

/'

150

2,2
9,4
7,3
4,2
4,7

100

3,0

II

II

II

I

3H

I

/~

I

CHOOZ
3H

n.m.

I 3H

820
240

34
12
8,2
8,6
8,6

700
1800
1900
3300
2500

200

2,6

1900

II

o, 1

II

II

400
700

1,6
60
14

500

3,6

GR : gaz rares (kCi) - APV : aerosols et

I///),

n.m.

pr~uits

/:3 : activiteP globale des liquides (Ci) -

volatils (mCi)
H : tritium (Ci)

n.m. : non mesure
3. ENVIRONNEMENT

Autour de chaque centrale, Electricite de France et le S.C.P.R.I. procedent
aux prelevements suivants, pour mesures separees dans leurs laboratoires :
-

aerosols a la limite du site sous les vents dominants,
eau de pluie a la limite du site sous les vents dominants,
eau de riviere et sediments en amont et en aval du site,
eau de la nappe phreatique (E.D.F. seulement)
lait preleve dans les fermes proches (E.D.F. seulement)
vegetaux sous les vents dominants (E.D.F. seulement).
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Aces prelevements systematiques s 1 ajoutent des prelevements adaptes a la
nature du site et de frequence variable : eau de boisson, poissons ••• Des
mesures supplementaires destinees a faire le point zero des sites, prealablement a leur mise en service, sont confiees a des laboratoires exterieurs des
Universites ou du Commissariat a 1 1 Energie Atomique.
Jusqu 1 a ce jour, autour des sites en service, seuls les prelevements d 1 eau
de riviere et de sediments permettent de mettre en evidence une contamination
significative apportee par les rejets de la Centrale. L1 activite volumique,
ajoutee a 1 1 eau de riviere est, au plus, de l 1 orare de la moitie de la radioactivit€ pre-existante vehiculee par la riviere, et inferieure au millieme
de la concentration maximale admissible (C.M.A.P.) dans 1 1 eau de boisson pour
les personnes du public (tableau 3), lorsque celle-ci peut etre determinee
avec precision.
TABLEAU 3 - Activite volumique en riviere Hors Tritium (10- 9 Ci/m3)
Cours d 1 eau
Centrales

Activite en amont
Activite ajoutee
C.M.A.P.

LOIRE

RHONE

MEUSE

BUGEY

rnooz

------------------ ----------------------------------CHINON &
ST.LAURENT
1975
1976
5,5
6,2
0,5

0,33

100(1)

100(1)

1975
6,9

1976
3,8

1975
4,5

1976
5,2

1,0

0,5

2,5

1,6

9000(2)

6400(2)

11 000(2) 2400(2)

(1) - Valeur prudente pour un melange inconnu

(2) - Valeur tenant compte de la composition des effluents
4. EVALUATION DES DOSES
A partir des mesures detaillees sur les effluents, il est possible de calculer
les doses supportees par le public'du fait des rejets, a defaut de pouvoir les
determiner directement dans 1 1 environnement. L1 evaluation tient compte des
differentes voies possibles d 1 irradiation : immersion dans le nuage de gaz
rares a 1 1 endroit habite le plus expose, inhalation d'air contamine au meme
emplacement, consommation de lait contamine par les depOts sur les herbages
et du fait de 1 1 abreuvement de la vache en eau de riviere contaminee, consommation d 1 eau de riviere en tant qu 1 eau de boisson, consonunation de poissons
vivant en aval de la centrale, consommation de legumes irrigues.
A titre d 1 exemple, la dose a l'organisme entier de la personne cumulant ces
differentes irradiations a ete evaluee en 1975 pour les centrales de CHOOZ
et de BUGEY, respectivement a 0,5 et 1 millirem par an.
5. CONCLUSION
Les controles exerces par Electricite de France sur les rejets de ses centrales nucleaires montrent que la dose evaluee de maniere majorante pour les personnes du public est inferieure au centieme de la dose resultant des rayonnements naturels. Les controles exerces par le Ministere de la Sante constituent
une garantie pour le public que ces rejets resteront aussi bas que possible~
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EVALUATION DES DOSES COLLECTIVES ET COMPARAISON
DES DOSES INDIVIDUELLES MOYENNES ET MAXIMALES RESULTANT
DES RISQUES D'INGESTION DE LAIT FRAIS ORIGINAIRE D'UNE
REGION SOUMISE A L'INFLUENCE DE REJETS ATMOSPHERIQUES CONTINUS
A. GARNIER
Departement de Protection
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
BP N° 6, 92 260 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

1. INTRODUCTION
L'evaluation des doses collectives concernant un groupe de population
donne necessite, par rapport a celle des doses aux individus des
groupe~ critiques, un complement d'information et des methodes nouvelles.
On se propose, ici, a titre d'exemple, _d'evaluer dans des conditions
moyennes, 1 'ordre de grandeur des doses. collectives dues a 1 'ingestion
pouvant resulter de rejets unitaires continus et affectant une zone
de rayon donne entourant le point de rejet ; et, en meme temps, de
situer les niveaux moyens et extremes des doses individuelles, par
rapport a ceux concernant les groupes critiques. Contrairement a l'etude
d'un site particulier, pour lequel on peut disposer de toutes les
informations detaillees, celle d'un cas general repose necessairement
sur des donnees moyennes, mais dont la variabilite peut etre cernee dans
une certaine mesure suivant certains scenarios.
En ce qui concerne la contamination des produits agricoles, on peut
se baser sur les pourcentages moyens des surfaces occupees par rapport
a la superficie totale.
Diverses hypotheses sont alors possibles :
- supposer les cultures uniformement reparties
- imaginer des schemas d 'utilisation des ·surfaces permettant de calculer
des niveaux moyens et extremes de la contamination des cultures, selon
leur emplacement par rapport a la source de pollution.
Aux stades de la collecte et de la distribution des produits, des hypotheses identiques peuvent egalement conduire a une evaluation de la variabilite des niveaux resultants, completant celle des niveaux moyens.
Prenon pour exemple, le cas des produits laitiers originaires d'une zone
ou existerait un rejet continu d'iode 131 (bien que, en fait, le risque
de contamination par ingestion de lait soit surtout a considerer en cas
de rejet accidentel ).
2. CALCUL DE LA CONTAMINATION MOYENNE DES PRODUITS
La relation entre la contamination du lait

a

la production CLp(Ci 1-l

et la cgntamination atmospherique au niveau du sol
source X (x) ( Ci m-3 ) est :

a

la distance x de la

937.

CLp

cL(x) x 1,22.10

3

avec les hypotheses suivantes :
2

.
- v~tesse
apparente d e d'epot : ro- m.s -l
-vie moyenne effective de l'iode 131 sur l'herbe : 7 jours
- fraction de la contamination retenue par la partie comestible de la
plante : 0,2~
-l
- surface broutee par la vache
100 m2 j
- fraction de la quantite ingeree par jour secretee par litre de lait
0,008.
A

Pour le calcul des doses individuelles au groupe critique, il suffirait
de calculer CL max correspondant a la distance xmax de concentration
maximale ;tmax· Pour l'evaluation des doses moyennes individuelles ou
des doses collectives, concernant un groupe de population donne, une
autre demarche est necessaire : d'une part, le lait est produit en des
zones differemment contaminees. D'autre part, une importante fraction
de la production laitiere ( 72% en France ) est collectee, et la partie
de cette collecte destinee a la consommation humaine est traitee par les
usines afin d'obtenir des laits et produits frais standardises, dont
la consommation est environ de 0,2 1 par personne et par jour en moyenne
(en France), le complement de la ration etant apport€ par des laits
concentres et en poudre.
Il en resulte evidemment que les niveaux de contamination du lait consomme par l'individu du groupe critique, d 1 une part, ou l'individu de la
population dans son ensemble, d'autre part, sont tres differents.
Essayons d'evaluer les concentrations moyennes d'iode 131 dans le lait
produit dans une zone de SO kilometres de rayon autour d'un point de
rejet. D'apres les donnees nationales fran~aises, la surface toujours
en herbe ( STH ) represente 22,4% de celle du territoire, et la production
moyenne est de 22,8 hl/ha, soit, pour la zone consideree, environ
40S 000 tonnes par an, dont la collecte pourrait etre effectuee par au
moins dix etablissements differents ( d'apres les chiffres fournis par
l'etude de la structure des etablissements laitiers ). La contamination
du lait depend done de la localisation des zones de production et de
ramassage. Trois cas de figure peuvent etre envisages pour calculer tout
d'abord les valeurs moyennes et extremes de la concentration qui resulterait d'un melange total, selon que la surface toujours en herbe occupe
un secteur (cas 1 ), un cercle autour de la source (cas 2) ou une
couronne circulaire ala limite du perimetre etudie (cas 3 ).
Trois cas peuvent etre consideres respectivement comme moyen, defavorable, et favorable, en raison des niveaux de concentration pris en
compte.
La concentration moyenne CLp en

131

1 dans la production cumulee en

fonction de la distance a la source jusqu'a SO km est calculee dans ces
trois cas ( pour une hauteur de rejet de 100 m, et des conditions de
diffusion atmospherique moyennes ).
Les valeurs trouvees en cas de melange total, exprimees en Ci 1-1 par
Ci s-1 rejete, sont les suivantes :
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Cas 1
Cas 2
Cas 3

3,3 10- 6
8,4 10- 6
1,2 I0- 6

Mais en realite, uncertain nombre d'etablissements ( peut etre une
dizaine ) participent a la collecte. Supposons que les IO% les plus
contamincs scient ramasscs par lc meme etablissement : la limite de
ramassage se situe a 1S,8 km dans le cas 1 ( secteur) eta 7,S km
dans le cas 2 ( cercle ), d'ou les concentrations moyennes dans le
l/10eme le plus contamin€
Cas 1

1,3S IO-S

Cas 2

2,8 IO-S

Ci 1-l par Ci s.-l rejete

soit respectivement quatre fois plus
(dans le cas 3, un calcul identique
tration du I/IOeme le ~lus contamine
que la concentration moyenne dans le
la concentration moyenne dans le cas

et 3,3 fois plus que precedemment
n'aurait aucun sens ). La concendu cas 2 est 23 fois plus elevee
cas 3, et 8,S fois plus elevee que
1 en cas de melange total.

3. VALEURS PROPOSEES
Pour le calcul des doses individuelles et collectives resultant de
l'ingestion d'iode 131 par la population dans son ensemble, on pourrait
proposer un intervalle de 3.ro-6 a 3.ro-S Ci 1-1 par Ci. s-1 rejete,
soit ro-S Ci 1-1 par Ci.s-1 avec un facteur d'incertitude de 3 dans
l'un ou l'autre sens : c'est le l/100eme de la valeur calculee ala
distance de concentration maximale avec un coefficient de dilution atmospherique de l'ordre de ro-6 s.m-3.
Par Ci an-l reiete, les valeurs correspondantes seraient de l'ordre de
0,1 a 1 pCi 1- , avec une moyenne de 0,3.
Le schema propose peut egalement rendre compte, approximativement, de
l'influence de la variabilite regionale de la proportion des surfaces
toujours en herbe ( STH ). Par exemple, dans le cas ou la STH serait
de 2,24%, soit le l/10eme de la moyenne nationale, et situee a proximite
immediate de la source, la concentration moyenne du lait serait egale
a celle du I/IOeme le plus contamine ; et dans celui ou la STH serait
de 100%, la concentration serait egale a celle resultant du melange de
la production cumulee jusqu'a la distance de SO km.
Toutes ces estimations moyennes reposent sur l'hypothese suivant laquelle
les vitesses de depot et les facteurs de transfert seraient uniformes.
11 est bien evident que la variabilite regionale des concentrations
depend des variations concomitantes des differents parametres, mais on
peut les negliger en premiere approximation dans le cas general,
lorsqu'il s'agit de rejets continus.
4. CALCUL DES DOSES A LA THYROID£
La production laitiere moyenne, en France, d'une zone de SO km de rayon
est de 4,0S Mhl.an-1, dont environ 14% sent consommes sous forme de lait
et produits frais, a raison d'environ 0,2 1 par personne et par jour,
par 7,8 10S consommateurs de toutes classes d'age habitant ou non la
region de production. Connaissant la repartition moyenne de la population
par classes d'ages, d'apres les statistiques nationales, et l'evolution.
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des consommations d'apres divers resultats d'enquetes, on a adopte
pour le calcul les valeurs suivantes des consommations moyennes de lait
frais.
P( 1 j-1
nP
Classe d'age N
n%
0
1
3
IO
IS

1

?

2
9
- I4
- I9
20

1,66
1,67
13,08
8,05
8
67,54

an
ans
ans
ans
ans
ans

-------100

0,55
0,47
0,35
0,27
0,2
O,IS

0,91
0,78
4,58
2,I8
1,6
IO,l
20,IS

d'ou resulte une moyenne ponderee de 0,2 1 j-1. Les parametres radiobiologiques evoluent avec l'age de telle fa~on que le produit
f T ~ varie de 0,18 pour le nourrisson a 0,025 pour l'adulte. La
w
m
dose collective resultant de l'ingestion du lait produit dans la zone
contaminee est

c

X

2,7.IOIO

X

7,8.Io 5

I
N

so it
2,3.IO

I4

pers. rem

c
ou, par Ci an-l rejete, une dose collective de l'ordre de 73 personnesrems par an ( dont IO a la classe d'age de 0 a 1 an), avec une variabilite d'un facteur 3 dans l'un ou l'autre sens selon la structure de
la production et de la collecte. Les doses individuelles moyennes sont
inferieures a 0,1 mrem an-1 pour l'ensemble (de 0,03 pour l'adulte
a 0,8 pour la classe 0 - 1 an ) toujours affecte~ du meme facteur 3,
alors que la dose a l'individu du groupe critique dans les conditions
precedemment indiquees va de 3,8 mrem an-1 pour d'adulte a 100 mrem an-1
pour le nourrisson.
5. CONCLUSION
Cet exemple montre la marche a suivre pour evaluer le degre de protection ( superieur a deux ordres de grandeur ) dont beneficie la population
dans son ensemble par !'application du critere de limitation base sur
la dose a l'individu le plus expose du groupe critique.
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ESSAIS

IN SI1U DES PIEGES A lODE
R. SOiNEPF

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE - DEPARTEMENT DE RADIOPROTECTION
6, Rue Ail\pere
SAINT-DENIS (France)
1• -

INTRODUCTION

La necessite de limiter les rejets de matieres 'radioactives dans l'environnement a conduit a la mise en place, dans les centrales nucleaires, de dispositifs d'epuration des effluents gazeux et liquides.
En ce qui concerne les effluents gazeux, ces dispositifs sont constitues de
filtres absolus (retention des aerosols) d'une part, et de pieges a iode
d'autre part.
Afin de s'assurer du bon fonctionnement de ces appareils, un certain nombre de
dispositions ont ete adoptees, permettant d'en realiser des essais representatifs "in situ".
La presente communication a pour objet, apres un bref rappel du probleme de
l'iode, de presenter la methode d'essai in situ employee en France pour tester
l'efficacite des pieges a iode rencontres dans les centrales nucleaires.
2. - RAPPELS SUR L'IODE
L'iode radioactif qui serait relache par une installation nucleaire conduirait
a une irradiation interne des populations par deux voies.
- la voie "inhalation" qui concerne les personnes respirant 1' a~r du panache
pendant son passage
- la voie "ingestion" dont le vecteur essentiel est la consommation de produits laitiers frais contamines pouvant concerner des populations autres que
celles presentes sous le panache.
Ainsi, un rejet de 1 Ci d'iode 131, reparti sur 1 heure, peut induire, a
courte distance de !'installation, une irradiation de la thyroide du nourrisson de 10 mrem par la voie inhalation et 2000 mrem par la voie ingestion.
Compte tenu de !'importance de ces irradiations, et de celle de la quantite
d'iode susceptible d'etre rejetee en cas d'accident en !'absence de dispositifs d'epuration, de tels dispositifs sont indispensables.
Leur efficacite doit etre effective et permanente, ce qui
assurer, des essais reels periodiques dans des conditions
gues a celles d'un accident. C'est pourquoi il est impose
tests in situ juges representatifs de l'efficacite de ces

impose, pour s'en
d'utilisation analod'effectuer des
dispositifs.

3. - ME1HODE DE TEST UTI LISEE
La methode consiste en :
- une injection d'iode 127 stable trace
les pieges sont a tester

a l'iode

131 dans les circuits dont

-deux prelevements pendant le temps de cette injection ; l'un de ces prelevements est effectue en amant du piege a iode, !'autre en aval ; l'iode contenu
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est retenu sur des charbons de prelevement
- une rnesure des quantites d'iode ainsi recueillies
Le rapport des concentrations rnoyennes des prelevements amont et aval donne
une estimation de l'efficacite rnoyenne du piege pendant l'essai.
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De nornbreux parametres physiques (humidite relative, temperature, vitesse de
passage, temps de contact) ayant une influence irnportante sur l'efficacite
des pieges a iode, il convient que ces parametres aient, au cours de l'essai,
une valeur voisine de celle qu'ils auraient en cas d'accident.

4. - APPLICATION PRATIQUE
Du principe rnerne de la methode, il decoule la necessite des dispositifs ciapres :
4.1. Dispositif d'injection
Ce dispositif est constitue de deux prises, l'une destinee a l'injection
d'iode 127, dont la concentration dans le fluide est representative de la
concentration qu'il y aurait en iode 131 lors d'un accident reel, l'autre destinee a l'injection d'iode 131 utilise en traceur radioactif.
Le dispositif d'injection doit etre irnplante de rnaniere
reres suivants :

a respecter

les cri-

- obtention d 'une bonne hornogeneisation fluide-iode au droit du prClevernent
arnont et dans le piege
- facilite de raccordement sur le generateur d'iode utilise par l'experirnentateur (utilisation d'un type normalise de piquage rnis en place sur un tro~on
de gaine facilement accessible).
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4.2. Dispositif Je prelevement amant
L'echantillon recueilli a travers ce dispositif doit etre representatif du
fluide incident sur le piege ; !'implantation doit done etre telle que :

a

- il n'y ait ni dilution, ni perte d'iode entre le prelevement et le piege
tester
- l'ecoulement ne soit pas perturbe de
morte''

fa~on

a ne

pas prelever dans une "zone

- le point de prelevernent soit d'un acces facile et muni d'un raccord de type
normalise.
Ces considerations conduisent a choisir si possible des points de prelevement
situes tres pres du piege a iode a tester.
4.3. Dispositif de prelevernent aval
A travers ce dispositif, il faut recueillir un echantillon representatif de
!'ensemble de la veine fluide ayant traverse le filtre, notarnrnent lorsqu'il
est constitue de plusieurs elements filtrants, ce qui est generalement le cas.
Le point de prclevement aval doit done :
- etre tel qu'il n'y ait pas de dilution entre la sortie des pieges et le
point de pre!evement
- etre situe suffisamrnent loin de !'ensemble filtrant afin de laisser aux
veines fluides ayant traverse les differents elements filtrants un parcours
suffisant pour !'obtention d'un melange satisfaisant
- etre facilement accessible et muni d'un raccord de type normalise.
Ces rernarques conduisent frequemrnent au choix d'une implantation au refoulement des ventilateurs d'extraction.
4.4. Rejets
11 est necessaire, pour des raisons de suretc, de rnaintenir la source d'iode
en depression ; de ce fait, elle est sournise a une extraction d'air qui presente un risque de contamination.
D'autre part, les prelevements amant et aval sont epures de l'iode qu'ils
contiennent par les charbons de prelevements, rnais ne doivent pas etre rejetes
dans les locaux en raison des aerosols et gaz rares qu'ils peuvent contenir.
Les circuits a tester doivent done etre equipes de points de rejets qui, ne
devant pas perturber les injections ou les prelevements, sont choisis en aval
du circuit teste.
5. - DESCRIPTION

S0~1AIRE

DU MATERIEL

5.1. Source d'iode

L' ensemble genera teur d' iode est contenu dans une boite herrnetique rnaintenue
en depression. La generation se fait par passage d'air sur des paillettes.
Par reaction chimique prealable, l'operateur peut generer de l'iode moleculaire (IZ) ou de l'iodure de methyle (ICH.3)
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5.2. Prelevements
Les !ignes de prelevement comprennent un charbon de prelevement, un compteur
volumetrique, un robinet de reglage et une trompe a air.
6. - PROCEDURE PRATIQUE

Le schema
- mise en
-mise en
- recueil

d'encl~nchement d'un essai in situ est alors le suivant

service du piege a iode et stabilisation au regime nominal
service de !'injection et des prelevements
des charbons de prelevement et comptage

7. - RESULTATS OBTENUS A E.D.F.
Les valeurs des efficacites vis-a-vis de ICH.3 observees lors des derniers
essais in situ re~lises a E.D.F. figurent dans le tableau ci-apres :
Centrale
I

Type de
reacteur

Circuit
I

IEf~i~ac1te

4 900
Graphite Gaz Vidange reacteur (piege n°2)
BUGEY
ST. LAURENT 1 Graphite Gaz Vidange reacteur (piege n°2)
770
ST.LAURENT 2 Graphite Gaz Vidange reacteur (piege n°1)
200
CHINON 2
Graphite Gaz Vidange reacteur (piege Sud)
250
CHINON 3
Graphite Gaz Vidange reacteur
460
CHOOZ
Pressurise
Ventilation de la caverne des auxiliaires 300
FESSENHEIM
Pressurise
Ventilation du batiment des auxiliaires
150
Ventilation du batiment de combustible 1
110
Ventilation du batiment de combustible 2
Ventilation des peripheriques 1
Ventilation des peripheriques 2

8. - CONCLUSION
La mise en oeuvre de ces essais est souvent delicate pour le premier test
d'un circuit donne. (choix des emplacements, obtention des conditions nominales de fonctionnement, calcul de la quantite d'iode 131 a injecter).
Neanmoins, quand l'essai est au point, il permet une estimation satisfaisante
de l'efficacite du dispositif d'epuration.
Sa periodicite annuelle permet de detecter les vieillissements inevitables
des pieges, et leur remplacement en temps utile.
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PRODUCTION AND EMISSION OF CARBON-14 FROM NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS
AND REPROCESSING PLANTS AND ITS RADIOECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE
H. B6nka, K. BrUssermann, G. Schwarz, U. Willrodt
Professorial Chair for Reactor Technology
Rheinisch-Westfal ische Technische Hochschule Aachen
1.

INTRODUCTION

Up to 4 years ago C 14 was not recognized as a. rad i onuc I ide with
consequences within the nuclear fuel cycle (1), (2), (3), (4).
New investigatioris have shown that the radiation exposure from
this isotope is not neg I i g i b I e when compared to the other em issibns from nuclear faci I ities.
2.

PRODUCTION OF C 14 IN NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS AND EMISSION
FROM NUCLEAR FACILITIES

In nuclear power reactors C'14 is mainly produced due to (n, 0 >reactio'ns with C 13, (n, pl-reactions with N 14 and (n,ot)-reac~ions with 0 17. Other possible reactions with their threshold
en,ergies are illustrated in Fig. 1 (1). The most important nuc I ides out of which C 14 is produced are present in the reactormaterials and in the atmosphere around the reactor pressure
vesse I.
The C 14 production, due to the C-, N- and 0-impurities I isted in
Tab. 1, the oxygen content of the coolant and of the air around
the reactor pressure vessel in Light Water Reactors (LWR) and the
carbon of the graphite moderator in High Temperature Reactors
(_HTR), is estimated in the affected parts of the faci I ities. The
results for pla·nts with 1000 MWe full load capacity are shown in
Tab. 2. In contrast to reference (2} these new estimations for
L i q u i d r~ eta I Fast B reed e r R,e actors ( U~ F BR ) are based on the ass u mption that the sodium layer between reactor core and reactor tank
i~ greater in. this reactor type. Furthermore a C 14-production by
ternary fission seems to be possible (5), although an estimation
•of• this content is nowadays very difficult because of the uncertain fission yields. A rough estimation indicates the values
I isted in Tab. 2. As can be seen from this table the main product i'on of C 1 4 i s caused by the N- i mpur i t i e s i n the f u e I and
the graphite, and by the oxygen in the water and the fuel-elements.
The emissions from nuclear faci I ities are estimated assuming that
the C 14 in the coolant of the reactor, and the C 14 entering the
reprocessing plant (RP) during.the leaching of the fuel elements
is totally emitted from the respective facility especially as
the'chemical form of C0 2 via the stack of a HTR-reprocessing plant
with assumed grind-burn-leach head-end. The emission data of LWR
and RP for LWR-fuel elements are verified in the meantime by several measurements (6), (7), (8), (9), It is interesting that C 14
of BI'IR (6) and RP (9) is found as C0 2 in the waste air, whereas
hydrocarbons such as CH4 and CzH6 are mainly found in PWR (7), (8}.
The waste water emission from LWR seems to be about 1% of the total
C 14 release (10), ( 11 ).
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3.

RAD I AT I 0 iJ EX P 0 SURE DlJ E T0 C 1 4 F R0 t~ NUC lEAR FA C I L I T I E S

The radiological significance of C 14 can be seen from Tabs. 3
and 4, where the radiation exposure of this nuclide is compared
to that of other isotopes. These values are estimated with the
emission data of Tabs. 5 and 6 and are valid
for the maximum concentration in air, Fig. 2. To assess the exposure in a censervat i ve manner. the contaminated foorl<>ttJf f<> Are st 1 pu! a ted tc' be
·produced at the specific site, C 14 being in '!'he chemical form
of C02. By means of a specific activity model the dose conversion factor for the ingestion of this isotope is assessed at
42 rem m3/Ci s for the total body, the dose of the natural content of C 14 in the total body being 1.41 mrem/a with a corresponding CJ2 air concentration of 325 ppm. The resulfs indicate
that C 14 is the most important radlonucl ide for the total body
radiation exRosure in the vicinity of LWR. It is also significant fo·r RP, especially those for HTR-fuel-elements with grindburn-leach head-end. Therefore it seems to be doubtful if it is
possible to allow a release of the'total C 14 02 from a large reprocessing plant for HTR-fuel elements in the future. Many problems wi I I also arise in connection with the reprocessing of
nitride fuel elements C12l for LMFBR, in which the production
rate wi II be about 104 Ci/a for 1000 M\·1
installed power capacity.
e
The collective dose is important as a further criterion for the
radiological significance of C 14, the dose for the first pass
exposure being about 1000 man-rem with a stipulated emission of
500 Ci and present population density. The contribution of the
same amount of globally distributed C 14 to the collective dose
depends on the integration time -see Fig. 3 - and wi I I be about
2·105 man-rem for a stipulated population of 1 ·1010 human beings.
Regarding the total body the collective dose by C 14-emissions
as shown in Tab. 6 wi I I be of more significance than those of
all other nuclides C13l.
The meaning of globally distributed C 14 for the collective dose
is also i I lustrated by the future radiation exposure, see Fig. 4,
which is estimated with a prognosis of the installed nuclear
power capacity according t0 reference ( 14). About two thirds of
this future dose is caused
by emissions from HTR-RP, a total release of C 14 being stipulated. If it is possible to retain about
80% of this isotope in RP and to finally store this amount, the
dose due to globally distributed C 14 wi II be in acceptable
I i mits.
4.

SUI~t~ARY

In nuclear power reactors with 1000 MWe full load capacity C 14
wi I I be produced at rates of 10 to 100 Ci/a according to the
reactor type. The yearly emission rate for LWR is assessed at
10 Ci, for HTR at 0.1 Ci and for U~FBR ~t 1 Ci. The corresponding
RP for 40.000 MWe installed nuclear reactor capacity may release
about 500, 3000 and 100 Ci/a according to the nitrogen impurities
in the fuel elements and the coolant of the reactor type. This
C 14 wi I I significantly influence the radiation exposure of the
population.

The present work was sponsored by the Federal Ministery of the
Interior.
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HTR

30
10
700
30
I E-3
1 E-<
0.1
2500
IE-4
2E-<
1 E-5

20
10
700
50
1 E-3
1E-4
0.05
2500
1E-4
2E-4
1E-5

10
01
120
80

JE-4
40

LMFBR

6E4
3E3
2E6
0.1
0,1
0,22
0.14

6E4
1 E2
6ES
~1

0,1
0.16
0,18

~
0,1
~~
0.1

~
Q1
Pu238 0,013
O,Q28 Q053
Pu239 0.0015
2E-5 0,017
5E-5 0.02
0.0022
Am241 O,(Xl1
4E-5
~01
Q07
QD015 Q18
Cm2J.4 0.012
0,0025 0,006
Tab.6. Expec;:ted rodiOOCtiveeft~
ents from reprocessing plants
[40000 MWlel futt load 1
Hl ond Kr85 r.tention 9C)•t.
Iodine
retention 99,5%
Decoy time
200d

1

1000
50

"''""

""'-"'

9E-3
7000

1E-5

Tab. 5: Expected rad1oachve effluents from a ruc\ear
- - power plant (too) MWfe)] to the atmosphere

1~'r------------,

1

t·.....

~·

~96~0-=--1r.=-.,o::;20_4_0~o=2070
t

_,

-x
~ Averoge long-ttme dothJston foetor~

near ground level on the mo•n wond
d•r~tcloon neor Frankfurt for a releoslt
~•·g~t of 100m and 200m
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GLOBAL H'lPACT OF CARBON-14 FROM NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
A. A. Moghissi and 1!. W. Carter
Georgia Institute of Technology
Office of Tn~errlisciplinary Programs
Atlanta, GA 30332
1.

INTRODUCTION

Although the importance of carbon-14 as an environmental pollutant was clearly
recognized during the time of atmospheric weapons testing, its significante as
a potential contributor to the population dose resulting from releases from
nuclear power reactors has been recognized only recently. Because of certain
differences between the environmental behavior of carbon-14 p.roduced by nuclear
detonations and that from nuclear power reactor~ the available information on
weapons-produced carbon-14 is not necessarily directly applicable to certain
considerations of carbon-14 from reactors. Unfortunately a large number of
papers dealing with carbon-14 produced by power reactors were based on somewhat speculative values caused by the lack of measured data.
A r·eview by Kelly, et al. (1) summarizes the available data. The estimates
for production rates from reactors deviate by two orders of magnitude. These
differences are not solely based on the nature of the reactors but also on the
lack of measured data. In a recent paper, Pohl (2) has made an assessment of
the health impact of carbon-14. Although the paper has not been puqlished it
has been used in various hearings in the U.S.
2.

PRODUCTION OF CARBON-14

The major carbon-14 producing nuclear reactions in the nuclear power reactors,
along with their respective cross sections, are as follows:
N-14 (n, p) C-14
0-17 (n, a) C-14
C-13 (n, y) C-14
N-15 (n, d) C-14
0-16 (n, He-3) C-14
U-235 (n, f)
Pu-239 (n, f)

1.8b
0.235 b
0.09 mb _
7
2.5 X
b
5 X l~O b
< 10b
< 10-10 b

!g

In light wat<3r reactors the first two reactions are dominant, whereas in
graphite moderated reactors the third reaction should also be considered.
Carbon-14 production in fuel is dominated by its nitrogen content. Industry
accepted values for the maximum allowable nitrogen content of fuel is about
200 ppm. Routine 1:1easurements of nitrogen are limited to compliance with this
limit (1). Due to the essentially unknown nature of the nitrogen content of
the fuel, cladding and other materials subject to neutron irradiation, the
pertinent calculations in the following discussion are based on a nitrogen
value of 100 ppm. It is the authors' judgment that this value is probably
too high and represents the upper limit of probable values. If,.in the future, lower values are found to be more appropriate the predicted global burdens can be reduced accordingly.
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The following data are normalized for the production, in Ci per giga
tric) per year (Gl\'EA) :

Fuel and cladding, Ci/GWEA
Coolant and moderator, Ci/GWEA
Fuel irr11diation, l<Wd/gll
Efficiency (elec./therm), ~i)

PWR

BWR

75
15

87
15
:>:>
33

.">7

33

~·att

(elec-

h!GR
{600
95

38

There are additional sources of carbon-14 relative to the operation of the
PWR. This reactor type occasionally uses hydrazine during certain phases of
operation, resulting in carbon-14 production in addition to the values reported above. This practice is gradually being discontinued and hopefully will
be stopped.
The production of carbon-14 from heavy water reactors is somewhat similar to
that of IITGR. The production values depend upon the filling of annulus which
is generally either nitrogen or carbon dioxide. As expected carbon-14 production is considerably higher if nitrogen is used. In the following discussion
carbon-14 production of heavy water reactors is assumed to be similar to that
of HTGR. The lack of adequate information for this type of reactor is particularly unfortunate because it is eA~ected that it will find increased popularity in the future.
3.

An!OSPHERIC CONCENTRATION OF CARBON-14

Due to the large inventories of carbon-14 and carbon in the atmosphere, it has
become customary to express the environmental burden of carbon-14 in terms of
pCi/gC. The specific activity of "modern carbon'' is estimated to be 6.13 ±
0.03 pCi/gC (4). The atmospheric weapons testing added 6-10 MCi carbon-14 to
the atmosphere (4). The average annual production rate is about 0.03 MCi.
These values are useful because they show the magnitude of the carbon-14 production from nuclear power reactors as compared to its natural production.
The natural equilibrium of carbon-14 has been disturbed by the combustion of
fossil fuels. The so-called "Suess effect" has diluted the carbon-14 of the atmosphere and will continue this process in the future.
The t~rbon content of the atmosphere prior to the Suess period was about 0.6
x 10
g (5). This, along with the previously reported value of 6.1 pCi/gC,
results in an atmospheric equilibrium value of 3.7 MCi. The total global inventory is considerably higher, although nost of it is dissolved in the upper
layer of the oceans.
4.

PROJECTED CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBON-14

From the foregoing, it becomes evident that a prediction of carbon-14 concentrations must consider the production of carbon-14 as well as that of carbon-12. A prediction for the conbustion of fossil fuel is therefore necessary
in order to evaluate the environmental impact of carbon-14. According to
Ratty (6) in 1974 the production of carbon dioxide from sources other than fossil fuel combustion constituted less than 5% of the total carbon dioxide production. This proportion should be valid for the foreseeable future. This
fraction will be neglected because uncertainties associated with other factors
far exceed the uncertainty in this term.
The projection of energy production is based on an increase of 3.5% per year
as predicted by l·lachta (5). -rhe contribution of nuclear energy is assumed
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to be about 25S; by the year 2000. This is identical to the projections used
by f·!agno, et al. (7). It is our belief that a slower energy production growth
rate in the U.S., Western Europe and Japan will be more than offset by the increased requirements of other countries. ll'e have also used ~1achta' s model to
predict the removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. We have, however,
disregarded the deep ocean and the biosphere because of their minor contribution to the removal of carbon dioxide. Based on these assumptions it is estimate<l that Ly Lhe year- 2000 tl1e electrical energy production from nuclear reac
tors will be 3,060 GWE and will increase to about 10,000 GWE by the year 2020.
Cumulative discharge of carbon-14 would be about 7 I!Ci by the year 2000 and
about 40 ~!Ci by 2020. These values correspond to concentrations above the
background of 4.2 pCi/gC by the year 2000 and 16.5 pCi/gC by 2020, based 'on a
nitrogen content of 100 pprr. in the fuel.
5.

ENVIRONHENTAL HlP ACT OF CARBON-14 RELEASE

The values calculated above are considerably above values reported by others.
The reactor release data obtained by Kahn, et al. (8) and others (1) are
clearly in the order of 10-20 Ci/GWEA. Although the assumption of 100 ppm
of nitrogen is probably too high, it can not explain the difference between
the measured and predicted values. Much more probable is the possibility that
in·light water reactors that portion of carbon-14 which is produced in the
coolant is released whereas the fraction produced in the fuel remains in the
fuel structure and is released during the fuel reprocessing. If this hypothesis proves to be corr_ect, carbon-14 becomes much like krypton-85 in that remedial actions could be applied only at fuel reprocessing plants. One should
consider that a reduction by one order of magnitude of the global burden would
be quite easily achieved by requirements which are probably easily achieved in
fuel reprocessing plants. The only exceptions to the above consideration are
the heavy water reactors. It is probable that recovery systems for those reactors must be installed at the reactor site.
Another subject of considerable interest is the local dose caused by carbon14 release. Scattered measurements indicate that PWR releases are predominantly in the form of methane and ethane. Because the adsorption of these
compounds by the biosphere is small, they must be oxidized before they would
have a significant impact on the local environment. The oxidation of methane
occurs, however, with a half time of more than one year (9), and thus is too
slow to permit any local impact. Releases from BWR are predominantly in the
form of c~rbon oxides. Any local carbon-14 problems around BWR's will be influenced by the presence of carbon which may result from combustion of fossil
fuels. Therefore, it may be advisable to place a fossil power plant downstream
from a nuclear power plant. This application of Suess effect would be also
useful for other nuclear installations.
This rather simple principle is certainly not universally recognized. Pohl (2)
apparently disregards the importance of the specific activity concept. Although carbon dioxide production may have deleterious effects on climate or
other environmental parameters, it is clearly beneficial to the mitigation of
effects from the production of carbon-14.
6.

POPULATION DOSE

The dosimetry assumes an equal specific activity in the atmosphere and the biosphere including humans. The following equation may be used to calculate the
dose, H, in mrem/year:
H

0.93 F · C
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F is the fraction of carbon in the body or the organ of reference and C is
the specific activity in pCi/gC. Based on this equation, the total body dose
of carbon-14 by the year 2000 would be 0.7 ~rem/year above the natural background and would increase to 2.8 mrem above that level by the year 2020.
These levels would be about 0.1 and 0.4 respectively, if carbon-14 were effectively collected at fuel reprocessing plants.

T],.,

pur·po"" uf lh.i" d.i,cus,.iun ha" be.,u tu indicate trends in the production
of carbon-14 and to estimate the associated population dose. Corrective measures are suggested which could be effective in reducing the population dose.
Clearly, additional data are needed which hopefully will indicate a smaller
dose to the population than indicated in this paper. The authors realize
that the assumptions used to calculate projected environmental impact of carbon-14 release may be ovetly conservative.
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR RADIOLOGICAL SURVEILLANCE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
AT FEDERALLY-OWNED NUCLEAR SITES IN THE USA

JP CORLEY and DA WAITE
BATTELLE
Pacific Northwest Laboratories
RICHLAND, WASHINGTON
99352
DR ELLE
Division of Safety, Standard and Compliance
U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration
WASHINGTON, DC
20555

The variety, complexity, and staff resources of nuclear facilities operated
for the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (USERDA) made a
completely uniform environmental surveillance program both unwarranted and
unwise. Some commonalty of treatment of common surveillance problems is required for comparable evaluations of site management and adequate public information. The USERDA Division of Safety, Standards and Compliance has sponsored the preparation of an Environmental Surveillance Guide to achieve this
purpose.
Key features of the Guide include the following ;
I. Environmental pathway analysis, with emphasis on identification and

monitoring of critical pathways for population exposure.
2. General program design and performance criteria, including designation
of environmental dose levels requiring specific monitoring,
3. Guidance for data analysis and statistical treatment, including values
below minimum detectable levels.
4. Guidance on quality assurance for environmental programs.
5. Advices on data display and documentation.
6. A review of U.S. measurement techniques and equipment, with performance
criteria and comparisons.
Although the Guide is addressed specifically to USERDA sites, the principles
and methods are generally applicable to all nuclear facilities,

This paper is based on work performed under U.S. Energry Research and
Development Administration Contract No. AT (45.1)-1830.
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CARACTERISTIQUES DES GRANDES REGIONS NATURELLES DE L'IRAN
EN VUE DE LA MISE EN PLACE D 1 UN PROGRAMME NUCLEAIRE
N. Rouhanizadeh et Dj. Moghimi
Institut des sciences et techni~ues nucl~aires
de 1 1 universit~ de T~h~ran- IranINTRODUCTION
Dans un pays comme l'IRAN, d~cid~ dans la prochaine d~cennie i assumer unimportant programme de d~veloppement industriel, l'immensit~
des ressources p~trolieres ne doit pas faire oublier le~r ~puisement
in~luctable. C 1 est pourquoi notre pays a d~cid~ de jouer la carte du
nucl~aire, et ce le plus tet possible de fa~on i assurer la releve de
ses ressourceE ~nerg~tiques naturelles , tout en ~vitant de les gaspiller
trop vite.
Afin de mettre en place cet important programme nous avons essaye
dans cet expose de resumer les informations n8cessaires

a

sance de notre pays et au choix des sites des centrales

nucl~aires.

la connais-

1. CARACTERISTIQUES PHYSIQUES DE L'IRAN
1.1.

G~ographie

Limite au nord par l'U.R.s.s. et laMER CASPIENNE, au sud par le
GOLFE PERSIQUE et laMER D'OMAN, i 1 1 eEt par l'AFGANISTAN et le
PAKISTAN, i !'ouest par l'IRAK et la TURQUIE, !'IRAN possede une superficie de 1 645 000 km2.
On peut classer ses diff~rents reliefs en 3 cat~gories
-1)

R~gions

-

montagneuses,

chafnes
chafnes
chafnes
chafnes

compos~es

de 4 chatnes

septentrionales
occidentales et australes
centrales
orientales

-2) Plaines interieures
-3) Montagnes internes et plaines cBtieres
Rivieres

: impropres i la navigation, seule la partie
KARUN est navigable par les petits bateaux.
4 r~gions selon la direction des rivieres.
-1)

R~gion

inf~rieure

de la riviere

Caspienne

Rivieres : ARAS - KOURA - SEFID RUD - HARAZE - ATRAK et GORGAN qui
convergent vers la mer Caspienne

-2)

R~gion

du Golfe Persique et Mer D'Oman

Riviere KARUN grossie de la DEZE et qui rejoint l'ARVAND RUD
-3)

R~gion

du lac

REZAYE~

TALKHEH - RUD, ZAMEKEH - RUD, SIMENEH - RUD, NAZELOU - RUD, et REZAYEH.

-4)

R~gion

des lacs et mers

int~rieures

KARADJ et DJAJ-RUD, ZAYAN-RUD qui se jette dans le GHOV-KHUNI, KORE
et HALIK-RUD.
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-5) Region Orientale et M.E
Petites rivieres comme HARI-RUD et HIRMANDE qui alimentent le lac
de HAMOUN et d'autres petits lacs (aux frontieres de l'AFGANISTAN).
1.2. Geotectonie

L'IRAN entre les Alpes et !'HIMALAYA, est situe dans la partie mediane
d'une ceinture de plissements aux dimmensions immenses puisqa'elle

s'e-

tend de l'OCEAN ATLANTIQUE jusqu'a l'OCEAN PACIFIQUE et separe les plates
formes du Nord (ORASIA) et du Sud (GONDOVANA).
M.ECHTECLINE a fait d'importantes recherches geologiques (1968)
rappellerons ici brievement les resultats principaux

yo us

-1) Du point de vue geotectonique la partie centrale de l'IRAN est plus
active que les deux zones de l'ELBOURZ et du ZAGROS.
-2) les zones miogeosynclinales de l'ELBOURZ et du ZAGROS forment une
cuvette dans laquelle les sediments maritimes se sont entasses.

-3) Au point de vue geologique le centre de l'IRAN ressemble pour une
grande partie aux montagnes de l'ELBOURZ.

-4) Les plissements de la periode paleozorque ont ete pratiquement inexistants sauf en quelques zones peu etendues.

-5) Dans la derniere phase du Precambrien et pendant le Paleozorque
1 1 IRAN tout entier etait solidaire de la plate-forme arabique.
1.3. Sismologie
L'IRAN est une region au caractere sismique fortement marque comme le
montre !'analyse de l'activite sismique passee de l'IRAN.
Une analyse plus precise durant les 76 dernieres annees conduit a distinguer quatre grandes regions sismotectoniques : la zonz active du
ZAGROS, 1 1 IRAN CENTRAL, ELBOURZ et les chatnes de KOPPEH DAGH.
L 1 examen de la carte sismotectonique mise au point par Yonsieur BERBERIAN (Organisation de Geologie de l'IRAN), apres des recherches accumulees pendant plus de cinq annees, met en evidence des directions de
compression N.E-S.W, le sens des mouvements des failles et le mecanisme
originel des tremblements de terre ; on y voit aussi les seismes enregistres dont la magnitude atteint couramment 6 voire 7.

1.4. Le Climat
-1) Cotes australes et Mer Caspienne : climat type mediterraneen.
-2) Montagnes occidentales : climat tempere.

-3) Plateau central : 2 regions aux climats desertique et semidesertique.
Parmi les facteurs qui determinent le climat, deux exercent une influence fondamentale en IRAN ; ce sont altitude et direction des plissements
montagneux.
Temperature
3 grands groupes de villes selon la temperature :
-1) Celles dont la moyenne varie de 9° en hiver a 42° en ete au Sud

-2) Celles dont les moyennes varient de -10" en hiver a 24°4 en ete
au bord de la CASPIENNE.
Les precipitations
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3 regions sont

a

considerer :

-1) Region seche (250

a

-2) Region humide (200

300 mm d'eau par an)

a

(Region Sud)

600 mm) (Region Est et Ouest)

-3) Region pluvieuse : montagnes du Nord-Ouest et du Sud-Est (300
1.000 mm) (Region Nord).

a

2. Ht:SSOURCES NATURELLES ET ACTIVITES IIUNAINES
2.1. Sources d'energie
-1) Le Charbon : (epoque tertiaire et periode jurassique). Son expLoitation s'est developpee ces dernieres annees en raison de la demande industrielle.
On prevoit que la consommation annuelle en charbon et en coke pour la
siderurgie atteindra 5 a 7 millions de tonnes en 1981.
- mines de KERNAN dans le Sud-Est qui sont les plus riches reserves.
mines de SARGROUDE au bord de la route TEHERAN-RACHTE.
- Centres de ZIRAB et GHAHRUD.
-2) Gaz naturel :
AGHA-DJARI et ses environs constituent le centre le plus important
d'exploitation du gaz qui est ensuite traite a la raffinerie de BIDEEOLANDE (7 millions de m3).
-3) Petrole : La part la plus importante du revenu national. Ressources
situees dans les regions montagneuses du ZAGROS pres du GOLFE PERSIQUE
et a l'interieur particulierement aux environs de GOM.
De 60 millions de m3 par en de brut exploite en 1962, on est passe
34.0 en 1973.

a

Notons le tres vaste reseau d 1 oleoducs destines au transport du
petrole jusqu 1 aux raffineries (ABADAN, TEHERAN, KERM~NCHAH, MASJED •• )
et jusqu'aux ports (NAHE, SHAHAR, KHARKH et NEHREGAN).
,
2.2. Ressources minieres
-1) Ninerai de fer : au Sud du pays, environ 1.200 millions de tonnes en
reserve.

-2) Ninerai de cuivre : on extrait environ 1.000 tonnes par an en 3 regions
(Bord Occidental, Bord Oriental, Nord de l'AZERBAIDJAN).
-3) Autres minerais : 5,5 millions par an de tonnes de pierre a chaux,
2,5 millions de tonnes de chromite et 220.000 tonnes de minerai de zinc
et de plomb.
2.3. Ressources en eau
En raison de son implantation geographique, le pays manque naturellement
de ressources en eau.
Les barrages : MOHANMED REZA SHAH, SHABANOU, FARAH, ANIR KABIR, SHAH ABaAS
ARASSE, FARAHNAZE, PAHLAVI •••
2.4.. Industries
-1) Siderurgie
Installation d 1 ARYAMEH a ISFAHAN ; capacite
600.000
tonnes pour la 1ere tranche, a 2, 5 millions pour la 2eme et 4. millions
pour la 3eme.
-2) Chimie et petrochimie : production evaluee annuellement
0,2 millions de tonnes.

a

plus de
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- engrais chimiques, a GHIRAZ (9.500 tonncs d 1 uree et de nitrate d 1 ammonium.

- industries chimiques a GHAPOUR (5.500 tonnes de soufre, ammoniaque,
acide sulfmrique et phosphorique, phosphate d 1 ammonium et superphosphate)
-petrochimie a KHARK (600 tonnes de soufre, 6.500 barils de gaz liquide
par jour) et ABADAN (PVC, soude ••• )
-3) Biens d'eguipement : production d'automobiles (TEHERAN), tracteurs
(TABRIZ), machines industrielles et mobilier (TEHERAN, ISFAHAN, tabriz,
et MACHAD)
-~) Industries alimentaires : riz, the, huile, conserves (villes de la
MER CASPENNE), sucre (800 000 tonnes par an), produits laitiers, patis-

series, boissons non alcoolisees •••

2.5. Economie Rurale
-1) Activite zootechnique
Environ 19 millions d'hectares de paturages de qualites differentes
38,5 millions de moutons et de ch~vres
- elevage migrant : moutons et ch~vres
- elevage stable : ch~vres et moutons
- elevage de vaches (natif ou scientifique)
Alitres elevages : chameau, cheval, ~ne, mule (pour le travail des champs)
volailles (elevage traditionnel dans les villages et elevage intensif
pour satisfaire la consommation).
-2) Agriculture
Jusqu'a ces dernieres annees, la production de l 1 IRAN etait essentiellement agricole : - riz, coton, the, arbres fruitiers au bord de la
CASPIENNE.
- cereales : Est et Ouest du pays
- arbres fruitiers.
Cette activite diminue ces dernieres annees au profit de l'industrie.
2.6 Population
18,9 millions d'habitants en 1966, 33,5 millions en Novembre 1976.
Plus de ~8% des habitants vivent dans les villes (TEHERAN ~.~ Millions de
personnes).
Densite : 12 Habitants au km2 en 1966 et 19 Habitants en 1976.
Les regions du Nord et du Centre sont les plus peuplees, la partie Sud
est a peu pres desertique.
Rapportee a la surface cultivee, la densite de la population atteignait 365 habitants au km2 en 1976.
CONC,LUSION
L'IRAN est, un pajs riche sur le plan des ressources du sous-sol beaucoup plus que sur le plan des richesses du sol qui ne se pr~tent guere
qu'a l'elevage et a une agriculture modeste.
Les richesses naturelles done !'implantation humaine et les besoins
energetiques sont diversifies ; certaines regions possedent une main
d'oeuvre abondante de toute qualification et des besoins importants en
energie qui justifient la production d 1 energie electrique produite ehtre
autres par des centrales nucleaires.
Le choix du site prend une importance considerable : nous esperons, dans
cet expose, avoir rassemble les informations de base utiles a 'ces etudes
de site.
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INTERET DE L' ASSOCIATION DES METHODES PHYSIQUES
ET BIOLOGIQUES POUR L' EVALUATION .DE LA DOSE ET
DE SA REPARTITION DANS LES CAS D' IRf'\ADIATION
GLOBALE AIGUE ACCIDENTELLE
H.Jammet* ***

1.

E.Strambi** R.Gongora* J.C.N{mot***

INTRODUCTION

Lors d' irradiation accidentelle, il est necessaire pour etablir I~ pronostic et
pour poser les indications therapeutiques de connaftre Ia dose et sa repartition. En effet, le pronostic et les indications therapeutiques sont tres differents selon le niveau de dose et le caractere homogene ou heterogene de Ia
repartition.
L'.accident est par definition imprevisible et contrairement aux irradiations
therapeutiques pour lesquelles les parametres physiques, geometriques, chronologiques de I' irradiation sont preetablis et parfaitement controles, ces
parametres sont aleatoires dans les cas d' irradiation accidentelle. Generalement les caracteres d' emission (nature et energie des rayonnements). sent
connus d'emblee ou peuvent etre reconnus lors de Ia reconstitution de !'accident. Les parametres geometriques source- sujet sont plus difficiles a
reproduire. Enfin, Ia duree d'exposition est souvent mal appreciee.
Aussi les methodes de dosimetrie physique sont elles parfois insuffisantes pour
fournir Ia totalite des donnees necessaires
!'evaluation de Ia dose et de sa
repartition.

a

II est done indispensable de recourir aux methodes biologiques qui sont fondees
sur l'analyse des effets, eux-memes en rapport direct avec les doses delivrees.
Nous nous proposons de montrer I' efficacite de I' association de methodes physiques et de methodes biologiques en nous appuyant sur plusieurs cas d' irradiation accidentelle globale aigue, suivis dans le Service de Radiopathologie
de Ia Fondation Curie.

a

Trois accidents ont ete retenus : le premier survenu
VINCA, en 1958, le
I;) H~
deuxieme survenu a MOL, en 1965, le troisieme survenue en ITALIE, en 1975( ~ ''i't>
Lors du premier accident, 6 sujets ont ete irradies par des neutrons et des photons gamma provenant d' une reaction nucleaire. La geometrie source- sujet
permet de considerer I' irradiation comme homogene. Les doses ont ete comprises entre 200 et 500 rads. Nous ne retiendrons de ce cas que quelques donnees hematologiques.
*
Service de Radiopathologie de Ia Fondation Curie- lnstitut du Radium26 rued' Ulm- 75005 Paris (France).
**

C N EN - Vi ale Regina Margherita 125 - 00198 Roma (I tal ie).

*** IPS N - Departement de Protection C E A - Bolte postale n°6 - 92260
Fontenay-aux-Roses (France).
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Tableau 1
Comparaison des doses absorbees
au niveau de differents organes
des cas 1 et 2
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2400-2800

13,5
1,3

0,75

Tableau 2
Comparaison des doses absorbees
au niveau des territoires
medullaires des cas 1 et 2

Lars du deuxieme accident, un sujet a ete irradie par neutrons et par photons
gamma, par un flash de criticite. L' irradiation etait heterogene; Ia dose
moyenne etait de 550 rads. L'evolution clinique s'est deroulee sur plusieurs
mois et des investigations physiques et biologiques tres completes ont pu
etre effectuees.
Lars du troisieme accident, un sujet a subi une irradiation par photons gamma
d'une source de 60co • II s'agissait d'une irradiation heterogene; Ia dose
moyenne etait de 1 200 rads. L'evolution a ete rapide et Ia mort est survenue
le treizieme jour.
Nous designerons au cours de I' expose par suj et no 1 I' accidente d'ITALIE
et par sujet no2 I' accidente de MOL.
2.

DOSIMETRIE PHYSIQUE

La geometrie source-sujet est reconstituee par l'interrogatoire, par !'analyse
des circonstances, et eventuellement par Ia repetition des gestes sur le lieu
de I' accident.
Ainsi pour le sujet no1 (figure 1) le bras et l'epaule gauches, Ia face anterolaterale gauche du cou et l'extremite cephalique etaient tres proches de Ia
source. A I' inverse, pour le sujet no2 c' est le membre inferieur gauche qui
etait tres proche de Ia source. On va done observer, dans ces deux cas, une
tres grande heterogeneite de distribution des doses.
Les conditions d'exposition sont reproduites en utilisant un fantome muni de
dosimetres. Le fantome du type Rando est constitue d'un materiau ~quivalent
aux tissus mous pour les rayonnements photoniques et comporte un squelette
reel et des poumons en materiau equivalent. Ce fantome est constitue de 31
tranches comportant des emplacements destines
recevoir 320 dosimetres.
Les dosimetres utilises sent des dosimetres thermoluminescents et des plaquettes de FLI - Teflon.

a

a

Les resul tats sent rapportes d' une part
Ia surface et d' autre part au niveau
des divers territoires de chacune des tranches du fantome.
Les mesures externes montrent pour le sujet no 1 une importante heterogeneite
de repartition avec grande preponderance cervico-thoracique antero-laterale
gauche. Chez le sujet n°2, Ia repartition est egalement tres heterogene, mais
Ia distribution des doses est tres differente. La dose maximale au niveau du
pied gauche diminue de bas en haut, d' avant en arriere et de gauche
droite.

a

Les mesures internes permettent d'evaluer Ia repartition de Ia dose avec une
tres grande precision. Les courbes isodoses construites
partir de ces mesures
permettent d'apprehender d'une maniere synthetique Ia repartition des doses
et dans les deux cas presents l'heterogeneite et les differences de distribution.

a

Dans le plan sagittal median (figure 2) on observe pour le sujet no 1 que Ia
dose est maximale au niveau de Ia moitie anterieure du cou et decroft d'avant
en arriere. Cette distribution explique !'evolution clinique dominee par une
necrose pharyngee precoce. Pour le sujet n°2 on observe essentiellement que
les vertebres cervicales et les huit premieres vertebres dorsales ont re<;:u une
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dose inferieure a 300 rads, ce qui explique que Ia survie ait ete possible malgre
I a dose moyenne de 550 rads.
Dans le plan frontal median (figure no3) on observe pour le sujet no 1 que Ia
dose est superieure
1000 rads pour Ia quasi totalite du tronc, qu'elle atteint
2 400 rads au niveau de Ia partie laterale gauche du cou. Pour le sujet n°2
les doses au niveau du tronc se repartissent entre 1 000 rads pour Ia partie
inferieure de !'abdomen et 300 rads pour Ia partie superieure du thorax.

a

a

a

Les doses organe sont etablies
partir des mesures effectuees
!'aide du
fantome (tableau no 1). On constate pour le sujet no 1 que pratiquement to()ltes
les doses sont superieures a 1 200 rads, de telle sorte que malgre I' heterogeneite de Ia repartition, le pronostic est fatal. Pour le sujet no2 au contraire,
les doses pour Ia plupart des organes, sont comprises entre 200 et 500 rads,
ce qui permet de discuter des chances de survie.
II est primordial de considerer les doses delivrees aux territoires medullaires
(tableau n°2). Leur niveau et leur repartition conditionnent Ia survie du sujet
et orientent Ia therapeutique. Dans le premier cas, 87% de Ia moelle a rec;:u
une dose superieure a 800 rads et 13% une dose comprise entre 400 et 800
rads entrafnant une aplasie medullaire precoce. Dans le second cas, les doses
delivrees au niveau du rachis cervical et des premieres vertebres dorsales sont
comprises entre 200 et 300 rads. Le pourcentage de moelle concernee par ces
doses est de 16 %.
L'apport de Ia dosimetrie physique a ete dans ces deux cas fondamental
quoiqu' inegal.
Dans le deuxieme cas, Ia bonne determination des caracteristiques d'emission,
Ia bonne connaissance de Ia geometrie source- sujet, et Ia duree ·quasi-instantanee de !'exposition ont permis une evaluation dosimetrique physique tres
precise.
Dans le premier cas les caracteristiques d'emission etaient egalement bien
connues; Ia geometrie source- sujet etait assez bien definie en raison de
l'exigui"te du lieu d'exposition et du caractere tres limite des gestes effectues
par le sujet; mais une incertitude demeurait quanta Ia duree d'exposition.
La dosimetrie physique a done fourni avec une grande precision les debits de
dose et Ia repartition topographique. Toutefois, Ia determination des doses
absolues a necessi te I' apport des donnees biologiques.
3.

DOSIMETRIE BIOLOGIOUE

a

Toutes les donnees cl iniques et biologiques sont interessantes
considerer en
vue de I I evaluation de Ia dose. Mais parmi ces dernieres les donnees hemato1og i ques et chromosom i ques sont fondamenta I es ; e II es sont I e temo in tres
precis des doses delivrees. Par ailleurs, certaines des manifestations cliniques
et biologiques sont tres precoces et leur etude permet d' acquerir tres rapidement, avant meme qu' aient ete pratiquee Ia reconstitution physique de I' accident, les notions essentielles pour l'etablissement du pronostic et les previsions therapeutiques.
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Les signes gemeraux traduisent le degre de gravite. Les signes locaux renseignent sur le caractere homogene ou heterogene de Ia repartition de Ia dose.
L'evolution clinique se deroule en quatre phases :
- une phase de choc initial caracterisee par des nausees et des vomissements
survenus des Ia 30eme minute pour le sujet no 1 eta Ia 2eme heure pour le
sujet no2 et par une hyperthermie;
- une phase de latence qui a ete de 9 jours pour le sujet n° 1 et de 3 semaines
pour le sujet n°2;
- une phase critique caracterisee par une asthenie intense conduisant a Ia •
prostration, par !'existence de cephalees, d'obnubilation, d'hyperthermie
(41,3° pour le sujet n°1);
- une derniere phase qui est, soit une phase de remission, soit une phase
terminale.
L' intensite de Ia phase initiale et Ia-duree de Ia phase de latence traduisent
Ia gravite de I' irradiation. Les courbes de temperature (figure n°4) temoignent des differentes phases evolutives et de leurs durees respectives.
Les signes cliniques locaux temoignent egalement du niveau de dose par leur
delai d'apparition et leur intensite, et renseignent, en outre, sur Ia repartition topographique de Ia dose.
Ainsi, les donnees cl iniques permettent d' apprecier, dans une large mesure,
I' importance de I' irradiation et de juger son caractere homogene ou heterogene, mais elles n' autorisent pas une evaluation quantitative de Ia dose.
Parm1 les donnees biologiques, nombreuses sont celles qui, comme les donnees cl iniques, refletent le niveau d' irradiation. L' expression quantitative de
ces donnees permet, pour certaines d'entre elles, d'etablir des relations
precises avec les doses. Les plus interessantes sont medullaires, hematolog i ques, chromosom i ques.
Pour les deux sujets, sur de multiples prelevements medullaires pratiques au
cours des premiers jours, Ia moelle etait totalement deserte. Pour le sujet
n°2 toutefois, des ponctions plus tardives effectuees au niveau de differents
territoires medullaires ont confirme le caractere aplasique de tous les territoires sauf de Ia region cervicale, ce qui confirmait le caractere heterogene
de Ia reparti+~vn des doses et le niveau inferieur a 200 rads au niveau de Ia
moeiiP cervicale.
Toutes les lignees des elements figures sont affectees, mais c'est !'analyse
des modifications relatives aux granulocytes et surtout aux lymphocytes qui
permet une evaluation dosimetrique precise.
Le taux des polynucleaires neutrophi les subit deux types de modifications
i mportantes •
Dans les heures qui suivent !'exposition on observe un pic. Ce phenomene a
ete enregistre pour le deuxieme sujet. Le taux absolu des granulocytes totaux
3
etait de 16 100 par mm a Ia 6eme heure; le taux des granulocytes neutrophiles
3
etait de 12 500 par mm • Pour le sujet no 1 le pic initial n' a pu etre enregistre
mais le taux des polynucleaires neutrophiles etait de 7 500 par mm des le
2eme jour.
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Par Ia suite, Ia chute du taux des granulocytes neutrophiles est rapide. Le
taux de 100 granulocytes est atteint des le 10eme jour pour le sujet no 1 et
le 21 eme jour pour le sujet n°2. Pour ce dernier, le taux minimal est de
14 granulocytes au 23eme jour. Les pentes de chute comparee pour tousles
sujets exposes lors des trois accidents s'ordonnent en fonction de Ia dose.
La chute du taux des lymphocytes est tres precoce. Pour le sujet no2 le taux
minimal etait de 140 par mm3 ; il a ete atteint au 4eme jour. Pour le sujet
3
n° 1 on observe, des le troisieme jour un taux inferieur
100 par mm •

a

Comme pour les granulocytes les pentes de chute des lymphocytes pour les
sujets exposes au cours des trois accidents s'ordonnent en fonction de Ia
dose (figure n°5). La representation sur une echelle Log/log de Ia pente de
chute en fonction de Ia dose (figure n°6) semble correspondre
une relation
lineaire. Ainsi Ia precocite, Ia sensibilite, Ia forme de Ia reponse du taux
des lymphocytes autorise, des le premier jour, une evaluation precise du
niveau de Ia dose delivree.

a

La frequence des alterations chromosomiques des lymphocytes sanguins apres
exposition aux rayonnements ionisants est fonction de Ia dose. La comparaison des donnees numeriques des deux sujets avec des courbes de reference
obtenues
partir de lymphocytes du pore et de I I homme irradies in vitro par
le rayonnement photonique du cobalt 60 (figure n°7) a conduit
une evaluation
de Ia dose moyenne de 1 200 rads dans le premier cas et de 550 rads dans le
second cas.

a

4.

a

CONCLUSION

Lors d'une exposition accidentelle a une source de rayonnements ionisants,
Ia dosimetrie physique fournit toujours les debits de dose. Elle permet de
preciser Ia repartition topographique lorsque Ia geometrie source- sujet est
bien connue. Elle peut enfin conduire
Ia determination precise des doses
lorsque Ia duree d'exposition est en outre bien detinie. C'est le cas pour le
sujet n°2 •

a

Mais souvent ces derniers parametres sont mal connus et les donnees biologiques sont alors d'un interet majeur. Les signes cliniques generaux initiaux
rendent compte immediatement du degre de gravite. Les signes cliniques
locaux attestent du caractere homogene ou heterogene de Ia repartition.
Les donnees medullaires et hematologiques generales permettent d'apprecier
le degre de gravite; Ia pente de chute des lymphocytes et I I etude des anoma1i es chromosom i ques, notamment I a frequence du nombre de d i centr i ques par
cellule permet une evaluation tres precise de Ia dose moyenne.
Ainsi les methodes physiques et biologiques apparaissent complementaires
et leur association permet !'evaluation tres precise des doses et de leur
repartition.
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RADIATION INJURY FROM ANALYTICAL X-RAY EQUIPMENT

I.S.Sundara Rao, P.S.Iyer, A.Kannan, S.P.Zapatde and G.Subrahmanian
Division of Radiological Protection
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay-400 085
India.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades there has been a considerable increase in
the use of analytical X-ray equipment in research centres and industries
'in India. The energy range of X-rays generated by these machines is less
than 25 Kev and these X-ray tubes are provided with negligible inherent
filtration. As a result, the exposure rates near the tube windows are
extremely high. Most of these low energy radiations will be absorbed
within the first few millimetres of tissue (1). If the absorbed dose to
the skin is sufficiently high, there is a distinct possibility of formation of significant dermatitis, which if present for sometime, can
lead to skin cancer.
Several reports of injury caused by radiations from X-ray analytical
equipment have been reported (2) . This paper presents two cases of
inadvertent acute exposure to low energy radiation from X-ray crystallography units. The paper also analyses the possible causes of these
accidents. Based on our experience accumulated during the radiation
protection surveys of such X-ray analytical equipment, several measures
to avoid recurrence of such incidents and also to reduce radiation
hazards in routine work are recommended.
2.

CASE I

This is a case of radiation burn in the inner forearm of the right hand
caused by acute exposure from an X-ray crystallography unit. The incident
occurred on August 9, 1974.
2.1. History
Mr. N, aged 37 years and his colleague were working with an X-ray
crystallography unit. The unit has two beam windows at 180° to each
other and both were 'ON' simultaneously. It is intended that whenever
only one beam is used the other should be closed by inserting a lead
shutter.
On the forenoon of the day of this incident, it was told
that Mr. N had closed the beam on the right side as only the left beam
was used. After lunch, the work was resumed and while manipulation of
the experimental set-up, both hands were used. The work was continued
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for about 15 minutes when it was suddenly realised that the shutter of
the right beam was not present and that the inner forearm of the right
hand was receiving radiation exposure from the direct beam.
A blood count, taken on the next day was found to be normal and there
were no biological symptoms during the first week. After about 14 days,
an elliptically shaped wound of major and minor axis 5 and 3 em respectively, had developed. The wound was 5 mm deep. As per the prescription
of the local physician, antibiotic ointment was applied on the wound which
healed after about three months.
Corresponding to the wound area, a white elliptical patch still remained
when observed in January 1976. Mr. N had no other symptoms at this time
and no numbness in the affected region. Pigmentation has started from
the fringes to about 2 mm inside this area. Surrounding the white patch
an area of about 20 em x 5 em from the centre of the forearm towards the
ankle has a darker appearance. There was epilation in this area initially
with no subsequent hair growth. Mr.N recalled that he was holding his
right hand in a stationary position at about 45° to the beam for nearly
2 to 3 minutes and that this particular exposed region had developed into
a wound subsequently. The elongated shape of this patch is in conformity
with the oblique incidence. The regions which got exposed during the
remaining time when the hand was not stationary might have got lesser
dose resulting only in charge of skin colour.
2.2.

Dosimetry

The dosimetry was performed by reconstructing the incidence. Mr. N's
right hand would have been at about 15 em from the window of the tube
through which the beam was emerging. The exposure rate was measured
at this place using a calibrated soft X-ray ionisation chamber and
found to be 4,444 R per minute. Considering the Roentgen-to-rad
conversion factor as 0.9 for skin, the dose rate would be 4000 rads
per minute • For an exposure time of 2-3 minutes, the skin dose would
have been 8,000 to 12,000 rads.
3.
3 .1.

CASE II
His tory

This was a case of severe skin reaction on the inner three fingers of
the left hand reported in July, 1972. Mr. K, aged 36 years, noticed
some changes in the skin of his fingers and experienced burning sensation associated with pain in the fingers. He developed blisters
on the left index finger and raised patches on the middle and ring
fingers. During this acute phase, the patient was given oral antibiotics and skin ointment containing antibiotics and hydrocortison. A
clinical examination early in August, 1972 revealed a healed scar of
about 1 1/2 em x 1 em on the medial aspect of the left index finger
while raised patches of 2 x 1 em with slight depigmentation were seen
on the middle and ring fingers. Marked pigmentation was noticed on
the distal phalanges extending to the middle phalanges on the left
hand and on the index finger on the right hand.
An investigation established that Mr. K was in the habit of holding a
5 em fluorescent screen strip in the beam to locate its position and
size, and to align the camera. The image on the screen due to
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uncollimated beam is brightly visible even at a distance of one meter
without darkening the room, whereas the small image due to a collimated
beam could be observed only in close proximity in a darkened room. Mr.K
used to remove the collimator during alignment and replace the collimator
into the camera with the beam still 'ON'. In this process, his left
hand fingers, particularly his index and middle fingers were in the direct
heam. The diameter of the beam at the finger position was about 3 em.
3.2.

Dosimetry

The exposure rate was measured to be about 22,000 R per minute at 25 KV
and 20 mA. It was established by mock exercises that in the process of
inserting the collimator into the camera, Mr.K's. fingers were in the
direct beam for 3-4 seconds in each of the 4 or 5 occasions when he used
the new unit after installation. These operations would have resulted
in a dose in the range of 4000-6500 rads to the index finger. The thumb
had been shielded by the index finger and no dermatitis was seen on the
thumb. The dose to the middle and ring fingers on the left hand was
estimated as 1000 rad. He also used to hold the fluorescent screen with
his right hand and this explains the pigmentation seen on the right
index finger.
4.

RADIATION SAFETY

A significant reason for such indents is the low standard of radiation
safety features built into many of the X-ray analytical equipment(3,4).
In this connection 59 X-ray analytical units of different makes as
seen in Table 1 were studied. Of these, 52 units are used for crystal
structure determination, 3 for thermal expansion study, 2 for study
of diffraction from metals and alloys and 2 for studies of soils and
clays. 56 of these had manual control, 2 automatic and 1 semi-automatic. 38 units had single targets and 21 had multitargets. The
availability of radiation safety features is detailed in Table 2. A
majority of these units do not have interlocking systems or radiation
barriers.
It is to be pointed out that in both the incidents discussed here,
the units were of the same make. No distinctive warning light which
will glow when the X-ray beam is 'ON' was interlocked to the high
tension. Also, electrical or mechanical interlocks which will ensure
that the shutter will be in position for blocking any unused beam were
absent. Incorporation of the above features in addition to a radiation
alarm monitor and an interlocking device to prevent the entry of any
part of the body into the direct beam and education of the working
personnel regarding awareness of radiation hazards will definitely
help to reduce unnecessary exposure from X-ray analytical equipment.
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TABLE 1.

S.No.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Number of X-ray analytical units of different
manufacturers
Manufacturer

No. of units

Radon House (Indian make)
Philips
General Electric
Rich Seifert
Picker
Ray Max
Other

31
19
3
3
1

1
1

Total

TABLE 2.

S.No.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.

2.
3.
4.
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59

Availability of radiation safety facilities

Radiation safety facility
Beam trap
Safety shutters
Temporary shielding
Interlocking system
Barrier
Lead glass for viewing
Warning indicators
Radiation symbols
Radiation survey instruments
Film badge service

Available
45
46
54
15
14
44
38
30
19
16

Not
Available
14
13

5
44
45
15
21
29
40
43
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ETUDE D'UN CAS DE CONTAMINATION PAR UN MELANGE DE RADIONUCLEIDES
L. Jeanmaire~, J.c. Harduin~~. P. Beau~, H. Frossard~*~ J.C. Nenot*,
J. Ballada~, M.L. Daburon~, R. Gros~, F. Patti~, G. Odilon~~.
L. Cappellini~, M. Garcet~
l. INTRODUCTION

Au cours d'une reparation effectuee sur les tuyauteries d'une cellule de dissolution de combustible irradie, un ouvrier s'est blesse a travers ses gants
avec les barbes d'un tuyau anterieurement contamine.
Des son arrivee au service medical, il a re~u du DTPA en intraveineux et en
application locale, avant decontamination aussi grande que possible ae la
main. Au 22eme jour, une intervention chirurgicale a permis d'enlever la
plus grande partie de la contaminatiorl de la blessure.
2. RADIONUCLEIDES IDENTIFIES
Le tableau 1 montre les 16 radionucleides mis en evidence dans les excretas
(urines et selles), le corps entier ou le tissu contamine de la blessure.
Tous les elements n'ont pas ete mesures regulierement, mais les rapports ont
ete determines entre chaque element et un element de reference qui possede
des caracteristiques physiques, chimiques ou biologiques comparables, et qui
a ete mesure pendant plusieurs mois.

3. URINES
L'elimination de plusieurs nucleides importants
~haque injection de DTPA au~mente l'eliminat~on
emetteurs a et du 1 44ce, ma~s reste sans act~on
des transplutoniens est plus forte que celle du
premiers jours ; ensuite, elle est inferieure.

a ete su~v~e regulierement.
du plutonium, des autres
sur le 90sr. L'elimination
plutonium durant les cinq

I

4.

MAIN

Des mesures d'emetteurs y ont ete faites sur la main,avant et apres exerese
ainsi que sur les tissus provenant de l'operation. Les resultats du tableau2
montrent que l'activite residuelle apres l'operation ne depasse pas 1 %de
la quantite initiale, et que l~s pourcentages retrouves dans les tissus sent
les memes pour la plupart des radionucleides. La composition relative aurait
done peu evolue entre le 13eme et le 23eme jour.
Les emetteurs a ont ete mesures dans les tissus apres separation chimique.
Le tableau 3 montre les resultats des mesures dans les tissus et les urines
jusqu'au moment de l'operation chirurgicale. Les pourcentages des divers
emetteurs sent differents dans la main et dans les urines, mais globalement
ils correspondent ala composition de la solution indiquee par l'exploitant.
Deux remarques essentielles peuvent etre formulees : le plutonium a diffuse
mains facilement hers de la blessure que le curium et l'americium ; le DTPA
a eu une action efficace.
~
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5. CORPS ENTIER
La spectrometrie y in vivo (main exclue) a permis de mettre en evidence par
ordre de difficulte croissante, le 137cs, le 95zr et le cerium. Par centre,
le ruthenium n'a pas ete vu.

6 . INTERPRETATION DES MESURES D'EXCRETION
Pour evaluer les charges des organes critiques et les doses engagees, nous
pouvons rassembler dans une premiere categorie les isotopes du plutonium, du
cerium, et les transplutoniens dont l'excretion est modifiee par l'administration de DTPA.
Pour les emetteurs a du plutonium, la demarche su1v1e a consiste ·a faire des
bilans comparatifs successifs entre les quantites excretees et les quantites
restant au niveau de la porte d'entree, en tenant compte de la poursuite ou
del'arret du traitement medical. L'evaluation de la charge osseuse a ete
faite a partir des valeurs de l'excretion urinaire obtenues a distance du
traitement en utilisant le modele d'excretion urinaire de DURBIN.
~
Q
Dans le cas de 24lp u, emetteur
~. on a retenu que, dans la solution contaminante, il avait une activite vingt-six fois plus elevee que la somme des activites des emetteurs a.
Pour les transplutoniens, les proportions observees dans la solution contaminante etant retrouvees dans l'ensemble des tissus excises + urines jusqu'a
l'excision, on a admis que ces proportions etaient respectees dans le tissu
osseux et on ~n a deduit les cha~ges correspondantes.

Dans le cas du cerium, on a suivi la demarche adoptee pour le plutonium. Le
resultat de spectrometrie du corps entier, main exclue, est en assez.bon
accord avec les valeurs de la charge sanguine initiale deduite de l'excretion urinaire a distance du traitement; on a retenu selon la C.I.P.R. 10
que 30% de cette valeur de la charge sanguine se fixe dans l'os.
~
. est representee
~
~
'
La secon d e categor1e
par 89 Sr et 90 Sr pour lesquels
on a
suppose un passage rapide de laporte d'entree au sang. Sur cette base, les
resultats de l'excretion urinaire et les donnees de la C.I.P.R. 20 sur le
metabolisme des alcalins terreux ont permis d'evaluer la charge sanguine
ini tiale.

7 . CONTAMINATION GLOBALE
Il nous a semble interessant d'estimer les quantites totales de chacun des
radionucleides ayant penetre dans l'ensemble de l'organisme, et de calculer
les rapports de ces valeurs a celles de la solution initiale. Le tableau 5
montre que pour le plutonium, le cerium, le zirconium et le strontium les
rapports sont groupes entre 4 et 14. Le cesium se detache avec un rapport
egal a 100. Compte tenu de toutes les imprecisions de ces determinations, on
peut estimer que la premiere serie de valeurs est constante, et que la cont~
mination initiale a ete provoquee par l'equivalent de 1/100 de microlitre de
la solution. Pour le cesium, on constate, sans pouvoir l'expliquer de fagon
satisfaisante, que la contamination initiale correspond a unvolume dix fois
plus grand. En effet, si l'on admet que le cesium a penetre preferentiellement dans la blessure, entre la contamination et la premiere decontamination
externe, un phenomene analogue aurait du se produire pour le strontium; et ce
n' est pas le cas. Comme autres hypotheses, on peut imaginer une contamination
anterieure par le cesium, ou une composition differente de celle admise pour
le tuyau contamine; en realite ces deux hypotheses paraissent peuvraisemblar
bles.
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8. CONCLUSION
Au plan analytique comme au plan dosimetrique, le probleme essentiel dans
une contamination de ce type est done constitue par les isotopes du plutonium et les transplutoniens qui ne sont pas tous directement mesurables
et qui delivrent a eux seuls, pres de 99 %de la dose a l'os, dont 56 %
pour les emetteurs a du Pu, 28 %pour le 24lpu, et 16 %pour les transplutuaieHt~a Ltt comparaison de la composition de la colution contaminante, avec
les resultats observes chez le sujet contamine permet, _seule, de determiner
les limites de la contamination pour ceux des radionucleides qui ne sont
pas accessibles directement a la mesure.
Les resultats detailles seront publies dans un rapport C.E.A.
Element
chimique

Groupe
Alcalin

Cs

Alcalino terreux

Sr

Terres rares

Ce

Radioisotope
137
90
144

Pm

Ru

- 141

89sr;90sr
141Ce/144Ce
147Pm;l44Ce
9ly;l44Ce

106

- 103

103Ru/106Ru
95zr;95ND

239

95
95
- 240

NO

Pu

89

91

Zr et
Transuraniens

-

147

y
Divers

Rapports au jour Jo

238
241
Am

241

em

242

= 1,7
= 0,05
= 0,5 (urine)
= 0,6 (tissus)
= 0,3 (urine)
= 0,3 (tissus)
= 0,33
= 0,8

238Pu;239Pu + 240 Pu
241Pu/239Pu + 240Pu
Am/Cm

= 0,26
= 0,33
= 0,29

= 0;176

= 20
(main)
(urine)
(solutio11

a Pu/autres a· : variable

(cf. Tableau 4).
TABLEAUl

Elements mis en evidence - Rapport au jour ,TO

a
12

141Ce
144

Ce
103Ru

exclses

a

nCi

7,65

79

~

11,5

7,8

80

34,5

27,5

80

137Cs

3,6

95zr

113

95Nb

139

.

non
visible

(8

180

C'jU

106Ru

~

-Jl3

( ,apres
Elimination
exerese)
%~ ~e Jl3 de J22 total tota:L
J23 el~-~ nCi a J57 res 2. J22 a J57 nCi
%
tant~
mines
~

exerese)
nCi

Main~

Tis sus

Mai~ ~avant

Element

1,36

0,64

6

<'1,)

C' ( ,)

lC'

non
visible
non
visible
0,18

0,54
82,3

83

0,725

100

0,94

1,345

on a tenu compte de la decroissance physique depuis J 13
TABLEAU 2 Mesures des elements emetteurs y concernant la ma1n

Main
j tissu
excis~
nCi
alpha du Pu
242Cm

I

241Am
Total

14 16 i

Composition
solution

Element

1

(Ci 1- )
4,3
100
180

Zr - Nb

180

Cs
l06Ru

0,5

10
30
15 ?
TABLEAU 4

90Sr

4,6

I

I

Total
nCi

42

14,7

4,8

I

44

8,0

1,6

I

14

2,4

f-------1

11 0

I

Solution

%

I
I

59

32
I
10
I

32

_ ______j

I

25 1

Emetteurs a retrouves

%

59

9
100

I

a. J 22

Main
Elimination
Corps
Organisme Total ?rg xl&
(tissu
urine
(sauf main) (total)
s-olutlO!'
excise)

Pu (a)
144Ce

976

%

10,1 : 71
3 2 I 23
' I
0,861 6
TABLEAU 3

Urine
.Jo a -J2~
nCi
%

•

10

180

4,6
410

5-10 ( estime) 20-25
4oo + 100 % 6oo
5oo a Jo
1ooo a Jo

34,5
0,03

a 14oo

5 a 6
6 a lh

700

4

1000

100

?

100 & J 0
(estime)

100

7

Estimation en nanocuries de divers radionucleides introdui ts
dans l'organisme. Equivalents de ces quantites en volume de
la solution initiale

I
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A PROPOS D'UN CAS DE CONTAMINATION PAR INHALATION
ACCIDENTELLE D'OXYDE DE 239 Pu = ANALYSE DE L'EPURATION PULMONAIRE
P, BEAU::, J. C. HAR?UIN::::, H. FROSSARD::::, J. C. NENOT::

1, INTRODUCTION
Apres inhalation de particules d'oxyde de 239 Pu, on considere habituellement que l'epuration de l'appareil respiratoire s'effectue selon les processus systematises dans le modele de depot et d'elimination pulmonaire du
"Task Group on Lung Dynamics" de la CIPR ( 1). Du point de vue quantitatif,
ce modele distinguant 3 classes de composes selon leur degre de transferabilite, l'oxyde de 239Pu, peu transferable, prend les caracteristiques de
la classe Y. L'epuration par voie digestive etant importante pour cette
classe de composes, on ala possibilite par l'analyse des feces de suivre
l'evolution d'une contamination et d'en apprecier l'importance. En effet,
cet examen reflete l'epuration de_tous les compartiments de l'appareil respiratoire et, en particulier, a distance de la contamination, de la fraction
a periode d'elimination longue, l'excretion du Plutonium par voie biliaire
etant comparativement faible.
Le modele pulmonaire retient la valeur de 500 j pour la periode correspondant ala retention a long terme d'un compose de la classe Y. Cette·valeur
permet, dans la pratique, de faire une evaluation de la dose engagee au poumon lorsque la surveillance du sujet contamine sur une duree encore trap
limitee et le nombre trap restreint d'analyses n'autorisent pas a calculer
une valeur de cette periode correspondant a l'epuration pulmonaire propre a
la personne consideree,
Dans le cas de contamination unique par inhalation de 239 Pu que nous presentons, la surveillance de l'epuration de l'appareil respiratoire par l'analyse des feces a pu etre poursuivie pendant 6oo jours ce qui nous a permis
d'etudier l'epuration pulmonaire du sujet,
2, ANALYSE DES RESULTATS
La methode de surveillance a consiste a obtenir du sujet 3 selles correspondant a l'excretion de 3 jours consecutifs. L'examen des resultats montre la
grande irregularite de l'excretion journaliere du Plutonium (tableau). Nous
avons done travaille sur les valeurs moyennes qui figurent en regard des
resultats elementaires, Les 4 derniers resultats correspondent egalement a
la moyenne de l'excretion de 3 jours successifs.
En considerant l'ensemble des resultats moyens, on constate, a cote des
resultats qui varient peu entre eux, l'existence de trois points discor-
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dants. Le premier est le resultat a J+12, anormalement eleve pour cette
date. Il peut s'agir soit d'une variation aleatoire de l'excretion journaliere soit de la fin de la periode d'epuration rapide puisque celle-ci se
poursuit theoriquement sur une dizaine de jours (2). Le second resultat discordant a J+197, egalement eleve, ne semble pouvoir etre relie qu'a une
variation aleatoire de l'excretion sachant qu'il ne peut correspondre a une
periode courte, ni meme a une periode intermediaire, une telle composante .
n'etant p~us significative au dela de 100 j (3). Enfin le dernier point
obtenu, a J+606, est extremement bas. Il est le seul point que l'on possede
depuis J+414, venant ala suite d'une serie de resultats qui, ~is a part
celui de J+197, di"fferent peu entre eux depuis J+41.
Dans ces conditions pour evaluer la periode d'elimination pulmonaire a long
terme, nous avons ete amenes a faire deux regressions lineaires. La premiere en excluant le resultat a J+12 conduit a une periode de 132 jours qui
est plus faible que les valeurs habituellement rencontrees (courbe 1 de la
figure). La seconde conserve le point a J+12, mais elimine le resultat a
J+606 en attendant qu'un nouvel examen vienne confirmer ou infirmer la tendance donnee par ce point. Cette seconde regression conduit a une periode
de 470 jours (courb~ 2 de la figure). En comparant les deux regressions, on
voit que les deux hypotheses jouent peu sur les activites initiales car les
ordonnees different de mains d'un facteur 2. Par centre l'ecart observe
entre les periodes modifie considerablement la dose engagee au poumon. Aussi
pour ne pas courir le risque de la sous-estimer, avons no us retenu pour
l'evaluation dosimetrique la periode de 470 jours. La charge pulmonaire a
vie longue deduite des valeurs de la regression est d'environ 14 nCi.
3. CONCLUSION
On voit que l'interpretation des donnees radiotoxicologiques en vue d'indi~
vidualiser par rapport a un modele, les differentes phases de l'epuration
pulmonaire d'un sujet contamine est difficile. Meme avec des resultats a
long terme, l'interpretation est malaisee, carla signification de certains
resultats n'est pas claire. De plus, le fait de ne pas connaitre la granulometrie des particules inhalees augmente la difficulte de l'interpretation.
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Tableau : R!!sultat d 'excr!!tion fecale
Date
j
j
j+1
j+2

Excretion
journaliere
pCi

Valeurs
moyennes
pCi

735
4ooo
525

1--------- -------------- ----------j+10
j+12
j+13

-------j+40
j+41
j+42

51
4o
47,2

46

-------------- ----------10,50
3
3,50

5,7

-------- -------------- ----------j+56
j+57
j+58

18,40
2
1 ,55

7,32

-------- -------------- ----------j+75
j+76
j+77

7,40
11
4,30

7,6

-------- ------------- ----------j+96
j+97
j+98

11
7,40
2,75

7

-------- ------------- ---------j+197
j+248
j+414
j+6o6

28,5
7,7
6
0,17
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A RADIATION CONTAMINATION INCIDENT INVOLVING
STRONTIUM 90 IN A PRIVATE HOME
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Australia
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and
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Head, Health and Safety
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INTRODUCTION

In October 1975 a private electronic service contractor, operating in his
home workshop, drilled a hole through a Strontium 90 (15 mCi) capsule while
attempting to clear a collimating hole. The capsule \vas part of a glass
bottle thickness gauge and the contractor was engaged to improve the performance of the electronic portion of the equipment. An examination of the
source container and beam collimating hole had indicated to him that part
of the problem was due to accumulated lubricant in the collimator having
hardened as a result of "bombardment by beta particles" to use his own words.
Normal solvents would not remove the material.
Four day~ passed before he realised that he had damaged the source and
informed the authorities. The subsequent contamination was found to be
spread over himself, his l'life, the family pet (a dog), the workshop and
living area of the home, furniture, carpets, garden and paths around the
home.
Four officers from the Health Commission of New South Wales and a further
four from the Australian Atomic Energy Commission (A.A.E.C.) took a total
of four weeks to clean the house to the stage where it could again be
occupied. A considerable volume of l'iorkshop equipment, furniture and
personal belongings could not be decontaminated on site and were removed
for later treatment. Much of this has now been stored for ultimate disposal.
In December 1976 the service contractor was fined a total of $300 for
possessing and handling a radioactive substance without having a license
under the New South \'/ales Radioactive Substances Act.
2.

CONTAMINATION

Degrees of contamination were measured in the workshop area, the living area
and outside of the house.
2.1

Workshop

This room is about 4 metres x 4 metres and an adjoining office/library is
about 4 metres x 3 metres. An open staircase leads from the workshop to
the living area of the house. An open doorway joins the workshop to the
office area.
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External beta radiation fields up to 5 millirads per hour were measured
initially in the centre of the workshop. Contamination levels, in the
worksho~, in excess of 300 derived working levels (where 1 OWL = 10-4
~Ci em- ) were found on the main work bench and adjacent floor area.
The surface beta dose rate on this bench was around 200 mi1lirads per
hour. The rest of the workshop was contaminatec\ ~.:o levels considerably
below these and varied between 10 and 50 OWL.
Levels in the office/library were generally around 1 OWL and, after
removal of the contaminated carpet and a snall number of other i terns,
this area \vould be used as a "clean" area and a charge barrier was
established in the doorway to the workshop.
2.2.

Living Area

This area includes a lounge room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom,
toilet and laundry. The stairs from the workshop enter this area in the
dining room.
The highest contamination level was found on an area of carpet in the
lounge room where the level rose to 250 OWL and the surface dose rate was
250 mrads/hour. Isolated areas in the bedroom gave 120 OWL (about 100
mrads/hour) and 80 OWL (70 mrads/hour) in the kitchen.
Generally contamination was found on virtually every object in the house
and varied between 1 and 10 OWL.
2.3.

Clothing

The clothing worn by the serviceman on the occasion of the first meeting
with Health Commission officers had areas that were contaminated to
250 OWL. This included his cardigan, trousers and shoes.
His wife's clothing 1·1as considerably less contaminated and did not
exceed 20 DWL. Even this was only in some small areas and the overall
contamination level was around 5 OWL.
2.4.

Persons

The serviceman's hair was reading approximately 20 OWL, his hands 4 OWL and
his mouth 1 OWL. He is in the habit of putting the side of his hand to
his mouth and this would account for much of the strontium-90 there.
His wife showed almost no contamination and the family dog was slightly
contaminated on the fur and paws. This could be removed by clipping the
fur and washing the paws.
After showering and washing the serviceman's hair dropped to a contamination
level of under 1 OWL and the only other contamination that could be detected
was a slight amount under the finger nails. ,
Close clipping and scrubbing removed this to a degree where it could no
longer be detected.
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3.

PROCEDURES

3.1 Because of the high degree of contamination of the house and workshop
it was imperative to remove the serviceman and his wife to allow decontamination procedures to proceed without interruption.
The need for medical surveillance of both perc;onc; m:H1e i t a ~onveni ent
solution to place both in an isolated ward of a large hospital in Sydney.
3.2 As mentioned earlier (section 2.1.) a change area was provided between
the workshop and the office area. This suited the team working in that
particular part of the house.
The team working in the living part of the house established a change area
at the front door and proceeded through the house room by room.
This scheme, although ideal, had a number of weaknesses that rapidly became
obvious. These included:
3.2.1 the only toilet and washroom was near the rear of the
house and members of both teams frequently had to pass throug1,
contaminated areas to reach these points
3.2.2 the telephone was in the kitchen and there was a frequent
need for persons to pass through contaminated areas to either
make or to receive telephone calls
3.2.3 the teams generally changed into work clothing in the
garage next to the house and put on overshoes, gloves, respirators at the change area. This area was clearly visible
from the street and caused some inconvenience to the teams,
particularly after the incident became known and both newspapers, radio stations and television channels became
interested.
3.3 To allow some movement through the house and to prevent spread of the
contamination, plastic sheeting was spread over the entire floor area and
over the more heavily contaminated furniture items.
3.4

The main equipment used incfuded:
3.4.1 vacuum cleaner with absolute filter, borrowed from
the Australian Atomic Energy Commission.
3.4.2 Nuclear Enterprises Contamination Monitor types
PCM3 and PCMS with type DP2R probes.
3.4.3 Mini Instruments scintillation meter type 540 with
Mullard MX168 tube (actually a geiger unit).
3.4.4 Copious amounts of plastic bags, plastic sheets,
cotton waste,detergent, carpet cleaner, buckets and
general cleaning material.
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3.4.5 protective clothing;· overalls, overshoes, gloves,
respirators (borrowed from the A.A.E.C.).
3.5 The criteria for deciding that an area was clean was that recommended
by the International Commission on Radiolo§ical Pr~tection (I.C.R.P.)(l)
namely, a fixed contamination level of 10- ~Ci/cm which is 1 D.W.L.
and which was equivalent to a count rate of 40 counts per second (40 c.p.s.)
on the P.C.M.3.
3.6 In most cases the level could be reduced to below 1 D.W.L. by simple
vacuum cleaning aided by some rubbing in more stubborn spots.
In the case of the workshop benchfpaint stripper had to be used and even
then some contamination remained (about 4 D.W.L. as against an original
level of around 130 D.W.L.). The bench was then dismantled and classified
as waste.
The workshop floor was covered with old linoleum and after this was removed
the contamination level could soon be reduced to an acceptable amount.
In the living area a number of soft furniture items, small parts of the
carpet, some bedding material and a quantity of clothing had to be
removed for disposal.
The majority of workshop tools and some books also had to be removed.
3.7 After four weeks of work and following the removal of numerous sacks
of goods the home could again be declared fit for occupancy. Some of the
goods removed were later cleaned in the A.A.E.C. decontamination facility
but a large quantity was classified as waste.
4.

OVERALL LESSONS LEARNT

4.1 The most fundamental lesson is to be prepared for incidents of this
type which may occur at any time, take an enormous amount of staff, time
and equipment to rectify and the need to have a basic emergency procedure
as well as a stock of suitable decontamination equipment.
4.2 Our Branch was very fortunate, and grateful, to be so near to an Atomic
Energy Research Establishment, which is well equipped with decontamination
equipment and expertise. That establishment also has a first class medical
physics section which was able to carry out, and interpret, the whole body
counting and bioassay procedures. Unfortunately time does not permit me
to elaborate on the medical aspects. (2,3)
It is difficult to imagine how we could have managed these procedures on our
own, as well as the decontamination task, with our ovm staff which comprises five scientific officers and relatively limited equipment.
4.3 The need for greater control over the movement and general possession
of radioactive substances was clearly demonstrated. It should, however, be
noted that the person referred to as a service technician is in fact a
highly qualified engineer with an honours degree in electrical engineering
and considerable experience in nucleonics.
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The lesson to be learnt is that qualifications alone do not prevent incidents
of this type from occurring. The real preventative lies more in the methods
of control, supervision and implementation of a licensing or registration
scheme.
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ACASE OF FELONIOUS USE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
Edgar D. Bailey
Martin C. Wukasch
Texas Department of Health Resources
Austin, Texas (USA)
Introduction
On January 31, 1974, the Radiation Control Branch, Texas Department of Health Resources (the ~gency),
was notified by a telephone call from the step-father of a young boy that the boy's father had exposed the
son to radioactive materials on several occasions in 1972 and that the exposures had resulted in radiation
burns on the thighs, ankle, and thumb. In accord with Agency poll cy, the step-father was asked to put his
accusations in writing. On February 4, 1974, the Agency received a letter from the step-father in which he
identified the father and the name of the father's company, outlined the time, places, and methods used in
the exposures, and the symptoms and injuries of the child. The name of the plastic surgeon who had made
the diagnosis of radiation injury was also given. Attached to the letter were a list of sixteen doctors
who had examined and/or treated the child in the previous year and a half, and sketches of the sources,
handling tools, and the radiation survey meter that the child had seen.
Following the receipt of the letter and its attachments, the Agency telephoned a physician who had performed numerous medical examinations of radiation injury victims and asked him to 'talk to the physicians who
had seen, the boy. He was requested to examine the boy if in his judgment the previous diagnosis of radiation
injury had merit. The physician, who at the Agency's request had been sent a copy of the letter, said that
the plastic surgeon who had made the diagnosis was extremely qualified to recognize such an injury since he
had performed plastic surgery on many cancer patients who had undergone radiation therapy.
Although a check of the Agency's radioactive-terials licensing files did not reveal that a license
had ever been issued in the father's name or in the name of the father's company as given to us by the stepfather, one of the Agency's inspectors recognized the father's name. He recalled having met the father
during an inspection of a license issued in the name of a different company. A review of that company's
license file revealed that the company had been first licensed on Novelliler 18, 1971, to possess and use a
sealed source containing one curie of 137cs for oil and gas well logging.l By two subsequent amendments,
authorization had been granted to possess and use a maximum of two sealed sources each containing two curies
of 137cs.2,3 The review also confirmed that,the father, a petroleum engineer, was the only named user on
the 1 i cense.
Shortly after these discoveries, the physician that the Agency had contacted concurred in the diagnosis
of radiation injury following his examination of the boy.
On February 7, 1974, the Agency, realizing that the laws4 and regulations5 concerning radiation were inadequate to deal with what was felt to be a felony crime, notified the District Attorney in Houston, Harris
County, Texas, of the allegations and the Agency's findings up to that time.

Upon review of the Agency's findings and the medical hi story of the boy, the District Attorney decided
that a felony had been committed and assigned an Assistant District Attorney from his Special Crimes Bureau
to lead the District Attorney's investigation and prosecution of the case.
Investigative Phase
From this point on all aspects of the Agency's investigation were coordinated with the District Attorney's
office, and the i nvesti gat ion, discovery of witnesses, and the development of evidence were approached very
cautiously. The Agency was acutely aware of the fact that none of its inspectors had had any experience or
training in the ·investigation of criminal offenses and strove to conduct the investigation carefully. All
proposed investigative actions were approved by the District Attorney's office in order to protect the admissibility of any evidence that the Agency might uncover.
Likewise, the Assistant District Attorney assigned to the case realized that the District Attorney's
staff lacked experience in the fields of health physics, radiation effects, and the regulations, procedures,
and practices of a radioactive materials regulatory program and had minimal knowledge of how radioactive
sources were man4factured or how they were used in the oil and gas well logging industry.
Because both the Agency and the District Attorney's office each rea 1 i zed its own 1imitations, the f11 es
of each agency were opened to the other agency and the findings, plans, and ideas of each were freely and
candidly discussed.
During the investigative phase, which began with the notification of the District Attorney's office
and continued up to and during the trial, the investigation of possible sources of evidence were divided
by categories of people being questioned. The District Attorney's staff questioned and developed evidence
from the victim, his family, and doctors who had examined or treated the victim while the Agency's inspectors interviewed source manufacturers and oil and gas well loggers. While this pattern of investigation
developed, there was never any formal division of effort nor was any such division ever discussed; ,it just
occurred.
It should be noted that during this time, the Agency outwardly maintained a normal relationship with
the father. In particular, the routinely scheduled inspection was performed and the radioactive material
which he was license,d to possess and use was not impounded or confiscated until after he tiad transferred
the material to another company and had asked that his license be terminated. While it may seem rather
strange not to have impounded or confiscated the radioactive material prior to that time, an unusual circumstance regarding his storage location allowed the Agency to. do it without further jeopardizing his son.
The only authorized storage location for the radioactive material was at another licensee's facility, and
that licensee had agreed to notify the Agency immediately if the father came to get the sources.
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Indictment and Trial Phase
On May 2, 1974, a grand jury indicted the father on five felony counts involving the use of radioactive
materia 1 :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assault with intent to murder.
Castration.
Disfigurement.
Assault with intent to maim.
Intentionally causing injury to a minor.

The same day the father was arrested.
and he was released on bond.

Bail was set at $50,000.00, but was later reduced to $10,000.00,

The case was heard in the 179th District Court of Harris County, Texas, by a six-man, six-woman jury
beginning March 31, 1975. During the course of the trial, the prosecution presented sixteen witnesses including the boy, his mother, his younger brother, two present and one fanner Agency staff members, a plastic
surgeon, a radiologist, a pediatric urologist, a pediatric endocrinologist, a radiation biophysicist, a
psychiatrist, a radiation pathologist, a dermatologist, a source manufacturer, and a drilling and oil well
service contractor. The defense presented seven witnesses including the defendant, two medica 1 records
clerks, a neighbor, an oil well supply contractor, a psychiatrist, and a health physicist.
From trial testimony, it was detennined that the father and mother of
1955 and that out of this marriage there were two children, the victim and
were divorced in May 197D but remarried in July 1970 and were subsequently
The mother of the boy had married the boy's step-father in December 1971.
the father visitation rights with the two boys on two weekends each month,
weekends.

the boy were married in December
a younger brother. The parents
divorced again in February 1971.
The tenns of the divorce permitted
nonnally the first and third

Evidence introduced at the trial indicated that on at least five and possibly as many as eight occasions
between April 1972 and October 1972, the father irradiated the son by placing the l37cs sources on or near
the boy's body. The exposures occurred during weekend visitations.
The first known irradiation occurred in April 1972 while the boy, age 11, was visiting the father's
apartment. On this occasion, the boy was left alone in the apartment to watch television after being told
to listen to the television only with earphones. Inside each earphone, the boy found a "little metal cylinder."
In court, he identified "dummy" sources that had been prepared as resembling the cylinders he had seen.
During the victim's first visit with his father in July 1972, he was asked to drink a glass of orange
juice with a pill dissolving in it. Shortly afterwards, he went to sleep on the couch in the den. Upon
awakening, he found two cylinders in a thin sock under the cushion on which he had been s 1eeping. At this
time, he also saw a source handling tool on a nearby end table. The following morning the boy was nauseous,
and vomited.
At the second visit during July 1972, the child was again given orange juice with a dissolving pill in
it. Because there was a party in the apartment, the boy was sent to sleep in the bedroom. Upon awakening
the next morning, he heard a rattling noise in the pillow. A medicine bottle containing three metal cylinders
was found in the pillow. The father and younger brother were found to be sleeping in another apartment.
Again the boy was nauseous. About this time, the boy's thighs had developed what was then believed to be a
rash.
The next known exposure occurred during August 1972. By this time, the lesions on the boy's thighs
had become more serious, and he was under the care of a doctor. During the visit, the boy was instructed
to 1 i e on a couch whi 1e the father and younger brother went out. He found a sock with two cylinders in it
under the cushion of the couch. After the father's return, the boy saw the father carry the sock at ann's
length out to his car.
The last known exposure occurred at a motel during a visitation in October 1972. Again the child was
given orange juice with a di ssol vi ng pill in it before going to bed. When he awoke, he found a sock with
two cylinders in it draped over his legs. The father was found sleeping in his car.
The lesions on the boy's thighs and legs became progessively worse and he was under continual doctor's
care. The causative agent for the lesions could not be determined, and they failed to respond to treatment.
Finally in December 1973, a plastic surgeon was called upon to perform skin grafts. Upon examining the
lesions, he diagnosed the injury as " . . . radiation necrosis. Necrosis ulceration due to radiation. "6
The lesion on the boy's ankle (Figure 1) revealed" . . . dee~ indolent ulceration . . . "7 and" . . . a
tendon which was dead due to the effects of the radiation there."B The lesions on the boy's thighs (Figure
2) showed extensive ulceration and scarring with telangiectasia.
Following diagnosis of the causitive agent as radiation (and it should be noted that the diagnosis was
made prior to any knowledge of the possibility that the boy could have been exposed), testicular biopsy revealed that the right testicle had been replaced with fibrous tissue and that the left testicle was a
small, hard, non-functioning testicular body. Further medical testing revealed that "he had no functioning
. is castrated"lO and that as a result, "he will need testosterone
testis"9 which "In the medical term.
replacement for the rest of his life." 11
Chromosomal analyses were performed by expert witnesses for both the prosecution and the defense. The
testimony of the prosecution's witness revealed that six multihit aberrations including three reciprocal
translocations identifiable only by karyotypic analysis were noted in 2DO lymphocytes studied. Although
the defense witness' analysis showed only three multi hit aberrations at the time of the trial, his analysis
had not included karyotyping since he had had less than three weeks to perform his analysis prior to presenting his testimony. Subsequent re-evaluation which included karyotyping has shown perfect agreement.
It is interesting to note that the prosecution's witness obtained her sample of blood approximately four
years post-irradiation, and the defense's witness obtained his sample a year later.l2
·
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Following the conclusion of testimony, the charges of assault with intent to murder, assault v;ith in~
tent to maim, and intentionally causing injury to a minor were dropped by the prosecutor. The last two
which had been felonies under the old penal code were dropped because the new Texas penal codel3 had reduced these offenses to misdemeanors. The assault with intent to murder was dropped because the prosecut1on
felt that it was unable to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the father's intention was to kill the boy
rather than just injure him, and that if convicted on that count, the decision would be subject to reversal
by the appellate court.
On April 16, 1975, the case went to the jury. After deliberating ten hours, the jury on April 17, 1975,
returned a verdict of guilty to the charge of castration. Since the father, as permitted under Texas law,l4
had selected at the onset of the trial for the jury to assess the punishment if convicted, the jury was then
sent out to set the punishment. After deliberating only an hour, the jury assessed the maximum punishment
tor the offense, ten year~ in prison and a fine of $5,000.00. On May Hi~ 1975, the sentence was formally
pronounced, and the father's visitation rights with that son were revoked.
Post-Conviction Developments
Prior to the trial, the boy had undergone eleven plastic surgery operations and faces the possibility
of several more as he matures. In addition to the testosterone replacement medication to prevent eunuchism
with resulting obesity and to retain masculine characteristics, he faces an undetermined increased likelihood
of developing leukemia.
Following the pronouncement of sentence, the father filed an appeal with the Court of Criminal Appeals
of Texas, the final appellate court in Texas for criminal cases. Texas law permits persons sentenced to
prison terms of less than fifteen years and a day to post an appeal bond and remain free until the appeal ,
is heard. The father posted a $10,000.00 bond and is now free pending appeal. The Court of Criminal
Appeals of Texas is expected to review the case by June 1977.
Although the father and mother are presently involved in litigation regarding child support, the father
still has visitation rights with the younger brother, albeit the visitation must occur in the mother's home or
at such other places as she designates under her supervision.
Conclusions
This type of crimina 1 case presents unique prob 1ems for the prosecutor because it involves de a 1ing with
the aura of mystique and fear that surrounds anything radioactive in the eyes of the ordinary layman. To
people used to seeing the immediate results of an assault on an individual, the concept of an assault which
results in observable injury only after a latent period of weeks, months, and even years following the
assault and may be cumulative in effect is difficult to comprehend. The prosecution has to learn a new
vocabulary and new physical concepts and must rely upon the use of expert witnesses from outside the normal
law enforcement and prosecution organizations. In this particular case, no witnesses from the established
law enforcement or prosecution organizations were called to testify. The payment of fees of expert witness
and thereby the qua 1i ty of their expert testimony, can be a major concern; however, in this particular
case almost all of the prosecution's expert witnesses declined to accept their profession a 1 fees.
To the Radiation Control Regula tory Agency, the crimina 1 nature of the case posed prob 1ems due to its
staff's 1ack of training and experience in crimina 1 1 aw and crimina 1 i nvesti gati on procedures and techniques.
The Radiation Control Agency must cooperate closely with the prosecution in the investigation, the preparation of exhibits, and the discovery of expert witnesses. It must also be willing to devote a large amount
of staff, time, and a significant amount of travel and per diem money throughout what can be an extended
period of time. Normally the people assigned to such an investigation should be persons with a broad base
of training and experience and numerous persona 1 contacts among the Agency 1 s 1 i censees.
While this particular case has been successfully prosecuted and we feel will be upheld in the appeals
court, it has raised six significant questions:

*

l.

Does the licensing procedure to obtain radioactive materials need to be more stringent so that a
vigorous examination is made of the applicant's background and actual necessity to possess radioactive materials?

2.

Since the injuries went unrecognized for a long period of time even though the boy was seen by
numerous respected doctors would the cause of death have been identified if a lethal exposure had
occurred and the boy had died prior to the development of lesions?

3.

Along that same line, have there been other, perhaps unnoted, intentional criminal uses of radioactive materials?*

4.

How many apparently "crank" calls regarding radiation have been summarily disregarded without
adequate investigation into the accusations?

5.

Do the laws concerning the possession and use of sources of radiation need to be rewritten to include specific penalities for their criminal use, especially considerina the normal statute of
limitations that exists for assaults with other weapons?
-

6.

Are present criminal laws adequate to deal with the radiation-induced leukemias and other cancers
that may appear years after the exposure? Suppose in this case, the father's conviction is overturned on appeal and the child later develops and dies from leukemia, should not he be indicted
on some murder charge? The American prohibition against double jeopardy seems to rule out further
indictment.

The authors know of no other conviction, or even indictment, for the intentional criminal use of a source
of radiation and would appreciate any other indictments and/or convictions being brought to their attention.
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Lesions on Thighs and Perineum
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THE

VALUE

OF

RECONSTRUCTION

OF

RADIATION

INCIDENTS

G.C. JARDINE
N .T. HARRISON

National Radiological Protection Board,Scottish Centre.
Radiation incidents resulting in severe somatic damage, thankfully
rare, are alw~sthe subject of detailed scientific investigation.
Incidents resulting in radiation exposure at lower dose levels, with
perhaps less immediate significance should also be treated in a
similar manner to ensure that a factual and accurate record of the
incident and the resulting personal exposure to radiation is compiled.
Employers
tion dose
are to be
incidents

in the United Kingdom have a legal obligation to keep radiarecords on behalf of their employees and if these records
meaningful and accurately reflect the employees dose then
must be investigated and a reconstruction carried out.

Under normal operating conditions in the workplace a controlled and
defined radiation area exists and a personal monitor which measures
the dose at or near the surface of the body will achieve, in a very
high percentage of cases, an adequate assessment of average whole
body dose.
Under incident conditions this control breaks down and a situation m~
be produced where the worker is exposed inadvertently to intense and
variable radiation fields.
In normal but more specifically in these
incident conditions a highly complex relationship between the radiation field and the dose to the organs and tissues of the worker's body
exists.
Dose rates will V'/n'Y as a function of distance and time and
the dose delivered to individual organs will depend on the type and
energy of the radiation, the orientation of the worker relative to the
radiation field a.nd the distortion of the field due to scattering or
absorption of the primary radiation by material located in the radiation area.
Consequently the personal monitor m~ no longer give an
accurate assessment of dose.
It is because of such doubts about the exposure of a worker that reconstruction of incidents are so important and of such value.
A good
reconstruction will give early notice of the severity of the incident,
assessment of both organ and average whole body dose and a first prediction of possible biological effect which m~ be important from a
The last is particularly relevant in irradiation
medical standpoint.
of the male gonads where doses of the order of 25 rems are sufficient
to warrant medical counselling on a very emotive aspect of radiation
exposure.
The value and success of a reconstruction depends solely on first hand
information available to the investigator.
Experience has shown that
speed in arranging such interviews is essential and that even relatively short delays can lead to serious omissions and inaccuracies in
relevant detail.
In any employment where much of the work is repetative, detail is easily confused or m~ be completely forgotten or m~
be considered irrelevant after a short period of time.
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Information regarding the incident reconstruction should be first hand
and be taken not from one or two but from every worker involved.
Individual statements should be taken and careful corroboration and crossreferencing of all relevant facts carried out. In framing the questions,
care should be taken not to lead the interview and the questions should
demand a descriptive answer as opposed to a bland affirmative or negative.
On completion of the interviews careful assimilation of the statements will
enable any contentious facts to b~ singled out for clarification or
rejection.
Using the information derived from the interviews, a replica of the
incident situation should be set up. The sources of radiation can be
identified and radiation measurements made to determine important high
dose rate regions. The incident situation should then be re-enacted as
described with all the persons involved, not once but several times until
all are agreed that the description and re-enactment is accurate and selfconsistent. Experience has shown that this procedure leads to the most
accurate recall and documentation of the incident. It is certainly not
unique but in practice it has been found to be a very successful method.
Several repeats of the re-enactment are necessary to enable body movements,
positions relative to the radiation source and a framework for averaging
the corresponding times and distances to be established.
If it is shown from the reconstruction that a substantial variation in
dose to different organs of the body is likely, an estimation of
absorption in tissue of the particular radiation quality must be carried
out using a phantom of tissue equivalent material to enable an estimate
of dose at varying depths within the body to be made.
In calculation of depth doses to various organs the following depths below
the front surfaces of the body are normally assumed.

Part of Body

2
Depth (mg/cm )

Red bone marrow

2000

Male gonads
Female gonads
Eye lenses
Skin

400-1000
7000
300
5-10

Using the information from the reconstruction, dose equivalents should be
calculated:(i)

for the region of the body surface on which any personal
monitor is worn;

(iii)

to identify organs of maximum dose and dose in excess of
erythema threshold;

(iv)
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for the whole body (average);

(ii)

for the gonads if not included in (iii).

Hhere the average whole body dose appears on calculation to be significant, a sample of blood should be taken for chromosome aberration
analysis.
Personal dosemeters if worn by the workers provide an important point
of reference and the dose assessed from the personal dosemeter should
be compared to that calculated from the reconstruction.
If a personal
monitor is not available for a comparison then it may be necessary to
use the a.cldit1onal information from uiulogica.l dosimetry or :m estimatE>
of dose from a clinical symptom.
If the agreement is good, the reconstruction may be confidently used to
predict organ doses' which m~ in fact prove to be clinically more significant than the average whole body dose and warrant additional special
entry in the recipient's radiation dose record.
A recent incident investigated by the Scottish Centre of the National
Radiological Protection Board occurred in a large fabrication workshop
when a radiographer was accidentally irradiated while close to an
X-ray tube.
An initial exposure dose of 200 R was predicted theoretically for the
man whose film badge, when processed indicated a dose equivalent of
3.9 rems. Since the film badge dose appeared to be completely inconsistent with the exposure details a reconstruction to establish its
validity as an indication of average whole body, organ and extremity
dose was considered essential.

It was established during the search interview that the radiographer,
though relatively stationary during the exposure had his back towards
the X-r~ tube thus shielding his film badge which was worn on the
lapel of his overall.

Detailed re-enactment, followed by dose rate, energy and tissue absorption measurements resulted in a calculated dose for the body region
covered by the film badge, of 3.5 rems.
Thus, confident of the reconstruction, the maximum skin dose, mean bone marrow, gonad and average
whole body doses were calculated to be 115, 60, 7 and 16 rems respectively.
In a blood sample sent for chromosome aberration analysis no dicentrics
were found giving an estimate of average whole body dose of zero rems.
with a 95% confidence limit of 15 rems.
The average whole body dose
from the physical reconstruction, is not entirely inconsistent with
the result from chromosome aberration analysis, but it indicated
that the calculated value is probably a maximum.
Reconstruction may be summed up briefly as a method of ensuring good
documentary evidence and the best possible estimate of dose equilavent
for radiation incidents.
The value of reconstruction is its ability:(i) to overcome the deficiency of personal monitors in abnormal
situations;
(ii) to make a comprehensive assessment of dose;
(iii) to identify organs of maximum exposure;
(iv) to provide early indication of doses likely to be of clinical
significance;
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(v) to record officially specific organ doses, thus adding more
meaning to radiation dose records and to long term statistical studies on exposure to radiation;
(vi) to document information which in the event of future litigation
m~ be of special importance or significance to both employer
and employee.
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DERIVED ERLs FOR INHALATION OF ALPHA-EMITTING AEROSOLS
H. F. Macdonald
Central Electricity Generating Board, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories,
Berkeley, GL13 9PB, UK.
Emergency dose limits recoumended recently by the Medical Research Council
(MRC) and improved dose-intake data for transuranic radionuclides enable
limits for accidental exposure of the public to alpha-emitting fuel aerosols
to be evaluated.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Current arrangements at CEGB nuclear power stations for the initial
assessment of inhalation hazards following a reactor accident leading to a
release of radioactivity to the environment are based on the total ~/y count
rates of air samples collected by mobile emergency survey teams (1). These
measurements are made in the field and reported back to the emergency control centre by radio; they are followed up rapidly by detailed y-spectrometric analyses of the air samples at the station district survey laboratory.
In addition, the total ~ count rates of the air samples are measured at this
time in order to eliminate the remote possibility of a significant ~-hazard
associated with actinide isotopes in the absence of a greater hazard due to
the ~/y emitting fission products. A derived ~ action level, expressed in
dpm/m3, is used and represents the airborne concentration of an ass~ed mixture of ~-emitters whith if inhaled for a period of four hours would result
in a dose coDD!litment to the critical group in the exposed population no
greater than the Emerge~cy Referen~e Levels (ERLs) of dose recommended by
the MRC (2). The period of four hours is selected as a realistic time within which to assess the severity of a release and initiate appropriate countermeasures.
2.

INHALATION DOSES FROM THE TRANSURANICS

Dose-intake data for transuranic radionuclides inhaled as 1 ~m AMAD
particles have been given in two recent reports (2,3); these considered
doses to selected human body organs due to ingestion and inhalation of 239pu
and 242 em, based upon the latest ICRP lung and GI tract models for the
transuranics (4). The results of similar calculations of the adult inhalation doses to lung and bone for a more complete range of actinide isotopes
are presented in Table I (5); these data also assume inhalation of a 1 ~m
AMAD aerosol and lung clearance parameters appropriate to Class W (soluble)
and Class Y (insoluble) compounds.

Isotope

Adult Dose per ~Ci tnhaled (rems/~Ci)
Soluble (Class W)
Insoluble (Class Y)
Lung
Bone
Lung
Bone

23Bpu
239pu
240pu
24lpu
241Am
242cm
244cm

30
28
28
0.012
30
25
31

TABLE I

1400
1540
1540
31
1600
31
806

300
280
280
0.89
300
80
284

510
590
590
13
600
4.5
280

Dose Intake Data for Transuranic
Radionuclides (5)
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Although the dose distribution will vary with the particle size, the
results for a 1 ~m AMAD aerosol are considered appropriate here since the
variations are relatively small, being less than a factor of 2 for particles
in the range 0.5-2 ~m AMAD in the worst case of insoluble Class Y compounds
(3). The bone doses given are for a skeletal mass of 7000 g, with a
Quality Factor of 10 and a Distribution Factor of 5 in accordance with
current ICRP practice, and the data of Table I are in good agreement with
other recently reported actinide dose-intake data (2,3,6).
As the transuranics are deposited primarily on bone surfaces, rather
than throughout the volume of mineral bone, the relevant tissues are the
endosteal surfaces for which the ERL of dose is 30 rem, the same as that for
the lung (2). An estimate of the endosteal dose was obtained by increasing
the bone doses of Table I by a factor of 3; this is equivalent to the use of
a Distribution Factor of 15 and yields endosteal doses consistent with
recent estimates by Thorne and Vennart (7). Further, as young children
might form the critical group in the population, appropriate rems/~Ci inhaled were estimated from Table I; for the lung and 242cm irradiation of bone,
where the dose is delivered over a few hundred days, the adult rems/~Ci
values were increased by a factor of 10 for the reduced mass of the child's
organs. Combined with a breathing rate approximately one-third of that of
an adult, this leads to a nett increase in the dose commitment by a factor
of 3 for exposure of young children in the first year of life.
In the case of bone irradiation by the long lived actinides, where the
dose is delivered essentially uniformly over the assumed 50 year integration
period, the adult rems/~Ci inhaled values were increased by only a factor of
3 to allow for the reduced skeletal mass of children during the early years
post-intake. With the reduced breathing rate mentioned above, this leads to
similar dose commitments for exposure of adults and young children.
3.

EVALUATION OF DERIVED ERLs

Total a count rates equivalent to an ERL for Magnox and advanced gascooled reactor (AGR) fuels at zero and 1000 days cooling evaluated using the
dose-intake data discussed above are presented in Table II. The fuel irradiation histories assumed were 4 GWd/T at 2.7 MW/T, and 18 MWd/T at 13 MW/T
for Magnox and AGR respectively and the values quoted assume a four hour
exposure as noted earlier. The total a values equivalent to an ERL tend to
increase with fuel burn-up, or on progressing from Magnox to AGR, but exhibit a reverse trend with increasing cooling time of the irradiated fuels.
These effects arise from the increased build-up and subsequent decay of the
relatively less radiotoxic, shorter lived isotopes of curium.

0
10 3

Total a Count = ERL (4 hour) dpm/m'
Magnox
AGR
Child
Adult
Child
Adult
2.lxl0 4
l.7xlo 4
l.4xlo 4
l.3xl0 4
2.9xl03
3.0xl0 3
3.0xl0 3
2.9xlo 3

Lung
Class y

0
103

l.7xlo5
6.6xlo4

5.0xlo 4
2.0xlo 4

l.9xl05
6.5xlo 4

5.6xl0 4
2.0xl0 4

Bone
Class y

0
103

3.7xlo 4
7.lxlo3

3.6xlo 4
7.lxl0 3

5.6xlo 4
7.6xl0 3

5.2xl0 4
7.6xlo3

Cooling
Period
(days)
Bone
Class

w

TABLE II
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Total a Count Rates Equivalent to an ERL for
Irradiated Reactor Fuels

For completeness, total a count rates equivalent to an ERL for unirradiated natural and enriched uranium fuels were evaluated; here the situation
is complicated by the chemical toxicity of uranium which limits its intake
in a soluble form by inhalation to 2.5 mg/day(8). Assuming a four hour
exposure, this gives total a ERLS of 1.2xl03 and 2.7xl03 dpm/m3 for natural
uranium and 2.5% 23Su enriched fuels respectively. For inhalation of insoluble material the lung dose is limiting, due to the much shorter biological
half-life of uranium in bone cnmp~rerl with the higher actinides, and the
corresponding a ERL for a four hour exposure is 2.4 x 104 dpm/m3.
The data of Table II show that the limiting a ERLs for irradiated
fuels are set by the inhalation doses to bone from long-cooled fuel particulates for both soluble (Class W) and insoluble (Class Y) materials. In the
latter case, the ERL based on the dose to a child's lung is a factor of 2-3
times less restrictive than that set by the bone dose; this somewhat unusual
result for insoluble material arises from the extremely long radioactive and
biological half lives of the plutonium isotopes involved. These are principally 2 4lpu and its 24lAm daughter, which account for ~ 50% of the bone dose
for the fuels considered here; 239, 240pu, and for the higher burn-up AGR
fuel the 2 38Pu daughter of 242cm, are the other main contributors to the
bone doses.
In contrast, for the unirradiated fuels there is more than an order of
magnitude difference between the derived ERLs for material inhaled in soluble and insoluble forms. This is due to the relatively low specific activity of unirradiated low enrichment uranium fuels and the consequent limitations imposed by chemical toxicity.
Although any release of actinides in a reactor accident is likely to
occur in an insoluble form in the chemical sense, this does not necessarily
imply that they will behave as insolubles in the ICRP sense. Current radiobiological evidence on the transportability of inhaled transuranics, notably
isotopes of plutonium, suggests that in some situations they can exhibit
anomalously high solubility, particularly if inhaled as micron or sub-micron
aerosols (9). In view of this uncertainty it is suggested that an emergency
action level should be based on the soluble bone dose data of Table II; bearing in mind the possible equal importance of the dose to liver noted by MRC
(2,3), and that the ERLs of dose refer to individual organs irradiated separately, this leads to a derived a ERL of ~ 1.5 x 103 dpm/m3 for a four hour
exposure. This is only marginally greater than the value of 1. 2 x 10 3 dpm /m 3
for unirradiated natural uranium fuel discussed earlier.
4.

CONCLUSION

The occurrence of a significant airborne a-hazard due to the actinide
isotopes, in the absence of a more limiting hazard associated with the S/y
emitting fission products, is considered unlikely in most postulated reactor
accident situations. The effects of the actinide content of fuel are only
likely to be important in specialised circumstances, such as incidents resulting in the generation of fuel aerosols without preferential release of the
more volatile fission product isotopes. Based upon the total a levels equivalent to an ERL presented here, an appropriate derived a ERL is 10 3 dpm/m 3 ,
(170 Bq m- 3) for a four hour exposure period; this value is equally applicable to incidents involving both unirradiated and irradiated reactor fuels.
This paper is published by permission of the Central Electricity Generating
Board.
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GROUND CONTAMINATION FOLLOWING AN ACCIDENTAL RELEASE
J. 0. Corbett

Centra: Electricity Generating Board, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories,
Berkeley, Gloucestershire, UK.
Summary: Some long-term problems of ground contamination are discussed. It
is concluded that the release of a plausible mixture of fission products
from a reactor to the atmosphere can lead to y-ray doses from the ground
comparable in significance with the initial inhalation hazard, if no countermeasures are taken.
1.

INTRODUCTION

For reactors operated by the CEGB, the emergency plans concerning
hazards to the general public are aimed first at obtaining a rapid assessment of dosage that may arise through inhalation. Later on, measurements of
ground contamination are made over a wider area of country to establish the
possible need for a temporary ban on certain foodstuffs. The greatest individual doses arise potentially from I-131 in milk, but the priorities for
action place inhalation hazards first, because prompt evacuation may be
needed in order to avoid them. In some cases ground contamination can give
rise to additional radiation dosage accumulating over periods of several
years, so that further countermeasures may be required on a less urgent time
scale. In this paper we discuss the nature and implications of some of these
long-term hazards.
2.

CRITERIA FOR EMERGENCY ACTION

In the UK, the possible need for action to protect the public after an
accidental release is assessed on the basis of Emergency Reference Levels
(ERLs) of dose to the various organs of the body (1): where these doses are
unlikely to be exceeded, action is deemed unnecessary. For practical purposes derived ERLs of more readily measurable quantities are used. In
particular, ground contamination levels are specified for the nuclides I-131,
Cs-137, Sr-89 and Sr-90, assuming that dosage to the thyroid, whole body
and bone marrow respectively, occurs through the consumption of milk from
cows grazing on contaminated pasture. These derived levels are appropriate
criteria for deciding whether control of milk supplies is necessary.
The time for which such restrictive measures must continue is highly
relevant to their practicability and cost. Contamination in milk from I-131
and Cs-137 can be effectively avoided by a ban of a few weeks duration,
because of the short half-life of I-131 and the low rate at which caesium is
transferred to vegetation once it has become fixed in the soil. Contamination with Sr-90 is more persistent, but strontium is unlikely to be released
in significant proportions from a reactor accident because of its low volatility.
Significant dosage can also arise through y-irradiation from nuclides
on the ground. Here Cs-137 is of special importance on account of its long
half-life (30 y) and its tendency to become fixed in the soil (2). A deposit of 1 ~Ci/m2 Cs-137 can give an exposure of 0.6 Roentgens in air at 1 m
above ground in the 50 years following deposition (3), which may be compared
with the 0.6 rem whole body dose (to a six months old child) that may arise
from the same nuclide through the milk chain. The essential difference is
the time for which the hazard persists, so that either decontamination or
many years restriction of access would be required in order to avoid y-ray
·dosage from deposited Cs-137. Other nuclides that may be released and lead
to significant y-dosage are Cs-134, Ru-106 and Ru-103, but their shorter
half-lives result in a less persistent hazard.
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A third mechanism for radiation dosage from ground contamination is
resuspension as a respirable aerosol, which is mainly of concern in the case
of long lived actinides. Although this complex process is hard to treat
satisfactorily, a recent model (4), which allows a rate of resuspension
gradually falling to a constant residual level, may be tentatively applied.
It then appears that l~Ci/m 2 Pu-239 on the ground would give 10 rem to the
child's lung over a few weeks, and a lung dose of 0.1 rem per lifetime to
each succeeding generat:ion. On chis basis Lhe l'ussiLiliLy ui contaminating
significant areas with plutonium is well outside the range of accidents normally considered credible for a gas-cooled thermal reactor.
3.

IMPLICATIONS FOR REACTOR ACCIDENTS

To put these matters in perspective, we now consider a hypothetical
release. All the volatile and 1% of the non-volatile fission products are
released from 1 kg of oxide fuel irradiated for 1000 days at 20 MW/t in a
thermal reactor. The released materials are dispersed in average atmospheric conditions (neutral stability, Pasquill Category D, with 5 m/s wind
speed) and dry deposition takes place with a deposition velocity pf 3 mm/s.
From these assumptions it is possible to calculate the extent of areas
where doses in excess of the ERL may arise by the various routes. Some of
the release data and the results of the calculations are shown in Tables 1
and 2; the accumulation of y-exposure with time is shown in Figure l.
Release (Ci)
Nuclide
ERL(~Ci/m 2 )
Sr-89
Sr-90
Ru-103
Ru-106
I-131
Cs-134
Cs-137

190
6.6
-

1.8
ll

18

4.9
0.46
760
280
550
34
60

TABLE 1: ·Derived ERLs for ground contamination*, and activities
of main nuclides released.

* From

Reference 1, except for Cs-134.

Criterion
30 rem Lung
30 rem Thyroid

}

30 rem Thyroid
10 rem Whole Body
10 rem Bone marrow

}

15 R y-exposure
Same, Cs-137 only

}

Route

Downwind (km)

Inhalationf

o. 72

Area (ha)

0.60

5.2
3.6

Milkf

8.3
0.65
0.06

460
4.3
0.05

Ground-y

0.52
0.35

2.8
1.4

f Dose to 6 months old child
TABLE 2:

Extent of areas where ERLs may be exceeded.

The calculated areas fall into three groups. The largest area is for
an ERL of I-131 through milk. Secondly, the areas for caesium isotopes
through milk, y-irradiation from the ground, and the early inhalation hazard
are all roughly similar in size. Finally, strontium contamination is relatively limited in extent. In some circumstances higher rates of deposition
can be expected, increasing the importance of ground contamination relative
to inhalation doses. For example, if the deposition velocity is raised to
10 mm/s, the area contaminated above the ERL for y-exposure is increased by
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a factor of three, and a similar increase results from the addition of
rainout at the fractional rate of 1/10 4 per second.
In this example, the y-irradiation from the ground is of special
interest, because it is the only predicted source of significant dosage that
is not effectively avoided by emergency action based on temporary evacuation
and the control of food supplies. It is mainly of concern in areas where
frequent access is required by a large number of people, and would be ot
particular relevance if a release from an urban sited reactor led to the
contamination of neighbouring industrial plant. In this case, large-scale
decontamination might be required in order to restore safe working conditions.
The principal conclusion to be drawn from this work is that a release
of fission products from a reactor can lead in the long term to y-ray doses
from the ground that are comparable in significance with the initial inhalation hazard, if no countermeasures are taken. Accidents in which other
long-term effects would become important are less readily envisaged.
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I. INTRODUCTION - RESUME
L'etude sur l'Evalu~ion des risques presentes par le transport des matieres
radioactives est une tentative pour aborder ce probleme dans l'optique d'une
minimisation de l'exposition du public, compte tenu des contrainte~ socioeconomiques, telle que la preconise la C.I.P.R. dans sa publication n° 22.
Un modele visant a evaluer la surete des transports et permettant de suggerer un certain nombre de mesures de protection supplementaires est cree ;
et utilise en particulier certaines methodes statistiques telles que l'analyse des donnees ou les arbres d'evenements.
Dans un premier temps, on applique ce modele au cas du transport de l'Hexafluorure d'Uranium.
2. PRESENTATION DU PROBLEME - OBJECTIFS
L'objectif general de l'etude consiste a mettre au point un outil et une
methode applicable a tous les types de transport et s'inscrivant dans le
cadre de l'evolution de la suret0 des transports de matieres radioactives.
Cet objcctif revet plusieurs aspects
nel.

analytique, prPvisionnel et decision-

On vise en effet a fixer la connaissance des risques lies aux accidents dans
les differents modes de transports utilises.
Il s'agit de decrire les differents accidents pouvant survenir et d'evaluer
le risque associe a l'aide d'indicateurs pertinents.
A l'aide des resultats ainsi obtenus et en tenant compte de l'evolution des
transports dans les prochaines annees, on est en mesure de proposer certaines politiques de protection raisonnablement envisageables compte tenu des
contraintes techniques et de discuter de leurs efficacites relatives.
3. METHODOLOGIE
Compte tenu des objectifs fixes, nous nous proposons d'elaborer un modele
physique qui permette d'evaluer au mieux le risque sur la base des donnees
et des techniques effectivement disponibles. Une phase preliminaire d'analyse du systeme des transports met en evidence les variables partinentes
entrant dans le modele : trafic, mode de transport, type de conteneur, parcours, etc ... (cf. fig. 1).
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ORGANIGRAMME FONCTIONNEL DE LA METHODE

Les donnees statistiques a la base de cette etude sont essentiellement celles des fichiers d'accidents (route, chemin de fer) obtenus aupres du Ministere des Transports, de la SNCF, de la Direction de la Protection Civile.
Le probleme de l'evaluation du risque a partir de ces fichiers est decompose en trois etapes au cours desquelles, outre les techniques classiques
d'analyse statistique des donnees, on fait appel en particulier a la technique des arbres de defaillances ou d'evenements (representation schematique deductrive d'une sequence d'accidents).
3.1. La description du processus accidentel
Le but est de determiner successivement pour un mode de transport donne
(une categorie de vehicule, un type de conteneur, un parcours) :
- la probabilite d'occurence d'un accident (quelconque)
- la probabilite, sachant qu'un accident est survenu, qu'il soit d'un certain type (feu, collision ... ) et d'une certaine "gravite".
3.2. L'evaluation des consequences
Elle correspond a l'estimation des quantites suivantes
- la probabilite qu'un accident d'une certaine gravite potentielle occasionne pour le conteneur des degats de niveau donne, c'est-a-dire en particulier, donne lieu a une ouverture du conteneur.
- la probabilite, connaissant les conditions d'ouverture du conteneur, de
relachement dans l'environnement d'une certaine quantite de matiere radioactive
- la probabilite que ce relachement occasionne des dommages et finalement
un detriment donne.
3.3. L'evaluation du risque
L'expression du risque est la somme des consequences (Ci) ponderees par les
probabilites associees (Pi)
R

I

i

P. C.
1

1

4. RESULTATS - APPLICATION AU CAS DE L'UF6
Les resultats actuellement disponibles ne portent que sur la premiere phase
de l'elaboration du modele et sont propres aux accidents routiers et ferroviaires.
Les parametres decrivant les efforts subis par les conteneurs et permettant
d'analyser la gravite de l'accident sont choisis en fonction des tests de
resistence fixes par l'AIEA: Impact, Ecrasement, Perforation, Feu et Immersion.
Nous obtenons des distributions de probabilites de differents parametres exprimes a l'aide d'indicateurs physiques que sont l'energie mise en jeu, la
vitesse, la duree du feu •..
L'analyse des donnees, en particulier, des consequences des accidents, nous
permet d'une part d'obtenir des echelles de gravite en 5 points pour chacun
des parametres et d'autre part une agregation des 3 parametres propres au
choc.
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Enfin, on etudie le comportement des citernes industrielles dans differentes
situations d'accidents de transport, ce qui permet d'extrapoler au comportement de certains conteneurs de matieres radioactives face aux memes contraintes.
Le travail est effectue pour le transport de l'Hexafluorure d'Uranium, en
tenant compte des trafics actuels et futurs (1980), des modes de transports
(fer et route), de la nature du conteneur (citerne industrielle de 14 t) et
de la specificite de l'UF6 quanta sa nature chimique.
La superiorite du Chemin de fer sur la route est demontree, particulierement
vis a vis des risques d'incendie , lesquels par ailleurs se sont reveles
etre les plus redoutables dans le cas de l'UF6.
5. CONCLUSION - PERSPECTIVES
La mise au point d'un tel modele est une etape decisive dans la connaissance des risques en matiere de transports.
L'etude de l'UF6 constitue la premiere application de ce travail, et deja
une etude plus systematique de l'ensemble d~s transports nucleaires est en
COUrS, en meme tempS que de nOUVelleS .donneeS doivent permettre d I enrichir
le modele et d'affiner ses resultats.

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·•
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EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE OF THE PUBLIC
Comparison of contributions
from
nuclear power stations, nuclear research centers and dwelling houses
in
the Federal Republic of Germany

J. Mehl
Federal Ministry of Interior, Bonn

1. INTRODUCTION
I

In order to keep releases of radioactive substances in air and water from
nuclear power stations "as low as practicable" a dose limit of 5 mrem
per year to critical groups of the population was proposed for planning
purposes by the USAEC (1) in 1971. Since then similar restrictive standards have been established by other countries including the Federal
Republic of Ger'many (2) and considerable efforts are made- involving high
costs for design,' construction, operation, maintenance and inspection as
well as for admi~istrative control to meet these standards.
Where such restrictive standards apply proper sense of perspective may
be questioned unless the same attention is paid to all cases where either
doses originating from other activities of man may exceed 5 mrem per
year to a critical group or where groups larger than a critical group may
receive doses in the order of 5 mrem per year.
-In the following contributions to external radiation exposure of the public
from nuclear power stations, nuclear research centers and dwelling
houses in the Federal Republic of Germany are compared in order to provide a basis for judgement.
2, NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS AND NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTERS
Annual (1972-1975) releases of radioactive noble gases in air from nuclear
power stations and nuclear research centers (3, 4, 5) are listed in table 1.
The annual _ doses from external gamma-radiation in the environment of
the Gundremmingen nuclear power station in 1973 (6) are shown in figure
1. In spite of the higher than normal release in 197 3 (due to fuel element
leakage) off site doses are wel~ below 5 mrem per year and well below 1
mrem per year in occupied regions. The doses apply to the unprotected man
staying the full time of a year at points for which the dose values are given.
The annual doses from external gamma-radiation in the environment of
the Karlsruhe research center (5) are shown in figure 2, The gamma-doses
are primarily due to a fairly constant release of about' 105 Ci/a Ar-41.The
larger values of annual releases of noble gases given in table 2 are mainly
due to larger variation of Kr-85 releases which have no effect on the gam.ma-dose. The dwelling house nearest to the center is an isolated forester's
house at a distance of about 2 km northei'n the central point. The annual
gamma-dose at this point is well below 2 mrem per year. At the nearest
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house of a village south-west of the central point the external gammadose is also below 2 mrem per year.
A detailed list of the maximum annual doses in the environment of nuclear
power stations and nuclear research centers of the Federal Republic of
Germany (7) is given in table 2. The doses apply to an unprotected man
or child staying full time of a year at the most unfortunate point even
though this place is in fact unoccupied in all cases.
From these data it becomes obvious that the maximum effective dose due
to external gamma radiation from releases of radioactive substances in
air from nuclear installations of the Federal Republic of Germany to individual members of the public is well below 1 mrem per year.
The total annual collective doses from operation, maintenance and repair,
and inspection received by local and contractor staff in nuclear power
stations of the Federal Republic of Germany are listed in table 3 ( 8) . The
average annual collective dose per station is about 500 manrem per year.
3. DWELLING HOUSES
In 1972 the Federal Ministry of Interior initiated large scale measurements
of gamma-doses inside and outside dwelling houses. The primary objective
of these measurements was to receive information on the effect of radioactivity in building material on the doses received by individuals and by the
general public. This survey was supplemented by numerous analyses of
building materials concerning the radionuclide composition and concentration.
In the following the term "excessive dose" is used for the difference D. -D ,
1
where D.is the dose measured in living rooms of a house and De is the dos~
measurld outside the house. Positive values of the excessive dose are
obtained if DB> D ( 1 - 1 / n), where D is the dose contribution to D. from
sources in the buil~ling material usedlfor construction of the house ~nd 1 /n
is the fraction of D left as a contribution to D. from sources outside the
e
1
house.
In table 4 are listed the. arithmetic averages of all excessive doses found in
each of the 11 states and city states of the Federal Republic of Germany
(see fig. 3), the population of each state and the contribution of the excessive
dose;; to the collective dose of the population of each state. The data are
based on about 30 000 measurements in houses and about 25 000 measurements outside houses (9). The averr-ge excessive dose is highest in the Saarland (36, 4 mR/a) followed by Rhineland-Palatinate (30. 5 mR/a) and Hesse
(25, 9 mR/a). The lowest values were found in Hamburg (0, 46 mR/a) and
Slesvig-Holstein (2, 6 mR/a). The effect of the excessive doses of the various states to the weighted mean excessive dose of the population as a whole
(15, 86 mR/a) can be seen from the contributions of each state to the collective dose. Comparison of these contributions to the collective dose with the
contributions to the collective doses from workers of nuclear power stations
(see table 3) may be of interest.
The states and city states are for administrative purposes divided into 559
urban and municipal districts. In order to provide more detailed information
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on the distribution of the excessive doses the average excessive doses of
these districts is shown in figure 4. The density of values covering the
area of the Federal Republic of Germany permits the identification of
isodose areas. The values listed in figure 4 are the average excessive
doses in mR/ a which apply to the respective area. The highest value
(75 mR/a) applies to a region near Koblenz where extensive use of pumice
stone for house construrti nn iR made, followed by a region near Saar louis
(50 mR/a) where extensive use of slag stone is made. The population of
the Saar lois district is 207 000 but there are other districts in the Saarland where the excessive dose is nearly as high with a population of
several 100 000. The situation in the region near Koblenz is very similar,
in this case the high excessive doses apply to districts with a population
of 500 000. In some regions east from the Bavarian forest at the border
line to Czechoslovakia where the doses outside of houses are fairly high
(up to 130 mR/a) negative values of the "excessive dose" are obtained,
this means that,in general,in these regions the shield-effect of the house
walls is larger than the effect of the radioactive substances in the material
used for house construction. Similar effects have been observed in some
urban districts where the dose measured· outside houses was high when
basalt was used for the construction of streets. Therfore, the monitors
were instructed to perform measurements outside houses above natural
ground and in due distance from houses and roads.
It should be noted that all excessive doses referred to so far have still been
averages over population groups of at least 10 000 persons, so that there
is still left the answer to the question concerning the maximum excessive
dose to individuals in one dwelling house. The largest value reported so
far is 600 mR/a. The house was constructed by its owner using slag from
a (phosphate-) fertilizer producing factory, where he was employed. More
frequently excessive doses up to 300 mR/a have been found. The number of
such cases is certainly higher than the number of cases where individuals
may receive a dose of the order of 1 mrem/year from the release of radioactive substances in air from nuclear installations,
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
From a detailed analysis of the results obtained from dose-measurements
in dwelling houses of different age in the Saarland it was found that in
houses constructed since 1900 the gonad dose is in the average 25o/o higher
than in houses built before 1900. This corresponds to an increase of the
gonad dose by 18 mrem per year and is primarily due to the increasing
use of slag stones for house construction in this region. It should also be
mentioned that in a dwelling house where walls were lined with uranium
glazed flagstones a beta-dose rate of 1. 5 mR per hour was measured ( 10)
and that in this paper no reference is made to the additional internal
doses from radon emanating from radium in building mat erial .
I should now leave the decision to you) where in your country efforts aiming at the reduction of radiation doses from activities of man to levels as
low as practicable should be increased, if doses of this order of magnitude
are considered to be of real concern!
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Table 1:
Release of radioactive noble gases from nuclear power stations
and nuclear research centers of the Federaf Republic of Germany
A Nuclear power stations

Station

1973
Ci/a
480

1 000

380

11 000

23 500

4 200

7 400

Kahl
Gundremmingen

1975
Ci/a

1974
Ci/a

1972
Ci/a

Lingen

5 100

2 600

9 500

35 200

Obrigheim

3 200

2 900

14 000

8 000

Stade

2 450

2 600

900

1 300

590

560

50

120

60

1 700

WUrgassen

Biblis A
B Nuclear research centers

Center
Karlsruhe

1972
Ci/a

1973
Ci/a

1974
Ci/a

1975
Ci/a

213 500

131 300

103 000

139 200

460

970

1 400

720

Julich

Table 2:
Maximum annual doses from releases of radioactive substances in air in the environment of nuclear power

stations and nuclear research centers of the Federal Republic of Germany (1974)
y-submersion a-submersion iodine-inhal.
mremfa
mre:m/a
mrcm/a
(child)"
A Nuclear power stations

iodine-ingest.
mrem/a
(child)•

average gonad dose
n-,remfa
mrem/a
0- 3 km
0- 20 km

Station
< o. 001

Kahl

0.2

0.09

0.001

0. 3

0.004

Gundremmingen

0.7

0.2

0.02

7

0.02

0.004

Lingen

0.7

0.09

0.003

0.03

0.003

Obrigheim

o. 6

2.6

0.001

2.7

0.02

Stade

0.01

0.01

0.001

0.4

< 0. 001

<0.001

0.001

0.3

< o. 001

"<0. 001

0.002

<0.001
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Fig. 4: Results of gamma-dose measurements inside (D.) and
1

outside (Del houses: District averages of the excessive
dose (D.-D ) in mR/a
1
e
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VARIATIONS DE LA DOSE DUE A L'IRRADIATION NATURELLE
DANS LA REGION PARISIENNE
J.M. Guezengar, A. Bouville, C. Madelmont
Departement de Protection - Service de Protection Sanitaire
COMMISSARIAT A T. 1 F:NF:RI1JF: A'rOMTQTTF:
B.P. 6 - 92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES (FRANCE)
1 . INTRODUCTION
Une campagne d'evaluation de l'irradiation externe d'origine naturelle a
laquelle sont soumises les populations a ete effectuee a Paris et dans les
departements limitropQes ainsi que dans les departements de l'Essonne, du
Val d'Oise et des Yvelines, pendant une periode de trois mois. Cette etude
a ete'realisee en liaison avec les Services de la Meteorologie Nationale et
n'a pu etre menee a bien que grace a la collaboration benevole de leurs correspondants.
Une seconde campagne de mesures, portant sur une periode d'un an (de decembre 1975 a novembre 1976),a ete effectuee afin de comparer les resultats de
deux types de dosimetres (S04Ca et FLi), d'estimer les erreurs que pourraient apporter les variations climatiques et la duree d'exposition, enfin
d'evaluer l'influence de la hauteur du2oint de mesure.
2. MOYENS ET METHODES
La mesure des doses d'irradiation externe'a ete faite durant la prem1ere
campagne au moyen de dosimetres radiothermoluminescents au sulfate de calcium qui se presentaient sous la forme de peti~s cylindres d'environ 2 em
de longueur et de 0,5 em de diametre, enfermes dans un etui en matiere plastique. Chaque dosimetre etait accompagne d'un questionnaire fournissant divers renseignements sur le lieu d'implantation et son environnement.
Sur 300 dosimetres distriQues, tant aux correspondants de la Meteorologie
qu'a uncertain nombre d'agents du C.E.A., 283 ont pu etre recuperes ; 98
avaient ete places a l'exterieur des habitations et 185 a l'interieur des
habitations.
Dans la deuxieme campagne 40 dosimetres au fluorure de lithium et 240 dosimetres au sulfate de calcium ant ete repartis en 11 points pour des durees
d'exposition de 2, 4 et 6 mois.
3. REPULTATS OBTENUS : PREMIERE CAMPAGNE DE MESURES
- Qo~i~etr~s_pla£e~ ~.l'~xle£i~~ ~e~ ~a~ilaliQn~
La distribution des doses enregistrees par les dosimetres places a l'exterieur des habitations est representee sur la figure 1 (courbe A) ; elles
varient entre 46 et 102 millirads par an ; l'histogramme obtenu peut etre
assimile, sans trap d'erreur, a une courbe "normale". Les doses absorbees
par ces dosimetres representent l'irradiation totale et tiennent par consequent compte :
de l'irradiation' due au rayonnement cosmique dont la variation pour
ces differents lieux (en fonction d'une altitude variant de 20 a
200 m) est tres faible, et peut etre consideree egale a 30 millirads par an ;
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de l'irradiation telluri~ue ~ui depend de la nature geologi~ue du
sous-sol : le bassin parisien, de formation tertiaire non affectee
ou conditionnee par l'orogenese pyreneo-alpine, est a priori peu
radioactif ;
de la radioactiviteartificielle due essentiellement aux retombees
des essais nucleaires atmospheri~ues, dont l'importance est negligeable devant les composantes de l'irradiation naturelle. Ces resultats sont evidemment influences par l'environnement immediat du
dosimetre (proximite d'un mur en pierre, d'un trottoir asphalte,
etc.).
- ~o~i~e1r~s_p1a~e~

i

l'in1e£i~U£ Qe~ ~a~i1a1i£n~

Les doses absorbees par les dosimetres places a l'interieur des habitations
sont influencees par la nature des materiaux de construction .; elles varient
entre 44 et 164 millirads par an et leur distribution (figure 1 - courbe B )
est ajustee par une courbe "log. normale".
4. RESULTATS OBTENUS : DEUXIEME CAMPAGNE DE MESURES
- fo~~r~i~O£ Qe~ !YEe~ Qe_d£sim~t£e~
En cha~ue emplacement un dosimetre au sulfate de calcium et un dosimetre au
fluorure de lithium ont ete exposes pour deux periodes de six mois, la comparaison des resultats ne fait pas ressortir de differences statisti~uement
significatives dans les valeurs obtenues. Les moyennes des doses enregistrees
ont ete de 66 et 67 millirads par an respectivement pour les dosimetres au
sulfate de calcium et les dosimetres au fluorure de lithium. Les deux types
de dosimetres donnent par conse~uent des resultats e~uivalents. Les dosimetres au S04Ca peuvent etre utilises pour une etude ulterieure eventuelle
parce~u'ils sont plus sensibles ~ue les dosimetres au FLi et permettent par
conse~uent des temps d'exposition plus courts.
- ~ffeis_d~ la_p~ioQe_d~e~£sitio£
En vue d'estimer les erreurs ~ue pourraient apporter les variations climati~ue~ les resultats obtenus pour 6 periodes successives de 2 mois d'exposition
ont ete compares. Une difference significative de l'ordre de 10 %n'a ete
observee ~ue pour les periodes d'exposition de juin-juillet et d'octobrenovembre, les valeurs obtenues etant moins elevees.
~ue la
climati~ues

premiere de ces deux periodes soit mar~uee par des conditions
particulieres (temperature et duree totale d'insolation exceptionnellement elevees) une hypothese ne peut etre ecartee : le developpement
des dosimetres a eu lieu au mois d'aout dans des conditions de lecture inhabituelles. La seconde periode, octobre-novembre, a ete caracterisee par un
nombre de jours de pJuie important et la saturation en eau du sol peut expli~uer ~ue les doses enregistrees soient plus faibles.
Bien

- ~ffeis_d~ la_d~ie_d~e~£sitio£
La comparaison de l'inflence de la duree d'exposition a egalement ete etudiee.
Uecart le plus important est obtenu en comparant les resultats des dosimetres restes 6 mois et la somme des resultats des 3 dosimetres restes en place 2 mois chacun : la difference est en moyenne de 5 %, le resultat le moins
eleve etant celui obtenu pour les dosimetres ayant subi une exposition de 6
mois. A titre de comparaison l'ecart moyen entre les resultats des dosimetres
exposes 4 mois et la somme des resultats des 2 dosimetres restes en place 2
mois chacun est de 3 %. Ces differences peuvent etre expli~uees par la presence a la lecture d'un bruit de fond de l'appareillage dont l'influence est
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d'autant plus grande que la dose
sition est plus courte.
-

a mesurer

est plus petite done que l'expo-

~ffe!s_d~ la_h~u!e~r_d~ EOin!ie_m~s~~

Sur 3 des 11 points d'exposition les dosimetres ont ete places a des hauteurs
differentes (0,5 m- 1m- 1,50 met 2m) dans le but d'etudier l'influence
de la hauteur du point de mesure. Les moyennes enregistrees dans ces 3 emplacements sont, toutes hauteurs confondues, de 61, 71 et 93 millirads par an.
Dans les deux premiers emplacements les differences observees ne sont pas
statistiquement significatives, mais dans le troisieme emplacement, ou les
valeurs observees sont les plus elevees, les differences sont significattves
et l'ecart enregistre entre les doses absorbees par les dosimetres places a
0,50 m et celles observees par ceux places
2 m sont de 10 %. Cela peut
etre du a l'heterogeneite de la contamination du sol en cet endroit.

a

5. CONCLUSION
Les resultats obtenus au cours de la premiere campagne permettent de voir
que les moyennes arithmetiques des doses absorbees par les dosimetres places
a l'exterieur et a l'interieur des habitations sont pratiquement identiques
et egales a 73 millirads par an. Ce resultat est tres comparable a l'estimation de la moyenne mondiale (So millirads par an). Il faut egalement noter
que l'influence des materiaux de construction se fait sentir par une plus
grande variabilite des resultats obtenus a l'interieur des habitations.
Les resultats obtenus· au cours de la seconde campagne permettent de· noter
que les dosimetres au sulfate de calcium donnent les memes resultats que les
dosimetres au fluorure de lithium, mais il peuvent etre utilises de preference etant donne leur sensibilite. Les variations saisonnieres sont inferieures a 10 %. L' influence de la duree d·' exposietion se traduit par un ecart
de 5 %pour une exposition de 2 a 6 mois et de 3 %pour une exposition de
2 a 4 mois. Ces differences, inferieures a l'incertitude qu'apport.e l'erreur
de lecture des dosimetres, peuvent etre utilisees comme facteurs correctifs
tenant compte de la duree d'exposition. La variation enregistree en fonction
de la hauteur du point de mesure n'est pas sensible pour 2 emplacements, pour
le troisieme elle est de 10 %entre 0,50 met 2 m.
Ces etudes ont pu etre menees a bien grace a l'appui des equipes dirigees
par MM. MONET (Laboratoire de surveillance atmospherique- CEN/Saclay),
PAGES (Laboratoire de statistiques et d'etudes economiques et sociales CEN/Fontenay-aux-Roses), PORTAL (Section technique d'instrumentation et de
dosimetrie- CEN/Fontenay-aux-Roses).
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Tn= bulk of the natural radiation to which hl.lll'ail are exp:>sed is generated
4
226
by °K and
Ra and decay daughters of the last elerrent. Tn=se radionuclides have always J::een present in hl.lll'ail body and its environrrent in low
but variable concentrations.
Tn= rudy burden in htunan resulting fran environnental materials, has been
considered by many investigators (1-5).
An evaluation of the total body Dose-Equivalent received, requires

treasuring the concentration of those coq:orations present in both human
body and environnent.
This paper also presents the results of studies on natural background
radiation dose values to which Baglx:lad population are exp:>sed.
2.

METHODS

2 .1. Body Radioactivity

~surerrents

The rreasurerrents of 4°K and 226 Ra content of man were carried out in the

convential iron roan equiped with 23 an dia x 10 an thick Nai (Tl) crystal
and analyzer (6). Tn= phantan calibration of the lr.ix>le-body counter for
4°K and 226Ra was carried out regularly before each set of rreasureuents.

2. 2 Environmental Radioactivity

~surerrents

Environrrental sar,tpl-es were collected weekly fran different sites of
Baglx:lad City.
water saJ11?les were evaporated to minimJm volurre and also sealed to prevent

1021

losses of radon.
The same vessels with calibrated arrounts of
a measured standards.

4°K and 226 Ra were used as

The scintillation detector errployed was well-type

Nai (Tl) , 5 em dia x 6 em deep crystal.
Sarrples of aerosol were also regularly collP.Cted.

Each filter paper was

sealed in a sutable container to achieve an equillibrium.
Measurements were performed three weeks after sampling to ensure
equillibrium of the decay chain.

The standard tine of measurement was

equale to 4000 sec.
The natural radioactivity content was detennined through the peak at

1.46 M=V of
3.

RESULTS

4

°K and l. 76 .M=V of
AND

214

Bi for potassium and radium respectively.

DISCUSSIOO

Using the methods described, we measured al:out 1200 males and females,
ll to 60 years of age.

Normal students and professionals were selected

in three groups according to their life conditions.
Calculations were made to establish equations for predicting body K in
gK/Kg as a function of age and weight with an error of al:out

:!:. 6% •

2.51 - 0.0178 x Age (yr}
(male)

2.95 - 0.0150

X

weight (Kg)

2.23 - 0.0217 x Age (yr)
(fEm3.le)

2.71- 0.0179 X weight (Kg)
No correlation was found to exist between K and height.
are agreed with data reported in (7 ,8).

These results

A representative normal K body

content is about 0.19% and 0.16% in males and fEm3.les respectively.

The

total body activity is 0.12 u Ci, therefore, the total dose per yr in
the majority will be about 20 mrem.

However, these data are carparable

to trose in the litrature (9,10).
The concentration of

~~P.Ra by sex and age in decades was also measured.

The obtained range was found to be o.oo-2.80 n Ci/Kg bone.

quartile range 0. 00-0. 90 n Ci/Kg and the mean value
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:!:.

The inter-

standard deviaticn

was 0.151

~

0.182 and 0.226

respectively.

~

0.313 n Ci/Kg for male and female

These figures are ccnparatively high relative to the data

given in tre litratures (1.11.12).

The levels reported here are of the

same order of magnitude for human skeleton reported for sites having high
226
226
Ra concentration (11). We can give no explanation for the high
Ra
content in females skeletal, except the wide deviation of treasuring. The
226
.
.
1ated Wl.'th age m
. el.w.cr
. ........_
. 'f'1.cant1y corro
concentrat l.on
of
Ra was not Sl.gnl.
sex.
226

The average Dose-Equivalent for
Spiers and Burch equation (1).

Ra may be expressed by the rrodified

It was found that the Dose-Equivalent in

the mixed population presented in this study was 123 and 184 mrenv'yr for

male and female respectively.

These figures are significantly higher than

those reported for the contries with normal hatural radioactivity (1,13).
The other side of this study has been made to obtain sane data on the

transfer of radionuclides through different envirornnental rreans.
The contrib.ltion of drinking water to the

3. 8 p Ci/li.

226

Ra intake was averaged as

This figure is approximately high when canpare with the

data for Germany (0.03-0.34 p Ci/li) (14), J:::ut it appears average
(0-5.8 p Ci/li) i f c:arpaired with the data for USA (11.15).
226
The aerosol concentration of
Ra per unit 'tleight was also reported as
4
(0.27-3.3) x 10- p Ci/li which is about 0.033% lower if canpared with
the values assumed by ICRP, 1959.

The rrean air dose-rate at 1 m above the ground was calculated for

different sites to yeald a value of 20 uR/hr.

A value of 5 uR/hr thus

obtained for the consmic ray contrib.ltion was also included, which 'tlere

very close to the values reported (3,13).
Therefore, the calculated total annual Dose-Equivalent values due to
naturally occuring radionuclides in the body was about 200 mrem, and
external radiation of 17 5 mrem.
4•

we

crnc:LUSIOOS
have outlined in this paper the sutabili.ty of treasuring the content

of sane radionuclides in tre human body.

Even trough the data given is
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rather scanty, it seems, hJwever, possible to give a preliminary figure of
Dose-Equivalent to which the population naturally exposed.
Observing the given data, it can be noted that they are rather high i f
c:arpared with the values assumed by the current ICRP, 1959 pennissible
levels.
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LES TISSUS EIOLOGIQUTS

DANS Lr SIT:• ]_._:JIO,>C'riF DE l{;~C:3.3 (IIb.lJ)
B.Khndemi et C.Levciri
School of :eublic He~cl th, Uni vr.rsi t~r of

'~eh!'8n,

Ir2.n

IntroC.uction
----------

Nous c::vons debute 1' etude de lE zone ru1io":ctive C-e n~.ms2.r
(nord dE' 1' iren) il y a environ 10 c.ns>:n ~remier lieu, les. E'c.ux
ninerr-.les ont 6te etudiees et nous , vons trouve C.eux c~·-tef"o~ies
C.e sources:
- non-r.-.dioactives dont la concentrction en rc-C'.iUI!l de
1' e·2.u est inferieure e. 5 nCi/1.
rEc1io2.ctives dent la teneur en rcC.ium ·varie de 2000 '-'·
10000 pCi/1. ( 1)1Us de 50 'sources)
Des lors,nous avons CO;!!.~cn~~ une etuC.e plus cor.:plete de la ree;ion sur 1~:- tencur en rF.c1iu.>n du sol,des pr.oC.uits Llimcnt:cires
aui poussent d~ns cctte zone, o.es c.n"l.r:~::-.u~: et des os c1cs ho:nnes.
Cette etude est menee en colls.bor:.tion [.WE'C le "Service cl.e Protection Sani t~cire" du Commissc:.riB.t i..t 1•: ner,zie ,,tomi(l_ue
(Fontenay-s.ux-:{oses;Fr:::cnce) et c.vec le ":~ealt:~ ~nd S::.fety
Laboratory" (i.few-York, U.S.:-•• ).
La zone r.ctuellement considerce comme forte!il<'nt rac.ior>.ctive a une surface d' environ lkm 2 , sur laquc'lle vi vent :plus o.e
2000 personnes.Dans l'avenir peut-2tre oecouvrirons-nous une
zone bN'.UCOUp plus ctendue •
De.ns .cette co:mmunic8.tion,nous presenterons les result' ts
de nesures de concentrr.tion de r<-di-un do.ns les tis:ms bioloc;ic;ues oli~EI.iS ~-V~-nt tout nOUS c.onnons une descri!Jtion des Chc.mps
d-'experience.
Descri ntion des chc.:nps d' cx-:1eri_"~
1
llr:.ns 12. zone consiO.eree commefortem(;mt r~ C.ioz.. ctive, la r·:C.io[~cti vi te d' environnc:ment ot lc. r: .dioucti vi te tu sol sent tres
i:nhomogemes. lles V'~.rifnt entre 20.0 r:t 15000 c/s pour Ia premiere
:::t entre 17 et 900 pCi/g pour 12. seconde.Pour l'etude de trcnsfert
de rt'.Ciioactivite jusnu'a l'hon"!le,nous 2.vons choisis trois chc.rrps:
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no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

tis sus

lieu

mouton

OS

"

"
mouton

OS

"

"

chair nouton

"

"

chc:.ir mouton

"

"

poule X

"

11

poule

12
13
14
15
16

"
dents hum.
dent f.60a.
dents enfants

"

"

T{heran tenoi!'l
:1<,.ms::.r -t er-:oin
C!K·.mp n°l
ch:-·m:.o n°2
Tt:h(ran tc::1oin
Ro.rnsar tcmoin
ch'"-::lP n°1
champ n°2
'.I'ehCrnn tenoin
R~:msFr
t{moin
ch<.np n°1
che.mp n°2
Teheran temoin
chunp n°1
champ n°2
ch<':.mp n°2

nCi

}{r:.-~~26

/rr. ae CC!l.C.rc
0.07+ 0.01
o.os+ 0.02
0.51+ 0.16
o.u+ 0.15
0.05+ 0.01
0.05:£ 0.01
0.08+ 0,01
0,07+ 0.01
0.08+ 0,0?
o.o8+ o.o2
1. 37+ 0.12
1. 39_±00 .12
0.01
0.4 + 0.1
0.15+ 0.02
0 .15'B',:t0 .014

lc·b.

Teln'rc.n

"
"
II

"
II
II

"
cr/~

"
"

Frcl.nce

TeherLn
c··, " l~r~ nee
•rehcr:'n
_•_.:,..

E .. :JL

x partie comestible de la poule
tablec.u n°l:Conccntration de '~ 26 :.-~s. dans les tissus biolo,r;iGucs
de Rams<·.r 1 S7 4-1976

lieu de
prelevement

. sexe

aee

pCi 38-226

/g de ccndre

Teheran
Teheran

1\i

Ramsar
Ramsar
Ramsar
Ramsar
Ramsar

Ill

II.

!I~

r..
F
!.i

52
'55

0,02.± 0,01
0,02.± 0,01

50
20
55
GO
60

0.04.±
0.04.±
0,02.±
0.02.±
0.04.±

0,07
0,01
0,02
0.01
0.01

:9Ci ~la-~~~ C
/g de cnlcium
C.07,:t 0.01
O.OG+
- 0,03
0.12+
0.18+
0.09.±
C.09,:t
0.14.±

0,2C
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.05

te.bleau n°2:Conccntrr,tion de "' 26 Ra dc.ns les vcrt8bres hun· inGs
analysecs p< r Dr.I.Fisenne (IL·$1) 1976
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ch·mp n°l.de r:cdio:·.ctivite noy,nne (:::OOO)c/s) nris :vee
des points tres rPdioc.ctffs jUSPU' a lOCOOc/s .~rns ce
ch;;:.mp se trouvent deux r.::•isons,u..TJ. :~ouh:iller,u_TJ. j:.Tdin
pot<o·.ger, r;_uelnues orcn,_:;;r rs plus un b:.in -therr:J.nl trcs
riche en r:;diu.m-226. Quu.tre moutons ont c-te cleves c.2ns
ce j::.rdin. 1c leur nourri turc normale, on 2. C'.joute ch~c.oue
jour lOOml d' N"-U re.dioo.cti ve ;,.,_ 4000:_oCi/l soi t 400ClCi/j.
- champ n°2.plus rac.ioecctif (de 2000 2. 15000c/s) :.vee de
tres grandes vuriations. Sur cc tcrrr·.in, se si tuent une
ecole primaire de 200 <§leves' la m:':.ison des insti tuteurs'
une autre mc'-.ison, deux jr.·.rdins ·"JotD.c;crs, deux poul:•.illers,
des orEmgers et de la prc-.irie.
- champ n°3.de r:c;dioactivite plus f<~.ible (500 c/s en moyenne) et assez homogene ne conticnt cue des cultures:
legumes et fruits.
Ce nombre restreint de champs d' ec::Yerience a ccp:·nd.ant Cl.cj 2
pcrmis d'obtenir de nombrcux rcsult:·ts sur les pro<;.uits alimcntaires cultiv€s et consonn€s.Hous ne discutcrons ici Pue les rcsulte.ts concerm:nt les etres vivc.nts.
Hesultc•.ts et discussion
La methode d' cm~·n.. tion (u r;:c.z rc.c'on a cte utilis(e a Tcher<::n
pour la mesure du rcdiu.m-226.
Le t:..bleo.u n°l montre la conccntr2.tion de r diu.m dc.ns r•uelq_ues tiS SUS des t!tres Vi VL•.nts de lr;. recion consideree •
L'os de mouton du chr.mp n°l conticnt plus de r: C.iu.":l que cclui du
champ n°2 1 S2.nS doute a ceuse de la composition differcnte de sa
nourri ture (plus 400pCi/j) .l'our les d.eux moutons, lcs os contiennent 6 ou 7 fo.is plus de rrcC.iu.m c;ue ccux C.es zones non-r: dio::•ctives.En Ce qui caccrne la chc.ir des moutons,cellc f!u ch~Tlp n°l est
seulement un p<Ju plusriche en rudiu.m que cc:lle c'u chsmp n°2 nui
elle-m~me

ne differe pas du temoin.La p<.rtie oonestible des noules
elevees sur les champs n°l ct 2 conticnnent 17 fois plus dP re.dimn
que celle des poules temoins.
Des dents hmn ines ont ;ussi ctf f'tu.oiees.Lr>. f-·-r'.mP fir ;o :ns
a toujours v€cu drcns le cho.mn n°l 1; RR d<'nt crmtie:0t 40 fois nlus
de reo.iu.m que les dents temoins.I.es dents r'u ch.P..mn n°2 P-nnr;rticnnent a 10 enfnnts (de 6 a 8 8.ns) (ie l'ecole.'.COUS CPS C'Ylf"nts )1" V;-
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vent -nc,s toutQ J.a, jo,1r,.,·c!' o>::r•f-1 l·

?:OnP. r•·r}imwtive et cenend?nt
lF (''WI('"'ntr· tion <>n r:. diuro trouveP !'flt 1."i ·f'ois Sllner:iP.ure a celle
flp!\1

t?P"f"lil'l!'.
J,p

i'··.

t:~h1.0rn
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1
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rr$~,,,t~ ... ~d~

fqurr1;is nr,;.:r D:r-.J .F;I"rrme
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A.]"'R.1~r-
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11J"0UVf' 11"1'""; fi Pfi~iC"l').C(j rm

lciUYI\ 11~lUr J.I]S f!~nt enhrni;i 1101'1!'. JoP.S
"h"bi trntl\ elf' 1emsE".r ne vi v~nt pr.s PX<:rtG!"'f:]1t. !JU!' 1.1'! s]itr r~r:'ioRcti:f
m!"'iS ,consom"'"•nt 1.f>S nrodui 1;s d.e l~. re,<:"iOn.Pour ,tous C£'1'1 h·•hi t<'ntR.
1r> T10"'1"tl:rr.- .Cf' "?JicncuriPS c1e. c' 26 aa "!K•r grf:'.Jnm€ c1e C0lCtum E'Rt rn.111e"i.~UJ" ". "",''i flrfl t€'7-oins c1,~ Tehernn.
L~R thyroic'!PR <'l'··ni::J•··uY ont It~ (tu.c'!ilc.s.nonr r.onnritrrl'r:.bsor,tion <"f la r·fio£•ctivite,;'l"r J,lr.'"icrtlesworth de l'Univer-:site <'le "'f'nl1.f'RS!H:.Sculs les result2.ts P,~S E'nim:;;.ux temoins nous
sont pr:rvenus :~ Cf' jour:iJ. n'y. 8. pas de t£"4ium ctans. les thyroides
des moutons ct V8ches temoins.
L I etude O.e 12. rer:;ion de .{2.ffiS['.r se. pour~ui t e.;f~n de. connai tre
les modes de tr<:.nsfert du radiun de ~a terre 2.ux ple..ntes e;t . . a
l'homme.
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l.

INTRODUCTION

Uranium mining has been conducted by several companies in south Texas since
the mid 1950 1 s after deposits were discovered on the surface. Most of the ore
removed since the early 1960's has come from depths of 20 to 50 meters, and is
mined by the open-pit method.
This process leaves piles of waste rock and the
deep pit at abandonment.
This waste rock, termed overburden, can contain enough
uranium and progeny to produce gamma ray exposure rates greater than the 0.5 rem
per year limit required by the Texas Department of Health Resources (TDHR) for
non-occupationally exposed persons.
After a south Texas land owner announced his plans to build a home on an
overburden pile, it was decided to perform radiation surveys of abandoned mines
in the area.
This report contains results of 21 such surveys.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF MINING AND SURVEY TECHNIQUES

The south Texas uranium deposits occur in isolated pockets as "roll front"
deposits.
The boundaries between barren sandstone and mineralized rock are
sometimes sharp and othertimes indistinct.
The concentrations of uranium can
range several thousand fold in distances from one meter to several tens of meters in both vertical and horizontal directions.
The distinction between ore
and rock to be wasted is, therefore, based upon, economic rathe~ than physical
considerations.
Before a deposit can be mined, it is necessary for the area, grade and
thickness of the ore to be determined by obtaining gamma ray logs of holes
drilled in and around the area to be mined.
Prior to any mining, the topsoil
i~ the area of the pit and overburden piles may be removed and stockpiled.
The overburden is then removed and piled near the pit.
As the ore is approached, the uranium content of the removed rock is continually checked. When the
grade exceeds the lower limit for milling, the ore is brought to the surface
and piled upon the ore pad, an area prepared for that purpose.
Next, the ore
is loaded onto trucks and shipped to the mill.
Historically, the mines were
abandoned at this point.
The last material taken from the mine prior to ore removal contains uranium concentrations just below the mill cutoff limit. The elevated radiation
levels on the top of the overburden pile can exceed 200 microRoentgen per hour
(~R/hr).
Our regulatory limit of 0.5 rem per year corresponds to 57 ~R/hr
above background.
If the ore is incompletely removed from the ore pad, it, too,
will have high radiation levels.
As practiced prior to the adoption of land reclamation rules by the Texas
Railroad Commission, mining left the land with the overburden piled at or near
its angle of repose and, as the rock was frequently lacking necessary nutrients
for plant growth, the piles were barren. The radiation levels often exceeded
0. 5 rem per year also, but the land was consi"dered wasted and of no value as
residential property.
Water which collected in the pits was often unfit for
consumption due both to high dissolved solids content and radioactivity (1).
The adoption of practices complying with standards governing the levels of radiation and land reclamation by mining companies is restoring the agricultural
and residential value of newly mined areas.
The survey procedure developed by the TDHR uses 25 x 25 mm sodium iodide
detectors in a commercially available instrument. The meters have been calibrated in ~R/hr by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which loaned
us two of the instruments used in the survey, and by the authors for later calibration of the EPA and the TDHR instruments.
The measurements were taken o 1
0.6 meter nominal heights, usually every 50 meters on parallel lines place~ 100
meters apart.
Due to the rough nature of the terrain, it was often necessary
to alter either the direction or spacing of the lines, and occasionally the
spacing between measurements.
A survey of the Smith Mine is shown in Figure 1
as an example.
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surveyed mines include those most recently mined as well as some of the
older mines. The mines omitted from this survey were omitted because of legal
disputes, the fact that mining was in progress, or for time constraints.
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3.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

High gamma ray exposure rates (in excess of 62 ~R/hr) were found on 16 of
21 mined areas surveyed. The causes believed responsible for these high levels
are:
mineralized overburden ( 15 of 16): ore pads (8 of 16); mineralized rock
in the pit (4 of 16) and background levels over 62 ~R/hr (3 of 16).
The mines surveyed are listed in Table 1 in approximate chronological order of the first date of mining. The oldest mine surveyed is the Korzekwa #l
mine dug in 1958 or 1959. The Felder mines were begun in 1969 and are the most
recent of the mines considered "old" for this study. The youngest mine is the
Kotzur, mined in 1976 and surveyed as reclamation work was being completed.
The group considered "new" includes all mines dug to feed a mill opened in 1972,
as well as new mines of other companies. The efficiency of the new mill was
greater than that of the other two in the area. That, along with the increase
in the prices of uranium, resulted in a lower mill cutoff limit and a correspondingly lower radiation level in the wasted rock. Most of the recent mining has also included some land reclamation, including reducing the steepness
of the overburden piles, covering them with stockpiled topsoil, and wasting
the ore pad into the pit. Topsoil depth on the overburden piles is related to
topsoil depths prior to mining, usually zero to three meters. The surveyed
areas are listed in Table l, with the number of measurements, percent of measurements exceeding 62 ~R/hr, four columns to indicate if any backfilling of
the pit, slope reduction of the overburden, covering of the overburden, and
normal background existed. An asterisk (*) means "yes". The column labeled
"Cause" contains the reasons for the high readings in order of frequency at
that mine.
In this column "BG" means the background exceeded 62 ~R/hr in at
least one spot, "OB" means the overburden exceeded the limit, "OP" means the
ore pad exceeded it, and "P" means there was mineralized rock accessible in
the pit exceeding the 57 ~R/hr limit plus an assumed nominal 5 ~R/hr background.
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Totals for all mines, those classified as "old", "new", those with no reclamation, and those with partial reclamation are also listed.
Partial reclamation
means reducing the slopes of the overburden piles and covering them with whatever topsoil existed.
Backfilling was not considered to be reclamation.
The data in Table 2 is a summary of the survey data.
The frequency of
readings falling within each of the indicated ranges (each one-fifth of a decade on a logarithmic scale) for all mines, and for the four classifications
of mines, is shown. The histograms in Figure 2 are for the cases of no reclamation and partial reclamation and are from the Table 2 data.
An obvious difference exists in the distribution of radiation levels between the two classifications.
Radiation levels are considerably higher for the case of no reclamation.
Reclamation efforts without regard to the radiation levels (as the
reclamation has been done in the past) are very successful in reducing the gamma ray exposure rates on abandoned uranium mines, but are not completely successful in reducing them to below the regulatory maximum.
Mines abandoned
without reclamation efforts present potential radiation hazards to persons
who may occupy homes built there.
The hazard stems from the direct gamma ray
exposures and from th~ radon emanating from the mineralized rock.
It should
be emphasized that our limit on radiation levels of 57 ~R/hr above background
resulting from uranium ore may not provide sufficient protection from radon to
occupants of buildings which may be built upon that land (2).
Similar results are obtained by comparing the ''old'' to ''new'' mines, but
nearly the same two groups of mines are being compared, as can be seen from
close inspection of Table 1.
Current requirements for reclamation by both Texas agencies regulating uranium mining include slop1ng the overburden piles to reduce erosion; covering
the piles to provide shielding and reduce slightly the radon emanation; planting grasses to reduce erosion~ removing all traces of ore from the ore pad; and
contouring the land to drain rainfall runoff into the pit reducing the dissolved
mineral content land thereby the radioact1vity) and allowing silt to cover the
pit bottom.
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Other reclamation possible includes totally backfilling the pits, usually
an expensive alternate unless the material comes from an adjacent pit. Weakly mineralized rock could be stockpiled separately and covered. This would
allow future milling without more mining, should it become economical.
4.

SUMMARY

Uranium mining has resulted in radiation levels at some abandoned uranium
mines exceeding regulatory limits. On approximately one-tenth of the mined
area of south Texas, radiation levels exceed 0.5 rem per year.
In three instances, levels exceed 5 rem per year.
Although no one is believed to be receiving exposures in excess of 0.5 rem per year now, the area being mined is
increasing, and so is the State 1 s population.
Individuals occupying a dwelling built on an area exceeding our lirr.its could receive excessive lung exposures from radon as well as gamma ray exposures exceeding 0.5 rem per year.
Radiation levels on mines can be reduced through reclamation efforts on
the part of the mining company. One of the most effective methods is to cover
the overburden piles with dirt or rock not containing significant concentrations of uranium and its progeny and by wasting the ore pad into the pit.
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HIGH NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY OF BORED \'JELLS AS A RADIATION
HYGI&"JIC PROBIEr~ IN FINLAND
0. Castren, M. Asikainen, M. Annanmaki and Kristina Stenstrand
Institute of Radiation Protection, P.O. Box 268, Helsinki 10, Finland
l. INTRODUCTION .The highest concentrations of natural radioactivity in ground water in
Finland have been found in wells bored in rock (1,2). Bored wells are often,
used as alternatives to ordinary wells in places where the quantity or
quality of the water is insufficient. These wells are typically situated on
outlying farms or on tqe outskirts of population centres where no municipal
distribution net exists. The highest concentrations found so far in bored
wells are 1.2 ~Ci/1 (45 kBq/1) of radon-222, 256 pCi/1 (9.5 Bq/1) of radium226 and 14.9 mg/1 of uranium.
On the sole basis of the old maximum permissible concentrations of ICRP (3),
the most serious problem would seem to be the high radium levels. However,
the obsoleseence of the old MPC for radium !las been widely admitted, and
recently a proposal was made that would mean revising the value upwards by
a factor of about 50 (4). A more serious problem has proved to be the high
radon concentrations in the air of dwellings where radon-rich household
water is used, as suggested by Gesell and Prichard (5). The purpose of the
present work is to find a rough preliminary estimate for the extent of the
problem in Finland. The estimate is base,d on the measurements of radon in
water. Results of the analyses of water samples collected in 1975-76 and
results of chromosome analyses of some of the residents are also presented.

2 . TRANSFER OF RADON

FROr~

WATER 'ID AIR

An important parameter necessary in the interpretation of the water results
is the ratio of the average radon concentration in a person's breathing air
to that in the household water. In the following, this quantity is called
the transfer coefficient from water to breathing air. Only radon originating
from water lS lncluded in the numerator and it is implied that the averages
are taken over a time that is long enough to include all normal variations.
Measurements of radon in air were performed in 7 dwellings each of which
had a r.adon concentration in water of over 50 nCi/1 (1.9 kBq/1). The
scintillation chamber method ~s used. Because the transfer coefficient is
highly dependent on the person s contact with water, the measurements were
aimed at determining two concentrations. The first, representing situations
where contact with water is extensive, was determined by simply measurlng
the concentration in the bathroom or sauna after letting about 100 litres
of water run to the drain. The second, representing the rest of the time
spent indoors, was determined in cooperation with the residents. A series
of 5 to 7 evacuated chambers were left with them and instructions given
to take samples from the places where they would normally be during the day.
As a rule, measurements were made on three days, one of which was a day of
high water consumption. Most samples were taken from the bedroom, sittingroom or kitchen. The resulting concentration ratios together with the
arithmetic means are shown in Table l.
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Dwelling Radon in tap water
no.
nCi/l
kBq/l
l
2
3

520
150
140
180
140
59
1200

4

5
6
7

19.2
5.6
5.2

Concentration ratio during
contact with water other time spent indoors
ll. 5. l0- 4
0.05. l0- 4
23.3
19.3

II

6.'(

41.U

II

5.2
2.2
44.4

19.8
23.3
6.75

II

0.38
0.27
0.80
0.97
0.66
0.93

II

II

II

20.7. l0- 4

Mean
TABLE l

II
II

"
II

II
II

0.58. l0- 4

Ratio of concentrations of radon in breathing air and
household water

The results for individual dwellings may be biased by the reactions of the
residents. Thus the low value in the last column of dwelling no.l is
clearly the result of the residents' efforts to keep the concentration low
by efficient ventilation. In one case (no.4) the well was given up after the
first measurement. All houses except nos.2 and 5 were of wood.
The transfer coefficient from water to breathing air can be calculated as
the mean of the two concentration ratios given in Table l by weighting
them with the time spent daily in each situation. For the purposes of the
survey, t•ansfer coefficients were calculated for two groups of people using
the means given in Table l. The first group, consisting of persons perfor~ng
household duties as a full-time job, housewives and small children, was
assumed to spend 21 hours a day indoors and one hour of it in contact with
water. The second group, consisting of all other residents, was assumed to
spend 14 hours indoors and 20 min of it in places where water is used
extensively. The transfer coefficient for the first group, which was assumed
to ~aunt to one tnird of the population, is accordingly (20 · o. 6 + l · 21) ·
10- /24 = 1.4 · 10- . For the second group, the effect
contact with water
is minor and the transfer coefficient is about 0. 6 · 10- .
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3.

RESULTS OF CHROMOSOME ANALYSES

About 3700 leukocytes from 10 people were analysed cytogenetically. Theresults are shown in Table 2. Groups nos-1, 2 and 3 represent residents of
dwellings l, 2 and 7 of Table l, respectively.
Time Number Unbalanced Balanced
Group Radon in
exchanges
exchanges
air
of
no.
people (die+~)
pCi/l Bq/l
(t + inv)
a

Single breaks
(ace + m11 )

1

40

1.5

15

3

4/1506

5/1506

18/1506

2

15

0.6

10

5

0/1258

0/1258

2/1258

3

100

3.7

8

2

3/1000

l/1000

7/1000

TABLE 2

Chromosome aberrations in some radon-exposed groups

For obvious reasons, the exposure data are very approximate. However, in
groups l and 3 with more exposure the frequency of radiation specific
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aberrations (dicentrics and rings) is seen to be higher than that found
normally in reference populations (l/3000- l/4000).
4.

SURVEY DNrA ON RADON AND RADIUJI1 IN THE WATER OF BORED

\~LLS

The radon results from the 193 bored wells analysed in 1975-76 are presented in Table 3. Hi~1er concentrations can be found in the region of
Helsinki than in other parts of lhe cuunLr·y. Fui' cul!I!Jcu·it>uiJ, LlH2 111e8.n 1·adon
concentration in a total of 600 ordinary ground water samples analysed so
far is 1.7 nCi/l (63 Bq/l), the most likely value being about l nCi/l
(40 Bq/l). The radium results from the 238 bored wells analysed in 1975-76
are presented in Table 4.
<l
nCi/l

Location
Helsinki and Vantaa
Other parts of Finland
TABLE 3

Number of wells
l· 10
10· 100 100·-1000
n'::ill nCi/l
nCill

4

12

65

29

0

ll

34

30

7

l

Radon in the water of bored wells in Finland. Results from
193 samples. Not all wells are in regular use.
<l
pCill

Location

Number of wells
10-100
l-3
3-10
pCi/l pCi/l
pCi/l

Helsinki and Vantaa

28

22

Other parts of Finland

73

20

TIIBIE

4

>lUUU
nCi/l

32
17

>100
pCill
0
2

32
12

Radium-226 in the water from bored wells in Finland. Results
from 238 samples. Not all wells are in regular use.

The distribution of the radon concentration in tap water versus the number
of users is presented in Table 5. ~1ost of the bored wells supplying water
to more than 200 users each have been analysed. For the second and third
rows, sufficient statistical data are not available and the results represent only samples analysed to date. As an order of magnitude it can be
estimated that the total number of users in these groups is between
100 000 and 200 000.
T'ype of usage
Waterworks, more
than 200 users
Small v1aterworks,
schools, factories etc.
Private households

<l
nCill

Number of users
l-10
10-100
100-1000
nCi/l
nCill nCi/l

>lOOU
nCi/l

5100

8ooo

6100

0

0

120

330

210

10

16

30

160

470

170

0

Radon in the t:1p water from bored wells
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5.

NATIONAL ESTIMATES FOR THE EXTENT OF THE RADON PROBLEM

For comparison it is useful to express the annual radon daughter exposure
in terms of working level months (WLM) used in the monitoring of mines. If
radon is in equilibrium with daughters, a continuous average concentration
of l pCi/1 corresponds to 0.5 WLM/a. Assuming the average equilibrium factor to be 0.5, the best estimate would perhaps be 0.25 '.ID1/a.
The normal ambition levels for the limitation of radon concentration in air
are l-2 pCi/1 in the air of dwellings and 4 viLM/a in mining work. For the
radon concentration in air to be lower than 1.5 pCi/1, the concentration in
water should be less than 10 nCi/1. According to Table 3, there is reason
to believe that about 40 per cent of the bored wells in Finland would not
satisfy this criterion._On the other hand, 4 WL~/a corresponds to 16 pCi/1.
For the higher exposed group of users this would mean that the concentration in water should be less than about 110 nCi/1. Approximately 8 per cent
of the bored wells in Finland would not conform to this ambition level. If
the protection level of users is compared with that of the miners, it
should be borne in mind that some of the users may live under the influence
of the well for longer than the miner's working years and are possibly exposed as early as their childhood.
Auxier (6) has used 100 WLM as lung cancer doubling dose in discussing the
ambition level for the radon exposure in buildings. According to the data
of the present study, it can be estimated that more than 10 000 users of
water from bored wells may receive 100 WL~ in 50 years, if the present situation remains unchanged. In practice, this is seldom the case, even if nothing is done to prevent the exposure. Most bored wells are relatively
young (less than 20 years), and for this reason only very few people may
already have received 100 WLM. In some of the cases found to date, remedial
action to reduce future exposure has already been ·successful.
6.

REMEDIAL ACTION

During the measurements in d1-vellings it was found that people who know
about the radon content of the water could lower the concentration in the
air by an order of magnitude by changing their habits of water use. It is
also technically easy to remove radon from water using an aerator. In the
typical .case of small private wells it may, however, be difficult to find
an economically feasible solution. In population centres the most efficient
solution is probably the extension of the municipal distribution net to the
areas of private well users.
REFERENCES
(l) KAHLOS, H., "Radon-222 concentration of some water samples determined
with gammaspectrometric measurements", Report SFL-Al4, Helsinki 1969.
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RADIUM IN VEGETABLE GARDENS
J.G. Hollins
National Research Council of Canada
Ottawa KlA OR6
The contamination of soil in a town in which the refining
of radium and uranium has been carried out for 40 years has raised
the question of the maximum concentration of radium that may be
permitted in the soil of a domestic vegetable garden.
The soil may be contaminated with all the members of the
uranium series, but radium is likely to make the major contribution
to the dose commitment of people who eat vegetables grown in this
soil.
Work on the uptake of the four long-lived radionuclides of
the uranium series by red kidney beans showed that the concentration
of radium in the roots was two to three times lower than that of the
other nuclides, but the upward transport of radium was between 50 and
200 times greater 1 •
This evidence is consistent with the observation
of Mayneord 2 that the contribution of radium to the alpha activity of
plants is much greater than that of thorium.
An evaluation of the maximum permissible concentration of
radium in soil requires knowledge of the transfer of radium from soil
to plants, the gastrointestinal absorption of radium from food, the
rate of consumption of food, the maximum permissible amount of radium
in the body, and the retention of radium by the bJdy.
A Belgian study 3 of the uptake of radium by plants grown in
contaminated fields provides data most pertinent to our concerns.
Effluents from a factory that extracted radium from uranium ores for
40 years discharged into a stream that from time to time overflowed
its banks.
Land that was being developed for agriculture was
flooded with contaminated water when dikes were breached during heavy
rains.
The concentration of radium by plants grown on this land,
expressed as the ratio of the concentration of radium in dry plant to
that in dry soil,is used here as the best estimate of the transfer of
radium from soil to plant.
The gastrointestinal absorption of radium from food was found
to be 20% in a four-year old boy 4 • An absorption of 20% has also been
reported in elderly people 5 •
Other observations on adult males have
been extremely variable, ranging from zero to 60% 4 •
Estimates of the annual consumption of food by Canadians have
been taken from the reports of Stati~tics Canada 6 •
The maximum permissible body burden of 0.1 ~Ci 226 Ra for
occupationally exposed people was established by an advisory committee
of the United States' National Bureau of Standards in 1941 7 •
It
was based on a study that began in 1932.
Subsequent investigations
of cases involving dial painters, radium chemists, and patients treated
with radium have not affected this standard 8 •
In 650 cases studied
up to 1970, no radiation injury was detected in people with a residual
body burden of less than 0.5 ~Ci 226 Ra.
Following the International
Commission on Radiological Protection, we may take 0.01 ~Cf 226 Ra as
the maximum permissible body burden for people who are not occupationally
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exposed.
An exponential equation for the retention of radium by man,
a refinement of the equation given in ICRP Publication lOA, has been
used to calculate the daily uptake of radium for various periods of
time that would lead to a body burden of 10 nCi 226 Ra.
The
exponential equation was used for simplicity of computation of the
It graduates the data as well as the
values used in the present work.
function given in ICRP Publication 20 , giving the same values of
retention and time integrals.
Daily uptakes of radium were calculatedthat would lead to a body burden of 10 nCi at the end of a period of
contamination, or averaged over the duration of the period of contamination.
The daily rate of uptake, U, during a period of s days, followed
by a period of uptake at the normal dietary rate, N, that would lead
to an average body burden of 10 nCi during 50 years was also
calculated and it is presented in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
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The variation with time of the body burden of radium during
and after various initial periods of contamination is illustrated in
Figure 2.
Each of these patterns of contamination results in the
same integrated activity of 200 ~Ci-days, although the body burdens
at the end of 20,000 days vary by a factor of 5.
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FIGURE 2
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The following assumptions were made in order to calculate the
concentration of radium in soil that will lead to an average body burden
of 10 nCi during 50 years due to consumption of vegetables grown in
the soil:
the ratio of concentrations of radium in dry vegetable and dry soil
is 0.025 for potato tuber and 0.25 for other vegetables.
the ratio of fresh weight to dry weight for potatoes is 4.5 and
for other vegetables is 11 9 •
the average Canadian consumes 69 kg of potatoes a year and 86 kg
of other vegetables, including tomatoes, a year.
gardeners grow enough potatoes to satisfy their annual consumption
and enough other vegetables to satisfy their consumption for 15 weeks
a year.
the gastrointestinal absorption of radium is 20%.
The annual uptake of radium, A nCi, i& given by
A
G(Wp X Fp X cp X s + wv X Fv X cv

X

S)

where S is the concentration of radium in soil in nCi/kg,
Wp and W are the annual consumption per capita of domesticallygro~n potatoes and other vegetables,
C and Cv are the concentration factors,
Fp and F are the ratios of dry to fresh weight, and
GPis thevgastrointestinal absorption of radium.
The concentration of radium in soil is thus
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A

s
G(Wp

Cp + Wv X. Fv X Cv )
and substituting the values given in the assumptions above,
S
5.3 x A nCi/kg dry soil.
Consider, as examples, three cases of contamination for total periods
of 50 years:
- contaminated food for 25 years, S = 360 nCi/kg
-contaminated food for 5 years, S = 1.7 ~Ci/kg
-contaminated food for 1 year,
S ,; 8.2 ~Ci/kg.
These examples illustrate the way in which the permissible concentration
of radium in soil may vary depending on the duration for which a
vegetable garden is to be used.
The most stringent condition would
be the use of a garden for 50 years, which requires contamination of
the soil of less than 220 nCi/kg.
X

Fp

X

There are many approxima.tions in these calculations, but the
results provide a clear idea of the scale of the problem of contamination
of vegetable gardens by radium.
The calculated concentrations of
radium in soil depend on the accuracy of estimation of 5 quantities:
A, which in turn depends on the retention equation, C, F, G, and W.
The variability of the data on the retention of radium about the fitted
equation given in ICRP 20 is between 10 and 20%.
In a controlled
experiment with healthy men 10 , the coefficient of variation of
radiation dose due to internal ·contamination with radiocobalt was 20%.
This measure of biological variability will be used as the accuracy of
the calculated uptake of radium that results in a given dose commitment.
The accuracies of the other variables are also estimated to be about
+20%, which leads to an accuracy of +45% for the concentration of radium
Tn soil.
This estimated accuracy may perhaps be put in context by
remembering the somewhat arbitrary factor of 10 that is applied to
the permissible occupational burden to obtain a permissible burden for
people who are not occupationally exposed.
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POPULATION DOSE DUE TO TERRESTRIAL RADIATION
AND DUE TO NATURAL RADIONUCLIDES IN PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS
IN THE URBAN REGION OF ERLANGEN/FRG
H.Pfister, G.Philipp, and H.Pauly
Institut fur Radiologie der Universitat Erlangen-Nurnberg
KrankenhausstraBe 12, D-8520 Erlangen

1.

INTRODUCTION

Phosphate fertilizers ~re known to contain the natural radionuclides of the
uranium series with specific activities which exceed the respective values
in common soils by a factor of up to 50. In addition, radionuclides of the
thorium s~ries and, in mixed fertilizers, 4 °K may be present (1). Because
of their extensive use in nearly all agricultural and greenland areas phosphate fertilizers may contribute to the external exposure o~ the population.
Although estimates have shown that this additional external exposure should
be negligibly small on the average (1), a more detailed quantitative analysis seems to be desirable which takes into account regional variations ui
both the additional and the natural exposure with sufficient accuracy anu,
thus, makes it possible to compare them to exposures due to other small environmental sources. As an example of such an analysis this investigation
is restricted to the urban region of Erlangen/FRG with a total area of
76.78 km 2 , about 42% of which is agricultural or horticultural land, and a
total population of 100500.

2.
2.1

METHODS
Exposure due to phosphate fertilizers

The specific activities of 226Ra, 23 2 Th and 4 0K in the phosphate fertilizer
species used in agricultural and horticultural areas in Erlangen have been
determined by gamma ray spectrometry. From the relative amounts of the
various fertilizer species and from the total mean annual phosphate nutrient
supply in both types of areas and by assuming homogeneous distribution of
the fertilizers in the soil down to 20 em depth the mean exposure rates due
to the gamma radiation of the natural radionuclides in phosphate fertilizers
in 1 m above agricultural and horticultural land could be calculated. The
calculation method which takes into account attenuation of the gamma radiation in soil and air and the build-up effect in the soil is described elsewhere (2). With realistic estimates of the mean and maximum annual residence times of the members of the population in the respective areas the mean
and the maximum annual doses of the population due to phosphate fertilizers
are obtained.
In addition, mean and maximum annual doses to individuals due to occupational exposure from radionuclides in phosphate fertilizers were determined
from direct exposure rate and personel dose measurements in the respective
working fields, e.g. in a fertilizer storehouse.
2.2

Exposure due to terrestrial radiation

Because of lack of detailed data the terrestrial population exposure has
been determined starting from extensive exposure rate measurements over the
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whole urban region of Erlangen by use of plastic scintillation dose rate meters (3) and, in a preliminary additional measurement series, of LiF dose
meters. Exposure rate measurements were also done in a great number of dwellings and occupational buildings of all types.
To derive the range and the mean value of the terrestrial exposure of members of the population from the local exposure rate profile the results of
the outdoor measurements were first grouped into the relevant locations
"free land" (including forests, greenland, parks, gardens etc.) and "urban
environment" (including habitats, streets, places and, especially, the inner
city). All "free land" results were averaged to one mean exposure rate value,
whereas, :!;or the "urban environment", mean values were obtained from locally
averaged results weighted by the residence or the occupational population
densities. The mean exposure rates in dwellings and occupational buildings
have been calculated by taking into account the relative portions of the
various building types.
By taking into account mean annual residence times of working and unemployed
persons at the various locations, indoors and outdoors, the mean value and
the maximum range of the annual dose of members of the population due to the
terrestrial radiation in Erlangen could be estimated. Allowance has been
made for a cosmic radiation contribution of 1 ~R/h to the readings of the
dose rate meters. All doses are obtained in mrem/y by applying a gonad and
bone marrow/air dose-conversion factor of 0.8 (4) and a quality factor of 1.
The overall accuracy of the exposure rate measurements was about± 10%. Some
uncertainty of the absolute values may be given by the approximation for the
cosmic ray contribution, but should not exceed widely the accuracy range
estimated.
3. RESULTS
Table 1 shows the additional exposure rates and annual doses to gonads and
bone marrow of members of the population and single individuals due to phosphate fertilizers in the urban region of Erlangen.
Table 1

'
Exposure
rate
in ~R/h

Annual dose in mrem
mean

max.

2.5. 10- 3

1. 5 • 1o- 2

Population:
agricultural areas
horticultural areas

0.004
}
0.021

Individuals:
occupational

10

11

45

In Table 2 the local exposure rate ranges and the mean exposure rates of
members of the population together with maximum range due to the terrestrial
radiation in Erlangen are summarized.
The mean annual dose of members of the population due to the terrestrial
radiation in the urban region of Erlangen was calculated to be 33 mrem with
a maximum range of 15 to 49 mrem.
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Table 2

r---------- ---- ·---I

!Locations

Exposure rate in )JR/h

-----

averaged

II

~···---.---

local

"Free land"

2.9

-

5.7

"Urban environment"

2.7

-

11.0

residence density
weighted

2.9

-

5.7

-

3.4

-

7.7

Ii
i

!

5.2

-

11.0

2.2

-

8.3

3.0

-

-

4.7

4.0

I

4.

4.7

-

inner city

Occupational buildings

range

-

occupational density weighted

Dwellings

mean

11.0

i

II

I

5.9

4.0

5.3

2.2

6.5

3.0
I

-

11.0
8.3
11.0

CONCLUSIONS

The results show that the contribution of the gamma radiation of the radionuclides in phosphate fertilizers to the mean population exposure in the
urban region of Erlangen is only 0.05 to 1.0%0of the exposure due to the
terrestrial radiation. This confirms more quantitatively our previous
estimates (1). For some individuals, working in a fertilizer storehouse,
however, the exposure due to phosphate fertilizers reaches 33 to 136 % of
the terrestrial exposure.
The results of this study may serve as a quantitative basis for the evaluation of regional radiation risks due to other small environmental radiation
sources and, especially, for their relative contributions to the additional
radiation risk of the population.
This study has been supplied by the "Bundesministerium des Innern" of the
Federal Republic of Germany.
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EVALUATION DE LA DOSE A L'HOMME RESULTANT DE LA PRESENCE DE RADIONUCLIDES
NATURELS DANS LES ENGRAIS PHOSPHATES D'ORIGINE MINERALE.
R. Kirchmann::, R. Boulenger::::, J. Co lard:: et A. Lafontaine::::::
::centre d 'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire, Mol, Belgique
::::controle-Radioprotection, ASBL, Bruxelles, Belgique
::::::Institut d 'Hygiene et d 'Epidemiologie, Bruxelles, Belgique

I.

INTRODUCTION

Le phosphore est un element majeur indispensable a la croissance des vegetaux aussi l'Agriculture fait-elle appel aux engrais phosphates sous diverses formes, depuis le debut du siecle.
L'application d'engrais phosphates d'origine minerale est la plus repandue
en Belgique, environ 140.000 tonnes de P o en 1975, a titre de comparai2 5 a concurrence d'environ 75.000
son, les scories basiques ont ete utilisees
tonnes P20 /an.
5
)r il est bien connu que les fhosphates mineraux contiennent de l'uranium
~t ses descendants dont le 22 Ra. En raison de cet emploi generalise des
~ngrais phosphates d'origine minerale, il nous a paru interessant de recher~her l'incidence de cet apport sur la contamination des produits agricoles
et d'evaluer la contribution de ces radionuclides ala dose d'irradiation
interne de l'homme.
2. METHODE EXPERIMENTALE
Une quarantaine d'echantillons de phosphates naturels et d'engrais phosphates de diverses origines, fournis par les services du Ministere de
l'Agriculture, ainsi qu'une douzaine d'echantillons de scories basiques
provenant des principaux producteurs belges et luxembourgeois ont ete analyses afin d'en conna1tre les teneurs en 2 ~ 6 Ra et en U naturel.
2. I . Techniques de mesures::
~mesure du 226 Ra de ces echantillons a ete realisee par
ma. Afin d'eviter un desequilibre au niveau du radon-222
l'echantillon a mesurer est place dans un flacon etanche
Nai(Tl) utilise, en outre on complete le remplissage par

spectrometrie gamqui est gazeux,
adapte au cristal
du charbon actif.

La mesure de l'uranium est effectuee selon les methodes d'analyse par activation: des echantillons de 2 g environ sont irradies pendant IS min. dans
un flux de 1.10 14 n.cm- 2 .s- 1 • La fission de 235 U fournit de nombreux radioelements a partir desquels peut s'effectuer le dosage. On a choisi le 140 Ba140La, relativement facile a mesurer par spectrometrie y grace au pic de
haute energie du 140 La (1,6 MeV- 95%). La presence dans les echantillons
de 139 la qui forme du 140 La au cours de l'activation ainsi que les fortes
activites de 47 Ca et 46 Sc obligent a effectuer une separation chimique en
vue d'isoler le 140 Ba. Un delai de deux a trois jours entre la se~aration
chimique et la mesure permet d'obtenir en equilibre partiel du 14 La sur
lequel on effectue la mesure au moyen d'un cristal Nai (Tl) 3" x 3".
:::ces mesures ont ete effectuees en 1966.
I 0-15

2.2. Resultats
Les valeurs limites et moyennes resultant de l'analyse des divers types
d'engrais phosphates sont indiques dans le tableau I. A noter que les
phosphates naturels analyses ont des teneurs assez constantes a l'exception cependant des phosphates provenant de Kola dont les teneurs sont
beaucoup plus faibles. Les produits prepares ont des teneurs variables en
radioelements naturels mais la plupart des "super" accusent des teneurs
en 226 Ra atteignant encore 75% de celles des phosphates bruts; les teneurs en U naturel des "super" variant entre 40 et 80% de celles des
phosphates bruts.
Engrais

pCi.g
min.

Phosphate naturel
Super simple
Super double
Bicalcique
Scories

23au

226Ra

P2o,
(%)

max.

33 <2,2
18
22
40
18
40 <3,7
15 0,2

44
27
19
2,3
0,6

-I

ppm

moyenne

36,5
25,2
18 '7
2,7
0,52

min.

4,8
44,9
60,7
24,3
0,6

max.

moyenne

190
86,4
149
45,8
4,1

108,4
62,7
110
36,0
I, 9

TABLEAU I Teneurs en 226 Ra et en 238 U observees dans des
echantillons d'engrais phosphates.
Quant aux scories basiques, les resultats d'analyse ont montre qu'elles
contiennent, en moyenne, 70 fois mains de 226 Ra que les phosphates mineraux d'origine naturelle.
3. TRANSFERT DE 226 Ra DANS LA CHAINE ALIMENTAIRE, ACTIVITES INGEREES ET
DOSE RESULTANTE.
L'apport annuel, aux terres cultivees, de 226 Ra et 238 u provenant de l'application d'engrais phosphates d'origine minerale, est estime dans le
tableau 2.
Engrais

Super simple (18%)
Super double (40%)
Bicalcique (40%)
Phosphate naturel
(33%)

226Ra

Quantites
appliquees
(kg.ha- 1 )

(iJCi.ha- 1 )

412,5
187,5
187,5
225

10,4
3,5
0,5
8,2

23au
(g.ha - 1 )

25,9
20,6
6,7
24,4

TABLEAU 2 Estimation de l'apport annuel de 226 Ra et 238 U sur
base d'une application de 75 unites P o .ha- 1 comme
2 5
fumure d'entretien.
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Des etudes anterieures ont montre (I) que le radium migre tres peu dans
le sol, on peut done admettre qu'il reste dans la zone d'application :
couche labouree (0-50 em) et horizon superficiel des prairies (0-10 em).
Si l'on considere le cas d'application de "super" simple, la teneur en
226
Ra est respectivement de 2,4 pCi/kg de sol laboure et de 13 pCi/kg sol
de prairie.
En utilisant les valeurs du facteur de passage sol-plante (I), la contamination de divers aliments d'origine vegetale a ete calculee et tigure
dans le tableau 3. Par ailleurs l'apport en 226 Ra a l'herbe resultant de
l'application annuelle de "super" simple est estime etre de 0,6 pCi/kg
matiere seche. Or le rapport observe R.O. (lait/herbe) est de 0,01 (2)
ce qui permet d'estimer le niveau de contamination du lait produit par
les vaches paturant l'herbe ayant 0,6 pCi/kg matiere seche, a I0- 3 pCi
2 2 GRa/1.
Etant donne que l'exportation du 226 Ra par la production vegetale est tres
faible (< 0,1%/an), on peut considerer qu'apres SO annees consecutives
d'application, les teneurs du sol, des vegetaux et du lait seront 50 fois
plus €levees.
L'ingestion annuelle de 226 Ra provenant de ces produits agricoles est indiquee dans le tableau 3, cette ingestion etant basee sur le regime alimentaire moyen de la population belge (3).
Aliment

La it
Legumes
Pommes de
terre
Cereales
(grains)
Total

Quantite
consommee
(kg.an- 1 •
individu- 1 )
131 ,4
56
122
81

Teneurs en 226 Ra (pCi/kg Ingestion annuelle
pCi 226 Ra
Mat. fraiche)
Apres I an Apres 50 ans IApres I an Apres SOan
d'applicat. d' applicat. d'applicat. d' applic.
0,001
0,17
0,01

0,05
8,5
0,5

0,036

I ,8

o, 13
9,5
I ,2
2,9

6,6
476
61
146

---

---

13,7

690

TABLEAU 3 Estimation de l'ingestion annuelle de 226 Ra provenant
d'aliments produits sur un sol sableux, legerement humifere, recevant une fumure annuelle d'entretien de 75
unites P o .ha- 1 , sous forme de superphosphate simple.
2 5
Selon les donnees de la C.I.P.R. ~our l'exposition continue des travailleurs, la CMA eau est de 10- 7 Ci 26 Ra/m 3 ce qui correspond a une inges~~~n journaliere de 220 pCi soit 80 nCi par an; une ingestion continue de
Ra ace niveau conduit, apres SO ans, a une dose effective a l'os de
30 rem/an. La C.I.P.R. recommande pour la population dans son ensemble le
1/30 de la valeur de l'exposition professionnelle, soit done une ingestion
maximale admissible de 2,7 nCi par an dans le cas present.
L'ingestion annuelle de 690 pCi de 226 Ra provenant d'aliments (tableau 3)
represente environ 25% du niveau admissible recommande par la C.I.P.R.
pour la population et correspond a une dose individuelle de 250 mrem/an
a l'os.
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4. DISCUSSION ET CONCLUSION.
Les ingestions de 226 Ra mentionnees dans le tableau 3 sont relatives aux
aliments produits dans une zone sablonneuse mais dans le cas d'apport d'engrais phosphate, en quantite egale, a un sol brun acide, par exemple, le
niveau de contamination des aliments sera environ 9 fois plus faible en
raison de la fixation plus intense du 226 Ra par le sol, diminuant ainsi la
Ji8puuiLiliLf de transfert vers le vegetal.
En ce qui concerne la contribution relative des divers aliments consideres,
on constate que la contribution la plus elevee est constituee par les vegetaux consommes comme tels (legumes et farine); la contribution due aux tubercules de pommes de terre est moins prononcee et celle due a la consommation ~ lait represente environ 1% de l'activite totale ingeree.
A titre de comparaison, !'ingestion annuelle de 226 Ra par le regime alimentaire, evaluee par Michelson (4) pour la diete totale de quatre villes
des Etats-Unis est de 1100 pCi; le maximum etant de 1600 pCi et le minimum
de 800 pCi. En allemagne (5), Muth estime !'ingestion journaliere a 3 pCi
soit une valeur analogue a celle des Etats-Unis.
En conclusion, contrairement aux scories basiques, les engrais phosphates
prepares a partir des phosphates mineraux contiennent par "carry-over" une
quantite non negligeable de 226 Ra, ce qui peut entrainer une augmentation
de !'exposition de la population notamment par transfert le long de la chaine
alimentaire de ce radionuclide osteotrope.
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RADIATION EXPOSURES IN THE FLORIDA PHOSPHATE INDUSTRY
W.A. Mills, R.J. Guimond, ancl S.T. Hindham
Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Hashington, D.C. 20460
1.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of natural uranium and thorium in phosphate ores produced in the
United States indicate that concentrations of these natural materials range
from about 10 to 400 ppm and. 2 to 20 ppm, respectively (1,2). In the rich
marine phosphite deposits of Florida, uranium is present in concentrations
in the range 100-150 ppm. Uranium daughters in the phosphate ores, at ]east
through radium-226, are usually in secular equilibri~m.
The purpose of present studies of this industry by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency is to assess the radiological impact of phosphate mining,
processing, use, and related activities, The study includes an evaluation
of the effectiveness of controls and, in areas where controls appear to be
insufficient, the development of appropriate standards and guides. This
paper summarizes findings to date.

2.

OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRY'S OPERATIONS

In 1974, the total U.S. production of marketable phosphate rock was about 46
million tons with approximately 80 percent coming from the Florida phosphate
industry (3). ConsequentJy, the large scale operations of this industry in
one regional area may lead to several types of impact on the environment.
At present, the domestic narketable phosphate rock production accounts for
about 40 percent of the total world production.
The standard mining practice in Florida is to strip the overburden and mine
the phosphate rr~trix. Approximately 5000 acres of land are mined per year
:!.n Florida. At the beneficiation plant, the matrix is processed to upgrade
its P 2 o5 concentration. The output materials from this operation are
marketable phosphate rock, sand tailings and slimes. These materials are
produced in a 1:1:1 ratio. Table 1 lists the uranium, thorium, and
radium-226 activities for these materials.
TABLE 1: Natural Radioactivity Concentrations in Florida
Phosphate Mine Products and Wastes (pCi/gm)
Material
Marketable Rock
Slimes
Sand Tailings

Ra-226

U-238

Th-230

Th-232

42
45
7.5

41

42,3
48
4.2

0.44

44
5.3

1.4
.89

Mined-out areas are used for the disposal of sand tailings and slimes, in
addition to overburden. Several Florida slime ponds have discharges to the
enviror~ent.
Since most of the radioactivity in the beneficiation wastes is
present in the slimes, the concentration of radium-226 "'as determined for
slime. The concentration of dissolved radium-226 was less than 5 pCi/liter
at all facilities. The undissolved radium-226 concentration ranged from 10
to 2000 pCi/liter and was highly dependent on the total suspended solids in
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the slimes. Although no chemical process is used to treat the discharge
frorr. the slime ponds, concentrations of radium-226 in effluents were all
less than 3 pCi/liter, The reduction of total radium-226 from the raw slime
to the effluent ranged from 92 percent to greater than 99.9 percent. This
was primarily due to the removal of suspended solids by settling.
Marketable phosphate rock from Florida is processed into two major products,
fertilizers in "wet: process" phosphoric acid plants and elemental phosphorus
in electric furnace plants. In the "wet process" phosphoric acid plant,
phosphate rock is mixed with 93 percent sulfuric acid. This reaction
produces phosphoric acid and gypsum. Following the reaction in the attack
vessel, the mixture is filtered and the separated gypsum is pumped to a
large pile where it is allowed to dewater. Since approximately 4 metric
tons of g)•psurr. are produced per ton of phosphoric acid, a large phosphoric
acid plant would produce about 2.5 million metric tons of gypsum per year
(4). Approximately one percent of the radium-226, 60 to 80 percent of the
thorium-230, and 80 percent of the uranium :l.n phosphate rock are dissolved
by this ac:ld process.
Table 2 lists the average radioactivity concentrations for the fertilizer
products and phosphogypsum by-product of several wet-process type facilities
in Florida. Phosphoric acid samples were found to contain from 50,000 to
100,000 pCi/liter uranium-238 and less than one pCi/liter radium-226. The
conc·entration of uranium appears to vary directly with the concentration of
p 2°5'

TABLE 2: Natural Radioactivity Concentrations in
Materials Produced from Florida Phosphates (pCi/gram)
Material
Normal Superphosphate
Diammonium Phosphates
Concentrated Superphosphate
Monoammonium Phosphates
Phosphoric Acid*
Gypsum

Ra-226
21.3
5.6
21
5
<1
33

U-238
2.0.1
63
58
55
25.3
6

Th-230

Th-232

18.0
65
48

0.6
0.4
1.3
1.7
3.1
0.3

so

28.3
13

*29 percent add.
Each "wet process" phosphoric acid plant incorporates a large cooling pond
c~soo acres) of contaminated water for recycle in the facility.
During
periods of excess rainfall it becomes necessary to discharge water from
these ponds to nearby streams. Raw process water was found to contain
approximately 50 to 90 pCi total radium-226 per liter and approximately 400
to 2000 pCi/liter of uranium-238. To prepare process water for discharge to
the environment, the pH must be increased from 1.5-2,0 to 6-9. To
accomplish this, slaked lime is normally added. Our studies have shown that
this treatment is highly effective in removing radionuclides from the
effluent. Radium-226 reductions of greater than 96 percent were observed,
with similar reductions in uranium and thorium. As a result of the
effectiveness of this treatment, the Agency's permits for phosphoric acid
plants usually stipulate an acceptable pE range of 6-9 for treated effluent
which ensures minimization of radioactivity cischarges.
In the thermal (electric furnace) processing of phosphate rock, silica and
coke are added; this mixture is reduced to form elemental phosphorus.
Ferrophosphorus and calcium silicate slag by-products are also formed in the
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process. Most of the uranium and radium-226 activities in the input
phosphate rock are transferred to slag,
3,

RECLAIMED LAND USE

Approximately 100,000 acres of land have been mined for phosphate rock in
Florida, To date, about 25,000 acres of the mined lands have been reclaimed
for resider:tial and commercial development, farming, and grazing (~). Tt is
estimated that about 1000 structures have been built on these lands, Since
reclaimed lands are composed of overburden, leach zone material, matrix,
sand tailings, and/or slimes, they frequently contain radium-226
concentrations substantially higher than the 0.1 to 3 pCi/gram typical of
U.S. soils. Co~centrations' up to 98 pCi/gram have been measured in these
reclaimed soils. However, radit!m-226 concentrations in the reclaimed land
soils generally range between 10 to 30 pCi/grarn to depths greater than 20
feet. A considerable quantity of radon-222 is produced, This radon-222
diffuses to the ground surface and through the foundations of structures
leading to build-up of short-lived radon daughters, Average indoor radon
daughter levels over a one-year period were obtained for several structures
selected at random on reclaimed land and on land distant from the phosphate
region, These data are summarized in Table 3.
TAELE 3:

Percentage Range of Radon Daughter Levels

Reclaimed Land (n=l3)
0,05 to 0.1 WL
0.01 to 0,05 vtL
0 to 0.01 vJL

38%
31%
31%

Nonreclaimed Land

~na9)

o.o5 v1L
0.01 to 0.05 WL
0 to 0, 01 "I-lL

-022%
78%

We believe that the potential excess lung cancer risk associated with the
higher levels, warrant additional studies to define the scope and magnitude
of this problem. Based on the assumption that excess lung cancers '~ill
double per 60 CWLM exposure, we can associate the highest annual average
'~or king level observed, of 0.1 WL for continuous occupancy and an average
lifetime (70+ years), with a 6 to 10 times increase in lung cancer, The
estimate. of the doubling dose is based on the excess cancer observed in
uranium miners. If, as seems likely now, the doubling dose is lower for a
general population, the estimated health risk would be proportionately
greater, possibly by as much as a factor of 2.
4,

PRINCIPAL EXPOSURE PATHWAYS

There are numerous pathways which could c~se exposure to the public due to
operation of the Florida phosphate industry. These include exposures
resulting from effluents, emissions, ground waters, using the industry's
products and by-products, living and working on reclaimed land, and working
in the industry. The normal effluents from phosphate mine slime ponds and
phosphoric acid plants are readily controllable. to limit total radium-226
discharges to surface waters to less than 3 to 4 pCi/liter. It is highly
unlikely that such discharges would result in excess radium-226
concentrations greater than 0,5 pCi/liter downstream. However, accidental
failure of slime pond dikes could significantly increase the radium-226
concentrations at user points,
Many shallow well water supplies in Central Florida contain radium-226
concentrations greater than the limit of 5 pCi/liter radium-226 and radium228 contained in EPA's Safe Drinking Water Regulations, However, it is
uncertain to what extent the levels are due to the natural presence of
uranium in phosphate ores or to operations of the industry,
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Data collection and evaluation of air emissions from elerr.enta.l phosphorus
and phosphoric ac.id plants are incomplete. However, there are some preliminary indications that significant quantities of Po-210 may be emitted front
these facilities due to volatization during calcining or furnace operations.
Workers in the phosphate operations come in close contact with large amounts
of phosphate ores, products, and wastes along with inhalation of dust
generated by unloading, crushing, drying, and other activities. Tbe hlghest
potential exposures were observed in areas of high dust concentrations in
and around the phosphoric reactor vessel. It has been estimated that direct
gamma dose equivalents for workers range from 30 to 300 mrem/yr (6). T~e
'maximum potential dose equivalent rate to the lungs is about 5 rem/yr.
However, using corrections for occupancy this dose equivalent rate is
reduced by at least a factor of ten. We do not believe workers in the
phosphate industry are being exposed at levels greater than radiation
protection guides for the general population. However, we do see a need for
more prudent "good housekeeping" measures, particularly with respect to dust
levels in various operations.
Population exposures to the indoor radon daughters jn structures appear to
be the most significant public health problem, and efforts are being made to
develop radiation protection guidelines to control exposures to this source.
As an interim measure we have provided the State of Florida a screening
level which allows continued lancl development without a significant health
impact. This interim guideline is based on a gamma expesure of less than
10 ~R/hr (including background) which can be associated with a guesstimate
of a radon daughter level less than 0,01 \o.'L.
Other aspects of the industry which require further study include the j_mpact
of using by-product slag and gypsum for construction n~terials, the uptake
of radionuclides by crops due to fertilizer use or growing en reclaimed
lands, evaluating control technologies to limit indoor radon daughter
levels, and assessing the impact of recovering uranium fuel from phosphate
materials. Efforts are being made to complete seeping of the radiological
impact of this industry and to controlling this impact when necessary.
REFERENCES
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RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS FOR CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
M.C. O'Riordan and G.J. Hunt
National Radiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot·, Oxon, England

SUMMARY

The·building industry requires large quantities of low-cost raw materials,
and industrial or extractive by-products are increasingly used as substitutes
for natural aggregates. This practice may be beneficial in many ways, but it
can also create radiological problems.
These problems are reviewed with particular reference to British experience.
This relates especially to the' question of phosphogypsum (a by-product of the
manufacture of high-grade fertilizers from uraniferous phosphate rock) in
which radium activ~ty concentrations can be of the order of· 20 pCi/g. The
need for radiological controls is explored in relation tp the expected
increment in whole-body and lung doses-as a result of using such material in
credible configurations in tYPical housing stock.
The difficulties of effecting controls in such a large and diverse operation
as the building industry ane ~xamined, and the impact of such controls is
assessed.
1•

INTRODUCTION

The construction industry in the UK uses enormous amounts of materials. In
recent years, about 200 M tonnes per year of sand and gravel, crushed rock,
cement, brick, and gypsum were required (1)(2). As a result, quarries and
pits and mines scar the countryside, and there are adverse effects on agricultural production and amenities, although these are minimised as far as
possible by planning conditions. At the same time, other industries produce
large quantities of solid wastes, probably about 100M tonne per year (3),
whioh present disposal difficulties. Chief among these are the coal, electrical pdwer, china clay, metallurgical and p~osphate industries.
Natural aggregates are conserved and overall environmental effects mitigated
by the use of wastes for construction purposes. There can also be economic
and technical benefits from such practices including saving in energy consumption (4). About a quarter of the wastes are indeed utilized, and uses
deserving research and development or increased application have been
identified ( 3).
2.

BUILDING MATERIALS

The radioactivity content of materials used in the construction of habitable
buildings markedly influences the radiation doses to which persons are subjected. This refers both to external irradiation and to the inhalation of
airborne radioactivity. Mean activity contents of traditional building
materials and of materials with established usage that contain wastes are
given in Table 1. · Values are only indicative in most instances, because
sampling is not complete. The lightweight blocks examined were made mainly
from the wastes generated at coal-fired power stations.
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No. of
samples

Material

Granites
Sand and Gravel
Cement
Bricks
Natural Gypsum
Lightweight blocks
TABLE 1

7
10
6
25
73
10

Mean activity content pCi g-1
40K

226Ra

232Th

3.0
0.9
4.2
19
3.8
10

2.4
0.1
0.6
1.4

2.2
0.2
0.5
1. 2

0.6

0.2

1. 6

0.7

Activity content of building materials (5)(6)

From the evidence available, the activity contents of these blocks appear to
be comparable to those of traditional materials such as bricks; consequently,
the doses incurred because of their utilization are no different from those
historically incurred.
3.

PHOSPHOGYPSUM

In recent years, the UK building industry has shown interest in utilizing
waste phosphogypsum. This material is a by-product in the manufacture of
phosphoric acid from sulphuric acid and phosphate rock by the wet acid
process. The calcium sulphate may be obtained in various degrees of hydration, but dihydrate is exclusively produced in the UK (7). The process may
be represented by the equation:

About 2M tonne of phosphogypsum is produced each year. Virtually all of it
is dumped at present, 8~fo by slurry pipeline to seas and estuaries and 20%
dry on land.
Phosphate ores imported into the UK are mainly sedimentary in or1g1n and have
relatively high contents of uranium and its decay products. Mean activity
contents of the phosphate rock and of phosphogypsum arisings are listed in
Table 2.

Material

Phosphate rock
Phosphogypsum

No. o.f
samples

31
60

Mean activity content pCi g

-1

40K

226Ra

232Th

5.9
1 •1

38
17

1. 3
0.5

TABLE 2 Activity content of phosphate rock
and phosphogypsum (5)(6)
226
The
Ra cof!tent is well above the normal values for building materials.,
whereas the 4°K and 2 3cTh values are about the same. It is possible therefore to aesess the situation in terms of the extra dose resulting from the
excess 226Ra content of phosphogypsum compared with the materials in Table 1.
So as to accommodate reasonable variations in the activ~~~ contents of the
ores fro~ the principal exporting countries, an excess
content of
1 was considered for the radiological evaluation Ra
25 pCi g
described below;
this implies about 42 pCi g-1 in the ore if radium followed the behaviour of
~Rlcium in the foregoing equation.

For over 30 years, phosphogypgum had been used in the UK to make hemihydrate
for plastering and for plasterboard (B) but production ceased around 1970 due
to difficulties in controlling the qualities of the ~-hemihydrate produced.
Because of the nature of these applications and the limited utilization of
the waste, this practice did not arouse radiological concern.
New interest centred on the manufacture of glass-reinforced gypsum (GRG) and
plaster blocks for internal walling from the a-hemihydrate. This crystalline
form of the hemihyclr,.t" could also be used for 'making board. In the manufacture of a-hemihydrate by continuous process, phosphogypsum had a direct
cost advantage over natural gypsum, and many of the impurities causing
technical difficulties with the ~ form could be eliminated (7).
GRG is a patented material with excellent mechanical properties; for some
applications, the use of a-hemihydrate instead of ~-hemihydrate results in a
stronger product. It also has excellent fire resistance and would partly
compete with asbestos cement products thus reducing a proven hazard. GRG
can be made into sheet form or into a wide range of components. The blocks
can be made to exact dimensional standards and would require no further surface treatment before decorating; thus the costs of plastering could be
eliminated and productivity in home building greatly improved. There are
also possibilities for the use of phosphogypsum in the manufacture of cements.

4.

ASSESSMENT

In assessing the radiological implications of using phosphogypsum, the dose
increases resulting from its liberal use in a typical house were determined
(9). The model chosen was a two-storey three-bedroom centre terrace house
with a floor area conforming.to national guidelines on space in the home.
This type of house provides some 3~fo of the accommodation in the UK (10).
It was assumed that over 4. 2 tonne of phosphogypsum was used to replace all
the non-lead bearing conventional partitions, and that all the ceilings were
make of phosphogypsum plasterboard. Measurements and calculations of the
beta- and gamma-ray dose rates were made, and the radon emanation from the
phosphogypsum components was determined.
1
With a nominal excess of 25 pCi g- 226Ra in phosphogypgum compared to the
conventional materials, the excess beta-ray dose to the superficial tissues,
less than 29 mrad in a year, could be dismissed. The increase in gamma-ray
dose to the occupants of the model house, 0.03 rad in a year, roughly equals
the regional variations in average dose within the UK, and the increase in
radon daughter exposure, 0.04 WLM in a year, is well within the range of
natural variations. On the basis of an estimate of 1~fo for the rate of
market penetration by phosphogypsum, the increase in average gonad dose after
a generation would be less than 1% of the national average, given the rate of
replacement of housing in the UK.
In view of the advantages offered by phosphogypsum, the proposed uses were
deemed acceptable, but because of the speculative nature of the estimate of
future usage, it was considered prudent to record production, utilization,
and activity contents and also to review the developing situation periodically. This qualified acceptance required the elaboration of a system of
reporting and reviewing to which the term controls is applied.

5.

CONTROLS

The structure of the proposed controls is as follows. For building components such as blocks, boards, partitions, ductings, and mouldings, manufacturers would provide a physical description. For each product line, they
would also provide the annual production rate and geographical destination,
radioactivity contents to an agreed testing schedule, and recommended
·
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finishes. Phosphogypsum to be used as a constituent in cement would also
be controlled but with a less elaborate physical description.
Apart from the radioactivity measurements, which would be relatively infrequent and inexpensive, manufacturers would not incur any significant costs
in complying with the controls, since all the data required for radiological
purposes would be available for commercial and technical reasons.
As for the controlling authority, no difficulties in monitoring the situation
on a voluntary basis are envisaged because of the compact structure of the
phosphoric acid industry in the UK and the degree of cooperation existing
between building material producers and government agencies.
The burden of such controls both on producers and on the controlling
authority is likely to be light in this instance if the proposals come to
fruition.
•"
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CONCENTRATION OF RADON

(RN-222), THORON (PN-220) AND

THEIR DECAI(-PRODUCTS INSIDE BtTILDINCS - HEASURING
DEVICES AND PRELIMINAR'l RESULTS
A. Wicke, J. Porstendorfer, H.C. Scheibel, A. Schraub
I.nstitut fUr Biophysik, Leihgesterner Weer 217,
D-6300 Ciessen, West-Germany
1, INTRODUCTION
Hany attempts have been made to evaluate the concentrations
of radon, thoron and their.dau~hters in our natural radiation
environment in respect for estimating the' resultincr adsorbed
dose. Especially there is an increasing interest about conditions inside.houses, because l(ou know that there are crenerally higher concentrations compared wi~h outooors (1-5).
Some of thesepublications show, that the actual amount of
radon and thoron present in the room-air depends upon the
exhalation of the construction materials, the creo~etry of the
room, the ventilation-rate and outdoor concentrations. A few
of the!e parameters are influenced by meteorological variables
(5-8).
Our interest is to carry out a series of measurements of radon,
thoron and their daughters irt- and outside of certain buildings
and to study the main factors influencing it such as exhalation, ventilation and aerosol conditions. Parallel we try to
describe the situation by an appropriate model (9), which is
based upon the calculations of HULTQVIST (1). If this ~odel is
applicable in general, it is possible to compute the concentrations of the radioactive aerosol as well as the resulting
absorbed dose (15,16). One ~ust only know the meteorological
and aerosol conditions, the properties of the construction
materials and the geometry of the roo~.
2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Our calculations show, that the inside concentration of thoron
is rather independent from outdoor conditions, in contrast to
radon. Radioactive equilibrium doe~ not exist between radon and
its decay-products, because there is ahla?s a great deposition
of the unattached dauqhters unon the walls. The fraction of the
free atoms is only important for ThA (f=100%) and PaA (f=2-12%).
The difference between the concentration of RaB and P.aC (RaC')
for usual ventilation conditions (0.1- 1.5 h-1) is very sMall
as well as the difference between 'IhB anr. ThC (ThC') (5-15%).
3.

F.XPEPIJ'.IENTAL ARRANCE1·1ENT

3.1 Radon-222
The concentration of Pn-222 vias deter~ined h•r adsorption of the
~ir· to be examined at cooled activated charcoal (-78°C).
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eRn
( pCi1 ]
h·m

v

eRa A cRoC

[h-1]

[~fi]

CThC

D (mrod/o]
p
T- 8

f,ci] (Pfi]

Pol

145

1.1
0.1

0.25
2.80

0.13
1.10

0.06
0.24

46

39

Wi1

245

0.7

0.60

0.28

0.24

71

123

Rs1

145

0.4
2.4

0.30
0.15

0.05
0.03

0.19
0.03

27

65

Hi1

250

0.06
0.5

2.50
1.0

0.90
0.38

0.10'
0.10

57

49

Bo1

280

0.3

1.50

0.5

0.17

52

45

St 1

105

0.5

0.60

0.1

0.1

30

37

TABLE 1
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Preliminary results

Subsequent desorption by heating
( 450°C) t-Tas followed by transferring the Rn-222 into a scintillation cell ("Lucas-Chall'ber",
(10)), After three hours (Rn-222 in secular e~uilibri~ with
its short-lived daughters), the scintillation pulses tomre
detected by a phototube and counted by a scaler. The detection
limit of this method is about 1o-14ci/l.
3.2 Radon-220
The concentration of Pn-220 was measured using a laroe-surface
flow-type scintillation chamber (11). An alpha-alpha coincidence
arrangement only detects such pulses ,,,hich belong to the decay
of ThA,
3,3 Radon-Daughters
To measure P.n- and Tn-daughters seperately
(RaA, PaC', ThC')
we use a surface-barrier detector for alpha-?pectroscopy (12),
The radioactive aerosols were deposited on a-~embrane-filter
(air-flow 3.8 m3/h) and simultanously detected hv a collimated
surface-barrier detector (900mm2), The system has an energyresolution between 200 - 250 keV and an efficiency of 6%.
3.4 Ventilation
Looking at the theoretical results, ventilation is one of the
most important parameters. we realized to IT'easure the airexchange by filling the rooll' Up to 1% co 1 , The slope of the
decrease of concentration with time was used to determine the
ventilation rate (13).
3,5 Exhalation
We only measured the exhalation of Rn-222. The method was such,
that we put a small chamber with fresh charcoal on the wall to
gather the exhaling Rn-222 (14), After one hour the accumulated
radon was desorbed by the previous mentioned method. The detection limit of this method is about 10 pCi/m2.h.

4, RESULTS
We studied the conditions in- and outdoors at several sites.
Each room was observed for at least four days to regard daily
variations. For dose estimations we take the assumptions of
JACOBI (16) at a mean ventilation of 0.5 air-chancres per hour.
A survey over the most important results is shown in table 1.
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THE RADIOLOGICAL TESTING OF PRODUCTS WHICH IRRADIATE THE PUBLIC
M:D. Hiil and A.D. Wrixon
National Radiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, England
1.

INTRODUCTION

Radiological protection tests play an important part in the work of the
National Radiological Protection Board in advising manufacturers, distributors
and government departments on, the acceptability of products which can lead
to exposure of the public to ionising radiations. The Board's approach to
testing and two examples of its application are described in this paper.
2.

,

~

THE ROLE OF TESTING IN DECISION - MAKING

Radiation doses from any product w~ch irradiates the public must not exceed
appropriate ICRP Dose Limits. This is an overriding requirement but the
proper application of the ICRP system of dose limitation to decisions on
whethe;r a product is acceptable involves two processes: justification by
risk-benefit analysis and optimisatipn so that doses from the product are as
low as is reasonably achievable. An acceptable product is one which has been
both justified and optimised. Risk-benefit analysis involves assessments of
the doses expected from the product when it is in normal use and when it is
accidentally damaged or abused. Consumer products are effectively outside
any form of centralised control after sale to the public; for this reason
potential doses as a result of some form of recovery after disposal by their
original user must also be considered. Rigorous but realistic testing
provides the basic information needed for these assessments. The principal
role of testing in optimisation is to obtain information on a range of
comparable products. Data of this 'kind can indicate the design features
necessary to minimise risks, and are thus useful when formulating radiological
protection standards for products.
).

APPROACH TO

TEST~NG

In addition to measurements of external radiation dose rates and source
leakage in normal conditions, tests should include evaluation of a product's
performance under adverse temperature, mechanical and corrosion conditions.
These tests can be designed in two ways: they can either simulate the
damage likely to be suffered by a product in the environment in which it is
used, or they can simulate the environment itself. There are problems
inherent in both methods and usually a combination of the two is used.
Where little or no information is available it is necessary to make some
assumptions about the types of accident which could occur, and the adverse
environmental conditions which are likely to be encountered. The Board's
approach is to develop tests on a case-by-case basis since flexibility is
essential when dealing with a wide range of products and environments.

4.

TEST PROGRAMMES AND RESULTS

4.1

Ionisation Chamber Smoke Detectors

The test programme for ionisation chamber smoke detectors (ICSDs) can be
divided into two parts; three tests are related to normal use and the
remainder to credible accidental damage or abuse (1). The tests intended
to simulate adverse environmental conditions and accidental damage are
summarised in Table 1. Each test is carried out on a separate detector or
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source/holder combination to avoid the difficulty of interpreting the results
of combined tests.
Type of
test

Parameters

Part of
detector
tested

Damage or environment
simulated

1. Temperature

-2)°C to +100°C

Source and
holder

Damage due to ambient
temperature variations

2. External
pressure

25 kPa to 100 kPa

Source and
holder.

Pressure variations
during air transport

3· Impact

0.5 kg from 0.5 m

Whole ICSD

Damage from accidental
blows

From 10 m

Whole ICSD

Accident during
installation or
servicing

Source and
holder

Damage due to
tampering with source

4. Drop
5. Puncture

1

g

from 1 m

6. Vibration

5 - 60 Hz

Whole ICSD

Damage due to ceiling
vibration

7. so2

16 days
exposure

Source and
holder

Corrosion in
industrial atmosphere

8. Humidity

10 days
exposure

Source and
holder

Corrosion in nonindustrial atmosphere

9. Special

1•

Corrosion

test: Fire

600°C

2. 1200°C
TABLE 1

)Source, holder
)and parts of
)detector
)housing

1. Typical domestic

fire
2. Hot industrial fire

Test Programme for ICSDs

The majority of ICSDs now available use 241Am foil sources. Measurements
have confirmed that external radiati~p levels are very low, even for the
highest activity detectors (100 ~Ci 4 1 Am). Preliminary wipe tests of
sources and inactive parts of ICSDs have shown that amount of removable
contamination are very small if suitable precautions are taken during
manufacture. In general, the temperature and mechanical tests caused no
increase in the amounts of removable activity on sources and their
surroundings. After exposure to sulphur dioxide only the high activity
ICSDs gave more than 5 nCi on wiping.
In the 600°C fire test the results of wipes over the sources range from an
undetectable amount of activity to several hundred nanocuries (see Table 2).
There is a clear correlation between the amounts of removable activity and
the source holder material, stainless steel and aluminium holders giving
much more satisfactory results than brass or tin-plated ones. In most
cases the ICSD debris was not contaminated and no activity became airborne.
The results of this exploratory test programme have provided information
which will be valuable in establishing criteria for acceptance of ICSDs.
The 600°C fire test, with a requirement that not more than 5 nCi activity
should be detectable in the debris and removed by wiping the source and
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Holder
material

Pre-test
wipe (nCi)

Stainless

NDA - 1.0
NDA

Post-test
wipe (nCi)
NDA
97

-

3.0

- 345

-

Aluminium

NDA- 1.3

Tin plated
mild steel
or brass

NDA- 0.2

10

- 409

Brass

NDA - 0.06

12

- 15

0.08

0.01

120

Comments

Fire retardant ABS
plastic housing
caused higher leakage

4.3

Solder used for
fixing foil
contributed to higher
leakage

NDA =no detectable activity ie, less than 10 pCi
TABLE 2

Results of 600°C Fire Test on ICSDs with

2 1
4 Am Foil Sources

holder after the test, has become one of the bases used by the Board for
acceptance of ICSDs and is recommended for general use.
4.2

Radioluminous Compasses

In contrast to the extensive testing programme devised for ICSDs, when the
Board carried out a systematic survey of compasses which are or have been
available to the United Kingdom public, only external dose rates and
removable activities were measured. The results of these simple tests
were sufficient to enable the Board to make a number of recommendations on
design features of compasses which would reduce doses to the public from
these devices in both normal and accident conditions. These recommendations
are:
a

b

c

d

e

If radioluminous paint is used it should be sealed (with varnish)
and covered with transparent material. This reduces dose rates
and prevents loss of activity (the latter can be a problem with
paints containing 3H).
In the case of paints containing 147Pm the transparent c~ver
should have a thickness equivalent to at least 50 mg cm(0.4 mm perspex). This thickness is sufficient to reduce dose
rates to acceptable levels.
Luminising with gaseous tritium light sources (GTLSs) is
preferable to using radioluminous paints. If GTLSs are used
they should be inaccessible. Covering GTLSs reduces the
external dose rate and minimises the possibility of accidental
breakage.
226
Paints containing
Ra should no longer be used. Because of
the external y-radiation and high radiotoxicity of 2~ 6 Ra, it
should no longer be used in radioluminous paints.
The use of non-radioactive luminous paints should be encouraged.
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QUALITY CONTROL WORKSHOPS IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE
'Peter Paras, Donald R. Hamilton and
Richard J. Van Tuinen
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
Bureau of Radiological Health
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857
1.

INTRODUCTION
The United States Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) Bureau of
Radiological Health (BRH) has begun a program to improve the degree of
quality control in nuclear medicine.
This program is designed to
incorporate the quality control activities of several professional
organizations with the programs of certain accreditation and
governmental agencies. There is also an effort being made to implement
quality control programs in medical institutions through the
development and presentation of workshops.
These workshops are
primarily directed to the practicing nuclear medicine technologist but
have had success in reaching the physician and health physicist as
well.

2.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In nuclear medicine, the interpretation of static images and dynamic
function studies is often critically dependent upon the quality of the
images and data generated by the equipment and techniques used. This
dependence exists because significant changes in the condition of the
patient frequently are reflected as very subtle changes in the images
barely above the threshold of detectability. Suboptimal equipment or
techniques may cause these subtle changes to fall below the threshold
and pass unnoticed by the physician. For this reason it is essential
that nuclear medicine equipment and procedures be maintained at an
acceptable level of performance at all times.
llecause of these needs, authorities such as the Joint Connnission on
Accreditation of Hospitals, the United States Public Health Service
and the Social Security Administration having responsibility for
delivering good health care in
the U.S.A. have recognized the
importance of conducting "quality assurance" procedures by requiring
that measures be installed and recorded regularly in support of
accreditation or licensure of nuclear medicine services. Also, other
government agencies and professional organizations have recognized the
need for quality assurance test procedures in nuclear medicine and have
encouraged voluntary implementation.
This encouragement has helped identify the need and now effort has
begun to be directed towards the standardization of test procedures and
the delineation of adequate programs for the administration of a
quality assurance program in a clinical nuclear medicine facility.
Furthermore, efforts have been directed towards the development of an
implementation mechanism to encourage adoption of quality assurance
procedures in clinical nuclear medicine facilities throughout the
United States.
Quality assurance in nuclear medicine is important from at least two
viewpoints: (1) reliability of diagnostic information, and (2) legal
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requirements having to do with accreditation or licensing.
It is
involved in three broad areas:
instrumentation, clinical and
laboratory procedures and patient records.
Complete failure of an
instrument is, of course, immediately apparent; however, the gradual
degradation of diagnostic information through equipment malfunction
cannot be ascertained without specific testing procedures. Evaluation
of every aspect of the performance of the scintillation camera, for
example, is a complex process requiring the use of sophisticated test
equipment and time consuming procedures.
In this case, for daily
evaluation of camera performance by the nuclear medicine technologist,
test procedures are needed which are relatively simple and can be
performed quickly.
These procedures should provide an index of the
overall quality of camera operation, rather than an explicit
identification of malfunctioning components which will assume optimal
instrument performance.
3.

QUALITY CONTROL WORKSHOP
To address these problems, the BRH has initiated a short term training
program for implementation of quality assurance in nuclear medicine
directed primarily to technologists. The program is presented in the
form of workshops consisting of seminars and classroom instruction
followed by demonstrations and supervised "hands on" experience . in
quality control test procedures.
Clinical nuclear medicine activities requ1r1ng quality control have
been grouped into areas and categories, as follows:
A.

B.

C.

Area of imaging instrumentation:

1.

Scintillation cameras

2.

Rectilinear scanners

Area of radioisotopes:
3.

Handling, control and calibration

4.

Radipharmaceutical preparations

Area of in vitro tests:
5.

D.

Instrumentation and

proced~res

Area of advanced instrumentation
6.

Computer utilization and interface

7.

Emission tomography systems

A two-day workshop is designed for each category.
Instruction
materials and specific self-explanatory protocols (cook-book type);
for each procedure and type of instrument are developed for use by
participants; attending the workshops.
The pertinent materials for
each category are published in the form of a manual by the BRH and will
be periodically revised to reflect new developments and input from
concerned professional organizations.
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The responsibility of the administration of each workshop is vested in
a local workshop director selected for his knowledge of nuclear
medicine and his interest in quality control. He is assisted by the
workshop coordinator, who will, if necessary, visit the workshop
location prior to the program.
The coordinator is responsible for
selecting the geographical location, assigning priorities, soliciting
the workshop director and participating in the instruction. The local
workshop dirt:clur iti ret:tpousible for aitituutlciug atid dir:ec.;ting lhe
workshop,
for securing adequate physical facilities,
and for
suggesting faculty for all parts of the workshop.
The BRH coordinates the overall effort of the nationwide series of
workshops and arranges individual workshops through the assistance and
participation of FDA's Regional Radiological Health Representatives
and the Society of Nuclear Medicine.
3.1 QUALITY CONTROL OF SCINTILLATION CAMERAS WORKSHOP
The initial regional workshops (Denver, Colorado) served as a pilot
study for the quality control protocols and workshop format and helped
their development into a more polished format prior to national
distribution.
At the same time the manual was also tested for
completedness according to the needs of the participants, reviewed by
professional organizations, edited and then published in final form.
Topics covered in the manual are as follows: introduction to quality
control of scintillation cameras, evaluation of scintillation camera
performance, history and evolution of the scintillation camera,
introduction to scintillation camera operation, daily quality control
tests flow· sheet, apparatus for quality control procedures, image
recording media for scintillation cameras, preparation guide for
Cobalt-57 flood phantom, construction guide for a parallel line equal
spacing (PLES) phantom, and protocols for quality control procedures
for specific scintillation cameras.
The workshop program notes that qualitative measurement tests of three
parameters can furnish an adequate index, in most cases of
scintillation camera performance.
These paramenters are: (1)
uniformity, (2) spatial distortion, and (3) resolving power.
The
relatively simple procedures adopted by BRH require only 15 minutes and
are included in the manual as protocols.
A suitable source and a
proper transmission bar phantom are the only requirements. The source
may be either a point source or a disk source, preferably made from
either
technetium-99m
or
cobalt
57
for
procedures
using
radiopharmaceuticals emitting low energy photons.
Any transmission
phantom which can cover the field of view can be used in combination
with the source.
Commercially available phantoms which are
satisfactory for this assessment include the 90° bar quadrant phantom,
Hine-Duley phantom, and the parallel line equal spacing (PLES) phantom
developed by BRH.
Instructions for constructing a PLES phantom are
included in the workshop manual.
The two-day program has been designed to meet all the needs for an
adequate review of all procedures in this area. The first day consists
of seminars and discussions of materials contained in the workshop
manual while the second control procedures on scintillation cameras
similiar to those in their own institutions. Each participant is asked
to perform the tests under the supervision of one of the workshop
faculty, usually in combination with a technologist from the
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participating hospital.
Letters are sent to attendees after the program to determine the effect
of the workshops on their quality control program at their home
institution.
3.2 QUALITY CONTROL OF RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS AND RADIONUCLIDE HANDLING
The BRH, through a contract, arranged for pilot workspops and followed
the usual pattern of drafting, reviewing and editing of the workshop
manual.
Topics covered in the manual are as follows: radionuclide
generators, quality control of radionuclide calibrators, quality
control procedures for radiopharmaceuticals, handling of radioxenon,
and radiation safety in nuclear medicine.
The workshop program covers radionuclide generators from aspects of
physic.al design and operation, calculation of yields and activity, and
eluate contamination. The section on dose calibrators discusses tests
of accuracy,
geometry and
linearity while
the
portion
on
radiopharmaceuticals reviews microbiological testing, chromatography
and related tests. The xenon section provides information on various
breathing systems, collection and disposal of the gas, and patient
procedures. Radiation safety concerns itself with exposure control,
personnel monitoring, use of syringe shields, and handling of
contamination and radioactive waste. Recommendations for testing of
radiopharamaceuticals and dose calibrations are provided in the manual
and laboratory protocols are provided separately for "hands-on"
experimentation.
3.3 OTHER WORKSHOPS
The remaining workshops in the list are in various stages of design and
development. The quality control workshop on rectilinear scanners has
had the pilot programs presented and the manual is being reviewed. The
workshop on in vitro procedure is under contract and pilots are being
planned.
4

RESULTS
The message of initiating a•quality control program for scintillation
cameras and subsequently the extension of the concept to other areas of
nuclear medicine has been successfully transmitted through these
workshops.
Our desire to motivate individuals through education to
adopt the procedures voluntarily has been fulfilled and follow up
surveys have indicated a wide acceptance of the recommended practices
and adoption of quality control programs in nuclear medicine
departments.
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TWO SUCCESSFUL ACTION PROGRAMS FOR DOSE REDUCTION IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
Richard E. Gross
Bureau of Radiological Health, Food and Drug Administration
Rockville, Maryland 20857
1.

INTRODUCTION

A paper reviewed (in a rapportuer session) at the Third International
Congress of the International Radiation Protection Association, at
Washington, D.C., examined the health physicists' role in the health care
environment, stressing their ~otential for ,effecting exposure reduction
through close workiQg relationships with other health and allied health
professionals.(!) This paper ryports on two programs that demonstrate the
success of such an approach.
Diagnostic x-ray examinations include three separate tasks:
1.
2.
3.

selection of the patient,
performance of the examination, and
interpretation of the results.

Of course, physicists can have their greatest impact by improving the
performance of the examination. Selection of the patient and interpretation of a properly conducted examination are the responsibility of the
physician or radiologist.
The two programs discussed here were developed to help radiation control
agencies at the Federal, State, and local levels to efficiently manage
their efforts to reduce unnecessary exposure from dental and breast x-ray
examinations.
2.

DENTAL EXPOSURE PROBLEM

In 1972 a pilot study was conducted to identify the causes of high exposure
in dental radiology and to test an educational approach for reducing
unnecessary exposure (2). Survey data were collected on 110 x-ray units
(72 dental offices) selected at random. The data showed that many offices
overexposed films and reduced developing time. About one-third of the
offices used sight development instead of the recommended time-temperature
processing technique. Dental consultants visited the offices 2 months
after the surveys to present findings and demonstrate needed improvements
in radiographic practice. In 1973, a followup survey was conducted to
determine the effectiveness of the consultation visits. Mean exposure per
film was 542 mR in 1972 and 340 mR in 1973. This reduction of approximately
38 percent indicates the effectiveness of an educational approach to achieve
significant reduction in unnecessary radiation exposure.
3.

THE DENTAL EXPOSURE NORMALIZATION TECHNIQUE (DENT) PROGRAM

This exposure reduction and quality assurance program was developed through
a joint State/Federal effort (3). A health agency sends cards containing
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's) to all dental x-ray facilities within
its jurisdication. These dosimeters are exposed by the dentists and returned for analysis. Facilities that show excessive exposure are then visited
to demonstrate the changes in exposure and processing necessary to produce
diagnostic quality radiographs with minimum patient exposure.
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4.

RESULTS OF DENT

Currently, 37 Federal, State, and local radiation control agencies,
responsible for about two-thirds of the dental machines in the U.S.,
use the DENT program. Twelve of these have completed followup visits in
facilities showing excessive exposure. Data reported by nine of these
agencies show that approximately 43 percent of the machines evaluated by
TLD's were viGitcd because of high exposures. As a resull uf ll1e followup
surveys, the nine radiation control agencies were able to achieve an average exposure reduction of 240 mR per film, or approximately 41 percent.
Furthermore, the dentist who follows the surveyor's recommendations for
exposing and processing the films will, in general, produce consistently
good diagnostic radiographs. Recently the American Academy of Dental
Radiology endorsed DENT as an effective exposure reduction and quality
assurance program (4).
5.

THE MAMMOGRAPHY EXPOSURE PROBLEMS

Several events led to our current concern with exposure from mammography.
First was the public awareness of breast cancer after publicized mastectomies on public figures; and the subsequent increase in the use of mammography. Another event was a study of mammographic exposure levels and
techniques in Eastern Pennsylvania (5).
Mammography facilities, including 4~ hospitals, 23 private radiology, and
2 clinics, were surveyed during routine State compliance inspections. Low
energy dosimeters were used to measure the exposure from a single craniacaudal view, using the technique factors normally employed by the facility
for a "medium-density, medium-sized"·breast. Mean exposure for the various
types of image receptors ranged from 1 to 24 R. Five facilities were
apparently overexposing and underdeveloping films, with a resultant mean
exposure of 39 R per film, and a high of 47 R. The study concluded that
approximately three-fifths of the surveyed facilities had not optimized
their mammographic procedures for the x-ray energies and for image receptor
development utilized.
This study has brought to light two problems. One, in many cases the exposure per film is unnecessarily high and, two, even if the exposure appears
acceptable, the image quality may not be optimal. The second problem is a
big one and will require a major cooperative effort on the part of several
categories of the health profession to solve. There is still considerable
debate regarding the appropriate x-ray energy spectrum for a given image
receptor and even regarding which structures in the breast must be visualized.
Using an approach similar to that of the DENT program, we are working to
correct the first problem, that of reducing unnecessarily high exposures.
Although mammography is more complicated than dental radiography because
of difficulties in soft tissue visualization and the large variety of
image receptors and x-ray generating equipment, we have demonstrated
through pilot tests that a program similar to DENT will be productive when
applied to mammography.
6.

THE BENT PROGRAM

The BENT (Breast Exposure: Nationwide Trends) program is conducted in the
same manner as DENT (6). Bv contacting a~d obtaining the support of the
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local physicians through the radiological and other medical societies,
their cooperation results in high response rates and return of the questionnaire and dosimeters. Once support is obtained, physicians are mailed
a questionnaire which is used to identify facilities that conduct mammographic examinations. Those responding affirmatively are asked to identify
the number of x-ray units used for mammography and answer some questions
regarding the number and age of patients examined.
Then the health agency sends the dosimeter cards to those facilties that
conduct mammography exams. The dosimeters are exposed and returned for
analysis. Facilities that show either excessive exposures or abnormally
low exposures are visited to further evaluate the x-ray unit and image
processing system and recommend changes in the mammographic techniques as
required.
7.

RESULTS OF BENT

At the close of 1976 the BENT program initiated trials in 5 States.
results can be summarized as follows:

The

Preliminary BENT Data (4 States)
All Image
Receptors
No. of units
401
Percent of units
100
Mean Exposure (R)*
1.5
Minimum Exposure (R) 0.03
Median Exposure (R)
0.51
Maximum Exposure (R) 16.6

Direct Exposure
Film

Film/Screen
Combinations

Xeroradiography

75
18
3.2
0.3
1.5
16.6

187

139
35

47

0.62
0.03
0.40
5.0

1.8

0.18
1.1

6.9

*Exposure is expressed as Roentgens free-in-air at the skin extrance site
(6 em. above the tabletop or equivalent plane) for a single crania-caudal
v'iew.
Followup visits of those facilities with exposures near the m1n1mum and
maximum values are still being conducted. Typically, in those cases where
the exposures were unusually high, some mistakes were being made with the
technique which probably provided a darker than usual image or the exposure
was high because of improper film processing, using a very low kVp (26 or
less), or insufficient filtration in the x-ray beam. For those cases where
the exposures were abnormally low, the radiologists tended to be unhappy
with the images and in many cases the image quality was significantly
improved by reducing the beam quality for film mammography or by increasing
the exposure (for Xerox systems) to a somewhat more normal level.
As a result of the initial trials, the BENT program has been shown to be
an effective method for identifying facilities that are using exposures
that seem to be inappropriate for mammographic examinations. It results
not only in a reduction of exposures that are too high, but also in an
improvement of the image quality for those situations where the images
might be inferior for the purpose of diagnosis of early breast cancer.
The cooperation from the radiologists who have been visited in the program
thus far has been encouraging and lead us to believe that the BENT program
will be as successful as the DENT program.
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B.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has reviewed two educational programs that have been succes~ful
in reducing significant amounts of unnecessary radiation in the conduct of
diagnostic x-ray examinations._ The widespread U!Je of these programs will
result in a significant reduction of exposure to the population, resulting
in better health care. Efforts must continue on an even broader scale to
identify the causes of unnecessary radiation exposure and then develop and
implement solutions that will eliminate unproductive radiation exposure.
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MASS HEALTH PHYSICS SURVEY TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCTION
OF POPULATION EXPOSURE THROUGH QUALITY ASSURANCE IN
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
Dale E. Starchman, Ph.D., Ronald G. Johnson,
Ph.D •. , David L. Hykes, M.s., and Willard J.
Howland, M.D. Department of Radiology of the
Northeastern Ohio Universities College of
Medicine, 2600 Sixth Str~et, s.w., Canton,
Ohio 4471e
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1. INTRODUCTION
Diagnostic exposures of patients contribute more to the genetically significant dose than do all other man-made medical
and industrial exposures combined (1, 2, 3). Historical evolution of u.s. legisiation stems from concerns about nuclear
weapons hazards. associated with fissionable materials. This
origin gave rise to the phenomenon of virtually unlimited
authority and resource availability for regulations involving
even miniscule'quantities of fission products, with virtually
no federal emphasis on medical exposure of patients. State
regulation of x-rays modeled after federal non-medically
oriented programs, emphasized personnel protection with only
token patient oriented regulations. Only recently, largely
through the efforts of the Bureau of Radiological Health, have
priorities begun to be re-oriented to reflect recognition that
subjecting a patient to 1 rem from diagnostic x-rays has much
the same effect on the genetically significant dose or carcinogenesis as subjecting a reactor operator to 1 rem from fission products. DNA changes do not respect legislative intent.
In maximizing benefit/cost in routine annual radiation surveys
of diagnostic x-ray facilities, we have developed procedures
which emphasize the reduction of patient-as well as personnel
exposure by reducing repeated radiographic procedures and by
reducing requir~d fluoroscopy time, which in a sense represen~
a repetition of previous fluoroscopy time. We apply these
procedures to more than 300 medical diagnostic x-ray units in
more than 50 radiology facilities ranging from single unit private offices to several 500-700 bed hospitals. The procedures
include traditional items required for compliance with State
and National requirements and recommendations. In addition,
ionization systems are used to determine linearity of exposure
per mAs over the entire range of times and currents available
on each unit, and the accuracy of kVp is determined over the
operating range of each unit. Resolution and other operating
parameters are evaluated. The comprehensive survey system
requires less than 1~ hours per radiographic or fluoroscopic
unit.
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2. DEVELOPMENT
Each survey and calibration includes procedures required to
demonstrate compliance with recognized standards provided by
the ICRP and NCRP as well as legal regulations. These will
not be described in this presentation. In addition, parameters are measured which have a direct bearing on radiographic
quality and hence on the radiographic re-take rate (4, 5).
These techniques have been developed over a period of 6 years
(6, 7, tl, 9, 10, 11). Measurements of linearity of exposure
with time and current utilize an ion:ization chamber which has
been shown not to be dose rate dependent over the range encountered with diagnostic radiology units. Measurements of
kVp accuracy are made with the RMI Vlisconsin Test Cassette
based on the Ardran Crooks method (12, 13, 14, 15). Determination of focal spot sizes are made using the RMl Wisconsin
X-Ray Focal Spot Test Tool.

3.

LINEAHITY OF EXPOOURE \HTH TIME AND CURRENT
It is assumed in any radiographic examination that exposure is
linear with indicated time and current. If one uses 100 rnA
and 1/10 sec or 200 rnA and 1/20 sec, the mAs is the same and
the exposure should be the same at a fixed kVp. If time is
held constant, exposure should change linearly with mA. If
current is held constant, exposure should change linearly with
time. We have measured exposure per mAs for all combinations
of time and current possible on each unit which will result in
more than 1 mAs. The mR/mAs should be a constant. The resulm
on the 150 fixed radiographic units, eliminating portables are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Distribution of Maximum Variation of mR/mAs

Maximum percent variation
of mR/mAs from mean of
extremes
1 - 10%

11 - 20%
21 - 30%
31 - 40%
41 - 50%
51% or more

percent of 150 units
with corresponding
% variation

Jtl%
31%

15%

7%
6%

3%

100% - 150
New units are not accepted if variation exceeds .;:!:. 1 o%.

4.

ACCURACY OF kVp
The authors have now tested a total of 150 stationary radiographic x-ray units using the test cassette. The results are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Summary or kVp Measurement Results for 101
Stationary Radiographic Units

Nominal kVIl Fraction 'dithin ~"lo
Fraction 1/ithin .;1;.10z;
60 kVp
tHl%
66%
127/145
95/145
eo kVp
1 Ol:)/14 7
91%
134/147
73%
100 kVp
102/140
96;b
135/140
73%
120 kVp
1:)6/1 31
1 22/131
66%
93~~
Total Measurements:
51 e;563
391/563
92%
69%
New units are not accepted H variation exceeds .:!:. 5%.
5. FOCAL SPOT SIZE
The authors have now tested a total of more than 50 stationary
radiographic units using the focal spot tool. Preliminary
analysis shows that approximately half or all the focal spots
are exactly as indicated by manuracturer and that approximately 90% have an actual/indicated ratio between 0.9 and 1.0 for
both large and small rocal spots.
6. CONCLUSION
It is possible within an acceptable cost/benerit range to perrorm all traditional survey items as well as determination of
the three major parameters arrecting radiographic x-ray unit
perrormance: linearity or exposure with time and current,
kVp accuracy, and rocal spot size determination. These measurements are being performed on an annual basis on more than
150 stationary diagnostic x-ray units wach year. Frequency
distributions given above provide a roundation on which to
base expected variations and acceptance criteria.
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PATIENT EXPOSURES IN SWEDISH DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY*
G. Bengtsson, P-G. Blomgren, K. Bergman and 1, Aberg
Nationa.l Institute of Radiation Protection
Fack, S-104 01 Stockholm, Sweden
1. INTRODUCTION
Reviews (1) or collections (2,3) of articles dealing with medical exposure
of pa.tients indicate a wealth of reports in the area. \fn:y should you care
to read another one?
A) You are interested in the methods to be used for assessing population
exposures. So were we: In particular we paid much attention to the sampling
inaccuracy in the mean dose to a small group of patients.
B) You wish to reduce the patient.dose, We discuss here realistically
possible reductions, and the role of collective radiation risk in assigning
priorities for such reductions,
C You want to.know the radiation risk to Swedish tients. Probably not,
unless you are Swedish We are, • But you might be interested in a very
broad survey, comparing genetic and somatic doses, enc~mpassing all
important types of examinations and· a large number of hospitals, IT you
a.re of a speculative kind,. y,au might conjecture that some trends may be
applicable to your o~m countr,Y.
D) You dream of a simple way of monitoring radiation risk to patients.
Sorry, there probably is no such goodie; But we discuss why not and
suggest a simple monitoring system indicating long-term cancer risk
within a factor of 3 up or down at all but a few types of examinations.
May we have your attention? We then regret that the resticed format
prohibits presentation of most of the details. A detailed preliminary
report is available (4), giving several references to related studies.

2,

WHAT IS THE DOSE TO A SINGLE PATIENT ?

The actual dose to a patient in an x-ray examination depends not only on
physical factors such as radiation quality or screen-film sensitivity, but
also on factors related to the patient such as his weight, and to the
personnel such as the experience of the doctor performing a fluoroscopy.
It is extremely difficult to assess the total patient dose unless one
resorts to direct measurements on series of patients. We measured doses
to about 1000 Swedish patients in 13 hospitals, and additionally several
photofluorographic and dental installations. The measurements comprised
radiation qua.li ty, exposure-area product and doses to a few parts of the
body where dosimeters could be placed, Calculations yielded energy
imparted as well as doses to the thyroid, ~ammae,~, bone marrow,
ovaries and testes. These calculations a;Fe based on assumptions about
projections, field sizes, patient positioning etc which may be strongly
in error as far as the individual patient is concerned, The energy
imparted should be subject to the least uncertainty, a.bout i 15 %.
The mean dose to the organ of an individual patient could in many cases
be off by more than a factor of two,

* ',vork supported

by

the Swedish Cancer Society
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3. \mAT IS THE MEAN DOSE TO A GROUP OF PATIENTS?
When the mean organ dose to a
errors tend to be very large,
difficulties in extending the
and the standard deviation of
100 %.

group of patients is assessed the sampling
since there are considerable management
measurements to more than 10 or 20 patients,
individual organ doses is sometimes above

We concluded that we were interested in two types of mean doses to a group
of pa.tients. One is the true arithmetic mean which describes the actual
irradiation of the group and is relevant e. g. to risk assessment.
The other is the "typical" patient dose which may be more useful in
comparative studies. 11e found that the use of the arithmetic mean of the
two middle quartiles as a "typical" dose facilitated significantly,
in most cases, the comparison of doses between two groups. The middle
quartile mean was closely approximated by the geometric mean. Some care
in its employment is required, however, since the arithmetic mean was up
to 4 times above the middle quartile mean and proving differences less
than a factor of 2 requires considerable effort.
4•

POSSIBLE REDUCTION OF PATIENT DOSES

\Ve have compared the arithmetic mean doses to groups of patients examined
under different conditions, e. g. at different hospitals (Table 1).
Examination

I
Hip
Pelvis
Lumbar spine
Urogra.pby
Stomach
Colon
HYsterosalpingography
Gall bladder

·-

[!'atio of "hi~hest" and "lowest 5!:0UE
Energy
Mean absorbed dose to
imparted Thyroid Mallllllae Ovaries Testes
3.0
3.5
5.1

8.2
4.0

6.2
14

4.3

5.0

14
3.5
3.2
4.3

>7

>60

>60

4.6
11

Dorsal spine
Lung (full size)
Lung( photofluorography) 6.0
Lung plus heart

6.6

Cervical spine
Dental intraoral

4.5
7.5

23

3.7
10
26
17
13

3.4
3.1

TABLE 1.
Highest observed ratios of the radiation load to patient
groups examined under different conditions e. g. different hospitals
or personnel. All patients were .not studied for all types of radiation
doses. Only ratios of 3 or above are entered,
In principle, it should in most cases be possible for all groups to attain
the lowest dose observed for any group. There is little probability that

this dose is too low to give sufficient information, since almost all of
the radiology is supervised by well trained radiological specialists. Thus
it can be safely concluded that there is much room for dose reduction. Often
the overall radiation level can be reduced, as indicated by the energy
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imparted. Frequently, careful attention to shielding can significantly
reduce the dose to various organs involved. Using a.lread;r available
techniques, the energy imparted, th;yroid dose, mammary dose and ovary
dose to the Swedish population could probably be reduced to about one-half,
and the testes dose to less than one-third of the present average level.
The collective risk can be used in assigning priorities for this reductio~
We have, for instance, given much weight to dose reductions in photofluorography which was very dominant regarding cancer risk.

5. WHAT IS THE RADIATION RISK TO THE SWEDISH POPULATION?
We have estimated the collective doses to the Swedish population from
all types of medical and dental examinations in 1974.
A very crude risk estimate (Table 2) based on recent data (1.5) indicates
a risk of about 10 radiation induced cancer deaths annually per million
inhabitants, and-about the same number of individuals born with serious
genetically related injuries. (The latter could be a significant
overstimate (6).) This would represent an addition of less than 1 per
cent to the normal risks.
Organ

.
'l'h;yroid
Mammae
Lungs

:Bone marrow
Ovaries
Testes
Whole body
Genetically
significant dose

Mean annual Assumed number of Annual harm
collective injuries per
commi ttment,
dose per
injuries per
million
million
individual, man-gray
mGy
individuals
1000
0.75
0.75
6000
0.54
3.2
2000
o.64
1.3
0.92
3000
2.8

0.68
0.65
1.00

15000

15

0.4-0.8

15000

6-12

~BLE

2.
Estimates of collective dose and risk to the Swedish
population from all medical exposures 1974. The injuries referred to
are the total number of induced cancers which lead to death, and in
the case of genetic injury the total number of future children born
with serious genetically related injuries.
A cancer risk estimate along the same lines indicates the following
risk of cancer death per million examinations: 10 to 50 at some less
frequent examinations such as cardiovascular angiography and further at
the following examinations in order of increasing risk: urethrocystogra.phy,
small intestine, head, stomach, lumbar spine, pelvimetry, lung photofluorography, colon, retrograde pyelography, urography, cerebral angiography and dorsal spine; below 0.1 at single dental exposures and
examinations involving femur, lower legs and arms; 1 to 10 at all others.
No examinations yielded a risk estimate between 0.1 and 1.

6. MONITORING RADIATION RISK TO PATIENTS
As we have stressed before, any estimates of radiation doses and risks to
patients not being based on direct measurements are subject to many errors.
The perspective of devoting man-years to patient measurements is, however,
discouraging. Can simplified relations relax the measurement burden?
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We discuss below two possibilities. For completeness, we also wish to
mention without My comments, that the overall mean value of energy
imparted to patients per unit film area was 0.39 J/m 2, excluding dental,
photofluorographic and image intensifier camera film,
6.1.

Exposure-area. product and bone marrow dose.

The active bone marrow is distributed over almost the whole body, In a.
crude approximation it is unifonnly distributed over a certain projected
body area, and its mean dose can be given as a certain fraction of the
entrance dose, The mean marrow dose would then be proportional to the
exposure-area product. This approximation seems to bear little relation
to reality, Surprisingly enough, detailed calculations at lung exposures
and dental exposures yielded a marrow dose within 20% of that, given by
the approximation, and cruder estimates indicated an approximation within
a factor of 2 at all types of examinations except those involving the
lumbar spine, stomach or gall bladder as well as urographies, Crude
estimates indicated that at lumbar spine examinations one-half of the
constant of proportionality applicable to most examination types would
apply, and at urographies one-fifth,
6.2.

Energy imparted and cancer risk.

The cancer risk calculated using the assumptions in Table 2 was for each of
the various types of examination compared with the energy imparted,
(Alternatively, the exposure-~ea product could be used yielding about the
same degree of approximation,)
Examinations of the extremities again seemed to bear relatively little
radiation risk. All other types of examinations yielded a risk of 0,0001
cancer deaths per joule, within about a factor of 3 up or down, Any closer
tentative risk estimate is hardly justified, bearing in mind the uncertainty
of the basic estimates of cancer risk per unit absorbed dose.

•

In contrast, the ratio of gonad dose and energy imparted extended over a
range of 3 decades, as compared to the 1 decade range of the cancer risk
ratio, The energy imparted or exposure-area product are thus poor
indicators of genetic risk,
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RADIATION EXPOSURE OF THE ITALIAN POPULATION DUE TO MEDICAL
DIAGNOSTIC EXAMINATIONS IN 1975
S. Benassai, M. Curatolo, F. Dobici
CNEN, Direzione Centrale per la Sicurezza Nucleare e la
Protezione Sanitaria, Roma,
Italia
P. L. Indovina, L. Pugliani, P. Salvadori
Laboratorio delle Radiazioni, Istituto Superiore di
Sanit~, Roma, Ital{a

1. INTRODUCTION
Radioprotection in diagnostics and therapy is a serious
problem since no radiation dose limits are generally fixed for
medical procedures: therefore, in this field more than any
other care must be taken to reduce contributions ~? the total
dose due to causes which are uncalled for or beyond control.
To this end, systematic inspections are neeped, on the one hand,
to point out possible apparatus and protection deficiencies. On
the other hand, pedagogical campaigns must be carried out so
that users and patients appreciate this matter in its real importance: users, in pursuing the desired benefits, should pay
utmost attention to minimizing the risk of harmful radiation
effects; patients should be aware of the risks associated with
radiation in order to avoid incessant examination when no clear
indication for this exists. In addition, adequate regulations
must be established to eliminate undue exposure, without limiting the physician's judgement.
In order to meet these ends the Italian authorities respon~
ible for radioprotection recently started two research projects.
On the inspection side, with BRH assistance the Istituto Superi£
re di Sanit~ and the CNEN adapted the NEXT program to national
requirements: in such a way a substantial improvement in X-ray
diagnostic techniques and methodology could be achieved. On the
educational side, in addition to other promoting steps, they
started an investigation of X-ray and radiopharmaceutical use in
diagnostics, in ord~r to ascertain their real importance and,
consequently, to intervene in eliminating possible misuse. A
first inquiry concerned radiation exposure of the Italian population due to medical diagnostic examinations in 1974: results,
presented at t~e Levico Terme AIFSPR Congress in 1975, are now
in press in Health Physics. Subsequently, another investigation
referring to 1975 was started on the same subject, preliminary
results of which are here discussed.
It should be kept in mind that, as a consequence of serious
lack of organization, it is really difficult for the diagnostic
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centers to answer the questions properly, according to the radi£
protection requirements. Therefore, results are in some sense uncertain, representing an order of magnitude more than an accurate
evaluation of the genetically significant dose to the Italian
population in 1975. Furthermore, it should be considered that in
the X-ray dose estimates average current available values were
used

(sornetirnes iiYiplemented through experimental Had hoc" rneasur~

ments), since it is neither realistic nor desirable to measure
doses in each procedure.
2. X-RAY DIAGNOSTICS
Through an inquiry at the major X-ray film manufacturers,
a consumption of 80,000,000 films in 1975 was ascertained (dental
films excluded), with an 8% increase comoarPd with 1974 (0.7% is
t0e estimated corresponding increase in population). On the other
hand, a questionnaire regarding number and type of X-ray examinations carried out in 1975 was sent to Regional Authorities who
distributed it to the X-ray diagnosis centers.
Seven out of twenty regions, representative of abo~t 30% of
the Italian population, answered ~he questionnaire. Of these regions one provided data concerning more than 99% of examinations
carried out, another contributed only 10%, while the remaining
regions supplied informations on about 35% of examinations estimated. Therefore, even if examinations reviewed made up only 12%
of the total, the geographical distribution qualifies them as a
representative sample (the 10% contribution from one region,being
discarded).
On these grounds Table 1 was compiled: about a 28 mrem contribution to the genetically significant dose for the Italian pog
ulation in 1975 results, a 10.5% increase compared with that of
1974.
Table 1
Examination

Contribution to genetically
significant dose/mrem

Cardio-vascular apparatus
Gastro-intestinal apparatus
Urinary apparatus
Respiratory apparatus
Skeletal apparatus
Obstetric and Gynaecological X-rays
Dental X-rays

0.003
5.64
2.98
0.06
15.25
4.05
0.02

TOTAL

28.00
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3. DIAGNOSTIC USE OF RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL
In order to estimate the contribution to the genetically
significant dose f~om the use of radioisotopes in nuclear medicine, appropriate questionnaires were sent out to approx 200
known users of diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals practising in
Italy (in vitro and therapeuLical uses were excluded from poll
ing) with the scope of obtaining informations regarding type
and number of examinations performed.
About 15% of questionnaires was returned. Because of the
low number of answers obtained a sampling method was used in
acquisition of data concerning the distribution of patients a£
cording to their sex and age; in this view data relative to
about 85,000 patients and constituting about 17% of the total
patient bulk were evalated as a representative fraction and
taken into account.
The evaluation of the number of examinations performed in
1975 was effected taking advantage of the availability of data
concerning the investigation relative to 1974: the increase in
the examinations performed in 1975 in comparison to 1974 was
estimated by a sampling method too. There appeared to be an i~
crease of about 23%.
As for the calculation of the gonad dose received by the
patients for every ~Ci of administered radioisotope, reference
was made to the ICRP data, or those reported in other recent
studies.
It can be estimated that in 1975 about 490,000 persons
were subjected to radioisotope diagnostic examinations which
contribute to the genetically significant dose with a total val
ue of 0.57 mrem.
Moreover some interesting problem of radiation protection
arises because of the fact that the same type of examination
may be performed by the use of different techniques. The circu~
stance along with the fact that the dosage of a given radioisotope varies from user to user are of major importance • with regard to the dose received by the patient and, consequently,
with regard to his protection and the genetical dose. A comparison of data relative to 1974 and to 1975 indicated in some cases a tendency to perform examinations in order to reduce the
dose received by the patient: this is the case, f~g example, of
t~yroid ~~d-rena! 7cannin~~ by substituting with
mTc respectlvely
I and
Hg or
Hg.
From the· answers obtained, the most used techniques are
thyroid and iodineuptake, radio renogram, liver scan, brain
scan, whereas the greatest contribution to the total relation
load comes from pancreatic scan, thyroid uptake and scan, brain
scan.

1

9

3
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4. CONCLUSIONS

From the foregoing evaluations it can be concluded that
for 1975 radiographic examinations and radiopharmaceutical use
on the whole contribute to the Italian population genetically
significant dose to the extent of about 28.5 mrem. In this evaluation fluoroscopy, in addition to some specialistic examin_§;
tions, is not taken into account. A rough estimation leads to a
2.5 mrem contribution for fluoroscopy, taking into account the
moderate diffusion of this technique in the country, frequently
associated with brilliance intensification.
Therefore, the genetically significant dose to the Italian
population due to diagnostic medicine examinations in 1975 c-an
be said to be of the order of 31 mrem. From this value one can
deduce that in Italy, as in other countries, radioprotection in
medicine is a true problem, so that many efforts are necessary
to cut down undue exposure. In particular, unnecessary repetition of examinations must be avoided, this being frequent when
a patient changes from one physician to another or from one diagnostic center to another. That is why national authorities,
in addition to the above-mentioned steps, are urging that X-ray
doses, as in the case of radioisotopes, be compulsorily recorded on the radiation personal medical card, so that all previous
examinations are accurately listed.
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NATIONWIDE EVALUATION OF TRENDS IN X-RAY EXPOSURE
OF MEDICAL PATIENTS IN ISRAEL
A. Donagi, Y. Leser*, M. Nave and A. Lichter
Research Institute for Environmental Health,
Ministry of Health and Sackler School of
Medicine, Tel-Aviv University, Israel
A national surveillance program of X-ray machines in Israel is carried-out
by the Israeli Ministry of Health since 1965. The surveillance system
covers all diagnostic, therapeutic and dental X-ray machines in the country.
Until recently the surveillance program was designed and performed for the
purpose of pointing out equipment not complying with the appropriate
Israeli radiation hygiene standards. Simultaneously, exposure of the personnel was evaluated and preventive measures taken. In the last years it
was concluded that in addition to the routine measurement of standard
parameters it is essential to include in the survery-routine additional
parameters, directly relevant to the exposure of the patient himself.
Following a careful investigation of possible techniques to achieve this
goal the NEXT program was found to be th~ most suitable one.
The NEXT (Nationwide Evaluation of X-ray Trends) program was initiated in
1971 by the Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH) of the United States Public
Health Service (USPHS). Participation of Israel in this project began in
1974.
One of the major goals of the NEXT program is to supply the users with
reliable information concerning exposure-doses given to a "standard" patient, throughout performance of radiographic examinations. To meet these
needs the BRH developed an Organ Dose Index System (ODIS), which incorporates specific computer program based on technical information and measured
data.
Data are collected as follows:
During the inspection of representative X-ray machines (selected on a statistical basis) the inspector determines which of the standard diagnostic
procedures included in the NEXT schedule, if any, are performed. The most
frequent procedure, routinely carried-out by the machine is chosen. The
X-ray operator is asked to ·Set the technique (mill iampera~e, kilovoltage,
exposure time, target-to-film distance, collimation, etc.) relevant to this
procedure for a patient possessing certain standard anthropometrical characteristics (1, 2). A standard testing-device, especially designed for this
project, is used for measuring the physical parameters concerning the specific procedure. All the measurement results, as well as technical and other
data, are recorded on a special form. This information is transferred to the
BRH and fed into a computer system, where organ dose and skin entrance exposure indexes are calculated.
*Present address: Medical Physics Institute, Radiotherapy Division,
Beilinson Hospital, Petah Tiqva, Israel.
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0

00
00

Exposure Parameters
Procedure

No. of
Surveys

KVP

HVL

mAs

rrml\1

Dose Indexes

Source
Film
Distance

Beam
Size

Skin
Entrance
Exposure

inches

inches

mR

170-2000
( 100-750)

90-2050

20-160

1-940

5xl2 19.5(circ.)
( 6x12 34(circ.))

220-1600
( 100-1500)

75-800

25-140

<_0.5-32

1. 3-5.6

64-86
( 35-120}

10x10 29( ci rc.}
( llx14 27x32)

Abdomen
(KUB) A.P.

55

56-105
(60-95)

32-320
(25-150)

1.6-4. 7

36-48
(29-49)

.32

60-90
(60-95)

30-240
( 30-200)

1. 4-3.4

39-48
(29-73)

----

mrad

10x13 18x25
( llxl4 23x27)

5-50
(3-50}

- -

mrad
<0.5-4

60-105
(55-125}

- - - -

Testicular
Dose
Index

3-200

30

----

Ovarian
Dose
Index

3-75
( 3-75}

Chest P.A.

LumboSacra 1
Spine A.P.

Surface
Exposure
Integral
2
Rxcm

------

-

<._0.5

------

TABLE 1: Ranges of Exposure Parameters and Dose Indexes, Observed in Various Facilities in Israel (compared to "PostEdit Criteria").

Procedure

First Quartile

Median

Third Quartile

Mean

mR

mR

14 ( 11)

17 (16)

21 ( 26)

17 (22)

Abdomen (KUB} A.P.

390 ( 380)

528 (530)

659 ( 730)

593 (600)

Lumbo-Sacral Spine A.P.

395 (450)

511 (700)

735 ( 1100)

641 (810)

mR
Chest P.A.

mR

-

---

TABLE 2: Weighted Values for Exposure at Skin Entrance, by Type of Examination, as Calculated in Israel (Compared to
the Values Obtained in U.S.A. (3)).

i

During the period August 1974 - May 1976, 102 various X-ray tubes were surveyed in Israel within the framework of the NEXT program. The most common
diagnostic procedure for each of the tubes was investigated. In some case,s,
two procedures per machine were investigated. All together about 150 projections were included in the project. At this stage of the program no
investigation of dental machines was carried-out.
The investigations were performed in about fifty various medical institutions, which were selected among about 200 non-dental institutions spread
all over the country.
The main findings, collected and measured throughout this stage of the NEXT
program are summarized in Table 1. The table also includes the ranges of
NEXT Post-Edit Criteria; which are used as indexes for evaluating the reliability of the results.
Table 2 presents the weighted median indexes by type of examination (in
the brackets, relevant values, measured during the years 1972-1975 by the
BRH in the USA, are given; these values were taken from a recent communication (3)).
·
It could be seen from Tables 1 and 2 that both the exposure-parameters and
the standard patient radiation doses are quite widely dispersed (there is
a considerable dispersion among the various institutions and even among
the machines and tubes at the same institute). Throughout the investigations it was realized that the considerable spread of the various results
stems from inherent variations in the irradiation and development equipment (e.g. type of machine, filtration, film, grid, intensifying screen,
etc.), as well as from differences in the working methods (e.g. collimation, darkroom procedures, etc.). The considerable spread of the testicular
doses measured throughout abdomen A.P. radiographs, could be explained also
by the fact that the testes might or might not be located within the primary beam.
Table 2 shows also that the weighted median indexes, calculated for chest
P.A. and abdomen A.P. procedures in the Israeli facilities are quite similar to those obtained in the USA. However, comparison of the same indexes
for the lumbosacral A.P. procedure, shows that Israeli values are considerably lower than those of the USA. This difference could be explained by
the fact that considerable collimation is common for this procedure in
Israel. {Comparison of actual beam sizes with the "Post-Edit Criteria" in
Table 1 confirms this point).
Table 3 presents few examples whereby the NEXT project contributed for the
improvement of radiation hygiene. Exposure parameters as well as skin doses
observed before and after the introduction of a specific change are indicated.
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Facility
Identification Procedure
K1

H8

H6

K7

Type of
Skin
Investi- KVP mAs Entrance
Exposure
gation
mR
81 160
1570
Abdomen A.P. Before
Modi f.
73 160
750
After
Modif.
325
Skull Lat.
Before
66 120
Modif.
66
60
170
After
Modif.
Abdomen A.P. Before
80 150
1220
Modif.
After
65 100
590
Modif.
Lumbo-Sacral Before
70 160
1600
Spine A.P.
Mod if.
70
After
80
670
ModiL

Type of
Modification
Tube was
replaced

·universal screen
was replaced by.
High Speed screen
Manual development
was substituted by
automatic development
Manual development
without heating
was replaced by
development with
heating

TABLE 3: Examples of Modifications, Adopted for Reduction of Patient Dose.
It could be concluded that the NEXT program besides being a useful tool
for pro vi ding up-to-date stati stica 1 data regarding average exposure levels
of the diagnostically investigated population, helps in. pointing out
extreme cases where modifications might be most useful. At present, the
possibility of including some of the NEXT techniques as a control method
complementing the national routine surveillance system, is being investigated.
REFERENCES
(1) SHAVER, J.W., HARDIN, C.M. and LUBENAU, M.S., Nationwide Evaluation of
X-ray Trends, in: Quality Control in Medical X-Ray, DHEW Publication
(FDA) 74-8002 {1973).
(2) NATIONWIDE EVALUATION OF X-RAY TRENDS: Organ Dose Index System-Instruction Manual for NEXT Participants, DHEW Publication (FDA) 77-8006
(1976).
(3) BRH-Private Communication (April 1976).
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ORGAN DOSES AND INTEGRAL DOSES IN X-RAY DIAGNOSIS
OF THE CHEST AND OF THE HEAD

H.Pauly, Th.Gchmidt, and G.Hasl
Institut fur Radiologie der Universitat Erlangen-Nurnberg
KrankenhausstraBe 12, D-8520 Erlangen

1. INTRODUCTION
The basis for the evaluation of the somatic risk due to the exposure in xray diagnosis is the knowledge of the organ doses and the integral doses in
the patient and the knowledge of their frequency and distribution in the
population. The dose measurements presented in this paper are concerned
with the d 0 se distribution and the integral doses (energy imparted) of standard x-ray examination of the chest and of the head QY radiographic films.
These types of examination are most frequently done in diagnostic radiology.
They probably contribute to a large degree to the radiation exposure and to
the somatic risk due to diagnostic radiology.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SEKTION
2.1 X-ray generator
The radiation source was a x-ray tube P 125/20/40 (Siemens AG., Erlangen,
West Germany). The voltage was generated by a two peak generator (Ergophos
2, Siemens AG., Erlangen, West Germany). The maximum voltage respectively
short time tube current is according to the manufactures 125 kV and 100 rnA.
The inherent filtration of the x-ray tube and the light beam localizer was
equivalent to 2 mm Al.
2.2 Phantom
~he

dose distribution was measured in an Alderson-Man-Phantom corresponding
to an "average man" with a mass of 73.5 kg and a length of 175 em. The
phantom, developed for radiation therapy, allowed the measurement of the
dose distribution in a three dimensional network with a width of mesh of
3 em in transversal and 2.5 em in axial direction. For one exposure from
200 to 1000 LiF dosemeters were distributed in the pnantom.
2.3 Dosimetry
Cylindrical LiF-rods of 6 mm length and 1 mm diameter from Harshaw Company,
Solon, Ohio, USA, were used. The rods were introduced into a special cylindrical detector holder from lucite of 25 mm length and a diameter of 6 mm.
The LiF-rods enclosed in lucite were calibrated for all radiation qualities
used by comparison with a thimple ionizing chamber (Siemens Universaldosimeter), calibrated at the "Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt" in Braunschweig, West Germany. The tissue dose was measured by recording the LiFthermoluminescence of the dosemeter using the Harshaw 2000 instrument.
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2.4 Evaluation of the mean organ dose and the total energy imparted
(integral dose)
The mean organ or tissue doses and the total energy imparted (integral dose)
for each of the four types of x-ray radiographs (see Table 1) were obtained
from the corresponding three-dimensional dose matrix in the phantom by integration of the equation dE 0 = pDdV, where dE 0 is the energy imparted to
the material in the volume eiement dV, D is the absorbed dose and p is the
ueu:;ity of the material in this volume element. 'l;he integral extends over
the volume V of the organ, the tissue, or over the "total body", taking
into account the different volumes and densities p of the three types of
tissue equivalent material -soft tissue with p = 0.985gcm-3, lung tissue
with p = o. 32 g em- 3, and bone tissue with p = 1. 45 g em- 3 and their distribution in the irradiated part of the body. For practical reason the integration was replaced by the sum over sufficient small volumes of the size
of the mesh of the matrix, 3 em x 3 em x 2.5 em, and the energy imparted to
the material in the correspon~ing small volume.
2.5 Accuracy and precision
The relative accuracy of the absorbed dose D measured with a LiP-detector
is 2.5% due to the uncertainty given in the calibration documents of the
"Physikalisch-Te~hnische Bundesanstalt" for the ionization chamber used for
calibration of the LiP-detectors. There are variations in the sensitivity
in repeated usages of the LiP-detectors and the dependence of their sensitivity on photon energy and beam direction and due to errors in calibration
and reading. Th~ precision of our repeated dose measurements in terms of the
relative standard deviation was 7%. The error of the measurement of the
disdance between focus and patient is negligibly. The reproducibility of
the tube output due to errors in high voltage, current and time of the x-ray
generator was 10%.
The relative accuracy of the evaluation of the mean organ or tissue doses
and of the total energy imparted E 0 due to the replacement of the integral
of dE 0 = pD dV over a specified volume by a sum over volumes of about 3 em
x 3 em x 2,5 em and due to the irregular boundaries of the lung tissue and
bone tissue in the exposed part of the phantom was estimated to be 3.5%.
The relative overall accuracy as well as the overall precision in terms of
relative standard deviation was about 13%.

3. RESULTS
Table 1 gives energy imparted to the total body E 0 in mJ for the different
projections together with the condltion of the exposure specified in the
first column.
In Table 2 the energy imparted to the total body E 0 for the radiographic examination of the chest for two beam qualities are given and compared with
data obtained from the literature after "normalization" these literature
data to the conditions given in Table 1. Beside the total energy imparted
Table 2 gi~es data for the energy imparted to the thyroid as well as the
mean dose D in the thyroid. The agreement between the data from the literature obtained by Monte Carlo calculation and our data obtained by measurement
are good in case of the energy imparted to the total body. They differ more
in case of the dose (and energy) in the thyroid because of the location of
this small organ near the field edge and the corresponding known strong variation of the dose with small variations of the distance of the thyroid to the
field edge (6). Con~dering this effect the agreement between the data for
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the thyroid is good.

Table 1
d

e
Eo

Product

100

50

24

X

·30

260

3.5

95

50

24

X

30

280

2.1

Chest PA a

95

30

35

X

35

175

16

Chest PA b

120

8

35

X

35

40

Skull LATa
Skull PA a

a:
b:
c:
d:
e:

Field Size

c

SSD
r.m

mAs

Entrance ExEosure

em x r.m

mR

mJ

75 kV, 2 mm Al, HVL 2.3 mm Al, no Grid
120 kV, 4 mm Al, HVL 5.5 mm Al, W 5/50 Grid
at the film
free in air
preliminary values

Table 2

HVL
mm Al

2.3

5.5

Energy Imparted

Body or Organ
Lit. 4 b

Lit. 5 b

Own Measurements

1.0 ]JJ

Total Body

13.7 mJ

Thyroid

0.30 ]JJ

0.63 ]JJ

(~= 15 ]JJ/kg)

(32 ]JJ/kg)

16 mJ

Total Body

5.0 mJ

Thyroid

0.29 ]JJ

0.80 ]JJ

(14 ]JJ/kg)

(39 ]JJ/kg)

err

=

so ]JJ/kg)
8.0 mJ
0.32 ]JJ

(i5 = 16 JJJ/kg)

a: D mean organ dose, 1 ]JJ/kg = 0.1 mrd,
b: extrapolated from Lit.4 and 5

The investigation is supported by a grant from the European Commission for
the project: Organ 'and tissue doses in diagnostic radiolugy, a contribution
to the somatic radiation exposure of the population of the Federal Republic
of Germany.
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ABSORBED DOSE TO THE PATIENT BY COMPUTERIZED WHOLE BODY X-RAY
TOMOGRAPHY
O.Krauss and H.Schuhmacher "
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum Heidelberg
Institllt

f"iir NllklParrnPcli7.in

(Direktor: Prof.Dr.K.E.Scheer)
Abteilung Strahlenschutz und Dosimetrie
1 . INTRODUCTION
Patient absorbed doses by computerized X-ray tomography (CT) of
the skull using an EMI-Scanner have been published by Perry and
Bridges, Linke et al., and Nemec and Roth (1,~,3)~ We have determined absorbed dose values from ~Delta-Scanner by thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLD) in an Alderson phantom over a
period of several months. In addition to our published results
concerning single scan investigations of brain. lung, liver and
kidneys (4), we now present dose distributions arising from
~ultiple scan investigations of the brain and the abdomen. The
standard deviation of the dose values given is less than 10%.
Every scan consists of two body cross sections each 13 mm thick.
During a standard investigation the distance between consecutive scans is adjusted to 26 mm. The X-rays are generated at
a fixed potential of 120 kV and an anode current of 30 mA. Filtration by the tube housing is consistent with a 3 mm Al layer.
An additional 3 mm Al filter can be applied.
The exposure in the central axis of the Delta-Scan amounted to
1620 mR/Scan without and 1240 mR/Scan with additional filtration. The following results have been normalized to these exposures.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig.1 shows the integral dose values in the irradiated cross
sections from one standard brain investigation consisting of
six scans. On the right hand side the tissue dose distribution
is given for the cross section containing the eyes. The maximum
tissue doses arise at the back of the head, the X-ray tube
moving on the lower semicircle and the phantom lying in supine
position. With respect to the eyes this situation is advantageous in brain scanning in contrary to .the spinal cord. The
absorbed dose administered to the eyes is 0,6-0,7 rd. In the
region of the thyroid gland (SD) the absorbed dose due to
scattered radiation amounts to 25 mrd. In this case the tube is
operated without additional filter. Therefore the entrance
doses are considerably higher than in investigations of the
trunk where the additional filter is used. An additonal investigation using contrast media doubles all values, of course.
Fig. 2 and 3 refer to the trunk. Fig. 2 gives the integral doses for the upper and the central irradiated cross sections
from an investigation consisting of nine scans. The absorbed
doses listed originate from scattered radiation and have been
measured at the site of the eyes (A), thyroid gland (SD), ovaries (0) and testis (T) or at the central body axis. Towards
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the head the dose decreases more slowly than in the opposite
direction due to the lower absorption by the lung tissue. As
for the integral doses in the irradiated region of the abdomen
one would expect a significantly lower value for the outer
cross sections compared with the central one (no.24) because in
this case scattering contributes from one side only. The difference is, however, small because of the lower mass of the waist
layar. ThP difference between the integral doses in LLe Lead
and the abdominal cross sections does not correspond to the
relatively big mass differences and must be explained by the
stronger absorption of the less filtered X-radiation used in
brain scans.
In fig.3 the isodose curves for the central abdominal cross
section is shown (no.24 in fig.2). The entrance and exit doses
are also given. ~he comparison of the entrance dose values from
head and trunk investigations show a marked reduction in the
case of the abdomen due to the stronger filtration used. As
mentioned before, the high dose for the spinal cord is caused
by the supine position of the patient and the upward direction
of the X-ray beam. For this reason a ventral beam direction
should be recommended. This would reduce the radiation burden
for the spinal cord to about one third.
The FWHM of the beam profile varies from 3,5-4 em (4). Therefore
the dose in the overlapping regions of a standard investigation
(scan distance 26 mm) is more than twice as high as the peak
dose of a single scan (fig.4). At even smaller scanning steps
the regions of overlap get broader. The peak values are more
than three times as high as in a single scan if every dose
profile overlaps with the one after the next as is the case at
a step width of about 13 mm. This should be borne in mind when
using a smaller step width.
3,J8 rd

1,52

1,60

1,18

1,2o

1,

Figure 1 Integral and absorbed doses for a standard
brain investigation with six scans (hatched region).
Filtration: 3 mm Al. The integral doses are given in
Joule (1 rd g
10-5 J). The tissue dose distribution
for the cross section containing the eyes are give~ in
Rad. The masses of the head sections are: 647 g (no.1),
602 g (no.5), 481 g (no.6).

=
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Figure 2 Integral and absorbed
doses for a standard abdominal
investigation with nine scans
(hatched region). Filtration:
6 mm Al. The integral dose to
the whole investigated region
is of the order of 0,1 J
(1 rd g = 10-5J). The masses of
the abdominal phantom sections
are: 1081 g (no.20), 849 g
(no.24), 1382 g (no.28).
For further details see text.

\\\
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~
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Figure 3 Isodose curves in the central region
of a standard abdominal nine scan investigation
(cross section no.24 in fig.2). Filtration: 6 mm Al.
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Figure 4 Entrance dose profile
of a standard abdominal investigation with nine scans compared
with a single scan profile.
Filtration: 6 mm Al. FWHM of a
single profile is 3,5-4 em.
Error bars denote one standard
deviation.
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3.

CONCLUSION

The absorbed dose by a standard CT investigation is at least
as high as by conventional radiography caused by the lower dose
gradient in tissue and the enhancement factor described above
by multiple scan investigations. For this reason future developments in CT technology should emphasize constructions reducing
the dose to the patient considerably.
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PATIENT DOSE IN DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY EXAMINATIONS:
USE OF THE RANDO PHANTOM AND A DESK~TOP COMPUTER
Stewart C. Bushong, ·Benjamin R. Archer and Sharon A. Glaze
Baylor College of Medicine
Houston, Texas
U.S.A.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Patient dose during diagnostic x-ray examination is receiving ever more
attention from radiation scientist .. Methods of estimating patient dose are
becoming more sophisticated and analyses of possible radiation responses are
becoming more precise. This paper reports severar techniques developed to
measure patient dose during x-ray examina,tion and the results of application
of these techniques to representative examinations.
2.

THE RANDO PHANTOM ·

The Alderson Rando Phantom (Alderson Research Laboratories, Inc.) is a
standard device used for radiation 'therapy dosimetry studies. The phantom
can .be equally valuable at diagnostic energy levels if one is aware that
dosimeter positipn within the phantom can influence the measurement of dose.
The Rando Phantom consists of a human skeleton encased in tissue equivalent
Rando plastic (mass density= .985 gm/cm , Z = 7.30) molded to the shape of
the human body and sliced into transverse sections. A coating layer of
Rando plastic is applied to each of the section faces and this coating
produces discontinuities. Each phantom section is drilled with 5 mm diameter
holes which are filled with "Mix D" plugs.
The Alderson Rando manual suggests placing disk type TLD's into a shallow
counterbore in the section face above a shortened hole plug.
Since the coating thickenss of each section face was approximately equal to
the TLD thickness, a study was undertaken to determine if the suggested positioning of the TLD's would result in erroneous dose measurement.
TLD's were positioned mid-way in a phantom section surrounded by equal amounts
of "Mix D" plug. An equal number of dosimeters were placed in atop a shortened plug within the coating layer of Rando plastic.
The absorption properties of the coating layer in a lung section result in
as much as a 39% error in dose measurement if the dosimeter is located within
the coating layer.
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3.

DESK-TOP COMPUTER PROCESSING

Computer programs were designed for analyzing data obtained using lithium
fluoride dosimeters and the Rando phantom. The Wang 720 system has been used
to calculate the- sensitivity and maintain the exposure history of up to 1,000
dosimeters. The programs also compute the dose to each following experimental
irradiation. The system consisted of a Wang 720-C desk top programmable
calculator, a Wang 729 random access magnetic tape cassette memory unit and
a Wang 702 IBM printer/plotter. The analysis is divided into two programs.
The first program calculates and maintains a history of the radiation response
of each TLD. The second program has two segments. Part A calculates a conversion factor (nanocoulombs to millirads) from data supplied by irradiation
of control dosimeters to known dose. Part B applies this conversion factor
to calculate the dose received by each experimental dosimeter. Finally, the
program replaces each TL reading on magnetic tape with the recorded dose.
These stored values can be readily accessed for statistical evaluation or
interfaced with other interpretative programs.
4.

PATIENT DOSE

These procedures have.been applied to the measurement of patient dose during
various representative x-ray examinations. For each procedure, the Rando
phantom was loaded with TLD dosimeters as previously described. Radiographic
and fluoroscopic factors as normally employed in our hospital were set. In
some instances multiple radiographic exposures were necessary in order to
provide for adequate dosimeter response from dital dosimeters. The results
show entrance exposures ranging from 1500 mR for a KUB exam to less than
50 mR for a PA chest. Fetal doses from near zero to 700 mrad per view were
measured.
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A NEW CONCEPr OF ESTI:MATION OF DOSES BECEIVED
BY PATIENTS DURING X-RAY EXAMINATIONS
J erzy J B.Dkowslt~
Institute of Occ~ational Medicine
Lodz, Poland

1. INTRODUCTION

The diagnostic X-ra.y examinations are -the main source
of population dose of ionizing radiation.The doses received by illdividual patients in the course of diagnostic
investigations may vary from being about equal to the average doses received annually from natural sources to .50
times as high.The factors which influence the dose received
b:y the body of patient during medical X-ray exposure may be
divided into two general categories: anatomical and physical.
The anatomical factors are mainly hight and weight of patient.The physical factors are: x-ray tube current /mA/,tbe
exposure time, the distance between the target of X-l'IQ' tube
and the entrance surface of the patient, X-ray tube poteatial waveform, beam filtration and field size. Because ot
these reasons it is difficult to COJIPare the hazard of patients even in the situation when the exposure at the body
surface of patient in the direct beam and e.aergy of radiation are identical because-different per cent of voluae
of the bod;y can be irradiated. Also i f we use the exposw:oe
at the bod;y surface and the surface of irradiated field /1/
the relationship between the effect and dose can not be compared because the different volume of the boDDe mar.row could
be irradiated. Jor these reasons it was decided to estimate
the mean weighted dos~ at the body surface of a patient aDd
to use this value as a parameter for comparising of the hazard from different diagnostic X-ray examinations.
2. METHOD

During X-ray examination the patient was dressed in a
special waistcoat made from very thin foil in which the
thermoluminescence dosemeters were tixed.The TL dosemeter&
1101

were located along two axis from the front and from the back
of the patient making the cross and covering the whole trunk.
Additional belts from foil with dosemeters were fixed to the
leg and hand and also to the head. In this way about 50 dosemeters were located on the body surface. The fixing of
dosemeters on the body surface was made in such a way that
the characteristic points were in the same place in ever.y ·
case.The separate set of dosemeters was used for men and for
women.Considering that the doses in the point outside the
direct beam we~e ver.y small the same set of dosemeters was
used from a few to tens of patients for the given X-ray examination /2/.The dosemeters of the Polish production were
used,made from lithium fluoride as the tablets with diameter
4,5 mm. and 0,.54 mm. thick 1?/. The dose from 1 mR up to about
1000 R could be measured.Having the dose at the bo~ surface
for every part of the bod.y and the surface of this part of
the body /Reference Man//4/ the mean weighted d~se at the
bodJ surface of a patient was calculated. As the "weight"
the per cent of the body surface for given part of the body
was taken. The parameters of X-ray tube such as kV ,mA, time
exposure,filtration and FSD were noted.The weight,the height
and age of patients were noted as well.

3. RESULTS
Using the method described above the measuremen~s were
made for the following X-ray examinations: chest fluorography /684 patients/,mass miniature radiography /600 patients/,tomography /55 patients/,urography /50 patients/,
cholecystograp~y /62 Patients/,cholangiography /20 patients/,
lumbo-sacral spine /130 ~atients/,cervical spine /198 patients/,head /211 patients/.
For every examinations the measurements were made for five
X-ray tube and then the mean value for every type of examination was calculated.The table 1 givea the results for
chest fluorography,urography and lumbo-sacral spine.
The table 2 gives the results for mean values for all of
examinations.As it can be seen the patients received the
highest doses during urography.It is also seen /table 1/
that dosesdepend very strongly on technical work of
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physicians or technicians.
Type of X-ray
tube

The mean weigThe mean expo sure /mR/
hted exposure
from entran- from exit
on the body
ce beam
beam
surface /mR/
women

men women

men

women

men

30,0
20,0
8,8

82,0
83,0
27,0
88,9

81,0
154,0
32,0
74,0

8,6
17,5
2,0
3,5

5,2
13,0
3,2
4,1

Chest fluorofir§J2h.!
XD-12
TUR D-700
XD-12
XD-12

28,0
6,0
11,9

The mean value

16,5

16,0

66,7

8o,o

5,8

5,9

The mean error

5,7

5,6

15,8

23,7

2~8

2,1

JCD-12
TUR D-300-1
Duro lux
XD-12
Durolux
Phylips

1343
585
982

131~

7850

984
1420

4440

221
67,2
109
154
266
12528
4500

223
84,0
138

The mean value

1335

1276

8950

8100

168

154

The mean error

242

314

2090

1170

~1,7

23,8

Lumbo-sacral
§Eine
XD-12
XD-12
Multax 320
Duro lux
TUR D-700

394,0
191,0
57,9
423,2

~24,0

1~,2

3085
3178
169,0 1696
1491
50,0 619,2 444,8
493,0
3~66
3869
169,2 1117 1390

34,0
30,2
6,8
42,5
27,0

68,0
25,7
7,5
26,3
23,5

The mean value

254,9

252,9

2208

2070

32,2

31,6

The mean error

72~8

96,8

619

548

5,9

10,0

~o,o

6,~

Urosr~z:

TABLE 1

1~0

2130

1672
517

6500
8300
15600

8690
5880
8900

216

98

The doses received by patients during some
X-ray examinations
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Type of examination

The mean weighted expoSQZ'8
on the body surface /mR/
women

Chest fluorograph;y
16,5 +Mass miniature radiogr8Pb1 103,1 t.
Tomography
917,0 t
Urography'
1335,0 t
Cholecystography
376,1 t
Cholangiogra,ph;y
509,0 t
Lumbo-sacral spine
294,9 +Cervical-spine
165,1 +Head
151,7 t
TABLE 2

men

16,0 t
5,6
5,7
42,2
91,3 t 33,0
412,0 852,0 t 363,0
+
.
242,0 1276,0 - 314,0
.
+
66,6 314,8 - 47,2
63,4 459,0
72,8 252,9 t. 96,8
48,9 100,9 t. 19,0
136,8 t 43,6
38~3

The mean weighted exposure on the body surface
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THE MEAN ACTIVE BONE MARROW DOSE
TO THE ADULT POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES
FROM DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY*
B. Shleien, T. T. Tucker and D. W. Johnson
Food and Drug Admini5Lralion, Bureau of Radiological Health
Rockville, MD 20857
The use of radiation in the healing arts is recognized as the largest manmade component of radiation dose to the United States population. Several
investigations have been published on the magnitude of the gonad and the
geneticilly significant dose from medical radiation to the United States
population {USPHS76). This paper summarizes information on mean active
bone marrow doses to adults from diagnostic radiography, fluoroscopy_and
dental radiography as practiced in the U.S. in 1970. It presents an estimate of the mean per capita active bone marrow dose for the total adult
population and illustrates the effect of age on per capita radiation dose.
While mean active bone marrow doses for children are not estimated in this
presentation due to insufficient data, an estimate is made of the effect of
the lower rate of use of diagnostic. x-rays (except d.ental) in children on
the per capita dose to the entire population. Comparisons are made with the
results of the 1964 U.S. x-ray survey and similar studies from other nations. A detailed description of this study has been published (Sh77}.
Estimates of mean active bone marrow doses in this study are based on an
empirical model and computer program previously published (El75). Briefly,
the method makes use of experimental measurements of the ratio of skin exposure to bone marrow cavity exposure made under various exposure conditions with a phantom similar to "standard man;" a conversion factor from
exposure to absorbed dose in a cavity containing marrow; a standardized
model for the distribution of active bone marrow in an adult; and, a computer program combining the parameters above with x-ra~ machine technical
information. The U.S. Public Health Service X-Ray Exposure Survey of 1970
(USPHS73) provides information on the rate of diagnostic medical and dental
x-ray examinations, x-ray exposure, machine technical parameters, and age
and anthropomorphic characteristics of patients. Similar information was
gathered in 1964, but with less reliability because of a smaller sample
size. In 1970, 21,500 households were sampled representing approximately
67,000 persons~ Follow-up questionnaires were sent to 12,213 facilities to
obtain details of machine characteristics, projection, distance, kVp, rnA,
exposure time, film size, collimation, grid, and screen for each film taken
during an examination. Although the sample size is small (approximately
0.04 percent of diagnostic medical x-rays performed in 1970), the method of
sampling is such that it is representative of the total U.S. population.
The mean active bone marrow doses for specific examinations and projections
were determined on a per film and per examination basis. Only doses per
film are presented here because of space limitations. These are found in
Table 1, column 2. In examinations that-include fluoroscopy, subtotals for
the scan, spot films, and radiographic portions are indicated.

* This paper represents the views of the authors and may not represent
the official views of the Food and Drug Administration.
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TABLE 1.

Examination

Pro·.

27

1.7
0.8
1.0

191
162
238

22
15
16

2.0
2.2
1.0

63
55
104

19
9
15

3.3
1.9
3.7

249
202
142

16
5
6

1.7
0.6

Ob1

1.3

89
83
43

PA

43

0.5

259

62

0.5

441

PA

4.6
10

0.2
0.4

1444
768

0.3
0.9

672
265

Lot

Cervical Spine

AP
Lot

C~~~;~fl uoro<c l
Chest,
Radiographic

Lot

Thotacic Spine
Ribs

Upper GI Series

AP
Lot

120
120

AP
PA
Ob1

56
40
61

18
8.0

20
32

63

5.3

Ob1

34

5.7
2.6
7.7
7.9
12
0.1
0.4
0.8

84
249
25
200
i8
31
10
17

58

Lot

54
41
35

6.6
3.8
5.6
3.7
17
3.5

6.0
7.5

157
24

110

5.1
6.9
26
6.0

263
164

92
91
165
123
229
8.4
14

29
1.3
1.6
3.6
92

AP
PA

109
115
231
109
268

48

14

1.3

79
156
51
42
3
5
84

48

56
52

44

41
16
39
34
7
0.9

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3

0.9
6.6
6.0
5.9

24
13

64

77
24
(d)
28

46
118
12
.78
4
5
(d)
4
114
(d)

91
114
20

34

18

40
0.9
1.6
9.2
1.8

78
78
38
13
114

2.6

11

331
18

Ob1

28

AP
Ob1

79
72

1.7
4.2

115

74
70

AP

97
181
83

8.0
13.0
8.1

116
131
61

92
167
84

11
17
5.3

43
51
27

Lot

170
333

23
51

AP

69

4.1

83

75

5.0

52

AP

29

Lot

44

35
46

3.4
5.5

42
23

Lot

Lot

Ob1

AP

AP
Lot

22

91

768

46

(d)
(d)

24
19

2.4
4.0

85
46

14
7.0

4.3

1.7

19
11

2.9
0.8

0.1
0.1

2143
4897

(d)
(d)

3.4
1.1

0.1
<O.l

(a) Based on calculated skin exposures with Patient No. 16 in x-ray beam. Thus, the resultant
dose includes backscatter and assumes all patients approximate "standard man."
(b) Stand:.rd Error of the Mean (S.E. equals Standard Deviation )·

"'

(c) Based on laboratory determination of exposure w1th several representative types of PFG
equipment weighted by estimated use of type.
(d) Not determined - less than ten sample films.
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116
222
69
206
114
246
190
35
460

1.5
5.6
6.4
1.6

PA

Dental
Anterior Teeth
Posterior Teeth

79
72
76
60
167
8.8
7.0
13
11

AP
PA

Scan
Spot Film AP

Femur

10
15
21

102
120

Ob1

Hip

22

4.3
3.0
4.2
2.1

AP
PA

Lot

Pelvis

161
5.7
5.1
4.2
5.7

66

AP
PA

PA
Ob1

Pelvimetry

4.3
2.8
4.9
1.9
23
0.4
0.4

8.6

98
162
103

Scan
Spot Film AP

Lumbosacral
Spine

21
(d)
22

46

183
226
81

AP
Lot

IVP

29
31

12

Ob1

Ob1

Barium Enema

12
20

73

0.4

Lot

Abdomen, KUB

97
111

57
27
66

6.5
7.6
5.6

PA

Gall Bladder

BB
73

4.8
9.1
6.5

14
11

103
151
67

Ob1
Scan
Spot Film AP

Small Bowel
Series

3.9
8.5

226
338
139
589
115
191
146
42
386

AP
PA
Lot

Lumbar Spine

No. of
determinations

14
17

AP
PA

Skull

MEAN ACTIVE BONE MARROW DOSE
Per Film for Selected Examinations (1970 and 1964) -Adults
9
. 1964
No. of
Mean activ~ 6gne maryo~
Mean actlVe bone mar{o~
dose er film mrad a
determinations
dose per film (mrad~ a
s.E. Dl
S.E.

1133
2576

The estimated adult annual per capita mean active bone marrow dose to the
U.S. population in 1970 was 103 mrad. Interestingly, examinations having
the highest examination rates for adults (radiographic Chests and Dental
examinations) contribute only about 3 percent each to the total annual adult
per capita mean active bone marrow dose because of their relatively low
doses per individual examination. The highest annual per capita doses are
due to Upper G I Series and Barium Enemas. Although the annual per capita
dose is the same, it results from different reasons; an Upper G I Series
having approximately twice the examination rate, but a little over half the
mean active bone marrow dose per examination. Other examinations, besides
Upper G I Series and Barium Enema, making significant contributions to the
dose are IVP, Lumbar Spine, and Lumbosacral Spine. These five examinations
account for almost 68 percent of the total annual adult per capita dose.
If the contribution of examinations from specific body areas is considered,
examinations of the head and neck (including dental examinations) contribute
6 percent of the total annual adult per capita dose; examinations of the
thorax 12 percent; examinations of the upper and lower abdomen about 39 percent each; and examinations of the pel.vic area 4 percent. From the point of
view of examination type, radiographic procedures contribute 79.8 mrad to
the annual per capita mean active bone marrow dose (or 77 percent); fluoroscopic scans and spot films account for 20.3 mrad (or 20 percent) and dental
examinations 2.9 mrad (or 3 percent).
The annual per capita mean active bone marrow dose to adults in 1964 is
estimated to have been 83 mrad. Thus, an increase (statistically significant at 1.64 S.E.) of 23 percent in the annual per capita dose occurred between 1964 and 1970. This increase is, for the most part, due to an increase in doses associated with radiographic procedures of the abdominal
region. In turn the increase in dose per examination is attributable to an
increased exposure per film (Sh77), the mean number of films per examination
having remained relatively constant during the two periods. It has been
hypothesized (Sh77) that the increased dose per film in 1964 relative to
1970 is due to increased use of grids and/or increased use of grids having
a higher grid ratio.
Assuming that the· mean active bone marrow dose does not vary for a particular x-ray examination above the age of 15, one can use the product of the
age specific examination rate and mean active bone marrow dose per examination to obtain an estimate of the per capita mean active bone marrow dose
associated with an age group. This varied from an annual per capita mean
active bone marrow dose of 55 to 151 mrad for the 15-24 year old and 65 +
age groups respectively.
Changes in x-ray examination rate with age modified by the relative.magnitude of the dose both influence the contribution of specific examinations to
the age-specific dose. In the younger age groups, 15-24 and 25-34 years of
age, Lumbar and Lumbosacral Spine examinations contribute the most to the per
capita mean active bone marrow dose. Uper G I Series and Barium Enema are
highest contributors beginning in age group 35-44 and continuing thereafter.
Although mean active bone marrow doses are not available for the population
group below age 15, there are some salient facts relevant to this group that
are pertinent to understanding radiological practices in the U.S. This age
group represents 29 percent of the total population, experiences 25 percent
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of all dental examinations performed, 5 percent of all radiographic examinations (excluding examinations of the extremeties), and 2 percent of all
fluoroscopic procedures. The lower rates of radiographic and fluoroscopic
examinations in this age group would reduce the annual per capita mean
active bone marrow dose to the entire U.S. population by at least 25 percent (to approximately 77 mrad) of that estimated exclusively for the
adult U.S. population, assuming that the mean dose per examination was the
same in all age groups._ One would expect that skin exposures for this age
group are somewhat lower and indeed this is the case (Sh77). However, the
effect of a different distribution of active bone marrow in children, with
significant quantities of this substance in the extremeties, and different
ratios of skin to bone marrow site exposure for children make it impossibie at.present to verify the above estimate.
Population mean active bone marrow doses from diagnostic radiology to
national population groups in terms of the annual per capita dose, range
from 30 mrad (Netherlands 1964) to 189 mrad (Japan 1969) (Sh77). The mean
annual per capita dose of 103 mrad to the adult population of the U.S. is
numerically similar to the annual per capita radiation doses to the whole
body (130 mrads) and bone marrow (86 mrads) from natural radiation.
References
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A NEW METHOD TO ASSESS THE GONADAL DOSES
IN WOMEN DURING RADIATION TREATMENT
M.S. AGRAWAL anp G.C. PANT
Centre of Radiotherapy and Radiation Medicine
Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi
221 005, I n d i a
I . INTRODUCTION

In recent times, the survival rates of cancer patients have
improved considerably reflecting the increasing public awareness, better
radiotherapeutic techniques and the multidisciplinary therapeutic approach.
Moreover, a seizable portion of this populace is in th~ child bearing age
group and consequently, the gonadal doses received by these patients need
special attention. Male gonadal shields have been described by Jackson
et al. (I) and Gleen and Johnson (2) in an attempt to reduce the radiation doses. Almond et al. (3) and Villafana (4} have attempted to assess
the foetal doses. The relative inaccessibility of the ovaries renders
direct measurement of gonadal dose difficult. Novotny and Tarakanath (5)
have described a method to assess the ovary dose as the percentage of the
tumour dose. In the present study,,a relatively simple met'hod is described to assess the ovary dose during radiotherapy.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The upper margin of the pubic symphasis is taken as the reference point for measurements. The measurements were done on a human masonite phanton with Li2B407.Mn (6) and a TLD Reader described by Gangadharan
et al.(7) on an Eldorado-6 Cobalt-60 teletherapy unit.
The dosimeters (gelatine capsules containing Li2B407.Mn powder)
were kept at the two ovary positions and the reference point in the phantom. The phantom was put in the treatment position and given an exposure
by a fixed field size. The distance'd' between the lower edge of the
field and the reference poi'nt was kept constant. The dose recorded by the
dosimeters at the reference point and the gonads were measured. For a
fixed field size, the doses at the reference point and ovaries were measured for varying values of 'd'. Similarly, the experiment was repeated for
various values of 'd' varying the field sizes and the doses at the ovaries
and the reference point were measured.
For a fixed field size, the ratio of the mean dose recorded by
the gonads and the reference point was found out for various values of
'd' and is plotted as a function of 'd' in Figure
I.
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Similarly, for a fixed value of 'd', the ratio of the mean dose
of gonads to the reference point is also plotted as function of area in
figure 2.
For posterior field treatment, a point opposite to pubic symphasis is marked on the posterior skin and this serves as the reference
point. Figures I and 2 stand true for the posterior field treatment also.
3. RESULTS
Figure I relates the observed ratios of the radiation doses at
the ovary and the reference point to 'd' for various port sizes. Similarly,
Figure 2 gives the relationship between the area of the port and the dose
ratio of ovary to the refe_rence point for various values of 'd'. With the
lielp of the figures I and 2, the ratio of the doses at ovary and the reference point can be found out - for the treatment conditions. Once this
ratio is known, the ovary dose can be assessed easily by measuring the
doses at the reference point in actual treatment conditions.
4. CONCLUSION
A simple method for assessment of ovary doses during radiotherapy is described. The ovary doses can be assessed by simply measuring
the dose at pubic symphasis during radiotherapy.
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NEW RESULTS l'lEGARDING GONADAL EXPOSURE
IN U~OLOGIC X-RAY DIAGNOSTICS

R. Barke
Clinic of the Medical Academy
"Carl Gustav Carus'", 8019 Dr.esder1 I GDR

Radiolo~ical

l. INTRODUCTION
The importance of Radiodiac;nosis as a dominant factor
for the exposure to ionizing radiation is generally accepted. Th~ estimation of the genetic si~nificant dose
of the pc.pulation produced by .hoentgenology is of great
interest anO. means a request of VlHO.
The base for any statistrical review is in every case
the·measuring of the indiviuual gonadal exposure in patients undergoing an examination in the X-ray department.

2. IMPORTANCE OF I.V.UROGRAPHY
In the different types of X-ray examination it is only
a small number, which causes the· main part of genetic
dose. I.v. urography belongs to those procedures of essential importance for gonadal exposure. It is the most
practised examination in urologic X-ray diagnosis, and
Si,;ELENTAG (l) regards it to be the procedure with the
highest gonadal exposure in conventional diagnostic.
In statistical reviews from different countries we find
that the share of i.v. urography in the genetic significant dose produced by Radiology is of varying percentage (2):
Great Britain
12 %
USA
13 %
Sweden
15 %
GFR
8 %
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In i.v. urography the gonadal exposure of men may
be defined relatively exact, where as the exposure
of the ovaries must be estimated from indirect
measuring. A reliable reference method is not yet
available. The factor for reducing the exposure
dose of the testicles when using lead protectors
is about 30 : 1. Previous statistical reviews are
not suitable to be the base for a comprehensive
estimation of the GSD produced by Radiodiagnosis,
It is necessary to gain new results of measuring
for all those examinations for which a high genetic radiation exposure must be expected.
Own experiences with condenser chambers and TLD
let us prefer the latter for further investigations.
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ficiency of some modifyinb factors (used filmsizes
resp. field sizes, distance of field border to the
testicles, influence of radiation ener~y which
must be varied according to body weight - tables
in poster session-).
4. RESULTS
In 65 men, using X-ray protectors (2 mm resp. l mm
lead) for tne testicles the gonadal dose amounted
to 28 mi'; on an average for the complete urography.
The doses for a sint;le exposure were
0,4 mR per minimum for the small sized exp,)sition of the kidneys (great distance of X-ray
beam to the testicles)
- about 4,5 mR for exposures of the uropoetic system in large format
- about 10 mR for a radiograph of the urinary
bladder.
In urographies under the same standard conditions
but without any protectors for the testicles the
gonadal dose increased up to -more than 850 mR.
In female patients the ovarian dose amounted to
l 500 mR on an average. As it is impossible to
carry out direct measuring in patients the use of
tables (determined for Radiotherapy) and mathematic operations are necessary. Thus we obtain results within a wide range (800- 2 400 mR!).

5.

S~~ARY

AND CONCLUSION

Exact measuring of gonadal dose is the base for
determinaLion of the GSD produced by X-ray
diagnosis.
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In previous communications the values for gonadal
exposure in ~v. urograpny differ within wide ranges.
VIe find results of measurirlg from 14 mR (3) up to
l 000 mR (ZUPPINGER 1961) or even 2 630 mR· (4).

J. MATERIAL, METHODS
To define the GSD of our own population it was necessary to ~ain actual results of measuring the gonadal exposure. b:easons therefore ware additior;ally:
- Meti10ds of X-ray examination for urology changed
(more contrast medium, more exposures pro patient,
better X-ray protection).
-Progress in radiological technic, especially referring to the sensibility of the imaging systems
resulted in better conditions for a lower O.ose exposure.
In 130 patients underc;oins i.v. urography the X-ray
dcrefor the gonades was evaluated by means of condenser cha:,bers (PTV; Condiometer) and in several cases by TLD. l1itale patients were examined using a special X-ray protector (2 mm lead) for testicles and a
45 mm condenser chamber. Only in a few cases the gonadal dose without X-ray protector was determined.
In female patieilts the exposure dose uf the ovaries
was estimatet from measuring the surface dose, and
in some cases by irJtravaginal application of TLD detectors.
I.v. Urography in all cases was performed under ·
standard conditions recommended by the RadiolOGical
Society of the GDR. The efficient dose was - if possible - measured for each sint;le exposure whhin one
examination. Thus it was possible to define the ef-
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RADIOPROTECTION OF PATIENTS IN RADIOTHERAPY: THE GONADAL DOSES
RESULTING FROM TREATMENTS AT ELECTRON ACCELERATORS.
F.Nuesslin and E.Hassenstein
Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Abteilung Strahlentherapie,
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 9, D-3000 Hannover.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the time electron accelerators have been used in
radiotherapy for several kinds of malignant diseases the
survival rates were enhanced significantly. Therefore, it is
necessary to draw even more attention on the radioprotection
of the patient, particularly, when children or young patients
are treated.
·
The dose absorbed by the patient in regions outside the
primary beam may be separated in three components, the leakage
radiation of the accelerator, the stray radiation from the
treatment room and the scatter in the patient. All parts
interfere in a complicated manner. So, it is necessary to
study the influence of some factors on the dose distribution
in the whole body of the patient. In this paper results will
be presented when variing the following parameters: the beam
quality, the beam energy, the protection effect of lead
shielding, the spatial ·orientation of the phantom and the
field size. Due to the fact that betatrdns and linear
acclerators are
the machines
most frequently
used in
radiotherapy centers today, the secondary radiation field of
either accelerator type was investigated.
2. METHOD AND RESULTS
In a systematic study dose profiles were measured in a phantom
of polystyrene (75x25x20 em ) using LiF-dosemeters. The
maximum lateral distance to the beam axis was 50 em, the
distance between the measuring points was 6 em. The phantom
was fixed on the treatment couch and it was irradiated with
the gantry being iri vertical position. Experimental details
are given else~here (1).
2.1 Measurements at the betatron
The phantom was irradiated at a 45 MeV betatron (Siemens) with
45 MV x-rays, 10 MeV, 18 MeV and 45 MeV electrons. Adequate
compensating filters and scattering foils were used for beam
flattening. The X-ray field size was 10x10 em at 100 em SSD,
the electron field was defined by a cone of 12 em diameter at
120 SSD. The results are summarized· in table 1.
Beam quality and energy
Due to the small side scattering of high ene~gy photons De (x)
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falls more rapid with the lateral distance x than in the case
of the electron beant of the same energy: at 45 MeV the ratio
of the slopes dlogD/dx is about 3. However, with respect to
the maximum dose in the beam center axis the dose at the x-ray
field edge is 20 times as high as for the electron beam. At
large lateral distances this difference is smoothed. Comparing
the dose distributions at different electron energies the
slopes of the profiles do not change, whereas the relative
dose decreases with primary beam energy.
energy
45
45
45
45
18
11:l
10
10

MV X
MV X
!-leV e
MeV e
MeV eMeV eMeV eMeV e

lead (nan)
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0

7o

(%)

28
16
46
2&
27
20
12
5.4

e

D.,o

(%)

1
0.35
13
5.7
8.7
4.5
3.1
0.5

c

Dc

(%)

63
80
2.6
3.7
1.2
1.2
0.73
0.73

c
D<to

(%)

0.65
0.28
0.32
0.22
0.12
0.05
0.02
0.007

dlogD/dx
0.046
0.055
0.017
0.020
0.017
0.022
0.022
0.034

o;

Tab.1: Dose profiles at the betatron.
=relative dose
normalized at the field edge; D~ =relative dose normalized at
the beam center line; x = lateral distance to the field edge.
Protection effect of lead shielding
Dose distributions were measured with the phantom covered with
lea<i sheets of 1 to 3 mm thickness against stray and leakage
radiation outside the primary beam. The penetrating power of
the radiation measured by means of the HVL in lead was found
to decrease by a factor up to 0.3 over the whole lateral
distance. 'Ihe efficacy of the lead shielding depends on the
distance from the field edge, mainly. At high energies the
build-up is shifted from the phantom into the lead cover
causing a rise in dose near the field edge. At greater
distances, however, a dose reduction by an amount up to 0.35
was found by covering with 1 mm Pb, only. Because with greater
depths in the phantom corresponding to the. localization of the
female gonads the phantom scatter becomes dominant, protection
with lead is more effective in the treatment of male patients.
Spatial orientation of the phantom
'I'he dose in the phantom measured at greater distances to the
beam center line varies significantly with the orientation of
the treatment couch. As exspected from the technique of beam
generation in this betatron dose minima were observed in the
plane normal to the electron orbit. The maximum values in the
electron and in the photon mode were measured in the plane of
the electron orbit at opposite directions. By positioning the
patient properly it is possible to reduce the gonadal dose to
1/2 of the value obtained at the 0°- and 180°- direction,
respectively.
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Field size
A variation of the field size modifies the dose profiles
significantly in the electron mode, only. The influence of the
field size becomes important with decreasing electron energy
and increasing lateral distance.
2.2 Measurements at the linear accelerator
A second series of dose profiles were measured at the
Clinac-1B (Varian)
using flattened beams of 10 MV x-rays, 6
MeV and 1B MeV electrons. The field size was 10x10 c~ at 100
em SSD. In the electron mode a cone was used. Some results are
given in table 2.
energy
10
10
1H
18
6

MV X
MV X
MeV e
MeV eMeV e"'

lead (mm)

I?

.,

c

c

Dlo (%)

D.,o (%)

Do (%)

D'to (%)

29
10
12
9.5
1.2

3.0
0.55
0.8
0.75
0.13

25
39
12
6.5
22.5

0.75
0.22
0.12
0.05
0.03

0
1
0
1
0

dlogD/dx
0.046
0.042
0.038
0.038
0.032

Tab.2: Dose profiles at the linac. Same symbols as in tab.l.
Beam quality and energy
Comparing the photon beams of both accelerators the dose
profiles of the linac are less steep, but with respect to the
center axis maximum dose the dose at the field edge is more
favourable. This is a consequence of tne quite different beam
energies, mainly. Contrarily, the profiles at 18 MeV electron
energy show an inverse behaviour. Compared to the betatron the
dose at the field edge is now about 10 times higher. This may
be caused by the different construction of the electron cones
useti at either accelerator.
Protection effect of lead shielding
In the photon mode the HVL of the leakage and stray radiation
spectrum decreases with the distance to the field edge by more
than 1/4, whereas at electron radiation the HVL varies over
the same distance by 1/2, only. The dose sparing effect of 1
mm lead covering the phantom amounts up to about 1/3.
Spatial orientation of the phantom
Because the electrons in the Clinac-18 are aeflected by a
270°-magnet before hitting the bremsstrahltarget the leakage
radiation in the photon mode has maxima both in the O~and in
the 180°-direction of the treatment couch. The difference in
the dose at large distances to the primary beam with the couch
being parallel or normal to the tube axis, respectively,
amounts to
about a factor
2. In the
electron mode,
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particularly, at 6 MeV incident energy, in the 180 direction
the dose
profile decreases surprisingly
slow, probably
indicating an additional leakage radiation component from the
clystron.
3. DE;TERMINATION OF THE GONADAL DOSES

One of the aims of these measurements was to estimate the
gonadal load of a patient treated at either accelerator type.
Therefore, the dose absorbed by the gonads during treatment
was measured using the man-like Alderson-Rando phantom.
region
mediastinum

paraaortal
lymph
nodes

energy

D~ (%.,)

DO' cJ'ool

D~

(mGy) ocr<mGyl

45
10
45
18

MV X
MV X
MeV e
MeV e-

-

1.5
2.0
3.0
0.5

2.0
2.4
2.0
0.9

68
90
135
23

45
10
45
J.8

MVX
MV X
MeV eMeV e-

4.0
6.0
1.5
0.3

1.0
4.0
0.7
0.2

180
270
68
14

90

110
90
41
45
180
32
9

Tab.3: The
gonadal
load
resulting from
treatments at
accelerators. Relative doses are
normalized against the
maximum dose. Last two
columns: Gonadal
load resulting
irradiation with 45 Gy maximum dose for femal (f) and male (m)
patients, respectively.
Table 3 shows the gonadal load measured at two different field
localizations. The figures given in the last two columns are
doses absorbed by the gonads during a radiation treatment with
45 Gy maximum dose. Comparing these data to the values
estimated on the basis of the dose distribution measurements
no remarkable discrepancies were be found.
REFERENCE
(1) NUESSLIN,F., HASSENSTEIN,E. 'Die Gonadenbelastung bei der
Strahlentherapie gutartiger Erkrankungen', Strahlentherapie 151 5 (1976) 409
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RADIATION PROTECTION OF THE HUMAN EMBRYO IN X-RAY EXAMINATIONS
W. Herstel
Institute of Radiopathology and Radiation Protection
Department of Radiology, University Hospital Leiden- Holland
I.

INTRODUCTION

Shortly after the discovery of X-rays, in November 1895, it became known
that this radi9t~on provokes biological effects. These effects have been
and are still the subject of extensive studies (1,2,3). An important
question which remains to be answered is whether the results obtained
from animal experiments ·can be applied to irradiation of human beings.
Up to now, however, more is known about the results of exposures to high
radiation doses than to low radiation levels such as normally occur in
the diagnostic use"of X-rays. During examinations of the abdominal area
the dose at the embryo can be of the order of 0.5 to 10 rad. This is
rather low compared' wit-h rad_iotherapy. For the sake of radiotherapy the
radiation dosimetry has been centered to the individual patient, whereas
the physics of radiodiagnostics~as directed towards general trends such
as the improvement of image systemS and the protection of the patient.
Generally pregnant women should not be exposed to X-radiation, but sometimes this is unavoidable due to the patient's condition. Sometimes a
woman is unaware that she is pregnant. In all these cases the dose delivered to the embryo or•the foetus should be as small as possible.
2. METHOD
The radiation dose received by the embryo or the foetus was determined
under realistic circumstances. The incident radiation was measured during
a large number of clinical examinations using a flat ionisation chamber
in front of the X-ray source. This flat ionisation chamber was coupled ·to
a diagnostic dosimeter ('Diamentor') which actually measures the surface
integral of the radiation exposure. The results of these measurements is
expressed as the product of exposure and surface, thus in Rxcm2. During
the examinations the fluoroscopic image was recorded on videotape thus
enabling us to reproduce the situation when afterwards the same irradiations are repeated on a human body phantom. The body phantom, which was
used for the estimation of the embryonic dose, was built from a statistical study undertaken for the clothing industry. It has the shape of the
human body, and it has transparent plastic walls (4 mm thick) and it contains a complete skeleton. In the pulmonary region the lungs are simulated by fillings consisting of a mixture of sawdust and polystyrene grains.
The other body tissues are simulated by water. The first specimen was
constructed by Beekman a~ Weber (4). For the measurements in the uterine
region a 3.5 cc. ionisation chamber was used connected with a Pitman dosimeter. The abdomen of the phantom used for the estimation of the embryonic
radiation dose is 23 em thick. A much thicker phantom (28 em masonite) is
used for estimating the foetal dose during intrauterine transfusion, which
are normally carried out after the 28th week of pregnancy.
3. RESULTS
The results of these measurements are given in fig. I and 2 and in table I.
Fig. I illustrates the distribution of the exposure-surface product (XSP)
of two types of examinations. Table I gives the XSP and the embryonic dose
(ED) for a group of examinations. Fig. 2 shows the gradual reduction of
the foetal dose during intrauterine transfusions in eight successive years
(period 1966-1974). There were at least ten transfusions per year.
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Stomach examinations
(barium meal)
mean XSP
2866 Rcm2
N = 170

N

100

Colon examinations
(barium enema)
2536 Rcm 2
mean XSP
N = 180

N

100

so

so

2

0

4

3

5

6

7

0

2

3

4

5

x 1000 Rxcm 2

x 1000 Rxcm2

FIG. I. Histograms showing results of two types of examinations
XSP = exposure-surface product

examination

XSP(Rcm2)

thorax
galbladder
stomach
colon

33
536
2866
2536

ED(mrad)
I

7
57
1443

examination
intravenous
pyelography
salpingography
lumbar spine

XSP(Rcm2)

ED(mrad)

2881

848

330
1306

720
1163

TABLE I. Exposure-surface product (XSP) and embryonic dose (ED) for
various clinical examinations

:

I

I ,6

mean foetal dose in rads

1,5
I ,2.

0,4
2

3

FIG. 2. Gradual reduction of foetal dose during intrauterine transfusions during eight successive years
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0,4

4. COl1MENTS AND RECOMMENDATION
When no phantom measurements can be carried out, approximate values of
the embryonic dose (mrad) can be found in table 2 which is standardized
for an exposure at the skin of I R, square fields FSD = 100 em and irradiation from behind (PA-direction).
region
field (cmL)
kV

mm Al

thorax
20

X

20

waist
2b

X

20

femur

abdomen
20

X

20

10

X

10

75

2.6

2.8

9.6

41.7

85

2.9

4.6

14.6

81.5

31.6

95

3.4

5.6

24.8

108. I

42.1

26.3

TABLE 2. Estimation of the embryonic dose
When the
10 to 20
mination
mined in

X-ray source in front of the patient, the embryonic dose will be
times higher. The X-ray tube should be mounted beneath the exacouch. Female patients in the child bearing age should be exathe first week of the menstrual cycle. (5, 6)

5. REFERENCES
I. RUSSEL L.B., W.L. RUSSEL, Radiation hazards to the embryo and foetus,

Radiology 58, (1952) 369
2. RUGH R., X-ray induced teratogenesis in the mouse and its possible
significance to man, Radiology 99, (1971) 433
3. LAWS J.W., Implementation of "The 10 day rule", Clin.Rad.27 (1976)42
4. BEEKMAN Z.M., Genetically significant dose from diagnostic-roentgenology, Thesis Leiden 1962
5. HERSTEL W., L'influence de la position du tube de rayons X sur la
dose-gonades et le rayonnement diffuse, Annales de Radiologie 8,65,7
6. HERSTEL W., Diagnostic X-ray Exposure and the Human Embryo, University of Leiden (1974)
7. BRUWER A., If you are pregnant, of if you think you might be ... ,
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6. WARNING AT X-RAY DEPARTMENTS
One of the ways to protect the fetus is to draw the attention of female
patients entering the department (7). We use the warning shown below.

IMPORTANT
if you are f:!regnant ..
or think you may be
please say so
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MEASUREMENT OF THE GONAD DOSE OF INFANTS DURING X-RAY EXAMINATION OF THE
HIP
N. Vana
ALuu1ic: IusLiLute of the Austrian Universities,
Schuttelstrasse 115, 1020-Vienna, Austria
and
P. Krepler and Ch. Harranek
St.Anna-Children's Hospital
Kinderspitalga.sse 6, 1090-Vienna, Austria.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the consequence that in most parts of Europe, at least 1% of dysplasia
of the hip without severe dislocation do not show any clinical Symptoms in
early infancy even in repeated careful examination {1), the number of
X-ray screening to detect these cases for early prophylactic treatment
increases in the last years. During these radiological examinations of the
hip joints a special lead shield of 1:s mm Pb with a fenestration can be
used to protect the gonads {2). This window allows the determination of
all parts of skeleton to make a correct diagnosis while all other parts,
especially the gonads, are safely shielded. To improve protection against
scattered radiation an additional lead shield is used beneath the tests
while examining boys. To check the effectiveness of this gonad protection
direct dosimetric studies on the patient during X-ray examinations were
performed.
2 . METHODS AND MEASUREMENTS
The measurements of radiation dose were done with LiF {TLD-100) extruded
chips and CaF :Dy {TLD-200) crystals with dimensions 6.35x6.35x0.9 mm3.
2
The read out of the thermoluminescence dosimeters was performed with a
modified E G & G system using a special selected program for the heating
cycle {3) the dosimeters were calibrated in the radiation field of a
Co-60 source under the consideration that the requirements for electron
equilibrium in a tissue equivalent material {polyethylene) are satisfied.
The exposure TL-response of the LiP-dosimeters was measured between 1 mR
and 100 mR and of the CaF ,Dy dosimeters in the region of 50 ~R to 70 mR
2
{4). In the Co-60 radiation field the standard deviation of the measurements was in the exposure range of about 10 mR, 5% for the LiP-dosimeters
and 4.5% for the caF -dosimeters. Because o£ the large fluctuation of the
2
non radiation induced thermoluminescence in the exposure region below
1 mR the standard deviation increases to 25% for the LiF- and to 10% for
the CaF -dosimeters.
2
Since our examinations were not performed in a Co-60 radiation field,
but with diagnostic x-rays, the measured exposures had to be corrected
for the relativ sensitivities of the thermoluminescence dosimeters. At
energies below 100 keV the sensitivities of TLD-100 and TLD-200 increases
compared to Co-60 radiation. The energy dependence of both the dosimeters
was measured with a monochromator and the filtered bremsstrahlung from a
gold target excited by elec.trons from a Van de Graaff accelerator (4) the
final sensitivity correction factors for the dosimeters were estimated
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with so called tandem measurements. During all examinations one TLD-100
and one TLD-200 dosimeter wrapped in a black plastic foil (polyethylene
5.35 mg/cm- 2 ) were attached to the skin in front of the X-ray diagnostic
machine as well as on the rear side. Therefore both dosimeters are exposed
simultaneously in the same diagnostic X-ray en·ergy region and indicate
the identical exposure. From the ratio the different energy response of
both dosimeters -the thermolumi nesrPnrP l i '}ht emitted from the LiF and
the CaF 2 is different in its intensity- the effective energy of the X-ray
spectrum at the site of the dosimeter can be infered. The measured
energy response of the dosimeters allows the estimation of the correction
factor for the both dosimeters. The correction factor of TLD-100 was
estimated about 1.3, the correction factor of TLD-200 varies from 8.5 to
10. Due to the uncertainty in the correction factor Lhe standard deviation
of the measurements with CaF as well as with LiF increased to 10% in the
2
10 mR region and up to 20% in the exposure region below 1 mR. Finally, a
factor of 0.91 rad per R was used for the conversion from exposure to
tissue dose.
3. GONAD DOSE
3.1. Testicle dose
The examinations of the hip were performed with diagnostic X-rays generated at 50 kV and 65 kV. In the consequence of the different thickness
of the several patients the parameters of the X-ray generator had to be
varied in general. The focus-film distance was 100 em. For measuring the
testicle dose the dosimeters wrapped in a black plastic foil were
attached behind the scrotum. During the X-ray examinations the scrotum
was shielded with an additional 1 mm lead protection at the flanks and
the rear to reduce scattered radiation.
Generator parameters

Dose

Range

kV

m As

mrad

mrad

65

2.5

0.15±0,08

< 0.02-0.35

50

6.3-8

0.23±0.2

< 0.02-6.65

TABLE 1

Dose behind the scrotum, testicle dose

The maximum exposure measured with displaced scrotum protection was 0.65
mrad.
3.2. Estimation of the ovary dose
TLD-200 dosimeters wrapped in black plastic foil were attached at the end
of a rubber tube and put into the rectum of the patient up to about 7 em
above the anus. 2 em from the dosimeter a lead mark was fixed which was
generally shielded by the 1 mm lead gonad protection during the X-ray
examination. The correction factor of the dosimeters could be calculated
from the effective energy determined from tandem measurements on the skin
in front of the X-ray machine as well as on the rear side. Depending on
the position of the dosimeters and the variations of the X-ray adjustments the absorbed dose in the rectum varies between 0.4 and 1 mrad. The
mean absorbed dose was determined to be 0.6 ± o. 3 mrad.
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Generator parameter

Dose

Range

mrad

mrad

kV

m As

65

2

0. 55 0.3

65

2.5

0.7

0.11

so

6. 3-8

0.6

0.3

0.4- 1

TABLE 2

0. 3 - 1

Measured dose in the rectum, ovary dose.

3.3. Dose using high intensifying screen-film combinations
During a lot of examinations high intensifying screen-film combinations
(Trimax alpha 4 screen together with Trimax XM-film) was performed. Using
this combination the detail visibility was not influenced and after adjustment to 60 kV and 1 mAs the same grade of blackening was obtained as in
the former examinations. The mean dose measured in the rectum was
0.12 ± 0.04 mrad and the dose at the scrotum varied from values of an elevated background to 30 ~R - 70 ~R.
4. CONCLUSION
These measurements of the testicles and ovaries doses of young infants
during X-ray examination of the hip show that the used simple fenestration
method is an effective gonad protection. Additional one can reduce most
effectively the gonad dose by using high intensifying rare earth screenfilm combinations. The gonad dose obtained for one X-ray photograph of the
hip with high intensifying screens for girls is equivalent to the natural
radiation dose of 1/2 day and for boys of 1/10 - 1/5 day.
REFERENCES
(1) SCHWAGERL, W., KREPLER, P., FLAMM, CH., Vergleichende klinische und
rontgenologische untersuchung zur Erfassung von Huftdysplasien im
Sauglingsalter, z. Orthop. 113 (1975) 19
(2) KREPLER, P., Ein spezieller Gonadenschutz fur Huftvergleichsaufnahmen
bei Sauglingen, RO-Blatter 29 (1976) 309
(3) VANA, N., AIGINGER, H., TSCHELIESNIG, P., Low Dose Measurements with
Thermoluminescence Dosimetry, AIAU-Report 7501, 1975
(4) VANA, N., AIGINGER, H., ERATH, W., Measurements of Doses in the 1 mrad
Range by Means of LiF, CaF 2 and caso 4 Dosimeters and Determination of
the Energy Response of LiF and CaF 2 , 4th International Congress of the
IRPA, Paris 1977, Comm.N 371
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PATIENT DOSES IN PAEDIATRIC RADIOLOGY
M. Fitzgerald* , A . R. Chris pin + and Miss M. Riocreux+.
'~Radiation

Physics Department, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London

+ Department of p,aediatric

Radiology, The Hospital for Sick Children
Great Ormond Street, London.

It is well known that medical irradiation makes the greatest contributio!l
to the genetically significant dose arising from man-made sources of
radiation. Little information has appeared in the literature in recent
years regarding the contributioa made by paediatric radiology.

A survey is currently in progress to assess the doses received by
children undergoing diagnostic radiology in a modern' well equipped
paediatric xray department in which rare- earth intensifying screens are
used. The survey was designed in two parts, the first dealing with
direct radiography only and the second with examinations involving
indirect radiography and fluoroscopy.
In the first part, lithium fluoride powder dosemeters were used to measure
the incident dose at the centre of each xray field on each of approximately
1000 patients. Details of the child's weight and height, the depth of the
body cross -section being examined and the separation of the gonads from
the field centres were recorded, together with the xray factors and the
field sizes used.
Preliminary results from the survey of direct radiography are presented
giving details of the skin doses received and their variation with examination type , age and size.
Acknowledgement.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the patience of the radiographers at the
Hospital for Sick Children who were largely responsible for the recording
of the data.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE LIMITATION OF
RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES INTO THE ENVIRONMENT
Bo Lindell
National Institute of Radiation Protection
Stockholm, Sweden

1•

INTRODUCTION

The expansion in the generation of nuclear power has justified a revlslon
of the principles for the limitation of releases of radioactive substances
into the environment. An advisory group of experts to the International
Atomic Energy Agency have reviewed the concepts and criteria which would
be of use in the decision-making by national authorities. Their report
will be published by the Agency. The author has been asked to summarize
the basic concepts and criteria. It is inevitable that any attempt to
summarize advices in such a difficult field will be subjective and may
inadvertently deviate from the carefully balanced document summarized.
This summary, therefore, only serves as an introduction to a discussion
and a call for attention to the document expected from the IAEA. Those
who are interested should look for the original document.
The development of a new approach for setting discharge limits for
radioactive substances should not be taken to imply that the previous
practice has been unsatisfactory under the conditions it has been used.
On the contrary, the past practice has been quite appropriate in the
situation where the number of installations emitting radioactive substances has been small.
This situation, however, has changed. The number of nuclear installations is increasing to the extent that it becomes important to consiqer
not only local but also global exposures. The nuclear debate forces
national authorities to compare the environmental and health effects of
all the various sources of energy. The practice of making "safe"
estimates of environmental radiation doses introduces a bias in comparative cost-benefit analyses, which means that previous margins of safety
might be removed. There is also a need to extrapolate the trend of
expansion in nuclear power generation into the future and as~ess the
future doses which will inevitably follow as the consequence of the
assumed expansion rate unless a new release policy is formulated.
2.

BASIC PROTECTION CRITERIA AND PRINCIPLES

The policy of the IAEA is to conform with the dose limitation system of
the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). The
basic recommendations of the ICRP were published in ICRP Publication 9
in 1966, but are expected to become superseded by new recommendations to
appear in 1977 in ICRP Publication 26. The development in basic policy
was illustrated in ICRP Publication 22 (1973), where the Commission
stressed the importance of the recommendation to keep all radiation
doses as low as it is reasonably achievable.
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There are three major conditions which should be fulfilled before an
installation which emits radioactive substances into the environment
is accepted. These are
(a)

The ICRP dose limits for individual members of the public
shall be respected,

(b)

As any radiation exposure may involve some degree of risk,
the expected harm should be balanced by benefits which justify the practice causing the exposure, and

(c)

All doses should be kept as low as it is reasonably achievable,
social and economic considerations taken into account.

Conditions (b) and (c) presuppose assumptions on the dose-response relationship. The available information has been reviewed from time to time
by the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation (UNSCEAR) and in some ICRP reports.
3.

THE CHOICE OF RELEASE LIMITS

In past practice, condition (a) above has been the main basis for the
derivation of release limits. The derived limit for release has been the
limit which has resulted in the ICRP dose limit for individual members
of the public just being reached in the critical group.
The limit actually set by the authorities, the authorized operational
limit, has often been .chosen lower than the derived limit, either by
the application of a safety factor due to uncertainties in the adopted
environmental model or simply because of no demonstrated need for higher
values.
In the procedure now recommended, condition (a) may still be the limiting
factor in the setting of the authorized operational limit. It is pointed
out, however, that it is essential to take account of both long-lived
environmental contamination and expected future radiation sources when
limiting the discharges of present practices.
Condition (c) calls for optimization of releases. The method of determining the optimal level of radiation protection is called differential
cost-benefit analysis or cost-effectiveness analysis. Ideally, the authorized operational limit should be set equal to the optimal release level,
provided that condition (a) will still be met. In practice, insufficient
information may not always make an optimization process possible.
Condition (b) calls for a cost-benefit assessment of the practice in relation to .alternative practices, in order to establish whether the practice is justified. The justification of a practice which may result in
radiation exposure is beyond the scope of the procedures discussed here.
It should be noted, however, that cost-benefit analyses will usually have
to be carried out in situations where benefit and risk are not shared by
the same individuals. This is only appropriate under the boundary condition that no individual is exposed to unacceptable risks, i.e. under
condition (a).
-
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4.

LIMITS BASED ON DOSES TO INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE P1)13LIC

Experience has shown that, when radioactive substances are released into
the environment, a few radionuclides and exposure pathways will be more
important than others and will be responsible for most of the highest
doses to individuals. These radionuclides and pathways are called "critical"
and the group of individuals which u'"'au.o;e uf culiiiiiun characteristics such
as age, sex, location, food habits etc. receive the highest doses is
called the critical group.
The discharge rates from a nuclear installation usually vary with time. In
addition, the characteristics of many environmental pathways show
pronounced seasonal variations. It is therefore necessary to select a long
enough time, usually one year, as the averaging period for the limitation
of the release rate.
The derived annual limit of release 1 ) is a release which, if repeated
indefinitely, would result in annual doses in the critical group equal
to the ICRP annual dose limits for individual members of the public. This
means that the annual limit of release is a release which would cause a
dose commitment in the critical group equal to the ICRP annual dose limit.
The dose commitment is the infinite time integral of the average dose
rate caused by a practice (~. one year's release) in a specified
population (in this case the critical group). If the dose commitment is
to be related to the ICRP dose limit, which is strictly a dose equivalent
limit, it is the dose equivalent commitment that should be limited:
00

J

H( t) dt

<

ADL

0

In this expression H~ is the do~e equivalent commitment for the critical
group from one year's release, H(t) the dose equivalent rate in the critical group and ADL the ICRP annual dose (equivalent) limit.
The above formula would apply to the dose in the organ which is critical
in relation to the radionuclide under consideration, provided that one
radionuclide dominates the exposure. With this limitation, the release
could continue indefinitely without the ADL being exceeded in the future,
There is one additional condition, however. The ICRP ADL is intended to
limit the total doses from all manmade sources of radiation with the
exception of doses given to patients in medical procedures. Each critical
group may receive exposures from several sources. The ADL is therefore not
"available" or appropriate to use as the basis for the limitation of the
contribution from any one single source. The authorities will need to take
possible other exposures, including those from future sources, into account.
This calls for the application of a "safety factor".
There is an additional complication in that some radionuclides have extremely long half-lives. They may therefore cause large dose commitments e~en
though the maximum future annual dose will be quite small.
1
)formerly referred to as the "capacity of the environment"
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For such long-lived radionuclides it would not be realistic to assume a
continued practice over a time period sufficient to cause a steady-state
situation with the annual dose equal to the dose commitment from one year
of practice. It would therefore be unnecessarily restrictive to limit the
releases on the basis of the full dose commitment from one year's release.
The appropriate limitation may be achieved by limiting the time integral
of the dose equivalent rate in the critical group over a time(~) equal
to the estimated duration of the practice:
?

1

H(t)

dt

<

ADL

0

For controlling the annual dose in the critical group, the integration
should be carried out over the foreseen operational time of all nuclear
installations substantially contributing to the exposure of the relevant
critical group. The integral is sometimes referred to as the "incomplete"
dose commitment. Because of the long-term dispersion of the long-lived
radionuclides, however, this approach is often of more importance in the
case of global contamination than for local exposures.
The movement of radionuclides from the source can be described by environmental models of varying complexity. In "systems analysis", the assessment is based on compartment models, in which the rates of transfer of
radioactive substances are specified by constants or by time functions.
By using systems analysis it is possible to predict environmental contamination levels and dose rates for various segments of the population
as a function of time.
In most practical cases, however, it is sufficient to know the dose commitment of a given release, i.e. the time integrals rather than the time
functions.
If the movement of radionuclides in the environment is described by a nonfeedback transfer model, knowledge of the transfer factors as defined by
UNSCEAR will suffice for the assessment of the time integrals. In general,
these transfer factors are defined as quotients between time-integrals of
quantities linearily related to dose, in different compartments; for
example:
oc

f

cv (t)

dt

J cu (t)

dt

OJ
uv

oc

0

where f
is the transfer factor relating compartments u and v and C (t)
and C (¥~ are the concentrations in the compartments at time t.
u
v

In the case of continuous release at a constant rate, the same transfer
factors would cover the steady state condition, so that

cv
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f

uv

cu

In the aquatic environment, predicted concentrations in the rece1v1ng water
mass are converted by use of the appropriate concentration factors to
concentrations in critical environmental materials. These factors are known
for a wide range of materials and radionuclides from actual operational
situations, or have been determined experimentally or by stable nuclide
analysis in steady state conditions. For atmospheric releases, after
calculation of concentrations in air, eAt.imat.P.A m11.y havP. to bP. made of the
relationship between concentration in ground-level air and activity levels
in vegetation and in food products derived from grazing animals.
The end result of a critical pathway analysis can be summarized by a set
of factors f.kl 'relating the discharge from source k to the resulting
dose commitm~ntmfrom nuclide l in organ m of individuals in group j:
fjklm Rkl
In the ~implest case, only one source k and one critical nuclide l have
to be considered, and the critical group j 1 is the one giving the lowest
value of the quotient ADL /f.kl • Provided that annual values may be used
for the f-factors, the de~iv~u ~ual release limit ~l may then be
calculated as

If there are more than one source and several nuclides which contribute
significantly to the exposure of the critical group, the release values
will have to satisfy the following condition for all organs m:

I:L
k
l

ADL

m

with j 1 denoting the critical groups for each organ m in respect to the
combinWd release of the various nuclides from the various sources.
The actually permitted releases will normally be far below the values
corresponding to the ICRP dose limits. It is therefore as a rule advantageous to use simplified assessment procedures that under-estimate the
permissible release values.
The calculation is complicated by the fact that ICRP in its Publication 9
refers its dose limits to "critical organs". The release limit will therefore be based on the organ dose and the group where the quotient of
Lk Ll f Jm
-I kl 1\:l and ADL is highest.
m
m
If this recommendation were to be changed, along the lines suggested by
Jacobi, so that only one dose limit ADL were to apply to a weighted
whole body dose
w H
mm

m

* satisfying the dose limit conditions would,
then the release values ~l
with a margin of safety be given by
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~L:L
k 1 m

*

wmfj"(klm)klm Rkl

ADL

where j"(klm) indicates the population ~oup receLvLng the highest dose in
organ m due to n~c~ide 1 and so~ce k. R* will not uniquely determine_
1
anyone relea:oe l.Lnt.L L valu.e uu.L .L:o P"-.L·t
any set of release values whLch,
combined, will constitute a release at the limit. The fact that j"(klm)
implies addition of weighted organ doses in different critical groups
brings in a margin of safety but the selection of the highest organ doses
irrespective of crLtical group greatly simplifies the calculation.

of

With a very la~ge number of sources distributed all over the world, the
global contamination could conceivably become a problem and it would be
prudent to make the above assessments also for the whole world population
as the critical group.

:Hm in organ m may be assessed as

The global per caput dose rate

L (s~

1

H

m

N

)k zk

k

under steady state conditions, if N is the world population, (s~)k is the
collective dose equivalent commitment per unit of practice of source k
(~. the production of 1MWyear of electric energy), and Zk is the rate
of practice of source k.
The use of the collective dose commitment as a tool for deriving the
future per caput dose rate in the whole world population is not based on
any biological assumptions but is simply a mathematical step in the
calculation of an average. The collective dose commitment may be written
as
sc

J

s(t) dt

0
where the collective dose rate s(t) may be derived as

where NH(H) is the population spectrum in dose rate. It is essential that
the integration is carried out in full, without any cut-off value of the
individual dose rates H, as long as the continued summation adds significantly to the integrated value.
For long-lived radionuclides the steady state condition will never be
reached and it will suffice to calculate the incomplete collective dose
commitment, integrating over the estimated use period of nuclear power.
The value of 500 years has been used in some assessments.
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5,

LIMITATION BASED ON OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURES

For cost-benefit assessments and cost-effectiveness assessments it is
necessary to make some assumption regarding the dose-response relationship
for radiation-induced.harm. At the low doses of radiation that wouid occur
below the dose limits, the only risk is that of late stochastic effects
such as the induction of cancer and genetic disease, It is the normal
practice in radiation protection to adopt the assumption tha L Lhe L'isk of
such effects is proportional to the increment of dose,
ICRP defines radiation health detriment in a population as the mathematical expectation of harm, taking into account not only the probability of
each type of deleterious effect but also the severity of the effects,
The detriment Gk

1

of a unit practice of a source k may be written
Gk1 =

L

Nj

L

pij~ij

i

with p. "k being the probability of an individual suffering the effect i,
the se~~rity of which is expressed by a weighting factor g .. , and N.
being the number of persons in each population group j. Th~Jprobabilities
p. "k will be proportional to the average dose in each group j (assuming
ifiJttis example whole body exposure): p. "k = r .. rr.k, where riJ" is a risk
factor.
lJ
lJ J
The values of r .. and g .. may depend upon, for example, the age structure
in each populatr3n grou~~ but it is often possible to assume a common set
of values ri and gi for all groups. The detri~ent may then be assessed as

If the doses are different in different organs, the total detriment will
consist of the sum of detriments caused by the irradiation of a number
of organs. Each component of the detriment, however, is proportional to
the collective dose in the corresponding organ.
For comparison with benefits when assessing the justification of a source,
or with costs involved in the reduction of a given exposure level, it is
convenient to assign a monetary value to the collective dose unit. This
could be attempted using different approaches, such as to give a value
to the sum~ r.g. by actually assessing the impact on society by the
deleterious effe6ts of concern, or by observation of t~ values society
is actually willing to pay to reduce collective doses in given practices.
Several assessments of the cost equivalent of one manrem have been published in the literature, with values ranging from ¢ 10 to ¢ 1000.
Recently the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission set an interim value of
¢ 1000 on the benefit derived from eliminating one manrem whole body dose
from environmental exposures caused by nuclear installations,
The optimal level of protection is reached when the additional cost of
achieving further reduction in the collective dose commitment from a
given source or set of sources outweights the decreased cost to society
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of the detriment arising from the eliminated doses. Or, in other words, a
further reduction in collective dose commitment is only reasonable if it
can be achieved at a lower cost per manrem than a reference value such as
one of those mentioned above.
If the authorized operational release limit is set on the basis of an
optimization assessment it is necessary to remember the boundary condition
that the individual dose limits must be respected. It is only on this
condition that the inequities in the distribution of benefits and
detriments to different population groups pan be accepted.
The principles discussed here are generally applicable and could well be
applied also in the limitation of non-radioactive pollutants, If these
are not controlled and evaluated at the same level of ambition as the
radioactive pollutants, there will be a continued bias in comparison of
the environmental and health effects from radioactive and non-radioactive
pollutants and of the sources causing the pollution,
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This presentation summarizes new information on life-span studies and pathological changes, which include late injury in the immune and vascular systems, after fission neutron or gamma irradiation. The objectives of these
studies are: (1) to provide data on dose-response relationships for carcinogenesis, life shortening, and other late diseases or injuries that may be
used for predictive modeling for radiation risk assessment; and (2) to increase understanding of late radiation effects on cell populations in relation to life-shortening diseases. Several interim reports of results from
this JANUS Program have appeared previously (1-3), but new data and analyses
are presented here.
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

B6CF 1 mice (C57Bl/6 x BALB/c) were exposed singly to either fission spectrum
neutrons from the JANUS reactor or 60co gamma radiation at ~ 115 days of age.
When the effects of protracted (fractionated) doses were assessed, the first
fractionated dose was given at ~ 115 days of age. Details of radiation facilities, dosimetry, dose rates, and experimental protocols have been published elsewhere (1-3) and are given below, as needed. The energy distribution of fission neutrons from JANUS has a flux average of 0.85 Mev. Although
the midline tissue doses (MTD) for neutrons presented here and previously
are based on a factor of 0.80 to convert tissue kerma in air to MTD, new information indicates a better estimate for an active 30-gm mouse is 0.85.
Also, the dose-weighted linear energy transfer at the midline has a mean of
73 keV/~ with 94% of the energy deposited in a 1-micron tissue sphere from
event sizes greater than 10 keV/~. Comprehensive literature citations are
provided elsewhere (1-3), so only recent references are included in this
paper.
3.
3.1.

RESULTS
Single-Dose Response:

Excess Mortality Rates

Mortality data for females are shown in Fig. 1. Mortality rate is approximated by the reciprocal of the mean survival time (4), and excess mortality
rate, i.e., the difference between irradiated and control animals, is plotted
as a dependent variable on log-log coordinates. At the neutron doses of 20,
80, and 240 rad, excess mortality showed a slope, 0.6, significantly lower
than unit~which indicates a departure from strict total-dose dependence. A
similar slope was observed for males. The effect of neutrons on excess mortality decreases with increasing dose. Consequently, if linear coordinates
are used, effects at low doses will be underestimated by linear extrapolation of results from high doses. The slope may change to 1.0 at doses below
20 rad, but Mole (5) has used a continuously bending curve, consistent with
a slope of< 1.0, to describe the responses of selected leukemias in man (6).
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Although many cellular responses to neutrons show total-dose dependence over
a broad range (5), dose-response curves of less than 1.0 have been reported
for mutations in wasp oocytes (7) and for mammary tumors in rats (8). We
have commented previously on factors that may contribute to the slope of the
neutron dose-response curves we observe (1-3). The excess mortality after
single gamma doses of 90, 268, or 788 rad appeared approximately total-dose
dependent, slope ~ 1.2 for both sexes; thP- data for females are shown in
Fig. 1.
3.2.

Excess Mortality Rates after Protracted Doses

Strictly quadratic dose dependence was observed for mice and dogs given duration-of-life gamma irradiation (4). Approximately quadratic kinetics, slope
1.7, prevailed when protracted gamma doses were administered in 24 weekly
fractions over 23 weeks (Fig. 1). Quadratic kinetics were not expected to
extend to a weekly dose of 35 gamma rad (845 rad) based on the previous observation that linear kinetics prevailed in this mouse strain when weekly
doses of this magnitude or higher were administered in ~ 56-70 hrs/wk for
duration of life (4). Additionally, excess mortality produced by fractionated doses of 35 rad/wk was quite similar to values obtained when the same
approximate weekly doses were administered for duration of life (4). Consequently, either weekly exposures of 45-min duration are more effective than
when the similar weekly dose is administered in~ 56-70 hrs, or some·portion
of the dose sustained in duration-of-life exposures contributes little to
life shortening.
When a total dose of 240 neutron rad is administered in 24 fractions of 10
rad over 23 weeks, the excess mortality is higher than when the same single
dose was given (Fig. 1). This phenomenon, referred to as "enhancement,"
also occurred in males when total fractionated doses of 80 or 240 rad were
given. Enhancement has been observed previously f"or life shortening (1,9),,
cancers (1,10,11), or mutations (12), but the dose range over which the phenomenon occurs is undefined.
Based on excess mortality or life shortening, RBE will be a function of dose
after single or protracted exposures. After single doses between 20 and 240
neutron rad, RBE for life shortening conforms to a slope of -0.5 (5,8) and
RBE ranged from~ 2-8 (1). Under conditions of dose protraction we estimate
RBE at 10-12, based on similar excess mortality following weekly doses of
3.3 neutron and 35 gamma rad (1). Higher RBE values are expected at lower
fractionated doses.
3.3. Total-Dose Dependence under Conditions of Protracted Irradiation
Total-dose dependence, the linear term in the linear-quadratic relationship,
aD + ~D2, was evaluated for both fission spectrum neutrons and gamma radiation; similar total fractionated doses were given by irradiating animals
3 times/wk, once/wk, once/wk at a dose rate reduced 8-fold, or once/4 wks.
Results in Table 1 show that decreasing the instantaneous dose rate per fraction by a factor of ~ 8 had no significant effect on life shortening for
either radiation quality (comparison between groups Band E). When the total
doses of either radiation were given in 6 fractions (group H), the lifeshortening effects differed slightly but significantly from the effects produced by either 24 or 72 dose fractions. In the case of neutron-irradiated
mice, somewhat less life shortening was produced by 6 fractions of 40 rad in
comparison with the other groups; and in the case of gamma radiation, 6 fractions of 140 rad produced more life shortening than did the other fractionation schedules. The linear term in the linear-quadratic model fails to account for departures observed from total-dose dependence under conditions of
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fractionated neutron or gamma exposure. This emphasizes the importance of
the interaction term theta in the Sacher model (4).
3.4.

Relationship of Protraction Period to Life Shortening; Preliminary
Results

Age at the time of irradiation influences sensitivity to the life-shortening
effects of single doses of neutron or gamma radiation (1). Little is known,
in relation to age or protraction period, about changes in sensitivity that
occur during protracted irradiation. Preliminary mortality data are now
available from an experiment in which the same total fractionated doses were
administered over approximately 20% (23 wks) and SO% (59 wks) of the remaining life expectancy from ll5 days of age (Table 2). Also, the weekly dose
used for 59-wk exposures was continued for the duration of life to assess the
effect of the incremental dose received after 59 weeks. Comparisons of mean
survival time for animals exposed 59 weeks and for duration of life showed
that radiation doses sustained after 59 weeks produces very little effect on
survival time. The life shortening produced by duration-of-life exposure,
at a given weekly dose level, can be produced by a lower total dose administered in 59 weeks. Comparisons between 23- and 59-week irradiations indicate
that the increase in the irradiation period from 23 to 59 weeks lengthens the
mean survival time to a greater extent in gamma- than in neutron-irradiated
animals. These preliminary results are consistent with the hypotheses that:
(1) doses sustained late in the life-span of the mouse contribute little to
life shortening; (2) at doses below 417 rad, doses interact rather additively
during the first 23 or 59 weeks; and (3) over the dose range studied, increasing the period of protraction produces more of a sparing effect on survival time for gamma- than for neutron-irradiated animals.
3.5.

Pulmonary and Harderian Gland Tumors

Determination of tumor responses is critical since excess cancer mortality
may constitute the principal hazard at "low radiation doses." Consequently,
cause-of-death judgments are made in our experiments so that relationships
between excess mortality rates and excess cancer rates can be determined.
Excess cancer rates constitute a more sensitive endpoint than does excess
mortality. After a fractionated dose of 80 neutron rad, female mice showed
no significant enhancement of life shortening (Fig. 1), but excess mortality
rate from lethal pulmonary tumors was higher over the major portion of remaining life expectancy (Fig. 2). Differences in total incidence of lethal
pulmonary tumors are difficult to demonstrate between irradiated and control
animals, but appearance time and age-specific mortality are influenced markedly by dose and by neutron dose fractionation (Fig. 2). In contrast, both
total incidence and appearance time of Harderian gland tumors are influenced
in females by dose, radiation quality, and by neutron dose fractionation
(Fig. 3). Based on incidence alone, the RBE at a single neutron dose of 20
rad is~ 17 (3). When fractionated doses of 80 neutron and 417 gamma rad
were compared, the RBE was increased considerably due to the sparing effect
of gamma dose fractionation. The point emphasized is that estimates of excess cancer risk must consider total incidence, appearance time, and the degree of malignancy of various tumor types.
3.6.

Immune and Vascular Responses

The immune, hematopoietic, and vascular responses are used as model systems
to evaluate relationships between early tissue injury and late radiation effects in rapidly and slowly turning over tissues. Evaluations of cellular
immune function in aged and aged-irradiated animals were based on the ability
of transplanted lymphoid cells to induce the graft-versus-host (GVH) reaction
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in vivo (Table 3). Mice that received fractionated neutron doses (group B,
Table 1) tended to show a reduced capacity at all sample times to induce GVH
reaction compared with aged controls or animals which received a single neutron dose. In contrast, gamma dose fractionation produced some sparing effect in comparison with the single doses. Qualitatively similar results,
i.e., enhancement with fractionated neutron doses and sparing with gamma dose
fractionation, were obtained in parallel studies which used spleens from the
same donor mice to ~valuate the response of splenic lymphocytes (in culture)
after mitogenic stimulation with phytohemagglutinin and bacterial lipopolysaccharide. Late radiation effects on the vasculature are studied by light
and electron microscopy and by alterations in vascular function. Vasc~lar
deterioration was observed which may contribute to degenerative diseases such
as glomerulosclerosis and predisposition to cardiovascular accidents or arteriosclerosis. Coronary artery degeneration was prominent in both controls
and irradiated animals at 18 months of age. Based on morphologic criteria,
which include degeneration of smooth muscle, the extent of fibrosis, and accumulation of matrix, coronary artery damage was enhanced by neutron dose
fractionation at neutron doses of 80 and 240 rad; conversely, gamma dose
fractionation reduced the injury. The RBE under conditions of fractionated
exposure (24 doses over 23 weeks) is estimated at ~ 10 based on similar injury after weekly doses of 10 neutron and 112 gamma rad. The role played
by vascular injury and degenerative diseases after "low" radiation doses has
not been studied comprehensively. The present findings may be of interest to
those concerned with vascular damage following radiation therapy.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Predictive models are essential for estimation of excess risk of cancers or
other deleterious late effects of low- and high-LET radiation at dose levels
where epidemiological data for man are incomplete and where dose levels are
too low for direct confirmation by animal experiments. Models must benefit
from human data, from results with experimental animals, at least in a qualitative mode, and from some understanding of critical biological events at the
molecular, cellular, and tissue levels. Although reliable methods for quantitative extrapolation of risk estimates from experimental animals to man remain a challenge, animal experiments provide data needed to test existing models, formulate new models, and increase understanding of pathogenesis of
late effects. Some results presented here are consistent with existing models, viz. RBE for life shortening is inversely related to dose and conforms
to a slope of -0.5, and excess mortality after protracted gamma irradiation
follows quadratic kinetics. However, other findings depart from expectations
from existing models, viz. a slope of 0.6 rather than 1.0 describes the relationship between neutron dose and excess mortality between 20 and 240 rad, and
enhanced effects of neutron dose fractionation must be considered in formulation of new predictive models. The observation that dose-response kinetics
for excess mortality after neutron irradiation departs from expectations derived from short-term cellular responses emphasizes the myriad biology interposed between energy deposition, tumorigenesis and/or other events that culminate in death of an animal.
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Table 1: Total-Dose Dependence for Life Shortening (LS) and Mean Survival
Time (MST) after Fractionated Doses of fission Neutron or Gamma· Radiation
% Life Shortening and Mean Survival

Grour

No. Fractionsa X
DoseLFractionb

A

Neutron

f

B
E
H
A

Gamma

f

B
E
H

Time (± Standard Error)
Males
Females
MSTc
MSTC
% LS
% LS

72x 3.3
24 X 10.0
24 X 10.0
6 X 40.0

36
39
36
33

546
518
544
572

±
±
±
±

16
14d
14
14

40
41
41
37

505
499
495
528

±
±
±
±

15
13
12
12e

72
24
24
6

16
19
18
22

711
691
697
666

±
±
±
±

15d
14
14
14

18
20
18
24

690
673
687
641

±
±
±
±

19d
16
14
14

X
X
X
X

11.7
34.9
36.0
140.0

aExposure schedule: 3 doses/wk (M,W,F) for A; ~ dose/wk for B, E; 1 dose/
4 wks for H; total exposure time was ~ 143 hrs for E and 18 hrs for all
other groups. boose rate/fraction was 0.22 rad/min for neutron groups A,
B, H, and was 0.028 forE; dose rate/fraction was 0.78 rad/min for gamma
groups A, B, H, and 0.10 for E. cMean survival times from 115 days of age
for all sham-irradiated controls are 850 ± 7 days for males and 840 ± 7
Differs significantly (P = < 0. OS) from group H based
days for females.
on analysis of variance. eH group differs significantly only from pooled
results from A, B, E groups. fMean total fractionated doses were 240 neutron and 845 gamma rad.

Table 2:

Total
Dose
40 fn
160 fn
417 y
1918 y

Effect of Dose Protraction over 23 or 59 Weeks or for Duration
of Life on Mean Survival Time in Female B6CF 1 Micea
Dose/Fractionb
23 wks
59 wks
1.7
6.7
17.3
80

·o. 7
2.7
6.9
32

Mean Survival Time (Daz:s)c
Duration23-wk
59-wk
of-Life
767
588
772
451

800
603
845
619

785
.640
817
639

aPreliminary results based on the first 2-3 replicates that entered the experiment; mortality among sham-irradiated controls is not yet sufficient
to estimate mean survival time. b24 doses over 23 wks or 60 doses over 59
wks; weekly doses given in 45 min; the weekly dose used for 59-wk exposure
was continued for duration of life.
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Table 3: Late Effects of Irradiation on Capacity to Initiate Graft-VersusHost Reaction: Changes in spleen weight at 6 days produced in supralethally
irradiated c3H micea injected intravenously with 5 x 106 lymph node cells
from aged or aged-irradiated B6CF 1 mice.
B6CF1 Donors
Days after:
Last
Single
Fract.
Dose
Dose
1
15
63
139
163
258
365

169
183
231
307
331
426
563"

c3H Spleen
Aged Controls
76 ± 2
80 ± 6
86 ± 4
77 ± 4
96 ± 4
96 ± 3
103 ± 2

Weights (mg)

240 rad Neutron
Single Fractionated
80 ± 5
84 ± 4
75
88
95
111

± 4
± 4
± 3
± 3d

69 ±
72 ±
80 ±
63 ±
80 ±
86 ±
98 ±

3
4
6
2c
sc
5
4

b

807 rad Gamma
Slagle Fractionated
72 ± 6d
89 ± zc
73 ± 6
81 ± 5
87 ± 3
88 ± 3
64 ± 3C
72 ± 5
81 ± lC
84 ± 4c
88 ± 4
96 ± 3
97 ± 3
102 ± 6

~ean spleen weight in c3H mice 6 days after irradiation was 38 ± 1 mg.
bMeans ± standard error for 5-13 mice/point. cDiffers significantly (P < 0.05)
from controls. dDiffers significantly from fractionated dose (24 fractions
in 23 wks).
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Dose-response relationships for excess mortality rate in B6CF 1 male
mice given single or fractionated doses of fission neutron or gamma
radiation. Sample sizes ranged from 155-380 for single doses and
132-156 for fractionated doses. ~esults were pooled in groups that
received 72-and 24-dose fractions (A,B,E) over 24 wks. Results
from 5 groups of. sham-irradiated controls, 849 animals, were also
pooled.
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Mortality rate from lethal pulmonary tumors in control and neutronirradiated mice.
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ETUDE DES EFFETS D'IRRADIATION GAMMA CHRONIQUE ET CONTINUE A FAIBLE DEBIT DE
DOSE SUR LA LONGEVITE DES SOURIS NUES ATHYMIQUES ET HETEROZYGOTE$
H. METIVIER*, R. MASSE*, D. NOLI BE*., G. PORTAL**, J. LAFUMA"
*C.E.A. - DPr/LTE - BP 561 - 92542 MONTROUGE CEDEX
**C.E.A. - STEP/STID - BP 6 - 92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES

I. INTRODUCTION
Parmi les effets tardifs des irradiations a faible dose et faible debit de
dose, deux phenomenes sent en general evoques : une diminution de la duree
de vie nettement distincte des phenomenes de vieillissement acceleres (1),
une augmentation de 1 'incidence tumorale (2) (3). D'une maniere generale
il est admis (4) (5) que la protraction de dose diminue considerablement le
raccourcissement de la duree de vie. Cet effet resulte d'au moins deux facteurs : 1 'aptitude a la restauration cellula ire et la diminution de 1 'effet
en fonction de 1 •age (6). Les effets cancerigenes sent en general attribues
a des mutations somatiques initiales combinees avec d'autres evenements survenant en plusieurs etapes dans le tissu ou la tumeur prend naissance (7).
Si cette hypothese peut rendre compte de certaines observations elle ne permet de comprendre precisement ni la stricte interrelation du vieillissement
et de 1 'action cancerigene : dans les series de souris irradiees (3) la survie mediane est identique chez les animaux porteurs de tumeurs et les animaux indemnes ; ni le fait que les tumeurs induites dans ces lignees se font
essentiellement dans les lignees cellulaires deja susceptibles de donner ces
tumeurs chez les temoins (3).
Dans 1 'experimentation que nous presentons nous nous effor~ons d'analyser la
part possible revenant aux phenomenes cellulaires letaux et celle revenant
a 1 'induction tumorale ~en6u ~~to dans un lot d'animaux irradies ne presentant pas de difference de survie par rapport aux temoins.

2. MATERIEL ET METHODES
340 souris Swiss heterozygotes pour le gene nu (207 femelles, 133 males) et
222 souri~ nu athymiquesont ete utilisees dans la proportion de un temoin
pour deux irradies. L'irradiation chronique a lieu 23 heures sur 24 heures,
dans une quasi obscurite, une heure par jour les animaux sont eclaires durant les soins d'animalerie. Les animaux irradies sont deposes en quatre
couronnes recevant 0,9-1,2-1,3-2,5 rads/jours. Les souris temoins sont
dans la meme piece mais protegees de 1 'irradiation par un collimateur d'une
part, et un mur de beton de 30 em d'autre part. La dose delivree dans la
zone temoin est de 6,5 mrads/jours.
La dosimetrie est effectuee cage par cage a l 'aide de dosimetres radiothermoluminescents au fluorure de lithium.
Les souris classiques ~ont l 'objet d'un examen journalier et sacrifiees lorsque moribondes, autopsiees et les prelevements fixes au Bouin Hollande, l 'examen histologique est pratique selon les methodes usuelles, les tumeurs a rnalignite suspecte ont ete identifiees par greffe chez l 'animal compatible.
Chez la souris nude lesexamens histologiques ne sent pratiques qu'a titre de
centrale, les causes de mort en milieu conventionnel ont ete analysees (8).
Dans notre elevage les causes essentielles sent l 'hepatite virale et les infections a mycoplasma.
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TEMOINS

NOMBRE MOYEN DE CANCERS PAR AN !MAL CANCEREUX

IRRADIEES

52%

75%

TEMOIN

1,18

IRRADIES

1,39

TABLEAU I

0,9 rads/J

RAS

CANCERS

(324-495 rads)

241

76%

TEMOINS

1,26/anima1

57,5

SARC(JIES
Myo. Sarc. + Fibro. s•rc

2,5 rads/J
151

85%

1,41/anima1

IRRADIES
50,8

Anglo. Sarc.

17,5
7,5

8,5
6,8

~to.

32,5

1hl

Sarc.

(900-1375 rads)
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TABLEAU 3

37,5

33,9

5

15,2
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S~~~~ES
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3. RESULTATS
1) Souris Swiss

heter~

pour le gene nu

a/ L'examen de la figure I montre que la duree de vie n'est pas modifiee par
une irradiation chronique comprise entre 0,9 et 2,5 rads/jours pour chaque
sexe- survie moyenne des femelles sous irradiations 550 jours (495-1375 rads)
- survie moyenne des males sous irradiations 360 jours (324-900 rads).
L'esperance de vie maximum etant identique quelles que soient les conditions
a'irradiation et de sexe; la aifference moyenne entre sexe est liee a une difference de comportement. L'irradiation ne semble pas egalement modifier de
comportement.
b/ Le tableau I montre par contre que 1 'incidence tumorale particulierement
elevee chez cette espece (52% chez les animaux temoins) augmente d'environ
50% puisqu'elle atteint 75% chez les animaux irradies (toutes doses regroupees). Le nombre moyen de cancers par animal est porte de 1,18 a 1,39
(tableau 2). En faisant intervenir la dose delivree on s'aper~oit que 1 'incidence tumorale, ainsi que le nombre moyen de cancers par animal passe de
76% (1 ,26/animal) a 85% (1 ,4/animal ). Si la dose delivree varie de 0,9 a
2,5 rads/jours (tableau 3). Toutefois ces resultats doivent etre actuellement pris avec certaines reserves etant donne le faible nombre d'animaux
observes au niveau 2,5 rads/jour.
c/ La repartition des types tumoraux (toutes doses reunies) montrent une assez grande stabilite (tableau 4), exceptes le triplement des carcinomes ~x
trapulmonaires. La decomoosition en fonction des doses (tableau 5) souligne
mieux que 1 'irradiation a rendu plus sensible la lignee K, avec 1 'apparition
de cancers digestifs, ovariens et des glandes surrenales (tableau 6).
2) Souris nue athymique
La survie moyenne des souris nues athymiques non irradiees est de 73 jours
quel que soit le sexe dans nos conditions experimentales. L'irradiation
delivree apres 44 jours (sevrage de la souris nue) reduit la survie moyenne a 65 jours (0,9 rad/jours, soit une dose moyenne totale egale a 19 rads)
ou a 61 jours (2,5 rads/jours, soit une dose moyenne totale egale a 43 rads).
Ceci correspond a une baisse de 30 a 40% si on 1 'exprime en baisse de survie a partir de 44 jours (figure 2).
4. DISCUSS IONS
En conclusion ces premiers resultats donnent 1 'esquise d'une reponse a 1 'effet des faibles doses de rayonnement y·; Ils indiquent surtout qu'une approche theorique peut etre effectuee au moyen de la souris nue. Cet animal est
particulierement sensible aux agressions. Il doit cette sensibilite a son
deficit en T lymphocytes.
La comparaison des resultats de survie entre souris nues et souris heterozygotes montre que les phenomenes de restauration ne doivent pas etre systematiquement recherches a 1 'echelle cellula ire .. En effet, dans le modele souris nue, la restauration fait defaut a faible dose et faible debit de dose or, on sa it que la mort chez ces animaux est due a 1 'epuisement du stock
non renouvelable des cellules B engagees dans la production d'anticorps (9).
Done, au mains pour le systeme des B lymphocytes, les cellules irradiees ne
restaurent pas fonctionnellement. L'absence de ce phenomene chez les heterozygotes meme pour des doses cumulees beaucoup plus elevees suggere que la
restauration est le fait d'une compensation tissulaire et non cellulaire par
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engagement de nouveaux pools. Si on retient ]'hypothese que vieillissement
et cancer sont intimement liees on peut de la meme maniere concevoir 1 'augmentation des tumeurs chez les heterozygotes irradiees. La nature des tumeurs en effet n'est differente chez les irradies et les temoins que pour
certains types non dominants. Les cellules qui sont a 1 'origine des tumeurs
spontanees traduisent le vieillissement de tissus qui ont plus ou moins engage leurs reserves du fait d'alterations letales et subletales des cellules
qui les constituent. Un vieillissement general de 1 'animal ne peut etre eveque puisque aucune difference de duree de vie n'est observee chez les animaux irradies et temoins. Le phenomene d'induction tumorale qui sous entend
une mutation somatique n'est semble-t-il necessaire que pour les carcinomes
non representes chez les temoins. Au minimum si 1 'on s'en tient ala mutation
somatique on doit admettre que cet effet n'affecte qu'un nombre limite de
lignees dont 1 'evolution spontanee conduit aux memes types de mutations ce
qui restreint assez notablement 1 'interet predictif de la theorie. Les resultats observes suggerent que ce sont les facteurs du controle tissulaire
qui sont essentiellement a l'origine des effets observes.
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·1. INTRODUCTION
Plusieurs populations de lymphocytes intervenant dans les phenomenes immunitaires, et !'irradiation entratnant rapidement
une lymphopenie d'importance variable selon la dose, il peut
~tre interessant de verifier que les lymphocytes non detruits
par !'irradiation, conservent leurs capacites fonctionnelles,
!'irradiation n'intervenant alors, que par son effet l~thal et
ne perturbant pas de maniere importante les reponses immunologiques. Pour ce faire, des irradiations a d~fferentes doses
ont ete entreprises et les reactions immunes ont ete testees
apres stimulus antigenique.
2. MATERIELS ET METHODES.
2.1

Irradiation et immunisation.

Des rats mdles de souche Wistar, pesant environ 300 grammes et
dges de 10 semaines, sont soumis a une irradiation globale homogene au Cobalt 60 a un debit de 25 rads/minute.
L'immunisation est realisee par injection intraperitoneale de
1 ml d'hematies de mouton lavees soit 10 milliards de cellules.
Elles est pratiquee 1, 2, 3, 4 semaines et 2, 3 mois apres irradiation. La reponse immune est observee du 3eme au 6eme jour
apres immunisation, en utilisant les rates de 5 animaux irradies et d'autant de temoins.
2,2

Preparation des lymphocytes.

Les rates sont prelevees sur les animaux prealablement saignes.
Elles sont decoupees et broyees finement en eau physiologique.
Apres elimination des debris tissulaires par centrifugation
lente et 2 lavages, un culot cellulaire tres riche est obtenu.
2.3

Separation sur gradients de densite.

Un gradient de densite est fait dans un tube
superposition de Ficoll 8%*et de Contrix 28M-

*
**

a hemolyse par

a

la densite

Ficoll 400
P.M. 400.000
Contrix 28 = Sol. 60% de Iotalamate de methylglucamine.
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Action de !'irradiation y a differentes doses sur
la reponse immunitaire declenchee par injection d'erythrocytes de mouton chez le rat, et testee du 3eme au
4eme jour par la methode des rosettes immunes et des
plages d'hemolyse.
Courbes point par point et interpretation schematique de la reponse a son maximum.
(Imm.l sem.ap.irr.= Immunises 1 semaine apres irradiation).
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finale de 1.063, 1.071, 1.079, 1.109. Le culot cellulaire, depose sur le gradient, est centrifuge 20 minutes a 4500 g. Les
anneaux obtenus aux interfaces des gradients sont recueillis
et laves 3 fois. Ils sont numerotes de 1 a 4 en partant de la
plus faible densite.
2.4

Technique des rosettes immunes.

Les rosettes immunes sont realisees en mettant en contact
0,2 ml d'hematies de mouton lavees (60.000/~1) et 0,2 ml de
lymphocytes (8.000/~Jl) soit 1 lymphocyte pour 7 hematies. Le
melange est centrifuge a lOOg pendant 3 minutes, puis remis en
suspension par agitation lente pendant 10 minutes. Le denombrement des rosettes (un lymphocyte entoure d'au moins 4 hematies)
est effectue en cellule de Malassez et rapporte a 10.000 lymphocytes.
2.5

Technique des plages d'hemolyses.

Selon la technique de Jerne, 3ml d'une gelose molle (0,6%
d'Agar dans du milieu de Eagle) melangee a O,lml d'hematies de
mouton (20%) et a 0,1 ml de lymphocytes, sont coules sur une
gelose dure ( 1,4% d'Agar) et mis a l'etuve a 38° pendant deux
heures, puis recouverts de complement de cobaye au l/3 durant
30 minutes. Les resultats de la lecture a la loupe binoculaire
sont exprimes en nombre de plages par million de lymphocytes.
3. RESULTATS.
3.1

Separation sur gradients de densite.

Differents tests ont ete pratiques sur les cellules des anneaux:
- mesure du volume cellulaire.
- vitesse de migration electrophoretique
- detection des immuno-globulines de surface.
Avec !'augmentation de densite, le volume cellulaire diminue,
de m~me que la vitesse de migration, le pourcentage de cellules
a immunoglobulines de surface et de cellules formant des plages
d'hemolyse.
Cette separation entratne un enrichissement en lymphocytes B
des couches legeres et en lymphocytes T des couches lourdes.
Aussi, nous nous sommes interesses particulierement aux anneaux
2 et 4, le 3 ayant des reactions voisines du 4 et l'anneau 1
contenant des debris cellulaires et etant peu fiable.
3.2

Evolution des rosettes immunes et

des plages d'hemolyse.

Les rosettes n'apparaissent pas avant le 3eme jour apres immunisation, culminent au 4eme ou 5eme jour, pour redescendre
rapidement ensuite. Seul, l'anneau 2 sera considere, les cellules de l'anneau 4 ne formant que tres peu de rosettes. La courbe montre que le nombre maximum des rosettes est abaisse m~me
apres des irradiations de 50 a 100 rads. Aux doses de 300 et
600 rads, la reponse reste effondree jusqu'a la 4eme semaine.
La restauration de la reponse se f~it en 2 semaines a 50 et
100 rads et en 2 mois a 300 et 600 rads.
Avec les plages d'hemolyse, !'evolution est tres similaire a
celles des rosettes avec cependant, une depression plus accentuee la lere semaine a 56 et 100 rads.
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4, CONCLUSION
L'irradiation entratne des desordres d'autant plus importants
dans la reponse immunitaire que la dose est plus elevee. Ces
desordres sont qualitatifs puisqu'une partie des cellules impliquees dans la reponse immune ne p&ut reagir, Il s'y ajoute
un facteur quantitatif pour les fortes doses qui induisent une
lymphopenie importante pendant 2 a 3 semaines. Ainsi l'irra- ·
diation intervient a ~a fois sur l'effectif des cellules lymphocytaires et sur la capacite des cellules survivantes a repondre a un stimulus antigenique.
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PROTJ:CTIVE ASPECT OF HITOTIC DIVISION DELAY
V.G. Tyazhelova, I.G.Akoev
Institute of Biological Physics, Acad.Sci.USSR,
Pushchino, Moscow Region, USSR,
142292
In mammalian cells under small dose irradiation an unspecific
complex of reactions develops·involving inhibition of DNA synthesis and cell division, decrease of the common level of endogenic thiols and accompanied by an increase in radiosensitivity
of the whole organism (I). The high doses of irradiation cause
blocking of cell division. The end of the cell delay period in
the radiosensitivity system in tirne coincide with the hightened
radioresis·cance of the organism. For example, the periods of'.
higher resistance to repeated irradiation of mice were observed
for haemopoietic death on the 8th - 14th day after irradiation
( 2, 3) . This permi·tted us to discuss the protecting role of cell
division delay.
In order to use in practice the cell division delay it is necessary to know its temporal regularities for each stage of the cell
cycle. As defined by the analysis of the experimental data on
mitotic activity
rodent small intestine epithelium, the block
duration increases with the dose. This indicates that the cells
need more and more time to restore their structure and function.
Each cell cycle stage of the tissue under study has its characteristic limit values of block duration. The revealled regularity
is expressed as follows:

a=

ti
t2
t3

Ih, Tl.
for stage G2'
= IO hs, AI = 0.0034
J.mi
5.5 hs, Tl.
= 27 hs, A2 = O.OOI7 for stage s'
J.m2
13.5 hs, Tl.
= 42 hs, A =0.00I2 for stage GI
3
J.m3

(4).

As for the haemopoietic system, there are no such detailed data
on temporal changes in the mitotic index .. We can be guided only
by the maximal times of deuletion of marrow and the data on beginning of restoration of blood leucocyte kinetics (on the 35th day for humans, on the 20th day - for aogs, on the 12th - 20th day for rats, on the 8th- 14th day - for mice) (3,5).
By calculation of mitotic activity data we obtained the cell
survival curves for different stages of cell cycle and showed that
the shoulder on the survival curve is observed as long as the
stage becomes longer. As the stage duration reaches its maximum
the cells die, this pointing to the protective character of stage
elongation (6).
All the aforesaid supports our earlier suggestion that the organism "widely uses" the time factor for a more ~ptimal repair of
injury since the rate of repair changes little (7,8). However,
the time factor has limitations. It is due to that inhibition
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of all vital functions exept the repair process cannot last an
extended time. Besides, it is known that the prolonged blocking
of mitotic division results in depletion of the tissue and in
break of its function.
During the mitotic delay the cell system seems to be in isolation
from the necessities of the organism because of break of the
cuuuecliuu>; wiLI1 >;uueLntctl coulr:ol levels. This viewDoint is suonorted by the analysis of biochemical changes in the- cell. Thes~
changes are directed to repairing the interacellular structure
and do not enable the cell to fulfil its function.
At this period the cells lose their glycogen almost completely,
the lipase activity decreases appreciably, a sharp dro? in the
activity of alkaline and acidic phosphatase is observed the
succinatedehydrogenase activity reduces to a minimum. At the
recovery stage the succinatedehydrogenase activity rises and
becomes higher than that in the control. By that time the nucleoli and the nucleous membranes are normalized and most of the
mitochondria recover. By the end of mitotic delay the alkaline
and acidic phosphatase are highly active which coincides in
time with the maximal.and supernormal development of agranular
reticulum. The intracellular structure is characterized by a great
number of free ribosomes and hypertrophy of the Golgi complex
producing lysosomes. The development of granular plasmatic reticulum is minimal, its recovery correlates with the start of cell
regeneration (8).
The fact that the cell division delay takes place when the organism is affected by ACTH, corticosteroids, radioprotectors also
testifies to its protecting role.
Another positive feature of cell division delay was revealed
when modelling the recovery process in tissue (9). It was proposed that some quantity of cells repair during the mitotic delay,
start to divide thus contributing to cell repopulation. The
computations showed that some values of mitotic blocks extend
the stability zone of cellular repopulation thus permitting
higher values of feedback coefficient to be used. Due to that
the intial level of the stationary state is reached with higher
accuracy. The stability zone is extended at relatively small
blocking time values whereas at great values it sharply narrows.
It is found for the white and red blood systems as well as for
intestinal epithelium that their experimental values of mitotic
block duration extend the stable zone (9).
Thus, inspite of the fact that the cell division delay causes
temporal depletion of the functioning tissue it is still positive for the final stage of tissue recovery since it provides
higher accuracy of homeostasis.
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RADIOBIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF JOINT ACTION OF ALPHA
RADIATION /Po 2lo/ AND QUARTZ DUST IN THE RATS
RESPIRATORY AND REI.\fAL SySTEM
D. Fanov, V. Visnjic, Lj. Novak, M. Kilibarda
Institute of Occupational and Radiological
Health, Beograd
Yugoslavia
l. INTRODUCTION
Casarett studied in an extensive study pathohistologic changes in the lungs and kidneys of rats after intratracheal application of Po 2lo /1,2/. He found in the lungs a moderate
hyperplasia of perivascular and peribronchial lymphatic tissues and in the kidneys serious nephrosclerotic changes after lo;uCi/kg Po 2lo application. Changes point to erly and
progressive reduction of cortical blood circulation.
Yuile and coll /3/ studied carcinogenic effect of polonium
210 on t2e rats lungs. They found increased frequency of lung cancer in relation to the control group of rats. Radford
and Hunt /4/, Rajew·ski and Stahlhofen /5/ and Lorant /6/
:;>oint out possibility of polonium 2lo influence from tobacco
et etiol;at:10cenesis of bronchogenic cancers in smokers. J .B.
Little and W.F. O'Toole /7/ found in experimental animals increased frequency of lung cancers after joint application of
poloniun 2lo, benzpyrene and hematite. Since workers in uranium 1.1ines are ex-po sed to the effect of several factors I alp:la activity, re.clioactive and quartz dust etc/ we intended
to establish to 1'lhicn extent these factors have synergistic
effect.
2. l'i.ETIIODOLOG Y

Examination have been done in So adult female rats, of "Wistar" race. ·I'lc.e &'1.imals Here divided into four groups of per
2o rats. 'rhe first group '1-TaS subjected to intratracheal application of neutral solution of polonium 2lo of l;uCi per
animal and to 5o ng of quartz dust suspension in saline suspension /dis1)ersion l-3;u/.
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The second group received only 5o mg of quartz dust suspension. The third group received only polonium 2lo solution of
the same activity. The fourth group was the control one.
After 7 months of application the rats were killed. The lungs
and kidneys were taken for analysis. The following analyses
were done:
Polonium 2lo content, collagen content and pathohistologic
changes. For polonium 2lo determination a method after Black /fJ/
was used.
3. RESULTS OF INVESTIGIONS

In table l. polonium 2lo content in the rat lungs and kidneys
is presented. Results of investigations showed that even 7
months of application a considerable amount of polonium 2lo
has been found in these organs, i.e. higher concentrations were found in the lungs of the first group /Po 2lo:Si0 2/, but
in the second they were higher in the kidneys /Po 2lo/. Results of investigations clearly show that presence of quartz
dust in the lungs influences increased polonium 2lo retention.

Group

, nCi3I'

±

standard deviation

1
F==========r=========~~g~=====
===========~~~;~============~
Po 2lo
~ Si02

46 ! 15

60 + 42

Po 2lo

25 ! 9,5

79 ! 14

Table 1. Polonium 2lo concentrations in the rat lungs
and kidneys
In table 2. collagen values in the lungs of the rats are given. From statistical analyses of gained values it can be
seen that collagen content in the lungs of exposed groups is
significantly increased in relation to the control group.

ri66

Collagen

t test

p

Group

Hydroxyproline

Po 2lo
+ Si02
Si0
2

4,lo;to,35

3o,8l;t2,59

15,63

0,001

4, L~2;to, 35

33,oo;t2,57

16,91

0,001

Po 2lo

1,9l;to,l7

14·, 26;tl' 34

lo,9o

0,001

Control

O,S2+o,lo

6,14+o,l7

============================================================

Table 2. Hydro xi proline and collagen content in the rat
lungs
It is interesting to emphasize that collagen content in the
second group /Si02/ is some \-That hiGher /4,42;t0, 35/ than in
the first group /Po 2lo;tSi0 2; although pure polonium 2lo has
fibrogenic effect in the lungs in relation to the control
group.
Pathol1istologic changes in the lungs and kidneys were very
expressive. Because of shortage of space these changes will
be given ver,Y conaisely. Changes pointed out that silicotic
process in the rat lungs due to joint application of quartz
dust and polonium 2lo have in the basis nodular character but
v;ith e~:pressed diffuse lung fibrosis.
l'Ialignant alteration in the lungs '1-Tas considerable more frequent /5 cases at 17 examined rats in the group Po 2lOtSI0 2 ,
l case at 19 rats in the group who received pure polonium 2lo,
and in the group of rats with pure quartz dust and the control group malignant alterations were not evident./
/

In the rat kidneys who received polonium 2lo glomerulotabular lesions were found. These changes were more expressed in
the Group of rats who received polonium 2lo and Si0 2 • In a
smaller number of cases lighter sclerotic changes have been
noticed in the kidney interstitium.
CONCLUSION
Joint action of polonium 2lo and quartz dust have been studied in the respiratory and renal system of the rats.
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Results of investigations pointed to expressive fibrogenic
effect of Po 2lo - and Si0 2 in the rat lungs in relation to
the control group of the rats, and pathohistologic changes
pointed out more frequent malignant alterations in the
group of rats who received Po 2lo + Si0 2 in relation to the
other groups of rats.
Glomerulo-tubular lesions with lighter intersticial sclerosis
have been occured in the kidneys.
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ETUDE AU MOYEN DES SPECTRES CELLULAIRES DE REPARATION
ERYTHROCYTAIRE ET DU REMODELAGE DES RETICULOCYTES
APRES IRRADIATION TOTALE.
A. Le GO, R. Le

~0,

J.L. Malarbet, J.Prudhomme, L.Gene:sL.

Departement de Protection
Section de Radiopathologie
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires
92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses.
La reponse erythrocytaire a toute stimulation est faite de
cellules de taille tres superieure a la normale. La maturation
et la destinee de ces macrocytes ont fait l'objet de nombreux
travaux centres sur deux problemes : leur duree de vie et leur
remodelage en presence ou en !'absence de rate. A la suite des
travaux de NEUBERGER et NIVEN en I95I, et sur la base de donnees isotopiques, la duree de vie des macrocytes est apparue
le plus souvent raccourcie, mais de fa~on variable selon les
auteurs. Cependant, plus recemment, les travaux de GANZONI,
confirmes par ceux de COME, accordent au remodelage deS macrocytes une place plus importante qu'a l'hemolyse totale precoce
et soulignent le rOle de la rate dans ce phenomene.
Nous avons, dans un travail anterieur, aborde le probleme de
la macrocytose radio-induite par !'analyse mathematique des
courbes de distribution de volume erythrocytaire (ou spectres
erythrocytaires). Nous avons applique la m~me methodologie a
l'etude du remodelage des macroreticulocytes, avec une modification technique, destinee a minimiser l'effet Coulter : la
pre-fixation des erythrocytes par le formol.
1. MATERIEL ET METHODE.
1.1

Spectres erythrocytaires.

La chatne d'enregistrement comprend un Coulter-Counter couple
a un selecteur-analyseur d'amplitude (SA 40 d'Intertechnique).
Les donnees numeriques, en memoire dans le selecteur, sont
sorties sur ruban de papier par l'intermediaire d'une teletype
et sont ainsi directement accessibles au traitement sur ordinateur. Le spectre erythrocytaire normal du rat a un aspect
bimodal qui disparait ou s'attenue fortement apres fixation
des cellules par le formol neutre a 10% dans du PBS (Figure 1)
1.2

Schema experimental.

6 rats Sprague Dawley dges de 2 mois ont ete mis en experience
Une injection de Fe-59 (3 micro Ci de citrate de fer en solution aqueuse par animal) a ete faite pour marquer les normoreticulocytes avant irradiation. Quatre jours plus tard,. les
animaux ont ete irradies aux gamma du Co 60, a la dose subletale de 725 rads. Le m~me jour, l'activite sanguine du Fe-59
a ete mesuree pour servir de point de reference dans la suite
de l'etude.
A partir de la 3eme semaine apres !'irradiation, et jusqu'a la
ll-12eme semaine, un contrOle hematologique hebdomadaire a ete
fait sur le sang recueilli par ponction d'une veine caudale.
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1.3 Estimation de la proauctiuu 6rythrocytaire,
La production "theorique" est basee sur le taux de reticulocytes au jour J, en tenant compte du temps de maturation estime
au prealable "in vitro" sur un echantillon sanguin maintenu
a 37°C, Par extrapolation, en pupposant une evolution exponentielle de la production, on a calcule ,a production entre deux
jours de prelevement : production theorique differentielle et
par sommation la production theorique cumulee depuis le debut
de la reparation sanguine.
La production "observee" est basee sur les donnees du spectre
erythrocytaire. En tenant compte de la disparition physiologique basee sur une duree de vie moyenne de 65 jqurs (experiences preliminaires) et de la disparition par hemorragie, mesuree par l'activite du Fe-59, l'effectif des normocytes restant
de J-0 a ete estime et le spectre erythrocytaire correspondant
a ete construit. En soustrayant ce spectre J-0 pondere du
spectre du jour, est obtenu le spectre de production entre J-0
et J, dont on deduit la production cumulee depuis J-0. La soustraction de deux spectres consecutifs a fourni de m~me l'estimation de la production differentielle sur une semaine
(Figure 2).
2. RESULTATS.
2,1

Evolution hematologique apres irradiation,

L'anemie est maximum entre J-2! et J-28. Apres une phase de
reparation rapide, jusqu'au 42eme jour, suit une phase de reparation plus lente.
La reticulocythemie. On observe 2 vagues de reticulocytose :
- la premiere, entre J-2! et J-42, correspond a la phase de
reparation rapide avec production de macroreticulocytes.
- la deuxieme, au-dela de J-42, correspond a la producti9n de
normoreticulocytes.
LeVolume globulaire moyen subit un accroissement important
entre J-21 et J-35, suivi d'une reduction de !2.2 ± 4,8 microns entre J-35 et J-56.
2.2 Evolution des spectres de production differentielle.
(c'est a dire de la production hebdomadaire entre deux prelevements successifs).
La Figure 3 montre que la macrocytose est maximale dans les
premiers jours de la reparation sanguine, avec un VGM double
de la normale. Puis intervient une reduction de taille qui
progresse regulierement vers la normalisation obtenue vers
J-70. Tous les spectres, a partir de J-42, ont un aspect biphasique avec : une onde positive qui correspond a l'apparition
de nouvelles cellules et une onde negative qui correspond a
une disparition cellulaire. Cette onde negative se situe toujours dans la zOne des plus grands volumes et indique que les
cellules de plus grande taille disparaissent et ne sont pas
remplacees par des cellules de taille equivalente. Il faut remarquer a ce propos, que la disparition de macrocytes peut relever de 2 mecanismes : soit la destruction totale, soit le
remodelage qui les fait passer dans une classe de volumes inferieurs. Dans ce cas, les macrocytes remodeles viennent se
classer dans l'onde positive, qui fournira alors une surestimation de la production reelle dans la periode consideree.
Ceci est tres important dans l'interpretation des resultats
ulterieurs.
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2.3 Comparaison entre "production theorique" et "production
observee". Elle est illustree par la Figure 4.
Production cumulee (courbes superieures): en depit de !'approximation des calculs, les deux estimations concordent bien
jusqu'a J-56, Puis la production observee est inferieure a la
production theorique; il faut souligner que cette derniere ne
tient pas compte de la mortalite cellulaire, alors que le
spectre normalise sur la numeration du jour, est affecte par
celle-ci, Il est donc-tres vraisemblable que la divergence
entre les deux estimations a partir de J-56 est due a la mort
prematuree des macrocytes aux environs du 42eme jour, soit les
2/3 de la normale (MILETTE ou CARD). Production diferentielle: il existe a J-42 et a J-56, une difference importante
entre les deux types d'estimation au profit de !'estimation
sur spectre • Le remodelage des macrocytes aboutissant a une
surestimation de la production sur spectre, il semble que ce
soit la !'explication de cette divergence, puisque dans le
m~me temps les productions cumulees theorique et observee concordent assez etroitement. Cette explication est d'autant plus
tentante que le VGM subit parallelement une decroissance assez
brusque,
CONCLUSION,
Les spectres erythrocytaires permettent de suivre !'evolution
spontanee de la reparation post-anemique, en evitant les inconvenients inherents aux manipulations et aux transfusions
de cellules marquees.
Les resultats obtenus semblent indiquer que les macrocytes de
reparation subissent des phenomenes de remodelage, mais quelle
que soit !'importance de ce remodelage, la duree de vie de
ces macrocytes paratt raccourcie. Ces resultats concilient
done les differentes hypotheses avancees sur la maturation et
la cinetique des macrocytes de reparation.
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ESSAIS DE TRAITEMENT DES IRRADIATIONS ABDOMINALES
A I GUES CHEZ LE

PORC.

F. DABURON
Laborotoire de Radiobiologie Appliquee- C.N.R.Z.78350 JOUY -en-JOSAS (Section de Radiopathologie Departement de Protection -Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de
FONTENAY -aux-ROSES 92260 FONTENAY -aux-ROSES.

1 -INTRODUCTION.
Peu de recherches ont ete entreprises sur un eventuel traitement
des irradiations abdominales aigues eta des doses susceptibles d'entrainer
un syndrome gastrointestinal. Lepore semble un bon modele experimentbl,
dans l'optique d'une extrapolation a I' Homme, a cause notamment:
-de l'anatomie du tube digestif (disposition et volumes respectifs des differents segments).
-de Ia physiologie digestive (animal omnivore - les taux d'enzymes des
cellules de I' epithelium intestinal sont comporables (2).
- du taux de renouve II ement de I' epi the Ii urn intestinal (4 ,5 - 5,5 jour contre

5

a 6)(4).

-de son volume corpore! qui permet des comparaisons etroites en ce qui
concerne Ia dosimetrie radiologique.
-de Ia possibilite d'experimenter en simulation hospitaliere avec une alimentation parenterale continue (catheter juguloire a demeure) et alimentation
enterale continue (sonde stomachale a demeure}.
2 - METHODOLOGIE
- .Animaux : PITMAN MOORE adultes pesant entre 35 et 65 kg.

60

-Conditions d'irrodiation (3) : L'installation comprend 8 source.s de co
de 800 Ci chacune. L'animal est place eveille dans un hamac; 2 plaques de
plomb de 7,5 em d'epaisseur protegent sa partie anterieure a partir d'un
plan transverse passant par l'appendice xyphotde, permettant ainsi Ia survie
de 1O% de Ia moe II e osseuse a pres 800 rods et 5% a pres 1250 rods (3) . Le
debit de dose moyen de 80 r /min. et Ia dose absorbee au plan median des
animaux de 40 rods/min. en moyenne. Les doses absorbees ont varie de 800
a 1700 rods.
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- Traitement
Dose
800 rd.
950 rd.

-Reanimation

.~.egilll.e

DiEde hydrique

0 bservati ons
0 -10 jours

+ perfusions legeres.

si hypertherm ie.
si anorexie prolong§e

-id -

1000rd. 2 litres d'eau/j.
par fraction de
100 ml
11001175-1250
rd.

Traitement
Antibiotiques generaux

- id-

10 jours

Alimentation parenterale
continue x
Antibiotiques
Alimentation parenterale
continue x
-COnti~ue

XX

+ antibiotherapie generale

si hyperthermia.

1er au 5 erne jour.
6 erne aU 18 erne jour
2eme au 12 erne jour

Pansements gastrointestinaux
et antibiotherapie locale
2 erne au 15 erne jour
Alimentation enterale
continue xxx
1350-1700
rd.

-id -

Alimentation .parenterale
continue
Antibiotherapie generale
Pansements gastrointestinaux
et antibiotherapie locale

15eme au2leme jour
10-15 jours
selon survie

Pour un pore de 50 kg et par jour:
x val. 1750 .ml - 1200 cal. 4 g N~Na 63 meq-K 41 meq-Ca 151 meqP405 meq.
xxvol. 1750ml-1700 caL 10gN
+ oligoelements et vitamines
xxx val. 2500 m 1- 2300 cal

oligoholosides- acides gras a chaine
moyenne -proteines du lait - pectine mineraux -vitamines.

- Greffes d'intestin: 6 animaux irradies a 1250 rods ont subi une greffe
d'intestin (jejunum+ ileon) a partir d'un frere compatible pour le systeme
majeur Sl A, 4 heures apres exposition; pour 7 autres pores Ia greffe a ete
real isee apr.es 13- 21 j ours d' alimentation parenterale. A pres les greffes, I es
deux groupes d'animaux ant rec;u une reanimation parenterale respectivement
de 15 jours et 10 jours.
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3

-RESULTATS
a) Cinetique de Ia restauration intestinale (2).
Aspect gual"tatif des lesions

Morphologie
normal e.

Atroph"le
partte I e

•• -- 1250 rd.

Atrophie
subtotal e.

,
I
\

A trophie
totale +necrose.

\

800 rods
950 reds

,, _,/ _.... -~ 1500

rd.

fonction des doses et des traitements.

SURVIE EN JOURS
--------·------Valeurs
Nombre
Iim i tes

OBSERVATIONS

medianed' animaux
8
6 animaux survivcnts plus de
100 jours ont tHe sacrifies pour
14
convenance.
10
120
- id 75
6
morts naturell es
24
Pas d' alimentation enterale(1)
8
continue.
14
4
- idSujets nan traites.
4
7

Survie prol ongB:l(,.1 an)
66
7 - 367

7- 200
1OOOrcds
1100-1250 rods 45-200
1250 reds

'

-· -.:::: ·-· .,'* •

b) Survie en

Dose

I

7 - 36

1350-1500 rods 7 - 20
1600-1700 rods 6- 8
8 -16
1690-1700 rods

Sujets traites.

3-25

10
10

4

1250 rods

6

Greffe d' intestin precoce(1)

1100 rods

16 -46

25

7

Greffe d'intestin retardee
(13o21 jours)

(3 -30 apres greffe)
Temoins

3 -360

21

35

Greffe d'intestin sans
immunosuppression (5).
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DISCUSSION
La dose limite d'irradiation abdominale chez le pore, compatible avec une longue survie ( ) 1 an) est proche de 1000 rods. A pres
1100 rods on peut atteindre 200 jours et apres 1175 un peu plus de 70 jours.
Macroscopiquement on ne note pas pour ces doses de lesions intestinales
importantes, bien qu'on decele microscopiquement une atrophie partielle
accompagnee le plus souvent d'une enterite exsudative. Au dele de 1250
rods, Ia survie ne depasse pas 1 mois et les lesions intestinales sont intenses.
(atrophie subtotale et meme totale, inflammations, ulcerations, infarcissements ). Si Ia cause de Ia mort apparait nettement liee aux atteintes intestinales apres 1250 rods, il n'en est pas de meme apres 1100-1175 rods;
mais pour ces dernieres doses et si Ia survie des sujets est suffisamment longue
on voit a l'autopsie une atrophie pancreatique intense et une atrophie rende
bilaterale (en 6 mois le poids des 2 reins baisse de 4oro ). Cette sclerose
renale ne semble pas retentir de fa<;;on dramatique sur les animaux, tout au
moins du point de vue du volume d'urine et des taux sanguins d'uree et de
creatinine. Par contre, l'atrophie pancreatique est vraisemblablement responsable des problemes de maldigestion et de malnutrition conduisant les
sujets a une anorexie definitive : les pores perdent 20ro de leur poids dans
les 10-15 jours qui precedent leur mort.
Enfin Ia greffe d'intestin, si elle est bien supportee du point
de vue operatoire par des individus irradies a forte dose, ne parait pas
avoir d'influence benefique sur Ia survie.
CONCLUSION
On ne peut done esperer faire vivre plus de quelques mois
des pores i rrad i es sur I' abdomen a des doses depassan t 11 00 rods ; si I' in test in parait capable de recuperer une certaine capacite fonctionnelle malgre
l'installation d'une atrophie definitive, les radiolesions renales et surtout
pancreatiques semblent etre les facteurs critiques de Ia survie.
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DECORPORATION OF

241

Am AND 252 cf BY Ca-DTPA FROM RAT, SYRIAN AND
CHINESE HAMSTER
A. Seidel

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fUr Strahlenbiologie,
7500 Karlsruhe, Postfach 3640, Federal Republic of Germany
1. INTRODUCTION
Considerable differences have been observed between animal species
with regard to the retention of transuranium elements in the liver:
They are retained with a very long biological half-life by Syrian
and Chinese hamster (1), dog and man, whereas in rats, the most
widely used laboratory animal for decorporation studies, an exceptionally rapid natural excretion from the liver takes place(references see 2) together with a very good mobilization of radionuclides
by chelating agents. Our study deals with the question of the degree
at which the results obtained with rats can be extrapolated to other
animal species. In this respect, only few data exist (e.g. 3).
2. METHODS
Animals were 12 - 15 weeks old female rats (Heiligenberg strain,
175- 205 g), Syrian hamsters (80- 105 g) and Chinese hamsters
(25 - 30 g). They were injected intraperitoneally with monomeric
241Am- or 252cf-citrate. A single intraperitoneal injection of CaDTPA (diethylenetriaminepentaacetate) was administered 24 hours
after the radionuclides; the chelate dosage is indicated in Table 1
and Figure 1. These animals were sacrificed 8 days after radionuclide administration. Repeated Ca-DTPA injections (30 ~mol•kg-1
intraperi tone ally) were given on the 4., 11., 18....... 81. day after
25 2cf injection and the animals were sacrificed on the 88. day. The
radionuclides in the organs were assayed by liquid scintillation
counting (4) and calculation of skeleton radioactivity by multiplying
by 20, 23 and 34 the radioactiv~ty in one femur of rats, Syrian and
Chinese hamsters, respectively (5).
3. RESULTS
Deposition of 24 1Am and 252 cf in control animals on the 8. day and
of 252cf on the 88. day can be seen in Tables 1 and 2; for comparison,
deposition of 241Am has also been determined in control animals on
the 71. day: In skeleton, it amounts to 18, 30 and 19% of the dose
and in the liver to 2, 27 and 39 % for rats, Syrian and Chinese hamsters, respectively. Both radionuclides are retained in the skeleton
with a long biological half-life with only minor differences between
animal species, whereas in the liver the species differences already
mentioned can be seen.
With few exceptions, more 252cf than 241Am can be mobilized by DTPA
(Table 1). The removal of both radionuclides from the skeleton is
somewhat lower in Chinese hamster as compared to rats and Syrian
hamsters. In the liver, the DTPA effectiveness is virtually the same
for rats and Chinese hamsters but lower for Syrian hamsters (Table 1),
though both hamster species behave similarly as far as radionuclide
retention is concerned. The more detailed study of the dose effect
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Species
Rat

Radionuclide
241Am

252cf

Syrian
hamster

241Am

Chelate
dose
(umol·kg- 1 )

Skeleton

n

0
30

22.5 ± 1 • 1
18.0 ± 0.5
(80)

7
8

40.4 ± 2.0
22.8 ± 3.5
(55)

7
8

0
1000

22.8 ± 0.9
14.3 ± 0.7
(53)

7
7

35.3 ± 0.8
3.8 ± 0.3
(11)

7
5

0
30

43.5 ± 0.9
30.2 ± 0.8
(59)

11
4

11.1 ± 0.5
3.7 ± 0.2
(33)

11
4

1000

25.9 ± 0.5
(50)

6

1.7 ± 0.1
(15)

6

0
30

32.4 ± 1.1
23.4 ± 1.0

5
8

34.4 ± 1.2
24.7 ± 2.2

0
1000

26.5 ± 1.1
19.9 ± 1.2
(75)

8
8

33.2 ± 2.2
12.0 ± 2.2
(36)

7
8

0
30

39.5 ± 1.2
27.4 ± 3.1
(69)

9
6

9.8 ± 0.4
5.5 ± 0.7
(56)

9
6

1000

23.7 ± 1.1
( 60)

10

2.8 ± 0.6
(29)

10

0
30

26.2 ± 1.2
24.5 ± 1.7
(94)

6
7

38.4 ± 1.7
19.3 ± 1.3
(50)

6
7

0
1000

20.6 ± 2.0
15.8 + 1.3

5
6

35.8 ± 3.6
5.8 ± 1 • 1
(16)

5
5

29.1 ± 0.7
24.0 ± 1. 1
(82)

5
6

11.4 ± 1.5
3.9 ± 0.2
(34)

5
5

19.0 + 0.03
C65)

6

1.7 ± 0.1
(15)

6

(72)

252cf

Chinese
hamster

241Am

0
30
1000

TABLE 1
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6
8

(72)

(77)

252Cf

n

Liver

Removal of 24 1Am and 252 cf from rodents by Ca-DTPA,
injected 24 hours after radionuclides. Values in % of
radionuclide dose, those in brackets represent % of
control. Arithmetic means ± S.E.; n = number of animals
per group, sacrificed 8 days after radionuclide injection.

,--

Species

Skeleton
Ca-DTPA
0.9 % NaCl

Liver
Ca-DTPA
0.9 % NaCl

Rat

41.1 ± 1.3

20.9 ± 0.6
(51)

1.89±0.13

0.36±0.03
( 19)

!:iyrian hamster

40.7 ± 1.7

23.7 ± 0.6
(58)

7. 70±0. ')7

2.28±0.35
(30)

Chinese hamster

31.1 ± 0.9

15.4 ± 0.8
(53)

12.54±0.94

0.68±0.09
(5)

TABLE 2

Removal of 252cf from rodents by 12 Ca-DTPA doses
(30 umol•kg-1 on the 4., 11 •••• 81. day). Values in J6 of
radionuclide dose, those in brackets represent % of control.
Arithmetic means± S.E., 5-8 animals per group, sacrificed 88 days after 252cf injection.

-........ ----l
0

L-

c:
0

u

t

-------f~?

0

0~

--

Liver

Rot
• Syrian hamster
o Chinese hamster
o

30

100

300

1000

Ca -DTPA dose [~mol-kg- 1 ]
FIG. 1

Removal of 252cf from rodent liver by Ca-DTPA, injected
24 hours after 252cf. Geometric means with fiducial limits
(P = 0.05), on the average 7 animals per group, sacrificed
8 days after 252cf.
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function for the removal of 252cf confirms (Figure 1) that the
response of rat and Chinese hamster liver is identical, whereas
about ten times more DTPA must be administered in order to remove
the same fraction of 252cf from Syrian hamster liver. It should be
noted that in all species the dose effect functions are linear on
the double-logarithmic scale and that their slopes are identical.
There are on~~ negligible species differences with regard to the
removal of 2 Cf from skeleton by chronic DTPA administration
(Table 2). However, the mobilization of 252cf from Chinese hamster
liver is even higher than from rat liver.
4. DISCUSSION
Our data indicate that results of decorporation studies with rats
can also be valid for other animal species. This holds for the
skeleton and, which is surprising, also for the liver. In spite of
the considerable differences between the rat and Chinese hamster
with regard to the biological half-life of 241Am and 252cf in the
liver, the effectiveness of a single DTPA administration is the same
in both animal species. As far as the dose effect function for the
removal of 252Cf from Syrian hamster liver is concerned, it is at
least linear to that for rats and parallel to the latter on a double
logarithmic scale. It might have been expected that radionuclide
mobilization is especially easy from an organ with a rapid natural
radionuclide excretion like rat liver; the results after chronic DTPA
administration show, however, that the 252cf fraction, which can be
mobilized from Chinese hamster liver is even higher than that from
rat liver. Obviously, the assumption of an inverse proportionality
between the biological half-life of a radionuclide in an organ and
the degree of its mobilization by DTPA cannot be generalized.
Almost complete removal of 241Am by chronic DTPA administration has
also been achieved from dog liver (3). Since the liver is one of the
critical organs after incorporation of actinides, these and ou~
findings support the usefulness of chronic DTPA treatment.
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MEDICAL MODIFICATION OF HUMAN ACUTE RADIATION INJURY
Niel Wald, M.D. and Joseph A. Watson, Ph.D.
Graduate School of Public Health, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
In weighing the benefits and risks of utilizing nuclear energy, there
must be a continuing reassessment as nuclear technology develops and changes.
The health effects of radiation accidents, a most important part of the risk,
must also be reevaluated as our medical ability grows to modify and
ameliorate the consequences.
As part of a recent reactor safety study {1), we reviewed the pertinent
human experience (including atomic bomb victims, radiation accident cases and
radiation therapy cases) associated with useable exposure, effect and treatment information. Some l.arge animal experimental data were used where
important gaps in information required it.
The acute somatic effects of human exposure to io~izing radiation occur
in a relationship to the magnitude of exposure which is non-linear. That is,
the responses which can be recognized as manifestations of clinical injury do
not appear unless the absorbed radiation dose i.s above a certain level.
Beyond that level a variety of malfunctions become apparent, the most·
characteristic of which will be described below. This apparent "threshold"
is a result of the end point chosen, i.e., clinically manifest injury, and
does not mean that damage detectable by other criteria has not occurred at
lower levels of exposure.
When man is exposed to a large single short-term (seconds to a few hours)
whole body exposure to ionizing radiation, the resultant injury is expressed
as a complex of clinical symptoms, signs and laboratory findings which are
collectively termed the acute radiation syndrome. The exposure is almost
invariably to external penetrating radiation. Accidental external and/or
internal radionuclide contamination alone does not usually occur at high
enough radiation levels for a long enough time to produce this kind of
clinically apparent response. Acute clinical effects of a combination of
external penetrating exposure with radionuclide contamination have been seen
in one nuclear weapons test and in a few industrial "criticality" accidents
in reactor research and fuel processing operations.
Dose-Mortality Curves for Whole Body Short Term Exposure
The production of nuclear weapons during World War II was the major
stimulus for the development of quantitative information about the mortality
to be expected in humans exposed to brief bursts of high dose radiation.
Both information concerning the effects of various forms of radiation therapy
on patients and the results of the growing body of animal experimentation
were utilized for this purpose. Subsequently information became available.
concerning radiation effects on otherwise normal individuals from the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki populations exposed to nuclear weapons in 1945 and
relatively small number of individuals involved in radiation accidents in
the growing nuclear industry:
General agreement developed that the most useful single piece· of radiobiological information was the quantity of radiation exposure which would be
lethal to 50% of an untreated human population within 60 days. This
information was generally extrapolated from animal dose-response experiments
and some human data as it became available. There was a general consensus
that the LD50/60 was 450 R, as reported by Warren and Bowers in 1950 (2).
(This corresponds roughly to 300 rads midline absorbed dose). Both the
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concept and the quantitative data have undergone many refinements and
reevaluations since that time. Since direct experimental information on
normal humans cannot be obtained for ethical reasons, the subject remains
incompletely resolved, with continuing attempts to infer the most likely
answers from new data made available by radiation accident or therapy cases.
This paper represents one such attempt.
Over the years there have been several definitive reviews of the subject
such as that of UNSCEAR in 1962 (3) and NCRP Committee 42 in 1974 (4). The
advent of human space travel Jed to a new effort at risk assessment for crew
members who might inadvertently encounter radiation exposure from solar
storms. This was evaluated by a National Academy of Sciences space radiation
study panel chaired by Langham (5), and more recently reviewed by
Lushbaugh ( 6).
Two newer studies of radiation therapy patients have also been used in
arriving at human dose-response information for lethality. These are the
leukemia patients treated by Thomas et al at the University of Washington,.
Seattle (7), and the Ewing's sarcoma patients given radiation therapy by
Rider and colleagues at the Ontario Cancer Institute, Princess Margaret
Hospital "in Toronto (8).
In the analysis of the lethality data it was considered that
response relationship based on the absence of any treatment would
unrealistic and less than useful in evaluating the health hazards
tion accidents. For this reason dose-response relationships were
for three levels of treatment: minimal, supportive and heroic.

a dosebe somewhat
of radiadeveloped

"Supportive" treatment has been used to indicate inclusion of "reverse"
isolation (measures to protect patient from pathogenic bacteria and viruses
in his environment, such as the use of sterile garments and masks by entering
personnel, sterilization of all objects in patient's room, use of portable or
permanent laminar air-flow systems, etc.), copious antibiotics and transfusions of whole blood packed cells, or platelets. "Minimal" therapy was
used to indicate the absence of any of these measures. "Heroic" therapy was
used to indicate extraordinary procedures such as bone marrow transplantation or lung lavage.
The mortality curves shown in Figure 1 are drawn from the fortunately
limited amount of pertinent human experience. The LD50/60 doses for the
three levels of treatment are 340, 510 and 1050 rads,respectively. The
curves developed for these three levels of clinical management obviously are
not based on large numbers of cases studied under ideal conditions. Rather,
they are the best interpretations we can make of the various clues obtained
from .the available human data. The reasoning for the specific features of
each curve are given below.
Curve A ("Minimal" treatment): It is considered that lethality might
occur in rare instances beginning at about 150 rads, in spite of the
absence of any fatalities in the Marshall Islanders (9) who supply the first
actual data point at about 175 rads. This conservative approach was based
on the recognition that the exposure in the Marshallese was protracted to
approximately 50 hours which may have ameliorated some of its effects. The
selection of 250 rads as an LD 10 is based largely on the clinical observations in Rider's series of Ewing's sarcoma patients (8). In the absence of
the supportive therapy that they received, it appeared likely that several
more fatalities waul d have occurred and therefore, that somewhat 1ower
exposures would also be lethal to some. When LD 10 and LD 100 points were
connected to form Curve A, an LD 50 or 340 rads resulted. Accepting the
uncertainty of+ 10% suggested by NCRP Report 42 (4), this provides a range
of 314-374 rads~ which overlaps the best estimate figure of the Biomedical
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Figure 1
Estimated dose response curves which provide the basis for pre~
dieting the exposure levels that would produce 50% mortality in
60 days with minimal treatment (curve A)'· supportive treatment
(curve B), and heroic treatment (curve C). Origin of data points:
1: NCRP Report 42 (4) (converted to rads using factor given in
report); 2: Langham (5) (Table 12, estimate for "normal man?");
3: Marshall Islanders (9) (protracted exposure); 4: radiation
therapy series, 22 patients (8); 5: clinical group III accident
patients (12) (with newer cases added); 6: Pittsburgh accelerator
accident patient (13, 14); 7: 37 leukemia patients (7); 8: "best
estimate" of the Biomedical and Environmental Assessment Group,
BNL (10).
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and Environmental Assessment group at Brookhaven National Laboratory (10)
and the UNSCEAR Report of 1962 {3) at 360 rad, and is close to the 300 rad
suggested in NCRP Report 42 (4) and NAS document 1487 (5). In addition, it
provides a span of 230 rads from LD5o to LD95 which is in fairly close
agreement with the span of about 200 rads found experimentally in dogs (ll)
and other animals. Finally, it is in keeping with the analysis of
statistical features of radiation injury in NCRP Report 42 (4) which suggests that the LD5 in large animals and man is about half the LD5Q.
Curve B ("Supportive" treatment): Assumptions used in the development
of this curve included that the shape would be likely to be approximately
the same as Curve A and that the effect of therapy in the experimental dog
studies cited above suggest that a factor of approximately 1.5 increase in
the LD5o exposure is obtainable by supportive theory. In addition, evaluation of Rider's patients (8) (data point 4) showed only one fatality in the
post-irradiation period in 22 cases, and that was related to an accidental
fall complicated by radiation effects. Another supportive therapy data
point, (data point 5) was located on the basis of the lack of mortality in
Group III accident patients (12.) having a mean exposure of at least 450 rads
but less than 600 (4). Curve B gave an LD5Q/60 of 510 rads.
Curve C ("Heroic" treatment): The same curve shape was used for Curve
C as in the preceding ones. The main data points were the 600 rad Pittsburgh
accelerator accident patient (data point 6) who survived following syngeneic
bone marrow transplantation (13,14) and the therapy s.eries of Thomas, et al.
(7) (data point 7) wh1ch showed a post-irradiation period mortality of only
20% in the 37 leukemic patients treated with 1000 rads of whole body irradiation followed by allogeneic bone marrow transplantation in the past two years.
The severe illness which justified this form of therapy suggests that the
latter data point is conservative for normal individuals. An LD50/60 of 1050
rads was derived from Curve C.
Specific Organ Involvement
Because of the possibility of external exposure to part but not all of the
body, or the inhalation or ingestion of radionuclide contamination, the potential for fatal effects of localized radiation injury of certain key organs
requires some consideration. The bone marrow, lungs and gastrointestinal
tract are organs of particular importance.
Bone Marrow: Damage to the bone marrow is, of course, the predominating
event in the production of the hematologic form of the acute radiation
syndrome. The sequence of events has been reviewed in detail in many
publications (15-17).
When bone marrow damage is produced by external sources of irradiation,
the lymphoid tissue is also severely damaged, resulting in a further enhancement of the reduction of defenses against infection. Also, the vascular
system is damaged under such circumstances, enhancing the hazard of bleeding.
In the event of bone marrow irradiation by the incorporation of radioactive
isotopes of elements with predilection for the bone or marrow cells, e.g.
9Dsr, 198Au or 32p, the additional damage accompanying external irradiation
may be relatively reduced. However, if the dose is sufficiently high, the
marrow aplasia aione may produce the characteristic radiation-induced
pancytopenia with its clinical con~equences.
Lungs: Radiation injury to the lungs may result from intense irradiation
from external sources and/or from internally deposited radionuclides. The
injury is evidence by an early stage of radiation pneumonitis and a late stage
of pulmonary fibrosis. The magnitude of the injury and its time course are
r~>l ated to the total
radiation dose, dose rate, fraction of the lung
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irradiated, and the condition of the lung before exposure.
lung irradiation have been reviewed recently by Hahn (18).

The effects of

There are virtually no data concerning the acute effects of inhaled
radionuclides in man; however, dogs show qualitatively similar pulmonary
effects and the doses required to produce them are consistent in many
species, probably including man. Canine studies suggest that the rate of
dose accumulation is the critical parameter for lethality and morbidity (18).
Dogs show 100% morbidity after cumulative doses of 5000 rads or more from
internally deposited radionuclides, and mortality following doses three to
four times greater. The resultant dose response relationship is in reasonably
good agreement with the available human experience. It suggests that pulmonary morbidity can reasonably be estimated by assuming a 100% incidence
after 6000 rads and a 5% incidence after 3000 rads.
Gastrointestinal Tract: Fatal radiation-induced gastrointestinal injury
and its clinical evidences result from the disruption of the normal proliferatidn of the intestinal epithelial lining. Reduction of the relatively
radiosensitive stem-cell population results in a diminished flow of new cells
required to line this high turnover system. However, lethal damage is produced only by radiation doses in the kilorad range (16) because there are a
number of prote~tive mechanisms enhancing the tolerance of the intestine to
acute radiation damate (19).
Internal radionuclide contamination of gastrointestinal tract occurs after
ingestion or inhalation. The dose to any particular segment of the tract is
a function of the residence time of the contaminant in that segment, and the
lower large intestine is therefore a region of major concern. No acute gastrointestinal injury from internal radionuclide contamination has been reported
in humans so animal studies are the basis for current information.
Studies of Sullivan and Cross (l) indicated that internal irradiation from
ingested beta emitting radionuclides can produce acute injury to the lower
large intestine in dogs. An acute dose on the order of 3500-5000 rads at a
critical depth in intestinal tissue is required for early lethality. Lower
doses on the order of 2500-4000 rads cause significant morbidity and delayed
death.
Modification of Radiation Injury by Medical Intervention
Bone Marrow: The most dramatic evidence of the effect of medical intervention is provided by the work on bone-marrow transplantation of Thomas and
co-workers (7). In preparing leukemic patients for grafting, a 1000 rad
midline tissue dose of total body 60co irradiation was administered in less
than four hours. In the majority of the 70 cases reviewed, bone marrow from
an identical twin or closely matching sibling, administered immediately subsequent to the irradiation, grew successfully in the recipient. Although
there were many subsequent fatalities due to recurrent leukemia, graft vs.
host syndrome and infections, the evidences of the classical gastrointestinal
syndrome did not occur in these individuals. Also, the classical changes
associated with the hematologic form of the acute radiation syndrome did not
materialize.
Another significant series is that of Rider who treated at least 22
Ewing's sarcoma patients with 300 rads whole body 60co exposure delivered
in a 15 minute period (18). Clinical management of these patients included
a pre-treatment anti emetic, hospitalization through the 48 hour prodromal
symptom period and subsequent discharge for outpatient observation until
about 3 weeks postexposure when the signs of pancytopenia resulted in readmission. In the management of the pancytopenia, the general approach was
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to utilize barrier nursing; antibiotics for infections on their recognition,
not prophylactically; and transfusions of red cells, platelets and, rarely,
white cells when indicated. As previously noted, only one accident-related
fatality occurred post-irradiation in 22 cases.
In view of the paucity of human data regarding treatment effectiveness,
reliance has been placed, in particular, in dog studies (11,20) designed at
evaluating the extent of improvement in mot"tality which aclive treatment cdn
make possible. They suggest that supportive therapy can raise the LD50 by a
factor of about 1.5. The utilization of more heroic treatment techniques
such as bone marrow transplantation may increase the LD50 even further, by a
factor of 3 or more.
Lungs: Another heroic treatment measure, lung lavage, has been proposed
and utilized as a treatment technique for individuals accidentally exposed to
relatively insoluble radionuclides. The initial canine st~dies (21) led to
the use of the method of Kylstra et al. (22) in a human 23 Pu inhalation accident patient (23).
A possible mortality incidence of approximately 0.5% can be inferred from
the series in which this treatment was applied to patients with various types
of severe obstructive lung disease (22). This must of course, be weighed
against the risk of the potential presence of internal radioactive emitters
in the lung in the intermediate or long term. Although there is little human
data with which to judge the efficacy of the treatment, it has been suggested
that it may reduce lung radioactivity by as much as 50 percent. In high level
exposure this could be an effective and worthwhile result. For its optimal
usage one would have to call on one of the few chest physicians who has had
active experience with the technique.
Gastrointestinal Tract: Since the development of the classical GI syndrome
requires that the functional efficiency of both the gastrointestinal and hematopoietic systems be altered (16), heroic treatment of the bone marrow injury
may reduce mortality from the intestinal changes produced by total body external irradiation. When ingested radionuclides are the source of gastrointestinal radiation exposure, the gradual dose buildup in the intestinal tract
provides adequate time to initiate the use of mild laxatives to accelerate
excretion of contaminated ingesta. Such supportive treatment, which reduces
the average intestinal dose by a factor of from 2 to 4 (24), is suggested for
individuals receiving significant inhalation and/or ingestion exposure.
Availability of Medical Intervention
In considering the availability of medi.cal modi fi cation for human acute
radiation injury, we concentrated on the possible acci~ntal exposures
arising from nuclear industry operations rather than the catastrophic affects
of the use of nuclear weapons. It was considered inconceivable that a serious
industrial or reactor accident in the United States would not result in the
mobilization of medical resources throughout the country to aid the exposed
population. In view of the relatively slow tempo of the development of the
manifestations of acute radiation injury in individuals whose exposure is
within the range where treatment may increase survival, transportation to
appropriate medical facilities within seven to ten days post-exposure is considered feasible. On this basis the availability of facilities for both
·supportive and heroic treatment was investigated.
Supportive measures including strict reverse isolation procedures,
adequately managed major antibiotic therapy with appropriate microbiological
laboratory support, and the ready availability of blood and blood products
or transfusion can be found in most large acute medical and surgical hospitals.
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One index of the availability of such services is an ongoing program in renal
transplantation. Another index about which more quantitative information was
obtainable was the approval program for the residency training of internal
medicine residents (25). In 1975 there were 433 such approved programs, 90%
of which were in hospitals affiliated with teaching institutions. These are
generally large hospitals with an aggregate average daily census of 92,373
patients, so we estimated that each hospital could care for at least 5 to 10
severely irradiated people. On this basis, it was estimated that 2,500 to
5,000 people could receive adequate supportive treatment.
For the category of heroic treatment, the major demand would probably be
for bone marrow transplantation. Our investigation showed that in 1975 there
were 8 medical centers in the United States performing such transplantations
on a regular basis while an additional 12 hospitals had newly started programs.
It was estimated that each center might handle 5 such patients, providing a
total of 50 to 150 people with such heroic treatment.
It is of interest to put the availability of these medical services into
perspective in relation to the potential need. In the worst nuclear power
reactor accident postulated in the Reactor Safety Study (1), corresponding to
a probability of about lo-9 per/reactor-year, the number of people receiving
an exposure in-the range of 350 to 550 rads and requiring active supportive
treatment would be about 5,000. The number of exposures above this magnitude,
where the need for heroic treatment would be anticipated, turned out to be
zero in the study computations. Thus, it would appear that the facilities
available for medical modification of acute radiation injury resulting from
nuclear reactor accidents in the United States should be adequate to provide
the necessary care for the exposed population.
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CLINICAL EXAMINATIONS OF .i.HE HUMAN SKIN EXPOSED TO LOW-LEVEL
IRRADIATION

u.

Lenz and
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SchOttmann

National Board of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection of
the·GDR, Berlin
1. INTRODUCTION
Some publications, e.g. the BEIR-Report {1), mention as possible somatic affects of low-laval irradiation naoplasma,
opacities of the lens, impairment of fertility, life shortening. In this connection affects to the skin are frequently
not specified. This estimation might induce the opinion that
the low-level irradiation may be without importance to the
human skin. This idea must be rejected for several reasons,
not least for the fact that the mechanisms leading to damage
of the skin are only inadequately known. Another reason is the
circumstance that the maximum permissible dose for hands,
fore-arms, feet and ankles and with that also for the skin of
these parts according to the recommendations of ICRP (2) are
75 rams in a year, a somewhat higher value compared with the
then tolerance dose recommended for the first time in the
20's (3). In practice, the hands are those parts of the body
in which the due limits are frequently utilized to the full.
Not seldom, they are furthermore overexposed at some spacial
places of work. On these conditions the accumulated working
lifetime dose at the hands may reach the value of 3,000 rams.
This dose is within the range of the carcinogenic effects of
ionizing radiation regarding the human skin (4,5,6,7,8). We
observed skin cancers of the hand in persons occupationally
exposed to X-rays in the mentioned range (9). In some cases
these carcinomas were situated in areas of the skin without
typical signs of radiodermatitis, in accordance with similar
observations published by other authors (1,4).
The above mentioned observations and reflections made us study
the problem of irradiation effects to the human skin in the
low-level range by means of clinical "methods, other than done
by authors who tried to clear up this question by way of questionnaires (10). We intended especially to find objective
methods revealing early changes before the development of macroscopically detectable typical radiation induced abnormities.
Furthermore, the results of our examinations should indicate
whether the recommendations of ICRP (2) for the maximum permissible dose for the hand must be revised or not. The examinations have been performed at the Dermatological Department
of the National Board of Nuclear Safety and Radiation
Protection.
2. MATERIALS, METHODS AND RESULTS
The investigation has been done with two collectives, first
with patients irradiated therapeutically for benign degenerative diseases of single joints and second with occupationally
exposed persons.
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2.1. Examination of therapeutically irradiated persons
50 patients with a degenerative disease of a single joint (elbow, shoulder, knee or hip) were irradiated with four fractions
in the course of one month. The total doses on the irradiated
fields were between 200 and 1,200 rads. The examination took
place from 6 months to two years after the last irradiation.
The symmetrical region of the joint of the other side served
for control. Furthermore, 50 healthy persons without any radiation exposure were examined in the sam~ manner, at a time the
joints of both sides.
The following methods have been used:
- Macroscopic findings of the skin
- Capillary microscopy, especially the assessment of the connection between arterial and venous side
- Function tests for ~apillary reaction
• Intracutaneous adrenaline test (assessment of the
capillaries' qontractility)
• Intracutaneous histamine test (assessment of the
capillaries •
a) ability for dilatation (area of erythema)
b) permeability (area of wheal)
• Capillary resistance according to NESUWW
- Measurement of the skin pH.
As expected, the macroscopic findings were unconspicuous. The
microscopic examination of the capillaries detected only in
four cases, all with a dose of more than 800 rads, some changes
indicating the beginning of irreparable alterations of the vessels. Besides discrete morphologic deviations of some single
capillaries there was a special elucidation of the capillary
bed in all, perhaps caused by a beginning rarefaction of the (
vessels. The measurement of the skin pH did not give any positive results. Among the several function tests only the
histamine te.st yielded a positive finding. It showed a reduction
of the histamine induced erythema area compared with the different controls, but only in skin fields irradiated with more than
800 rads. The significance of this finding was less than 5 per
cent. It indicates a certain restriction of the capillaries'
ability for dilatation. The test finding corresponds somewhat
with the deviations found by capillary microscopy. The·results
of the histamine test are not very clear-cut so that the
funtion tests in all are not suitable screening methods to
detect early radiation induced reactions of the skin.
2.2. Examination of occupationally exposed persons
Up to now, a selected group of 45 occupationally exposed persons (reactor physicists, radiochemists, roentgenologists,
X-ray technicians) with special hand exposures has been examined by means of the following methods: ,
- Macroscopic ~indings of the skin
- Dactyloscopy (printing method and macrophotography)
Capillary microscopy (assessment of the perionychium)
Thermography of the hands by means of liquid crystals
(contact thermography)
- In cases of deviating findings in capillary microscopy
addi:Onally exploratory excision and histologic investigation.
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The examined persons did not show any macroscopically detectable
deviations. Also the dactyloscopy did not reveal any changes.
In 13 cases (about 30 per cent of all examined persons), work-ing in the fields of X-ray diagnostics, nuclear medicine,
nuclear physics and radionuclide production, anomalies were
uncovered by capillary microscopy. The duration of exposure
of these 13 persons was between 8 and 25 years. There were no
radiation accidents in the case histories of these persons;
but some of them reported on occasional hand contaminations.
In some cases dosimetric estimations by sampling measurements
have been possible. The established doses are between about
l,ooo and 3,ooo rads. In the other cases no hints to much
higher doses could be obtained. The capillary changes at the
perionychium were somewhat different among the 13 persons.
t-1ostly, the changes were more developed on the right hand
than on the left one, especially on the second and third finger. The changes of the vessels covered poor contouring, dis=
integration of the palisade-like arrangement of the capillaries, retraction of the arterial and venous sides of the vessels, development of discrete ectasias or obliterations. Frequently, budding out of single capillaries could be seen in
the proximal areas of the perionychium.
The thermographic investigation of the 13 persons with capillary anomalies revealed in eight cases remarkable discrepancies. The distal phalanxes showed surprisingly hyperthermic
areas, still more with the help of dynamic function tests. In
these areas the recalefaction time after measured caiing
down of the hands was distinctly shortened. It is difficult
to interpret this finding. It corresponds with similar pictures at the early stage of acute radiation damage of the skin.
Perhaps it represents the early capillary response to irradiation before the definite involution of the vessels bed.
In all 13 persons with capillary microscopic find!ings an exploratory excision in the most affected area was performed.
The histologic investigation aimed especially at changes of
the epidermis and at reactions of the vessels and of the connective tissue in the corium. All cases had more or less typical findings. There were alerations of the vessels in the
form of wall fibrosis, constricted or dilated lumina, endothelial swelling, perivascular infiltrations. In addition to
the changes of the vessels the corium repeatedly presented
swollen, denucleated, partially degenerated fibers. In three
cases nuclear pyknosis and polymorphism could be seen in the
epidermis, always in addition to distinct changes in the corium. These three persons showed also the most severe alterations in capillary microscopy.
Despite the until now small number of cases, the results of
the histologic investigation make it possible to classify the
detected changes in three categories with regard to their extent:
I:.
Changes only of vessels in the upper corium
Changes of vessels and connective tissue in the corium
II:
III: Changes both in the epidermis and the corium.
So far, our investigation has the result that the earliest response of the skin to low-level-irradiation has to be seen

in the alterations of the vessels in the corium. Typical changes of the cells in the epidermis are to be found only at a
later date or after a greater exposure. There is a good correlation between the capillary microscopic and the histologic
findings. Therefore the capillary microscopy seems a suitable
screening method for the detection of early radiation induced
skin reactions. Our investigation will be continued in consideration especially of a better dosimetric evaluation of the
examined persons. We hope to get in this way some further information with regard to the dose-effect-relation of the
described changes.
3.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the presented inv~stigation call for several
consequences. These consequences concern the methods of
medical and dosimetric supervision of radiation workers with
a special exposure of the hands. Furthermore they contribute
to the discussion on the interrelation between the changes in
the epidermis and the alterations of the corium especially
with respect to the carcinogenic effects of the ionizing
radiation. The most important consequence concerns the recom_
mendations for the maximum permissible dose. The described changes have been caused by a chronic long-time exposure
with a total dose in th~range which can be achieved also by
a lifelong exposure within the limit of 75 rems in a year.
This limit value seems the only one which enables the development of somatic damage including carcinogenesis. Therefore, this limit should be revised. This demand has already been made
by other sides. 1971, for example, a British forum of experts
(11) concludedadiscussion on this topic with the statement
that the dose lim1t of 75 rems in a year is unacceptable and
that the lower limit given by ICRP for skin, na~y 30 rems
in a year, should apply to all parts of the body. Considering
the results of our investigation we would like to support
this suggestion.
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OCCUPATIONALLY EXPOSED TO X-RAYS
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1. DITRODUCTION
A general development as well as more a..TJ.d more extensive
use of electronics and nuclear energy result in increased
number of persons exposed to ionizing radiations. Therefore, it becomes necessary to make a precise defining of biological effects of radiations during periodical medical
examinations in those persons. The analysis of chromosome
aberrations in peripheral blood lynphocytes represent one
of the best of biological parameters for evaluation of damages effected by radiations. Those investigations are
performed in the patients prior and after radiotherapy
(1,2), in the persons who had undergone X-Ray diagnostic
examinations (3), in the persons who have been exposed to
ionizing radiations occupationally (4,5,6), and in the persons who had been irradiated accidentally (7)o

2. !·IATERIAL AND I'IETODOLOGY

The investigations have been carried out in the 6rOUp of
100 persons exposed to ionizing radiations occupationally
and in the group of 20 persons who represented a control
group. The analysis of chromosomes in peripheral blood lymphocytes were carried out after a modified method by Moorhead et al. (8). The culture was incubated for 48 hours.
Number of cells that haG. been analised depends both on metaphase frequency and chromosome quality. In the most cases
there have been analised 100 of cells.
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3. llWESTIGA'l'ION RESULTS
All examined persons, who had been exposed to ionizing radiations occupationally, have been divided into three
groups.
The first group included 46 of X-Ray technicians and 4 persons of the other professions. All persons of this group
have been divided into subgroups to their exposure duration.
The investigations results showed that the highest frequency of aberrant cells was found to be present in the persons having exposure duration higher than 21 years.
In Table 2 there are presented the results of frequency of
chromosome aberrations in 21 of phthisiologists. As the table indicates there are no increased frequency of chromosome aberrations in relation to exposure duration. This can
be explained by the fact that for ten years past, the practice of phthisiologists involves the diascopic examinations
very rarely which results in their insignificant exposure
to ionizing radiations.
For the third group (Table 3) there are presented the results of examinations in 29 of radiologists. All of them have
been engaged in ambulance-polyclinic services for X-Ray
diagnostics. They have been divided into three subgroups
to their exposure duration. These investigations results indicated to significant frequency of chromosome aberrations
in the subgroup having exposure duration higher than 11
years.
4. SUl111ARY

The group of 100 persons exposed to ionizing radiations have been examined. The results of these examinations in relation to the control group showed a significant frequency
of chromosome aberrations in radiologists, and in X-Ray technicians it was found to be of lower value, and in the
phthisiologists it was insignificant.
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The presented results bring up to the conclusion that the
investi~ations of chromosome aberrations represent one of
biological tests that permits an early findinB of damages
effected by ionizing radiations.
Occupation

Years of
exposure

Number Number! Number
of
of
of
persons analised aberrant
cells
cells

Examined
persons having values
hugher than
in control
group
No
c6

No
9~
f,========~==
=========== ========== I======== ======= ========
X-R~
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-
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41 10,5

3
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-
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Table l. Frequency of chromosome aberrations in X-Ray
technicians
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Phthisiologist

ll-15

8
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29

3,6

3
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7
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22

3,6

2
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6
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4,7

2

33,3
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l

5
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Table 2. Frequency of chromosome aberrations in
gists

ph~hisiolo
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Radiologist
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5

Table 3. Frequency of chromosome aberrations in radiologists
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M.T. Doloy, R. Le GO, G. Ducatez, J.Lepetit,M.Bourguignon.
de Protection
Section de Radiopathologie
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires

~partement

92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses.
La physiologie particuliere des lymphocytes rend ces cellules
parfaitement adaptees a !'evaluation des dommages chromosomiques radioinduits lors d'une irradiation corporelle globale
et aigue :
-conservation telles quelles des anomalies chromosomiques
radio-induites dans les lymphocytes pendant plusieurs semaines
grdce a l'absence d'activite mitotique spontanee.
-homogeneisation de la population lymphocytaire dans le sang.
-facilite de prelevement et d'irradiation experimentale in
vitro.
-possibilite d'observer telles quelles les anomalies chromosomiques radio-induites, dans l'organisme ou in vitro, lors de
la premiere division des lymphocytes en culture (48 heures).
-similitude d'induction des anomalies chromosomiques dans les
lymphocytes irradies in vivo ou in vitro, constatee lors d'experiences sur animaux.
Le present rapport presente la comparaison entre des dommages
produits dans les lymphocytes irradies in vitro et les dommages observes chez des sujets soumis a une irradiation corporelle aigue globale. L'estimation de dose deduite de cette
comparaison est confrontee a celle fournie par la dosimetrie
physique.
1. MATERIEL ET METHODE.
La technique de culture de lymphocytes (culture de 48 heures)
a ete precedemment decrite(l). Des echantillons de sang de
sujets normaux ont ete soumis a temperature ambiante au rayonnement gamma du Cobalt 60, a un debit de 50 rads/min. pour les
doses inferieures a 1000 rads et 100 rads/min. au dela. La
mise en qulture a eu lieu dans les 30 minutes suivant la fin
de !'irradiation. L'effet de 11 doses comprises entre 25 et
1800 rads a ete etudie. Au minimum
250 cellules ont ete
examinees pour chacune des doses, sauf pour les deux plus
fortes pour lesquelles le taux de mort cellulaire etait tres
important. La dose de 400 rads a ete particulierement bien
etudiee dans le but de verifier !'influence de divers facteurs
sur !'induction d'anomalies. Pour chaque cellule, les chromosomes ont ete comptes et les anomalies directement observables
au microscope, notees (dicentriques, anneaux, fragments).
L'irradiation corporelle a ete globale pour tous les cas presentes dans ce rapport. Elle a ete relativement homogene dans
les 9 premiers cas et nettement heterogene dans les autres
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cas (Tableau 3). Pour chaque cas, une estimation de la dose
moyenne observee a pu ~tre calculee d'apres les dosimetres
individuels ou la reconstitution chronometree de !'accident.
Chaque examen chromosomique a porte sur 250 cellules a !'exception de l'examen no 14 ou seulement 50 cellules ont pu ~tre
analysees. Le delai entre !'irradiation et le prelevement n'a
pas depasse une semaine en regle generale et a ete au plus de
4 semaines. La duree d'exposition n'a pas depasse une heure;
a !'exception du sujet 10, expose pendant 4 heures.
2. RESULTATS.
Les resultats de !'irradiation de sang in vitro (tableau 1)
a permis l'etablissement de courbes et de relations dose-effet
(tableau 2) pour les 3 types d'anomalies chromosomiques consideres. L'effet radio-induit ayant tendance a se saturer aux
tres fortes doses, les resultats correspondants a des doses
superieures a 800 rads n'ont pas ete prises en consideration
pour la recherche des relations dose-effet,effectuees par la
methode des moindres carres 1 en ponderant chaque valeur du nombre moyen d'anomalies par cellule, par l'ecart-type de cette
valeur.
Les distributions du nombre d'anomalies par cellule suivent de
tres pres la loi de Poisson pour les dicentriques et les "dicentriques plus anneaux" mais s'ecartent de cette loi pour les
fragments, dont l'origine en effet, est multiple.
Le report de la frequence d'anomalie observee pour chaque sujet ainsi que l'ecart type de cette valeur sur les courbes
dose-effet, permet de definir un creneau de dose qui aurait
produit le m~me effet, administre in vitro. Dans !'ensemble
ces estimations de dose sont compatibles avec les donQees de
la dosimetrie physique et avec les syndrOmes hematohologique
ou clinique •
3. CONCLUSION.
Ces resultats viennent confirmer la possibilite d'etablir une
dosimetrie biologique en cas d'irradiation aigue pour des doses
d'une dizaine de rads et au-dela. Seul le nombre de cellules
necessaires a l'examen, limite le niveau de dose etudie. Un
tel dosimetre semble le mieux adapte aux cas d'irradiation corporelle homogene ou la notion de dose moyenne absorbee interesse tout particulierement le clinicien. Cependant, en cas d'irradiation heterogene la distribution du nombre d'anomalie par
cellule peut fournir une confirmation sur l'heterogeneite de
dose.
La longue stabilite de la frequence des anomalies chromosomiques dans les lymphocytes des sujets 6 et 11, montre la possibilite d'utiliser cet examen en tant que dosimetre biologique
pendant plusieurs semaines voire plusieurs mois apres une
irradiation aigue.
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EARLY DETECTION OF RADIATION-INDUCED C:2LL l-1El'1BRANE
ALTERATIONS BY LECTIN-BINDING
Tamara Kubasova, Lilla Csaky, G.J.Koteles, L.Varba and
L.B.Szto.nyik
"Frederic Joliet-Curie" National Research Institute for
Radiobiology and Radiohygiene, H-1775 Budapest 22, HunGary
1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years considerable amount of new data have accumulated concerning the structure and function of cell membranes.
The fluid mosaic modell /1/ reflects a hishly complex and
flexible entity which might change rapidly upon external or
internal effects. The various receptors are integral parts
of plasma membranes and play decisive roles in the reaction
of the cell against its environment. Recently, we have demonstrated /2/ that ionizing radiation induces a temporary
disturbance on the surface structure of human fibroblasts as
detected by the H-3-Concanavalin A binding capacity of these
cells. Preliminary data have suggested that similar phenomena can be observed in blood cells /3/. Therefore, a more
detailed investigation 11as initiated to reveal '-'lhether this
observation would lead to development of a new method to detect the effect o~ radiation on the cell membranes.
Our present data suggest that in vitro lectin-binding tests
can be applied successfully to reveal surface alterations
of blood cells obtained from in vivo irradiated mice.
2.

!-1ATERIALS AND

M~THODS

CFLP mice of 20-25 g weights were whole body x-irradiated
with 50, 100, 250 and 500 R /THX-200 x-ray apparatus, 180 kV,
15 rnA, s.s.D. 60 em, 0,5 mm Cu, 25,5 R/min/. Blood samples
of 3 animals per each time point were collected 0,5, 1, 2,
3, 6 and 24 hours after irradiation. Blood cells were separated by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation. ~solated
fractions enriched in lymphocytes and erythrocytes were incubated with H-3-Concanavalin A at 37°C for 10 and 30 minutes
respectively /3H/G/-Concanavalin A,New EnGland Nuclear,
40,9 Ci/mM; 5 ug;ml; 4,6 uCi/ml/. The cells were '.vashed after incubation with phosphate buffered saline and smears
were prepared for autoradiography /dipping method, Ilford
Nucl5ar Research ~mulsion Type G5; exposition for two weeks
at 4 C, fixation and staining 'ilith 5% Giemsa solution;.
Grains were counted in 100 cells for each dose and time point.
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3.

RESULTS AND Dl_SCUSSION

The in vitro H-3-Concanavalin A binding capacities of mouse
peripheral lymphoc¥tes at various time points after in vivo
whole body x-irrad1ation with different doses are demonstrated on Table I. 'l'he amount of the bound lectin changed upon
the effect of irradiation within a few hours. At lower doses
/50 and 100 R/ an initial increase was followed with a deep
decrease after 3 hours. Higher doses /250 and 500 R/ resulted
only in the inhibition of lectin receptors. The data obtained
24 hours after irradiation suggest that the receptors regained
their full binding capacities.
The same tendency of the H-3-Concanavalin A binding was observed after x-irradiation of isolated mouse s3leen ltmphocytes, when measured by liquid scintillation//. In he
latter case, however, no depression below the unirradiated
control level was observed.
In the presence of 0,4 M alpha-methyl-D-glucoside, an inhibitor of concanavalin A binding to the plasma membrane, the
cells bound appr. 30% of the lectin amount when compared to
the uninhibited cells. It is interesting to note that the
radiation-induced inhibition of receptor activity reduced
the lectin binding to the same extent.
A less ~riking alteration of lectin binding was found in the
ertthrocytes. Only about 30-35% of the circulating erythrocy es were labelled by H-3-Concanavalin A. This fraction,
however, was extended upon irradiation during the first 3
hours. Doses up to 250 R elevated the labelling index, while
higher doses did not change it. Work is in progress to study
in more details the lectin binding of erythrocytes and other
blood elements, e.g. thrombocytes, which seem to have a
high affinity to H-3-Concanavalin A.
In conclusion, a rapid and temporary alteration of H-3-Concanavalin A receptors in the plasma membranes of mammalian
blood cells was demonstrated as an effect of ionizing radiation. The directions and extents of the receptor changes
depend on the radiation doses. Further experiments are planned
to elucidate whether the phenomenon can be used as an early
indicator of radiation effects.
REFERENCES
/1/

/2/
/3/
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TABLE I
H-3-Concanavalin A uincling in vitro of House Peripheral
Lymphocytes After Various Doses of in vivo X-Irradiation
Time in hours
after irradiat ion
Unirradiated
control

Doses in R
50

100

250.

500

4,8:!::o,4

0,5

2 9:0 2
'
'
/60/

+
3,6-0,2
/75/

4,7:!::0,4
/98/

5' 8-0,5
/121/

1

+
6,6-0,3
/138/

+
8,0-0,3
/167/

3,4:!::0,2
171/

1, 5:!:o, 3
/31/

2

5,1:!::0,3
/106/

10 ,4:!::o, 7
/217/

4,7:!::0,2
/98/

1,o:!:o,1
/21/

3

2,6:!::o,2
/5ll,/

1,s:!:o,2
/38/

1,5:!::0,1
/31/

1,5:!::0,1
/31/

6

1,2:!:o,2
/25/

1,4:!::0,2
/29/

1,7:!:0,1
• /35/

2,6-0,2
/54/

24

5,5:to,4
/114/

+
5,&.:.0,4
/121/

+
4,3.:.0,6
/90/

+
4,4.:.0,4
/92/

+

+

'

The average number of grains per cell, the S.E. and the values
in percentage of the unirradiated control are tabulated.
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AiP-"CTi OF CHELATION CHDiirRY OF
TRANSURANIUM iL~MENTi FOR TH~IR R~OVAL FROM BODY
M.B. Hafez, H.M. Roushdy and N. Hafez
Radiation Protection department and
National center for Ra~ation Research and
'rech.¢nology. Atomic E;n3:?g,y .ii:stablishment
Cairo • ~gypt.
1 - INTRODUC'UON
As a result of increasing use of plutonium and
other transuranium elements in peacefuL and defence purposes, probability of deposition of these elements within
the body is increasing. '£his review includes a quantitative
aspect of chelation between transuranium elements and
polyaminopolycarboxylic acids.
2 - Mii:TABOLiiM OF ·rRANiURANIUM .ll:L.iMt,;N'ra :
The metabolic behaviour of transuranium elements in
the body depends on a number of chemical and biological
factors such as the influence of pH of the contaminated
elements, its valency or dilution with isotopic and nonisotopic carrier, age and if the compound is in ionic or
colloidal state
3 - D~CONTAMINATION OF TRANiURANIUM ~L~MENTi :
Therapy for transuranium contamination is done by
increasing the radio element extraction from the body
through the use of chelating agent. 'rhis has been proved
to be the most promising approach (1). The polyaminopolycarboxylic acids, in particular, have. b~en used as decontaminating agents in view of their superiority to other
organic chelating agents.
4 - CHiLATION OP TRANiURANIUM iL~~NTi :
The transuranium elements, neptunium, plutonium,
and americium exist in aqueous solutions in four possible
oxidation states KIII, MIV,MV,KVI. Trivalent ~lutonium
and americium are relatively stable in solution of medium
acidity, • At a pH of about seven, however~ the first small
quantities of the hydrolysis product M(OH) +appears, and
at only slightly higher pH, either basic salts or the
hydroxides precipitate. Pentavalent states are existed as
oxy-ion KO~ in aqueous solutions.Hexavalent ions, are relatively stable in aqueous solution and exist as oxy-ion.
Tetravalent plu~onium is easely hydro~ysed and polymerised
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Depending upon the cation's charge, its size and electronic
configuration, each cation can saturate a certain number of
donor atoms. This number is called co-ordination number.
The trivalent transuranium cations complexes exhibit co-ordination number 6, the ligands occupy the corners of an
octahedroa in the center of which the central atom stands,
while tetravalent ions oL!:"er coordination number 8 which
has cubic arrangenent(2). The stability of a 1:1 chelate
formed by reaction of an aquated ion ( M+n ) with a polyaminopolycarboxylate ( y-x ) according to the equation.
l\it+n + y-x
~
11 y n-x
is given by the magnitude of the formation constant
MY n-x )
K

..

A number of such values, expressed in logarithmic form,
are summarised in table. Comparisons among various chelating
agents for individual cations reflect upon stability of
such properties of the ligand as structure, steric limitations, basicity, and a number of possible rings. Of greater
interest, however, are comparisons among the various metal
ions for a given chelating agent. In all instances, a generally regular increase in stability with increasing atomic
number ( or decreasing crystal radius ) from Np+n to Alll+Jis foY,~
rhe bonding in these chelates is purely electrbstatic. The
absence of extensive covalent bonding in such complexes is
dictatad both by electronic configurations of the cations
and by their large size. ihielding of the 5f electrons is
sufficient to rander them sterically unavailable for extensive bond formation and thereby distinguish them from the d
electrons of the regular transition metal ions. Participation
of available 6d orbitals in bond formation is a possibility,
but against this must be cited that rare earth metal compounds have ionic properties.
The present investigation intends to find a suitable
chelating ag:mt for transuranium elements decontamination.
For this purpose the stability constants of some transuranium
complexes with polyaminopoly2carboxylic acids have been chosen
lJ) The stabilir,y constant of the chela~es is taken as a
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compautiv:o measure ot the -31'lectiveness of the chelating
a.":ent. The collected data are grouped in table 1. :crom
the analysis of these results the iollowing concjdlusions
may be reached.

Chei.
ag •.mt
GDTA
DC 'I' A

DTPA
TTHA

Puiii
18.0
'18.8
19.3
18.8

i:ltability constant
PuiV
NpV
Ami I I
23.2
23.9
24. -~
24.1

10.2
10.6
11.2
10.9

(1) Tri and tetravalent cations
xes
(2) The pH at which the complex
as the ionic radius as well
dinating groups decreases.
(3) The stability constant, for
increases from plutonium to

18.3
19.1
19.6
18.9

formed 1:1 soluble compleis formed slightly varies
as the number of the coorthe same chelating agent,
americium.

(4) The stability constant increases as the number of
donor atoms increases i.e in the order ::m·rA, DCTA,
nHA, and
D'TI .rt
( 5) The polyarninopolycarboxylic acids can readily chelate

freshly tri and hexa valent colloides, As the age time
increases, solubilisation becomes more difficult and
hence longer contact time is necessary. No appreciable
chelation of tetravalent state could be obtained.
In case of chelation of transuranium elements I~VIVO,sev
eral factors mus~betaken into consideration such as calcium ion which present in large quantity in serum and other
extracelluar fluids, can be also chelated, the penetrability of polyaminopoly-carboxylic acids into cells differs
from one chelating agent to another, and the free metal
ions form complexes with polyproteins, polypeptides and
polynucleic acids existed in body. These complexes
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dissociate too slowly
agent.

to be influenced by the chelating

5 - CONCLUiiON
'I'he diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) and
the triethylen'"tetraaminhexaacetic acid ( 'I'THA ) , from the
chemical point of view, can be recommc;nded for transuraniurn
elements decontamination. This is due to their high stability in aqueous solution. Further additional quantitative
studies should concentrate to evaluate the toxicity and
therapeutic range of DTPA and TI'HA administrated over an
extended period. However further studies should investigate these two chelating agent INVIVO a~egards the relationship of the effectiveness of DTPA and TTHA to different
biological parameters such as sp·ace, level, number of
doses and time of administration.
R.U:F.ii:RSNC~i

1) CATiCH, A. and i;J;IDL, D., " Diagnosis and treatment
of radioactive poisoning, IASA, Vienna ( 1963 ) •
2) HOARD, J.L., SMITH, G.i. and LIND, M. "In advances in
the chemistry of the co-ordination compounds' (edited by
KIRliCHNJJ:R, i. ) , 296, Macmillan, New York ( 1961 )
3) G.li:L'MAN, A.D., "Complex compounds of Actinide elements"
translated from Russ., consultant Bureau, New york(l962)
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1•

INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes some of our recent research. Further details are
given in the references. DTPA (diethylenetriaminepentaacetate) is an effective chelating agent for removing transuranic elements from the body.
Ca-DTPA (calcium trisodium DTPA) is the form most commonly used but, unfortunately, it also depletes the body of zinc and manganese, which are essential for cellular division [1 ,2]. Thus, Ca-DTPA can be toxic under certain conditions. Zn-DTPA (zinc trisodium DTPA) does not deplete the body
of Zn or Mn and, cdnsequently, is much safer than Ca-DTPA. We have been
particularly concerned with both the safety and the efficacy of these chelates.
2.

TOXICITY OF Ca-DTPA

We were surprized to find that when the recommended daily dose of Ca-DTPA
for humans (1 g Ca-DTPA/70 kg man/day, or 30 ~mole Ca-DTPA/kg/day) was injected into three adult beagles in 5 fractions per day (6 ~mole Ca-DTPA/kg
each 4 to 5 hours), al 1 of the dogs died after 4 to 9 days of continual
therapy with severe degeneration of the intestinal 1 ining [3]. The effect
was much less severe in four other dogs from the same experiment, injected
once a day with about 30 ~mole Ca-DTPA/kg for 8 days, although some anorexia, emesis, and diarrhea were noted [3]. The finding of increased toxicity of Ca-DTPA with increased frequency of administration has also been
confirmed in rats [4]. The effect of Ca-DTPA on the fetus is much more
severe than on the adult [5-8]. Sealing from mice and rats to humans, with
a metabolic model based on the rate of replenishment of zinc from the diet,
we predicted that human fetal toxicity might occur at the presently used
daily dose [9]. To test this prediction in a large experimental animal, we
gave two pregnant beagles daily intravenous injections of 30 ~mole Ca-DTPA/
kg from 15 days after mating until the end of pregnancy. In the first litter, 4 pups died soon after birth with gross and histological evidence of
brain damage. The only surviving pup showed marked evidence of mental retardation. In the second 1 itter, 2 pups died soon after birth with similar
evidence of brain damage; one 1 iving pup appears to have hydrocephalus and
has grown to only 1/3 of normal body weight; while the remaining 3 pups appear to be grossly normal, although subtle damage may exist. Al 1 pups had
albino fur at birth, which gradually regained normal color (black, brown,
tan, and white) after cessation of Ca-DTPA therapy. No harmful effects
were seen in the pregnant adult dogs. The question remains unanswered as to
the effect of a single injection of Ca-DTPA on the fetus of a large animal.
However, Sikov et al. [8] found that 1 or 2 injections of Ca-DTPA were sufficient to kill the rat fetus. We suggest that Ca-DTPA should not be given
to a woman who might be pregnant unless the option of a therapeu_tic abortion is carefully considered.
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3.

SAFETY OF Zn-DTPA

Because daily injections of 30 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg/day are now in use for the
rer:10val of ·' 41 Am from man, it is important to continue testing the safety
of repeated administration of this chelating agent. We have observed no
toxicity in 5 adult beagles given daily injections of 33 to 360 ~mole ZnDTPA/kg each day continually now for over 3.5 years. In pregnant mice,
daily injections of 12,000 ~mole ln-UTPA/kg/day for 5 consecutive days were
required to produce demonstrable toxicity to the fetus [10].
4.

EFFECTIVENESS IN RADIONUCLIDE REMOVAL

We agree with our French [11] and German [12-14] colleagues, that for maximum effectiveness, chelation treatment should start as soon as possible
after radionucl ide contamination.
Initial chelation of plutonium.

We recently injected intravenously 0.1

~Ci/kg of monomeric Z~9Pu citrate with traces of photon emitting 2 37pu into

4 groups, each containing 4 young adult beagles. The initial treatment
shown in the following tabulation, began 30 minutes after plutonium injection, while the subsequent treatment was 34 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg/day, either in
1 injection per day (groups A, C, and D) or in 5 fractions per day at 4 to
5 hour intervals (group B).
Group
A

Initial therapy
at 30 minutes

30 11mole Ca-DTPA/kg
300 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg
c
300 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg
D
34 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg
No DTPA, from Stover et al. [15]
B

% Pu ret. ± S.D. at 14 days
Liver
Total body
19.1
22.7
25.7
4?.9
87

±
±
±
±
±

3.2
4.2
3.0
2.4
2

5.4
4.3
4.7
14.7
34

±
±
±
±
±

1.1
1.8
2.9
3.8

5

Groups A, B, and C were not statistically different in retention from each
other (P>0.2), whereas they were all significantly lower than group D (P<
0.01). Either 30 ~mole Ca-DTPA/kg or 300 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg provided good
initial decorporation (groups A, B, and C), but subsequent therapy every 4
to 5 hours was not significantly better than the same total DTPA injected
once each day (group B vs. C).
'
Protracted chelation of plutonium. Fourteen young adult beagles were injected intravenously with 0.9 ~Ci/kg of polymeric 23 9Pu to which tracer
amounts of photon-emitting 23 7Pu had been added at the final stage of the
polymerization process. The excretion and distribution results suggest
that some of the 237pu was metabolized as monomeric Pu and some as polymeric Pu, simulating a mixture of soluble and insoluble plutonium, such as
might be encountered in a typical accident. Beginning 2 hours after Pu administration, 4 dogs were given~ injections of about 30 ~mole Zn-DTPA/
kg, and 4 were given weekly injections of 30 ~mole Ca-DTPA/kg, dosages and
frequencies that have~used in humans and which have proved safe in
beagles. At 64 days later, 2 37Pu retention in the 1 iver and non-1 iver tissue (mainly skeleton) averaged, respectively, 52% and 35% in the untreated
dogs; 30% and 18% in the dogs injected weekly with Ca-DTPA; and 20% and 13%
in the dogs injected daily with Zn-DTPA [16]. Daily injections of Zn-DTPA
were significantly better than weekly injections of Ca-DTPA in chelating Pu
and in preventing its translocation to bone.
Chelation of 241Am. Four youn~ adult beagles were injected intravenously
with 0.3 ~Ci/kg of monomeric 2 1Am in citrate solution. Fourteen days
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later, daily adninistration of 33 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg/day was started. 241 Am
retention in the 1 iver decreased from 43% at the start of therapy to 1% at
2 months of chelation, and was undectable at 1 year.
Retention in non1 iver tissue (mainly skeleton} decreased from 46% at the start of therapy
to 24% at 2 months of chelation to 13% at 1 year, and 7.5% at 3 years.
The removal rate was similar whether the daily Zn-DTPA was injected once a
day (2 dogs} or in 5 fractions per day (the other 2 dogs}. Also, theremoval rate was not increased in additional dogs given Zn-DTPA in daily
doses 11 and 150 times higher [17]. For treatments started 14 days after
241Am injection in our beagles, daily doses of 30 ~mole/kg/day of Ca-DTPA
or Zn-DTPA have proved equally effective in 241 Am removal, although oral
zinc and manganese supplements were required to minimize the toxicity of
protracted Ca-DTPA therapy.
5.

DISCUSS ION

For initial treatment, DTPA should enter the bloodstream as quickly as possible to intercept the transuranic atoms before they deposit in tissue.
It is particularly important to prevent deposition in bone. Ca-DTPA dissociates more readily than Zn-DTPA [1] and, therefore, nuch more Zn-DTPA
than Ca-DTPA is required to provide equal chelation of transuranic elements
from the bloodstream. To achieve maximum removal from the body, the initial treatment should be followed by protracted chelation, preferably by
Zn-DTPA, because of its safety in repeated administration. 241 Am is normally retained with a biological half-time of about 10 years in the beagle
1 iver [18]. Thus, the rapid removal of 24 1Am from the 1 iver by DTPA suggests that the chelation of "firm" deposits takes place mainly within eel ls
rather than in the bloodstream. Only a very small fraction of the DTPA
need enter cells for the number of chelate molecules to exceed greatly the
available number of transuranic atoms. It is often asserted that watersoluble compounds, such as DTPA, cannot cross the 1 ipid layers of the cell
membrane. But we respectfully point out that cells can engulf extracellular material and fluid by the process of pinocytosis. Pinocytosis occurs
in all cells, and is particularly active in the phagocytic cells, such as
the pulmonary macrophages of the lung, the osteoclasts of the bone, and
the Kupffer eel ls of the 1 iver. Once inside the cell, the DTPA may remain
for days. This gives abundant time for the calcium in Ca-DTPA to be replaced by other metals, such as zinc, and this may account for the similarity in effectiveness of Ca-DTPA and Zn-DTPA in the removal of "firm" deposits of transuranic elements from tissue.
6.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HUMAN THERAPY

Chelation therapy is a rapidly moving field, and we expect future advances
from new techniques, new drugs, or their combination with DTPA. However,
the following, in our opinion, will provide safe and effective therapy for
removal of transuranic elements. For the non-pregnant adult, the initial
treatment should be 30 ~mole Ca-DTPA/kg. Treatment should start as soon as
possible after known or suspected contamination, and be given by intravenous
injection, subcutaneous injection, or aerosol inhalation --- whichever can
be administered most quickly. An alternative initial treatment would be
300 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg injected intravenously. Excreta should be collected
every few hours and quickly assayed to derive an estimate of body burden.
If additional therapy seems 1 ikely to reduce the calculated ri~k enough to
justify the inconvenience of this therapy, daily intravenous (or subcutaneous) injections of 30 ~mole Zn-DTPA/kg/day should continue until modification or discontinuation of therapy is appropriate.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

!:JTPA is kno~m to form, in vj_vo, a stable complex wit'.: heavy netals s<Jch as
the lanthanides and actinides. DTPA is one of the most effieient cC1elatin;
agents at our disposal because of the stability of its complexes. Consequently, treatment with DTPA can hasten the clearance or decontamination
of many radionuclides from the body. The quickest clearance is achieved
when the chelation with DTPA occurs in vitro, or outside the body (99%
during the first 24 h)(l). This is not the case for in vivo chelation,
or when time elapses bet,veen the contamination and the introduction of the
chelant. The clearance efficiency of DTPA is inversely proportional to
the time lapse (2,3).
The rapid disappearance from the blood of the DTPA complex, although very
convenient for diagnostic purposes, may prove less desirable when decontamination is necessary. Thus, the clearance of the contaminant may be
more effective when the presence of DTPA in the circulation is prolonged.
The purpose of this work was to find a method of treatment with DTPA
which offers more effective decontamination of heavy radioactive metals.
Ihe administration of contaminant and DTPA, by different routes and ti~e
schedules, was examined in order to determine the availability of DIPA
in the biological system and its protective efficiency.
2.

METHOD

Nine experi~ental 3roups of 20 female ICR mice each, were injected with
3 ~Ci/0.02 mg/0.1 ml of 169YbC1 3 and 0.05 mg/0.1 ml DTPA by various routes.
Each experimental group was divided into 4 test groups of 5 mice each.
Orie untreated mouse was added to each test group to serve as a control for
external contamination. All groups were injected with both the contaminant
and DTPA in various combinations of 4 routes of administration:- intravenous (IV), intraperitoneal (IP), intramuscular (IM) and subcutaneous (SC).
The clearance measurements were carried out by whole body counting on a
3" Nai crystal. To avoid geometrical errors, the animals were pressed
gently to the bottom of the counting container. The first body burden
reading was taken immediately after injection and then after 2, 6 and 24 hr
and after 3, 7, 14 and 28 days. After the last measurement, all animals
were sacrifie!f for distribution studies in the following tissues and organs:
blood, spleen, G.!. tract, liver, kidneys, lungs and the remaining carcass.
Tne fur was also measured for external contamination correction.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and 2 describe the results obtained from the 9 experimental
groups. It can be seen that in all groups and control as well, the contaminant is generally eliminated quickest when administered by the IV
route. Hith very few excepticns, the sequence of clearance efficiency was
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IV, IP, IX and SC. Figure 1, which demonstrates the dependence of clearance efficiency on time, shows in all 4 routes (a,b,c,d) that the time
lapse between contamination and the administration of DTPA is the major
factor in the efficiency of decontamination. The removal of the isotope
is about ten times more efficient when DTPA is intravenously injected
immediately after contamination than when it is administered 24 hr later
((a) J,S in Fig. 1). This is well understood as DTPA can pass through
Lh~ capillaries into the intra-c~llular fluid, but is not able to penetrate
cells (4).
The highest rate of clearance occurs when DTPA is chelated in vitro with
the contaminant (Fig. 2), regardless of the route of administration (a2,
b2, c2 and d2). However, as this artificial combination of contaminant
and DTPA could not conceivably occur in an actual laboratory accident,
these excellent results have no practical bearing and must be regarded only
as general knowledge. It can be seen that in all 4 routes, the high rate
of elimination drops very quickly during the first hours after DTPA
injection and gradually comes to its lower stable rate, after approximately
24 hr.
Group No. 7 provides data on the effect of DTPA administration at the same
site as the contamination. Here, the removal rate of the 1M injection (c7)
is even better than that of the IV injection (a7), as well as the other
routes (5). The reason for this can be found in the relatively slower
absorption and distribution via the IM route compared with the others, thus
creating better in vivo chelating conditions for DTPA.
The results of the preventive experiment (No. 8),where DTPA was administered
before 1 ~ 3 YbCl3, were disappointing. However, this could be partly
explained by the rapid chelation of DTPA with calcium, iron (as transferin)
and other minerals in the circulation {6), thus, reducing its availability
for chelation with the isotope.
In experiment No. 9, 4 doses of DTPA were injected 2, 6, 24 and 72 h after
169YbC1 in all 4 routes. Although, it has already been established that
3
multiple injections of a chelating agent contribute significantly to the
removal of the contaminant from the body (2), it can be seen from Fig. 2
that the 4 repetitions of the dose did not succeed in removing the isotope
as well as a single dose of DTPA given immediately after the contamination
(Fig. 1, aJ).
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J.:contamination efficiency i,lfluenced by the time
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of DTPA treatment in various routes of administration in mice.
(a) Intravenous

(b)

Intraperitoneal

(c) Intramuscular

(d) Subcutaneous
(1) Control, 169Ybcl
after Yb

3 only (3) DTPA treatment immediately
(4) DTPA treatment 15 min. after Yb

(5) DTPA treatment 60 min. after Yb

(6} DTPA treatment

24 hr. after Yb
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administration

Fig.2: Comparison between the efficiency of several methods of

169

Y~Cl

decontamination by DTPA in various routes of administration in
mice.

(a) Intravenous

(b) Intraperitoneal

(c) Intramuscular

(d) Subcutaneous
169
(1) Control,
YbC1

only (2) Yb + DTPA in vitro
3
(7) DTPA injected in same site as Yb (8) Preventive group,
DTPA before Yb
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(9) Repeated doses of DTPA

3
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REMOVAL OF PLUTONIUM FROM RATS BV PROLONGED ADMINISTRATION OF
CHELATING AGENTS
V. Volf and E. Gemenetzis
hernforschungszentrum harlsruhe, lnstitut fUr Strahlenbiologie,
7500 Karlsruhe, Postfach 3640, Federal Republic of Germany

In our previous work (1) we investigated the effect of single
chelate doses and suggested the combination of calcium diethylenetriaminepentaacetate (Ca-DTPA) with desf~rriox¥mine-B methane
sulfonate (DFOA) for early decorporation of 23 Pu. The present data
concern the efficacy of prolonged chelate administration as a
function of the time elapsed since 239pu citrate injection, the
choice and dosing of chelating agents, and the rate and duration
of their administration. Results obtained can be summarized as
follows:
1. An early initiated treatment, continued for a month, involving
an equivalent of the commonly employed huma~_chelate dose
(Tab. 1):
1.1 Prolonged administration of a combination of Ca-DTPA and DFDA
was superior to the use of either of these two chelating
agents alone.
1.2 The chelate combination could be replaced after the first two
injections by zinc diethylenetriaminepentaacetate (Zn-DTPA)
without reduction of the overall decoraoration effect.
1.3 The first two chelate injections virtually exerted the same
effect as prolonged chelate administration; they prevented
more than 90% of injected 239pu from deposition in the bone
and liver.
1.4 The effect of only one single chelate injection was, however,
substantially less, although a chelate combination was
injected immediately after 239pu incorporation.
239
2. Treatment initiated 4 days post
Pu injection and continued
for another 5 days, involving varying amounts of Zn-DTPA
(Fig. 1):
2.1 Decorporation of 239 Pu increased with increasing amount of ZnDTPA; this was most pronounced as far as 239pu in the bone is
concerned.
2.2 When Zn-DTPA was administered only once a week, the decorporation effectiveness was in general less pronounced than that
after the same total weekly chelate dose had been divided into
twa or more fractions.
2.3 A continuous subcutaneous infusion of Zn-DTPA was in general
not more effective than single daily injections of the same
chelate amount.
2.4 When the number of Zn-DTPA fractions per week was decreased and,
simultaneously, the total chelate dose per week was increased,
an equal decorporation effect was achieved.
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239
Pu injection and continued
3. Treatment initiated 4 days post
for 1 or 4 weeks, involving 5 injections of varying amounts of
Zn-DTPA per week
3.1 With 30 umol·kg- 1 Zn-DTPA the decorporation of 239 Pu was least
pronounced and could be significantly improved by protraction
of treatment only as far as 239pu in the liver is concerned.
3.2 With 100 ~mol·kg-1 Zn-DTPA the contents of 239pu in the skeleton,
liver and kidneys decreased by 50, 80 and 75 %, respectively,
after 4 weeks of treatment, as compared with controls. This is
significantly better than the effect of treatment continued for
1 week only.
3.3 With 1000 umol•kg-1 Zn-DTPA the best decorporation results were
achieved in the skeleton and liver after one week of treatment.
There was surprisingly no further improvement due to ~retraction
of treatment so that after 4 weeks of treatment the 2 9pu removal
from the skeleton and kidneys was equal and in the liver even
smaller than after administration of 100 umol·kg-1 Zn-DTPA.
CONCLUSION
239
Pu
a. When a prolonged treatment can be initiated early after
incorporation, the effect of the first few injections is most
important.
b. If delays occur, Zn-DTPA becomes the treatment of choice, since it
can be administered at higher doses which entail a higher reduction of 239pu contents in the organs than can be obtained by the
human Ca-DTPA dose.
c. A sufficiently long period of administration and fractioning of
the weekly, rather than of the daily Zn-DTPA dose seem to be the
most important factors influencing the effectiveness of a delayed
prolonged chelate treatment of incorporated 239pu.
• REFERENCE
(1) VOLF, V., "Diagnosis and Treatment of Incorporated Radionuclides"
IAEA, Vienna (1976), p. 307.
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Treatment schedule 8

Percentage of injected

239

N

Injection 1-2
Ca-DTPA
DFOA
Ca-DTPA+DFOA
Ca-DTPA+DFOA

Injection 3-6

Controls
Ca-DTPA
Zn-DTPA
Ca-DTPA+DFOA
Zn-DTPA

Controls
Ca-DTPA+DFOAC
Ca-DTPA+DFOAd

I

TABLE 1

-

-

-- --

Skeleton

24
6
6
6
6

60.8
11.0
5.4
3.6
3.3

14
6
10

57.7 ± 1. 7
3.2 ± 0.4
7.7 ± 1.1

Liver

-- ·---- ----·----.
4.0
0.49
0.67
0.41
0.27

_t 0.9
± 2.7
± 1.7
± 0.6
± 0.4

± 0.1
± 0.08
± 0.08
± 0.03
± 0.01

4.1 ± 0.1
0.36 ± 0.02
0.55 ± 0.06

I

Kidneys

- 1----·------·0.35
0.061
0.13
0.070
0.060

± 0.01
± 0.009
± 0.01
± 0.010
± 0.010

0.33
0.10
0.15

.t 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.02

I

239

Pu affected by repeated administration of chelating agen~s,
Organ retention of
beginning early after 239 Pu incorporation.
8

Chelating agents (30 umol•kg- 1 each) were inj2~~ed i.p. at 1.5 min and on days
1, 8, 15, 22 eng 29 after i.v. injection of
Pu citrate. Rats were sacrificed
36 days after 2 9pu administration.

b Arithmetic means± S.E.; N- number of animals
c Only two chelate injections, at 1.5 min and on day 1 post 239 Pu
239
Pu
d Only one chelate injection, at 1.5 min post

N
N

Pu doseb
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EFFECT OF DECONTAMINATION TREATMENT IN PROPHYLAXIS
OF IRRADIATION AT CONDITIONS OF RADIOCONTAMINATION
OF NORMAL AND DAMAGED SKIN
K.Milivojevic, D.Stojanovic, P.Markovic*
A.Zivanovic and J.stajic
Medical Protection Laboratory of the
Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear
Sciences, Vinca-Belgrade, Yugoslavia
*Radiation Protection Laboratory IBK and
Physics Department University of Kragujevac
1. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of an adequate decontamination treatment for
different types of contamination, is to prevent or decrease
harmful effects of radionuclides on tissues,systems and organism. In this paper the decontamination efficiency of normal
and damaged skin, contaminated with 137cs is studied by estimating the absorbed doses from beta radiation after performed
decontamination. The contribute to the absorbed dose from gamma radiation was neglicted in this study.
2 • EXPERIMENTAL
White male rats weighing about 200 g were used. Number of
animals in each group was 20. During ,the experiment the animals were in narcosis with urethane or ether. conditions of
damage: Thermal burn was made on shawed skin between scapulae
by use of neshevy thermocautery at temperature of 6000C. The
circular area after burn was two cm2 and together with inunediate neighborhood represented 1% of the whole surface of
the rats skin. On the shawed skin between scapulae a full
thickness of the skin, 8 mm in diameter was excised with a
special circular perforator. conditions of contaminations:
On normal skin and damaged skin 40 1uci 137cscl was applied.
Decontamination treatment was applied 10 and 30 minutes and
one hour and the method was based on rinsing with means for
decontamination. Techniques of measurement: Quantities of
the absorbed radiocesium was measured directly by a modified
scintillation counter for small experimental animals.
The dose rate at the moment where decontamination was performed, taken to be t • 0, was calculated by using the following
formula (1):
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D = 2,13.E • A rad/h.
The integral absorbed dose for some time t afterwords was
obtained from the expression(!):
-0,693 t
)rad
D = 73,8.B • A0 • T(l - exp T
8

where Teff is the effective half time of elimination, to for
!ats taken to be: 5,7 days for body(2) and, one day for skin(3)
ER - the average energy of the beta radiation and Ao-specific
aetivity at t = o.
3. RESULTS

~~D

DISCUSSION

Efficiencv of decontamination evaluated on total body burden
of radiocesium and residual radioactivity in the decontaminated region is given in table 1.

-----------···-----,-.. ---- ------------------Absorp- Time of
tive
contact
area
(min)
Normal
skin

60

Excised
Skin

10

TABLE 1

A c t i v i t y
body
local

Untreated
1,33j:0,21
Water
1,42:!;0,65
Deterg,Badd· 2,02:!;1,02
Water
Saline
Water
Saline

30

Thermal
burn

Means

30

Untreated
Water
l%c soap

Efficiency
decontamination

98,67j:0,21
6,20±1,38
1 ,03:!:0, 31

92 ,38:!:2 ,03
96,95:!;1,33

86 ,08:!;2, 77
79,92:!;6,18

6,91:!;1,46
5,49:!;1,19
7,76:!;2,08
5,18j:0,74

38,39:!;6,90
38,60:!:7 ,17
6,16:!;2,77
14,90:!;6,18

21,12+4,61
28,31+8,03

78,88+4,61
32,78+6,30

54,70:!;6,90
55,~1:!;7,17

27,57~6,78

36,83~8,99

38,91+8,03

36,60~8,99

Effect of external decontamination, in per cent
of radioactivity applied
(Contamination with 137cscl).

The calculated doses as a function of the contamination duration, the means used for decontamination and other parameters
is given in table 2.
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Absorptive
area

Normal
skin

Time of
contact
(min)

60

I1eans for Time after
decontami- decont.
nation
(days)

Doses in rads
body( g) local

Untreated

t • 0
1
30

0,001
0,020
0,190

7,2
125,6
251,2

Water

t = 0
1
30

0,001
0,023
0,201

0,5
7,9
15,8

Detergent
Badd

t • 0
1
30

0,002
0,034
0,285

0,1
1,3
2,6

:~--------------------------------------------------------------

Water

t = 0
1
30

0,1
1,4
11,6

0,7

Saline

t = 0
1
30

0,1
1,4
11,6

0,5

Water

t • 0
1
30

0,1
2,1
17,7

0,8

t

0,1
1,9
16,0

0,5

10

Skin
wound
30

Saline

.0

1
30

~-------------------------------------------------------------t = 0
0,02
7,7
Untreated
1
0,47
30
3,98

Thermal
burn

30

Water

t • 0
1
30

0,03
0,63
5,34

3,2

l%o soap

t = 0
1
30

0,03
0,61
5,20

3,6

TABLE 2 Absorbed beta doses in cases of external decontamination
( Contamination with 137cs01 ).
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These results were obtained by assuming the uniform distribution of radiocesium an approximation accepted in radiotoxicology. On table 3 is given the distribution of radiocesium
and calculated beta doses.
Tissues and
organs
1

Blood
Muscles
Heart
Kidneys
.Liver
Spleen

Specific activity
<;uCi/g)
0,0153
0,0333
0,2784
0,3320
0,1707
0,1473

Doses in rads
t = 30 d
t=O
1,4
3,2
27,0
32,4
16,5
14,3

1,4
3,1
26,2
31,3
16,1
13,9

TABLE 3 Distribution of radiocesium and absorbed beta
doses/g of fresh tissue.
Our experimental results,given in table 3, show that the
above approximation might be too crude, and that it might
be necessary to estimate doses and corresponding risks,separately for different organs and tissues. The work on the
risk estimate, including radiopathological states and radiosensitivity of different tissues~ is underway.
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A MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED TL DOSIMETRY SYSTEM
E.F. Shrader, B.M. Shoffner, A. Szalanczy, and J. Chamberlain
Harshaw Chemical Company, Solon, Ohio U.S.A. 44139
1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of thermoluminescent dosimetry for personnel radiation monitoring has in the past few yea~s gained increasing acceptance. The application of thermoluminescent dosimetry (and its limitations) is well known.
The increase of its use has now placed the burden on the technology of deployment of the technique. When large numbers of people are to be served
these problems now become of paramount importance. The deployment, retrieval, evaluation and recording of data must be easy, reliable, accurate
and inexpensive. The first commercially available automatic system was the
Harshaw Model 2271 (1) introduced in 1971. Since its introduction it
has achieved wide acceptance. In this system the TL material was not
handled directly but instead was carried in a reusable vehicle (card) as a
direct replacement for the packaged dosimetry films. The reading instrument identified the card and measured the TL response as cards were automatically loaded from the cartridge into the reading instrument. The
choice of a limited number of parameters was provided the operator in the
form of front panel switches and knobs. The Model 2276 TLD System shown
in Fig. 1 is a second generation automatic system embodying much of the
earlier technology but extending the versatility of the earlier system in
a manner to be described.
2.

TL DOSIMETER DESCRIPTION

As many as four TL dosimeters are mounted in a card shown in Fig. 2.
The TL materials are the choice of the user at time of card construction.
The TL materials are encapsulated between teflon films approximately 0.04mm
thick. This combination when suitably filtered provides for measurement
of penetrating and nonpenetrating gamma radiation and by differences,
slow neutrons. The card carries a machine-readable bar code identification* together with its Arabic numeral equivalent.
3.

MODEL 2276 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Model 2276 system shown in Fig. 1 consis'ts basically of three
components, the Model 2276T Transport Module, the Model 22761 Logic Module
and the Model 2000B Integrating Picoammeter. The system is capable of
performing five sequential functions when appropriately programmed; (1)
loading a card into the transport module from a cartridge (2) exposing
each dosimeter to a known amount of radiation (3) subjecting each dosimeter
to an initial heat cycle (4) subjecting each dosimeter to a readout heat
cycle and finally (5) discharging the card into a receiving cartridge. As
shown in Fig. 3 the transport mechanism, here shown open, consists of a
large circular table into which are set six card carriers. Using a Geneva
movement each card carrier can be carried into six successive positions;
one for each of the five above functions plus one additional for manual
loading and unloading of cards. Each card carrier itself can be rotated through six positions by means of a second Geneva movement and
planetary gear arrangement. Four of the six positions correspond to proper
placement of each of the four dosimeters. The remaining two positions are
*The bar code is known as CODABAR, a product of Monarch Marking Systems,
Pitney Bowes
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Figure 1

Figure 2

The Model 2276 Dosimetry System

The 2276 Dosimeter Card

Figure 4
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Figure 3 The Card Transport Mechanism

The 2276L Control Panel

passed through i.e., not used. In position #1 of the table a card from
the cartridge is transferred to the carrier. In traveling from position
#1 to position #2 the card identification is optically scanned and decoded.
In position #2 the desired dosimeters can be given a programmable radiation
exposure. Position 113 is provided with a "hot finger" so that, if desired,
a pre-read heat cycle can be applied e.g. to empty low temperature TL
traps. Position 114 is equipped with a "hot finger" and phototube so that
the TL can be measured. In position #5 the mechanism lifts the card from
the carrier and inserts it into the receiver. Position #6 at the front of
the instrument provides for manually loading and unloading cards from the
carrier.
All motions are motor driven and monitored by optical sensors. There
are sufficient ~'hardwired" logic interlocks in the Transport Module to
prevent mechanical damage but otherwise all operations are controlled by
the Logic Module acting on sensor indications of system status.
4.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The Model 2276L Logic Module is a microprocessor (16 bit) based system
which allows great flexibility in system operation including remote programming from another computer. The control panel of the Module is shown
in Fig. 4. The "Program Control" keys allow the selection of the dosimeters
to be processed and the sequence of operations to be followed. The LED
associated with each key indicates the operational status. The LED
associated with the dosimeter currently being processed blinks on and off.
The cycle functions which can be selected are EX (expose the dosimeter),
PR (preheat the dosimeter), RD (read the dosimeter) and TR (unload the card
and transmit the information). A second cycle is provided if it is desired
to calibrate the card after a normal readout cycle without removing the
card from instrument. Numerical information concerning the status of the
system is shown in the LED numerical display. The I.D. of the card in any
one of the four positions will be displayed by pushing the appropriate key
in the DATA SELECT column labeled I.D.
The parameters of the functions EX, PR and RD can be selected by
the operatot'. The available EX (expose) function parameter is the time
duration of the exposure of the card to the radiation source. There are
two parameters for the PR (preheat) functian. They are the temperature
and the time duration.
The parameters of the RD (read) function describe the time vs
temperature cycle to which the dosimeter is subjected. The temperature
rises rapidly to an initial value TINIT then increases linearly with time
at a rate, TRT until the temperature reaches a temperature TMAX at which
value the temperature is held constant until the end of cycle {12 seconds
in duration). The value of each parameter can be displayed by pushing
the appropriate TIME or TEMP key in the DATA SELECT bank. It is possible
to enter a new value for any particular parameter in the following manner;
display the parameter to be changed; put the instrument in Panel Mode by
pushing the PAN key of the PROGRAM SELECT bank; choose the new value by
keying it in from the DATA ENTRY numerical keyboard (this value will be
displayed) followed by pushing the ENTER key. It is possible to store up
to six programs by pushing first the store program (SP) key followed by one
of the Program Select keys. There is built into the instrument a representative program which may be recalled by pushing the NORM key of the
Program Select bank. The stored programs may not be recalled or parameters changed when the system is in START mode, i.e., is processing dosimeters.
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Having selected the operating program the system is started by pushing
the System Control START key. The system automatically initializes itself
and begins loading cards from the cartridge when the cycle sequence is begun. When the card is unloaded the I.D. and associated TL data is transmitted to an output device (TTY) or computer via an EIA RS-232C compatible
link. The sequence may be stopped by pushing the STOP key which causes
the loading to cease but continues operating until the instrument is
emptied of cards. The operation of the STEP key results in stopping the
instrument immediately after the heat cycle in progress while the operation
of the HOLD key stops the operation after completion of function in progress for all dosimeters on a card. There are performance tests available.
The operation of the Background (BG) key will integrate the dark current
for the Read cycle without a card present. The Sensitivity key (SENS)
permits integration of phototube current excited by light from
an internal radioactively stimulated phosphor. The operating cycle sequence and parameters may be transmitted to an output device by operating
the TP key of the Program Transfer group.
5.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A low background is achieved by using a thermoelectrically cooled
photomultiplier which is in close optical coupling with the TL dosimeter.
A typical background is 500~R exposure equivalent. The reproducibility of
the TL reading for a given dosimeter exposed to lOOmR is approximately
1.0% (standard deviation). The throughput is 60 cards/hour reading all
four dosimeters (assuming the read function is the rate limiting factor).
Table 1 is a typical data output format and Table 2 is the program
output format.
TABLE 1
000009592
000006441
000008793

1=1309
1=0687
1=1078

DATA OUTPUT FORMAT
1
1
1

2=1186 1
2=0757 1
2=1137 1

3=0766 1
3=0941 1
3=0733 1

4=0747 1
4=0648 1
4=0631 1

The first column in Table 1 is the card identification
number followed by the response of each dosimeter (four
digits plus a range digit).
TABLE 2
DS=l234. Cl=PRT. C2=.
TIME EX=lO.O PR=lO.O
TEMP PR=lOO INIT=250

PROGRAM OUTPUT FORMAT
AUX 1=000 2=000
Rl=Ol.O R2=10.0
RT=30.0 MAX=300

3=000

4=000

In Table 2 the dosimeters to be read are listed together with the cycle sequence. The parameters labeled
AUX are reserved for special options. The temperatures
are in degrees celsius and the times in seconds.

(1)
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Cox, F.M., Lucas, A., Health Physics, Pergamon Press
(1974)
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON THE USE OF A HIGH OUTPUT AUTOMATIC
READER FOR PERSONAL RADIOTHERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS
G. PORTAL - R. PRIGENT - Ph. BLANCHARD - R. CHENAULT
COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE
Departement de Protection
Service Technique d'Etudes de Protection
Section Technique d'Instrumentation et de Dosimetrie
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-aux-Roses -France

A new automatic reader for TL personal dosimeters has been recently constructed in our laboratory. It is a very fast model, able to read 10 complete badges in one minute. It is linked to a mini-computer to improve the
accuracy of the measurements and to obtain an instantaneous processing of
the information. This reader is described and performances are given.
1. THE INDIVIDUAL DOSIMETER PGP 1 (fig. 1)
The dosimeter comprises
and

1) sensitive elements
2) a box
3) a drawer.

1.1. The sensitive elements

We have chosen magnesium activated lithium fluoride containing Na as stabilizing element. This TL material has been previously studied in our laboratory (1 ). Due to the absence of intermediate energy traps, this special kind
of LiF can be reused without regeneration if preheating treatment is used
to empty the low temperature traps. Under these conditions such a phosphor
can be adopted for large scale monitoring without any difficulty.
LiF-Mg (Na) is pressed in the form of small dises (diameter 4.5 mmthickness 0.8 mm) containing no binding agent (2).
The dosimeter can be equiped with :
- two sensitive elements for non-discriminating detection (3)
or :

- four sensitive elements for discriminating detection.

1 • 2. The llrawer
This is the
during use,
It consists
placed. The
1

conveyor system. It is designed to keep the pellets in the box
and to move them to various working positions during the readings.
of a light metal strip with four holes in which the pellets are
drawer is inserted through a slit at one end of the box.

.3. The box

Contains different filters :
- 20 mg.cm- 2 of polyethylene or paper (determination of skin dose)
(determination of body dose)
- 320 mg.cm-2 of plastic
- 1 mm of copper
~energy and incidence determination
- 1 mm of lead
The two first filters are used to determine skin and body doses; the two
remaining filters furnish information on :
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- the thermal neutron dose (7LiF pellet)
- the energy of X rays
and : - an estimation of incidence of irradiation.
2. THE READER (fig. 2)
2.1. Operations
It is a fully automatic system. The badges, stored in a loader, are fed, one
every 6 seconds, onto a mechanical conveyor assembly which carries out the
following operations :
- extraction of the drawer and reading of identification,
-verification of th~ presence of the detectors (or irradiation),
- preheating on a hot plate kept at a constant temperature of 160°C,
- heating on a hot plate kept at a temperature of 260°C and reading,
- cooling of the pellets,
- insertion of the drawer into the box,
- stacking of boxes in another loader to facilitate their storage.
2.2. Heating
To obtain fast readings constant temperature heating systems have been
chosen for the preheating and heating stages. The four pellets are heated
at the same time. If required only two pellets can be read, the two others
being used for integration.
2.3. Reading
The four detectors are read at the same time by four photomultipliers equiped with four light guides water cooled.
3. INFORMATION TREATMENT (fig. 3)
3.1. Individual sensitivity correction
The automatic reader can be equiped with beta 90 (Sr + Y) sources to check
the individual sensitivity of the pellets; this information is stored in
the memory of the mini-computer. When reading the dosimeters, the computer
takes into account the individual sensitivity of each element. Such a system improves the accuracy of the measurements and lowers the price of the
detectors for it suppresses selection for the manufacturer.
3.2. Tests
The reader itself tests the following parameters
- presence of four pellets,
- heating temperature,
- low and high voltage.
3.3. Results (fig. 4)
After reading and interpretation, the results are normally stored on a d~c
Unit. If the computer detects some defects or anomalies, the corresponding
results are stored on a magnetic recorder and they must be analysed by an
operator before storage in the disc unit.
The results of the tests are reported in a document which is then sent to
the customer. With these controls, consultation of the document provides
complete assurance that measurements have been carried out in good conditions.
An example of this document is given in fig. 4.
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3.4. Performances
This automatic reader has recently been made operational, and we provide
below only a first evaluation of its performances :
-speed of reading
10 dosimeters in a minute
- reproducibility
.:!: 3 p.cent
-minimum detectable dose
10 mrads + 3 mrads
maximum detectable dose
1 000 rad;
about 50 times before recalibration
- reuse of the badges
200 to-300 total reuse.
This automatic reader will be used, in the near future, for large scale
routine dosimetry of people not directly involved in work associated with
radioactive risks.
It can be used also for environmental measurements with different adjustements. In this condition de minimum detectable dose corresponds to :
1 mrad .:!: 0.5 mrad.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thermoluminescent materials are very often used for gamma dosimetry. However,
thfY exhibit a response to neutrons and in mixed fields therefore, the results given by these dosimeters must be corrected.
This correction is a function of the detector, of its environment and varies
with the neutron energy (En)• We present here the results obtained recently
in our laboratory for monoenergetic neutrons and combine with these those we
obtained with polyenergetic neutrons (1 ).
2. NEUTRON SOURCES AND DETECTORS STUDIED
2.1. Neutron sources
- polyenergetic sources :
- thermal neutrons (pool reactor TRITON)
- Pu-Be source (10 Ci)
- 252Cf source.
The fluence rate of these sources has been determined by activation measurements or by the manganese bath method.
- monoenergetic neutrons :
Experiments were carried out near a number of installations : Van de Graaff
generators (5 MeV at Cadarache (Cad), 4 MeV at Bruyeres-le-Chatel (B 3) and
3 MeV at the G.S.F. in Munich (G.S.F.)),the neutron generator of the R.D.I.
in Prague (R.D.I.) and the SAMES accelerator of STEP at Fontenay-aux-Roses
(F.A.R.).
In the first two cases the neutron fluence has been determined with the aid
of a directional counter; the energy and fluence at the irradiation point
have been recalculated according to known data (2), (3). At Prague the reaction 56Fe(n,p)56Mn has been used. For calculating the kerma value we have
referred to (4).
The irradiations at Munich were made during the ENDIP experiments organized
in 1975 by EURATOM and the neutron doses considered here are the preliminary results obtained by the Munich team ( 5)( 6)oAt Fontenay many methods have
been used, among others a T.E. chamber.
2.2. Thermoluminescent detectors studied
These were powdered forms of the following
CaS04
- 7LiF
_ natLiF
- Al 2o
3

Dy

Mg

(99,95

%7 Li)

Mg
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They were irradiated in polyethylene tubes (3.9 mm internal diam.; wall
thkkness 1.1 mm; referred to as Pl) and aluminium tubes (3,1 mm internal
diam.; wall thickness 0.9 mm; referred to as Al).
2.3. Dosimeter evaluation
The detectors are evaluated using a LDT 20 (Saphymo Srat) reader standardized in our laboratory using a 60co source. The emitted signal is translated
in terms of dose of gamma 60Co in a unit tissue volume.
2,4. Gamma exposure measurements
Two methods have been used to determine the gamma exposure associated with
the neutron beam at the irradiation point.
- photographic emulsion : according to the method described by Bewley (7)
the emulsion is enclosed in a lead sheath.
-Geiger-Muller counter (Philips 18509) under tin and lead shields (8) with
an additional 6LiF shield.
The neutron response of these dosimeters is very slight and has been
considered here as negligible.
3. THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETER NEUTRON RESPONSE.
3,1, Results
We define the relative response (k) by : k ,..

L - X

--n;-

where L is the dosimeter reading, X is the dose in a unit tissue volume
due to gamma only, DN is the neutron dose (tissue kerma) and k expresses
the neutron response in terms of gamma 60co.
Table 1 presents the results obtained. The powders irradiated under aluminium yield results approaching the intrinsic response. However the relative response obtained under polyethylene more closely represents current
practice.
3.2. Discussion
In general, the relative response of TLD's increases with the neutron
energy (En); the calculated kerma values for the same materials show a
similar trend. Comparison of these two results enables interesting conclusions to be drawn regarding the thermoluminescent yield (9).
In the case En < 3 MeV the intrinsic responses are inferior to 0.02. All
the detectors, except of course natLiF, can therefore be used for gamma
measurements in a mixed field almost without correction, For higher energies
and polyenergetic sources (Cf, Pu-Be) corrections are necessary and become
increasingly important with increasing values of En. This trend is most
marked in Al203 and has suggested an application (10) for total dose
measurements in mixed gamma and 14.7 MeV neutron fields.
Table 1 also shows that the influence of recoil protons (i.e. the difference between the responses obtained using the polyethylene and aluminium containers) is not negligible especially for high values of En. In
this case therefore, it would be desirable to use non-hydrogenous containers.

The authors acknowledge that this study has been partly sponsored by
EURATOM contract N° 065-72-01-PSTC.
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ABSORPTION OF X-RAYS WITH ROENTGEN DIAGNOSTIC ENERGIES
IN THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSE11ETERS
P. Kragh
Institut fur Strahlenhygiene des Bundesgesundheitsamtes
Bo42 Neuherberg/Mlinf'hen, RnndP.srepublik Deutschland
1 . INTRODUCTION
Thermoluminescence dosemeters (TLD) are recently preferred in experiments
for the measurement of gonade doses caused by the radiation exposure in
Roentgen diagnostics (1,2). They are smaller and less fragile than condenser
chambers. Another advantage is the wide range of exposure, i.e. for measurements near the edge of the field, where the expected dose is difficult to
estimate. A disadvantage is the high energy dependence of some detector materials. Thus, CaF -dosemeters have more rarely been applied than the rela2
tively energy-independent but less sensitive LiF dosemeters. However, for radiation qualities in the Roentgen diagnostic field with voltages between 4o
and 13o kV and filtrations with 1.5 to 3 mm Al this energy dependence ist not
very effective.
In the past, little attention was paid to the effect of the detector material
on the attenuation of the energy flux density of the radiation within the detector and its vicinity. The attenuation of the energy flux density in the
detector material influences the response as a function of energy and the response as a function of radiation direction.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE
The measurements were carried out with the HAkSHAW dosemeter Type ~o. 2ooo.
The detecfors, TLD 1oo (LiF) and TLD 2oo (CaF l, are rods (1x1x6mm ) and
2
ribbons ( /8"x 1 /B"xo.o35").
For the determination of the energy dependence, rods were calibrated for several photon energies and radiation directions vertical to the longitudinal axis.
Energy spectra with small'energy distributions were produced by heavy filtration
of the radiation (3). The response as a function of energy is marked by crosslets in Figure 1.
In order to determine the directional dependence, ribbons were calibrated for
two different orientations in the radiation. The quotient of the response for
the two orientations in dependence of the tube voltage is marked by crosslets
in Figure 2.
3. CALCULATION OF THE CALIBRATION FACTOR
The calibration factor was calculated with Monte Carlo Methods from the energy
absorption coefficient and the total attenuation coefficient of the detector
materials (4,5). For the calibration the spectra of Mika and ReiB (6) were used.
Figure 3 gives the results of calculations both for parallel X-ray beams (direction distributions 1 and 3) and for isotropic radiation (direction distribution
2) as a function of the tube voltage. Isotropic distributions are difficult to
realize in experiments. Because the satisfying agreement of measurements and calculations in Figure 1 and 2, corresponding measurements were omitted.
4. RESULTS
For radiation qualities used in Roentgen diagnostic, the dependence of the
dosemeter response from tube voltages above So kV (Figure 3) is small. Much
more critical is the orientation of the detector in the radiation field
(Figure 2 and 3).
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FIG. 1: DOSEMETER RESPONSE RELATING TO THE DOSEMETER RESPONSE AT THE
ENERGY OF co
MEASURED IN AIR
60
Thickness of the dosemeter: 1 mm
Calculations:
Measurements:

+

15
response

1o

5

o,5 ~----------------------------------~--------------T--------,----~~
1o
5o
1oo
15o
2oo
Photon energy (keV)
Generally, the detectorsare calibrated in parallel x-ray beams and not under
conditions practically used. Furthermore, when doses are measured at a patient
during X-ray examination, in most cases neither the spectrum nor the direction
distribution of the radiation at the measuring spot are exactly known. It might
also be difficult to fix the detector every time at the measuring spot with the
same orientation. For measurements under these conditions it can be expected
that the response is similar to that for the isotropic radiation fi~ld. The
mean relative errors due to the direction dependence were calculated for LiF
detectors to be approx. 3% and for CaF detectors to be approx. lo%.The errors
2
due to the dependence from the radiation quality are of the same magnitude.
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RELATION OF 'I'HE DOSEMETER RESPONSES AT RIBBONS ( 3, 2rnmx3, 2rnm
xo,9mm) FOR TWO DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS IN THE RADIAI'ION
FIELD AS A Fill~CTION OF THE TUBE VOLTAGE
Filtration:
1,5 mm Al
Orientation 1 : --+ 0
Orientation 2: B
Calculations:
Measurements: ~

resp<;>nse for orientation
response for orientation 2

+
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~
...

+

+

+

+

+

+
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0
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FIG. 3: DOSEMETER RESPONSE FOR RIBBONS (3,2mmx3,2mmxo,9mm) AS A
FUNCTION OF THE TUBE VOLTAGE AT FILTRATION WITH 3 mm Al
RELATING TO THE RESPONSE FOR THE RADIATION WITH 12o kV
TUBE VOLTAGE AT DIRECTION DISTRIBUTION 1
Direction distribution 1:--+ J
Direction d~str~bution 2: 4 lf
Direction distribution 3: ___.... 0

response
LiF, 1 ~
CaF , 1 '2
LiF,2LiF,3-
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TLD and RPL Dosemeter Performance Criteria for Environmental Monitoring
based on Type Tests and Long-Term Experience
E. Piesch, B. Burgkhard}
Health Physics Division, Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center
Fed. Rep. Germany
1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1966, solid state dosemeters have been applied for the monitoring of
the environment at more than 250 field sites at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center c1J. After exposure periods up to 6 years, the reproducibility
of measurement (2o value) for the background level of 60 mR/a was found to
be in the order of + 4 mR/a with phosphate glasses, + 4 mR/a for a 4 weeks
period with CaF 2 :Dy-and ~ 6 mR/a for a dose rate measurement C2J.
Although dosemeter systems with higher accuracy may be applied now, the properties of different TLD readers even of one type is not comparable because
of variations either in the PM dark current or in the reproducibility, which
may vary by more than a factor 100 and a factor 4, respectively. Accuracy in
the low dose range is mainly affected by the zero reading of unexposed detectors, the uniformity and constancy of the detector response after repeated
measurements, the post-exposure treatment, the annealing method applied as
well as by the period of exposure and the fading.
Therefore, a well founded type test programme has been performed to collect
data about the actual state of the art in TL and RPL dosimetry focussing on
the problem of selection and application of a suitable dosemeter system. The
quality of a system is mainly based on the properties of the individual
reader to such an extent that results of other laboratories with the same
type of reader or the application of evaluation techniques of the current
literature cannot replace an extended performance test with each reader or
dosemeter system.

2. REPRODUCIBILITY
For an application in environmental monitoring, measurements are
made during exposure periods of
several days up to a year which
requires accuracy over the mR
dose range. The reproducibility
found for measurements using
only a single dosemeter are
presented in Fig. 1 as a function of exposure for four of
the seven different dosemeter
systems investigated (s.Table 1),
based on the maximal deviation
within a batch of 10 dosemeters
after individual detector calibration. The lower detection
limit DLDL defined here as the
equivalent exposure for the 3o
value of the dark current
deviation was found to be 0.2,
2 and 8 mR for LiF:Mg,Ti detectors and 10 mR for phosphate
glasses. For exposures higher
than 100 x DLDL a sufficient
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l.Sl 2.4

1) 111111.. deviation of pre-dose due to washing treatment

Table 1: Dosimetric Properties of TLD
n and RPL Systems
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short-time reproducibilty
has been found between
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1.5 % and 7 %.
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values vary from 1 % to
LOWER DETECTION LIMIT
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'
@
low deviations within a
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For the different doseDOSE IN mR
meter systems (Fig. 3),
however, a significant
Fig. 1: Reproducibility vs. exposure
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Fig. 2: Long-term reproducibility
values has been found depending on
the reader (system No. 1,2,3), on
the annealing treatment (system No.
2,4) or on the detector material
(system 4,5).

4

3

2
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Fig. 3: Short-term reproducibility

3. SENSITIVITY
To investigate the effect of the sensitivity of detector material and
reader on the long-term stability in
the lower dose range, the 3a deviation
of the dark current as well as the
zero reading of unexposed dosemeters
after repeated measurements and annealing, respectively, are of interest
(Fig. 4). Especially for high sensitive
TLD readers, for which the zero reading
may be extremely higher than the dark
current, both values must be subtracted
from the dosemeter reading. Annealing
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Fig. 4: Lower detection limit

treatments must be
applied for system 4 and
5 to yield zero readings
below 3 mR, otherwise
apparent doses up to 10
mR will be indicated. In
phosphate glass dosimetry,
on the other hand, the
maximal error due to predose subtraction is in
the order of 10 mR mainly
arising from the washing
treatment.
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During long-term field
exposures, variations
with both temperature and
humidity in the environment may influence the stability of the dose reading.
The dependence of fading on storage time and temperature is presented in
Fig. 5 for LiF:Mg,Ti and CaF 2:Dy ribbons C3J. Improvements in the temperature
and period of post-irradiation treatment before evaluation may reduce the
fading, for instance after 50 days at 50°C
practically to zero for LiF:Na,Mg (see
Fig. 6) or for LiF:Mg,Ti and even for
LiF: Na,Mg
CaF2:Dy c4J to values in the order of 5 %.
On the basis of such preheating treatment,
additional calibration exposures for the
correction of the field fading may be
avoided and errors minimized.
STORAGE PERIOD IN DAYS

Fig. 5: Fading related to 1 day storage at 25°C

o--------"
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5. DOSIMETRIC PROPERTIES
20mm
sroRAGE TEMPERATUR
SO"C
The properties of the dosemeter systems
investigated are presented in Table 1
based on the results of 10 dosemeters
or exposures. The maximal statistical
error of the measurement with a single
Fig. 6: Reduction of fading of
dosemeter (reproducibility) is found
LiF:Na,Mg pellets
to be in the order of 2.5% to 25 %
for 10 x DLDL or between 3 % and 9 % for the measurement of 30 mR depending
mainly on the individual reader. Further errors arise from the uncertainty
for the individual dosemeter calibration of 1% to 4% (1o value), the subtraction of the zero dose in the order of 1.2 mR to 20 mR and the nonlinearity of the reader (s. Fig. 7).
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In addition, appropriate methods of calibration and interpretation must be
applied to reduce systematical errors due to additional non-field exposures
or environmental effects. For instance field exposures behind a Pb shielding
or laboratory exposures with similar dose rates of 10 ~R/h may be used to
correct for flight doses or for the individual fading during the field
exposure c5J.
6. CONCLUSION
The paper discusses difficulties concerning the selection of appropriate
dosemeter systems for an application in environmental monitoring among
others, variations found in the reproducibility and sensitivity even of TLD
readers of the same type.
But even with the best system, there is a principal uncertainty of measurement, if an increase in the natural background dose must be estimated. This
uncertainty is primarily given by the amount of background dose and the
remaining statistical errors of the dosemeter system c6J. For the measurement
of low exposures with a single dosemeter an overall uncertainty of at least
10 % should be considered. Variation with both time and space of the natural
background dose in the order of 15 %may increase the measuring errors and
thus the smallest detectable dose contribution due to the release of radionuclides from nuclear plants. The sensitivity of the dosemeter system does
not improve the uncertainty but affects the exposure period which may be at
least 1 week for CaF 2 :Dy, but more than 3 months or 1 year for LiF:Mg,Ti
and phosphate glasses.
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STABILITE DE DIVERS SULFATES DE CALCIUM RTL DESTINES AUX MESURES
D 1 ENVIRONNEMENT

S. LORRAIN* - R. PIAGGIO BONSI* - G. PORTAL*
*Departement de Protection, STEP/STID, Commissariat a l'Energie
Atomique - B.Po N° 6 - 92260 FONTENAY-aux-ROSES -France -

1. INTRODUCTION.
Les doses dues aux radiations de 1 1 environnement sont faibles; on entreprend les mesures sur des temps longs, fonction aussi de la sensibilite
du detecteur. 11 est indispensable que ce dernier integre alors la reponse
exploitable, sans pertes.
Les sulfates de calcium actives au Dysprosium (Dy) ou au Thulium (Tm) ont
ete choisis a cet effet, parce que ce sont des materiaux RTL tresrensibles.
Divers auteurs ont cependant signale leur instabilite qui peut entratner,
en six mois, une perte de 7% de !'information, d 1 apres ToYAMASHITA et
al. (1 ), voire m~me 30 %, d'apres V.MEJDAHL, (2).
Leur emploi comme dosimetre a necessite la mise au point d'une methode de
determination des stabilites. Une mesure directe valable exige un grand
delai, souvent incompatible avec les conditions d'experience; on l'effectue par contre, a posteriori dans tous les cas.
L'idee d 1 accelerer les processus de "fading" par elevation de la temperature conduit a etudier la decroissance thermique de la RTLo L'experience montre qu'elle obeit toujours initialement a une loi exponentielle,
caracteristique d'une evolution cinetique du 1er ordre; !'identification
phenomenologique au modele de J,T,RANDALL et M.H.F. WILKINS (3) se justifie. La t vie du pic dosimetrique definissant la stabilite du dosimetre
RTL, s'obtient indirectement, en passant par le calcul de l'energie
d 1 activation E et du facteur de frequence s, selon la methode des decroissances isothermes, appliquee par certains auteurs a d 1 autres materiaux
RTL (4) (5).
Ce travail concerne 3 sulfates de calcium de differentes origines : 2
sont prepares au laboratoire (caso , Dy et Caso , Tm); le )erne etant du
4
4
(caso , Dy) commercial.
4
2. RAPPELS THEORIQUES.
Par interaction avec les atomes du crista!, les rayonnements nucleaires
liberent des porteurs de charges (e-,trous) qui diffusent dans le sillage des trajectoires a l'interieur de canaux d'excitation. La particularite du materiau RTL est de fixer a l 1 etat metastable une partie de ces
charges mobiles, dans des sites privilegies ainsi excites a des niveaux
d'energie discrets (pieges). L'apport de chaleur (phonons) comme en TLou de lumiere (photons)commeenE.EoPoS. - chasse ces porteurs bloques vers
des centres de recombinaison luminogenes, d'ionisation opposee, qui preexistent dans le crista! (activateur) a des niveaux energetiques intermediaires, de la bande interdite. Ils sont alors le siege de transition
electronique radiative (phosphorescence), a la condition que l'energie
initiale qui leur est communiquee soit superieure a celle de la bande
caracteristique du crista! la plus proche du piege de depart (bande de
conduction- BC- ou bande de valence-BV).
Les energies d'activation thermique (Ei) des porteurs retenus dans un
m3me piege sont supposees reparties selon une distribution de BOLTZMANNMAXWELL, par analogie a la theorie cinetique des gaz. La probabilite p
I 2-llJ

(s-1) qu 1 a l 1 e- (ou le trou) de quitter son piege de profondeur E(eV) a
la temperature T(°K) est donnee par :
(I)
p(T) = S exp.(-E /kT)
dans laquelle k est la constante de BOLTZMANN et S, un parametre caracteristique du piege, appele facteur de frequence.
A chacun des pies lle la cuur-Le de TL (glow curve) est associe un type de
pieges, done des valeurs particulieres de E et de S.
Si on irradie un materiau RTL qu 1 on maintient ensuite a la temperature
fixe T, un intervalle de temps 6 t, le nombre de porteurs de charge restant pieges est donne par :
N = N0 exp. (-p(T) ./:It)
(II)

N, N0 etant les nombres d 1 e- (ou de trous) p1eges aux temps t et t 0 (origine
des temps) • La methode consiste a suivre la decroissance thermique relative de la RTL du pic principal, a plusieurs temperatures fixes. L 1 analyse
des courbes obtenues montre, qu 1 a toute temperature, celles-ci resultant
de la superposition de 2 exponentielles elementaires a parametres d 1 amplitude constants, mettant ainsi en evidence la presence de 2 niveaux d 1 energie
E1 et E2 • C1 est-a-dire que l 1 on a :
(N/N 0

)

= (N1 /N 0 ) exp(-p1 ·At) + (N 2/N 0 )exp" (-p .b,. t)
2

(III)

La partie experimentale est trai tee en details dans (6).

3. RESULTATS.

Nous avons utilise la methode d 1 ajustement exponential par les moindres
carres, avec ponderation des mesures; celle-ci permet une ser1euse compensation de l 1 erreur statistique. Nos resultats sont rassembles dans les
tableaux ci-joints.

4. CONCLUSION.
La methode des decroissances isothermes de la RTL a permis de montrer que
les pies dosimetriques habituels des CaS04 actives au Dy ou au Tm resultant du recouvrement de 2 niveaux d 1 energie voisins et qu 1 on peut disposer de materiaux a faible fading adaptes auxmesures de l 1 environnement.
L 1 etude, a l 1 ordinateur, de la propagation theorique et statistique de
l 1 erreur experimentale, jusqu 1 a celle de E et de s, est en cours; elle doit
nous donner les limites et les possibilites de principe optimales,de la methode; nous envisageons de l 1 appliquer ensuite a d 1 autres materiaux RTL
utilises au laboratoire. La determination empirique de la reproductibilite
des resultats indique que les valeurs annoncees de E et de S sont connues
respectivemm'ta 3 et 3o% pres" Notre but est d 1 ameliorer cette precision.
Il existe aussi une difference entre les stabilites des sulfates, nettement en faveur des sulfates actives au Dy, comparativement a celui dope au Tm
quia la singularite d 1 inverser l 1 ordre des niveaux E1 et E 2 du Dy.
Nos resultats sont relatifs ala premiere utilisation,du produit neuf. Nous
cherchons a voir par ailleurs l 1 evolution eventuelle de ces caracteristiques,
avec les reutilisations repetees successives (irradiation suivie de recuit).
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T (°C)

N1

I

N

0

I

N

P1(h-1)

0,850
0,834

62
50,8

N2

0

P2(h-1)

a)
b)
c)

o, 155
o, 161

150

a)
b)
c)

o, 163
o, 158
o, 107

0,850
0,832
0,898

1 5 '1
15,4
12,2

0,45
0,53
0,35

a!
b)
c)

o, 162

0,823

6,4

o, 19

140

II

II

0,102

0,900

130

a!
b)
c)

o, 155
0,148
o, 106

0,850
0,845
0,892

120

a)
b)
c)

o, 152
0,150
o, 104

110

a!
b)
c)

o, 1 51
o, 165
o, 109

170

"·

II

II

3,1
3 '1 5

"

"

"

5,5

o, 15
0,075
0,081
0,069

0,845
0,848
0,904

2,5
2,0
1 '9
0,77
0,80
0,50

0,848
0,830
0,906

0,20
o, 19
0,22

0,0052
0,0065
0,0068

0,021
0,03
0,02

Nous donnon~ dans le tableau ci-dessus,les resultats obtenus pour :
a) le Caso4 : Dy FAR- b) le CaS0 : Dy Gommercial - c) le Caso : Tm FAR4
4

Materiau

(Caso ,Dy)
4

Energie d 1 acti- Facteur de fre- Demi-vie a 20°C TM du pic
(ans)
vat ion
quence
(°C)calcu!ee
(x 1 o14s-1)
(eV)
Niv.1
Niv.2 Niv.1 Niv.2
E1
s1
s2
E2

1 ,39

1 ,53

1 '5

2,3

123

20 105

220

260

1 ,36

1 ,47

0,5

0,5

110

8 590

220

260

EAR
Commercial

280
215
4 050
360
0,03
1 ,46
1 ,38
8,0
CaS0 ,Tm
4
F1nalement,les caracter1st1ques theor1ques trouvees pour les n1veaux dos1metriques doubles(E1 et E ) des CaS0 :Dy (ou Tm) sont groupees ci-dessus.
2
4
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MEASUREMENTS OF DOSES IN THE lmrad RANGE BY MEANS OF LiF, CaF
2
AND CaS0 DOSIMETERS AND DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY RESPONSE
4
OF LiF AND CaF
2
N.Vana, H.Aiginger and W.Erath
Atomic Institute cf the Austrian Universities,
Schlittelstrasse 115, 1020-Vienna, Austria

Dosimetric measurements in the millirad and submillirad region
are of growing interest for the evaluation of enviromental
doses as well as for the evaluation of the doses obtained
during an individual procedure of X-ray diagnostics(! ,2) .TLdosimeters offers a special advantage for both purposes as
they are of small size and therefore do not irritate the persons whose radiation hazard has to be monitored. Additionally
the small size of these dosimeters offer a high position sensitivity which is advantageous especially for the above
mentioned application in personnel dosimetry.
Application of LiF(TLD-100) and CaF :Dy(TLD-200) dosimeters in
2
the millirad and submillirad region have been tested. Extruded
chips of TLD-100 and single crystals of TLD-200(6,35 x 6,35 x
0,9 mm3) were used. A modified EG & G-reader with increased
sensitivity was utilized for the evaluation of the dosimeters.
In preparing the dosimeters for measurements in the above
mentioned dose range a special annealing cycle was necessary.
At first the TLD-200 crystals were annealed for half an houer
at 450° in a special oven, after this time the temperatur was
decreased wth a temperature gradient of 30°/h. At the temperature of 430° the TLD-100 chips were inserted in the oven. After
approximately 12 hours a temperature of soo was obtained. Both
types of dosimeters remain for 5 hours at this temperature. The
reproducibility of the annealing cycle is of outmost importance
for the reproducibility of the sensitivity in the low dose
region.
The relative TL-response as a function of the radiation dose
was measured with co-60 gamma radiation. During the measurements electron equilibrium in air or in polyethylene has been
established. The detection limit (net signal = 3 X standard
deviation of the non radiation induced TL-signal) is I mR for
TLD-100 and 50 ~R for TLD-200 (Fig.!).
The energy response of the two types of dosimeters used was
determined in the energy range from I 0 keV to I, 25 MeV. For
the region between 10 keV and 50 keV monochromatic x-rays
were obtained by means of a Bragg-monochromator. The Braggmonochromator - a commercially available x-ray spectrometer reflects selectively monochromatic x-rays from a continous
bremsspectrum of a tungsten x-ray tube. The energy resolution
obtained was 2 - 4%. The photon flux at the dosimeter was
measured with a Ge(Li)-semiconductor detector. From this
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photon flux the actual exposure of the dosimeters has been
calculated. Above 50 keV the filtered bremsstrahlung from a
thick gold target of a Van de Graaff accelerator was used for
the determination of the energy response, The spectrum of the
filtered bremsstrahlung was measured by means of a Ge(Li)semiconductor spectrometer system. A Cs-137 source (662 keV)
and a Co-60 source (1,25 keV) was used to obtain the respectiv~
points of the response curve,
The response function derived was normalized to the response
of Co-60 for the free air measurements. The response function
of the dosimeters covered with polyethylene to establish
electron equ~librium is normalized to the dosimeter response
for Co-60 (4m source detection distance, 6 mm thick polyethylene). Fig.2 shows the energy dependence of the response of
TLD-100, TLD-200 and of the relation: response TLD-200/response
of TLD-100 from the free air measurements. At approximately
35 ~eV the maximum sensitivity occurs: I ,37± 7% for TLD-100,
12,7 ± 7% for TLD-200 and 9,5 ± 67, for the response relation
TLD-200/TLD-100.
Fig.3 shows the energy dependence of the response of TLD-100
between 10 keV and 250 keV for electron equilibrium in air
and in tissue equivalent polyethylene.
The calibrated TLD-209 dosimeters were used for enviromental
dosimetry. Fig.4 presents the readings of the dosimeters
exposeJ for I to 6 hours to the natural bachground radiation,
The slope of the regression line is the enviromental dose rate
of 11,0 ± 1,5 uR/h at the respective laboratory site.
The physical and dosimetric properties of homemade Caso :Dy
4
have been investigated especially the dependence of the
light-output, the sensitivity and thedetection limit on the
Dy-concentration (Table J), The influence of the fading can
be reduced by prannealing for 1/2 hour at 140°C, Therefore
only the main glow peak at 2I0°C remain for the dosimetric
evaluation,

Dosimeter

Sensitivity

Detection
limit
(mrad)

TLD-100

3

TLD-200

50,8

0,05

CaS0 4 :Dy(O,l%)

30,6

0, I.

4

CaS0

33,7

0,2

20

4I,7

0,3

I7

:Dy(0,2%)

4
CaS0 :Dy(0,5%)
4

TABLE
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in the
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Enviromental dose determination
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A TWO TEMPERATURE READOUT OF THERK>LUMINESCENT LiF,
ITS PROPERTIES AND USES FOR PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY
M. Marshall, J.A. Douglas, T. Budd and w.c. Churchill
Environmental and Medical Sciences Division,
Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Harwell, Didcot, Oxfordshire,
OX11 ORA, United Kingdom
1.

INTRODUCTION

Lithium fluoride is used extensively as a thermoluminescent dosimeter for
ionising radiations. As the material is heated a glow curve is produced
consisting of a series of peaks. The peaks normally used for dosimetry
(peaks ), 4 and 5) are read out by heating to a temperature about 24o°C.
However it is well known that there are higher temperature peaks which can
be read out at temperatures about J00°C. For radiations with high LET
(Linear Energy Transfer) these peaks are more prominent than for gamma
radiation (1, 2). In particular, the response of 6LiF to thermal neutrons
depends on the 6Li (n,~)JH reaction where the high LET products substantially enhance the high temperature peaks.
6
When using LiF to detect thermal neutrons the effect of gamma-rays is
normally subtracted using a similar detector of 7LiF which is insensitive
to thermal neutrons. However this use of two detectors, physically
similar, can lead to confusion, particularly in routine use. ~suoli
et al (J) have read out the low and high temperature peaks in LiF
separately and hence obtained thermal neutron and photon doses from the
one detector. Another application of the h~gh temperature peaks has been
for the re-estimation of gamma-ray dose in LiF (4).
This work is concerned with the response of the low
peaks to gamma-rays, X-rays and thermal neutrons at
of readout and analysis will be described. Its use
dosimetry and other applications of this phenomenon
will be discussed.
2.

and high temperature
low doses. The methods
in routine albedo
in personnel dosimetry

METHOD

Extruded LiF chips of TLD-6oo and TLD-700 (The Harshaw Chemical Co)
).2 x ).2 x 0.9 mm are used throughout this work. They are annealed at
400°C for 1 hour, cooled at a few degrees Celsius per minute and followed
by 16 hours at 80°C.
The reader is a Toledo (D.A. Pitman Ltd) which has been modified so that a
TLD can be read out at two temperatures in one cycle. The readout cycle
(in a nitrogen atmosphere) consists of a preheat (1J5°C, 16s), a low
temperature read (240°C, 16s) and a high temperature read (Joooc, 16s)
followed by cooling in the reader to about 100oc (20s). In each part of
the cycle the temperature rises rapidly to a plateau at the indicated
value. The high temperature read is obtained using the Toledo anneal
facility with an external circuit to count the pulses from the internal
analogue-to-digital converter.
The two readout temperatures and times are those used in this work, but
they may be changed slightly to optimise the separation of the high and low
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temperature peaks.
J.

RESPONSE

The ratio of the two readouts has been determined experimentally for gammarays, X-rays and thermal neutrons in TLD-6oo (Table 1). Similar results
are obtained for TLD-700 (apart, of course, from thermal neutrons).

'J_00°C readout
240°C readout

Radiation
Radium y-rays
•
X-rays: 1q8 keY (170)
109 keY (125)
87 keY ( 100)
61 keY (70)
48 keY (55)
JO keY (J5)
Thermal neutrons

•X-rays:
TABLE 1

0.056 + 0.001
0.087
0.006
0.097
0.006
0.108
0.007
0.10q
0.006
0.112 + 0.007
0.099
o.oo6
0.544
0.020

+
+
+
:!:

+
:!:

Mean energy keY (Beak energy keY)

Comparison of Responses at 240°C and J00°C in TLD-6oo

These ratios depend on the annealing conditions and' in particular on the
rate of cooling from 40o0C. Higher rates of cooling (up to ~100°C per
minute) increase the sensitivity of the normal dosimetry peaks (5) but
have a much smaller effect on the high temperature peaks. However if the
ratios are expressed in terms of the ratio for gamma-rays then this ratioof-ratios has been found to be constant.
The relative increase of the J00°C readout for X-rays compared with gammarays· is surprising and is not obvious in the work of Busuoli et al (J).
4.

OOSE MEASUREMENT IN MIXED FIELDS'

For a mixture of two known components (e.g. neutrons and gamma-rays using
6 LiF) we have two simultaneous equations with two unknowns. The solution
for the neutron dose, N, can be written as
N

H- R L
p

= CNH

(1 - 1/S)

mrem

0

.

where H and L are the JOO and 240 C readouts respectively, Rp and flN are
the ratios, respectively, of photon and neutron sensitivities (J00/2400C),
S = RN/Rp and CNH is the sensitivity of the J00°C readout to thermal
neutrons in counts per mrem.
The uncertainty of the value of N can be calcdlated by partial differentiation of the above expression, with respect to the various parameters, and
combining the standard deviations in quadrature
i.e.
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r N2 = (JNf
'fli} 4S7t2

+

(~N
p;) 4 2Rp

+

•••••••·•••••

When the photon energy is unknown the effect on Rp of the photon energy
will increase the uncertainty.
5.

ONE AND TWO TLD READOUT IN ALBEDO DOSIMETRY

Experimental measurements have been made using albedo neutron dosimeters
of the Harvey type (6) on phantoms around .facilities handling plutonium.
The apparent neutron doses and their uncertainties are given in Table 2
for the one and two chip systems.

TABLE 2

Phantom
No.

y Dose
(mrad)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

70
360
1590
210
1820
6o
8o
140
120

Neutron Dose (App. y mrad 240°C)
2 Chip
1 Chip
242 .:!:.
515 +
108 -:;
66 -:;
12673 -:;
174-:;
304 -:;
144 -:;
481

!:

57
109
70
30
2275
44
67
41
98

240 +
571 -:;
0 -:;
91 +
13111 -:;
197-:;
356 -:;
186 -:;
476

!:

13
32
20
11
550
10
16
11
21

Comparison of Dose Calculations by the 1 and 2 chip systems

Although generally not as precise as the two chip system the one chip
method is adequate for personnel dosimetry. To correct the apparent
neutron dose to the true neutron dose for an albedo dosimeter requires a
knowledge of the local spectrum and appropriate calibration factors.
More recent work than the ftbove has shown that with bare chips thermal
neutron fluences of 2 x 10 cm-2 can be measured to a precision of 10~
(1 standard deviation) in a gamma-ray field of 1 rad. For an albedo dosimeter this is equivalent to about 1 rem of 1 MeV neutrons. Doses of 100
mrem can be measured with a precision of about 30%.
6.

DISCUSSION

The variation of the 300/240°C readout ratio with photon energy is
interesting and will be investigated further for two reasons. Firstly it
will help in the understanding of the mechanisms of thermoluminescence in
LiF and secondly it shows promise as a method of estimating radiation
quality using one TLD of 7LiF. The latter can be used to correct the low
temperature readout for the energy response of LiF and to indicate the
radiation quality of an exposure where this is not known, e.g. in personnel
dosimetry using TLD badges for beta-gamma dose estimation.
The precision of the two temperature readout can probably be improved by
optimising the times and temperatures of readout and by studying the
variation in the 300/240°C readout ratios with various annealing conditions.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

6
A two temperature readout of LiF can be used with sufficient prec1s1on for
albedo dosimetry in personnel neutron monitoring. Similarly it can be used
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for measuring thermal neutron flux in a mixed neutron-gamma-ray field
(2 x 1o6 n cm-2 with a relative standard deviation of 10% in the presence
of 1 rad of gamma-rays). Experiments to improve the precision are in
progress.
The ratio of the high to low temperature peaks in thermoluminescent LiF is
dependent on photon energy and will be investigated further.
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THERMOLUMINESCENT BETA DOSIMETRY FOR ROUTINE
PERSONNEL MONITORING
L. Benko, Gy. Uchrin, T. Biro
Institute of Isotopes of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
1. INTRODUCTION
Thermoluminescent dosimetry is gradually receiving acceptance
for extremity dosimetry because of its advantageous properties
compared with,classical methods (1). The production and application of radioisotopes and the handling of nuclear fuel materials require the measuring of doses also in very inhomogenous beta fields of a wide energy range. 'l'hin LiF or LiF in
teflon with a thickness of about 10 mg/cm2 together with a
versatile reader have been mainly used for such purposes (2) •
Some of the readers, e.g. Victoreen Model 2800 used for our
routine personnel gamma dosimetry, are suitable only for chip,
rod and bulb dosemeters. Our work was aimed at developing a
dosemeter, adaptable to the Victoreen Model 2800 Reader, fulfilling the basic requirements for routine beta dosimetry.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The read-out of the dosemeters was carried out by the LiPAnneal program of the reader that includes a preheat to
120 oc, integration between 120 and 250 oc and a heat treatment at 340 oc.
147pm, 204Tl and 90sr-90y sources (Arnersham type PHC.26,
TEC.23 and SIC.l06) were used for beta calibration. The beta
dose rates were determined by an extrapolation chamber with
an error of +5%. The dosemeters were irradiated in a perspex
cylinder with an I.D. of 8 em, at a distance of 10 em.

'
The sensitivity of the dosemeters to X- and gamma-rays
was
measured using standard X-ray spectra and a standardised
60co source, in the National Bureau of Metrology, Budapest.
2.1. Beta sensitivity of hot pressed dosemeters
The TL response of several types of LiF and CaF2:Mn hot
pressed dosemeters have been investigated. The results are
presented in Table 1 and Fig.l.
2.2. Some properties of a thin CaS04:Dy detector
The results obtained with a CaS04:Dy detector developed by
us are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The CaS04:Dy crystals
prepared as in Ref. (3) were ground into a powder w~th grain
size of about 30 ~ and incorporated into a heat-resistant
resin. A layer as thin as about 10 mg/cm2 of this mixture
was fixed on to an ~1 disc, ~6x0.5 mm in size, which served
as a holder. The detectors were ready to use after a 5 min
heat treatment at 300 oc.
The accuracy of the measurements at 100 mrd is better than
~20%, taking into account, beside the usual errors, a one
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month fading effect and the dose and heat history of twenty
times one rd irradiations, too.
The minimal detectable dose is 5 mrd;for practical purposes
the detector may be regarded as energy independent.

Material
LiF

CaF2:Mn

b
c
d
g
e
f

TL resEonse
per mrd
per mR
in 60co in Sr-Y
field
field
1.50
1. 56
2.00
1. 92
1.00
0.90
0.52
0.48
1.48
1. 24
0.66
0.58

~aS04

:Dy
on Al
disc
a

~1
~
=
z

G

ft~

, ...

~ 30

.....

•••

w 20

/

~

.....

b-

<(

/

:'

w 10

:'

0:

0.93

TABLE 1. TL response of
several dosemeters
(symbols a-g refer
to Fig. 1)

,.

,~·

~ 40

-'

0.56

""...... ··

/•

0

/ x CaS(l:Oy on AI disc
c:,. LiF (0.6mm)
o LiF

(0.8mm)

o LiF chip ('(). 76mm)
+ LiF rod (1 mm)
• CaF,:Mnchip(O.
• CaF,:Mn rod (lmm)

200
MAXIMUM BETA RAY ENERGY .keV

FIG. 1. Sensitivity to beta
radiation

2.3. Application for mixed beta-gamma fields
In order to extend the use of our CaS04:Dy detector for the
monitoring of mixed beta-gamma fields, a special combination
of dosemeters and filters was developed (Fig.2). The threeelement dose1neter is placed in a small perspex casing and can
be worn using an adhesive tape or can be fixed teLa perspex
ring.

AI

-1\>mml--+-+

PI> thold ID>nlml-f--f'
Pff'pt'll;

FIG. 2.The three-element
dosemeter

FIG. 3. Beta sensitivity of
the three-element
dosemeter
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FIG. 5. Directional response
of the caso :Dy
4
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FIG. 6. Directional response
of the LiF(l)
element

The LiF dosemters
(Victoreen Model 2600-53) and the filters
were chosen in such a way that the contribution of low
energy photons and hard gamma rays to the TL response of
CaS04:Dy detector could be evaluated. The beta and gamma
sensitivity of the three-element set is given in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4.
The directional response of each dosemeter in the threeelement set was investigated and the results obtained for
Caso :oy and LiF(l) are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
4
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3. DISCUSSION
The development of extremity dosemeters is still in progress
because of the difficulties of the dose measurement of low
energy radiation. The importance of the dose distribution
from the viewpoint of health physics requires in many cases
not only an energy independent dosimetry but also the knowledge of the radiation quality. This could be the case in a
mixed beta-gamma field. A combination of TL dosemeters with
appropriate filters .can meet such requirements (4).
'I'he three-element dosimeter set developed by us is suitable
for dose measurement in pure beta fields with an accuracy of
+10% if. Emax is higher that\ 500 keV; the accuracy is +20%
for Emax values not exceeding 200 keV.
The LiF dosemeters, used in the set, practically do not response even to high energy beta radiation; their response
to gamma radiation differ significantly in the low energy
range. The photon energy below 100 keV can easily be estimated on the basis of ratio of their responses. The knowledge of
the gamma radiation quality allows to correct the response
of the CaS04:Dy detector for the gamma contribution in the
dose and to calculate the true beta dose. In the case when
low energy gamma radiation is excluded, the three-element
dosemeter is suitable for simultaneous measurements of beta
and gamma doses.
Recently, personnel working under well known radiation conditions were supplied with dosemeter sets. The experiences
collected in the practice may lead to further improvement of
our routine extremity dose monitoring.
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DOSIMETERS
K.V. Ettinger, R.W. Rowe, J.R. Mallard, A. Takavar and J. Sephton
Department of Medical Physics,
University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen AB9 2ZD, Scotland U.K.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Early investigations into the feasibility of dosimetry of ionizing
radiations by lyoluminescence (1) concentrated entirely on saccharides;
However, the biologically more important compounds: amino acids,
proteins and nucleic acids have all been found to emit light on dlssolution in distilled water or other solvents following irradiation and are
also suitable for dosimetry.
Like saccharides they can be closely
tissue equivalent and they lend themselves particularly to s~udies of
dose-dependent biological effects of radiation.
Also to be welcomed, is
the potential these materials display for ultraviolet dosimetry.
The general method of lyoluminescence dosimetry and read-out
apparatus have been described previously (2).
2.

DOSE RESPONSE TO GAMMA RADIATION
Of more than twenty amino acids in whom lyoluminescence was
measured (3) the most sensitive were found to be glutamine, glutamic acid,
threonine, valine and phenylalanine, whose dose response curves are
illustrated in fig. 1.
Proteins (simple proteins: protamine, protamine sulphate;
glycoproteins: egg albumin, bovine albumin, human albumin; enzymes:
lysozyme, alkaline phosphatase, trypsin, pepsin) displayed similar dose
responses (4) shown here in fig. 2.
The response of nucleic acids (in the form of sodium salt) is
also linear with no sign of saturation below 400 krad.
However, in
an~biotics streptomycin, gentamycin and oxytetracycline the dose response
is more like a saturating exponential, levelling off at around 300 krad.
Enhancement of light yield may be obtained hy dissolution of the
irradiated biochemicals in solutions of luminol, lucigenin or lophine.
In amino acids magnifications of several thousand times were recorded
which should enable detection of doses as low as 5 rad in the absence of
interfering factors. -An example of such interference is the presence in
some samples of spurious response, even in the absence of irradiation.
This is probably caused hy impuritie~ and products of decomposition.
3.

RESPONSE TO UV RADIATION

It was found that both proteins and nucleic acids exposed to
polychromatic UV radiation in the wavelength range 180 to 370 nm, but
principally at 254 nm, emitted light on dissolution in proportion to the
incident energy fluence up to a limiting fluence varying between 2 and 3
Compare figs. 4 and 5.
·
J.cm-2 according to the material (5).
Sensitization by luminol was again observed and was shown to be linearLv
dependent on concentration, at least in the range 0 - 8 x lo-9 mole.ml-1.
However, the magnification at these concentrations was only several tens
of times, but greater enhancement is certainly possible and should permit
measurement of energy densities of the order of 1 mJ.cm- 2 •
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4. STABILITY OF LIGHT TIELD
Given a linear response to dose in the region of interest, the
radiation effect in a solid state dosimeter must be stable to changes of
temperature and atmosphere and over considerable periods of time,·in order
to be of use for practical dosimetry.
In amino acids the stability of light output following storage of
the irradiated materials in a desiccator at room temperature hac boon
monitored for well over a year.
Valine, which is typical of the amino
acids shows losses of the order of 20% per year (6).
Isothermal
annealing at a variety of temperatures for both short and long periods
was found to slightly increase the emission.
The atmospheric humidity
certainly has an effect on the stability of light output, but an
exposure to a'very humid (90%) environment was required for many days
before a significant (10%) drop in the light yield was observed.
Daylight has little or no effect.
Proteins are, however, slightly sensitive to the UV component of
day light. .Of the proteins, protamine sulphate displayed the most
constant lyoluminescence, with no decay evident after several weeks of
storage at the room temperature.
UV-irradiated proteins displayed relatively rapid exponential
decays of light yield, the half-times varying between tens and hundreds
of hours, depending on the biochemical.
In nucleic acids, on the other
hand, there was a two component decay indicating the presence of two
light emitting species.
The initial decay is swift, with a half-time of
some tens of minutes, but is succeded by an essentially constant level of
light yield for many days.
Bleaching of light emitting species by
visible light was observed in pepsin but not in trypsin.

5. DISCUSSION
It would appear that the source of excitation leading to the
emission of light are reactions of free radicals, induced by radiation
in solid state.
The radicals react in the solution and singlet
molecular oxygen is generated in the process.
Its characteristic
emission has been identified by us in the spectra of lyoluminescence. In
the absence of dissolved oxygen lyoluminescence disappears (6).
It is,
nevertheless, doubtful if transitions of the singlet molecular oxygen
can explain all the features of LL spectra. (7).
ESR studies of free radicals (e.g.(8)) indicate behaviour which is
consistent with the observed dose response and stability measured by
means of lyoluminescence; in particular the formation of two radical
species in DNA is reported, one of which decays in a few minutes, the
other being relatively stable (8, 9).
The Arrhenius plots of the
kinetics of decay of stored radiation effect (log of light yield vs.l/T)
indicate the presence of two distinct processes, with different
activation energies.
In luminal solution the radiation products catalyse an intensely
chemiluminescent oxidation and in this process, which is not yet fully
understood, peroxides may be involved as well as free radicals.
The detectability of the radiation damage in dry amino acids,
proteins and nucleic acids by means of lyoluminescence is greater by
many orders of magnitude than by any other available technique
including ESR .
·
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Clearly, amino acids, proteins and nucleic acids have considerable
potential for highly tissue equivalent lyoluminescence dosimetry of high
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energy and UV radiations as well as for fundamental radio- and photochemical investigations.
Elf use of the appropriate biochemical, accurate determination of
UV action spectra for biological tissues such as skin and cornea would be
possible.
For all radiations, lyoluminescence dosimetry has the particular advantages of simplicity, versatility and low cost.
Similarity
of the composition of tissues to the chemical composition of dosimetric
biochemicals offers a degree of tissue equivalence not attained in ot~er
methods of solid state dosimetry.
The lyoluminescent materials can be
used as dosimeters for neutron irradiations and even for pi-meson beams.
In the latter case, most of the pion energy is transferred to the medium
in interactions with C,O and N nuclei. Using biochemicals as lyoluminescent phosphors there is no difficulty in matching the content of these
elements with that of soft tissues.
The phenomenon of lyoluminescence can also find applications outside the field of dosimetry e.g. in the monitoring and assay of pharmaceuticals for free radicals and degradation following various preparation
techniques and storage.
This work was supported by the National Radiological Protection
Board. (U.K.)
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LYOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETRY WITH SENSITIZERS
K.V. Ettinger, A. Takavar, J.R. Mallard and G. Buchan
Department of Medical Physics,
University of Aberdeen, Scotland, U.K.
l.

INTRODUCTION
It is known, that on dissolution of irradiated organic solids in
water, peroxides, including hydrogen peroxide, can be found in the
solution.
An extremely sensitive technique of measuring minute traces
of hydrogen peroxide is available (1,2,3) and has been applied to
various analytical procedures (4). This technique is based on the use of
luminol, ()-amino-2,3 dihydro-1,4 -phthalazinedione).
The mechanism of
action of luminol is still not fully understood, particularly in the
case of irradiated materials.
One of proposed models is shown in
fig. l.
Another sensitizer, lucigenin (N,N - dimethyl-9,9-biacridinium
dinitrate) has properties similar to luminol (4,)).
We have investigated a technique of lyoluminescence dosimetry in
which irradiated materials were subsequently dissolved in alkaline•
solutions of luminol.
The emitted light was measured and integrated in
a way identical with that used for lyoluminescence dosimetry in pure
water (7).
2.

EXPERIMENTAL

Among the materials which can be used with sensitizers are:
melezitose, rhamnose, sucrose, trehalose dihydrate and aminoacids
(valine, phenylalanine, cystine, threonine and glutamine).
The light enhancement in comparison with dissolution in pure
water is very high and is a function of the concentration of sensitizer
(Figs. 2,3 and 4).
It is advisable to use water equilibrated with air
because of the dependence of the light yield on the dissolved oxygen
pressure (fig.)).
The light yield is a function of temperature; fortunately for
solutions of luminol there is a plateau in the range of room temperatures
(fig. 6) which makes it possible to use these solutions without the
need for better temperature stability than l-2 degrees centigrade.
The light yield vs. radiation dose curves are shown in figs. 4,
7,8 and 9.
The exact shape of the dose curve has not been established
with satisfactory accuracy, and in particular the deviation from
strict linearity appears to depend on the concentration and, perhaps,
type of sensitizer.
This deviation is, however, small and can be
neglected in the range of doses up to l krad.
3 • LIMIT OF SENSITIVITY
The limit of the sensitivity in measurements done with the aid
of sensitizers is set by the presence of self-glow caused by an
oxidation of luminol or lucigenin by the dissolved oxygen.
This selfglow is a function of concentration of sensitizer and it appears that at
very low concentrations of luminol the useful sensitivity limit is
in the vicinity of 1 rad, frequently even lower. ' The self-glow
changes with the alkalinity of the solution approximately in the same
way as the light enhancement (figs. 10 and 11).
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4. SENSITIZED LYOI.UMINESCENCE PHOSPHORS
The most promising technique, as yet, uses specially prepared
lyoluminescent materials containing minute amounts of sensitizer.
This can be achieved by crystallisation of a saccharide from a solution
containing a small amount of added sensitizer.
Because of the nature of molecular lattices, it becomes incorporated in the precipitate.
During dissolution the sensitizer is
present "where the action is" i.e. close to the dissolving material,
and causes strong light emission.
After dissolution, however, the
concentration of sensitizer in the bulk of the solution is too low
to cause any trouble with the self-glow.
Using this technique a very high sensitivity was obtained, well
below 1 rad.
It is important to observe that many sa~les of saccharides and amino acids contain trace quantities of oxidants or other
impurities causing spurious emission of light, even in the absence of
irradiation.
It is therefore necessary to check the lyoluminescent
phosphors for the presence of these i~urities by performing a blank
check, before using them for dosimetry.
It is also recommended to
purify the luminal powder.
The luminal solutions and 11 luminolized11 phosphors emit light
centered on approx. 425 nm; the emission of lucigenin is in the
vicinity of 495 nm.
It permits use of an uncooled bi-alkali photomultiplier in the reader.
All other features of high sensitivity lyoluminescent dosimetry,
like energy response, integrating properties, stability etc. are the
same as for the lyoluminescence technique employing pure water as ~ solvent.
This work was performed with the support of the National
Radiological Protection Board.
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PERSPECTIVES FOR USING LYOLUMINESCENCE IN PHOTON AND FAST
NEUTRON FIELDS
K. J. Pui te
Association Euratom-ITAL, Wageningen, The Netherlands
1 . INTRODUCTION
Dosimetry in the field of radiation protection should be performed with
simple but rei iable measuring systems. In this respect thermoluminescenct
dosemeters have already found wide application (1). In 1973 and 1974 dose
measurements have been reported making use of the effect of lyoluminescence
(2,3). This phenomenon has been observed when for instance saccharides,
after being exposed to ionizing radiation, are dissolved in water. As the
sample dissolves a light signal appears, which is a measure of the absorbed
dose in the materials.
The lyoluminescence technique has also been studied at our institute with
special attention paid to the behaviour of lyoluminescent material irradiated
with low energy X-rays and fast neutrons. Thermoluminescent materials are in
general not useful here (4,5). The results described certainly offer
perspectives for future application of lyoluminescence in the field of
radiation protection.
2. METHODS
The apparatus used for measuring the lyoluminescence (LL) signal is shown in
fig. 1. A glass cup containing 15 mg of the sample is placed above the
closed shutter of a photomultiplier. The cup is covered with a light tight
rubber membrane. After opening of the shutter 4 ml of distilled water is
injected through the membrane into the cup. The light signal which appears
as the sample dissolves gives a peak during the first seconds. The integrated
light output over a period of ten seconds is ~easured. The sensitivity of the
reading system is checked regularly using a 14c light source.
A number of saccharides as mannose, xylose and trehalose dihydrate have been
tested. The mannose (C6H1206) samples from Baker and BDH showed the highest
sensitivity and these have been used for the measurement reported here.
3. MEASUREMENTS IN PHOTON FIELDS
The LL dose response curve of mannose for 60 co gamma rays shows supra1 inearity above 300 rad and reaches a maximum at 100 krad. The dose curve
below 300 rad is given in fig. 2. A linear signal versus dose relat~onship
is compatible with the measured data. The reproducibility of the measurements,
being + 3.5 % for doses above 200 rad, decreases at low doses. Measurements
are in-progress to read doses in the 100 mrad to 10 rad dose range by making
use of a more sensitive LL material, an increase of the weight of the
material and an optimal choice of the cup material and photomultiplier.
The energy dependence of mannose has been measured down to an effective
energy of 40 keV. The data are given in t'ig. 3, together with the theoretical
curve. The energy dependence of mannose is less than that of the thermoluminescent material LiF. The fading of the LL signal at room temperature has
been followed during one year. When the,.LL signal is plotted against the
logarithm of time a straight I ine is obtained. During the first week
following 48 h after exposure tlie,fading amounts to 6%.
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4. MEASUREMENTS IN FAST NEUTRON FIELDS
The dose response curves for neutrons having a degraded fission spectrum,
5.3 MeV neutrons and 15 MeV neutrons are parallel to the 60co gamma curve
for doses above 100 rad. After correction for the gamma contamination of
the neutron beams the LL signal per rad in ICRU muscle tissue has been
calculated (see Table 1). Using the kerma ratio of mannose and ICRU muscle
tissue also the effectiveness of neutron~ in mannose relative to 60co gamma
rays has been calculated. These data show a decrease at higher LET and are
in general agreement with data obtained with the Fricke dosemeter (6,7) and
with ESR measurements on alanine powder (8) for various neutron energies.
neutron energy

lyoluminescence per
rad in ICRU muscle tissue
relative to 60co gamma rays

degraded fission
spectrum, average
energy 1.7 MeV
5.3 MeV
MeV
15

effectiveness of
ggutrons relative to
Co gamma rays

0.24 + 0.02

0.34.:!:. 0.03

0.45.:!:. 0.05
0. 60 + 0. 04

0.63.:!:. 0.07
0.74.:!:. 0.05

Table 1. Neutron data of mannose.
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STUDIES ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NUCLEAR TRACK SPARK COUNTING
Hiroshige Morishima, Taeko Koga, Takeo Niwa, Hiroshi Kawai and
Yasushi Nishiwaki*.
Atomic Energy Research Institute, Kinki University, 3-4-1,
Kowakae, Higashi-Osaka City, Osaka, Japan.
* at present at the International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna, Austria.
1. INTRODUCTION
The fission track counting method using polycarbonate sheet is known to
be very effective fo~ neutron monitoring. The detection unit consists
of a track detector foil placed in contact with a thin layer of fissile
material. When the unit is irradiated with neutrons, fission fragments
from the fissile material layer produce scars or tracks on the detector
foil. The detector foil is then etched by suitable chemical treatment
to enlarge the tracks to etch-pits, which are visible under an ordinary
optical microscope. However visual track counting is a tedious and
time-consuming job. Automatic spark counting of etched track on the
surface of the foil was initiated by Cross W. G. and Tommasino L., and
is applied for neutron monitoring of some nuclear institutes or plants
(1)-(4). We have investigated spark counting characteristics of above
system using polycarbonate detector foils of different thickness and
aluminized polyester sheets of different aluminium thickness for an
electrode.
2, FISSILE TARGET PREPARATION
Thin layer of natural uranium and thorium as fissile targets for neutron
detection were prepared by electroplating on stainless steel plates of
33 mm diameter (electrodeposited area of 24 mm diameter). As the
fissile target for fast neutron monitoring 232 Th, Z38u, Z37Np etc. may
be used. Since the price of Z37Np is high, and natural uranium contains
a small amount of fissile nuclide 2 3 5u, thorium is suitable. Uranium
and thorium electroplatings (10-1000 ~g) were carried out using ammonium
oxalate solution as electrolyte and ethanol at electric current density
of 300 rnA for uranium and 100 rnA for thorium per 4.5 cm 2 , respectively,
in a water bath at 80°C for 3 hours. And then the target discs were
rinsed sufficiently. Electroplating efficiencies of uranium (500 ~g)
and thorium (500 ~g) were about 90% and 70%, respectively at optimum
electric current density.
3. SPARK COUNTING
Five kinds of detector foils were used for comparison, namely, Makrofol
KG 5 ~m, 10 ~m and 20. ~m thick made by Bayer company in \vest Germany,
Panlite 18 ~m thick made by Teijin company in Japan, and Lumirror 6 ~m
thick made by Toray company in Japan. Makrofol KG and Panlite foils
were polycarbonate and Lumirror was polyester. The foil was first
placed in contact with a fissile target described above. This unit
was exposed to neutrons in the UTR-B reactor (1 watt) operated at
Kinki University, Osaka, Japan. The maximum thermal neutron flux in
the center of the graphite in routine operation at 1 watt was about
1.2 x 10 7 n/cm 2 .sec. The fast neutron flux was about one tenth of
thermal neutron flux. However, the thermal neutron flux in the upper
part of the graphite, where samples were irradiated, was about
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5 x 105 n/cm 2 .sec. A gold foil was irradiated with each detector
foil in the reactor in order to compare and ascertain the thermal
neutron flux. For the detection of fast neutron, thorium electroplated
disc was used instead of uranium and calcium metaphosphate was
irradiated with the unit for comparison.
After irradiation the detector foil was separated from the fissile
material and immersed in a 30% KOH solution at 60°C for 20 minutes for
etching. After drying, the etched detector foil was placed between
the two electrodes for spark counting. One of the electrode is a
copper disc of 26 mm diameter and the other is an aluminized polycarbonate sheet with the aluminized side facing the etched ~etector
foil. The thickness of aluminium layer on the sheet is 98 A. To punch
the unperforated etch-pits on the foil, a punching voltage of about
1000 volts for Makrofol KG 10 ~m thick is applied between the two
electrodes. Sparks arise through the etch--pits of the detector foil.
Each spark evaporates aluminium and produces a hole in the aluminized
sheet, covering an area much larger than the size of the hole on the
detector foil. This aluminium evaporation prevents multiple sparking
through the same hole of the detector foil. As the rate of sparks
during punching is too high to count with an ordinary scaler, the
etched and punched detector foil is again placed on another new
aluminized sheet and the sparks are counted with an ordinary scaler at
a lower counting voltage.
4.LINEARITY
The relation between spark count and number of fissions was approximately linear until spark counts of 700 per 4.5 cm 2 as shown in Fig.l.
Deviation from the linear line above 700 counts may be ascribed to the
resolution of scaler used.
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5. COMPARISON OF DETECTOR FOILS
Spark efficiencies were examined for five detector foils of different
thickness as shown in Table 1. Optimum punching and counting voltages
increased as the thickness of detector foils increased. It was found
that spark efficiencies decreased abruptly after the foil thickness
exceed 10 )lm.

Foil

Thickness
(~m)

Punching
voltage
(V)

Counting
voltage
(V)

Spark efficiency
(!'«>.of etch-pits:
1000-2000) (Ofo)

~rofdKG

5

800

500

100

Lumirror

6

700

500

74

~rofoiKG

10

1000

550

77

F&nlite

18

1300

000

28

20

1300

800

Makrofdl(;

8.4

Table 1 Comparison of detector foils.
6. C0!1PARISON OF ALUMINIZED SHEETS
Aluminium hole sizes and spark efficiencies for Makrofol KG of 10 )lm
thick were examined for aluminized sheets of different aluminium
thickness (27.3 -287 A). Aluminium hole dfameter decreases from 196 )lm
(for sheets of 27.3 X) to 146 )lm (for sheet of 237 A) as the aluminium
thickness increases. Spark efficiencies slightly increase several
percent as the aluminium thickness increases (Fig.2).
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7. CONCLUSION
As spark efficiency increases as detector foil thickness decrease, it
'seems that the thinnest ~akrofol KG of 5 ~m thick is the best. But
this is so delicate for handling that ~akrofol KG of 10 ~m thick is
considered to be suitable. Lumirror of 6 ~m thick is stronger than
Hakrofol KG of 5 ~m thick and can be used instead.
As for aluminized sheets, increase of spark efficiency is slight as the
thickness of aluminium layer on the sheet increases. So any aluminized
sheets are considered to be suitable, since aluminium thickness of
sheets does not largely influence upon sparking characteristics.
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NEUTRON DOSIMETRY BY THE SPARK-REPLICA COUNTER
WITH AND WITHOUT ETCHING
L. Tommasino
Lab. Dosimetria e Biofisica
CNEN, Casaccia, Rome-Italy
1. INTRODUCTION
A combination of a fissile radiator and an insulating foil
in which to record damage tracks represents a convenient fast
neutron dosimeter. The spark-replica technique for the rapid
counting of etched fission fragment holes in plastic films has
removed the practical difficulties of determining low neutron
doses (1). Since these neutron dosimeters provide either rad or
rem response and are sensitive, simple and inexpensive, they
are used in several laboratories throught the world. On the
other hand, application to measuring neutron doses by these
counters is possible only for track densities lower than 3000
tracks per square em, which corresponds to a fast neutron
dose of about 10 Rads when Th radiators are used. Other drawbacks arise when good reproducibility is desired, since
troublesome etching conditions are required. Furthermore these
dosimeters can not provide dose measurements at the time of
the exposure and dose rate evaluations when the neutron flux
is time dependent, since chemical etching is required before
the "track detection.
This paper describes a new spark-replica counter, which helps
to overcome these difficulties and avoids chemical etching 4
by counting electrical breakdowns initiated by fission fragment in thin film capacitors. The property that makes thin
film capacitors suited for detection is that fission fragments
induce breakdowns at fields distinctly lower than those due to
the application of field only (2).
2. THE DETECTOR AND THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The detecting element is a thin film capacitor with a few
hundreds Angstroms dielectric film a~d at least one electrode
with thickness less than about 1000 A. In such devices, high
electrical fields are obtained at low applied voltages so that
breakdowns cause limited destruction. Each breakdown produces
by evaporation a hole through the insulator and through the
thin electrode thus avoiding the short-circuit (3).
Fig. 1 shows how simple the breakdown detection equipment is.
A resistor larger than 10 KO is usually placed between the
power source and the capacitor to prevent large destruction
by propagating breakdowns (3). This resistor can be replaced
by any Geiger-Muller-type quenching circuit, capable of fast
removal of the voltage from the capacitor at the time of the
breakdown.
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Basic circuit for breakdown counting
with a thin film capacitor

The electrical pulses produced by the breakdowns can be counted
directly by a scaler and the evapora~ed spots can be observed
by a reflection optical microscope, The thin film capacitors
used here consisted of a degenerate p+ silicon substrate with
a thermally grown silicon dioxide film and a thin aluminum
top electrode. The fission fragment irradiations were carried
out by a thin planar 2~2cf source.
3. RESULTS
In a 380-E-thick silicon dioxide capacitqr with ~50-~-thick
Al top electrode, breakdowns started occurring at applied
fields above BMV/cm. When the capacitor was irradiated with
fission fragments, breakdowns occurred at relatively low
electric fields. The fission fragment breakdown number versus
the applied voltage, after a first steep rise, reached a
plateau and it lied mostly in a range below the voltages for
purely electric fields breakdowns.
At a plateau voltage of 29.5 volts the breakdown counting
was equal, within statistics, to the number of the fission
fragments crossing the Si0 2 film, as determined by cou~ting
damage tracks in a polycarbonate foil. At this applied
voltage and up to 105 events per square em of the capacitor
area, there was a good proportionality between the breakdown
counting and the number of fission fragments crossing the
detector. The average diameter of the evaporated spots on the
Al electrode was about 5 microns. With the increase of the
number of breakdowns a decrease of the sample capacitance is
registered, which indicates that the detector area decreased.
When the breakdown counts were corrected by the capacitanc~
losses this proportionality was extended up to millions of
events per square em of the detector area.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Apart from the detecting element, the thin film breakdown
detector is similar to the spark-replica counter of etchedthrough tracks (1). With the track counter the breakdowns
occur in the gas of etched holes in a few microns thick
plastic film and each breakdown evaporates an aluminum
spot with an average diameter larger than about 100 microns.
In this case the fission fragment counting could be carried
out only up to spot densities of a few thousands per square
em, which spot densities are two order of magnitude lower
than those which can be detected with thin film capacitors.
For the thin film capacitors.such those used here, nonshorting breakdown~ cause collapse of the sample voltage within
a microsecond to less 10-20 V (4). For samples between 300 and
3000
with breakdown voltages between 25 and 250 V, a pulse
of at least a few volts is obtained at each breakdown. Such
pulses do not require amplification and can be counted
directly by a scaler. When compared with the track spark
counter which require chemical etching before the detection,
the thin film capacitors present fast time response.

R
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A fissile radiator such a 238u, 232Th or 237Np foil can be
placed against the thin ele~trode for the detection of
neutron-induced fission fragments. A simple neutron detector
is thus obtained with the only requirements of a thin film
capacitor, a power supply of a few tens of volts and a scaler.
By modern miniaturization and processing techniques, these
components could be packaged in a compact pocket-sized
detecting system, which might be highly valuable for alarm
neutron detection a~d dosimetry.
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PREPARATION ,AX;D :OOSDJETRlC PROPERTIES OF BeO DISCS
USlNG TilElllfALLY S'l'n.JJLATED EXOELlOOTRON EMISSION

K.B.s. Murthy, c •.t.r. sunta and s.D. Soman
Health Physics Division
Bhabha Atomic Reseaxch Centre
Bombay-400 085, India
1.

lll"TRODUCTION

Dosimetry studies using beryllium oxide discs are carried out by a number
of \\Qrkers. After irradiation, the thermoluminescence (TL) or the.I1Dally
stimulated exo-electron (TSE) output of the disc is used to find out the
dose of irradiation. The 1'SE output of BeO discs is generally known to be
quite high and doses of the order of tens of micro-roentgens can be read·
Our observations show that the density and micro-structure of the BeO discs
play a significant role in the TSE output. Gemna.ge ( 1) has studied the
behaviour of the BeO discs obtained from 'Brush Beryllium Co.• These discs
were heated at 1450"C for nearly 600 hours, soaked in water for 100 hours
and dried at 600"0 for 3 hours. This treatment (2) has been reported to be
essential to get high TSE sensitivity and a reasonable stability of the
response to radiation exposure. These discs will be referred to as 'OBNL'
discs in this paper. In our laboratory, ~ are making BeO discs using the
cold compacting and sintering techniques. It has been possible to get
increased density, larger grain size and reduced porocity. This has led
to better TSE response. The dosimetric properties of these BeO discs are
given in this paper.
2.

PREPARATION OF BeO DISCS

Beryllium oxide powder obtained from •Berylco11 - u.s.A. is mixed with 1 wt.%
carbowax in benzene and dried· Cold compacts are made at a presSilre of
190 Kg/cm2 in a 2·54 em die. Thickness of the cold compacts is approximately two mm. Then these are sintered at 1500"0 for two hours in vacuum in
a platinum wound tubular .f'umace. (Initial heating upto 500°0 is slow to
remove the binder). Finally these are resintered in air a:t 1400"0 for 24
hours• This resulted in a density of about 2.2 (!J1ls/cm3. These BeO discs
are designated 'BABC-1 1 •

To increase the density and the gram size in the discs designated
1
BABC-II', the following procedure is adopted. The above mentioned BeO
powder is dissolved in 111 dilute sulphuric acid at ao•c till a saturated
solution is obtained. BeS04 crystallises on cooling the above solution.
BeO is prepared on decomposition and calc~ation of BeS04 at 1000"0 for
three hours in air. By using this oxide and adopting the same sintering
treatment as earlier, BeO discs of density 2.6 f!JDs/cm3 are obtained.
Finally both types of discs (:aABC-I and BABC-II) are annealed at 1400"0 for
24 hours, soaked in water for 15 hours and heated at 500"0 for one hour.
This improved their sensitivity and also a more unifom level of response
is achieved.
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3 • TSEE DETECTOR
To study the TSE phenomenon, we developed a counter, the details of which
are reported in an earlier paper (3). Basically, it is a gas-flow counter
operated in the Geiger-Muller region. A photomultiplier tube is mounted
on the counter cathode opposite the heater position. Simultaneous TL and
TSE of samples can be recorded by this.

4•

RESULTS

It can be seen from Table 1 given below that BARC-I and II discs have
smaller grain size as well as lesser density when compared to the l3eO discs
obtained from ORNL. Also the TSE output of the OBNL discs is more stable
with respect to time. The higher TsE sensitivity as well as stability are
due to larger grain structure and density. Unlike the laborious treatments
given to BeO discs (ORNL) to improve upon density and grain size, it is
possible to reasonably increase the density and grain size in BARC-II discs
compared to BARC-I by using activated lleO powder (4).
No. of TSE
counts per
sq.om. area
of disc
~Dose:20 mR
Oco gamma)

Density
f!111s/cm3

Mean
grain
size

BARC-I

2.2

2

39

2

BARC-II

2.6

1

64 X 10 3

3

ORNL

2.8

20

93 X 10 3

s.No.

Type of
BeO disc

TABlE 1

<;urn)

X

10 3

Values of the density, mean grain size
and TSE output of the different lleO .discs.

In case of the lower density discs made by us (BARC-I), the TSE sensitivity
has fallen oown by a factor of' 2 to 3 in a period of nine months. But the
sensitivity of' the OBNL discs is fairly constant during the same period.
The second batch of lleO discs with larger grain size and higher density
(BARC-II) has improved sensitivity by a factor of 1.6 compared to &Re-I
disc and is also fairly stable over a period of time.

4·1· Figure 1 shows the TL and TSE output of the lleO disc. The TL glow
curve is taken when the lleO disc is given a 60co gamma dose of 170R and the
TSE curve with a dose of 20 mR. For small doses there is no TL response
as in case of TSE and therefore, a high dose was to be given to record the
TL glow curve. The heating rate used to record both the curves is 25•0 per
minute • It can be noticed tbat both the TL and TSE peaks are located
almost at the same temperature (275•0) whereas there is no TSE peak corresponding to the TL peak at about 1ao•c.
Fieure 2 shows the TSE output versus dose ouxve for the BeO disc. The TSE
output is not linear in relation to the dose because at the higher count
rates, counting losses become considerable. Also, when the electron density
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is very high, the suxface charge :repels the electrons.
improved by keeping a grid above the disc maintained at
potential to accelerate the electrons into the counting
presently engaged in providing this facility so that we
results.

4•2•

Doses as low as 40

fR

This can be
a small positive
volume. We are
can get better

can be read with BARC-II as well as ORNL discs•

4·3· A tribo-peak in case of TSE is observed about 6o•c earlier to the TSE
peak. If the discs are not handled carefully, the tribo is un interferring
factor. Particularly when the, disc receives jerks while handling, the
tribo is increased.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In general,exoemissive materials are ionic crystals. The exoelectrons
emitted from their surfaces are usually detected using a particle counter.
The use of these non conductive materials produces a discontinuity in the
electric field between the sample and the anode which disturbs the normal
function of the detector. As such, these materials are unsuitable for radiation dosimetry since one obtains poor reproducibility.
During the last decade these difficulties have been eliminated by m1x1ng
the microcrystalline exoemitter with a powdered electrically conductive
material. The most frequently used is graphite. This technique has expedited the use of reproducible exodosimeters (1 ,2,3).
However the realization of solid compact dosimeters by the classical procedures of compression and sintering the mixtureof exoemitter and graphite,
presents technological problems which are difficult to resolve.
In order to eliminate these difficulties we have replaced powdered graphite
by a material having a good ionic conductivity- ~aluminium oxide
(Na20.11 Al o ). The major advantage of this material is that it may be
sintered (4j. 3Our preliminary results have already been published elsewhere
(5,6). We have mixed this ionic conductor with a-aluminium oxide (Merck),
an excellent exoemitter, which we have studied for a number of years (3,7).
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
These experiments have been carried out using the TSEE* detector and sample
preparation methods described in (3). The exodosimeter comprise :
1) An exoemissive material : Anhydrous aluminium oxide (Merck-extra pure).
This is converted to the a-phase by heating in air at 1200°C (8).
2) A conductive material : This has been chosen after studying different
~-aluminium oxides. The results obtained enabled selection of the following
two types.
(a) ~-aluminium oxide ALCOA superground
(b) ~-aluminium oxide C.G.E. 1/30
3. RESULTS
Merck a-aluminium oxide without addition of a conductive material (graphite
or ~-Al203) shows T.S.E.E. characteristics disturbed by electrical discharge
phenomena (fig.1). These cause a deterioration of the detector anode. On the
contrary, addition of ~-Al203 (50% by weight) enables one to obtain a response which is in every respect identical to that obtained with a mixture

*

Thermally Stimulated Exoelectron Emission.
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of a-Al203 and graphite (3,7). These results demonstrate that graphite can
be replaced by ~-Al203.
The T.S.E.E. glow curves of the two ~-aluminium oxides we have studied
(Alcoa and C.G.E.) are shown in figures 2 and 3.
After sample preparation, triboemission is eliminated by a thermal pretreatment at 700°C in the detector (Methane gas)o
The characteristics obtained with the C.G.E. samples show a much weaker
background noise than those seen with the Alcoa material. With the former
the "signal to noise" ratio is increased by one order of magnitude.
In order to confirm these promising results we have studied the T.S.EoE.
response as a function of the dose as seen is fig. 4. The behaviour shown
is in accordance with that previously demonstrated using the a-Al203 - graphite mixture (3). We have obtained a linear response over the dose range
1 o-1 to 1 o2 rads {log-log plot slope 45°).
The above results have been obtained using microcrystalline aluminium oxides.
Our present studies are directed towards the use of sintered exodosimeter
pellets. Using the latter, preliminary results show a sensitivity* comparable
to that of the powder mixtures. However, the solidity of these dosimeters
is still insufficient and must be improved. Furthermore, to gain the optimum exoemissive characteristics of these pellets, it will be necessary to
study their behaviour after different thermal treatments in vacuum and
controlled gas atmospheres.< This work is now in progress.
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*Sensitivity: the sensitivity of.an exodosimeter is expressed by the
number of electrons emitted from its surface by a unit dose.
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AUTOMATISATION DU CARYOTYPE AU MOYEN D'UN APPAREILLAGE
SPECIALISE DE TRAITEMENT D'IMAGES,
R. Le GO, P. Saint-Jean,

N. Khochtinat, B. De Cosnac,

Departement de Protection
Section de Radiopathologie
Centre d'Etudes Nucl~aires
92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses.
Les Analyses Chromosomiques (AC) touchent actuellement un
champ tres vaste dans diverses disciplines m~dicales : P~dia
trie, G~n~tique, Canc~rologie •••••
L'estimation des dommages au niveau des chromosomes a pris en
Radiopathologie, rang de Dosim~trie Biologique, gr4ce a des
courbes de r~f~rence ~tablies par irradiation in vitro des
lymphocytes sanguins, Mais !'application de ce "dosimetre
chromosomique" tend a s'~tendre maintenant a des nuisances
diverses : toxiques industriels, produits organiques d~vers~s
dans les eaux, etc ••••
Devant cette demande croissante, qu'il est impossible de satisfaire m@me dans le domaine m~dical, et ceci, du fait de la _
lourdeur de la technique des AC, le Service de Radiopathologie
du CEA (Institut de Protection et SQret~ Nucl~aire
·D~parte
ment de Protection) a cherch~ a mettre au point un systeme
destin~ a acc~l~rer les A.C, en introduisant dans leur d~roule
ment des phases automatiques ou l'ordinateur reste contrOl~
par le Biologiste.
Le systeme d'automatisation comporte : un Automate, et un
Logiciel de Calculateur.
L'Automate Sp~cialis~ de Traitement d'Image est un ensemble de
num~risation et reconnaissance de forme. Il comporte un microsc?pe, auquel est soumis une des mitoses s~lectionn~es pour
1 analyse. Une cam~ra TV balaye l'image et son signal,~cr@t~
par un seuil choisi, est num~ris~e et stock~e dans une memoire
MOS de 32 K, apres compression des blancs. L'image d~comprim~e
et recod~e en analogique peut @tre v~rifi~e sur un moniteur
Vid~o.

Le fichier-image stocke, comporte l'~quivalent d'une grille de
400 points 300 lignes, cod~s sur 16 niveaux de gris.
L'Automate comporte plusieurs fonctions:
Une fonction de d~coupe automatique, par laquelle il d~limite
dans le fichier global, ce qui appartient a une seule image de
chromosome. Le petit sous-fichier ou "vignette", cadrant ce
chromosome, peut alors @tre transmis au calculateur associ~,
qui re~oit en outre les r~sultats du traitement fait par
l'A.S.T.I. : surface du chromosome, surface pond~r~e, coordonn~es d'encadrement, coordonn~es dans le fichier global.
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La mise en oeuvre de la fonction de decoupe, peut ~tre automatique ou manuelle : dans le mode automatique, le calculateur
demande la transmission d'une vignette, re~oit le signal de
fin de transmission et effectue sur ce sous-fichier les traitements de son logiciel, puis il demande la transmission de la
vignette suivante ••.•• jusqu'a la fin du fichier global.
Le mode manuel, met en oeuvre un spot lumineux (vecteur)
actionne par le moyen d'un manche a balai, ce qui permet de
designer a la main, l'image a transmettre, ou bien de !'effacer du fichier par masquage temporaire. Le vecteur peut egalement introduire une frontiere decoupant une image en 2 parties
independantes.
Le Logic~el actuellement en cours d'elaboration traite les
images transmises par l'ASTI et en recherche les points caracteristiques permettant d'etablir l'index centromerique de
chaque chromosome. En cours de traitement, la determination
du centromere peut ~tre verifiee et corrigee sur l'ecran de
visualisation.
Lorsque tous les chromosomes de l'image ont ete traites, le
logiciel effectue une premiere classification automatique, et
dessine sur ecran un caryotype.
Il designe egalement un fac-simile de l'image de mitose, telle
qu'elle est vue au microscope, et en numerotant chaque chromosome.
Le logiciel en cours de developpement, est un langage conversationnel, permettant d'introduire aisement les corrections necessaires d'un caryotype propose, afin de le rendre definitif.
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THE EFFECT OF RADIOPROTECTuRS AND IONIZING RADIATION
ON THE cAMP SYSTEM
Yu.B.Kydryaahov, A.S.Sobolev, A.N.Qrekhov, Yu.Yu.Chirkov,
E.N.Goncharenko
Moscow State University, 117234, U.s.s.R.
Studies on the radioprotection effect mechanism have led us
to a concept of' "incre<:~sed radioresistance background" developed
by the moment of irradiation (1969). It was revealed thut one of
the background components consists in a rise of the level 'of endogenous radioprotectors - biogenic amines. However, later stages
of the radioprotection effect mechanism have not been sufficiently investigated. In this connection, of interest is a hypothesis
of the important role of the cAMP s~stem in the mechanism of aminothiole radioprotection effect put forward by Langendorf! (1970).
The present paper provides evidence on changes in the cAMP system
induced by various radioprotectors and ionizing radiations.
Such radioprotectors as serotonin, histamine and dopamine
resulted in a sharp increase of cAMP concentration 1.5 minutes
after the administration to Wister male rats. Addition of the same protectors at the maximum radioprotective concentrations to
adenylate ~clase (AC) preparations proved to be highly conducive
to the cAMP production by the above enz~me. In most instances,
amines had no effect on the activity of cyclic nuoleotide phosphodiester~se (PDE) (Table 1). AET and MEA treatment produced an
increase of cAMP concentration in the tissues under stu~ •'(with
the peak being 1o-15 min. after treatment), however the activity
of AC was not affected, PDE activity being, in some cases, somewhat increased (Table 1). We suggested that an increase of, cA.I4P ·
level under the action of aminothioles in vivo proceeds indirectly, being induced by synthesized and released endogenous amines
(Table 2, see also Mundy et al., 1961; Kulins~, 1970).
We have observed a marked AC activation caused ~ amine concentrations accumulated in the tissues after MEA and .AET administration. The hypothesis that the effect of sulfur-containing
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Table 1
The effect of radioprotectors on the cAMP
Radiopr~J

tector
Tissue

Control

MEA

Al!:T

s~stem

Serotonin Histamine Dopamine

a) In vivo (injection): MEA bitartarate - 400 mg/kg,
AET Br"HBr - 250 mgjkg, serotonin creatinin sulfate 400 mg/kg, histamine base - 106 mgjkg, dopamine "HCl90 mgjkg; i.p. in all cases. In vitro (experiments
with enz3mes): MEA and A}!;T- 5"10-JM, biogenic amines - 5"10-4M;
b) 15 min after radioprotector inject~on; in spleen 1.5 min after biogenic amine injection;
c) P <:. 0.05
radioprotectors on the cAMP s~stem ms mediated by biogenic amines
is supported by thB following evidence: 1. sulfur-containing radioprotectors activate the s~nthesis and increase the level of
biogenic amines; 2. in appropriate concentrations biogenic amines
can activate AC; 3. the cAMP system responds faster to amine injection (1.5 min 8fter injection ad maximum) than to a sulfur-containing radioprotector (10-15 min after injection ad maximum).
Radioprotector-induced initial events in the organism cells ma~
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take the following course: 1. sulfur-containing radioprotector
activates the synthesis and release of biogenic amines; 2. injected
or endogenously synthesized awines are bound by receptorsi 3· AC
is being activated; 4. cAt~ concentration is increased in the c~ll;
5. in resj,lonse to an increase of the cAMP level protein kinases
are activated, this effect not being modulated by radioprctectors
(as was shown in separate experiments). ]'inal cAMP-caused effects
(changes in the processes of DNA biosynthesis, cell divisio1:, etc.'
are believed to be directly involved in the mechanism of their
radio:Protect;ive action (Bacq, 1965; I,ane:onciorff, 1970). The idc>a
of cAMP system involverr:ent in raciioprotr.ctive ef.Zt~c ~ mec:1anisMs,
the fundamentals of whicil wore ,laid in TJa!l~endorff's worl~ (197G),
enables one to recl.uce vario·~:.; radipp~·ot.:.cto.r: efiec i;s to one comruur.
cause.
Ts~Jl.:. ._.
Content of enC.ogeuous aminns ( p.r;/g) in rat tiss.J.es
15 min after radiopro·~ecto:r· injGction
Radioprotector

c~g/kg}

r~~A(400)

Serotonin
small
:. 11t t'1
!:::;pleen
:~ es ne •

3. s:to. 3a)

Cystamine
)
(180)
5.o±o.3a
Control
2.5±0.1a)

Histamine",·
Dopr,mine
spleen
: liver
: small
t
:intestine
6
81
:19.6.!..o.8 6 )
5. 2!o. 3
1e.oto.6 )

5.4±0.3 8 )15.1±1.28 ) 1~.4±1.2a)
.3.4±0.1
9.3±0.7
12.4±0. 2

-

19.4::!:0.3a)
13·9±0.3

a) p < 0.01
'rhe existence of a variety of cAMP system controlled "biochemical processes, essential to the cell, calls for investigations of
the effect of ionizing radiations of the above cell regulation
system since its disfunction may be one of the reasons of the cell
death. Changes in the cAMP system reactivity were pro,red as a result of the experiment 24 hrs after irradiation. The reactivity
was evaluated by a response to isoproterenol - a~ AC activator
(Table 3). Some decrease of stimula·ted AC activity (1 hr aft;er
irradiation) and a drop in the PDE activity developing with time
that
an increased response to
a drop
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in PDE activity.
The data obtained give reason to believe that irradiation
induces a disturbance of the normal cAMP reactivity which affects
the correct response to the signal received by the cell from the
exterior.
Table 3
Effect of X-ray irradiation (800 rad)
on mouse liver cAA~ system
: Control ~=---r~T~~~·m~e~a~f~t~e~r~i~r=r~a~d=i:at~i=o=n=---~~~~-1 hi'
3 hrs
24 hrs
cAMP (pmol per 1 m.g of tissue)
-isoproterenol 1.1tc.1
1. 2to.1
1.2to. 2
1.3t0.1
11.6t1.0b)
+isoproterenola)7.o!0.7
6.ato.7
7.1to.7
AC activity (pmol of
basal activity 39.o!1.8
glucagon
10 U.g/ml

formed per 1 mg of protein per min)
35.9t3.1
37.at2.6
38.Bt1.6

cA~P

PDE activity (pmol hydrol. cAMP per 1 mg of Erotein per min)
12.5to.2
11.7±0.5
1o.Gto.6 )
9.5to.3b)
a) 250 mg/kg, 2 min before decapitation
b) p <. 0.05
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TO THE ACTION HECHANISMS OF

BIOP~OTECTORS

L.V.Alekseeva, A.A.Kudryavtzeva, V.G.Tyazhelova, I.G.Akoev
Institute of Biological Physics, Acad.Sci.
USS~,
Pushchino, Mosc Region, USSR,
142292
The analysis of the data on the action of the means of chemical
protection enabled one to propose a general way of realization
of the protective action of different radioprotectors (I). On
the other hand, a large scatter of natural individual differences in radioresistance of a uniform population of animals (2) made
one to search for physiological mechanisms responsible for these
differences. To do this, two physiological states of the females markedly differring in their radioresistance were investigated. House, rat and guinea-pig females proved to be more radiosensitive in the state of active secretion of estrogens and more
radioresistant (about two times) in the state of active secretion
of progesteron and subliminal secretion of sex hormones (in meta:strus and diestrus) ( 3, 4) .
rhe studies of some metabolic and energetic processes in tissues
Jf the females associated with the sex cycle phases have shown
that in more resistant states the activity of G-6-P-D increases
md the respiration of the mitochondria occurs at a low-energy
level that promotes the recovery ?rocesses. At the same time the
Jroliferative activity of all regenerating tissues of the orga1ism decreases. The radiosensitive ~hases of the females have
;hown a decrease in activity of G-6-P-D, activation of LDH and a
:ransition of the mitochondria to the high-energy state (activi:oxidation and expenditure of reductive equivalents) • At the same
:ime an increase in the proliferating activity of different tissue
;ystems was observed (5).
metabolic states were modelled by means of adaptogens. It
ias found that the injection of ginseng and eleuterococcus over
>rolonged periods (a month) affects the activity of the above
!nzymes and energy-dependent reaction of mitochondria respiration
.n opposite directions. On subsequent irradiation the both adaptorens increased the survival by 20-25%. Probably more essential
1as not the directivity of the activation but the fact itself of
tctivation of glycolysis and Grebs cycle on the one hand, and
~tose shunt on the other. The activation of one direction of
tetabolism is follows by the activation of the other one. Adaptorens exert the protective action only when onjected repeatedly
•ver prolonged periods. During this time a gradual development of
tetabolic and energetic processes enchancing the resistance of
.he animals occurs.
~hese

•rogesterons and estrogens responsible for significant changes in
he radioresistance of the female orqanis~s associated with the
ex cycle were tested as means of ch~ical protection. The estroens exert no protecting effect. On the contrary, they cause an
ncrease in the death percentage. Progesteron proved to be a good
rotector. When irradiating the males 35-40 min after injection
f progesteron the survival increased to 90-95% as compared to
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48-50% in control. When injected to the mice IO days before irradiation, estrogen as many other biochemical and pharmacological
preparations can exert the protective effect. Despite the fact
that in 48 hrs there are no traces in the organism they have
time to exert the activating effect on the adaptive system and
to decrease the percentage of animal death.
When injecting ACTH - adaptation hormon-IS and 30 min before
irradiation, the survival rate of male mice increased to 90% as
compared to 50% in control.
Upon injecting ACTH I, 2 and 24 hrs before irradiation no protection effect was observed, the death of the animals increased.
The injection of ACTH 4 hrs before irradiation gave the best
result. Here survived IOO% mice as compared to 48% in control.
Changes in the radioresistance were modelled also by modifying
the intermediates of the Grebs cycle in order to store the
energy-rich compounds for the postirradiation repair. As protectors potassium salt of the succinic and glutamic acids was tested. The protection effect did not exceed the values peculiar to
bioprotectors - the survival increased to 80% as compared to
50% in control.
Hence, the bioprotectors exerting a general effect on the animal
organism such as ~TH and progesteron proved to be most effective. Biological compounds causing particular limited changes of
metabolism and cellular energetics such as adaptogens, Crebs
cycle modifiers, the compounds activating the ACTH secretion and
development of the general nonspecific resistance were found to
be less effective.
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CHROMOSOME DAMAGES INDUCED BY LOW RADIATION DOSES.
PROTECTION AND SENSIBILIZATION
E.E.GANASSI
Institute of Biological Physics, Acad.Sci. USSR,
Pushchino, Moscow Region, USSR, 142292
The radiation-induced chromosomal structural changes are a final
result of the development and interaction of many processes. One
of the approaches to shed some light on the nature of these processes is a study of quantitative regularities of chemical modification of radiation damage.
The present communication is dealt with the modification of radiation damage of chromosomes at different stages of the cellular cycle. The experiments were carried out on plant and mammalian cells - seedlings of Vicia faba and Crepis capillaris and
Chinese hamster fibroblasts {strain B-IIdii FAF-28) irradiated
with X- or r-rays at a dose rate of 20 r/min in the dose range
25 to 800 r. The chromosomal aberrations were analyzed in
anaphases, early telophases or in metaphases. The material was
irradiated at different stages of the cellular cycle and fixed
at the times determined from radioautographic data. To study
the regularities of the increase in the radiation damage
caffeine {lo-5- 1o-2M), chloramphenicol {7·1o-3M), hydroxy-urea {1o-3M) were introduced before or at different times after
irradiation. The experimental results showed that the increase
of the damage appreciably depends on the stage of the cellular,
cycle, the value of radiation damage, and the time of introduction after irradiation.
So, the studies on the effect of modification on seedlings have
shown that chloramphenicol induces an increase of the damage at
all stages of the cellular cycle whereas caffeine increases the
damage at S and G2 stages and produces no sensibilizing effect
at G1 stage {1). The degree of the increase of the radiation
damage within one stage of the cellular cycle depends on the
value of radiation damage and decreases as the radiation dose
increases.
The treatment with these substances causes levelling off of the
radiosensitivity within the cellular cycle. For example,chloramphenicol levels the differences in the radiosensitivity of the
cellular stages of Vicia faba seedlings whereas in the absence
of chloramphenicol the cellular stages differ in radiosensitivity
1.5-2 times. The effect of caffeine on mammalian cells substantially smooths the difference in the radiosensitivity in G2 and
S stages that in the absence of the modifying agent differ in
the yield of chromatide aberrations by one order of magnitude.
The studies of time parameters of the modification have shown
that the increase of the damage at different stages of the
cellular cycle can occur in different time intervals. So, in G1
and G2 stages the increase of the damage is possible both just
after irradiation and at distant times whereas in S stage the
modification period is limited by a narrows time interval after
irradiation {2). This was found for both plant and mammalian
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cells (3). The time parameters of the modification can be dif- ·
ferent for various compounds. For example, when irradiating
the seedlings of Vicia faba at the postsynthetic stage of the
cellular cycle it was found that chloramphenicol increases the
damage throughout one hour after irradiation~ caffeine acts in
this time interval and is also capable of increasing the damage,
when introduced at the end of the G2 stage whereas hydroxy-urea
increases the yield of the damages only at distant intervals
and exerts no effect when introduced just after irradiation.
While studying the decreasing effect of MEA (1o-3M), AET (1o-3M),
thymidine (lo-3- 1o-2M), adenosine (1o-3M), it was found that
the efficiency of modification also depends on the stage of the
cellular cycle, value of radiation damage and the time of introduction. It was also shown the possibility of postradiation
protection by means of DNA synthesis precursors. In this case
the time parameters of the postradiation modification differ
for various stages of the cellular cycle and correspond to the
time intervals determined when studying the dependence of the
postradiation increase of the damage on the time of introduction.
The treatment with the protectors causes the levelling of the
radiosensitivity throughout the cellular cycle as in the case
of increase of the damage but at a low level of damage. Using
the combined effect of MEA and AET before irradiation and caffeine and chloramphenicol after irradiation it was found that the
protective action does not result in changes of the value of
primary damage. The combined effect of MEA before irradiation
and precursors of DNA after irradiation induce a substantial
increase of the protective action as compared to the action of
each compound taken separately. The analysis of the found regularities of the radiation damage modification enabled one to
conclude that potential damages to the chromosomes induced by
relatively low doses of radiation are retained over prolonged
periods and the end yield of chromosomal aberrations depends
on the repair and its modification.
The scheme of step-by-step formation of chromosome structural
damages including enzymatic repair of their potential damages
is proposed (3).
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PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF VITAMIN C ON
THE RADIATION RESPONSE OF CHINESE HAMSTER OVARY CELLS.
xM. K. O'Connor, X 0 J. F. Malone, +M. Moriarty,
+s. Mulgrew.
x College of Technology, Kevin Street, Dublin 8, Ireland.
o Federated Dublin Voluntary Hospitals, Meath Hospital, Dublin 8.
+ St. Luke's Hospital, Dublin .6, Ireland.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Many chemical and physical agents have been studied with a view to
determining their influence on the radiation response of mammalian cells
(1, 2). Such studies have been undertaken to obtain safe reliable methods
of altering radios~nsitivity, and to acquire understanding of the processes
involved in the development of radiation damage. The agents most
frequently studied include oxygen, known radiosensitisers, metabolic
inhibitors and cytotoxic drugs (1, 2, 3). Toxicity and related problems
renders manipulation of many of these substances in vivo difficult. In
contrast many substances, including common metabolites and metabolic
intermediaries, whose importance in ordinary physiology is well
established, have not been well studied from the point of view of their
influence on radiation response. Thus while radiation protection may
serve as an example of action against modern hazards, the biological base
from which its practice arises is deficient in the above area. In this
paper the influence of Vitamin C on the survival of irradiated CHO cells
is described. A radioprotective effect is observed which may be relevant
in .vivo.
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The methods used are fully described else where (4, 5) and are only
summarized here. Chinese Hamster Ovary Fibroblasts (CHO - Clone A) grown
on plastic tissue culture flasks, in Ham's F - 10 medium supplemented
with 15 per cent calf serum, were used throughout. During experiments,
freshly harvested cells were seeded in new flasks. After one day medium
containing Vitamin C was added. Three days later radiations took place
or the cells were harvested. Three hours after irradiation the cultures
were removed from Vitamin C containing medium, trypsinised and reseeded
at an appropriate concentration for assay of viability by cloning.
Following six days incubation the clones were stained and all macroscopic
colonies scored as viable. Radiations were carried out on a Stabilipan
Unit (250 kVP; 190 rads/min).
Vitamin C was assayed using a modification of the method of Densen and
Bowers (5, 6). The patients examined had presented for treatment of skin
tumours. Biopsy specimens of normal tissues adjacent to the tumour were
analysed for Vitamin C levels. Six grams of Vitamin C per day was administered to one group of patients for 7 days before assay.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 A shows the effect of incubating CHO cells for 3 days in various
concentrations of Vitamin C on cell yield. Levels up to 0.1 mg/ml have
little influence. Above this the yield drops dramatically, and at
0.3 mg/ml is less than the number innoculated. Despite this, Fig. 1 B
shows that the cells still attached to the flask after 3 days have not had
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their capacity to produce viable clones reduced when they are replated
in Vitamin C free medium. Exposure to high levels of the Vitamin
appears to have no significant effect on subsequent plating efficiency.
Growth inhibition or toxic effects of Vitamin C have previously been noted
in tissue cultures at concentrations in excess of 0.05 to 0.35 mg/ml (7).
Antitumour effects of the vitamin and its derivatives have also been noted
in vivo (8).
In Fig.2 survival curves for cells exposed to various Vitamin C concentrations are presented. The most significant effect observed is an increase
in D0 with concentration. Table 1 shows that the D increases from
155 rads for controls to 215 rads for cells irradia~ed in 0.3 mg/ml of the
vitamin. Thus the maximum ratio of the D0 value in a treated culture to
that in controls is 1.4. While this is smaller than the protection
afforded by oxygen it nevertheless represents a considerable increase in
radioresistance (1).
Data on radiation protection may also be presented by reference to a
protection factor defined, for particular radiation dose levels, as the
survival when cells are irradiated in Vitamin C divided by the survival
obtained when the Vitamin is not present. The protection factor for
various doses is plotted as a function of Vitamin C concentration in Fig.3.
The maximum value observed is 6.5 at a dose of 1200 rads and Vitamin C
level of 0.3 mg/ml. It is worth recording that the increase in survival
was accompanied by a macroscopically evident increase in clone size, and
improvement in cell morphology.
Previous studies of the influence of Vitamin C on radiation response are
few. However, a substantial improvement in the survival of rats after
wholebody irradiation has been noted (9). It has also been used in the
treatment of acute post-irradiation effects, though probably not with the
intention of exploiting the effect noted here (10). In radiotherapy there
is no consensus on the Vitamin C levels that should be achieved in the
patient (4). The mechanism of the protective effect can not be deduced
from the experiments reported to date. However two avenues of
investigation, based on radical scavenging and redistribution of cells
through the mitotic cycle suggest themselves (3, 11). The temporal
relationships involved in the effect also need clarification, as the
Vitamin was present both oefore and after irradiation in the experiments
repoy ed here.
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Survival Curves for cells grown for 3 days in medium
containing Vitamin C at the concentration indicated.

The concentrations of Vitamin C specified in the figures is that in the
medium. Table 2 illustrates that tissue levels may be brought into a
range that overlaps the medium concentrations at which a protective effect
is observed. However the plasma level remains relatively low even in cases
given large oral doses of the Vitamin. The table indicates that the lev~ls
of the Vitamin in vivo are susceptible to manipulation. Further work is
needed to clarify whether tissue, or plasma, levels determine the magnitude
of the protective effect to be expected.
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Survival Curve
Parameters.
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REGIME
Home/Hospital
Diet
Home/Hospital
Diet

No. of
Patients

38

Vitamin C Level mg/ml
Normal Tissue
Plasma

0.004

0.045

0.009

-

0.015

0.115

10

6 g Daily Vit.c
Table 2.

Plasma and Tissue Levels of Vitamin C.
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MODIFICATION OF RADIOSENSITIVITY OF DNA-MEMBRANE
COMPLEXES IN MAMMALIAN CELLS BY MEANS OF PROTECTORS
N.B.Strazhevskaya, V.A.Struchkov, R.B.Strelkov,
M.Ya.Ronin, A.Ya.Chizhov
Institute of Biological Physics, Acad.Sci. USSR,
Pushchino, Moscow Region, 142292, USSR;
Brain Research Institute, USSR Academy of Medical
Sciences, Moscow.
Besides DNA itself, tke DNA-membrane complex of mammalian was
found to contain firmly bound RNA, nonhistone proteins and lipids
(I). This complex is shown to be stable in vitro to RNAase, pronase, proteinase K, trypsine, sodium dodecylsylphate, EDTA. However, when treated with phospholipase C or 35% ethanol this
complex destroys to release DNA subunits with the molecular weight
of I-2·I08 daltons. The DNA-membrane complex of mammalian cells is
suggested to consist of DNA subunits of I-2.Io8 dalton (about 400
subunits per one chromosome) connected with each other by lipoprotein linkers (2). Irradiation in vivo acts analogously with
ethanol and phospholipase C: it destroyes the lipoprotein linkers
and releases the DNA subunits from the DNA-membrane complex, this
reaction being accompanied by a very high radiation-chemical
yield (Io5 lipid molecules and Io4 NHP per IOO eV).Therefore in
the DNA-membrane complex there are specific nondesoxyribonucleotide linkers - the critical sites of a lipid nature - which are
primarily damaged by radiation (2).
The physico-chemical criterion of nativity of DNA-membrane complex
is elastoviscosity which we measured on the Struchkov capillary
elastoviscosimeter (3). We suggest the rapidly changes in elastoviscosity of the DNA-membrane complex in irradiated rat tissues
(minutes after irradiation) to be responsible for survival of
cells and the organism as a whole (4). We stated the postirradiation recovery of DNA elastoviscosity in spleen of mice irradiated
with sublethal doses of ISO and 600 rad (5). The protector AET,
when introduced to mice during irradiation at a dose of ISO rad,
produces a marked radioprotective effect on DNA: the DNA elastoviscosity of protected mice was recovered on the third or fourth day
after irradiation whereas that of non-protected - only after I4
days. The spleen of irradiated mice restored its normal weight
slower than DNA its elastoviscosity.
Recently we proposed a new method of radioprotection of mammalian
organisms including humans by means of a hypoxic gas mixture
containing IO% oxygen and 90% nitrogen (HGM-IO) (6). HGM-IO inhaled during irradiation increases survival of the animals (mice,
rats, guinea pigs.dogs, monkeys). In this connection it was
interesting to determine the efficiency of radioprotection of
HGM-IO at the level of the DNA-membrane complex. The experiments
were carried out on spleen and brain of rats. HGM-IO was found
to have a pronounced radioprotective effect on elastoviscosity
of DNA of rat spleen and brain upon the action of radiation at
different doses (50, 200, 500, 900 rad) (7).
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Simultaneously with the biochemical studies we investigated the
radioprotective effect of HGM-IO on the frequency of chromosomal
aberrations of monkey bone marrow and on the mitotic index of
human skin cells produced by local irradiation with I00-200 rad
(7). By the test "chromosomal aberrations" the coefficient of
protection for bone marrow at a dose of IOO rad was 9.I and,
compared to the norm, the mitotic index for human skin cells
was 3.5 and 5.5 times higher under the conditions of radioprotection with HGM-IO at doses IOO and 200 rad respectively.
Based on the facts that HGM-IO, adrenaline and AET themselves
produce prolonged but reversible changes in the DNA-membrane
complex structure (4,7,8), these protectors are suggested to
have a molecular mechanism of action. It is probable that radioprotectors and HGM-IO transfer the DNA-membrane complex into a
radioresistant form by physiological mechanisms. We are now
studying the nature of this transfer which is not only interesting from the theoretical viewpoint but also important for
optimization of the method of radioprotection of human organism
which we have already begun to use since I975.
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THE EFFECT OF CHEMICAL PROTECTION ON THE POSTIRRADIATION
RECOVERY OF SYSTEMS RESPONSIBLE FOR "MARROW" OR "INTESTINAL" SYNDROMES IN MAMMALS
E.D.Plotnikova
Institute of Biological Physics, Acad. Sci. USSR,Pushchino,
Moscow Region, I42292, USSR
The process of recovery of the whole organism of mice after totalbody irradiation with sublethal doses has been studied by the
method of split-dose. irradiation with "marrow" or "intestinal"
death as criteria. Male and female I2-I6 week-old mice F
(CBA x C57BL) were used. Whole-body exposure to I37cesi~ gamma
rays was performed at a dose rate of 450 R/min. The second irradiation (with 3-7 doses) was given at intervals of I to 30 days
after the first dose of 350 R or 500 R without protection or
595 R following an i.p. injection of 350 mg/kg of cysteamine-sphosphate.
In order to study the rate of recovery the residual injury was
estimated (as the difference between isoeffective doses under
single or split-dose irradiation).
A comparison between the patterns of haemopoiectic endogeneous
CFU recovery and the whole organism recovery with "marrow" death
as a criterion was done. In both cases the postirradiation recovery curves are undulating. A characteristic feature of both
processes is the maximal rate of recovery within the first 24
hours. As to the population of haemopoietic stem cells, it 9an
be interpreted by the transition of the quiescent (G ) part of
the cell pool to the proliferative state. During sevgral successive days the decrease of the residual injury level is slower, but
also equal in both cases, in the interval from 4-5 to I5-I6 days
after irradiation the curves diverge and subsequently the difference disappears again.
Our survival data obtained from the study of "intestinal" death
we compared with the data of Withers and Elkind concerning the
dynamics of recovery of CFU in the small intestine. In both cases
the postirradiation recovery curves are undulating and completely
coincident. The small intestine crypt proliferative pool does not
contain such a great fraction of quie~t cells as the haemopoietic stem cell pool. So the maximal recovery rate within the first
24 hours after irradiation in this case might be related with
greater repair of sublethal cell damage. The strict coincidence
of the pattern of whole organism radiosensitivity changes concerning the "intestinal" death with the pattern of crypt CFU number
changes allows us to consider the crypt CFU as a substrate of the
whole organism recovery for the cased the gastrto-intestinal syndrome.
The divergence of analogical curves in the case of the haemopoietic syndrome in our opinion may be interpreted by the superposition of the secondary rise of residual injury in the gastro-intestinal system to the recovery process in the haemopoietic system.
Thus according to our own and reference data the postirradiation

recovery process appeared to be complex involving three stages
with different cell mechanisms as a basis:
I) Rapid recovery within the first 24 hours owing to sublethal
damage repair in stem cells and also by activation (in the haemopoietic system) of the quiescent cell fraction.
2) Whole repair to the initial level die to repopulation of the
stem cell pool.
3) Overshot and succesive undulations of radiosensitivity near
the control level due to regulatory processes in stem cell pools.
The different rates of recovery form a characteristic feature of
the considered process. The gastro-intestinal system recoverR
I,3 times more quickly than the haemopoietic system, this, apparently contributes to a greater relative radioresistance of the
gastro-intestinal system (the LD 50/7 is I,2 times greater than
the LD 50/8-20).
So, the response of the organism of mammals to irradiation under
moderate exposure is essentially determined by the recovery process.
In the radiation protection experiments the residual doses in
the case of haemopoietic system were counted in per cents to the
dose of 350 R in the control and protected animals, because the
DRF was I,7. After irradiation of protected mice with a dose of
595 R the residual injury within the first 24 hours (the first
stage of recovery) is mainly the same as under irradiation of
unprotected mice with a dose of 350 R. In subsequent days (the
second stage of recovery) the decrease in residual injury in
protected and unprotected mice is the same.
During the third stage the recovery of the protected animals
leaves slightly behind the recovery of the unprotected mice and
the undulations of corresponding curves are not quite synchronous.
The recovery of gastro-intestinal system was studied under irradiation with the same dose. But because the DRF for the intestinal
death is only I,3 the residual doses were counted in per cents to
a dose of 460 R in protected animals versus 350 R in unprotected.
After irradiation of protected mice with a dose of 595 R the residual injury becomes equal to that of unprotected animals irradiated with a dose of 350 R within the first stage of recovery.
During the second stage the residual injury disappears in both
cases. The subsequent dynamics of recovery was studied up to the
8th days, when the residual injury is quite different in protected and unprotected mice.
The sharp decrease of residual injury within the first 24 hours
may be accounted for by that the action of the protector consists in either decreasing the primary damage during the exposure or enhancing the recovery process in stem cells of the corresponding system. The protection does not influence the second stage of
the recovery process, which means, that the proliferation rate
of survived stem cells is not changed.
In the third recovery stage of gastro-intestinal system of protected animals there was not registered a secondary rise of residual
injury on the 7th-9th days, as in unprotected animals. A more
early overshot in this stage of haemopoietic recovery was also
noted in protected mice.
The reason of this later fenomenon might be the of superposition
of the secondary rise residual injury in gastro-intestinal system
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to the pattern of haemopoietic recovery in unprotected animals.
As the protection eliminates this secondary rise, it is naturally,
that the residual injury following the pattern of haemopoietic
stem cell recovery.
Thus, the observed differences in the recovery curves of protected and unprotected animals additionally confirm the cell mechanism of mammalian radiation death.
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ETUDE EXPERIMENTAIE 'DEs DIFFERENTS EFFETS OBSERVES
APRES INHALATION DE RADIOEIEMENTS EMETl'EURS ALPHA.
RELATION DOSE - EFFET.
M. MORIN, R.MASSE, J.C. NENOT, H. METIVIER
D. NOLIBE, J.L. PONCY, J. LAFUMA
CEN-FAR, DPr, SPTE
B.P. n• 6 - 92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES

L 1 etude commencee il y a six ans sur l 1 induction de cancers par 1 1 inhalation de radioelements emetteurs alpha chez pres de 1.500 rats est maintenant totalement exploitable.
Nous ne rappellerons pas les techniques d 1 inhalation (1) et de traitement
histopathologique des echantillons (2); ces methodes ont ete decrites dans
de precedentes publications. Les radioelements utilises ont ete les Plutonium 239 et 238 (oxyde et nitrate), 1 1 Americium 241 (oxyde et nitrate),
le Curium 244 (nitrate) et le thorium 227 (chlorure)(3).
Nous observons une difference selon que le radioelement inhale se trouvait
dans le poumon sous forme particulaire ou sous forme monodispersee.
Sous forme particulaire, le radioelement a une retention pulmonaire longue et elevee, mais n 1 a que peu d 1 influence sur les autres organes; sous
forme monodispersee au contraire, son temps de sejour dans le poumon est
court, ma1s la. contamination generale est importante.
Il est evident que, dans le premier cas, nous obtenons s·-·ptout des cancers
pulmonaires, alors que dans le second cas, nous·observons en plus 1 1 apparition de cancers dans le squelette et les autres organes.
La dispersion rapide du 238 Pu, du 241 Am et du 244 em, sous la forme d 1 oxyde ou·de nitrate, entra!nepour une rn@me dose totale un debit de dose eleve
qui raccourcit la duree de vie de 1 1 animal et empeche le devel.oppement des
tumeurs pulmonaires dent 1 1 apparition est assez tardive. Les cancers osseux..
qui ont tendance a metastaser dans 1 1 organisme et particulierement dans
le poumon, apparaissent plus rapidement que les cancers pulmonaires; au
contraire les cancers des tissus mous apparaissent tardivement et nous en
trouverons davantage chez les animaux ayant regu de faibles doses d 1 irradiation et ayant de ce fait une duree de vie plus longue, .done plus proche
de celle des animaux temoins.
A titre d 1 exemple, on observe,avec le Nitrate d 1 Americium-241, que par
rapport a la dose pulmonaire, celles des autres organes sent:
os

~

0.25,

foie et rein=O.l,

tissus mous=0.02
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- TABlEAU 1 Tableau 1 - Cancers pulmonaires (320 cancers)
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-------+-·- .
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244Cm
227Th
238Pu
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Chlo- O:xyde Nitra O:xyde Nitra Nitra Nitra O:xyde Nitra
te + te
te
rure
te
te
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E~MENTS

DIFFUSTBLES

~.

Type
histologique
des tumeurs

l.Bronchioloalveolaire
(pneumocy-)
)
( tes II

2

4

4

40

2.Bronchogenique
( epidcrmoide)

2

4

3

22

3.Sarcome

0

(en rad )

11

4

38

11

32

11

3

45

13

J2

0

3

7

0

j

Incidence des
cancers par
17%
rapport au
( 23 )
lnombre de ratf1
"at risk"
J
Dose moyerme

44

II

1300

0

0

15

I

<

I$
(16)

j
655

I

58%
(12)

78% 32%
99) (244)

I
1295

81%
(27)

37%
(27)

81$
83%
(108) (30)

ll65

. 385.

3920 . 29.75

I
1045

850

Dans ce tableau, nous exprimons nos pourcentages en fonction du nombre
de rats "at risk". c 1 est a dire des rats mourant apres 1 1 apparition du
premier cancer. Nous ne tenons pas compte ainsi des rats morts tr~s jeunes a la suite d 1 une infection. Pour un m@me element, plus la dose d 1 irradiation est elevee, moins on trouve de cancers bronchioloalveolaires.
tandis que le nombre de cancers bronchogeniques augmente.
Les types histologiques dependent aussi de la souche de rats utilisee.
Par exemple, la frequence des sarcomes apres inhalation d 1 actinides est
de 17% chez les Wistar et seulement de 2.5% chez les Sprague Dawley. La
frequence des sarcomes chez le rat semble d 1 ailleurs @tre liee a un
caractere familial, on les trouve souvent groupes dans une m@me fratrie.
La localisation des tumeurs depend peu de la distribution de dose. On

trouve 0,3% de cancers des voies respiratoires superieures avec les actinides qui se deposent dans le poumon profond, alors qu 1 avec le radon qui
se depose dans les voies superieures on trouve seulement 5% de ce m@me
type de cancer, ce qui represente tout de m@me un assez faible pourcentage par rapport aux autres formes de cancers (4).
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- TABIEAU 2 Tableau 2 - Cancers extrapulmonaires (139 Cancers)

I

238Pu
pxyde Nitra
te

241Am
Oxyde Nitra Nitra
te
te +
Tabac

I

llQli

EIEMENTS DIFFUSIBIES
244Cm
Nitra
te

I

DIFFUSIBLES

I

239Pu
Oxyde Nitra
te

I

Sang

2

2

5

3

2

1

0

1

Os

0

4

14

19

8

1

0

1

Tissus Mous

3

1

18

40

13

1

1

0

55%

58%

37%

29%

88%

18%

3%

Incidence des
cancers par
rapport au
nombre de rats
11
at risk 11

10%

!

Nous constatons sur ce tableau la tres faible incidence de cancers extrapulmonaires chez les animaux ayant inhale du Plutonium 239, et, nous retrouvons,comme dans le tableau precedent, le pourcentage tres eleve de
cancers avec le tabac + americium.
Apres inhalation d 1 elements diffusibles, 1/3 des cancers extrapulmonaires
sont toujours des cancers osseux.
Avec le Plutonium-238 et le Curium-244, un second tiers est compose de
cancers du sang, alors qu'avec l'Americium-241, ce second tiers se compose
de cancers de la peau et de 1 1 appreil urogenital.
L 1 inhalation supplementaire de tabac multiplie considerablement les risques de cancers. Dans le poumon, le pourcentage passe de 12% pour 1 1 Am-241
nitrate seul a 71% si on ajoute du tabac; de m@me le pourcentage dans les
autres organes passe de 9% en nitrate seul a 74% avec le tabac dont 40%
dans 1 1 appareil urogenital qui semble particulierement sensible a 1 1 action
combinee du tabac.

ETUDE CINETIQ.UE DES PHENOMENES.
1 - Evolution de la morphologie des cancers.
La mort des animaux a des temps differents pour une m@me dose nous a permis de constater le caractere evolutif des tumeurs pulmonaires. On observe
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toujours, independamment de la dose, une succession d 1 images morphologiques
qui se deroule dans le temps. L 1 apparition des carcinomes malins correspondant a lOa% du temps d 1 evolution, les papillomes ou adenomes benins
apparaissent apres 85% de ce temps et les adenomatoses ou les metaplasies ne sont vues qu 1 apres 7o% de ce meme temps.
Le meme animal peut presenter les trois etapes en different·s points de

son poumon. Plus la dose est elevee et plus la sequence se deroule rapidement. Chez les temoins, on observe la meme sequence mais infiniment
plus lente. L' irradiation se comporte done comme un 11 accelerateur 11
d 1 une evolution naturelle, acceleration liee a 1 1 importance de la dose.
2 - Repartition des tumeurs parmi les groupes d 1 animaux.
Chez les temoins, tous les cancers observes 1 1 ont ete sur des animaux
dont la duree de vie a ete longue par rapport a la moyenne du groupe.
Quand la dose d 1 irradiation augmente, on observe d 1 abord un nombre croissant de tumeurs parmi les animaux mourant parmi les plus jeunes, puis aux
fortes doses, on observe de nouveau que seuls les animaux les plus ages
presentent de nouveau des cancers. Ce fait est du a un phenomene de letalite precoce lie il. la dose et dont 1 1 action est d 1 aut ant plus importante
que la dose est plus elevee.

De toute fagon, on passe toujours par un effet maximum apres lequel si
on augrnente la dose d'irradiation on ne fait que diminuer et meme supprimer 1 1 apparition des cancers; le terrain semble alors 11 sterilise 11
et les cellules cancereuses ne peuvent plus s 1 y multiplier. Cette dose
a effet maximal est variable selon le radioelement. Elle se situe en
dessous de 500 rads pour 1 1 oxyde d 1 Americium-241, le nitrate de curium244 et le thorium; entre 500 et 1.000 rad pour le Plutonium-238 oxyde ou
nitrate, de 500 a 5.000 rad pour le nitrate d 1 Americium, enfin, a partir
de 1.000 rad pour le Plutonium-239·

Cependant, il existe une autre compqsante importante qui est la sensibilite
individuelle. Dans chaque serie, quelques rats, morts tres tot (250 a 300
jours) presentaient des cancers deja tres evolues malgre la faible dose
regue.
3 - Taille des tumeurs.
T etant la taille des tumeurs pulmonaires, nous avons T ( 3 mm de diame1
tre, T2 = 3mm a 5mm, T ~ 5 mm jusqu 1 a un lobe, T 4 ~ "un poumon.
3
N 0 ou N 1 indique la presence ou non de metastases (et non d 1 invasions)
pulmonaires dans les ganglions; P 0 ou P 1 represente 1 1 envahissement
ou non de la plevre et du mediastin. Nous avons enfin M 0 ou M 1 selon
que nous trouvons ou non des metastases pulmonaires dans les autres organes, M 2 etant employe dans le cas de plusieurs cancers de meme type
dans les poumons d 1 un meme rat. (Tableau 3)
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- TABlEAU 3 -

EMETI'EURS ALPHA
PARTICULAIRES
Incidence des T4 et T~ par
rapport aux cancers to aux
Incidence des metastases
ganglionnaires par rapport
a. T4 et T3

.

Incidence des enva.hissements
de la plevre par rapport a
T4 et T

3

i

EMETI'EURS ALPHA
EN SOLUTION

53/ 134
40%

27/ 105
25%

26/ 53
50%

4/ 27
15%

37/ 53
75%

26/ 27
95%

Nous avons une difference de taille des tumeurs pulmonaires selon que
les radioelements emetteurs alpha ont ete inhales sous forme de particules ou sous forme de· solution. Si nous calculons la moyenne des tailles
pour les Plutonium-239 et 238 ( forme particulaire), on obtient un indice
T = 2.5, alors que pour 1 1 Americium (solution) la moyenne de l'indice
est 1.9. Les cancers sont plus gros apres une inhalation de particules
qu 1 apres une inhalation de solution.
Quant la dose croit, la duree de la vie des animaux est raccourcie,
et, d 1 autre part 1 11 apparition des cancers est acceleree. La combinaison
des deux mecanismes explique 1 1 evolution de la taille des tumeurs suivant
la dose. La vitesse de !'evolution de la taille passe par un maximum,puis
decroit aux doses les plus elevees.
De meme, 1 1 invasion pleurale croit avec la dose car elle semble liee ala

taille des tumeurs. Par contre, les metastases ganglionnaires sont liees
a la fois a la dose et aussi au fait que le radioelement a ete inhale
sous forme particulaire.
On observe aux plus faibles doses,qu 1 il existe uncertain pourcentage
d 1 animaux tres sensibles qui presentent des cancers tres precoces, tres
invasifs et metastasant dans les ganglions lymphatiques.

Tous ces phenomenes dynamiques et qualitatifs permettent de penser que la
relation entre la dose et la frequence des cancers ne peut pas etre representee par une fonction mathematique simple.

RELATIONS DOSES-EFFETS POUR IES DOSES INFERIEURES A 5.000 RAD.
Nous regardons ici le nombre de cancers supplementaires par nombre
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d 1 animaux

11

at risk

11

•

Pour le poumon et 1 1 os, on n 1 a pas tenu compte de la frequence naturelle
qui est tres faible (l 0 /oo ), pour les cancers des tissus mous une correction a ete faite tenant compte de la duree de vie des animaux et de
la frequence naturelle qui represente environ l/3 des tumeurs observees
pour la dose la plus faible (3 rads):
141/166 pour 3.200 rad

Poumon

Os

Tissus mous

120/224

II

1.000 rad

13/50

II

350 rad

12/120

II

150 rad

6/15

=

(19 organes)

pour

750 rad

28/130

II

350 rad

4/42

II

160 rad

3/56

II

110 rad

2/103

II

35 rad

20/64

II

25 rad

27/276

II

3 rad

1

Ces donnees montrent qu avec des transplutoniens inhales sous forme soluble,
le risque reel n 1 estpas seulement le cancer du poumon ni l 1 osteosarcome mais
aussi l 1 augmentation de frequence des cancers de tous les organes. Ceuxci regoivent une dose plus faible, mais leur nombre etant eleve, c 1 est
leur somme qui constitue une part importante du risque.
ACTION D1 UN CO-FACTEUR

le tabac).

Dans cette experience, trois groupes d 1 animaux ont ete utilises: un groupe important a inhale du Nitrate d 1 Americium-24l, un autre a inhale de la
fumee de cigarettes, le troisieme a inhale la somme des deux contaminants.

Le dispositif d 1 inhalation de fumee de cigarettes est constitue par une
enceinte etanche, remplie avec de la fumee de cigarette (l cigarette
pour 50 litres). Les animaux restent dans l 1 enceinte 4 fois qui::ze minutes
par jour et ceci pandant quatre mois. Ce dispositif favorise la composante
gazeuse de la fumee de cigarettes au detriment de la phase particulaire.
Les resultats obtenus ont ete:
- Tabac seul

l cancer extra pulmonaire pour 30 rats,

- Americium seul

poumon
56 cancers pour 120 rats
os
16 cancers pour 120 rats
tissus mous
36 cancers pour 120 rats.

- Americium + Tabac
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poumon : 22 cancers pour 30 rats
os
8 cancers pour 30 rats
tissus mous : 13 cancers pour 30 rats.

soit chez les animauoc Americium + Tabac : 43 cancers au lieu des 28 que
1 1 on aurait du observer avec la somme des deux toxiques.
Cet effet synergique est certainement du a la combinaison des mecanismes
d 1 action cancerogene des deux elements et non ala simple additivite de
probabilite de mutation.
Le tabac a, de plus, un effet sur les metastases: pour un meme nombre
de cancers chez des animaux n 1 ayant ete soumis qu 1 a 1 1 inhalation d'Americium-241, on aurait du avoir pour le poumon 0.01 ~u lieu de 3 observes,
pourle squelette 5 au lieu de 7 et pour les tissus mous 1.3 au lieu de 7.

CONCLUSION.
Les radiations alpha ont un double effet: un effet de type initiation et
un effet de type promotion. L 1 effet promotion qui fait intervenir une
notion de vitesse de croissance semble etre 1 1 effet le plus important.
Les radiations accelerent la dynamique de phenomenes latents dans 1 1 organisme.
La forme physico-chimique, particules ou solutions, sous laquelle se trouve le radioelement inhale intervient sur le phenomene "dommage-dose". La
forme particulaire favorise 1 1 extension et 1 1 invasion des tumeurs malignes
specialement vers les cha1nes ganglionnaires.
Une dose e·levee augmente la vitesse d 1 apparition des cancers et favorise
leur croissance, mais intervient aussi sur la morphologie des tumeurs;
nous avons plus de cancers bronchioloalveolaires avec les faibles doses·
d 1 irradiation et plus de cancers bronnhogeniques avec de fortes doses.
Un autre facteur tres important est la sensibilite individuelle. L 1 importance de ce facteur appara1t tres nettement avec les faibles doses
pour lesquelles ce sont souvent les animaux tres sensibles qui sont porteurs de cancers. Ce facteur semble aleatoire et rend improbable 1 1 assimilation de la relation dose-effet a une fonction lineaire.
Des resultats obtenus avec le tabac, on peut prevoir que la combinaison
de 1 1 action des radiations avec celles de certains co-facteurs chimiques
aboutira a un effet de synergie importante; done, si nous voulons dans ces
cas etablir des limites de securite valables, il nous faut conna1tre,
pour chaque polluant le mecanisme par lequel il peut intervenir sur 1 1 apparition des cancers.
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EFFET DE L'ETAT IMMUNITAIRE SURLES CANCfRS PULMONAIRES
. INDUITS PAR L' OXYDE DE PLUTO~IUM
D. NOLIBE, H. METIVIER, R. MASSE~ d. LAFUMA
C.E.A. - DPr/LTE - BP 56r- 92542 MONTROUGE CEDEX

=-=-=-=Les tumeurs pulmonaires induites par contamination a n'affectent, pour une
dose_donn~e. qu'un pourcentage variable des animaux (1) (2). Il est done
poss1ble d'envisager 1 'existence de facteurs individuels conduisant a la
d~finition d'une population a haut risque. Parmi les m~canismes suppos~s.
1 'etat immunitaire de 1 'animal peut ~tre une cause importante dans le d~ve
loppement des tumeurs. En effet une immunosuppression favorise les cancers
transplant~s (3) ou induits par des virus (4). Par centre les r~sultats obtenus lors de 1' induction par des canc~rigenes chimiques sont contradictoires
(5) (6). En deprimant de maniere d~finitive (thymectomie) ou transitoire
(azathioprine) ou, au contraire,en stimulant les capacit~s immunitaires
(BCG) nous avons analyse quelles pouvaient etre les cons~quences sur l'incidence, le type cellulaire et l'invasivit~ des tumeurs pulmonaires radioinduites par 1 'oxyde de plutonium.
MATERIEL ET METHODES
Les rats fen ell es et m~l es sont de souc.Ae Wistar "out bred" el eves en milieu
conventionnel. Les conditions d'empous~ierage par 1 'oxyde de plutonium (239
Pu02) ont et~ pr~cedsnment decrites (7). La dose d~livr~e aux poumons est
est imee en rads.
Les animaux thymectomis~s sont oper~sfmoins de 24 heures apres la naissance,
1 'absence de thymus est contrOlee histologiquement a l'autopsie. Soixante
dix animaux thymectomises et contamines sont compares a deux lots temoins
soit uniqusnent thymectomises (17 a~x) soit exposes mais non thymectomis~s (43 animaux + 195 animaux (2) util;s~s en raison de la parfaite similitude des deux lots).
Les modifications temporaires de l'~tat fmmunitaire des animaux ont ete realis~es en soumettant les animaux pendant quatre mois, a dater du jour de l'inhalation, soit a un immunodepresseur :azathioprine (Imurel-Well~ome) 5 mg/
kg, per os tous les dix jours, soit a un immunostimulant : BCG lyophilis~
(Pasteur) 0,4 mg/kg tous·les 15 jours. Le BCG est administre soit par voie
sous cutan~e (43 animaux dont 3 sont encore vivants) soit par voie intratracheale (39 animaux). Ces animaux sont compares a des lots temoins recevant
les memes traitements, sans plutonium.
Les diagnostics de pathologie pulmonaire sont effectues a partir ~es poumons
coupes in toto. Les m~tastases ainsi que les cancers extrapulmona1res sent
deceles a l'autopsie et confirmes histologiquement. La.taille des tumeurs
pulmonaires (Tl ~ 2 mm, T2 2 a 5 mm, T3 ~ 5 mm ou plus1eurs e~ !4 ~ ~n poumon) l'invasion de la plevre ou des ~anglions locaux sont d~f1n1es hlstologiquement pour chaque tumeur pulmona1re observee.
RESULTATS
1) Incidence des tumeurs
Les resultats obtenus figurent sur le tableau I. Le pourcentage ~·animaux.
portant soit des cancers thoraciques, y compris sarcomes lymphat1qu:s, so1t
des cancers extrathoraciques est exprime par rapport au nombre d'an1maux
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a compter de l'apparition du premier cancer (animaux "at risk"). Afin de con-

troler 1 'homogeneite des groupes, doses et survies moyennes sont calculees
pour chaque lot.
L'immunodepression definitive ou temporaire augmentent 1 'incidence t~morale
de maniere non equivoque pour les doses elevees (> 5000 rads). Par contre
l'augmentation observee a dose moyenne est d'interpretation plus delicate
en raison de la survie accidentellement trop faible du groupe temoin. L'augmentation observee pourrait etre en relation avec la survie moyenne superieure dans .le lot traite. A faible dose (< 1000 rads) aucun effet n'est
mis en evidence.
L'action d'un immunostimulant type BCG produit dans les memes conditions un
accroissement du nombre de tumeurs pulmonaires. Ce resultat est particulierement net lorsque le BCG est delivre localement par voie intra tracheale :
incidence augmentee de 50% bien que la survie moyenne a it diminuee d 'un facteur 2.
L'accroissement du nombre de tumeurs extra pulmonaires tres significatif
dans chaque lot lorsque le temps de survie est suffisamment long (doses moyennes et doses faibles) doit etre interprete en fonction des resultats obtenus
chez les temoins (tableau 2).
Ceux-ci montrent une augmentation significative des tumeurs extrapulmonaires
spontanees apres immunodepression et a moindre degre apres immunostimulation
repetee par voie generale.
2) Type cellulaire
L'analyse histologique des tumeurs pulmonaires apparues dans les differents
lots (tableau 3) indique chez les animaux inmunodepr;mes, une augmentation
du pourcentage de tumeurs epidermoides et sarcomateuses au dessus de 1000
rads. A faible dose on ne note qu'une augmentation des sarcomes.
Le BCG n'entraine egalement que peu de modifications, a 1 'exception de la
frequence plus elevee de sarcomes.
3) Invasivite
Pour des doses et des temps de survie comparables on enregistre un accroissement de la taille et du pourcentage de cancers pulmonaires envahissant
la plevre et les ganglions locaux (tableau 4). Cette action est valable
pour les deux types de tumeurs etudiees. L'invasion ganglionhaire augmente
de plus de 100% apres thymectomie ou azathioprine et demeure en relation
avec l'accroissement de la taille des tumeurs. L'introduction du BCG par
voie cutanee favorise de fa~on comparable 1 'invasivite des tumeurs pulmonaires etudiees.
DISCUSSION
Il a ete montre qu'un certain nombre de tumeurs induites chimiquement portaient des "neoantigenes", de ce fait leur developpement pouvait etre en
partie sous controle inmunitaire. Un tel processus a ete verifie dans le cas
d'adenomes pulmonaires induits par le benzathracene (8). Les resultats obtenus apres inhalation d'oxyde de plutonium montrent egalement qu'une deficience immunitaire, meme pendant une periode limitee de la phase de latence,
favorise l'apparition de tumeurs pulmonaires. Cette augmentation de~ 'incidence tumorale est mise en evidence aux doses moyennes et fortes, ma1s non
a dose faible.
On peut penser que l'ablation thymique (9) de meme que 1 'azathioprine (10)
simulent les processus naturels de vieillissement immunologique et favoriI 330

sent la croissance tumorale en deprimant principalement l 'immunite
tion cellulaire.

a media-

Outre cette action sur l'incidence des tumeurs pulmonaires induites par le
rayonnement.a, thymectomie et immunosupresseurs favorisent l 'apparition de
tumeurs sarcomateuses probablement par un processus de stimulation antigeni que chron i que.
L'augmentation de l'incidence sous l 'action des immunosupresseurs est accompagnee d'une modification des 'types cellulaires et une augmentation de·l 'invasivite. La frequence plus elevee des tumeurs epidermoides peut s'expliquer par les differences d'antigenicite (6) tandis que l'augmentation des
tumeurs lymphoides est l i'ee a une stimulation antigenique classique.
Parallelement on note un accroissement de l'invasivite mesuree par la taille, l 'envahissement pleural ou ganglionnaire. Ce dernier point nous para it
particulierement significatif en raison du role cytotoxique joue par les
ganglions satellites des tumeurs (11).
Les effets facilitants obtenus apres immunostimulation sont a rapprocher
des travaux de BALNER (12) montrant que le BCG favorise le developpement
de tumeurs antigeniques. Par ailleurs les meilleurs resultats obtenus lorsque le BCG est en contact direct avec les lesions tumorales pourrait expl iquer la plus faible invasivite observee lorsque la stimulation est locale.
Toutefois l'incidence demeurant elevee, cette inhibition peut etre egalement due aux modifications du tissu pulmonaire induits par l'injection
intra tracheale du BCG. En particulier le passage lymphatique de cellules tumorales ou la migration des macrophages vers les ganglions pourraient
etre modifies dans de telles conditions.
Ces resultats laissent penser que 1 'apparition de tumeurs n'obeit pas a un
aleatoire en seule relation avec la dose, des facteurs individuels peuvent modifier l'incidence et la capacite invasive des tumeurs,
observees.
·
ph~ncime·ne
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THE ROLE OF ANIMAL TOXICITY STUDIES IN THE
EVALUATION OF HUMAN HEALTH RISKS FROM
INTERNALLY DEPOSITED TRANSURANICS
Roy C. Thompson
Biology Department
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, WA

99352

USA

The extrapolation of animal data to man has always been a problem for those
concerned with human biology. Especially if one is interested in the
effects of toxicants, opportunities for direct observation in man are usually
limited, and approval of planned experiments employing human subjects is
difficult to obtain. In no case are these limitations more restrictive than
for transuranic elements, for which no life-threatening effects have yet
been demonstrated in man. This lack of human experience is coupled with. a
massive public concern over possible future effects of transuranics, which
contrasts sharply with the general public apathy toward a multitude of
present environmental pollutants of clearly established toxicity.
This concern for the transuranics and for other radionuclides has prompted
the expenditure of many millions of dollars (and francs and marks and pounds
and roubles) on studies to investigate their toxicity in animals. Results
of these studies are extensive, and still accumulating, but in many quarters
there is now a reluctance to accept these results as relevant to the prediction of human effects. Thus we find that estimates of health effects from
transuranics, in the United States at least, are based primarily on the
estimates of cancer risk vs. radiation dose as compiled in the BEIR Report
(1); ., ·The BEIR Report estimate• of bone canoer--riaka- "e deriv~d, from b1.1111an
experience with radium and external X-irradiation; the lung cancer risks are
derived from human experience with radon and radon daughters in mines and
from external X- and neutron-irradiation. The BEIR Report relates bone
cancer risk to average radiation dose to bone, which is not pertinent to
transuranic distribution, and relates lung cancer risk to bronchial radiation
dose, which is also not pertinent to transuranics. I would argue that the
extensive animal data on actual effects of transuranic elements -- whatever
the problems of interspecies extrapolation -- are more apt to provide
meaningful predictions than are the human data.
Part of the problem with animal data may be that they are less convincing to
the general public because the uncertainties are more obvious. It is clear
to everyone that a man is not a mouse. It is not so clear to everyone that
when one calculates an average radiation dose to lung, this in no way
describes the pattern of exposure from inhaled plutonium. It is also true,
I believe, that the radiation protection fraternity is less familiar, and
therefore less comfortable, with interspecies extrapolation than with
esoteric dose calculations -- even if these doses are calculated for the
wrong tissues.

..

The problem of extrapolation between species has recei ve.d much attention in
other fields. It has recently commanded increased attention in the specific
area of internally deposited radionuclide effects (2). Very'orten, however,
such efforts focus on quantitative conclusions, to the neglect of qualitative
wisdom. I would maintain that it is more important to gain a general
impression in which one has complete confidence, than a specific "answer" in
which one has little confidence •
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From animal studies with transuranics, I believe we have gained at least two
"general impressions" in which we can have confidence. One of these is that
the transuranics are, indeed, very carcinogenic when inhaled or injected,
and that extreme precautions are therefore justified in efforts to prevent
human expo'sure. The other is that the effects seen are not unusual or
unexpected, in the light of our total understanding of radiation carcinogenesis, and that we can therefore have some confidence in our ability to
understand and effectively control the transuranic exposure hazard. These
are not unimportant conclusions.
One may enlarge upon the "general impressions" noted above. From the total
body of animal data on transuranic element toxicity, qualitative inferences
may be drawn as to the probable organs of major carcinogenic involvement.
These would be lung, following inhalation of any transuranic compound; bone,
following systemic distribution, including inhalation of more soluble forms;
and to a probably lesser degree, liver, following systemic distribution.
Because of the heterogeneous (particulate) localization of plutonium in
the lung, none of the human lung cancer experience can be applied with
confidence to the prediction of plutonium effects. The complex heterogeneity
of distribution also frustrates any realistic dosimetric approach. Under
these circumstances, animal data must be considered the most applicable
information (3). It has been argued that plutonium-induced lung tumors in
animals are of a different type than those most commonly seen in humans, and
that the animal is therefore a poor model for man (1). It would seem more
reasonable to conclude that, since the pattern of plutonium distribution in
the lung is different from that of the demonstrated lung carcinogens for
man, the tumor type should be expected to differ, in man as well as in
experimental animals.
Human experience with radium carcinogenicity in bone is relevant to the
Th1!! is particUlarly-trUe Of the... 224 Ra
data {4). Because of its short half life, 224 Ra irradiates bone surfaces in
a manner similar to plutonium. The applicability of the radium data is
supported by many animal studies attesting to the predictable relationship
between the effects of plutonium and radium {4). Based only on knowledge of
the differing distributions of plutonium and radium in bone, and on assumptions regarding the critical cells at risk, one can estimate the relative
carcinogenicity of plutonium and radium when compared on an average-dose-tobone basis; this amounts to calculating, as best one can, the radiation dose
to the presumed cells at risk {5). I, personally, have more confidence in
the derivation of such a ratio from observed cancer production, in several
animal species, with no assumptions regarding distribution or cells at risk.
One may well question the quantitative applicability of such an animal ratio
to man; one may wish to "correct" the ratio for known physiological differences between the animal and man; but one at least starts from a measurement
of actual cancers, produced by the actual material of concern.
predi~'lii.fm-ef-htlmarr plutonium riBkB;

tt is true that estimates of the carcinogenicity of the transuranics in lung
and bone, whether based on animal data or on dosimetric extrapolation of
observations with other radiation sources in man, are in reasonable agreement
(3,4). The two approaches may therefore be considered to support each
other. There are other instances, however, where the animal data do not
support the dosimetric predictions.
A major fraction of systemically distributed transuranics is deposited in
liver, where, except for rats and mice, it is tenaciously retained. The
average radiation dose to liver in dog and man is equal to, or greater than,
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the dose to bone. Malignant liver tumors are, however, much less frequently
observed than bone tumors in the long-term dog studies (6,7). Whether the
accumulating human experience with Thorotrast-induced liver tumors is
applicable to the transuranics is uncertain, because of the relatively
massive quantities of thorium involved and apparent differences in tumor
type (8).
From dosimetric considerations, the localization of plutonium in bone marrow
and on bone surfaces might be expected to produce leukemias. Malignancies
involving the hematopoietic system have, however, been very infrequently
observed in animal studies (9).
Perhaps the most critical demonstration of the absence of transuranic effect
in experimental animals is that concerned with pulmgnary lymph nodes.
Following inhalation of insoluble plutonium, these lymph nodes accumulate
and retain concentrations of plutonium that deliver radiation doses that may
exceed the dose delivered to the lung by a hundred-fold, but cancers arising
from these lymph nodes are rarely seen; the lung is clearly the critical
organ, though it receives a much smaller radiation dose (10).
Animal toxicity data have also proved invaluable in disposing of the "hot
particle" hypothesis. This contention that particulate plutonium is perhaps
10 5 times as toxic as uniformly distributed plutonium, because of the high
dose in the immediate vicinity of the particle (11), was given little
credence in more informed circles. But, though one might construct elaborate
arguments against it on theoretical grounds, one could not "disprove" it.
However, the many animal experiments that had employed a variety of particulate forms of plutonium, and which showed no unusual toxic effects that
might be attributed to "hot particles", convincingly disposed of the
hypothesis (12,13).
A still unanswered question on transuranic toxicity, to which animal
experiments should provide an answer, is that of age-related sensitivity to
carcinogenesis. Because of rapid bone growth in the very young, and consequent burial of surface-deposited transuranics, it might be predicted that
the period of rapid growth would be one of decreased sensitivity to osteosarcoma induction. However, the presumed increased sensitivity of rapidly
dividing cells, and the longer period available for subsequent cancer development, would suggest the opposite conclusion. Experiments in progress with
rats (14) and dogs (7) suggest that, on an administered dose per kilogram
basis, the very young animal is not more sensitive than the adult, but these
are very preliminary data and much remains to be learned in this area. The
effect of transuranics inhaled at an early age is only just beginning to
receive attention (15).
In conclusion, let me stress that I am not arguing against a continuing
effort to understand radiation carcinogenicity in terms of the basic
mechanisms involved. I would argue, however, that our current understanding
of these mechanisms is not a completely adequate basis, nor is it always the
best basis, for the estimation of risks from many internally deposited
radionuclides. To substitute theory for experiment in these areas may not
only produce the wrong conclusion, but perhaps more importantly may lead to
a false sense of the adequacy of our understanding. Most importantly, it
will discourage the conduct of the very experiments that are vital to the
improvement of this understanding.
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RESPIRATORY TRACT CARCINOGENESIS IN LARGE AND SMALL
EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS FOLLOWING DAILY INHALATION
OF RADON DAUGHTERS AND URANIUM ORE DUST
B. 0. Stuart, R. F. Palmer, R. E. Filipy, G. E. Dagle, K. E. McDonald
Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Battelle Blvd., Richland, WA 99352
1. INTRODUCTION
Uranium ore miners of the Colorado plateau suffer more than 6 times the
normal incidence of lung cancer (1), and their mortality rates due to
pneumoconiosis and emphysema are 5 times greater than in the general
population (2). Inhalat.ion exposures of beagle dogs and rodents to
radon daughters and uranium ore dust were undertaken to determine which
of these uranium mine air contaminants, and at what levels, are responsible for the high incidences of these diseases.
2. BEAGLE DOG STUDIES
Dogs were raised and trained in our laboratory to accept chronic exposures to radon daughters with uranium ore dust (Group 1; 20 dogs), ·
radon daughters with ore dust plus cigarette smoking (Group 2; 20 dogs),
cigarette smoking alone (Group 3; 20 dogs), and sham-smoking (Controls:
Group 4; 9 dogs). Exposures to 500 WL* radon daughters plus 13 mg/m 3
uranium or (MMD 0.6-2.1 ~m, crg 1.8-2.6) occurred 4 hrs/day, 5 days/week
in lifespan studies. Cigarette smoke exposures simulated human smoking
with oral inhalation and nose plus mouth exhalation. Radon daughters
plus uranium ore dust were inhaled in head-only exposures with continuous
radon sampling and twice daily radon daughters sampling. (3)
Minima 1 changes occurred in the respiratory tracts of- ttie coritro frdogs.
Pulmonary fibrosis was prevalent in all Group 1 and Group 2 dogs (Figure 1). It was present as alveolar septal fibrosis in dogs sacrificed
early in the experiment and, after longer exposures, occasionally
involved the major portion of lung lobes. Pleural fibrosis, visible
grossly as gray-white scars, was also severe after longer exposures.
Small subpleural blood vessels were occluded by fibrosis of arterial
walls and intimal hyperplasia in all dogs of these two groups with
exposure histories >40 mo.
Pulmonary emphysema was present in all dogs from Groups 1 and 2. It
ranged from slight vesicular emphysema in dogs sacrificed early to
bullous emphysema in dogs with longer exposures (Figure 1). Subpleural
cavities, occasionally exceeding 1 em in diameter, were present in the
lungs of 11 of 20 dogs from Group 1 and 12 of 20 dogs from Group 2,
appearing several months earlier in dogs that received daily exposure to
cigarette smoke in addition to radon daughters plus ore dust.
The lungs of dogs in Groups 1 and 2 that had exposure histories of >40
months showed a variety of epithelial proliferative changes, including
large areas of adenomatosis, frequently progressing to squamous metaplasia of the alveolar epithelium with atypical cells (i.e., marginated
nuclear chromatin, irregularly shaped nuclei, and decreased nuclear-tocytoplasmic ratio). At >50 months of exposure to radon daughters and
*Working Level: 1.3 x 10 5 Mev of potential alpha energy from radon
daughters per liter of air. WLI4 =Working Level Month; 170 hours in
an atmosphere of 1 Working Level.
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uranium ore dust, lungs from 50% of Group 1 and Group 2 dogs contained
large cavities within the parenchyma, surrounded by bands of hyperplastic
adenomatous epithelial cells. In two of the dogs exposed to radon
daughters with ore dust for 48 and 54 mo, there were epidermoid carcinomas associated with these cavities (Figure 2). The tumors were solitary masses in peripheral areas of single lobes, consisting of irregularly
shaped lobules of nonkeratinizing stratified squamous epithelium, and
were locally invasive into. adjacent alveoli. Another epidermoid carcinoma appeared in a dog exposed to radon daughters plus uranium ore dust
for 54 mo, consisting of a well-circumscribed mass composed of anaplastic
cells and numerous mitotic figures {Figure 3). Three other primary lung
tumors, bronchiolo-alveolar carcinomas, were present in three dogs of
Group 1 exposed for 51, 54, and 54 mo. The tumors were solitary masses
associated with distal bronchioles, and were locally invasive into
adjacent alveoli. A bronchiolo-alveolar adenoma, composed of a papillary
proliferation of epithelium, was found in a dog that also had epidermoid
carcinoma. A fibrosarcoma was present in the right apical lobe of the
lung from another Group 1 dog exposed for 54 mo. A bronchiolo-alveolar
carcinoma was present in a Group 2 dog exposed for 52 mo. Two dogs of
Group 1 and one dog of Group 2 had squamous carcinomas with apparent
origins in the nasal mucosa. A progression of changes in this time from
metaplasia to neoplasia was ~emonstrated with increased exposure times.
Total radon daughter exposure histories associated with these nine lung
tumors and three nasal tumors were 10,200 to 13,400 WLM.
3. RODENT STUDIES
In preliminary studies in this laboratory, SPF Wistar rats received wholebody inhalation exposures to 6000-7500 WL of radon daughters with 18 mg/m 3
uranium ore dust for 90 hrs/week {4). Radon, radon daughters and uranium
ore dust measurements were performed as in the beagle dog studies. The
first of 16 animals died at 52 days after the beginning exposures, having
accumulated 9400 WLM of radon daughter exposure. Mortality reached 50% at
110 days, with a total of 29,400 WLM. Histopathologic examination
revealed radiation pneumonitis, septal fibrosis, alveolar lining cells
sloughed into alveolar lumena, and macrophage proliferation. Atypical
nuclei of alveolar septal cells were apparent. Bronchiolar epithelial
hyperplasia and squamous metaplasia of nasal epithelium were common in
these rats. Severe suppurative laryngitis, bronchitis, and tracheitis
were frequent and may have been important contributing factors in the
deaths of these animals. No malignant tumors were found, perhaps due to
abbreviated survival times.
In a subsequent study, the same species of rat received inhalation
exposures to 5400-7400 WL of radon daughters with 17 mg/m 3 of uranium
ore dust for 6 hrs/day, 5 days/week. The first animal died at 80 days
after beginning exposures. Mortality reached 50% at 156 days, with
total radon daughter exposure of 23,000 WLM. Several rats showed
extreme squamous metaplasia of pulmonary alveolar epithelium with keratin
pearls, but without evidence of vascular invasion. These lesions were
classified as preneoplastic. One of the 16 rats had a pu.lmonary squamous
carcinoma with evidence of vascular invasion at a total exposure of
24,500 WLM. Squamous metaplasia of nasal and turbinate epithelium
occurred, and rhinitis was also present. Squamous metaplasia was
moderate to severe in laryngeal, tracheal, and bronchiolar epithelium.
Other pulmonary changes included radiation pneumonitis and emphysema.
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In recent studies, groups of 32 rats received inhalation exposures for
periods of 84 hr per week to aerosols consisting of 900 WL of radon
daughters wfth 15 mg/m3 uranium ore dust or to laboratory air (controls).
Exposures were continued for 150 days, and both groups were subsequently
held for lifespan observation. Mortality patterns of rats exposed to
radon daughters with ore dust showed 50% survival at 460 days vs 670 days
for controls. The exposed animals showed slight to moderate nasal epithelial squamous metaplasia in 25 out of 32 cases. Nineteen of the
exposed rats developed frank carcinoma of the lungs, including 17 cases
of squamous carcinoma, one adenocarcinoma and one animal that showed
both squamous and adenocarcinomas (Figure 4). The majority of these
malignant neoplasmas appeared after 9 months following the cessation of
exposures. Their total radon daughter exposure, received over 5 months,
was 9200 WLM.
4.
DISCUSSION.
The findings of pulmonary fibrosis related to pneumoconiosis and severe
pulmonary emphysema in dogs that received daily exposures to radon
daughters plus uranium ore demonstrates an appropriate large animal model
for the study of these fatal pulmonary diseases in uranium miners. The
appearance of these lesions in dogs with chronic exposures including
uranium ore dust at levels that have been recorded in operating mines,
i.e .. up to 15 to 20 mg/m 3 (5) demonstrates that such airborne dust represents a severe inhalation hazard to uranium miners.
Recent studies of pulmonary carcinogenesis in rats by Chameaud et al. (6)
showed similar incidences of ·epidermoid carcinoma after 9500 WLM of radon
daughter inhalation without ore dust. However, recent studies in our
laboratory of radon daughters without ore dust show greater nasopharyngeal
hyperplasia, but only 3 to 6 percent frank squamous carcinoma compared to
60% inci.dence for radon daughters in conjunction with uranium ore dust.
Studies at another laboratory (7) showed minimal changes in 50 dogs that
received 200 to 10,000 WLM of radon daughter exposure without uranium ore
dust. Our dog study, however, showed high incidences of massive pulmonary
fibrosis, emphysema, and 25% incidence of respiratory tract squamous carcinoma at exposure of 10,000 to 13,000 WLM radon daughters with uranium
ore dust. Two conclusions may be possible:
1) The presence of the ore dust provides physical or physiological interaction that markedly potentiates carcinogenesis or other pathogenesis.
2) There exists a dose-rate effect, possibly dependent on normal or
stimulated recovery mechanisms.
Both possibilities would cast doubt upon the adequacy of the total or
cumulative Working Level Month concept as a sufficient monitor of carcinogenic or other lethal pulmonary disease risk.
Further studies are planned to determine the contributory or pathogenic role
of uranium ore aerosols by evaluation of chronic exposure to this material
alone, or to minimal concentrations of ore aerosols with attached radon
daughters. A possible dose-rate effect in carcinogenesis is suggested by
the appearance of 25% incidence of pulmonary neoplasma in dogs receiving
radon daughters with ore dust inhalation exposures over several years in our
studies vs no tumors (7) from equivalent total doses of radon daughters
received in a few months. Comparison of the results of our first and second
rat studies shows that reduction of the rate of exposure (90+30 hrs/week)
allows a protraction of the exposure period and the appearance of carcinoma,
suggesting a dose-rate effect. Comparison of the first and second with the
third rat study shows greatly increased incidence of pulmonary carcinoma
(<10%~60%) from inhaled radon daughters with ore dust when the dose-rate and
total dose were reduced by lowering the radon daughter concentration
7-fold (6300 WL vs 900 WL). Additional studies are planned to determine
the relative carcinogenic risks at different dose rates.
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Fig. 1. Pulmonary fibrosis and bullous
emphysema in the lungs of a dog
exposed for 54 mo to radon daughters
and uranium ore dust; l2X.

Fig. 3. Epidermoid carcinoma in the
1ungs of a dog expGSed for 54 mo w
radon daughters and uranium ore
dust; 9X.

Fig. 2. Epidermoid carcinoma associated with a cavity in the lungs
of a dog exposed for 48 mo to radon
daughters and uranium ore dust; 6X.

Fig. 4. Squamous carcinoma plus adenocarcinoma in the lungs of il rat ..
exposed for· 5 mo to radon daughters
and uranium ore dust; lOOX.
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OSTEOOENIC SARCOMAS IN MICE AFI'ER SINGLE OR REPEATED ADMINISTRATIONS OF
Ra-224 AS RELATED TO FINDINGS IN Ra-226 BURDENED ANIMALS
Dvorak, V.xJ, Klener, V.xJ, Malatova) I.xJ, Sedlak, A.xl) Thomas, J.xJ,
Bubenikova, D.x , and Kofranek, v.x

x~Medical

Faculty of Hygiene, Charles University, Praha.
x Department of Radiation Hygi~ne, Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology,
Pra.ha
1. I:tft'RODUCTION
A long-term program concerned with the time and space distribution of the skeletal dose following the administration of the radium isotopes in relation to
delayed effects has been carried out for several years. The aim of the Ra-224
incidence·studies was to achieve by multiple administrations of the isotope the
required time course of the mean skeletal dose from Ra-224 and its daughter products, i~e. the course simulating the time distribution of the mean skeletal
dose resulting from a single injection of Ra-226 as a basis of relative toxicity
evaluation. As recently reported (1,2), comparable mean skeletal doses were
achieved for some levels of exposure in an experiment with 150 times repeated
administrations of Ra-224, and data for a more realistic administration schema
were obtained. Additionally, an experiment was carried out to determine the possible role of the Ra-224 solution contaminant - Th-228 - in the osteogenic sarcomas induction.
Recently, a separate experiment was carried out, in which single injections of
Ra-224 were given Which corresponded to the summary activities injected in the
experiment with repeated Ra-224 administrations, groups of mice with Ra-226 body
burdens serving again as reference.
The experimental set-up of the experiments is schematically given in Tables 1 ,
2 and 3. This communication is confined to the evaluation of the osteogenic sarcoma yields.
2. IIEI'HODS AND Rl!5ULTS
Ten weeks old SPF female mice of Czechoslovak production, strain ICR (Swiss)
were used. Radium isotopes in ionic form were injected intraperitoneally in·
0.1 ml volumes of solution, pH 3-4, with CaC1 as a carrier.
2
Radium-224 was obtained from Th-228 (Amershe.m Laboratories) in a generator-type
device. Radium-226 was of Soviet provenience. All groups of mice were kept under
standard conditions and observed until extinction.
Osteogenic sarcoma diagnosis was based on histological verification of X-ray
findings. Among 550 non-active animals from the experiments reported, one osteogenic sarcoma was found.
Skeleton dose calculation was based on retention data obtained in a series of
single-administration experiments (3), considerable attentioa being paid to the
kinetics of Rn-220 and other Ra-224 daughter products.
The experimental setting with the repeated administrations of Ra-224 is given in
Table 1.
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N
Mice
with
o.s.

N
o.s.

7
40

7
52

18

19

Dose
(Gy)

per
mouse

55
24

per
mouse

224

226
Ra

120

k:Bqx)

Levels

1\Bq

Dosexx)
Nxxx) N
(Gy)
o.s.
mice
with
o.s.

Ra

71.7
25.1

UF
UE

TC

191.5

56

43

8.9

UD

TB

69.5

8.5

80

51

TA

23.9

3.6

23

21.

24

x)Activities given in 150 fractions according to the administra~ion schema
ljlentioned in the Introduction.
xx Doses achieved at an interval of 140 days before death of the mice with
~'teogenic sarcom~s.

o.s. - osteoge~c sarcomas
Note: N = 100 in all groups; controls - 200 mice, 200 animals received a non. -active solution.
TABLE 1
Table 2 presents the basic data concerning the experiment with single injec tions of Ra-224 and Ra-226.

N

N

Mice o.s.
with
o.s.
17

18

4

4

Dose
(Gy)

Levels

l\Bq

per
mouse

226

224Ra

Ra
16
5·7

6.1
1.8

k:Bq

UD '
uc '

TB '

.
TA

per
mouse

Dose
(Gy)

65.4 14.3
21.2 4-6

N
o.s.

N
mice
with
o.s.

7

7

4

4

Note: N = 100 in all groups; controls - N = 100.
Abbreviations see in Table 1.
TABLE 2
In the additional experiment, Th-228 (Amersham provenience) as nitrate, Th-232
serving as a carrier, was administered repeatedly in four week intervals, the
amount given corresponding to the activities of the Th-228, contaminating the
injection solution, as determined in the relevant 4-week periods of the expe riment with the repeatedly administered Ra-224; a total of 17 injections was
administered (Table 3).
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N

(TE) •••••••••••••••••• E

Bq/mouse

o.s.
%

50

566.1

18

75
100

66.6
26.6

4

(TD)

TC ••••••••• •. •. • • ••••• C
'I'B • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • B

l) see Table 1
Note: controls - N = 50
TABLE 3

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The additional experiment with Th-228 permitted to determine that in our experimental setting the contribution to the skeletal dose from this contaminant
did not exceed 5% of the dose resulting from the injections of Ra-224 and its
daughter products. It can further be stated that the levels of interest being
considered,osteogenic sarcomas were observed only on the level of the administered Th-228, corresponding vnth the highest level of Ra-224 repeatedly admi nistered, in the area of 100 rad mean skeletal dose, i.e. 3 in 75 mice.
All
three were evidenced between 75 to 97 weeks beginning from the first ad~~ni stration, that is in a period in which already the last of the mice from the
relevant TC radium group had died.
The determined incidence of osteogenic sarcomas in groups with single injections
of Ra-224 when compared with the results of the Neuherberg laboratory (4) on the
basis of the a.ctivi ties given, having in mind the di "ferent methods of evalua tion of skeletal dose e.n:i the different age of the animals, is not contradicting
for the range of activities used.
Concerning the toxicity· of Ra-226, in view of the comparability of some parame ters employed (age of the mice, weight of skeleton), the data of Mays were considered and, as an illustration, we have evalueted our data with the same method
as this author (5), see Fig. 1. The figure shows that the data for Ra-226 toxicity from both laboratories are in good\ agreement.
Our own data permit by direct comparison af the incidence of osteogenic sarcomas
in groups with a comparable mean skeletal dose (levels TB and TC versul:' UD) to
determine a 3 to 4fold higher effectiveness of repeated Ra-224 administrationS
in comparison with Ra-226 single injection in terms of relative toxicity in the
given range of doses. If only the percentage of mice with osteogenic sarcomas is
considered the values of toxicity would be, in view of the numerous multifocal
findings only in groups given repeated injections of Ra-224, accordingly lower.
When considering the results of single adminiEtrations and repeated long-term
injections the data show consistency.
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CANCERS PULMONAIRES INDUITS CHEZ LE RAT PAR IRRADUTION INTERNE ex
CELLULES CIBLES ET CELLULES SENSIBLES
P. FRITSCH, R. MASSE, D. NO~~E, H. METIV)¥R, M. MORIN, J.LAFUMA
R. PERRAUI),. J. CHAMEAUD
C.E.A. - DPr/SPTE - BP 6 - 92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES
*COGEMA - Service Medical - 87640 RAZES

Si la frequence d'apparition des tumeurs pulmonaires apparait particulierement revelatrice de la relation dose-effet (1) ce parametre ne peut etre
seul considere comme representatif du dommage cause par !'irradiation ex du
poumon. En ne retenant que la frequence tumorale on sous entend le resultat
d'un phenomene aleatoire comme facteur exclusif. Or, pour une meme dose, la
mediane de survie des animaux n'apparait pas diminuee chez les porteurs de
tumeurs par rapport aux animaux qui n'en ont pas (2).
De ce fait il apparait necessaire de definir clairement la nature de ces
tumeurs par rapport aux tumeurs humaines, de preciser les relations entre
cellules renouvelees et irradiees et cellules considerees connne "cibles"
de rechercher les composants cellulaires et tissulaires radiosensibles non
directement impliques dans la gen~se tumorale elle meme, mais etroitement
associes au tissu dans lequel la tumeur prend naissance.
MATERIEL ET METHODES
1) Analyses histopathologiques

401 tumeurs du poumon ont ete analysees selon les techniques histologiques
usuelles. L'ultrastructure de 36 de ces tumeurs a ete observee, 20 tumeurs
ont ete greffees chez la souris nude ; 5 tumeurs ont pu etre cultivees invitro. Deux lignees, un carcinome broncholoalveolaire et un angiosarcome
sont etablies chez le rat Wistar isogenique et regulierement letales.

2) Analyses morphometriques
L'evaluation des cellules totales du poumon est obtenue apres mesure absolue du nombre de macrophages alveolaires pour les techniques de lavage pulmonaire (3). La repartition des cellules est ensuite determinee par comptage du pourcentage relatif des noyaux cellulaires appartenant aux differentes lignees, apres identification au microscope electronique (4). L'evaluation des cellules en phase S est obtenue par injection de thymidine tritiee.
RESULTATS
La frequence des tumeurs observe~s apparait dans le tableau I. Les 20 tumeurs
greffees se sent revelees fertiles chez la nude. 7 d'entre elles ont pu etre
transplantees successsivement sans perte de la malignite representant tous
les types etudies. Du point de vue histopathologique, ces tumeurs sent de
types tres variables. Parmi les tumeurs epitheliales le groupe le plus homogene est constitue par les carcinomes bronchioloalveolaires et les carcinomes alveolaires. A !'exception de la variete compacte, dent !'ultrastructure
revele qu'i1 s'agit d'une tumeur composee uniquement de pneumocytes II plus
ou moins alteres, ces tumeurs sent typees par l'aspect papillo-vegetant qui
est aussi bien caracteristique chez l'homme. Comme chez l'homme deux varietes peuvent etre distinguees (S) l'une secretant une serosite PAS positive
et composee de cellules proches des cellules sereuses bronchiques (6),
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l'autre composrepour la plupart de cellules indifferenciees, ou comparable
soit aux pneumocytes II; soit aux cellules de Clara ; jamais dans ces tumeurs
ne se remarquent de cellules evoquant les cellules basales, ni de cellules
a caractere epidermoide fut il tres indifferencie. Les jonctions sont du
type "zona occludens".
Les carcinomes epidermoides sont plus ou moins differencies, et constitues
suit des cellules de type epidermiqu~ soit des cellules proches des cellules basales des bronches souches. De ces tumeurs se rapproche immediatement
la variete rare de type adenoacanthome, tumeur de caracteristique tubulaire pluristratifiee comportant une assise de cellules identiques aux cellules basales et une couche luminale a inicrovillosites trappues riches en
cell-coat donnant au microscope optique l'aspect d'une bordure en brosse.
Le reticulum endoplasmique est peu developpe, les jonctions cellulaires
sont des desmosomes. L'exageration du caractere secretoire, la disparition
de l'assise basale, conduisent a l'adeno carcinome bronchogenique. Le type
est tubulo acinaire, aspect tumoral frequemment associe aux carcinomes epidermoides differencies pour donner la variete composite. Toutes les etapes
de transition existent dans la meme tumeur entre l'aspect ultrastructural
du carcinome epidermoide differencie, indifferencie, et les varietes "anaplasiques" a grandes cellules a cellules geantes et a cellules polygonales.
Dans la tumeur compacte muco epidermoide analysee en ultrastructure des cellules a caractere evident de cellules basales sont presentes parmi les cellules a mucus.
L'ensemble de ces caracteristiques justifie que les tumeurs epitheliales
soient regroupees en deux types simples : carcinomes bronchogeniques d'une
part, carcinomes bronchioloalveolaires de l'autre. Quand ces tumeurs gagnent
le mediastin leur aspect est quelque peu modifie par la proliferation mesotheliale et !'apparition d'une composante fibroblastique frequemment tumorale. Un fibrosarcome typique a ete obtenu a partir de culture d'un bronchioloalveolaire suivie de greffe.
Les mesotheliomes sont .rares et d'interpretation difficile, les deux tumeurs
retenues etaient exclusivement pleurales et gagnaient la cavite peritoneale. Les angiosarcomes sont beaucoup plus frequents, tous a !'exception d'un
ont ete observes a forte dose delivree de maniere heterogene. Leur ultrastructure est tres simple et caracteristique des cellu~es endotheliales peu
differenciees. Les reticulosarcomes pulmonaires sont d'apparition tardive
ils ont ete pour la plupart observes apres de faibles doses 100 - 1000 rads.
Du point de vue de !'ultrastructure deux types cellulaires constitutifs coexistent, l'un caracterise par des cellules riches en reticulum lisse, l'autre par des cellules a aspect T blastique.
La malignite des tumeurs decrites ne peut faire de doute malgre un tres faible taux de metastases extrapulmonaires. Les cultures et les greffes en mantrent nettement les caracteristiques.
De cette analyse ressortent nettement les cellules originelles : une cellule d'origine bronchique observee constamment dans la bronche metaplasique
donne naissance a la variete bronchogenique ; la cellule bronchiolaire indifferenciee et sans doute le pneumocyte II alveolaire et bronchiolaire sont
a l'origine de la variete bronchioloalveolaire, les cellules endotheliales,
les fibroblastes et le tissu lympho reticulaire constituant les autres cellules cibles du parenchyme. Les cellules de Kultcbisky, origine probable des
carcinomes oat cells humains ne sont pas representees dans cette serie.
Cellularite pulmonaire
Dans le cas du rat de 250g sans traitement, le nombre total de cellules apI 346

parait dans le tableau 2. Les cellules bronchiques et bronchiolaires representent 20 a 25% des cellules epitheliales totales chez le rat. L'indice de
marquage moyen de ces cellules est faible voisin de 0,5% cependant il existe des foyers irregulierement repartis au la proliferation est tres rapide
atteignant 25 a 50% des cellules. Quantitativement ce phenomene n'affecte
pas l'equilibre global du pool. Il peut neanmoins avoir une signification
importante pour la localisation des tumeurs. Il permet notamrnent, par phenomene de bronchiolisation (7), le glissement de cellules bronchiques dans les
alveoles ce qui explique le caractere apparemment distal des neoplasmes bronchogeniques. Les cellules de Kultchisky representent mains de 50.000 cellules.
Les modifications de la cellularite apres irradiation : PuOz 2500 rads, Radon 6000 WLM en 3 mois apparaissent dans le tableau 3.
L'une des caracteristiques les plus etonnantes est la constance des rapports
des populations malgre !'influence de l'age de !'irradiation. Elle temoigne
d'une stricte regulation. Dans les conditions choisies (animaux non infectes
non porteurs de tumeurs) la cellularite bronchique demeure egalement stable.
Il n'existe que de tres minimes variations individuelles. Sont significatives
les differences portant sur la diminution du rapport pneumocytes II/pneumocytes I, !'augmentation des macrophages chez les irradies, !'augmentation des
cellules septales inflammatoires : mastocytes, plasmocytes polynucleaires,
histiocytaires. Chez les animaux soumis au Radon, !'augmentation de monocytes
est egalement significative. Chez les animaux ages le rapport pneumocyte II/
pneumocyte I diminue egalement significativement, les lymphocytes diminuent
et les cellules septales augmentent.
Les tissu de 3 animaux irradies par Puo 2 ant donne naissance a des proliferations bronchioloalveolaires apres greffe chez la souris Nude (8), aucun des
temoins n'a donne ce type de proliferation, les tissus des trois animaux temoins Radon un an ant ete tres rapidement remanies par la sclerose sans proliferation apres greffe chez la nude.
DISCUSSION
Aucune caracteristique de la cellularite pulmonaire ne permet de prevoir la
frequence des tumeurs observees chez le rat. Le type de cellules intermitotiques dominant est endothelial ; le type tumoral derive ne represente que
3,2% des tumeurs totales. Le pool total des cellules bronchiques engagees
dans le cycle est lui-meme faible, il s'oppose nettement par exemple au pool
des cellules de l'oesophage en continue! renouvellement et qui n'a donne
naissance a aucune tumeur dans cette experimentation. De nombreux foyers d'adenomatose precedent !'apparition des tumeurs. Ces lesions n'ont cependant
jamais prolifere apres greffe chez la souris nude. Ce resultat s'oppose a la
frequence des proliferations observees lors de la greffe de parenchyme irradie histologiquement normal (8).
Le tissu pulmonaire est done capable de maintenir son homeostasie malgre une
irradiation severe tout en acquerant progressivement le caractere pretumoral.
Malgre les faibles variations numeriques, les lignees meme tres differenciees
comme les macrophages alveolaires sent tres radiosensibles (9) cette sensibilite apparait lors de la derniere mitose de differenciation (10). Il est
done possible de concevoir que les cellules cibles pour la cancerogenese sent
egalement des cellules senescentes accidentellement conduites a la proliferation. Le pool de cellules marginees dans les capillaires pulmonaires represente 30% des lymphocytes circulants et 200% des monocytes circulants, il est
vraisemblable qu'intervient une action directe de !'irradiation sur ces eel~
lules qui assurent la surveillande immune. L'homeostasie de cette population
montre que le phenomene de margination se fait aux depens de l'economie immune generale. Aucune variation n'est notable dans la lignee fibroblastique,
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cependant des modifications temporaires du metabolisme du conjonctif ont ete"
observees en phase de latence pretumorale (11). Ce phenomene ne coincide pas
etroitement avec la cancerisation sur cicatrice et indique qu'une alteration
generale du rapport epithelium conjonctif doit etre recherchee.
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TRAINING IN RAJ)IOLOGICAL PROTECTION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

E.J. Bennellick and L.D.G. Richings
National Radiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, England
1•

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of a nuclear industry in the United Kingdom dates from the
year 1945. Fbr the first few years, effort was concentrated almost
entirely on military requirements but with the potentialities of nuclear
energy for non-military purposes becoming increasingly apparent, the
emphasis of development soon switched to the field of civil application,
leading by 1956 to the opening of the world's first commercial-scale nuclear
power station at Calder Hall.
A virtually self-sufficient nuclear industry is now established, with
substantial international trading. It includes uranium refining, fuel
element manufacture and marketing, uranium enrichment, fuel element
reprocessing, radioisotope production and marketing, reactor research,
development and manufacture, and nuclear weapons research. Presently (1976),
about thirteen percent of the total electricity generated in Great Britain
is from nuclear sources. Industrial premises using radiation sources are
numbered in thousands. A great increase in the use of ionising radiations
has occurred in research and educational organisations, not only in
universities and institutes (some of which operate nuclear reactors) but
also in technical colleges and schools where the controlled use of radioactive materials is routine. There has been an enormous expansion in the
way radioactivity has been applied to medicine, in research, diagnosis and
treatment, and the use of machines has also increased.
As the development has taken place, so has an increased awareness of the
potential detriment. This has promoted the discipline of radiological
protection.
2.

PERSONS REQUIRING TRAINING AND THE PRINCIPAL ORGANISATIONS AND
DEPARTMENTS

The United Kingdom has wide ranging groups of people requiring training in
radiological protection. The principal ones include full and part-time
experts in radiological protection; persons employed in places which use
radioactive sources in the pursuit of professional, industrial, educational
or research activities; officials with regulatory functions in radiological
protection; members of special services both civil and military; and persons
requiring background training because of their general responsibilities.
The principal organisations and bodies concerned include the nuclear energy
industry, general industry, educational and research establishments,
hospitals and the practitioners of medicine and dentistry, veterinary
surgeons, government departments exercising specific regulatory functions,
local authorities, services such as police and fire, and the armed forces
and associated bodies such as HM Dockyards servicing nuclear powered
submarines.

3·

PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING THE DEVELOPMENT OF UK TRAINING STANDARDS

Almost from the outset of the expansion of the nuclear industry, formal
training courses have been a feature of the UK scene, and in the early
years they were the only "open" courses in Europe. However, in keeping
with national philosophy in analagous matters, the United Kingdom did not
adopt legally or formally defined qualifications or standards of training
I .'51

in radiological protection. Training courses developed in range and scope
pari passu with the growth of the industry. Even when the stage of expansion
was reached which called for specific legislation and national codes of
practice in radiological safety, the policy of not adopting rigid and precise
definitions was continued. Therefore, present day UK legislation and codes
tend to describe responsibilities, functions and duties of people and to
specify training requirements in general terms. Responsibility for health
and oafcty io placed firmly on management and the individual operator; they
have to comply with some specific requirements of the authorities who also
give them some generalised guidance. To quote from legislation and codes
respectively:
The employer shall ensure provision "of such information, instruction,
training and supervision as is necessary to ensure, as far as is
reasonably practicable, the health and safety at work of his
employees" •••• "No person employed shall be exposed to ionising
radiations unless he has received appropriate instruction (to the
extent that it is necessary having regard to the circumstances of
his employment) concerning the hazards involved and the precautions
to be observed".
Radiological safety officers "must be chosen with regard to their
technical qualifications and experience and to their general health
and the suitability of their personality" •••• "appropriate training
in radiological health and safety must ge arranged for RSOs unless
the Controlling Authority is satisfied that they already have the
necessary knowledge and experience".
Consequently, although the training organisations define the scope and
standard of the courses they provide, it remains the responsibility of
management to ensure to its own satisfaction and, as necessary, to the
satisfaction of the appropriate-government department or other controlling
authority, that its specialist employees are trained for the duties they
carry out. The advantage of this approach is that it allows for qualifications and training standards~o evolve in relation to actual requirements
as they develop.
The National Radiological Protection Board was created by Act of Parliament
in 1970, the government's purpose being to establish a national point of
authoritative reference in radiological protection. The Board was given a
special responsibility in training. The Board's staff are now participating
in the active consideration that is currently being given to the degree of
formalisation of qualifications and associated training standards necessary
as a consequence of the United Kingdom's membership of the European
Communities as well as new national safety legislation.

4.

COURSES AVAILABLE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Training in radiological protection is included as necessary in the
curriculum of normal scientific, technical and medical courses. Training
is generally also given at the place of employment, either formally or "on
the job" or as a combination of both. There are specific training courses
available throughout the United Kingdom at various educational and other
establishments. The courses vary in duration from a day to a year, can be
whole-time or part-time, comprehensive and wide-ranging or devoted to
special aspects and categories. Some of the courses end in examinations
which attract recognised certificates and degrees; these include, for
example, at one end of the scale a part-time course sponsored by the City
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and Guilds of London Institute* for basic (non-professional) grades of
radiological protection staff and at the other one-year whole time
university courses leading to an appropriate MSc degree. Technical
colleges figure prominently in the provision of training courses at
various levels. The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, National
Health Service Hospitals and some Government Departments run specialist
courses, sometimes.for their own employees but often for all comers,
including participants from other countries. Sometimes, attendance must
be restricted, for example, for the Royal Naval College's three months
course in nuclear radiation protection, and the Home Office's two-week
course in radiological protection for senior Fire Service Officers.
Radiological protection features in the training syllabus of certain
craft and other institutes including that for para-medical personnel
(chiropractors) •
In common perhaps with other countries, there is no university course
leading to a first degree in radiological protection as such; this accords
with the concept that health physics is a profession and not a "subject".
Regarding the post-graduate MSc courses in radiological protection, the
demand for places is limited and hence their provision has reduced considerably from a few years ago. This is a consequence of a preference, among
radiological safety staff and employers alike, for graduates entering the
profession to join employment directly and proceed after a period of jobexperience, on intensive specialist courses. Groups with less extensive
training requirements, such as part-time safety staff and line operators,
need relatively short courses only. The general preference in the United
Kingdom therefore is for intensive or short courses.

S.

NATIONAL RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION BOARD COURSES

The Board, in fulfilling its special responsibility in radiological
protection training, at present provides two types of courses in addition
to assisting the Universities and Technical College with theirs.
a

b

comprehensive four-week courses at post-graduate and at
advanced levels, covering all aspects of radiological
protection and designed for full-time health physics
staff;
short courses at other levels to cater for the varying
needs of a wide range of ~sers of radiation sources and
for those who may have to deal with incidents involving
radioactivity.

The post-graduate course meets initial and early training requirements of
those entering health physics; the advanced course is for the experienced
health physicist. Both the courses are, however, also relevant to the
training of other staff having responsibilities in radiological protection,
including medical officers. About half the lecturers are from the Board;
the remainder come from the large nuclear energy organisations, research
and government departments, universities and specialist inotitutions. Both
courses take place annually. Attendances average thirty persons per course
of which twenty are from United Kingdom establishments. For the present
series which commenced in 1969, the total attendance is four hundred and
fifty persons of which one hundred and fifty come from thirty one different
countries, mainly from Western Europe but including Africa, North and South
America, Asia and Australia. A feature of these courses is that they
*An independent body (founded in 1878 and granted a Royal Charter in 1900)
which on a national basis provides syllabuses of courses, arranges
examinations and awards certificates in a wide range of subjects at
various levels, for example, operative, craft and technician.
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constitute a widely representative international forum for the exchange of
information and ideas.
As regards the short courses, the Board's technical services Centres
advertise courses of one to five days duration, organised either directly
or in conjunction with other bodies such as universities and technical
colleges. These courses are pitched at various levels, and are intended
for users of radioactive materials and X-ray machines, such as industrial
radiographers and radiochemists, dentists, doctors, nurses, the staff of
research and educational establishments, safety officers, X-ray engineers,
the police, the fire services, transport services and security officers;
there are also courses for persons with responsibilities pertaining to
public health and the protection of the environment. Special courses to
suit the purposes of particular groups are also arranged. Short courses
are also held on industrial firms premises if requested, specially tailored
to suit their needs. Recently, courses dealing with the hazards from lasers
and ultra-violet radiation have been held.
The Board's short courses, wi.th their flexibility of standard, scope, dates,
duration and venue, cater in large measure for the training requirements of
diverse groups of persons in widespread locations. They also help to overcome the problem of the small industrial user with limited needs involving
only a few employees who c~ot be spared to attend courses far away from
their place of work. The Board presents an average of fifty such co=ses
annually, attended by about seven hundred persons.
Apart from formal training coUrses, the Board holds scientific seminars for
its own staff and persons from relevant organisations; special seminars are
held for Members of Parliament, senior officials, the Press etc. on subjects
of public interest and debate. For example, several have been held on
plutonium and radioactive waste management. Tutorial seminars are provided
for special groups such as persons liable to provide expert first-line
assistance in the event of radiation incidents that might involve the public,
eg, transport accidents.
In pursuing its policy of encouraging other bodies to provide courses, the
Board appraises and provides advice on curricula to universities, technical
colleges and training centres, and makes staff available as lecturers. It
provides the examiner for the City and Guilds of London Institute examinations
in radiation safety practice. The Board's staff support appropriate national
(and international) scientific and other bodies at their symposia, conferences
and meetings. Talks are given at informal events sponsored by local social
and educational societies but the demand for these is small. The Board
issues training publications at both the non-specialist and scientific level,
collaborates in the production of training films and participates in the
appropriate television and radio programmes.

6.

CONCLUSION

Broadly, the United Kingdom has a range of courses wide enough in scope,
standard and duration to meet the needs of the groups requiring training in
radiological protection, and some of the needs of other countries. The
special responsibility placed upon the National Radiological Protection Board
provides the UK with a statutory body invested with a central role in the
provision of training and the maintaining of standards. Hence, the organisation exists for the coordinated expansion of training to meet evolving
needs and requirements.
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N° 212

THE SYSTEM OF TRAINING AND FURTHER EDUCATION IN RADIATION
PROTECTION IN THE GDR
G. Sitzlack, K. Neumeister
Staatliches Amt ftir Atomsicherheit
und Strahlenschutz der Deutschen
Demokratischen Republik
As a central state authority, the Nuclear Safety and Radiation
Protection Board of the GDR is responsible for the organization of radiation protection training and, according to its
statute, has to take measures of training and further education on its own. The requirements of radiation protection
qualification vary depending on the type of activity and responsibility and have been laid down by law for the GDR in the
Radiation Protection Ordinance. With respect to working tasks
and ranges of responsibility, three main categories of persons
with knowledge in the field of radiation protection can be
distinguished: 1. radiation protection experts (radiation protection officers and medical officers responsible for supervising occupationally exposed personnel), 2. responsible managers/staff, 3. other personnel. In the enterprise, the observation of radiation protection regulations is checked by
the radiation protection officers and measures of medical surveillance are taken by the responsible medical officer. From
1962 to 1976, more than 13,000 persons were trained in more
than 400 courses. For this group of persons these training efforts are the basis of a well-founded special knowledge. With
their aid it was possible to bring a certain percentage of the
public to understand the problems of radiation protection and
of general emergency planning. This also concerns the uses of
nuclear energy. All training measures are of a highly prophylactic value. At the same time they are an important step
in avoiding confuse discussionsin the public. The basic training of responsible staff to acquire the State Certificate is
carried out in terms of one-day colloquies. These courses are
held separately as to the application fields of process instrumentation and control engineering, handling of sealed
radiation sources and unsealed radioactive materials, technical X-ray application and the medical application of radiation.
The attendance of the mostly two-day colloquies is compulsory.
In these courses, giving ample room for discussions, a written
examination has to be passed, which in case of positive assessment, ends in the granting of the State Certificate. The
curricula comprise: organization of radiation protection in
the GDR, licensing procedure, handling of sealed radiation
sources or unsealed radioactive materials, occupationally exposed persons, unusual occurences a.o.
The basic training of radiation protection officers consists
of a theoretical part and 1 to 3 practical courses, depending on the field of application. The courses last 1 week each.
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It is the aim of basic training to make the future radiation
protection officers familiar with their later tasks, which
they have to meet as control authorities in the enterprise
and in facing the results of unusual occurrences. Therefore,
besides a very good knowledge of legislation in the field of
radiation protection, great importance is attached to a good
knowledge of working behaviour in the respective scope of
duties, and of course also of the biological, physical and
technical fundamentals of radiation protection. Within theoretical basic training, thematically separated courses for
radiation protection officers in the fields of radionuclide
application, process instrumentation and control engineering,
and the use of X-ray generators are held several times a year.
The subject matter is imparted by means of lectures and supplementary seminars. The theoretical courses are completed
with a written examination each. The successful attendance of
courses is certified. Only after a completed basic training
the State Certificate for Radiation Protection Officers is
granted. The practical basic training of radiation protection
officers falls into 3 practical courses. The trainees have to
make tests on their own in groups of two, have to put them
down in a protocol and, in talks with the lecturers, have to
show a sufficient knowledge of the problems involved in the
respective task and of legal regulations and standards of
radiation protection. We distinguish between practical courses for the application of sealed radiation sources, the application of unsealed radioactive materials and the use of X-ray
generators. The courses comprise: measuring techniques, dosimetry, contamination monitoring, decontamination a.o.
The theoretical basic training of responsible medical officers
is carried out in 2 one-week courses. Interest is focused on
medical-biological problems with case discussions, assessment
of working places, assessment of radiation injuries, physicaltechnical fundamentals of radiation protection and legislation in the field of radiation protection. After a completed
basic training the State Certificate for Responsible Medical
Officers is granted. At present, a medical-biological practical course in radiation protection for physicians is being
prepared.
Radiologists undergo a special training in radiation protection. This consists of a two-week theoretical and practical
course, held in the 4th or 5th year of further education as
a specialist, and its successful completion (oral examination) is the precondition for licensing as specialist for
radiology. The curricula comprise: radiation protection laws
and problems of insurance law, physics of radiation protection, measuring techniques, radiation protection medicine
and working behaviour. The practical course includes dosimetry, measuring techniques, contamination monitoring a.o.
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At present, there are more than 40,000 occupationally exposed persons in the GDR. They are qualified by means of instruction courses in the enterprise and fall within "other
personnel". These courses have to be held according to an instruction programme confirmed by the Board, for which a skeleton programme has been decreed.
The presented system of basic training has proved a success.
The rapid development in all medical, scientific and technological fields, however, calls for a continuous further education in radiation protection. This has been laid down in
the Ordinance Concerning Further Education in the Field of
Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection of 1975. At present,
we are launching a cycle of advanced training courses, which
includes all trained personnel in a 2-to-5-year turn depending on their field of work. In these courses the knowledge imparted and the skills acquired in basic training are to be
strengthened and extended in agreement with the latest results
of science and the requirements of practice. During courses
the knowledge and skills in the field of radiation protection
are checked. Advanced training courses will be held partly as
one-day colloquies or partly as several-day courses, including special practical courses or demonstrations. In this respect the medical-biological part of training and further
education will be stressed more in the future, proceeding
a.o. from the fact that the understanding of biological-medical processes after radiation exposure is an important motive for optimally observing radiation protection regulations.
From September 1, 1977, highly specialised experts will embark on a postgraduate study of nuclear safety and radiation
protection, demanded by radiation protection experts as a
possibility for further deepening specialist knowledge. This
postgraduate study is carried out by the Nuclear Safety and
Radiation Protection Board of the GDR. It has the following
thematic priorities:
- Systematic representation of mathematical-scientific and
technological basic subjects and practising of the skills
required,
- Imparting of the necessary biological and radiation protection medical basic knowledge,
- Representation of the state and both national and international trends of safety problems in nuclear energy uses
and in other applications of ionising radiation including
legal problems.
The postgraduate study is carried out in terms of extramural study for 3 terms and is completed with a final thesis
and respective examinations. In its present form, this study
holds for biologists, physicists, chemists and engineers
with state diploma. On successfully completing the postgraduate study the postgraduates are granted the title of "specialist biologist, - physicist, - chemist or - engineer for
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radiation protection" in addition to their title of occupation acquired by graduation. Within the mentioned thematic
priorities there are the following groups of study subjects,
taught by means of lectures, seminars, exercises, excursions
and home study:
Methods of statistical analysis,
Fundamentals of nuclear physics,
Measuring techniques in the field of radiation protection,
Isotope and radiation technology,
Radiobiology,
Medicine in the field of radiation protection,
Radiation hazards and radiation protection limits,
Surveillance of personnel and working places,
Behaviour in case of unusual occurrences,
Planning and organization of radiation protection institutions,
Problems of radiation protection in nuclear power plants,
Nuclear fuel cycle,
Problems of radiation protection in mines,
Radwastes and transport of radioactive materials and nuclear
fuels,
International problems of the peaceful uses of nuclear
energy,
Emergency planning.
Training and further education in the field of radiation protection in the GDR is a closed system constituted by systematic stages, which can be considered a successful regulation.
Measures of training represent an essential basis for optimally observing radiation protection regulations.
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N° 232

HEALTH PHYSICS ASSISTANT - A SPECIAL TRAINING IN
HEALTH PHYSICS IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
H.-Kiefer
W. Koelzer
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center
Health Physics Division
7500 Karls~uhe, Fed. Rep. of Germany

The expansion of nuclear research, the large-scale economic use
of nuclear energy for electricity generation and the increasing
number of radioactive substances and ionizing radiation used in
medical applications entail continuously rising requirements to
health physics staff regarding not only its number but even more
the quality and degree of training. So, in addition to training
technical health physics personnel to be instructed within a
short period about the performance of routine tasks in particu1ar
fields, special expert staff will have to be trained in the
future who will be capable to recognize and solve health physics
problems due to the well-funded varied health physics training
they have received over several years.
In the Federal Republic of Germany knowledge in health physics
is imparted mainly as a supplement training in courses of some
days up to a few weeks duration. This may be adequate for
strictly defined sectors, ·although it is not suffident as to
the education of a true health physicist. Already in the early
sixties the necessity of such special training was recognized
at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center and training was
started of "healths physics assistants" as ~e call this
profession.
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The problems to be solved by health physics assistants in the
execution of their occupational duties from the very outset made
it clear that the training objective could be met only by means
of the dual training system: practical training in a nuclear
facility, the Karlsruhe NuclPnr Research Center in this case,
and theoretical education, to back up and add to the knowledge
acquired, in a vocational or technical school. This dual type
of training imparts both the technical, practical knowleage,
i.e. the skill and the theoretical aspect, i.e. the knowledge
of one's occupation.
Training at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center was begun on
the basis of this concept in 1960; to this day, 1977, this
agency has remained the only training facility for this vocation
in the Federal Republic of Germany. By 1976, 72 health physics
asssistants, mostly ladies, had completed their training courses
with a final examination, 15 are presently undergoing their
training.
Rougly one third of the health physics assistants began their
careers in jobs at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center or
have stayed with the Center, others work in nuclear industry,
in reactors, research institutions and hospitals with nuclear
medicine sections, not only in the Federal Republic of Germany,
but also abroad and with international organizations.
The training takes two years; courses always begin on September
1 of a year. As a result of the small number of training facilities available, no breakdown into age groups is attempted
either for the practical or the theoretical part of the training.
Admission to the courses requires the leaving examination of a
high school (the German Abitur), a rule which has not been adhered to only in a few cases so far.
The practical curriculum emcompasses all areas of health physics
and is implemented mainly at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research
Center. The duration of practical training in the areas listed
below is a function of the significance of each of these fields;
it varies between 1 and 3 months.
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Work station monitoring in scientific institutes, reactors,
accelerators.
- Environmental monitoring.
-Water and liquid effluents monitoring.
- Dosimetry (RPLD, TLD).
- a- andy-spectroscopy, s-energy determination.
- Incorporation measurement (human body counter, lung counter).
- Radiochemical analysis.
Maintenance and calibration of measuring equipment.
- Health Physics in nuclear medicine (in connection with the
Vincentius Hospital of Karlsruhe).
- Radiation protection management (Atomic Energy Act, Radiation
Protection Ordinance, nuclear safeguards).
One feature of the pracical training courses is the possibility
to have a look over the fence, as it were, by attending health
physics courses organized at a foreign institution, in this
case the Service Central de Protection contre les Rayonnements
Ionisants (S.C.P.R.I.) of Le Vesinet, France, and a supranational institution, the European Institute of Transuranium Elements
run by Euratom at Karlsruhe.
Theoretical education includes the following fields:
- Lectures in special areas (mathematics, atomic physics and
nuclear physics, biology and electrical engineering) at a
vocational school (one day a week).
- Lectures on "basic principles of health physics" and "radiations protection measurement" at the University of Karlsruhe.
- Special courses of 1 to 3 weeks at the Nuclear Engineering
School of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center (basic course
and supplementary course in health physics, radiochemistry
laboratory lessons).
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The training courses are completed with a practical examination
(to be carried out over a period of two weeks) and a theoretical
examination (written test paper and oral exam).
The training costs are paid in full by the Gesellschaft fUr
Kernforschung; the trainees are granted a monthly training
allowance of OM 600- 700.
After the successful testing and execution, for a period of 15
years, of such health physics assistance training it was found
necessary to seek government recognition of this training course
and the final examination. We felt that the dual training system
had to be retained at all cost, because it is characterized by
its closed integration of theory and practice. A cours of studies
purely geared to the system of a technical school or university
would be too theoretical for purposes of practical health physics.
For this reason, a solution was adopted which involved cooperation
with the Vocational Academy of the State of Baden-Wurttemberg,
because the main characteristic of that academy, unlike the general trend in this country, is the connection of specialized
scientific and practical professional training. Theoretical education with the government-supported Academy and practical vocational training alternate for periods of 3 months each. In this
way the positive experience with the dual training system can be
conserved and the desired government recognition of this training
course is now even enhanced by government supervised training
connected with a state examination. Moreover, there is a possibility of a follow-on course: after at least one year of successful
activity as a health physics assistant a trainee can add one
year's course of studies to graduate with the state examination
of "health physics engineer." Following the conclusion of negotiations still under way, the new kind of training is to be
started on October 1, 1977; the present curriculum will remain
unchanged. The number of applicants is high: there are more than
200 for 12 vacancies.
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N" 463

FORMATION DU PERSONNEL DES CENTRALES NUCLEAIRES EN RADIOPROTECTION
M. Bresson- Y. Lambinon
Service de la Production Thermique
d'Electricite de France
1 • ORGANISATIOK ET FORMATION
La radioprotection est une E:ction de securite vis-a-vis d'un risque particulier du aux rayonnements ionisants.
A E.D.F. on admet le principe que la securite est l'affaire de tousles
travailleurs : chacun est responsable de sa propre securite et de celle de
son environnement.
Ce principe exige que chaque agent soit capable d'assumer cette responsabilite, principe materialise par la delivrance d'habilitations.
Cela implique qu'il ait re9u au prealable une formation en matiere de securite adaptee a sa fonction.
FORMATION et ORGANISATIOK sont done etroitement liees.
2. CONTEND ET REPARTITION DE LA FORMATION
L'obJectif de la formation est que chacun acquiert la "maitrise du savoir
faire" necessaire a la bonne execution c_e la tache qui lui est confiee.
Il faut done commencer par effectuer une analyse et une repartition des
taches pour definir le contenu de la formation.
Pour cela il est utile de se reporter au schema suivi en matiere de securite.
source
origins du
risque

~

evaluation
des risques

I

~
mesur~)consigne

=

protection

t

materiel
ou
~
personnel a
proteger

--

-l

~iable en fonction de la nature du risq~
Soit en radioprotection
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~
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-

----l-~

~

dosimetrie

-

~d;
-...__
epend du mo d e d'irradiation
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Ainsi apparaissent deux grands types de taches a effectuer
les taches d'evaluation des risques
les taches de protection auxquelles nous rattacherons les taches de
contr6le corporel.
Compte tenu que tout travail s'effectue sous la responsabilite d'un chef
de travaux hab1l1te qu1 dolt assurer non seulement sa propre securite mais
egalement celle de l'environnement de son chantier on voit que
tout le personnel recevra une formation visant aussi bien a la maitrise
de la protection individuelle lorsque l'evaluation des risques a ete effectuee qu'a la maitrise du contr6le corporel (contr6le de contamination
externe et dosimetrie d'irradiation externe)
les chefs de travaux recevront une formation visant a la maitrise de
l'evaluation des risques.
En ce qui concerne cette derniere tache, l'experience montre que l'on peut

distinguer celle qui se situe :
d'une part, dans le cadre routinier (debut de dose Yen irradiation externe, contamination surfacique et volumique par radioemetteurs ~ )
d'autre part, dans le cadre exceptionnel (risques dus aux emetteurs ~' a
l'iode, tritium, neutrons etc ••. ).
Seule l'evaluation des risques dans le cadre routinier qui ne requiert pas
une trop grande technicite sera confiee au chef de travaux habilite sous
la responsabilite duquel s'effectue le travail.
L'evaluation des risques dans le cadre exce~tionnel demande une technicite
plus importante et releve du speciElliste de mesures qui fixera les consignes selon lesquelles devra s'effectuer le travail.
3. PROGRAMMES DE FORMATION
Cette maitrise d'un savoir faire, nous entendons qu'elle soit veritablement interiorisee par les formes. Par suite il est necessaire qu'elle
passe par une comprehension intelligente et reflechie de la tache pour la
differencier d'une maitrise mecaniste qui passserait par un conditionnement des formes. Nous la designerons par "appropriation".
Ainsi le prerr.ier palier de formation, destine a tout le personnel, vise
l'appropriation de ce qui releve de la PROTECTION et du CONTROLE CORPOREL.
Mais afin que la communication soit plus aisee et la comprehension encore
meilleure, il convient de "demythifier" les taches du "niveau superieur".
Dans cette optique, toutle personnel effectue au moins une fois l'evaluation des risques dans le cadre routinier mais sans en viser l'appropriation.
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La formation comprend done :
une phase d'APPROPRIATION
une phase d'OUVERTURE vers le niveau superie11r ou DEMYTHIFlCATION.
Apres la formation, des seances d'information sont programmees pour repondre aux questions que se pose le personnel.
Le schema ci-rprcs ill ustre les differentes formations et leurs objectifs

personnel concerne

Tout le personnel

1er palier

Chefs de travaux

2e palier

Specialistes

Information

~

formation

APPROPRIATION

ij]. DEMYTHIFICATION
Ainsi, les programmes 1er et 2eme palier, 2eme palier et formation de specialistes de mesures, sont sensiblement les memes mais leurs obJectifs
sont differents. Par exemple l'evaluation des risques dans le cadre routinier releve de la DEMYTHIFICATION au 1er palier mais de l'APPROPRIATION
au 2eme palier.
Chaque palier dure une trentaine d'heures et la formation se fait sur le
site de chaque centrale.
Il existe en outre un recyclage au niveau de chaque palier ainsi qu'une
formation plus specialisee destinee aux ingenieurs.

4. Ml;THODES EI' MOYENS
La formation se fait par paliers de complexite croissante a partir de
questions concretes que l'on se pose en situation professionnelle. Les
apports theoriques se font au fur et a mesure des besoins et les methodes
pedagogiques utilisees aussi "actives" que possible.
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Les formations 1er et 2eme palier se faisant sur le site, afin d'§tre plus
proches de situations reelles, les formateurs seront des agents d'encadrement de la centrale.
Afin de faciliter le travail de ces formateurs occasionnels, et d'homogeneiser les divers enseignements, les moyens suivants sont a disposition
-

3Ur le plan Hwna.LH

un stage de formateur en radioprotection

(stage 3e palier)
- sur le plan materiel : des dossiers pedagogiques.
Un dossier ped~ogique comporte :
un "GUIDE" de se&nce, explicitant l'objectif de la seance, les points
cles devant §tre assimiles (les points cles sont les etapes permettant
d'atteindre l'objectif) et un deroulement possible de seance
-des OUTILS pedagogiques permettant de concretiser l'enseignement
(irradiateur, batterie d'ecrans, chantier ecole •.. etc).

5. ORGM"ISATION PRATIQUE DE LA FORMATION EN RADIOPROTECTION
Nous venons de voir le cote particulier des methodes et des moyens utilises
en matiere de formation en radioprotection.
Actuellement 600 agents environ doivent etre formes annuellement suivant ces
methodes pour le 1er palier, 400 pour le 2eme palier, plus environ une
quarantaine de specialistes.
Une trentaine de formateurs en radioprotection sont formes annuellement.
La decentralisation a egalement demande la reproduction des dossiers et auxiliaires pedagogiques (cout 80 000 F piece) en autant d'exemplaires que de
sites nucleaires.
L'enseignement destine aux specialistes et aux instructeurs est centralise et
assure par les ingenieurs et techniciens du Departement de Radioprotection du
Service de la Production Thermique.
6. CONCLUSION
Le desir d'etendre a la radioprotection l'organisation en matiere de securite adaptee a E.D.F. a demande un effort particulier sur le plan de la formation du personnel et la mise en oeuvre de methodes et de moyens d'un cout
relativement eleve.
Nous nous sommes heurtes a de nombreuses difficultes par exemple avec
certains "anciens" du nucleaire qui avaient ete formes d'une maniere plut6t
encyclopediques et qui trouvaient tout souvent trop simple (nous ne parlons
effectivement pas de~strahlung !) mais nous avons l'impression d'etre
maintenant sur la bonne voie.
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A NEWLY ESTABLISHED COURSE IN RADIATION PROTECTION FOR
VETERINARY AND AGRICULTURAL POST-GRADUATES
Victor

Middelboe

Physics Laboratory
Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University
Copenhagen, Denmark

1. INTRODUCTION
-'")
The use of radioactive isotopes as tracers in veterinary and agricultural"

science is becoming the rule rather than the exception. Consequently, an
appropriate degree of radiation protection in these fields of research is
increasingly important as a part of the general scheme of environmental
protection.
Two years ago the physics courses given by our department were undergoing revision, and simultaneously we took the opportunity to re-consider
the education of students in radiation protection. The outcome of the latter
considerations was the introduction of a post-graduate course entitled
"Health Physics and Isotope Hygiene". Before entering into description of
this newly established course, a brief review of the foregoing history is
presented.
2. THE ORIGINAL ISOTOPES COURSE
Once or twice annually from 1958 to 1972 we presented a course in isotope techniques to veterinary and agricultural post-graduates. An average
of 12 students per year participated and the time allotted per course was
about 90 hours of instruction evenly distributed between the lecture room
and the laboratory. A general impression of the course curriculum may
be obtained by conferring the subject matter given in the common basic
part of several IAEA publications, the latest being the revised manual on
crops and soils ( 1 ).
The main objectives of the course were ( a ) to instruct the participants
in the use of isotopic tracers and ( b ) to train the participants in the handling of radioactive materials at the tracer level without undue risk to them-

"Agriculture" is used in this manuscript to cover agriculture as such,
dairy-engineering, horticulture, food technology, and forestry.
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selves or others. As a consequence of the second objective, the short
chapter on radiation protection in the above-mentioned tracer manual
was supplemented over the years with texts from other publications ( 2-4 ).
Upon completion of the course the participants underwent a written examination, the result of which was evaluated by The Lecturer in Charge and
two Censors ( a physicist and a health physicist ). A diploma was issued
to all participants who passed the examination.

3. AUTHORIZATION SYSTEM IN DENMARK
Normally, anyone in Denmark who wishes to use radioactive material must
obtain permission from the appropriate Health Authority. The diploma
mentioned above does not in itself constitute a legal licence. However,
the diploma serves as a documentation of special training to which the
research worker can refer in his or her application to the authorities.
At each stage of development of a given type of course dealing with radioactive materials certain requirements pertaining to the pensum in radiation protection have been recognised by the authorities as being desirable. Our original isotopes course was among those that essentially
fulfilled the stipulated requirements.

4. THE INTERMEDIARY PERIOD 1973- 75
In 1973 a voluntary system of course selection was introduced for most of
the undergraduates at ou.r University. Advantage was taken of this situation to open the isotopes course, not only to post-graduates, but also to
undergraduates who had completed one year of basic studies. The philosophy being that an acquired knowledge on the use of isotopic tracers
would support certain contemporary or subsequent undergraduate studies.
During the period 1973 - 75 it became apparent that conflicting interests
were involved concerning the training in radiation protection. The undergraduates were not likely to be made personally responsible for the
handling of radioactive material for years to come -if ever, whereas
the post-graduates in most cases were on the verge of independent research in which they were planning to use one or more radiotracers.
In late 1975 the decision was taken to resolve the problem by establishing two courses instead of one, namely a basic course in isotope techniques and tracer methodology for undergraduates as well as post-graduates, and a supplementary course in health physics and isotope hygiene
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for post-graduates.
The basic course comprises 74 hours of instruction in theory and practice, and only a small part of the time is allotted to training in radiation protection. No special diploma is issued.

5. THE NEW COURSE IN RADIATION PROTECTION
The supplementary course, which deals mainly with relevant aspects of
radiation protection, comprises 48 hours of instruction evenly distributed
between theory and practice.
Eligible for the course are post-graduates ( and senior undergraduates )
who have taken the basic course and passed the examination satisfactorily.
Candidates from other colleges or universities are admissible on the same
( or equivalent) conditions.
The main objective of the course in health physics and isotope hygiene is
to provide previous participants in the basic course with a supplementary
education, which the national radiation protection authorities deem to be
appropriate for veterinary and agricultural research workers who, under
personal responsibility, intend to apply radioactive material at the tracer
level.
The subject matter of the supplementary course is taken from two international publications ( 4, 5 ), a number of laws, regulations and instructions printed by domes tic authorities, and from other sources of relevant
information. An outline of the present course curriculum is given below.

Lecture Matter
Health physics units and their applications.
Limits of exposure dose and isotope contamination.
Health physics instruments, their function, calibration and use.
Protection against external radiation.
Protection against internal and external body contamination.
Detection of radiation by thermoluminescence and by photographic
emulsion.
Planning of tracer experiments and procurement of isotopes.
Treatment and disposal of radioactive waste.
Laboratory features, accidents, medical checks, responsibilities.
Legal restrictions, control measures, help and advice services.
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Practicals
Absorption of beta-radiation.
Attenuation of gamma-radiation.
Dose control and use of gloved box, etc.
Decontamination and monitoring.
Analysis of.isotope uptake by autoradiography.
The use of thermolunicescence.
Excursions
The National Institute for Radiation Hygiene.
Department of Health Physics, The Danish Atomic Energy Research Establishment.
All participants who complete the supplementary course and pass the examination ( evaluated by the teacher and a health physicist ) receive a certificate to that effect issued by the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University.
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INroRMATION SERVICES IN NUCLEAR AND NON-NUCLEAR CONTROVERSIES
M.J. Gaines and L.D.G. Richings
National Radiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, England
1.

PAST ACCEPTANCE AND PRESENT CHALLENGE

Until very recently, the British public's attitude to the development of
nuclear power for producing electricity was placid. The position has
changed sharply; but the persistence of such public confidence over many
years is a phenomenon worthy of study, especially as the vigorous,
organised public reaction to nuclear weapons, familiar now in many
countries, began in Britain.
Various factors have contributed to the British public's acceptance of
civil nuclear power. The opening of Calder Hall in 1956 was seen as a
"national achievement" and the series of magnox stations that followed
were also seen in this light. Their value strategically, in reducing oil
imports, contributed to their acceptance; and, despite subsequent
denigration in some organs of the national press, they have worked well
and produced electricity cheaply and steadily. Local interests were
represented on a liaison committee at each nuclear' site from the outset
and the UKAEA and the Generating Boards issued large quanti ties of simply
expressed technical and other information. The Generating Boards also
adopted the sensible policy of encouraging the public to visit nuclear
power stations and spent money on ensuring that competent guides were
available. The link between the materials used for 'peaceful usee' of
nuclear technology and weapons did not seem to be perceived by the public,
and was the subject of only isolated comment. Further the 'plutonium
econo~' was not imminent and has only now served to focus general protest;
similarly, the advent of universal terrorism is relatively a recent cause
of fear.
The substantial changes in society over the last thirty years has had a
large effect. There is unprecedented concern for the environment as such;
far less trust of government and industry, with an emphasis on public
(even individual) participation in major governmental and industrial
decisions; the rising economic expectations of the "less privileged"
classes of society; and, in many countries, the relentless pressure of
increasing population. In general, there is a great internal conflict a steady increase in the demand for cheaper and more energy (and the
higher standard of life it can bring) competing with an increasing cynicism
about the need for a higher standard; and apparent suspicion and fear of the
science and technology necessary to achieve a higher standard even when
wanted.
Britain is lucky in one respect - it has an abundance of energy in the form
of coal (and now oil) and many believe that the waves and the strong tidal
currents surrounding her should be harnessed to produce power. These are
now additional reasons in the minds of objectors for opposing the use of
nuclear power.
2.

THE NATIONAL RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION BOARD (NRPB)

The Board was established by the Radiological Protection Act 1970. It is
the national point of authoritative reference in radiological protection for
the UK. Ita principal duties are:1 371

to advance the acquisition of knowledge on protecting mankind from
radiation hazards and to provide information and advice to persons
(including Government Departments) with responsibilities in the UK
for protecting the community as a whole or particular sections of it
from radiation hazards.
NRPB has no role in the promotion of nuclear power; nor is it responsible
for its regulation. Because it is independent of government, the nuclear
plant operators and the developers, it can occupy a central place in the
nuclear debate. For instance, at any one time it could be providing
information and advice on, say, the effects on health of radioactive
discharges from nuclear installations, to central government and environmentalists, journalists and academic scientists, trade unions and employers,
consumer organisations and plant operators, teachers and school children,
individual politicians and political parties, women's organisations, church
organisations, local authorities, individuals overseas and to international
agencies.

J.

COMMUNICATING

Any public controversy tends to be conducted simultaneously on two broad
levels; on one level are the experts and on the other the laymen; but within
the latter one can, again broadly, distinguish between the generally well
informed and the woefully ignorant. As a general rule, points raised at the
expert level determine the course of the lay debate and the nuclear debate
is no exception. Consequently, an organisation such as NRPB must, at the
very least, provide information and advice at both of these two broad levels
The greatest effort is directed at specialists in radiological protection;
but closely following is communication designed for "the informed" layman,
particularly those who might influence policy makers as well as the policy
makers themselves.
NRPB encourages its staff to publish the results of their scientific work in
the open literature and to participate in specialist symposia, conferences
etc; it also publishes its own series of technical reports. These reports
have covered a variety of radiological problems, quite outside the ambit of
power production, for instance, radioactivity in consumer goods, the use of
plutonium sources in schools, radon in metaliferous mines, by-product gypsum
as a building material, radioactive fluorescers in dental porcelains, etc.
From time-to-time, a general review is published describing the current
levels of radiation exposure of the public from various sources. Each year
a report is published on the study of chromosome aberration yield in human
lymphocytes as an indicator of radiation dose; and the significant overexposures to radiation which it lists come mainly from industrial radiography
rather than nuclear power. The Board also publishes "Radiological Protection
Bulletin" a quarterly Journal covering the whole field of interest, including
comment on attitudes, terminology and policy.
This focussing of attention by an authoritative, expert, independent source
of information on radiation from all causes, not just from nuclear power,
enables radiological hazards to b;-8een as a whole and the advantages and
disadvantages of using ionising radiation to be better weighed and rational
opinions formed.

4.

THE PROFESSIONALS

When appropriate, the reports are accompanied by a press brief; and
occasionally "the press" are briefed individually. The information media
in the UK (press, radio and TV) have for many years benefitted by employing
specialist "science correspondents". Some of these are science graduates,
some not. But nearly all are capable journalists who build up their knowledge and develop informal relationships with the leading figures of science.
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With the advent of nuclear power, it was natural for them to become the
principal commentators on the subject. They still are, but as industrial
uses of radiation have become routine and as the international security
aspects have become subject to public scrutiny, other types of journalists
have become involved. The regular commentators on diplomatic and defence
questions have generally tended to report matters objectively but some
other journalists have naturally been more opportunist in seeking a noteworthy story presented to catch the eye of the reader and the attention of
the viewer and listener.
Nevertheless, it is still, more often than not, through the science correspondents that the public usually learn about developments and new
controversies in nuclear power and NRPB concentrates on them in its
dealings with the "opinion formers". Its programme of press relations
includes arranging for individual correspondents to visit the laboratories
and to learn of NRPB's work; arranging seminars on particular topics
specifically for journalists, eg, on plutonium and health; and press open
d~s, when parties of journalists visit the laboratories, etc.
NRPB considers that bad science needs firm rebuttal, especially when public
opinion may be unduly influenced by the circumstances surrounding the
product. An example is the "hot particle" hypothesis widely reported in
1974. NRPB on this occasion issued a rigorously argued information sheet
which, according to some journalists, was particularly helpful to those
under "policy" pressure from editors to support the concern so dramatically
expressed.
Of course, journalists with even the best intentions are subjected to the
normal pressures in their lives. There are three of these of high importance - time, space and competition. Time is alw~s at a premium. It means
that some journalists have to work fast all of the time and all journalists
have to work fast some of the time - and this is one of the greatest causes
of inaccuracy and misunderstanding. Space is always inadequate. Among
other things, this means that i t is the abnormal that is reported and the
normal that tends to be lost. Journalists have to bear in mind what their
employers consider to be "news"; not all success stories are "news",
although trouble usually is, and for many journalists the definition of
news is simply what he can get on to the air or into his paper. The third
pressure on journalists is competition, particularly severe in countries
which, like the UK, have national newspapers. For instance, editors scan
the early editions of one another's newspapers looking for the stories that
their own paper has missed; they have been known to take "exclusives" out
of subsequent edi tiona to make w~ for "good" stories carried by their
competitors. Clearly, journalists have their problems and scientists, who
sometimes feel that in dealing with the journalist checking a story against
a dead line that they are being harrassed by the corporate might of
newspaper chains or TV companies, should remember that they are probably
dealing with an individual journalist who is just trying to solve his own
immediate problems.

5.

THE PU13LIC

Clearly, because of the vagaries of the information media, it is essential
sometimes to try to communicate directly with the general public and, with
this in mind, NRPB published a booklet, "Living with Radiation", in 1973.
It hae been re-printed three times and 25,000 copies have now been produced.
It seems particularly popular with schools and colleges.
NRPB and the British Society for Radiological Protection also offer speakers
for meetings of private organisations of all sorts, eg, Round Table;
Women's Institutes; Townswomens Guilds, etc., but there has been (perhaps
surprisingly in view o£ the press and political debate of the last two years)
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scarcely any demand. NRPB has, however, dealt with a steady stream of
enquiries from individuals, especially from students who find that "projects"
on pollution and on radioactivity have become very popular with their
teachers.
In the course of the current "public debate" in Britain, stimulated by the
Secretary of State for Energy, there have been a few open public meetings as distinct from "organisational" meetings held in public. NRPB send people
to both types of meetings to inform the debaters in a neutral, objective way
of the facts relating to the hazards and the means of protection.
In any controversy, it is very tempting for an organisation trying to be
neutral to refuse to comment. No matter how objective it is, if a clear
statement is made, one side will accuse it of siding with the other. Then,
the organisation's whole credibility is at stake. Credibility cannot be
achieved overnight - it has to be earned by the painful effort of many
years; it can be lost, however, on a single encounter. For NRPB, it is a
fundamental part of its work to provide objective, authoritative advice and
information. So far, it has done so without prejudice to its independence
and without too much damage to its credibility, even to some of the more
emotional opponents of nuclear power.
It is interesting to speculate on whether ICRP should make efforts to
communicate with non-scientists, if only to make sure that its recommendations
are properly understood.
6.

NON-NUCLEAR CONTROVERSIES

There are lessons to be learned by those who have a regulatory or advisory
role in relation to non-nuclear hazards. Undoubtedly, they will be put in
the position, from time to time, where their credibility will be at risk.
The result will depend on many factors but if their objectivity and
authority is generally respected, their opinion is likely to be accepted
in relation to specific matters under debate. It is vital to have a good
reputation for quality with specialists in their own and in other fields;
this means that they must have organised communications with these people
in a way acceptable to them. For scientists, this must mean something along
the lines of NRPB's efforts described in this paper. Moreover, it must be
seen that the organisation is being "open", that is that it is giving other
;p;Dialists the opportunity to comment on its research, its recommendations
etc., as early and as often as is reasonably practicable. It is only
against this kind of background that an organisation can sustain a
credible public information programme. Publication in refereed journals,
at appropriate meetings, conferences etc., easy availability of reports
and other publication, willingness of experts to visit and be visited and
to attend public meetings, openness with the media- and being seen to be
open- all of these are essential. If, at any time, an organisation leaves
an "information void" someone, probably the less informed critics, will
tend to fill it. Neglect of information policy and practice can in the end
generate folklore that will survive for decades. If that happens no-one
should blame the critics - only themselves.
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N° 425

L'ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE ET L'OPINION PUBLIQUE

EMERGENCE D'UN MYTHE

D. AGRAFIOTIS, E. DELARMINAT, G. MORLAT, J.P. PAGES
Commissariat a 1 'Energie Atomique- DPr/LSEES- B.P. n° 6
92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France.
Rarement le developpement d'une technologie nouvelle a ete associe a autant
d'efforts, en vue de reduire les risques et les nuisances qu'elle est susceptible d'entrainer pour les travailleurs et pour le public, que l'energie nucleaire. Il semble qu'on puisse dire que les enquetes epidemiologiques, en
vue de connaitre les effets des rayonnements ionisants sur la sante (effets
differes dus aux faibles doses) ont ete poussees jusqu'a la limite de ce que
peuvent donner de telles enquetes (et meme parfois un peu au-dela). Sides
incertitudes subsistent, il s'agit pour l'essentiel de savoir si les tres
faibles doses (disons inferieures a un Rad) peuvent avoir des consequences
(probabilite d'apparition de cancers ou de mutations genetiques) proportionnelles a celles qu'on a pu observer pour des doses moyennes ou fortes (quelques dizaines ou quelques centaines de rads) ou pas de consequences du tout.
On sait que les normes de protection recommandees par la CIPR tablent sur
l'hypothese prudente de la proportionnalite des effets aux doses : ces norroes constituent alors des limites qui feraient que les travailleurs soumis
aux rayonnements ne courent pas des risques plus eleves que ceux que l'on
peut observer dans les domaines d'activites reputes les moins risques.
D'un autre cote, pour ce qui concerne la surete nucleaire, la conception des
reacteurs permet d'assurer que le risque d'un accident grave se situe au pire dans la zone des 10-6 ou Jo-7 par reacteur et par an : avec un developpement rapide de la production d'electricite nucleaire, le rapport des experts
americains reunis autour du professeur RASMUSSEN, souligne que le risque d'un
accident catastrophique, reste inferieur a celui de la plupart des catastrophes naturelles ou industrielles. 11 s'agit la sans doute d'un risque entrant
dans la categorie de ceux dont Jacques BERNOULLI souhaitait, au dix huitieme
siecle, que le gouvernement d 'un etat les decladit "negligeables".
Tels sont quelques points de repere fondamentaux, au plan technique, de la
surete nucleaire et de la radioprotection. On voit qu'il s'agit, de l'avis
d'experts, de nuisances et de risques minimes.
Pourtant, l'opinion publique reagit parfois d'une fa~qn surprenante, voire
paradoxale, comme si elle percevait l'energie nucleaire comme une technologie
dangereuse, inquietante.
Le paradoxe s'accentue encore si l'on observe que l'evaluation des risques
radiologiques est faite en cumulant des hypotheses prudentes ou pessimistes
-au moins pour les faibles doses- et qu'une surestimation trop grande de ces
risques peut conduire a renoncer a des technologies faisant appel au nucleaire, pour adopter d' aut res technologies dont les nuisances sont moins bien
connues, mais peuvent etre beaucoup plus serieuses : des hypotheses prudentes
ne sont pas necessairement benefiques, il faut leur preferer des hypotheses
correctes (meme entachees d'incertitudes).
En tout etat de cause, on observe aisement un divorce, en la matiere, entre
l'ev:aluation "c.orrecte" des risques, faite par les scientifiques et les specialistes en securite, et leur perception declaree par les differents groupes
sociaux ou par des individus particuliers.
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Bien plus, on a pu observer, en certaines circonstances, que des tentatives
faites pour mieux informer le public peuvent aller a l'encontre de leurs objectifs : le langage scientifique n'est pas entendu. "Si tant de chases sont
faites pour nous proteger, c'est bien que c'est encore plus dangereux que
nous ne le pensions" : telle est la reaction qui surprend, qui choque parfois
l'informateur-technicien de bonne foi. Tout cela semble bien indiquer que la
formation de !'opinion publique, en la matiere, obeit a d'autres regles que
celles de Ia rationalitP terhnicienne. Doit-on simplement admettre qu'il s'agit d'une opinion irrationnelle, passionnelle, et passer outre ? La tentation
est grande, pour un esprit de culture scientifique, de s'en tenir la. Mais
pour le praticien, la necessite s'impose de comprendre le mecanisme de la
formation de l'opinion, des lors qu'une contestation active pourrait risquer,
a uncertain degre, d'inflechir ou de remettre en cause le developpement de
l'energie nucleaire, et des lors que celle-ci pent etre reconnue benefique,
au plan economique, social et national. C'est ce qui justifie des investigations pour mettre en evidence les dimensions psychosociologiques qui sont a
l'origine d'une opinion parfois deroutante et paradoxale.
Avec la collaboration de plusieurs equipes universitaires (I.U.T. de statistique de l'Universite de Grenoble, Institut Fran~ais du Petrole, Institut de
Statistique de l'Universite de Paris, entre autres) le Laboratoire de Statistique et d'Etudes Economiques et Sociales du C.E.A. (Departement de protection) a mene plusieurs enquetes, aupres d'echantillons d'effectif moyen appartenant a des categories socio-professionnelles relativement homogenes. Il
s'agissait de connaitre la position de ces personnes sur un certain nombre
de questions qui jouent un role dans l'actualite et divisent l'opinion, ainsi
que sur des problemes sociaux, politiques, religieux, voire moraux, moins
ephemeres. On trouvera en annexe l'un des questionnaires qui ont ete utilises. Les questions sont formulees de fa~on simple, aussi claire que possible,
presentees dans un certain desordre. Les sujets interroges doivent exprimer
leur position par l'une de cinq modalites, allant de l'accord complet au desaccord complet -sans se livrer a une analyse ou a de longues reflexions
la simplicit:e de la question attire la spontaneite de la reponse.
L'etude des reponses fournies a de tels questionnaires s'est revelee d'une
richesse que d'aucuns diraient insoup~onnee. Elle met en evidence une coherence (on plutot un certain nombre de coherences) entre les opinions -dont
certaines sont trivialement evidentes et d'autres sont un peu plus neuves.
La reflexion et !'interpretation de ces resultats ne sont pas achevees :
elles se poursuivent, en meme temps que sont mises en place de nouvelles
versions de ce type d'enquete, tenant compte des le~ons tirees des premiers
essais.
Les correlations entre les reponses donnees dans les differents groupes sociaux montrent a !'evidence que les positions prises a propos de l'energie
nucleaire ne sont pas au premier chef motivees par des informations precises
de nature technique ou economique, mais plutot par les images qu'evoque le
theme nucleaire chez les sujets interroges : les positions prises sur le
nucleaire apparaissent en effet correlees a d'autres positions, en particulier a celles prises sur la natalite, la censure, la peine de mort, la famille, le travai 1, la force de frappe, le Larzac, Dieu, .. , etc· .•• On jugera
grossierement de ces correlations en consultant le graphique I ou sont decrites les correlations obtenues a ln suite d'une enquete aupres de commer~ants
grenoblois.
Deux hypotheses extremes peuvent etre alors en particulier emises sur le processus qui conduit l'individu a prendre position par rapport au nucleaire :
Ia premiere, d'inspiration psychanalytique, consiste a dire : le theme nucll>aire est un theme de conflit ; il peut done etre reconnu par l'individu
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comme un objet d'investissement psychique ; la prise de pos~t~on est alors,
a uncertain point, "sublimation" ; cette sublimation s'exprime principalement, relativement aux valeurs sociales admises, suivant deux poles : un
pole positif (positions conservatrices et positions favorables au nucleaire) et un pole negatif (remise en cause des valeurs admises).
- la deuxieme suppose que la position par rapport au nucleaire resulte d'asso<'i ati ons qui surgissent dans 1' individu au niveau de l"'imagin3irc" ; de
ces associations emergent, par le jeu interieur, des directives traduites
par l'avis emis.
Dans la deuxieme hypothese, on insiste sur le role determinant des messages
emis par les acteurs participant au jeu nucleaire ; ces messages qui peuvent
etre traduits en termes d'associations et de mythes sont en partie re~us par
l'individu (cette perception est fonction des facteurs socio-culturels) ; les
associations internes, puis les directives resultent des messages accumules
par l'individu recepteur.
Mais s'il y a sublimation a propos de l'objet "centrales nucleaires", la prise de position fait, malgre tout, reference aux associations apparaissant
au niveau de l'imaginaire ; les associations sont alors exploitees en tant
qu'elements permettant une justification a posteriori de la position prise ;
c'est la potentialite "rassurante" pour rationnaliser qu'offrent les associations qui rend possible ici la sublimation. Dans la realite, il est plausible que les mecanismes decrits par les deux hypotheses interviennent simultanement, avec une force variable selon les individus.
En tout etat de cause, on est conduit a s'interroger sur le processus qui
aboutit chez l'individu a l'emergence des associations ; a l'origine de ce
processus on trouve en particulier taus les messages qui circulent ou qui
ont circule dans le public a propos du nucleaire.
Rappelons succintement que dans la theorie moderne de la communication et
du langage, les elements de base des messages sont les signes, couples d'un
signifiant et d'un signifie -et les mythes, objets derives dans lesquels un
signe est pris comme signifiant, auquel on attache un signifie secondaire,
ou parasite, qui est souvent l'objet d'un consensus social. On explique
ainsi le mythe de l'automobile, dont le signifie secondaire est relatif au
statut social de celui qui possede et utilise cet objet, les divers mythes
lies ala mode, etc •.•
Dans le cas qui nous occupe ~c~, l'energie nucleaire est de fa~on immediate
pour le technicien au le scientifique un concept ordinaire, ou un signe dont
le contenu (signifie) est un systeme producteur d'energie, a partir d'uranium,
selon certaines filieres technologiques et dans des conditions economiques
precises, etc .•• -tandis que pour beaucoup de personnes interrogees, et pour
le technicien de fa~on mains immediate, il s'avere que l'energie nucleaire
est un mythe, auquel est attachee une signification secondaire qui n'a rien
a voir avec la production d'energie (par un detournement de sens, selon l'expression de R. BARTHES).
Ce signifie secondaire, varie, nous l'avons vu, avec les individus, de sorte
que l'on pourrait parler d'un "multimythe". Pour uncertain nombre de gens,
le sens derive a une connotation negative (mort, ou mise en danger de l'humanite) ; c'est sur cet aspect du mythe que peut s'appuyer une contestation
de l'energie nucleaire. Pour une categorie plus sophistiquee, le sens secondaire du mythe est relatif a la forme d'organisation sociale, hypercentralisee, qu'entrainerait, selon eux, le developpement de l'energie electronucleaire (l'electrofascisme) -et cett~ version du mythe commence a supplanter la
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precedente dans une partie des supports qui vehiculent la contestation (presse hebdomadaire et mensuelle notamment) ; pour d'autres le sens derive a une
connotation positive (patrie, defense des valeurs morales, progres .•• ) ...
etc ...
Comment peut-on lutter centre un mythe ? Roland BARTHES nous indique qu'en
cette affaire, !'argumentation rationn~lle est parfAitement impuissante,
puisque la personne qui adopte le mythe, par definition, n'est generalement
oas consciente qu'il s'agit d'un mvthe, dont elle est en queloue sorte la
victime (intellectuelle s'entend). Si vous argumentez sur le plan du signifie secondaire, elle vous repliquera par un argument portant sur le signifie primitif, et vice
versa, profitant sans s'en rendre compte du "detournement de sens'' que constitue le mythe. C'est bien ce qu'ont pu constater
(parfois a leur detriment) les techniciens qui ont eu !'occasion d'argumenter avec les contestaires du nucleaire. On serait aisement porte a taxer
ceux-ci de mauvaise foi : a tort la plupart du temps, puisqu'ils argumentent
sur un mythe, qu'ils croient etre un concept rationnel, et c'est la le propre du mythe. Ce n'est done pas le technicien qui saura lutter centre le mythe negatif : il y faut d'autres moyens.
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TABLEAU I

I. La liberation de l'avortement est une bonne chose
2. Il faut continuer a construire des centrales nucleaires
3. Lcs mcdccins mcritcnt notre confiancc
4. Il fiut dimi.nuer 1' importance des diplomes
5. Dieu existe
6. On devrait autoriser les municipalites a constituer des milices
7. Il faut soutenir le mouvement pour le Larzac
8. La force de frappe est indispensable
9. On peut avoir confiance en la justice
10. Les centrales nucleaires sont dangereuses
II. Il faut imposer fortement les gros proprietaires
12. Il faut supprimer la peine de mort
13. L'eglise exerce une influence nefaste
14. Il faut limiter les heritages
IS. Il fallait construire le Concorde
16. Il faut censurer la pornographie
17. La limitation de vitesse devrait etre suppri~ee
18. Les informations televisees sont impartiales
19. La publ;cite rend service
20. Il faut reduire au maximum les ecarts entre les salaires
21. La Police n'est pas au service du citoyen
22. Il y a trap de travailleurs immigres en France
23. Il faut suivre la mode
24. Il faut limiter le pouvoir de PARIS au profit des regions
25. La France devrait supprimer son aide aux pays sous developpes
26. La pollution n'est pas inquietante
27. Avec le temps le progres technique resout taus les problemes
28. Les hyper-marches rendent un grand service au consommateur
29. Les etudiants vivent en parasit~de la societe
30. Les pays du tiers monde deviennent trap puissants
31. Il faut chercher a travailler le mains possible
32. On doit tout faire pour la jeunesse
33. Ce n'est plus la peine de se marier
34. Il faut encourager la natalite
35. La science nous apporte plus de mal que de bien
36. La famille doit rester la cellule de base de la societe
37. Les soldats devraient pouvoir constituer des syndicats
38. Il y a trap de depenses de prestige en France
39. Le gouvernement ne fait pas assez pour lutter contre le chomage
40. La prostitution doit etre reprimee severement
41. 11 faut tout faire pour maintenir la croissance economique
42. En France, il suffirait d'avoir une armee de metier
43. Si les conditions de securite sont insuffisantes dans une entreprise, il
faut inculper le chef d'entreprise
44. On ne devrait plus exercer de responsabilites apres 60 ou 65 ans
45. Les tres grosses entreprises doivent etre nationalisees
46. Il faut respecter les convenances
47. On devrait arreter les importations de petrole en provenance des pays
arabes
48. Le mouvement de liberation des femmes (M.L.F.) merite d'etre soutenu
49. II est necessaire de censurer certains films ou certains ecrits
50. L~s gens qui se suicident sont des faibles
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IMPROVEMENTS IN DEPOSITION MODELS FOR ESTIMATING DOSE DISTRIBUTION FROM
INHALED AEROSOLS
R.F. PHALEN, O.G. RAABE*, K.A. BELL** AND T.B. MARTONEN
University of California, Irvine, California
University of California, Davis, California*
Rancho Los Amigos Hospital, Downey, California**
U.S.A.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1966, the Task Group on Lung Dynamics (ICRP) described improved deposition and clearance models for predicting aerosol dose to the human respiratory system (1). Deposition calculations, based on Findeisen's (2) anatomical model containing only five orders of bifurcation in the tracheobronchial
tree, were applied to generalized nasopharyngeal (NP), tracheobronchial (TB)
and pulmonary (P) compartments. Predicted total and compartmental deposition for various sized particles were in satisfactory agreement with existing experimental data. Recently, Mercer (3) evaluated the ICRP model in
light of new experimental information. The Task Group computations apparently underestimate deposition in the TB compartment due to the paucity of
bifurcations in the Findeisen anatomy; as a result, the ICRP model probably
overestimates deposition in the critical P compartment. In any event, the
ICRP model is limited to compartments and cannot be applied to predict dose
distribution within a compartment. The much more realistic tracheobronchial
airway anatomy of Weibel (4) was later used by Taulbee and Yu (5) in a refined mathematical model which incorporated some of Beeckman's (6) deposition equations. The use of Heibel's anatomical data allows generation by
generation estimates of deposition, though Taulbee and Yu's original paper
did not include such information.
The use of dose to a compartment, or even within a given airway, to evaluate
hazard underestimates the dose to some tissues while it overestimates that
to others. The following sections describe three anatomical factors that
presumably produce a more uneven distribution of dose from inhaled aerosols
than is predicted by the above models. These factors are: 1) differences in
size and airway morphology of various lobes of the lung, 2) systematic
changes in the geometrical shapes of airways at various levels within a
given lobe, and 3) bronchial bifurcations which produce deposition maxima or
"hot spots".
2.

NON-UNIFORMITY OF DOSE RELATED TO ANATOMICAL DIFFERENCES AMONG LOBES

Although some still believe that the dose to lung tissue calculated for
small radioactive particles must consider the microdose regions around each
particle, it has been generalPy demonstrated that smear-dose calculations
for lung tissue are conservative and realistic"for estimating the radiological potential for many biological effects. Thus, it is not necessary to
consider each particle as an individual radioactive source for hazard
assessment even in the case of alpha-emitting particles.
Improved lung models of dose should consider the variations of dose that
occur among lung lobes because of consistent differences in relative efficiency of particle deposition. This has been demonstrated by Raabe, et al.
(7) in aerosol deposition studies in experimental aninals for which anatomical information was available. Hamsters and rats were exposed to radiolabeled monodisperse aerosols of fused silicate spheres. The deposited
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activity per unit lung weight was determined for each lobe and compared to
the average for the whole lung. In both species the right apical lobe (corresponding to the right upper lobe of the human lung) had an activity concentration varying from 5 to 60% higher than the average for the whole lung.
The higher concentration was more pronounced for larger particle sizes
(Table 1).
In addition, Raabe, et al. showed that differences ht relalivoe lubar doepusition were related to the geometric mean number of airway bifurcations between the trachea and terminal bronchioles in each lobe. Those lobes with
the highest relative concentration of deposited particles were shown to have
the least bifurcations and the shortest average path lengths of airways between the trachea and terminal bronchioles. For rats the ratio of the mean
concentration for all particle sizes studied among lobes was roughly equal
to the reciprocal of the square root of the mean path lengths from the trachea to the terminal bronchioles for the lobes.
If this same relationship holds for human lungs, the right upper lobe should
receive from 50% to 75% higher deposition of radioactive particles than any
other lobe. A greater disproportioning of dose would be expected for larger
particle sizes. Dose calculations for inhaled radioactive particles deposited in the human lung should therefore give proper consideration to this
non-uniformity of dose among the lung lobes.
Lobe

Aerodinamic Diameter, Micrometers
2.09
3.05
1. 04
0.52
0.2
Mean

R.A.

1.21

1. 32

1.12

1.05

1.10

1.15

R.C.

0.93

0.95

1.00

1.02

0.97

0.98

R.D.

0.84

0.99

0.96

0.89

0.93

0.92

R.I.

0. 75

0.88

0.95

1.02

1.06

0.94

Left lung

1. 21

0.97

1.01

1. 06

1.01

1. 05

Mean

0.99

1.02

1.01

1.01

1.02

1. 01

S.D.

0.11

0.09

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.05

TABLE 1.

3.

Relative Lobar Concentration of
Inhaled Particles in Rats (Per·cent of Total Lung Burden/Percent
of Total Lung Weight)

VARIATIONS IN STRUCTURE WITHIN A LOBE

Deposition models that do not include realistic shapes of bifurcations at
various levels (divisions down) in the tracheobronchial tree may not reproduce the dose pattern within a lobe. The noted morphometric data mentioned
have shown that the assumptions of constant branching angle, asymmetry ratio
(in daughter diameter) or length to diameter ratio throughout a lobe are
invalid. The systematic variation in these parameters is shown in Figure 1.
Branch angles increase for smaller airways, especially for those with diameters below 4 mm. A maximum asymmetry of about 1.5 in daughter diameter
ratios occurs for bronchi of about 2 mm in diameter. The length to diameter
ratio has its maximum value of about 3 for airways slightly less than 2 mm
in size. Though the net effect of these factors has not been ascertained,
it appears that in any model having symmetry in branching angles impactional
deposition is likely to be underestimated in the smaller airways within the
TB compartment and overestimated in the larger ones. This follows from the
observation that branch angles increase rapidly for small airways.
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INFLUENCE OF BIFURCATIONS ON LOCAL DEPOSITION

A major factor leading to uneven deposition in the respiratory tract is the
complex geometry, air flow and particle transport behavior at bifurcations.
Local deposition maxima or "hot spots" have been observed at lung bifurcations by Nadel, et al. (8). Bell, and Bell and Friedlander (9,10) have
quantitated "hot spots" in theoretical and experimental studies using spherical particles in models of a single human airway bifurcation.
Figure 2 shows the deposition pattern for 0.365 urn particles measured by
Bell (9) in the daughter branch of his bifurcation model. The peak "hot
spot" occurs at the carina of the bifurcation within contour A. It has a
transfer coefficient 3.4 times larger than the average value over the branch
and its surface area is only 0.6% of the total or 11 mm2. The approximately
150,000 epithelial lining cells in this area at the first bifurcation in a
human lung should receive at least 3.4 times more particles than predicted
from uniform deposition.

TRANSfER
COEFFIC,ENT
CONTOURS

{con/1ecl x 10 3

A • 1.30
8 • I IB

c.

1.06
0. 0.943

E
F
G
H
I

•
•
•
•
•

o.e25
0.707
0.559
0.471

K
L
M
N

• 0.236
• 0.177

0.413
J. 0.354
• 0.295

• 0.118

0. 0.059

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

Xem

FIGURE 2.

Deposition pattern for 0.365 urn particles where
kav = 3.83 x l0-4 (9)
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By normalizing the transfer coefficient in this small carinal area by the
average transfer coefficient over the entire branch surface, a "hot spot"
intensity or degree of nonuniformity of deposition is obtained. It varied
from a high of 22.4 for dp = 5.7 urn and U = 200 em/sec to a low of 3. 75 for
ip = 1.1 urn and U = 100 em/sec where dp is particle aerodynamic diameter and
U is the average flow velocity in the parent branch.

:>.

SUMMARY

The effects mentioned above all tend to increase the non-uniformity of dose
in the respiratory tract. The estimation of hazard based on average dose to
the respiratory tract, or a compartment within it, may be seriously oversimplified by the use of even the best existing deposition models. Whether
a more uneven dose results in a greater or lesser hazard is a matter of
recent controversy and may be strongly dependent on the properties of the
specific inhaled aerosol. Solution of this issue will require parallel
efforts in theoretical modelling and.laboratory studies in living animals.
REFERENCES
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A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL FOR RETENTION OF EXOTIC NUCLIDES
KAZUAKI KATOH* AND JUNKO MATSUBARA**
* National Laboratory for i'Jigh Energy Physics,
Tsukuba JAPAN
** The University of Tokyo School of Medicine,
Tokyo JAPAN
1. INTRODUCTION
Internal contamination problems are usually treated with
the compartment model and the behavior of the exotic nuclide
taken into the body is expressed with the retention function
r(t) as
q(t) = ltx(t') r ( t - t')dt' .....•••••.•••• (l)
where x(t)
q (t)

rate of intake, and
: amount of the quantity existing in the compartment

It is clear from the definition of the retention function
that the function r(t) must satisfy the condition r(t=O)=l
and for any functional form of x(t) the right hand side of
Eq. (1) must be convergent.
The exponential function model (EFM) was introduced rather
theoretically on the assumption that the rate of excretion
is proportional to the amount of the radionuclide in the
compartment. The retention function is gi~en as
r(t) =

e-~t ••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••.•..

(2)

which is a solution of the differential equation
-r(t) /r(t) ="-,

i:~dr/dt •••••••••..•. (3)

While ~following power function model (PFM) was introduced
eventually in ICRP Reports,
r ( t)

= A t -b ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • ( 4)

which is a solution of the equation,
- ~(t)/ r(t) = b/t ••..••••••..•...•...... (5)
Ir is usually believed that any simple power function can
be wiftten as the sum of properly chosen exponential function , but from comparison of Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) it is clear
that the believe is ~t correct. The EFM of Eq. (2) satisfies
the above said condi~ns while the PFM of Eq. (4) satisfies
none of them. In order to get rid of these 2i~ficulties,
ICRP recommends some trials of modification ' which seems
to be nothing but petty tricks.
ICRP Pub. 20 gives a six parameter model,
r(t) = (1-p)e-mt + pEb(t+E)-b~e-r~t +(l-~)e-trAt •. (6}
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which was constructed with a lot of physiological discussions
but seems to have too many parameters in practice to describe
general dynamics of such a metal retention in organisms.
Better model having fewer .parameters with wide applicability
for the internal dosimetry is to be presented.
2. A New Model
A unification of the currently used EFM and PFM in a simplest
manner can be made with a retention function of
r (t) = (l+at) -?fa ...............•.•••.•••• (7)
where a and~ are constants. Induction of EFM can be easily
seen as follows.
;<
~
For at»l Eq. (7) approaches (a-;;:) (t-;;:) = At -b ... (8)
at« l Eq.

(7) approaches lim (l+at)
..._t+D

_.a,!.
... ~

= e

-~t

... (9)

So the model is a unification of the currently used exponential and power function models. This model thus seems to
describe underlying mechanism of conventionally utilized two
models. Moreover it has no difficulty of the divergence at
time t=O, which is the fatal defect of the power function
model.
The amount (or concentration) of the nuclide in organ under
observation is given as follows corresponding to Eq. (7),
q (t) -- q 0

.
(l+at) -~a ...••..•••.•••.•.....•.
(10)

where q is the amount (or concentration) of the nuclide at
t=O. Eq~ (10) is a solution of the following equation,

-q (t) /q (t)

= ?-j (l+at) ....•..•.•••......•... (ll)

3. Cofitting to the Experimental Data
109
One of the authors (J.M.) has studied retention of Cd
,
203
65
51
75 .
.
Hg
, Zn , Cr , and Se
1n var1ous organs of the mouse
after the single injection of each radionuclide. The obtained
data were previously tried to fit the one of the following

function as (l) y = A e -Bt ,

"
(2) y =l;A.
e -B i t or
•

1

(3) y = A (e-Bt - e-Ct)/ ( C-B ) , where y is the concentration
of nuclide in organ and A,B, etc ar~onstanti• 6 ).
Among those, data fitted to Eq. (2) i.e. sums of the exponentials, were reprocessed to fit the present retention function
(7) with least squar~s method using HITAC 8800.
109
The whole body retention of Cd
and majorities of organ
.
65
75
retent1on of Zn and Se
showed good fitness. The obtained
parameters of fitted function (7) are listed in Table l.
Fig. l shows an example to compare the degree of fittness
to the conventional exponential model with the present model.
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4. Check of the Validity of the Model
~ready lots of data have been reported dealing with organ
retention of various radionuclides after singl~ administration
to animals. It was tried to compare AIC values of our retention
model with those of conventional models using the data already
published by various authors. Fiq.2 shows one example of model
fitting to organ retention of Zn65 reported by J.E.Ballou et
al. Our model fitted well for these data as shown with dotted
line in Fig.2. The data of whole body retention by E. Lloyd
were also utilized for similar discussion. Calculated AICs
from both models were compared as presented in Table 2.
Generally speaking, whole body data fitted our model better
than the summation of exponential functions, while some organs
showed better fitness to the conventional ones.
* AIC = - 2 ln (maximum likelihood) + 2 (number of parameter)

5. Conclusion
A mathematical model to describe the retention of radionuclides in organs or in the whole body is proposed. The
expression is in a unified form of the conventional exponential
function and power function and well-behaved mathematically,
having no defect of divergence at t = 0.
The validity of the model was demonstrated by cofitting the
data obtained from retention studies of various nuclides in
mouse organs to the new model and was diagnosed as minimum
AIC estimate (HAICE) .

Cd

109

Whole Body Retention in Mouse
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Table l]S. : List of the obtained parameters of new model fitted to
experimental data by authors'. ( ICR mouse 6) )
organs
Zn65
Se75
Cr51
Cdl09
a
a
a
a
~
~
9\1
kidney
0.175 0.292 liver
0.151 0.236 pancreas 0.118 0.205 0.065 0.190 spleen
0.121 0.190 0.293 0.320 stomach 0.046 0.056 0.092 0.206 lung
0.071 0.187 0.083 0.198 0.379 0.397
muscle
0.022 0.058 0.066 0.101 21.0 8.06
skeleton 1.26 0.282 0. 326 0.355
0.036 0.026
brain
4.51 l . 24
gonad
0.013 0.064 0.091 0.234
l . 83 0.57
16.0
4.64
~Hk::iary 0.064 0.114

""

Table lB: List of the obtained parameters of
already published.
nuclide animal organ
a
6"',..
?vi«..
Pu-239
man
blood
0.47
0.15 1.91
Pu-239
man
W. body
0.041 0.032 0.024
Pu-239
rat
muscle
0.029 0.029 0.24
Pu-238
rat
muscle
0.063 0.038 1.84
Np-237
rat
muscle
0.97
0.02 0.31
Cm-242
rat
muscle
0.65
0.58 0.30
Pu-238
rat
lung
0.20
0.15 0.36
Pu-239
rat
lung
0.13
0.10 0.65
Am-241
rat
lung
0.18
0.025 1.19
Cm-242
rat
lung
0.082 0.022 2.05
W-181 beagle lung
52.1
10.0
0.502

new model fitted to the data

6"' ,...
0.22
0.0042
0.15
0.59
0.16
0.08
0.13
0.24
0.062
0.32
0.013

Ref.
W.H. Langham H.P.l'59

"

J.C. Nenot et al.
H.P. 22 '72

"
"
"

R.L. Anunodt

H.P.28'75

Table 2

Comparison of AIC of present model with conventional
model
(1) Retention function of Zn65 in ~B!o~¥tBallou ~o.fio 33 t
whole body Yl = O.lse-0.116t+O.l5e
+0.049e
AIC = -28.0 + c
Y2 = o.4o9 < 1 + o.l28 t l -o.8 23
AIC = -40.7 + c

~~~ 1 =e~~~~i~~ :~~~~~~o?f62~!~.~~-5~3~4t~~ 1 ~~~XB.oo51t
AIC = -64.7 + c
Y2 = 77.3 ( 1 + 1.06 t
AIC = -91.6 + c

)-1· 47 + 22.2e-0· 0057 t

REFERENCES
1)
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3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
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Matsubara-Khan,J.: Environmental Research, 7, pp54- &7 (1974)
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FACTORS WHICH ALTER THE PARAMETERS FOR EVALUATING INTERNAL
EXPOSURE
JUNKO MATSUBARA AND KAZUHO MAEDA
The University of Tokyo, School of Medicine
As a fundamental of dose evaluation of internal exposure,
i t is necessary to check the factors which alter the dynamics
of metal turnover. In the process of mathematical adjustment
of the data obtained from retention survey after single
exposure of various radionuclides to mice, it was noted that
some data showed systematic deviations,from others according
to a certain biological or chemical factors. The present
report was summarized discussing our experimental results
to check the said factors.
1. Methods
Mice were given single injections of radionuclide such
as cadmium-109 or zinc-65. The animals were sacrificed at
serial time intervals and dissected into more than ten
organs. Each organ was radioassayed with scintillati:on
counter. Thus obtained data of organ retentions of a nuclide
were processed to fit variette~ of mathematical models as
described in other reports. 1 ' )Besides, organ concentrations
of stable ed and ~n were followed by atomic absorption
spectroscopy of the ashed samples obtained from varied age
of mice.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1 Sex
Our data of the whole-body retention of ca-109 in males
and females showed clear sexual di~erence between them.
With exponential model such as Y =~.i exp(-Bi t) females
gave smaller rate constant Bi than males e.g. in males
B 3 = 0.0032 (day- 1 ),in females B3 = 0.0020.ijpile applying
to our new retention model2)
y = qo (l+at)-~, sexual
variation was demonstrated more explicitly with a, which
we defined as deposition coefficient but not with~ i.e.
rate constant as shown
In Y
'
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 1Jhole body Retention
It was also tried to
of Cd-109 in mouse
process the data from
other workers e.g. the
whole-body retention
4.4
of Am-241 in male and
female rats byDurakovic
et al.3), though it was
failed to show the said
4.2
sexual difference of a,
1
due to the difficulty
~a~19'
i!=o.o ~=0.008)
~f obtaining the converged values from the
4.0
scattered data.
50

100

150

DAYS
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2.2 Age
FIG. 2A and 2B shows the long range drifts of concentration of stable cadmium and zinc in various organs of the
mouse. Comparing the concentration levels of both elemehtp,
they showed somewhat similar relat1ve dtstrtbut~p~s. while
in a long range their dynamics seemed to be quite differen~.
Previously it was also confirmed with repeated retention
surveys that the turnover speeds of both radionuclides were
quite different as seen in FIG. 3A and 3B.
Correlation coefficients between Cd and Zn data obtained
with similar experimental conditions were calculated and
listed on TABLE 1.
This shows metabolic speeds of both elements in organisms
are strikingly different each other in spite of their
simil?rity of chemical nature.
f:ig. 2

Long Range Drifts of Organ Concentrations of Stable Zn (!\)

Zn ppm-wet

and Cd (B)

Cd ppm-wet
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f
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Usually compartment model is applied for the steady state
kinetics. In case of cadmium, the concentration increases even
at adult ages as can be noticed on Fig. 2B. Taking into
accounts of these facts, it must be established peculiar
model for growing animals, i.e. model for non-steady state
where metal concentration is shifting according to age.
Vanderploeg et al. 'gave a note on the explanation of
compartment models applied to the system not in a steady state
and deduced that the rate constant derived from loss experiment of radionuclide concentration (cpm/g) is (p+ W/W)
where ~ is the rate constant obtained from the retention of
total amounts of radionuclide in.a organ, W is the weight of
organ under the observation and W stands for dW I dt.
The
present authors confirmed the above by performing Cd-109
retention survey of growing mouse from 4 weeks until 33 weeks
of age. (See Table 2)
3. Levels of the Coexisting Stable Isotope
Single injections of Cd-109 were performed with and without
the additions of stable cadmium 0.75 pg/g mouse. Retention
of radioactive Cd in kidneys was higher by two fold in no
carrier added group, while completely vise versa in the liver
(See Fig. 4). This type of opposite reaction-or-radioactive Cd
in the liver to kidneys was confirmed repeatedly. Fig. 5 shows
our schema of cadmium distribution and turnover in mouse of
both experimental groups, where 70 - 80 % of whole body dose
distributes in the liver and kidneys. In the liver the concentration (cpm/g) of Cd-109 is higher in carrier added group.
It was speculated that liver can concentrate metal as much as
possible where a certain carrier protein must be induced by the
addition of metals, though the all amounts can not be transferred to kidneys due to lack of enough carrier. There must
exist completely different isotope mixing mechanism between the
liver and kidneys. Further experimental studies are necessary
to clarify these speculation.

Table 1
1. Correlation of concentrations of Cd and Zn in various organs in the
same samples analysed by atomic absorption spectroscopy
Correlation coefficient, r ; 0.348 (n;21, 64 W old )
r ; 0.887 (n;ll, 7 W old)
2. Correlation between the concentrations of nuclide obtained from
tracer experiment and chemical analysis of atomic absorption spectroscopy
Cd
r ; - 0.10 (n;ll, less than 16W old)
r;
0.76
0.83 (n;ll, more than 19W old)
Zn
r
0.84
0.92 (n;ll, 6 - 24 W old)
3. Correlation of rate constants of Cd and Zn in various organs
( Comparison of turnover character )
r ; - 0.037 (n;ll, 8 - 25 W old)
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Comparison of rate
with those from RI
( Experiments with
post-adm. weightof
organ
davs
W/W
2
1.50
0.029
4
1.58
0.022
8
0.010
1.91
25
2.09
0.006
35
2.19
0.003
so
2.27
0.0015
64
2.30
0.0009
99
2.33
0.0000
123
2.33
0.0000
171
2.25 -0.0013
202
2.16 -0.0019
Table 2

constants observed RI concentrations(cpm/g)
amounts (cpm) plus W/W.
growing mice )
p' from
{3 frpm cpm data a
cpm/g data plus W/W
0.038
0.041
0.033
0.034
0.030
0.022 50
0.018
0.026
0.015
0.021
(}.014
0.014
0.013 40
0.010
0.012
0.010
0.012
0.010
0.011
0.010
0.010 30
0.010

Fig. 4 A Retention of Cd-109 in liver and
kidneys with and without addition of stable
cadmium to adult mice.
Fig. 4 B The same but in growing mice.
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OBSERVATION DIRECTE DU DEPOT DES AEROSOLS
MARQUES DANS L 1 ARBRE RESPIRATOIRE DU RAT
Ph. DUPORT, Commissariat a l 1 Energie Atomique, Departement
de Protection, Section Technique d 1 Etudes de Pollution dans
1 1 Atmosphere et dans les Mines, BP n° 6, 92260 Fontenay aux
Roses, France

c.

PEYRAUD, A. RENOUX, Faculte des Sciences, U.E.R. Sciences
de Brest, Avenue Victor Le Gorgeu, 29900 Brest, France

1. INTRODUCTION
On decrit une methode d 1 observation directe du depot d 1 aerosols
marques dans 1 1 arbre respiratoire du rat.
On compare les resultat experimentaux obtenus a un depot theerique que 1 1 on peut calculer a partir d 1 un modele etabli par
le Task Group on Lung Dynamics (TGLD) (1).
2. ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DU DEPOT DES AEROSOI ,S MARQUES DANS L 1 ARBRE
RESPIRATOIRE DU RAT
2.1. Dispositif experimental
On place le rat dans une enceinte de 50 drn3 (fig. 1), elle-meme
situee dans un circuit comportant une source de radon, avec un
dispositif qui permet, soit l 1 arrivee directe du radon, soit
1 1 arrivee du radon filtre, avec la possibilite d 1 injecter de la
furnee de tabac dans 1 1 enceinte. Une pompe et un debimetre permettent eventuellement d I ajuster le debit, done 1 1 equi-libre radioactif, dans 1 1 enceinte.
2.2. Detection des descendants du radon
On a mis au point (2) une technique d 1 autoradiographie (Fig.2)
utilisant un film de nitrate de cellulose ~ODAK, type II, d 1 epaisseur utile 13 ~m.
On a montre (2) que dans nos conditions experimentales seuls les
a du 214Bi etaient enregistres sous une incidence quasi normale
si l 1 on intercalait un ecran d 1 epaisseur appropriee entre le depot
d 1 aerosol marque et le detecteur.
Apres son exposition au radon, le rat est sacrifie. Apres la
coupure des gros vaisseaux qui elimine une grande partie du sang
de l 1 animal, son appareil respiratoire est preleve, coupe en deux
dans le sens longitudinal. Les deux demi-arbres respiratoires sont
etales sur 1 1 ecran couvrant le detecteur, puis presses.
Apres decroissance des descendants a vie courte du radon, le film
est attaque dans une solution chaude de NaOH, lave et seche. Les
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traces latentes apparaissent alors comrne des "trous". Un tirage
photographique du detecteur donne une replique fine des traces
alpha enregistrees. On peut alors mesurer l'intensite de l'irradiation par mesure optique de la densite de noir sur la replique.
2.3. Conditions d'irradiation des rats
Par controle de l'empoussierage et du temps de sejour du radon
dans l'enceinte, on a determine trois situations distinctes
- aerosol de rayon R = 0, 5 flm (.situation I)
aerosol de radiolyse de R
2.lo-3 ~m (situation II)
-aerosol de radiolyse de R = 5.10-4 ~m (situation III).
dans les trois cas la concentration du radon est de 3.lo-5 Ci/1.
2.4. Resultats experimentaux
Pour apprecier les rapports d'irradiation observes entre les trois
cas experimentaux, on a tenu compte de la concentration reelle des
atomes radioactifs presents pour chacun d'eux.
D'apres les mesures de der,site de noir (Fig. 3), on dresse le
tableau ci-dessous, qui resume les densites optiques lues, puis
corrigees, pour chaque cas d'irradiation, dans les trois regions
pulmonaires considerees, ainsi que pour le pourcentage theorique
de l'aerosol retenu dans les situations I et II. Les pourcentages
theoriques sont ceux que l'on calcule d'apres les travaux du TGLD.
situation I
D.O.
D.O.
lue corrigee
N.P.

13

13

situation II

%
th

D.O.
lue

35

3

D.O.
~orrigee

5

situation III

%
th

D.O.
D.O.
lue corrigee

22

55

780
1 400

T.B.

230

230

2

20

28

35

100

P.

490

490

27

140

190

43

5

70

17

220

eperon
bronch:iql.le
D.O.

= densite

optique du noircissement.

Les particules de la situation III sont trop petites pour qu'on
puisse appliquer la repartition theorique du TGLD.
Nous avons assimile la partie superieure de l'arbre respiratoire
une batterie de diffusion cylindrique de 1 mrn de rayon, et de
50 mrn de long. Nous avons estime, compte tenu des parametres
respiratoires du rat, que l'or pouvait appliquer les equations
classiques de diffusion dans ce cas. De la sorte, 75 % des particules' devraient etre arretees a la hauteur de 1' eperon bronchi que.

a
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On a estime, en prem1ere approximation, que 1 1 irradiation recueillie
par le detecteur est proportionnelle a la masse des differentes
parties de l 1 arbre respiratoire (2). Dans ces conditions, dans le
cas de l 1 aerosol I, le pournon a retenu environ 40 fois plus de
radioactivite que la trachee, ce resultat est voisin de ce que
laisse prevoir le TGLD.
La penetration de 1 1 aerosol du cas II, bien qu 1 inferieure au cas
I, est egalement importante dans le pournon profond. L 1 irradiation
de la trachee est ici 4 a 6 fois inferieure ace que 1 1 on observe
dans la situation I.
Dans ces deux dernier• cas, la repartition de l 1 aerosol dan~ les
voies respiratoires evolue dans le ser.s predit par le TGLD.
L 1 examen du cas III sembl.e interessant. En effet, si 1 1 on adrnet
que la faible irradiation observee sur les lobes est due au radon
dissout dans le sang (2), il reste une irradiation relabivement
tres importante (voir tableau) dans la trachee. La densite de
cette irradiation varie le long de la trachee cornrne laisse prevoir
1 1 assimilation de ce segment a une batterie de diffusion. La
densite optique corrigee est 2 a 3 fois superieure a celle que
1 1 on lit dans un lobe au cas I.
Ceci permet de penser que la captation de 1 1 aerosol ultrafin
(fraction libre) est totale, et qu 1 elle est localisee dans les
voies aeriennes superieures et moyennes. L 1 irradiatior. des zones
alveolaires due
la fraction libre serait faible.

a

La repartition observee ici correspond bier. aux resultats trouves
par CHAMBERLAIN et DYSON ( 3) sur un arbre trac~1eobronchique
reconstitue.
3. COKCLUSION
Nous avons done mis au point une technique nouvelle permettant
1 1 examer: direct du depot des aerosol rad.ioactifs dans 1 1 arbre
respiratoire du rat. Mais il faut bien sa voir qu 1 il ne s 1,agi t
la que d 1 une premiere etape. En particulier nous nous proposons
d 1 ameliorer notre processus experimental. Par exemple, le mode
de prelevement et de preparation des organes devra etre perfectionne, et c 1 est ainsi que la congelation immediate· des organes
preleves permettrait d 1 effectuer une coupe plus precise de
1 1 arbre respiratoire, et d 1 eviter l 1 ecoulement genant des liquides
biologiques.
Mais des maintenant, nous avons pu constater que nos resultats
sont en bon accord avec ceux obtenus par BARZIC (4) utilisar.t,
dans la mine d 1 uranium experimentale du CEA-STEPAM, un impacteur
ANDERSEN, dont la succession des differents etages (7 ou 8 suivant
les modeles), represente des segments de profondeur croissante
des voies aeriennes.
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THE IN VIVO SOLUBILITY OF PLUTONIUM-239 PRODUCED IN PLUTONIUM-SODIUM AEROSOLS
G.N. Stradling, B.W. Loveless, G.J. Ham and H. Smith
National Radiological Protection Board
Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, England
1.

INTRODUCTION

Fas L BL·eeder reactors use liquid sodium as a coolant. Under certain
accidental conditions there is a probability that mixtures of the oxides of
plutonium and sodium (mixed oxides) could be released into the environment
as a polydisperse aerosol. It has been shown previously that in rodents a
significant fraction of the plutonium-239 (Pu) associated with these mixed
oxides is readily transportable from the lungs to other body tissues (1,2,3).
The objectives of this work are threefold. Firstly, to further characterise the transportable fraction; secondly, to evaluate the reactions that
occur between this fraction and naturally occurring constituents of blood
and urine; and thirdly, to investigate the relationship between the amount
of Pu excreted in the urine and the body content in the early period after
an intake.
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mixed oxides were prepared as described previously (2,4). Two mixed oxides,
with Pu to Na atomic ratios of 1:3 and 1:20 were used. These ratios were
chosen because they have been shown to contain a small and a large transportable fraction of Pu respectively (1). The plutonium in these mixed
oxides has the physico-chemical characteristics of plutonium-239 dioxide
(Puo ) (1,4,5). Various particle size fractions between 0.001 ~and 0.22~
were 2isolated by an ultrafiltration technique (4). Negligible amounts of
plutonium were found in the nominal particle size range from 0.004 to
0.025 ~· The amount of plutonium found in the 0.001 ~diameter fraction
varied with the Na content from 1.6% (atomic ratio 1:3) to 48% (atomic
ratio 1:20). For comparison, the 0.001 ~diameter fraction isolated from
high temperature calcined Pu0 contained about 0.1% of the total Pu in
2
suspension (4). The mixed OX1des 9erosol fractions were suspended in
water and contained about 1.4 x 10~ dpm ml-1; aliquots of this suspension
were administered to rats either by pulmonary intubation (0.05 ml) or
intravenous injection (0.2 ml). Plutonium citrate prepared as described
previously (4) was used to provide control data on a known soluble form of
Pu. The rats were young mature females, about 10 weeks old, weighing
150 g to 200 g, obtained from an inbred strain (Medical Research Council,
Radiobiological Unit, Harwell). The animals were given food and water
ad libitum. Radiochemical analysis for Pu and sampling and gel filtration
separation techniques to determine the physico-chemical form of Pu in
blood and urine were performed as described elsewhere (7).
3·

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Transportability of mixed oxides

The enhanced transportability of Pu following the uptake of mixed oxides
relative to PuO has been demonstrated in vivo (1,2,3). Thi.s could be
due either to tfie presence of small par~of Pu0 2 or hexavalent or
heptavalent Pu, all of which have been observed in v~tro (1,2,6,7,8).
Recent studies with Pu0 2 suggest that the transportability of Pu could be
primarily dependent on ~he presence of small particles of Pu0 about
2 pattern
0.001 f.1m in diame.ter (4). The tissue distribution and excret~on
of Pu following the intubation of the 0.001 f.1m particle fraction of mixed
oxides is summarised in Table 1. The metabolic behaviour of Pu after 1
day is broadly similar to that observed after the pulmonary intubation of
Pu citrate. About two-thirds of the Pu on the 0.001 f.lm diameter fraction
of the mixed oxides is behaving as a Class D compound according to the
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classification of the Task Group Lung Clearance Model (9). However, after
21 days, ~~ remaining in the l1U1gs is behaving as a compound with long
term retention. During the 21 day period the extra pulmonary tissue
deposition of Pu is similar for the two mixed oxides and Pu citrate, e.g.
the amounts of extrapulmonary Pu present in the skeleton (remaining
carcass) 5.s 85% and86% (atomic ratios 1:3 and 1:20) for the mixed oxides
and 86% for Pu citrate. The lung clearance and tissue destribution of Pu
in independent of the Na content of the aerosol. It is postulated
therefore that the primary effect of Na is to influence the particle size
distribution of P~o d~ring the preparation of the aerosol and in
2
particular the amount of the 0.001 ~ fraction. Thus, when mixed oxides
of Pu and Na contain appreciable quantities of 0.001 ~diameter Pu0
2
particles the amount of Pu transferred to blood would be greater than that
proposed in the Task Group Lung Clearance Model which considered PuO as
a ClassY (insoluble) compound (9). In contrast, there was negligibfe
translocation (<0.5%) to extrapulmonary tissue of Pu associated with
Plutonium administered as

Tissue/
Excreta

Lungs

Period
(days)

1

6
21

Liver

1
6

21
Blood

1

6
21
Other
tissuesa
Remaining
carcass
Urineb

1

6
21
1

6
21
1
6

21
Faecesb

1
6

21

-----·---------y---------------------------i
Mixed oxide suspension
Pu citrate

28.2 + 1. 7
7.40:; 0.45
5-43 :± 0. 38

(0.001 ~diameter)
Pu:Na, 1:3c

Pu:Na, 1:20c

34.2' + 1.2
27.6 :; 2.4
21.3 :± 0.9

32.2 + 1.8
25.0 + 1.4
18.0 :± 0.9

11.0 ± 1.0
12.4 + 0.4
9-79 :± 0.33

8. 37 + 0.69
7.67:; 0.46
6.30 :± 0.56

10.1 + 1.1
7.50 + 0.52
6.25 :± 0.22

3-07 + 0. 38
0.32+0.05
0.06 :± 0.01

2.56 + 0.26
0. 31 :; 0.04
0.06 :± 0.01

3-53 + 0.22
0.19 + 0.02
0.09 :± 0.02

1 .69 + 0.14
3.20 + 0.12
1.63 :± 0.12

2.70+0.20
1.87+0.15
1.40 :± 0.12

2.58 + 0.19
2.12:; 0.21
1.42 :± 0.13

51.7 + 2.6
64.2 :; 0.6
64.7 :± 0.7

42.5 + 1.6
44.1 :; 1. 8
46.3 :± 1.3

42.1 + J. 2
46.4 + 0.6
46.9 :± 0.7

1.41 +0.14
3.18:; 0.22
3.84 :± 0.24

6.80 + 0.18
8.33 + 0.37
10.7 :±0.3

7.71 + 0.22
9.01 :; 0.21
11.3 :± 0.2

2.93 + 0.40
9.40 + 0.80
14.6 :± 0.8

2.84 + 0.28
10.2 + 0.7
14.0 :±o.3

1.78+0.16
9.85:; 0.33
16.0 :±o.3

TABLE 1 Metabolic fate of plutonium administered to the rat by
pulmonary intubation
Results, Mean+ SEM, expressed as% of initial lung content
Number of anim";i:ls per group, 4
kidneys, ovaries, adrenals, thymus, spleen and
a
gastrointestinal tract
b
cumulative excretion
c
atomic ratio of Pu:Na in mixed oxide aerosol
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e1"xed oxides particles between 0.025 f.l.!!l and0.22 f.l.!!l diameter.
days more than 94% of the Pu was present in the lungs.
3.2

After 21

The physico-chemical form of Pu in blood and urine

Monomeric Pu when injected into the blood is known to be complexed rapidly
by the high molecular weight protein transferrin, and the low molecular
weight anion citrate (10,11). The glomerular filteration of Pu citrate
probably accounts for the presence of Pu in the urine. However, the data
summarised in Table 1 shows that the urinary excretion of Pu is appreciably
greater following the administration of 0.001 ~ diameter wixeu uxiues
particles than after Pu citrate. This increase can be attributed principally to Pu excreted within the first 24 hours. Gel filtration studies
showed that at early time intervals, a low molecular weight "intermediate"
complex, thought to be a reaction product involving PuO? and the citrate
anion, was circulating in blood and being filtered simuitaneously through
the kidneys. The clearance half time from blood was about three minutes
(5). This species which has also been observed with high temperature
calcined Pu0 (4) probably explains the enhanced urinary excretion of Pu
2
relative to administered
Pu citrate. Ultimately Pu was found to be
complexed by transferrin and citrate in blood and by citrate in urine.
3-3

The relationship between tissue deposit and urinary excretion

It has been suggested by Lafuma (12) that for a limited period of time
following the inhalation of Pu compounds, a constant relationship exists
between cumulative excretion of Pu and the amount translocated to tissue.
This hypothesis is supported by data obtained following the intubation of
Pu citrate and Pu nitrate into rats which showed that the systemic content
of Pu after 1 week was about 25 times the amount appearing in urine (1).
T/U
Intubated material
0 - 1 days

0 - 6 days

1 - 6 days

24.8 ± 1.8

44.6 ± 6.6

Mixed oxide (Pu:Na 1:3, 0.001 f.l.!!l)

47-8±5-1
8.3 ± 0.3

6.4 ± 0.4

34.6 ± 9.4

Mixed oxide (Pu:Na 1:20, 0.001 fJ.iil

7.6 ± O.J

6.2 ± 0.3

43-0 ±10.0

Pu citrate (control)

TABLE 2 Relationship between extrapulmonary tissue deposit (T) and
cumulative urinary excretion (U) of plutonium
In contrast, the factors obtained following the intubation of the transportable fraction of oxide suspensions were lower and variable, viz. 18-20
for Pu0 , 10-19 for mixed oxides (1). In the experiments with mixed oxides
2 here, the factor relating extrapulmonary tissue deposit and
described
total urinary excretion is independent of the Na content of the suspension
and about 4 times less than that for monomeric Pu after the first week
(Table 2). Moreover these results are in agreement with the corresponding
value obtained for Pu0 2 , viz. 7-7 ± 0.4 (4). It is therefore concluded
that an empirical fixea factor cannot be arbitrarily assigned to the
interpretation of urine analysis data although it would appear that when
the enhanced excretion due to the "intermediate" is complete, i.e. essentially after the first day, the factor is reasonably independent of the
physico-chemical form of the Pu intake (Table 2).

4.

SUMMARY

The amount of plutonium transported from the lungs to blood in the early
clearance phase following the intubation of mixed oxide suspension obtained
from polydisperse aerosols depends primarily on the presence of plutonium
dioxide particles of about 0.001 fJ.iil diameter. When these particles are
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present in significant quantity, the lung clearance characteristics are
different from those defined for insoluble (class Y) compounds; the Task
Group Lung Model would therefore require modification. Furthermore, the
enhanced urinary excretion of plutonium relative to administered plutonium
citrate invalidates the use of an empiTical fixed factor to determine
systemic burden.
').
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INFLUENCE DES CARACTERISTIQUES GRANULOMETRIQUES
SUR L'EVOLUTION THEORIQUE DES EXCRETIONS URINAIRE ET FECALE
DU PLUTONIUM INHALE

B. MENOUX, P. BEAU, J.C. NENOT
Departement de Protection
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique - BP 6
92260 FONTENAY AUX ROSES (France)

Les dernieres recommandations de la CIPR tiennent compte de la granulometrie
des particules inhalees pour !'evaluation des doses engagees des personnes
contaminees.
L'influence de la g~anulometrie a ete etudiee pour des aerosols de 0,2 wm,
1 WID et 10 WID (exprime en DAMM, diametre aerodynamique median en masse) sur
les courbes theoriques d'excretion urinaire et fecale de 239Pu.
Le Plutonium a ete considere sous deux formes chimiques :
- ~~~Pu (0 2 ), appartenant a la classe Y
Pu (N0 3 )4, appartenant ala classe W du modele de depot et d'epuration
respiratoire propose par le "Groupe de Travail sur la dynamique pulmonaire" de la CIPR ( 1).
1. EXCRETIONS URINAIRE ET FECALE THEORIQUES
Pour une quantite unitaire inhalee, on a determine la quantite de 239 Pu qui
passe dans le sang en suivant la cinetique du radioelement selon le modele
respiratoire cite plus haut.
La quantite epuree par voie renale est obtenue par convolution entre la
quantite dans le sang et la fonction d'excretion urinaire definie par
Durbin (2).
Les quantites eliminees par les feces comprennent :
- la quantite epuree par voie haute qui decoule directement de la cinetique
du radioelement dans les compartiments du modele respiratoire et dans
le tractus gastro-intestinal (3) ;
- la quantite epuree par voie biliaire obtenue par convolution entre la
quantite de 239pu dans le sang et la fonction d'excretion fecale endogene de Durbin (2).
2 • RESULTATS
Les variations des excretions urinaire et fecale en fonction du temps et
pour les trois granulometries de 0,2 urn, 1 um et 10 um, sont donnees dans
la figure 1 pour le 239Pu (o 2 ) et dans la figure 2 pour le 239Pu (No )4.
3
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3. INTERPRETATION
On remarque que :
a) les eliminations urinaire et fecale varient dans le meme sens que la
taille des particules inhalees pendant les 3 a 4 jours qui suivent
l'inhalation pour l'excretion fecale et les 10 premiers jours pour
l'excretion urinaire, la majeure partie des quantites excretees provenant de l'epuration au niveau du naso-pharynx. Les quantites excretees
sont 2,2 fois plus grandes pour un aerosol de 10 urn que pour un aerosol
de 1 ~m, et elles sont environ 0,6 fois plus petites pour un aerosol de
0,2 ~m que pour un aerosol de 1 ~m.
b) les eliminations urinaire et fecale varient en sens inverse d~ la taille
des particules inhalees,
-pour le 239Pu (0 2 ), a partir du 15eme jour apres inhalation, pour
l'excretion fecale et du 120eme jour pour l'excretion urinaire ;
-pour le 239Pu (N03)4, a partir du 12eme jour apres inhalation, pour
l'excretion fecale et du 50eme jour pour l'excretion urinaire.
Ce.phenomene est du au fait "qu'au dela du 10eme jour, la majeure partie
des quantites excretees proviennent de l'epuration pulmonaire a vie longue soit par remontee vers les branches pour les excretions fecales, soit
par transit dans les ganglions lymphatiques pulmonaires ou diffusion a
travers le parenchyme pulmonaire pour les excretions urinaires.
c) pour l'excretion fecale, le rapport entre l'activite totale excretee pendant les 4 premiers jours et l'activite excretee en 24 heures, un mois
apres l'inhalation, est :
- pour le 239Pu (o 2 )
de 3.104 pour un aerosol de 10
~m
de 3.1 o3 pour un aerosol de
~m
103 pour un aerosol de 0,2 ~m
de
- pour le 239Pu (N03)4
de 3.103 pour un aerosol de 10
~m
pour un aerosol de
de 350
~m
de 110
pour un aerosol de 0,2 ~m
Ces differences s'expliquent par le fait que la portion des particules
inhalees deposees dans les voies aeriennes superieures est de 95 % pour
un aerosol de 10 wm, et que cette meme portion n'est plus que de 58%.
d) les excretions urinaires et fecales sont independantes de la granulometrie
-entre le 5eme et le 7eme jour pour l'excretion fecale de 239 Pu (N03)4
-entre le 6eme et le 7eme jour pour l'excretion fecale de 239 Pu (02)
-entre le 21eme et le 27eme jour pour l'excretion urinaire de
239Pu (N0~)4
-entre le 50eme et le 60eme jour pour l'excretion urinaire de
239Pu (o 2 )
REFERF;NCES
(1) MORROW, P.E., Task Group on Lung Dynamics, "Deposition and Retention
Models for Internal Dosimetry of the Human Respiratory Tract", Health
Phys. , 12, 2 ( 1966) 173
(2) DURBIN,P.W., "Plutonium in man- A New Look at the old data in Radiobiology of Plutonium", University of Utah (1972)
(3) DOLPHIN, G.W., EVE, I.S., "Dosimetry of the gastrointestinal Tract",
Health Phys., J..g_, 2 ( 1966) 163
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DOSE

ESTI~ATIONS

FOR INDIVIDUAL HUMAN ORGANS

J~llll.Pacyna

Environments Protection Engineering Institute
Technical University o~ Wroclaw, Poland.
INTRODUCTION

Investigations carried out so ~ar at the Wroclaw Technical University were aimed at determining the pathways o~ radionuclides
through particular environmental media, and providing a classi~i
cation o~ radioactive substances with special emphasis placed on
Sr-90 and Cs-137. The results obtained were presented at the Amsterdam Congress o~ IRPA. However, it has not been accurately explained to what extent man is exposed to radiation. There is still
a doubt about the estimates o~ radiation impact on the exposed
tissue, the dose distribution, the size o~ the exposed tissue, and
the relationship between dose rate and dose e~~iciency.
EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS
The amounts o~ radionuclide intakes have been determined. These
intakes result ~rom the presence o~ radionuclides in the environment (whole-body dose) 1 in the ambient air (lune doses ~rom inhalation) and in the d~ets (doses due to ingest~on). Radioisotopes
deposited in the human organism also contribute to the total intake. To determine doses due to inhalation, measurements were made
~or air concentrations o~ Rn-222{ Rn-220 and long-lived isotopes.
The results are listed in Table • Doses introduced into the bo~
through ingestion. were estimated on the basis o~ radionuclide
contents in the diets. The contamination o~ diets is in the most
part due to doses ~rom Sr-90 and Cs-137. Measurement results are
shown in Table 2. To determine the whole-body dose, concentration
data were established f.or standard man from bone, muscle and gonad
sample testing. Total beta- and gamma-activities o~ the ash, as
well as Ra-226, Cs-137, Po-210, Sr-90 1 Ca and K contents, were
determined. Based on potassium concentration, the concentration
o~ radioactive K-10 which ~orms 0.011.9~ o~ the ov.erall potassium,
was estimated. ~easurement results ~or gonads are listed in Tables
3 and 4 ~or man and woman, respectively.
The standard man is an individual characterized by a size o~ 1. .. 70 m,
a weight o~ 'ro k~ and a life-time o~ 70 years. The weight o~ the
skeleton (exclud~ng marrow), muscles~ heart, testicles, and ovaries
was 7 kg, 30 kg, 9.3 kg, 40 g and 8 g, respectively. After having
burnt the so~t tissues, 400 g o~ ash was obtained; burnt bone gave
1425 g of ash. Dose rates from the radionuclides tested to the
critical tissues of standard man were calculated. Results are presented in Table 5. During our experiments emphasis -was focused on
the calculation of yearly radiat~on impact resulting from both
man-made and natural radioisotopes (Table 6).
Gamma radioisotopes in samples were determined by usine a gamma
spectrometer. Beta radioisotopes were separated by rad~ochemical
analyses and determined by a low-level anticoincidence beta
counter, while alpha radioisotopes were measured by means of
alpha scintilla tors.
CONCLUSIONS
1) The radioactivity of aerosols over the City of Wroclaw results
mainly from the presence of Rn-222 (93.3%). Radioactivity due to
1 407

Rn-220 e4uals some 6.6~. Lung doses from inhaled Rn-222 fall in
the range of 630 mrad/yr.
2) Sr-90 and Cs-137 are introduced through ingestion. After having
estimatd the radionuclide contents of diets, it was found that
Sr-90 doses resulted from cereals (41.4~) and milk (41.4~) intakes,
whereas doses from Cs-137 were in the most part (69.0~) due to the
intakes of milk and milk products. Sr-90 is characterized by a
long-term retention. it1 bune. This i:s largely true for osteogenet.ic
tissue, hematopoietic marrow, and periosteum. Bone doses from
Sr-90 int~kes are 6.68 mrad/yr, while whole-body doses due to ingestion of Sr-90 equal 0.70 mrad/yr. Cs-137 is being removed from
the organism. To determine the exposure rate, a whole-body dose
from Cs-137 equal to 0.038 mrad/yr was selected.
3) Po-210 and Ra-226 are deposited in bone, too, whereas the deposition of Po-210 was found to be four times that of Ra-226.
Yearly bone dose from Po-210 falls in the range of 0.035 mrad.
Bone dose due to Ra-226 equals 1.38 and 0.59 mrad for bone cells
and Haversian canals, respectively.
4) The highest dose rate to soft t.issue resulted from K-40. The
estimated gonad dose was 20.34 mrad/yr.

TASLE 1.
llilONTH

AVEHAGE .i!ONTHLY AIR CONCENTRATIONS ( 1974-1916)
Average radioactivity ( pCi/m )
222Rn

January
February
lilarch
April
Jilay
June
July
August
September
October
Nov;ember
Average
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236
163
254
108
93
106
112
63
7:5
419
456
189

220Rn
18.2
11.0
20.7
9.2
6.3
13o5
14.8
8.4

to.o
31 .. 8
)2.3
16.0

Long-lived isotopes
absent
absent
0.3
0.6
0.1
absent
absent
absent
absent
0.9
0.6
0 .. 2

TABLE 2.

9°sr AND 137cs CONTENTS IN DIET3
137,.,vS

90sr
No.

kg/year

Food

pCi/kg

pCi/year

Total contarnin.

pCi/kg

pCi/yeer

Total contamin. %

4.9
2.J
27.5
0.97
0.2.

2018.6
16).1
343.7
267.7
128.4
2221.7

69~0

';ti

1•
2.
).

4.
5.

llililk and milk
products
Jllieat
Cereals
Vegetables
Drinki~ water
Total

TABLE J.

JO
JC-44
45-60
...:::::. 60

...

0

\C

1. 20
0.58
3.97
0.52
0.04

41.1
J.4
41.4
11 .9

494.4
41.4
497~3

14.3.5
'0-7
1202 • .3

_j:.~

100.0

5.6
11 .8
9.2
4.4
100.0

TOTAL BETA- AND GAMMA-ACTIVITIES (I;~.CLUDI~J 210 Po, 226 H.a, 9°sr, 1.37Cs, 40K, Ca and
K contents) IN STANDARD M~~

Gross-~
Age

412.0
70.9
125.0
276.0
642.0

s

226Rs

Gross-~
s
B

210_f; 0

1J7cs

90sr

40K

QJ

s
B
s
B
s
B
s
B
s
B
B
nCi/caeita. nCiLcaeita QCi/caeita eCi/cneita nCi/ca12ita nCi/caeita nCi/caeita

~
U)
0

~.
0

r--

<"'\

(J\

/

84.0
92.4
97.7
87.2

21.4
24.2
J1.4
27.1

16.8
17.2
21.2
15.2

5.7
5.7
6.6
5.6

11.4
17.7
12.2
11.0

0.07
0.09
0.1J
0.07

0.15
0.27
0.26
0.17

2 • .3 85.2
2.9 86.0
J.J 8].6
2.4 76.~

11.4
17. 1
21.4
14.}

2 • .35
2.86
).40
2.52

5 • .35
5-84
6.51
4.97

Average

90 • .3 26.0

17.6

5.9

1).1 .33.9 10.1 193.8 0.67 0.09

0.21

2.7 82.9

16.1

2.87

5.67

= soft

tissue, B

S

= bone.

J1.4 9.4 255.1
)2.8 9.8 179.6
41.J 10.9 156.7
29./ 10.4 18).8

0.64
0.72
0.72
0.60

-1:>

0

TABLE 4.

TOTAL BETA- AND GA.IoilldA-ACTIVITIES (INCLUDING 210Po, 226 Ra, 90sr, 1J7cs, 40K, Ca AND
K CON.TENTS) IN STANDARD WO!.IIIAN
-

Age

137cs
--90sr
2lOPo
40K
22bRa.
Grosss
a
s
s
s
B
B
s
s
s
a
B
B
nCiLca2ita nCiLcaQita QCi/caQita QCiLcaQita nCi/ca2ita nCi/caQita nCi/caQita

>Jo
J0-44
45-60
60

90.8
90.4
88.8
82.0

20.0
22.8
19 .. 9
12.8

18.0
17.2
17.6
16.4

6.J
4.7
4.0
2 .. 6

1\.9
11 • 2
10.1
11.9

Average

88 ..0

18.9

17.3

4-4

11.3 31.9

<

S ; soft tissue, B

TABLE 5.

--~

Cll

·.o

0

H

('-

U)

"'

0

(7\

222.3
183.8
158.2
200.9

0.64 0 .. 06
0.68 o. 11
o.6o o.1o
o. 44 o. 10

0.18
0.24
0.18
0.17

2.1
2.8
2.4
2.3

90.0 14o2
90.0 19.9
88.4 18.5
81.6 12.~

2.16
2 .. 79
2.38
2.18

5o09
5-43
4-87
3.78

9 .. 6 191.3

0.59 0.09

0.19

2.4

87.5 16.4

2.38

4.82

29.9 9.2
34. 2 9.5
30.6 10.1
)2.8 9-4

= bone.

DOSE RATES TO CRITICAL TISSUE (K) FROM 226 Ra, 210Po, 4~, 137cs, AND 9°sr FOR STANDARD
tiN
fJ7C_s__

Tissue
nCi
Soft tissue
Bone
Whole body

~

0.63(K) 0 .. 730
0.09
0.471
0.72
0.683

4CJK --

90sr
nCi

~

0.20
0.232
2.54(K) 13.298
2.74
2.600

DCi

~

85.42(K) 99.012
16.26
85.063
101.68
96.482

226Ra
nCi

21 OPo
%

12 .. 12
0.014
J2.81(K) 0.172
44-9)
0.043

nCi
9.8J(K)
192.43
202.26

~

0.011
1.007
o. 192

TABLE 6.

Isotope

Dose

mrad/year
4oK

20.:34
00.01

YEARLY EXPOSURE

Percent of total
intake

Reference organ

%

).08

0.001

gonads
whole body

222Rn

6}0.00

226Ra

0.04
1.)8
0.59

0.006
0.210
0.089

whole body
bone cells
Haversian
canals

210Po

0.004
0.0:35

0.005

whole body
bone tissue

90sr

6.86
0.70

1.040
Oo 106

bone tissue
whole body

1:37cs

0.0)8

0.006

whole body

Total

659.997

99.99:3

95.45

lungs
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EARLY CLEARANCE OF INllALED RADIOCOBALT
AUTHORS:

Dr. Gordon Riel, P.E.
1010 Schindler Drive
Silver Spring, MD. 20903

G. L. Jarvela & J. S. Richmond
Wisconsin Public Service Corp.
Route Ill, Box 48
Kewaunee, Hisconsin 54216

INTRODUCTION
An accidenial exposure to airborne radioactive cobalt combined with the prqmpt
and repeated analysis of body burden, urine, and fecal concentrations afforded
us the opportunity to report early clearance rates for cobalt from the body.
Such data on human subjects is much needed, but rarely seen (Bh74, Gu72, Se70).
Our main purpose here is to present all the data obtained for the use of those
skilled in constructing predictive models. We have attempted to fit the data
to three models. Accidental exposures are not controlled experiments. In this
case the Co particle size, concentration in air, dietary intake, and total quantity of elimination from the subjects is unknown.
2 . THE EXPOSURE
The exposure occurred during a scheduled refueling. The subjects were under the
supervision of contractor personnel. Some of the factors noted below were contrary to the WPSC procedures which the contractor had been instructed to use.
The subjects were cleaning head bolts on the refueling floor. They used wire
brushes and no respirators. Subject I cleaned one bolt, using acetone. Subject
II cleaned several (5 to 10) bolts using a lubricant. Subject III cleaned 24
bolts using only a wire brush. Subject II was seated between I and III.
The first indication of contamination was on the hand and foot monitor as the
subjects left the area. The contamination was insufficient to raise the airborne-radioactivity in the large space above that normal during refueling
(3.7 x 10-10 uCi/cc for 58co). Surface contamination was found on the workbench
and tools approximately 9,648 dpm/100 cm2. The acetone wet rag measured one
R/Hr on a survey meter probe held against it. Loose contamination and clothing
were removed. The subjects went immediately to the whole body counter. The
background of the counter was about the same before and after counting them, so
most loose radioactivity must have been removed by the first decontamination.
Repeated swabs of nasal and audio orifices were required during initial decontamination on subject 1 and 2.
3. COUNTING TECHNIQUE.
Helgeson Nuclear Services (He 76) provided the whole body counter and analyzed
the samples. The moving bed shadow shield whole body counter uses a 20 em
(eight inch) diameter by 10 em (four inch) thick Nai(Tl) low background integral
crystal-photomultiplier assembly. The standard counting time (eight minutes) resulted in a minimum sensitivity (two sigma) of 2.0 nCi for 58 co and 1.6 nCi for
60co. All errors stated in the tables are two sigma, except numbers after "less
than" are three sigma. Uncertainties in fecal counts (two sigma) are 50% or less.
4. RESULTS
Table I, gives data on the subjects and decontamination procedures
Table IV. presents the whole body counting data
Tables II. and III., respectively, report the concentrations in urine and feces.
The accuracy of three models used to predict body burdens is reported in Table V.
5. DISCUSSION OF MODELS
5.1 Urine and Fecal concentrations
Table V-1
Prediction of body burdens from urine concentration would demonstrate confidence in our knowledge of cobalt metabolism (Se70). For convenience, as in
screening, this relationship is an attractive supplement to whole body
counting. To compare urine and whole body data at the same time, we interpolated from a plot of whole body counts at the times of urine sample collection. In Table V-1. the Root Mean Square error between the predicted and
actual body burden as various times is reported as either % or nanocuries. We·
show the one which makes the model look better. In one case the error was
constant as concentration decreased. In that case, error ~1as reported in
I 413

nanocuries. In other cases the error decreased with concentration. In those
cases error was reported in percent. For any one subject, the body burden can
be predicted from the urine concentration, provided that as some time, both
are measured to obtain the constant, "K". If urine analysis alone is available,
we still can make some estimates for screening, For example, the body burden
in nanocuries is fairly certain to be less than ten times the urine concentration in picocuries per liter. The fecal concentrations parallel the urine concentrations, but with more scatter. We did not attempt to predict body burdens
from the fecal concentrations.
5,2 Two Compartment Residence Time Model Table V-2
Plotting our data shows that, like the data of (Bh74),a portion, F, is eliminated more rapidly (~,) than the portion (1-F) which is eliminated with ~~· The
A's are the first order rate constants integrating to the familiar: N(T) •
N(O)e- ~T where T is time. If these factors fully describe physiological behavior, then the factors would be independent of subject, isotope, and time,
We find a reasonable prediction is made using for F, ~ •• and A~; 0,88, 0,85,
and 0.005. These contrast with 0,69, 0,099, and 0.016 (computed from Bh74),
Other values for~ quoted by (Bh74) are 0,46 and O,OOE (Jo65), 0,073 (ICRP 60),
and 0.0165 (Se70). We do not propose that our result is the better, but rather
that each is appropriate where determined. We do not have to go as far as
India (as Bh did) to find individuals that diffe• considerably from the mean,
In our subject I, a better fit was obtained for 00 co by developing factors for
it rather than using those for 58co in the same subject. However, in applying
these factors to subject II, both isotopes were best fit by the factors developed for 58co in subject I. In two cases, addition of a constant to the
results improved the fit.
5.3 Gupton and Browne (Gu72) Table V-3
Gupton and Browne fit long term (1600 day) 60 co oxide chest burden data from
a whole body counter to the Task Group on Lung Dynamics (Ta66) model for class
Y materials:
(1) L(T)
0.15 P0 e-ArT ~iAhTe- "?<.IF+ (1-Fi) x (1-e-"?-.hT)]
(2)

P(T)

P e-~rT (F e-\T + F e-f.FT + F e-f.~T + F
e

f

(3)

C(T)

P(T) + L(T)

(4)

o

g

B(T)

= C(T) +

h

e-?\f)

5,67 x L(T)

T is time (here in days)
P is the initial pulmonary deposition
P~T) is the pulmonary burden as a function of time
L(T) is the pulmonary lymph node burden as a function of time
C(T) is the chest burden as a function of time
The (Ta66) values of the parameters are given below, with (Gu72) values in
parenthesis, where different:
F
0.05 Ff = F = 0,40, Fh = 0,15, Fi = 0,10 (0,60)

Where:

e

~f

g

0.693, 1-e

= 1-.g =

1-.h

= (. i =

0.0019 (0.0031)

0.00 971 for 58 co and 0,00036 for 60 co
/lr
He used B(O) for the indicated range in place of P0 and computed B(T). Equations 1,2, and 3 give C(T). To get B(T) we added 0.85 L(T) to C(T), This
allowed for the burden in the lymph system not in~ the pulmonary region.
We show the fit for both C(T) and B(T). By adjusting Ff and Af as indicated,
a reasonable fit was obtained. Either value for F. and Ah gave about the same
result. We tried a wide range of values for this ~arameter and found, in the
time range covered, L(T) changed only a little as we varied these parameters,
The main effect of L(T) was to make the fit worse, The body burden increased
with the increasing time after eight days. No~! it is reasonable for the lymph
burden to increase, but the total body burden must decrease with time, Therefore our use of this model was inappropriate. P(T) is little influenced by
L(T) in the first 30 days, Thus, the fit we obtain for C(T) ~auld be obtained
I 414

with any exponential and does not use the special features of this one.
REFERENCES
1)BHAT, I. S., HEDGE, A. G., CHANRAMOL~I, S., and IYER, R. S. 1973 Health Phys
25. 135"Evaluation of Internal Exposure to Radionuclides of I, Cs, and Co
During Maintenance Operations on Primary Steam Leak in a Nuclear Power Station''
2)GUPTON, E. D. and BROVJNE, P. E. 1972 Health Phys, 23, 767 "Chest Clearance of
jnhaled Cobalt-60 Oxide."
3) Helgeson Nuclear Services 1976 Pleasanton, California 9456n
4) ICRP 1968 Publication 10, Permagon Press, Oxford
5) JORDAN, R. D. 1965 in "Radioactivity in Han" Second Symposium, Sept. 1962
C. C. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois
6) SEDLET, J. and FAIJU.IAN, W. D. 1970 IRPA Second Congress "Elimination of
Radioactive Cobalt following Acute Accidental Inhalation''

TABLE I - SUBJECTS

SUBJECT

WEI GET

AGE

214#

49

REMARKS

DECONTA.'UNATION PROCEDUR£/TIME

Slight Cold

De contamination Shower

She:mpoo, svab ears
and nose

/ODays
2Hrs.
/JDays
/20Hrs.

Antihistimine
I
(over-the-counter)
II

183#

56

III

177#

28

Decontamination Show£<r

/ODays

Decontamination Shower

/ODaya

2Hrs.

Constipation
until day 3

TABLE II.
SUBJECT

II
II
II
II
III

58 co

EXPOSlJRE

pCi/1

0.17
0.71
1.00
2
3
3.89
5.88
6.91
9
10
0.67
0.83
1.00
2
1

41000
34000
17000
20000
11000
3200
1700
li!OO
1300
850
240
170
110
90
1100

DAYS Al"TFR.

EXPOSURE

1
2
3
4
6

7
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

III

GAMiA ANALYSJS OF URINE

DAYS AFTER

TABLE III.
SUBJECT

8
9
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
3

2Hrs.

60co
2 Sigms.

2 Sigma

pCi/1

40
50

430
250
<200
120
<180
200
200
230
200
150
70
30
30
20
100

20

<10
50

<50

GAMMA ANALYSIS OF FECAL SNIPLES

58co pCi/g
W'L'T

970
2000
90
5
4
5
9
8
250
92
14
5
1
0.1
0.06
0.1
400

60co pCi/g

ASH

WET

3'.5E+4

8.3E+5
3700
250
170
200
190
210
3600
400
530
160
48

s

2
3
5800

60
110
4
< 0.3
.( 0.1
<.0.1
0.3
0.3
15
6
0.7
0.3
0.03
0.2

<

30

ASH

2000
4200
1600
<10
<.5
0
6
7
220
250
25
10
1
<7
400
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TABU: IV.

lr.lflOLE BODY COUNTS

Table V.

Days After
Exposure

Subject
S'"BJEC'l'

58 Co

DAYS Al'n:R
E..U'OSUR!

nC1

2 Sigma

nC1

0.1875

9073
2863
1611
904
427
391
378
334
354
243
240
250

29
16
11
9,2
6.3
6.1
6.0
5.7

221
174
112
62
29
30
29
30
26
24
20
24

9.5

5. 8
4.6
3.4

30
18
12
10
4

2. 7
2.4
2.3
2.3
1.9
1.6
1.6
1.8

1.115

1.97
3.0?1
3.979
4.91.8
5.953
6. 9.'~)

8.011

19
25

29

"

7.04
3.04
J.95

!:

l..fil•

1:
,.

5. <:•6

347
209
90
44
23
9
5

6.91

6

!I
II

0.271

II

:!

1.146

0.285

:n

1.125

lll

1.98

11!
11!

3.03

!:1
III
Ill

II1

60eo

4.00

4.90
5.97
7.00
8.02

388
397
350
230
55
42
33
32
56

5.8
5
5
5

2.8

2.2
2.0
1.8
1.9
C.1
(.1

-

-7

2.7
2.6

34
33
25
26
7
8

2.4
2.4
2.8

10
10

s. 7
4.9

-

2 S1BlU
4.9
3. 7
3.3
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.5
2
2
2

2.8
2. 7
2,6
2,6
2.0
1.9
1.6
1.9
2.0

V-1.

Isotope

R."tS Error

Values of Parameters

Calculation of Body Burden from Urine Concentration
! (T)(nC1) • K x U(T) (pC1/1)
0 to 8
J to 8

I
I
II
III

Models for Calculation of Cobalt Body BJrdcn

0 to 2
1

26%

58co
58co
58 co
.5Bco

K•
K•
K•
K•

0,2
0.17
1.6
O. 32

102 nCi
2J:t
0ne Point

I

2

60co

K • 1.09

0ne Point

I

0 to 8

5Bco

B(T) • (0,087 + 0.0203T)U(T)

10%

V-2,

Calculation of Body Burden from Initial Burden and Time
by 'l'vo Compartment Residence Time Model

(B(T) • B(O)e- ~.T [Pe- ~.T+(1-F) e-0.005TJ
F

~ •• 0.00971 (5B:o), 0.00036 ( 60eo)

'II,

I

1 to 24

SBco

0.88

o.85

55 nt:i

II

2 to 7

58co

2 to 7

5Bco

0,85
0.87

.:.7

II

0.88
0.95

I

1 to 24
1 to 24
0 to 4
0 to 4
0 to 4

0.88
add 6.12
0.88
add 1. 28
0.95

o.85
nCi to above :B(T)
0.85
oCi to above B (T)
0.87

8. i nCi

I
II

II
II

60co
6Dco

Mco
60co
t:iOco

Calculation of Body !urden from Cliiilpton & Browne
(Cu 72) Model for C(T) nnd os modified for B(t)

V-3.

Ff

I
II
II
II

II

nC'i
'1 .5 nC!

5. 7 nC1
2.2 nC'i
1 .e nci
3.4 nCi

R.."!S !rrer nCi
C(T) B(T)

-,...,

24
7
7
7

58co

0.886
0.886
0.886
Subtract

0.837
0.837
0,837
5 nCi from above II(T>

56
28
5.6
2.9

84

58 co
58 co
58co

1 to 24

60co
60co

0.886
0,886

0.837
0.837

7.9
2.8

7.1

0 to 7

1 to 24

58co

0.92

0.75

76

63

1
0
2
2

to
to
to
to
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DOSE ESTIMATIONS FOR RADIOACTIVE ois-DICHLORODIAMMINE
PLATINUM (195m) II - A NEW RADIOPHARAMACEUTICAL
T. Schlesinger * , C. Manaka and W. Wolf
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California
1.

INTRODUCTION

The inorganic antineoplastic agent ois-diamminedichloro platinum (II) (cisDDP, NSC-119875) has been shown to be active as a single agent in several
tumors such as those of gonadal origin (1), squamous cell carcinoma, (2),etc.
and has shown promise in combination with other chemotherapeutic agents
against other human solid tumors (3-5).
In view of the low therapeutic index and high toxicity (6) of this drug we
feel that a rationale should be developed to determine drug administration
schedules which would maximize the drug's effectiveness in an individual
patient. Radiolabeled cis-DDP may serve as a useful tool in determining the
appropriate pharmacokinetic parameters necessary to accomplish this task (7).
Prior to using any new radioactive drug products in humans, however it is
required to calculate the radiation doses expected in clinical use.
A preliminary and partial dosimetry for this drug based upon the biological
data that were available at that time (8) has been published by this laboratory (9). The present work is based on a more complete analysis of the
biological distribution of cis-DDP in rodents, both control and tumor
bearing. Part of the biological work has been presented at the Third International Conference on Platinum Coordination Complexes in Cancer Chemotherapy (10).
This study may serve for dosimetry of patients and staff dealing with this
agent. The MIRD pamphlets have not yet dealt with this radionuclide.
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:

ANIMAL DISTRIBUTION STUDIES

Male, Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 100-150g, both control and bearing solid
Walker 256 carcinosarcoma, were injected with the radiolabeled cis-DDP at
a dose of 1 mg/kg in normal saline by i.v. tail vein and placed in metabolic
cages. At 0.5, 1, 3, 6, 12, 48 and 72 hours these animals were sacrificed
and dissected. Values for percent injected activity per organ at the
selected time periods for control rats are tabulated in table 1. Details on
the synthesis, sampling and counting methods have been previously published (10).
3.

DOSIMETRY
3.1

Basic physical parameters The principal physical parameters involved in the internal dose
calculations for platinum-195m has been previously published (9).

3.2

Absorbed Dose Rates to Ruman Organs The absorbed doses per unit cumulated activities for 63 main
source-target organ pairs are presented in table 2. These S
values have been calculated using the basic physical data (9)
and the absorbed fraction values from MIRD pamphlet No. 5 (11).

*Permanent

address:

Soreq Nuclear Research Center, Yavne, Israel
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3.3. Biological parametersThe cumulated activities (VCi-h per VCi administered) in the
organs were directly determined from the biological distribution
studies (table 1) and are presented in table 3. These values
were calculated by numerical integration of the fractional organ
uptake versus time curves, using the tapezoid method
3.4

4.

Absorbed Cumulated Doses to Reference Man Assuming that the biological distribution and retention functions
in man will be similar or close to those in control rats, we
assesed the cumulated doses to 7 principal human organs per unit
activity of platinum-195m-ais-dichlorodiammine administered.
These results are presented in table 4.

DISCUSSION

A definitive internal dosimetry of l9Smpt ais-dichlorodiammine has been
presented. From the results presented in table 4, it is evident that from
the occupational radiation safety point of view, platinum-195m-ais-dichlorodiammine can be classified as a material having relatively low radiation
toxicity. The critical organ is the kidney, which is also the organ where
toxicity from the cold material is most significant. The organ receiving
the second highest dose is the skin. Inasmuch as the skin has a relatively
low radiation sensitivity, this will not present a radiation safety problem,
although it does interfere with organ imaging studies of deeper organs,
because of the radiation "envelope". The clinical utilization of this drug
will result in radiation doses to several organs that are comparable to
those delivered by a number of commonly used radiopharmaceuticals (12).
Assuming that a typical procedure will involve the administration of
500 vCi for achieving the clinical results desired this will deliver a dose
of the order of 2.2 Rads to the kidney, 0.5 Rads to the liver, 1.7 Rads to
the skin, and a few millirads to the whole body.
It should also be noted that most of the radiation dose is due to nonpenetrating radiation, and, as can be seen from table 2, the organ-organ
doses are relatively small. Thus, the radiation dose to the organs with
small drug uptake will be negligible. As an example, the uptake of the
testes is roughly equivalent to that of the spleen (table 1), and although
a direct calculation of the radiation dose to the gonads was not possible
due to absence of absorbed fraction data, we can predict that the radiation
dose will be of the same order of magnitude (5xl0- 4 Rad/vCi administered).
Similar conside.rations can be made for the ovary.
The present study has provided a basis for the calculation of l95mpt dosimetry and specific dose estimations for 195mpt-cis-DDP. The radiation
doses may be very different for other platinum complexes labelled with
platinum-195m, because of their different retention and excretion characteristics. In addition, biological variation in the distribution and
excretion of 195mpt-cis-DDP in diseased patients may also result in different radiation doses.
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Time (Hrs.)

Organ

o. 5
Blood
Skin
Thyroid
Liver
Spleen
Pancreas
Stomach
Testes
Fat
Kidneys
Adrenals
Heart
Lungs

Brain
Muscle
Bone

Marrow
TABLE 1

4.72± 0.73
19.66± 2.41
.06± 0.01
5.53± 0.65
.20± 0.07
.16± 0.04
.35±0.05
.24± 0.08
1.31± 0.16
3.74±0.81
.04±<0.01
.11± 0.02
.56± 0.09
.07± 0.01
7.00± 1.04
7.68± 1.87
.04± 0.01

1
2. 84± o. 53
16.37± 4.19
.04± 0.01
4. 79± o. 42
.17± 0.01
.11± 0.02
.2)± 0.03
.15± 0.04
1.08± 0.54
2.67± 0.26
.03±<0.01
.OS± 0.02
.40± 0.08
.06± 0.01
s. 73± 1. 32
6. 51± 1. 44
.04± 0.01

3
2.86± 0.50
15. 73± 1.96
.04± 0.01
4.15± 0.40
. 20± 0.06
.13± 0.03
.24± 0.03
.11± 0.01
.93± 0.17
3.48± 1.85
.03± 0.02
.07±<0.01
.40± 0.04
.06± 0.02
6.93±2.37
6. 59± o. 94
.03± 0.00

6
2. 73± o. 35
15.30± 0.77
.01± 0.00
3.93± 0.43
.14± 0.04
.12± 0.03
.25± 0.02
.10± 0.01
.62± 0.12
2.90± 0.18
.01±<0.01
. 06±<0. 01
.39± 0.04
.03±<0.00
6.50± 0.96
4. 83± o. 78
.01± 0.00

12
2.46± 0.19
13.12± 1. 78
.00± 0.00
3.54± 0.31
.13± 0.02
.12± 0.05
• 24± 0. 02
.09±<0.01
.42± 0.07
2.86± 0.28
.01± 0.01
.04± 0.03
.25± 0.17
.08± 0.12
5.10± 2.38
5.18± 1.61
.07± 0.11

24

72

2. 43± 0.12
10. 56± 1.18

.au

--

3.52± 0.12
0.27± 0.05
0.13± 0.02
0.19± 0.03
0.10±<1.01
0.00±
2.92± 0.14
0.02±<0.01
0.07±<0.01
0.29± 0.02
0.05± 0.02
5. 37± 0. 66
5. 37± 0.01
.:;:0.01±<0.01

--

2.61± 0.01
11.12± 0.50
.00± o.oo
2.68± 0.25
.12± 0.02
.10± 0.02
.15± 0.03
.10±<0.01
.69± 0.17
2.62± 0.16
.01±<0.01
.05±<0.01
.28± 0.04
.02±<0.01
4.61± 0.36
3.68± 0.03
.01±<0.01

Tabulation of Percent Injected Dose Per Organ at Selected Time Periods for Control Rats
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~
5

Bladder

Liver

Kidney

Lungs

Spleen

3.1
1. 8
4.6
1.6
4.2
1. 5
3.2
2. 3
1.1

3.4
1. 3
6. 0
4.9

Skin

•

Total
Body

5

Bladder
8. 5 E-4
Bone(Total Marrow) 9.6 E-7
Kidney
1.1 E-7
Liver
5.6 E-8
Lung
1.3 E 9
Spleen
4. 9 E-8
Skin
2.8 E-7
Uterus
1. 3 E-5
Total
1. 3 E-6

1.1
5.0
1.5
2.5

E-7
E-7
E-3
E-6

4.8 E-7
6.2
9. 8
4.3
1.1

E-6
E-8
E-7
E-6

6.3
1.3
2.5
2. 4
1. a
1. 3
3. 0
1. 9
1. 2

E-8
E-6
E-6
E-4
E-6
E-6
E-7
E-7
E-6

E-9
E-6
E-7
E-6
E-4
E-6
E-7
E-8
E-6

E-8
E-6
E-6
E-7

1.6

1!;-0

2.4
3.0
1.9
1.2

E-3
E-7
E-7
E-6

2.8 E-7
9. 8 E-8
3.0 E-7
J.l E-1
3.0 E-7

2.1 E-4••
3.8 E-7

1.1
2.3
1.1
1.1
9.9

1.1
3.8
1.2
6. 8

Body

""S Values for skin as Source Organ 1olei;e calculated by the reciprocity theorem.
:k*Maximal value-assuming that all radiations are totally absorbed.
TABLE 2

S, Absorbed Dose Per Unit Cumulated Activity (Rad/J,!Ci-h) for
Pt-195m.

'f.

Organ

TABLE 3

Organ

Cumulated Activities
(JJCi-Ph.JCi administered)
for control rats

X

Dose (Radh.tCi-administered)

Kidney
Liver
Lung
Spleen

Skin

("Ci-h/"Ci administered)

3.85
4. 22
0.41
0.21
16.20
3.67
0. 89
6.94
o. 25
5.95
0.18
0.43
o. 79
0.15
0. 24
0.15
0.14

Kidney
Liver
Lung
Spleen
Skin
Blood
Fat
Muscles
Marrow
Bone
Adrenals
Brain
Heart
Pancreas
Stomach
Thyroid
Testes

*

Uterus
Whole Body

4.4><10- 3
1. Oxlo-3
2. Ox!0- 4
S.Sxlo- 4
3.4xl0- 3
1.6><10- 5
9.4xlo-s

*Not including self dose
TABLE 4
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ealculated cumulate.d doses in
reference man per unit activity of Platinum-195m aisdichlorodiammine administered.

E-6
E-6
E-6
E-6
E-7
E-6
E-7
E-6
E-6
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by
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May I first express my appreciation of the great honour you have done
me in choosing me as the second recipient of the Sievert Award with its
accompanying invitation to deliver a lecture in his memory. I am deeply
conscious of the distinction, and even puzzled at being thus chosen from
among so many who have contributed to the development of the art and science
of radiation protection. But perhaps you were influenced by the knowledge
that Sievert and I were friends for some forty years, though I am not sure
that this does not make my task heavier rather than lighter. As my distinguished predecessor, Dr. Bo Lindell, remarked, it is impossible to recreate
in a few words the personality of Rolf Sievert, that genial but demanding
giant. Rolf and I were first acquainted in the 1920's. Let me try to set
the scene as I remember it.
Sievert was a member of a very remarkable group of pioneers led by
GBsta Forssell, a distinguished radiologist moving in the highest social
circles and undeniably the head of the Swedish medical profession. With
him were Dr. Heyman, a gynaecologist whose work on the radium treatment of
cancer of the cervix uteri was revolutionising practice throughout the world,
Dr. Berven, a distinguished radiotherapist and the young Rolf Sievert, highly
gifted and clearly destined to leadership among the small group of physicists
who had ventured into this medical field. This was a time of great hope and
optimism in radiation therapy. Here in Paris at the Fondation Curie another
extraordinary group inspired by Madame Curie and led by Professor Claude
Regaud and his brilliant colleague Lacassagne, were carrying the subject
forward from a very di'fferent point of view. The Swedish group were particularly strong in the physical and mathematical as well as clinical sciences;
the French school it seemed only secondarily interested in the physical
aspects, concentrating their genius (for it was no less) on biological research as revealed for example in their "Radiophysiologie et Radiotherapie"
(1). There were at this time no nationally or internationally agreed units
of dose or methods of measurement, and few quantitative studies of the distribution of radiation around radioactive sources of medical interest, meaning in those days "radium needles" inserted into tissues or body cavities.
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In 1921 Sievert published his first important work "Die Intensider primaren y-Strahlung in der Nahe medizinischer Radiumpr~parate" (2).
Its theoretical and practical importance was at once
recognised and the mathematical skill obvious, but controversy was raised.
Was the "intensity of primary gamma rays" what mattered in a scattering
medium which itself contributed significantly to dose? I remember this
discussion very well, being myself a pupil of Friedrich then much concerned
with secondary scattereJ raJiaLiun and it:s significance. Sievert himself,
of course, recognised the complexity of the problems and in 1923 published
a second paper on "Secondary rays in radium therapeutics" (3) in which, as
I re-read it, I realise how close he came to anticipating me by some twenty
years on reciprocity theorems! Sievert's original paper (1921) we must
remember was two years earlier than the discovery of the Compton effect and
its resulting recoil electrons (1922-1923). We were still groping to find
a physical agent capable of causing the undoubed biological effects of gamma
rays. Sievert's papers inspired a new literature and approach to radiation
distribution problems. They also, as an interesting sideline, earned him
the distinction of being the only medical physicist to give his name to a
definite integral. Rolf calculated tables of its values "by graphical
methods", a formidable task. We now know that the integral is related to
the error function, exponential integrals and certain integrals of Bessel
functions. Though tables of values are now available to six significant
figures I have yet to find an error in Rolf's original values!
t~tsverteilung

It would be tedious and pointless to try to discuss Sievert's publications in detail. They should be savoured in the original, so I will mention
only two or three which are particularly outstanding. His first paper on
protection seems to have been in 1925, "Einige untersuchungen Uber vorrichtungen zum schutz gegen rontgenstrahlen" (4), in which he became concerned
about secondary rays from walls, floor and ceiling. From this time onwards
a stream of investigations into protection and standardisation problems may
be traced.
In 1932 he published one of the masterpieces of radiological literature, his Supplement 14 to Acta Radiologica, "Eine methode zur messung von
rontgen-, radium- und ultrastrahlung nebst einige untersuchungen Uber die
anwendbarkeit derselben in der physik und der medizin" (5). "The method"
is, of course, the use of small condenser chambers. This work, I think
best illustrates his essential characteristics. The thorough theoretical
grasp of the problem, the imaginative ingenuity, the outstanding experimental competence backed by the extremely high standards of technical execution
we have come to expect from out Swedish colleagues, are here shown at their
best. To the end of his life Rolf loved imagining and constructing with his
own hands delicate and beautiful instruments, sometimes perhaps almost too
delicate as were condenser chambers in the hands of less skilfull workers.
Which moves me to say that, like all the best scientists I have known, Rolf
Sievert was essentially an artist, subject to the vagaries and vascillations
of inspiration. This artistic trait appeared in a more conventional artistic
form in for example his interest in and designs of objects in glass made
under his direction, or in his love of music, particularly J. S. Bach. He
was an enthusiastic and competent organist who built for himself a small
"chapel" with an organ on the shores of a beautiful lake in his country
estate in Southern Sweden. Those of us who were privileged to stay at his
apartment in the Karolinska will remember, too, the delightful artistry of
those rooms and the generous care for our comfo.rt. Generosity was, indeed,
an outstanding characteristic. He loved good living himself and loved providing and sharing it with his friends. Sometimes meals, as for example
feasts of crayfish in the true Swedish tradition, became something of a
challenge!
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But let us return to his national and international interests and
achievements. He was early a member of the International X-ray Unit
Committee as well as Protection Committee of the International Congresses
o~ Radiology following the very successful meeting in Stockholm in 1928 at
which the rBntgen was adopted as a unit of dose. His department became the
central standardising laboratory in Sweden.
After the War, at: t:he Congress ia LuaJufl in 1950, the international
radiological organisations had to be completely reconstructed, sometimes in
the face of considerable international tension. Sievert was a tower of
strength. His personality and scientific standing, coupled with the poli·tical position of Sweden, were of great importance and it was inevitable
that he should be a member of the newly-formed International Commissions of
Protection and Units, with greatly increased public responsibilities, scope
and independence of status. A little later the problems of environmental
monitoring were uppermost in many minds and Sievert was responsible in
Sweden itself for the setting up of an appropriate organisation and for
developing with his usual skill high pressure ionisation systems. I
remember well many earnest conversations with him on the need for detailed
legislation of which he had great experience, its form and content. I think
I personally preferred less detailed and less formal legal arrangements than
he did, but time has shown the wisdom or at least necessity of his approach,
and it was always a delight to discuss these matters with one so friendly,
wise, sincere and helpful. My recollection is that he said relatively
little in formal committees but his interventions were very effective and
massive and he usually had his way! Perhaps our closest personal association came via the United Nations, both its Scientific Committee and Peaceful Uses Conference as well as the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP).
Sievert was very seriously concerned with the problems of international
relationships, fallout and population exposure. However, the United Nations
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) quickly
established itself and played a major r8le in the collection of universally
·acceptable data and in setting guide lines. Sievert certainly contributed
greatly to the efficacy and clear discussions of that Committee and its speed
of working. I remember Dag Hammersh~ld, then Secretary-General of the United
Nations, expressing to me his astonishment at the speed with which the Committee had got down to work. UN officials had allowed us ten days of "preliminary discussion on procedure" yet we actually started serious scientific
discussion on the first afternoon. Some of my most vivid memories of
Sievert are of wandering with him along the slippy and interminable corridors
of the Palais des Nations in Geneva or the palm-laden foyers of the UN
Headquarters in New York, while he dissected with insight and humour the
previous hours discussion. Perhaps you will forgive my immodesty if I show
a photograph taken in Geneva, a rather less formal ~icture than that in
"Health Physics" of the learned Chairman of ICRP.
Sievert certainly was a powerful Chairman of ICRP and could look forbidding and register annoyance quite distinctly and unmistakably, but ordinarly was extremely persuasive and persistent and carried his Committee with
him by weight of experience and knowledge.
But I must conclude my sketch of Rolf. I would like to convey something of his greatness, something of his lovable humanity and generosity as
well as overpowering intellect and artistic sensitivity. Whatever else he
was, he was no Standard Man (a concept I suspect he would have rather despised) either in body or mind. I see him now, a towering mass of humanity,
overflowing his chair in a way I have only ever seen equalled by one man, the
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poet G, K. Chesterton. Rolf, like all good-natured men with a marked sense
of humour, laughed at and enjoyed his own jokes. I would sometimes try to
say a few words in Swedish. The great mass would begin to oscillate while
a deep gurgle resolved itself into words - "Eet zounds zo funnee when you
say eet!" Which I am sure it did!
Rolf Sievert was one of the giants of radiological science, including
protection, His energy, flow of idPas, enthusiasm and immense knowledge
were phenomenal. His level-headed judgements were also bastions of common
sense against extreme decisions whether of policy or permissible levels.
One other contribution I must mention in a very different field.
There was at one period very considerable anxiety about money to carry on
the work of the Protection Commission and here, too, his financial status
and acumen were of great value. I remember well going with him in New York
to open negotiations with the Ford Foundation and marvelling at his persuasive powers and skill in this field too.
He enjoyed his powers and eminence but apparently had little idea of
the outstanding quality of his scientific achievements and as a result was
extremely modest about them. He need not have been, for the spirit remains
even though the precise technologies of ionisation chambers and mechanical
electrometers have largely gone.
In the year 1941 Sievert published in Acta Radiologica a fascinating
theoretical paper, "Zur theoretisch-mathematischen behandlung des problems
der biologischen strahlenwirkung" (6). In it he discussed in his usual
masterly way a very general mathematical theory of the action of radiation
on the living cell in terms of the deviations from their normal values of
concentrations of essential cell ingredients under irradiation at different
dose-rates. Many times he expressed to me his concern lest the very high
dose-rates in diagnostic radiology might be particularly hazardous. Sievert
introduced the concept of a "latent period" depending on radiosensitivity
and the presence and speed of reconstitution of reserves in the cell of
relevant materials. Many simplifying assumptions must be made, but Sievert
derived a series of differences or differential equations which though
they could not be solved generally analytically were treated graphically.
He applied this theory to the extensive series of results by his colleague
Arne Forssberg on Phycomyces and Drosophila eggs, Sievert opens the paper
with an eloquent encouragement to the mathematical biologist. Translating
freely, "Human capacity to judge of the logical consequences of many factors
acting together is very limited and it is often of the greatest importance
to translate the observations into mathematical language and to use mathematical methods rather than attempt to proceed directly". True, his paper
ends with words of warning, but I would like to use his invocation as an
excuse for the rest of this lecture building on the foundations he laid.
I wish I could think my superstructure as solid as his foundations!
It is univerally agreed that one of the most important late effects
of irradiation is the induction of tumours. As you are very well aware much
effort has been expended in attempts to correlate biological effect with
dose, often the total number of tumours observed in a population of animals
with dose to relevant tissues or cells. The resulting dose response curve
is then analysed in an attempt to throw light on essential mechanisms or to
support estimates of effects to be expected in a given dose range.
An important feature of carcinogenesis is the long so-called "latent
period" between the application of the carcinogen and the observation of the
tumour, this time interval usually being greater the smaller the dose of the
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agent, whether physical or chemical. What precisely is happening in that
latent period we do not know but much evidence from pathology, cytology and
many other fields suggests the occurrence of a series of events, mostly
moving towards increasing abnormality and heterogeneity of structure of
cells and tissues, until limited by abnormality so great as to lead to cell
"death" or, rarely, capacity for increased and barely controlled cell division. "Latent" is a misleading term if it suggests "inactivity".
This is a vast subject and I can only indicate the briefest outline.
Suffice it, that as we look at the detail we seem to be forced to recognise
an element of chance in the processes. In the jargon of probability theory,
each cell is a "trial", each cellular life history a "realisation" of a
Random Walk or Markov chain, each tumour an outcome of complex interplay of
inter- and intra-cellular events. Probably no two tumours are genetically,
cytologically or immunologically precisely identical, yet from what miracles
of precise mechanism they arose! Radiation introduces confusion, "genetic
noise". In a deterministic sense carcinogenic agents, including radiation,
do not "cause" cancer. They modify the probability of its later occurrence,
often increasing that probability, sometimes decreasing it, altering the
time scale of the events.
The idea that the essential action of radiation is to confer a probability of cancer in the future is not new. In 1949 Austin Brues (7) analysed the rate of appearance of osteosarcomas as a function of time and
radioactive intake of a group of several thousand mice given monthly injections of the beta emitter 89sr. He concluded, "that each quantity of absorbed radiation confers on the tissue absorbing it a probability (per unit
time) of tumour formation which is without limit in time once the latent
period is passed; thus the daily tumour morbidity will continually increase
so long as further radiation occurs". (Figure 1).
In an admirable and important recent paper Marshall and Groer (8)
modified the hypothesis by considering the effects of cell killing, thus
limiting the time and number of cells over which the probability is
significant.
Marinelli (9) earlier argued for risk per unit dose of alpha radiation
chronically delivered remaining constant in time.
During the last three years or so Dr. Roger Clarke and I, following
our studies of effects of spatial distribution of dose (10), have been
thinking of the analogous time effects, and I would like to conclude with
a very brief summary of some of our thinking.
We have approached the problem a little differently, abandoning the
idea of a single latent period and asking rather, "Is there experimental
evidence as to the form of the variation of probability of tumour appearance
with time following an element of exposure?". That is, "What is the form
of a possible probability density function?". On integration this form must
evidently be such as to yield the familiar linear or S-shaped (agee) response curve against time or perhaps dose.
Having been involved some forty years ago with Kennaway and his team
(11) in the identification of aromatic hydrocarbons as the first "pure"
carcinogens, and having still a feeling that radiation and chemical carcinogenesis must eventually be brought together, I looked first at some of the
vast literature of chemical carcinogenesis. We can quote here only one
notable set of experiments. In 1967 Druckrey (12) published an impressive
account of an extensive series of investigations into quantitative aspects of
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various chemical carcinogens, in which he established that the numbers and
times of appearance of tumours were log-normally distributed against total
dose. (Figure 2). For continuous dosage this often implies log-normal
distribution of time of appearance. Moreover, if d is the daily dosage and
t the median induction time he also established a relationship (namely
dtn = constant) with n varying from about two to six, in different experiments with different materials. Results of this form have been obtained
by many other workers with a range of chemical carcinogens (13) and in
investigat1ons extending even to cancer in smokers.
Druckrey's results (Figure 3) indicated a larger value of the standard
deviation o for leukaemia than for solid tumours, a point to which we will
return later. The shorter latent period at higher dose is also apparent.
We naturally ask, "Does this same form of dose or time relationship
hold for radiation carcinogenesis?" Early experiments by Blum (14) with
ultra-violet light indicate that it does very precisely, while recently
Albert and Altshuler (15) produced evidence that for ionising radiations
the log-normal form is again at least a useful approximation (Figure 4),
which may be used to calculate, for example, the average life shortening of
an irradiated human population. While feeling considerable scepticism about
any "universal" relationship in biology there seems sufficient evidence to
justify a particularly careful look at this log-normal form of time delay.
We must leave aside mathematical detail, but may I just remind you
that the log-normal density distribution is indeed Protean, (Figures 5 and
6) being nearly Gaussian for low values of the standard deviation (o) while
for higher values of variance (o 2 ), that is greater heterogeneity of the
"population", the density becomes very skew with highest values of probability (mode) at low values of the variable. When we integrate to obtain
cumulative response functions against time (and perhaps dose) we deduce
responses of varying shapes depending greatly on the vari.ance and median.
We have three variables, time, variance and response, so that we need a
surface to represent our data. My colleague, Dr. Clarke, has produced computer generated drawings of such surfaces as, for example, that showing
probability density (Figure 7) or integrated response (Figure 8).
May I add that we have recently analysed as probits a number of sets
of data and found approximate agreement with this form. Experimental data
expressed as "logit" are probably satisfactorily recast as "probit". We
have also investigated changes of o with dose and with concentration of
radioactive material as "point sources". Data on leukaemia in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki (16) fit this form (Figure 9). It is interesting to try to
study variation of o with dose in radium dial painters (Figure 10).
What does all this imply? One thing it does not imply, that there is
any exclusive correlation between the log-normal distribution of time delay
and cancer. The form is of extremely general application far outside our
field, in biology, economics, physiology, psychiatry, chemistry, and even
the study of conservation of works of art, or routine observations of the
gamma-ray dose around fuel element treatment ponds at AERE! Essentially we
have moved from the study of individual interactions to the statistics of
heterogeneous populations. Let me quote just one example of how these ideas
may help us.
In the 1972 Report of the United Nations Committee (UNSCEAR) there is
a very interesting paragraph which reads as follows, "The data from experiments with low LET radiation suggest that the more resistant the tissue to
tumour induction, the more likely that the dose response will be curvilinear or sigmoid, and the more sensitive the tissue to radiation, the
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more likely that linear dose-response curves for tumour induction will be
observed. Likewise, linear dose-response curves are seen where the spontaneous incidence of neoplasms is moderate to high, further suggesting
that linearity of the dose-response curve is related to sensitivity to
tumour induction".

Our integrated response curves show precisely this. "Sensitive
tissue" corresponds to low median dose (or time) and large variance since
this brings low values of "mode", in which circumstances rough linearity
is predicted by our integrations. As noted above, interestingly enough,
our detailed analysis shows too that in both Druckrey 1 s chemical experiments and in Court-Brown and Doll's and Japanese data for leukaemia, the
standard deviation of the log-normal plot for these diseases is higher
than for most solid tumours. Coupled with low median dose this immediately
leads to the prediction of a linear response, raising again the question as
to whether the leukaemias are not a very complex set of diseases arising
from a very heterogeneous set of cells. It is of interest that from a
different point of view Baum (17) discussed population heterogeneity in
relation to radiation-induced cancer. A study of the log-normal cumulative
probability curves show how easily various linear or power law response
curves may be derived following variation of o, (Figure 11).
We have recently extended our calculations to more complex situations
in which the (median) latent period is assumed to decrease with dose already
delivered, this again producing changes in the expected response curves,
particularly predicting high response at long times.
It is clear that the assumptions of a probability density function
for "latent period" opens new possibilities in interpretation of response
functions, particularly for continuous irradiation with low LET radiations.
I may add that the assumption of cumulative log-normal survival curves (for
which there is evidence) (Figure 12) superimposed on response curves is
also proving extremely interesting in predicting "peaked" response,
(Figure 13).
Let us agree, that radiation confers a distributed probability of a
future event, carcinogenesis. How is the probability as it were "conveyed"
in time, and how is it eventually "realised"? We must, I think, turn to
molecular biology. Modern biology has become increasingly interested in
the mechanisms of transference of instructions required by a living cell
to continue its metabolism, to transmit the required information to the
next generation of cells when it divides, or perhaps differentiate into a
cell destined to perform a specific function in the organism. Radiation
causes point mutations, chromosome aberrations and innumerable transient
changes, thus destroying organisation, increasing entropy, interfering with
information transfer, and increasing confusion (18). Mathematical Information Theory in one fom (19) links "information" with the reciprocal of the
variance of a "normal" population, just as we have linked the shape of the
response curve. A cell lineage is a communications system and it is therefore not surprising that so-called Information Theory or Communication
Theory seems to furnish the appropriate mathematical techniques. We move
towards our biological colleagues in assuming heterogeneity and try to
extract useful information from that diversity. Cell turnover times are
sometimes log-normally distributed, "latent period" may be drastically
reduced by the application of non-carcinogenic "promoters" or viruses.
Cells respect metabolic change rather than the dials of grandfather
clocks: Maybe we have now the possibility of improving on the rather disappointing contributions from Information Theory as applied to biology in
the 1950's.
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I think we must, in any case, move towards human biology. As
physicists or engineers we are apt to concentrate excessively on the
quantity we can measure - namely dose. This remark perhaps comes strangely
from one like myself after a lifetime of intere& in dosimetry, though I
have always regarded it as merely a step towards biological understanding,
but if we wish to take the important step from measuring dose to assessing
risk to individuals and populations we shall be forced to pay more attention to, and to understand more of biological phenomena. It happens, that
biophysics and biomathematics, with the help of computer technology are
poised for rapid if somewhat erratic advance (20). Let us not forget that
our aim is to protect people, not amass dose or other statistics though
that is a useful and, indeed, indispensible activity.
But you will say, shall we not as practical men, be forced at present
to use empirical relationships, to make our practical decisions? Yes - we
shall - but being old-fashioned I still think that Science has something to
do with understanding as well as manipulating phenomena to our own ends.
Such progress as we have made in the protection field has arisen,
certainly from careful and intensive empirical observation, but also from
attempts to understand mechanisms as, for example, those of mutagenesis and
carcinogenesis. Such understanding has profoundly influenced our decisionmaking. I have no doubt that the increase in knowledge of biological
mechanism now taking place will influence the scientific basis of protection
against all environmental hazards, including radiation. In spite of the
abuse sometimes levelled at us we have a sounder quantitative basis for our
decisions than for those in any other "safety" field. We must nevertheless
use every endeavour to strengthen our basic knowledge and widen our horizons.
I make no apology for directing your attention to these basic concepts and
how they may change in the future.
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